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WALLACE ADDRESSES STUDENT BODY
MILITARY. TRAINING PLAN REVISED
New System Is Effective

For Students From 18 to 25

A.M.S. MEETING

There will be a meeting

of the Alma Mater Society,

Wednesday at 7.30 p.m. in

the gymnasium.

Frosh Reception

Coming Tomorrow

Will Be Opening Event Of
Social Season

Wednesday is your night, fresh-

men. That night you begin social

life at Queens with a special, dance

for you.

To be more precise, the annual

Frosh Reception will be held Wed-
nesday night at the gymnasium.

The dance begins at 8.30. At that

time all co-eds and all freshmen will

be admitted, absolutely free. Just

think of it, freshmen, a special

dance, free, and just for you. Of
course, there is one slight catch. At

nine o'clock the doors are open lo

upperclassmen ar twenty-live cents

each. After nine the gym tends to

get crowded and the weaker and

more timid freshmen are likely to

find themselves trampled under

foot.

It
.
is. not yet known what band

Will provide the music but don't

worry about that. Be out early,

freshmen — this is your night to

howl.

Auxiliary Battalion Kept;
"Syllabus A" Offered

To C.O.T.C.

Regulations' governing military

training at (Queen's University

have been changed from last year,

it was announced last week.

Compulsory training for physic-

ally fit males of British nationality

will be continued, but at Queen's

it will apply to the age group IS-

25. Volunteers will be accepted

from outside this group, although

medical students of the fourth, fifth

and sixth year classes will not be

required to take drill.

The division between officers'

training and basic training (Auxil-

iary Battalion) will be made as

previously. The former will be

restricted to present members of

the C.O.T.C. proper who are effi-

cient, together with candidates who
are fit for active service and who
have had previous military experi-

ence.

Longer Course

Tit vfFtijrs trair uig course will

re confined this year to Syllahn.

"A" (Common to Aipns). The con

tent of this course has been in

creased and will require stud;

throughout the session.

MILITARY TRAINING
(Continued on page 6)

Eepcrters
Wanted

WANTED: news reporters in

large numbers. Those who can-

not read need not apply, but

you're reading now, sucker, so

come and get it

!

So, welcome all frosh and

friends of former years, list

moment to the clacking of the

lypewri.er, as it bqts out its in-

vital ion. Welcome, thrice wel-

come, to the happy fourth estate.

The realm of journalism Awaits

you—you are hovering on the

brink of a career. Hesitate not,

oh palpitating heart!

Do they laugh when you sit

dfv.'n to type? Then sit down by

all means for the Journal office

needs a laugh as never befotje.

Editor-in-Chief Jack Houck
hasn't smiled since "Charley's

Aunt". Why ? News explod-

ing on every side and no

reporters. News editor Doug
(Scoop) Wilson is galloping

about in a splendid style, but

ilia, is nut enough. The eenten-

cril celebration io bearing down
upon us. Meet it armed with pad

and pericil.

A Press Club meeting will be

REPORTERS WANTED
(Continued on page 2)

Co-Eds Doing Bit

For War Activities

Dr. Douglas Outlines Plan
For Women's Training

IiY ABI£ RAMNOWITZ

"It must not be said that it is

only the men at Queen's who are

giving of their time and energy for

the war effort," With this remark

Dr. Douglas, Dean of Women,

opened her talk to the women of

Queen's*, at the first general meet-

ing-

Training Services

Dean Douglas said that there was

no question of the world's need of

women's services, particularly in

wartime. Nor was there any doubt

that the women had the capacity

to do the work. In order to help

the women of Queen's prepare to

play their part, a number of train-

ing services have been established

for them.

All first year students will take

the St. John's Ambulance first-aid

course.

W.V.S.C.

All other students mty jiin the

Women's Volunteer Service Corps.

Uniforms will be issued to this unit

and regular drill will be givei| in

order to prepare women who wish

to enlist in the Canadian women's

army or air corps. Those women

who take this course will have a

good chance for promotion when

DR. DOUGLAS
(Continued on page 0)

The Editor of the Queen's Journal has asked me lo write a

note of welcome to the men and women who are comma back, or

are coming for the first time, to Queen's University. On behalf of

Iruslees and staff, I welcome you most heartily. As I write, the

buildings arc bathed in sunshine, and present a setting of bcaitiy

and charm which is in itself the best of iveleomes to those who

know these halls and to those who will learn to kno-w them as

the days go past.

We welcome you in c year of war, when it is possible still

to carry an and to prepare for whatever demands the war may

make on us. On our part we shall endeavour to help you in that

preparation. On your part, we know, you will not fail to use

the opportunity to the full, for these are days when privileges r

carry with them heai'y responsibilities. We welcome you, too, '

in the Centenary Year when you and we together -with many

friends from many lands will obsen>e together, in fitting cere-

monial, a great occasion. In this ceremonial you will havej

a

large part to play. You will play it well.
f

I

:en's University,

iMinUr 24th, 194

Outlines Week-End Program

For Celebration of Centenary

Earl of Athlone Will Receive

Honorary Degree At Centenary

ARTS *45

There will be a . meeting

of all Arts Freemen and

gresheites tonight, in Con-

vocation Hall^ at 7.15. At-

tendance is cc,mpulsory.

Drama Guhld Has
Tryouts at Meeting

The first "litllzapoppin" ^meeting

of the Drama Guild was stagUd ki^i

Friday night. President "It's a

sweet evening" Webster opened Khe

show with an address. Having weP

coined all the newcomers, he spoke

of the Centennial Play. Thornton

Wilder'* "Happy Journey , then in-

troduced the executive and the

year's program.

Programs

Bill Mackenzie then presented

his version of J. W. Johnsons

beautiful poem, "A Negro Crea-

tion of the World". Immediately

following this, the stage being emp-

ty, two famous fools of the Fro-

lics took the opportunity to act up.

Sheats and Kelly having concluded

their nonsense, the guests retired to

the Players' Luunge. Then Fun en-

tered. There was dancing. Paul

Jones saw to it that the colorful

company changed their company

continually. Two scenes in Doug

"Scoop" Wilson's photography stu-

dio a la make-believe involving sud-

denly-conscripted players and im-

promptu lines made all present rock

DRAMA GUILD

(Continued on page 2)

Plans Almost Completed
Program Worthy

Of Occasion

As\Queen's goes into its second

century, fitting services are go

ing to mark tins great event. All

-ijmmer, preparations have been

soing on, and these are now

practically complete. The harl

of Athlone will be present to re

ceive an honorary degree and

take up his position as Rector

of the University. Other dis

tinguished men, graduates, and

representatives of other great

universities are coming to honor

Queen's on this great occasion.

Thanksgiving

VTlie celebration is to begin

witJh a service of Thanksgiving

and .Remembrance. Because of

the verW close linking of the Uni-

versity Svlth St. Andrew's Pres-

livterian GChurdi. the present min-

i>ter, Rev.\ \. F. Wedderbiirn, is

to conduct tht* service. This is

to commemorate *he fact th:.t the

idea of the University was born

in .he Church in VJ&.V1, and also

that for seven years! the Rev. Dr.

Machar was Principal of the

University and at thic same time

.Minister of the Church.

Eminent men in theVprofession

are to survey the progress that

has been made in theyr field

since the founding of thfe Uni-

versity. Rev. Dr. Mieklkm of

Oxford is to speak on "A (Hun-
dred Years in Theological
Thought." Sir Rohert Falconer

will survey a century of progress

CENTENARY
f

(Continued on page 4 i)

Tells Of Military Training
Privileges Granted

To Students

Contest Announced

DR. R. C. WAl
Principal oi Queen's, who again wel-

comes students to the University.

A.M.S. Election

To Be Held Oct. 10

Other Topics Discussed At

First Meeting;

The annual Alma Mater So-

ciety elections will be held on

Friday, October 10, according to

a decision reached at the first

meeting of the A.M.S. executive

last week. Elections are some-

what earlier than usual this year

because it is desirable that the

new officers should assume their

duties before the Centennial cele-

brations starting on October 16.

The executive convened under

the chairmanship of Bob Mother-

well, and transacted a consider-

able amount of business. Several

matters were brought up for dis-

cussion and then tabled to pre-

sent the members with an Oppor-

tunity to give them further

.bought.

Year Dances

Consideration was given to the

question of cutting down on the

cost or the number of year

dances. Suggestions were advanc-

A.M.S. ELECTION

(Continued on page 4)

A.M.S. Negotiates

For Theatre Cards

BY ABE RABI.VOWIT2

Principal Wallace, addressing

the student body at the first gen-

eral meeting held on September

25, laid special emphasis on the

importance of university work

during wartime, and on the plans

for the celebration of the Queen's

Centenary. *

"The government," said Dr.

Wallace, "realizing the import-

ance of university work during

wartime has been generous in

its attitude toward students."

The government, he continued,

particularly urged students of ap-

plied science, mathematics, chem-

istry and engineering to continue

with their studies and obtain their

degrees. After that they will be

needed for war work. In the case

of the Arts students, the govern-

ment felt that, though the im-

mediate need for men with their

training was not great, their ser-

vices would be extremely valu-

able in helping to- solve the en-

urrnous problems which will re-

sult from the war, Therefore it is

important that they too com-

plete their university training.

DR. WALLACE
(Continued on page 2)

Bert Niosi Booked

For Meds Formal

Doctors' Dance Scheduled

For Centennial Weekend

No arrangements have yet been

completed regarding student theatre

tickets, A.M.S. Secretary-Treasurer

Herb Hamilton revealed on Friday.

Negotiations are, however, still

proceeding.

In pre-war years, students were

i\*ays given special cards which

entitled them to certain price re-

ductions at the local theatres. Last

year these privileges were cut down,

on the ground that any special

ights enjoyed by the collegians

should also be given to all the mili-

tary units in Kingston. Students

were, however, still given a special

rate up until seven o'clock on any

nights except Friday or Saturday.

This vear the problem is said to

be the same. It is hoped that a

solution similar to last year's will

le worked out.

To complete the social side of

the Centenary Week-end, the Medi-

cal Faculty has stepped into the

breach to provide Queen's with a

formal worthy of such an occasion.

Queen's, backed In one hundred

years of glorious progress and tra-

dition, will have a formal which

may serve well as a marker for

the turning of the century. This

will be more than just a Medical

At Home: i: will be an At Home

for every erad, every Arts, Science

and Meds student. The Medical

Faculty is playing host to Queen's

on her one hundredth birthday.

Bert Niosi

With the dancing pleasure of

their patrons in mind. Medicine has

gained the services of one of the

rinest bands in Canada for the oc-

casion. It is that star of stars, Bert

Niosi and bis 14-piece orchestra;

no need of further word about the

band—you all know of Bert Niosi

and his modern congregation of top-

notch musicians.

In line with the rapidly increas-

ing demand for simple inexpensive

pleasures in which all can partici-

pate, the price of tickets has been

left at the amazingly low figure of

$4.00, and there will be all the trim-

mings—souvenir programs, color-

MEDS FORMAL
(Continued on page 0)

188143
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MEDS for MEDICINE - SCIENCE MEN for SCIENCE
but

ARTSMEN FOR GOVERNMENT
mil ,r DOWEL!

For PrefldiMt

JIM RICHARDSON
For Secretary

TRICOLORS

There arc six Tricolors

still available at the A.M.S.

office, Douglas Library. The

price is $3.95, and the books

will be sold tb the first per-

sons applying.

LAUNDRY

Laundry work done for stu-

dents. Will call and deliver with-

in two days. Phone Mrs. Peters,

4022-W.
' —Advt.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beoury Salon

274 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop

da Van Clieaf Maude Wagar

C.Q.7X.

FROM TAPS
TO

"REVELRY"
•

You'll revel in the -tastc-

thrilling goodness of the

delicious, satisfying and

refreshing sodas that pour

from the frosty taps of

our fountains. Enjoy one

today,

10c
•

WARD'S HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

Meeting war-time needs

The new

"VICTORY

POLICY"
Patriotism demands that you in-
^eM regularly to War Savings
Certificates. Yet you need in-
surauce protection too— at an
age mi rates are still con-
veniendy low.

The new "Victory Policy" de-
veloped by The Mutual Life of
Canada enables you to meet both
thcie essential needs. Premiums
are exceedingly low for a fixed
period of vcirs, while you nrc
investing in War Savings Cer-
tificates. And even at the end of
this period, when the rate is

adjusted, ihe premium is still

lower than
j
ou would normally

pay. You will be able to use the
proceeds of your War Savings
Certificates as they mature (o
pay the premiums.

Permanent profecfion

The "Victory Policy
manent plan of life

a per-
.rancc.

Jt has been specially prepared
to meet your immediate needs
and to providefutureprotection at
uelL The new "Victory Policy"
is available to every adult who
is insurable . . . and is especially
attractive to students.

Ath your nearest Mutual Lije rep-
resetitativejor complete detail) o]
th'u plan. Or utile to The Mutual
Lije of Canada, Waterloo, Ont.

ESTABLISHED L&S3

^Ownod by th* Poticyhotdtn*

Appendix 1 in iiders

Lt.-Col. R. O. KbtI

Commanding Queer, i rsity

ContingeL

;

Timetable

Week 29 Sept. -4 Oct.. 1941

1, DRILL PARADES

Monday, 29 Sept. to Fri.

Oct., inclusive.

Arm:
Artillery, 1940-41—West E

of Lower Campus. 1700-1800 bra

Engineers 1940-41 — Front
Fleming Hall, 1700-1800 hrs.

Infantry, 1940-41—East End of

Lower Campus. 1700-1800 hrs,

Medicals, 194041—Rear of

Fleming Hall, 1700-1800 hrs.

Signals, 1940-41—Q.M. Stores

1700-1800 hrs.

Auxiliary Bn., 1940-41—Field
West of Stadium, 1700-1800 hrs.

-Recruits—Field West of Sta

(Hum, 1700-1800 hrs.

Saturday, 4 Oct.—All ranks
except recruits, Lower Campus
1330 hrs. Recruits—University
Stadium 1330 hrs.

1. PARADES

The following parades for Of-
ficers, Warrant Officers, and

are ordered tor this

These Things
Called Frosh

N.C.CVs

week

:

Officers and W.O.'s—Orderly
Room, Tuesday. 30 Sept. 1930
hrs.

Sergearft* Orderly Room
Wednesday, 1 Oct.. 1930 hrs.

Corporals—Gymnasium Floor
Thursday, 2 Oct.. 1930 hrs.

2. CLOTHING PARADES
All Officers and N.C.O.'s—Gun

Shed, Monday, 29 Sept., 1900
2100 hrs.

Other Ranks-
Artillery—Gun Shed, Tuesday

30 Sept., 1900-2100 hrs.

Engineers— Gun Shed, Wed-
nesday, 1 Oct.. 1900-2100 hrs.

Inf. and Sigs. — Gun Shed,
Thursday, 2 Oct., 1900-2100 hrs.

Service dress for Officers will
be issued during week days 1000
1200 hrs.

General Notice to All Ranks

The Orderly Room has been
placed out of bounds to ALL
Ranks except Officers, and other
ranks on duty.

W. H. Agnew. Lt. and Adjt.

Q.U.C., C.O.T.C

NOTICE

Students wishing to sec
the Permanent Secretary-
Treasurer of the Alma
Mater Society should note
that the A.M.S. office has
been moved from the gym-
nasium to Room 215. Doug-
las Library. '

So we stood on the corner and

picked out the freshmen by their

clean shoes. One of them looked

at us and said "My! I wonder

where those refugees are from."

How much we have to learn. "Hi

hoi", one was heard to remark

at the corner of Queen's Crescent

and University,
—"Ban Righ is

•iround here somewhere!"

Characteristic

According to our commerce

wizards there arc so many frosh,

the senior years will have to be

(.assimilated. Now, after this brief

preamble, let us record dis-

tinguishing marks of species

fjosh.

a. They tell seniors the way:

o flfnd their way around the maze

of Kingston.

2.1 They bound into the wrong

lecture room, take notes all

periodl. and leave remarking on

the scope of their course.

i. ' Tlhey are clean shaven,

neatly stressed, and pay their

andladies regularly.

And noV.for the freshet.

God bless 'cmV

1. They thinlcvall the other

co-eds are also (Ayl freshettes,

(B) postgrads. Confusing and

amusing.'

2. They ask in whispers \ "Is

true what they say aboNlit

Science men?" ^
3. They all want to see the

nterior decorating in the Union.
This may sound a rather brutal

way of describing the species.

However the freshman we used
is a yard-measure Said that he
vas really thrilled by the friend-

y spirit of the dear old coWch
and the co-operation he got from
the seniors. Never forget that,

you can always tell a sophomore
>ut you can't tell him anything—
after all he is only a freshman
who has paid his fees twice.

Drama Guild

(Continued from page 1)

with laughter. The largest feature

of the refreshments was obviously

the size of the sandwiches, which

incidentally were ham.

On Friday and Saturday after-

noons, a number of acting aspir-

ants met in Convocation Hall to

try out for play-parts. One by one

they showed their stuff on the bare

stage. All did well.

The tentative cast for "The Hap-

py Journey" includes Ethel Camp-

bell, Barbara Finney, Julie O'Gra-

dy, Babbs Smythe, Mo Park, and

Bill MacKenzie. And we did say-

tentative.

Much talent was displayed at

these try-outs, which will be used,

for the next show. And there will

be more try-outs for those who
want to come another time.

Dr. Wallace

(Continued from page 1)

Because of this the govern-
ment lias made the provision tha^t

all students from 13 to 25, jrfho

put in the required 110 hoi/rs of

military training, plus twpJ weeks
amp, will be allowed/ to carry

on till they receive the^r degrees.

This training is br-th valuable

and worthwhile a --id should be

taken seriously |py students, con-

tinued Dr. Wallace. We must re-

member that the situation is stil

critical and 'many sacrifices wil

be nccessaHy to bring victory

Students ar-e expected to realize

their part jm the struggle and do
their part 'to help the war effort.

At prese/nt here are 750 gradu-
ates in yhe forces throughout the

world, /

Dr./ Wallace then went on to

tell o»f the many plans that had
been* made for the centenary

bjration which will take place

ofcer 16, 17. 18. "We plan
this a program whicl ..

will I ive up to the tradition of that students might serve

Queen's.

"

To start things off on Friday

there will be a "student parade

through Kingston in order to

show the citizens of Kingston

that you are still alive."

Convocation

The same afternoon a large

group of emineflt people out-

building in various fields, will be

presented with honorary dcgiets.

Never before in the history of

Queen's has such a distinguished

group honored us with its pres-

ence.

Saturday morning there will

be a radio address by Vice-Prin-

cipal McNeill on the subject "100

VSfars of Queen's."

I ? the afternoon all students

in utiiV
f°rm will be inspected by

His Excellency the Governor-

General. Fo Howing the review

will be a foot£>a" game. »
For Saturday evening plans

have been ma'de by the Drama
Guild to prepent a short play.

There will aIt*o be a reception and

a fashion sl"°w of the past 100

years presented by the girls.

Then to, ">P everything off there

will be a dance.

Thj* time for the preparations

is v/ery short, the Principal said,

apid there is a great deal to be
•done. Therefore all studen ts

should co-operate and work to

make the celebration a real suc-

cess.

Before concluding Principal

Wallace announced an essay
competition for university stu-

dents, which will be held early

in November, on the subject,

"Your Plan of Reconstruction in

Canada." lt is important that

young men and women think
through this problem because
they are the ones who will have
to face it. Details as to prizes

and time of the competition wili

be announced later.

As a last remark Dr. Wallace
reminded his listeners again that

these were critical times and he
expressed the hope that the "re-

sponsibility of the times will

guide you in your behavior."

Col. Earl also spoke of the

arrangements for military train-

" explaining the various ways

Physical Education
Course At Varsity

Announcing the new Physical

Education course for men and wo
men in the amalgamation of the

Margaret Eaton School and tin

Dept. of Physical and Health Edu
cation, Dr. E. S. Ryerson, director

of the course, pointed out the great

advantage of this union in the in

crease of gymnasium equipment, as

well as a swimming pool. In charge

of this new department is Miss Flo-

rence Somers, director of the Mar-
garet Eaton School, with other

members of her staff.

A three year course is being in-

augurated leading to the decree in

Physical and Health Education (B.

P.A.S.) which is to provide a

sound knowledge of the necessary

activities for a living person, in-

cluding proper nutrition and men-

tal hygiene.

The students are instructed, from

various standpoints, in all types of

sports, and gain experience through

actual participation in them.

In the laboratories of the Ana-
tomy Building, the medical staff

gives lectures in Functional Ana-
tomy.

A wide range of teaching posi-

tions are open to the graduates in

this new department: in play-

grounds, summer- camps, clubs and
recreational centres as well as the

Y.W.C.A.

MEN'S FURNISHINGS

Reporters Wanted

(Continued from page 1 )

held on Tuesday afternoon at

4.15 (p.m., night-hawks note).

You will be welcome at that

meeting. Come to the office in

basement of the Students' Union.
Girls may ruter this masculine

As one of the oldest advertisers

in the Journal, Livingston's again

wish to extend a cordial invita-

tion to Queen's students to visit

;heir store, where they will find

a complete selection o£ reidy-

made clothing, custom tailoring

department and men's furnish-

ings department.

We would particularly draw

your attention to our custom

tailoring department, where we
have been making clothes for

discriminating customers since

1847. We have our own cutter

and designer, which assures you

of perfect workmanship and guar-

anteed fit.

\\ e specialize in officers' uni-

forms, both military and air

force, also greatcoats, for active

service or home service, which
wil! be made in the usual Liv-

ngston standard of workman-
ship. Materials and styles will of

course conform with official regu-

ations.

In our ready-made department

our stock is most complete, show-

ng overcoats, suits, dress suits

and tuxedos at prices to fit your

pocketbook.

We also have an exclusive

range of the latest in men's furn-

ishings, including dress acces-

sories, Queen's sweaters, ties,

shirts, etc.

We will enjoy meeting old

friends, and making new ones,

and Snvite the student body, to

make Livingston's theii head-

quarters when down town.

\Avt.

sanctuary via the University

Avenue entrance only. All would-

be journalists are urged to at-

tend.

Weicome

To all students and members of

the Faculty, Geo. Freed extends

a sincere welcome and best wishes

for a successful year.

And whileyou're soaking in science,

arts and engineering problems

don't forget your personal appear-

ance. It's important too! •

Drop in to Geo. Freed's Men's Shop

and see what a grand course we
have in "personal appearance.'-'

GEO. FREED'S
MEN'S SHOP
214 Princess Street
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STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST,

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Meters, Tanks, Filters,

Tripods, Etc,

Your old camera taken in

on new equipment

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Lockett

AT LOCKETT'S LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

C R O N K 1 S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

274 Princess St. Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOURDIERS
PLCS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable
Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
C, B. S. Harvey, MSr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St.

WELCOME
QUEEN'S

STUDENTS
TO KINGSTON

AND TO

BIBBY'S
•

Kingston's largest

.Men's and Young Men's

Clothiers and Hatters

•

If it's new you'll find

it here

•

78 - 80 - 82 Princess St.

AT THE
THEATRES
BILTMORE

Tuesday, Wednesday—"Wings
Over the Navy" with George
Brent,- John Payne and Olivia

de Haviland. and "Wise Girl"

with Ray Milland and Miriam
Hopkins. Beginning Thursday,
Gracie Fields in "We're Going
to be Rich" and "Submarine
Zone" with Pat O'Brien.

CAPITOL
"The Ziegfeld Girl" with Judy

Garland, Lana Turner, Hedy
Lamar and Jimmy Stewart. Com-
mencing Thursday "They Met
in Bombay." Clark Gable and
Rosalind Russell.

GRAND
"Tillie the Toiler" comes to

reel life' with Kay Harris as

Tillie. Commencing on Wednes-
day Jane Withers in "A Very
Young Lady."

T I V O L I

"Waterloo Bridge" with Vivien

Leigh and Clark Gable—today.
Wednesday and Thursday "All

This And Heaven Too," with

Charles Boyer and Bette Davis,

and "San Antonio Rose" with

lane Frenzer,

DANCE BANDS

In order that year dance

committees may secure the

orchestras they would like

for their dances, they are

asked to contact the A.M.S.

Booking Agsnt, Don John-

ston, phone 3900, just as

early as possible. In - this

way he can better satisfy

their requirements for or-

chestras and obtain the

bands they desire when they

desire them.

In addition to the better

bands heard on the campus

last year, your Booking

Agent has secured a num-
ber of new first-class or-

chestras.
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THE
HABIT - DASHER

BY POrS VOLLSfER

Meds Formal

(Continued from page 1)

ful decorations and buffet supper.

For your dancing comfort, the num-

ber of tickets sold will be limited.

Already reservations have been

pouring in from Alumni in the

United States and Canada. So get

your ticket right away. They will

go quickly. Not for another hun-

dred years will there be an event

like this. Don't miss it. For your

ticket see Dick Dixon, 3146R.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—^patronize them.

NEW LOW PRICES
NOW IN EFFECT!

ADULT
EVENING
ADMISSION

PRICE 25
SMOKING LOGES

5c EXTRA
CHILDREN 10c

ANYTIME

Continuous Performance Doily from 1 p.m.

MATINEE BARGAIN PRICES
To 5 p.m. — 20c Smoking Loges 5c Extra

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO GOVT. TAX I

TODAY AND WEDNESDAY

"WINGS OF THE NAVY"
STARRING

GEORGE BRENT OLIVIA DeHAViLUND

RAY
MILLAND

ALSO

WISE GIRL1
MIRIAM
HOPKINS

THURS. - FRI. - SAT.

GRACIE FIELDS
VICTOR McLAGLEN BRIAN DONLEVY

in

"WE'RE GOING TO BE RICH"
— ADDED HIT —

PAT O'BRIEN CONSTANCE BENNETT

•SUBMARINE ZONE"

THE BEST SHOW VALUE IN KINGSTON

HEALTH-

FULLV

AID-CON-

DITIONED

FREE

PARKING

ACCOMMO-

Well here it is, chillerns, the old

Fashion Fancies column under a

new management. First of all, I

would like to say hello to all the

freshettes and say too that it is a

treat to see a brand new row of

bright smiling faces and clean sad-

dle-shoes — after last spring —
ouch

!

Talking about faces, how'? ye

good old Kingston clime treating

yours? Mahoods (corner Princess

and Bagot) are featuring a little

alligator-skin box by Elizabeth Ar-

den containing all the secrets of

bee-uty for the tune of $3.95, pretty

smooth I may add. They are also

showing Victory Red make-up, like-

wise by Lizzie, guaranteed to add

some razzle-dazzle to the personal-

ity.

Along the good old Victory line,

a Canadian perfume is producing

Victory Cologne, very smartly cask

ed in a white stone bottle with ;

colored V on it. A patriotic addt

tion to your dressing-table beside

being a pleasant tangy sniff. Tlii

may be got in exchange for a green

back at Tamblyn's, who also have

all Dorothy Grey's lovely products

Perhaps you haven't heard thai

the Muno tweed people have moved

some of their famous hand-operated

knitting machines to Canada. That

means, cherubs, that you can get

one of their beautiful sweaters for

as little as S-J.50, and an exacts

matching skirt for $9.50. Thefc

with the Lansea and Jaeger {>e^

can be found at Steacy's attr.i

sports department on the seconu

floor. If a distant uncle actually did

die and leave you a bit of extra

filthy lucre, do look into the possi-

bilities of an authentic kilt (padded

an' everything) that is made b)

Jaeger. These are $19.50 but worth

every cent of it—heirlooms at least.

P.S, AH you Vita-Ray cream fans

had better hoof down, before the

end of the week, to Austin's at the

comer of Princess and Wellington,

(all these directions are for fresh-

ettes who get lost as often as sen-

iors). Here you can cash in on the

bargain offer of a $1.15 box of Vita-

Ray powder FREF. with every

$175 jar of cream. My! My!

Bye for now, and don't forget

your ski boots at the frosh hop.

DOVER'S
SCORE AGAIN
WITH A SUIT THAT RATES
HIGH ON THE CAMPUS

Tweddell's Store Has Fine

Record Of Service

Durable
Tweeds
28.50

Extra Trousers $6.50

In the house or in the class-

room, in the donn or at any
gathering, a go ..i - uoking
tweed is definiteh iiie right

thing. Tweed- in :lj:tering to

almost any it. <• and these

three - butt- m -iir>le - breasted

drape rar 1

ils do wonders for

any tyr r ol masculine
figure. They're mostly

colorful browns and

lovau in veral differe

shinies, hut there are

r h nty of greys, greens

nd \ '-"es, too. Made with

i
leated

j
zippcred trousers

—lull lined jackets make
i.i ie suits the buy of the

•<ason. Be sure to see

Jii^ selection today. Sizes

for everyone and altera-

tions are free of course.

Come in and browse around You won't be forced to buy.

123 Princess Street Phone 5020

JCyNEE'S
TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS

CAMERA SUPPLIES

Cor. Johnson & Division Sts.

^OSMETICS

LUNCHES

Telephone 1£8

Since 1870 Tweddell's have

been attending to the clothing of

Kingston's most discriminating

men and students attending

Queen's University. This store

has progressed wjth the years,

and today occupies a much larger

store, having added a large stock

of quality furnishings and hat?

for men in addition to the large

selection of clothing. Tweddell's

store is proud of its accomplish-

ments and its close business as-

sociations with Queen's Univer-

sity, and therefore takes this op-

portunity to bid a hearty wel-

come tn the faculty and students

of Queen's. " ,
— \<M.

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Facultiee

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules. Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

Our used

You're as pretty as a pic'.u

Whv don't you hang yourself

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Ground* ONTARIO

j

Hanson & Edgar
PRINTERS Printing of

Phone 1510 Every

117 Brock St." Description

Dance

Programmes

C institutions

Bob

Motherwell VOTE SCIENCE
Len

Lane
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Welcome Again
Each year, it is the Journal's happy privilege to welcome the

students to Queen's. For a great many, this season of the year

means a return to frirntb and scenes that they have come to know

and like. They are already a part of university life, and to them

we can only say "Welcome hack".

But for a great many others, Queen's will be an entirely new

experience—and we hope it will be a pleasant one. Those who

come here expecting to find college a bed of roses will be dis-

appointed and soon sick of it. Those who are willing to balance

work and play as mature persons should, will enjoy themselves

and benefit their school.

Much has been written in the past about the Queen's spirit

—

too much. For the truly worthwhile elements of that spirit are

possessed by a great many persons who never saw Grant Hall

tower or cheered a Tricolor team to football triumphs. Loyalty,

honor, courage, kindness—these may be found wherever men

congregate, and their possession by Queen's graduates is only one

further tribute to a great university.

Advice is cheap; and most freshmen and frcshetie- have had

about as much of it as they can assimilate by the time they get

here. Nevertheless, we woubd add this. It is true, though it has

been said many times before that, like everything else, you get

out of college life, just what you put into it. Work at it, and in

the words of the Scriptures, it will "yield a hundredfold."

To Be Or - - -

For some time it has been our feeling that an effort should

be made to cut down on the cost of campus social activities, par-

ticularly dances. This is not hased on any desire to hang crepe

because we are at war, but rather on two fairly sound economic

principles: first, costs and taxes have risen to such an extent that

many students do not have the money that they have had in

other years, and second, at some year dances, the student simply

does not get his money's worth.

Accordingly we have investigated rather thoroughly the pos-

sibilities of making some sort of revision. Our first discovery

was that it is virtually impossible to cut down on the price of

year dances, if outside bands continue to be brought in. The
band agent advises us that if anything, the price of bands has
gone up. so that $1.25 per couple must be charged if expenses

are to be met.

That leaves two main possibilities. The first is that some
of the year dances should be cut out, and Open Houses along
the lines of- last year's, substituted. You might operate on a ratio

of two or three year dances to one Open House. This would
obviously involve either the giving up of a dance by some years,

or the combining of two years to give one dance. Whether it

also involved some revisions in the Open House plan or not is a

minor point that could be easily settled.

The other possibility is to cut prices to fifty or seventy-five
cents per couple, and provide music by records or nickleodeons.
With the addition of a good public address system, you could
have music a good deal belter than that supplied by most year
danct bands. How^n'tcn such affairs should be held, and what
proportion of "regular" dances should be allowed, would again be
a mailer for discussion.

There in brief are some of the possibilities. Whether or not
any of them will be accepted depends on the student body. But
we urge you to consider the whole situation carefully, because
student opinion is going to be inve.-ligated by the university
Social Functions Committee.

We are perfectly aware that a great many people will be
actively antagonistic to any changes in the present set-up, and
that, of course. i s their privilege. It has been argued that if the
student doe?n i spend the money here on the campus, he will go
somewhere else to do it. That may or may not be so It is
certainly partly tnic at any rate. But, may we point out that
what the student does with Iiis money off the campus is his own
concern. He should he maiure enough to know his own situa-
tion. However, on the campus, the student governing bodv has
a certam roponsihility to fulfil. We think this is the time to make
some changes.

Congratulations!

Congratulations to those responsible for the establishment
of the temporary telephone numher service which is now in
operation. It has been a justifiable complaint for many years
that, at the bcgmn.ng of the year when they need it most, students
do not have the Directory. Now. thanks lo this new idea, there
need no longer be any confusion.

Reports arc that the service is functioning both successfully
and e.f.c.ently. For those who do not know. the number is 4594.
and someone ,s on duty every night, except Sunday, from 6.30-8.30.

Attendance and Work

Sludcnls are expected to attend

all lectures and laboratories and to

mplete all assigned exercises. Or-

dinarily, absence beyond a total <>i

one-eighth of the possible attend*

ance. whether due to illness or any

other cause, will subject candidates

to the penalties specified in the

Calendars for deficient attendance.

Official Notices

Payment of Fees

All fie; should be paid at regis-

tration. Any students who have

not paid their fees arc remiiHled

lliat they must immediately make

settlement with the Treasurer if

they expect to be regarded as stu-

dents of the University.

Physical Examinations

All students at the University for

the first lime must have a physical

amination. Appointments for men

are made^at the Registrar's Office.

Women students should consult

Miss Marion Ross.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
AT S.C.M. CONFERENCE

Regulation 13, Page SI of the

Arts Calendar

The attention of students is call-

ed to regulation 13, page 81 of the

Arts Calendar.

Students who are readmitted af-

ter having been r quired to with-

draw, and students who reregister

in the Faculty of Arts after having

failed in four out of five examina-

tions in the last year of attendance,

be placed on probation until

Chri-tmas. At that time they will

be required t<i withdraw if they do

not pass as many as three out of

the five midyear examinations. Each

case will be reviewed carefully by

the Commute" on Failures and tin-

Instructors concerned.

\~nfwr To Students Who Arc

Conditioned In One Lanquane

Some students have been admit-

ted to the University lacking one

of the two foreign languages nor-

mally required at Matriculation.

Such students should take steps as

soon as possible to remove their

condition.

Students who propose to take La-

tin for this purpose mav reeister

h LATIN A (Middle Schnol La-

t'nV Those who pass the examina-

tion, set by the L'niversity, in this

course, will he deemed to have ob-

tained Middle School standing in

Latin.

Arrangements for this work
should go forward immediately.

Students who did not do so at the

time of registration should consult

Professor Tracy in Room 416, New
Arts Ruilding, at their earliest con-

venience; afternoons f except Wed-
nesday) 2-5 or by appointment.

This year iiglit Queen's stti

dents went in September to the

Student Christian Movement con

ference at Lake Couchiching. There

to lead them were Dr. Gerald Cragg

of Montreal, Robert Mackie of

England and Switzerland, and two

of our own professors, Martyn Es-

tall and F. L, Harrison, Willi about

sixty other students from the On-

tario and Quebec colleges they spent

a week full hi thought and fun.

Daily Program

Each day began with a worship

service led by Robert Mackie;

Dr. Cragg's talk followed. He dealt

with the beginning of the Christian

community, the problems it had to

face, and how it dealt with them.

This was not designed to give pres-

ent-day Christians all the answers,

but rather to point out the method

l v whirli the carl , commumty was

able to meet its difficulties in a way

thai was in keeping with the mind

and spirit of Jesus. Nor did Dr.

Cragg deal specifically with many

of the problems facing the Christian

group today. But these were ade-

quately handled by the opening

peech of Dr. EstatI on the present

crisis, and the student forums on

Democracy and Civil Liberties.

The^e provoked much discussion

and divergence of opinion.

In addition to all this serious

thought and discussion there was

much singing, folk-dancing, canoe-

ing and tennis. The students who

went have come back to the campus

with a clearer idea of the work

of the S.C.M. at Queen's, in Ca-

nada and in the world.

This week-end the executive,

with Clare Robinson (Meds '42) as

President, are holding a planning

conference. For further informa-

tion watch for notices of study

groups with Firesides.

Wood: "Every time I kiss you

it makes me a better man."

She : "WeJI, you don't have to

try to get to Heaven in one

night."

Centenary

(Continued from page 1)

in the Humanities and Social

Sciences. Sir Thomas Holland,

Principal of Edinburgh Univer-

sity will in absentia present a

paper on the advance of Science

throughout the century, while

Dr. Henry Sigerist of John's

Hopkins University is to chart

the progress of medicine.

Convocation

On Friday, October 17 there

is to be a Centenary Convocation
at which Queen's will honor
i number of eminent men by
ouferring in' them honorary de-

crees. Dr. Wallace will speak
on the subject "Looking Forward
in Education." Two original

works by members of the faculty

will be offered. Dr. Harrison
will present a musical ode. while
Dr. Clarke will offer his Com-
memoration Ode.

On Friday evening, the City of

A.M.S. Election

(Continued from page 1

)

ed, but no decision was reached,

except that the Social Functions

Committee should investigate

student opinion through the year

executives, and report back to the

A.M.S.

Permanent Secretary-Treasurer

Herb Hamilton reported on a

number ;i lii:;;;: ;ial matters. The

Tricolor, in spite of the fact that

a record number of copies were

printed, has only about six copies

left on hand at present, and will

show the smallest deficit in many
years. On the other hand, there

i-; a deficit of over $200 from last

year's Handbook, and there will

probably be a small sum in make

up this year. It was decided that

each year should be levied a small

lump sum to cover this.

Appointments

Student representatives on the

Social Functions Committee were

appointed. They are Sylva Row-

ey, Jim Richardson, and Norm
tirandfield. Students on the So-

cial-Professional Committee,
which has jurisdiction over all

social - professional organizations

on the campus, are the senior

representatives from two facul-

ties, and the junior representative

iroin the faculty from winch the

A.M.S. President is elected (the

President i- automatically a mem-
ber of this group).

Appointments of an Honorary

President for the A.M.S. and an

Athletic Stick were deferred un-

til the next meeting, as also were

the appointments to the Tricolor

and the Alma Mater Society

NOTICE

All campus organizations

arc requested to elect repre-

sentatives for the Journal

as soon as possible. These

will meet Editor Jack Houck

of the Journal in the near

future. In this way it i>

hoped to obtain publicity

for all campus clubs on a

more equitable basU.

Court. The following students

were designated to serve on the

Election Committee : Earl Bax-

ter, Gord. Smythe, Keith Still-

well, Irvine Bean. Cam Mackiri-

non, and Jack Gage, Members of

this committee from Levana and

Theoldgy are still to be chosen.

Student Parade

Dorothy Wardle brought up

the question of the student par-

ade- which was in be part of the

Centennial week-end. The mem-
bers expressed the opinion that

tlie para ilc should nO! be held

as there would be danger of

damage and disorder.

Thc A.M.S. agreed to pay the

expenses incurred by the Levana

Centennial Fashion Show, and to

grant $50 to the Levana Society

for the purchase of Red Cross

Workroom supplies

You have probably all heard

the story of the girl who, al-

though she was only a Scottish

chief's daughter, could certainly

go through the rye.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality inerchandi

Kingston is to commemorate its

century-old connection with the

University by a banquet at which

the Mayor will be host to the

staff of the L'niversity.

Athlone

On Saturday, October 18. there

is to be a special convocation at

which the Earl of Athlone and

Princess Alice arc to receive hon-

orary degrees. After the degrees

have been conferred, the presi-

dent of the Alma Mater Society

will present the Governor-Gen-
eral, as the Rector of the Uni-

versity, to the student body. The
Earl will then present the Rec-

torial Address.

In the afternoon the Governor-

General will inspect the C.O.T.C.

and the Auxiliary Battalion in a

march-past at the Richardson

Stadium. Following tiie review

there will be a football game.
In thc evening the studenis

will again take part in the cele-

bration when the Drama Guild

will present a one-act play in

Convocation Hall, while Levana
will present a fashion show of

One Hundred Years of Fashions
at Queen's. Students will also

take part in the music for the

ceremonies, as the Glee Club ha?,

been incorporated into the Uni-
versity Choir For the services. On
Saturday evening there is to be
an Alumni Society Dance in the

gymnasium. Not in the official

program, but definitely part of

the celebration, is the Medical

Formal on Friday evening.

'What ore you worrying about now?" *
"1 lefr my Sweet Caps i ihe plane."

SWEET CAPORAL CIGARETTES W
"The purestform in which tobacco cart be smoked." vt

V-

= CIVIL AND MILITARY rAILORS FOR 94 YEARS =

1 LIVINGSTON'S 1

Going Back to College in Style

Fellows bound for College want to know their clothes are right.

Fellows in the know are coming to Livingston's for authentic
University Patterns — the Right Clothes.

WE AGAIN EXTEND OUR SINCERE WELCOME TO
QUEEN'S STUDENTS

EVERYTHING YOU REQUIRE IN CLOTHING AND
FURNISHINGS PRICED TO PLEASE

QUEEN'S
SWEATERS

QUEEN'S
BLAZERS

= Headquarters for Queen's Students =S

| LIVINGSTON'S I
== 75-79 BROCK STREET =5

p CIVIL AND MILITARY TAILORS H

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiitiiiiiiifiiiN
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SPORTS

CNCE OVER LIGHTLY
"Best Junior Team In Years"

Predicted of Gael Footballers

«iitohl. ? u
eBt rePorts the Centennial Sports headquarters aH event haB n« a

.

s be«i arranged for that weekend? Several

E nWtJ «f
re m

.
the fire but none have cooled o» sufficiently

SdSfth?nJKwkT 11 ,s hoped that arrangem<nt3 -11 be comp,eted

Junior footballers started the pigskin a-rolUng last Thursday afternoon
under the watchful ey« of Coach Edwards. A tentative schedule has been
arranged to include the last edition of the R.M.C. Cadets until after the
war. an intermediate Garrison team composed of a combination of all the
lighting forces in the Kingston area, the local collegiate team and the
Tricolor Juniora.

Although the team has not started to rough it up as yet Coach Edwards
has great hopes for his youngsters and claims to have one of the strongest
teen-aged squads in the last decade. Nearly all of last years champions
are back on tap but will have a fight on their hands to keep their positions.
I he most likely newcomers include Jack Mitliken, a shifty back; Frank
Rutherford, outside from Regina; "Bud" Keenan, a pocket-sized Paith-
ouski; Tiny Simandl, a husky muddle of Glebe; Ken Young, a middle
find from Parkdale Collegiate in Toronto; Paul Aubrey, a middle find
from Ottawa Commerce; Eric Arriott an improving backfielder and George
Kinnear, a star backfield graduate of K.C.V.I.

The team has several open dates on its calendar and it is hoped arrange-
ments will be made to bring in Ottawa Gladstones for an exhibition game.
Such a match should give the locals an idea as to their chances in Junior
O.R.F.U. competition if they should decide to enter the playdowns. .

Interfaculty and interyear sports will again act as a substitute for the
Intercollegiate sports that have been shelved for the duration. More
entries are expected in the various interyear sports but the inter-
faculty games will have to wait until after the Faculty Year Sticks have
been appointed.

The Interfaculty track meet is tentatively slated for October 20 and
the cross country run on October 24. The pasture pool tournament will

hold the spotlight at the local golf club on Thanksgiving Day or on
October 19.

The Indoor Softball League which proved such a success last year

should get under way about the first week in November. The mushballers
should be in rare form as many of the year teams are. stacked with ex-

perienced veterans who have been campaigning during the summer.

Even the "Daffy" Dodger-Yankee World Series game will have to take

a back seat to the Sport Carnival or gymkana planned for this Saturday"!

at the Stadium. Canadian rugby, English rugger, soccer, field hockey, and

a track meet are to be jammed into the afternoon.

Queen's, R.M.C, Trenton, Picton R.A.F., Port Albert, and Kingston

Garrison are sending teams to compete in this charity sports circus. The
total proceeds are to go to the Norman Rogers Airdrome raid victims

fund.

The Tricolor footballers will introduce the Canadian sport to the

English airmen when they play a short game with Trenton. The track

team will be under the expert management of Bill Fritz who returns to

coach and run for the Tricolor. As a sidelight Harry Meanwell will lead a

six-man tennis team against the best the armed force can produce in three

doubles matches.

To Form Kingston League
With R.M.C. Garrison

And K.C.V.I.

Edwards Is Coach

who will coach the Queen's track

Ham this year.

GLEE CLUB TO HOLD
SOCIAL ON OCTOBER 2

JOINS 30TH BATTERY

The Glee Club will get away

to a flying start this year at a

social to be held October 2, at

7.30 p.m. in the Ban Righ Com-

mon Room. Entertainment will

consist of everything to please

the fun-loving, music-minded per-

son, with games, dancing and.

most important of all. food

—

plenty of it! Anybody who thinks

of Glee Clubs as rather stuffy

institutions will certainly change

his mind if he comes to Ban I

Righ next Thursday night and

realizes what jolly times he may

have at ours.

Musical Activities

This party is intended to com-

mence the winter season of music

activities at Queen's. These will

find outlets in three directions:

the University Choir, the Glee

Club and Chapel Choir. The first

is composed of students and staff

;

al.hough it was organized (prim-

arily) to play a necessary part

in coming centennial celebra-

tions, it is meant to continue

throughout the year. If atten-

dance at the coining rehearsal

merits, the performance of Bach's

St. John Passion is contemplated.

Gilbert and Sullivan

The Glee Club is joining forc-

es with the University Choir for

the centenary, but like the latter,

is to continue separately for the

remainder of the year. It promises

a Gilbert and Sullivan opereUa

as the main interest. The sum-

mer school's production of "T rial

by Jury" was such a success this

year—in spite of small numbers

and such a short time for pre-

paration—that surely intramural

students can rally round and in-

sure another Gilbert and Sullivan

success this winter. The Chapel

Choir is somewhat of an inno-

vation at this time, and is meant

to supply music at Student Ser-

vices, one Sunday in each month.

Meantime, music-lovers, watch

PRIVATE 'THE MOANER' REEVE

It was announced in Toronto

pn Monday that Ted Reeve has

joined Connie Smyth^'s 30th

Battery for Active Service. "The

Moaner" was the most success

ful coach that Queen's has had

in recent years, placing his

Queen's Intercollegiate teams in

t he playoffs every year and giv-

ing Queen's several Intercol-

legiate titles. It is understood

that he will continue his sport?

column.

Gael Track Stars

In Saturday Meet

Crack Runners, Jumpers To
Carry Tricolor

JUNIOR FOOTBALL

Again this season Junior foot-

ball will be the main attraction

in our campus gridiron. And
tgain this season, just as last,

lux Junior team will be as power-

ful an aggregation as has ever

'tunned the Tricolor in the Junior

Jressing room.

Stars

Looking back over the last few

years it is easy to pick out some

if the stars who got their start

with the Juniors. Nick Paith-

niski, now with Regina Rough-

riders. Doug Annan, last year

with Argos. and Murray Grillin,

with Ottawa, got their starts
:.ong ago wi h the Juniors. And
:hen don't forget Al Clark. Ivan

McDonough, Pete Marshall and

Ding McGill. as well as the many
who were in there fighting but

never hit "the headlines. They

knew how to play the game and

combined to form power, brain?

and speed in case you have for-

gotten.

Schedule

Saturday, Oct. 11—K.C.V.I. vs.

Queen's.

Monday (Thanksgiving), Oct 13

—R.M.C. vs. Army.

Wednesday. Oct. 22—Queen's vs.

R.M.C. fA

Saturday, Oct. 25—K.C.VI vs.

R.M.C.

Saturday, Nov. 1—Army vs.

Queen's.

Wednesday, Nov. 5—R.M.C. vs.

Queen's.

Saturday, Nov. 8—Army vs.

R.M.C.

Wednesday. Nov. 12—Queen's

vs. Araiy.

Model : You try to put too

much expression in your paint-

ing.

Artist: You try to put too

much paint in your expression.

TECH SUPPLIES

The Technical Supplies wishes

to notify the student body of a

change in policy regarding the

discount customarily allowed on

text-hook purchases.

Due to the excessively high

rate of exchange on the Ameri-

can dollar, and the new War Tax,

the Store would, this year, be

forced to advance prices 10% or

more. But. rather than make this

price increase, it was decided that

the Technical Supplies absorb

this exchange but discontinue its

usual practice of allowing a Sfo

rebate on purchases. The student

will, therefore, now receive a dis-

count of at least 10% of the pur-

chase price, whereas in previous

years the direct rebate amounted

to only 5%.

Buy War Aid Stamps.

BY STL" ROBERTSON

Queen's track enthusiasts will

have their first opportunity to view

the '41 -'42 track stars in action

next Saturday when the Gaelic

"cinder-sifters" tangle with repre-

sentatives from R.M.C, Trenton

R.C.A.T., Port Albert and Kingston

Garrison, in some of the many-

events of the gigantic Gymkana.

Bill Fritz, who has carried

Queen's colors to victory in many
J

a track classic, both in Canada and

south of the border, i* in charge

of the Queen's contingent, and pro-

mises stiff opposition for the in-

coming gladiators.

Neil Patterson and Dick Stewart

fe-'ture the sprints, while Bill him-

self will carry the Tricolor in the

440.

The 8S0 is, at present, in charge

of the Dark Horse, but veterans

Dave Watson, Clare Robinson, and

Henderson will be on hand at the

mile post.

Stewart Clarke and F.mmett Mc-

Donnnimji will be taking off at the

broad jumps, and Hmmett will com-

bine with Godfrey Paul to top off

the high jumpers.

SPORTS WRITERS !

There are several vacancies on

the sports staff of the Journal.

Those interested in sports re-

porting are requested to tele-

phone Bill Leiumon at 7S7-W

or apply at the Journal Office,

Students' Union.

Buy War Savings Stamps.

for the appearance of the Uni-

versity Choir at Cenennial Cele-

brations and catch the mood of

real enjoyment by coming to our

Glee Club party: the place—Ban

Righ, the time—next Thursday

at 7.30 p.m.

MUSTANGS TROUNCED

The Univ. of Western Ontario

Mustangs suffered their first de-

<eat of the season at ihe hands

of the John Carrol University 27-

0 on Saturday. The game was

played under American rules and

the Western team's blocking fell

far below that of their more ex-

perienced rivals.

The American team scored on

a fumble by Joe Krol in the first

quarter and completed their scor-

:ng in the final quarter when

they intercepted two Western

forwards and a blocked kick.

This was the first game in a six

game home schedule with the

United States colleges.

MEN'S SINGLES

All entries for the men's singles

tennis tournament must he post-

ed in the Douglas Library not

later than Wednesday, October

1, at 6 p.m.

He: Where's my. wife?

Street Car Conductor: She's

round behind.

He: I know, but where is she:

JOHNNY EDWARDS

But this Junior team today be-

ing groomed by johnny Edwards

is every bit as promising and

composed of names that will

weather the lest of time just as

the grand io!d men of the past.

As yet little can be said about

who is who but the team from

last year is almost intact as a

unit and there appear to he many

newcomers capable of holding

their own in any junior com-

pany.

City League

The team will, compete in the

Kingston City League, a four

team group composed of Kings-

ton Collegiate. R.M.C. and a

Garrison squad. These four

should form a well - balanced

league and very much local in-

terest will be focused on the only

football the city will sec. The

first league game will be played

on October 11 but an exhibition

game next Saturday will be play-

ed as part of an Air Force sport

celebration at the Stadium.

Alfie

To add proof of the power of

this team we will quote a man

who has seen them all from the

time our dads tried their hand

at the great fall pastime in quest

of glory—our own "Alfie" in his

own words—"A great array of

talent that should go a long way.

I predict the best junior team in

years."

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to

remind ihem that as formerly the prestige oE years stand behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN* L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHCR

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment PHONE 2110

You are cordially invited to come in and see our

large selection o£ Luggage, Trunks, Handbags,

Leather Novelties, Wallets, Military Equipment,

Brief Cases. Paper Cases, Ring Binders

free LtrrreBiNG

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street Phone 1941

Where Overwhelmingly

First Choice Is The

Parker VacumutiV Pen

He: Did you hear about the

fellow who had a horse named

Sara.

She: No. what?

He: Sara Neighed in the Night.

• Get top marks chif r«m with a

Parker Pen and Pencd ec ... the

writing set that students all over the

world have ranked ahead of all

others.

The Parker Vacumatic Pen has

everything. . . sueaitilinBd Television

barrel that shows the ink level at all

times . . one-hand filler

and the I-l-Kt Gold Ni

Osmiridium tipped \

make the easiest 3Qi

smoothest writing instru

meat in the world.

Parker Pencils to match.

See these beautiful

Parker Vacumatic Pens

and Pencils at any

good pen counter.

Pens are priced from $5 to $13.75; Pencils to match

from $3.50 to $6.00.

THE PARKER FOUNTAIN PEN COMPANY LIMITED

TORONTO. CANADA

XJic Quin*.

the amuing ink.

-mS&VACUMATIC—e>
PENS AND PENCILS
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Dr. Douglas

(Continued from page 1)

they enlist. Training will be given

for secretaries, librarians, signal-

lers and transport workers.

Another service in which girls

will be able to help will be the

Blood Bank. The purpose of this

is to get donations of blood for

overseas victims. These blond trans-

fusions are of great importance

since it is estimated that 33% of

the air raid victims in England

need blood.

K.C.V.I.

Technical training will also be

given at the Collegiate Technical

Institute. Among the courses offer-

ed are included motor mechanics,

sewing, cooking and typing.

A number of girls will be needed

to do canteen and hospital work.

Still another very important ser-

vice will be work in the Red Cross

workroom. It is hoped that the high

standard set by the Queen's Red
Cross last year will be kept up.

War work, concluded Dean
Douglas, is of the utmost import-

ance and every woman should take

part in one or other of the ser-

vices offered.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

LIGHT LUNCHES,

CANDY, CIGARETTES

•

SNACK BAR

Monk*s Grocery
Albert and Johnson

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The must up-to-date 3-chair shop in
the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

US Alfred St. Phone I772-W

Thesis and Essays Typed
also

Mimeographing

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson St

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A.

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

l POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

London Letter

GOING TO THE

DANCE?

AMBY'S TAXI

Phone 266

'George' Thanks Natal

Although he has never known

non-radio world, one, at least,

of London's small boys thinks

broadcasting is magical.

Some time ago, Cecil Madden,

who is responsible for many of

the lighter entertainment items in

the BBC's Overseas Service, was

presenting a 'Bundles for Bri-

tain' program for the 'Something

3oing on in Britain Now' series

to North America.

An expedition was duly or-

ganized to Shoreditch and other

East End depots of the Women's

Voluntary Service. A little boy

called George was asked by Wyn-

ford Vaughan Thomas what he

wanted most. Obviously because

he had been prompted by his

mother, he answered: 'blankets'.

The commentator, seeing the

look on George's face said: 'He

says "blankets", but his heart

says "candy!"

Evidently George's plight

aroused the sympathy of Mrs.

Flora Tillotsen of Roseneath,

Highflats, Natal, South Africa.

She sent him ten shillings.

A second expedition had to be

sent to locate George.

All the World a Listening Post

Perhaps nothing exemplified

the wireless differences between

this war and the last so sharply

as the Roosevelt-Churchill joint

Declaration. Only by broadcast-

ing could such vast audiences in

the two hemispheres have shared

the sensation of assisting in the

propagation of a 'World Magna

Charta
!'

And it was not purely on the

listeners' side of the microphone

that the announcement came as a

surprise. Those on the other side

of it were equally startled. It

caused the organizers of the BBC
Radio News Reel (to say nothing

of those responsible for the many
foreign transmissions) to beat

all their former records in "jump-

ing to it'. Time was certainly

not on the side of that day's

overseas program.

The reactions of the man-in-

thc-strcet, whether in London,

Ottawa, Sydney, or Cape Town,
were considered of first - class

importance. The unrehearsed

upinions of a gas engineer, a

oook-hoiisekeeper, a cotton manu-
facturer, a road sweeper, a, shop-

man, a busman, and a policeman,

as well, as British and Dominion
service men accosted at random
in London, Glasgow, Manchester,

and Cardiff, were given front

page prominence with those ot

eminent journalists such as Wil
son Harris (of the 'Spectator')

and Edward Montgomery. Also
included was a dispatch recorded,

direct from Singapore, especially

for Radio News Reel; and a re-

cording from New York of an
account by Alistaire Cooke of the

first impressions of Americans.

Two Wars: One Play

Pa ssers-by in a London 'Cir-

cus' were much amused a short

while back to hear a soldier on
leave—and he might have been
'Old Bill' himself—say that the

only difference between this war
and the last war was that 'Chu
Chin Chow' had moved from 'His

Majesty's' theatre to the 'Palace'.

But a sailor, with 1914 crows-
feet round his eyes and a 1941

cut to big jib, chipped in. 'There's
one big difference you're tor-

gating, male! What about the
wireless? 1 never got a chance
to see 'Chu Chin Chow* in the
Inst war. But I've heard it in this
one — hy radio— hot from the

Honorary Degrees
To Be Conferred

On Friday, October 17, at a spe-

cial Convocation, honorary degrees

will be conferred on a number of

prominent men. On Saturday morn-

ing Their Excellencies the Earl of

Athlone and Princess Alice arc also

to receive degrees. His Excellency

will speak over the CBC network

at this time. It is believed that

never before has Queen's Univer-

sity payed host to such a distin-

guished gathering.

Divinity

Those receiving the degree of

Doctor of Divinity are as follows:

Rev. Richard Davidson, Principal

of Emmanuel College, Toronto

;

Rev. George Henry Donald, Church

of St. Andrew and St. Paul, Mont-

real; Rev. Algernon Stanley Walk-

er, President King's College, Hali-

fax ; Rev. Luther Weigle, Dean of

Divinity School, Yale University,

New Haven, Conn.; Rev. Howard

Primrose Whidden, former Chan-

cellor of McMaster University,

Hamilton.

Doctor of Laws

Those receiving the degree of

Doctor of Laws are as follows:

Dr. Norman L. Bowen, Professor

of Petrology, University of Chi-

cago, Chicago; Dr. James B. Col-

ip, Director, Research Institute of

Endocrinology, McGill University

(Montreal) ; Dr. James B. Conant.

President. Harvard University,

Cambridge, Mass. (in absentia) ;

Sir Thomas Holland, Principal,

Edinburgh University, Edinburgh,

Scotland (in absentia) ; Alexander

Y. Jackson, Studio Bldg., Toronto;

Dr. F. Cyril James, Principal, Mc-
Gill University, Montreal; Rt. Hon.

Ernest Lapointc, Minister of Jus-

tice, Ottawa; Dr. Irving Langmuir,

General Electric Company Schen-

ectady, N.Y.; James M. Macdon-

nell, General Manager, National

Trust Company, Toronto ; J. Stan-

ley McLean, President, Canada

Packers, Toronto ; Sir Ernest Mac-
Millan, Principal, Toronto Conser-

vatory of Music, Toronto; Lt.-

General A. G. L. McNaughton,

Commander, Canadian Corps Over-

seas (in absentia); Rt. Hon. Ar-

thur Meighen, The Senate, Ottawa;

Rev. Nathaniel Micklem, Principal,

Mansfield College, Oxford, Eng-

land; Sir Edward Peacock, Gover-

nor, Bank of England, London.

England (in absentia)
; Hon. James

L. Ralston, Minister of National

Defence, Ottawa; Mqnseigneur Ca-

mille Roy, Rector, Laval Univer-

sity, Quebec; Dr. Henry E. Siger-

ist, Director of the Institute of the

History of Medicine, Johns Hop-
kins University, Baltimore, Ind.

;

Dr. Charlotte IVWhitton, Execu-

tive Director. Canadian Welfare

Council, Ottawa.

Military Training

(Continued from page 1)

Candidates who are successful

and who elect to go on active ser-

vice in the spring, will, on admis-

sion to the Officers' Training Cen-

tre at Brockville, be granted exemp-

tion from the first four weeks of

the course there. If they return

to the univ:rsity instead, they .

then take training special to arms

n order to qualify for reserve com-

Tfiissions. In addition, certain war

science courses may be given in

future years and medical students

will do work of that nature this

year.

In the Auxiliary Battalion, re-

cruits and those students who did

not attend camp last spring will

take the initial course as given last

session. Those who completed that

training and remain in the Batta-

lion will receive an advanced

course. In all cases the number of

hours will be 110. Two weeks camp

training will be provided for all.

New Feature

A new feature will be Royal

Canadian Air Force training offer-

ed to applicants who have had at

least one year's -military training

and who can pass the air force me-

dical examination. They must also

sign a declaration of honorable in-

tention to join the R.C.A.F. not

later than the time of completion of

their academic course. This work

will be conducted by the air force,

together with the university staff,

which latter will provide instruc-

tion in navigation and kindred sub-

jects.

Those who complete this course

tuccessfully will be admitted dir-

ectly to an elementary flying train-

ing school and will not have to go

through a manning depot and in-

itial training school. Two weeks

training at an air station will be

provided in lieu of army camp.

Uniforms Provided

Uniforms will be provided for

all trainees (army and air force)

and it is expected that equipment

will be much more ample than in

the past.

\ full-time chief instructional

officer has been appointed and has

just assumed his duties. He is Ma-
jor F. H. Brown, M.C., E.D.,

G.G.F.G.

The time table for parades for

the next week has been published

in orders. Activities for the near

future will be largely in preparation

for the inspection of the contingent,

October 18, by His Excellency the

Earl of Athlone, Governor-General

of Canada.

"What's the charge

"Fragrancy, your honor

been drinking perfume."

officer?"

He's

TRICOLOR EDITOR

An Editor for this year s

Tricolor. Students wishing

to apply should do so in

writing as soon as possible.

Send applications to H. J.

Hamillon. A.M.S. Perm-

.Lii. 'in Secretary - Treasurer,

Douglas" Library.

1. V. C. F.

Room 221, Douglas Library,

7 p.m. Friday, October 3, 1941.

Mr. M. Donald, Assistant Gen-

eral Secretary of the Inter-Var-

sity Christian Fellowship will be

present from Toronto. All mem-

bers are urged to be present. All

those interested in Christian fel-

lowship are invited.

Pres. Claude H. Vipond,

Phone 3617-J.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

It's Fall again and Queen's students return with the welcome

of all Kingston

—

We are pleased at all times to have students come here for

their Footwear

—

Shoes for College

Gym Shoes - Street Shoes - Dress Shoes

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

stage here right away out in the

Atlantic'

Hairpin Stakes!

Hairpins ! Who'd ever have

dreamt that there'd come a day
when they were at a premium
But they, are in Britain today.

There pre plenty of the thick,

old-fashioned ones. But' the in-

visible ones are, really, invisible.

Barbara Back, the fashion and
beauty expert, told an amusing
story in the BBC shortwave
studio the other day. She'd gone
in an air-raid shelter a month or

two before and was followed by
two women with a back-gammon
board. As good a way as any of

passing the time. They played

all through the night with gam-
blers' fever. And the stakes

weren't money, but hairpins.

When the 'All Clear' went, one
of them had lost six packets. She
was much more upset than if

she'd overplunged her bank bal-

ance.

We Major in

STYLE
Especially for YOU

„ When experience the

and

jports

try c

flannels,
coverts, twee

Bediotd cords,
coats ana «—- iQCVs in »eaiu'« -<-—-

etc

knows

Everything- m
what current

tact, io, ^ coUege man who

^-awhat^eanstowear..

SPORTS COATS $2355

SLACKS $8.70

Vailoredrto-M*"*""

TIP TOP

Jtymiled

119 PRINCESS STREET

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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Dancing is wonderful training,

girls
;

it's the first way you learn

to guess what a man is going to

do before he does it.

He: If you dnn't kiss me good
night, I'll gu out and get drunk.

She: Good night, sleep tight.
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BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Phone 33S4-R 346 Princess St.

"Where The Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Five New Clean Heated Cabs

^PHONEf J J PHONE

WE MEET ALL TRAINS
24-Hour Service Henry Wilson

RENT A NEW CAR
Drive it Yourself

Rates: 12c per mile.

Minimum $1.00 per hour.

164*4 Bagot St., Phone 199

The sure way ' to make
the -lasses

USE A DEPENDABLE

-<M CLOCK
Priced from $1.35 up

r // at

ninnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

QUEENj'S TAXI

2002
Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone 3443

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

DON'T FORGET

OUR REGULAR

SATURDAY

NIGHT

DANCES

- •

Hotel

And after the period of trial and
tribulation in the animal war with
the Fac had passed and the men
of Scienz had dispersed to demon-
strate the laws uf Scienz in far-off

fields, the city of Kin was a desola-
tion as in the scorched path of a

retreating army. Yea, and to those
men of Scienz who were endeavour-
ing to disseminate the teachings of
Scienz in the nearby caves of Alco
and Loco the city of Kin seemed
even as a city of the dead.

And in the absence of the men
of Scienz there came to the city of
Kin gcat congregations of crea-

tures from the neighbouring lands
of Tor and Mont i with whom we
have fought) to work in the cave?
of Alco and Loco and have taken
over some of the living caves of the

men of Scienz who have Returned to

find a scarcity of caves of all kinds.

Yea and this invasion has pro-
gressed in great steps and a for-

eign tribe of men have already pene-
trated to the innermost sancta of

the Sportzpalast across from the

hall of Nicol. 'Tis said of the in-

vaders that their name is Areforz
and they decorate their bodies with

blue woad a- do the Druids.

And in the war with the Fac
(that great ogre which- annually

decimates the population in the land

of Queenz) there were many cas-

ualties and the returning men of

Scienz are fewer in number. Alas

and there was a great wailing and

gnashing of teeth among the men
of For Four over the loss of Ross

of the Dyne-osaurs who was seri-

ously injured in the struggle and

who will no longer stand amen- the

leaders in the Councils of For Four

And among the never-ending

worries of the men of For Four is

the presence of a large number of

infants deposited in our midst by

the great pterodactyl Stawrk who

every year in the moon of the har-

vest deposits at the mouths of our

caves the newly horn arrivals to the

land of Queenz. These newly-born

(who are known as Frosh) will

eventually be accepted into the

ranks of the men of Scienz only

after three struggles with the Fac

and a suitable period under the di-

rection and supervision among the

men of Scienz and the jurisdiction

of the High Court of Scienz Hall.

And of the Froshreg (which

have recently been revised in coun-

cils deep in the caverns of the Hyd-

lab) 'tis said that the aspiring can-

didates to the ranks of the men of

Scienz in the land of Queenz will

bear evidence that they are existing

in the era of Queenz that can only

be designated by all the fingers of

ten men.—yea, even ten men who

have come through all their battles

without the loss of a finger or

thumb.

And 'tis rumoured that the Frosh

will be made use of to carry boot-

blacking for the men of Scienz and

that the boot-blacking will be in

two colours, — yea, even in black

and brown.

And it is rumoured that the

Frosh (although -it has not yet

passed the highest Council) will not

only wear their hair in the true

Scienz manner but will also con-

form to specifications for a "V" for

Victory" hair-do of exacting (60°)

requirements which can only be

measured by slide-rule and pro-

tractor.

And of the men of Scienz who

have not returned from their travels

to the land of Queenz. there is

much speculation. Some, 'tis said,

are upholding the glory of Queenz

in far-off struggles (battles even

surpassing our -wars with the Fac)
while others are passing on the

magic of Scienz in the colossal

aves of Inco, and in fields far

north, and in subterranean caverns

where are made great weapons of

war, yea, even ('tis uncredited but

reliably reported) some have been

initiated into the tribe of the Are-

forz and now conduct strange rit-

uals in the heavens where the men
of Areforz wander at will.

The fifty secretaries Of the scribe

of the men of Scienz have dulled

their stone-cutting chisels on the

walls of the balls f>f Scii-nz and so

an end has been put to this writing

but more anon.

DIRECTORY SERVICE

The A.M.S. this year, learning

from the experience of the past,

has established a service to supply

students' telephone numbers and

addresses until the Students' Direc-

tory is published. The telephone

in the Science Club Room was of-

fered and a temporary telephone

service has been established. The
number is 4594 and the service is

open from 6.30 to 8.30 every even-

ing except Sunday.

Reports of the calls received so

far show that all calls but one have

been from men. The only call from

a girl was to notify the service of

a change in her address. Most of

the calls have been from men ask-

ing for the phone numbers of other

men. There were, however, a few

calls from men seeking girls' phone

numbers.

Cards

Some of the cards which were

filled up on Registration Day are

incomplete and it will be to th,e

advantage of students, who have

not filled in their cards completely,

to call at the Post Office and fill

out new cards.

JANITORS WORKING
FOR CIGARETTE FUND

The cigarette fund which was

established last year by the jani-

tors 3iid maintenance staff of

Queen's has started off on an-

other year of activity. This fund

was organized by a voluntary

association for the purpose of

supplying Kingston men over

seas witli cigarettes. To date the

fund has sent 450,000 cigarettes

to members of Queen's and to

Kingston men overseas.

Drawing

At the last meeting of the

association it was decided to hold

a drawing of a $5 War Saving

Certificate. The proceeds of this

drawing will be used to buy

Christinas cigarettes for the men

overseas. A prize of a $5 War
Saving Certificate is elso being

offered to the member who sells

the most tickets. No member of

the committee in charge will

qualify for either the drawing or

the prize.

The cost of the tickets is 10c.

Every student's purchase of a

ticket will help to supply the

boys with cigarettes and will at

the same time give him a chance

to win a War Savings Certificate.

Tickets may be obtained from

any janitor.

Freshman—Who is that man
over there snapping his fingers?

Ex-f-inan—That's a deaf mute

with the hiccups.

I
They Say

In The College .

(These passages are taken from an
essay which, with essays by other
authors, was published under the title

of Zero Hour (Farrar and Reinhart)
in Nov. 1940. It is distributed by the

Committee to Defend America by Aid-
ing the Allies.

Our first job is to understand

and accept our obligations as

men of independent mind. We
have assumed the right to do our

own thinking, to find our own
God, to accept or reject any and

every belief, to take nothing on

-he say-so of our elders. In this

declaration of independence we
are justified only if we carry out

for ourselves the function we
have denied to others. Though
we will not be bludgeoned into

belief, we are bound to make the

most of 'earnest efforts to under-

stand and judge fairly the various

beliefs to which our elders urge

us. Nobody has much right to

ife, let alone education, if he

is not willing to seek out the

fundamental purpose, the ulti-

mate ideal, toward which he lives,

We have got to find good, and

we have got to be brave enough

to make our acceptance of the

good an act of faith. Neither

good nor evil, for all the refined

sophistry of professors of ethics,

can be proved; we must never-

theless believe that both of them

exist, on higher levels and in

broader terms than those of the

pickpocket or the card cheat.

Having made this first and

most important step, we must

move on to the hard work which

so many earnest believers ignore.

It is uncommonly consoling to

have found the Truth, and un-

commonly easy to be neither

honest nor intelligent about its

implications. It- is here, in the

task of "thinking things through",

that college men have a special

oppotunity for service. To see

clearly the real stakes, to be

wary of propaganda but not blind

to fact, to fight against evil, with-

out malice and yet without weak-

ness—these must be our aims;

their fulfillment, as I have tried

to show, is both important and

difficult. I make no claims for

the undergraduate as a person

of perfect wisdom; he has lived

light-heartedly for many years,

and like the rest of America he is

unprepared for the jobs that must

now be done. He is ignorant and

undisciplined in mind, confused

and slightly atrophied in spirit.

But he has the raw materials of

greatness. He is intelligent, hon-

est, fearless, and warmhearted.

It is odd, in a way, that this

chapter should appeal for the

simple personal virtue ol seli-

di5cipline. And yet such a con-

clusion is quite proper. The aim

of men like Hitler is to destroy

man's freedom ; the Nazis have

done their best to sweep away

every safeguard man lias built

for the protection of his most

precious possession — his own
soul. If their revolution sweeps

the world, by conquest and by in-

ternal decay, there will be no

need for self-discipline, for no

man will any longer be his own
ruler. We have twon in this

country the right to live as men,

not slaves—more accurately, this

right was won for us, long ago.

and has been maintained rnoie

by chance than by vigilance. Now
we face a time of trial ; the im-

mediate danger is from Berlin,

but the general threat is not local-

ized in place or limited in time,

Whatever the outcome of the war

in Europe, the attack will be pro-

longed and energetic. And the

test for us is simple; as individ-

uals controlling their own souls,

can we find the wisdom and the

courage to defend successfully

our individual freedom? We may
act as citizens of a nation or as
soldiers of an alliance, but basic-
ally, we are defending our own
personal domain. And that most
intimate and important kingdom
can be defended ONLY if it is

well ruled. We shall find neithei

The burly hangman tightened

the knot and then, tttthing to the

condemned golfer asked:

"Have you anything you want
to say before I hang you?"
The golfer piped: "Mind if I

take a couple of practice swings?"

wisdom nor strength without an

effort, and each man must make

the effort for himself.

WE DRESS THE COLLEGE MAN —
CORRECTLY I You'll Find ii practically

effortless to do your college clothes shopping

here—Where everything from socks to hud-
gear has been assembled in relationship for

smart wardrobe co-ordination. College men!
plan to do your buying here and you won't
have a clothes problem all semester,

Since 1870 Tweddetl'a has been the
choice of the community's most dis-

,
criminating men—and clothing head-
quarters for QUEEN'S STUDENTS
because of leadership in style, fine
tailoring and high quality at moderate
prices. Truly tlic most up-to-date and
largest stock of suits, topcoats and
overcoats, by SOCIETY BRAND
and other leading Canadian Manufac-
turers, to select from - - - and ex-
actly to your taste.

SUITS

—

Priced from

$20.00 up

TOPCOATS—
Priced from

$18.50 up

OVERCOATS-
Priced from

$20.00 up

STETSONS
BROCKS

KENSINGTONS
LA SALLES

WELCOME
wm to

QUEEN'S

STUDENTS

ond FACULTY

To First Year Students

coining to Kingston and

Queen's for the.first time

—lo students returning for

further studies — and the

faculty, we bid A
HEARTY WELCOME!

TALK ABOUT VARIETY

Tweddell's hav^ it in

FALL HATS
The largest stock of hats in the

city is a feature of this store

—

and this year our selection is

bigger and better. College men

—

you owe it to yourself to choose

your hat here and reap the benefits

oi smarter appearance.

NEW FURNISHINGS
You college fellows who know what you want will find it here at

Tweddell's—shirts, ties, gloves, socks. TRICOLOR SWEATERS,
etc. Come in and look at them—see the unlimited selection at

moderate prices.

SEE OUR SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAYS

TWEDDELL'S
Since 1870 — Kingston's Leading Men's Store

137-139 Princess Street Phone 3706
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DIRECTORY CARDS

Some cards for our Directory

lack complete information — ad-

dresses ami telephone numbers es-

pecially. H (here are any changes

or addition*, phone the Temporary

Directory Service (4594 between

6.30 and 8.30), or leave them at

the Tost Office or the Tuck Shop

in the Union. Help us to produce

an accurate and early Students' Di-

rectory! I 'hone 437, Jack Field,

Editor.

From the University of Wes-
tern Ontario Gazette we glean

this interesting bit of information

—It seems that storks are no
longer bringing babies to Lon-

don, they come from the larks

in the black-out. We confess wo
had to read this twice.

Kingston's Oldest

Established Shoe Shop

Welcomes You
•

It is our pleasure to

serve you for

—

SHOES
of the better type

GYM SHOES

HOSIERY

LUGGAGE

HANDBAGS

POLISHES

Prompt Service

Courteous Treatment

Delivery, Ph. 24

•

i^CKETTS LTD.

Est. 1878

178 Wellington St.

WORLD SERIES
SPECIAL,

IT'S HERE!

10

Gillette Blue Blades

and

Gillette

Shaving Cream

90c VALUE

59c
ALL
FOR

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

NOTES
Although college has been ouen

for only a week, activities are al-

ready in full swing, and it seems

a little late to extend a word of

welcome to this year's freshettcs

(why incidentally number about the

same as last year), we shall do so,

however, and earnestly beg any of

you who have journalistic inclina-

tions to come forward and exercise

your talents. Contributions will be

gratefully received r-r if you would

like to try your hand at reporting,

please come round to the Journal

office on Wednesday or Sunday

evenings.

Wiener Roast

On Tuesday evening there will

be a Soph-Freshette bonfire and

weiner roast, All Freshettcs will

meet in the front hall at Ban Righ

at eight o'clock, where tams will he

sold. The price has not been set,

but come armed with about a dollar

and a half. The' festivities yill take

place in Leonard Field will

conduct, teach, and demonstrate the

various Queen's yells. When a suit-

able degree of proficiency has been

reached, everyone will be rewarded

with wieners (and rolls J.

House Council Meeting

On Tuesday evening there will

he a meeting of the Levana House

Council, at seven-thirty in the Com-

mon Room at Ran Righ. Will every-

body please turn out.

War Work

This year will he a very busy one

with the Centenary celebration* and

the various war work activities

which Dean Douglas has outlined

elsewhere. All co-eds are expected

to participate in at least one branch

of this, work, and there is no rea-

son why the results should not be

good, if not better than, last

year. This refers to the Red Cross

Work Room especially, where the

members of Levana made a verj

good showing last year.

LARGER ENROLMENT

Toronto (C.U.P.)—A marked
increase in enrolment in the

Mediial and En^ineerinp Facul-

ties was noted at registration this

year at Varsity. The Arts col-

leges, however, report that they

have approximately the same
number of students as last year.

Registration at the Ontario Col-

lege of Education is down about
twenty per cent.

Meds have at least 70 more

ireshnien than last year, while
S.P.S.. w ith an all-time high of

1.100 students, is faced with a
.shortage of drafting desks and
lockers. The buildings of the
latter faculty are sometimes used
ior the airforce men training at

the University, and there are no
o.her buildings available.

Our advertisers want YOUR
I business—patronize them.

Notice To All Women Students

On Tuesday and Wednesday evenings in Front Hall of Ban

Righ Mall, registrati-.m for war service activities will take place.

You are asked to indicate in which activities you plan to par-

ticipate. The activities are briefly summarized herewith and the

Dean of Women will gladly give further details.

(1) University Women's Training Detachment. Enrolment

limited to students other than first year. Women who have been

members of such volunteer service corps will be specially valuable

if they afterwards wish to enlist in The Women'- Auxiliary Army

or Air Force Corps under the Department of National Defense.

At present women arc being accepted by the government for

ditties in orderly room, canteens, transport, library, instrument,

and field work, etc. Miss M. Ross will post notices of an organiza-

tion meeting very soon.

(2) St. John Ambulance Association First Aid. Every

woman student entering Queen's this year on either Junior or

Senior Matriculation or equivalent is expected to attend six two-

hour periods of instruction and take the practical examination

following the course. The cost of text book, triangular bandages,

and registered certificate of St. John A.A. is $1.50 to each student.

Students other than first year may apply to join this class.

Students holding the certificate already, are asked to volunteer

to be group leaders in practical work.

In any community at any time this training may prove to

be of the greatest value. The Medical Faculty has invited Dr.

Viola Rose, M.D.. to take charge of this course. It is expected

that the first period will be in Grant Hall on Thursday, October 9,

from 7.30 to 9.30 p.m. Watch for notices.

(3) The Red Cross asks for volunteers to visit local soldiers'

hospital wards once a week taking comforts, reading material,

cigarettes, pencils, stamps, etc., to men who have no relatives in

this district. Such visitors would wear a Red Cross armlet. The

Queen's Red Cross Society wilUhelp with the supplies to be

distributed.

(4) The Queen's Red Cross Workroom will again operate

from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. Certain week days on top floor West

Wing, Old Arts (Biology) Building. Wool for socks, etc., will

be given out, all knitted articles to go to the seamen and coastal

guards of North Scotland. Padded quilts for relief of bombed-out

families will be again needed, and large numbers of soldiers'

hospital property bags are urgently requested.

(5) Volunteers to help one afternoon or evening a week

at the Blood Bank Clinic when it is opened in Dairy School,

Barrie Street. Students holding St. John Ambulance Certificate

may assist the trained nurses or physician in charge. Other stu-

dents may volunteer to help with the associated canteen for blood

donors.

(6) The following courses are given at the K.C.V.I. with

§1.00 fee for the term, all beginning with the week Monday.
October 6. Attendance at any of these is regarded as part of

women's effort towards preparedness in some war time service.

Motor Mechanics—Monday 7.20—9.30.

Typing—
Junior—Monday, Wednesday 8.10—8.50.

I ntermediate—Monday. Wednesday 7.30—S.10.

Senior—Monday. Wednesday 8.50—9.30.

Shorthand

—

Junior—Monday, Wednesday 8.50—9.30.

Intermediate—Monday, Wednesday 7.30—8.10.

Senior—Monday, Wednesday S!10—8.50.

Cooking

—

Junior—Monday 7.30—9.30. ,

Senior—Wednesday 7.30—9.30.

Sewing

—

Junior—Wednesday 7.39—9.30.

Senior—Monday 7.30—9.30.

. (Signed) Vihert I

Dean f Women.

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Today

:

4.15 p.m.— Press Club Meeting.

S.udents' Union Base-

. ment.

8.30 p.m.—Fresbette bonfire.

Leonard Field.

Wednesday

:

7.30 p.m.—A.M.S. Meeting.

Gym.
8.3Cp.m.— Frosh reception.

Gym.
Thursday:

7.30 p.m.—Glee Club,

Ban Righ.

There Is No "Royal" Army

One hears about the Royal Air

Force and the Royal Navy, but

never Jbolit the Royal Army.

There isn't any. In 16S9 William

and Mary ascended the throne

on condition, among other linn--,

that they were not to raise or

maintain a standing army : ami

to this day it is illegal for a Bri-

tish sovereign to have a "Royal"

army.

—War Oddities. M ;n Lean's.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

We extend a very

Heartr Welcome

to the Students

of

(ljhn>nt*0 ItriwrBtiy

CROWN DAIRY
PHONE 406

THE MACCISCN STUDIO
(grabimttnn Pjntnrjraptjn*

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

92 Princess St. Evening by Appointment Phones 676—620

30 Years in Business

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE

RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty
j

"THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

PK ESP N I"

COVERT CLOTH

SUITS
FOR

TOPCOATS

VAN KIRK HATS
103 Princess Street

TROUSERS

DACK'S SHOES
Phone 3542

SECURE YOUR
TICKET NOW

GRANT HALL

Announcing

THE MEDICAL AT HOME
featurmg BERT NIOSI

AND HIS 14-PIECE ORCHESTRA
CENTENNIAL WEEKEND, FRIDAY NIGHT, OCTOBER 17th

HIGHLIGHT OF
CENTENARY

PRICE $4
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FRESHMAN P.T.

All freshmen under the

age of 18 years at the time

of registration will report
fur Physical Training on
Tuesday,

, November 7, at

4:00 p.m. on the main floor

of the gymnasium. Any stu-

dent whose time-table con-
flicts with this hour should

see the Physical Director

personally.

C.B.C. to Cover

Queen's Centenary

.Gen. McNaughton Speaking
By Transcription

Radio will he brought into full

use at the Centennial proceedings.

Special announcers and technical

experts are already making prepara-

tions and plans to bring the activi-

ties to hundreds of listeners.

Tlirough the CE£ broadcast,

coast to coast, a special Queen's
program, including music, and ad-

dresses, will be presented "for the

benefit of the Queen's men unable

to attend the Centennial gatherings.

Lt.-General McNaughton will re-

ply by electrical transcription from
England to the presentation of his

Queen's degree LL.D.

Thursday's Thanksgiving and Re-

membrance service will he heard

over CFRC and it is expected that

a large portion of the evening pre-

sentation of delegates will be broad-

cast.

On Friday, the Centenary Con-
vocation and the City of Kingston

banquet will be broadcast in part if

not in toto.

Over a CBC hook-up, Saturday

noon, the University Convocation

ceremonies will be described and
delivered.

Her Royal Highness Princess

Alice, and His Excellency the Earl

of Athlone and many other distin-

guished persons will speak over the

radio ;it various times during the

week-end. It will be an occasion

when many people will appreciate

the convenience of the radio.

Government Charter Given
Collins House Named

After Donor

Sixteen Residents

One night last February nine
students, all of them members of
Science '44 met to discuss the pos-
sibility of operating a boarding
house on a co-operative basis. They
applied for a Government Charter
and incorporated a company. At the

first meeting a chairman, a secre-

tary, and three committees were
elected, The first committee was to
enquire into the housing problem,

the second to study the co-operative

theory, and the third to look into

the financial problems,

Costs

The work of the two latter com-
mittees resulted in a sound co-oper-

ative scheme, based mainly on the

Rochdale system which has been
extremely successful in England
since its inception in the middle
of the nineteenth century. The
membership fee was set at a dollar,

in addition to which each member
must forward a loan of ten dollars

a year for his first two years of
membership. This loan is paid back

CO-OP
(Continued on page 6)

S.C.M. to Continue

Work This Year

Will Hold First Fireside
Sunday Evening

HIS EXCELLENCY
THE EARL OF ATHLONE

- - - who will be installed as Rector
of Queen's at a special Convocation on
Saturday, October 18. His Rectorial
address will be broadcast over a nation
wide CBC hook-up.

Debating Union to Hold

Meeting Monday Night

Report Successful Season
During 1940-41

11Y XORMAN ROfiEKS

Last year under the leadership

of an energetic and youthful ex-

ecutive, the Debating Union
achieved new heights. A series

of bi-monthly debases combined
with Intercollegiate forensic con-

tests with Toronto, Osgoode, Mc-
C»ill. and Western, and with a

Freshman Public Speaking Con-
test, made up an active year.

To prospective debaters, and
to old supporters, this is a plea

to come out on Monday night,

to Room 201, Douglas Library
at 7:15. It is hoped to make
this year a banner one in the

annals of Queen's debating.

This y'ar will also bring the

DEBATING UNION
(Continued on page 2)

What about college?

This is the question that will be

discussed on Sunday night in Ban
Righ, at the first fireside of the

Student Christian Movement. The
meeting ftr especially designed for

freshmen and freshettes, but will

be interesting to students of other

years, too. The main feature "What
About College" is to be led by sen-

ior students, who will give you
their ideas on how to get the most

out of college life, in sports, stu

dies, social life and extra-cur ricu

lar activities. A first-class discus

sion is sure to follow. This is not

just an evening of sugar-coated ad

vice, hut you may profit hv the

ideas and experience of *students

picked not for their academic prow-

,-ss. though that may be consider-

able, but for their activity in other

phases of college life.

Refreshments

Also included in the program are

a singsong and of course refresh-

S.C.M.

(Continued on page 4)

Athlone Will Give

Rectorial Address

Chosen By Indirect Voting
Of Student Body

BY BEHXASD WAND
When His Excellency, the Earl

of Athlone, was indirectly elected

by the student body last year, he
was unable to deliver his Rectorial

address due to the pressing circum-

stances of his official position, but

rin October 18. his Rectorial ad-

dress will be the highlight of the

Centenary Celebrations.

Duties

The Rector's position in the uni-

versity is similar to that held bv

the Rectors in Scottish Universi-

ties. Both are administrative offic-

ers elected by the student body. In

the case of Queen's he is appointed

by the A. M.S., which in turn is

elected by the students. The Rector

holds his position for a period of

three years, is a member of the

Board of Trustees and, since he is

an outstanding personality, the Uni-

versity's name is enhanced by his

position as Rector. His chief dutv

is to deliver a rectorial address 10

the students.

Due to the necessity of having

the Rector welcomed by a repre-

sentative of the student body, the

A.M.S. is holding the elections

much earlier this vear.

A.M.S. Discusses Year Dances
Reports No Theatre Privileges

CO-EDS DEMONSTRATE
"HOW NOT TO DRESS

Winnipeg (C.U.P.) — If the
freshettes at Queen's complain
as to the necessity of not bein
allowed to wear make-up, they
have one consolation in that they
can still wear what they please
For at the University of Manl
toba a demonstration is being
given on "How Not to Dress
which if held here might give
some strange ideas to the soph
ettes.

Furthermore, the University of

Manitoba will hold a contest to

elect a so-called Freshie Queen
iv^iich has resulted in a cam
paign but will probably detcrior

ate into a brawl.

IN MEMORIAM

Over 750 Queen's men are now
serving with the armed forces of

the Empire, in all parts of the

world. Of these, so far as is now
known, eight have been killed.

Flying Officer Don Andrews,
Arts '38, was killed when his

plane crashed near Brantford,

Ontario, on March 23, 1941. He
joined the R.C.A.F. in 1939. He
had trained in Calgary for three

months, later transferring to

Camp Borden, then Trenton, and
finally to Brantford, where he

was killed.

Ordinary Seaman Sid Watson,
Arts '40, died in Alexandria,

Egypt, on April 9, 1941, from in-

juries received in an engage-

ment with the Italian Navy. He
was on board H.M.S. Bonaven-
ture, where he was working in

the plotting room. He was one
of the first group of 25 Canadian

youths to go to England for

training with the Royal Navy.

In another three months he
would have received his com-
mission.

Major John R. Townscnd, Arts

IN MEMORIAM
(Continued on page 4)

Decides On Special Issue
Of Journal To Mark

Centenary

Honorary President

BY ABE RABINOWITZ

With Miss Dorothy Wardle in

the chair the second meeting of the

A.M. Society got under way on
Wednesday evening, to take up a

large number of items. The meet-

ing was. opened to the accompani-

ment of some strenuous cheers and

yells given by boisterous freshmen

who were marching by the building

on their way to the reception.

Tricolor

The first matter on the agenda

to be dealt with was the question

of the publication of the Tricolor.

Herb Hamilton informed the meet-

ing that an editor for the Tricolor

was still being sought and that

anyone interested in the position

should contact him. He mentioned

that due to the rise in the prices

of materials, the cost of engraving

had gone up, as had that of print

ing. It was also expected that there

would be a decrease of sales this

coming year since there would be a

smaller graduating class than last

year,

In the discussion which followed

some members suggested that the

price be raised or that cheaper ma-

terials be used for the magazine.

Miss Wardle then suggested that

a committee be appointed to inves-

tigate the possibility of cutting out

certain superfluous or unimportant

material from the Tricolor. A mo-

tion to this effect \vas passed.

Theatre Tickets

On the question of theatre tickr

ets, Mr." Haniilton reported that,

A.M.S. MEETING
(Continued on page 2)

NOTICE

The Journal regrets that

technical difficulties make it

necessary for us to cancel

next Friday's issue. Hence

ALL copy for next week

must be

without fail,

Sunday mght,

Tarns, Ribbons, Cards Seen on Campus Again:

Sophomores Cunning Revealed in Frosh Rules.

Once again, the appearance of iveirdly garbed figures uttering strange sounds heralds the arrival

of Freshman Regulations at Queen's. Tains and ribbons are seen as usual but in addition, several

new wrinkles are appearing this year for the first time. Distinctive signs, especially the vari-colored

"100's" on Science freshmen are One of the many innozvtions. For purposes of comparison tve here-

ut'tlt print the regulations of Arts, Science and Ln\ma.

'41 Frosh Fracas

Finishes Fussing;

Damsels Dazzling

Drunk With Sight o£ Glory,
Scribe Staggers Back

With Story

BY "ADMIRING REPORTER"

It happens every time—every-

one but the poor frosh and fresh-

ettes knows what the reception

will be like, yet everyone al-

ways goes. Wednesday's brawl

was no exception. But freshettes,

you can't say we didn't warn
you—for didn't our columnist

tell you to take your ski-boots?

With so much noise, heat,

bustle and confusion going on,

our memories of this great sport-

ing event and endurance contest

are rather vague. Somehow we
seem to remember hearing a few
strains of what might have been
music, but then again we are

not sure. We also met some
fresfcettes— we'll be frank and
above-board and say that this

was the reason that overcame our

natural timidity. Our press pass

was another, with our Scots an-

cestors urging "Waste-not, want-

not." We say, and so does the

compiler of the famous Journal

Lover's Guide, that the night

was well worth while. Freshettes,

take a bow.

We are always glad to see

youth enjoying itself and it seem-

ed that the frosh were making
full use of their liberty before

the harsh hands of the soph-

omores clamped down with the

no fussing" rule. And just as

evening dress makes a formal

sparkle, so the brilliant array of

the frosh, like lilies of the field,

made the stolid gym a phantasy

of color. It was a lovely sight

like lambs led to the slaughter.

Drunk with the sight of so

much glory, we staggered out-

ide. The shock of the fresh air

FROSH RECEPTION
(Continued on page 4

)

PRESS CLUB ELECTS
OFFICERS AT MEETING

ARTS

Under the temporary chairman-

ship of Jack Houek, Editor, the

Press Club elected its executive for

this year on Tuesday. Bill MacKen-
zie was elected as President, de-

feating Casey Corbelt in a close

contest. Other executive officers

elected were Kay McRuer as Vice-

President and Pal MacDonald as

the Secretary-Treasurer.

The general organization and

PRESS CLUB
(Continued on page 6)

1. Tarns to be worn all year,

every day but Sunday. If tarn

can not be procured, a red ribbon

one inch wide, to go under the

chin and to be tied with a bow
on top of the head.

2. Red ribbon to be worn in

the lapel all year. Ribbon to be

half-inch wide, with a bow from

one and a half inches to four

inches, with a streamer.

3. A card measuring four by

six inches is to be worn on the

ARTS
(Continued on page 6)

SCIENCE

Regulations Till -Christmas

1. Ten o'clock curfew.

2. Must treat upperclassmen to

one quart of beer or ale when found

in a beverage room.

3. Must supply upperclassmen

with matches when requested.

4. No fussing—i.e. no attempts

may be made to attract or hold the

attention of any member of the op-

posite sex at any time. If caught

the frosh must first introduce the

female to the upperclassman and

SCIENCE

(Continued on page 8)

LEVANA

October 3-15 inclusive

These regulations are in effect

on the campus only.

1. Freshettes must wear no make-

up, nail polish, or jewellery.

2. The freshettes' hair must be

tied back behind the ears, with a

bow in the Queen's Colors. There

must be 2 yards of each color (1"

ribbon) and there must be a small

bow, and long streamers.

3. The freshette tarns must be

pulled down over the forehead

LEVANA
(Continued on page 3)

Meds Formal Will Be

Anniversary Highlights

Will Feature Bert Niosi And
Famous Band

Feeling that no Centennial Cele-

bration could be complete at

Queen's without a formal dance,

the Medical Faculty will act as host

t<> all of Queen's and visiting alum-

ni Fridav night, October 17, when

that highlight of the Centenary

week-end, the Medical At Home
will gather together fuu-loving

Queen's men in an evening of gala

t-iitertainment, featuring the out-

standjng music of Bert Niosi and

his famous 14-piece orchstra.

Bert Niosi

Bert Niosi and his fine band are

well known as Toronto's finest

dance band and come to Queen's

with an enviable coast-to-coast re-

putation of being Canada's King of

sweet-swing music. Bert Niosi is

on a brief tour of Eastern Canada

nnd the Committee was most for-

tunate to secure him for your danc-

ing pleasure. This in itself should

assure the success of the evening.

MEDS FORMAL
(Continued on page 6)
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For President

For Secretary VOTE Bill McDonnell

Jim Richardson

IN THE FOLLOWING PLATFORM WE PRESENT FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION, OUR VIEWS AND

SUGGESTIONS ON THE MAIN PROBLEMS WHICH CONCERN STUDENTS AT THE PRESENT TIME

3.

5.

YEAR DANCES
W favor maintaining the past standard of

C Year Dances. If the student dance

e are to be cut it must be done by
reduciii& the number of Dances.

FREE SKATING
More free skating at the arena.

LIBRARY
A discussion room is essential.

SPEAKERS

To present first hand war news.

FORMALS
Maximum price of Formal Tickets five dollars,

and corsages to be handled by the A.M.S. in

the interests of the War Effort.

A committee under the A.M.S. to provide in-

formation which will enable students to see
at a glance what Rooming Houses are as yet
not taken. We have a plan!

7. CO-OP HOUSES

We will endeavor to establish more Co-op

Houses.

8. WAR EFFORT

Intensification of the Campus War Effort

under the War Aid Commission.

9. SPORTS

Realizing the difficulties in reintroducing In-

tercollegiate sports during the war we suggest

and will endeavor to substitute as many high

class exhibition games as possible, combined

with the usual intramural sports.

10. QUEEN'S MEN OVERSEAS

We suggest that a Record Book be kept con-

taining the names of Queen's men on active

service. We would also like to see a cigarette

fund for Queen's men overseas.

ARTS for GOVERNMENT

Ban Righ Is Scene
Of Freshette Party

On Tuesday evening in Ban

Righ Hall, the co-eds of Arts '45

enjoyed their first get-together.

Mary Stock was in charge of the

evening's entertainment and did

a fine job.

Unfortunately the rain prevent-

ed the bonfire from being held

outside, but everyone bad a good

time despite this. Thanks to the

spirited efforts of cheerleaders

Peggy Clarke, Cathy Matheson,

and Pauline Jewett, the frcshettcs

can now give out with "Oil

Thigli", etc.. in true Queen's

fashion. Afterwards wieners ap-

peared and were enjoyed by all,

in fact the only drawback of the

evening was that some very dis-

appointed sophs missed the an-

nual ride on the fire engine from

Leonard Field to the Fire Hall.

By now you've all heard that

Admiral Byrd's dog went crazy

looking for the South Pole.

Nursery Rhyme
Hickory, dickory dock. The

mouse ran up the clock.

The clock struck one, our

story's done,

Because there was only one

mouse and it sure got slugged!

"Where The Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Five New Clean Heated Cobs

PHONE £ J J| PHONE

WE MEET ALL TRAINS
24-Hour Service Henry Wilson

RENT A NEW CAR
Drive if Yourself

Rates: 12c per mile.

Minimum $1.00 per hour.

264^ Bagot St., Phone 199

The sure way to make
the 8 o'clock classes

USE A DEPENDABLE

ALARM CLOCK
Priced from $1.35 up

at

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

WELL SCHOOLED
IN

ECONOMY
•

Real economy is as Bimple as

the THREE R's — RIGHT
QUALITY _ RIGHT PRICE
— RIGHT SELECTION -and
ifs a lesson taught thoroughly

here at WARD & HAMIL-
TON'S. We feature everything

you expect a modem drug s(0re

to carry for your health and
convenience.

•

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

A.M.S. Meeting

(Continued from page 11

after considerable negotiations with

the theatre manager, he found that

it would be impossible to make any

special arrangements for the stu-

dents this year. This, he explained,

was due to the fact that the Eng-

lish airmen stationed at the Nor-

man Rogers Airport, who receive

less pay than the Canadian airmen,

were also seeking special rates at

the theatre. In the light of this situ-

ation the management felt that it

would be unfair to give the stu-

dents alone special consideration,

and it would be impossible to ex-

tend the privileges to both parties.

Insofar as the students are con-

cerned the management has pro-

mised to grant special rates as soon

as the war is over.

It was then moved that the stu-

dents go on record as favoring a

recommendation to the management

of the theatres that the English air-

men be given the reduced rates.

Dances

The question of whether social

functions should be cut down and

made less expensive was taken up

again and reports by the various

members on student opinion were

made. Sylva Rowley stated that a

ballot in Ban Righ showed that the

girls were 10 to 1 in favor of hav-

ing years double up for dances and

for having open house every third

week. Jim Richardson found that

most Artsmen were divided on the

issue of doubling-up of years for

dances. He therefore recommended

that the A.M.S. should decide on a

policy to be carried out without

further consulting student opinion.

Hudson Campbell, speaking for the

Meds men said that most final year

men felt that dances should be kept

as in past years. Bob Motherwell

found the same sentiments prevail-

ing among the 3rd year Science

men as among the Meds.

Bill McDonnell argued in favor

of cutting down the number of

dances and thus reducing the price

as well as assuring the number of

financial successes, since each dance

would have a better attendance.

More About Dances
The suggestion was ihen made

that if the years were forced to

double up and also to split the pro-

fit, there would he such a small

profit that some years would decide

against running a dance. If this

failed to discourage some years

from having their regular dances,

the A.M.S. would perhaps be forc-

ed to cut out some of the year

dances.

Norman Grandfield pointed out

that it would he unfair to cut out

the dances of the years with only a
small membership and allow the

larger years to run the dances. In

this way the small years would not

be able to make the same profit

as the larger years.

Jim Richardson thought that

sophomore year dances might be
cut and the problem solved in this

way.

The final decision which was
reached on the matter was to have
a meeting of the Social Functions
Committee of the A.M.S. and the

various year conveners in order to

see how many years were prepared
to drop their dances and how many
would he willing to double up.

Bob Motherwell moved that the

final years of all faculties be given

priorities for dates of dances. The
motion was passed.

Special Journal

Another motion permitting the
issue of a special, enlarged issue of
the Journal for the Centenary was
also passed.

It was then moved that in the
event of a Levana member being
chosen Vice-President of the A.

6. ROOMING HOUSES

M.S., she.be presented to Her Roy-

al Highness Princess Alice. If, how-
ever. Levana does not gain the

Vice-Presidency, then the President

of Levana should be given this

honor. The motion was carried.

Keith Perciva! was appointed

chief cheerleader, with full author-

ity to appoint other cheerleaders.

Bob Motherwell recommended
that the election committee hold its

annual theatre party as usual.

Permission was granted for the

Newman Club Frosb Reception to

he held one week from Friday.

A suggestion was made that the

War Aid Committee appoint some
individual to keep tab on the ex-

cess profits which are due to it

from dances.

The last issue on the agenda was

the appointment of an assistant

Trustee of the Cotors. This posi-

tion, explained Herb Hamilton,

means assisting the permanent trus-

tee, who has nothing to do. Offi-

c:;:llv this post entails jurisdiction

over blazer material, etc. Miss Syl-

va Rowley was elected.

The meeting was then adjourned.

Appointments

Appointments to the vacancies on
the A.M.S. court were made by
the various faculty representatives.

These included the post of Senior

Judge—left vacant by the resigna-

tion of Bill McDonnell, — Hugh
Black; Junior Justice—Rod Ding-
well

; Prosecuting Attorney — Earl
Baxter; Chief of Police — Ted
Y'oung; Constables—Harry Mean-
well and William Maynard.

A new honorary president was
then elected. As it was decided that

it was not essential that this posi-

tion be filled by a dean or faculty

member as it has been in the past,

Mrs. Wallace was selected.

A sheep which resided in Sutton,

For emergencies cared not a

button

At an oncoming car

It merely said "Bah"

—

And in less than two toots it was
mutton.—Gateway.

S.P.C. Meeting
Open to Everyone

j

The Social Problems Club is

calling an organization meeting this

afternoon at 4 o'clock in the Sen-

ate Room of the Old Arts Build-

ing.

For the benefit of those who may
not be familiar with the work of

the S.P.C, a few words of explan-

ation can be given. The purpose of

this student organization is to have

talks and discussion on vital social

problems which are of interest to

the students and to provide an op-

portunity for action. Whenever pos-

sible, prominent speakers are invit-

ed to address the club, and then a

discussion based on the material

presented, is held. Those students

at the University last year remem-
ber well the popular programs that

were carried out during the 1940-

41 session.

Forum

There was an Arts and Letters

forum, a discussion group that

dealt with the social background in

the fine Arts, annd Vought through

music, painting and literature a

finer understanding of their social

background. In addition to the dis-

cussion groups held in private

homes, two most successful open
meetings were held in the music
room, where folk-songs and ballads

of every nationality were played

and discussed.

Leslie Roberts, well-known auth-

or and journalist, came to the cam-
pus under S.P.C. sponsorship and
spoke to an interested group on
"The Press in Wartime."

Marriage

Another very successful series of
lalks and discourses was held on
Modern Marriage. This attracted at

the minimum some fifty students,

and on the occasion of Prof. Cur-
ran's talk on "Eugenics and Gene-
tics" over a hundred. The response
of the students proved that this was
the most popular subject for a mix-

C.O.T.C.

University students who have

expressed their intention of tak-

ing training under the Air Train-

ing Plan shall continue to parade

with Q.U.C., C.O.T.C. or the

Aux. Bat. thereof until they have

passed the required medical ex-

amination for entrance into the

R.C.A.F. Such personnel will

draw C.O.T.C. uniforms through

Q.M. stores, and will return same

'Hi Ix-ing accepted for training

in the R.C.A.F.

W. H. Agnew, Lt. and Adjt.

Q.U.C., C.O.T.C.

Debating Union

(Continued from page 1)

A n d r i n a McCullough Schol-

arship which is to be awarded
to the best speakers in a contest

at the end of the year.

First year men will get their

chance at the Freshman Public

Speaking Contest in early No-
vember. So they should be in-

terested in the election of the

1941-42 officers next Monday. All

students are automatically mem-
bers of the Union, so come out

and exercise your franchise.

"Boy, have you see the girl

who took me out last night

!

She was a vision."

"Boy, have you seen the one
who's taking me out tonight!

She's a sight."

There's a subtle difference . . .

ed group yet ventured at Queen's.

This year there are many people

on the campus with excellent sug-

gestions to make to the incoming ex-

ecutive for the coming year. Be
sure to be on hand to see that an
able and capable executive is elect-

ed. Freshmen and frcshettes in

particular are invited to be pres-

ent.

Remember, Friday, Oct. 3, at 4

p.m. in the Senate Room of the

Old Arts Building.

VARSITY PRESIDENT
URGES PREPAREDNESS

Toronto (C.U.P.)—At Convo-

cation of University of Toronto,

President Cody urged the stu-

dents to prepare themselves for

national service. He stated that

Canada, as is the rest of the

Empire, is in great peril and that

in view of this, students should

reduce the time spent on recrea-

tion and put it to their studies.

He said that there is no need

to urge students to enter war
services, C.O.T.C, and the Wo-
men's Service Training Detach-

ment are being organized.

There will be inter-faculty but

not intercollegiate sports this

year. The President requested

that initiations be restricted.

In speaking of the new depart-

ment of Chinese, President Cody
stated it was "largely a gesture

of goodwill to China."

'41 TRICOLOR SHOWS
LOWEST DEFICIT YET

Due to skilful organization

under the editorship of E. A.

Barks, and its exceptional quality,

the sales of last year's Tricolor

were considerably greater than

that of previous issues, six hun-

dred and twenty-five copies be-

ing sold. Despite the drop in

the amount of advertising, con-

tributions from the various clubs

and associations were more than

able to counteract this, resulting

in a financial loss of only fifty

dollars. This was the smallest

deficit in the Tricolor's long his-

tory.

In case frosh and freshettes

do not know, the Tricolor is the

year book of the University. In
it are photos of every member
of the graduating class, and
photos of every phase of campus
life. It is a permanent record

of the college year.

Buy War Aid Stamps.
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An Agro from the south of the

province was heading north for

Varsity. As he handed him a
lpng ticket the agent said, "You
will have to change twice before

you get to Saskatoon."

"Holy catfish!" exclaimed the

Agro. "I've only brought the

clothes I'm. standing inl"—Sheaf.

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Phone 33S4-R 346 Princess St

AT THE
THEATRE§

CAPITOL

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon

274 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop

Ida Van Clieai Maude Wagar

With Clark Gable and Rosalind

Russell co-starred as jewel thieves

in the swift-moving comedy They
Met in Bombay, almost anything

can happen—and it does. While
Gable pursues his own ends in

captain's uniform he is drawn into

a British-Japanese skirmish and
wins the Victoria Cross for his

bravery. The show is both fun and

funny with much lively entertain

ment. B— (or ****)—M.E.H.

Kingston's Oldest

Established Shoe Shop

Welcomes You
•

It is our pleasure to

serve you for

—

SHOES
of the better type

GYM SHOES

HOSIERY

LUGGAGE

HANDBAGS

POLISHES

Prompt Service

Courteous Treatment

Delivery, Ph. 24

•

LOCKETTS LTD.

Est. 1878

178 Wellington St.

Dcadwood with Roy Rogers. Time

out for another western.

Better news is the show coming

for Monday and Tuesday, The

Fighting 69th. starring James Cag-

ney, George Brent and Pat O'Brien.

On the same bill is Cracked Nuts,

with Abbot and Costello.

WAR
COMMENT

GRAND
To-day and Saturday, Hit the

Road, with Gladys George, Barton

MacLane and the Dead End Kids.

It is the story of a group of boys,

orphaned sons of gangsters slain in

an atrocious underground killing,

t'ncle Joey Color cartoon and a

news short are to be shown on the

same program.

T I V O L

The Friday and Saturday special

at the Tivoli is The Bad Man from

BILTMORE

Today and Saturday inclusive

Gracic Fields in We're Going to be

Rich is a gay, laughing lady of the

gold rush days in South Africa. As

usual, with her singing and good

nature, she comes out on top and

makes a man of her husband.

There's millions in it" McLaglen.

Submarine Zone, with Constance

Bennett and Pat O'Brien, starts oft

in London, Sept. 1st, 1939, just be-

fore war is declared. Various pas-

sengers together with some gold

bullion, sail on the freighter Glen

Inglis New York bound. Two days

out, war is declared and a sub-

marine sighted. The true characters

of the actors are brought to the

fore in the ensuing crisis.

Coming Monday - Wednesday,

Bob Hope and Paulette Goddard in

The Cat and the Canary, also The

Sky Giant, with Richard Dix, Joan

Fontaine, and Chester Morris.

-HJ

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Meters, Tanks, Filters,

Tripods, Etc.

Your old camera taken in

on new equipment

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Lockett

AT LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

274 Princess St. OPPj^oyYorkCafc

GOURDIERS
FURS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Underwood Typewriters
See our ne\ Le ader Portable

Best low-priced , ypewriter ever

placet' on market

J. ft. c tiiiSSs & co.
C. B S, Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 619 ' 171 Wellington St

CAPITOL
ft FAMOUS PLAYCBS THEATBE

CONTINUOUS DAILY
FROM 1 O'CLOCK

25c to 6 o'Clock

TODAY - SATURDAY - MONDAY

CLARK

GABLE
ROSALIND

RUSSELL

"THEY MET IN BOMBAY"
REVIVAL
TONIGHT

"GOLDEN
Barbara Stanwyck

BOY"
William Hotden

NEXT ATTRACTION STARTING TUESDAY

ROB TAYLOR
AS

"BILLY THE KID"
BRIAN DONLEVY IAN HUNTER

From September 3, 1939, to

June 22, 1941, a deadly sweep

and speed had characterized the

German onslaught in Europe. In

the three months that followed

the outbreak of hostilities with

Russia, we find that, despite the

ferocity of the Nazi attackers,

their carefully planned blitzkrieg

technique has been frustrated

The significance of this new de-

velopment for the allies is tre-

mendous.

The immediate result was to

relieve pressure on British forces

in the near east, in the air war

over Britain, and in the Battle

of the Atlantic, In fact, it has

been estimated that at the pres-

ent time, Germany has two-thirds

or more of her effective fighting

forces concentrated on the eastern

front. The entry of Russia into

the theatre of war, has, for the

first time, given the western de

mocracies the opportunity to pur-

sue a strong all-out offensive

The London Times has stated

editorially the need "to sustain

the eastern front and to develop

other fronts where the enemy

will have to expend his strength."

They say further that public

opinion has already discredited

the "wait-and-see", "time-is-on-

our-side" policy, and in Canada,

Prime Minister Mackenzie King,

speaking to the Canadian Club,

warned us not to expect that

Russia will win the war for us.

However, British forces have

no; been idle. The joint British-

Russian occupation of Iran nip-

ped an incipient Hitler coup in

the bud. The British navy has

already seen action in the Arctic

in co-operation with the Soviet

navy. And at all times the Bri-

tish Air Force is harassing Nazi

war industry.

The lightning attack on Spits-

bergen by Canadian troops is a

welcome sign of offensive ac-

tivity. No doubt further action

of this kind is being contemplat-

ed. Major-General McNaughton

in a recent press interview in

London, made it quite clear that

plans are already being laid for

a great European offensive
against Hitler and bis Nazi

hordes.

a FAMOUS PLATERS THEATBE

CONTINUOUS SHOW
DAILY FROM 1 P.M.

TODAY AND SATURDAY
EXCITEMENT! THRILLS! ADVENTUREI

"HIT THE ROAD"
The "Dead End Kids"

SUNDAY MIDNIGHT, MON. - TUES. - WED.
A Romantic, Action-Packed Comedy!

"AFFECTIONATELY YOURS"
Dennis Morgan Merle Oberon Rita Hayworth

' THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY
The Screen's Most Popular Star!

GENE AUTRY
in

"UNDER FIESTA STARS"

TODAY *hd SATURDAY

Crorie Fields - Victor McLaglen

'WE'RE GOING TO BE RICH"
LSO

Pot O'Brien - Constance Bennett

"SUBMARINE ZONE", mete
AFTER SUNDAY MIDNIGHT, MON -TUE. - WED.

hope "The Cat and The Canary" SoraE
Also! RICHARD DIX in "SKY GIANT" with Chester Morris

NEW LOW PRICES
Children | Art

Adults l
Anytime | Adults

Loges Sc extra anytime — Gov't Tax Extra on all Prices

latinee £OC
|

Evening

THURS - FRI - SAT

Tyrone Power
'THE MARK OF ZORO"

with tinda Darnell

Pat O'Brien
Edward Arnold

SLIGHTLY HONORABLE"

Last Year SCIENCE gave you.

• TEMPORARY

DIRECTORY

SERVICE

• SKATING

NIGHTS

• • • ALONG WITH

SOUND, ENERGETIC

GOVERNMENT

FOR

. . . PEPPY POLITICS

. . . ABLE ADMINISTRATION

VOTE
Bob Motherwell - President

Len Lane - Secretary

ARTS '43 EXECUTIVE

After considerable discussion

over financial arrangements with

tlie ex-menibers of Arts '43, the

Arts '4.3 Year meeting managed

to produce a capable executive

to lead its depleted ranks for the

Centenary Year.

President—Norm Rogers.

Vice-President—Wilda Baker.

Secretary—Nan Davies,

Treasurer—Don Webb.

Social Convener—Casey Corbett.

Boys' Ath. Stick—Bruce Mathe-

son.

Levana

(Continued from page 1)

and must touch the eyebrows.

4. Each freshette must wear a

cardboard sign on her back (at

least 12" x 18") with the lettering:

My Senior is .

Telephone No
Letters in the senior's name must

be at least two inches high, and

must be written in red pencil.

Letters in the frcshette's name

must be no higher than one halt"

an inch, and must be written in

ink.

pilllllllllH

S CIVIL \ND MILITARY TAILORS FOR 94 YEARS S

I LIVINGSTON'S I

Going Bock to College in Style

Fellows bound for College want to know their clothes are right.

Fellows in the know are coming to Livingston's for authenuc

University Patterns — the Right Clothes.

WE *GAIN EXTEND OUR SINCERE WELCOME TO
QUEEN'S STUDENTS

EVERYTHING YOU REQUIRE IN CLOTHING AND
FURNISHINGS PRICED TO PLEASE

QUEEN'S
SWEATERS

QUEEN'S
BLAZERS

Headquarters for Queens Students

I LIVINGSTON'S
75 - 79 BROCK STREET

CIVIL AND MILITARY TAILORS

lllllllllllllllllililllltltlllllllllllllllllllili^

USE THE JOURNAL ADS. THAT'S WHAT THEY'RE FOR.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Facultie.

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions Our u»ed

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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In Case You Didn't Know
In spile of the fact that the Journal is (theoretically at least)

read by every undergraduate on the campus, very few students

have any clear idea of how it is produced, its aims or policies. So,

for the benefit of freshmen and all others who are interested, we
take this opportunity to outline briefly our purposes and duties

as wc see them.

First of all, in fairness to a hard-working and efficient staff,

we would like to correct the common impression that the Journal

is produced by two or three people, in about an hour's time. We
wish it were so. What actually happens is this. There are about

fifteen active reporters and rewrite men, who may do from one

to three assignments per week, All copy for a given issue is

brought into the office on Wednesday or Sunday night, and sub-

milted to the News Department. It is gone over twice by the

News Editor and bis assistant, after which it is turned over to

the Managing Editor's Department. There, headlines are written,

and the page composition is agreed on.

The next step is lo send the copy to Hanson & Edgar, where

the paper is actually printed. Here it is set up on the linotype

machines, after which it must be proof-read. When that is done,

the pages are locked and rough page-proofs taken—which again

must be read. Actually, every bit of copy that reaches the reader's

eye has been read sis times, and each of the four or five top

persons in the News and Managing Editors' departments spends

from 20-30 hours per week on the Journal.

This is not a plea for sympathy—on the contrary, we like

our jobs. But it is sometimes a little hard to stomach, when we
hear careless ofMi3nd criticism by persons who have no con-

ception of what is involved.

Which brings us to another point. Outside of the university

policy which is criticized as a matter of course, and the faculty

which is criticized for fun, the Journal is probably the most de-

rided organization on the campus. And that is as it should be.

A paper with which everyone is satisfied is simply a nonentity.

Students have every right to criticize because this is their paper.

But, why not turn those complaints to good use? Instead of

purely destructive criticism, think up some constructive ideas,

and bring them where they will do the most good—to us. We
arc delighted to receive suggestions for improvement, but not so
keen about kicks, for the sake of kicking.

Our aim is— to quote the A. M. S. Constitution— "to give
an accurate account of college news, to discuss questions of
current interest within the University, and to encourage literary

elforts on the part of students." Where we believe criticism is

due, we have every intention of criticizing, whether it he the
university authorities, the A.M.S. Executive, or one of the
faculties.

Whether you agree with us or not, please believe that we
are trying to be honest and impartial. We lay no claims to per-
fection, But we are doing the best we can.

Sometimes We Wonder
When we wrote the above editorial, promising to criticize

whenever and wherever we thought it necessary, we had
no inkling that we would have to fulfil our pledge so soon. But
so it is.

So far as we are able to find out, the recent compulsory
meeting of Arts freshmen and freshettes was just about as badly
arranged and handled an affair as this campus has seen in many
a day. In fact, after collecting reports from our own representa-
tive and several other responsible persons who were there we
arc almost inclined to believe the rather common and not' too
complimentary definition of a sophomore.

Apparently the second-year men must be held entirely re-
sponsible for all that occurred. In fact, those we have encountered
seem a bit proud of it. So long as Arts President Ross Preston
conducted the meeting it went reasonably well. But when the
sophs took over, it was a different story, and one that we hope
will not be repeated.

After the first part of the meeting there seems to have been littlea U-mpt at order. Several of the vigilantes lounged about theplatform arguing among themselves and with their leader as tothe m erpretation of various regulations, so that the freshmenknew htUe more when they left, than when they had come
If anythmg, the girls fared worse. They were to have been£Wd m time to get tp Ban Righ by « :30 . At about tha

S i s

SUggeStCd ,hal thc^ * opened «d the

Hot frC

V°
le

;
Ve

"

S°me 0f thc s°Pl«>mores rushed to the

f»« until

1

th"

1

'
in " im" rtain tCrms - ^e shouldleave until the meeting was over.

•
The purpose of that became obvious when the roll was

nd

ed

thr£,2?
10 and - the au e ceand the h.ghly appropriate comments of the over-appreciative

Official Notices

Payment of Feet

All fees should be paid at regis

iratinn. Any students who have

not paid their fees are reminded

that they must immediately make

settlement with thc Treasurer if

they expect to be regarded as stu-

dents of the Vniversity.

Physical Examinations

All students at the University for

the first time must have a physical

examination, Appointments for men

are made at the Registrar's Offjce.

Women students should consult

Miss Marion Ross.

Attendance and Work

Students are expected to attend

all lectures and laboratories and to

complete all assigned exercises. Or-

dinarily absence bevend a total of

one-eighth of the possible attend-

ance, whether due to illness or any

other cause, will subject candidates

to the penalties specified in the

Calendars for deficient attendance.

Regulation 13, Page SI of the

Arts Calendar

The attention of students is call-

ed to regulation 13, page SI of thc

iris Calendar.

"Students who are readmitted af-

ter having been required to with-

draw, and students who reregister

in thc Faculty of Arts after having

failed in four out of five examina-

tions in the last year of attendance,

will be placed on probation until

Christmas. At that time they will

be required to withdraw if they do

not pass as many as three out of

the five midyear examinations. Each
case will be reviewed carefully by

the Committee on Failures and the

Instructors concerned.

In Memoriam

Notice To Students Who Arc
Conditioned la One Language

Some students have been admit-

ted to the University lacking one

of the two foreign languages nor-

mally required at Matriculation.

Such students should take steps as

soon as possible to remove their

condition.

Students who propose to take La-

tin for this purpose may register

in LATIN A (Middle School La-
tin), Those who pass the examina-

tion, set by the University, in this

course, will be deemed to have ob-

tained Middle School standing in

Latin.

Arrangements arc now complete

for a class in LATIN A (Middle

School Latin) for those who wish
to lake this means of removing a

language condition carried over

from Matriculation.

A short meeting to assign work
and arrange for hours will he held

in Room 310, New Arts Building,

on Friday, October 3, at 12 noon.

(Continued from page 1)

'23, was lost in the sinking of a

troop ship, announced on May 5

He entered Queen's for two ses

sions, winning the William Mof
fat Scholarship in his second

year. He completed his educa

tion extramurally, winning his

senior specialist's certificate

First Casualty

Pilot Officer Lloyd George

Bishop, Arts '39, was the first

casually from the ranks of

Queen's men. ile is missing from

air operations somewhere

France. He left Queen's in 1938

to accept a commission in the

K.A.F. and was posted to Fighter

Squadron 73 on February 16

1940.

Lieut. Jean Maurice Boulang-

er, Sc. '39, of the Canadian Army
Pay Corps, was drowned when a

small troop-ship was sunk. He
left the Quebec Civil Service at

the outbreak of war to join the

army.

Ace
Flying Officer Peter William

Lochnan, Arts '38, died in

England, May 12, 1941, as a re-

sult of injuries in an air acci-

dent. He joined the R.C.A.F.

in 1939, and was a member of

Wing Commander McNab's No.

1 Fighter Squadron. This Squad-

ron had an active part in the Sep-

tember air battles over England.

Lochnan had a half a dozen

German planes to his credit, and
twice he had to bail out when
his own plane was shot down.

Pilot Officer Dallas William
Owen, Arts '40, was killed in ac-

tion May 21. He joined the Air

Force at the beginning of thc

war, but was not called for ser-

vice until 1940. He was a mem-
ber of a fighter squadron made
up of Australian, South African.

Polish and British airmen. As
an undergraduate at Queen's he
was active in athletics.

Leading Aircraftsman Harry
Beaty. Sc. '42, was drowned on
July 30, a few days after he had
returned from the combat zone
to receive further wireless train-

ing. He had en'.ered Queen's
in 1930, and played on the Junior
football team. After his first year
he left Queen's and did not re-

turn till 1938.

Dr. McTavish was preparing

for a round of golf. "I'll print

your name on the ball" said the

pro, so that if it's lost you'll get

t back."

"That's fine said the Doc, and
could you just put M.D. after

the name. And if you can squeeze
t in. Office Hours 11 to 4."

Frosh Reception

(Continued from page 1)

almost knocked us out. Collect-

ing our fevered senses, wc drag-

ged ourself to the Journal office,

to scribble down these musings.
But how can we write, with our
little black book in front of us?
"Operator. 2921".

males. If one look was not deemed sufficient, the girl was asked
to stand a second time. It is easy to understand why upperclass-
men were not encouraged to stay, and why in at least one case,
forcible attempts were made at ejection.

We should like to point out two facts to the members of
the Arts sophomore year. In the first place, whether they think
so or not, they have no jurisdiction whatever over the freshettes.
The second point, which should be even more obvious, is that
males who come to university are expected to act like gentlemen.

We realize that some of this sort of horseplay is excusable.
In this case, especially, the affair had undoubtedly been too
hurriedly arranged. But such exhibitions surely do not leave a
very good taste in the mouths of newcomers who are seeing
student government in operation for the first time. We hope
the Arts Society will take appropriate steps to prevent any future
recurrence of such a fiasco.

A Tribute

It is our privilege to print to-day the names of eight Queen's
men who have been killed in service, since the beginning of World
War II, and we do so with genuine pride. Not all of them—
perhaps not any—will go down in history as heroes. But, as
Queen's men have been doing for a hundred years, they gave all

that they had for a high ideal and for that we honor them.

ARTS 45 EXECUTIVE

At tlie usual kind of freshman

election, the officers for Arts '45

were chosen by a large and cn-

thusit:-tic if semewhat bewild-

ered meeting. Chuck Schwenger

was chosen President, while
Betty Carty is the new Vice-

President. Bernard Kerr is the

Treasurer, and Kay Macdonnell

is the Secretary. Al Percival is

the hoys' Athletic Stick, while

Muffie Hibbert holds the girls'

position.

The Gasoline Ration

NOTICE

All campus organizations

are requested to elect repre-

sentatives for the Journal

as soon as possible. These

w ill meet Editor Jack Houck
of thc Journal in the near

future. In this way it is

hoped to obtain publicity

for all campus clubs on a

more equitable basis.

SC. '45 ELECTIONS

1 cranka da car, bawt she won't

run, >

These automobile she'sa sawn of

a gawn,

She'sa stop da middle of da street

up town,

I look in da carburetor but she'sa

no drown.

I pusha da clutch, shaka da

wheel

,

Knocka da brake, da horn I feel,

1 look in da tank—what I see

—

yasl

Sawn of a gawn ! She'sa outa da

gas.

Soph: There are several thinge

I can always count on,

Frosh: What are they?

Soph: My fingers.

Thc big lecture room in Gor-

don Hall shook with cheers and

boos on Wednesday afternoon

as thc first v~ar engineers voted

in their executive, Those elected

were

:

President—Gord Winder.

Vice-President—Ross Dynes.

Sec.-Treas.—Bill Meredith,

Eng. Soc. Reps.—Herman Wal-
ter. Jack Newlands.

Social Convener—Bob Hope.

S. C. M.

(Continued from page 1)

ments in the popular Ban Righ

style, Announcements will lie made

too about discussion groups and

Fall Camp.

In case you haven't heard about

S.C.M., come at 8.30 Sunday night

and you'll hear all 1 about it. You
will be sure to make pleasant

acquaintances there, and lasting

friendships later if you enter any

of the varied discussion groups.

[Irishmen please note: Ban Righ

Hall, usually open only to girls, will

admit males on this occasion.]

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE
RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MARKISCN STLDIC
(Srabuatinn pjotngraplffr

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

)2 Princess St. E.vening by Appointment Phones 676—620

30 Years in Business

We extend a very

Heartr Welcome

to the Students

of

CROWN DAIRY
PHONE 406
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SPORTS

ONCE CVCC LIGHTLy
'ITH 8ILU LEMMON

Junior Footballers to Tangle

With R.C.A.F Squad Saturday
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rs t0 dn'1 'his special platoon, but it is hopedthat both the members m khaki and in football uniforms may carry the sameteam spirit that has been a feature of all Queen's teams and officers in the

u
T

j
US the curtain rings down on an incident which but for the far-

sightedness of Principal Wallace, Charles Hicks, Johnny Edwards andcolonel h,arl might have become more serious than at first realized.
Although it has not been, definitely settled, plans are in the final

stages to brine a Big Four game to Kingston for the first time in
years and to feature a regularly scheduled Toronto Argonaut -Montreal
Bulldog game at the Centennial Celebrations.

» • • »
t

Although the cool autumn breezes have just begun to permeate the
atmosphere, a grey cement building on Arch Street is about to hasten the
reverse of "June in January." In case anyone has been left on the siding,
it was officially announced on Tuesday that the Jock Harty Arena would
be open for public skating on the evening of October 16.

It had been rumored far and near that the Cleveland Barons, the
Champions of the International Hockey League, were to train here this
fall but due to the fact that they did not make application until it was
physically impossible to make ice for the specified date the Athletic Board
was forced to turn the application down.

The management of the Barons did not take too kindly to the refusal
of playing facilities and pointed out that the players would leave several
thousands of dollars with the local merchants and more than a little

publicity for the City of Kingston. However they did not bring forward
the fact that the Arena is run by and (or the student body of Queen's
and that any expenses (and there are many) would come out of the Students
Athletic Fees.

After much dickering the Cleveland team consented to play an ex-
hibition game with the Providence Reds as a curtain-raiser of the 1941-42
hockey season. It will be a case of unbrotherly love as Bill and Bun
Cook, the rival coaches, who incidentally were rivals in the Little World
Series of hockey last season, will again cross sticks.

The. Hats Off Dept. is very happy indeed to doff the turban this week
to the Kingston Combines, the Senior "B" O.H.A. champion For the
1940-41 season. Although ice has long since departed from the local arena
this department feels that it is only right to point out that eight Queen's
students were regulars on the first team in the history of Kingston to

capture these honors. And so to Clare and Mel Williamson, "Buck"
Burrows, Len Lane, George Hood, Jim and Bobby Neilson and Rick

Hepburn we shower our belated congratulations on hehalf of ourselves and
the student body.

Sports Asides . . . Congratulations are In order to George Willis and

Ernie Gaunt, the two Western footballers training at the Norman Rogers

Airdrome who received their wings this week . . . Nick Paithouski and

Ken Preston have hit the Western Canada sports enthusiasts via the head-

line route, giving those rabid fans a chance to see two of the ex-Queen's

footballers in action . . . Ted Edwards and George Sprague are also

holding up their end in the East . . .

The Tricolor track team under the able direction of Bill Fritz, goes

over its first hurdle on Saturday when its representatives tangle with

athletes from Kingston Garrison, Port Albert, Trenton, and Picton R.A.F.

Each event promises keen competition, and the Gaels are in shape for

their initial performance. The Queen's entry will feature Mackey and

Stewart in the sprints, Fritz and McDonnough in the 440, Fritz and Holme
in the half, and Watson and Henderson doing the mile. Clarke and

Emmett McDonnough are the Queen's broad jumpers, and McDonnough

and Percival will provide plenty of competition in the high jump. Dave

Watson will do the endurance contest in the three mile event. That will

complete the Tricolor show. These cinder-men are all specialists in their

respective lines. They deserve your support and attention at this their

Premiere performance of the season.

Tennis Tournament

Draw Now Posted

The draw for the men's intra-

mural tennis tournament has been

arranged and placed in the

Douglas Library. The tourna-

ment will get under way im-

mediately due to the large num-

ber of entries.

Harry Meanwell, last year's

champ, and Fred Miller, the run-

ner up, are back at school and

are favored to again give a good

account of themselves. However,

in former years many a dark

horse has been uncovered and

added many valuable points to

his year's standing.

Rules

Each match will consist of

three sets except the finals which

will be five sets. At either play-

er's request new balls must be

used for any match. These will

be paid for by the loser. Matches

which are not played and the

results not presented on the draw

sheet will have both players de-

faulted out of the tournament.

There will be no extensions.

If bad weather prohibits play-

ing during any one round, the

time limit may be extended only

by the Physical Director.

Each match must show the

scores in the results, these to be

posted by the winner. If there

are no scores posted after the

result of the match each player's

year will lose 30 points in the

VARSITY CONDUCTING
COURSE IN WIRELESS

Toronto (t.U.P.) — A new

course dealing with the funda-

mentals of radio, will open at

the U. of T. this year. This

course, which will equip men and

women for positions in war ser-

vices, is carried on throughout

the University year. Students

who have completed one year in

any Canadian university beyond

Honour Matriculation, and have

at least Algebra an<I Geometry of

Grade XIII may take this course.

Eligibility

Students from second, third

and fourth years of university

will be eligible. Students in Medi-

cine or Science are urged to con-

tinue their courses.

Attendance is limited to 50.

Classes will take place six days

a week, and the time-table will

consist of lectlires, laboratory

and tutorial work. At (he com-

pletion of the course the univer-

sity will award a certificate.

He : I prayed for you last night.

She: Next time telephone.

Bews Trophy standing.

Team

It is hoped that every match

will be run off before next Sat-

urday, October 11, in order that

everyone may have a chance to

qualify for the six-man
'
tennis

team that will oppose the Air

Force. .

THE SENATOR

who left no doubt in the minds of

the assembled gridiron gladiators that

the muscle massage has returned to

the fold for another year.

Interfacuity Meet
Planned on Oct. 20

The frosb are urged to turn

out as soon as possible for a

workout at the local oval. The

interfaculty track meet is tenta-

tively scheduled for October 20

and an extra day's training may

mean an extra few points for

your year and faculty.

The event*, to be contested

are as follows: 100 yds., 220 yds..

440 yds., 880 yds., one mile, three

miles. 120 yd. high hurdles, 220

yd. low hurdles, 440 yd. fresh-

man relay. 880 yds. relay, pole

vault, running broad jump, run-

ning high jump, javelin throw

discus throw and 16 lbs. shot

put, but more about that in

later column.

CO-ED
SPOHTSREEL

IMAZON ANNIE

While we are still' enjoying

this sunny autumn weather, the

co-eds should lose no time in

joining in:o sonic athletic ac-

tivity. To begin with, swimming

has always been popular in the

fall. It started Wednesday with

Peggy Clark in charge, and every

day henceforth from Monday

through Friday the time is from

two till three. The place is the

pool.

Next is tennis. We arc glad to

see so many freshettes out on

the courts but what's the matter

with the rest of the years? The

lists for the tournament are post-

ed in Ban Righ Hall. Anyone

interested sign up now. Get out

on the courts, seniors, we can't

let these freshettes of '45 forge

ahead so early in the year.

Pauline Jewett has charge of

the softball. If her dynamic en-

thusiasm doesn't bring everyone

out maybe the fact that it is good

exercise will. It's played on the

lower campus daily from one till

two. Year practices will be ar-

ranged immediately with games

beginning next week.

There is something for every-

one to do, so turn out all

!

Promising Tricolor Team
Will Stage Exhibition
Meet With Trenton

TORONTO PROFESSOR
WILL TEACH CHINESE

Mother (entering room unex-

pectedly): Well, I never . . . !

Daughter. Oh, Mother, you

must have !—Humbug.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

BY MOE rOLOWIN
Queen's Junior football team

ushers in the new season with

an exhibition game against Tren-
ton Air Force this Saturday at

4:30 p.m. Coach Juhnny Ed-

wards insists he has the best

junior team in years, and is

grooming his men for a Do-
minion Junior title. Most of last

year's championship team is back
and the addition of many form-

er high school stars rounds out

a well-balanced team.

Stars Back
Among last year's stars back,

are Pepper Martin, Bandiera, and

Sharpe. George Kinnear, out-

standing, Kingston halfback, will

also be in uniform. Judging from

their performance last year, this

year's edition should attract wide

attention and support from all

students and local fans.

Many obstacles had to be over-

come before Coach Edwards got

consent for a team. In keeping

with the war policy of trie uni-

versity, the players must keep

up with their drill besides prac-

tice5""and their academic work.

In spite of the heavy volume of

work, however, it is hoped to

have "a capable aggregation on

hand.

Trenton Air Force is as yet

an unknown quantity. Rumor has

it that Casey and Hilton, well

known Western football stars,

are sparkplugging the Fliers

With these men in the backfield,

the Air Force is expected to

play a wide open game. The
Tricolor showing against this

older and heavier team will give

a good indication of their chance:

in a Dominion playdown.

Tough Defense

In the past. Queen's lias a!

ways been noted for its tougl

defensive play. In addition to

defensive strength, this year

Juniors have a strong running

and passing attack that will keep

the Air Force boys on their toes.

As yet no starting lineup has

been released for cither team,

since both will have many new
recruits to try out. The kickoff

is at 4:30, giving everyone plenty

of time to get there after Satur-

day drill.

Toronto (C.U.P.)—Bishop W.
C. White, who is Associate Pro-

fessor in Chinese Archaeology,

has been appointed Professor of

Chinese studies here. This is the

first department of its kind in

Canada, and is the first step

taken toward establishing an
honour course in Chinese. This
course will include all subjects

She was only a taxi-driver's

daughter, but you auto meter.

—

S. iph
: "You ought to take

chloroform !"

Frosh: "Yeh? Who teaches

dealing with Chinese culture.

An institute of East Asiatic

studies is planned to start at

the end of the war.

CENTENARY
NOTES

Arrangements are now under

way to bring an Argonaut-Bull-

dog football game to the stadium

on the eighteenth with some pos-

sibility of success ... A national

broadcast will be heard from

10:30- 11 :00 -p.m. of the same
day featuring music and short

addresses in celebration of the

Centenary . . . Lieut.-General A.

G. L. McNaughton will reply

through the medium of a record

to the students after receiving

the Honorary Degree of Doctor

of Law . . . His Excellency the

Governor -General's address will

be carried by the C.B.C. jrom
12:15-12:30.

Normalite— I thought you said

your room-mate was a civil en-

gineer?

Teacher—That's right.

Normalite—Well, he didn't act

like it last night.

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige of years stand behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

. WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment PHONE 2110

You are cordially invited to come in and see our

large selection o£ Luggage, Trunks, Handbags,

Leather Novelties, Wallets, ftfilitary Equipment,

Brief Cases, Paper Cases, Ring Binders

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street , F < Phone 1941

]-M-

College Favourites

Major in

Fashion . . .

Minor in

Price

We know and have die right doilies for every college,

girl I Smooth, casual clothes— destine to serve yon

well— keep you looking "fun to know". See the new

coats— the jackets — the skirts. All major in fashion

—Minor in price!

Genuine Harris TweedCOATS
Styled by Glenoble

British thoroughbred* — loomed in Scotland

for generations, and carrying the dis-

tinguished label granted by the British

Government. Swaggers — Balmacaans —
English Raglans.

Camel Hair and Wool

55.

SPORT COATS 25.
tQ 35

Very popular in their many smart styles — with

belt or loose swagger styles — some with detach-

able wool plaid linings. All popularly priced.

SPORT JACKETS
with Skirts

- - - to match or contrast.

A large and varied selection

to choose from.

Skirts -

Jackets -

2.98 to 4.95

4.95 to 16.95

THE COLLEGE GIRLS' SHOP.

JACKSON-METIVIER'S
114 Princess St.
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LAUNDRY

Laundry work done for stu-

dents. Will call and deliver with-

in two days. Phone Mrs. Peters,

4022-W.
' —Advt.

If you haven't seen our

large selection of

TWEED SUITS

in Donegal effects,

Herringbones

or J I

Novelty Stripes

you haven't seen the

latest.

22.50 up

BIBBY'S
78 - 64 Princess St.

LIGHT LUNCHES,

CANDY, CIGARETTES

SNACK BAR

Monk's Grocery
Albert and Johnson

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-cbair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 AHred St. Phone 1772-W

Thesis and Essays Typed
also

Mimeographing

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson St

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across, from Y.M.C.A.

BV THE PKOFi^SOH

This is the fifth in the series

entitled "Sociology 6ft" by the

same author.

Freshman (pronounced frosh).

As it should by this time be ob-

vious even to the frosh them-

selves that frosh are frosh and

nothing can be done about it,

let us dispose of the topic by

quoting a famous Christmas

graduate of several seasons back,

"That's one of the chief troubles

wiih this place. I don't see why

the H - - - they let them come

down here anyway."

Sophomore (pronunciation in-

decent). Another way of ex-

pressing this is by use of the

phrase "the freshman's friend".

The soph is always prepared to

devote his entire energies to un-

ravelling the problems confront-

ing bewildered freshmen. His

aid is of particular value in aid-

ing the benighted frosh to com-

prehend the mysteries of frosh

regulations, courts, etc. The

sophomore is noted, most popul-

arly in sophomore circles, for his

honesty, his sagacity, his ben-

evolence, his judgment, and his

wit. The expression "as soft as a

soph" hhs become an idiom where

feats of generosity are discussed.

In medical circles, however, the

simile is used only in connection

with lesions of the cerebral hemi-

spheres, particularly those areas

finerassociated with the

ordinations of intellect and judg-

ment. The chief interests of

sophomores are raising funds for

the W.C.T.U., protecting fresh-

men from the ravages of the

faculty courts, and attaining

scholarships.

Faculty (pronounced profs).

These were once freshmen.

Co-eds (pronounced babes).

This is a peculiar class of people

who wear saddle-shoes, ankle

socks, fur coats and bandanas.

Their chief interests are fresh-

men, sophomores, juniors,

seniors, engineers, meds, arts,

soldiers, sailors, fliers, and men.

Freshette (pronounced wh.ee-

eew). These are the same as

frosh only different.

Ban Righ (pronounced 2921).

This is a large, modern, burglar-

proof, fire -proof, heat-proof,

wind -proof, rain - proof, man-

proof building which is locked

from 11 p.m. until 7 a.m. It is

interesting to everyone but co-

eds.

Other Buildings. We wish to

correct an obviously erroneous

impression prevalent amongst the

frosh that the B.A. and the W.W.
are operated by the University

authorities as an annex to the

Students' Union and to provide

light entertainment and amuse-

ment.

Meds Formal

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

GOING TO THE

DANCE?

AMEY'S TAXI

Phone 266

Co-Op

(Continued from page 1)

when membership is withdrawn.

For room and board each member

pays eight dollars a week and must

do five hours work a week. Divi-

dends are paid on the money which

goes through the co-operative ra-

ther than on the number of shares

owned.

The generosity of Mr. E. A. Col-

lins, of the International Nickel

Company of Canada, solved the

problem which was before the

Housing committee of the co-oper-

ative group. Mr. Collins donated a

house to the University, to be rent-

ed to a group of students on a co-

operative basis. The University

made certain repairs and improve-

ments on the house and rented it

to the co-operative group who
christened it "Collins House".

Management
The students are now living in

the house and have organi7ed

governing body. Since they are

members of a corporation, they

have had to elect a Board of Di

rectors. In addition to the Board,

there are a General Manager, a

House Manager, a Kitchen Mana-

ger, a Treasurer, and an Educa-

tional Convener. At present there

are sixteen members living in the

residence and it is hoped that the

co-operative movement will expand

(Continued from page 1)

We feel though that with Niosi's

fine music the sale of tickets should

be limited to make your dancing as

pleasurable as possible. For that

reason we suggest that tickets he

obtained just as early as possible

to avoid disappointment.

Fittingly enough the theme for

the At Home is to be the Centenary

and the activities of century of

progress, and the decorations and

bandshell are therefore designed to

depict this glorious hundred years

aptly and beautifully, forming a

classic background for our great

band.

With the idea of making a com-

plete change in formal routine,

something different and novel has

been decided upon to replace the

usual run-of-the-mill supper. A
smart cocktail supper will be fea-

tured on a smarter, modern man-
ner, more suitable for the occasion

and designed to satisfy the most
delectable taste.

Corsages

Another innovation is a new and
beaut i ful substitute for corsages.

Following the plan of formate of

last year, our patrons are asked not

to wear corsages as these substi-

tutes will he available at the dance,

the proceeds from the sale of which
will go to aid Canada's war effort.

Exactly what this will be, is being! at Queen's, so that in time it will

worked out at the present time and solve the male students' housing

Arts

(Continued from page 1)

chest, suspended by a siring

around the neck. Name and

home town are to be printed on

this card.

4. A ruler at least six inches

long is to be carried, and must

be produced on demand of a

soph in order that the placard

mentioned in (3) may be meas-

ured.

5. No fussing for freshmen till

Christmas.

6. Freshmen must know the

Queen's and Arts yells.

7. Beverage rooms are out of

bounds till Christmas. Any frosh

apprehended in one must buy

all sophs present a round of his

own drink.

8. On the command from a

sophomore "Boy", a freshman

must bow, sweeping his tarn off

his head in a graceful arc so

that it brushes the ground. Fresh-

en must perform the same ob-

eisance to the Arts Building

when entering by any door.

9. Frosh must be courteous

to sophs and seniors. They must

open doors for them, and make

room for them on the side-

walks. They must address sophs

and seniors as "Sir",

10. No emblems of former

schools may be worn all year.

11. The frosh shall wear a

ribbon two inches wide, tied in

a large bow, in place of a tie.

(This was originally announced

as a shoelace).

12. There is to be a 10 o'clock-

curfew till Christmas.

13. No browning.

14. No moustaches. If such

are worn, they are liable to for-

cible removal.

1 5. In the Union Common
Room, the frosh nearest the

phone must answer it.

16. Frosh must attend all year

meetings.

17. Frosh must part hair in

the middle.

18. Any frosh caught building

or producing cigarettes must
offer a soph a cigarette or pipe-

full of tobacco. He must carry

matches for upperclassmen de-

siring a light.

19. Frosh must roll their own
cigarettes. No tailor-mades al-

lowed, and if discovered will be
confiscated.

20. Freshmen must keep one
leg stiff in walking on campus
sidewalks.

21. Freshmen must run by
Ban Righ Hall.

22. Regulations are to last

two weeks, except for those men-
tioned till Christmas or for all

year.

SEEK SHORTER MEDS
COURSE AT VARSITY

Toronto (C.U.P.)—In an effort

to speed up the graduation of

medical students in four years

instead of five. President Cody

announced that the Faculty of

Medicine would open a month

ahead of schedule (Aug. 25) for

all years except first, while fresh-

men would register as usual on

September 23. The course is to

be extended from eight to ten

months with the object of in-

creasing the number of doctors

for service.

Assistance

It is estimated that 150-250 of

these students need financial

assistance, and to meet this, the

Dominion Government has been

asked to set up a loan fund from

which the students might borrow

money at 3% interest.

The Assistant Dean and Sec-

retary of the Faculty of Medi-

cine said that of 11,000 Canadian

Doctors, 1,300 ar; on active ser-

vice, leaving a district shortage,

as medical educational facilities

in Britain have been cut down.

Doctors are needed there to care

for civilian population and Red

Cross work, yet Canadians too

must have medical aid.

Buy War Savings Stamps.

Press Club

(Continued from page 1)

functions of the Press Club were

outlined, and its activities and re-

lationship to the Journal revealed.

Members were introduced to each

other and the meeting came to an

end.

A local kid asked his father

how wars got started.

"Well," said the father, "just

suppose Roosevelt quarreled with

Churchill and—"
"But," interrupted the horri-

fied mother, "Roosevelt must not

quarrel with Churchill."

"I know," he replied, "but I'm

taking a hypothetical instance."

"You're misleading the child,"

insisted the mother.

"No, I'm not," came the ans-

wer.

"All right, dad," said the kid.

"I think I know now now wars

get started."

"Tackle the dummy 1" the

coach he cried.

"We will" the frosh replied.

And after the dust had

down
They carried the coach inside.

:ttled

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

more details will be available in the

next Journal.

Tickets are going fast now and
we repeat that you should get your
ticket now for this outstanding

event of the Centenary Week-end.
The Committee will be glad to re-

serve a ticket for you now; call

Dick Dixon 3146-R, Johnny Fraser

4199, Angi Hood, Doug Cockburn

127S-J, Rob Elliott 4199, Jack
Noakes 1414, and Don Johnston

(Convener) 3900.

Squirt—Daddy, are you grow
ing taller?

Proud Papa—No, my child?

Why do you ask?

Squirt—Cause the top of your
head is poking through your hair

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

WELCOME—
TO QUEEN'S AND KINGSTON !

It is with particular pleasure that we extend to the

members of the staff and student body of Queen's, a

welcome on their return to College, in this the Centennial

Year.

For more than sixty years it has been our privilege and

pleasure to serve you.

Starting a second century in the life of Queen's, we

extend our sincere good wishes for continued success.

JOHN LAIDLAW 8? son
LIMITED

172 PRINCESS ST.

—Ready-to-Wear

170

Drygoods

—

—Smart Furnishings for Men-

TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS ^OSMETICS

CAMERA SUPPLIES LUNCHES

Cor. Johnson & Division Sts. Telephone 188

It's Fall again and Queen's students return with the welcome

of all Kingston

—

We are pleased at all times to have students come here for

their Footwear

—

Shoes for College

Gym Shoes - Street Shoes - Dress Shoes

•

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 'PRINCESS STREET

problem. One of the aims of the

organization is a high academic

standard for its members. Their

success in organizing this year has

encouraged the students to believe

that the co-operative movement will

expand year by year. Anyone who
is desirous of seeing the co-opera-

tive system in working may tele-

phone 1 252 and arrange a trip

through the house.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Registrar (at registration

time): Have you a reservation?

Freshman: Do I look like an

Indian?

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH

RESTAURANT
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Levana Present A.M.S. Candidates

During the next week you will be hearing much about the A.M.S. elec-

tions. Here, we would like you to meet Dorothy Wardle, and Sylva Rowley,

Levana's Candidates for President and Secretary of the A.M.S. Their varied

Campus activities render them capable of carrying on the Queen's tradition

of Student Government.

OUR PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE, DOROTHY WARDLE

—

#Won Interfaculty Debating Shield for Levana.

• On Levana Intercollegiate Debating Team.

• Defence Attorney for Levana Soph Court for 2 years. (

• Member Levana Hockey, Softball and Basketball Teams.

• Member A.M.S. Election Committee.

• Chairman Student Centenary Committee.

• Member University Centenary Committee.

• Levana Junior A.M.S. Representative last year.

' • Post Christmas Treasurer of A.M.S, last year.

• A.M.S. Representative to Queen's War Aid Commission last

year. _1 1

OUR SECRETARIAL CANDIDATE, SYLVA ROWLEY—

• Member Fencing Club.

• Active in Interyear Badminton and Swimming.

#On A.M.S. Speaker's Committee.

• Organizer Ban Righ Recreation Room.

• Supervisor Levana Red Cross Room.

• Member Levana Debating Society.

• Member Social Functions Committee

• On Student Centenary Committee.

• Levana Candidate for A.M.S. Secretary.

The Bookshelf
JOHN PARKER

Minister: Do you know where

little boys go when they smoke?

Garcon: Yeah. Up the alley?

TECHNI-

COLUMN

BY KEITH MCCAFFREY

Due to the vicissitudes of a

fickle Fate, one of the Great

Guys of our campus is unable to

be present this year. His ab-

sence having left a chilly chair

in the scribes' sanctum, a long-

faced senior approached us a few

hours ago with a request that we

assume the doubtful duties of

Science Editor. In accepting- this

post, we should like to clarify

our position, and at the same

time, to ask of every true Science-

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

DON'T FORGET

OUR REGULAR

SATURDAY

NIGHT

DANCES

•

Wtdti

man his loyal and unstinted sup-

port of tins column.

Contributions Welcome

Readers will recall that, in ac-

cordance with its title, this

column has presented articles of

an engineering, though not too

technical nature, whose compre-

hension was never beyond the

least scientifically-minded. Our

aim is to continue this practice

for the coming year. At this

point, bouqueis are certainly in

order for Mr. Harry Meanwell,

who su ably handled the Journal's

Science Department last year.

Harry modestly contends that

his journalistic success was due

in large measure to YOU men

who so willingly caine forward

with your contributions. We are

asking you to be no less back-

ward in coming forward NOW.
Science Helps

This past summer saw Queen's

Science men in many types of en-

gineering training work. Every

one of you could thrill some gul-

lible frcshette (all due respect—)

with tales of your mighty prow-

ess. Perhaps you drove rivets

in the Rainbow Bridge, forming

one more link with that great

nation to the South, or dug the

precious yellow metal from the

bowels of the Earth, to build up

Canada's foreign exchange credit.

You, I.B.. gathered geological

data in Canada's northern forest-

lands, travelling by canoe, and

cooking over your campfire at

dusk. You, F.M., were inspect

i ng guns for the Navy, while our

good friend B.J. lent able h:

and skilled eye to the mechanical

maintenance of a large and boom

ing factory in this vicinity.

Tell us about it, fellows. In

an article of about 500 words'

length (more if you wish), g

us a glimpse at what you have

learned. Our pleasure in reading

it will justify your efforts.

Address your articles to the

Science Editor, Queen's Journal.

BUMPER FROSH CROP
REPORTED THIS FALL

Frosh, like weeds, spring up

every year, and like weeds they

have to be cut down. The tak-

ing of this year's harvest has

begun, and it looks as though

there will be a bumper crop.

From every corner of the

country the green 'ones have

assembled and they are already

bursting into bloom. Red, blue

and gold, the blossoms are, true

to color, adding a brilliant touch

to the scene, standing out among

the grey heads of the seniors and

the pink noses of the sophs.

As yet they seem subdued and

self-conscious but very soon they

shall begin to worry their betters

with problems academic and

social. This epidemic of curi-

osity will run its course and

judging by the experience of the

past, nothing but the April scab-

bing bee will cure it.

Color

This year's collection of small

fry is beginning the terra with

a charming display of good man-

ners. Some are carrying smok-

ing equipment to assist their eld-

ers, others are wearing neat white

collars, and all have smart little

ties. Due respect is being paid

to old Alma Mater, and to soph

omoric wisdom. Levana will no

doubt cheer our hearts with their

fetching little tams that add the

glamorous touch to the plainest

coiffure.

Dear blossoming frosh! How
we love 'em

!

If you <\o, can, i"" will w nl1 '

book reviews, essays, poems, short

stories, criticisms, anything, in fact,

which has twice the content and

thrice the style of the resjt of the

Journal, then this is your column.

If the "you" is plural then this

jay become your (age, the Life

and Letters page of last year. We
.. . [l it this subtle plea will not

rn in unheeded, and that Queen's

this 'v.ii display £ literary ac-

tivity < "f a University with

one hundifl of culture and

tradition behiri<! her.

You don't It m make A's in

your essays to bui im this col-

umn. Indeed, the i
's you

make, the more proba I ihal 'his

column or page will be ; ur liter-

ary outlet. In the vivid word '

our contemporary in The M<.

ban, than which we can find bom

better

:

NEVER BURY ANY IDEA.

CODDLE IT THROUGH A
SICKLY EXISTENCE. CULTI-
VATE IT TO FULL MATUR-
ITY AND POWER. BUT NEV-
ER BURY AN IDEA. EMBEL-
LISH YOUR IDEA INTO A
STORY AND SEND IT IN.

DRESS IT AS AN ARTICLE
AND SEND IT IN. GIVE IT

TEETH AND SEND IT IN AS
CRITICISM. CRYSTALLIZE IT

INTO DROPS AS VERSE AND
CONTRIBUTE IT TO THIS
PAGE.

NATIVE SON
REVIEWED BY LUNA TARLO

It may be hard to believe, but the

novel, Native Son, by Richard

Wright, an obscure colored author,

is one of the greatest literary works

of our day. It is great as a psycho-

logical study of a negro youth cor-

rupted both by his slum environ-

ment and by an oppressive race

hatred; his ideals and desires are

stifled and perverted into mental

decay and degeneracy. It is great

as a startling social document

which ruthlessly hares the unheal-

thy forces at work in society to-

day, forces that lead to fear and to

crime. And it is great as pure un-

adulterated fiction. Mr. Wright has

achieved a marvelous combination

of simple, lucid language, dynamic

drama, and—a unique quality sadly-

lacking in the vast majority of con-

temporary writers — the man has

something to say.

Bigger Thomas, a young negro,

living in the Chicago slums, is the

pivot character of Mr. Wright's

book. Bigger Thomas is a murder-

er, a black murderer. And Mr.

Wright explains the psychology be-

hind the murder and the economic

circumstances that lead Bigger to

kill a beautiful white heiress, and

the black girl whom he allegedly

loved.

In his book, Mr. Wright exposes

the plight, not only of one negro

caught in the grasp of white op-

pression, but of the entire negro

race in America, the people who

have no country, no home, no op-

portunity, and are not even permit-

ted the luxury of simple

dignity.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Lady: So you are on a sub

marine; tell me, what do you do?

Sailor: I run .forward and hold

her nose when we're going to

dive.—Manitoban.

Your contribution wilt be print

ed under your own name. For

anticipated support, thanks, in

advance.

human

QUEEN'S TAXI

2002
Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

.59 Wellington St. Phoo* 3«

With Apologies

It: I saw some spinster pines

in the woods down by the river.

Sucker: Spinster' pines! What

do you mean?
It: Well, nobody Axed them.

College

Correct clothes for campus are

a prerequisite for college suc-

cess. Tweddell's distinctively

styled clothes are your answer,

're authentic styles made

finest imported wool

fall'.' 'utifully tailored by

Society Brand and other lead-

ing Cana b'an Manufacturers

and moderately priced. What

more could u ask?

At

de«»_ aoi

SUITS
TOPCOATS

and C R CO ATS
We've ha I I

beral education

in college tyle knowledge - - -

and are rfsrl*- to dress you

for every clas * campus and

social activit\ Liecause you

know quality clothes are

wise investment nd becau •

good style is a p^i ^port to

success and good li

take special deli
1

ing your clothes '

you'll

selert-

SUITS priced from 120.C- 1

COATS as low as $18.50

up is our price on OVr

- TOP-
1 $20.00

'TS.

NEW FALL HATS

Hats arc an important part

of your college wardrobe.

Those you'll find at Twed-

dell's are excellent quality in

every desirable shape, style,

color and sue, as we have

the largest stock in the city.

STETSONS
BROCKS

KENSINGTONS
LA SALLES

STYLE SMART FURNISHINGS
Shirts, ties,

ruly quality

our unlimited

Th,v'r* here — the new furmshings tor college wear.

2* gloves. TRICOLOR SWEATERS, etc - truly

cla.smates to TweddeU s Clothing. Come in

selection at moderate prices.

id see

See Our Window
Displays TWEDDELL'S

Since 1870 Kingston's Most Popular

Men's Store

137-139 Princess St. Phone 3706
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LEVANA
NOTES

Tea at Ban Righ

Tea is now being served at Ban

Righ every afternoon at four o'-

clock. All coeds are welcome, and

this is an excellent opportuniiy for

all girls who do not live in resi-

dence to meet those coeds who do.

Lockers

If you have not already secured

a locker with a friend, now is the

time to do so. The fee is one dollar

and seventy-five cents, for which

you receive one locker and two

keys. In case you don't know where

to apply, the place is the office of

the Dean of Women, and Dean Ma-

theson, in the Arts Building.

Candle Lighting Ceremony

On Tuesday next, the annual

candle lighting ceremony will take

place in Grant Hall. All Fresliettes

and their Seniors will participate

in this event, which is a very im-

pressive one. Further details will

be given later.

Levana Council

The members of the Levana

Council have been chosen, and with

Donalda Campbell heading the

Council, they are as follows: Jean

Mary Melvin, Lois Graham, Betty

Clendinnen, Alice Scott, Lillian

Bell. Mary Jeffrey.

He tried to kiss Helen

And hell ensued, _

An then he quit Helen

An Helen sued.

—Brunswickian

WORLD SERIES
SPECIAL

IT'S HERE!

10

Gillette Blue Blades

and

Gillette

Shaving Cream

9©c VALUE

iS9cAL]

FOl

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

Science

(Continued from page 1)

then ask him to convoy her home.

5. Fresh must familiarize them-

selves with the yells, songs and oth-

er verses concerning the university,

that they may give them on request.

Regulations Till End of Year

1. Tarns and ribbons lo be worn

at all times. If tarns are not avail-

able a yellow ribbon not Jess than

2 inches wide must be worn around

the head. A separate ribbon of the

same color and at least a foot long

must he worn in the coat lapel or

on the sweater.

1. Frosh must respect all npper-

classmeu at all times.

3. Frosh are not allowed to run

on the campus. They must walk in

a dignified manner and must not be

allowed to lower the prestige of the

university

4. Frosh must carry their regis-

tration cards and freshman regula-

tions at all times for purposes of

identification. These are to be pre-

sented on request.

5. Frosh must attend all Engi-

neering Society meetings that they

may learn something of their future

work.

6. Frosh may ifot wear any

sweaters, crests, letters, etc., from

any other school previously at-

tended.

7. Frosh must willingly discon-

tinue playing ping-pong, reading

magazines or papers, books, etc., in

the Club Rooms when an upper-

classman is waiting to do the same.

They are expected to do this cour-

teously and without being asked.

Regulations Effective Till

October 15, 1941

1. Frosh must walk, not run, in.

single file, on the sidewalks of the

campus and must make only left-

hand turns, at the same time yell

in a loud voice, "Yea, Queen's."

2. All frosh must wear a placard

hanging from the back of the neck

which must be conspicuous at all

times. The card must bear the nu-

merals 100 to commemorate Queen's

Centennial. The first numeral is to

be red and six inches high — the

second is to be yellow and nine

inches high, and the third to be

blue, and six inchts high. The let-

tering or ribbon must he at least

one inch wide.

3. All frosh must have a military

haircut which must be kept at all

times within the following speci-

fications: The maximum length to

be three-quarters of an inch and the

hair must be shaved or very closely

clipped two inches above the ears,

These arc subject to measurement.

4. All frci^h living with or near
an upperclassman shall clean shoes

on request. Each frosh shall be re-

sponsible for at least one upperclass

man's shoes.

5. All frosh must roll up their

trousers above the knees while
the campus and must lower the

same while entering any classroom
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I Meds Present the Logical Platform

1 CHET McLEAN for president
A high academic standing, with scholarships throughout; on his own year executive four years, and president

= twice! three years' experience as an executive in the Aesculapian Society; actively interested in sports.

1 BILL YOUNG FOR SECRETARY
An Honour B A of '38, winning the Prince of Wales Prize for highest standing in Arts, a medallist in

chemistry, and a cont§mous scholarship man in Medicine. Twice president of his year, and two years'

experience as an executive in the Aesculapian Society.

PLATPCCM :

1 2.

1 3.

AN ENFORCED STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Student interests must be protected.

YEAR DANCE STATUS QUO MAINTAINED
Each year above freshman year to reserve

the right to have or not to have its year

dances as it wishes.

FORMAL PRICE STABILIZED AT $4
Medicine offers the only $4.00 formal on the

campus at this time.

MIXED COMMON ROOM WITH CANTEEN
To be run on a profit basis to further the war

effort, administered by a student group.

5. MORE STUDENT ATHLETIC FACILITIES

Queen's students must have value received

for athletic fees. A vigorous investigation

re possibilities of swimming pool open until

9.00 p.m. More rink facilities.

6. MAINTENANCE AND IMPROVEMENT OF
OPEN HOUSE SCHEME

Increase the number of these functions and

reduce the number in the "stag line." Every

second open house "by couple only."

with their trousers rolled up.

6. All frosh must provide them-

selves with an Eton collar or rea-

sonable facsimile and they musl

also wear a bow tie made of yellow

ribbon being at least six inches

from tip to tip, and two inches

wide. These must be kept cl^an and

tidy at all times.

7. Special regulation till October

19.

All freshmen must appear on the

campus in a suit (whether coat and

pants to match is immaterial). Their

shoes must be sinned and they must

be clean shaven at all times.

NOTE :—All dress regulations to

apply only on the campus. Fresh-

man caught downtown in uncon-

ventional garb will be accorded a

severe penalty.

DEF'N. :—The campus extends

from the East side of Arch street

to the West side of University Ave,

and from the South side of Stuart

street to the North side of Union

street.

LETTERS

Letters to the Editor will

be welcome as always. It is

the Journal's policy to print

all letters of reasonable

length, subject to certain

rules. We must know the

writer's name, though it does

not have to be printed un-

less desired. Obviously let-

ters which go beyond the

bounds of good taste cannot

be used.

Magistrate: "What is your

name and occupation, and what

are you charged with?"

Prisoner: "My name is Sparks,

I am an electrician, and I'm

charged with battery."

Magistrate (after recovering

his equilibrium: "Officer, put him

in a dry cell
!"

They may not leave th campus

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Friday

:

Sunday

:

4:00 p.m.—Social Problems Club 8:30 p.m.—Student Christian

Senate Room Movement Fireside

Old Arts Bldg. Ban Righ Hall.

Saturday: Monday:
4:30p.m.—Queen's Juniors vs. 7:15p.m.—Debating Club

Trenton Air Force Room 201

Richardson Stadium Douglas Library.
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McGALL'S RESTAURANT-
"THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

PRESENT

COVERT CLOTH
FOR

SUITS TOPCOATS

VAN KIRK HATS
103 Princess Street

TROUSERS

DACK'S SHOES
Phone 3542

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

1841

Highlight of The Centenary Week-end

THE MEDICAL AT HOME
featuring BERT NIOSI

1941

GRANT HALL

AND HIS 14-PIECE ORCHESTRA

TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW AT $4. FRIDAY, OCT. 17th
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STUDENTS GO TO POLLS FRIDAY
Club Reporters

Editor Jack Houck will

meet press representatives

from all campus clubs Wed-
nesday, October S, at 4.30

p.m. in the Journal Office.

All organizations desiring

full publicity during the

year should have representa-

tives at the office for this

meeting.

Q.S.A. Already

Active on Campus

Conducts Book Exchange
Information Bureau

Already the Queen's Student As-

sembly lias made its impact on
campus life in the new session.

Two services have helped to ease

the strain, financial and social, of

the first few days. These were (1)

the Information Bureau, set up es-

pecially to help frosh; (2) the

Book- Exchange, friend to the

pocket-book of all.

The information bureau amply

paid for the time and effort it cost,

in enjoyment and amusement. Com-
monest question was "Where do

we register?"—which the freshman

usually asked after carefully read-

ing the conspicuous list of direc-

tions posted by the university. Next

Q.S.A. ACTIVE
(Continued on page 6)

FRESHIES AT McGlLL
HOLD SALVAGE DRIVE

Montreal (C. U, P.) — McGill

Frosh and Freshettes launched a

campaign for the recovery of sal-

vage tn aid of the war effort last

week. Parading through northern

Montreal and escorted by motor-

cycle police, they broke off and

then grouped into pairs—a girl and

boy working together. Each house

was canvassed, with the co-ed ask-

ing for salvage, the freshman lug-

ging it out into the trucks.

Furthermore. McGill is organiz-

ing to aid the Amalgamated Chari-

ties Drive with each Faculty com-

peting for honors in leading in the

Drive.

Centenary
Notes

Prime Minister MacKcnzie
King will reply to a toast to Can-

ada proposed by Dr. Irving

Langrnuir at the Banquet given

by the City of Kingston to the

delegates and special guests at

the gymnasium Friday night . . ,

The great-grand-nephew of the

first registered student at

Queen's, William Wardrobe, will

appear—it is hoped—on the Cen-

tenary program at 10.30 Satur-

day . , . Hon. James L. Ralston

and Monseigneur Camille Roy,
Rector of Laval will reply for

the Honorary LL.D.'s and The
Rev. Luther Weigle, Dean, Di-

vinity School, Yale, will reply

for the D.D.'s in appreciation of

the general body who are receiv-

ing Honorary Degrees.

Newman Reception

On Friday Night;

Sliding Price Scale

Low Rate For Freshmen;
Ladies Admitted

Free

The annual Newman Club Re-

ception will be held at 9.00 p.m.,

Friday, Oct. 10, in Grant Hall. And
incidentally, after a Frosh Reeep-

tion, first year students will be hap-

py to hear no-fussing regulations

are usually not enforced— so let joy

be unconfined.

Co-eds, nurses and any visiting

glamor girls will be admitted free

of charge to this gala event. Male

members of the Newman Guh and

Freshmen wearing tarns and rib-

hons will part with the trifling sum

of twenty-five cents. Upper Class-

men will he charged fifty cents

—

this will hardly discourage those

seniors who have attended this

highlight of the Social Season in

previous years.

Like the Frosh Reception of

Wednesday last, this will be a cut-

in, every-nian-for-himself affair

with stag-lines a mile long, and a

border of gorgeous girls. So come

one, come all to the 1941 edition of

the Newman Club Reception.

For the benefit of Freshmen, it

should be explained that the New-
man Club is an organization of the

Catholic students at Queen's. Its

functions and aims will be printed

in a later issue of the Journal, along

with information concerning the

first meeting. All Catholic students,

particularly those of the first year,

are invited to look for those no-

tices and to be present at the first

Mass and breakfast.

No Journal Friday

There will be no issue of

the Journal this Friday, Oc-

tober 10. The special Medi-

cal issue will appear next

Tuesday. October 14.

Ballot llsed In A. M.S. Election
ALMA MATER SOCIETY

ANNUAL ELECTIONS
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1941

PRESIDENT—

A Second Choice XX
B Third Choice XXX
C First Choice X
D

SECRETARY—

E Third Choice XXX
F First Choice X

G Second Choice XX

The above ballot form is printed for the benefit of voters in

this week's elections. Under this system, rules for voting are

as follows: to be valid each ballot must be marked six times,

three times for each group of four candidates, Against the name

VOTING
(Continued on page 7)

Medicals Making All-Out Effort

For Formal Worthy of Centenary

Centenary celebrations come

but once in a hundred years and

with that in mind, Medicine is

going all out in one big eifort

to be perfect hosts to all students

and alumni at their Annual At

Home Friday night, October 17.

It is the desire of the committee

that every arrangement be as

carefully planned and as nearly

perfect as possible and for that

reason their first big item was

the contracting of Bert Niosi and

the outstanding 14-piece orches-

tra that has aptly entitled him

to be called Canada's, king of

sweet-swing music. The Niosi

congregation are all young, ex-

pert musicians and they have the

happy fault of adding plenty of

life to every party, assuring all

our patrons a wonderful time.

Band Shell

In order to lend the smart

band a new and effective back-

ground, the committee is going

to great lengths to produce a very

neat baud shell hearing out the

Centenary theme which will be

strikingly attractive.

As a novel feature this year

corsages are to be replaced by

a beautiful victory pin with a

background of Queen's ribbons'.

This pin is as attractive as it is

novel and_ receipts from the sale

MEDS FORMAL
(Corltiniied on page 6)

Campaigns Now Under Way
For Annual A.M.S. Election

Prime Minister of Canada, who will

reply to the toast (o Canada at the
City of Kingston banquet during the
Centenary celebrations.

Glee Club Meets,

Chooses Exective

Hopes For Biggest Season
In History

Tlic Queen's Glee Club held

its first meeting for this term

last Thursday in Ban Righ Hall.

New officers were elected and

the large group enjoyed them-

selves in singing, dancing and

eating Ban Righ refreshments.

There was a large turnout,

and on the basis of the over

forty singers who turned out the

club hopes to have the biggest

vear in its history. Many selec-

tions from last year's Glee Club

Concert were performed, such as

"O Lovely Celia", and selections

from Gilbert and Sullivan's "Pa-

tience".

The party was featured by

charades to break the social ice

and get the new members ac-

GLEE CLUB

(Continued on page 3)

CANDIDATES PRESENT PLATFORMS
Levana

Our platform is of interest and

value to all Queen's students. If we

are elected, we can institute our

planks quhkly End efficiently plans

have been drawn up for the execu-

tion of each one.

The A.M.S. Residence Fund of

§90,000 must be increased—we will

work for that increase, Queen's

must have a men's residence, to be

built on Leonard Field, open to

men of all Faculties. Student sub-

scription, solicitation of private and

public subscriptions, and grants are

the three means through which we

intend to increase the Fund.

Convocation Week-end is still,

socially, a poor affair. We plan good

entertainment for graduating stu-

dents, their friends, and any under-

LEVANA
(Continued on page 2)

Arts

We have based our platform on

an "Arts for Government" slogan,

and it IC with this ui n:md that we

wish to emphasize the qualifications

of the Arts candidates.

We would not feel justified in

taking a stand on Engineering or

Medical problems; but considering

our basic training in economics,

politics, and commerce, we feel

(jualified in tackling the problems

of student government.

Realizing that certain sacrifice?

and restrictions must be made in

time of war, it seems that some cur-

tailment of campus activities must

be made, although the quantity of

vear dances may be cut, their qua-

lity must be maintained in the best

Queen's tradition. We also recom-

ARTS

(Continued on page 2)

Medicine

Medicine this year is presenting

a brief but solid platform in which

every plank is a matter of direct in-

terest to all students.

In the first place we have pledged

ourselves to maintain an enforced

student government, This matter,

important enough at any time, is

taking on added significance as the

war goes on. There are now a great

many more people telling students

what they should do, and, at times,

what they must do, than there were

several years ago, and while some

of these people have a right to dic-

tate, others have not. It takes a

strong student government to han-

dle this barrage.

Our second point refers to the

recent agitation towards cutting

MEDICINE
(Continued on page 6)

Sclence

This year we should all realize

the full value of a practical plat-

form for the A.M.S. The points of

the Science platform as stated else-

where in this issue of the journal

afford the students rerJistr. posci

bilities for actual achievement.

Sport

With regard to the Intercolle-

giate sport question we can only

point out that last winter ciyht

Queen's students, in playing O. H.

A. hockey, proved convincingly

that the addition of sport to the

present curriculum could be made

quite successfully. Who wouldn't

welcome exhibition hockey and bas-

ketball with Varsity or McGill or

both?

We also believe that by contract-

SCIENCE

(Continued on page 6)

All Eligible To Vote Urged
To Cast Ballots On

Big Day

Early This Year

The election of officers for the

Alma Mater Society will be held

an Friday, October 10, from 9 a.m.

to 5 p.m. H. C. McKinnon will

serve as chief returning officer and

all students, barring freshmen, are

urged to come out and make this

year's election better than ever.

Campaigning has started earlier

this year, so that the newly-elected

president of the A,M.S. may intro-

duce the Earl of Athlone at the

forthcoming Centenary Convoca-

tion. His Excellency will deliver

the rectorial address and it is neces-

sary that a representative of the

Alma Mater Society be chosen to

present him to the students.

Polling

There will be polling booths for

Arts in the New Arts Building with

Peggy Clark as Deputy Returning

Officer; Levana will vote in the

Red Room under the supervision

of F. P.. Mulinn; other polling

places will be: Meds in the Old

Medical Building, in the Richard-

A.M.S. ELECTION

(Continued on page 8)

Drama Guild Play

Set For Centenary

Wilder's "Happy Journey"
To Be Produced

One of the chi'.f contributions of

Queen's students to the Centennial

week-end, will be the Drama

Guild's presentation of Thornton

Wilrlcr's one-act play, "The Happy

Journey". Daily rehearsals are be-

ing doubled in length, intensity and

pleasure.

"The Happy Journey" depicts a

small middle class family's car-ride,

their common-place conversation

and mode of living. Wrote a New
York Times rcportev—"In this play

Wilder presents keenly poignant

vet fundamentally sound, sweet and

gentle bits <>f character portrayal, of

whom tin principal is the raw-

honed mother, who with her hus-

band, a laundry worker fifty-one

DRAMA GUILD

(Continued on page 0)

CAPS, GOWNS GIVEN
AT CANDLE CEREMONY

The Levana Candle-lighting cere-

mony is to take place in Grant Hall

on Tuesday evening at 7.30.

At this, the most impressive

part of initiation, the freshettes re-

ceive their caps and gowns from

their seniors and are then consider-

ed official members of Levana. In

the course of the procession which

follows, the freshettes receive their

candles—red, yellow, or blue. Do

you want a Science man? If so,

CANDLE CEREMONY
(Continued on page 4)
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See our new Leader Portable

Underwood Typewriters
Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey. Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St

"Where The Service Pleoses"

Yellow

Taxi
Five New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE J J ^| PHONE

WE MEET ALL TRAINS
24-Hour Service Henry Wilson

RENT A NEW CAR
Drive it Yourself

Rates: 12c per mile.

Minimum $1.00 per hour.

Bagot St., Phone 199

THE
HABIT - DASHER

The sure way to make

the 8 o'clock classes

USE A DEPENDABLE

ALARM CLOCK
Priced from $1.35 up

at

Kionear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

MEET

THE GANG

Our comfortable fountains are

the "fountains of Youth"—the

favorite meeting place of young
people who like good food and
drink served in an atmosphere
of good fellowship. Stop in after

school or the movies and enjoy
your favorite soda or sundai

—

made with our extra-rich and
creamy ice cream.

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

The fabulous Englishman took

it to all corners -of the Empire

with his tin bath, boiled shirt

and cricket bat. Botanically it

is the dried fibrovasculai system

of a gourd. "What is it?" you

clamor (1 hope)—why, the low-

ly loofah. The fashion magazines

of late have discovered it al-

though the first was in the ark.

It is excellent for removing the

grime one collects—easier on the

skin than a scrub-brush but it

gels the circulation hepped which

is more than you can say for a

sponge. I don't recommend it

for the face, however, unless you

have a very oily skin. You can

get a young monster of a loofah

for two bits at Tamblyn's, and

they last a couple of terms at

least,

Now for a dread personal ques-

tion. Is your hair beginning to

look like Lulu's, the Levana mas-

cot? If that olde Englyshe sheepe

dogge look has set in, act. Call

287, Don and Ivy Kingsbury,

Beauty Parlor. They will give

you a becoming and practical

hairstyle for a reasonable outlay.

Their store may be found on the

east side of Princess Street.

So you didn't wear ski boots

to the frosh hop, and now you

have a pair of suede shoes that

look as if you have been on a

route march through the Florida

Everglades. Have you tried giv-

ing them a steam bath? Brush

ihem well first, with one of those

rubber brushes (35c at Boakes),

much easier on suede than the

old-fashioned wire ones. Now hold

them in the steam for about five

minutes and brush hard at any

spots that are ornery. The same
principle as steaming velvet and

it works wonders. If they are

absolutely impossible, I suggest

getting them rejuvenated at your

cobblers.

Novel idea for people who wear
> hell-rimmed spectacles. Paint

.he rims with a wacky shade of

nail polish if you are getting

bored. It can easily be taken off

with remover and it does not

hurt the lens or rims.

This is a non-political column
lint don't forget, chicks, to Vote
Levana—most fashionable thing

to do right now.

Arts

(Continued from page 1)

mend a less expensive priced for-

mal.

Faced with the impossibility of

CANADA YEAR BOOK

The Dominion Bureau of Statis-

tics has just announced the publica-

tion of the 1941 issue of the

Canada Year Book. This book,

which is invaluable to any student

in Commerce, Economics or Poli-

tical Science, may he obtained in a

paper-covered edition by any bona-

fide student for fifty cents. As the

supply of ihis special edition is lim-

ited, students should make imme-

diate application to the Dominion

Statistician, Dominion Bureau of

Statistics, Ottawa.

War Economy

The special articles inchjded in

this edition have been chosen to il-

lustrate the effects of the War on

the Canadian economy and to show

such changes and developments as

have taken place to date. There are

eight such articles, dealing with

such subjects as the National Regis-

tration Act, the War-time Func-

tions of a Central Bank, War-Time

Control under the Foreign Ex-

change Control Board, and a spe-

cial war chronology that appears as

Appendix I to the volume.

While there are as yet no sta-

tistics on Unemployment Insur-

ance, the book contains the text of

the Amendment to the B.N,A. Act
under which the Dominion was
given exclusive jurisdiction in

this field. There is also a sum-
mary of conditions, rates and con-

tributions that have been decided

upon.

Posters Displayed
As Cuties Parade

re-introducing intercollegiate sport,

we advocate the presentation of

numerous exhibition games with

first-class teams. Intramural athle-

tics should receive more attention.

It should be possible to arrange

more free skating nights at the

arena.

The rooming-house question is of

vital importance to all students.

Congratulations are in order to

those who have solved it partly

with co-operative houses. We have
a plan whereby during registration

a student may get information con-

cerning rooms not taken. This will

be a substitute for the inefficient

list issued by the Registrar's office.

Thus the student would be saved

the trouble of walking the streets

and going to rooming houses which
are full-

In presenting our views and
solutions on what are the main stu-

dent problems for this year, your
Arts candidates feel that they are
offering proof of our contention

that Engineers should attend to

their bridge building. Doctors to

their hospital patients, but for cam-
pus government. Arts is the logi-

cal choice.

May your choice be wise.

BILL MCDONNELL,

JIM RICHARDSON.

BY MARY PATTERSON

Everyone's hoarse, everyone's

foot sort', but the indomitable Le-

vana tribe bit out again with a

spectacular take-off for their Alma

Mater campaign. The girls showed

boundless enthusiasm in staging

a full-dress parade around the

campus at 12.30 p.m. (between 1st

and 2nd sittings at Ban Righ) on

Saturday.

In support of their candidates.

Dot Wnrdle and Sylva Rowley, a

great many girls worked hard to

design most original posters urging

the men (in no uncertain terms)

to vote for the representatives of

the fair sex in the forthcoming

elections (Oct. 10). These signs

were hoisted aloft in the march,

proclaiming in strong language the

duty of each and every prospective

voter, a great many of whom were

witnessing the spectacle. Two of

the most ingenious slogans read:

"Don't be snooty, vote for a cutie".

and "Bet your shirt on a skirt".

Under the management of Mary
Alice Archibald, with Peg Clarke.

Cathy Matheson, Pauline Jewett,

Pat Johnson, Mary Stock and Pops

Vollmer as the lusty (and now
croaking) cheerleaders, Levana

shouted, roared and sang ( ?) its

way from Ban Righ up University

Ave. to the Union, where a special

exhibition of vocal talent was given.

Here is the new campus hit song

just released at the parade.

(To the tune of "Suzannah")

Levana is our- faculty.

To heck with all the rest;

Remember boys that after all

It's girls that treat you best!

So vote Levana,

And you can't go wrong—
When Science, - Arts and Mcds
are dead »

We'll still be going strong.

FRESHMAN IMPRESSIONS
BY JOHN STRAITON

HIKE, WIENER ROAST
ON WEDNESDAY WIGHT

Want to have a good time on

Wednesday night? Then bring

a friend and come along to the

Lower Campus at 7.30 p.m. This

will be the starting point for the

hike and wiener roast deluxe to

be held by the Queen's Christian

Fellowship. A special invitation

is extended to all freshmen and
freshettes. Here is the chance
you have been waiting for to get

acquainted with each other. We
know you'll enjoy yourselves.

The general secretary ot the In-

ter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
will be present to welcome you
all. There will be a cover charge
of 10c. See vou there!

Levana

(Continued from page 1)

grads present—as well as parents

and old grads, We advocate a good

dance and orchestra — nickelodeon

is a poor substitute.

Church Services

This year University Church Ser-

vices will.be held in Convocation

Halll to make the gathering more

compact. A more attractive setting,

achieved by a small altar banked

with flowers and ferns, phis a ser-

vice broad enough for students of

all denominations will be offered.

We must not lose the privilege of

our own service on our own Cam-

pus.

To start Open Houses -on the

right footing. Levana will under-

take to run the first one: we will

appoint hostesses to organize the

dancing, bridge and ping pong; to

ensure greater dancing space, we
w.ll have the star line suitably

roped off; good refreshments will

be provided. We will help with all

other Open Houses by providing a

picked number of hostesses for

each.

We offer you a Mixed Swim-

ming Carnival—a social sports event

in^which students of all Faculties

will take part. Speed and style

races, ornamental swimming, water

clowns, diving exhibitions, novelty

pyjama and balloon races will con-

stitute much of the program.

Two afternoons each month, we
will open Ban Righ to all students,

for musicals ; Ban Righ is too small

for Open Houses, but we will open

it to you for those two afternoons

and we promise you good music

by an accomplished pianist.

Corsages

Levana requests that no corsages

be sent to its members this year, in

view of the general desire to fur-

ther the War Effort on the Cam-
pus. Thus all profits made by the

sale of special corsages at the door

of a formal may be given towards

the Queen's War Drive. Last year

the Levana Formals netted $100

from the sale of corsaees; the Arts

McGill Has Departments
Of Radiology, Nutrition

Montreal (C.U.P.)—Two new
departments of research recogniz-

ing the increasing needs of medi-

cine and biology have been

created by the Board of Gov-

ernors at McGill University. A
department of Radiology has been

set up in the Faculty of Medicine

and a department of Nutrition

has been instituted to devote it-

self to many of the problems

caused by the war.

Creation of the Department of

Nutrition represents an attempt

to solve many of the complex

physiological problems lately em-

phasized by the war. Radiology

has made vast gains in the Prac-

tice of Medicine in the past thirty

years and has created a place for

itself, not only in the diagnosis

and treatment of disease, but also

in the medical curriculum.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize thein

(

Formal netted §219.73, $100 of

which went to the A.M.S. building

fund, the remainder to the War
Aid Commission.

We will carry on the Interfaculty

competition in the sale of Queen's

War Aid stamps, posting the re-

sults weekly in the journal. Last

year some Faculties raised as much
as $15.00 in one week.

The work turned out last year

by the Levana Red Cross Room was

of excellent quality, but the quan-

tity was sorely lacking. This vear

we will increase the output, Queen's

boys are doing their part, we will

do ours.

We pledge increased and efficient

Administration of Student Govern-

ment, and to work in the interests

of Queen's as a whole. We will

make it our duty to consider all

complaints, all suggestions made by

students at any time.

—Dorothy Wardle.

BOB MOTHERWELL
for PRESIDENT

BOB

LEN

SCIENCE PRESENTS
• ITS PLATFORM

Exhibition Intercollegiate Sports.

Improved Meal Schedule at Union.

Full support to the representative War Aid Committee.
Standing Committee on Co-ops.

Right of Formal Committees to set own price e.g. $6 for first-
class Formal. $5 for second-class formal, etc.

A.M.S. Skating Nights at the Arena— Also Student Rates
at Combines Hockey Games.

• ITS CANDIDATES
Senior Rep. of Science Faculty by acclamation—proof
enough of his experience and popularity.

Star of Queen's Senior and Kingston Combines hockey
team—good scholastic record and executive ability.

LEN LANE

for SECRETARY
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BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Phone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon

274 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop

Ida Van CUeaf Maude Wagar

Kingston's Oldest

Established Shoe Shop

Welcomes You
•

It is our pleasure to

serve you for

—

SHOES
of the better type

GYM SHOES

HOSIERY

LUGGAGE

HANDBAGS

POLISHES

Prompt Service

Courteous Treatment

Delivery, Ph. 24

•

LOCKETTS LTD.

Est. 1878

178 Wellington St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

274 Princess St. Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOiURDIERS
rues

78 Brock St. Phone 700

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario
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*T THE
THEATRE!
CAPITOL

To-day till Friday — 'Silly the
Kid, with Robert Taylor.

BILTMORE
The Cat and the Canary, with

Bob Hope and Paulette Goddard,
is a show guaranteed to give you
the creeps. It is a spook thriller

without equal. The scene opens as
the family will is being read at

midnight in a weird old mansion in

[he depths of the dark everglade

swamps of Florida. Paulette God-
dard (the Canary) is named sole

heir, with a second heir to be named
if she dies within one month. Vari-

ous attempts are made on her life.

The presence of a cat-like lunatic

in the vicinity adds to the excite-

ment. (B+)
The Sky Giant with Richard Dix

and Chester Morris is an air trans-

port picture with' the old triangle

love story centering around Joan
Fontaine. (C)

Coming Thursday to Saturday—
The Mark of Zorro. with Tyrone
Power and Lynda Darnell. Also on
the same program is Slightly Hon-
orable, with Pat O'Brien and Ed-
ward Arnold.

Coming Sunday midnight to

Wednesday is This Thing Called

Love, with Melvvn Douglas and
Rosalind Russell. Also you will see

Smashing the Rackets, with Chester

Morris and Bruce Cabot.—H.J.

T I V O L I

Best bet for this week is The
Dcril and Miss Jones, coming Wed.
and Thurs. The second picture is

Hurry, Kelly, Hurry, with Leon
Errol. Fri. and Sat.. Six Gun Gold,

complete with cowboys, Indians

nnd Tim Holt.

GRAND
A double feature for Tuesday

and Wednesday is on at the Grand.

Affectionately Yours brings to the

screen the story- of a philandering

foreign correspondent who dashes

home from Portugal to stop his

wife from divorcing him in favor

of another man. Dennis Morgan.

Merle Oberon, Rita Hayworth and
Ralph Bellamy hold the leads.

Highway West, the story of a thief

and a girl, with Arthur Kennedy
and Brenda Marshall, completes the

bill.

Coining on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday is Gene Autry in Under
Fiesta Stars. Here a handsome
young cowboy and a beautiful

young girl jointly fall heir to a mine

:ind a ranch. They fall in love after

Gene rescues her from the clutches

of some shysters and gangsters.

—A.F.R.

Stage and Screen

The movies are now accepted

by most persons as an art. Like

the legitimate stage, the movies

have their merits and defects.

When the two (theatres) are

compared, some interesting facts

appear.

Legitimate Stage

The chief advantage of the

legitimate stage lies in the liv-

ing-presence of the actprs. Here
is true depth which the audi-

ence can feel. Like the printed

page, the film has no third di-

mension, no- depth. The arti-

ficiality of fne film is difficult

to ignore. It is difficult to live

a movie.

Secondly the color of the stage

—the players, their costume's and

scenery—is living and true. -We
appreciate it unconsciously. Al-

though tremendous strides have

been .made in the tints of techni-

color we are ever aware of the

fact that they are factory-made.

Movie Advantages

On the other hand, the moving-

picture has revolutionized the

contemporary stage. Three of its

advantages are its greater con-

tinuity, its control of tempo and

its capability to portray back-

ground.

Continuity in a motion-picture

is simply this. This little piggy

went to market. On the stage

he exists; in the movies we fol-

low his course to the mart. We
can see the buildings, the streets,

the people and all that occurs.

Tempo
And now we speak of the tem-

po of a play. Its pace will depend

on the subject-matter, the ac-

tors and the scene-changes. Often

a stage-play, when it slows

down, becomes dull, and its pres-

entation will be considered a

Glee Club

(Continued from page I)

quainted. And before refresh-

ments were served there was a
half-hour of dancing.

New Executive

The gathering chose Dr. Harri-
son, the club's choral director, to

be Honorary President, while
Maurice Park was made the new
President. Marian Trott was
elected Secretary, Mary McLeod
was chosen Treasurer, while Iris

Ivey was given the post of Pub-
licity Secretary. The members
chose Jean Box, Betty Clen-

dinnen and Margaret Cutten to

make up the Social Committee.
Dr. Harrison, Honorary Presi-

dent and Director, who was
present with Mrs. Harrison, wel-
comed both old and new mem-
bers and outlined the work of

the fall and winter term. He
asked the members to co-operate

with the Centennial Choir which
is to function at several im-

portant affairs on the Centenary

week-end. Practices will be an-

nounced in the Journal. Not until

after the Centennial will the Glee

Club function as a unit.

The executive announced that

a telegram had been sent by the

club to Miss Rosalind Bigger-

staff on the date of her mar-

riage, in Plainsfield, New Jersey.

Miss Biggerstaff was on the ex-

ecutive of the club last year.

In closing the meeting, the

President conveyed the club's

thanks to Dr. Douglas for the use

of Ban Righ. Dr. Douglas wish-

ed the club every success and

expressed her pleasure at being

able to help the club in this way.

The meeting then adjourned.

failure. This slowing-down will

be due to the actors or between-

curtain set changes. The movie

experts can clip and paste a fast-

moving, lively strip together and

then relax. Their movie can't

slow down for a failure. Ad-

vances in musical accompani-

ments for a play, are merely at-

tempts to assure that the tempo

of the story will remain fast.

The camera can show us more

backgrounds, detailed and often

historical. Plays for stage-pro-

duction must have

simple sets.

And that concludes

we slow down, we're

few and

- when

died.

FOR CLASS AND CAMPUS

DOVER
TWEEDS...

There's a time and place for everything, and when we're speaking of

DOVER TWEEDS, the campus is the place at any time. They're

University styled for comfort, appearance and budget. Mostly three-

buttoned single breasted drapes, they're handsome in rich tones of

browns, greys and blues. Trousers made with deep pleats and tlide

fasteners.

$28.50
Extra Pants $6.50

SEE OUR STYLE WINDOWS

123 Princess Street Phone 5020

TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS ^OSMETICS

CAMERA SUPPLIES LUNCHES

Telephone 188Cor. Johnson & Division Sts.

USE THE JOURNAL ADS, THAT'S WHAT THEY'RE FOR.

bill McDonnell

•Formerly Chief Justice A.M.S. Court.

•1942 Chairman Union House Committee.

•On Year Executive as Athletic Stick.

•Assistant Convener of 1941 Arts Formal.

•Student Member of Centenary Committee.

•Junior Basketball, Intramural Tracl Basketball,

Rugby, Hockey.

•Second Year Rep. and Secretary of Commerce
Club.

HERE'S YOUR MAN

ARTS FOR GOVERNMENT

OUR TEN POINT PLATFORM

1. YEAR DANCES—We favor maintaining the past standard of Queen's Year Dances. If student dance ex-

penses are to be cut it must be done by reducing the number of Dances.

2. FREE SKATING—More free skating at the Arena.

3. LIBRARY—A discussion room is essential.

4. SPEAKERS—To present first hand war news.

5. FORMALS—Maximum price of Formal Tickets five dofiors, and corsages to be handled by the A.M.S. in

the interests of the War Effort.

6. ROOMING HOUSES—A committee under the A.M.S. to provide information which will enable students to

see at a glance what Rooming Houses are os yet not taken. We have a plan!

7. CO-OP HOUSES—We will endeavor to establish more Co-op Houses.

8. WAR EFFORT—Intensification of the Campus War Effort under the War Aid Commission.

9. SPORTS—Reolizing the difficulties in reintroducing Intercollegiate sports during the war we suggest and

will endeavor to substitute as many high class exhibition games as possible, combined with the usual

intramural sports.

10. QUEEN'S MEN OVERSEAS—We suggest that a Record Book be kept containing the names of Queen's

men on active service. We would also like to see a student cigarette fund for Queen's men overseas.

JIM RICHARDSON

•Two year's experience on Arts Society Executive.

•Winner of Freshman Public Speaking Cup, 1939.

•Junior Prosecuting Attorney Arts Court.

• On War Aid Commission 1940-41. A.M.S. Rep-

resentative to W.A.C. this year,

• Elected Secretary Queen's Debating Union 1940.

• Member Union House Committee.

• President of Arts '43 [or Two Years.

•Grade A Standing in Economics and Politics.

ABILITY COUNTS
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Elections
This Friday the annual Alma Mater Society elections will

be .held. Because it is impossible for us to produce our regular

issue on that day, we would like to say in advance, a few things

that we 'believe should be said.

It has been claimed that Queen's has one of the most

far-reaching systems of student administration on this con-

tinent. We do not know whether or not that is true, nor do

we much care. The important thing is that' it is in general a

good system, and that most of the time it functions fairly and

efficiently. But. like so many other good systems, it is' not

without its flaws. It is unfortunate, though perhaps not un-

natural, that many of them should be seen around election

time.

Two years ago, a new election system was introduced on

this campus. Ii followed years of bitter faculty strife and

domination by a Meds-Sciencc party. Its avowed purpose was

to place all the faculties on a more or less equitable basis and

to eliminate this one-party domination. In this, it has succeeded

remarkably well. There is still a great deal of rivalry at

election time, but it is impossible for any one faculty to

dominate the A.M.S. Executive, itself.

But even so, the path has not been all strewn with roses,

by any means. And one of the thorns has been the violent

clashes between Arts and Science on or just preceding election

day. This reached a climax last year in one of the most de-

structive brawls that this university has evrr seen. When the

smoke and tomato juice of battle had cleared away, both

faculties had to pay substantial damages as well as fines to

the University.

We do not condemn election campaigning as such. It is

one sign of a healthy student administration. But the step from

parades and leaflets to brawls and tomatoes is not a long one,

as bitter experience has shown. This year we hope the step

will not be taken. A duplicate of last year's fracas would not

be a pleasant incident at any time. A week before the Centennial

celebrations, it would be a disgrace.

We dislike croaking of calamity, but there is one more-

point here. To-day, we carry in another column a letter from
the convener of the annual Theatre Party. To any thinking
student, the letter should make sense, and we merely call it to

your attention. Only children have to destroy things to enjoy
themselves.

Friday is election day. We have outlined in to-day's issue

the mechanism of voting. But it will be of little use for students
to study it, unless they intend to use their franchise. Let's see
you at the polls!

Fruits of Victory

Ever since the first man fought with his neighbor over
possession of a cave in which to live, one of the great problems
of the world has been how to change a nation highly geared
for war, into a people ready and anxious to live at peace with
their fellow-men. Nor have we yet solved it entirely.

But it seems to us a hopeful sign for the future that, even
in these times when every sinew is being strained in the
bloodiest war humanity has ever experienced, men are yet find-
ing time to think about what peace will bring.

We must prosecute the war to the fullest extent of our
powers, We must and will win. But victory carries with it

responsibility, and now. not later, is the time for us to think
upon its burden. That our leaders recognize that fact is evi-
denced in the Atlantic Charter recently drawn up by Mr.
Churchill and Mr. Roosevelt.

That charter has been called a "new Magna Charta". It is
so. But, it is almost uncomfortably close to a certain Fourteen-
Point declaration of not so long ago. We hope it does not
travel the same road. Many reasons have been given for the
failure of that famous document. But the kernel of the whole
matter is this—the people were not ready to accept it, and act
upon it

And that is the kernel of our problem to-day. The cessation
of this gigantic struggle will bring with it economic disloca-
tion, and in many countries, utter chaos. What will happen
next, depends upon the one completely unpredictable factor in
any situation-the people. And, if pe0ple everywhere are not
prepared m some measure, to think and act wiselv under this
stress then we will have, not peace but only another twenty-five
years armistice. '

This is the great responsibility of universfty men andwomen. Those who make the most of their time leave here
able to thmk clearly, to reason intelligently, and to lead men.The ir Cad r h)p in the ,]ext decade may
either for better or for very much worse.

Official Notices

Thanksgiving Day

As Monday, October 13, is

Thanksgiving Day, no classes wil]

be held at the University on that

day.

Payment of Fees

All fees should he paid at regis

tratioif. Any students who have

not paid .their fees are reminded

that they must immediately make

settlement with the Treasurer if

they expect to be regarded as stu-

dents of the University.

Physical Examinations

All students at the University for

the first time must have a physical

examination. Appointments for men

are made at the Registrar's Office.

Women students should consult

Miss Marion Ross.

Regulation 13, Page 81 of the

Arts Calendar

The attention of students is call-

ed to regulation 13, page 81 of the

Arts Calendar.

Students who are readmitted af-

ter having been required to with-

draw, and 'Students who reregister

in the Faculty of Arts after having

failed in four out of five examina-

tions in the last year of attendance,

will he placed on probation until

Christmas. At that time they will

be required to withdraw if they do

not pass as many as three out of

the five midyear examinations. Each

case will be reviewed carefully by

the Committee on Futures ami the

Instructors concerned.

Notice To Students Who Are
Conditioned In One Language

Some students have been admit-

ted to the University lacking one

of the two foreign languages nor-

mally required v at Matriculation.

Such students should take steps as

soon as possible to remove their

ondition.

Students who propose to take La-

tin for this purpose may register

n LATIN A (Middle School La-
in). Those who pass the examina-

tion, set by the University^ in this

ourse, will he deemed to have ob-

nined Middle School standing in

Latin.

Arrangements are now complete

for a class in LATIN A (Middle

School Latin) for those who wish

to take this means of removing a

language condition carried over

from Matriculation.

Candle Ceremony

(Continued from page 1)

grab a yellow candle, But if you
yearn for an Arts man, try for a

scarlet taper. Take a blue one if

your heart throbs when you see a

gay medico.

Marg Harkness, the convener,

has arranged for refreshments to

solace any disappointed fresHettes,

should they get the wrong candle.

A sing-song will add to the even-

ing's festivities.

NOTE :—Freshettes must supply

moFtar boards and gowns. If you
are in a quandary, see Mary Stock

who will straighten out your diffi-

culties.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

Letters to The Editor

/ October 4, 1941.

Dear Mr. Editor:

I wish to state, through your

columns, my objections to the

athletic entertainment planned

for the Saturday afternoon of

October 18.

I understand that our Queen's

Junior rugby team has been re-

fused a game for that afternoon.

Rugby football is the real col-

legiate sport in Canada, and I'm

sure the one of most interest to

graduates and undergraduates

alike.

Let's entertain our distinguish-

ed visitors at a real Canadian

football game with a cheering,

excited crowd, rather than at a

strange game played before a dis-

interested crowd by teams com-

posed of strange men. The com-

mittee is slighting not only a

Queen's grad, but also one of

Queen's former gridiron stars in

putting aside the team he is

coaching, a team which I am sure

will dc justice to the colors th:y

wear. Give us one more chance

to cheer on a team wearing the

Tricolor before we leave.

P. J. BESWICK,
Sc. '42.

October 5. 1941.

Editor,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

The matter of an A. M. S.

Theatre Party is still uncertain,

the block being the reluctance of

theatre owners to admit in a

body, a group of young men and

women, who, in the past, have,

on occasion shown somewhat of

disregard for private property.

In time of peace, the replacement

of destroyed equipment was a

matter of financial concern only

;

to-day with a shortage of ma-
terials due to war needs, such

replacement is a far more diffi-

cult and often impossible matter.

I feel that the students of this

university arc sufficiently aware

of this situation to govern them-

selves accordingly. Hoping that

arrangements can be made to

hold this traditional function, 1

remain,

EARL BAXTER,
Convener.

Three More Members
Join Journal Masthead

This year's Journal will see

three new names in the Mast-

head, according to a recent an-

nouncement. Keith McCaffrey

has been appointed by the

Science Faculty as Science* Edi-

tor. The Arts Society has elect-

ed Abe Rabinowitz the new Arts

Editor. Tony Wand will be the

Canadian University Press Edi-

tor.

Keith McCaffrey and Abe
Rabinowitz will look after the

Journal interests of their respec-

tive faculties and Keith will edit

the Science Edition. Tony Wand
will supervise news from other

University presses.

"I don't see what keeps you
co-eds warm at these cold foot-

ball games."

"Brother, you ain't supposed
to."

Medicals Take Over
Our next ii ue will not appear until next Tuesday. It is

with much
i

lire and considerable trepidation that we give
it over to the tender mercies of the Men of Medicine. As always,
our only insurance is to disclaim, in advance, any responsibility
for what may be written. So the regular staff takes a holiday,
and to Medical Editor Jackson Pickup and his cohort best
wishes anc happy landings.

J. HOUCK TO ADDRESS
I.R.C. TUESDAY NIGHT

The International Relations

Club will meet at 9 p.m. Tues-

day, October 7, in the Senate

Room of the Old Arts Building.

Editor Jack Houck of the Journal

will speak about his experiences

this summer at the Seminar

Group on International Relations

under the direction of Sir Nor-

man Angell. A special invitation

is extended to all first and second

year students majoring in His-

tory, Politics, or Economics. New
members will be welcomed.

Love Story

Somebody stole the bee's honey

and nectar.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise,

Early Voting

Students desiring to vote in

the A. M.S. election and who

will he out of town on polling

day may vote in an advance

poll mil more than 4S hours

ahead of regular polling. They

should go to Herb Hamilton

in the Douglas Library, obtain

a ballot, mark it, and place it

in a sealed envelope to be left

|with him.

Six-year-old Mary awake about

three o'clock in the morning.

"Tell me a story, mamma," she

pleaded.

"Hush, darling." said mother,

"Daddy will be in soon and tell

us both one."—Gateway.

"Shall 1 signal?"

'No, we have lots of Sweet Caps.'

SWEET CAPORAL CIGARETTES
•'The purtslform in which tobacco can be trrtektd."

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE

RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MAI I IM N STUDIO
(graduation Pjolograptjrr

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
92 Princess St. Evening by Appointment Phones 676—620

30 Years in Business

We extend a very

Heartv Welcome

to the Students

of

CROWN DAIRY
PHONE 406
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QUEEN'S JUNIORS TROUNCE R.M.C. BY 12-1 COUNT
SPORTS

CNCE CVEC LIGHTLT
ITH BILL LEMMOr

Martin, Munro Outstanding;

Pardy Scores Sole Touchdown
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necessarily give an accurate indication of the ancientEng ish game but it ,s not expected that any dyed-in-the-wool rugby fan
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the/feat difference between the two games lies in themethod employed in doing away with the opposing squad. When the
Canadians wish to obliterate any one opposing player, a huddle is called
to plot out the method of assault, while the English Johnny acts in a
more personal manner. Not having time to plan his perfect crime in a
huddle, he must act on the spur of the moment without any premeditation
And thus it seems that the old arguments of Canadian mass production
vs. the English individualism rears its ugly head again even in sports.

Even though the local hockey season is not likely to get under way
for nearly two months, a number of hockey gypsies have made Kingston
their forwarding address for the coming season.

The Kingston Combines Senior B O.H.A. are seeking to make the
jump into the Senior A ranks and have gathered a formidable crew to press
their point home. According to the latest census Guy Roche and "Artso"
Partis (Tommy's boy) of Washington Eagles and Elmer (the Shadow)
Kruler late of the New York Rovers who gained some fame by following
in Billy Taylor's tracks throughout the 1939 Memorial Junior Series, are
three players of last year's U. S. Amateur League. Ken Murphy of Napanee
via Northern Ontario, Johnny Carr-Harris of Kingston via Quebec and
Oshawa and "Ace" Kirby of Toronto Marlboroughs are other travellers
who have settled down for a long hard winter. Several other likely

candidates are in the city but have not definitely decided whether Kingston
will have room for them.

Only Rick Hepburn who is in the Navy and "Buck" Burrows who is

in the R.C.A.F. will not be available this year. George Hood, Bobby
Neilson, Len Lane and Clare Williamson have returned to Queen's and
the others are working in local industries.

The abbreviated contest between the R.M.C. Redmen and the Queen's
squad is not necessarily a good indication of their relative strength. The
Redmen were vastly underrated due to the fact that only about 150 students

are left at the College while Coach Edwards has not had a chance to weed
out his team and is anxious to give each player a chance to show his stuff

under actual playing conditions. It is not expected that any will be cut

until late this week as the team prepares for its first game against

K.C.V.I. on October II.

CINDER
SIETINGS

BY DAVE WATSON

A challenge is offered to you

to pit your physical perfection

against that of your contempor-

aries and td attempt to surpass

the achievements of the athletes

of the past. You are invited to

compete for the glory of your

year and your personal satisfac-

tion in a sport where merit can

fairly he measured by achieve-

ment, since both in track and

field events the best man almost

invariably wins.

The standard is not frighten-

ingly high. In many events last

year it was disgracefully low.

You do not need to be exception-

al or even good, merely a fair

average with just a little more

than average keenness and you

will have a surprisingly good

chance of winning.

You have only two weeks to

train in. The track is open all

day. The time to start is now.

Just because you have been plac-

ing well in the dinner line-up

after C.O.T.C., don't, kid your-

self that you are in good con-

dition now. Run twice round the

track and don't give up even if

you sound and feel like the first

attempt at a steam engine. The

next time won't be so bad.

You all have the facilities,

many of you have the physique,

all that is needed is the ambition.

Ain't it so? A girl does not

have to watch the speedometer

to see what the boy friend is

driving at.—'Gateway.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

C.O.T.LI

by

Lt.-Col. R. O. Earl

Commanding Queen's University

Contingent

Timetable for the Week 6-11 Oct

I. DRILL PARADES
Guard of Honor—Gymnasium

Monday to Friday, 1930-2030

hrs.

Football Platoon

—

Monday, 6 Oct.—Gymnasium
2030-2130 hrs.

Wednesday, 8 Oct.—Gymna-
sium, 2030-2130 hrs.

Remainder as indicated in Part

I. Orders.

II. ATTESTATION
PARADES

As indicated in Part I. Orders

MEMORANDA
(a) Those men who have indi-

cated their intention to under-

take training with the R.C.A.F

will parade with their respective

Platoons of the C.O.T.C. or Aux-

iliary Battalion until they are

formally accepted into the R.C.

A.F. Arm.

(b) Clothing parades for the

Recruit Battalion will be an-

nounced in a special Appendix,

Part I. Orders as soon as pos-

sible.

(c) Certificates of Military

Qualification have been received.

Those who qualified for the same

during the training season 1940-

41 may obtain their certificate

by reporting as indicated:

Artillery — Monday, 6 Oct.,

1700 hrs.

Engineers — Tuesday, 7 Oct.,

1330-1700 hrs.

Sigs and Inf.—Wednesday, 8

Oct., 1330-1700 hrs.

Medicals — Thursday, 9 Oct..

1330-1700 hrs.

(d) Those wishing to transfer

from Auxiliary Battalion. 1940-

+1 to C.O.T.C. must signify their

intention to do so by Wednesday,

8 Oct. After that date no trans-

Tennis Talk

All matches in the second

round of the Intramural Men's

Singles Championship must

be played and posted by Satur-

day, October 11.

Track Team Splits

Points with R.A.F.

Bill Fritz Takes Feature

440-Yard Event

The Queen's track team divided

events with the local R. A. F.

squad at the Army gymkhana at

the Stadium on Saturday as

Coach Bill Fritz won the feature

440 yd. event from Sandy, the

Airforcc champ. A slow track

prevented the participants from

hanging up any records.

In the 100 yds. Mackey forged

into an early lead but faded in

the stretch and allowed Barnsby

and Adams to fly past. Barnsby

and Adams again took off in

the 221 and swept the sprints

with Mackey and Clarke bring-

ing up the rear.

Dave Watson took the 880 yds.

in fast time and, although press-

ed on several occasions by Sut-

ton and Holme, came up with

an easy victory. Watson also

won the mile by default.

In the feature 440 yds. Bill

Fritz sprinted into the lead at

the first turn and was never

headed as he kept Sandy well

at his heels in the final track

event.

Queen's swept the field events

as Emmett McDonnough topped

the high jumpers with Lay,

R.A.F.. second and Percival (Q.)

third. Clarke (Q. ) did the Super

man act in the broadjump while

Steward (Q.) took second posi

tion,

100 yds— I. Barnsby (R.A.F.),

2. Adams (R.A.F.), 3. Mackey

(Q.). 4. Clarke (Q.). Time 11.3

seconds.

200 yds.— 1. Barnsby (R.A.F.)

2. Adams (R.A.F.). 3. Mackej

(Q.), 4. Clarke (Q.). Time 24.f

seconds.

440 Yds.— 1. Fritz (Q.), 2.

Sandy (R.A.F.), 3. Adams (R.

A.F.). Time 51.9 seconds.

880 yds.— 1. Watson (Q.), 2.

Sutton (R.A.F.), 3. Holme (Q).

Time, 2 minutes, 16 seconds.

High Jump— 1. McDonnough

(Q.), 2. Lay (R.A.F.). 3. Percival

(Q.). 5 feet, 3 inches.

Broad Jump— 1. Clarke (Q).

2. Stewart (Q.). 21 feet, 2.6 in.

B. W. 6* F. Meeting

There will be a meeting of the

members and executive of the

Boxing, Wrestling and Fencing

Club at the home of Mr. D. J.

Day, 134 Albert Street, tonight at

7.30.

Soldiers' Opposition Stout

Against Heavier

Gael Squad

Season's Opener

Last Saturday afternoon Coach

Johnny Edwards gave the Sta-

dium fans their first eagerly

awaited glimpse of the highly-

touted Queen's Junior football

squad. The power-packed kids

failed to show the strength ex-

pected of them but they still had

enough on the ball to wallop a

young and lighter R.M.C. squad

to the tune of 12-1.

Early fumbles and poor pass-

ing helped the R.M.C. team make
up for any ground lost in bril-

liant runbacks by the Queen's

backfielders. On several occa-

sions the big Tricolor machine

rolled down the field only to lose

possession to an alert Red team

on their own doorstep.

Score

Queen's opened the scoring in

the first half when Munroe re-

turned an R.M.C. kick and Boyd

was thrown behind the line. An
intercepted forward pass by

"Porkhead" Boyd paved the way
for R.M.C.'s only point as he

ran to the Queen's 20-yd. line and

then promptly kicked a single

to the deadline.

The Tricolor machine did not

start to roll until late in the

second half as they kept the

Cadets deep in their own terri

tory. "Pepper" Martin kicked

a 25-yd. drop after a nice run hy

Ktnnear and Munme hoisted two
more singles to the deadline.

Touchdown
The highlight of the struggle

came in the dying moments of

the game as Pardy grabbed Mar
tin's 35-yd. pass and weaved bis

way to the only major score

Pardy added the convert point

just as the game ended.

The Queen's line was" weak at

times but the tackling of Keenan
and Finlay was outstanding. The
newcomers on the backfield, Kin

near, Milliken, and Munroe show
ed up well with the veterans Mar-

tin, Pardy and Bandiera playing

their usual starry game.

Western Downed 26-7

fers will be considered.

(e) Parades for Saturday, 11

Oct., will be announced at a later

date in Appendix to Part I.

Orders.

W. H. Agnew, Lt. and Adjt.,

Q.U.C.. C.O.T.C.

Western University suffered its

second defeat in as many games

at the hands of Lawrence Tech

of Detroit on Saturday at Lon-

don by a 26-7 score

Errors in the first and last

quarters paved the way for two

touches in each of these frames.

Claude Mowe scored the only

Western points in the second

period.

Chess Tournament

The entry sheet for the annual

Chess Tournament has been post-

ed in the Students' Union. This

year's Chess team will be select-

ed largely on the basis of tourna-

ment play. So come on, all you

fellows who know a knight from

a bishop; it's FREE! Entries

should be in by October 10.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

And the land of Qucenz is in

great excitement and high uproar:

suspense, anxiety and Queenzspirit

are seen on the faces of all the peo-

ples of Queenz; ('tis said that on

the day of Elec that Queenzspirit

can be carried in the pocket) and

Facfcrvor (an omnipotent disease in

the land of Queenz) rushes ram-

pant into every fevered brow.

For among the men of Scienz in

the land of Queenz (which never

lacks in mighty warriors) there is

a warrior whose name is known far

beyond the land of Queenz and

whose exploits are even as legends

of the mighty men of old. And
Bobmo (for it is indeed of Bobmo
Therwell that I speak) is about to

enter a great struggle here in the

Land of Queenz against all the

candidates for the position of The
Greatest Warrior of Them All.

And among the men of Scienz

(who look forward to the mighty

free for all), there is no doubt as

to who will emerge, massive club

on high and treading underfoot his

vanquished opponents on the top

of the pile of erstwhile warriors.

For Bobmo (all ye who have not

heard the story of . Bnhmo open

thine ears and hide thy head in

shame) will have at his right hand

a mighty warrior whose fame with

the ashen club is known afar and

whose victims of his curved slick

are numbered in the scores. Len-

lane (for it is he indeed of Foi

Three) will assist Bobmo in the

slaughter of the foolhardy and in-

cautious and will assume duties un-

der Bobmo when the victory is

won.

The victims of Bobmo and Len-

lanc have already been known. 'Tis

said that the gods of the tribe of

Erts and Mudds and Elephanta

(that tribe of Amazons near the

shores) have renounced their pri-

vileges to their annual sacrificial

victims and that these victims (who
had already been selected by short

straws) will instead face the men
of Scienz in the Murderous En-

counter.

And these victims (who, since

they plucked the short straws have

been consigned to die) are putting

on bold face (as a man whose

Fate is sealed often will) and make
mighty claims of their prowess and
revel in their delayed sentence.

But in the hearts of these victims

there is no hope of life and they

sicken inwardly at thoughts of their

approaching doom under the flay-

ing blows of Bohmo and the flick-

ering stick of Lenlane.

And when the day of Elec comes

and the men of Scienz ratty to the

encounter and all those who re-

cognize the prowess of Bobmo and

Lenlane congregate at the polls to

cheer them on, there will be great

rejoicing in the halts of Scienz and

reconciled apathy and commisera-

tion in the camps of the tribes of

Erts and Mudds and the Amazons
who live near the shore.

And all this is engraved on the

lithographic limestone in the mas-

sive caverns in the halts of Scienz

that future generations may see and
read and those who have inhabited

the land of Queenz may under-

stand and appreciate.

For the struggles in the land of

Queenz are never ceasing, the bat-

tles arc recurrent and the wars un-

ending and our walls are covered

with epics of the invincible knights

of old but there still remains in

the caverns of Scienz a great space

on which it shall be inscribed with

adze and jack-hammer the Saga of

the victors—Bobmo and Lenlane.

Middle—How did Jack get that

sore jaw?

Inside—Another chap cracked

a smile.

Middle—Well?
Inside—It was his smite.

STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble. Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige of years stand behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone ,362

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment PHONE 2110

You are cordially invited to come in and see our

large selection of Luggage, Trunks, Handbags,

Leather Novelties, Wallets, Military Equipment,

Brief Cases, Paper Cases, Ring Binders

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street Phone 1941
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QUEEN'S TAXI

2002
Be Nonchalant but

Smart in a new

TWEED SPORT

COAT
(All Styles)

—Drape

—

—Polo—

—Sport Back

—

—Fly Front

—

$13.75 to $18.50

•

BIBBY'S
78 - 84 Princess St.

BY THE PROFESSOR

The policy re the Medical Issue

of the Journal.

. This issue will be called

the "Medical Mirror" and will

be prepared and published by

representative members of the

Medical Faculty.

2. The editors cannot be held

responsible for any errors, acci-

dents, or acts of providence that

may occur in any material sub-

mitted for publication in this

issue. All such material is sub-

mitted at the risk of persons con-

cerned. Persons influencing the

course of spring examinations in

LIGHT LUNCHES,

CANDY, CIGARETTES

•

SNACK BAR

Monk's Grocery
Albert and Johnson

the Faculty of Medicine have no

cause for alarm.

3. The deadline for all notices,

advertisements, etc., will be Wed-

nesday, October 8, 1941.

4. The editors will endeavor

to have reporters cover all events

occurring on or off the campus

in the interim. The editors can-

not be held responsible for the

results of inexperience, enthus-

iasm, or bias on the part of the

reporters.

5. The Editor-in-Chief has

made all preparations for a quick

getawav to Hamilton immediate

ly after the celebration

Formal.

of the

Letter totheEditor

October 6, 1941,

Journal,

Science

Q.S.A. Active

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 1772-W

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

Thesis and Essays Typed
also

Mimeographing

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson St

ZAK0S BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A.

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

GOING TO THE

DANCE

7

(Continued from page 1)

most frequent was "Where is the

accountant '5 office?" This was ask-

ed chiefly by scholarship students.

Several frosh had to be restrained

almost by force from going to the

Registrar's office to register: ob-

viously, the line of reasoning "a re-

gistrar is one who registers, and

the registrar's office is the place to

find the registrar, hence the place

to register." is quite logical and

augurs well for this year's Phil. I

class.

Besides answering questions, the

Information Bureau served as clear-

ing station for cars and their driv-

ers who piloted homeless frosh

about to search for rooms. The

cars were not much in demand the

first day of registration, but on the

second day, there were more re-

quests than could be handled. Room-

ing-house lists, provided by the re-

gistrar's office, were a constant

headache to the Bureau, since keep-

ing them up-to-date was almost

impossible.

Book Exchange

The book exchange was a differ-

ent sort of venture. Begun last

spring, and intended as a service to

all faculties, it had to decrease to

an almost completely Arts project.

Since the more central spot origin-

ally intended for it was not avail-

able, the only place possible was in

the Arts Building. The small dis-

play of books obtained in the spring

soon grew as students discovered

that they could sell as well as buy

books there. Many students brought

in their old books too late, but it is

hoped to eliminate this next year

by an earlier start. Next year it is

planned also to make the service

more easily accessible to all facul

ties.

The Q.S.A. has just received the

results, in concentrated form, of its

questionnaire on the economic

background of students. This most

illuminating information will be

publicized soon.

Medicine

(Continued from page 1)

down the number or the quality of

year dances. We are opposing this

agitation for several reasons. In

the first place, if the students can-

not dance to a decent orchestra on

the campus they will do their danc-

ing elsewhere and it seems more

logical to keep the money where we

can at least tax the profits. Second-

ly, supposing we cut the number of

AMEY'S TAXI

Phone 266

Meds Formal

year dances from the present eleven

(which does not seem excessive)

down to six. The average student

in the past years has probably been

attending about six anyway, and in

our opinion he will continue the

same number. The only result will

he that the dances will be far too

packed for comfort. Lastly, since

the decision as to which years

might have dances and which years

must double up would -be a very

touchy one, the whole project looks

like a lot more trouble than it's

worth.

We feel that a mixed common

room is both desirable and possihle.

Our suggestion is that a canteen be

included in the arrangements so

that this feature could be self-sup-

porting, and any profits would be

turned over to the Q.W.A.C.

We intend to see that the stu-

dents are provided with all the ath-

letic facilities that are still avail-

able. Since the gym-floor is not

likely to be available, an extension

of swimming and skating facilities

should be granted

We have promised to support and

improve the Open House scheme

which was so popular last year. The

only criticism of these functions has

been the overwhelming stag line.

To alleviate this we offer the sug-

gestion that every 2nd and 3rd open

house be "by couple" only. If there

are better suggestions, we shall wel-

come them.

Lastly, we shall continue our ef-

forts to have the maximum price

for formal tickets limited to four

dollars. Medicine has consistently

shown that an excellent formal can

be given at this price.

—Bill Young.

Editor of the Queen

Queen's University,

Kingston, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

Would you kindly enter the

following invitation to the stu-

dents of Queen's University in

your next issue of the Queen's

Journal.

HI-Y IN KINGSTON

The Kingston Hi-Y Clubs are

keeping the pace with time. They

are agairi coming to the fore with

the organization of a Grads Hi-Y

Club. Any Queen's student who

was formerly a graduate of Can-

adian or American Hi-Y Clubs is

cordially invited to join the

group. Present among our mem-

bership are former Hi-Y mem-

bers from Montreal, Quebec, Ot-

tawa. Brantford, Calgary, and

Vancouver.

On Thursday, October 9, at

6.30 p.m. the Grads Hi-Y are

holding a supper meeting at the

Y.M.C.A. All former Hi-Y mem
bers are invited to attend. Please

leave your name at the Y.M
C.A. office or telephone 450 for

reservations.

Thanking you Mr. Editor for

your valuable space,

Yours very truly,

HARRY HAUNTS

{Continued from page 1)

ing for a block of tickets at the

arena the student body could get

a concession in the matter of seat-

ing accommodation and prices.

Last year Science gave you the

temporary directory service; this

year we plan to go after the con-

gestion problem at the Union cafe-

teria and we are sure that improve-

ment can be made.

To be successful, this year's war

aid program must have full support

from the A.M.S. executive. The

war aid committee as now set up is

fully representative and with the

backing which we propose to give

it could achieve even greater things

than last year's Commission.

Tliis year we have on the campus

a well-organized co-operative resi-

dence. The organizers have a great

fund of information on co-operative

problems which would be invalu

able to any group interested in set

ting up such an establishment. A
standing committee representing

faculty, student body and co-ops

already in existence could do much

to advance this type of residence

which has proved so successful at

other Canadian and many Amen

can universities.

The popularity of student skating

nights as organized by the A.M.S

last year justifies their continuance

this year.

We promise you, above all, an

able, efficient administration.

Bob Motherwell.

against all frosh for any in-

fringements.

Jim Martin, Chief Vigilante;

Vigilantes: Bob Ankerman, John

Baker, Lou Breithaupt, Hugh

Buchanan, Jerry Cook, Doug

Denny, Fras. Elliott, Ross Fer-

guson, Walt Malliwell, Doug

Hume, Jim MeCallum, Bill Mc-

Mahon, John Meyer, Gord Miller,

Keith Percival, Joel Riven. Garth

Webb, Russ West.

Drama Guild

(Continued from page 1)

weeks of the year, takes a Happy

Journey from Trenton to Camden,

New Jersey. In Ma's homely work-

ing-class speech, brooding care of

the youngsters, and pride in class

uprightness, lies the story of an

entire life."

No Scenery

The famous "Our Town" is an-

other play by Thornton Wilder. In

both "Our Town" and "The Happy

Journey" no scenery and few pro-

perties are used. Four chairs sug-

gest the car in "The Happy Jour-

ney," and such action as climbing

stairs, operating a car and eating

hot dogs- depend on the players'

pantomime. Of these methods,

Alexander Woollcott wrote, "Here

Wilder has invented for his own
use a device which sets himself, the

players and the audience free."

Also typical of Wilder is the per-

son of the Stage Manager in "The

Happy Journey." Mo Park compe-

tently plays this part. During the

play, he is on stage, eating apples,

reading a newspaper, and every

now and then speaking the con-

versation of imaginary persons with

the family in the car.

Arts Vigilance Committee

Following is the Vigilance

Committee for Arts *44. Frosh

will note that this committee is

responsible for the carrying out

of Freshman Regulations. (See

Students' Handbook and Con-

stitution of the Arts Society).

Warning is hereby given that

all regulations will be strictly en-

forced in accordance with the

above and charges are being laid

A TWOFOLD
SERVICE

- through the new

"VICTORY
POLICY"

Canada needs your investments

in War Savings Certificates and

other war loans. Bui adequate

insurance protection is neces-

sary as well. In this new "Vic-

tory Policy," The Mutual Life

of Canada offers a plan which

allows you to aid your country

and, at the same time, obtain

needed financial protection,

i Premiums are exceedingly

low for a fixed period of years

io help you invest in War Sav-

ings Certificates. And even at

the end of this period, when the

rate is adjusted, the premium is

still lower than you would nor-

mally pay. You will be able to

use the proceeds of your War
Savings Certificates as they ma-

ture to pay the premiums.

1

Permanent Profeclr'on

The "Victory Policy" is a per-

manent plan of life insurance-

It has been specially prepared

to meet your immediate needs

and to provide future protection

as well. It is particularly attrac-

tive to students.

Askyour nearest Mutual Life rep-

resentative /or complete details of

this plan. Or write to The Mutual

Life oj Canada, Waterloo, Ont.

THE

MUTUAL IKE
AfiHOF CANADAHMM

ESTABLISHED UC9

"Own»cf by the Po\tcyao\4m"

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Facultie.

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

Our used

TECHNICAL SUPPLES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Arts '44 Year Fees

(Continued from page 1)

of the pins are to go to aid Can
ada's war effort, following the

practice of last year's formals.

A change has been decided up-

on in the way of refreshment for

the evening and this year the

committee plans to have a very

smart cocktail supper along lines

not as yet tried, we believe, at

any formal to date. It will be

new and artistically different.

Tickets

Ticket sales have been excep-

,
tionally good and we want to re-

| mind any who wish to be among

our guests for this gala occasion

that they should get their tickets

this week at the Technical Sup-

plies or from Dick Dixon, 3146R,

John Fisher, 4199, Angus Hood,

Doug Cockburn. 1278J, Bob
Elliott, 3199, Jack Noakes, 1414,

Jim Marker, 1697M, or Don John-

ston (Convener) 3900.

All year fees are to be paid by
Wednesday, October 15. The
boys will pay theirs to Keith Per-

cival, and the girls to Audrey
Hollis, Shirley Sterne, or Bea-
trice Grant.

It's Fall again and Queen's students return with the welcome

of all Kingston

—

We are pleased at all times to have students come here for

their Footwear

—

Shoes for College

Gym Shoes - Street Shoes - Dress Shoes

ABERNETHY'S* SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

SUPERIOR

Why does a baby duck walk

softly?

Because it can't walk hardly.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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DOROTHY WARDLE

for PRESIDENT

PRESIDENT-ELECT
•Won Interfaculty Debating Shield for Levana.
•On Levana Intercollegiate Debating Team.
•Defense Attorney for Levana Soph Court two years.
•On Levana hockey, softbaU and basketball teams.

'

•Member A.M.S. Election Committee.
•Chairman Student Centenary Committee.
•Member University Centenary Committee.
•Levana Junior A.M.S. Representative last year.
•Post Christmas Treasurer of A.M.S. last year.
•A.M.S. Representative to Queen's War Aid Commission

last year.

SECRETARY-ELECT
•Member Fencing Club.
•Active in Interyear Badminton and Swimming.
•On A.M.S. Speaker's Committee.
•Organizer Ban Righ Recreation Room.
•Supervisor Levana Red Cross Room.
•Member Levana Debating Society.
•Member Social Functions Committee;
•On Student Centenary Committee.
•Levana Candidate for A.M.S. Secretary.

SYLVA ROWLEY

for SECRETARY

LEVANA PLATFORM
In submitting this platform, the candidates have included only those planks which they can institute

efficiently if they are elected. The platform is in the interests of the whole student body, not Levana

alone.

STUDENT INTERESTS
• INCREASE SUPPORT OF STUDENT RESIDENCE FUND.

• IMPROVE CONVOCATION WEEK-END.
• INCREASE SUPPORT OF UNIVERSITY CHURCH SERVICES.

• PRESERVE AND INCREASE STUDENT GOVERNMENT.

STUDENT SOCIALS
• . LEVANA RUN FIRST OPEN HOUSE - REFRESHMENTS - APPOINTED HOSTESSES

• MIXED SWIMMING CARNIVAL.

• BI-MONTHLY MUSICALS IN BAN RIGH FOR ALL STUDENTS.

STUDENT WAR EFFORT
• NO CORSAGES FOR FORMALS.

• INTERFACULTY COMPETITION WAR AID STAMP SALE.

• INCREASE PROGRAM FOR LEVANA RED CROSS ROOM.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED

DOROTHY WARDLE SYLVA ROWLEY
for PRESIDENT for SECKlTARY

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone 346

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

DON'T FORGET

OUR REGULAR

SATURDAY

NIGHT

DANCES

•

Hotel

THROUGH TH£
LOOKING GLASS

BY GLADYS MCGU1RE

So you've coine to College, |>cr-

hapsasa freshette, shining am! new

or as a weary, work-worn olil sen-

ior. At any rate, you have lots of

nice, new clothes, simply scads of

good resolutions, and a new hair-

do, maybe.

After a sunny summer, or an

otherwise enlightening one (if you

had supps.) you are happy and all

set for as good a year as your col-

lege can give you. Of course, you

are going to work, oh — awfully

hard, but also tin's year, you want

to be lovely, a right that is every

co-ed's, every girl's, in fact.

About Alice

Alice looked so long and so ear-

nestly into her looking-glass that

she stepped right through it. There-

after she wasn't the same Alice at

all, for she found herself in a new

world where all sorts of things,

weird and wonderful, happened.

Well, to be sure Alice was a quaint

creature. She probably had a secret

formula for getting behind looking

glasses, and queens and Mad Hat-

ters were her secret henchmen.

Generally speaking we have to

make our own Wonderland, and

wistful mirror-gazing and wishful

thinking will not turn the trick.

Seems as if we have to work for

every single thing we ever did

want, and beauty is no exception.

First, we must want loveliness bad-

ly, and then we have to work for

it.

Oh, I know, it's easy to be non-

chalant and sketchy about our ap-

pearance, practically no trouble

whatever. On the other hand, it

takes time and care and patien
;

and work to be beautiful. The path

of least resistance is a very drea

circle—you don't get places on it.

The road that is strewn with

stacles like hair brushes and pi

ing irons and nail grooms i
tin

road to beauty.

If you follow the latter course

this year, we promise that in no

rime at all you will run bun ' into

your looking-glass and pM| light

through it into a world veli-

ness and excitement. You will go

ahead to meet your fried , |
lir

superiors, and your work with

poise, and confidence and ha;
i

n<

We are for this beauty business,

hundred per cent, so won't you bear
j

with us?

Lost

Brown suede zipper wind-

:

breaker by trees on Lower Cam-I

pus opposite South door of Art.-

Building on Saturday at C.O.T.C.
j

drill. Finder please return to Jim ,

Martin, Com. '44, 31 Aberdeen,

St., Phone 3363.

5.CM. Meeting

The necessity for a healthy bal

Mr < between academic, athletic

in ! social activities for the col

|i -tudent was stressed at the

, Mrs first Fireside of the Stu

li nt Christian Movement, held at

Ban Righ on Sunday night. A
lai i,'e turnout of freshmen and

others made the evening a very

profitable one.

Forum

After a gajne held to break the

ice and get everyone acquainted,

the Forum, led by Glynn Firth.

Fred Gibson, Bill Fritz. Clare

Robinson and Alice Armstrong,

got under way Fred passed on

some sound advice about studies;

Bill, Queen's outstanding ath-

lete, showed" the necessity for

and the value of a program of

sports; CJarc listed the various

clubs on the campus, arid enum-

erated the benefits to be derived

from active membership in them

;

while Alice discussed the place

of "aims and ideals" in the stu-

lents' college life.

A singsong, led by Dr. Harri-

^on, was followed by refresh-

ments. Announcements were

n ie about the Student Christian

Movement, its nature and pro-

gram for this year. Following

a vote of thanks to Dr. Douglas

for her hospitality, the meeting

i< ".irned.

Notice to All Women Students

St. John Ambulance Association course in Senior First Aid,
Grant Hall, 7.30 p.m. Thursday. Roll call of First Year women;
21 upper year have also indicated desire to attend. All holding
certificate^ or voucher may be group leaders. Bring $1.50 exact
change for registration, textbook and bandages. This covers
examination and certificate costs. If you have the text but arc
taking course with examination for voucher or medallion, bring

$1.00 exact change.

U.W.T.D. meets Tuesday 4.30-5.30. Wednesday 3-4. Drill

in Gymnasium. Those with uniforms please wear them. Re-
cruits other than first year are wanted.

The Kingston Blood Bank Clinic will begin active work
about the third week of OcWber. Physicians and trained nurses
will conduct the morning clinic when donors are received on
Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays. Students with laboratory

experience or some St. John Ambulance Association training

are needed in the aiternoon following each clinic to prepare

apparatus and instruments for the next clinic. The technician

in charge of every phase of this important work is Mrs. Fuller.

28 students have signed for this service. Those who can only

give evening hours may be needed later if the clinic grows
rapidly but at first it is thought that afternoons will suffice.

Watch for further notices. The Canteen will be entirely under

I.O.D.E. direction and will only function in the mornings.

Hence the 11 students volunteering for this will not be needed

at present.

Registration for K. C. V. I. evening courses was made on

Monday evening. The number desiring to take the typing was
far in excess of the accommodation. The lists signed in Ban
Righ Hall last week indicated that 75 wished to enter the typing

class, 9 in shorthand, 2 in cooking and 4 in sewing. Whether
anything can be done about extra typing periods remains to be

investigated.

The Levana Society will appoint conveners for the Red

Cross Workroom. 64 students' have expressed their intention of

helping in this campus activity. The need is great in the British

Isles and we must do all we can this winter. Those willing

to knit seamen's socks and turtle neck pullovers may obtain

wool at the Dean's Office, Ban Righ Hall, until the workroom

is regularly open.

Unclaimed St. John Ambulance Association certificates in

First Aid and Home Nursing are in the office of the Dean of

Women, Arts Building.

Fifty-one students have signed up for service as Red

Cross Visitors to hospital wards. The Convener of this Com-

mittee is Madeleine McCosh, Tel. 139. Activities will be organized

at a meeting in Ban Righ Reception Room 6.15 p.m. on Wednes-

d October 9 Will all who are volunteering for th\<. work

Voting

(Continued from page 1)

of the candidate who is your first choice for President a single

X (X) should be written: against the candidate who is your

second choice for President two X's (XX) should he written, and

against the name of the candidate who is your third chojee for

President, a triple X (XXX) should be written. The fourth space

remains blank. For a single X (X) the candidate gets three (3)

points, for a double X (XX) two (2) points, and for a triple X
(XXX) one (I) point is given. The blank space gives the

candidate no points. The same system is follow ed in the election

of Secretary. /( should be remembered that any ballot which is not

marked hi accordance with the above rules is automatically invalid.

The candidate who receives the highest number of points is elected

President. The same applies to the election of the Secretary.

From the above ballot it therefore follows that C is the first

choice for President, A is the second. B the third; D receives

no X and therefore no points. Similarly F is the first choice for

Secretary, G the second choice, E the third, H receives no X
and therefore no points. C would be elected President. A would

be Vice-President, V Secretary, and G Treasurer.

Dance Time Again

MEDS FORMAL

OCTOBER 17th

Reserve your

Full Dress Rental

Early.

GEO. FREED'S
214 Princess Street

)
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LEVANA
NOTES

Levana Meeting

There will be a meeting of the

Lev-ana Society on Wednesday, Oc-

tober 15 at 7.30. The speaker

will be Dr. Gibb, the Warden of

Macdonnell House, which is the

French-speaking residence. This

is the first meeting of the season,

and everyone should turn out.

Gowns at Convocation

It has been decided that all mem-

bers of Levana will wear gowns at

the Convocation during the Centen-

ary celebrations.

Debating Society-

Don 't forget the meeting of the

Debating Society on Tuesday at 4

p.m. in the Ban Righ Common
Room. If you are interested, come

along, even if you have not done

anv before.

Elections

The A.M.S. elections are in the

offing, and those of us who have

the vote should certainly make use

i of it. The Fresliettes are not allow

ed to vote, but all other members of

Levana can participate in this fo

of Student government.

"What makes you think she

doesn't like you?"

"She told me she thought there

was a fool in every family."

"Well, what of it?"

"I'd told her a few minutes be-

fore that I was an only child."

—Western Gazette

Executive Chosen
At Arts Election

[n a very closely contested

election the following- slate o!

officers was elected by- the Arts

Society.

Senior A.M.S. Rep.—Bill Mc-

Donnell (by acclamation).

Secretary—John Baker.

Asst. Treas.—Allan Percival.

A number of vacant positions

in the Arts Concursus were also

filled. They include:

Juniur Judge—Harold Jost.

Sr. Pros. Attorney—Hub

Vallery.

Jr. Pros. Attorney—Jim

Richardson.

Clerk—Norman Rogers.

Chief of Police—Dave Price.

Crier—Jerry Cooke.

Constables

—

'42—Jack Godkin. John Lon-

dcrville.

'43—Bruce Matheson, Don

Webb.
'44—John Bannister. Pat Mac-

donald.

'45—Peter Dow, Gordon

Mackey.

The outstanding feature of this

election was the narrowness of

the majority by which every one

of the successful candidates was

elected. This was perhaps due

to the fact that such a small per-

centage of the Arts Society turn-

ed up at the polls. Only about

50 per cent of the Artsmen voted.

This is one of the smallest elec-

tion turnouts the Arts Society

has witnessed ^n years.

|!EI!!illlllll!lllllllllllfllll!IIIIIIIII!llllllll HlllllllllflllllllHI HIIHIIIIIIIIHI MINIMIIHf IMIf NMIIHMItHMlHllflllHI 111111111111111

Meds Present

the

Logical Platform

CHET McLEAN
for PRESIDENT PLATTOEM BILL YOUNG

for SECRETARY

A.M.S. Election

WORLD SERIES
SPECIAL

ITS HERE!

10

Gillette Blue Blades

and

Gillette

Shaving Cream

90c VALUE

FOR 59c

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

(Continued from page I)

son Lab., and Science men in the

Seience clubroom.

Campaigning is nut as yet in full

swing, but this will be intensified

this
(
week, There has already been

one skirmish at the Frosh Recep-

tion stafted by belligerent Artsmen

who tore down a Science sign. No
injuries resulted.

The opening Levana gun was

fired on Saturday when enthusias-

tic co-eds marched the streets with

signboards, berets, and high pitched

yells.

Because of the haste with which

the elections have been arranged,

it is eNpected that the campaign will

be milder than in previous years.

But it is hoped that the traditional

theatre party will be held the night

before elections.

AN ENFORCED STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Student interests must be protected.

YEAR DANCE STATUS QUO MAINTAINED
Each year above freshman year to reserve

the right to have or not to have its year

dances as it wishes.

FORMAL PRICE STABILIZED AT $4
Medicine offers the only $4.00 formal on the

campus at this time.

MIXED COMMON ROOM WITH CANTEEN
.-_ To be run on a profit basis to further the war
= effort, administered by a student group.

llllillliiillllllilillllllllW^

= 2.

MORE STUDENT ATHLETIC FACILITIES

Queen's ^students must have value received

for athletic fees. A vigorous investigation

re possibilities of swimming pool open until

9.00 p.m. More rink facilities.

MAINTENANCE AND IMPROVEMENT OF

OPEN HOUSE SCHEME

Increase the number of these functions and

reduce the number in the "stag line." Every

second open house "by couple only."

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

AMAZON ANh

It's been gratifying; to see so

many girls turning out for the

various sports. For any who don't

know the times and places, we
have the information right here.

Dora Tottenham has charge

of the swimming.

Monday—2.30-3.30.
Tuoday—2.00-3 .00.

Wednesday—2.30-3.30, 7.30-S.30.

Thursday—2.00-4.00.

Friday—2.00-3.00.
|

For those who are interested

in Life Saving, classes will be

held this year. Sign up now on

the Ban Righ notice board.

Track practices take place over

in the Stadium from 2 to 3 p.m.

every day with special super-

vision on Tuesday and Thursday.

There will be an "A" given this

year for the highest point winner.

There will be an intercollegiate

telegraphic archery tournament

this \i_-ar. Thus there will be a

fall meet in the near future to

arrange the team. Entries in this

will count in the point system

which is being carried on again

this year.

The tennis tournament has

been drawn, so get your matches

over as quickly as possible.

Levana Debaters

There will be a meeting

of the Levana Debating So-

ciety in Ban Righ Common
Room at 4.00 p.m. Tuesday.

Freshcttes welcome. Execu-

tive arid year representatives

to be elected.

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Tuesday, Oct. 7:

4.00 p.m.—Levana Debating

Society—Ban Righ

Common Room

7.00 p.m.—B. W. F. Club

134 Albert St.

9-OOp.m.— International Rela-

tions Club

Senate Room

Old Arts Bldg.

I

"THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

PRESENT

COVERT CLOTH
FOR

SUITS TOPCOATS TROUSERS

VAN KIRK HATS - DACK'S SHOES
103 Princess Street Phone 3542

Thursday, Oct. 9:

7.30'p.m.—St. John Ambulance-

Association

Sr. First Aid Course

begins—Grant Hall

Friday, Oct. 10:

''00 a.m.—A.M.S. Election

9.00 p.m.—Newman Club Recep-

tion—Grant Hall

Saturday, Oct. 11:

Queen's Jr. vs.

K.C.V.L

Richardson Stadium

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

Hanson & Cdgar
Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

1841

Highlight of The Centenary Week-end

THE MEDICAL AT HOME
featuring BERT NIOSI

1941

GRANT HALL

AND HIS 14-PIECE ORCHESTRA

TICKETS AT S4.00 AT TECH SUPPLIES FRIDAY, OCT. 17th
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Special Medical Issue of the Queen's Journal

VOL. LXVIII. KINGSTON, ONTARIO, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1941 No. 4

CENTENARY THEME AT MEDS FORMAL
C.A.M.S.I. Unites

Medical Students

Throughout Nation

Formed In 1938, Designed
To Further Interests

Of Students, Interns

BY CLARE ROBINSON

CAMSI (pronounced canisee)

are five letters designating the Ca-

nadian Association of Medical Stu*

dents and Interns. CAMSI is a

national organization of some 3,500

medical students and interns re-

gistered al nine medical schools and

forty hospitals in Canada. It is a

sister of the A.M.S. (Association

of Medical Students) in the United

States.

Conceived at the Winnipeg con-

ference of Canadian university stu-

dents in 1937 (along with the

Canadian University Press and

the Canadian Student Assembly),

CAMSI was born on March 13,

1938, when its first national confer-

ence was held at Toronto. The

C.A.M.S.I.

(Continued on page 7)

ASAP'S FABLE - -

SUCCESS STORY?

Once upon a time there was
a young medical student who
never missed a year party, a beer

party or a party. Also he was
very fond of nurses, especially

brunettes, red-heads and blondes.

And it is said that he had a par-

ticular weakness for sales-girls,

co-eds. secretaries and girls. As
a matter of fact those who said

he had a great predilection1
for

'pushing fluids' are not entirely

wrong for he was not averse to

that limpid liquid, nam el v

C,H5OH.
As the college years passed so

did he—about every third try.

But he was as dauntless as the

Faculty was short of funds and
so eventually he graduated. That

ASAP'S FABLE
(Continued on page 8)

Freshmen Burn

Rival Platforms;

Fracas Follows

Its ancient history now, we're

told, but medical chests can't

help busting with pride remem-
bering the job Meds '47 did on

the amalgamated faculties of Arts

and Science last week.

The gem that adorned the cam-
pus Thursday last was surely a

thing of beauty—but not a joy

forever. For before you could

wink an eye this Chic Sale

special, aptly decorated with the

medical ideas on the other faculty

platform, was a massive con-

flagration. Yes, they burned the

Arts and Science platforms pun-
gent as they were!

Attempts to extinguish the

FROSH FRACAS
(Continued on page 4)

THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
The celebration of on anniversary is in most events a period of happy

retrospection. This week will provide for many Queen's mm and women, who
will return to their Alma Mater, an opportunity lo live again m memory those

happy, early years. For its, as undergraduates in the Faculty of Medicine and

especially those of us m the final year,

tlu.i occasion likewise will bring many

I pleasant recollections. Fortunately oil

I associate this memorable celebration with

^^^^M ihiir annual Medical At Home. H\
happy indeed for the privilege to provide

I both students and alumni suitable titter-

: I tainmenl in beeping with the dignity of

V^^J /hi fdr's uiti;;rsity if ibf

k, . ^^^k J for the publication

^^^fl of of the Journal it

I is \hl ieeoi\d anniversary. As ureal as

the contrast may be there u the definite

indication of a literary tendency m
I modern medical student. Jerome Cardan

I onee wrote, "In flu- mmd, as in the body,

Kt ^91 ",<?n? '* ''"* "ec***i'ji "f getting rid of

vJW waste and a man of active literary habits

I will write for the fire as well as for

V^H 1 are due these

men of "active literary habits" for mak-

ing possible this Medical Mirror.

In the course of the next few days we
shall hear many distinguished Alumni

and guests not only from our otvn continent but from far across the seas. They

will undoubtedly speak to us of the past and tlte progress that has been made

in science, art, education, finance and teligion. Few will have the courage to

predict the future . . . that future into which we as young men ai\d women Sill

inarch. It will be our difficult tosli to handle that problem. It Will be our

generation who will have, lo face conditions far more complex than our fathers

ever dreamed.

In the practice of the art of medicine we are yet quite immature but let

it not be thought that we are unaware of our responsibility and the difficulties

th.it He ahead. It may be our destiny to play a large part in an era of recoil-

ttructioiK At any rale ihe medical man is always engaged in battle 017a1t1.il

death and disease. Graduates in medicine from this university are already in

the fighting lines, some indeed for the second time. Those of us who follow

shall not forget their fine example and will endeavour with all our effort to

preserve the tradition of our Alma Mater so that the spirit of Queen's shall

endure for ever.

^ Hudson* Campbeul.

HUDSON CAMPBELL

President Aesculapian Society

Students May Aid War Effort

By Donating "Blood for Britain

Kingston Clinic Will Open
About Nov. 1

Last year we heard that ar-

rangements were being made to

collect blood in Canada for the

treatment of shock amongst civil

and military casualties in Britain

and other theatres of- war. Many of

us were glad that an opportunity

had arisen for us to be of some

direct help. Although we were

willing to be of service, no oppor-

tunity was given us at that time.

That opportunity has now arisen.

The necessary procedures are be-

ing taken to open a Blood Donor

Clinic in Kingston and it is plan-

ned to have this Clinic functioning

by about November 1. Similar

clinics are now in operation in

Hamilton, Ottawa and Toronto and

further clinics are being projected

BLOOD CLINIC

(Continued on page 8)

Centennial Issue

The special Centennial Issue

of the Journal will appear

on the campus at approxi-

mately 3.00 p.m. on Thurs-

day. October 16. All men

students may get copies at

the Library or in the Stu-

dents' Union, Women may

get copies at Ban High. Stu-

dents are urged to take only

one copy each, so that there

may be enough for the

guests.

Local Doctors Volunteer
Services

Before voluntary blood donors

are accepted in the Blood Donor

Service, it is necessary that they

be found physically fit and cap

able of giving blood without any

harm to themselves or to the re-

cipients. For this work and for

the actual manipulation of draw-

ing blood, the local doctors have

offered their services gratuitous-

ly. They will take turns in be-

ing present when clinics are held

on the morning of Monday, Tues-

day and Wednesday of each

week.

Generally speaking, any person

capable of doing his or her or-

dinary daily tasks is also capable

of giving blood at these clinics.

There are a few exceptions. It is

not desirable to take blood from

persons with low blood pressure

so that blood pressure readings

will be taken routinely on each

volunteer at the clinic. The tak-

ing of blood from persons with

high blood pressure is actually

useful to the volunteer as it helps

to lower his or her hypertension.

The age limit is from 18 to 60.

Blood hemoglobin estimations

will be performed on each vol-

unteer and any person found to

have less than 80% of normal

will not be asked to donate blood.

DOCTORS VOLUNTEER

(Continued on page 6)

WAR
COMMENT

JOHN PQLLAK

While we are celebrating a 100

years of education at Queen's,

hearing speakers, seeing parades

and games, and dancing in light-

ed balls, in the Universities of

Europe the speakers have been

silenced by firing squads, stu-

dents have changed their play-

grounds for concentration camps,

and the lights have gone out in

the halls.

But last week the conquered

nations of Europe took to heart

Hitler's words "A nation cannot

be freed by prayer: nations are

not freed by doing nothing but

by sacrifice."

The Slav peoples of central

and south-eastern Europe, as if

they heard some far-off blood

call of their cousins on the

steppes of the Soviet Union,

sprang into action.

Officers and men of Yugo-

slavia's shattered army joined

Serb guerillas in the dark moun-

tains and tangled forests of their

back country. They began to

raid German garrisons, occupied

towns and villages, cut railroad

lines. Both Germany and Italy

rushed fresh troops to the con-

quest of a country theoretically

already conquered.

To Prague, after an explosion

in the Skoda munitions factory,

the Germans sent the master of

WAR COMMENT
(Continued on page 3)

Socialized Medicine

in the

Soviet Union
BV JOHN POLLAK

(Mr. Pollak is a medical student

from tlte L;niversity of Prague. He

left that city after the German oc

cupation and came by devious

routes to Canada where he is con

eluding his medical course at

Queen's.—Ed.)

The U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. are

two of the countries that are ex-

perimenting in the medical field and

are seeking new forms of medical

service.

Following his book on American

Medicine, Henry E. Sigerist. M.D.,

Professor of the History of Medi-

cine at the Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity, presents the results of five

vears of study, and of two summers

spent in the Soviet Union, in his

book Socialised Afedicine in the

Soviet Union, which was published

in 1937. The following article is

an extract out of the chapter "The

Organs of Soviet Medicine":

The revolution opened the doors

of the universities to everybody

regardless of sex and race. The

crucial problem was premedical

education. A solution was soon

found after the revolution in the

establishment and development in

Workers' Faculties. These Work-

SOCIALIZED MEDICINE

(Continued on page 4)

Glittering Band Shell Will Depict

A Hundred Years In Medicine

Will Feature Bert Niosi And
Talented Band; "V for

Victory" Pins Instead of

Cordages

Several Tickets Left

BERT NIOSI

DOC'S PRESCRIPTION
HAS VARIED HISTORY

Doctors are notoriously bad

writers and their prescriptions

are examples of extremely inde-

cipherable hieroglyphics. Pre-

scriptions for baking soda and

colored water make you think

you are getting champagne, both

from the hue and the writing

—

everything except the taste.

One pay-tient carried a pre-

scription with him for years. Or-

iginally the druggist being un-

able to read it, gave him aspirin

and he felt hetter, so he thought.

Later in life, he used it twice

as a railroad pass, once as a hunt-

ing license, as a liquor permit, a

marriage license, a letter of in-

troduction, cashed it once as a

cheque (there being a single

legible numeral in one corner)

but on the second attempt it

bounced back at him. He prompt-

ly used it as a mortgage and fore-

closed on a nearby farm. With

it as a birth certificate he identi-

fied himself as heir to part of

the Rockfeller millions. Finally

came the coup dc grace—he had

given it to his daughter as in-

troduction for a presentation to

DOC'S PRESCRIPTION

(Continued on page 6)

Glitter and glamor are to be

mingled in a tasteful cocktail of

fun and laughter at this most

colorful Medical At Home in the

history of our University, on Fri-

day evening. Meds are justly

proud of their privilege of enter-

taining the Alumni and all

Queen's in our Centenary cele-

bration. The Formal is certain

to remain in the minds of our

patrons as one of the memorable

highlights of the Centenary.

Justly proud, too, are the com-

mittee in presenting the ultra

smart music of Canada's King of

sweet-swing, Bert Niosi, and his

organization of 14 clever young

musicians. Mr. Niosi has a large

folio of the latest hit tunes for

the evening as well as the old

favorites.

Harmonizing with the Centen-

ary theme and as a beautiful

setting for the featured orchestra,

a glittering band shell has been

constructed and a design has been

struck to depict a hundred years

of Medicine.

Continuing the wartime cus-

tom, the committee requests that

no corsages be worn. In-

stead of selling corsages at the

dance this year, a really smart V
for Victory pin—a very novel and

timely substitute for flowers

will be sold at the door. The

cost will be $1.50 and proceeds

MEDS FORMAL

(Continued on page 2)

DOCTOR THOMAS GIBSON

Thomas Gibson. Professor of History of Medicine and former

Professor of Pharmacology and Therapeutics of Queen's Uni-

versity, died at Kingston, Canada, on July 2, 1941 at the age of

seventy-five. Although in failing health from a malignancy for

some time, Professor Gibson remained active until a few weeks

before his death when he completed his regular course of lectures

to the medical students. He will be remembered by his former

students as a considerate and conscientious teacher who tried to

show them that the science and art of medicine tempered with

literature, art and music would bring a fuller meaning into their

lives, by his former associates on the Faculty as a kindly and

co-operative colleague prepared to give freely of his time and

talents, by his former patients as a sympathetic and attentive

physician and by his many friends as one who made them feel

that he enjoyed their companionship.

Thomas Gibson was born in Strabane, County Tyrone. Ireland,

on October 27. 1S65. His father was James Gibson, a Presbyterian

minister who had been educated partly in the United States of

America where he later received an honorary degree from Prince-

ton University. His mother was Hannah McLean who was born

in Australia of early settlers in Victoria colony from the Western

Isles of Scotland. The Gibson family moved to Perth. Scotland,

in 1873 and there Thomas attended the local Perth Academy.

Later he went to stay with his uncle in Edinburgh where he at-

tended the Edinburgh Collegiate (School) and later the University

from which he graduated with an M.A. in 1884 at the age of

DOCTOR THOMAS GIBSON

(Continued on page ti)
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SIMM ONC
CLOTHES SHOP J

Meds Formal

(Continued from page 1)

from the sale will go to aid Can

ada's war effort.

As another departure from cus-

tom, a different cocktail supper

is planned, featuring delectable

dainties and devestating hors

d'oeuvres to tempt the patrons.

The supper will be served con-

tinuously during the dance to ac-

commodate all without crowd-

ing.

As previously announced, the

tickets available are limited in

number, but there are still some
that may be secured by seeing

Dick Dixon 3I46R, Angus Hood,
Johnny Fraser 4190, Doug Cock-

burn 1297], Bob Elliott 4199,

Jack Noakes 1414. Jim Harker

1697M or Don Johnston (Con-
vener) 3900. or at the Technical

Supplies.

GESUNDHEIDT
Eyes, Noses Run As Spring

Comes
Oh Sprig is here

Dat gloripus tibe

When zilly boets dry do rhybe

Dad glad do tibe is here ad lasd

You're grazy do ting Winder's
pasd

Now childred sig ov gay Sprig's

treat

And Dad bods ashes on da
street

Da birds begin do bill and goo
And wabbits do whad wabbits do

1 dried to sig dis sog do please,
Sprig's dear undo by hard
But time draws snort and we

bust pard

I've god do hunt by skis.

Ain't It the Truth?

Toastmaster (introducing speak-
er)—I am sure that Mr. Jones, of
the soils and fertilizer department,
will give us a pleasant half hour
—he's just full of his subject.

Patronize Journal advertisers
for quality merchandise.

The sure way to make
the 8 o'clock classes

USE A DEPENDABLE

ALARM CLOCK
Priced from $1.35 up

at

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

What, still waiting for a letter

From that girl, when you could better

Hit your hooks and try to get her off your mind?

Gel to work now. quit your stalling,

Time is scarce with science calling

You to study, for you're falling far behind.

Buckle down and give attention

To the books these doctors mention,

And abandon this dissention while you can-

Leave the role of anxious lover .

To that tall star-gazing rover

Or that dark-eyed Casanova. Be a man!

Take a tip from your professors.

It's the studious aggressors.

Not the silly moon-struck guessors, that succeed.

Learn your vessels, nerves, and bones,

Muscle groups, and fascial zones,

Till the faculty intones they're agreed

That you're not among those fated

To become eliminated.

When the grades are tabulated, they'll consent

To encourage your ambition

To become a great physician,

Noted surgeon, or clinician eminent.

How can dreams leave you inclined

To believe that you will find

Her affections? Are you blind? Can't you see

That the sweetest little nurse

Can break your heart and hurt you worse
Than a dying patient's curse, or grudging fee?

Perhaps, when you get wise

To the treachery that lies

In a pair of lovely eyes, you will affirm

That the lady of your dreams
Is not the angel that she seems,

But a sorceress that schemes to make you squirm.

It's more probable that she
Never gives one thought to me,
But I'll sort the mail and see, just to make sure.
Mustn't let myself appear
At all discouraged, though I fear

I am forgotten. No, look here, . . . IT'S ONE FROM HER

!

the cat, the dog, the silver fox,

celebrate the equinox
with divers rituals internal

while the interne, paradox-
ically must remain externa]

when it comes to matters vernal.

Go West, Young Woman!

Our adverti sers want YOUR
•usmess—patronize them.

PRESCRIBED

FOR SAVINGS
•

Our rock bottom prices on na-
tionally advertised daily needi
are tonics that build up run
down budgets. Stan the treat-
ment today by coming in for
the drugs, toiletries and acces-
sories you need, for health,
comfort and convenience. You
save safely because we select
our merchandise with the same
professional demands for quality
exercised in our prescription de-
partments.

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

F-iir lazly why emit such wails

If at ten-stone you tip the scales?

Know you not that modern males
Are fed up with more fragile

frails?

You jejune janes of contours

humble

They ne'er so much as give a
tumble;

Our gallants get terrific crushes

On corn-fed maidens sleek and
luscious.

The bonny damsels of their

choice

Are chock-full of avoirdupois.

So realize it's not so wise
To exercise and frown on pies.

Perceive that Rembrandt's ro-

bust dames
Indulged in no Olympic games.
And now that fickle fashion

swerves

From austere angles to classic

curves,

Be like the rest, — by style

obsessed,

Come, do your best, like Mae,
go West!

Oh, Sylph, Ah Venus, 'tis no
mystery;

"Thin women never made
history."

Say, waiter, where is the menu?
Waiter — Straight' down the

aisle and the first door to the
left.

OFT IN THE CHILLY NIGHT

Oft in the chilly night

Ere slumber's chain has bound
me

1 must arise and get more quilts

To tuck in around me.
The elusive sheet

That covers my feet

Will never stay in place

But if 1 tuck

It in too much
It will not reach my face.

Thus in the chilly night

Ere slumber's chain has bound
me

A gray dawn brings the light

Of another day around ine.

When I remember all

The sheets so linked together

I've seen around me fall

Mostly in wintry weather.

I feel like one

Who sleeps alone

Desiring ,'most to snore

Whose feet are cold

Whose quilts have rolled

From the bed unto the floor.

Thus, in the chilly night

Ere slumber's chain has bound
me

I curse with bitter spite

The sheets that fall around me.

Why are Russian wolfhounds
the fastest in the world?

I dunno.

Because it's so far between
trees in Siberia.

Barber—That's a fine head of
skin you have there.

Paul Bourget: Life cai\ never
become entirely dull to an Ameri-
can. When he has nothing else to
do he can always spend a few
years trying to discover who his

grandfather was.

Mark Twain: Right, Your Ex-
cellency. But I reckon a French-
man has his little standby for a

dull time too; because when all

other interests fail, he can turn in

and see if he can find out who his

father was.

SIMMONS presents the
STYLE PICTURE
FOR FALL '41 ...

It's a four-star feature, the

array of new styles for men
at SIMMONS, we're showing

the new things for Fall! Make

it a point to see this style

picture for your own benefit

... to be successful, look HEADQUARTERS for Rentals for

successful. DRESS SUITS and TUXEDOS

Complete range of styles

and sizes . . . perfect fit

assured by expert tailor

alterations.

10% discount to Queen's Students

We have a good education in Men's
clothing fashion knowledge — and are

ready to dress you for every business,

sport and social activity. Because you
know quality clothes are a wise invest-

ment and because good style is a pass-

port to success, youH take special de-
light in selecting your new Fall ward-
robe here — and at savings because in

celebration of our new store fro lit we
are offering extra special prices for

Saturday.

Suits $19.50 up

Topcoats $1 5.00 up

Overcoats . .$17.50 up

Why not drop into our store and browse
around? You will be very welcome any
time, whether as a "looker" or a buyer"
. . . and you will be amazed to see how
little it costs to dress well.

MADE TO MEASURE
MASTER TAILORED

SUITS $25 up
Master Tailored Custom tailoring

assures a perfect fit in all the de-

tails of your suit, not just the ap-

proximate size fit of a ready made
suit. Trouser seat, hang, break and
length, coat sleeves, collar, back

and lapels will fit you to a fraction

of an inch in a Master Tailored

Suit ,
-

SIMMONS ciothes Shop
79 PRINCESS STREET
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BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Phone 3354-R 346 Princess St,

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon

274 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop

Ida Van Clieaf Maude Wagar

Kingston's Oldest

Established Shoe Shop

Welcomes You
•

It is our pleasure to

serve you for

—

SHOES
of the better type

GYM SHOES

HOSIERY

LUGGAGE

HANDBAGS

POLISHES

Prompt Service

Courteous Treatment

Delivery, Ph. 24

•

LOCKETTS LTD.

Est. 1878

178 Wellington St.

AT THE
THEATRES
CAPITOL

Shepherd of the Hills is a story

of the woolly west, starring Rollera

the Reluctant Ram and flocks of

beautiful sheep. The sight of bevies

of Euphrosynous ewes gamholling

through fields and fields of corn

(like your reporter) is more sleep

provoking than a sermon. People

who wish to count the sheep are

requested on no account to remove

their stockings as adding machines

can be procured at the box office.

Rating—Baa.

Tickets Now on Sale
For Concert Series

War Comment

T I V O L 1

Presents a double bill (and coo)

Two in a Taxi

Lucky Devils

Two in a Taxi is good fare for

movie goers, being a mystery ( ?)

in which a woman is found lying

(not quite dead) in a taxi with

one of her shoes covered with mud.

Apparently she reconsidered. The

mystery is what did she reconsider,

we guess.

..Lucky Devils is probably a se-

quel to Dante's Inferno. It is one

of the biggest things of the season

being the tale of a guy who acci-

dentally got a job making the beds

in a girls' residence. He is called

"Lucky Devils" because under the

circumstances he is forced to lead

a double life.

Student tickets for the series

of concerts of the Canadian Con-

cert Association are now on sale,

according to an announcement

from Miss Lois Baker, Secre-

tary-Treasurer of the Associa-

tion.

There will be a series of three

concerts, for which students may
obtain tickets for $2. In the

first concert on Friday, Novem
ber 7, the artist will be the

noted Welsh baritone, and Metro-

politan Opera singer, Thomas L.

Thomas. Then on Monday, Jan-

uary 19, there' will be a sym-

phony concert by the "New
Friends of Music" under the ba-

ton of Fritz Stiedry. The last

presentation will be. by the piano

duo, Luboshutz and Nemenoff,

on Thursday, March 5.

Only a limited number of stu-

dent tickets will be sold. These

many be obtained from Betty

Baker, Arts '42, 503 Johnson St.,

phone 3702, or Jerry Barton^

Meds '44, phone 172M. A new
innovation this year will be the

seating plan arrangement by

which all seas will be reserved.

When students have bought their

tickets, they should take them

to the Lindsay Piano Co., Prin-

cess Street, and arrange for seats.

The plan will open on October 20.

BILTMORE

A K.iin-Tucbian entered a sa-

loon with his wife and three-year-

old boy. He ordered two straight

whiskies,

"Hey, Pa," the kid asked,

"ain't Ma drinkin'?"

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

274 Princess St. Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOURDIERS
rues

78 Brock St. Phone 700

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

77im Thing Called Love — For

the benefit of the Freshmen present

we wish to warn you that this pic-

ture only covers (rather uncovers)

rather less than half of this ab-

sorbing subject. Don't forget that

your biology professor is your

friend (but see a medical student

for the practical applications).

Smashing the Rackets — Here

we have that familiar love game

with a dashing admixture of hard

fast tennis. All these rackets were

broken, it seems, when one babe

misunderstood a guy who was yell

ing "Deuce again." (For racket

restringing at reasonable prices see

Katz Intestein, Ph. 281.)

Dr. Ernest B
DENTIST

159 Wellington St.

Sparks

Phone 346

"Where The Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Five New Cieon Heated Cabs

PHONE J J ^PHONE

WE MEET ALL TRAINS

24-Hour Service Henry Wilson

RENT A NEW CAR
Drive it Yourself

Rales: 12c per mile.

Minimum $1.00 per hour.

364^ Bagot St., Phone 199

A' fAMOUS PIAVEBS THEATRE

CONTINUOUS SHOW
DAILY FROM I P.M.

TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
1941's BIGGEST GAYEST MUSICAL TRIUMPH

"KISS THE BOYS GOODBYE"
with Mary Martin and Don Ameche

PLUS
Action! Thrillsl Suspense!

"BULLETS FOR O'HARA"
with Joan Perry — Roger Pryor

THURSDAY — FRIDAY — SATURDAY
.... what a story it tells!

"UNDERGROUND"
starring JEFFREY LYNN

Philip Dom — Kaaren Verne

Underwood Typewriters

See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St,

CAPITOL
A FAMOUS PLATERS THEATDE

CONTINUOUS
DAILY

1.00 TO 11.00 P.M.

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY - FRIDAY

HAROLD BELL WRIGHT'S

'THE SHEPHERD
of the HILLS"

(Continued from page 1)

the art of terror, Reinhard Heyd-

rkh, Himmler's right arm, ex-

pert in handling uprisings, with

recent experience in crushing the

-trike wave winch swept Nor-

way. Up to do-day, 142 Czechs

have been executed, most of them

former teachers at the Charles

University in Prague or former

officers of the Czech army. As

the third anniversary of Munich

rolled by, Czechs reflected on

how incredibly long three years

could be.

In unoccupied France Marshal

Petain, too, took some of Hit-

ler's words to heart. "In the

past," he said, "France was di-

vided into two camps—Capital

and Labor. But to-day we pre-

pare to instill harmony and un-

derstanding between these

groups." He was drawing up

plans for a corporate state in

the Italian style.

Despite the bold words of Laz-

ovsky, the official Soviet spokes-

man, "Probably the Germans

have several 100,000's of men they

wish to lose. They will achieve

this aim", the Germans are push-

ing new, powerful and dangerous

drives towards Moscow and the

Caucasian oil fields which give

the U.S.S.R. 93% of her war

blood—oil. The British, who arc

sure that an invasion of Eng-

land is impossible, seem to think

the same of an invasion of the

continent. They appear to have

made the crucial decision to help

Russia to keep Hitler's army

away from Caucasian oil. Gen-

eral Wavell flew to London; on

his way back he conferred with

General Muchinleck, command-

er in the Middle East, and with

the Russian commander in Iran,

General Novilov. Field Marshal

Lord Milne, former British chief

of staff, says in a Post dispatch,

"The Russian-Persian line is our

invasion front and we must in-

vade with all the power we have."

Last week a big convoy hurried

to the Middle East straight

through the Mediterranean. This

was apparently the first load of

equipment for the Soviet Union.

General Mud has not helped

our Russian allies, and one can-

not expect that General Snow

will decisively aid either; why

should he? Has not the Russo-

Finnish war shown that he help?

the stronger and handicaps the

weaker? Have we forgotten that

the Germany army attacks at

the point of least resistance-

will it not concentrate therefore

on the Southern front with its

climate similar to the countries

around'the Mediterranean? Not

on mud and snow should the

Russians have lo rely, but on the

tanks and planes and men sent

by her allies.

And while we are celebrating

let us not forget that the na-

tions of Europe are asking us to

send the tocU with which they

could make their speakers speak

again, their olay-grounds resound

with gay laughter, and their halls

^-hine with light.

PIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH

LIVINGSTON'S I

| WELCOME QUEEN'S STUDENTS =
1 and FACULTY 1

~ To look over their clothing needs in our store. We believe =
~ that now is the time to buy. You will undoubtedly save money

— by doing so. Don't say we did not warn you. EE:

| SUITS—$25 to $37.50 |

| TOPCOATS—$25 to $45.00 1

1 OVERCOATS—$25 to $65.00 j

I LIVINGSTON'S I
= 75- 79 BROCK STREET EE

= CIVIL AND MILITARY TAILORS FOR 94 YEARS
||

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII"""""
1^

JOHN
WAYNE
JEULAH BONDI

BETTY

FIELD
HARRY
CAREY

JAMES BARTON

EXTRA • EXTRA • EXTRA

-PATHS OF LEARNING''
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITYFILMED

ENTIRELY AT

HIC!

(Or a Young Man's Gloomy

Reflections on a Blind Date)

Is she exotic,

Mildly neurotic

Or wildly erotic r

Is she a mystic,

A irifle artistic

Or only sadistic?

If she IS hedonistic,

Slightly altruistic,

She IS characteristic

of Woman!

WELCOME—
TO QUEEN'S AND KINGSTON !

It is with particular pleasure that we extend to the

members of the staff and student body of Queen's, a

welcome on their return to College, in this the Centennial

Year.

For more than sixty years it has been our privilege and

pleasure to serve you.

Starting a second century in the life of Queen's, we

extend our sincere good wishes for continued success.

John LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS ST.

Drygoods- _Ready-to-Wear

—Smart Furnishings for Men—

NOTICE
Students of Queens your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf SuppHes, Fountain Peru,.

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions Our u»ed

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

KINGSTON

TECHNICAL SUPPLES
Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

It's Fall again and Queen's students return with the welcome

of all Kingston—

We are pleased at all times to have students come here for

their Footwear

—

Shoes for College

Gym Shoes - Street Shoes - Dress Shoes

ABERNETHY'S* SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

McGALL'S RESTAURANT
-THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

tobacco;
CAMERA SUPPLIES

Cor. Johnson & Division Sts

JCyNEE'S
..OSMETICS

LUNCHES

Telephone 18B

CONFECTIONS

USE THE JOURNAL ADS. THAT'S WHAT THEY'RE FOR.
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Appreciation

The Aesculapian Society wishes to thank the editors for this

issue of the Journal. If we can ever be of assistance to them in

our own field, we hope they will have no hesitation in calling

upon us. We especially thank the Managing Editor for devoting

a whole evening to this publication.

The Centennial Celebration

Even a casual glance at the program of the Centennial Cele-

brations should impress upon the reader that there will be an ex-

cellent batten' of speakers on subjects of particular interest to

the medical student. Perhaps the chief of these is the address

One Hundred Years in Medicine by Dr. Henr^; Sigerist, Professor

of the History of Medicine, at Johns Hopkins University.

Dr. Sigerist has added much to the medical literature, pre-

dominently on historical subjects and the various systems of

medical practice and medical teachings in his own and foreign

countries. Those of us who had the good fortune to attend the

lectures given by the late Dr. Gibson and the inimitable Dr.

Austin will find this address well worth hearing. Those who have

not, should avail themselves of this opportunity for an introduction

to a fascinating subject.

The Progress of Science and Applied Science, in A Hundred
Years, an address by Sir Thomas Holland, Principal of the Univer-

sity of Edinburgh, will be read by Dr. Irving Langmuir of the Gen-

eral Electric Company. A Hundred Years in the Humanities and So-

cial Sciences, by Sir Robert Falconer, would perhaps be more closely

related to the science of medicine than the former address.

Nevertheless, it behooves medical students—and Queen's students

in general—to attend these addresses in somewhat specialized

fields.

It's Not For Knowledge . . .

It seems unfortunate that in these times when the whole
nation is tightening its belt, we should be spending large sums
of our parents' money—or at least somebody's money—for the

doubtful privilege of acquiring prowess in the art of street-

fighting.

For the A.M.S. election campaign was this year conducted in

the same reprehensible manner as that of last fall. The more
or less innocent freshmen were called upon to sacrifice their

dignity, their trousers^ and even their hair for the glory of their

respective faculties.

Now, it is admitted that under the proper conditions the

various groups who present candidates might correspond to the
parties in a true democratic election. If it were so, healthy rivalry
would he quite in order.^However, it is a sign of gross im-
maturity and poor management that the alleged adults of a
university cannot conduct a campaign without such exhibitions
of childish violence. Especially in these hard years, such things
should be prevented at all costs.

It is to be hoped that in the future steps will be taken to insure
more seemly conduct, and that person and property will he duly
respected.

Medical At Home
Our primary interest, we must admit, centres in the Medical

Formal- We arc indeed fortunate to have the opportunity of play-
ing the host to such a gathering of dignitaries and returning
graduates, We are extending ourselves to produce an evening
worthy of the Faculty of Medicine.

Official Notices

Royal Society of Canada

Research Fellowships

Research fellowships of $1S00

each \\ ill be awarded in 1942 by

the Royal Society of Canada to

Canadians who have done advanced

work in any branch of science or

literature. Copies of regulations

and forms of application may be

obtained from E. W. R. Steacie,

Sec'ty. Fellowships Board, Royal

Society of Canada. Ottawa, On-

tario. Application and all support-

ing papers must he in the hands

of the secretary not later than

February 1. 1942.

Paynient of Fees

All fees should be paid at regis-

tration. An) r students who have

not paid their fees are reminded

that they must immediately make

settlement with the Treasurer if

they expect to be regarded as stu-

dents of the University.

Physical Examinations

All students at the University for

he first time must have a physical

xamination. Appointments for men

re made at the Registrar's Office.

Women students should consult

Miss Marion Ross.

Socialized Medicine

(Continued from page 1)

crs' Faculties were designed to

prepare adult workers for the high-

er educational institutions^ If a
talented laborer wanted to study

medicine he could be admitted to a

Medical Workers' Faculty. There,

while still working in the factory,

he would be instructed during a
three or four year course in lan-

guages, literature, mathematics,

physics, chemistry, and political

science so that he might meet the

entrance requirements of the medi-
cal school.

If higher education is to be open
to all, it is not sufficient to offer

it free of charge. Society should

also provide the means of subsis-

tence for students. When a student

is preparing himself to be a physi-

cian or engineer, he is performing
potentially socially useful work, and
the least society can do is remuner-
ate him by supporting him during
the years of study. This is the

attitude the Soviet Union is taking

towards her students.

The majority of students receive

stipends provided by the state, trade
union, individual enterprises, fac-

tories, farms, or other agencies. A
large number of students, more-
over, live in dormitories which are

supported by the state. The Sov
iets felt that this was not enough,
that schools should be open also to

those actively engaged in work.

They believed that a nurse, for in-

stance, should be able to study

medicine while still engaged in

nursing. They even went so far as

to give medical correspondence

courses. Instruction was also given

in shifts and evening classes were

held.

Specialization

Tt was apparent that Soviet me-

dicine required three types of phy-

sicians: practitioners for therapeu-

tic and general prophylactic work,

public health physicians and spe-

cialists for the protection of mother

and child. The medical schools,

therefore, were divided into three

corresponding faculties: a Faculty

of Therapy and Prophylactics, a

Faculty of Hygiene, and a Faculty

for the Protection of Mother and

Child.

According to the plan of the

curriculum which came out in 1930

the medical student began specializ-

ation at once 'by registering in one

of the three faculties. All teaching

was what was called "complex

teaching". A case of illness was
discussed not only from the clin-

ical or pathological point of view

but in all its complexity including

the social and economic factors in-

volved. The barrier between ana-

tomy and physiology, for example,

was dropped and both subjects

were discussed together.

Students worked in groups and
in teams.- Four or five students

joined to form such a team and

worked collectively throughout the

course. It was believed that if one

student was lazy the others would

make him work lest the group

weakened. Each group would carry

|

out collective tasks such as investi-

gating health conditions in a given

district. In such a study one stu-

dent would survey the housing con-

ditions, another the working condi-

tions, a third would make laboratory

tests, etc. At the end the group

would present a joint report.

Pre-medical Requirements

In 1937, the year in which Dr.

Sigerist's hook was published, the

following situation existed : In or-

der lo be admitted to a medical

school every student must pass an
entrance examination in language

and literature, mathematics, phy-
sics, chemistry and political science.

One foreign language is required

for admission. Students expecting

to enter research must know two
foreign languages. The student is

expected to have studied Shake-

speare's Hamlet, Byron's Childe

Harold. Molierc's Lc Bourgeois

Gentilhoinme. and Balzac's Lc Pi-re

Goriot. There is no doubt that Eng-

lish makes a strong appeal to Rus-

sians because of their interest in

the technical and scientific achieve-

ments of America. Whoever is able

to meet the requirements can apply

for examination. It is maintained

that no one should be excluded

from higher education through ex-

ternal circumstances. It is not the

type of school attended that counts

but the knowledge a Student has.

In 1931, 10,000 students came

from Workers' faculties, in 1932

21,500. Until 1937 the percentage

of women among medical students

increased steadily. It amounted to

5296 in 1928. 58% in 1931. 75.10*

in 1935.

In 1913 there were thirteen me-

dical schools in the territory that

was to be the U.S.S.R., thirty in

1927. and forty-four in 1933. In

January 1934 the total enrolment

of medical students was 47.000. In

October of the same year it was

increased to 65.000 and it approxi-

mated 80,000 in 1937.

Curriculum

In order to gife an idea of the

medical curriculum in 1937 Dr.

Sigerist describes the conditions he

found in the "Second Moscow-

Medical Institute", one of the best

medical schools in the U.S.S.R. and

model for all others.

The Institute has a leaching staff

of 400 members and a student body

of 3,500. It has two faculties both

ing a five-year course., a Thera-

peutic Faculty and a Pediatric

Faculty. It does not have a separ-

ate Hygiene. While the students

formerly specialized from the be-

ginning of their course, the two

faculties now offer the work of

the first five semesters together.

Besides the usual subjects taught in

every medical school all over the

world, instruction in the following

subjects is given : field surgery, mili-

tary hygiene, gas protection, tactics

of medical corps, aud theory of

physical culture. The ratio of stu-

dents to each faculty is regulated

according to the needs of the

country.

The Institute is headed by a Di-

rector who is assisted in his admin-

istrative work by a Vice-director.

Besides, it has three deans, one for

each faculty and one for the divi-

sion of basic sciences.

Like every Soviet enterprise, the

medical school has its Party Com-
mittee, its Local Committee, its

Trade Union Committee and a

Committee of the Young Commun-
is League. These committees are

elected by students or faculty, and

work in close co-operation with the

Director. And like every Soviet en-

terprise the school has its own
paper in which various events are

commented upon critically or sa-

tirically. Students interested in re-

search join the school's Student

Scientific Society which is com-

posed of twenty-four groups de-

voted to the various specialties.

There were 400 members in 1936.

The Athletic Club "Medic" has a

membership of 730 students.

Living Conditions

More than 90% of the students

receive stipends which average 120

roubles a month. All out-of-town

students, 60%, live in dormitories.

There are dining rooms in the vari-

ous buildings where the students

can have all their meals at low

cost.

The library of the Institute has

130,000 volumes. During the year

1934-35, 11,000 volumes were ac-

quired at an expenditure of 101,-

000 roubles.

It is obvious that not all medical

schools are as well equipped as the

Second Moscow Medical Institute

but the curriculum and the general

set-up arc very much the same in

other places aud there is no doubt

that in a few years the country will

he well equipped for the training

of its physicians. Medical educa-

tion has entered a period of consoli-

dation. However, experimentation

is going on. Everything is dynamic

in the Soviet Union. New condi-

tions may arise at any time calling

for new revolutions and the last

word has not yet been said.

Drunk, driving car, to com-

panion :

"Mush be gettin' closhe to met-

ropoloush, hittin' more peoplesh".

She: Tell me, postman, have

you a Boyle on your route?"

He: No Madame, it's flat feet

that make me walk this way."

Levana — phone 22 — Elliott's

Hairdessing Parlor for your

"Formal" needs.

YOtnethee avec le feu du del alluma

Sa pip' de Picohac, pais, enchante, fumtu

• Qu'cst-ce que le Picobaclui-memesans allumage?

II possede, il esc vrai, un arome delicieux! Mais il

fauc que vous le fumiez pour constatcr corame il a

bon gout, comme il esr doux, frais, agreable.

Acherez-en aujourd'hui et vous remercierez en

meme temps Promethee et les champs ensoleilles

du sud de l'Ontario du parfait contentement que

procure la creme de la recolte de Burley canadicn.

BLAGUE HERMET1QUE COMMODE, 10c «I I 5 c

BOlTE METALL1QUE "LOK-TOP" d* M Ilrra, 65c

oil tint! cn Boiltt Mililllguti poui It Gouutl

ricobac
"IIA bon gout dans la pipe

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE
RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE V4AI I |\C \ STLDIC
s (Srabuatinn Phntngrapl?pr

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

92 Princess St. Evening by Appointment Phones 676—620

30 Years in Business

We extend a very

Heartr Welcome

to the Students

of

($unna IKmucrBttg

CROWN DAIRY
PHONE 406
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ARGOS-MONTREAL HERE SATURDAY
SPORTS

UNDER THE BELT

Our recently announced policy of complete coverage of local sports
suffered a severe wallop in the sub rosa laat Saturday For ZS cents we

ff°
the

UI

(S!

Vea m°re cornpletdy «t»Bl«l than Benny explaining torsion

*h 0 J™! I,"™* ™ T3
! ? ey™khana -

site was the Richardson Stadium,
the time was 2.30, but just about here we lost the thread of the argument.

Basically the afternoon consisted in organized hayhem for limitednumbers of astonishingly underclad Englishmen. One thing is certain-
the bnglish cannot lose. Any race that voluntarily indulges in that form
of assault and battery and seemingly enjoys it, doesn't need mechaniza-
tion. They would probably relish wrestling a tank.

,

T*le
L 1̂

ern°°n started with twelve previously intelligent airmen kicking
a basketball. The idea of the game was to kick the ball into a goal about
the sue of a battleship. On the way down the field you could do literally
anything but touch the ball. One fellow rather cleverly kicked the goal
keeper m the stomach, thereafter kicking him into the goal, and rooted
the ball over the bar. This astonishing manoeuvre was greeted with a
Limehouse lemon. Apparently he forgot to trip the referee and had to
go back to the beginning again.

The next game was easier to understand. The idea waa to do every-
thing. Whoever pinched the boys' pants had not brought them back yet.
For further confusion a little brown ball got onto the field and the players
spent some time trying to get it off again. But some officious onlooker
invariably threw it back. Incidcntly the ball was a swine epidermis in the
shape of an oblate spheroid—what I mean someone sat on the basketball or
oyerinflated one of Senator's splendours. At various intervals the lads
discarded individual slaughter for the organized variety. Four of each
kind would get together and rush snarling and kicking at each other.
But the ball always got in the road and they had to push away and kick
it off.

When the boys got tired of this they ran off and picked up heavy
wooden sticks^ These decidedly enlarged the sphere of influence. Really it

was just the old wad apple league in underwear. Our girl friend was
much taken with George. George played centre. George had a large chest-
George had a large tummy because that was where George kept his chest.
Every so often George and his tummy took a slug at the ball. But
George tired fast. My girl friend said I must never again criticize her
shorts. r*

Then to finish, two battalions played rugby. When we found that

funny too we filed our girl friend and went over and ripped off a quick
game of snooker. A gentlemen's game that.

Sports Highlight of Centenary

Will Be in Richardson Stadium

THE

STREET SHOVEL

Game to Follow Inspection

Signal Corps Band
To Attend

spobts
In §HCKTS

Feminine sports are definitely

on the recline! Supcrsadies are

no morel Girls— don't develop

bulging biceps—turn out at the

gym any afternoon between 2.30

and 3.30 for "Cutie Calisthenics

—The feminine physleal-educa-

~tion course with a heart."

This year co-cd sports have

been modified to meet the grow-

ing demand for girls, as a well

known B.M.O.C. (Big Man On
Campus) so aptly put it

—"with

more wiggle' and giggle and less

flutter and flatter."

Basketball has been made

much less strenuous—instead of

a basket a Martini glass is being

used, and an olive has supplant-

ed the old baskethall, which was

so devastating to the fingernails,

and my darlings, it's just too

wonderful lo be able to get those

damn things out of a glass with-

out getting one's fingers all wet.

We are also trying to intro-

duce a new game called "Oh

Hell." Everyone sits around in

a circle with cards with letters

and numbers on them—someone

calls out a bunch of letters and

numbers, then someone else yells

"Bingo" — then comes the fun.

everybody else looks mad, kicks

the floor and says in unison "Oh

Hell."

Do you find that everything

you eat goes straight to your

stomach?—"To the ice fields then

Agnes and don't spare the dog

team !"—Su turn out at the Arena

with those old double runners

and cut down those advance

signs of adiposity.

Swimming—oh swimming—or

should we say 'Little Swimmin

Come to the swimming classes

every day between 2.00 and 3.00

No more wet hair and blood shot

eyes; no more getting those love

ly double-breasted swim suits al

wet; no more of those tummy
smackers—Why? Why, you ask

Well my dears the pool is drained

every day now so there is no

excuse for splashing—too much

Frosh Fracas
(Continued from page 1)

flames were foiled time and time

again by the maniacal minor

medicos, who braved fist and

water, fire and steel to achieve

their victory.

As a cry, meek as it was. arose

from the lips of the Artsmcn

thunderous battle yell boomed

forth from the now-united blue

and gold bands. They descended

n the red horde like the pro-

erbial wolves on the fold and

before the smoke of battle had

cleared twenty - seven quailing

Arts frosh stood bereft of their

pantaloons.

A shout arose from the Kings-

ton hall window and there ap-

peared an ink-stained face that

was, said to belong to a Science

stude. This was the last straw

five more of the Arts best were

seized and they too were painted

—but in a truly efficient man
ner. And when these Indians re

turned to the fray, their bodies

were painted in the Alma Mater

Colors, dominated by V's for

Victory.

To be sure a glorious victory

it was—first for the men ot

Medicine—then for Meds and

Science together. And we drop

an ignominotts tear for those

poor unfortunates who bear the

red-tasseled tarns.

Oh yes ! And there was

major casualty, too—namely

cat who gave his life for the

glory of Queen's. This time il

was unlucky for the black pussy

when he crossed the path of

progress.

And it came to pass that deep

in the caverns of the Studcntzun-

ion, for it is eight times between

the Waxing of the new moon and

the waning of the old that there

emanate from there the mighty

words of the Queenzpaper, that

the stalwart men of Medz rose up,

yea even to speak in the Queenz-

paper with the wise teachings of

their grid Aesculapius.

And Aesculapius hath cried

aloud, saying even that the men of

Scienz, who bow before the god-

dess Marion, do worship falsely.

Through all the halls of Queenz it

hath been told that the men of

Scienz do cast aspersions upon the

sacred rites of the Medzformal..

And deep is the wrath of the pro-

phet Jake the Pick, who even now
inierpreteth in the writings of the

Queenzpaper the will of Aescula-

pius.,

Yea, and it is said that Jake hath

entered into communion with the

spirit, and hath pronounced a curse

upon the men of StSienz for their

blasphemy. And great was the glee

of the sons of this prophet even

as ihey saw a man of Scienz, a

stalwart warrior, enter into the

caverns of the men of Ertz, a

neighboring tribe. And ere the war-

rior emerged his garment was waft-

ed aloft, even to the limb of a

mighty cedar.

But Aesculapius hath spoken un-

to Jake, saying even that the sacred

rites of the Medzformal must be

completed ere the waxing of the

new moon. Therefore at the setting

of the third sun from this, the

great hall of Grant shall be adorned,

and the men of Medz shall be

bedecked in traditional garments,

even while the great priest Bcrtni

Ost and his fourteen acolytes will

play upon their lutes, And on that

day all may come, an that they bear

four shekels—yea, even they that

bear one of the tribe of Lev. Yea,

they may conic within the sacred

portals and worship in the rites of

the Medzformal.

Then among the followers of the

false goddess there shall be wailing

and gnashing of teeth, and cries of

anguish that they have so blas-

phemed. For the great spirit shall

be kindly unto the faithful, and full

seemly doth llertni play upon his

lute. So be it known throughout all

the lands, even of Medz and of

Lev and of Ertz and of Scienz, that

ere the fourth sun hath risen, and

mayhap even while it shall dawn,

great shall be the rejoicing of the

select who shall choose to pay tri-

bute to Aesculapius. So come ye

even unto the temple, that upon

that day ye may bear no sorrow.

Joke's Juniors

Zoo Prof. — How do ynu tell

the difference between a male anil

female sardine i

Soph — Watch and see whicl

can they come out of.

Then there was the story of

the three little pisces who made

bubbles in the itty bitty poo.

STOP PRESS NEWS—Euro

pean situation well in hand-

Russia has Germany right by the

Balkans,

Happily arrangements are now
complete for the Toronto Argos

vs. Montreal Bulldogs game here

this Saturday afternoon as an

added highlight of the Centennial

Week-end. It will be the old

Queen's with all the old Sat-

urday afternoon hooting, yell-

ing and excitement of a football

game at the Richardson Stadium.

The calibre of the teams should

make it a crowd-pleaser all the

way. Not for two years now ha

Queen's witnessed the spectacle

of a senior game at the Stadium

and it is fitting for Queen's who
have always been right in there

where rugby is concerned to have

the game return for the Centen-

ary reunion.

In completing the arrangements

last Thursday, the A.B. of C.

officials here had the pleasure

of greeting Bill Hughes, present

coach of the Montreal Bulldogs

and former coach of Queen's Do-

minion championship teams of

'22. '23 and '24. No doubt many

of Queen's alumni fondly re-

member Bill Hughes as the

famous coach of our Dominion

champs.

Saturday's game begins at 3,30

following the inspection of the

C.O.T.C. at the Stadium. Ar-

rangements have been made to

have. the Signal Corps Baud in

attendance? Reserve tickets for

the game are available now at

the A.B. of C. office. Queen'?

Gymnasium.

On Saturday last there was
presented for the unmitigated de-

lectation of the cash customers

probably the greatest galaxy of

adolescent muscular hypertrophy

ever assembled on the gridded

greensward.

WERE YOU THERE?
What was it like?

Levana Tea Dance

The Levana Athletic Board of

Control will hold its annual tea

dance in Ban Righ Hall on Sat-

urday, October 18, from 4.30-

7.00. Tickets may be obtained

from Dora Tottenham (conven-

er), Anne Shaw and Dot Patter-

son for only 65 cents.

Levana — phone 22 — Elliott's

Hairdessing Parlor for your
"Formal" needs.

SPOETRY

• (Sport Poetry to You)

To you I write a note in verse

To ask why sports scribes can't be

terse

And say just what they mean to say

Instead of making names each day:

"The hoopstcrs loop an arching shot

And tie the count, the boys are

hot!"

Why not "the quintet made another

goal,

Played a good game on the whole?*

When sticktnen bulge the hpine to

tally

On an ace's solo sally.

And matmen grapple in the Gym,
While mermen triumph by a fin,

T tear my hair and then I shout,

"Cut this flowery language out,

And tell us what it's all about!"

Philosophical Schizophrenic:

No matter how worse things get

I'll always have us.

Frosh—Howsit for a date, sister?

Co-ed—My dear fellow, I won't

go out with a baby.

Frosh—I'm sori^y, I didn't know

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige of years stand behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Bla*era

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment PHONE 2110

You are cordially invited to come in and see our

large selection of Luggage, Trunks, Handbags,

Leather Novelties, Wallets, Military Equipment,

Brief Cases, Paper Cases, Ring Binders

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street ,fOBm« lt w.rriu^si Phone 1941

Here's a life! And ain't it grand?

I just got a divorce from my old

man,

And I laughed and laughed at the

court's decision,

'Cause they gave him the children,

And they weren't even his'n,

"There was a thief in my room

last night, and I thought it was my

husband."

"Did he get anything?"

"Well I didn't miss anything."

COAT STYLE
that Passes
any Examination
College men know Tip Top Tailors

make an exhaustive study of the kind of

overcoats you want and will appreciate

the authenticity of our presentation. At

your Tip Top store you'U find a grand

selection of overcoatings to choose from,

—meltons, velours, tweeds, whitneys,

chinchillas, fieeces and alpines—
expressly tailored lor you to do tha

most for your figure.

No matter what your size or propor-

tions, rest assured that your Tip Top
Tailored-to-measure overcoat will have

line, grace, fit—an easy-flowing rhythm

that all adds up to top-flight style.

$28-50
tailored-to-M^aiure

TIP TOP
TAILORS

119 PRINCESS STREET
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ELLIOTTS
Hoirdressing Porlor

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7. OPERATORS

356 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

NOW is the time to

check over your needs in

FORMAL WEAR

Ties — Studs

Gloves

Shirts

Collars

Socks — Vests

etc.

BIBBY'S
78-84 Princess St.

QUEEN'S TAXI

2002
LIGHT LUNCHES,

CANDY, CIGARETTES
•

SNACK BAR

Monk s Grocery
Albert and Johnson

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-dale 3-chair shop in
the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 1772-W

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

Thesis and Essays Typed
also

Mimeographing

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson St

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.CA.

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

GOING TO THE
DANCE?

AMEY'S TAXI

Phone 266

~
;

Dr. Thomas Gibson

(Continued from page 1)

eighteen. He then spent two years at the Free Church College

with the intention of following his father's footsteps and becom-

ing a clergyman. In 1889 however, he entered the Medical Faculty

of the University of Edinburgh from which he graduated in 1894

with first class honours. For several months and until leaving for

Canada, he was House-Physician to Dr. (later Sir) James O.

Affleck at the new Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh; a photograph

in the Craine Building of Queen's University shows the name of

Thomas Gibson along with that of countless previous residents

carved in the famous table-top of the dining room of the Residency

of the Royal Infirmary. During these years, as well as later in

his life, his chief diversions were literature, art and music and

his talents as a pianist were in demand at concerts, in the church

and at the Royal Infirmary.

In May of 1895, Thomas Gibson was appointed private

physician to the household of Lord Aberdeen, Governor-General

of Canada, and moved to Ottawa where lie was resident in Gov-

ernment House until May, 1897. He then took a post-graduate

course at Montreal until October of 1897 passed the Ontario

licensing board and on January 1, 1898, started private practise

in Ottawa where he was associated with the staff of St. Luke's

and the Maternity Hospitals and later with Water Street Hos-

pital. In 1898 he married Eleanor Montgomery West Carey,

daughter of the late Reverend Doctor George Carey, a woman

of unusual social gifts who did much to extend his friendships.

Following the departure of Lord Aberdeen, Thomas Gibson acted

as house physician to four succeeding Governor-Generals, namely

Lord Minto, Lord Grey, the Duke of Connaught (for the last

eighteen months only of his term and after the Duke's English

army surgeon had gone overseas) and the Duke of Devonshire.

From 1898 to 1920 he was honorary secretary of the central board

of the Victorian Order of Nurses and from 1920 to 1922 was

president of that Order; in recognition of his services, he was

given the Order of St. John of Jerusalem in 1911. For several

years he co-operated with the May Court Club of Ottawa in

tuberculosis dispensary work. He was also visiting surgeon of

the Canadian Bank Note Company of Ottawa.

In April of 1924, Thomas Gibson was appointed Professor of

Pharmacology of Queen's University. He entered into bis new

duties with zeal and enthusiasm and soon concluded that it would

be desirable to replace the old course in pharmacognosy and dis-

pensing with a modern course in experimental pharmacology

to accompany the lectures in materia medica. To refresh himself

in modern developments in experimental pharmacology, he spent

must of the summer months of 1924 at Cambridge, England,

working with Professor W. E. Dixon, the then outstanding

pharmacologist of Great Britain. His capacity for adjustment

may be seen in the circumstance that although he had been a

clinician with practically no laboratory experience since leaving

University, he efficiently supervised the purchase of laboratory

furniture and apparatus, planned the arrangement of his laboratory

and worked out an excellent course of experiments for his students

all within a few months. His lectures were methodically prepared,

largely, especially in later years, from current medical journals

and it was his custom to write an outline of his lecture on the

blackboard before the students arrived, introducing drugs from

an historical perspective and ending with numerous references

to clinical applications. Amongst the medical students he was
affectionately known as "Tommy" Gibson and his popularity

was evidenced by the fact that he was one of the most common
honorary presidents of student organizations and that his advice

was frequently sought in their personal problems. From 1924

until 1938 he gave three courses in the Medical Faculty, namely
pharmacology, therapeutics and history of medicine.

In 1934, feeling the need of additional help in his depar:ment,

he secured the appointment of Dr. Eldon M. Boyd, a former

student and assistant, as lecturer. A reflection of his character

is seen in the fact that during the negotiations for Dr. Boyd's ap-

pointment he found that the University was hard pressed for

funds in the lean years of the depression of that time and volun-

tarily offered one third of his salary to aid in the appointment
of the new lecturer in his department. In the spring of 1938.

following a winter which severely taxed his health, he resigned
the chair of Pharmacology. His main interest at this time bad
become the History of Medicine and he consented to continue
on a semi-honorary basis as Professor of History of Medicine,
which position he held at the time of his death. His fluent

knowledge of the classics gave him a keen appreciation of old
medical manuscripts written in Latin which he collected and
through these he was led to a study of the career of Theodore
Turquet de Mayerne who taught the use of drugs at Paris in

.the 16th century and later became physician to James I and
Charles 1 of England. Thomas Gibson wrote a number of articles
on the life of Mayerne and published these in the Annals of
Medical History. Through some old letters and documents which
came into his possession, he became interested in the history
of the Kingston General Hospital and the Medical Faculty of
Queen's University and soon developed a remarkable technique
for collecting pertinent data which interested him greatly and
through which he became correspondent with individuals over
many parts of the world from Heidelberg to Australia.

For forty years, he was u student of amateur photography
and throughout all his life was devoted to music; his mastery
of technique, his love, reverence and interpretation of the classic
composers will not be forgotten by those fortunate enough to
have heard him perforin on the piano- He was especially interested
m chamber ensemble playing. Scott and Stevenson were his
favorite authors and for many years he was -an active member of
the St. Andrew's Society of Kingston, having been its president
for two years.

Commerce Club Meeting

The organization meeting of

the Commerce Club will be held

at 1 p.m. Wednesday, October

15, Room 101, Arts Building.

Plans for the coming year will

be .li-oussed and a frosh repre-

sentative to the executive elected.

An invitation is extended to all

those in Commerce—including

freshettes and freshmen — and

anyone interested in the Club's

activities.

Doctors Volunteer

(Continued from page 1)

When blood is rich in fat it is

not readily dried in the process

used at the Government labora-

tories. Volunteers are therefore

asked to refrain from eating

meals rich in fats before attend-

ing the clinic. They should take

a rather light breakfast of unbuf-

fered toast, fruit juices, cereal

with sugar but without cream,

milk, tea or coffee without cream ;

no meats, butter, cream or other

similar foods rich in fat.

Painless Process

The clinics will be held in the

building formerly known as the

Dairy School and now as the

Provincial Government Labora-

tories on Barrie Street just south

of Clergy Street and Chalmers

Church. Each volunteer will be

notified by mail of the day and

hour of his appointment and

punctual attendance to tin"? will

avoid unnecessary waiting. At

the clinic he will be met by a

volunteer receptionist who will

direct him as to procedure. He
will then undergo a brief medical

examination under the super-

vision of volunteer doctors and

nurses. There is no pain in-

volved in the drawing of blood

as the area of the arm from which

it is removed is first anaesthetiz-

ed. The amount of blood taken

is 400 ml. or about the equivalent

of a large cupful and this pro-

cedure takes about 10 or 15 min-

utes. A volunteer nurse is in

constant attendance during this

time and when completed an-

other volunteer assistant will

bring in refreshments in the form

of toast, tea, coffee or milk. The
donor may then rest if he wishes

hut ordinarily is capable of walk-

ing out in a few minutes. A donor
may volunteer his services again

after an interval of about three

months. Both men and women
are acceptable as donors.

After donating blood, each vol-

unteer receives an official card in-

dicating that he or she is a vol-

unteer blood donor and indicat-

ing when services were given.

After three blood donations, the

volunteer is given an official

button to wear and to indicate to

all that he or she is a blood donor.

THE
GRABITHASHER

or

Through The Looking Glass

with Horace MacWire

(We got tired of playing with

Fashion Fancies).

This is apt to be -an apt title,

as in most rooming houses you

can set right through the look-

ing-glass to the wall-paper be-

hind. There is no particular ad-

vantage in stepping through

though, as there are no bunnies

or jabherwocks there, only cock-

roaches. (We did see a pink ele-

phant once, though).

We only mention this, because

the author, being sleepier than

ii-vi.il (which is unusually sleepy)

got up at ten-thirty, and being

unable to see himself in the mir-

ror, figured he must have gone to

classes, and went back to bed.

Tims landladies are classed with

inclement weather, indisposition,

anil other common detergents to

class-attending.

Are you troubled by those

last little pieces of soap? Ramblin's

has solved this problem very

neatly in their special this week

—do-nut saving soap. When you

use it up you have no little odds

and ends. Comes in six delicious

flavours . . .

... At Roared and Ramble-

tons there is the latest in de-

lightful aromas known as Popu-

larity, or If You've Got It and

Don't Want It, Try Me. It is

invaluable for replacing that

laundry odor in used shirts.

. . . Any tobacconist carries the

revolutionary match designed by

the Fedora Match Co. to elimin-

ate fumbling in the dark to find

the head-ends. These matches

have a head at both ends . . . On
display at Joinus is Dr. East's

latest toothbrush. It is especially

built with the new laminated

positive-grip handle (left or

right) but has no bristles. The
manufacturer claims it is 100%
proof against pink tooth brush.

Are you an athletic supporter?

You'll find the new reversible

sports overcoat a fine investment

for watching rugby games. One
side is of coon for those chilly

days, and the other is light

brown for sunny, warmer weath-

er. On sale at Twiddles.

Peristaltic Rushes

Oh, look at this! Lord Throck-
morton, eighty-five, is being sued
for breach of promise!

Huh
! At eighty-five, what

could he promise?

Aseptic—A person who does

not believe in anything.

Lesion—A unit of the old Ro-

man army, or the French foreign

lesion.

Toxic—Loquacious.

Abrasurt-—An article of female

underwear.

Tissue—An exclamation used

in sneezing.

Corpuscle—A non-commission-

ed officer next in rank to a sur-

geon.
\

Pulmonary— Characteristic of

a sleeping-car.

Doc's Prescription

(Continued from page 1)

the King. She reached the recep-

tion room without a hitch but

there the Grand Vizier seized it

and swearing it was the Magna
Carta, returned it to the British

Museum where it now rests.

Simmons Clothing

A story of successful progress

and modernization lies behind the

installation of the new store front

by Simmons Clothes Shop at 79

Princess Street. This business,

catering to the men of Kingston,

was founded fourteen years ago

by S. Simmons. "From the very

outset it has been our aim," Mr.

Simmons informed the Queen's
Journal today, "to operate a

modem men's shop and that is

why we renovated our store front

at the present time and at various

times in the past made other im-

provements."

The new store front, present-

ing an exceptionally modern and
handsome appearance, makes an
attractive addition to Kingston's

growing business section. A
pleasing combination of jet black

5. SIMMONS

with Wedgewood blue vitrolite,

with two good sized display win-

dows, and the latest type of awn-

ing further enhancing the store's

appearance.

"The same policy to give dollar

for dollar value, which has been

strictly adhered to in the past,

will prevail in the future," stated

Mr. Simmons. "The success of

Simmons Clothes Shop is due

to these factors," he continued.

"We pay careful attention to

style trends and carry only

staff is carefully trained lo give

customers courteous and personal

attention, and above all we try to

keep abreast of the times, so that

quality merchandise. Our sales

we can offer our customers the

same type of merchandise thej

would be able to procure in larger

cities. Our idea is to enable

Kingston men to be smartly

dressed,"—Advt.

Goitre—A famous German poet

and philosopher.

Lumbar — Roughly prepared

timber.

Artery—An old English sport

nlaved with bows and arrows.

SUPERIOR
GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH

RESTAURANT
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Notice to Students

May I give a special in-

vitation to students to at-

tend the public lectures, the

Convocation ceremony, and

the Student and Alumni

(Saturday forenoon) func-

tion of our Centenary cele-

brations. Gallery space will

be reserved, and a hearty

welcome is extended. We
want to feel that both stu-

dents and alumni will play

their part in the observance

of a great occasion.

Robt. C. Wallace,

Principal.

CA.M.S.I.

(Continued from page 1)

robust infant is now growing rapid-

ly towards adolescence.

Although the first conference

was attended by delegates from

only fnur medical schools — Mc-

Gill, Queen's, Toronto and West-

ern — since then Dalhousie, Laval,

BY THE PROFESSOR

Lord Helpus arrived half an

hour late to find the party well

under way. Feeling a bit out of

place he stood awkwardly be-

side a bowl of fruit, sampling the

contents.

Presently a dowager rolled up

and offered him a cup of tea. He

politely refused saying, "No

thanks, I have a pear".

A few minutes later, another

ballroom battleship barged up

with a platter of sandwiches.

"No thanks, I have a pear".

Presently the portly patroness

plodded over with a platter of

Planter's Peanots (advt ). She

gushed, "Oh there you are! Will

you have some salted nuts."

"No thanks".

Then there was the old sea

captain who accurately diagnosed

his own xase of diabetes by ob-

serving that the flies always con-

gregated on the lee rail.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Meters, Tanks, Filters,

Tripods, Etc.

Your old camera taken in

on new equipment

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Lockett

AT LOCKETT'S LTD.

U8 Wellington St.

Phone 24

Dr.VfncentA. Martin

DENTIST

DON'T FORGET

OUR REGULAR

SATURDAY

NIGHT

DANCES

*

Montreal, Manitoba and Alberta

have joined the union, Toronto

was host to the second national

conference also, followed by

Queen's in 1940 and McGill in

1941. The fifth annual conference

is being held this November a)

Quebec under the auspices of the

Laval undergraduate medical so-

ciety.

"The aims of this organization

shall be to further the welfare and

interests of Canadian medical stu-

dents and internes, to promote co-

operation between medical stu-

dents, and between internes and

hospital staffs, and to provide a

medium for co-operation and the

interchange of ideas between the

medical schools and hospitals of

Canada, and with kindred organiza-

tions."

On each campus the local CAM-
SI committee consists of an execu-

tive chairman, secretary and in-

terne chairman, who are members

of the National Committee to re

present that school. This body de

terminer policy at its annual confer

ences and elects a National execu-

tive, the members of which are

resident in the same city during

their term of office. The personnel

of this executive two years ago

was comprised of Cy Benson and

Gar Kelly, both of Meds '40, and

Hugh McGill of Meds '41.

Mature counsel on new policy is

provided by a National Advisory

Board, which this year includes

three well known Queen's profes-

sors — Dr. L. J. Austin (Chair-

man), Dr. D. W. Boucher and Dr.

J. H. Orr.

CAMSI concerns itself with such

problems as student loans, student

cooperatives, medical films, coinci-

dent medical council examinations,

student health, military training, in-

terne problems of appointment,

maintenance and pay and the like.

Important resolutions passed last

March condemned basic military

training in medical schools, and de-

clared that minimum maintenance

allowance for internes should he

$25 per month with two weeks'

holidays.

To date its most outstanding

achievement has been the creation

of a Conadian Intern Board, which

last year, in collaboration with the

'nterne boards of Canadian hospi

tals, arranged the appointment of

188 graduating students. In add

ion to eliminating the usual six

months of letter writing and con

fusion, 80% of the applicants re

ceived hospitals of their first choice

as compared with 55% under the

old system. Another forward step

II be made when it establishes a

national publication.

In its brief history CAMSI has

shown conclusively that medical

tudents can cooperate effectively

in joint action. It offers a hope for

the increased welfare of future

medicos. This will he po; tble only

if the confidence ai"! sur-rort it

has enjoyed in tin- p»l -s main-

tained and extend* I. ,

University Church Service

There will be a University

Churcl. Service on Sunday, Oc-

tober 19 in Convocation Hall at

11 a'ipi The

the f

THE NOSE

A. Topographical Anatomy.

The anatomy of the nose can

be conveniently divided into two

sections.

1. External. The external nares

is noted for its individual varia-

tions. Broadly speaking, it is a

wedge shaped blob of tissue with

two holes in its lower surface.

The value of two nasal orifices

lies in the patency of one of them

at a given time.

2. Internal. The division into

two channels is maintained. On

either side of the holes lie a com-

plicated system of caverns known

as sinuses. Above lies the brain,

if any. and below the mouth.

The mouth is separated from

the nose by a partition known

as the palate.

B. Physiology.

The functions of the nose are

of much greater importance than

the structure. These are many

and varied.

1. Respiration. This is prob-

ably the chief function.

It is a haphazard affair, and

depends largely on whether the

owner has (a) adenoids, (b) hay

fever (c) coryza. In many cases

the mouth is used for this pur-

pose, but it is often thrown out

of action by such conditions as

(a) deglutition, (b) osculation.

2. Phonation. No other part of

the apparatus concerned with this

important function has such in

fluence over it. Animals gener

ally have a patent nasal meatus,

and it is a common observation

that powers of phonation are

absent. On the other hand, man.

whose nasal passages are chron

ically congested, is often as-

sociated with this phenomenon.

His value as a speaker or a sing-

er is in inverse proportion to the

ability with which he can in-

spire and expire air through

them.

3- Business. The nose is com-

monly used in two entirely differ-

ent manners in this connection.

(a) Paying. Many believe, how-

ever, that this practice is to be

deplored as it is not economical.

(b) Intrusion. This is usually

performed with regard to busi-

ness considered outside the nor

mal sphere of activity of the op

erator. It is a custom that usu

ally leads to a rapid and some-

times fatal state of ill health.

3. As an indicator of disease.

A glance at the condition of the

lower end of the nose is sufiicient

to diagnose accurately three con-

ditions.

(a) Coryza. The formula is as

follows. "I see you have a cold."

SNIFFF. "You don't see it

now, do you?"

(b) Chronic Alcoholism. The

nose hears a striking resemblance

to the tail light of an automobile.

(c) Nose-bleed.

2 girls (not freshcttes)—Away

from home—a train—2 soldiers

on the same train (Ottawa to

Toronto)—soldiers need corporal

stripes sewn on uniforms—girls

experienced (Queen's Red Cross

Room). Girls comply — stripes

sewn on (needles supplied by

soldiers) — sandwiches (supplied

by soldiers).

Amusing conversation re merits

of Queen's, etc.—girls decline

offer of trip on to Toronto (sup-

plied by soldiers)—More fun, etc.,

names and addresses, etc.—sad

farewells etc.—What has Queen's

to offer that could be better than

a "trip to Toronto" (escorted,

etc)? There'll be no shelf at

Queen's for these two girls (not

freshettes). Good luck to C.C.

and J.W.

Drama Guild

There will he a meeting

of the Drama Guild in Con-

vocation Hall on Wednes-

day, October 15. at 8.00 p.m.

All interested will be wel-

It is understood on good au-

thority that in the recent elec-

tion termites got into one of

the planks of the Science plat-

form.

Levana — phone 22 — ElHotfs

Hairdessing Parlor for your

"Formal" needs.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

This letter dropped out of a

medical Freshman's pocket as he

reached for a "change" for his doll.

—Vigilantes.

Queen's University,

Kiingst^n. Ontario.

A gentleman with a common

complaint asked the doctor to

prescribe a "loosener" for him

"How far is it to your house

from here?"

"Fifteen minutes on the street

preacher will be

lev Doctor Nathaniel Mick-

i rincipal of Mansfield Col-

Oxford University.

Dear Mary:

I was awful glad to get your

nice long letter the other day. I've

been going to College for three

eeks now. and there are intelli-

gent people here too, but I guess

no one understands me like you or

Mom do. It's a good thing you

aren't coming to College Mary be-

cause its not a recommended place

for a girl like yon. You should see

the clothes the girls wear here—

you'd die! They say they smoke

too.

I am a "freshman" ; there are a

large body of us though. The "so-

phomores'—they're the men who

were freshmen last year—jeer at

us and call us "frosh" on the streets.

We suffer other indignities too.

The science frosh de!est the arts

frosh and do mean things to them

in public—in front of girls. I don't

mind being a freshman though, if

only people would he polite to me.

I guess the folks back home are

al! well-mannered.

I went to a dance for the recep-

tion of the Freshmen. They called

it a "Fresheption"—good eh? Re-

member how we used to dance at

High School—a whole dance at a

time? Well, thats the old-fashioned

way Mary.

The boys in our class are

funny. There are three kinds

of fellows at College it seems —
those who hate the professors,

those who are unbiased (like a ten-

nis ball) and those who are affec-

tionate toward them. The first-men-

tioned group of fellows hate the

last-mentioned group too, and call

them dirty names, I know that three

fellows in our class drink — they

say that there are only three who

don't drink in sixth year. (You'd

"And how far from the car

stop to your house?"

"Two minutes walk."

"And do you live in a one-

storey house or a two-storey

house?"

"Two-storey."

The doctor made up a prescnp

tiou and handed it to the gentle

man.

"Take this now and tell me

how you made out."

The gentleman returned the

next day.

"Doc, you should have bee

civil engineer; not a doctor—yot

were only out two feet."

Man to salesgirl: "Do you keep

stat ion ery.?"

Salesgirl: "Yes for the first

few minutes, then I go all to

hell."

What shall I do with the girl

that drinks—liquor?

wonder how they ever passed.)

The only thing I'm worrying

about now is what to specialize in

George B who works with me

in Physics, says hes going to be

specialist in Women's Diseases be

cause there's a fortune in it. I

guess you wouldn't want me to

waste my life doing a thing like

that would you Mary?

They let us read plays by Ber-

nard Shaw here. Some day I'm go-

ing to get one of the Biology pro-

fessors to tell me "the facts of

life" too. Which reminds me thai

I have to ink in some drawings of

elm leaves and things before I go

to bed. I remain

Yours devotedly,

Herbert.

IN SOCIETY BRAND
that make the BIG difference

inYOUR satisfaction

These little men point out only three of

many vital, hidden details of Society Brand

workmanship. Most important is the knowl-

edge that the Society Brand label itself

is your assurance that no hidden quality

detail is ever skimped or overlooked . . .

keeps a Society Brand looking new

long after ordinary clothing looks old.

Society Brand Clothes

AT MODERATE PRICES

TRICOLOR SWEATERS

Pullover and Coat Styles

See our large selection of sweaters tor the men

of Queen's — we have all sizes in heavy jumbo

knit pullovers and sweater coats — ami their

moderate prices - - - - $5.50 for pullovers.

J7.50 for sweater coats arc sure to please.

SEE OUR SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAYS

TWEDDELL'S
137

Hotel La Salle Building

139 Princess St.
Phone 3706
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Welcome to The Centenary Highlight

THE MEDICAL AT HOME
1941

featuring BERT NIOSI
GRANT HALL

EGOIST

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

A FEW TICKETS AVAILABLE AT TECH SUPPLIES FRIDAY, OCT. 17th

The iiiglit was stormy and dark.

Lightning jabbed thrnugh the

rain and murk as an abject little

spaniel made his way through the

deserted park. The rain dripped

from his silky ears and lie seemed

to droop at every joint as he

snuffed along testing and reject-

ing line tree after another. But

at last he came to a prodigious

nak, snuffed vigorously and ap-

parently decided that this was the

vintage he sought . . . But just

then there was a blinding flash

and a bolt of lightning uprooted

the oak and left it torn and splint-

ered on the ground. The spaniel

backed away sparring gently and

sat down to survey the chaos.

"Ha." he said softly, "so you

can't take it."

THE SURGEON'S ANTS

Arab surgeons have used ants

as a means of closing wounds. A
large warrior ant is held close

to the approximated edges of an

incision and it immediately

clamps its pinces jaws into the

edges. The ant's head is snipped

off and left on the wound, the

jaws remaining clenched. A row
of such heads is used to close a
long incision. They are absorbed

by the tissues as are catgut

sutures.

Elections

Nazism—Vote Hitler or else,

Communism—Vote Stalin or

else.

Fascism—Vote Mussolini or

else.

Democracy—Vote, or else.

LEVANA
DOPE

WORLD SERIES
SPECIAL

IT'S HERE!

10

Gillette Blue Blades

and

Gillette

Shaving Cream

90c VALUE

FOR 59c

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

Housing Problems

The swing of events in hous-

ing problems is aptly depicted in

this ad, taken from the Youmal

early in the year of 1930 .(or was

it '29?). "Comfortable room free

of charge to a girl student who

would be willing to stay in three

or four nights a week. Ph. ".

No, we're not kidding, and we

can prove it.

Debating Society

Don't miss this golden oppor-

tunity to learn the noblest form

of the noble art of self-defense.

We can think of no better way

to prepare oneself for dominat-

ing the male. Who knows, you

may even talk your way into the

Meds Formal. At any rate, the

competition will be much im-

proved between co-eds and nurs-

es. Turn out for this debating

society meeting.

Swimming f

Lcvana has always shown up

creditably in swimming meets.

The boys aren't the only ones

who can swim and dive and the

boys are not the only ones who
can use the pool. So girls, get in

there and show them the stuff

you're made of. But hurry, it

takes a lot of practice to get into

super form.

Word to- the Wise

With the season of colds and

sniffles almost upon us, we would
like to leave this definite word
of warning. Never mistake as-

thma for passion 1

Who dunnit?

We would like to "know the

author of the following quota-

tions :

Heard from a co-ed at New-
man Club reception : "Lot of

people think I'm under the af-

fluence of incohol, but I'm not

as sink as they drunk I am."
And, heard in the Red Room

at a formal several years ago

—

"Is it all over?"

"No, just a little on your
shoulder."

Ground Man : "Yes madam,
that's a mail plane."

Same Ground Man: "No ma-
dam, those are the wheels you
see."

"Are you sure it's me you're
n love with, or is it just my
:lothes?"

"Test me. darling!"

Asap's Fable

(Continued from page 1)

WAS the day!

Now it is some six months

later. In a sleeply little settle-

ment in the North West Terri-

tories our hero is bending over

the bedside of an only child who

has been taken suddenly ill with

a fever. The father and mother,

numb with anxiety, (anxiety

neurosis) stare silently from the

shadows. At first they thought

nothing of their son's cold, but

then as the cough developed and

he became flushed they began to

grow uneasy. Now he had broken

out all over in this terrible rash,

and they turned in hope and trust

to the skill and knowledge of our

hero . . .

Though the glow from the

candle is weak and uncertain it

is sufficient to reveal that this

worthy gentleman now has his

face screwed into a truly pro-

fessional phiz and is busily en-

gaged in trying to recall certain

different diagnoses. He remem-

bered having been at a lecture on

infectious diseases once — the

first lecture after New Year in

his third year in fourth year

—

but he would be darned if he

could remember what the prof

looked like on such short ac-

quaintance. Suddenly he was im-

pressed with the idea that they

might have considered this dis-

ease in his absence. Certainly

'could be'. Or maybe it was the

day he lost 21 bucks on the floor

of the 'dungeon' (here he ponders

the possibility that the centre of

gravity of those cubes might have

been tampered with ). This
thought brings such a serious

look to our doctor's face and the

boy's mother, fearing^ the worst,

stifles a cry of anguish and be-

gins to weep bitterly on her hus-

band's new parka.

If only it weren't so far by dog
team he would go back to the

shack and look up the disease in

'Meakins' or in Dr. Chase's Al-

manac. Some day, he thinks,

I'll get around to putting that

book shelf in the sled. But that

won't help me now. I'm on my
own ! If only Zeke were here . .

He would know what to do. But
he isn't—he isn't—he isn't

—

And so, dear reader, in order

to further impress our- moral in

timeless type on your mentality

('O wc leave ,our graduate in this

quandary—alone in the wilderness

—alone to battle disease in the

great northland.

Moral—Have a hell of a good
time at college because some day
you too might be stuck in a dead
town like that.

P.S.—The kid only had measles

anyhow.

Levana Society

The first monthly meeting

of the Levana Society will

be held in Ban Righ Com-

mon Room, Wednesday

night, October 15, at 7.30

p.m. Dr. Margaret Gibb will

be the speaker, Freshette

attendance is compulsory.

Blood Clinic

(Continued from page 1)

at London and Windsor. The de-

cision of the Red Cross Society to

open a further of these rather

costly clinics in Kingston was due

in large part to the presence here

of Queen's University which as-

sured adequate medical assistance

—and a long list of healthy young

men and women to act as donors.

Within the next few weeks, each

student will be given the opportun-

ity of signing his name, address

and telephone number of a Volun-

tary Blood Donor Card which will

be filed at the local clinic and when

required the donor will be notified

directly.

Preparation of Serum

The blood so obtained is put

through a carefully controlled asep-

tic process in which the serum

is dried to a powder. Powdered

serum will keep almost indefinitely

and can be stored up for emergen-

cies such as an attempted invasion

of Britain, of Europe or for that

matter of Canada. When needed

for use, it is diluted with distilled

water to its appropriate volume

and is ready for administration to

bomb victims and other casualties,

The great advantage of dried ser-

um is that it will keep well and

that it can be administered easily

without elaborate hospital equip-

ment so necessary for the older

method of blood transfusion. Dried

serum is simply dispensed, along

with an adequate amount of distill

ed water, in a container which

looks like an oversized tin can

Serum is used to treat shock from

such causes as hemorrhage, burns

and severe lacerations. Shock oc-

curs in these conditions when the

volume of blood in the patient has

decreased and serum is given to

bring that volume back to normal.

It is the most effective, usually the

only effective, agent under these

circumstances and untold numbers

of lives have been saved by its use.

Government Supervision

The plan of the Blood Donor
Service was projected by the Do-
minion Government. The Canadian

Red Cross Society was asked to

supervise the actual arrangement of

clinics and the obtaining of names
of donors. Once the blood is col-

lected, it is sent to a central labora-

tory in Toronto where it is pro-

cessed under the supervision of the

Federal Goverrtment. The dried ser-

um is then lurned over to the au-

thorities in the Department of Na-

tional Defence who are responsible

for its distribution.

For the present, a total of two

thousand donors per week is the

objective for Canada. New Bruns-

wick and Prince Edward Island

have been asked for 100 donors,

Nova Scotia 100, Manitoba 100,

Saskatchewan 100, Alberta 100.

British Columbia 100, Quebec 400,

and Ontario 1,000. Alreaay indica-

tions are that considerably more

blood than this will be needed, the

present quota being equivalent to

approximately 200 gallons of blood

Little Miss Muffet decided to rough

it

In a castle old and medieval

A bounder espied her and plied her

with cider

And now she's the forest's prime-

val.

There was an old woman who
lived in a shoe,

,
Who had so many children

she didn't know what to do.

Evidently

!
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QUEEN'S MARKS CENTENARY
LEVANA SWEEPS A.M.S. ELECTIONS
Dorothy Wardle, Sylva Rowley

Are President And Secretary

McLean, Young of Medicine
Are Vice-President

And Treasurer

Ballot System

"Levana to the fore" became

more than a rallying cry in the

annual Alma Maler Society elec-

tions held last Friday, when for

the first time in their history, the

students of Queen's elected Doro-

thy Wardle. a co-ed, to the Presi-

dency of the Alma Maler Society.

Miss Wardle scored a clean victory

over her nearest rival. Chet Mc-

Lean of Meds, who becomes Vice-

President.

Lcvana's clean sweep was com-

pleted by the election of Sylva Row-

ley, their Junior Representative] to

the Secretary's position. The run-

ner-up was Bill Young of Medi-

cine, who thereby becomes Trea-

surer.

Under the proportional system of

A.M.S- ELECTIONS

(Continued on page 3)

DEPT. OF EXTENSION
TO GIVE BROADCASTS

The Department of University

Extension, Queen's University,

will recommence their regular

7.1 5-7.30 p.m. broadcast series

with a number of addresses in

connection with the Centennial

celebrations. Dr. Hilda C. Laird

will open the series on Thursday,

October 16. with an address on

"The Alumnae Association and

the University." Mr. E. A.

Collins, on Friday. October 17.

will speak on "The General

Alumni Association and the

University."

OOBOTHY WARDLE

The first co-ed ever to be elected

A.M.S. President.

PRESIDENT'S

MESSAGE

University Church

Service On Sunday

Dr. Micklem Will Preach at

First of Series

Noted Authorities

To Honor Queen's

Will Speak on Century of

Progress in Education

In order to celebrate the Centen-

ary of Queen's in a maimer becom-

ing such an institute of learning, a

number of outstanding authorities

will deliver addresses on the pro-

gress of education in the last hun-

dred years.

Each of the speakers chosen for

this occasion is prominent in his

particular field and each has gained

world wide recognition for his con-

tribution to knowledge. Once again

these men will make noteworthy ad-

ditions to the cause of education by

their addresses at Queen's.

Speakers

The list of speakers includes

CENTENARY SPEAKERS

(Continued on page 2)

The first of a series of monthly

University Church Services under

the auspices of the Alma Mater

Society will he held in Convocation

Hall at 11 a.m. Sunday, October 19.

These services are non-denomina-

tional, and speakers of different

faiths are invited to speak to the

students. The speaker nest Sunday-

will be Dr. Micklem, Principal of

Mansfield College, Oxford.

Dr. Micklem is a son of an Eng-

lish barrister and was educated at

Rugby Public School, New Col-

lege. Oxford, and Mansfield Then-

logical College, Oxford. After

graduation in Theology he became

a minister of the Congregational

Church in, England and served for

UNIVERSITY SERVICE

(Continued on page 2)

To all Queen's students I wish to

express my sincere appreciation of

the honor that you have paid to nie

and toi my Society.

Through your representatives you

have governing you a responsible

ami a serious A.M.S. executive. As
President of that executive, it is

my duty to see that at all times we

consider equally the interests of all

Societies, and that we exercise our

power of government over them

wisely and fairly. T shall carry oul

this duty to the best of my ability.

The fact that a woman is Presi-

dent will make no difference to the

manner in Which Student govern-

ment will he carried out; if any-

thing, that government will, by ne-

cessity, be even more carefully exer-

cised than ever before.

On behalf of the Alma Matei

Society, 1 wish to extend a warm
welcome to all Queer's Alumni and

visitors here to celebrate the One

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
(Continued on page 10)

Special Banquet

Will Be Attended

By Prime Minister

City of Kingston Honoring

University Entertaining

Delegates

Began As Humble Schoolhouse;

Now Spacious, Modern Campus

BV BURNAKD WAND
One of the highlights of the

Centenary Celebrations will be the

banquet given Friday night by the

city of Kingston for the Delegates

and Special Guests of Queen's as

evidence of the co-operation and

goodwill existing between the city

and the University.

The banquet will be held

jn the Gymnasium. There will

be representatives of the stu-

dents, University Associations, and

Dominion and Provincial Govern-

ments. The toastmaster will be His

Worship Mayor Stewart, who will

propose the toast to Queen's and

be responded to by J. M. Macdon-

ell. Chairman of the Board of

Trustees.

SPECIAL BANQUET
(Continued on page 3)

principal's iHessagr

To Our Guests:

Welcome — a hundred times welcome — to Queen's and to the

Queen's Centenary celebrations. During these three eventful days we

shall not foil to count our blessings. Not least among them are the

friends who come to refoiee with us. They come as delegates repre-

senting institutions of learning. They eojne from Church, State and

Army. They come from our alumni organizations. They come to

honour tis and to be honoured in turn at our Convocation ceremony,

they come because they feel that the work which Queen's has done

over these hundred years should he recognized by their presence and

words of greeting. <

We who are here.— students and staff, trustees and councillors —
are the hosts to our -,-isitors during the period of celebration. We shall

not be lackinq in the warmth of our welcome. We shall affirm our

faith as well to those who come to its that the days that are ahead at

Queen's -will be still more fruitful in influence and in scholarship than

the days that are gone.

We greet you with hand and heart.

f(f2r. c ^^u,<^
Principal.

PROMINENT IN WEEK-END FESTIVITIES

HIS WORSHIP MAYOH STEWART

Who wilt be toastmaster at the

Banquet to-morrow night.

PRINCIPAL R. C, WALLACE
Whose speech on "Looking Forward
in Education" will be one of the week-

end highlight!.

THE RT. HON. W. L. MACKENZIE KING

Who will speak at the City of Kings-

ton Banquet to-morrow night.

Many Prominent Visitors tQ

Witness Celebration of

Hundred Years' Growth
During This Week-end

NOTED SPEAKERS

Program Will be Worthy
of Occasion

HIS EXCELLENCY THE EARL OF
ATHLON

E

Who will deliver his rectorial address

to the student body on Saturday
morning.

C.B.C. To Cover

Queen's Centenary

"Oil Thigh" Will Ring Out,

Coast to Coast

' BY MOE POLOWIN

Saturday night, while celebrating

its first hundred years of education-

al activity, Queen's goes on the air

on a special coast to coast hook-up.

The story of Queen's will be broad-

cast to the Dominion as a whole, in

an attempt to present vignettes of

University activities. The program

will last half an hour, from 10.30

to 11.00 p.m. Those taking part

will be members of the staff, gradu-

ates and students. There will prob-

ably be many interesting revelations

by those appearing on the program

to keep all listeners highly enter-

tained.

Under the guidance of two cheer -

C.B.C. TO COVER
(Continued on page 11)

BY ABE RABINOWITZ

"One Hundred Years of Pro-

gress" will be the underlying

theme ot the Queen's Centenary

celebration which begins to-day

on the University campus. Be-

ginning as a humble schoolhouse,

Queen's has acquired by degrees,

her present spacious campus and

stately buildings. To celebrate

this development, famous scholars

and statesmen will gather in

Kingston this week-end.

Guests

No efiorts have been spared

in the preparation of festivities

worthy of the occasion.

The program will begin on

Thursday, October 16 which is

University Day, the day on which

the Royal Charter was granted

exactly one hundred years ago.

To commemorate this there will

be a Thanksgiving and Remem-

brance Service. In appreciation

of the historical relationship be-

tween Queen's and St. Andrew's

Church of Kingston the present

minister of St. Andrew's, Rev.

J. F. Wedderburn will conduct

this service. From its very

earliest days Queen's was close-

ly associated with St. Andrew's

Church and in some sense the

college was born there. St. An-

drew's also provided Queen's

with one of its earliest Principals,

CENTENARY
(Continued on page 10)

Meds Welcome Students, Alumni

To Formal; Tickets Still A vailable

Friday night the portals of

(irant Hall will swing open wide

when the Aesculapian Society ex-

tends a hand of sincere welcome

to all the visiting alumni as well as

to the undergraduate? of Queen's.

It is hoped that graduates of new

and older vintage will feel that

they are free to come and enjoy

the Medical At Home and to

make their attendance possible,

a block of tickets has been re-

served for the visitors. These

tickets will be available at the

Technical Supplies up to and in-

cluding Friday and at the door

Friday oight—so come and join

in the fun and gala entertain-

ment of this social highlight of

the Centenary celebration.

Old Favorites

Under the direction of versa-

tile Bert Niosi, his 14-piece or-

chestra will present a pleading

variety of the latest swing success-

es with a taste Ot some of the old

favorites so fitting for this oc-

casion of retrospection on the

passage of a century. Bert Noisi

is well known to the undergradu-

ates, being lauded across all Can-

ada as King of sweet-swing

music and to those who have

not heard him before, his re-

pertoire of -marl music will make

him a host of new friends among

those fortunate enough to be in

attendance at the Formal. Bert

Niosi is just completing a tour

of famous Ontario dance spots

and it was the good fortune of

the committee to secure him for

your pleasure.

Music of this high calibre de-

manded a companion of a sen-

sationally smart background and

MEDS FORMAL
(Continued on page 2)
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HER ROYAL HIGHNESS PRINCESS ALICE

Who will receive an honorary LL.D. at the Special Convocation on Saturday

nomine.

Co-Ed Hears Reminiscences

From Time Of Principal Grant

EV LILIAN WALUNtlFORD

The other day as I was leav-

ing :hc New Arts Building by

the "Ban Righ" entrance, a very

re:-ptci able-looking middle aged

man approached me and asked

me it 1 could please tell him

where Grant Hall was.

A- it was an especially windy

day and I wasn't prepared to

stay out long in it, I proposed

taking a short cut through the

New Arts, to which he readily

agreed.

"So this is Grant Hall. I have

$ invested in it. I'm an old

graduate of Queen's."

"We like it very well, espec-

ially . .
."

"Principal Grant was truly a

wonderful person, and such a

very powerful spcakef. You see

those stones over there? Well,

if he told you they were blue,

you would believe they were blue.

He worked terribly hard . . . This

was his dream, "to have it like

this, With all these fine new
buildings. Of course only the

Old Arts Building was there

when I came.

(And all this time we were
standing out in the cold. but. like

the wedding-guest in the Ancient

Mariner, 1 just couldn't inter-

rupt ).

"Some of the classes were held

in an old wooden building. They
couldn't afford a better one, at

the time, hut the Science men
weren't at all satisfied. They got

busy nnc night and the next
morning we found "TOOL
HOUSE" painted in huge letters

on the building. A Hebrew
word ' " was also put on
in the hope that the blame might
be pinned on the Theological

students. Of course, incidentally,

you know that Queen's started

,'ttrian College with

ig oi young ministers

There is a story that one day

when she wa» walking with some

friends near Barrie street, and got

rather tired and thirsty, {hey

decided to stop and ask for a

drink of water. A colored lad)

came to the door and said she

would be pleased to have them

come in and rest and to get them

ii drink of water. She said she

would very much like to get them

tea instead, but simply had to

iron her husband's shin, they

were going to see Princess Louise

lhal afternoon."

"Nnu ii so happened that the

Queen had trained her daughters

very thoroughly in certain of the

household accomplishments. Ac
cording!)- Princess Louise offered

to i!u the pressing herself, saying

i hat after she had done a cer-

tain amount, she would be pleas

ed to have the hostess examine

it and do it over if she should

ronsider that necessary."

"The lady agreed and welfl

to make the tea."

"When she came to examine

the -bin -he pronounced it beau-

tifully done."

"Alter lea the visitors rose To

go."

"So you are going to see Prin-

ces- Louise this afternoon, arc

you ?"

"Yes, indeed, we wouldn't mjss
that for anything."

"What would you say if 'you

had already seen her; I am Prin-

cess Louise."
,

"Good L>ir'. ma'm, he'll nevei

wear that shirt 1"

Meds Formal

Continued from page 1)

this has been fulfilled by (he for-

mation oi a striking baud shell

depicting the progress of some of

the fields of medicine in the past

hundred years. The shetl is pic-

torial and yet modern in design

peculiarly ideal for the occasion.

No Corsages

Taxation on luxuries being in

order in the^ present cirenm-

sianccs, it was felt that corsages

could be dispensed with this year

and it was decided that if a suit-

able and timely substitute for

flowers could be secured that it

might replace the usual corsage.

Such a timely substitute has been

obtained in the form of an ex-

tremely smart V for Victory pin

with .Queen's colors as a back-

ground. The conunitce wished to

emphasize that in substituting

these pins for flowers it is pre-

senting an extremely smart ar-

ticle that should prove a delight

to all. The pins will be on sale

for $1-50 at the door and any pro-

fits derived will go to the aid of

Canada's war effort.

Provision for a repast at a

formal is usually a difficult and

thankless task but a new and

quite different cocktail supper

has been arranged that should

more than meet the approval of

the most exacting taste. It will

be both appetizing and 1 agreeable

and in contrast to many formal

suppers, it will be far from

scanty. Plans are to have this

cocktail supper served continu-

ously to provide ample room for

all during the evening.

The welcome to alumni is re-

peated and it is the hope of the

Aesculapian Society that the

whole Centenary celebration be a

perfect success and that the visi-

tors may completely enjoy the

Medical At Home on this. Queen's

hundred ih birthday. The dance

begins at 10 p.m.

University Service

Pre-).

In the Queen's Journal's first

years it printed a good deal of

verse; and there were special

articles on many diverse subjeers

—"Longevity of Work," "The
Devi! Fish," "The Formation of

Habits."

"That's the Old Arts Building

over there, isn't it? Princess
Loui-e. the Queen's daughter,
laid that corner-stone. She plant-

ed a tree , too. I wonder if the
tree is still there, and just where
— if it is still there."

"You know. Princess Louise
was a very democratic person

THE RT. HON. ARTHUR MCIGHEN

Distinguished Canadian Senator, who
will be among the honorary degree re-

cipients, this Friday.

(Continued from page 1)

a time a congregation in Manches-

ter. During the Great War. Dr.

Micklein and his wife served with

the British Y.M.C.A. in France,

and after liis return to Britain lit

became a professor in $elly Oak
College, Birmingham.

Queen's Professor

In 1
027. on the retirement of

Professor McFadyen from the

Chair of New Testament in Queen's

Theological College. Dr. Micklem
accepted the inviiaiion of the Board

to this Chair at Queen'?. He re-

mained until 1931 and during this

time made a fine impression and

many friendships.

He returned to England in 1931,

at the call of his own Alma Mater,

lo Itecome Principal of Mansfield

College, Oxford.

He come* back now during the

Centenary Celebration to give an

address at the University Church
Service and also to be the Chan-
cellor's Lecturer at the Theological

Alumni Conference, October 20 to

23rd.

The "Journal ' of February 19,

1888 reports a concert which the

Glee Club had given on behalf

ot a church society, and adds
that when it was repeated—at

the Rockwood Insane Asylum

—

"the shading in the soft and loud
parts elicited an encore,''

Father -
I minded.

Ditto —
thinks abou Gatewav.

Under the hanging mistletoe,

The homely co-ed stands;

And stands, and stands, and

stands, and stands,

And stands, and stands, and
stands. —The Gateway.

Centenary Speakers

(Continued from page 1)

Rev. Dr. Nathaniel Micklem, Sir

Robert Falconer, Sir Thomas Hol-

land, and Dr. Henry Sigerist.

Rev.J5r. Nathaniel Micklem, who

comes all the way from Oxford for

this occasion, is Principal of Mans-

field College, Oxford. He will

speak on the subject, "A Hundred

Years in Theological Thought."

Dr. Micklem is particularly well

known at Queen's since he held

the Chair of New Testament Theo-

ogy at Queen's Theological College

from 1027-31.

Sir Robert Falconer, former

President of the University of To-

ronto, will speak on, "A Hundred

Years in the Humanities and Social

Sciences." Sir Robert has had a

long and distinguished career in

the field of education and
t
is the

h older of several honorary degrees.

He has travelled extensively and

has won a reputation as being one

of Canada's best public speakers.

Among the many posts which hj

fills are President of the League

of Nations Society of Canada,

Honorary President of the Associa-

tion for Canadian Adult F.duca-

lion and of the Canadian Institute

of International Affairs, Member

of the Royal Canadian Institute.

Sir Robert has also written a num-

ber of well known books.

Geologist

Sir Thomas Holland, Principal

and Viee-Chaiicellor of ihe Univer-

sity of Edinburgh, is a man who

has won great fame in many parts

of the world for the research and

practical work he has done in the

field of geology. He is Vice-Presi-

dent of the Royal Society. In addi-

tion to this he is also president of

a number of Mining and Geological

Societies as well as Geographical

Associations. His topic will be,

"The Progress of Science and Ap-

plied Science in a Hundred Years."

Dr. Irving Langmnir. physicist

of the General Electric Company,

will read this address. Dr. Laiig-

muir is also well known for his re-

search in physical chemistry and

is a Fellow of the American Aca-

demy of Arts and Sciences.

Dr. Henry Sigerist, Professor of

the History of Medicine at John*

Hopkins University, has attained

great distinction in his profession

His studies in Europe and particu-

larly in the U^.S.R.. have given

him a background available to few

medical men. While in the U.S.S.R.

Dr. Sigerist studied the socialized

medical scheme, on which he later

wrote a book. He is a past presi-

dent of the American, Association

nf the History of Medicine ; a mem-
ber of the International Academy

of the History of Science; on the

advisory board of the American

Council of Learned Societies; and

on the boards of many more nation-

ally known organizations.

1941 Registration Figures

BY MARY PATTERSON

Significant is the difference in

the number; of students registered

in the three faculties this year in

comparison with last season. It

is rather that the figure* have

changed in individual facultic

.

than as a whole for. in spite of

the war and financial hindrances

there are only ahont a hundred

fewer students than last year,

1,586 as compared will) 1,692.

Arts

To be specific—in Arts btid

Commerce combined, last year

262 first year students were regis-

tered compared to 240 this ses-

sion. In other than first year,

565 registered last year and 503

this year—-bowing a total Arts

registration of 743 this year' as

compared to 827 for last year.

In Science, there are now more

students registered in first year

than last-r-198 as against 167.

while in other years, there were

432 registrants last year and 382

this. Undoubtedly, this is due to

the war and the demand for even

partially trained men.

There is hardly any difference

in Meds. Last year first-year

students numbered 46, and there

is one less this year. In other

years there were 220 students,

with a decrease of two for this

year.

In 1875 two students were dis-

ciplined for "drinking in the City

Hotel"; as a protest, "a large

majority of the students absented

themselves from classes" and

sent a deputation to the Senate

who refused to receive them un-

til they had returned to classes.

Some of the strikers apologized

and there the affair seems to have

ended.

In 1874 the Journal's advertise-

ments tempted the Queen's stu-

dents with "GlaSs visiting cards,

while, blue, green, purple, trans-

parent and beautiful." The barber

offered "Baths open on Satur-

day during the winter season."
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Sadie Hawkins
At Queen 9

s

Come, gather 'round chilluns

all, while I tell you a story.

Once upon a time there was

a place called Dogpatch. And
Dogpatch had a belle—do you

know what a belte is? Well,

Sadie Hawkins wasn't the belle,

and that's what started it all.

Seems she had quite a time get-

ting herself a man, so her father

ordered all those poor mizzuhle

males of Dogpatch to a race with

Sadie. Pa' uniortunate that she

caught found' hisself in front of

Marryin' Sam — and is hereinafter

to be called Mr. Sadie Hawkins.

Well 'bout five yearn ago,

come the middle of November,
Sadie emerged from Dogpatch to

spread her wisdom among the

skirts at Queen's. Now she lamed
those gals well and truly, and
they all got busy and got them-
selves males and took those

lucky peoples to a dance (ques-

tion mark) which has, in the

course of time, tome to be known
as the Dogpatch Drag. And the

drag was ve-ry stic-cessful. The
men, po' helpless critters, just

loved having the gals pull out

their chairs for them, and they

were simply thrilled with their

corsages—an onion nestling on

a cabbage leaf—so now every

year—yes. every year—come the

middle of November, Sadie Haw-
kins lands at Queen's and the

gals take their men to the Dog
patch Drag.

Yessir—that's how it started

(Continued from page 1)

voting, all four senior representa-

es from Levana, Arts, Science,

and Medicine run for the Presi-

dency and Vice-Presidency. The
funior Representatives run for Sec-
tary and Treasurer. Every vols

cast indicates a first, second and

Special Banquet

(Continued from page 1)

Mackenzie King
President Stanley of Dalliousie

University will then propose a toasl

to the Province of Ontario which

will be responded to by the Hon.

I\ M. Dewan, Minister of Agricul

ture, As a representative of Aineri

can Universities. Dean W. S

Ferguson of Harvard, will pro

pose a toast to the Dominion of

Canada, to be replied to by Prime

Minister Mackenzie Kins;- The

Hon. C. A. Dunning, as Chancellor

of the University, will propose the

final toast, that to the Delegates,

which will he responded to

President Smith of l'niversity of

Manitoba. The banquet will come

to a close with the Hon. Angus

Macdonald. Minister of National

Defence for Naval Service, ex-

pressing the appreciation of the

guests to their host — the city of

Kingston.

A.M.S. Elections

THEATRE
LINE-UP

T 1 V O L I

Coming Wednesday and Thurs-

day—/ Was A Prisoner On Dez-il's

Island, with Sally Eilers and Don-
ald Woods; and "No Time for

Comedy" with Rosalind Russell and

James Stewart.

Friday and Saturday — "Roll.

Wagons, Roll," with Tex Ritter.

Monday and Tuesday — Kather-

ine Hepburn and Cary Grant in

Bringing Up Baby and For Beauty's

Sake with Ned Sparks and Mar-

iorie Weaver.

are presented by Warner Brothers

in the riotous Kisses for Breakfast

\ single feature in itself. TV Rich-

si Man in Town, combines pathos

and hilarity in a fast-stepping man-
ner. It is the story of rivalry be-

tween two men — and a girl

!

Beginning on Wednesday and

continuing until Saturday Ida Lu-

pino and John Garfield come to the

screen to bring us that four star

picture Out of the Fog. These two

actors reunited after their recent

lit The Sea Wolf. The story is one

if a ruthless young man and an

rxcitement-seeking girl. Both are

lominated by the desire to make a

name for themselves in a large un-

friendly world. This show will be

another great source of amusement
during the coming week-end.

—A.F.P.

BILTMORE

9TLVA ROWLfV

. . . New A.M.S. Secretary.

third choice. The candidates receive

three points for each first choice

vote they get, two point- for sec

ond choice, and one point for third

choree When polling is completed

the points arc totalled up. and the

jwrson getting the largest number

is automatii-alh declared President,

with the runner-up as Vice-Presi-

dent. Similarly the Junior Repre-

sentatives compete for the offices of

Secretary and Treasurer.

Wardle had a margin of

ahnnt 75 points over McLean, who

in turn had a substantial lead over

the next candidate. Miss Rowley

led Bill Young by 8? points, but

his victory over Jim Richardson of

Arts was by only 18 points. As

we go to press, it is rumored that

a recount may l>e asked in this

division.

Though a co-ed lias heen Acting

A.M.S. President for short periods

of tune before, this is the first time

that one has been formal!* elected

to the position. Miss Wardle's first

official act will be to introduce His

Excellency the Earl of Athlone. as

Rector, to the student body. This

will he done at the spacial Convo-

cation to he held in Gran: Hall en

Saturday morning.

Definitely Anti-Autumn

The names, origins, and facul-

titi of all students from L&42 to

I860 were recorded all in Latin

i'i a small book.

W. K. Farhestein in the New York

Herald Tribune

How can people find delights

In Autumn's raw and chilly nights ?

And what queer pleasure can there

li

.

In watching vegetation die:

There's nothing gloomier or giunt-

mer-j-

Give me Winter. Spring or Sum-

Thursday to Saturday

—

Tin Par,

.llley with Alice Faye, Betty Gra-

ble, Jack Oakie, and John Payne is

the slap-happy, song-plugging story

of people who made the "good o!e"

popular songs which were favor-

ites among the soldiers during the

last war. It ii a picture of New
York just before America at last

came to the aid of the Allies. The
show is fairly good.

Shooting Hinh with Gene Autry

and Jane Withers is just another

rugged, hill-hilly, cowboy picture

characteristic of the level to which

the^e actors have fallen — or is it

"climbed"?

Coming Sunday midnight to

Wednesday — South of Pjgr> Pago

with Jon Hall and Victor McLag-

len. also The Housekeeper's Daugh-

ter with Joan Bennett and Adolph

Menjou.—H.J.

GRAND
The "Grand" presents a new

d< pui'li- feature beginning Sunda>

midnighr and continuing through

Monday and Tuesday. Dennis Mor
gan, Shirley Ross and Jane Wyatt

Tea Dance Cancelled

Due to the number of events on

Saturday, the tea dance which was

to be held by the Levana Athletic

Board of Control, has been post-

poned until a later date.

In the first session of Queen's

University in 18+1. .George Bell

of Perth was the only entrant

qualified for senior theology and

Principal Liddell lectured to him

alone, "diminishing neither the

number nor the length" of the

lecture? for that reason.

A diplomat went to the Fuehrer

To have a new treaty made

cluehrer;

The discussions went blooey

—

Said the envoy "Aw phooey!

The neuhrer the Fuehrer, the

quuehrer."—The Gateway.

Soph: Say. what's the idea 61

wearing my raincoat?

Roommate: Well, you would'nt

want your new suit to get wet.

would vou?

CAPITOL
CONTINUOUS

DAILY
a FAMOUS PIAT Efl S THEAT8E 1 00 TO 1 I . 0.0 P.M.

STARTING SATURDAY —
TYRONE POWER

. . as Juan, the matador of Vincente Blasco

Ihanez" immortal novel

"BLOOD and

SAND"
WITH

LINDA DARNELL
RITA HAYWORTH

LAST SHOWING FRIDAY

"SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS"

REVIVAL FRIDAY — "FOUR WIVES

CHCT MCLEAN BILL -I.-'.

Vice-President.

Starting Tomorrow i r r

THE SENSATIONAL. REVELATIONS ABOUT
HITLER'S SECRET ENEMY

itUNDERGROUND
It would be the most ex-

citing screen story o£ the

season . . . even if it

weren't true!

JEFFREY LYNN
PHILIP DORN
KARREN VERNE

A FAMOUS PLAZAS THEAKI

CONTINUOUS
SHOW DAILY

FROM 1 P.M.

(llentpnarg Jrngram

GENERAL INFORMATION

1. A delegate is one who lias been officially appointed by some
college, university, society, or other organization to represent it

at the Centenary.

2. Specially invited guests are persons other than delegates

to whom the University desires to show courtesy. They will not

walk in the academic procession but they will be given tickets for

reserved seats in Grant Hall and for the Banquet in the Gymnasium
and for the football game.

3. Registration

Graduates and former students are asked to register at the

Students' Memorial Union, second floor, any time after 9.00 a.m.,

Thursday, October 16. Delegates will be registered in the rooms

in which they assemble for the Academic Procession on the

evening of October 16.

Thursday. October 16

University (Charter) Day

3.00. p.m.—Grant Hall:

Service of Thanksgiving and Remembrance. Preacher, Rev.

Dr. Neil Leckie, Past President of Queen's Theological Alumni

Association.

,4.30 p.m.—Convocation Hail:

Address, "A Hundred Years in Theological Thought," by

Rev. Dr. Nathaniel ' Micklem, Principal of Mansfield College,

Oxford L'niversity.

8.00 p.m.—Grant Hall:

Presentation of Delegates.

Address of Weleome by Hon. Charles A. Dunning, LL.D.,

Chancellor of Queen's University.

Congratulatory Addresses.

Address, "A Hundred Years in the Humanities and Social

Sciences." by Sir Robert Falconer, former President of the Uni-

versity of Toronto.

Friday. October 17

9.30 a.m.—Grant Hall:

Address. "The Progress of Science and Applied Science in a

Hundred Years." by Sir Thomas Holland, Principal of the Uni-

versitv of Edinburgh.

11.30 a.m.—Convocation Hall:

Addr.

Sigeri>t, J

Hundred Years in Medicine," by Dr. Henry

pkins University.

3.00 p.m.—Grant Hall.

Centenary Convocation.

Conferring of Honorary Degrees.

Musical Ode. composed by Dr. F. L. Harrison. Queen's

University.

Commemoration Ode, Dr. George Herbert Clarke. Queen's

University.

Address. "Looking Forward in Education." by Dr. R. C.

Wallace. Principal of Queen's University.

8.00 p.m.—Gymnasium:

City of Kingston Banquet for Centenary Delegates and other

Special Guests.

Saturday, October 18

10.00 a.m.—Grant Hall.

Presentation of Alumni Felicitations.

Address. "The Story of Queen's," b)

Vice-Principal oi Queen's University.

Special Convocation for Conferring of 1

Their Excellencies, the Earl of Athjone

Canada, and The Princess Alice.

. Rectorial Address by His Excellency

Dr. W. E. McNeill.

Degress iipoo

i [--Genera I of

-General.

12.45 p.m.—Gymnasium:

Buffet Luncheon available.

2.30 p.m.—George Richardson Memorial Stadium: .

Inspection of Queen's University Contingent. Canadian

Officers" Training Corps, by His Excellency the Governor-GeneraL

Football Game.

8.00 p.m.—Convocation Hall:

One-Act Play by Queen's University Drama Guild.

9.00 p.m.—Grant Hall:

University Reception with showing of One Hundred Years

of Fashion at Queen's.

9.00 p.m.—Gymnasium:

Centenary Dance, under auspices of

Association.

Arrangements are being made for special radio broadcasts

of the Centenary Ceremonies.

Musical selections will be rendered during the program by the

University Choir under the direction of Dr. F. L. Harrison^

Resident Musician.

General Alumni
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. . . And Again Welcome

It is always a pleasure for us to welcome alumni back to

Queen's. On such an occasion as this, it is both pleasure and

privilege. For ourselves and the entire student body, may we

say that we are delighted to have you here.

Some of the undergraduates you will have already met.

Perhaps you have a son or daughter among them. In any case

we hope that you will make many new friends over this week-end.

It is too often forgotten that the step from undergraduate

to nlnmnis is a very short one. It does not transform one over-

night. Vet it is perhaps natural that the two should drift apart

when the newly-hooded degree-holder leaves Kingston.
^

It is our sincere hope that alumni-undergraduate relations may

become more firmly cemented, and that this Centennial celebration

may help to make them so. And may you enjoy your time with us.

After a Hundred Years

One hundred years ago to-day. there was granted a Royal

Charter for the setting up of a 'University at Kingston". Shortly

afterwards the first class of ten student, convened in a small

house on Colborne Street.

That first class represented the culmination of ten years o'

struggle against apathy and prejudice. It was followed by several

decades in which the future of the infant college was never secure.

Troubles followed-onc another almost without end. but Queen's

was fortunate in her leaders, and she survived.

We have come a long way from that single ill-healed room

and its ten occupants., Men of the Tricolor have gone out to the

four corners of the earth, and Queen's stands high among the

educational institutions of this Continent.

Nor have we been found wanting- in periods of national

crisis. To-day, for the second time in the memory of most of us

we are involved in a great war. In 1914-18 about 1500 Queen's

men saw service. Of these 187 were killed. Their names are in-

scribed in brorue on the memorial tablet in the Douglas Library.

At present after two years, more than 800 from here are on

active service or in training. They take the Gaelic rallying cry

"cha gheil" to many lands far from these halls of learning. Some

have already died and many mure will do so before the war clouds

have gone over the horizon.

With such a prospect before us. it is perhaps natural that we
should find it easier to think of the past than oi the future. Certainly

it is fitting that we should pay tribute 'to Grant and Watson and

Cappon, and the many others who made Queen's great. But they

would have been the first to recognize that memories, of them-

selves, make poor nourishment In the last analysis, it is ahead

that we must turn our eyes.

Queen's has given much to this country. She will give much
more. She is not perfect, nor will site ever be. Now more than

ever, complacency is a great danger. We need many things, many
innovations. But in the one important respect, we cannot better

the efforts of those who have preceded us. It was their loyalty

that built Queen's. Ours can sustain her.

Congratulations!

Nowhere can the changes in student life and outlook be better

traced than in the old files of the Journal. In the year 1890, an
anonymous writer doubtfully and somewhat dolefully commented
that "... there's an awful lot of girls in this place." And in

the following year, the Journal was the centre of a spirited con-
troversy as to whether or not women were members uf the Alma
Mater Society.

The latter question seems to have been settled beyond any
shadow ol doubt last week, when, for the first time in their
hundred years' history, the students of Queen's elected a woman
to the highest position that an undergraduate can hold—the presi-
dency of the Alma Mater Society. And to clinch the matter, the
Levana junior representative was also victorious over her male
rivals'.

t

That the victory was a personal one for the Misses Wardle
and Rowley, cannot be denied. But it was more than that. It was
the first real vindication of the proportional voting system in-
stituted two years ago. The system was adopted in an effort to
check the "machine" domination of campus politics by the better
organized faculties. Its avowed intention was to give a fairly
equal chance to all the faculties, regardless of numbers, This it
would seem to have done. We believe that this year's results
reflect, in a true light, the will of the student body.

We know President Wardle to be an able and conscientious
student. To her administration we wish every success.

Official Notices

Royal Society of Canada

Research Fellowships

Research fellowships of $1500

each will be awarded in 1942 by

the Royal Society of Canada to

Canadians who have done advanced

work in any branch of science or

literature. Copies of regulations

and forms of application may be

obtained from E. W. R. Steacie.

Sec'ty. Fellowships Board, Royal

Sbcietj of Canada, Ottawa, On-

tario, Applications and all support-

ing papers must he in the hands

of the secretary not later than

February I, 1942.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

The financial and administrative

management of Queen's is vested

in the Board of Trustees, which

comprises 37 members. The Uni-

versity Council consists of the

trustees, the Senate and an equal

number of elected graduates. It

controls various university elec-

tions and acts in an advisory capa-

city to the Board of Trustees. The

Senate is comprised of the principal,

the vice-principal, the principal of

Queen's theological college, the

deans of the three other faculties

and 11 elected professors.

The Senate determines all mat-

ters of purely academic character

which concern the university as a

whole and is the medium of com-

munication between the student

organizations and the governing

bodies. The faculty boards are

composed of members of the teach-

ing staffs of the respective facul-

ties and have to do with the ad-

ministration of the affairs of their

particular divisions,

Down to 1868 at least, the pro-

fessor at Queen's addressed the

student by his Christian name in

Latin, in the vocative.

Notice to Alumni

Tickets for the Centenary

Ceremonies are available at

the Registration Desk in the

Students' Union.

Letter to the Editor

Oct. 14, 1941.

Dear Mr. Editor:

Concerning the recent student

elections we are disappointed

that the A.M.S. executive did not

continue the democratic practice

of having candidates speak at an

open meeting of the student

body, such as that held in Grant

Hall last year. For it seems to

us that the theatre party ha's

never really accomplished what

it purports to do, namely, give

the undergraduate body an op-

portunity to judge critically the

candidates for its highest student

offices.

We also deprecate the regi-

mentation of voting by senior

students, especially in Medicine.

Science and Levana. If the judg-

ment and discrimination develop-

ed by one or more years of uni-

versity education is worth any-

thing at all. it should at least en-

able a student to decide, on the

basis of previous record in extra-

curricular activities, and of plat-

form, which of four candidates is

best qualified for office. Is not

telling a university student how

to vote an insult to both his in-

telligence and his training.'
1

We feel that the most im-

portant criteria by which to

judge candidates are primarily

personal qualities, such as in-

tegrity, executive ability and

perseverance. Platforms. too,

should be carefully considered

though, in the past, these have

frequently shown signs of hasty

construction—witness the dupli-

cation of planks, the impractical

projects, the meaningless slogans.

Of least significance is the fac-

tor now stressed the most — the

candidate's faculty.

We urge that the practice nf

having candidates speak at an

open undergraduate meeting be

reinstated next year, and that

students analyze critically the

faculty camouflage which all too

often obscures' the real issues.

In the interests of more demo-

cratic student elections, we are,

Yours sincerely.

S.C.M. Executive.

Patn.nize Journal advertiser;

for quality merchandise.

Something to Remember
(Ed. Note—Queen's is renowned for its college spirit, a spirit

which conies from fun and hard work and a unity throughout the

university. We feel this unity and pride all the more now. during
the Centennial Celebrations. It is with this in mind, that we
republish here the farewell words of Ted Reeve, one of the greatest
football coaches this University ever had. He puts it better than
we could,

"We left college over the week-end, Decided to take a crack at Bigtour football excitement when the opportunity suddenly presented itself.
Before we were too far gone in the feet to keep up with a signal practice.We don t know how the situation is going to work in Montreal, whether
there writ be a Big Six or not. But a change is good for one, now and then,
ana as a voice from the back seat says, a change might also be a break for
Queen s.

We don't know how a fellow feels when he leaves a college he has
attended as a student. It must be quite a wrench. For our six years as an
employee down at Queen's have given us hundreds of happy days and a score
of pleasant memories. After all, when you coach a team for six years with-
out once having anyone butting in on you or criticize; when, even on the
worst days, the members of the Athletic Board and the supporters and
students merely say: "Never mind that one, you are doing fine we'll win
the next three,' you have something to remember. Always. That is theway they are at Queen's. From the freshmen in their cams right through
to professors and doctors, men famous in their fields of learning, who are
still interested in how things are going with the Tricolor on the forty-yard
line And another thing. You learn a lot at college even if you are not a
student. We don't know whether it is the same everywhere, but at Queen's
there is certainly a tremendous college spirit. And a tie between students
and graduates that is a very strong one. You learn, too, how hard most
lads work to get through. You learn to admire these youngsters (many
ol the kind we used to call white collars guys) for the way they muck
in the mines, slug it out in the steel works, or do summer work in the bush
on the rocky road to an education. They do it the hard way. And like it.We were lucky at Queen's inasmuch as we generally had a team good
enough to be in there battling for sixty minutes. They didn't win so many
and we never had a big enough squad to get a power-house attack But
there were always a lot of thrilling seasons and very, very even-scoring
games. We had several great players and the rest were the kind who wouldU
u

a"v 'hmS ° nce
- We had Senator Powell, the trainer, to keep the fight in

the club, and we had the privilege of meeting a lot of happy-go-lucky huskies
who could keep a dressing-room, a scrimmage line, a dance floor, or a class
room in an uproar. And still come up with good marks.

Yes, there were a lot of happy days down there. When the trees were
turning gold and red against a background of the old gray, stone college
buildings, the smell of burning leaves hung on the outumn air. and the
OaUoping Gaels were whooping through practice at Richardson Stadium,
teaching was all right, like that. And the man who gets that job is a
tortunate fellow, We hope he enjoys it as much as we did."

HISTORY OF LIBRARY

The Library at Queen's is con-

temporary with the university. Its

beginnings, indeed, are even ear-

lier, for in 1839 advocates of the

founding of a college were receiv-

ing gifts of books from friends

in Scotland toward the establish-

ment of a library. After the first

few years, it grew but slowly and

in 1860 contained about 3,120 vol-

umes. When the university remov-

ed frorp its earlier home to what

is known as the principal's resi-

dence, the library occupied the room

at present used as a dining room.

From there it went to the old

Arts Building (now the Theologi-

cal Building), where its growth

was restricted by limited space. In

1914 Chancellor Douglas offered

the money for the erection of a

new building, but owing to the out-

break of war its construction was

postponed, and not until 1924 was

it opened to students. The library

now contains about 200,000 vol-

umes, as well as many original

manuscripts and prints.

SWEET
CAPORAL

Am R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
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Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE M4CCISCN STUDIC
(graduation Ityotonraplfpr
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And in the land of Queenz in

the scant few days before that-

of the Elec there arose many
struggles as is the custom when
Facfcrvor eats its way into the

minds of the men of Queenz.

The lowly tribe of Erts armed

wilh pigments of a ferric nature,

sneaking through the dark with

base intent and cowardly mis-

givings (as does the rat emerg-

ing from its hole by night) brav-

ed many terrors to approach the

portals of the halls of Scienz and

there performed sanguinous cere-

monies and ugly works of Ert

upon the limestone paths.

And this sanguinous mess

(which to remove would the

multitudinous seas incarnadine)

roused the ire of the men
Scienz to battle and unarmed
they invaded the unkempt hut

of the tribe of Erts to avenge

the defamation to the paths of

Scienz to seize a great many

STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Meters, Tanks, Filters,

Tripods, Etc.

Your old camera taken in

on new equipment

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Lockett

AT LOCKETT'S LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

DON'T FORGET

OUR REGULAR

SATURDAY

NIGHT

DANCES

•

hostages. These hostages (which

were often replenished) were

commissioned to remove their

ghastly work of Ert with brush

and brawn (of which the men of

Ert have little). And those who
proved least enthusiastic were

branded on the head with the

mark of Scienz.

But when Crite the Don (who
had led a sally on the Erts barn)

returned from his victories with

evidences of indignities heaped

upon him. the wrath of the men
of Scienz was as the flames of

the fires of Pluto and forthwith

they increased the number of

their hostages five-fold and upon

a chosen few (whose voices are

louder than the rest in the meet

ings of the tribe of Erts) was in

flicted a mark of Scienz which

will remain for many moons. For

the hirsute appendages of the

percrania of these incautious mi

reams were removed down to

distance of one thumb-nail lengil

from the skull so thai these old

men of the tribe of Erts now
appear like those infants to the

land of Scienz—the frosh \vh

are deposited at our cave-inouth

by the great pterodactl Stawrk.

And when these scoundrels

had been relieved of their cloaks

(so that they indeed did appear

as newly-born arrivals^, they

were escorted past small groups

of the tribe of elephants (who

were there to watch the struggle)

back to their humble hut to lick

their sores and grow more hair.

And it came to pass that on the

day of the Elec calamity fell upon

the men of Scienz and when the

crosses and double-crosses and

triple-crosses were tabulated the

name of Scienz was not present,

But the wailings and gnashings

of teeth which are to be expected

are not seen in the halls of

Scienz for the entire land of

Queenz is preparing for great

celebrations to mark for future

generations the era of the land

of Queenz that can be measured

only by the fingers of ten men

—

yea, even ten men who have

come through all their battles

without the loss of a finger or

numb.

And there will arrive in the

laud of Queenz many great men

from far-distant but of all those

who will participate in the fes-

tivities there will be none whose

stature is greater among the men

of Scienz than that of Irving of

the Land of Muir whose dis-

coveries in the realm of Scienz

are unsurpassed by all the liv-

ing men of Scienz who apply the

doctrines of Scienz in the lab and

field ami plant.

And as the captains and the

kings arrive, the excitement

grows more tense and forthcom-

ing events will mark an era to

be engraved in The halls of Scienz

to live for evermure.

Principal of McGiD University, and outstanding scholar, who will receive

an honorary LL.D. from Queen's on Friday afternoon.

Distinguished Women Graduates

o Have Honoured Name of Queen's

QUEEN'S LEAST LOCAL
CANADIAN UNIVERSITY

Queen's is the least local of

any Canadian university. An in-

stitution in a large city like

Montreal, Toronto. Vancouver or

Winnipeg draws from 50 to S5

per cent of its students from the

immediate vicinity. Otit of 450

graduates last spring only eight

per cent were from Kingston

:

and 22 per cent were from outside

Ontario.

BY BEA GRANT

Throughout the history of

Queen's, many people have brought

honor to the name of the Univer-

sity. Not a few of these have been

her women graduates, who have

proved themselves outstanding in

the fields of education, medicine,

letters, and social welfare. Queen's

has always been very hospitable to

women, and they have repaid this

hospitality admirably.

Honorary Degrees

Perhaps the most outstanding

woman graduate of Queen's is

Miss Charlotte Whitton, who will

receive an honorary degree at one

of the Centenary Convocations. Sht-

is Executive Secretary of the Coun-

cil for Child Welfare in Canada,

and not only in this country, but

also in the United States and Gnat

Britain, is she recognized as a very

outstanding welfare worker.

Among those who are prominent

in education. Dr. Florence Dunlbp

is a leading figure. Her special field

is psychology, and in her position

at the Ontario Department of Edu-

cation, she has been a pioneer in

parent-teacher work.

Dr. Aletta Marty, for whom the

Marly Memorial Scholarship i>

named, was the first woman to be

appointed a School Inspector in

Ontario. She was connected with

the University 'for many years, be-

ing a member both of the Univer-

sity Council and the Board of Trus-

tees.

Mrs. Logie Macdoimell. Dean of

Women at the University <">f Mani-

toba, is another Queen's graduate.

She has done much research in

history both in Canada and Eng-

land.

Although women were admitted

into the Faculty of Medicine for

only a few sessions, those who gra-

duated have proved themselves as

members of their profession. Among

these were Dr. Alice McOiltvray.

and Dr. Smiih-Shortt, who finished

their courses in 1S84, and later

joined the University Staff, lectur-

ing in anatomy and Medical Juris-

prudence respectively.

Women Doctors

Dr. Agnes Craine. however, has

contributed more to the Univer-

sity than anv other women gradu-

ate in Medicine. Her gifts, anony-

mous till her death in 1037, made

possible both the Craine Building

and the Craine Chair of Bio-chem-

istry.

Two Queen's women who have

done invaluable work are Dr. Mar-

garet McKellar and Dr. Margaret

O'Hara, who were medical mis-

sionaries in India for many years,

and later received honorary de-

grees from Queen's.

Dr. Edith Rayside, another grad-

uate honored by her Alma Mater,

made a name for herself by her

fine work as a nurse in the last

war, and was the first woman

elected to the University Board of

Trustees.

University Council

Miss F.liza Fitzgerald is note-

worthy for two reasons. She was

one of the first woman graduates,

receiving her B.A. degTee in 1S3-1.

and she was the first woman to

serve on the University Council.

In the field of Canadian letters

the name of Mrs. O. D. Skelton

takes a very prominent place. Wife

of a one-time Rector of the Uni-

versity, Mrs. Skelton has done much

for Queen's. Her books are essen-

tially Canadian, and one of them.

"The Backwoods Woman," is re

garded as an outstanding contribu

tion to Canadian Literature.

Now that Queen's is entering

her second century of progress and,

service, there is every reason to be-

lieve that her women graduates will

continue the high standards set

forth bv their predecessors.

QUEEN'S PROMINENT
IN ONT. EDUCATION

Queen's University has been

very closely connected with the

educational life of Ontario. In

Ontario about 75 per cent of the

school inspectors, 50 per cent of

the high school principals and

35 per cent of the high school

teachers are Queen's graduates.

No fewer than 16 graduates or

members of the staff of the Uni-

versity have served as president

of the Ontario Educational Asso-

ciation.

Patronize Journal advertiser:

for quality merchandise.

IT S ON ITS WAY
THE VALUE HIGHLIGHT OF THE

SEASON

DOVER'S

DOVERCOAT
PARADE

SATURDAY OCT. 18th
(ONE DAY ONLY)

148 of the finest coats in the land

all on at one price — that will

save you dollars.

Watch the local newspaper— and

better still — watch our windows

and look over these coats.

REMEMBER — SATURDAY— ONLY
SEE OUR STYLE WINDOWS

D
b

123 Princess Street Phone 5020

Compliments of

imperial pfe ^ssuranre (Emnpattg

of CCmiaba

M. R. Hamilton

BRANCH MANAGER

C. E. Stuart

CITY MANAGER

(itongratttlattons to fum's
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MAY IT GROW AND PROSPER

Hemlock Park Dairy Limited
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Hairdressing Parlor

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE
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WE SPECIALIZE

IN

STUDENTS

TROUSERS
Come in and inspect our

large selection of sturdy

tweeds.

NEW EFFECTS

SPORT STYLES

LONG WEARING

BIBBY'S
78-84 Princess St.

Alma Mater Society Stands For

Student Government At Queen's

QUEEN'S TAXI

2002
LIGHT LUNCHES,

CANDY, CIGARETTES

SNACK BAR

Monk s Grocery
Albert and Johnson

Powers Have Increased In

Eighty-Three Years
Of Growth

SIR EARNEST MaCMILLON

Outstanding Canadian musician, who
will be among the honorary degree

recipients, this week-end.

A Hundred Years
Of Fashions

BY BEA CRANT

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in
the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone I772-W

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

Thesis and Essays Typed
also

Mimeographing

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson St.

BY HUGH BUCHANAN

During the last few days ban-

ers and parades have hailed the

nuual Alma Mater Society Elec-

tion for Friday, October 10. The

limax of all the campaigning was

le election of both Levana can-

lidates. The election campaign,

hotter than usual, was held early

because of Queen's extensive cen-

tennial celebrations. The new head

f the Alma Mater Society will

have the honor of presenting the

new Rector, the Earl of Athlone,

the student body, who have

chosen the Governor-General for

this post.

The elections are so steeped with

radition and those elected are able

to wield such power that they can-

not be considered anything but im-

ortant. All students are automa-

tically members of the A. M. S.

when they register at Queen's.

Freshmen, however, are not allowed

vote. Other uses are made of

them.

History

The history of student-govern-

ment at Queen's is also the history

of the Alma Mater Society. Though

the society did not derive its pre-

sent name until 1898, student gov-

Service of Remembrance

And Thanksgjviing Today

A service of Thanksgiving and

Remembrance will be held in

Grant Hall this afternoon.

This servicee, which will be

broadcast over CFRC is the be-

ginuing of the Centennial Cele-

bration. The service will be con-

ducted by the riiinister of St.

Andrew's Church. Rev. J. F.

Wedderbum. B.A., B.D.. and the

preacher will be the Rev. Neil

Leckie. B.A.. B.L>„ D.D.. Past

President of the Theological

Alumni Association. The lessons

will be read by the Chancellor

and Vice-Chancellor of the Uni-

versity, and the musical part of

the service is jn the hands of the

Queen's University Choir, direct-

ed by Dr. F. L. Harrison.

St. Andrew's

Rev. J. F. Wedderburn, the pre-

sent minister of St. Andrew's

Church, has been asked to con-

duct the service of Thanksgiving

and Remembrance in apprecia-

tion of the historic relationship

between the church and Queen's

University. In some sense, the

college was born in the church in

1839.

8 easily separated cubes

of fine french-style chocolate

each filled with liquid golden

vanilla butter creme

Buy some
today

SsYil-JimY.

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.GA.

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

GOING TO THE

DANCE?

AMEY'S TAXI

Phone 266

One of the outstanding events

of the Centenary celebrations will

be the Fashion Show which is to

leld at 10 o'clock in Grant Hal!

on Saturday evening, October the

eighteenth. This pageant, which will

depict one hundred years of fash

ons at Queen's, is rich in costumes

and colors, and will be very

teresting to both past and present

tudents of the University.

Organization

Those in charge of the Fashion

Show are putting a great deal o

time and thought into its organiza

tion. and the event promises to be

very successful from every point

of view. It is being financed by the

Alma Mater Society, and is under

the convenership of Mrs. D. W
Boucher and Dorothy Wardle, as

sisted by Sylva Rowley and Isabel

Race, while Mrs. Angus Is giving

special assistance with the costumes

Props are being donated by M
Bieler, and Dr. Angus will assi

with the actual stage setting

Throughout the program, continu-

ous light social music will be sup-

plied by Dr. Harrison, and there

will be a running comment by the

master-of-ceremonies, K. C. Cor-

bett.

The majority of the costumes

have been donated by the Drama
Guild, am! they will be modelled

by fifteen members of Levana.

Those years which show the great-

est changes in fashion will be em-

phasized, and every outstanding

phase will he portrayed, from the

bustles and crinolines of the seven-

lies and eighties, down through the

short skirts of the twenties to the

campus classics of 1941.

Setting

On either side of the stage will

be set a dark blue screen, decorated

with black and white sketches,

while in ihe middle there will be

:i small platform with a grey back-

ground. With the aid of these col-

ors, and a spotlight which will fol-

low the model as she walks across

the stage, each costume should stand

nut very clearly, and the wlioje

stage should present a very effec-

:ive picture.

An outstanding feature of the

program will be the presentation of

a number by the Glee Club, who
will lie dressed as the Queen's Glee

Club of 1907, The program will be

eminent has been in force, year in

and year out, since the session of

1858-59. The eighty-three year old

history of the society has been

potty, but, on the whole, good gov-

ernment has been given to Queen's.

Until 1913 the alumni of the uni-

erstty controlled the A.M.S. In

that year a rule was passed limit-

ing all eligible candidates for of-

fice to bona-fide students. A rule

has also been passed which limits

andidates to two from each facul

ty; one to run for president, the

other for secretary. The runner-up

to the president automatically be-

comes vice-president, the runner-

up to the secretary becomes trea-

surer.

The power of the A.M.S. has

developed over the years until at

the present time it controls all le-

gitimate student enterprises of

non-academic nature. Faculty or-

ganizations have considerable power

over their own students, but in all

student matters the A.M.S. has the

final say.

Court

In recent years the society has

been given and has used the power

to fine and to expel students for

infractions of university rules,

through the medium of its court,

the Concurcus Iniquitatis Virtutis.

There are lesser courts tn the uni-

versity where infractions of fresh-

men and faculty regulations arc

heard, hut in all cases of "serious

infractions, the time-honored A.M.
S. Concurcus passes final judgment.

The Society also has many other

varied powers; one of the most

important being its appointment of

a University rector for a term of

three years. It also controls the

Journal and the Tricolor and lias

jurisdiction over most student or-

ganizations.

climaxed by a Grand" Finale, when

all the models will appear on the

stage together.

This fashion show will be very

interesting from both an entertain-

ing and an informative point of

view. To those of us who are at

Queen's now, it will show what

college has been like in the past,

and to the university graduates, it

will he a living — and at time

humorous — reminder of their own
college days.
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BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Phone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon

274 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop

Ida Van Clieaf Maude Wagar

KingstorTs Oldest

Established Shoe Shop

Welcomes You
•

It is our pleasure to '

serve you for

—

SHOES
of the better type

GYM SHOES

HOSIERY

LUGGAGE

HANDBAGS

POLISHES

Prompt Service

Courteous Treatment

Delivery, Ph. 24

* l

LOCKETTS LTD.

Est. 1878

178 Wellington St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

274 Princess St. Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOiURDIERS
PLCS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

Queen's in varied fields of activity is depicted in the above.
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LIVINGSTON'S

|
WELCOME QUEEN'S STUDENTS 1

and FACULTY s

=E To look over their clothing needs in our store. We believe =j

= that now is the time to buy. You will undoubtedly save money =
= by doing so. Don't say we did not warn you. S

1 SUITS—$25 to $37.50 J
TOPCOATS—$25 to $45.00 J

1 OVERCOATS—$25 to $65.00 1

[
LIVINGSTON'S

[= 75 - 79 BROCK STREET =

= CIVIL AND MILITARY TAILORS FOR 94 YEARS =

Co-Education Here

Dates Back to 1870

Was Earliest in Ontario and
Quebec

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone 146

"Where The Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Five New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE J J J^IPHONE

WE MEET ALL. TRAINS

24-Hour Service Henry Wilson

RENT A NEW CAR
Drive it Yourself

Rates: 12c per mile.

Minimum $1.00 per hour.

264^4 Bagot St., Phone 199

Underwood Typewriters

See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. ft. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr,

Phone 819 171 Wellington St
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"Levana, Levana, Levana to the

fore," Today this shrill cry echoes

and re-echoes wherever Queen's

students gather. In every corner of

the campus, its soprano reverbera-

tions mingle with the deeper basses

o£ Science. Arts and Meds. Where
did it come from, and why is it

here? In other words, what is the

history of co-edttcation at Queen's?

First For Women
Queen's University led the way

for Ontario and Quebec in co-edu-

cation. In April 1S70, the Senate

opened a few "classes for ladies."

decorously segregated from the

men. and the af iremen tinned ladies

attended in great numl»ers. Five

years later, the students of a King-

ston girls* school were allowed to

study Ijjgic and Chemistry at the

University. This, the Journal of

that day felt, was going too far

—

"Women's proper sphere of action

is in the home," quoted the irate edi-

tor. Nevertheless, in l$7o*. all Arts

Classes were officially thrown open

to women.

In the meantime, the fair ses

threatened to invade that male sanc-

tum, the field of medicine. In 1880.

a few women were allowed to attend

lectures at the Royal College of

Medicine, then affiliated with

Queen's. The men, however, ob-

jected so strenuously to the pres-

ence of the unfortunate women

students that Principal Grant was

forced to open the Kingston Wo-

men's Medical College in 18S3. The

women's classes were held at first

in Ontario Hall, and then at

Union St.. the present Commerce

Building. After five sessions, how-

ever, the Women's Medical College

was merged with that of Toronto,

which in turn closed, when the

Medical Courses in that University

were opened to women. The Queen's

Medical Faculty hns been a man's

world ever since.

Levana Society

Women quickly took their places

in student activities. Too much so

for the Journal apparently, for in

1890 it solemnly declared that

"there's an awful lot of girls in this

place." The Levana Society came

into existence in 1SSS, shortly be-

fore women's admittance to the A.

M. S, There was soon a "Ladies'

Department" in the Journal, which

LT.'OEN A. G- L. HCN4UGHTON

who will receive an honorary degree

in absentia from Queen's.

DOMESDAY BOOK BIBLE

OF QUEEN'S HISTORY

BY BERNARD WAND

The Domesday Book is really the

Bible of Queen's. Through it

runs the heritage and tradition of

the University. Conceived origin-

ally as a history of Queen's, it

reveals with intimate relevancy

the qualities of professors, and

the character and spffit of the

University.

Some of the genius which flows

through it can be attributed read

ily to the personalities who wrote

the book, since it is written in

manuscript form.

However, within the past few

years the Domrsilay Book has

ceased its function as a history.

The annual reports have made

this unnecessary hut the bqok

-till exists as a record of the

benefactors of the University. A
special part of the Domesday

book is reserved for the names

of the personages of import who

have visited the University
amoncst whom are King George

V. and President Roosevelt.

announced in one of its first issues

that Bible Readings would be held

alternately with the regular meet-

ings of the Levana Society. This,

our Victorian predecessors hoped,

(and I quote) "would cultivate that

spirit of canieraderie which we ad-

mire in the hoys."" They must have

achieved tlieir ambition, for several

vears Inter, a Journal writer ad-

mired the women's "college spirit

and free unconventional ways."

In 1941. women's sphere of in-

fluence, far from being confined to

the home, has spread throughout

the University. Levana has her

place in the scheme of things at

Queen's and cannot be replaced.

Queen's Debaters
Hold First Meeting

The first meeting of the Debating

Club was held in the Senate Room
of the Old Arts Building last week

President Norman Rogers in hi

opening address remarked that al

though most of the familiar faces

in debating circles were present, a

few had been lost on graduation

and to the army.

A brief review of last year's ac

tivitier, including the stM intercolle-

giate dehates with OsgOode, Vic-

toria. McGUI and Western, the pro-

grammes of bi-monthly debates, and

the Freshman Public Speaking Con-

test, seemed to indicate that there

had been a full season. The Presi-

dent stressed the need for good

speakers in our social and political

life, and pointed out the fact that

many of our Canadian orators be-

gan in this fashion.

Contest

To induce Freshmen to come and

take an active part, the audience

was reminded of the Freshman

Public Speaking Contest to be held

in November, the best speaker,

whether it be he or she. to receive

a silver cup.

Cooperation with the Levana De-

bating Society, beaded by Ruth

Langford. was advocated to induce

a program which would find wide

popularity.

The McCuIlough Scholarships,

founded last year to promote en-

thusiasm in and give prominence to

the art of public speaking, give an

opportunity to all students to re-

ceive just reward for their ability

and promise. The scholarships,

which are awarded at a meeting in

March and granted on the adjudi-

cation of prominent judges, tola!

S400 this year. The candidates to

compete for this award arc shos'.n

from a list of names culled from

those who are in attendance at

debates and the post-Christmas Pub-

lic Speaking Classes instituted two

vears ago by Dr. Angus.

The Speaker concluded his re-

marks with a brief plea to keep up

the standard of .debates and the

excellence nf the attendance.

The officers elected were: Speak'

er, Norman Rogers; Vice-Speaker

Audrey Hollis; Clerk, Sandy Mar

shall; Treasurer. Hugh Harrison.

WELCOME ---

TO QUEEN'S AND KINGSTON I

It is with particular pleasure that we extend to the

members of the staff and student body of Queen's, a

welcome on their return to College, in this the Centennial

• Year.

For more than sixty years it has been our privilege and

pleasure to serve you.

Starting a second century in the life of Queen's, we

extend our sincere good wishes for continued success.

John LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS ST.

Drygoods— —Ready-to-Wear

—Smart Furnishings for Men

—

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All FacultU*

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pena,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions Our u*ed

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

It's Fall again and Queen's students return with the welcome

of all Kingston

—

We are pleased at all times to have students come here for

their Footwear

—

Shoes for College

Gym Shoes - Street Shoes - Dress Shoes

ABERNEThTS* SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

Salesman—Say. I went to col-

lege, stupid.

Office Boy—And you came back

the same way.

McGALL'S RESTAURANT
•THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT'

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

.OSMETICSTOBACCOS CONFECTIONS

CAMERA SUPPLIES LUNCHES

Telephone 18t
Cor. Johnson & Division Sts.

Our advertisers wan) VOUR
THE JOURNAL ADS. THAT'S WHAT THEY'RE FOR.

business—patronize them.
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Journal Is Mirror

Of Student Opinion

Has Reflected Progress Of

Queen's Since 1873

The Journal first appeared in

October, 1873. The policy and

make-up of the paper have chang-

ed since, nut it remains the focal

point of student opinion.

The Journal, originally a maga-

zine, has grown to its present

six column, eight page size. The

pictureless early issues had no

glaring headlines or glaring hu-

mor. Their aim was "to foster

a literary tasle among the stu-

dents, and to afford them an op-

portunity of giving expression to

their opinions."

Early Policies

Campus news and athletics

were not given prominence till

1890. Previously, poetry, serious

articles and negligible notes on

the Alma Mater Society filled

most space. The change to pre-

sent conditions was slow. Wit
and humor (?) was checked by

the Victorian influence. The at-

titude toward women has chang-

ed. "We do not deem it ex-

pedient," says the Journal, "that

they (the women) should be ad-

mitted to all the privileges of the

university." Time has changed

many things!

Three years ago the Journal

joined other Canadian University

papers in founding the Canadian

University Press. The Journal is

the permanent assistant secretary-

treasurer of the society. Tliis socie-

ty trades spot news between uni-

versity papers and is of great

value to alt its members.

Prof.—How many students want
to go to heaven?

All but one raised their right

hands.

Prof.—Well, Mr. Jones, do you
not wish to go to heaven ?

Jones—Sorry, but mother said to

come home right after class.

The sure way to make
the 8 o'clock classes

USE A DEPENDABLE

ALARM CLOCK
Priced from $1.35 up

at

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

BOOKS and BUCKS
We're not so hot on books. We used to think Hypothesis was
something you ate with bacon. But we do know this, clothes,

on or off the campus, play a mighty important part in your
present and future plans.

So, don't risk it, fellows. Make sure by coming to GEO. FREED'S.
And please note, we're thinking of your (or the old man's)

cheque-book, too.

28 50

GABARDINE
HATS

$1.65
Ideal for the campus.

Available in several shades.

SPORT

SLAX

$6.50
In swanky tweeds, Zippers-

Pleats and Lower Hoops.

"FINGERTIP"

COATS

$16.50
Comfortable and shower-proof.

Voull really "go" for this coat.

— THE SHOP FOR MEN —

Two Hundred and Fourteen — Princess Street

Airmen at Queen's

Do Intensive Work

Take Course In Mechanics
Of Wireless

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

FOUNTAIN

of

REFRESHMENT

Satisfying refreshment bubbles
from the frosty taps of our
modern fountains— refreshment
that gives you a fresh start
and a real taste thrill. Why not
enjoy (he pleasure today? Settle
yourself on a comfortable stool
and pick up a palate pleaser
from our menu of taste tempters.

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

BY JOHN STRA1TON

At Queen's University, in early

June, a new course in radio train-

ing was begun. Over one hundred

airmen from all parts of the Do-

minion are here taking a course

in radio mechanics in connection

with the new methods of "radio

location." The course, which lasts

about four months, is very inten-

sive, equalling the work done in the

third year of University work, and

therefore requiring a great amount

of study. At the completion of the

course, some Ret commissions, but

the majority become leading air-

craftsmen. They begin as aircrafts-

men, with the necessary Junior

High School Matriculation. A call

was made by the country for hun-

dreds of men to study this new field

of radio. At the willing response,

several universities, including

Queen's, McGill, and Toronto,

opened the course to the numbers
of men, most of whom were inter-

ested in radio work. The tuition

fees of these potential technicians

are paid to the universities by the

Canadian Government.

Gymnasium
Queen's new military students

have their sleeping quarters in the

two smaller ladies* and men's gym-
nasiums, wlfcre they moved from
the large gymnasium at the re-

opening of the University this au-

tumn. Their neat sleeping quarters

arc furnished with double army
cots. Meals are eaten, the same food
as other students receive, on the

third floor of the Union.
At nine in the morning roll Is

called, and the airmen march smart-
ly from the gymnasium, going along

am
THE RT, HON. ERNEST LAPOINTE

Federal Minister of Justice, and vet
eran parliamentarian, who will receive
an LL.D. honoris causa, on Friday,

INFORMAL DANCE
SATURDAY NIGHT!

Union Street, down University

Ave., and across the lower campus
to Fleming Hall. Then they study

a course of a "confidential nature."

Studying is done in the University

Library.

Football

Flight -Lieu tenant Findtay, who
graciously supplied us with these

enlightening data, in a recent in-

terview said: "Our relations with

the University authorities have been

most cordial. The detachment great-

ly anticipated the reopening of the

University this fall. There is some
disappointment felt at the discon-

tinuation of the intercollegiate foot-

ball games."

The commanding officer also

mentioned that the airforcemen are

always ready to co-operate in any
games or social activities of the

university. He found it rather diffi-

cult to give specific details or fig-

ures concerning this new course

because of the times.

As a fitting finale for the com-

ing gala week-end, the General

Alumni Association has arranged

an informal dance to be held in

the Gymnasium on Saturday

night at nine o'clock. Dancing

will go on until midnight to the

fine music of Roy McCormick
and his orchestra.

For the small sum of one dol-

lar, formal-happy dancers may
finish off the first week-end of

Queen's second century in a fit-

ting manner. Graduates, staff-

members, and students will

mingle to make this inexpensive

dance an enjoyable event.

Tickets may be had at the

Alumni Office until noon on Sat-

urday. They may also be pro-

cured at the dance. Finish off

the Centennial week-end by at-

tending this dance.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them:

McGILL MAINTAINING
PEACETIME STANDARDS

Despite the additional exigencies

laid on the University community

by the various war service pro-

grams undertaken by the entire

student body, McGill has upheld,

and in some departments surpassed,

the academic standards set in less

turbulent years. This fact was
stressed by Principal F. Cyril

James in the annual Report of Mc-
Gill University for the year 19-40-

41.

The University's war effort has

affected the institution, of course, in

'military training for men students

and allied courses for students of

the Royal Victoria College. The
facilities of the University build-

ings and grounds have been open

DR. J. D. CONANT

President of Harvard University, who
will receive an honorary degree at the

Centenary Convocation on Friday.

as centers of training and for the

accommodation of Canada's mili-

tary services.

Principal James emphasized the

fact that although the L'niversilies

of Canada are making a definite

contribution to the national war

effort, much more can he effec-

tively accomplished than is at pre-

sent being done. The Principal sug-

gested that full use of academic

facilities and personal initiative

would augment results in a greater

degree.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

Theological Alumni

To Hold Conference

Nathaniel Micklem To Be
Guest Speaker

The annual conference of the

Theological Alumni Association

will be held from October 20 to

October 2Sj As its guest speaker

it will have Principal Micklem,

D.D., of Mansfield College, Ox-
ford, who will speak on the sub-

ject, "What We are Thinking in

Britain; A Semi-Theological Sur-

vey."

Modern Life

The theme of the conference

will be the close connection of

life in the modern world with re*

ligion. A number of distinguish-

ed speakers who will deal with

various phases of life will address

the association. In each of these

aspects the importance of religion

will be pointed out.

Among the speakers to be

heard will be: Prof. F. A. Knox,

"The Economist and Post-War

Reconstruction"; Mr. Andre
Bieler, "The Importance of Art

in the Counter - Reformation"

;

Rev. P. L. Jul], B.A., "The Min-

ister and Modern Rural Life"

;

Principal Micklem, "The Secular

State" ;
Principal H. A. Kent,

D.D., "The Origin of the Hebrew
People" ; Principal Micklem, "The

Communion of Saints"; Rev. N.

M. Leckie, D.D., "Curiosities of

History"; Rev. W. R. A, P., B.A.,

"How Can We Preach the Ser-

mon on the Mount"
;

Principal

Micklem, "Our Ethical Dilemma."

Prof.— (sternly) 1 won't pro-

ceed with this lecture until the room

settles down.

Freshie (up back) -

home and sleep it off.

Better go
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ARGOS, BULLDOGS TO MEET HERE

cribASoifUfLtta "Quel^niJe^ «d after a lit*
morgue the foUowinz fa«i »nH F

UnTerslty at Kingston" and the Journal

1857
T
w^n

At™sHc

dXM\OE collegians were not recorded untU

top floor of the Mechanic Lb »a ST ^ WaB the

and gymnasts. The present Kd^JT^^iT'MB
Ouee

S
n-s

C

were
F
fetaLTn A'""^ l"

th* ^ abou* »874 when

colors of red, blue and gold were officially a Hnn».^ r-— .u- ,r_T__„"2.
coat of arms.

-
. „ "".luiiuuH. ine college

gold were officially adopted from the University^

»h,J*lL
J0^ or5 t

t

0n
f 1 ^tween Cadets and Queen's in 1886

Z*Z E f"ted thc Tricolor 3-0 but it wa8 not considered agame because four points must be scored before a game can be declared.

hn«, V- ^ , ,i

SC£mma.

Ee Wa
? Ttnessed for the firet ,ime 5" 188? whenboth VarsLty and Queen's used the same backfield, "wings" and smallerscrimmage instead of the English "pack".

Queen's played in the O.R.F.U. until the Intercollegiate Union wasiormed and were champions of the O.R.F.U. in 1893 and 1894 They alsowere victorious in their quest for the Dominion Championship in 1893.
The College Union was incorporated in 1898 and allowed only students

amending college to compete. Queen's, Varsity and McGiU were the first
entries and entertained each other until 1905 when Ottawa College was
admitted to the Union. Ottawa remained in the group until 1912 when
they were forced to drop out.

During the War years of 1915-1918 all Intercollegiate Sports were
dropped but the Big Three resumed their schedule in 1919 until 1929 when
a fourth team, the University of Western, was admitted.

Queen's held the college championship from 1900-1904 but from then
until after the war there was a dearth of championship material on the
local gridiron. Only in the last 21 years have the Tricolor teams found
their rightful place m the football sun. No less than 10 championships have
found their way to this university.

The wonder teams of 1922-25 not only won the Intercollegiate crown
but went on to win the Dominion Championship each time. During these
years those never-to-be-forgotten machines went 26 consecutive games
without tasting a single defeat. This achievement still stands as the modern
record of the number of consecutive games won on the Canadian gridiron.

Hockey was introduced at Queen's and in Ontario in 1885 when R.M.C.
and Queen's played a game, with a lacrosse ball cut to six flat sides and
ground hockey sticks. A stick and puck which were used in the first game
are exhibited in the main lobby of the gym.

In 1890 Queen's built their (irst covered rink and in the same year
entered a team in the newly formed O.H.A. The local team fought their
way to the Senior finals from 1893 to 1901 winning the championship on
(our occasions. They proceeded to challenge for the Stanley Cup in 1895-8-9
and 1906 but were unsuccessful on each occasion. It was not until 1909 that
they achieved their goal and twice won the Allen Cup as the Stanley Cup
had been given to professional competition.

The College Series began in 1503 and was won by the Tricolor several
times but in recent years the Cup has rested at McGill and Varsity. The
last serious bid was made in 1929 when they reached the Allen Cup Finals
only to be defeated by Varsity. In 1895 the local seven made their first

tour to United States when they defeated slower skating Baltimore and
Pittsburgh teams, and made this trip an annual feature until the be-
ginning of the War.

IN M E.MORI AM

The name of Guy Curtis and the Conquerors of Yale is still fresh in

the memory of many of the older grads who are returning for the Centennial

but to the student body his achievements are only legend. He entered the

college about 1891 and from the first his prowess on the football fietd and
in the hockey rink was outstanding if not brilliant. It is sad to relate that

from an educational standpoint his mind was not as brilliant for he re-

mained at the University for nearly 10 years.

Due to the fact that he had already played for Queen's for nearly seven

years he was not eligible for Intercollegiate competition. He remained a

sort of extramural student however and played hockey for the college team

until 1901 when at the ripe old age of 32 he retired a long service veteran.

He returned to the scene of his greatest glory for the last time in 1928

and went the way of all flesh in 1930 at his home in Delta.

At the same time as Curtis was in his prime another star, Jock Harty,

was also aiding the cause of Queen's in sports. It was in his memory that

the old Jock Harty Arena was built in 1922. Fire destroyed this frame

structure and in 1924 the present arena was erected and an artificial ice

plant was installed.

Of all the students that have attended the University the name of

George Richardson will stand as a perfect example of sportsmanship. He
was well known as one of the best hockey players ever to wear the Red,

Blue, and Gold and he played a star part in the 1906 finals with Ottawa-

Richardson entered his Majesty's Services at the outbreak of hostilities

and died in action as a company commander in 1916 In 1921 the George

Richardson Memorial Stadium was presented to the student body in

member of this gallant gentleman by his brother, the late Chancellor James

Richardson.

'Alfie

Link- did a young fellow think,

while playing a ball game for Gor-

don St. School against Central

School, that tivo of the most fam-

ous figures in the sports limelight

at that time were contemplating

making him the mascot of the

famous Queen's football team of

I860. And little did Alfie Pearce,

for it was he who was doing the

flychasing, guess that he would be

so close to the athletic idols, Guy

Curtis and Billy Niekle, Sr.,

throughout their meteoric rise to

gridiron fame.

Present Position

The name of Alfie Pearce has

keen linked with Queen's ever since

that historic meeting, for he rose

from mascot to the position of

caretaker of the old gym and then

took over his present position at

thc stadium and the arena.

He has probably witnessed more

rugby and hotkey matches in King-

ston than any other two people and

vet he still loves to stamp his

bronze-headed cane on the concrete

of the stadium or to encourage the

smallest youngster by banging the

shillelagh against the boards from

his private box at the far end of

the rink.

Until comparatively recent years,

Alfie has travelled far and wide

w ith the football teams, leading

them into battle decked in his best

red, blue and gold bib and tucker.

He has been recognized at the

birth of the O.R.F.i'., Intercolle-

giate Union, and even the Domin-

ion Playdowns.

Boo Hoo

Many of the grads will remem-

Imt Alfie as the official custodian

(Continued on page 10)

Wide-Open Football Expected

As Argos Seek Fourth Straight

Golf Tournament

Entries for men's intra-

mural golf tournament close

on Friday, October 17, at

b p.m.

Queen's Juniors

Trounce K.C.V.L

Garrison Takes R. M. C. in

Other Holiday Feature

Brushing aside a courageous K.

C.V.f. team, Queen's Juniors blitz-

krieged their way to a 40-6 victory

Saturday afternoon at the Richard-

son Stadium. Though Coach Ed-

wards had most of his regulars on

the sidelines because of a 156 lb.

weight limit, the Gaels were still too

experienced for their high school

rivals.

In the other holiday fixture, the

Garrison team defeated R.M.C. by

a 1.1-1 score. The surprising

strength of the soldiers should make
their coming game with Queen's

an outstanding attraction.

"Bud" Keenan scored the first

touch on a blocked kick. Irwin

picked up a fumble and ran 30

yards for the second major score.

Sharpe broke away from scrim-

mage, to gallop 40 yards for the

third and the parade was on.

"Snakehips" Kinnear pulled in a

long forward pass and romped 30

yards for the fourth. Queen's im

mediately came back with another

aerial attack and Millikeu scored

standing up. The line swung into

action, htocking another kick and

Sharpe received credit for his sec-

ond score. Nelson converted on

touch and Pardy split the uprights

on four other occasions.

K.C.V.I. Score

The Collegiate kids broke into

the storing column when they re

covered a Queen's fumble on the

Tricolor four yard line and M in ne

bucked it over for a Converted

touch. The High School boys never

gave up trying, and won the ad

miration of the large crowd. Min
ncs, Ohlke and Steves starred on

the Blur and White backfield while

MavGregor, MacRae and Atkinson

were towers of strength up front.

The Queen's linemen played a

star part in the victory, blocking

three kicks, and in general smother-

ing all the offensive efforts of the

K.C.V.I. squad. Loynes, Simandl

and Keenan gave four star per

formances and are fast rounding

into mid-season form.

Queen's — Flying wing. Bene-

vides; backs. Pardy, Kinnear,

Sharpe; quarter, Martin; snap, Ir-

win; insides. Simandl and Loynes;

middles, Rush and Barron; ends.

Keenan and Halliwell; subs, Pater-

son, Young. Shine, Finlay. Nelson

and DalzicL

K.C.V.I. — Flying wing, Mc-

Guire; hacks, Stansbury. Ohlke and

Minues; quarter, Steves; snap. At-

kinson; insides, Wetherall and Eck-

holdt; middles, Fardcll and Mac-

Gregor; ends. MacRae and Lem-

tnon ; subs. Ueid, Graves. Bruce,

Blomeley, Raven and Payne.

Referee — Lambert; umpire. W.
Lemmon,

Montreal Defending Chance
of Remaining Threat

For Playoffs

Bill Hughes, Coach

Patronize Journal advertisers

fur quality merchandise.

Bill Hughes returns to the scene

of his greatest coaching triumphs

this Saturday as his Montreal Bull-

dogs again clash with Lou Hay-

man's Toronto Argonauts as the

sports feature of the Centennial

Celebrations at the George Rich-

ardson Stadium.

Four Intercollegiate champion-

ships came to Kingston during his

brief reign, and the Tricolor ma-

chine also rolled to Dominion Titles

from 1022 to 1024. It was during

that glorious age that the Queen's

squad went 26 consecutive games

before falling in the Canadian finals

to Ottawa.

The Bulldogs face virtual elim-

ination and must win this game to

retain their slim chance of remaining

a playoff threat, while the Argo

are gunning for their fourth straight

victory and a chance to clinch first

place in the final standing.

The Argns came through last

week's 23-6 victory without any

serious casualties and are expected

to play wide open football in order

to try out some of Coach Hayman's

hipper-dipper style of plays. Mont-

real will probably again try to pen?

trate the Argos' defense via the air

route, for it was their major ground

gaining attack in Toronto.

Gord Noteworthy i* not expected

to see much action due to the brok

en bone in his hand, but Johnny

Ferraro's injured ankle is respond

ing to treatment and he is being

counted on to play a leading part

in the Montreal attack. "Hi" Liv-

ing, the all-star snap, may be able

to travel with the team if he re-

ceives permission from his R.C.A.

F. commanding officer.

Ray Mullins will take over the

kicking duties in the injured Nose

worthy's place while Ted Edwards

will likely fill in one of the half

spots. Pete lotkus will again hold

the reins at quarterback.

Lou Haynian will again send bis

pony backfield into the fray with

Coulter, the Stukus brothers and

Mavis carrying the mail. Folwell.

the e.\-O.A.C. kicker, will do the

hoisting for the Double Blues and

big Red Storey, after his comeback

last Saturday, will be used in the

plunging spot.

JUNIOR FOOTBALL

Schedule

Wednesday, Oct. 22—Queen's vs.

R.M.C.

Saturday, Oct. 25—K.C.VI vs.

R.M.C.

Saturday, Nov. 1—Army vs.

Queen's.

Wednesday, Nov. 5—R.M.C. vs.

Queen's.

Saturday, Nov. 8—Army vs

R.M.C.

Wednesday. Nov. 12—Queen's

vs. Army.

In 1840 two students were

out of college (that is. the col-

lege boarding-house) after hours

(10 p.m.) and had "made their

entrance by a window." They
were "suitably admonished."

We welcome Queen's University Students to KingBton, and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige of years stand behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Officii! Blaitn
WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

You are cordially invited to come in and see our

large selection of Luggage, Trunks, Handbags,

Leather Novelties, Wallets, Military Equipment,

Brief Cases. Paper Cases, Ring Binders

FiJCE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street <roaM «>i.v ^.^.ari. Phone 1941

offer

BEST WISHES

to

QUEEN'S

On Its 100th Birthday

3*

103 Princess Street Phone 3542

1891 -1941

observing their 50th year in

business

Heartily

Congratulate

turn's

1841 -1941

observing their 100th year as a

great University

In appreciation of the favors

bestowed upon us by present and

past students of "Our University".

May we continue to serve!

JOS. ABRAMSKY & SONS LTD.

KINGSTON'S FINEST STORE

1
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Centenary President's Message

(Continued from page 1)

Rev. Dr. Machar.

Education and the progress it

has made in various fields will

be dealt with by a number of

eminent speakers. A complete

series of topics, given by men in

the forefront of each department

of learning will provide an

analysis of the past hundred

years in the educational world.

Theology

Rev. Dr. Nathaniel M icklem

Principal of Mansfield College

Oxford University, will deliver

the i first of this scries of ad

dresses Thursday afternoon. He
will give a review of theological

thought in the past hundred

years. In the light of the past

history of Queen's with its close

connection with the church this

review should be particularly

valuable.

A hundred years of the Hu-
manities and Social Sciences will

be described by Sir Robert Fal-

coner, former President of the

University of Toronto. As many
of the students at Queen's know,
these studies are of great im-

portance and the advances mad~e

in them in the past are therefore

of very great interest.

Not to neglect any field of

study an address on scientific

progress by a famous scientist.

Sir Thomas Holland, Principal of

the University of Edinburgh, will

be read by Dr. Irving Lang-
muir on Friday morning.

Medicine

Finally. Dr. Henri Sigerist,

Professor of the History of Medi-
cine at Johns Hopkins- Univer-
sity will tell of the progress made
by their faculty during a hundred
years of practice.

This series of talks will take
in almost every form of advance
in learning that has been made
for the past century. Since
Queen's has played an import-
ant role in each of these studies
all these reviews will of necessity
be closely connected with the
progress of Queen's.

Another important feature of
the Centenary program will be
the presentation of delegates bv
the Vice-Principal to the Chan-
cellor and Principal. These dele-
gates will represent governments,
universities, societies, and organ-
izations from various part of the
world and from all sections of
Canada, and will bear greetings
to the university. All delegates
will sign their names in the
Domesday Book. Hon.. Charles
A. Dunning. L.L.D.. Chancellor
of Queen's will then welcome the
delegates and guests.

One of the brightest and most
impressive scones lo be witnessed
at Queen's will be the Centenary
Convocation on Friday afternoon.
Never before in the l,i st r,rv of
the University has such a large
and worthy group of notables
been called upon to receive hon-
orary degrees. The presence of
tbese men of distinction will add
anoiher miportant chapter to the
history of Queen's.

Dr. Wallace
Following this will he the pres-

entation of a Musical Ode. com-
posed by Dr. F. I.. Harrison, and
a Commemoration Ode, written
by Professor G. H. Clarke, both
pf Queen's University. Dr. R.C Wallace. Principal of the Uni-
versity will tken deliver an ad-
dress on "Looking Forward in
Education."

Friday evening the City of
Kingston will hold a Banquet to
celebrate the excellent relation,

(Continued from page 1)

Hundredth Anniversary of our

University. The student body has

changed through the years, but the

Queen's spirit remains the same, and

is yours to relive and to enjoy.

May your stay with us be pleasant

and memorable.

(Signed) Dobothy Wariilk.

QUEEN'S EX-GOALIE
IS KILLED IN MINE

Roy Musgrove of Winnipeg,

former netminder for Queen's

Seniors during the 1938 season,

was instantly killed on Tues-

day when he tell down a slope in

the Hudson Bay Mining and

Smelting Company's mine in Flin

Flon, Manitoba.

Musgrove came to Queen's

after attending mining school at

Wembley. England, and played

goal for the Wembley Lions in

the English National Hockey

League. .He starred on the Elm-

wood Millionaire Juniors and

Winnipeg Winnipegs before go-

ing to England in 1936.

He also played for Winnipeg

Monarchs, Dominion Junior
Champions ; Sudbury Falcons,

1 lominton Senior Champions,

and Hershey Bears. Last winter

lie played several games for the

Flin Fh>n Bombers in the Saskat-

chewan Senior League.

In 1870 "The whole body of

students met in a common hall

for prayers at a tpiarter to nine

in the morning, and from nine

until one nil of the men of the

same 'year' sat on the same

benches and listened to the same
lectures."

that have been maintained be-

tween the City and the University

till the present The Mayor and

Council of Kingston will act as

hosts.

Greetings will be extended to

the L'niversity by the graduates

and representatives of the Alumni
Associations. Saturday morning.

Of particular significance, will

lie the University Convocation

this year. A special convocation

will he held lo confer honorary

degrees on His Excellency the

Karl of Athlone and Her Royal
Highness Princess Alice. The
Earl of Athlone will then be pre-

sented to the students as Rector

of the University, and he will

deliver his rectorial address.

The students of Queen's will

become active participants in the

Centenary program when the

Queen'- University Contingent

C.O.T.C, will he inspected by His

Excellency, the Governor- Gen-
eral. This inspection will act as

a reminder of the times and a

demonstration of the Oueen's
war effort.

Football
*

In direct keeping with the spirit

of the Centenary, the t'ormcr

days of grandeur at Queen's,
with the wonderful spirit demon-
strated at the football games of
old. will be recaptured by a foot-

ball game between the Montreal
Bulldog, and the Toronto Argos.

To round out the program the
students will present a number
of interesting attractions which
will include a nne-act plav by the

Queen's Drama Guild, a centen-
ary dance, and a fashion show of
the styles of the past 100 years.

THE HON. J. I— RALSTON

Cabinet Minister and Statesman, who

will receive an LL.D. from Queen's,

during the Centennial celebrations.

GAEL TENNIS TEAMS
TANGLE WITH R.A.F.

A picked team of the top-rank-

ing tennis players of the Uni-

versity played an exhibition

match against the R.A.F. of

Collin's Bay on Saturday. The

Fliers, captained by Sgt. Tommy
Thompson, proved to be surpris-

ingly strong, and handed the

Gaels a sound defeat. Queen's

lost four singles matches, and

two doubles matches, but man-

aged to salvage three doubles,

the final score being 6 to 3.

Hard-Fought Games

Ted Smythe. a freshman, put

up the best showing of the after-

tioon, fully extending Toinin^'

Thompson before going down to

lefeat. Smythe. who is a stylist,

attracted much attention by his

smooth, almost effortless, play-

ing. Leo Heaps, a former Ottawa

star, seemed to be off his game.

His usually strong net game

never fully developed until the

second doubles match. Des

Conachcr. the Rock of Gibraltar

of the team, couldn't outsteady

his opponent. Harry Meanwell.

aptain of the Queen's team, was

also defeated after a bitter

struggle. Vance Hart, a new-

comer, teamed up with Drew

Anderson to bring Queen's her

first two wins, both doubles

matches. Hart then teamed up

with Smythe to kvin the last

doubles game.

Fred Miller-, winner of last

year's tennis tournament was not

on hand Saturday, and was sore-

ly missed.

Air Force

The R.A.F. men were on the

whole much steadier than the

Gaels, and cooler in the pinches.

Grant, nf the Air Force, gave a

very fine display of shot-mak-

ing in subduing Des Conacher.

Special mention must also be

given to Eva and Bailey oi the

\ir. Force tor their sparkling

play.

Captain Meanwell is arranging

ior a return, match which will

give all students an opportunity

of seeing the netmen in action.

The matches will probably be

held on the campus courts, where
at present the intramural tourna-

ment is in progress. The third

round matches of the tournament
will be over by October 18. and
the learn representing the Uni-
versity will probably be picked
from the survivors. The R.A.F
team is very strong and experi-

enced, and should attract a large

gallery of spectators.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Professor James Cappon's Eng-
lish classes were so popular that his

classroom could no longer accom
modate the students and they had
to be held In Convocation Hall.

LEVANA TRACK MEET
ONLY TWO WEEKS OFF

With only about two week

until the track meet, girls are

urged to turn out and practise

There were some very good time;

made last year but better ones

could be tried for. Here is what

vou have to beat.

100 yds. — 12 6/10 sec. — P

Jewett. '44

Hurdles—10 2/10 sec—J. M.

Melvin. '44.

Softball Throw—149 ft. I in.

—E. Cohrs. '41.

Broad Jump— 13 ft. 8 in.—A.

Shaw, '44.

High Jump—4 ft. 3 in—E.

Cohrs, '41.

Any one might have the

ahility for a record so come out

for your own and your year's

glory. Incidentally, there are

points for the year for each entry

whether the girl places or not.

Here is a general outline of the

point system for the track meet.

An "A" is given for the girl with

most points.

For each girl competing the

year scores—1st year 20 points,

2nd year 25 points. 3rd year 30

points. 4th year 60 points.

For each event won year scores

50 points : for each 2nd place won

ear scores 25 points: tor each

3rd place won year scores 10

points; for having at least one

girl in each event 50 points; for

breaking an intramural record

the year scores 25 points ; for

inning the team championship

the year score; 400 points;. for

each championship runner-up 200

points.

Practices are every day, with

supervision on Tuesday and

Thursday. Freshette attendance

is down. Don't let the senior

years get ahead of you. The
;t is scheduled for October 24.

Q.S.A. MEETS

BY THE PROFESSOR

We wish to take this oppor-

tunity of thanking Dr. Eldon M.

Boyd for his excellent articles on

Dr. Thomas Gibson and the

Blood Bank. Due to an unfor-

tunate oversight on the part of

the editors of the Medical Mirror

these stories ran without a by-

line.

We also thank all those mem-
bers of the' Aesculapiatt Society

for the unstinting time and effort

they gave.

Amongst the illegible material

we received in embryo-medico

script was the following gem. The

author is an annnymous gentle-

man of the fourth year whom we

shall call Petomar Playhusband.

The gem, removed from its set-

ting on the back nf a liquor

license, is herewith displayed:

Matrimonial Madness

or

An Introduction Into the Study

of the More Obscure Relations of

Relations

Arthur Faculty married Le-

vana Gurls who already had a

grown-up daughter. His father

fall in love with Art's wife's

daughter and so they were mar-

ried.

This made his father his son-

in-law. His wife's daughter is

his mother and her mother (his

wife ) is therefore his grand-

mother. And a man can't marry

his own grandmother, at least it

isn't usually done.

Art Faculty then found he was

the father-in-law of his wife's

daughter's husband who was his

own father. As he was the father'

of his own father. Art saw he

himself was his own grandfather.

Wait a minute!

He felt he was goin^ crazy

when a son was born to

his father and his daughter—

Jits own grandson was his

brother. And his grandson had

Art's father for his father and

therefore the little boy's father

was his own great grandfather.

But maybe you can still think

straight. So could we, till Art

and his wife had an addition to

their duo. And so Art's father be-

came a grandfather, but Art's

wife is his father's mother so she

must be her new daughters great

grandmother.

The first meeting of the Queen's

Student Assembly was held last

Tuesday night. Representatives

from many student clubs and
societies were present, and also

a few interested students. Chair-

man Alice Armstrong presented'

a plan for a campus calendar, to

be placed in the library and to

ontain the time, place and sub-

ject of the meetings nf each cam-

pus club. It is hoped that this

will prevent any clashes in the

meetings and assist the execu-

tives in choosing their times of

meeting. After much discussion

a committee was appointed" t«

put this plan into effect.

Blood Bank

After the treasurer's report

was read by Richard Bonsteel

several other topics were dis-

cussed. PI

the Q.W,
Bank Con
forward an

appointed

iaali> ms.

refugee so

A meetii

ed 1
in tl

Bureau w;

this resolu

closed.

ALF1E

(Continued on page 9)

of "Boo Hon." the bear mascot

hich used to ronip around the field

during the games. Alfie himself

claims that if he had been in charge

of this pet quadruped before that

fatal game with McGill before

.'.h;ch several students pair.ted hie

flno Hoit. the McGill student would

never have landed in the hospital.

When asked to pick an all-star

team Alfie shoole his head with a

twinkle m hi e r and would not

make any cry stal gating, except

ans to co-operate with

A.C, and the Blood

uuittee were brought

d representatives were

to contact these organ-

A dance in aid of

holars wa> proposed,

ig of all those interest-

is suggested and with

lion the meeting was

In 1873 appeared the first num-
ber of the Queen's College jour-

nal, a small fortnightly magazine
created by action of the Alma
Mater Society. In 1893 its title

(became Queen's University Jour-

uial. It was still in magazine
form, but in its last year or two
it was published weekly In 1911

it became the Queen's Journal
and appeared in newspaper form
twice a week.

Mass To Be Held

By Newman Club

Freshmen, Freshsttes Are
Especially Welcome

feature

At'thex

ALFIE PIERCE
TRAINER EMERITUS,

One of thi lege^liry figures o[

Queen's athletic history.

I>e complete without his childhood

hero, Guy Curtis, in the lineup.

And so we departed from the

dusky gent who next Victoria Day
enters another year in the service

of his Alma Mater. Just as his

herpes will remain in |;ia memor,

Alfie will always he the official

mascot of the football fans of

Queen's.

All Catholic students, particu-

larly freshmen and fresheues, are

invited lo attend the first New-
man Club Mass of the year, which

is to be held on Sunday. October

19. at 9.30 a.nj, in St. James'

Chapel, For the benefit 01 new-

comers, this chapel is attached to

St. Mary's Cathedral. Immediate-

ly after Mass. breakfast will be

served in St. Mary's Hall, at

which time plans for the year

will be announced

Socials

The Newman Club is an or-

ganization run by and for Cath-

olic students, and has a dual func-

tion, religious and social. In ad-

dition to the regular monthly
Communion Breakfast, discussion

groups are held in the homes
of Kingston members ajid they

have become a most popular

le club's piogr3m.

ings. religious prob-

lems are discussed with the very

able assistance of the club Chap-

lain. ,Rev. Filter Mgoitey.

The social season, for the club,

started on Friday last with the

innual reception', ft will continue

throughout the winter with sev-

eral "open" evenings. The first

tlnHte tentatively set for Oc-
viKrr 22 in the nurses' residence

at the Hotel Dieu Hospital.

All old and prospective mem-
ber* are urged to start tiie sea-

son off right and be pre •-nt at

the first breakfast this coming
Sunday. If you know another

Catholic student, bring him
along tdo, he'll thank you tor it.

In 1849 two students were

found guilty of "indecent and

profane conduct at prayers."

They were allowed to keep their

bursaries, but were "admonish-

ed" by the Principal, and their

ministers informed by letter.
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trader*, a selected group of fresh-

men and freshettes will give forth

with all the Queen's yells, which

nTC so familiar to all Intercollegiate

football fans. The Queen's songs

will bt- efficiently rendered by an

octet recruited from the ranks of

the Glee Club. For the first time

in history good old, "Oil" Thigh"

will ring out from coast to coast.

In charge of the program will be

the well known newscaster and

Queen's grad — Lome Green, In

charge of trie-technical end will be

another Queen's grad, Alec Mae-

Donald, who received his degree in

Science and lias been connected

with the C.B.C.' for some time. It

1» possible that Pep Leadley and

Harry Batstone will he heard on

this show. Also to be heard from

is The descendant of the first

Queen's graduate, who is carrying

on the tradition. And every effort

is being made to get Alfie Pierce to

step before the microphone and

whisper his greetings to Queen's

men far and wide.

Around noon on Saturday, the

C.B.C. will also carry on the na-

tion-wide hook-up/ the special con-

vocation at which honorary degrees

will be conferred on His Excellen-

cy the Karl of Athlone and Her

Royal Highness Princes- Alice,

Countess of Athlone. The Gover-

nor-General Will be presented to

Ihe students as the new- Rector of

Queen's University. His Excel-

lency's rectorial address will be

carried by the C.B.C. to all parts

of the Dominion.

In keeping with a century of

progress in education, some notice

must be taken of the century of

progress in sports, In this connec-

tion, a game has been arranged be

tween Toronto Argonauts and

Montreal Bulldogs, which will be

carried by the C.B.C. originating

in Richardson Stadium and timed

for .1.30 Saturday afternoon. This

will also give the freshmen a taste

of what Queen's was like in the

days of Intercollegiate sports.

Of local interest and carried only

by the local station, will be the

Service of Thanksgiving and Re-

membrance in Grant Hall Thurs-

day at 3.00 p.m. Later in the even-

ing, the Hon. C. A. Dunning will

welcome the delegates to the Con-

vocation. On Friday. CFRC. the

Oueeivs radio station, will broad-

cast the Invocation by the Chap-

lain, Principal Kent of Queen's

Theological College. The final

broadcast will be an address by

Principal Wallace on "Looking

Forward in Education." To those

Queen's graduates who are unable

to attend the Centenary celebrations

the radio will indeed be a magic

link between them and their Alma

Mater.

Roosevelt Given

LL.D. BylQueen's

On Occasion of Opening of

Ivy Lea Bridge

Looking back over the history

of Queen's an event which stands

out is the special, convocation

held in Richardson 'Stadium on

August 18. 1938, for the inden-
tation, of an honorary degree to

President Franklin D. Roosevelt,

who, with Prime Minister Mac-
kenzie King, was participating

that day in the Opening of the

Thousand Islands International

Bridge at Ivy Lea.

-Mure than seven thousand per

sons viewed the ceremony which,

was held at eleven in the morn-

ing, immediately preceding ;

parade through downtown King

ston. On the stand wjth Presi

DRAMA GUILD WILL PRESENT PLAY
Winder's "The Happy Journey"

To Be Staged Saturday Night

A scene from Thornton Wilder's "The Happy Journey" which the Drama
Guild it presenting on Saturday night. The passengers in the motor-car,

played by Bill MacKeniie, Margaret Miller, Ethel Campbell and Barbara

Phinney, are waving goodbye before setting out on their happy journey-

Mo Park, playing the role of the "Stage Manager", tor the moment assumes

the role of a neighbour and waves back.
photo by cava wilsom

Family Will be Headed by
Bill MacKenzie and

Ethel Campbell

McGill, Western Score

Season's First Victories

The Queen's Drama Guild's play;

"The Happy Journey," is now be-

ing spruced up for its Saturday

night's appearance in Convocation

Hall. The Executive of the Guild,

Dr. William Angus, who is direct-

ing the play, and the players them-

selves are to be congratulated on

their co-operation and generosity

Inch has made this Centennial

rformance possible.

STAFF CHANGES

Numerous staff changes have

been announced for the, comin*

academic year.

Dr. J. H. Brovedani, professor

of Spanish and Italian languages

and literature, was able to resume

his duties. Dr. Brovedani wa«

in Italv after the outbreak of

President of the United States and

one of Queens most distinguished

honorary degree holders.

dent Roosevelt were Lieutenant

Governor Albert Matthew?, rep-

resenting the Crown, Prime Min-

ister Mackenzie King, the late

antes A. Richardson, Chancellor

,f Queen's, J. M. MacUonnell,

Chairman of the Board ot Trus-

tees, Principal Wallace, and

Mayor H. A. Stewart of Kings-

ton.

After the President wa"* pre-

sented by Principal Wallace.

Chancellor Richardson bestowed

upon hint the' honorary degree id

Doctor of Laws and welcomed

him to the university.

In the course of his acceptance

address President Roosevelt as

se'rted emphatically that the

people oi the United States "will

not stand idly by if domination

oi Canadian soil is threatened by

any other nation."

"We 'it the Americas are no

longer a faraway continent to

which the eddies oi controversy

beyond the seas conld bring no

interest or no harm," added Mr

Roosevelt.

t tn ihis occasion Mr. Roose

veil remarked that the Constitu-

tion forbade him to accept a*ny

(lecorajion or honor from any

foreign prmciplity or power. He

added that Queen's was certainly

not a principality, but it was de-

cidedly a power. Following his

thirteen minute address the

President signed the Domesday

Book and proceeded to Ban High

Hall where the official party had

lunch. In the afternoon he and

Prime Minister King drove to

Ivy Lea where they further ce-

mented the bonds between Can-

ada and the United States by

opening the International Bridge.

Mr. Roosevelt's address was

Itailed throughout the world as

another example of North Am-

erican solidarity. Some papers

labelled it an extension of the

Monroe Doctrine tu Canada.

By and large the ceremony was

an event unique in the history oi

Canada, for never before had a

President of the United States,

while still holding office, been

laim-ated by a Canadian Uni-

versity. Queen's has a perman-

ent memento of this auspicious

occasion, for in the Douglas Lib-

rary there is an autographed set

uf the collected speeches of tin

President, The volumes are in

scribed. "From a proud alumnu

uf Queen's, Franklin D. Roose

velt."

war, unable to get visas and a

sailing, but he obtained all his

reservations and lacked only a

Portuguese visa, which was

granted. Mr. A. B. Minor, lec

lurer in Spanish, has been given

leave of absence in the second

term for study at Princeton

In the civil engineering de

partment, R. A. Low. Sc. '28,

/who has been employed on w
work lor the past year, will he

returning as assistant professor

of civil engineering J. D. Le

Sc. '40, will be joining the staff

as a lecturer; Mr. M. W. Hug>

gins, A. D. McGinnis. Sc. "2S.

and J. W. Brooks Sc. have

resigned,

Dr. A. M. Doyle, assistant

professor in charge oi neuro

logical medicine, will conduct

neuro-psychiatric service in Mili

tary District No. 6. at Halifax.

Dr. G. F-. Large, Med. '39, v.-ho

was appointed t.> the anatomj

department in the absence o'

Dr. C. R. Salsbury, has joined

the Canadian navy. Dr. D. E.

Rooke, Med. "37, who has been at

Mayo Clinic. Rochester. Minne-

sota, is coming to (Jueen's as a

fellow in medicine. In the de-

partment of chemistry, J. A.

Martin, Arts '36, has resign :d,

and Dr. Cosmo Marchant has

been appointed lecturer. Mi. W.

H. Poole, who was made lectur-

er when Dr. W. A. Mackintosh

was granted a leave^-of absence,

is going to the University of

Manitoba as assistant prof

Pulitzer Play

The Happy Journey" is one of

the most popular and most success

fuf one-act plays ever created. As

the best Pulitzer play of the year

it came second to Eugene O'Neill

\nna Christie," which, of course

a three-act drama. Its author

Thornton Wilder, studied archae

ology and later hecame a small-

town professor in Laurenceville.

New Brunswick, which incidentally

i5 mentioned in "The Happy Jour-

ney." He often wondered what rela-

tion "the little unremembered acts

nf kindness and of love" of family

life had in relation to history-, eter-

nity and the universe. And so he hit

upon the idea of depicting our so-

ciety in the Kerby family on a car

ride. "The Happy Journey."

He claims that if our civilization

was destroyed and forgotten for

years, yes centuries, that posterity

would know our social customs, re-

ligion, food, and manners by study-

ing a copy of "The Happy Jour-

ney." Hot dogs, a funeral, songs,

directly and indirectly are used, to

picture America to-da

Cast

The key figure in the play is Ma
Kerhy. who will be played by Ethel

Campbell, a newcomer, who hails

from Calgary. Her husband, a

laundry-worker, and "the best driv-

er in the world," will be brought

to life by Bill MacKenzie. Julie

O'Grady, Arts "43, and a King-

stonian. takes the part of the elder

daughter, Beulah. "there's only one

Loolie in the world," while Barbara

Phinnev, an exchange student from

Acadia University. X.F.. play

Unlimbcring scoring threats in

the last quarter, the McGill seniors

oreil their first victory of the sea-

son by trouncing the Verdun Grads

Montreal on Turkey Day by

13 to 1.

The Redmen went into the lead

in the first quarter when they coun-

tered a single point and added two

more rouges before the half. The

Verdun line went to pieces in the

last 15 minutes as the more experi-

enced Kerrmen counted two major

scores.

Western University chalked up

their first triumph of the season as

they whitewashed a Detroit Tech

squad 19-0 on Saturday afternoon

in London.

Turning -in their best effort to

date, tiic Mustangs scored in the

2nd and 4th quarters as King, Krol

and Moore each crossed the final

stripe and Moore converted his

touch.

Queen's undergraduates are

urged to attend the week-end

functions. It is understood that

the gallerv of Grant Hall will be

reserved for students at both

Centennial Convocations.

Hostess (gushingly) — You

know, I've heard a great deal

ahout you.

Politician (absently) — Pos-

sibly, but you can't prove any-

thing—The Gateway.

part of the thirteen-year-old daugh-

ter, Caroline, and plays it beauti-

fully. The last of the Kerhies, the

marble-playing son, Arthur, will be

played by Marg. Miller, Ottawa,

Grade A student, who is well known

because of her list of scholarships.

Wilder's stage-announcer and gas-

station attendant i; Mo Park.

Your "Happy Journey" will be-

gin at eight o'clock in Convocation

Hall and all the visitors, staff, and

students of Queen's are welcome,

the 'It's free.

„f .he newest and mart beautiful of Queen's bui]din E s. the Douglas

£
b

bT
lB

TbTQ^Js"library h" s at present, n.aily 2W.O0O volume! on its Selves, one of

on tts

and our best wishes tor continued

1870 TWEDDELL'S - 1941
Hotel La Salle Bldg. - 137 - 139 Princess Street

ibrary.

the best lnnced collections in Canada
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Sing It Again!

Queen's College Colours we are

wearing once again.

Soiled as they are by the battle

and the rain.

Yet another victory to wipe away

the stain!

So. bovs, go in and win.

Chorus:

Oil-thigh na Ban-rig-hinn a' Ban-

rig-hinn gu brath!

Oil-thigh na Ban-rig-hinn a' Ban-

rig-hinn gu brath!

Oil-thigh na Ban-rig-hinn a' Ban-

rig-hinn gu brath

!

Cha-gheil! Cha-gheil! Cha-gheil!

McGill has met defeat before.

they've heard the same old tale

Of Queen's College Colours,

boys, the ones that seldom

(ail!

Remember Captain Curtis and

the conquerors of Yale,

So. boys, go in and win.

A Medical Formal program of

ten years ago lists such popular

numbers as "Many Happy Re-

turns," and "I Don't Know
Why."

He—I haven't heard a squeak

out of you since we started danc-

ing. (

She—Oh, I'm pretty well oiled.

—The Gateway.

Of the Journal staff (18S7-88)

Only one man of the ten was
clean-shaven.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronire them.

WORLD SERIES
SPECIAL
ITS HERE!

10

Gillette Blue Blades

and

Gillette

Shaving Cream

90c VALUE

FOR 59c

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

RAY MCflUER

Girls' Athletic Activities in

100 Years

Athletics for the Queen's girls

weren't always what they are

to-day. The thought of soft-

ball, tennis, track and swimming

all going on at one time would

have been an undreamed nf hope

for those pioneer college women

of 187030.

Scanning an old Journal of

1883 \ve find them full of com-

plaints about the gym, which had

every pane of glass in the six

windows broken, the apparatus

and those who used them exposed

to the wind, sun and rain. After

every snowfall small drifts cov-

ered the muck of broken glass,

bits of plaster, straw and dust

which concealed the floor.

Further Agitation

Again in 1887 the Journal burst

forth with another tirade of com-

plaints against the fireless rooms,

oil-less lamps and holes in the

ceiling. In I8S9 an unfurnished

room was placed at the disposal

of the ladies. They wanted to

use the thirty dollars they were

obligated to pay toward the gym-

nasium to furnish this room-

By 1894 a girls' hockey team

was organized with two practices

a week on the Kingston rink.

Several men made strenuous ef-

forts for the position of coach.

Skating, however, was their only

exercise and efforts were being

made to secure the gym for one

half hour after morning lectures.

The use of an indoor tennis court

in 1898 was the source of more

trouble.

Girls' Gym
Success came at last in 1904.

The women were given space for

a gym on the top floor of the

Old Arts Building, and basketball

was introduced. Classes in P.T.

were still small and irregular,

the girls going when they had

nothing else to do. Compulsory

attendance was urged.

The athletic activities graou-

ally developed until in 1921 :n-

tercollegiate basketball was start-

ed, in 1924 hockey. Later, swim-
ming and tennis teams were sent

to test their skill against other

universities.

Snobbery is the pride of those

who are not sure of their posi-

tion.—Burton Braley.

For many years Queen's stu-

dents had to live in a "college

boarding-house." Evidently they
could not obtain lodging with
the citizens.

BLOOD DONOR CLINIC

TO CALL VOLUNTEERS

Students who volunteer to give

blood for war service at the local

Hlood Donor Clinic will be called

for about one hour on Monday,

Tuesday or Wednesday mornings,

it was announced this week. For

most students this would involve

the loss of attendance at a lecture

or other class. To circumvent this

difficulty, IVincipal Wallace was

pproached and he has agreed that

attendance will be granted to all

such students upon their presenting

evidence u> dieir Instructors thai

during the hour in question they

were acting as Volunteer Blood

Donors at the local clinic.

When a student is called to act

as a Volunteer Blood Donor, he

will receive his notice by mail from

the local clinic. Such notices will

go out only to those students who

volunteer by signing their names

and addresses on blood donor cards.

To avoid inconvenience, volunteer

donors should present themselves at

exactly the date and time specified

on their notice. After attendance at

the local clinic, each donor will he

given a card upon which will be

noted the time he was present at

the clinic. Each student volunteer

should then present this card to

the instructor whose class he miss-

ed while at the clinic and this

should be done at the earliest op-

portunity after missing the class.

The instructor in question will then

grant attendance for the class

missed.

The Alma Mater Society has

unanimously sponsored the cam-

paign to recruit voluntary hlood

donors from amongst the students.

A committee was appointed with a

member from each faculty under

the chairmanship of Hud Camp-

bell, President of the Aesculapian

Society. This committee will super-

vise the campaign amongst the stu-

dents. As soon as the Student

Directory is available. Blood Donor

Volunteer cards will he sent to each

student. These cards have spaces

for the name, address, telephone

number and signature of each volun-

teer and those who wish to volun-

teer may do so by filling in the

necessarv information.

Levana Notice

All members of Levana

are expected to attend in a

body, the special Convoca-

tion on Saturday morning,

October 18. They will meet

in the upper hall of the New
Arts Building at 9.30 a.m.

so that they may march in

pairs to the gallery of Grant

Hall at 9.45. Academic
gowns are to be worn.

LEVANA
NOTE/

Congratulations

After one hundred years of ad-

vance and retreat, sometime suc-

cess and often defeat at the hands

of the men, Levana has at last

come into her own—and glorious-

ly. We may be biased, out to

have members of Levana as

President and Secretary of the

A.M.S. seems an excellent way

of beginning a new century in

the life of Queen's. Both these

girls are to be congratulated, and

deserve the support of all Levana.

Red Cross Room

On Monday, October 20, the

Red Cross Room will open for

the season. This year attendance

is purely ' voluntary, but it is

hoped that as good a showing will

be made by the girls as last

year. This is one branch of wa,r

work in which most of us can

participate, and also one which is

extremely worthwhile at the

present time, and will piobably

be even more so in the future.

Jean Calvert is Head Convener

—here are the others, with the

day and hour.

MONDAY:
2.00-3.30—Ann Plant.

3.30-5.00—Catherine Rowland.

TUESDAY:
2.00-3.30—Jean Calvert.

.3.30-5.00—Joan Porteous.

WEDNESDAY:
2,00-3.30—Joan White.

3. 30-5.00-^Jean Ransom.

THURSDAY:
2.00-3.30—Margaret Smith.

3.30-5.00—Peggy Thompson.
FRIDAY:
2.00-3.30—Gladys Clements.

3.30-5.00—Julie O'Grady.

Freshie— Are you dining any-

where tonight ?

Freshess—No, I don't think so.

Freshie—Gosh, you're going to

be hungry!—The Manitoban.

My love has flew,

Him did me dirt.

Me did not knew

Him was a fiVt.

Let's love forbid

Lest you get doed

Like I been did!

TAILS!
i

FOR RENT
AND

TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princess St

EXCLUSIVE WITH

JURY & PEACOCK
PHONE 343 WE DELIVER 185 PRINCESS

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN S TEA BOOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

Dance Time Again

MEDS FORMAL

OCTOBER 17th

Reserve your

Full Dress Rental

Early.

GEO. FREED'S
214 Princess Street

1841

Alumni Welcome to The Centenary Highlight

THE MEDICAL AT HOME
1941

featuring BERT NIOSI
GRANT HALL

AND HIS 14-PIECE ORCHESTRA
10 P.M.

A FEW TICKETS AVAILABLE AT TECH SUPPLIES FRIDAY, OCT. 17t»
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GOVERNOR-GENERAL IS NEW RECTOR
WAR

COMMENT
BY JIM LINDSAY AND

LUNA TARLO

Last week, on Friday, the United
States destroyer Kearney was tor-

pedoed. The ship was torpedoed

by a submarine about 350 miles
south and west of Iceland. No cas-

ualties were reported. This coin-

cided with the formation of a new
Japanese government.

It was rumored that the first re-

liction of the United States to this

change of government was to order
all United States ships in the Paci-

fic to proceed immediately to their

closest British or American port.

At the same time war talk spread

rapidly through Manila. It was felt

that the Japanese were becoming
more and more hostile towards the

United States. Now what is the

international significance of these

events? Evidently the axis is man-
oeuvring into position for a new

WAR COMMENT
(Continued on page 7)

STOCKING PROBLEM
SOLVED AT TORONTO

A shortage of silk is giving the

Varsity campus lassies quite a prob

lem, but a reporter there lias found

that they are not losing any sleep

over it. Canada is now importing

only 20 per cent of its previous

consumption of pure silk, and that

20 per cent is urgently needed for

war purposes.

The simplest substitute that co-

eds have found for silk stockings

is nothing at all. That works as

long as they have either a good

suntan or a good brand of paint

—

or as long as the weather is warm

STOCKING PROBLEM
(Continued on page 7)

Drama Guild Play

Will Be Performed

Again on Saturday

Other Centenary Features
Will Be Repeated On

Same Program

Saturday is Variety Night at

Queen's. A gala program is be-

ing sponsored by the Drama
Guild in collaboration with Le-

vajia, the Glee Club, and the War
Aid Commission. The Fashion

Show, the play 1 "The Happy
Journey," and the Queen's movie

"Paths of Learning" will be run

off again. Audiences applauded

these presentations so enthusi-

astically during the Centennial

celebrations that these items are

going to be combined into one

production, a show of shows.

Approval

Many students have already ex-

pressed their approval of the un-

dertaking ; few undergraduates

saw these shows because the

latter clashed with the Centenary

dance and the Reception. Those

taking part in the fashion show

DRAMA GUILD

(Continued on page 3)

Science '45

There will be a general

meeting Tuesday, October

24, at 4 p.m. in Gordon Hall

to discuss Honorary Presi-

dency, athletics, etc. Atten-

dance compulsory.

President Installed

At Victoria College

Doctor Brown Addresses

Delegates

Delivers Address After Presentation

By President Of Alma Mater Society

At Impressive Centenary Convocation
ij/ —

Dr. McNeill Gives Outline

Of History Of
Queen's

Portrait of Late
Rector Is Unveiled

Head of Alumni

Speaks over Radio

Says Queen's Is Fulfilling

Duty Of University

BY ELEANOR IIOUCK

On Friday, October 17, at 7.15

p.m., an address was broadcast by

Mr. E. A. Collins, President of

'he General Alumni Association. Il

was entitled "The General Alumni

Association and the University,"

and it described the close bond be-

tween the two.

Duties of University

Mr. Collins began bis address

with two rhetorical questions —
"What are the functions of a uni-

versity?" and "Has Queen's per-

formed these functions adequate-

ly?". He said that a university can

onl) be judged by her alumni, and

quoting from an outline of the pri-

niary duties of such an institution

n by Dr. Gillman of Johns-

Hopkins, he said that he considered

that Queen's was living up to the

requirements more now than ever

HEAD OF ALUMNI
(Cum nued on page 6)

In a simple and moving cere-

mony, the Rt. Hon. W. L. Macken-

zie King paid tribute to the late

Ha{i. Norman Rogers, when he un-

veiled a portrait of the late Rector

of Queen's, on Friday afternoon.

The portrait is hung in Kingston

Memorial Hall, and will serve as an

even stronger link in the tie between

the City of Kingston and the Uni-

versity, because the late Rector is

painted in a scholarly pose, and is

wearing his academic robes.

Achievements

"Today," said Mr. King, "we are

PORTRAIT UNVEILED
(Continued on page 8)

Toronto, Ont. (C.U.P.)— Be-

fore the assembled delegates

of 56 universities and colleges

of the United States and Can-

ada, Dr. W. T. Brown was in-

augurated as President and

Chancellor of Victoria University

in Convocation Hall on October

15.

Dr. Brown, who succeeds the

late Rev. E. W. Wallace, spoke

in his inaugural address, of the

value and meaning of a liberal

education, which he defined as

"the training which should be

given the freeborn.'
.

Greetings

Following the new President's

address, Dr. W. S. Ferguson.

Dean of the Faculty of Arts of

Harvard University. President

Sydney E- Smith of the Uni-

versity of Manitoba, and Chan-

cellor Sir William Mulock de-

livered greetings from the Am-

erican and Canadian Universities

and from the University of To-

tronto.

Sir William recalled, in dis-

cussing the affiliation of Victoria

and Toronto Universities through

the federation of Victoria Col-

lege with the Faculty of Arts,

the controversy that had taken

place over fifty years ago when

the plan of a federated university

was discussed.

VICTORIA COLLEGE

(Continued on page 2)

principal's JKeautge

/ wish to express to the students of Queen's my warm thanks for

the fine contributions that you made to the Centenary celebrations

The stirring quality of the pipe baud, the majesty of the choral music,

the beaut v of flte fashion parade, the delicacy of interpretation in the

play, the' impressive precision at the inspection, the high standard of

the Centenary issue of the JOURNAL, the good taste in the carrying

out of the Medical At Home, the efficiency ill receiving, guiding and

ushering, the fine attendance at the functions, and, by no means least,

the dignity and sensitiveness of the contributions of your president

and vice-president at tht rectorial function — for all of these and for

much more Queens is tmdy grateful. You did more than you are

yourselves aware to make our ceremonies worthy of the university

and of the occasion. I know that I speak not only for boards of

management and staff, but as well for all who were our guests during

these three eventful days, when 1 say to you that you earned tin-

respect and regard of that great host of people who xvish well for

Queen's University.

Queen's University,

October 20th. 1941.

Principal.

Other Speakers

"Queen's was the first uni-

versity to begin active teaching

iu all the 3.00 miles between

Fredericton.N.B., and the Pacific

Ocean.'' With these words Dr.

W. E. McNeill, Vice-Principal of

the University, began his moving

and witty recitation of "The

Story of Queen's," presented at

the Special Convocation to confer

degrees on the Governor-General

and Princess Alice.

"What," he asked, "brought it

into existence?" The answer is

three main causes. First, was

sectarianism, because in those

days the religious flame burned

high, and it was considered high-

ly dangerous for a boy to be

taught any subject save by a

member oi his own church. Even

Arithmetic might have serious

implications for the Doctrine of

the Trinity.

Second cause was John Stra-

dr. McNeill

(Continued on page 2)

Mackenzie King

Speaks at Banquet

Many Prominent Delegates

Address Gathering

The Rt. Hon. W. L. Mac-

kenzie King, Prime Minister of

Canada, addressed the Queen's

Centenary banquet in the gym-

nasium Friday evening. Speaking

of the statement made by Presi-

dent Roosevelt in Kingston on

August 18, 1938, thai "the United

States would not stand idly by if

a foreign power attempted to in-

vade Canada," Prime Minister

King said that it had come to

have greater significance than

was ever anticipated.

Defence

He went on to state that for

our part we are providing defence

so that no foreign power can go

across Canada and invade the

MACKENZIE KING

(Continued on page 2)

R.A.F. Chaplain

Squadron Leader Greg-

son, senior chaplain of the

R.A.F. in Canada, will speak

to Queen's students on Sun-

day, October 26. To all men

in the -C.O.T.C. who heard

him last spring at army

camp, here is a great op-

portunity to hear him again.

Freshmen and Levana will

be equally welcome.

Drama Tryouts

Drama Guild tryouts will

be held to-day from 1 to 4

and to-morrow (Wednes-

day, October 22) from 2 to

4 in Room 201, New Arts

Bldg. The Drama Guild is

planning a large-cast

comedy for near-futurepres-

entation. All those who are

interested in acting are" ex-

pected to be there.

Honorary Degrees

Conferred Friday

Twenty-Four Honored At

Centenary Convocation

Urges Balanced Study Of
History In Meeting

Present Crisis

Thanks Students

BY HUGH BUCHANAN

An impressive ceremony during

the Centenary celebrations was the

convocation held in Grant Hall on

Friday, October 17. Not only was

the convocation honored by the

presence of more distinguished men

and women than ever before, but

for the first time in many years

seat space for spectators was at a

premium.

Degrees

Degrees of Doctor of Divinity

were presented to rive prominent

theologians from both Canada and

the United States; degrees of Doc-

tor of Laws were presented to eigh-

teen men and one woman from Bri-

tain. United States and Canada.

Those receiving the degree of Doc-

tor of Divinity were robed by Prin-

cipal Kent of Queen's Theological

College; those receiving the degree

of Doctor of Laws by Deans Mathe-

son. Garke and Etherington. Five

of the men receiving the degree of

Doctor of Laws, Defence Minister

Ralston, Canadian Corps Command-

er McNaughton, James Conant,

president of Harvard, Sir Edward

Peacock of the Bank of England,

and Principal Sir Thomas Holland

of the University of Edinburgh.

FRIDAY CONVOCATION

(Continued on page 3)

The highlight of the Centenary

week-end celebrations at Queen's

University was reached when His

Excellency the Earl of Athlone

was presented to the students as

Rector of the University and

gave his Rectorial address.

Alumni, staff, special guests,

delegates and students crowded

Grant Hall to witness the cere-

mony. After Principal Wallace

had conferred honorary degrees

on His Excellency and Princess

Alice, Dorothy Wardle, Presi-

dent of the Alma Mater Society,

introduced the Earl of Athlone.

His Excellency opened his Rec-

torial address by thanking the

students for the privilege which

they had bestowed upon him. He
is the Chancellor of the Uni-

versity of London but Queen's

is the only University of which

ATHLONE SPEAKS

(Continued on page 2)

Governor-General

Praises C.O.T.C.

Regrets Bad Weather At
Saturday Inspection

"Please let the men know that

I am very much pleased with

their fine appearance and bear-

ing." With these words the Earl

of Athlone expressed to Lt.Col.

R. O. Earl, Commanding Officer,

his pleasure with the performance

of the Queen's University CO.

T.C. The Governor-General went

on to say: "I am so sorry they

had to endure such bad weather.

(You may march them off." This

ended the first inspection of the

Queen's Officers Training Corps

by a Governor-General.

This event, the only one in the

PRAISES C.O.T.C.

(Continued on page 6)

Fashions Of Century Displayed

At Reception On Saturday Night

BY HELEN LAKE

Fashion across the years—from

bonnets and parasols, to sweaters

and skirts, all the feminine fads of

a century were on view at Grant

Hall last Saturday night.

As the highlight of the Recep-

tion which concluded the Centen-

nial Celebrations, the Fashion Show

brought us face to face with The

A wml Truth about Feminine

Fickleness. And not so awful after

all. For even tht most confirmed

woman-hater must have had to

look twice at the simple charm of

1841, or the smart full lines of the

'SO's, 1895's soft creations, or, fail-

ing all others, the slim satin love-

liness of the evening gown of our

own 1941.

Contrasts

Of course there is always the

other side of the story. Tennis and

Gym costumes of '05 were not be-

FASHION SHOW
(Continued on page 7)
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FOR APPOINTMENTS

PHONE

3 12 0

- IN KINGSTON NEXT WEEK -

ASHLEY & CRIPPEN
ptjotngrapIjprB nf Snrnnto

SITTINGS AVAILABLE DAYTIME AND EVENINGS

MONDAY, OCT. 27

TO

SATURDAY, NOV. 1

Victoria College

(Continued from page 1)

Finally approved, he related, it

was submitted to the Legislature

in 1889. and passed.

"There were those who feared

and prophesied failure for the

plan", he saitl. "The whole ques-

tion of federation depended on

the possibility of co-operation by

denominational colleges with a

state university without en-

dangering the religious beliefs of

the students.

Federation

"It has stood the test of 50

years, in perfect harmony, with

students remaining loyal to their

own colleges. It has never been

alleged or even hinted that fed-

eration has endangered anyone's

religious beliefs. Federation has

been an unqualified success at the

University of Toronto, a unique

feature of the federation being

the federated Arts Colleges."

He said that due to the system

of federation, the University of

Toronto "gives promise of being

one of the world's greatest uni-

versities."

"Victoria University," he con-

cluded, "sustained a severe loss

in the death of Dr. Wallace, but

has been fortunate- t6-securc Dr.

Brown to carry on. I cordially

welcome him, and have no doubt

that he will discharge his high

duties to the honor and advance-

ment of Toronto and Victoria

Universities."

Athlone Speaks

(Continued from page 1)

he has been asked to act as

Rector.

History of Position

The position of Rector dates

from mediaeval times when a

man was appointed to direct the

general course of studies at a uni-

versity. He was chosen by
popular vote of the students and

accordingly we sec in the old

universities the first sign of rep-

resentative democracy as we
know it now. These universities

pointed the way toward a new
basis of life and government and
contained in them the seeds of

the democracy that we are striv-

ing so hard to maintain. Their
high standard of internal ad-

ministration and the uniformity

of courses that had been achieved

enabled students to transfer from
one university to another with-
out finding the change too great.

Here too, were to be found the

first trends towards freedom of

speech and levelling of social

status.

As students, we are the people
of to-morrow whose job it will be

to "shape a new world with what
we find." Our problem will be
to create an international order
in which men may live in peace.

In approaching this problem we
must analyze the great periods of
peace such as the "Pax Romana
and learn the reasons for their

long existenccl and ultimate
downfall. His Excellency then
suggested a United States of the
world as opposed to a United
States of Europe for would not
even that invite a struggle more

VARSITY TRANSFERS
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS

The surplus of Chemical Engi-

neers at Toronto University in the

Faculty of Applied Science and

Engineering has been largely elimin-

ated by voluntary transfer of stu-

dents to otlier courses.

Of the 29 students who over-

flowed the capacity of the faculty,

a total of 22 have applied for trans-

fer to other courses. Nineteen stu-

dents made application before the

faculty committee of three mem-

bers held sessions to determine

those students least qualified to en-

ter Chemical Engineering.

The selection committee, author-

ized by the Board of Governors to

decide which students should be

liminated, studied students' appli-

cations, considering the past record

of the students, their connections

with and suitability for the Chemi-

cal department. A total of IS let-

ters were sent to those students

who seemed least suited, and by the

time the committee began to inter-

view these students the number of

enrolees was reduced to 112. leav-

ng the committee only seven elim-

nations with which to deal.

gigantic than that which is now
taking place?

Universal Constitution

The present political organiza-

tion is an anachronism. We are

faced with much the same situa-

tion that faced the makers of the

American constitution. We must
write a constitution that can be

adapted by all the peoples of the

world. Benjamin Franklin said:

"If we don't hang together we
shall hang separately." This is

indeed true when the plight of

the small European democracies

such as Holland and Belgium is

remembered.

Mere academic study, however,

will not be enough. We seek not

just war or peace aims but a new
way of life built on international

obligations, a way that must be
flexible enough to adapt itself to

changing conditions but st^ng
enough to exist forever. We must
.study the past but not be pre-

judiced by it or led astray by the

misjudgment of our predecessors.

A scientific, fresh outlook is

necessary. "Study the past, not
only with a critical eye to its

failures but with balanced
thought to its successes." With
these suggestions His Excellcncy

turned to the problem of the

present
; that of destroying Hit-

ler and Nazism. He warned us
that the urgency is great and
pointed out that it is vitally im-
portant to almost everyone in

the world that this be done as

soon as possible.

His Excellency concluded his

Rectorial address with this pray-
er: "Let God's blessing rest upon
the work of this great Unlver-
sitv,"

"Would you like to go to the
circus to-night? I've got two
seats."

"Then why aren't you in the
side show?"—Sheaf.

Our advertisers want YOUR
luisincss—patronize them.

J. M. MACDONNELL

Chairman of the Board of Trustees,

who received the edgree of LL.D. at

the Centenary Convocation on Friday.

S.C.M Fall Camp
Saturday, Sunday

That long awaited event, S.C.M.

fall vamp, is scheduled for next

Saturday evening and Sunday, Oc-

tober 25 and 20. This year's re-

treat is to be held at Graham Man-

or, Bath, where such an enjoyable

week-end was s|>ent by last year's

fall-campers. Graham Manor, situ-

ated on the lakeshore, is an ideal

site for this annual week-end of

discussion, relaxation and fun. The
theme of the camp this year is one

of wide interest : "Christian Citi-

zenship." Three of the most popu-

lar and capable members of the

faculty, Dr. Vlastos, Professor

Wade, and Dr. Estall. will speak

and lead discussion.

On Saturday evening, the dis-

cussion will centre around the ques-

tion "What is the Christian faith?",

led by Dr. Vlastos. Sunday morn-

ing, Professor Wade will talk about

what is happening in the world, and

why, and the responsibilities of the

individual in such a world. On
Sunday evening, Dr. Estall will co-

ordinate the two issues, and discuss

the ways in which the Christian

can be effective in such a situation.

Relaxation

Fall Camp is not only an oppor-

tunity for study and discussion of

pertinent problems; it is also a

pleasant place to rest and relax,

(particularly after the strain of the

centenary celebrations) and to

make friends and to 'get to know

people. Sunday afternoon is re-

served for hiking, reading, games

or individual activities.

All interested students are in-

vited to attend Fall Camp. You
don't have to be an old supporter of

S.C.M.; you are welcome to come.

The cost is $2.50 per student, in-

cluding four meals, accommodation

for Saturday night, transportation,

anr] 25c registration fee. All those

who wish to go are urged to regis-

ter by Wednesday night. Registra-

tion forms and complete informa-

tion will be found in the folder* in

the library, at the post-office, at

Ban Righ and at the Union.

LOST

Black bill-fold, initialled H. A.

Finder please return to Orderly

Room.

Mackenzie King

(Continued from page 1)

United States. "We are protect-

in-." -aid the Prime Minister,

"the eastern and western en-

trances to this great Dominion,

and are guarding the vital centre ;

we are helping to protect this

North American continent
against invasion." Mr. King paid

tribute to the United States tor

its co-operation, and said that

indicative of the new unity of

Britain and the U.S. was Wins-

ton Churchill's assurance that in

event of difficulties arising with

Japan, United States could count

on Britain to be at her side.

"When I think of that state-

ment 'I am my brother's keeper'

I think of the position of Russia,"

Mr. King declared. "We are our

brother's keeper, for unless we

are prepared to save others we

cannot save ourselves. To-day

this world has drawn so closely

together in all its parts that

people have come to realize that

we are our brother's keeper. I

pray that the universities will

stand firm in maintaining sta-

bility. Hold to your faith, and if

you have fault with your govern-

ment, change it, but hold to your

faith."

Mr. King when thanking the

City of Kingston and the trustees

of Queen's University for asking

him to he present on such an oc-

casion, said it was good to know

that there was such a happy re-

lationship between the city and

the university, and he hoped that

it would long continue.

Manifesto

Recalling the German mani-

festo of 1914 supporting the in-

vasion and conquest of Belgium

and signed by more than 1000

leading German educationalists,

the Prime Minister said that he

had felt at once that there was

no hope for Germany after that.

The "undermining influence" that

caused such action on the part of

the German educationalists could

be traced back to the universities

themselves.

The Prime Minister paid tri-

bute to the late Dr. O. D. Skel-

ton, a distinguished graduate of

Queen's University, who had

been closely associated with him
for 17 years.

Dunning
Mr. King also said that he was

glad that the Hon. C. A. Dunning
had been able to accept the posi-

tion of Chancellor of Queen's

University.

Dr. J. M. Macdonncll. chair-

man of the Board of Trustees,

who responded to the toast, "The
University," which was proposed

by Mayor Stewart, spoke par-

ticularly of the part which
Queen's men have played. He
referred to the late Dr. James
Richardson by stating, "we knew
him and loved him and our new
chancellor, the Hon. C. A. Dunn-
ing, has endeared himself to us

all."

Dr. Macdonncll spoke of the

periods through which Queen's
had passed and how she had sent

out ministers, teachers, mining
engineers, doctors, etc., to all

part* of the world, and they had

Dr. McNeill

(Continued from page 1)

chau. He had sought to be a

minister in the Presbyterian

Church, but failing that, had

turned to Anglicanism. He he-

came a power in Ontario, and

the Governor sent him to Eng-

land to obtain a charter for a

provincial university. He re-

turned with a charter for a com-

pletely Anglican college, with

himself as President, and a re-

quirement that staff and gov-

erning hotly must subscribe to

the 39 Articles. This shocked

and alarmed the other denomina-

lions, and they founded their

own colleges.

The third reason and the chief

one was the need for ministers

for the ' Presbyterian Church.

Upper and Lower Canada had a

population of a million and a

quarter, but the only supply of

educated ministers was the old

country. Year by year the Synod

appealed for ministers, but few

came. There was only one solu-

tion—to train them in Canada.

On December 17, 1839, the

necessary bill was introduced in-

to the Legislature. At this point

brought honor to theii? Alma

Mater.

Ontario

The toast to the Province of

Ontario was proposed by Carle-

ton Stanley, president of Dal-

housie University, and was re-

sponded to by the Hon. P. M_.

Dewan, Minister of Agriculture.

The Hon. Mr. Dewan spoke oi

the hardships which our fore-

fathers had overcome in builds

ing this country of ours, and fol-

lowed it by stating, "Are we in

this generation doing as much
for ourselves and those who fol-

low us? Are we doing all we
should to preserve those Chris-

tian principles which our fore-

fathers established for us? They

were ready to- provide funds to

start the educational centres in

their day. These educational

centres have served us well right

up until the present time. These

universities and schools are pro-

viding men to-day to serve in

war industry. We must keep the

highest type of people in the rural

communities for the welfare of

the whole nation."

Toasts

W. S. Ferguson, dean of Har-

vard University, proposed the

toast to Canada, and the Hon.
Charles A. Dunning, chancellor

of the University, proposed the

toast to the delegates which was
responded to by Sidney E. Smith,

president of the University of

Manitoba. The Hon. Angus Mac-
donald, Minister of National De-

fence for Naval Services, and fed-

eral member for Kingston, ex-

pressed the appreciation of the

gathering to the City of Kings-

ton, the hosts of the evening.

Piano music was. provided by
Dr. F. L. Harrison and Tania

Plaw. The numbers included Dr.

Harrison's arrangement of "God
Save the King" for two pianos,

Scriabin's "Fantasy," Ravel's

"Pavane," and Gliere's "Sailors'

Dance."

Dr. McNeill brought forth a witty

explanation of why and how
Queen's received her name.

"It was," he said, "a last min-

ute worldly thought." Someone
said: 'Let

(

us be more up-to-

date than which still is

only a name. Two Kings have

died since that college was

thought of and now there's a

Queen. Let this be Queen's Col-

lege, and for our greater glory,

let us get a Roj al Charter.' Queen
Victoria assented, and issued her

Charter October 16, 1841. That
i* the day we ccjebrate."

Tile little college opened un-

der a total eclipse. Kingston was

the oldest and biggest city in the

Province, and the capital of Unit-

ed Canada. No. one paid any at-

tention to the little college in a

small frame hott-e. with its two

professors and ten shabby stu-

dents.

The next year, King's College

opened in Toronto. So the Prin-

cipal and the Trustees wanted to

give up the Arts course if Queen's

could exist as a Theological Col-

lege affiliated with King's. But

by the irony of fate. Queen's was

saved by John Strachan, who re-

fused to submit the proposals to

his college council, and who

blocked two bills in the legisla-

ture. And by the time that King's

became the non-sectarian Uni-

versity College, and federation

with it was possible. Queen's re-

fused to come in. The little col-

lege had struck roots, and loyal-

ties had clustered about it. Thus

Queen's was saved by John Stra-

chan. In Dr. McNeill's words,

"He should be regarded as our

patron saint."

Many other eminent and brave

men kept the University going

through trial and tribulation.

Then came Principal Grant. He
found a college with forty stu-

dents, one building, a total an-

nual revenue of only $10,000, and

warnings from friends that
Queen's could not survive. With-

in two years he got Kingston

citizens to give the Old Arts

Building. By arduous campaigns

he raised amazing sums of money
for the University. He persuaded

the Ontario Government to found

the School of Mines at Kingston.

When he died in 1902, he had

transformed the University. To-

daj hi? portrait hangs in Grant

1 1. ill, w ith a Latin epitaph: "If

you seek his , monument look

around," But Queen's was built

by gifts — three-quarters of the

endowment was given by small

givers, out of penury. Dr. Mc-

Neill closed by noting the emin-

ent men who have come out from

Queen'? to build Canada. He
concluded, "In such men we
trust. On such men we rest our

case."

On this program, designed for

the alumni, appeared many prom-

inent graduates. Mr. Collin?, the

head of the Alumni Association,

and Dr. Laird, the head of the

Alumnae Association, presented

felicitations to the University on

reaching its centennial. The old-

est living alumnus congratulated

the University on its longevity.

And alumni groups presented

greetings to the Chancellor.
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Glee Club

Plans for the production

of Gilbert and Sullivan's

operetta "The Pirates of

Penzance" will be discussed

at the meeting of the Glee
Club on Tuesday night at

7.30 p.m. to be held in the

Biology lecture room of the

Old Arts Building. It is ex-

pected that principals and
main acting parts will be
given out at this time; for

this reason, it is important

that everyone interested

should turn out.

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY jt?URN/L

THEATRE
LINE-DP
G RAN D

GRAND — To-day a double
feature. Dennis Morgan in Kisses

for Breakfast, and Roger Prior in

The Richest Man m Town.

Wednesday, Thursday and Fri-

day, a smash hit will he shown,
John Garfield and Ida Lupino in

the dramatic movie. Out of the Fay.

Tl VOL

Proud Oceanic Traveller: I'm
.hi authbrl I contribute to the

"Atlantic Monthly"!
]

Green-Faced Friend: Phooey!
I contribute to the Atlantic daily!

STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

"Where The Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Five New Clean Heated Cobs

PHONE J J'^1 PHONE

WE MEET ALL TRAINS
24-Hour Service Henry Wilson

RENT A NEW CAR
Drive it Yourself

Rates: 12c per mile.

Minimum $1.00 per hour.

264^ Bagot St., Phone 199

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292^Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone 34«

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

274 Princeis St. Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOURDIERS
rues

78 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Phone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon

2 ?4 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop

Ida Van Clieaf Maude Wagar

Today, Katherine Hepburn and
Cary Grant star in that swell come-
dy Brmi/mg Up Baby. Also show-
ing, For Beauty's Sake, with Ned
Sparks and Marjorie Weaver.

Wednesday and Thursday anoth-

er two-fealure program. William

Powell and Myrna Loy kid in An-
other Thin Man, while Robert

Armstrong and Lynda Hayes will

thrill you in the mystery number.

Citadel of Crime. All shows re-

commended.—S.I.S.
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BILTMORE
The Housekeeper's Daughter with

Joan Bennett and Adnlphe Menj
is a gripping murder-mystery story

solved by a cub reporter, two ac

reporters and the murde>er, all of

whom are in love with Joan Hen

nett, who is at her best in this pic

Hire.

South of Pago Pago with Jon

Hal! and Victor McLaglen is

story of the South Seas at a time

when white men, in their greedy

lust for pearls, bring fire-water;*

sorrow, and even hate to the na

tives. The picture has a very in

teresting plot with some excellent

photography included,

Coming Thursday to Saturday

Dod'je City with Errol Flynn, Ann
Sheridan and Olivia DeHavilland

also Blonde Cheat, starring Joan

Fontaine.—H.T.

CAPITOL
Blood and Sand, now showing, is

swashbuckling and colorful, but

slightly disjointed. It is made en-

joyable by the generally recognized

appeal of Tyrore Power and by

Rita Hayworth.

The story is that of the life of a

matador in Spain. With his indom-

itable courage, he rises from po-

verty to the luxury of the greatest

bullfighter in the country. Linda

Darnell plays his sweet and loyal

v.i te effectively and Rita Ha. worth

has the Delilah-like part of the

"other woman." Of course, even

Tyrone Power slips from the pin-

nacle to the bitterness of failure,

but Linda Darnell saves the story

from too grim reality by return-

ing to her slightly erring husband.

Technicolor makes ths rather or-

dinarv picture, much better than it

would have bee'n in the less attrac-

tive black and white.

A University of Southern Cali-

fontiti band .short, a cartoon, and

[lie News complete the program.

Freshman: "You're dancing with

me tonight and I suppose tomor-

row you'll be making a date with

-iime other man." '

Freshelte: "Yes, with my chiro-

podist."

"Happy Journey"

Is Clever Satire

BY JOHN STRA1T0N

We laughed at ourselves last

Saturday night. Thornton Wilder";

one-act play. The Happy Journey.

cleverly satirizing human foibles,

was presented by the Drama Guild

at Convocation Hall, in connection

with the Centenary celebrations.

The clever playwright who wrote

the well-known Our Town, has

again given us a mirror view of

ourselves.

Cast

The people who portrayed us

last Saturday, October 18, also

knew us. Ethel Campbell, who
played the difficult part of garru-

lous Ma Kirby, was the key-figure.

She had most to say, carrying most

Of the philosophy of the play, and

she said it well. The part of the

son, Arthur, lost some of its ef-

fectiveness in the casting of a girl

to play the part. However, Mar-
garet Miller, did a creditable joh

under the circumstances, playing

the typical American boy. High
School girls have their pretty legs

pulled by the author in the charac-

ter of Caroline, which was ably as-

sumed by Earbara Phinney. Phleg-

matic Pa Kirby, who spent the

greater part of the act in eloquent

silence, was done by Bill Mac-
Kenzte — Pa Kirby's best acting

was seen when his married daugh-

ter, Beulah, made him blush with

her affections. Julie O'Grady skip-

ped on the stage as Beulah. The
nonchalant stage manager, Maurice

Park", on the stage during the whole

show, was casually pleasing.

Half the charm of the play was,

remarkably, the lack of scenery or

props. The stajje manager indif-

ferently produced four chairs f(r

an automobile, in which the occtt

pants jiggled around and jerked at

every application of the clutch and

brake. Ma Kirby yelled gos

throagh a make-believe window to

various neighbors whose parts were

all taken by the versatile stage

manager without even a change in

his voice. The most realistic mo-

tions without nbjects were made by

a garage man (played by the stage

manager) as he wiped the wind-

shield anil scraped off an imaginary

speck. The economical method of

producing a play without the em-

bellishment of scenery was used by

the Chinese, hundreds of years ago,

Shakespearian plays also lacked the

glorification of stage decoration in

Elizabethan times. Now, with tin

pleasant feeling that we arc seeing

something new, we again revert tn

primitive methods.

Plot

The story of the play is as plot-

less as life itself. A family argue ;

at home while preparing for a jour-

ney, goes on the journey, talking

dly all the while, and looking ai

Chesterfield and food billhoard-

then arrives at the destination. Il

the naturalness of their speech

and actions that is so tickling. The

play is not a comedy, but a satin 1

that drag's us all through the mud.

We are probably late in com-

mending the performers for their

excellent work; but we add our con-

gratulations to the heap they al-

ready hftve.

From here the scene shifts to

two co-eds talking somewhere ton

the dance door.

"His moustache makes rile laugh:"

"It tickles me, too."

L don't see what keeps you co-

eds wann at these cold football

games.

,ou ain'l supposed to.'

LOST—j-

—

An alumnus lost the sum of

seventy dollars on the campus

Saturday morning. If, found,

please return to Alumni Office.

Douglas Library, or Professor

Jackson. Reward.

Friday Convocation

(Continued from page 1)

were not present at the ceremony

and received their degrees in ab-

sentia.

At the conclusion of the presenta-

tions, Dean Luther Weigle of Yale

l'niversity thanked the L'niversity

on behalf of those receiving Docto-

rates of Divinity and Mnnsignor

Camille Roy, Rector of Laval Uni-

versity, rendered thanks both in

"English and in French on behalf

of those receiving Doctorates of

Laws.

Immediately following Monsignor
Roy's address, a broadcast message

by Lieut.-Gen. A. G. L. McNau^h-
ton was heard by the audience. In

the course of his address General

McNaughton reminded the audi-

ence that "on such an occasion you
may well pause for a moment to

recall plans made by the founders,

to trace the steady progress in the

translation of their hopes and ex-

pectations into realities and to con-

sider and be thankful for the suc-

ceedipg generations of young Ca-

nadian men and women who have

stayed here awhile, partaken of

your discipline, gained priceless

equipment for their life's work, and

then moved on to play their part

and do their service to this time

and generation and posterity."

Principal Wallace

At the conclusion of the progran

Principal Wallace delivered a stir

ring address on "Looking Forward

in Education." He pointed out that

"the democratic way of life re-

quires more than an intelligent

people educated in the extent of

their individual capabilities" and

that "democracy expresses itself not

only in thought but in action.

Maintaining that far too many
people go to university in order to

leam how to make a living instead

of learning how to Jive. Principal

Wallace said "too many people are

going out of our universities who
cannot drink deep of the spring

which make life worth while."

At the conclusion of his address

Dr. Wallace said "Queen's should

gu further in national assistance

than she has done."

"She should send out students

with rugged, independent, courage-

ous minds with an understanding

eart. a willingness to see new

things, and a keenness, to find them.'

Two sidelights of the ceremony

which impressed the large audience

were a commemoration ode to

Queen's l'niversity, composed and

read impressively by the poet, Pro-

fessor George Herbert Clarke, and

an "Ode of Remembrance" com-

posed by Dr. F. L. Harrison and

sung hy the University Choir.

Following are those who received

honorary degrees at the Friday

Convocation;

Doctor of Divinity

Richard Davidson, George Henry

Donald. Algernon Stanley Walker,

Luther Allan Weigle, Howard

Primrose Whidden.

Doctor of Laws

Norman Levi Bowcn, James

Bertram Collip, James Bryant Co-

n'ant (in absentia), Thomas Henry

Holland (in absentia), Alexander

Young Jackson, Frank Cyril James.

Irving Langrmi.r, Ernest Lapoirite,

James McKerras Macdonnell, James

Stanley McLean, Ernest Campbell

MacMillan, Andrew George Latin

McNaughton (in absentia), Arthur

Meigheti, Nathaniel Micklrm. Ed-

ard Robert Peacock (in absentia),

James Layton Ralston (in absen-

tia), Camille Re},; Henry Ernest

igerist, Charlotte-Elizabeth Whit-

ton, i

Snow and Colder

IT'S TIME TO
CHOOSE YOUR

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

DOVER-

COAT!
Remember how you shivered

last winter even though it

was heavy, as lead? Re-

member how the cold wind

/seemed to penetrate it? Well,

you don't have to suffer like

that" this year. The new

DOVERCOATS are light as

a feather and warm as toast.

They're handsome, too, and

low priced. See them now.

$25 AND
MORE

TWEEDS. FLEECES. VELOURS, MELTONS.

DOUBLE BREASTEDS, SINGLE BREASTEDS,

DRAPES, RAGLANS, TOWNCOATS

Sizes 33 to 46 — Models to fit alt men

•

SEE OUR STYLE WINDOWS

123 Princess Street Phone 5020

Sympathy—What one girl offers

another in exchange for details.

Drama Guild

(Continued from page 1)

and play spent much time in pre-

paring their acts, and they are

all anxious to display themselves

igain. At the same time they

are glad that the purpose of the

performance is to raise money

for the War Aid Commission.

The expenses of the production

will be petty. At the same time a

;eat will cost you only twenty-

five cents. A full house is ex-

pected which will mean much

monies will be given to the War

Aid Commission. As yet the

tickets are not available, in fact

is doubtful whether any will

be sold in advance.

Convocation Hall

Because Convocation Hall has

he necessary electrical equip-

nent'for the movie, that audi-

torium will be used rather than

Grant Hall. This necessitate* the

uttiug down oi the fashiojti

show scenery so that it will fit

the smaller stage. It is hoped

that the Glee Club quartet will sing

several Queen's numbers. Their

executive has been asked to co-

operate, but no definite wur.l

has yet reached us concerning

.their response.

Little more than this brief out-

line of the show can be presented

now. It is believed that a loud-

speaker system will be installed

tor ibe fashiu.n show. Incidental-

ly, Casey Corlett has accepted,

the position of Master of Cere-

monies. Saturday night, then, i*

Variety Night.

FALL MOURNING

There, little Freshman, don't you

cry!

You'll feel better by and by.

That one Blue Monday won't come

back

Till after your first exam attack.

And you won't have to register any

more

For about six months— when it's

worse than before,

Though you- may he bothered just

' for a bit

Finding the buildings where you

,-sit,

Patiently seek and you will find

Hunting for classes will strengthen

your mind.

Your kjees may weaken, your

arches sag,

And Lord only knows where you'll

leave your tag.

Your hat will shrink if it gets too

wet,
'

And vanishing arm bands will make

you fret.

You'll have quite a time till you've

stayed awhile.

Rut there. ' little Freshmen, you
' might as well smile

!

You're a Brand New Class with

Good Intentions

—

You'll get a Reception and lots of

Attention's

—

Don't mind what the ignorant So-

phomores say

!

We're glad you're here, and we

hope you'll stay.—Hill News.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.
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A Sense Of Proportion

and
The advance over the last two centuries in speed

efficiency of world-wide news coverage is frequently cited as one

of the great achievements of modern civilization. It seems un-

fortunate that in time of war that great achievement should often

become one of the most dangerous forces in the country. For, as

men come to learn more of the success or failure of their forces,

they seem to lose a great deal of that emotional stability which is

so essential to victorious effort.

Centuries ago when nations quarreled without benefit of

press coverage, every man who could do so fought until he per-

sonally had been finally eliminated from the fray. He might have

worried about the fate of his allies elsewhere, but having little

or no definite information, he confined himself to the main purpose

at hand—doing what he could without question. Now with news-

papers giving an almost hourly account of fighting thousands of

miles away, the great tendency is to waste time and energy in

useless fretting. Huge headlines proclaim every advance and re-

treat, and men being what they are, they lose that essential sense

of proportion and come to feel that this battle or that skirmish

may decide the fate of the world once and for all.

An outstanding example of this sort of thoughtless attitude

is the present feeling about the Russian campaign. Moscow Js

endangered and the Russian armies have been suffering reverses

Because of it, men shake their heads dolefully, and proclaim that

we may as well give up, that any aid from Great Britain or the

United Slates will surely arrive too late. Which of course is

exactly what a certain A. Hitler would like us to believe.

In truth our memories seem incredibly short. We forget that

after two years of the bitterest war, not one square foot of Empire

territory is under Nazi domination. We forget that Great Britain

has been transformed from an appallingly weak little island to a

mighty fortress. We forget that more aid is proceeding from the

United States with every passing hour. We forget that Adolf

Hitler is faced with the mightiest combination of powers that the

world has ever seen. And we forget that there are seven and

one-half million square miles of Russian territory beyond Moscow.

We do not even nute that Japan, infallible barometer of German

success, has not yet made up her mind which way to jump.

We would not minimize the seriousness of the position of

Russian armies, nor their importance to the final outcome of the

war. But we would beg that some sense of proportion be pre-

served. Let us cease whining of defeat, and start working for

victory.

Town And Gown

Official Notices

November Tests IN the Faculty of

Arts

First vear students will be exam-

ned in all Pass classes during the

first week in November. The exam-

inations will take the form of class

tests.

November Hour Examinations in

the Faculty of Applied Science

During the first week in Novem-

ber one-hour examinations will be

held in all first year Science classes

except Surveying, Drawing and

Projections.

Except in the period when an

animation is substituted for a lec-

ture, class work will proceed as

usual and regular attendance is re

quired.

hiterfacuity Track and Field Meet

The afternoon of Friday, Octo-

her 24th, is the date set for the

Annual Interfaculty Track and

Field Meet. Classes will be called

at 3 o'clock on that afternoon.

Royal Society of Canada

Research Fellowships

Research fellowships of $1500

each will be awarded in 1942 by

the Royal Society of Canada to

Canadians who have done advanced

work in any branch of science or

literature. Copies of regulations

and forms of application may be

obtained -from E. W. R. Steacie,

Sec'ty. Fellowships Board, Royal

Society of Canada, Ottawa, On-

tario. Applications and all support-

ing papers must be in the hands

of the secretary not later than

Februarv 1, 1942.

M.P. Offers $700

For Essay Prizes

Post - War Reconstruction

To Be Topic

It Could Happen Here

The intimate relationship that exists at Queen's between

"town and gown" has been evidenced more clearly than ever

during the Centennial celebrations just concluded. The City of

Kingston banquet on Friday night was one of the high spots of

the week-end, and His Worship Mayor Stewart has been an

honored participant in all of our festivities.

Kingston and Queen's must be closely bound together in the

very nature of things. Not only is Queen's a very integral part

of the city, but also the two grew up together. The progress

of one has been the prosperity of the other.

Of course it cannot be truly said that the two have "never

had a cross word." There have always been misunderstandings

and minor skirmishes of one sort or another. The Journal has not

hesitated to take up tlie cudgels against the Whig-Standard, nor

have the students hesitated to use the city park benches for

kindling wood when the occasion seem to indicate such action.

The citizens frequently view our less scholarly tendencies with

some alarm.and the students sometimes doubt the cdrnpletc

altruism of their landladies.

But on the whole, the marriage, whether made in Heaven or

not. has been a happy one. We hope and believe it will continue
to be so and there is one thing which has come to our attention

that the students can do to help.

In our columns, you will .frequently see the little phrase
"patronize our advertisers." You may have seen it so often that
it no longer carries any significance. But we mean it, neverthe-
less. Some students and some organizations on the campus have
formed the habit of buying things in small or large lots from
out-of-town firms, without even considering the local merchants.
This seems hardly fair, especially in view of the fact that, ever
since its beginning. Queen's has been supported and helped in
very large measure by those same merchants, and their fathers
before them.

Professors will go to great ex-

tremes to command attention in

class. At Westminster they go

about it one way.

Classrooms at Westminster

college will be done over in colors

like salmon, apricot and 'cool

green' in an experiment to re-

ieve the monotony of drab walls

for students and thus keep sleepy

ones awake.

Moving figure in the plan is

Prof. Harold J. Brennan, head

of the art department, who be-

lieves college classrooms are the

last citadel of drabness' and

should be 'individualized.'

'There wuuld be fewer doz-

ing and sleepy students if class-

rooms were made attractive, in-

stead of being merely 50 chairs

surrounded by 80 feet of black-

hoards and bare walls,' Brennan
said."—Associated Collegiate Press.

A total of $700 in prize money

has been offered this year by

Mr. R. W. Mayhew, M.P., for

a Dominion-wide Mayhew Prize

Essay Contest. The contest is

designed to encourage careful

consideration by Canadian Uni-

versity students of the problems

that will confront the Dominion

at the conclusion of the struggle

in which we are now engaged.

First prizes for the best es-

says in English and in French

will be $200. The second best

efforts in each language will win

$100 each, while $50 each will be

the third prizes.

The conditions of the contest

are as follows:

1. The subject of the essay

shall be "Post-War Reconstruc-

tion Policies in the Dominion 6f

Canada."

Contestants may deal with this

subject in any manner that seems

to them appropriate.

2. The competition is open to

all men and women students who

are regularly enrolled for a first

degree in any college or univer

sity in Canada. This includes

extra-mural students who are

regularly enrolled for a first de

gree; but excludes post-gradu

ate students.

3. Essays are to be between

1500 and 2000 words in length

They may be written in French

or in English.

4. Contestants will write their

essays, under examination con

ditions, on Saturday, November

8. 1941. between the hours of

a.m. and 1 p.m., in Grant Hall.

No books, documents or notes

may be brought into the examin-

ation room.

5. Essays will be read by

selected members of the faculty,

and classified in order of merit,

but all papers will then be sent

to the Committee on Reconstruc-

tion, Ottawa, where they will be

judged for the final award of

prizes. y
6.

t
Papers will be judged on

the merit of the ideas that are

set forth by the writers.

Students desiring further infor-

mation regarding the contest

should consult : Principal Wal-
lace, Professor Corry, Professor

W. E. C. Harrison, Professor

Knox, Professor Prince, or Pro-

fessor Trotter.

A compositor, out of work, se-

urcd a job as a waiter. One of

his first customers, whom he

served with soup, called him back

and said: "Waiter, there's a but-

ton in this soup."

'Very sorry, Sir," said the

waiter. "Printer's error. Should

he mutton.". —The Gateway.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

Am I too late for the garbage?

No, jump right in.

Do not misunderstand us. The Kingston men are not

pleading for unearned favors. They do not ask for any business
that they cannot win by virtue of their prices and service. They
only ask for a chance to compete. And surely that is little enough
to give them.

A Creditable Week-end
We should like to offer congratulations to all those responsible

for the great success of the Centennial celebrations. The week-
end gave to graduates and students alike, a greater sense of what
Queen's means to Canadian life.

It was especially pleasing to students that two of the finest

addresses on the program were those of Principal Wallace on
"Looking Forward in Education." and of Vice-Principal McNeill

on "The Story of Queen's". Both were thoughtful.'1 scholarly

orations indicative of the quality of the men who administer the

affairs of Queen's.

Our Thanks
The Journal wishes to express its tbanks to all the undergraduate

publications across Canada for printing coverage of the Centennial

celebrations, and for their good wishes. Especially for the very kind

words of the University of Western Ontario Gazette are we grateful.

Nurse : It's a boy, Professor.

Prof.: Ask him what he wants,

More nuts and bolts and curli-

cues and stuff:

He was standing in the cob-

bler's shop watching them work:

"What—what do you repair

shoes with?"

"Hide."

"What for?"

"Hide. The cow's outside."

"Who's afraid of the cow?"

Our Definition

Bachelor: A man who didn't

have a car when he went to

college —McGill Daily.

i

"What'* the molt popular way to address an officer?*

"On a parcel of Sweet Capt I"
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"Tbe purestform m which tobacco can be smoked.

"

Try^one
for sheer mistninawmm

CRISP HAKES OF TOASTED
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MILK CHOCOLATE

some

4-13

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 2110

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE

RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MAEEISCN STLDIC

Make Your Appointment Now for 'Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
92 Princess St. Evening by Appointment Phones 676—620

30 Years in Business
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SPORTS

CNCE OVER LIGHTLY
/ITH BILL LEMMON

Argos Trounce Bulldogs by 12-1

In Deciding Game on Saturday

We took in the Argo-Bulldog game,
And muttered a few Oil Thighs in the rain.
But i£ that's the only brand of ball
They dish up in Toronto and Montreal,We should'a stood in bed—instead.

Annabella Jerkfinkle.

The "old cpllitch try" is a familiar phrase in most everyone's books in
the Intercollegiate circuit but the brand of football tossed at the local
fans on Saturday was strictly of the monied variety. True, the day was
not meant for the razzle-dazzle type of play that is exhibited in the Big
Four. But it is equally true that most of the players just went through
the motions when the play was not in their direction.

The game reminded this writer of the tactics displayed by the pro-
fessional baseball players who play from day to day and every game is

just part of another day's pay and a rally in the ninth would mean a scolding
from the better half for keeping the supper waiting.

It is quite probable that we are a bit prejudiced after witnessing the
Intercollegiate games when a late rally was an every day occurrence and
supper could wait until midnight.

But one gets the old urge to see the "do or die" boys playing, perhaps
not as smooth a game as their more experienced big brothers, but with a
will to win at any cost, They picture more than headlines and personal
glory and do it for the glory of their school and less talented college
companions who are more a part of the team through their grandstand
coaching and cheering than the man on the street is to the Big Four.

South of the border more than a few are employed each week-end by
Mother Murphy's Meatballs or some such similar commercial enterprises

to prepare a dope sheet for the numberless games from the Yale-Harvard
classic to the Stegy Prep-Tompkins Corners fracas in Kalamazoo. With
this in mind this comer set to work to pick a winner of this Wednesday's
RM.C. - Queen's Junior game.

Looking over said sheet we find that in the 40-6 win against K.C.V.I.
the Tricolor Juniors displayed very little of their highly vaunted power ex-

cept for the surprising revival of form of the line. The passers were
throwing s'trikes at the terra firma, the receivers were dropping more
money balls than Brooklyn's Mickey Owen and the ends were woefully

slow on their downfield tackling.

On the other side of the sheet in viewing the reports on the R.M.C.

-

Army game we find the Redmen's line was adequate and the kicking was
better than anything displayed by the University squad. The plunging

and passing was a bit weak but the tackling was better than that displayed

in their exhibition game.
Thus after adding up the pros and cons the Cadets seem to have the

edge in most departments but without doing a Steve Brodie and not

even going out on a limb we still pick the Red, Blue and Gold to swamp
the Redmen by two or more touches,

• • • *

SPORTS ASIDES
Joe Hoba, Jim Brown, Jack "Zip Coon" Mitchell and Harry Sonshine

were among the former Queen's athletes at the game on Saturday -

The greatest surprise came when Doug Annan made the trip ... He is

recovering from an airplane accident in Ottawa . . . Kingston Combines

were officially admitted to the Senior "A" group in the O.H.A. on Saturday

night The Combines have slated several exhibitions with the Ottawa

Senators and the Washington Eagles of the U.S. Amateur League. Ice vs

still lacking at the Arena, due to another breakdown in the plant , - .
The

Cleveland Barons are due to arrive on Thursday for their coming exhibition

game with the Providence Reds . . .

The Black Skimmer is taken off this week to Eric Arnott, the hard

luck lad of the Junior footballers who broke his wrist when he fell irom

one of the Lone Ranger's horses near Kingston Mills.

SIGHTS

AND SOUNDS

BY FRANK POLLARD

For fifteen minutes I stood

among Lew Hayman's huskies

as they jammed the narrow gang-

way leading out on to the field

and watched the review of the

C.O.T.C. . . . Red Storey horsing

around in a borrowed natty

brown fedora "Bring on the co-

eds, I shoulda gone to college"

. . . Oliphant being- advised by

one of the boys to follow the

east side when he gets clear

"as it is all downhill" . . . Oli-

phant predicting that all his run-

ning down will be straight ver-

tical into the mud . . . little Le-

vantis being hoisted on Oli-

phant's and Storey's shoulders so

he can see what is going on in

the field . . . one of the boys

suggesting that they clear the

field so that they can play rugby

.- . . Levantis refusing the in-

vitation as "they've got illegal

"keep warm' boys" . . . one of the

weapons on the field" . . . well-

meant exhortations on all sides

hoys taking up the chant "I saw

Storey the other night, laying on

the bar-roojn floor," in a nasal

sing-song and the rest joining in

as Storey stood and grinned.

Toronto Machine Displays
Power Despite Strong
Rivals, Steady Rain

4,500 Present

A driving rain melted any last

remaining hopes that the Montreal

Bulldogs might have retained for

a place in the Interprovincial play

offs as the Toronto Argos swept

to a 12-1 victory before 4,500 shiv-

ering Centennial fans at the Rich

ardson Stadium on Saturday after

noon.

As on previous Saturdays, the

Argos sat around waiting for their

rivals to commit errors and then to

capitalize on them — and fumble

they did on several critical occa

sions. It was only the inaccuracy

of the Argos' placement kicking

that prevented a record score for

this season. - No less than six field

goals went astray and only one re-

sulted in a single as the Bulldog

backfielders had little difficulty in

running the short kicks out.

The Dnuble Blues played their

usually reliable game, mixing their

Interfaculty Track

All entries for the Inter-

faculty Track Meet on Fri-

day at 3 p.m. must be in the

Athletic Direct -r s
1
office by

6 p.m. on Thursday, October

23, All classes are called for

this event.

HOTEL DIEU NURSES
HOLDING OPEN HOUSE

pleted only one out of nine Each
had a pass intercepted at critical

moments.

The Montreal tackling brigade

was woefully weak and cost the

Montreal team any chance of win-

ning the ball game, as they allowed

the Argo backfielders to slip away
for long gains to erase any benefit

gained by the driving plunges of

Ferraro, Jotkus, Burns and Ed-
wards.

As indicated in an earlier issue,

the nurses of the Hotel Dieu
Hospital, in conjunction with the

Newman Club, are holding the

first of a series of "open" houses

on Wednesday, October 22 at the

Nurses' Residence. Dancing will

begin at 9 o'clock, and will con-

tinue into the wee small hours.

As in the past, a lunch will be

served, and the admission price is

a mere twenty-five cents for the

men—ladies free.

All Newman Club members
and their friends are cordially in-

vited. So come on down to the

nurses' residence, boys, and meet
that blonde you were afraid to

approach at the receptions. You
know the time and the place

—

the rest is up to you.

CINDER
SITTINGS

BY DAVE WATSON

On fine afternoons approxi-

mately eight men and one girl

come out to the stadium, jog

around a bit, try a few starts

and then wander on. (On a wet

afternoon only Alfie is there).

Some of these come out more or

less regularly, some intermittent-

ly, while others are discouraged

by the shortness of their breath

and the stiffness of their legs

after their virgin effort. In all,

about a dozen will have had the

advantage of effective training

before the track meet. Includ-

ing the hurdles, there are eight

track events with twenty-four

places to be contested. Of the

sixty or so who enter, four-fifths

Will he untrained. Even if you

have not yet been out you have

a good chance of gaining more

than your mere entry points. If

you come out for a few gentle

wa nn-ups before Friday, you

have a very good chance. Some

training is better than no train

ing, and he who runs for the

first time at the meet shall come

last, for the first time will not

he fast time.

Probably a hundred will enter

for the shot put, the discus, the

javelin, the high jump, the broad

jump and the pole vault. Not all

of these can win, most of them

have not the slightest expecta-

tion of winning, hut there are

another eighteen places to be

filled. 1

Even in a simple matter like

Putting the shot, which might

seem a. mere matter of muscle,

you must practice before the

necessary co-ordination and bal-

GOLF TOURNAMENT

Playing his home course, Jum-

pin' Joe Pidutii, Meds '44, paced

the field in the annual Queen's

golf tournament, held at the Cat-

araqui Country Club on Sunday

afternoon, with a competent S2

gross score. Bob Jones, Arts

'43, playing way above his usual

game, led the 21 contestants with

a low net of 67- K. Kirkpatrick

was runner up with a gross of 84,

while R. Ankenman, with a net

73, led the pack in this division.

Gross Hdc. Net

J. Pidutti .... 82 9 73

K. Kirkpatrick . . 84 8 76

J Milliken ... 85 8 77

D. Black 89 11 78

H. Bolton 91 10 81

j. Melville .... 94 9 85

K. W. Jones ... 97 30 67

p. McNaughton . 98 6 92

M. Richardson - . 98 20 78

J.
Mackenzie - . . 99 12 87

A. Cote 102 20 82

E. Graham . \ . 103 16 87

R. Ankenman . . 103 30 73

D. Whelen .... 105 14 91

W. H. Jones ... 105 19 84

H. Allen .... 106 20 86

J.
Mclvin .... 110 20 90

F. Finn 116 18 98

D Silliman .... 121 30 91

ance can be obtained.

Judging by present iorm, the

events which will have the high-

est standard will be the broad

jump, the hundred yards and the

half-mile. The three mile sounds

tht most awe-inspiring but will

probably be the easiest to win

or place in. Last year there were

only three entrants, two of whom

bad already run the mile. .The

quarter-mile should also be a

fairly easy race as it seems to lie

outside the sphere of both our

(Continued on page 7)

Juniors To Meet
R.M.C. Tomorrow

Gaels In Good Form After

Win Over K.C.V.I.

After our taste of big time

football on Saturday, we swing

back into the groove with the

Junior rugby team on Wednes-

day, October 22 at 4.30 p.m.

when they tangle wijh R.M.C

The Gaels tre fresh from their

40 to 6 victory over K.C.V.I

and are whipping through their

plays in mid-season form. Queen's

will have two injuries in Ban-

diera, who turned up with a bad

leg, and Milliken, who tore a

muscle in his hip. There are no

other injuries, and the team as a

whole will not be materially

weakened.

R.M.C.

R.M.C. has two outstanding

men in Captain Corbett, inside

wing and kicker, and Boyd, a

fleet backfielder. Boyd was in-

jured in the recent exhibition

game with Trinity College, but is

expected to be in shape for Wed-

nesday's game. In the last clash

between Queen's and R.M.C, the

Redmen showed themselves to

be an alert team ready to capita!

ize on all the breaks. Working

to offset the superior weight and

line-play of the Red, Gold and

Blue, the R.M.C. boys are ex-

pected to pull the old razzle-

dazzle tricks out of the bag, and

throw the pigskin all over the

field.

. Coach Edwards expects the

boys to really click this time, and

from their showing at Friday

morning practice, should have

their panzer division in shape to

roll. Several of the players who

were absent from the last game

are back and raring to go. Special

attention must be paid to the

fine tackling of Keenan and Fin-

lay, and the backfield efforts of

Kinnear. Sharpe and Pardy.

„ LEW HAVMAN

. . . who coached his Argo team to

victory on Saturday.

off-tackle plunges with sweeping

end runs which accounted for 175

yards in scrimmage. The" Hughes-

coached squad only uutracked itself

at intervals when any ground gain-

ed was lost by a momentary lapse

in tackling as in the first quarter

when Coulter slipped away for a

60-yard gallop along the sidelines.

The Bulldogs collected their only

point in the third period when they

drove 40 yards down the muddy

field and Mullins hoisted a punt

to the deadline. Selkirk put the

Haymau men in front early in the

first quarter on a field goal from

25 yards out, after a bad kick by

Montreal. They scored four more

singles on hoists over the Montreal

goal-line. The Argo major score

came in the,dying moments of the

game when Nower fumbled behind

the goal line and "Mintlje Man"

Reid fell on the hall for an uncon-

verted touch.

Bobby Coulter stood out like a

sore thumb on the Argo backfield,

catching brilliantly, and despite the

slippery, footing ran the ball back

120 vards. Mullins, subbing for

the injured Noseworthy in the

Montreal kicking department, out-

booted Meikle and Folwell on an

average 48 to 4C yards.

Johnny Ferraro and Ted Ed-

wards were the big guns on the

Montreal attack, accounting for

most of the 155 yards gained in

scrimmage. Coulter, Meikle, Stor-

ey and the Stukus brothers
J
gained

most of 175 yards that the Argos

accounted for.

Both teams found the greasy pig-

skin too difficult to pass success-

fully, as Montreal completed one

out of seven while Toronto com-
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World Review — I have lo

thank The Countryman for an

outstanding example of bucolic

British humour at its quiet and

subtle best. A Lady Supervisor

of Village Morals accused a

workman of having reverted to

drink because "with her own
eyes" she had seen his wheel-

barrow standing outside a public

house. The accused made no ver-

bal defence but the same even-

ing he placed his wheelbarrow

outside her door and left it there

all night.
—"The Crown Colon-

ist," London.

TAILS =
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothcsShop

79 Princess St.

ELLIOTT'S

Hairdressing Parlor

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE
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QUEEN'S TAXI

2002
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Monk's Grocery
Albert and Johnson

Praises C.O.T.C.

(Continued from page 1)

Centenary celebrations in which

the great mass of students played

an active part, took place at the

Richardson Stadium on Satur-

day afternoon.

Rain began at noon and in-

creased steadily. When his Ex-

cellency came out of Convocation

he was asked if the inspection

was i.' ic carried out, U ^-n- not

desired that he should be ex-

posed to the weather. He re-

plied that he did not mind the

rain at all, that he wished very

much to see the Contingent be-

cause he believed it was a very

tine body of men, but he did not

want the boys to get wet. On
being told that they wouldn't

mind the rain either and would

be disappointed at cancell.it ion.

His Excellency asked that the

inspection be held as planned on

condition that the men should

not be kept standing about un-

necessarily..

IProgreaA o\ learning
In tfvc Vgl^ IOC 'CJ-eara

A Series of Lectures Delivered During the Centenary Week-end

Head Of Alumni

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city
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Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 1772-W
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before. In this respect she has the

unsurpassed leadership of the prin-

cipal and the staff who are helping

to make her strong within and in-

fluential for good without.

There are 9,000 living graduates

of Queen's, and wherever Ihey are

Ihey still remember their Alma Ma-

ter. Mr. Collins saluted all those

exited graduates in Australia, In-

dia, Africa, and Northern Canada,

who would be singing "Oil-thigh"

in little groups this weekend.

Men in the Services

Altogether there are 850 Queen's

men in all branches of the service,

with tlie Royal Canadian Air Force

containing the largest number. Of
those on actual service, ten have

ieen killed. All of them were out

standing. Several graduates have

been decorated for bravery, and ui

that we are justly proud. Many
others are giving excellent service

on war committees at home.

Reference was made to the bronze

tablet in the Douglas Memurial Lib

rary, giving the names of those

lost in the last Great War, and the

speaker asked the "why" of the

willing sacrifice of all these men
It ts partly because here at Queen":

they found the truth they sought.

They were taught to think hide

pendent ly and with a consideration

for others, and they came to the

inevitable conclusion that while

some are bound, none are free.

It is because of this interpret;

tion of life that Queen's has grow
to her present comfortable but not

over-stuffed proportions. May she

continue to expand her influence

for good.

Her sons have been loyal in the

past, he concluded. We are confi

dent that they will continue to be

SO' in vJiat we hope will be a

brighter future.

GOING TO THE
DANCE?

AMEY'S TAXI

Phone 266

New-comer gives character study at

Drama Guild try-outs. Room 201. New
Arts Building is the place, the rime
to-day, one to four o'clock, to-morrow
two to four.

SCIENCE

A Paper By Sir Thomas
HoUand, Delivered By
Dr. Irving Langmuir

On Friday morning. Grant Hall

was the scene of the third in a

series of fdur lectures on the

progress of learning in the past

century. "The Progress of Science

and Applied Science in 100

Years'" formed the topic of a

paper by Sir Thomas Holland,

Principal of the University of

Edinburgh. In the absence of the

author, his paper was read by Dr.

Irving Langmuir, Director of Re-

search of the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

".During a hundred years,

Queen's University has grown

by mathematical increments,

diile Science has exhibited a

geometric growth," was the open-

ing statement of the address.

Small Things

Those events which are re-

counted in huge newspaper head-

lines are not always the most

important steps in scientific pro-

gress. In Nature, it is the smalr

things that do most of the work,

as witness the bacteria. It is the

accumulation of these many little

advances, which to-day form

hat we call scientific know-

ledge.

Prior to the nineteenth cen-

tury, many of the scientific find!

ings were pure "good luck" dis-

coveries. But to-day, such acci-

dental findings are usefu^ only

to the trained and skilled mind-,

who know how to apply them

and to correlate them with al-

ready existing data. To-day, the

value of careful research is ac-

knowledged and many industries

employ a large personnel of re-

search scientists. The Anglo-

Iranian Oil Company and the

General Electric Company are

examples. The synthetic dye in-

dustry grew up by years, of

patient work. The field of

catalysis made possible many
new processes, such as the syn-

thesis of indigo. Clarke Max-

well's isolated experiments with

radium, and his theory of electro-

magnetic waves, might be quoted

as illustrating that early scientific

discovery was largely the result

of untrained luck, rather than

an intelligent shot in the dark. In

contrast with this was Dalton's

work ending in the publishing

(if bis Caw of Multiple Propor

tions. All too often, the general

tendency has been to deduce gen-

eral laws or rules before suf-

ficient data have been collected.

Atomic Basis

As Science progressed, the

atom became the advanced base

for further discovery. It had
been found that some elements

existed as slightly different atoms
called isotopes, whose nature was
later explained by Soddy.

With the increasing mechan-
ization of all types of work, The

use of metals has steadilj in-

creased. A study of the use of

cupper, for example, shows' a

doubling of world output every
15 nr 20 years, representing an

increase of 5 to 6% each year.

Tbi- rate of increase'! is typical

of all walks of scientific progress

(Continued on page 7)

SOCIAL SCIENCES

Importance Of Humanities

In Education, Given By
Sir Robert Falconer

Following the" presentation of

delegates to the Chancellor and

Principal, and a few short speeches

by some of the prominent guests

present. Sir Robert Falconer de-

livered an address on the subject.

"A Hundred Years in the Humani-

ties and Social Sciences."

To point out the important role

played by the humanities in the

education of the past. Sir Robert

took Edinburgh University, on

which model Queen's was fashion-

ed, as an example. There Latin

and Greek were compulsory sub-

jects until legislation was passed in

1892 making Greek an optional sub-

ject. Greek almost disappeared

after this. B^it Latin still held its

position of importance and it was

essential for every person of posi-

tion and state. Today, much the

same situation exists and while

Latin is still secure, Greek has lost

considerable ground.

Value

At present as a result of the

work of brilliant scholars and scien-

tists we know a great deal about

the Greek and Roman languages and

development. But what is to be

gained by a knowledge of these?

What value have they for us to-

day? In the answer to this question

lies the key to the importance of

the humanities. The humanities

teach us what to aspire to and it is

by pointing out to us what we

should aim at, that the Greeks' con-

tribution to world civilization be-

comes so important. The Greeks

showed man a spiritually organized

universe in which man must strive

for the goal of justice, humanity

and righteousness. In this universe

there is education for all, for only

in such a world can man be ex-

pected to fulfil his duties as a citi-

zen.

It Is impossible to take the Greek

ideals out of the world and expect

to maintain our civilization. There

fore, if we haven't anyone to inter

pret these ideals for us our civiliza

tion is imperiled. For this reason

alone the study of the humanities

is important today.

Up until fairly recently the Doc
trine of laissez-faire was prevalent

in the world. But changing times

and conditions showed up the in

sufficiency of this concept and

pointed to the need for change. The
government had to provide for the

health, education, religion and gen-

eral welfare of its people. Still, all

this had to leave the individual Free

to develop.

(Continued on page 7)

THEOLOGY

By Dr. Nathaniel Micklem
Former Professor Of

Theology Here

Religion has grown new, not

old, in the last hundred years.

So, in effect, says Dr. Nathaniel

Micklem. Dr. Micklem. a former

professor in Queen's Theological

College antl now Principal of

Mansfield College, Oxford, dis-

cussed the changes in theology

in the last hundred years in a

series oHiddresses delivered dur-

ing the Centenary celebrations.

Science

In three areas of life, forces

were at work which served to

raise issues of great import for

religious thought. In the first

place scientific claims were made

by such men as Huxley, Spencer,

and Darwin which were upsetting

to those with set religious ideas.

Secondly, in the realm of So-

ciology, the name of Marx was

not lo be ignored. Lastly, within

theology itself, critical thought

on the part of MacLeod, Camp-

bell, Bushnell, Strauss and oth-

ers was a disturbing factor.

Queen's leaders were among

those who were fighting the

battle for truth on more than

one front and attempting to re-

concile opposing camps. Opposi-

tion had .to be raised to those

who refused to change their

standards, although new truths

were revealed. Queen's men were

definitely not among those who,

refusing to amend the creeds,'

"retired into the Ark and clamp-

ed down the hatches." This

negative reaction was found in

both Protestant and Roman
Catholic circles but perhaps most

dogmatically in the decree of the

Vatican Council to have pro-

nouncements made by the Pope,

speaking ex cathedra, regarded

as infallible.

Queen's was also found in op

position to those, the chief of

them being Strauss, who, falling

victims to the human tendency

of extremes, reduced the content

of the Christian tradition from

fact of history to a myth.

Through all these years

Queen's men have exercised

liberalizing, moderating, and

stabilizing influence. Morgan

Watson, and Jordan have been

especially outstanding.

MEDICINE

WANTED
Male students who are interested

in working in a men's clothing

store, spare time and Saturdays.

Apply by letter, stating particulars

to Queen's Journal, care of Uni-

versity P.O.

Developments Outlined By
Doctor Henry Sigerist

Of Johns Hopkins

"The Progess of Medicine in

the Last Hundred Years" was

the title of a scholarly address

delivered last Friday morning in

Convocation Hall, by Dr. Henry

Sigerist of Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, Baltimore, Md,

Speaking to a large and en-

thusiastic audience. Dr. Sigerist

outlined the progress that has

been made in medical and sur-

gical practice. Drawing on his

experience in several countries

be told of developments in the

use of X-ray, in detection of bac-

teria, and many other related

fields.

On the preceding day Dr. Sig-

erist spoke to an enthusiastic

audience on "Socialized Medi-

:\m in Vv.trtime Hzviit Union

The talk was under the auspices

of the Social Problems Club.

Dr. Sigerist, who has had con-

siderable experience with the

Russian medical system, started

out by saying that if we are to

sttldy Socialized Medicine in the

Soviet Union, we must put aside

our prejudices regarding Russian

politics and study Russian medi-

cine as objectively as possible, In

fact, Dr. Sigerist objected to the

ink- Socializt ;d Medicine on the

ground that people are apt to

react unfavorably to the term

without actually being familiar

with the facts involved. He said

that he would have preferred to

call his book "Protection of

Health in the Soviet Union.''

Health Clinics

Dr. Sigerist went on to say

that the Soviet Union is the only

country where Socialized Medi-

cine is practised. Here medical

care is free and the medical prac-

tice js organized around health

centres. Group practice was
deemed necessary because every

doctor needs the advice of special-

ists. Every citizen of Russia is

registered at one of these health

centres where a record is kept

of his case history. TTiese health

centres place a grea^ deal of em-
phasis on protection of health,

rather than cure of disease after

it lias already set in. The doctor

compared the organization of

medical practice to a pyramid

with centralized administration

and decentralized service. ' He
said that the centres get the new-

est equipment with no expense

spared and that the medical

services rendered arc far superior

(Continued on page 7)

SUPERIOR
GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH

RESTAURANT
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LOST

One Gray's Anatomy text, one
ftrazer and Robbins "Practical

Anatomy", one black leather case

at field west ot Stadium Thurs-

day, October 16, during drill

parade.

One Wah! fountain pen, Thurs-

day, October 9. Reward—Finder

please notify Charles Patten, 312

Albert St., Phone 1072R.

I lur advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

For Fine Quality Eng-

lish and Domestic

All Wool

Tweed or Worsted

SUITS
22.50 UP

in

three button, single

or double breasted

models,

see

the largest selection

first, at

BIBBY'S
78-84 Princess St

Social Sciences

Individual

(Continued from page 6)
It was for the purpose of teach-

ing the individual how to develop
and realize himself in society that

the social sciences were developed.

Studies of sociology, of ethjes, of

anthropology were made in order to

help man find his way about the

world a little better.

Hut the present shows that man-
kind pays no heed to the ethic and
moral standard of the sociologist.

There has been a moral collapse of

western culture.

It is only by the contemplation

f the humanities and social sci-

ences that new ideas may develop.

These humanities, broadened and
enriched by centuries, are still valu-

able today and still continue to

nourish the tree of knowledge to

day.

In conclusion, Sir Robert paid

tribute to Queen's by stating that,

"No institution has so successfully

combined the study of the humani-

ties with the social and political

sciences."

Queens Centenary Broadcast

Carried Over National Network

Underwood Typewriters

See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. R, C. DOBBS & CO.
C B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 17) Wellineton St

The sure way to make

the 8 o'clock classes

USE A DEPENDABLE

ALARM CLOCK
Priced from $1.35 up

at

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

Or.Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

DON'T FORGET

OUR REGULAR

SATURDAY

NIGHT

DANCES

•

Hotel

2Ja Bails

Fashion Show

(Continued from page 1)

coming. Perhaps they were prac-

ical, but they just were not be-

coming. In fact, when compared

with the trim white shorts anil

shirt? of Miss 1941, we realize our

tennis-play iitg mothers needed

lot of sympathy. So did the 1928

wearers of those low-waistline,

short-skirled monstrosities that

gave the "long" silhouette.

But taken in all, the fashions of

the last 100 years looked pretty and

appealing as they came in via our

co-ed mannequins. Against a back

m'ound of Mr. K. C. Corbett's sum

mary of the news of the last hun-

dred years, they came forth in all

the glory of lace, silk, ruffles, taf

feta and velvet. Popular tunes of

the times played softly in the back-

ground gave the right atmosphere

and only a little imagination was

needed to see the gallant escorts of

these ladies stepping out proudly

beside them in the latest efforts of

successive generations of overwork

ed tailors.

It is good now and then to pause

and count our blessings, and we

think that Saturday night was one

such occasion. For to compare the

ruffles and bustles and multitudin-

ous petticoats of some years ago.

with the slender lines and simple

smartness of our own clothes, is to

realize that we live in an Age of

Progress. The Modern Girl is

dressed both for Comfort and for

Speed.

BY. BUD BOLTON

For the many alumni who were

unable to attend the Queen's Cen-

tenary Celebrations, the C.B.C. car-

ried over its National Network last

Saturday evening a special Queen s

program. Narrated by Lome
Green, well known C.B.C. an-

nouncer and graduate of Queen's,

the program reviewed tin highlight*

of the previous three days' celebra-

tions.

Good Wishes
Messages of good wishes and

encouragement were heard from

the Principal, Vice-Principal, and

Lieutenant - General McNaughton.

Doctor Wallace extended his greet-

ings on behalf of the University to

distant alumni. He told them in

brief bow heartened he was by the

successful celebrations and closed,

leaving the thought that, although

at present our outlook is dark, our

steadfast faith in mind and heart

would make truth and freedom pre-

vail to the end. As] a witness to

the academic standard of Queen's.

Dr. McNeill proudly reviewed the

recent scholastic achievements of

Queen's students and the list of

prominent Queen's graduates. Lieu-

tenant-General McNaughton, who

War Comment

received an honorary degree in ab-

sentia, voiced, in a transcribed

broadcast, his appreciation and

pride for the honor bestowed upon

him. s _

Good Old Days
However, the feature of the pro-

gram that roused memories of col-

lege days, frosh parades, rugby

games and all the gloriously foolish

pranks of undergraduate days was

the resounding cry of "Oil-thigh na

Banrighinn gu brab!", the sonor-

ous wail of bagpipes and the songs

and ballads about Queen's which

were enthusiastically presented by

the students. In addition, "Alfie"

Pearce, our "Trainer Emeritus"

was brought to the microphone to

whisper his greetings to graduates

everywhere. With him were two

of Queen's greatest football idols,

"Pep" Leadley and Harry Batstone,

who reminisced about the glorious

years of 1922-26. Also interviewed

was Dr. Cameron, Arts 76, one of

the three oldest living graduate

He proudly related anecdotes of

his college days which did not fail

to impress the younger graduates.

Thus with a rousing "Oil-thigh

the program ended, a program truly

befitting the One Hundredth Anni-

versary of Queen's University.

C.O.T.C.

Append i to Part I Orders

by
4

-

Lt.-Col. R. O. Earl

Commanding Officer University

Contingent

Time Table for week of 20-25 Oct.

1941

1. DRILL PARADES

Monday, 20 Oct.—All ranks —
Company Parade Grounds. 1700

hrs. Recruits and others who have

been admitted to the C.O.T.C. will

parade as indicated on the lists

posted in the Orderly Room!

Wednesday, 22 Oct.—Pins. 29-

30-31-32-16—Gymnasium — 1900-

2100 hrs. Pins. 25-26-27-28—Gym-

nasium—2100-2300 hrs.

Thursday, 23 Oct.—Pins. 21-22-

23-24 — Gymnasium — 1900-2100

hrs.

Saturday, 2S Oct.—F. G and H
Coys, and No. 16 Pin. — Lower

Canipu

Medicine

(Continued from page 6)

to those in other countries. Even

in peace time the Soviet medical

service prepared itself for deal-

ing with war casualties.

Still Incentive

After Dr. Sigerist ended his

discourse, students and profes-

sors asked questions dealing not

only with the protection of health,

but also wi'th the position of doc-

tors and medical staffs. Dr. Sig-

erist answered all questions. In

answer to queries by medical

students. Dr. Sigerist explained

that, although many people feel

that a socialized system would

detract from a doctor's incentive,

actually, there are many oppor-

tunities for well-paid, responsible

positions. Education is free. If

a young man or woman wishes

;o get such a position be or she

has only to work conscientiously

for it. Dr. Sigerist said that

modern hospitals and the finest

equipment provide the best in-

centive a doctor could desire.

•1300-1600 hrs.

2. LECTURE PARADES

Thursday, 23 Oct.—Precis 12—
Tins. 1-2-3-4-17 — Room 101.

1700-1S00. Pins. 5-6-7-8-18—Room
201, 1700-1800. Pins. 9-10-11-12-

19—Room 301, 1700-1800. Pins.

13-14-1520—Room 200, 1700-1800.

3. INSTRUCTORS
PARADES

Tuesday, 21 Oct.—All officers.

Arts Bldg., Room 201, 1700-1800.

Friday, 24 Oct.—All W.O.'s

and N.C.O.'s, Arts Bldg., Room
201, 1700-1800.

Memoranda

(a) Anklets will not be worn

in future except for inspections.

(b) Uniform will be worn for

all parades except lectures.

(c) The university requires

members of the Contingent who

are qualified for commissions to

take annual training to a mini-

mum of 64 hours. This training

consists of the weekly practical

training periods, annual inspec-

tion and such lectures as may be

arranged.

Progress Of Science

(Continued from page 6)

during that period, even to the

number of chemical abstracts and

scientific periodicals in circula-

tion.

In the geological field, much
has yet to be discovered, We have

no means of examining the

Earth's centre, by study of the

earthquake waves, a similarity

has been noted with the waves

eminating from the stars. Much
of this work was performed by

Holden in the geological survey

of India,
j

Principles Still Good

The fundamental principles of

Science as set forth centuries ago,

still hold good. Euclid is still

sound, as are the Newtonian

mechanics. The existence of the

atom has never- been disproven.

but rather reaffirmed. Science

grows by evolution, but i- libelled

by those who term it revolution.

There are many who attack

Science as the cause of the Great

World War, which caused so

much destruction of culture and

religion. The truth is. however,

that all the grief was due to the

selfish ambitions of one man,

who used the implements of Ap-

plied Science to further his own

ends, just as the caveman used

the stone.

The Schwtist has the same

rights to his beliefs -as has the

Theologian. Tolerance and free-

dom of thought are everywhere

.he order of. the day.

Cinder Sifting

(Continued from page 5)

long-distance and our sprint

specialists.

Besides the points tor placing

in the various events and the

bonuses for the year which wins

the meet and for any records

which may be broken, points are

given in proportion to the sue

of their year to everyone who

participates in the meet. The

track meet is thus one of the

biggest factors in deciding which

year shall win the coveted Bews

Trophy.

(Continued from page I)

fascist onslaught. Evidently the

Germans are collaborating with the

Japanese, attempting to prevent tlu-

American navy from concentrating

in Pacific waters. And evidently the

Japanese are preparing for turthci

expansion in the east.

Japan

n the light of the present situa-

tion, it is necessary to present some

facts concerning the military
strength of- Japan, and her relative

position, as an axis power, in the

east- Max Werner, a noted military

expert, expresses the following

opinions:

"Neither on land nor in the air

oes Japan have the concentrated

offensive power of the Wehnnacht.

It lacks the tremendous fire power

and mobility, represented chiefly in

the German air and panzer arms,

that make the Wehrmacht such an

awe-inspiring enemy, Japan is not-

ably weak in planes, tanks, artil-

lery. The Japanese army is an out-

dated army of infantry masses.

"Japan, moreover, is economical-

ly exhausted and can be struck a

mortal blow with the weapon of

blockade. Hcreto'forc, there has

been a tendency to overestimate

Japan's military strength. But Ja-

pan is no Prussia of the Far East

to cite a current phrase. It is mere

ly the Italy of the Far East."

Now let us turn to the Russo

German front. The Battle of Mos

cow is still raging and as yet unde

cided. The German armies are at

the gates of Moscow. If Moscow

falls, the Russian retreat will con-

tinue . . . perhaps behind the Urals.

It is doubtful if the battle will then

continue at the same pitch, because

the Germans can hardly hope to

conquer Siberia at present. More

likely, they will attempt to exploit

their gains, chief of which will be

the Caucasian oil. The British and

the Russians are continuing to take

precautions against German infi!

tration, by forcing Afghanistan to

evict German and Italian nationals.

War Production

With the allies in such a precar-

ious position, a great section of

British and Canadian opinion is

demanding the opening of a western

front, as well as a more concerted

effort to increase war productio

to the maximum. Canada plans to

produce a hundred tanks for Russia

within the next few months. This

seems paltry in comparison with

German war production. A British

labor congress assembled to plan

increased war production, announc

ed on
(
Saturday. October 18, that

they were suspicious of their gn\

ernment's aid to Russia. They felt

that every effort was not being

made to increase war production

The delegates resolved that the

British must send an expedition to

invade the continent, and that the

workers would ensure adequate

equipment. Because of inadequat

equipment the Allies have had to

depend so far on a cautious policy

while they played for time. Our

equipment must be comparable to

that of the enemy. This is the les-

son of Dunkirk! Therefore the

concentration of German mechan-

ized troops in the east is significant.

It seems to present a unique oppor-

tunity for attacking German-occu-

pied Europe while its defences are

necessarily weakened by the needs

of the Eastern Campaign. A British

campaign in the west would be met

by less than one-third of the Ger-

man forces, many of which must

be inferior to the German forces

on the Eastern front. To quote

Max Werner again: "The third

year of the war can bring successes

to the anti-Hitler coalition, if that

coalition puts forth the maximum

of co-ordinated effort."

THROUGH THE
LOOKING GLASS

BY GLADYS MCCUIRE

A woman's hair has been called

her crowning glory, and every col-

lege girl's can be that if she gives

it the proper care. Because her

time for beauty is limited, because

she is continually dashing about,

she must wear her hair simply, and

in a style that can be easily ar-

ranged. Except for gala events she

leaves the pompadour, the upsweep,

and the intricate swirls to her older

career sister whose job demands a

smart coiffure, and who can afford

to have her hair expertly styled.

Cleanliness

If you wear your hair casually,

you must be doubly careful about

keeping it smooth and shiny, for

that is the secret of its attractive-

ness. Cleanliness is the basis for

beauty, so first of all, keep your

hair clean. Ordinarily, it should

he washed every ten or fourteen-

days, every week if oily or even

oftener. But do not acquire the

habit of washing it too frequently.

The shampoo and hot water irri-

tates an already abnormal scalp,

causing the tiny oil glands at the

root of each hair to over-function,

and loosen their supply of oil into

the scalp instead of conducting it

the full length of the shaft. Lemon

and vinegar rinses tend to burn the

.scalp and cause oiliness. There is

an excellent hair tonic on the mar-

ket now, prepared by the Ogilvie

Sisters, which, if used diligently

will correct an oily condition. This

same house also has a good cleans-

ing tonic for use in between sham-

poos.

There are many good shampoos.

A simple one can be made at home

by melting pure castile soap. Never,

never rub a cake of soap directly

on your hair hecausc .ajhin^gray

film remains which rinsing will not

remove.

Brushing

Of course, brushing is impera-

tive. Brush your hair, not the con-

ventional, irksome hundred strokes

each night, but joyfully and vigor-

ously, whenever you have a spare

moment. Brush up and away from

your hair-line, never with a down-

ward stroke. Contrary to general

opinion, brushing will not destroy

your curls or wave. Instead, since

the natural oils have been evenly

distributed, your wave will become

even deeper.

And finally, remember that your

liair is body tissue the same as your

nails, your teeth or your skin, nur-

tured by your blood supply and

consequently affected by your gen-

eral healdi. A body that is run-

down and lacks its proper supply

of vitamins produces dull lustre-

less hair. During the winter months,

when, diets tend to lack sufficient

vitamins it is a good idea to take

these in some prepared form, such

as cod liver oil, or vitamin tablets.

You will nlso build up resistance

to colds which directly affect your

skin and hair and rob theni of their

beauty.

Stocking- Problem

(Continued from page 1)

enough. Sometimes they cover up

some of their legs with brightly

colored ankle socks or knee socks.

Finally, we come to the coal-air-

a nd-water-variety — good looking,

long-wearing, but definitely too cx-

jiensive for the average co-ed. The

remaining silk stockings are saved

for special occasions, and even

there mixtures are sometimes used

as substitutes.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.
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RADIO PROGRAMS

Monday, October 20 — "The

Preacher's Job To-day — Main-

taining Morale." Rev. A. D.

Cornett.

Tuesday, October 21—Rev. W.
R. Alp.

Wednesday, October 22—Rev.

Neil M. Leckie.

Thursday. October 23 — Rev.

James Semple.

Friday, October 2-1—The Com-
munity Chest.

These programs are from 7.15-

7.30 p.m.

LOST

At the dance on Saturday, a

square white compact with

Queen's crest. Finder return

Alma Whittier, Ban Righ Hall.

Two Engineers were saying: •

"What's the idea of wearing your

sock inside out?"

"I have a hole on the other side."

Behold the remains

Of Oliver Farget—

Joined the O.T.C.

And they used him for target.

Mary had a little Iamb,

Its fleece was white as snow;

And everywhere that Mary went

She took the streetcar.

Kingston's Oldest

Established Shoe Shop

Welcomes You
•

It is our pleasure to

serve you for

—

SHOES
of the better type

GYM SHOES

HOSIERY

LUGGAGE

HANDBAGS

POLISHES
i

Prompt Service

Courteous Treatment

Delivery, Ph. 24

•

LOCKETTS LTD.;
Est. 1878

178 Wellington St.

LCV/4N/4
NOTE/

VITA RAY

COSMETICS

20% Discount

from Oct. 23 to Oct. 30

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

Red Cross Rooms

The Red Cross Rooms are now-

open every afternoon from 2 till

5. This is one of the most im-

portant hranehes of our war

work, and one that should he

supported by all members of Le-

vana who can help at all.

Proof Reading

More girls are wanted lor

Journal proof reading on Mon-

day and Thursday, at Hanson

and Edgar's, the printers. If you

are interested, please phone 1214J.

Gowns

Gowns are to be worn by all

members of Levana when attend-

ing classes in the New Arts

Building. This rule went into

force on Monday, and anyone

who fails to observe it, will be

penalized at the end of the year.

"ARTS CLUB" SEEKS
SUPPORT OF CO-EDS

Have you heard about the Arts

Club? Probably not, as it's still in

embryonic stages, but we'll endeavor

to enlighten you. This is strictly

for Levana so you don't need to

read any further, fellows.

The Arts Club is an organization

conceived about three weeks ago. It

is for all members of the fighting

forces and holds its meeting in the

cheery atmosphere of the Eliza-

bethan Inn on King St. It is a place

for them to read good books, study

drama, sing, dance, have conver-

sation around a log fire— in short,

a place to relax and enjoy them-

selves.

Girls Wanted
At its first meeting the members

were divided into groups, those in-

terested in drama meeting one

night, choristers another, and so

on. All they lack is girls to play

the feminine roles in their plays,

sing 3 little soprano in the choruses

and add charm and beauty to the

meetings.

Think of it, Levana, the army,
navy and air force all gathered in

one spot and just dying to meet
some girls. (

The first chance will be at the

Arts Club opening dance, to be held

at the Y.W.C.A. on October 31. A
notice will be put up at Ban Righ
and tickets will be on sale there

shortly. For further information

see Marg Harkness.

Science '42 presents

THE FALL BRAWL
with

Gren Hobson and his brawl babies

Grant Hall Friday, Oct. 24

Notice to All Women Students

1. All first year women students are expected to attend the

instruction in First Aid on Thursday in Grant Hall at 7.30 p.m.

This is a regulation of Senate and applies to the classes on each

Thursday from October 23 to November 20 inclusive.

2. Students desiring to attend the course in Motor Mechanics

and Transport Driving that has been arranged through the

courtesy of Military Headquarters, to be given at Barriefield on

Tuesday evenings and Saturday afternoons should please* consult Miss

Marion Ross. A driver's license is not required.

3. Any students interested in being interviewed with a view

to summer employment as waitresses at a town near Kingston

should leave their names, addresses and telephone numbers at the

office of D»an of Women, Arts Building, within the next two

days.

(Signed) A. VIBERT DOUGLAS.

Portrait Unveiled

(Continued from page 1)
assembled to honor Mr. Rogers'
memory by giving his portrait a

place in the Memorial Hall of the

city with whose university his life

was closely identified, and whose
electorate he represented in the

Parliament of Canada. His career

was bound up with intellectual pur-
suits and public affairs. Though
brief as measured by years, this

was true to a degree much more
extensive than the lives of alt hut
a few among those who have achiev-
ed high distinction in academic
life. It is not, however, until we
begin to recount his affiliation with
the University and the state, that
we find how considerable were his

achievements.

"The citizens of Kingston and
the students of Queen's University,
and indeed all who from time to
time may assemble here, will ever
have reason to view with pride this

Dr. Gibb Speaks

To Levana Society

Describes Life Of Students

In Paris

BY KAY MCRUER

On Wednesday evening, Dr.

Gibb, the Warden of Macdonnell

House, gave a very interesting talk

to the Levana 5ociety, on the life

of a student in Paris.

Housing

In speaking of places to live,

Dr. Gibb said that one place is at

the American Women's Club, but

the best thing to do is to live

with a French family who are

used to guests, but to beware of

people who are too .anxious to

take you in. She pointed out that

French food is very good, but you

need extra fuel for fires, as there

is little central heating, and an

abundance of rain and chilblains.

In Paris, the taps are often out of

order, and to have a bath, it is

sometimes necessary to go down the

street, and perhaps even stand in

line for a while. In spite of these

seeming inconveniences life is plea-

sant.

Colleges

Dr. Gibb explained that there

were many schools apart from the

University of Paris. Some of

these are the Alliance Francaise,

the British Institute and the Sor-

bonne, which give diplomas to

both French people and foreigners.

The speaker pointed out that

university life in Paris differs great-

ly from university life in Canada.

The students have to stand alone

depend on themselves, and there i<

no social life, no campus, no big

buildings. No one cares if you
are a success or failure, and you
are not forced to hand in essays,

Those who are research students

must be self-sufficienj, and very

often have a difficult time. They
are not the only ones who are dis-

couraged though, for all students

find that the librarians are unwilling

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

KAY MCRUER

Now that life has settled down
to normal, we can go on again

as before. For example, the tennis

tournament can get well under

way. The matches should be

played off faster than they are

now to get them over by the

time the snow comes.

The* track meet will probably

be next Friday afternoon. There

was a very good turnout at the

last practise. If this keeps up
as we hope it will, during the

week Levana's share in the meet
should be quite creditable.

The life saving classes for

silver and bronze medals are be-

ginning immediately. If any one

else wants to join them, sign up
now on the Ban Righ notice

board. If enough interest in div-

ing is shown we hope to be able

to have some one come in and
give instruction. We hope that

this idea will become a reality

before long.

A middle aged woman lost her

balance and fell out of a window
into a garbage can. Chinaman
passing remarked: "Americans
very wasteful. That woman good
for ten years yet."—The Shea

remembrance of one whose charac
ter and example have found an en-|to co-operate, and the cataloguing
during place in our national life."

|
is poor. The professors, however,

are kind and benevolent.

Paris

Dr. Gibb went on to say a feV

words about Paris before war days.

She said it was a safe place for

girls and women alone, and coinpe

tent police kept an eye on foreign

ers. In the country around Paris,

Versailles is the most outstandin

place, but there are many other

lovely places which are easily ac

cessible. Few people, could be bored

in Paris .— the book stalls on the

Seine, and the fishermen, all help

to make life interesting.

Dr. Gibb concluded her speech

by saying that she hopes and be

lieves that we shall find this Paris

again.

Wisdom Stressed

At Church Service

Rev. Wedderburn Conducts
Remembrance Gathering

The first official function of

the Centennial celebration was

the Service of Thanksgiving and

Remembrance held in Grant Hall

un Thursday afternoon, October

16. Rev. J. F. Wedderburn of St.

\ndrew's Church, Kingston, was

n charge of the service and Rev.

N, M. Leckie, D.D., of Grimsby

preached the sermon, "Wisdom
s the Principal Thing." Chan-

cellor C. A. Dunning and Prin-

cipal Wallace read the lessons

and Dr. F. L. Harrison conducted

the University choir.

During the course of his ser-

mon Dr. Leckie . said "wisdom
s the spirit of understanding and

honor and grace are the branches

of wisdom, which is the mother

of hope, knowledge and virtue."

He pointed out that ministry

teaching one hundred years ago

was confined to a scholastic and

.in evangelical atmosphere. A
rather naive attitude toward re-

ligion prevailed then, with divine

control recognized. At the be-

ginning of the twentieth century

scientific discoveries were made,

religion changed and thought be-

came more profound.

At the conclusion of his ser-

mon Dr. Leckie said that Queen's

had been in advance of other in-

stitutions of learning in the

growth of spirit and the emanci-

pation from old ideas.

Epitaph

Now let us mourn

For Oscar Glack:

He fell asleep

—

on the street car track.

We extend a very

Heartv Welcome

to the Students

of

(JjhwntH Inturrmtg

CROWN DAIRY
PHONE 406

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

•
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Queen's Students

Soon May Donate

Blood For Britain

BY HUGH BUCHANAN
Air raids over Britain and the

resulting casualties have brought
forth many appeals for aid from
members of the British Medical
fraternity. One of the most ur-

gent appeals was for blood to be
sent across the Atlantic from
Canada and the United States to

aid the many who have lost

blood to recover their health. The
response has been most encour-
aging.

Dr. Boyd
Under the chairmanship of Dr.

E. M. Boyd, Queen's, too, has
answered the call, and within the

next few days details of the new
organization will be made known
to all students. At any rate,

Queen's students soon will be

able to donate some of their

blood to air raid victims.

When interviewed, Dr. Boyd
stated that every student Would
receive an explanatory card as

soon as the Students' Directory
is issued. If the student is over
twenty years of age. and willing

BLOOD FOR BRITAIN
(Continued on page 3)

Divided Germany
Needed After War
Senator Benes Advocates

European Confederacy-

Advocating a confederation of
small European States as a means
of solving post-war problems, Sen-
ator Votja Benes spoke last week
in Convocation Hall of the Uni-
versity of. Alberta to a gathering

of 2,000 students and air force

men,

Central Europe
Brother of Dr. Edward Benes,

President of the Czecho-Slovak

Government in exile, Senator Benes
is in the course of a speaking tour

°f the Dominion. To picture Cen-

tral Euro|w as the main problem

of the world is a false and danger-

ous idea, declared Senator Benes.

It arose as the excuse of isolation-

ist democracies who, refusing to

take their share of responsibility,

parsed it willingly on to smaller

states. German propaganda encour-

aged them, the Senator stated, by

repealing again and again the tie

SENATOR BENES
(Continued on page 8)

PROF. KNOX SPEAKS
BEFORE THEOLOGIANS

On Tuesday, October 21, Profes-

sor Knox of the Economics Depart-

ment, spoke before the annual con-

ference of the Theological Alumni
Association on "The Economist and

Post-War Reconstruction."

Professor Knox began by show-

'"g that war has economic as well

as military aspects and that econo-

mic stability, in war time, is most
lmportant in keeping up morale. In

PROF. KNOX
(Continued on page 2)
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V <C^ancellor, tt|c Rasters, tye ^crjolars of <®xiotb

ilnmersitit, to tt]e GJbanrellor, ilje ^mutual, the

{Eruatfes, the most rettofemeb ^tculttcs of (©uceh's

puioEraiirj at Kingston, in (Elnnitba, feeling.

6\£J1TH you, Members of the University, who are about to

iftf celebrate the hundredth year of your founding, we rejoice,

particularly in that so worthily do you preserve the memory
of our Queen and yours, Victoria, your Founder and Benefactor.

For what will belter commend to posterity the name of Her who was
graciously pleased to apfrm'c your beginnings than that abode of yottrs

adorned from its first origin with a queenly title and now arrayed in

royal magnificence of learning? We delight to dwell upon the serene

peace which now you enjoy, we delight to remember, loo, the storms

upon which once you were tossed. Assuredly you obtained your tran-

quil and happy fortunes in no brief period of lime or withqut the

greatest toils. It is well known that in the past appeared grave prob-

lems, financial problems in particular, through which your fortunes

must certainly have been brought to the greatest distress had not the

counsels of courageous men and the timely generosity of citizens come
in good time to aid your peril. But these problems are of long ago.

To-day. even as sailors when their long and toilsome voyage is ended

look back upon their labours stoutly borne so that eagerly they may
commend the splendid skill of their, pilot, even so do you, broughf

safely in to port, remember the perils of your fortunes happily sur-

mounted, and duly honour the constancy and piety of your fore-

fathers; these guided wisely the helm and rudder through all trials

and brought the ship at length to safety; all about you you can sec

memorials of their virtue, that fairest Campus, bordering the shores

of that most lovely lake, that generous and varied line of buildings,

the Hall of Thcolog}, the Hall of Arts, the Dome of Astronomy, here

the laboratories and mansions of Aesculapius, there all those sacred

to the deities of science, in brief a University adorned with the learning

of so many professors and lecturers, avcr-flmving with so great a host

of students, flourishing ivith so excellent a principle of studies. We
therefore in this felicity wish to fulfill our proper duty of congratula-

tion, all the more in that between men most closely joined in com-

munity of language, race and interests there stand out certain peculiar

bonds of friendship by which we seem to be allied even more closely

to you. Assuredly was he of our company, as you know, W. Hamilton

Fvfe, who until very recently held the office of Principal with you;

and we lay no small claim to James Macdonnell. Chairman of your

T/ustces, or to Norman Rogers, that glorious man so deeply mounted,

taken from us by bitter mischance; both of these, as is -.veil known,

through the generosity of Rhodes sailed across the ocean to make trial

of our leaching by the stream of Isis. Therefore, remembering our

ties of friendship, we have decided to delegate to you one of our alumni

as a most sure witness of our good will, a man in all truth reverend

and learned. Nathaniel Micklcm. once your Professor, now^ottrs,

whom, since his virtue is well known to you and us, we have judged

to be preeminently fit to take part in your centenary festivals, and to

bear with him our congratulations. God bless you, dear friends, and

even as yon are doing, set yourselves eagerly to those pursuits that

shall prove fruitful to your country, our empire, and to the whale

race of man.

Oxford, the tenth day of Septembm

1941 of our Salvation.

in the year

(Ed Note— The above is one of tin many scrolls mid documents sent to

Queen's on the occasion of its Centenary. The original is abmU three feel by

two feel in site, mid lias a roxal and impressive iip/x-nmiiff. as it is adomea

hy the Oxford emblem aifd seal We are most grateful to Professor Day for

translating Hie manuscript front

Variety Program Saturday Night Includes

"The Happy Journey", Fashion Show, Movie;

Proceeds To Go To War Aid Committee

Notice

Any society desiring to

use the Ban Righ Common
Room should apply in writ-

ing to the Ban Righ House
Council through the Secre-

tary, Wilda Baker.

Scrolls Of Greeting

Sent At Centenary

Queen's Congratulated On
100th Anniversary

BY ABE RAHIXOW1TZ

On the occasion of the great

centenary celebration at Queen's

greetings and congratulations pour

ed in from far and wide. These

came in the form of scrolls of every

description. Some were beautifully

engraved, others printed, or care-

fully designed, still others were

adorned with bright colorful rih

hons. But all the parchments, whe

ther elaborately decorated or simple

in appearance, bore deep-felt and

sincere greetings.

Some Excerpts

Of particular interest are a few

excerpts from the documents sent

bv the various branches of Alumni.

A few of these follow — 0

London — "Upon such an occa-

sion, we, the children of so great

a Mother, remember afresh her

achievements, which for a hundred

SCROLLS OP GREETING

(Continued on page 7)

Science '42 Dance

Will Open Season

'•Fall

llle original Latin.)

Metropolitan Star

To Visit Kingston

On November 7 Thomas L.

Thomas, eminent baritone of the

Metropolitan Opera Company

will be seen and heard at his

ipecial coneert io be- held at K.C

V.I, Auditorium.

Son of a fellow of the Royal

Academy. Mr- Thomas was born

into a famous family. At the age

of twelve, he was brought to the

United States where he was edu-

cated in engineering.

Concert Career

lie decided to forsake this pro-

fession however, for that of a

oncc-rt singer, and very soon

made his debut at the Metro-

politan Opera Company. He was

immediate success and lias

since sung with many famous

METROPOLITAN STAR

(Continued on pTgeS)

Debating Society

Next Tuesday evening at

7.30 a debate will be held

in Room 221 of the library.

The subject proposed is: "It

is resolved that tlje Book

Work is -preferable to the

Cave Man."

Brawl" Will Feature

Gren Hobson

DR. WALLACE HEADS
COMMUNITY CHEST

Once again Queen's active

Principal heads a promin-

ent Kingston organization. Dr.

Robert Wallace lias been ap-

pointed president of the Board

of Directors of the Kingston

Community Chest. The Com-
munity Chest drive which is be-

ing pushed in Kingston at tin-

present moment lias on its Cam-

WALLACE HEADS
(Continued on page 7)

Here it is, you lucky people.

Did vou come here tor an educa-

tion or a degree? The way to

an education is through the doors

of Grant Hall (to the Fall Brawl)

on Friday, October 24. Seienct

'42 brings delightful entertain-

ment fit for a formal but priced

inr your pocketbook with such

features as (ireil Hobson and his

orchestra, Ailcen Stevens and her

songs and Art Liddlc and his

decorations.

Toronto Fame

Grcn has been taking Toronto

by storm this last year playing

at Hnn House, the Riiz Hall and

the Prom Symphony Ball, with

trips to O.A.C. in Guelph and

McMaster in Hamilton. Miss

Ailcen Stevens can be heard over

stations CBL and CFRB any

night from Toronto.

So when planning this week-

end, just remember these few

items:

Dance—The Fall Brawl.

Band—Gren Hobson's.

Date—Friday, October 24.

"FALL BRAWL"
(Continued fm page 7)

Glee Club Will Contribute;

Entertainment Highlights

Of Centenary Week - end
Will Be Reviewed

Convocation Hall

The first gala evening of the

year at Queen's will be intro-

duced this Saturday night at

eight o'clock with a parade of

attractions at "Variety Night",

in Convocation Hall.

On the variety program will be

such special features as a one-

act play "The Happy Journey",

a moving picture of Queen's en-

titled, "The Paths of Learning",

Queen's songs by a Glee Club

quartet and the Queen's Cen-

tenary Fashion Show.

Entertainment

Tliis combination will bring

you a galaxy of Queen's stars and

the grandest bits of entertainment

that can be piled into one even-

ing. The excellence of this variety

>how is assured by the over-

whelming reception each of its

features received from the guests

of Queen's during the centenary.

It is for ibe purpose of giving

all of you, who missed these at-

tractions, an opportunity to see

these shows which all drew ca-

VARIETY PROGRAM
(Continued on page 8)

DR. MICKLEM SPEAKS
ON "SECULAR STATE"

BY BAfiDARA PIUNNEY

The third in a series of lectures

by Dr. Micklem, Principal of

Mansfield College, Oxford, was

given in Convocation Hall on

Tuesday evening, October 21, he-

fore the members of the Theologic-

al Alumni Conference.

Fallacy of Neutrality

Dr. Micklcm, who chose as his

topic "The Secular State," dismiss-

ed the problem of mainlainiug the

right relation between church and

"SECULAR STATE"

(Continued from page 2)

Sound of Pipes,

Swirl of Kilts

Familiar Here

BY CASEY CORBETT

The Queen's Pipe Band, heard

several times over the Centenary

week-end, was organized by an

Arts Freshman named Frood and

a Medical student named Watson.

After the acquisition of equipment

and uniforms, pipers and drummers

began to practice until soon the

University was familiar with the

BWirl of the kilts and "the sound

of the pipers' tune." This first or-

ganization, however, made no pro-

vision for the training of younger

pipers who could come up and form

a nucleus for future bands. The

band was then dependent in its

second year on the services of non-

student pipers and only worked

spasmodically for a number of

years. In 1939, it was re-organized

at the instigation of Mat Dymond

PIPE BAND
(Continued on page 2)

Memorial Fund
Given To Queen's

Queen's is grateful again,

this time with thanks to the

Aluminum Company of Canada

Limited. This truly Canadian

Company, whose new factory on

Princess Street is one of the

prides of the city of Kingston, is

the donor of a memorial fund

which will be available to worthy

students of Queen's. The fund

will be known as the O. M.

Montgomery Memorial Fund, and

will place $750 annually at the

disposal of some fortunate stu-

dent.

Centennial

Principal R. C Wallace an-

nounced on University and Cen-

MEMORIAL FUND
(Continued on page 7)

Military Training Prescribed

For Medical Students At Varsity-

Recent Order Said Issued I
Queen's Authorities Expect

By Gen. Lafleche

Medical students will have to

lake military training from now on

at University of Toronto accord-

ing to a statement in the Monday

edition of the student daily news-

paper [here. It is the opinion there

that owing to a recent order by

Major-Genera I Lafleche prescribing

"military medicine" for meds stu-

dents, they will have to take regu-

lar drill work. This means that

there will be no exemptions what-

ever.

The order is further interpreted

to affect the Faculty of Medicine

MILITARY MEDICINE

(Continued on page 6)

No Change Here

It is unlikely that there will he

any change in the military train-

ing arrangements for medical stu-

dents now in effect at Queen's,

University and C.O.T.C. authori-

ties said Wednesday.

Clinical Years

"Toronto has telescoped its

medical course into a shorter

period, as we have not", said

Principal R. C. Wallace. "This

necessitated the issuance of an

order defining the term "clinical

years", and it is apparently from

this that the furore has arisen."

MILITARY MEDICINE

(Continued on page 4)
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Prof. Knox

(Continued from page 1)

limes of stress the public has learn-

ed to turn to the economists, but

the speaker explained that he had

but a limited faith in the value of

tliese specialists, as he explained

that their own prejudices, even if

justifiable or right, would not help

.in any such round-table confer-

. ence as visionaries would suggest.

Opinions

Among economists there arc manv
differences of opinion as to what
should be done. Since advice to

the government must be representa-

tive of a general opinion, not only
in economics but as to many non-
economic forces, it would be diffi-

cult to get unanimity.

The speaker went on to show that

in questions where it is so difficult

to make a quantitative analysis,

economists are liable to follow their

own prejudices.

Economics began as pamphleteer-

ing i" the 17(li Century, but did not

reach a high level until 1776 when
Adam Smith wrote his famous
book, "The Wealth of Nations,"

He simplified the problem and
made it capable of scientific analy-

sis by removing the unpredictable

element, that of government. He
set up the theory of laissez-faire

economics, in which economic forces

were free to act upon each other
without governmental interference.

This application of this policy and
Hi.- great industrial revolution coin-

cided. Thus this economic theory
was not taken as an act of faith,

but rather as a proven thesis in

economic science. Individualism and
free trade opened up Africa and
settled the new western, world.

This theory went virtually un-
challenged till Karl Marx wrote his

famous works, in which he showed
that public and private interest are

incompatible. The speaker pointed
out that most economists today
would agree to this postulate.

Policy

Professor Knox stated that now
economics had descended from this

lofty position of a science and had
degenerated into a technique. He
pointed out that economists agree

upon probably 90% of economic
theory, and where they disagree is

not in technique, but in matters of

policy. For, with the growth of

governmental interference in mod-
ern economics, the economist is

asked to make decisions in matters

which are not bis concern — he is

expected to decide in matters of

policy.

Forcefully the speaker presented

his opinion: "The community must
do its own thinking; it must create

the policy. Then the economist can

help in showing the way to carry

out that policy. If he is asked as

to policy, he must present his ideas

as his own. and must not give the

weight of economic science to ideas

of his own,

"The economist must ask those

who wish his advice if the methods
of the totalitarian state are ruled

out, if the policy will be applied

consistently, or by fits and starts

as democratic governments are

prone to do. Ts the policy to be
carried out by the Dominion Gov-
ernment, without regard .for re-

gional differences, or will there he

due regard for provincial rights:

GLEE CLUB MEETING
IS WELL ATTENDED

There was a large attendance at

the first practice of the Glee Club

on Tuesday night. Business con-

sisted of the appointment of lib-

rarians, fixing of the rale of mem-

bership at 50 cents (thus including

the additional cost of scores for

Gilbert and Sullivan, and a social

evening once a month) and a dis-

cussion of the difficulties and re-

sponsibilities involved in the pro-

duction of "The Pirates of Pen-

zance."

Gondoliers

Since the Glee Cluh is expected

to sing for other occasions than a

concert of its own, an extract from

"The Gondoliers" and an arrange-

ment of "Londonderry Air" by

Percy Grainger was sung. The for-

mer gave the club some idea of the

nature of the music to he attempted

this session and the latter some idea

of ability to sing in six parts.

There are indications of good

material here which is encouraging

at this early date. It is expected

that scores for "The Pirates of

Penzance" will be ordered and

work will begin with gusto on a

work which should promise not

only valuable training but good

fun. The next practice will be

Tuesday. October 28. at 7.30 p.m.

in the Biology lecture room of the

Old Arts building.

Is the community prepared to see

a drastic upheaval in rural life?"

The speaker gave as his opinion

that the full weight of social change

had not yet struck agriculture, and

that after this war the accumulated

weight of this change would hit

with terrific force, and huge and

painful changes would have to be

made.

Again, the speaker mentioned

that after the war there "w ill be

large-scale unemployment, and the

economist will be asked how to pre-

vent or ameliorate this change.

Here again the question is put un-

fairly. The economist must ask —
is it work that, is wanted, or pay;

and what is the public willingness

to pay. This again is in the realm

of policy.

Responsibility

The economist is thus faced with

«reat responsibility. He must choose

bclween alternatives, both in eco-

nomic and non-economic policy. He
must be a man of good judgment.

He should have such personality

that men will trust where they do

not understand. The economist has

knowledge that is vital, but much
more is needed, for economic con-

-.iileralions must be often sacrificed,

if necessary, in the carrying out of

a determined policy. The final

wnrd in any determination of po-

licy either economic or non-eco-

nomic is: Wilt men find it toler-

able?

And on this day before that

devoted to worship of Saturn at

the Riehafdzonztadiutu after the

sun has passed its highest point

and has gone haif of its journey

to the other side of the world, it

shall come to pass that there

shall be epoch-making events.

For all the land of Queenz

doth vie amongst themselves for

honor around the oval and the

hurling of missiles and of feats

of dexterity. Yea and the spear

and the rock shall be hurled

—

great will be the competition to

see the widest chasm than can be

jumped by a man of Queen's and

the highest boulder that can be

leapt over.

And he who can run the fast-

est between two points at various

distances will be accredited a

fleet warrior whom we shall al-

ways see first in the attack. And

the men of Scienz -will divide

ihemselvestinto three groups (not

including the frosh of Whom
little is expected), and will vie

against each other to see which

group will amass the greatest

victories.

And of the men of Scienz who

have conditioned themselves and

whose names wilt be anion,,' tli:

victors at the setting of the sun

are Wat the son of Dave of Four

Three. Clarke the Ztu and Idee

the lackass of Four Four, and

the men most greatly feared are

the mighty of Four Two who

need not training in the field for

their training is done in deep

caverns and in great encnunler.-

in foreign lands.

Yea — and the records of all

those who do their best shall be

engraved in the limestone! caverns

of Scienz for all to see.

A. BIELER ADDRESSES
THEOLOGICAL ALUMNI

He: May I have this dance?

She: Gosh, I'm too danced out.

He: No, you're not. You're just

pleasingly plump.

"I like that dress you're wear-

ing-"

"I got it for my twentieth birth-

day."

"Really! It has worn well, hasn't

it?" £
'

BY BUD nOLTON

Before a large gathering of the

delegates of the Theological Con-

ference in Convocation Hall last

Tuesday morning, Andre Bieler,

resident artist at Queen's Uni-

versity, gave a remarkably en-

lightening lecture on "Art in the

i Counter Reformation-"

He introduced his audience to

the subject by stating that the

principal aim of all artists is to

represent in some way some of

the characteristics of the age in

which they live. Modern Art, he

continued, is now being criticized

for being silly and ugly. The rea-

son for this, he argued, was the

fact that the world to-day is silly

and ugly. People must study the

epoch during which art is made
before they can appreciate or

criticize it.

Conditions of Age

From this he carried the

thought back to the Renaissance

and Counter Reformation and
sketched briefly the thought and

conditions of these ages. He
showed how the joys and fears

of the Counter Reformists or the

Barocques, as they came to be

known, could not be expressed

by the quiet and harmonious

style of the Renaissance painters.

Accordingly a new style was
adopted. The emotional qualities

were projected by the addition

of depth and movement to their

subjects. The third dimension of

depth was accomplished by
splashes of deep blue in the back-
ground, which set off the turbid,

heavy, molasses tones of the fore-

ground. This increased tremen-

dously the weight and power of

the figures there. The mass.es

took on a new emotional quality.

Luck was the florid style of

the Barocques—a style of art

that arose in a world of extreme
self-indulgence. Its flaming style

led to exaggeration and can be

seen, as Mr. Bieler amusingly

noted, "tn-day as Hollywood has

adopted it. in the cracked plaster

and pressed cardboard of the

Roxy Theatre or any of the

neighborhood theatres."

Following the lecture Mr.

Bieler presented a series of color

slides illustrating various forms

the Barocque style assumed.

Carious Old Lady Why /mve
lost you're leg, haven't you "r"

Cripple (looking down) : "Well,

damned if I haven't!"

* R.A.F. Chaplain

I n Tuesday's Journal it

was announced that Squad-

ron Leader GrCgSon would

Speak to students this com-

ing Sunday. Since then,

however, he has been called

away on duty and regrets

be must cancel this appoint-

ment.

Pipe Band

(Continued from page 1)

and Benny Finklestem. Keg. Hanna
was approached to see if he would

accept the post of Pipe Major. The
latter accepted and in the last three

years has trained several good

pipers.

Throughout the history of the

band, its chief mentor has been Dr.

fames M iller. Dr. Wallace, since

he arrived at Queen's, has taken

a great interest in the band and

lent it his support. The band lias

been helped greatly in the last few

years by the co-operation of the

\.M.S. The personnel in the band

are very enthusiastic and give a

lot of time to their practices, al-

though they have not the oppor-

tunity of appearing at main func-

tions,

The Band has three main sources

of income. The first is the small

levy placed nn all students by the

A.M.S. The Band dance is the

second source, while the cloak-room

and soft drink concessions at all

ear dances comprise the third

source of income.

Since the cessation of Intercol-

legiate football, the band has found

few opportunities of playing to the

public. However, it has made sev-

eral appearances at the training

camps in the Kingston area which

"Secular State'

(Continued from page I)

state. He said that most countries

assume that modern states should

maintain complete neutrality as far

as religion is concerned. He then

proceeded to point out the fallacy

in this point of view by tracing

briefly the history of the attitudes

existing between church and state,

and their efforts from ancient times

to the modern totalitarian state

where the state itself is the object

of secular religion. Neither the

extreme of complete neutrality nor

the extreme of state control of re-

ligion is -desirable, he stated.

Forcefully, Dr, Micklem, brought

out his main point, "There can be

no national unity within any nation

unless there is the firm bash of a

common philosophy of life — of

commonly accepted principles." He
went on to say that it is the Chris-

tian society which embodies these

commonly accepted principles and

thus the state needs the church.

"But," he added, "it is only when

the church is free that it can per-

form for the state its true, help-

ful functions."

Examples of Combination

Tn closing, Dr. Micklem cited

two examples of the combined ap-

plication of church and state to

i- very -day living. In the first of

these, the laws relating to marriage

and divorce, he pointed out that

the church must not dictate the ad-

ministration of the state. In his

second example, which dealt with

the field of education. Dr. Micklem

showed that the state depends for

its training of good citizens upon

the teaching of Christian ideals and

principles.

have been greatly appreciated. This

year they already have two such

bookings on their schedule.

ForMENwho will make
HEADLINES ^

3oz an added dash of color and vigor—Tip Top

Tailors prescribes Kinross Tweeds, one of the

finest groups of tweeds to come our way in years.

Long-wearing, smart-looking, in a gay galaxy of

colors and patterns—Kinross Tweeds by Tip Top

are the answer to the college man's demand for

a reasonably-priced tailored-to-measure suit that

fits into the picture on almost any occasion.

$29.75

TIP TOP TAILORS
Jjmtied

119 PRINCESS STREET

FOR APPOINTMENTS

PHONE

3 12 0

- IN KINGSTON NEXT WEEK -

ASHLEY & CfilPPEN
$1tjntograpljm nf ufnronta

SITTINGS AVAILABLE DAYTIME AND EVENINGS*

MONDAY, OCT. 27

TO

SATURDAY, NOV. 1
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One of the funnier Hitler stories

4 , h,,li are springing up like

"Knock-knock's" did a few years

ago was told the other day. It

seems that Or Fuehrer appeared

out of the fog in Heaven one day

(far-fetched, isn't it?) and asked

for Moses.

When the venerable one appear-

ed. Hitler, between glances at a

pocket map of Russia, inquired,

"Moses, what did you use that time

when you parted the waters of the

Red Sea?"

"Why," answered the Biblical

leader, "1 used a rod."

"And where did you get the

rnd:" pursued the Nazi chieftain.

"Why, the Lord gave it to me,"

Moses answered.

"All I" mused Hitler, "And where

is the rod now?"

"In the British Museum," came
the disheartening reply.
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THEATRE
LINE-UP
TIVOLl

Today and Saturday, Range Bus-
ters, with Ray Corrigan. Five short

features with this one, and for

those of you who may be keeping
up with the serial, it's part num-
ber 5.

Monday and Tuesday, / Can't
Give You Anything Bui Love, Baby
and Flowing Gold, starring Pat O'-
Brien and John Garfield.—Sis.

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Meters, Tanks, Filters,

Tripods, Etc.

Your old camera taken

on new equipment

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Lockett

AT LOCKETT'S LTD.

178 Wellington St,

Phone 24

"Where The Service Pleoses"

Yellow

Taxi
Five New Clean' Heated Cabs

PHONE J J PHONE

WE MEET ALL TRAINS
24-Hour Service Henry Wilson

RENT A NEW CAR
Drive it Yourself

Rates: 12c per mile.

Minimum $1.00 per hour.

264^ Bagot St., Phone 199

BILTMORE
Thursday to Saturday: Dodge

City, with Errol Flynn, is a story

of Kansas in 18(56. The building

of the railway and life in Dodge
City is one of fast-moving excite

ment. Ably supporting Flynn arc

Olivia dc" Havilland. Anne Sheri

dan, Bruce Cabot and Alan Hale.

The second feature, The Blonde
Cheat, starring Joan Fontaine, give?;

us an idea of the difficulties into

which some men can get when they

see a pretty girl. Both these pic-

tures are good entertainment.

Coming. Sunday Midnight to

Wednesday: Road to Singapore,

with Bing Crosby, Dorothy La-
mour, and Bob Hope. Also on the

same hill: Captain Fury, with Brian

Alierne and Victor McLaglen.—M.
E. E.

GRAND
To-day and Saturday, Ida Lu-

pino, John Garfield, Thomas Mitch-

ell and John Qualen in Warner's

clever release Out of the Fog, Gar-

field plays the role of a cheap

racketeer who takes sides against

Qualen, Lupino and her father,

Thomas Mitchell. The acting, dir-

ecting and intensity of the story are

superb. Film has been criticized

on the ground that it has too much
technique. B+ —T.J.R.

Double feature commences Mon-
day: Henry Fonda in Wild Geese

Calling and Ruby Keeler in Sweet

heart of the Campus.

CAPITOL

To-day, Don Ameche, Jack Ha-

ley, Robert Cummings, Betty Gra-

ble and Carol Landis in Moon Over

Miami. A technicolor musical

wherein the owners of a hot-dog

stand inherit a fortune. They leave

for a luxurious Miami hotel,

and then Misses Grable and

Landis begin campaigning to ac-

quire rich fiances. After many

changing partners Ameche wins

Grable, Cummings wins Landis and

the ubiquitous "old aunt" wins the

proposal of a waiter. C-\- —L.C.

Commencing Saturday, Bette Da-

vis and James Cagney in The Bride

Came C.O.D.

McG ALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

flCarl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

1 Kingston. Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone 346

studen^s^^elcome'to

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

274 Princess St. Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOIURDIERS
rues

78 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Phone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

Princess Beauty Salon

274 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop

Jda Van Clieaf Maude Wagax

CAPITOL
A FAMOUS PIATEBS THEATRE

CONTINUOUS
DAILY

1.00 TO 11.00

LAST TIME TODAY

"MOON OVER MIAMI"
BETTY
GRABLE

REVIVAL
TONIGHT

DON
AMECHE

CAROL
l.ANDIS

'THE SEA HAWK'
Errol Flynn

SATURDAY — MONDAY — TUESDAY

"THE BRIDE CAME C.O.D."

BETTE DAVIS JAS. CAGNEY

ON THE SAME
PROGRAM

EDDIE CANTOR AL JOLSON
.

" in.

MINSTREL DAYS"

AFT'N 20c - EV'G 25c
Smoking Loge 5c Extra

Children 10c Anytime
(Plus Tax)

BILTMORE
ALWAYS A GOOD SHOW"

TODAY AND SATURDAY
OLIVIA

DE HAVILLANDon"DODGE CITY"
ERRO
FLYNN

also "BLONDE CHEAT" with Joan Fontaine

AFTER SUNDAY M1DNITE, MON. - TUE. - WED.

Bing Crosby, Dorothy Lamour, Bob Hope

IN "THE ROAD TO SINGAPORE" AND
,. N WITH VICTOR

ERNE !« "CAPTAIN FURY McLAGLl

STARTS"pAUL MUNI"
THURS.

'HUDSON'S BAY" plii^BTRL

A ' FAMOUS PIAVEHS THEATRE

CONTINUOUS

DAILY

FROM*l P.M.

TODAY — FRIDAY
JOHN GARFIELD

SATURDAY
IDA LUPINO

'OUT OF THE FOG'

—STARTING SUNDAY MIDNIGHT

—

HENRY FONDA JOAN BENNETT

"WILD GEESE CALLING"
—ALSO

—

"SWEETHEART OF THE CAMPUS"
with

RUBY KEELER OZZIE NELSON & QRCH.
HARRIETT HILLIARD

Dr. Smith Speaks
To Biology Group

The initial meeting of the Bi-

ology Club for the present year

was held last Monday evening at

the home of Dr. Earl on King

Street. An extremely interesting

talk was delivered by the popular

Dr. R. W. Smith of the Biology

Mtiseum. In choosing for his

theme the story of an expedition

into Northern Canada, he marked

a sharp contrast to his South Sea

talcs cf former years. It proved,

however, to be no less entertain-

ing.

Hudson Bay

Following the completion of

the Hudson's Bay Railroad in

1930, it became possible for

scientific expeditions to work well

into the Arctic. Before this time

the area was veritably untouched.

Thus it became the subject of in-

tense scientific curiosity.

The expedition of which Mr.

Smith spoke was sent out in the

summer of 1936 from Ottawa to

investigate bird life in that part

of Canada lying between the

west coast of Hudson's Bay and

the northern prairies. Travelling

by railroad and plane it reached

Port Churchill at the mouth of

the Churchill River. This loca-

tion
1

proved to be a very inter-

esting one as it marked the

division between the Arctic bar-

ren lands and the wooded Can-

adian Shield of the south. The
former was characterized by tun-

dra, rock, moors, and a little

stunted vegetation.

There was very little indication

of summer until July, but then

everything came to life. During

the day the temperature rapidly

rose to 80 or 90°, birds nested,

I Hies and mosquitoes appeared
:

in great abundance, blossoms

shot forth before even a trace

of a leaf appeared. The natives

claim that summer lasts but one

day.

Wild Life

Loons, ducks, geese, and plover

were quite numerous. Caribou

which were moving north were

being shot in great quantity by

the Eskimos and Indians. Ap-

parently the only protected ani-

mal of the region was the musk-

oje which was becoming rather

scarce.

Following the visit to Churchill

the expedition moved back by

stages towards the prairies, col-

lecting specimens and securing

pelts and skeletons from the In-

dians. The Nelson River Couutry

provided much beautiful scenery',

and perhaps some of the worldls

finest trout fishing.

The natives of the country

were the "Swampy Crees", a

rather disreputable tribe living

under miserable conditions—their

old folklore lost and depending

for their livelihood on the White

Man"? outhoard motor and gaso-

lene. One peculiar incident was

the account of an Indian funeral

procession. The speaker was

quite -amused with its casual-

nes>. It seemed much like a

picnic, and was accompanied by

great merriment, singing and the

gathering of fruit.

Railway

An interesting sidelight was

thrown on the Hudson's Bay

Railroad and the shipment of

grain by the northern ruute. Ap-

parently by the time the new

grain crop has reached the port

it is too late to be shipped out

uf the Bay and it must be stored

until the following summer

—

a rather poor proposition. It is
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= THE QUALITY SHOP FOUNDED 1847 =

SUITS |
OR |

TOPCOATS
|

for FALL
|

$22.50 - $25.00 - $27.50 1
Have your FALL Suit from Livingston's M

Come in To-day! jl

THESE ARE WONDERFUL VALUES =

I LIVINGSTON'S 1
75 - 79 BROCK STREET .=

CIVIL AND MILITARY TAILORS FOR 94 YEARS =
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Letter to The Editor
Blood For Britain

(Continued from page 1)

to donate blood, he or she will

be instructed to write their

name, address and telephone

number on the card and return

it to the proper authorities.

Except for age limitations

there are very few requirements

necessary for a prospective blood

donor to fulfill. There are certain

weight requirements and the

quantity of blood must be of

fairly high standard.

Dr. Boyd assured the Journal

that no one need fear giving away

blood. Little pain is felt and the

student need not worry about be-

ing weakened from the loss of

blood.

Pledge

It is hoped that each donor

will pledge himself to three dona-

tions. Each visit will necessitate

the loss of two-thirds of a pint

of blood and a visit will be made

about every two months. Each

donor will receive a card, saying

that he has given blood (this is

a precautionary measure against

compulsory attendance at lectur-

es), after each transfusion, and

a large button, somewhat similar

to a veteran's badge, after his

third transfusion.

Most universities in Canada

have promised to donate blood,

with McGill already well under

way with her plans. The quota

for Ontario has been set at 1000

pints a week, and Queen's has

promised to supply one-tenth of

the provincial quota.

feared by some that the $30.-

000.000 expended on the railroad

may become a total loss.

As a result of tin's aud similar

expeditious it was found that

there is a great similarity in the

fauna of Northern Asia and Nor-

thern Canada. Secondly that

there is great homogeneity

amongst the groups of mammals,

clear across the vast expanse of

Northern Canada. This fact is

decidedly untrue of the southern

part of the continent.

The meeting was in charge ot

the president. Mr, Ralph Notr-

tnaSi and thanks were extended

to the speaker by Mr. Tom
Lothian.

Following a lively and amus-

ing discussion, refreshments were

most graciously provided by Mrs.

Earl.

To the Editor:

The name "Fall Brawl" given

to our Science '42 year dance

is certainly neither appropriate

nor dignified, and I, one of the

more temperate members of the

year, would like to say that this

dance will not live up to that

name. It, on the other hand,

will be characteristic of our fine

year dances of the past,.though

there are always a few who, gen-

erally under the influence of al-

cohol, would like it to be re-

membered as a brawl. (I offer

apologies to those who named

the dance, knowing that they had

no thought of anyone taking the

name literally).

This brings to mind the atti-

tude of a small number of our

engineering students who always

like to show the superiority of

our faculty by connecting it with

"40 beers and damning human-

ity." It is almost certain that an-

other engineers' yell would be

just as popular, if presented to

our freshmen. The boys who en-

ter the faculty of applied science

at Queen's spring from just as

fine and cultured a parentage as

do those of any other faculty.

Wc know that as students in

summer jobs some of the boys

do have to associate with rough

and tough worldly men, but that

is no reason for bringing that

rought and tough stuff back to

university. Most of you know

that a man is never highly re-

spected because of his strong

language and strong drink.

So do not class us all as rough

and tough men of science who
delight in brawls, and come to

our year dance which we expect

to be a clean and respectable

affair, where a gentleman would

be proud to take his best girl.

A Member of Science '42.

1st Freshie: "Back from your

holiday, eh? Feel any change?"

2nd Ditto; "Not a penny!"

Nursery Rhyme
Humpty-Dumpty sat on a wall,

Humpty-Dumpty had a greal fall,

And now he's looking forward to

a great winter and spring.

ZAK0S BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.GA,
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A Challenge

We wonder whether many listeners caught the full import of

the speech of His Excellency, the Earl of Athlone to the student

body last Saturday morning. It was a simple address not sen-

sational, nor particularly calculated to catch the headlines, but

the thought contained therein was one to catch the imagination.

Speaking especially to young people, His Excellency pointed

out our need to prepare ourselves for places in the world order

of llie future—vital places. He emphasised the need to study the

past without being prejudiced or shackled by it. But he wisely

saw what a great many persons have not seen—that academic

study is not enough. It of itself, is too cloistered, too far from

the realities of life. We must be clear-sighted, open-minded, and

above all realistic in our thinking.

A picture was drawn of a United States of the World in

which every man should have his place, every man his happiness,

and every man his obligation. There is hope of such a future,

when great men of every land are able to see, as does His Ex-
cellency, that we seek not just war or peace aims but a new way
of life built on international obligations, a way flexible enough
to adapt itself to changing conditions hut strong enough to exist

forever.

Thoughts on Election

Now that a little time has passed since the elections and the

Centennial celebrations, we can perhaps look back and view them
from a fairer perspective. About the Centennial, nothing more
need be said. It was a credit to Queen's. But about the elections

we arc not so sure.

It seems to us an unfortunate commentary on the under-

graduate spirit of this University, that it should be deemed
wrong for sophomores to use any sort of physical force on their

freshmen, but perfectly right and even commendable for members
of one faculty to use those same measures on members of another.

In one sense—and one only—this year's campaign was an
improvement over last year's. As might have, been expected after

last year's famous fiasco, every effort was made to avoid
damage to University property. Comparatively speaking, this

was successful.

But that was more than compensated for by the greater pro-
portion of personal skirmishes. These affairs were chiefly notable
for the amount of clothing ruined, paint applied, and hair cut. A
high—or low—point was reached when the Arts Senior candidate
was followed on the street at night and taken by force to the
Science Club rooms, where his hair was efficiently if not pro-
fessionally trimmed. The Arts men contributed "to the same
total effect by their less violent and certainly less artistic applica-
tion of red paint to the campus sidewalks. In neither case can
any blame he attached to the more responsible faculty leaders,
These were the work of small groups with a perverted sense of
humor, and no one is very proud of the results.

As always, arguments are advanced on both sides. It has
been truly said that a man is not necessarily grown up because
he is one or two years out of high school—indeed it can be said
with equal truth that he is often much less grown up after a year
or so at university. It has been said that a return of Intercollegiate
sports would solve the whole problem—but that is a lame ex-
cuse, rather than a necessary cause. And finally it is claimed
that the "student has to have some sort of recreation". That is
probably so. But we can easily enumerate one hundred re-
creations more generally acceptable than throwing tomatoes or
damaging property.

If we must have these little affairs, let us organize them
properly and hold them at a safe distance from any buildings.
Because one tiling is certain-if we continue along the road wc
started this year, some really serious trouble will certainly arise.

Personally we cannot see that wc need them at all. And
ironically enough, the election results would seem to bear us out.

Good Luck!

Our best wishes to the Queen's War Aid Committee for the
success of their Variety N^ght on Saturday. If the individual
product.ons mamtain the high standards that they have already
set it will be a performance well worth attending. We hope they
will have the whole-hearted support of the student body

f

Official Notices

November Tests tn the Faculty of

Arts

First year students will be exam-

ined in alt Pass classes during the

first week in Novcmher. The exam-

inations will take the form of class

tests.

November Hour Examinations in

the Faculty of Applied Science

During the first week in Novem-
ber one-hour exami nations will be

held in all Arst year Science classes

except Surveying. Drawing and

Projections.

Except in the period when an

examination is substituted for a lec-

ture, class work will proceed as

usual and regular attendance is re-

quired.

Itilerfaculty Track and Field Meet

The afternoon of Friday, Octo-

ber 24th, is the date set for the

Annual Interfaculty Track and

Field Meet. Classes will be called

at 3 o'clock on that afternoon.

Letter to the Editor

The Editor,

1 lueeri's Journal.

Sir:

"Act as men of thought; think as

men of action"

Lord Athlone, in his rectorial

address, used the above quotation

of a French philosopher to stress

the urgency of action together with

the study of vital questions.

Queen's, in going forth into its

second century of educating lead-

ers, would make no mistake in

adopting this assertion as a guiding

motto to follow. Great leadership,

past and present, is shaping larger

and most important objectives for

this university. The imagination

and courage of all associated with

this young and vigorous institu-

tion located almost in the centre

of the northern part of the New
World can evoke the dynamic of a

better democracy for our trembling

troubled world. Let us surpass a

mere academic interest in the study

of vital questions, seek a way of

life for all mankind, and endeavor
to attain and put into practice this

way of life on our campus as soon
as possible.

We should make the best use of

our time, materials, and energies,

while we are somewhat out of reach

f>f the perverting influences of the

gigantic struggle now raging in

other parts of the world, and put

forth our greatest efforts to design

most carefully the best possible

way of life for mankind. The ap-

proach to this task must be scien-

tific with a freshness of scientific

outlook and devotion untarnished

by stale prejudices of the past. It

seems wise to study the past with a

critical eye for its failures bal-

anced with an appreciation of its

successes. Clarity of thought is us-

ually followed by successful bold-

ness in action. Adventurous experi-

ments of trial and error, which this

institution is already accomplishing

with real success in many scientific

fields, should enable us to add to

human progress. We teachers and
students, soldiers, sailors and air-

men, scientists, doctors and theolo-

gians must cope not only with the

very powerful enemy of immediate
danger and urgency, but with the

great, stupendous, and remoter
problem of designing a much im-

proved world social system, without

a moment of delay or hesitation.

The three fighting services are bear-

ing the brunt of the former task

in meeting the enemy, protecting

us, while we in the universities,

schools, and comfortable homes, out

of reach of immediate distracting

dangers of the war, must perform

the latter equally important task,

using the very best in thought and

action, to be worthy of protection.

Queen's University is a most

suitable mstitutii in where experi-

ment and creative thought could

evolve and even somewhat shape

the pattern of a new way of life

"if" we just realized and made the

fullest use of the opportunities at

hand, The beauty of the campus,

the comfortable buildings, the heal-

thy environment, and friendly so-

cial atmosphere should furnish the

stimulus to every considerate stu-

dent to develop his mind and bodi

to the fullest during the short time

he lives here. The medium sii-e of

the student body and five, faculties

surely should contribute to intelli-

gent discussion among students and

between the professors and students

resulting in a student body with a

i m in i In iri lugb specialized know-

ledge of their special studies to-

gether with that broad social per-

spective and appreciation that will

he -ii essential in the future. The

university privileges such as our

"Autumn Elections" preceded by

real "thoughtful debate" deserve

our more careful attention and

worthy use. These elections afford

ample opportunities for scientific

experiment in the social sciences

and should be outstanding demon-

strations of improving democratic

procedure. Let our future cam-

paigns and elections be more en-

lightening and serve as useful ex-

amples in experimentation and cre-

ative learning.

Queen',5 wilt become more effec-

tive in our social life if we make

a real effort to secure many more

ways and means of bringing those

worthy students to our institution

who haven't the means to get start-

ed here. Such students 1 am sure

will make real effective use of all

opportunities put before them. By

securing remunerative employment

for them in the summer, these fel-

low students are given the required

start to put worthy aims in their

minds, strengthen them to over-

come obstacles and arouse their

enthusiasm to complete their train-

ng successfully. Let us bring a

greater spread and intensity of edit-

ion for the better understanding

and improvement of democracy and

a proposed world order. That means

that there should be sustained, re-

sponsible, alert and large enough

body of public opinion to judge our

relations to other countries. We he-

ieve in democracy not alone for

what it means to us, but also for

an equal meaning that we, who are

more fortunate, can make it mean

to the rest of humanity.

The careful interplay of thought

and action in the way of life of

the students at this university can

go far in solving the outstanding

problems of our world and give to

Queen's the distinction of more out-

standing educational leadership in

the future. Outsiders look for out-

standing leadership from this insti-

tution in the immediate future and

we can really more than fulfil their

expectations if we so desire.

James R.' Cornell.

Military Medicine

(Continued from page 1)

The Principal went on to ex-

plain that all medical students

in the clinical years at Queen's
will receive training in what is

known as military medicine

—

treatment of gas, and war
wounds, etc. They will not, how-
ever, be expected to do foot drill

or anything of that nature, so far

as is now knewn.
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ournal advertisers

erchandise.
*

CtTlUS coveted no nymph's embraces:

He could smoke Picobac in both his faces!

• The God of Commencements could contem-
plate both p.i sc and future with equanimity.

And why not? Picobac is such a mild, cool,

sweet smoke, so low in price, so completely

satisfying that everyone who has discovered it

looks both backward and forward to endless

delightful hours in its fragrant company.

HANDY SEAL-TIGHT POUCH • ISc
- I J^-LB. "LOK-TOP" UN • 65c

alio packed in Pocket Tim

Picobac
"It DOES taste good in a pipe I"

r=^r^r^n=dr^r^r=^r==Jr=dr^r^r^r^r=dr^r=Jf^

French-style Chocolate

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

A. R. TimOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups
180 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 2110

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE
RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE M4LQLQISCN STUDIO
(graduation Pfningrapijtr

and GroupsMake Your Appointment Now for Portrait

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
92 Princess St. Evening by Appointment

30 Years in Business

Phones 676—620
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SPORTS

CNCE OVER LIGHTLY
WITH BILL LEMMON

who struck such a douRhtv blow in
W3S " 8p0"S editor

quitting flatly upon ^£^%^&W««g^ tMrtic. by
of comparison with the malodorous Porter vSdirt VnV ' °.

M ^P
?
h°rt

of their initial edition aoDMr. m?/E™ -TS™* In the sports_ed'» column

Enlightening, but

Junior Footballers

Swamp Redmen

By Score of 49-6

Tricolor Outshines Rivals

In Co-Ordination
And Drive

sag"«sr have been sheiv^ *« *

Kinglta?" "prTbh"'
th\ Cen,

.

cnnial Sports Committee down at

evTnt for the octS fr̂
g ab°Ut ? Bearch ° f * suitable athletic

drunderThfc^u^
h
SSces.

the bCSt My Ea8tMn Canadia"

-
0 aZf, "P^y p"**™. because out on the prairies the C.I.A.U. regulation

have been fSSST f™
8"^ 3 Y

S
nk

.

M io Flatbu9h
-
True

-
the Warners

S™
forccdA°m ^

he '"'"CoUegiate channel of competition, but this

LrZPt n .i
d £ thrUS * l

hem int0 different l«Eues. The Manitoba*
announces proudly that its "Varsity Senior Rugby team is entered in theManitoba Senior B Rugby League", and so it should. In Saskatchewan andAlberta out and out intercollegiate activity is awaiting the opening gun.Tomorrow in fact the Saskatoon Huskies go at the Edmonton Golden
Hears m the first of a four-game series. The Huskies already have onegame under their belt, an exhibition tilt against the Air-Gridders of No. 4
Flying Service School.

All of which gives you some idea of what is doing on the major campi
as intercollegiate sport goes into its second year of hibernation."

Much water has passed under the bridge since this bit of padding
was cut ottt of the "Speaking of Sport" column of the Varsity but wet
hesitated until now to comment on this matter. Why now? Well,
Wednesday afternoon we had the answer to a prayer beat a fighting
R.M.C. team by a lopsided score.

At the, beginning of the season the hopes of even having a junior
team were none too bright and we couldn't see how any such unknown
and unsung aggregation could compete against a packed Western squad
or even Intercollegiate teams from Varsity or McGill. But after viewing
the exhibition presented by the Juniors a ray of light beams through.

As is pointed oul by our learned friend, the prairies are playing out
a schedule with the consent of their school principals (and not the
C.I.A.U.) and it has just; been announced that Intercollegiate sports will

again be featured in Nova Scotia after a two year absence with some
restrictions.

Thus it is only natural with the colleges on both ends of the country
finding it more profitable to the school and the morale of the people that
we are glad to back it to the hilt. If for no other reason than to keep
Canadian money in Canada we say Yes! Yesl A thousand times, yes! If

reports in a Toronto paper are true the Blue and Whites intend to drop
out of the City Basketball League and follow Western's example and
import American football teams who will without doubt take a certain

amount of the precious Canadian currency to cover expenses. Add all the

colleges in Canada to this scheme of importation and the money spent

would be enough to pay the expenses of an East-West Intercollegiate

game.
On this point alone we are willing to hop on the bandwagon and

suggest that Varsity's challenge be accepted with the Juniors as a nucleus

to play an exhibition game and the proceeds be donated to the Community
Chest or some other such worthy War Aid Fund.

A combination of warm weather llnd plant breakdowns forced the

Arena officials to cancel the exhibition game between the Cleveland

Barons and the Providence Reds this evening-. The rink was to be opened

for the earliest session in recent years but the ice-maker has not been

functioning properly and Dame Nature has failed to give any co-operation

to the cooling system.
,

Since Kingston has been included in the Senior O.H.A. A group

with Toronto, Oshawa, Hamilton, Port Colborne, Niagara Falls, and St.

Catharines it will be necessary to have ice by the second week in November,

for although a schedule has not yet been drawn up, it is likely to get

under way by the end of November.

The annual Interfaculty Track Meet is slated for the Stadium this

afternoon and due to the keen rivalry created by the rival year teams in

the last two years it is likely that several records will be shattered

before night falls. Johnny Edwards has worked hard to build this event

up since he has come into power and with the curtailing of outside track

activities the cinder burners have began to look forward to this as the

feature meet of the year. There is also still a possibdity that aflother meet will

be arranged between the R.A.F. and Queen's in all events.

CINDER
SIEEINGS

BY DAVE WATSON

Tins afternoon at the George

Richardson Stadium you will be

privileged to sit and watch in the

comparative comfort of the

grandstand the triumphs and

frustrations of as good n galaxy

of field and track stars as have

ever run in a Queen's Track

Meet.

Most of last year's stars re-

main, including: Stew Clark, who

should break a record in the

broad jump if he retains his form

of the R.A.F. meet; Clare Robin-

son, last year's half-mile cham-

pion who has been seen running

through the streets at 7.30 on a

dismal morning ; Mackie the

sprinter; McDonnough the"- high

juniper, and Bandiera, temporar-

ily disabled by a leg injury but

now once again in the running,

who should be near the record in

tile shot put. In addition there

are many more-than-promising

newcomers; Munroe and Aubrey,

ancient discus rivals from Ot-

tawa, and Craig, a long-legged

Science freshman. Also there are

a number who did not compete

last year: Stewart, who will rival

Stew Clark in the hurdles and

run for a place in the sprints;

Hamilton, sprinter and pole

vaulter ; Gordon Jarvis and

Holme, who are both extremely

well trained distance runners.

The new regulation that en-

tries from each year are restricted

to five should cut out the over-

crowding that was evident last

year in the century and the shot

put. It should thus be possible

to finish the meet in a reasonable

time, without excessive over-

lapping.

We can only hope that the

weather, which has been alter-

nating between the brilliantly

fine ami the miserably wet, will

not make the field a bog and the

track a slush and threaten the

spectators with pneumonia.

Otherwise, in spite of C.O.T.C.,

the lack of intercollegiate com-

petition, and a track as uneven

as the Rockies, this year's meet

should be not only successful but

worth watching.

BY TWO GUVS NAMED MOB

Forty-nine to six was the final

score, so some brilliant book-

keeper relaicd after many hours

of toil over a hot adding machine.

At the football (?) game Wed-
nesday afternoon at the Stadium.

Oh yes! the teams, .Queen's and

R.m'.C. (I think).

Just like every other game

—

there was the initial kick-off

—

After that the Redrnen returned

to the bench, wrapped themselves

n their blankets and thoroughly

enjoyed having Pardy, Munroe,

Martin, Kinnear. and Patterson

wear a beaten path over the

R.M.C. goal-line.

Prancing

As a matter of fact the whole

backfield looked as though they

were gathering points for their

respective years at the Intra-

mural track meet. The way they

pranced up and down the field

would have wanned the cockles

of even Bing Crosby's heart.

R.M.C. really weren't bad, it

was only because they never had

the ball — and of course, one

can't score without the ball can

one? After all the ball is the

thing. As a matter of. fact th>

Queen's subs were harmonizing

Oil that old favorite "After the

Ball is Over" all afternoon.

But to get out of the corn, the

Red and White line was the only-

bright spot in their array of

talent and consistently outplayed

the Tricolor front line. Their in-

ability to stop the Tricolor's

speedy backs and pass plays led

to their downfall. Queen's show-

ed excellent deception in all their

[days, and the uncanny accuracy

of the passing attack would have

bewildered a much superior

team.

R.M.C.

Boyd, Williams and Corbett

stood out for the Cadets but the

team as a whole lacked the drive

and smooth- co-ordination of the

Red, Blue and Gold.

Queen's unearthed two new

kickers in Munroe and Crothers

who consistently outhoofed R.M.

C.'s best with and against the

wind. Queen's best offensive

weapon was the forward pass,

and running a close second was

the tricky reverses, and fast

breaking end runs.

Briefs

The longest marathon run of

the afternoon was Sharpe's 75 yd.

jaunt ... the Brooklyn Dodgers

.should have signed up "Pepper"

Martin for he really was in there

pitching those forwards . . . Ban-

diera's line smashes remind us

of a tank in high . . . Mun-

roe ripped the opposing line to

shreds, in the last quarter . . .

he also angled two placements

from difficult angles . . . the new

silk joiseys had the gals ga-ga

. . . there were more players on

the benches than in the stands

for this highly educational game.

DOUG ANNAN

Trusty ex - Queen's football captain

who is slowly recovering from a fly

ing accident in Ottawa at Uplands

Field.

CO ED
SPORTSHEEL

Tricolor Downs
R.A.F. At Softball

She: "Haven't I always been

fair to you?"

He: "Yes, but I want you to be

fair and warmer."

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Epitaph

Here's to the memory of Silas

Gray^

Who died defending his right of

way.

He was right—dead right—as he

sped along,

But he's just as dead as if he'd

been wrong!

Wednesday afternoon saw the

first softball game involving any

team from Queen's this year and

in a close fought battle marked

by the superlative pitching of

Rivington. the Queen's athletes

came out on top by a score of

7-2 over an R.A.F. squad.

Lack of Practice

Both teams had a sprinkling

of very good individual players

but lack of practice as a unit was

obvious in both teams.

It is rather unfortunate thi

sport did not begin a

little earlier in the year as there

is all the material for a series oi

interesting games here in Kings-

ton with the various army units

and industrial plants.

Among those in there slugging

the ball around for Oil Thigh

were Dehrule. Rivington, For-

rester, Pollard. Kelly, Webb and

other capable softballcr; of whom
we see too little.

Friday afternoon we hope to

see many co-eds out at the track

meet. This year there are a few

girls who have had some ad-

vanced training in track. Betty

Wellington and Kay Penny both

have jumped 4 ft. 6 in. and burn

the track when they do the 100

yds. dash. The competition

should be keen between them as

well as between the rest of the

co-eds.

So far there are no entries from
'42, few from '43. more from '44,

with the freshettes out to win

iih as many entries as the other

years put together.

Freshettes, cultivate your col-

lege spirit and attend the rugby
games.

We have a very good junior

team that's worthy of everyone':

support. The games are Wednes-
day and Saturday afternoons.

Don't forget the L.A.B. of C.

tea dance Saturday afternoon

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Metropolitan Star

(Continued from page 1)

ncert orchestras. He has been

heard over the radio on such pro-

grams as the R.C.A. Victor hour.

Electrical transcriptions of his

voice are very popular on request

programs.

His latest achievement was to

be chosen to sing the title role

in "Cyrano de Bergerac" which
was performed in Carnegie Hall.

This will be the first of a
series of programs to be pre-

sented by the Canadian Concert

Association. His performance
will be followed by those of the

New Friends of Music Symphony
Orchestra on January 19, and
Luboschutz and Nemenoff piano

duo on March 5. Students are

lucky in being able to obtain

tickets fj»r all of these personal

appearances for only $2.00.

Tickets can be obtained from

Betty Baker, 503 Johnson St.,

phone 3702W; Jerry Barton, 551

Johnson St.. phone I726M ; Bill

Reid, 230 Princess St., phone
3800.

Doe-4-Did you tell Brown he's

the father of twins.

Nurse—Not yet. He's- shaving.

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige of years stand behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blaiera

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

HITLER EFFIGY BURNT
AT MILITARY DISPLAY

Montreal (C.L'.F.) — The big-

gest military display ever held

by any Canadian university took

place last night as the McGill

Reserve Training Battalion and

members of the armed forces

stationed in Montreal paraded to

Molson Stadium for a military

tatoo and college pep rally.

Hitler Effigy

The Iroops were followed by

freshmen and freshettes carry-

ing torches and bearing aloft a

ten-foot effigy of Hitler, special-

ly constructed for this occasion

by the students in architecture.

After a sing-song led the Mc-

Gill Glee Club there \v^s an ex-

hibition football game] and a

speech by William Strange, the

well-known CBC director. Then

came the highlight of the even-

ing—the gleeful burning of Hit-

ler's effigy.

Since "Der Fucker" was to be

signally honored on this occa-

sion, it seemed only fitting he

should be invited to attend. Ac-

cordingly, the President ,of the

Student's Society sent him a tele-

gram explaining the significance

of the occasion and promising

him a warm reception should he

arrive in time.

The telegram said in part, "To

ensure a speedy fight we recom-

ment that you book with Italian

agents stop we apologize for the

short notice but dress in asbes-

tos if you can." The telegram

was passed by the Canadian Cen-

sors and was forwarded to the

German Embassy in Washing-

ton.

You are cordially invited to come in and see our

large selection of Luggage, Trunks, Handbags,
Leather Novelties, Wallets, Military Equipment,

Brief Cases, Paper Cases, Ring Binders

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street , ro -« c«^ s*«fi«.o'si Phone 1941

G

present

Van Kirk Hats

103 Princess Street

Agents for DACKS SHOES

Phone 3542

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN S TEA BOOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

MceALL'S RESTAURANT
"THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT'

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS ' ^OSMETICS

CAMERA SUPPLIES LUNCHES

Cor. Johnson & Division Sts. Telephone 188

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

' #

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

V
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BOOK OF REVELATIONS
TOPIC OF ADDRESS

BY SHEILA TJOAKES

The Book of Revelations was
the subject on which Rev. M
Alp of Ottawa spoke, during the

annual alumni conference of the

Theological College.

Rev. Alp expressed the diffi-

culty many of us find in inter-

preting this book. It is because

its author, John, was in a Roman
prison camp, and just as one of

our men in a German concen-

tration camp might hide his

meaning in words, so John em-
ployed countless symbols, images
and visions to veil his criticism

of the Romans,

Symbols
Though Rome was never men-

tioned directly, it might be called

a dragon, Babylon, or anti-

christ. For this was a time when
the Jews were being bitterly per-

secuted by the Romans, since

they refused to pay homage to

Domician, feeling that it was a
direct mockery to Christianity.

Because this age is so similar to
ours, with its emperor, its militar-

ism and its goal of earthly gain,

all these fighting against love for

the possession of the soul of man,
jve can draw comfort from
the Book of Revelations. The
Jews wondered why they who
served a God of Right should be
thus persecuted. John taught
them to look ahead to a future
world, and to find in the long
history of man the eternal pur-
pose of God.

Our advertisers want YOUR
>usiness—patronize them

TAILS —=.

FOR RENT
AND

TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
GlothesShop

79 Princess St.

LIGHT LUNCHES,

CANDY, CIGARETTES

SNACK BAR

Monk's Grocery
Albert and Johnson

THE
HABIT-DASHER

BY POPS VOLLMER

Bargain ! Bargain ! Yes my

chicks, the Vity-Ray Co. is

ofiering a twenty percent dis-

count on all their products. By

the by before you start to run,

you find them down at Austin's,

and get down there before the

end of the month.

Dept. of Campus Crabbing'; I

ain't complainin' for the spring

retrogression hasn't set in yet,

but chillerns, neither have No-

vember exams. Is it ye campus-

cold that is producing this down-

at-heel look? Or too much Cen-

tenary? In short, why no oomph?

None of that wide-eyed look?

Come, come, I hate to say it

direct but look around you, I'm

not suggesting you look like Har-

per's Bazaar but that is NO ex-

cuse for looking like Sear's Roe-

buck 1933, Something construc-

tive, take time off and press your

skirts and don't wear colors on

the same principle as a camou-

flaged battleship — you're not

built on the same lines as the

aforementioned battleship— yet

!

Kingston grey makes enough

neutral background.

Now for the ear-ring question,

a questionnaire is below (A) Do
they really suit you, and from all

angles ? (B ) Have you got a

personality that matches? (C)

Do you wear a type that suits

your clothes? If you can truth-

fully say yes to all the above

questions go ahead and wear
them, but otherwise — gypsy,

gypsy, tell my fortune. »

An orchid to a well-known

Kingston senior for her man-tail-

ored green, herringbone jacket.

An excellent example to those

who are in the market for a

jacket. Yes I know 100% camel-

hair jackets are lovely, but then

there are only a limited number
f camels in Arabia.

Nightly prayer "just a bit of

originality in the clothes we have
to look at on the campus." Yea
verily, do all co-eds appear like

unto each other as far as apparel

goes.

As a parting warning, I ap-
proached a well-known Science
Senior and timidly asked "What
don't you like about the co-eds
clothes?" He said, with a know-
ing leer, "Too much!"

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date J-chair shop in
the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 1772-W

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

MINISTER DISCUSSES
MODERN RURAL LIFE

BY PAT MACnONALD

The Rev. P. L. lull, B.A. of

GOING TO THE
DANCE?

AMEY'S TAXI

Phone 266

, v-

"NATIONALISM" TOPIC
FOR I.R.C DISCUSSION

Dr. Archibald Day of the Clas-
sics Department will lead the dis-

cission of the International Rela-
tions Club next Tuesday night in

the Old Arts Building on the topic.

"Nationalism."

This subject is of great current
interest hecause the present war
which we are fighting today is a

renewal of the conflict between the

nationalist ambitions of European
states. If you are interested in

current international problems, whv
not drop in at the Senate Room in

the Old Arts Building next Tues-
day night at nine p.m.?
At the organization meeting of

the club the following were elected

to the executive for the coming
vear: Faculty Adviser, Prof. E. C.

Harrison
; President. F. W. Gibson ;

Vice- President, Catherine Row-
land ; Secretary, Kay O'Neill

:

Treasurer. H. J. Vallery; Publicity,

J. H. WWIside.

"Did you hear about the nasty
O.T.C. officer?"

"What about him?"
"He was rotten to the corps."

Brooklin, Ont., gave an address

On "The Minister and Modern

Rural Life." before the annual

Conference of the Theological

Alumni Association at its Tues-

day afternoon session in Convo-

cation Hall. Mr. Jull is now

president of the Bay of Quinte

Conference. He has had fifteen

years of experience among rural

communities.

Former Rural Life

Until recently, rural life had

it- limitations both cultural and

educational, and sadly lacked

conveniences, but it was more

wholesome, closer to nature, with

a more intimate family life. In

those days it was said that the

country was "the home of the

home." The church was the

centre of the rural community

and enjoyed its position without

interruption.

To-day the country is no longer

isolated, even to the remote

parish. Modern communication,

transportation and conveniences

have brought it closer than ever

to urban life. Its pleasures are

no longer simple and a great

many other interests detract

from the church. The city spirit

has affected it both for good and

for bad. Contacts with outside

methods of agriculture lead to

dissatisfaction with conditions.

Higher taxes and smaller in-

comes cause unrest among lite

younger people wdio hesitate to

carry on the farm and are only

too ready to enter city life with

its lucrative wages and alluring

lights. The influx of city week-

enders and their unconcerned

breaking of the Sabbalb has had

its effect on the younger country

generation.

Anglo-Saxon Exodus
It is thought better to live in

the country hut more important

to live in the city. This exodus

has greatly depleted the Anglo-

Saxon communities and other

nationalities have filled their

places. Failure of these elements

to co-operate and the suspicious

attitude of the central European
especially, toward the church, has

made it hard for some parishes

to remain intact.

The path of the country min-
ister is not easy and, as Mr. Jull

put it, "He follows the dirt road
to Heaven." But more seriously,

he needs, the proper attitude of

mind and must look upon the

country field as the worthwhile
place to spend his life, rather than
as the stepping stone to city pul-

pits. Too many ministers are

worshippers of bigness—big city

parishes, big churches, large con-

gregations and large salaries.

It has' been said that a minister
is greafly tempted to shine, re-

cline a^id whine. This is not so

m the country. Country people
despise laziness. A country par-

son must he appreciative, do
many unimportant things and
completely identify himself with
the life of his people—live with
them and be able to reach them
on their own level.

Rural Inferiority Complex
An inferiority complex is found

among country clergy as well as
among the rural members of the
professions. This need not be.

The country minister is just as
important in his own sphere as
are his city brethren in theirs.

Mr. Jull suggests that men who
have served as city ministers for

Arts '45 Fees

!

Bernard Kerr, Arts '45

treasurer, will meet all Arts

f-osh outside Room 201, at

\l noon any day after to-

(hi until Friday, October

31y for the payment of year

fees (S3.00).

SPEAKER SAYS SOUL
NOT MADE TO DIE

'*Tlie soul of man was not made

to di«," declared Dr. Micklcm.

m v,n ;iddrcss to the Theological

Alutntu Association on Wednes-

day evening. Dr. Micklem dis-

cussed the different ideas that

prevail concerning the existence

of a Purgatory after death.

Hell

Proltstaiits, he stated, have re-

jected the idea of an actual Hell,

but beiieve in an intermediate

state between death and the

"beatific vision". This idea has

a Scriptural background and

seems to be a compromise be-

tween two doctrines. Many, how-

ever, brush aside the existence of

Hell. Yet, said Dr. Micklcm.

without some kind of Hell there

can be no Salvation. The ques-

tion thus appears to be whether

we are to believe in a perpetual

agony of the spirit or an agony

from which God will bring relief.

To believe in the communion of

saints is to believe in the un-

broken fellowship of the Church

with Christ.
' A question that Dr. Micklem

believes ts especially important

in Britain to'day is, "Can the

dead affect the living?" He is

inclined to disagree with those

who give a flat "No" as answer.

Our friends pray for us during

life and what reason is there to

suppose that they should refrain

from this after death.

In conclusion Dr. Micklem

stated that^ reconsideration ot

some of the doctrines of the

Church would be proper in this

time of need.

MEMBERS OF Q.S.A.

SEE COLLINS HOUSE

Pome

She passed, I saw and smiled.

She turned and smiled

An answer to my smile.

I wonder if she, too, could know
Her underwear

Hung down a mile?

News reports say that gnats and

mosquitoes are becoming all but

unbearable in Holland where the

Dutch opened the dykes last year

to stem the Nazi tide. We believe

that the Dutch could do all right

witli the mosquitoes if they could

just get rid of the gnatzies.

the status of the country church

and is so doing show them that

their sincere and faithful efforts

are appreciated.

From coast to coast there is

still a tremendously loyal church

people waiting and expecting to

be served. They must be satis

fied.

BY MARION TROTT

"Come live with me and — like

it" might be aptly quoted by any

member of the Collins Co-op on

Earl St. How sixteen young men

live togetiicr and like it was dis-

closed to three visiting members of

the Q.S.A. on Thursday evening.

Cleanliness

The first impression* rather stag-

gered the delegation — the orderly

row of coals in the lobby — floors

that mirrored their passing figures

— long shining tables in the dining

room and neatly racked white

dishes in the kitchen. Could life

he like that anywhere

!

The house is spacious and beau-

tiful, ideal in every way for such

n residence. All the comforts of a

borne are in it, and in the fullest

sense of the word, the boys "live"

there. The name co-operative is

justified in every phase of their

daily routine. A cook forms their

complete staff. (With all respect

to their many abilities the boys

seemed to consider her necessary

for their personal welfare.) The
rest of the bouse work, is the re-

ponsibility of the residents and

the appearance of the house rather

poihj any feminine delusions about

being superior housekeepers.

Sewing

The long dining hall has a ca-

pacity of twenty-four. Next it is a

bright and cheery common room.

Tin- University financed the addi-

tion to the original building. In

the middle of that room was one

article which rather puzzled the

visitors, an electric sewing machine.

They were at first sceptical and

then moved by the fact that the en-

thusiastic residents had actually

made their own curtains. Later th"gy

had the singular honor of seeing

the drapery in the making. Four

men were employed in the stitching

of one seam. After they had over-

come the complications which arise

from threading a needle from the

wrong side, they proved competent

seamsters. The boys also made

quite a bit of the furniture them-

selves. The frames of the beds in

the spacious double rooms are their

work. '

Military Medicine

(Continued from page 1)

in various ways. Certain students

will take as their military training

studies which the National Defence

Department describes as "military

medicine," and will take up the

same number of hours as the regu-

lar C.O.T.C. drill. Furthermore,,

medical students in their sixth year

will take special medical studies

prescribed by the National Defence

Department.

Doubt

The Ottawa statement gave no

indication as to whether the pro-

posed courses in military medicine

would be given through the CO.
T.C. or by the Faculty of Medi-

cine. Which students would be

given courses in military medicine

and which would take regular train-

ing in the C.O.T.C. also remained

unclear.

The announcement appeared to

most of the medical students at

Toronto Varsity to mean that they

would have to take foot-drill. More-

over, the opinion of the medical

students there was very sharp in

their disapproval of the Laflecbe's

order.

Cost-Cutting

Among other important contribu-

tions which co-operative living can

make is the cutting down of indi-

vidual expenses to a minimum. By
careful accounting these boys are

continuing to decrease their over-

head expenses. Under the roof of

that residence are boys of various

nationalities and creeds. The value

of the understanding which arises

from living and sharing together

cannot be estimated. Other inter-

ested students might also enjoy the

advantages which co-ops offer. They

provide the problem which Queen's

men in particular have to face of

living comfortably and cheaply.

The Collins Co-op is proving that

this comparatively new experiment

can be a success. There should he

no hesitancy about rallying around

committees who are willing to help

establish more co-ops on this carn-

pus.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

WELCOME—
TO QUEEN'S AND KINGSTON !

It is with particular pleasure that we extend to the

members of the staff and student body of Queen's1

, a

welcome on their return to College, in this the Centennial

Year.

For more than sixty years it has been our privilege and

pleasure to serve you.

Starting a second century in the life of Queen's, we
extend our sincere good wishes for continued success.

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS ST.

Drygoods— —Ready-to-Wear
—Smart Furnishings for Men

—

many years should go to the
country with their experience and
organizing ability, thus raising

SUPERIOR
GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH

RESTAURANT
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Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 23

QUEEN'S TAXI

2002
Thesis and Essays Typed

also

Mimeographing
fic per double space page—Carbons 3c

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Neiaon St

With plenty of blustery

fall days ahead, get a

genuine

"Mcintosh"
Rubberless

Rainproof Coat
An imported English

raincoat — in fawn and
tan — cut in the latest

full swagger Fly Front
style.

$13.50

$17.50

BIBBY'S
78-84 Princess St.

WARMS
YOU UP

You'll warm to the rich

flavor of pur steaming hot

.chocolate - - - the most

satisfying drink on chilly Fall

days. Served with whipped

cream and crisp wafers, it's

a taste treat to be remem-

bered ever)' time you visit

our fountains.

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. R. C. D0BBS & GO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St

The sure way to make

the 8 o'clock classes

USE A DEPENDABLE

ALARM CLOCK
Priced from $1.35 up

at

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

Dr.VtncentA. Martin

DENTIST
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Memorial Fund

(Continued, from page 1)

tennial Day last week that the

premutation had been made to

this University. In this respect,

it being presented at the time
of Queen's first Centennial cele-

bration, the gift was perhaps a

symbolic coincidenae. In a hun-
dred years the community in

which Queen's is centred, as well

as Queen's itself, has undergone
a great change. In the early

days, Kingston was not among
the industrial cities of Canada.

Queen's was glad of this fact.

However, during the next hun-
dred years it appears that Kings-
ton is destined to become one of

Canada's foremost industrial

cities, especially when the St.

Lawrence power development is

completed. Queen's has not ling-

ered in the past 100 years, but
has moved ahead with the city.

Queen's students often refer to

Kingston as a second home. In

.he future we may rest assured

that the university will not la:

behind, will not be in any way
termed "old-fashioned."

Worked His Way
Mr. Montgomery, who gradu

ated from Queen's in 1905, came
to university in dire heed of fin

ancial assistance. He found it

necessary to work his way
through his course in Electrical

Engineering. After he left col

lege he rose in the world of

science to some eminence
bringing his career to a close as

the vice-president and general

manager of the Aluminum Com
pany of Canada Limited. Be
cause Mr. Montgomery himself

knew the hardships necessitated

by the lack of sufficient funds to

allow hi:, undivided attention to

be focused on his course, the

company with which he was
associated Jias established this

fund in which Mr. Montgomery
would have found great pride.

In the thirty-four years during

which he was associated with

this Canadian Company, Mr
Montgomery must be granted a

'-onsidcrable proportion of the

credit for the development of

aluminum to its present position

of responsibility in Canada

struggle. It is sad that he should

have passed away so suddenly

on December 4. 1940. but his

memory will be perpetuated on

the campus of Queen's by the

fund established in his name
And so Queen's is fortunate to

be able to include among its

many scholarships and founda-

.ions this new and welcome fund

sp recently established. The
memorial is evidence that great

and powerful industries can he at

the same time wonderful and

beneficial neighbors. The ex-

ample set by the Aluminum Com-
pany of Canada Limited is one

that might well be followed by

many more of Canada's industrial

and commercial firms. It would

be gratifying to this company to

see that its example is followed

in the future by other companies,

.hereby setting up many more

scholarships, so badly needed at

the various universities in

Canada.

lack and Till went to the dance,

A-drinking rum and porter

They got so drunk they did some

things

Tin-) really hadn't orter.

Freshman—Who is th,at man

over there snapping his fingers?

Ex-f-man—That's a deaf mute

with the hiccups.

The above is an artist's conception of the day just before election. A similarone lor the day after would probably be very different in subject matter.

Scrolls of Greeting

(Continued from page 1)

years have served to uplift man-
kind. May the glorious inspiration

of Queen's continue to liberate men,

and enrich civilization in Canada
and throughout the world."

Otiawa — "Each of us, to what-

ever vintage we belong, have our

own personal and particular memo-
ries of our years at Queen's to bind

us in gratitude to her and to unite

us always in sincere wishes for

her welfare and prosperity in years

to come."

Montreal — "We acknowledge

gratefully the debt we owe to our

Alma Mater, the lasting influence

she has had on our lives and the

lives of our children by giving us

an enlarged capacity for observa-

tion and action, a broader view nf

life's problems and solutions, and

by helping to make us into more

public-minded and socially respons-

ible people than We could have been

without her."

Vancouver— "Time and distance

have not decreased our warm loy

alty to our Alma Mater. Her gift

to us is among life's most valued

treasures."

Saskatchewan — "In our mem-

bership we have graduates who sat

at the feet of Watson. Cappon. Du-

puis and Shortt. The spirit of

Queen's beats high in this Western

land."

Quebec — "Today Queen's has

graduates Irving in Quebec. French

>peakiug and English speaking, who

cherish a generous loyalty to their

Alma Mater."

These and many more like them

show the bonds which hold together

Queen's men throughout the coun-

try.

In addition to these, cables were

received from three' former A.M.S.

members: Dr. John L. Johnston,

>f Meds '39, who is now a Sur-

geon - Lieut., R.C.K.V.R.; Major

Desmond Burke, of Meds '32; and

Dr. Malcolm Brown, of Mcds '38.

who is doing research work at Ox-

ford University, sent their heartiest

rongratulations.

'Tall Brawl'

(Continued from page 1)

Time—9.00 p.m.

Place—Grant Hall.

Tickets—$1.25 per couple.

Year—Science '42.

Dress—Yes, do'!

And you will be able to tell

your grandchildren you were at

the Fall Brawl made possible by

Science '42

!

"Gee, Cobina, wot a week-end

Yeah, Maisie, but it's all over

now for another hundred years, so

you can take your back teeth out

again and relax in your padded

cell. Such goings on as the town

has never before seen.

Only one thing neid true to form

—rain and the rugby game ! And
you guys who have been around

this place for a few years should

have known Kingston weather well

enough to take your rain coats, or

your great coats, or maybe a sun

helmet or two. ( Habit-Dasher

take a tip from Black Don — the

last mentioned are dandy items to

keep the rain and tbe-lad-wlio-sits

behind-you's beer from dribbling

down your neck.)

Any one knows that enough in

ternal heat more than compensates

for a chilly day. and we shor' would

like to have had a picture of Oma
the Whoopee Maker's face at one

stage of the game. Unfortunate!)

for Iotsa people, those guys in blue

know as much about heat as any

one — such big fellows too — and

they don't mind sharing the evi

dence either, particularly when it

can be spotted within such easy

confiscating distance , as one's hip-

pocket !

Just to keep things rolling, the

downtown metropolitan area was

aroused from its noonday siesta on

Saturday by a very creditable pa

rade. consisting of a portion of the

Queen's Pipe Band, who piped the

Hay :s all the way down with kilts

swishing, plaids swirling, and bag-

pipes skirling. Hoot mon!

Relly sweet of the men of

Queen's, too, to allow their last

stronghold to be stormed by the fe-

male element. It must have given

the lucky ^irls who made entrance

(both by invitation and otherwise)

a big thrill to wave at the passing

hordes from the common-room win-

dows, and more than one opinion

has it that a little mor>* feminine

charm ami ingenuity could really

make the fort liveable. Maybe the

A.M.S. President, theoretically now

on the Union Council, will be able

to do something about that, or will

it take the Union another 98 years

to recover from this invasion?

Wallace Heads

Moe— 1 hear you got thrown out

b£ Varsity for calling the dean a

fish.

Joe—Naw, I didn't call him a

fish. I just said to a guy, fast,

"That's our dean."

Patronize Journal advertisers

business—patronize them.

(Continued from page 1)

paign Committee and Board of

Directors a plentiful mixture of

Queen's Professors (both Science

and Arts), and their wives.

Among the outstanding Kings-

tonians and "Queen's -onians"

whose energies are now thrown

into the tremendous drive are

:

Mrs. C. A. Curtis. Dr. C. H. Et-

tinger, F. A. Knox and P. H.

Swalm.

TWEDDELVS
the BEST PLACE in the city

to buy Clothing

- for the civilian

or military man !

SUITS
TOPCOA TS
and OVERCOATS

If yonre the TYPICAL PROGRESSIVE CANA-
DIAN HAN end you're planning on really going
places ... then vou'll want to complete the picture

fay wearing STYLE-RIGHT CLOTHES for every
and all occasions. TWEDDELL'S has a selection

ef SUITS, TOPCOATS and OVERCOATS that
will help you achieve your ambitions ... clothes

tailored by Canadians, including the famous SO-
CIETY BRAND CLOTHES, for Canadians, that

will make you stand out from the crowd and the

MOST REMARKABLE THING is the fact that
Tweddell's better quality Clothes are MODER-
ATELY PRICED.

Every Man Will Want

A Smart
HAT

The LARGEST SELEC-
TION of hats in the city,

Including such famous
names in hats as —

STETSON
BROCK

KENSINGTON
LA SALLE

Canmi ...e particular about the hats they

wear ... tney want stylish, comfortable hats of

high quality, MODERATELY PRICED. That's

a hard bill to fit!. BUT WE ARE DOING IT every-

day with our large stock of new styles and colors

—all sizes.

Regulation Military

Uniforms - Greatcoats
AND ACCESSORIES

FOR OFFICERS ON ACTIVE SERVICE

Officers of Navy, Army and Air Force, correctly Jit-

ted with REGULATION UNIFORMS and GREAT-
COATS, tailored from finest quality ENGLISH MA-
TERIALS —M ODERATELY PRICED. This store

was the clothing headquarters of officers in the last

war. We have the experience to fit you properly.

Kingston's leading clothing store since 1870.

SNAPPY, NEW FURNISHINGS
You're missing a real thrill if you don't complete

your outfit with the RIGHT FURNISHINGS.

Buch as you'll find in Tweddell's large stock of

SHIRTS, TIES, GLOVES, UNDERWEAR,
SWEATERS. SOCKS, etc All are MODER-

ATELY PRICED.

SEE OUR SPECIAL WTNDOW DISPLAYS

TWEDDELL'S
Hotel La Salle Building

137-39 Princess Street Phone -T70ii
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LA B. OF C. TO HOLD
TEA DANCE SATURDAY

On Saturday afternoon the Le

vans Athletic Board of Control

is 'holding its annual tea dance

(first one of the season) at Ban

Righ Hall from 4.30-7.00 p.m

Of course there will be refresh'

ments, and a nicklodeon. the records

having been selected by Anne Shaw.

Come on. girls, here is a chance

to pay back those dates you've

been having, all for 65c. Tickets

may be obtained alter lunch or

dinner in Ban Righ Hall from

Dora Tottenham. Anne Shaw or

Dorothy Patterson,

CIVILS CLUB MEETS

At a short business meeting of

the Civils Club in Carruthers Hall

on Wednesday afternoon, Oclober

22, the following officers were

elecied: Hon. Pres.. J). S. Ellis;

Vice- Pres., R. Code: News Report-

er, W. Irwin.

At last year's final meeting of

the club two men were elected to

serve for the "41-'42 term. They

were : Pres., H. Savory ; Sec.-

Treas., D. L. Seymour.

Plans were discussed and provi-

sions made to invite the final year

Toronto Civils to Kingston. A de-

finite date will be allotted later.

Kingston's Oldest

Established Shoe Shop

Welcomes You
•

It is our pleasure to

serve you for

—

SHOES
of the better type

GYM SHOES

HOSIERY

LUGGAGE

HANDBAGS

POLISHES

Prompt Service

Courteous Treatment

Delivery, Ph. 24

•

LOCKETTS LTD. j

Est. 1878

178 Wellington St.

NOTE/
Stai t The Second Century At

VITA RAY

COSMETICS

20% Discount

from Oct. 23 to Oct. 30

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess 1

Street

Phone 230

Motor Mechanics Course

All those girls who have regist

cred for the Motor Mechanics

Course have been asked to be in

Ban Righ Hall at 1.15 p.m. on

Saturday, when they will be pick-

ed up by a motor lorry. Everyone

has been strongly advised to wear

old clothes.

Tea Dance

Don't forget the L.A.B. of C
Tea Dance on Saturday, from 4.30

to 7. Tickets are sixty-five cents

couple, and may be obtained

from Dora Tottenham, Dot Pat-

terson, or Anne Shaw.

DR. LECKIE RELATES
HISTORICAL ODDITIES

BY JEAN MELVIN

Speaking in Convocation Hall be-

fore the Annual Conference of the

Theological Alumni Association Dr,

N. M. Leckie, D.D., told an aston-

ishing tale of historical oddities.

He began with the pamphlet

which was written by an author

who disapproved of Queen Bess's

intended marriage to the Duke of

Anjou. For this monstrous crime,

the author had his hand cut off.

When, however, Queen Bess met

the Duke and found him ugly, pock-

marked and small she sent him

home poste-haste regretting that

he could not return the author's

hand.

Coronations

It is customary, said Dr. Leckie,

For kings to be crowned by a high

church dignitary, but there are at

least five instances when kings

crowned themselves. Louis I. of

France crowned himself hut a bad

conscience led him to acknowledge

that it was not valid and the Pope

officiated at the second coronation,

Frederick II. of Sicily, while cam-

paigning in the Holy Lands crown-

ed himself King of Jerusalem. The
most famed self-coronation was
that of Napoleon. "Napoleon in-

vited the Pope to his coronation

but only as a spectator." Likewise

Charles I. and Henry V. of Eng-

land officiated at their own coron-

ations.

Senator Benes

THE FALL BRAWL
Brought to You by SCIENCE '42

and featuring

GREN HOBSON and HIS ORCHESTRA

IT IS THE TOPS IN

ORCHESTRA
POSTERS
ADVERTISING

IT MUST BE TOPS IN

ENTERTAINMENT
ENJOYMENT
AND FUN

GRANT HALL $1.25 per couple FRI. OCT. 24, 9 P.M

If It's Kissin You re Missin Come To This'n!

Variety Program DR. KERR DISCUSSES
ORIGIN OF HEBREWS

(Continued from page 1)

-mailabout the artificiality of the

states of central Europe.

Recognition of the subjectivism

of Germany as opposed to democra-

tic Christian objectivism, said the

speaker, was another result of the

isolationism of democracies in in-

ternational affairs. Subjectivism,

the call of the wild in the German
people must be suppressed, he de-

clared.

To attain this end, Senator Benes

proposed destruction of Nazism
and division of Germany into old

historical regions. A democratic

spirit must he developed in all the

small European countries, and
friendly relations between Russia

and Poland will be necessary.

Then, to bind all the small states

together, the Senator proposed

confederation of Central European
nations.

(Continued from page 1)

parity crowds, and also to help

the Queen's War Aid Commis-

sion.

The Happy Journey" is a

masterpiece in pantomime and a

play which the Queen's Drama

Guild has handled very well. If

you like comedy and want a

good laugh, don't miss it.

"The Paths of Learning" is

a picture no Queen's man should

miss. It is an excellent repre-

sentation of life at Queen's in all

its .aspects. If you don't see it

you don't know what Queen's

really like.

Fashions

Need anything be said of the

fashion show? Just think of all

the lovely girls — and those

wonderful fashions of the past

100 years. (After that we're sure

we'll be seeing you at the Variety

Show).

A quartet ^rom the Glee

Club will sing all those old

Queen's songs that alumni and

students love to hear.

To top this all off, the small

urn which you pay for all this

entertainment will go to the Q.

W.A.C. Here's a chance for you

to put into action some of that

talk of helping a little in the war
effort.

Tickets are 25 cents and are

on sale at the Tech Supplies,

the Queen's P.O., and at the A.

R. of C. office, as well as from

the Q.W.A.C. executive. These
men are Earl Baxter, President

Lyle Woodside, Arts; Dave Sey

inour. Science ; Erla Richards

Levana.

Freshettes

All freshettes are to wear
tarns until Christmas. Those
living in residence are ex-

pected to pour milk and
water at meals, and must
not sit on tjie chesterfields

in the Common Rooms.

In an address on "The Origin

of the Hebrew Peoples" in Con-

vocation Hall on Tuesday, Oc-

tober 22, Principal H. A. Kent

of Queen's Theological College

stressed the fact that just as an

individual remembers nothing of

his early years, neither can na-

tions give account of their deriva-

tion. But, he said, we know much

from the Book of Genesis about

the Hebrews and their wander-

ings as far back as their identity

with the Bedouin tribes, from

which many other early Biblical

tribes descended.

In tracing Hebrew history,

such names stand out as

Israel (from whom they derived

their name), his forebear Abra-

ham, and later Joseph and Moses.

Principal Kent remarked that the

reference to Noah's sons is really

folklore, for peoples do not de-

scend from one man..

Branching
' Branches of these peoples broke

off gradually. The Hittites

(around 1925 B.C.) began invad-

ing the cultured Babylonian re-

gion. It is recorded that around

1300 B.C. a people, called He-
brew- by their conquered sub-

jects, overran land west of the

Jordan. That these people talk-

ed Canaanite is a most interest-

ing revelation.

In the latter part of his ad-

dress Principal Kent showed how
the Cretes, dispersing after their

downfall, started general unrest,

and so it came about that a later

tribe, the warring Philistines,

were subdued by the Israelites

under David and gave their name
to the Hebrew land, Palestine.

We extend a very

Heartv Welcome

to the Students

of

CROWN DAIRY
PHONE 406

Sally: "I suppose that's one of

the horrible paintings you call art."

"No. That's a mirror!"

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

To-day

:

3.00 p.m.—Track Meet

Richardson Stadium

9.00 p.m.—Sc. '42 Year Dance
Grant Hall

Saturday

:

4.30-7.00 p.m.—L.A.B. of C. Te;

, Dance

Ban Righ

8.00 pjn.—Variety Night

Convocation Hall

It's Fall again and Queen's students return with the welcome

of all Kingston

—

We are pleased at all times to have students come here for

"-their Footwear

—

Shoes for College

Gym Shoes - Street Shoes - Dress Shoes

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal. .

•

TECHNICAL. SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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WAR
COMMENT

Winter in Russia

As this article is being written

God-given flakes of snow are

falling from the heavens. And
the people in all the democracies

in the world raise their voices in

thankfulness, because snow in

the new world means snow on

the steppes of Russia, snow to

blind the German enemy, cold to

break their morale.

To the troops embattled on

Russian steppes, it means a new

phase in the war. Hitler is chang-

ing his tactics to suit the new
situation. Observers note first

of all an increasing use of in-

fantry on the front lines of the

Moscow scige indicating that

the purely mechanized attack is

failing. The second change that

ha- been noted is an increased

use of the Luftwaffe, which is

WAR COMMENT
(Continued on page 2)

Variety Program

Definite Success;

Q.W.A.C.Nets$50

Audience Is Receptive As
Everyone Joins

In Fun

Post-War Problem

Topic For S.C.M.

Doctor Shortliffe To Lead
First Meeting

The Student Christian Movement

has decided to form a study group

in "Post-War Reconstruction" h

connection with the forthcoming es

say contest ($200 first prize) or

that subject. Dr, Glen Shortliffe

will act as leader and the fir^t

meeting will he in -his home (87

College St.) on Tuesday, October

28, at 7.30 p.m.

Type of Problems

The people in the group will,

naturally, determine the nature of

the study. The problems to be

tackled will likely include:

—

"Does the eight-point Roosevelt-

Churchill program adequately ex-

press the democratic ideal for a

world order?"

"Do the things that happen dur-

ing a war influence the nature of

its settlement? If so, what are the

trends in our world that bear wateh-

S.C.M. TOPIC

(Continued on page 2)

BY LAST N1GHTUR

Variety night can be put down

as a success. The net proceeds,

fifty dollars, have been banked in

the War Aid Committee's ac-

count. Such productions demand

many hours, toils and headaches

for those people involved. Those

in the show, whether on stage

or off-stage, all deserve another

hand. ,

Barbershop Harmony

What a night! Before the pro-

gram began, some of the boys

entertained themselves and the

audience with their barbershop

harmonizing. The first item of

the program was Casey Corbett.

In his initial hello to the audi-

ence, he named the actors in "The

Happy Journey." "The first

item," having exited behind the

curtains, the one-act drama be-

gan. -Was "The Happy Journey"

ever shown to a more receptive

crowd? Never. The homely

character-play became a howl-

arious hit ;
everybody laughed,

the audience, the players and

even the portraits on the wall.

VARIETY PROGRAM
(Continued on page 6)

Co-Op Meeting

A meeting to discuss the

expanding of co-operative

residences .at Queen's* will

be held tonight at 7.30 p.m.

at Collins House, 329 Earl

Street, the residence of

Science '44 Co-operative Inc.

All students interested are

invited

Sadie Hawkins Coming Again;

Warning Sounded Out To Men!

Substantial Gifts

Made To Queen's

Will Provide Peace Prize,

Research Fund

82,000 PENNIES IS

GOAL FOR CAMPAIGN

November 20th's The Date

When Mountain Maid
Will Ketch Her Mate

PRINCIPAL TO SPEAK
AT WINNIPEG SCHOOL

Principal Robert C. Wallace

will speak in Winnipeg this

Thursday, October 30, at the

Annual Commencement of Unit-

ed College there. Among those

present will be His Honor R.

E. McWilliams, K.C., Lieutenant-

Governor of Manitoba, and Presi-

dent Sidney Smith of the Uni-

versity of Manitoba.

On this occasion scholarships,

bursaries and prizes awarded to

the students will he presented for

the session 1941-42. "I feel con-

fident that Dr. Wallace will have

a good message for the young

people in these limes," said Dr.

J I'lhun F'nc:
-

lj>;i1 si United C ol-

lege "No one should miss this

Queen's University has just re-

ceived two sizeable financial gifts

Mrs. James A. Richardson of Win-

nipeg, the widow of the former

Chancellor of Queen's, is giving to

Queen's $5,000 a year for two

years and possibly longer. The

money is to be used for research in

the humanities and social science

or the sciences pure and applied

or the medical sciences, preclinical

and clinical. The university is free

to choose In what line of research

the money is to be applied.

Peace Prize

The widow and family of the

late Dr. Alexander MacLachlan

have presented to Queen's $1,000.

the interest of which is to he used

annually as a prize known as the

"Alexander MacLachlan Peace
Prize" for the best essay on lasting

world peace.

Dr. MacLachlan was one of

Queen's most outstanding gradu-

ates. He was the founder of a

memorial college to St. Paul in

Silesia, Turkey, and was untiring

in his efforts as the President of

GIFTS TO QUEEN'S

(Continued on page 3)

file Path of Learning at McGill

will be paved, if not with gold, at

least with copper. The "Mile of

Pennies" campaign, sponsored by

the McGill Daily and the Student

Union, will get under way next

Monday. The goal is to put 82,000

coppers on the line, or to be pre-

cise, on seyen lines. The object of

monetary outlay is the purchase of

two or more Bren Guns, to be in-

scribed with the name of McGll

University.

The committee for the campaign

is comprised of representatives of

all University faculties and the pro-

ject is definitely to be considered a

part of the University's war effort.

The campaign will last for several

days, and on the evening of each

day the pennies will be collected

62.000 PENNIES

(Continued on page 2)

Ruth Langford Is

Debating President

Queen's Representative In

Intercollegiate Union

lportuint; hearing him.

Canadian Campus
Life on the Canadian campus

scene seems to be settling down

into the usual routine of spurts and

"idy, dates and dances. Except

f,, r much greater space for COTC
notices and correspondingly less for

football games, the college papers

show little change from other more

peaceful years.

* * *

Tile one outstanding innovation

over the past three or four years

"ems to have been the increasing

popularity of an extremely homely

mountain gal from Kentucky—one
s Hawkins. Already Sadie has

Parted her regular Fall tour with

a Visit to McMaster University at

Hamilton, where it is reported she

wa" royally received, and appreci-

ated by all except the few inevitable

wallflowers. So far as we know,

the next point on her itinerary is

Kingston, where she Will arrive on

November 20, for a three-day sff-

iourn. Already the Presbyterian

males are said to be actually SHAV-

ING BEFORE CLASSES.

* * *

The Hawkins spirit seems to be

making itself felt in all undergrad

activities. One by one, the co-eds

are storming the few remaining

male .strongholds. Queen's, long

noted for its conservatism in mat-

ters political, this year elected a

girl to the Presidency of the stu-

CANADIAN CAMPUS

(Continued from page 2)

BY KAY MCDONNELL

For the coming year, the presi-

dent nf the Women's Intercollegiate

Debating Union is the representa-

tive from the Queen's Levana

Debating Society, Ruth Langford.

This union, which includes Mc-

Master. Varsity and Western, was

formed to, promote discussion and

interest among the women of the

Universities in Ontario. It is of

special interest this year as debating

is almost the only Intercollegiate

activity during the war.

Team
Each University sends a team of

four members to the annual de-

bates. In these debates the subjects

are previously prepared and are al-

ways of general interest. Last year

die main debate was on "Pan-

American Relations" and although

the Queen's team did not win, the

discussion was good and by no

means one-sided.

This year the subject of the de-

bates has not yet been decided, but

the meeting is planned for late in

DEBATING PRESIDENT

(Continued on page 7)

Speakers' Bureau

Will Be Organized

Will Further Contact With

Groups Off Campus

Societies in the vicinity ot our

own Queen's campus expressed

last year and are still expressing

a desire for student speakers.

Think for a moment, students, of

the practical experience you

might gain from the establish-

ment of such a bureau!

This year's work would have

two aspects; firstly that of con

tacting groups on the campus

secondly that of contacting

groups in the city. High school

organizations, unions, and chur

societies are but a few examples

of possible groups. For at least

one of these any student would

be an. eligible speaker. A medical

student, for example, might speak

tn a school group on Health Pre-

cautions, or an Engineer to ;

Labor Organization on somi

! phase of Engineering.

Have you ever realized, stu-

dents, that our fees pay for only

a small part 6f our education—

that the community supplies

large part in taxes? By sharing

SPEAKERS' BUREAU

(Continued on page 2)

The Blitzkrieg is on! Here's the

ultimatum! " Arriving Thursday

November 20 stop bringing battle-

dress stop love Sadie."

Man Hunt

That's the telegram received by

the Levana Society last evening an-

nouncing the imminent approach of

Miss Sadie Hawkins and all the

paraphernalia necessary for her

three-day Man Hunt.

Yes, she's hearing down on you

again, fellers, and it's fair warning

so's you can polish up your track

work. Remember, only the fleetest

can escape. But don't try it, or

you will be a recruit for bachelor-

hood.

The attack will be over on Satur-

day, but what's the betting for the

ght before* Sadie'll be footing it

around at Ban Righ and over her

shoulder you'll see the Male Ani-

mal. Which all goes to say there'll

be a Dogpatch Drag on Friday 21

Girls, here are the rigid require

ments for these Hunting Days:—

Rules

1. Dating is not to begin before

Monday morning.

2. No girl is required to escort

her date to his residence.

3. Girls pay the expenses

toto.

4. Girls do all the cutting in.

arranging exchanges, etc., at the

dances.

SADIE HAWKINS
(Continued on page 3)

Soph-Frosh Banquet

The Science. Soph-Frosh

Banquet will take place to-

morrow (Wednesday) night

at 7 p.m. in Grant Hall. Pro-

fessor R. A. Low is to be

the speaker. All first and

second year Science students

are urged to keep this event

in mind.

Debating Season

Will Open Tonight

Two Modern Male Types

To Be Compared

McGILL ACTORS GET
PROFESSIONAL PARTS

McGill, (C.U.P.l — Frank Mc-

Coy, producer of the Montreal Mc

Coy Company, is now offering Mc

Gill students five character roles h

his show Charley's Aunt. Anxious

to build up a regular clientele

among the student body, be plans

to institute regular contacts with

the undergraduates. Billed cand

dates will stand forth as full-fledged

actors, protected by Equity and

drawing regular stock-company sal-

aries. As a special gesture to en-

McGILL ACTORS

(Continued on page 3)

Under the vigorous and able

leadership of Norm Rogers in the

speaker's chair and Miss Audrey

Hollis in the vice-speaker's, the

Queen's debating union is opening

a new season. The subject to he

discussed to-night at 7.15 in Room

221 of the Library is "Resolved the

Book Worm Is Preferable to the

Modern Cave Man."

In so far as all male students

fall to a greater or lesser degree

within these classifications, the sub-

ject is of vital importance. The

women will be given an opportunity

to judge die merits of both types

and to state their preferences. All

men on die campus will profit from

hearing their views.

Frosh Take Note

This is particularly true of fresh-

men who find it difficult to compete

DEBATE TONIGHT

(Continued on page 7)

Q.S.A. Meeting

The Queen's Student
Assemblv will h>4d its regu-

lar open meetmj th(

Committee Room of the

Students' Union, tonight at

8 p.m. Campus organiza-

tions are requested to send

their representatives and all

interested students are in-

vited.

Meds '45 Staging

Stethoscope Stomp

First Real Sweater

On Campus
Dance

Co-Eds Learn

Military Secrets

BV MARIOS HUTCHINSON

Early Saturday afternoon sixty

of Queen's more mechanically

minded co-eds departed in state for

Barricfield Camp. They were bound

for the first in a series of lectures

and practical instruction in trans-

port driving and motor mechanics.

The girls spent part of the after-

noon learning that they had left

Ban Righ at 1315 hours, Other use-

ful military secrets were divulged,

such as the method of signalling

one's intention of coming to a sud-

den stop while driving. Contrary

to all customs of female drivers,

the girls find they must, hence-

forth give such signals. Staggering

thought, but it all goes to show the

revolutionary changes in war-time

Canada.

CO-EDS LEARN

(Continued on page 8)

Meds '45 present their second an-

nual "Stethoscope Stomp," on Fri-

day next.

Sweater Dance

All devotees of die light fantas-

tic, widi an eye to relaxation at

one and the same time, are urged

tn attend. The reason — Meds '45

with their usual originality and in-

itiative are staging the first real

sweater dance ever held on the

campus. Complete informality will

be the order of the evening. Guests

are requested not to spruce up in

am" way. shape or form, but merely

to pull on a sweater,

girl friend, and get

swing it.-

Berkeley Kidd and his band, spe-

STETHOSCOPE STOMP

(Continued on page 7)

Enemy Action

ditto for the

in there and

An interesting story was behind

the small post card received at the

office recently. It was

from an advertising firm in London,

England, and was dated October

2. It was merely a request for two

copies of the Journal and a current

rate card but the whole story was

in the short sentence imprinted at

the top of the card. It read: Pre-

vious specimens destroyed through

enemy action. ._j
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view over^L^^»£^WZ£*^ "d up U»i«r.ity Avenue to the Doughs Library.

War Comment

(Continued from page 1)

not so much subject to cold and
snow. The summer tactics have

not succeeded in crushing the

Russian people. Let us hope that

the terrible Russian winter which

destroyed that great general,

Napoleon, will frustrate the win-

ter tactics of Nazism.

The one part of Russia that is

not so much affected by winter

weather is the Southern Front.

In the last week the greatest Ger-

man advances have been made
here, threatening the extremely

important Donets Industrial

Basin. It was announced that

Marshal Semeon Timoshenko had
replaced Marshal Semeon Bud-
enny in charge of the bitterly

contested Southern Front. To
Budenny and Marshal Klementi

Voroshilov has been given the

task of creating new armies in

the rear, from the vast reserves

of Russian youth. The shift in

the Soviet command seems to

show that Russia has no inten-

tion of quitting. It also seems to

show that perhaps there will be

a big push on the Southern Front,

since Hitler is being met with

such resistence around Moscow.
Blood in France

In France the underground

movement has been bursting

forth with continual acts of vio-

lence. In return for the killing of

the Gewnan Commandant, Fried-

rich Holtz, of Nantes, fifty

French hostages were shot. Fifty

others who were to face a firing

sijuad at dawn of the next day,

were given a reprieve, in order

that the assassin's friends might

have a last chance to betray him.

In the words of Time Magazine,

"Nowhere in the democratic

world were there signs of im-

agination or just plain capacity

to match the mad audacity of

Hitler." Marshal Petain, the

fascist collaborator, made his

typical plea to the French people

for acquiescence in the German
occupation. But Charles dc

Gaulle, the Free French General,

offered more sensible advice

when he asked the French to

save their blood until the time

was ripe for a simultaneous at-

tack on the Germans from with-

in and without.

Crisis in U.S.

In the U.S., the threat of a

Japanese Russian war and the

attacks on American shipping

Speakers* Bureau

(Continued from page 1)

jUSl .i small fraction of that edu-

cation with the corAmunity we

:an. to some extent, reciprocate.

Has it ever struck you that in the

huge sea of life the campus has

endency to float around in un-

concerned isolation — that this

solation must doubtlessly ac-

count for the prejudices existing

between student and citizen? An
active Student Speaker's Bureau

can help bridge the gulf between

the student and the community.

It can help provide a greater un-

derstanding of its problems,

which increase daily, and for

which the need of solution be-

comes more urgent.

The Q.S.A. is sponsoring an

organizational meeting this after-

noon at 5 o'clock in the Old Arts

Building. You heralded the birth

of the Bureau with enthusiasm

last year. Encourage its growth

now by your support.

S.CJVI. Topic

(Continued from page 1)

ingr

"Should Canada return to its pre

war economic basis, or has the war

changed our economic system so

radically that something else is

hound to happen?"

"Is this Mackenzie King state-

ment true — that, if a new order is

to be found, it must begin to emerge

during the war?" •

These are only a few of the vital

questions and the discussion will

demand, therefore* considerable

thought.

This study is sponsored to enable

university students who will live

in tomorrow's world to see clearly

what is happening, and say defin-

itely what should happen.

Canadian Campus

(Continued from page 1)

dent governing body, the Alma

Mater Society. At McGill, the foul

rumor is circulating that women are

to be admitted to the Chess Club.

In the U.S.A. the same tendency

is apparently showing, for the

I'arsity's "Hither and Yon" reports

that at Port Arthur College in

Texas, the girls have at long last

obtained permission to attend classes

(shh) WITHOUT ANY STOCK-

INGS.
* * *

The universities continue to bend

cverv effort to war work in vari-

ous forms. From the University

of New Brunswick on the east, to

U.B.C. on the west, papers report

new and stronger organizations to

co-ordinate war activities. This

week McGill staged a monster rally

and Military Tattoo, the climax of

which was the burning of a ten-

foot ejfigy of Adolph Hitler. The

Redmen even went so far as to

send \Jnlph a wired invitation to

attend. The •lessage was passed by

the Canadian censors and relayed

to the German Embassy in Wash-

ington. At last report, however, no

acknowledgment had come from

Der Fuhrer.
* * *

Campus newspapers frequently

use their columns ta publicize vari-

ous functions. In fact they are

sometimes accused of circulating

propaganda to entice the innocetit

student to this brawl or that party.

But never in our long career have

we seen such flagrant partisanship

as that displayed in a recent issue

of the Western Gazette. The story

was about a coming tea; the head

was:

FRESHETTE TEA
HOW LOVELY.

And how!

"We may be here to learn,

But often do we yearn

To take a real good look

At something better than a book."

—Manitoban,

raised new questions of foreign

policy. Japan's bellicose attitude

threatens America's Pacific Em-
pire. But no decision has yet

been reached in Washington.

Wli.it will the outcome be? In

the words of Time Magazine

again, "The U.S. may well have

been enjoying the last days of its

phoney war, as Britain did before

Norway."

One effect of the curtailing of

sports seems to have been an in-

creased interest in such activities

as music and dramatics. The Uni-

versity of Alberta is preparing to

produce "Pirates of Penzance,"

while McGill tackles that perennial

favorite "Giarley's Aunt." Mount
Allison is feverishly making ready

for a Drama Festival in early No-

vember, while the University of

Manitoba is casting for "The Man
Who Came to Dinner." Some fun

for the Thespians

!

* * *

Apparently the University of

Saskatchewan is at last feeling the

BY STL" ROBERTSON

Arc you a boogie fan? Do you

join the crowds around the juke

box at Charlie's Joint, or the B.

B. Grill, while the Andrews Sis-

ters beat out the "Boogie Woogie

Bugle Boy" or "Bounce Me
Brother?" Does Will Bradley's

"Basin Street Boogie" send cold

shivers up your spine? Do you

stand idly by while the Students'

Union piano takes a terrific

pounding as eager, and often

over-enthusiastic members of the

new school it) piano technique

take up the rhythm of the eight

beat? Let's answer the professor's

"Double or nothing" questions

by a brief perusal into this new

and solid jive.

Jazznochracy

Boogie is one of the oldest

forms of jazznochracy, and,

along with Blues and Barrel-

house is recognized as one of

the more solid types. Originat-

ing in the murky dens of iniquity

and jazz of the old south, Boogie

Woogie developed in the really

hep joints of New Orleans, Bir-

mingham, Memphis and St.

Louis.

Its accentuated walking bass,

with improvisations on the major

blues chords added with the

right hand, make it an ideal music

accompaniment for the gin mill

shuffles, where crowds of ne-

groes jam a dime-sized floor

while the "artiste" pounds out

all the noise and rhythm possible

from the old broken-down piano.

When really on the beam this

gentleman, usually known as

Pop, or Hamfat, or Chicken, re-

peats the same succession of bass

notes for an hour at a time, his

right hand fingering the notes

lightly, bringing that "low and
dirty" jazz out of the best piano.

One of the most famous eight

beat virtuosos was a happy-go-

lucky jughead from below the

Students Exchange

Plan Is Continued

sobering effects of the war 'n' stuff.

We honestly hadn't realized that

they were such a dissipated gang

until a couple of weeks ago when

the undergraduate publication, "The

Sheaf," came out in big glaring

headlines with an impassioned ap-

peal for "No More Midnight Oil

Week-ends." With which appro-

priate pearl of wisdom, we close.

Mason-Dixon line whose eccen-

trii -ivies in Boogie were heard

all over the South—one Pinetop

Smith. Smith was brought up in

the gin mill district and managed

to learn the basic blues chords,

but, being of a lazy nature, he

neglected to carry his piano tech-

nique further, contenting him-

self with rolling the bass notes

one at a time, with a distinct

jerky rhythm.

Chicago

After some success in the

South, Pinetop moved North-

ward to a nondescript nightspot

in the Chicago south side. Here

he literally brought down the

house, and musicians came from

all over town, after hours, to get

their kicks out of his lefthamled

gymnastics.

Unfortunately, Pinetop came

to an untimely de-iiise when ac-

cidently rubbed out in a gangster

night club brawl, but already

other names were springing up

from the home of the blues. Joe

Yancey, whose favorite bass is

heard in his work, "Yancy

Special," Meade Lux Lewis,

whose interpretations of some of

Pinetop's writings are considered

by music lovers as immortal. Joe

Sullivan, who taught Zurke his

boogie kicks, and Ammonds and

Joluistone, New York devotees,

are a few who reached the lop

in honky-tonk jive. Big time

pianists Count Basie, Earl Hines,

Jesse Stacy, and Bob Zurke,, have

featured the boogie rhythm, and

orchestra leaders Will Bradley

and Teddy Powell have met with

some success with their treat-

ments of the walking bass.

Incidentally, we have had sev-

eral exponents of the solid four

here at Queen's. Probably the

most outstanding boogie man
Harold "Barrelhouse" Herbst,

whose renditions of "St. Louis

Blues" and "Moonlight 'Sonata

Boogie" rank high in the lists of

the immortals. "Barrelhouse" was

ably assisted last semester by

one Ade "E Flat" Phillips, who

held down the twelve o'clock

two shift on the old 88 (much

.o the consternation of Pro

Bridge Players Inc.) and who
blasted forth in the traditions of

the old masters.

Miss Barbara Phinney Is

Here From Acadia

Due to the war, the regular ac-

tivities of the National Fereda-

tion of Canadian University Stu-

dent- were postponed last year,

and now it has been decided to

do the same this year, it was an-

nounced last week. However, the

Exchange of Undergraduates

Plan, which has been very suc-

cessful in the past, will continue

in its operation.

Under this plan, Miss Barbara

Phinney, of Acadia University, is

now enrolled at Queen's. All

told, ten students from all across

Canada have been able to regis-

ter at other Canadian universities.

Some from the east are now

studying out on the prairies,

while students from the west are

enrolled at Maritime universities.

The aim of this plan is to

enable Canadian students to get

a better vision of Canada. To be

qualified for this exchange, a

tudent must have a high schol-

astic standing, and yet take part

in other extra-curricular activi-

ties. In other words, he or she

must be a good neighbor to that

other part of Canada to which

he is going, and convey a good

impression of his own part of

Canada.

82,000 Pennies

(Continued from page I)

and the space they had occupied

will be indicated by a red line. This

will continue until the goal of a full

mile is completed. It is estimated

by the Committee that this will be

a matter of about four days.

Arrangements have been made

for the circulation of 20.000 pen-

nies during the Mile Campaign, and

special change-booths will be estab-

lished on the University grounds

for the convenience of the contri-

butors. Ribbons will be given stu-

dents to indicate their co-operation

in this drive, the per capita co-oper-

ation, by the way, amounts to ap-

proximately thirty cents.

Students were asked to take their

change in coppers and to renounce

Chiclets till the next week.

She was only an astronomers

daughter, but. my stars! what a

heavenly body !

FOR APPOINTMENTS

PHONE

3 12 0

- IN KINGSTON ALL THIS WEEK -

ASHLEY & CRIPPEN
fHjotograpljm nf uJnrmtto

SITTINGS AVAILABLE DAYTIME AND EVENINGS

MONDAY, OCT. 27

TO

SATURDAY, NOV. 1
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McGiU Actors

(Continued from page 1)

courage newcomers to try out for

parts, he has promised passes to

all those who do not make [he grade

at the audition.

Three students of McGiU will be

seen in this week's show, The Man
Who Cam,' to Pinner. Ethel Brit-

ton, leading lad) of the Company,
suggested that co-eds who have

good speaking voices and the abil-

ity to relax on the stage will make
llic best impression. She further

explained that parts will not neces-

sarily go t«p the candidates with the

greatest amount of experience. "We
are looking for people with a lot

c.f life and an ability to look com-
fortable in poise and action," she

said.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business,—patronize them.

STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult
|

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

THEATRE
LINE-UP

CAPITOL

Letter to the Editor

Bette Davis forsakes her usual

dramatic roles to join Jimmy Cag-
ney (this time an aviator) in War-
ner Brothers' comedy. The Bride

Cam* C.O.D. Yes, it's comedy, not

side-splitting but funny.

"Square-jawed" Jimmy throws

Miss Davis around like his pet air-

plane. We missed the teary-eyed

Bette of heavy-roles fame, and yet

enjoyed this vwacious glamour girl

type oj» which she gives out.

It's always a treat to see froggy

Eugene Palette. As Belle's father

in this film, he persuades Cagney

to kidnap his rich daughter, in or-

der to kill her elopement plans widi

orchestra-leader Jack Carson. Bette

scents the double-cross and crashes

the plane in a deserted desert-town.

Like a couple of monkeys, the two

leads have a wild playcircus with

cactus and gags. We won't tell you

how it mugs out, but it's all very

amusing.—B —C.O.D.

(Ed. Note—We made one or

two minor changes in this let-

ter, We had to do so without

consulting the writers, because

they gave no phone numbers. In

future, will all letter writers

please include this item).

Queen's University,

Kingston,

"Where The Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Five New Clean Heated Cobs

PHONE J J-3i^ PH0NE

WE MEET ALL TRAINS
24-Hour Service Henry Wilson

RENT A NEW CAR
Drive it Yourself

Rates: 12c per mile.

Minimum $1.00 per hour.

264"^ Bagot St., Phone 199

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

GRAND
Today and tomorrow are those

two big hits, Wild Geese Calling

and Sweetheart of the Campus.

The former, starring Henry Fonda,

Joan Bennett and Warren William

recalls the rough times of the gold

rush. Sweetheart of the Campus

with Ozzie Nelson, Ruby Keeler

and Harriet Hilliard. is a college

picture that no student should

miss, if only to see what college is

not like.

Starting on Thursday is Tom,

Dick and Harry, starring Alan

Marshall, Burgess Meredith and

George Murphy in the title roles,

and Ginger Rogers as female in-

terest. The movie presents the con-

fusion which occurs when Miss

Rogers becomes engaged to all

three men at the same time. The

picture is human and exceedingly

funnv.—A.F.P.

TECHNI-

COLUMN

T I V O L I

Today: / Can't Give You Any-

thing But Love, Baby, and Pat O'-

Brien and John Garfield in Plowing

Gold.

Tomorrow and Thursday: Ginger

Rogers and Jimmy Stewart in

Vivacious Lady. On the same hill.

Horror Island. Should be good en-

tertainment

SparksDr. Ernest B
DENTIST

'59 Wellington St- Pbonc 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

274 Princess St. Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOlURDIERS
rues

78 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Phone 33S4-R 346 Princess St

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon

2?4 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop
Jda Van Clieaf Maude Wagfr

BILTMORE
In the Road to Singapore, Bing

Crosbv and Boh Hone are a couple

of happy-go-luclq; "Rover Boys."

They meet Dorothy Lamour, a

singer, at Kaigoon pn the South

Sens. All three set up light house-

keeping until Bing's home town gal

catches up with him.

Captain Fury depicts the life of

an English criminal sent t" Austra-

lia for sentence on a sheep ranch.

Brian Aherne. as Fury, and Victor

Mctaglen lead the settlers in keep-

ing a firm hold on their property

against an overbearing landlord

Thi> program is well recommended

—H.T.

Oct. 17, 1941.

The Editor,

The Journal.

Dear Sir:

Being medical students, we
make no pretensions to academic

ability, our spelling is bad, our

style is worse but we hope that

out of this mass of "casual per-

siflage" some idea may be gained

of the true light of an act, which

to the uninitiated may have been

distinctly uninteresting but to

the devotee was, and will remain,

the very act of acts.

In the recent Medical issue, the

Meds Frosh were given credit for

a large part in the election cam-

paign of late. How a man who
has reaehed the vaunted clinical

years of medicine could conceive

that the Meds Frosh could

achieve any success at this early

state of their college years, is be-

yond the scope of the sophomore
mind.

We do not seek praise. But

since praise is being meted out

we think at least, that it should

be directed in the right direction.

Especially when Meds '46 have

to pay the expenses. Might we
point out to our learned brothers

that the historic fire, the burning

of the Arts, Science, and Levana
platforms was conceived, nurtur-

ed and carried to its conclusion

by the class of Meds '46.

When you have finished draw-

ing your elm leaves, dear fresh-

men, the repulsive characteristics

of a parasite will be revealed to

you. Might we point out that the

class of '47 in refusing to come
out in the open to put an end

to the prevalent delusion that

they personally were responsible

for the Medical Triumph of that

famous Thursday, have revealed

themselves as most typical of

the parasite colony.

An apology, which we do not

anticipate receiving, is undoubt-

edly in order. No freshman brain

is equal to the conception of this

obligation. We know that at the

glorious feats of Meds '46 will

grace the record of Queen's long

after the last traces of Meds '47

have disappeared.

In stressing the fact that Meds
'47 had nothing to do with the

fire we would close with the re-

minder that Medical chcst>

should bulge with pride at the

thought of the recent debunking

of amalgamated Arts and Science

platforms.

And in the future if the sacri-

fices of '46 arc not more appreci-

ated by our elder brothers, then

we're all g»ing to get out.

Sincerely.

The Gang, Meds '46.

BY V. F HARRISON. SC. '43

The art of glassblowing, a trade

requiring years to achieve, is to

the laboratory what plumbing is to

the house. Every scientific estab-

lishment has jn it a rgeat variety

of instruments made of glass, —
even-thing from a stirring rod to a

complex diffusion pump. So little

does the average man know of such

a profession that I thought it would

he worth while to write this article.

"One inside, one on top,

shouted the bus conductor.

"You wouldn't separate a

mother and her daughter, would

yon?" asked a very determined

lady, about to get on.

"Not likely, missus." said the

conductor^ "I did once, but never

again," and he hastily rang the

bell.

The big game hunter was telling

the gullible ladies' group about his

African experiences.

"There I was," he said, "with a

ferocious lion charging me. I had

lost my knife and the shot from

my gun bad failed to stop him. M)

gun-bearer had bolted and my foot

was caught in a root. I didn't have

a chance."

"Whit did you do?" asked one

of the breathless females.

"He killed me," came the reply.

Uses

The research chemist, the chemi-

cal and electrical engineers often

require some sort of glass appara-

tus built or repaired, involving di-

mensions from a meter to one one-

hundredth of a millimeter. Appar-

ati such as a flowmeter (a glass

instrument for measuring the rate

of flow of a gas) , manometers,

discharge tubes, fractionating col-

umns of various types, gas bubbling

tubes, inner seal tubes and other

designs can he made, altered,

repaired right on the job by a pro-

fessional glassblower. For example,

suppose an electrical engineer in-

vented a new type of X-ray tube,

—

having completed his designs, he

would give them to the company's

glassblower who could make it

within a few days, thus saving time

and expense of sending the plans,

which might he secret, to an outside

firm. Or, perhaps, in the chemical

laboratory, a pin-hole or crack

might develop in a $25 thermos

flask, making it useless. Instead of

scrapping it for a new one. the

chemist could send it to a glass-

blower for repairs.

The glassblower, like an engineer,

has a well-equipped laboratory. It

consists of: a special working

bench on which is fixed a gas torch

with outlets for oxygen, air and

gas; a small hand torch, flanging

tools, wire holders, etc., and, of

course, a stock of assorted glass

tubing and rods. Tn addition he

has a lathe for special grinding

work (grinding glass joints), an

etching machine for graduating

marks on glass such as those on a

burette, and a vacuum lamp, in-

cluding both a rotary and diffusion

for evacuating glass vessels.

Training

The trade itself, as I have said

previously, is an art. A profes-

sional must have at least five years

apprenticeship along with a train-

ing in science and physics. Manipu-

lating a semi-molten glass tube in

an oxygen-gas flame is a very diffi-

cult task and requires a few months

practice for this alone. Operations

such as bending, joining. Hanging,

and blowing bulbs demand dexter-

ity of the fingers. Skilful are his

motions when he is blowing a

simple round bottom flask, and

steady are his bands as he revolves

the globe to get a perfect sphere.

To watch him at his work is I

pleasure.

From time to time new and bet-

ter glass equipment is invented. Of

these I would like to mention

straight ground glass and universal

spherical joint: the latter is a new

invention. Since several company

manufacture these they are made to

standard sizes so that the male pari

of one make will fit into the female

-»f another. These joints are made

by machine, the glass being spun

into shape and ground to fit snugly.

The universal ones are of a ball

ail(| socket design and are. too,

made by machine. The glassblower

ian make this joint more readily

than the straight type.

To the engineers I offer a word

of advice. If, during your career,

GOING TO THE GAME TO-DAY!

HERE'S YOUR
D0VERC0AT
The lightest, warmest,

and smartest coat

you've seen

*32.50
Gentlemen, this is a

Dovercoat I This we

might even say is the

DOVERCOAT—
the overcoat value you

can't overlook . . . It's

a new, smartly styled

Raglan, full satin lined,

slash pockets, raised

seams in a woven Bri-

tish fleece in oxford

grey—made up to the

Dover standard. A coat

you can wear for dress

or campus.

SEE OUR STYLE WINDOWS

123 Princess Street Phone 5020

1

DR. DAY WILL LEAD
I.R.C. DISCUSSION

Dr« Archibald Day of the Clas-

sics Department will lead the

discussion of the International

Relations Club tonight in the

Old Arts Building on the topic,

"Nationalism."

This subject is of great cur-

rent interest because the present

war which we are fighting today

is a renewal of the conflict be-

tween the nationalist ambitions

of European states. If you are

interested in current interna-

tional problems, why not drop

in at the Senate Room in the Old

Arts Building tonight at nine

p.m.

You may be wasting your time

when you tell a modem girl that

her hair looks like a mop, because

there's a darned good chance that,

being a modern girl, she doesn't

know what a mop looks like.

you have : great many glass as-

semblies in your possession, do not

attempt to build others, or to make

extensive alterations yourself. Take

your problem to a glassblower.

Most of you receive a very small

training in this trade and are apt to

think that you know all the tricks.

In many laboratories throughout

Canada, SOty of the time, and 50'V

of the glass stock is wasted fool-

ishly by men who try to blow glass

when they should be doing work

along their own line. Unfortunate-

ly, we have only a few glassblowers

in Canada, one of the best being

at Ottawa.

Sadie Hawkins

(Continued from page 1)

5. In making a date with a boy,

it has been decided by Levana that

the girl must give her name after

the man has accepted the date. If

no date, no name.

6. Girls should call for their

dates promptly, at their place of

residence.

7. Girls are expected to pay

their dates all the little courtesies,

such as walking on the outside,

helping them off with their coats,

etc.

8. Most important of all—girls

who make dates and fail to keep

them are dirty rats, and are break-

ing all the rules of fair play.

VICTORY BALLS HELD
AT THREE COLLEGES

Toronto (C.U.P.) — On the

same night. Victory Balls were

held at the University of Toronto,

Western, and the University of

Manitoba. The Toronto ball was

directed by a committee of the

Panhellenic Society. V for Vic-

tory played a big part in the

decoration of the Toronto affair;

five-foot V's were donated by the

Toronto Public Works Depart-

ment.

The money raised by the three

simultaneous Balls will be used

to buy Utilicons. These are a

type of station wagon which can

be transformed, if needed, from

ambulances mtc troop "transports.

They are said to be greatly need-

ed in England it present.
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Official Notices

The Old Story

Ever since most of us came to Queen's, students have been

debating the evils and virtue* of the system of compulsory at-

tendance at lectures. Probably other generations did the same

thing. But nothing has come of it. Whether this is because of

faculty opposition or simply lack of concerted appeal by the

students, we do not know. But we intend to find out.

We wish to emphasize at the outset that we have not discussed

this with any member of the University administration. We can

only present the situation as it seems to us, and it is entirely

possible that there may be factors with which we have not

sufficiently reckoned. Our present wish is only to lay the problem

open for discussion, in the hope that some action may be taken

that will clear the matter up, on'e way or the other, and end a

great deal of useless controversy.

The University ruling as it now stands, demands that every

student attend seven-eighths of all his lecture periods. If he does

not do so, he may be barred from writing his examinations. Some

professors enforce this, and some do not. Some have to and -some

do not.

Those who argue for the continuance of the status quo,

evidently base their convictions on the idea that students arc

not qualified to judge for themselves the value of the lectures

that they are supposed to attend. They would seem to feel that

if the undergraduate does not have some constraint upon him in

the matter, he may let" his work fall dangerously behind, with

disastrous examination results.

Those on the other side of the fence—and we believe this

includes almost all of the student body—contend that the student

should be sufficiently grown up by the time he comes to college

(or at least by the time he has spent a year there) to decide for

himself how he may best pursue his studies. Furthermore, the

proponents of this view say, with an equal degree of truth, that

some of the lectures are not worth attending, and that they

could derive more benefit from staying away and reading the

textbooks.

The solution generally suggested by the students is to abolish

compulsory attendance entirely, for all except freshman years.

But we do not believe that, as a blanket ruling, this would work.

In a great many borderline cases, it would probably lead to serious

trouble, because these are often the students, who miss the most

lectures anyway; to be left quite free would mean certaii^ failure

for them.

Our own suggestion is this: let the University try the "Dean's
list" system used in many American schools. Under this system,

a reasonably elastic academic standard is set up, and students

who reach it, or who are in the Dean's judgment qualified to

use their own discretion, are placed upon the list, and may or

may not attend lectures just as they please. If they continue to

do well, they remain on the list, while if they slip back in marks,
they are removed from the roll, and placed under the compulsory
attendance ruling until they have once more attained the required

standing.

This seem> to us a fair compromise between the views nf

the two opposing groups. It leaves the good student entirely

on his own. as be should be, while at the same time allowing the
faculty to check up on the doubtful prospects. Besides, it repre-
sents an additional incentive to obtain good marks.

We advocate this system chiefly for the Arts faculty, because
we ;irc not sufficiently well-acquainted with conditions in Science
and Medicine. If investigation discloses that they too could
benefit from it, then let it apply to them also.

In order that this may receive consideration by the Uni-
versity, we submit that the Alma Mater Society might appoint
a representative mediating group to place it before the authorities,
and see what results can be obtained. Whether the scheme is

adopted or not. the suitation will be at least clarified.

More Recruits
Tlu lo

, l has been blessed this year with a better than
average gi uj if new reporters, for .which we are grateful. But
as is to be m <;cted, a fair percentage of our recruits are now
dropping bj the wayside for one reason or another. This we
regret for thdfi iakes as well as our own, because we honestly
believe thai ivprl ing on the Journal can benefit them as well as
us.

Working r j any paper is a difficult, and at times unpleasant
job. Espeefetb hen you get no pay for it. it often seems not
worth the trout* But it has its bright moments. The association
of persons ii a perative effort is always worthwhile, however

Scholarships in German

The attention of students in Ger-

man is called to changes of award

of the Near Scholarships in Ger-

man which have been amended as

follows

:

If. II'. Near Scholarships in

German

Founded by the late W. W.
Near, Esq;, of Toronto

(1) Value $50, awared to the

student who obtains highest stand-

ing in German 2.

(2) Value $50: awarded to the

student who obtains highest stand-

ing in German 10.

Susan Near Scholarship in German

Founded by the late Susan Near

of Toronto

Value $50: awarded to the stu-

dent who obtains highest standing

in any full course or two. half

courses, in Honours German other

than German 10.

The attention of students in the

Faculty of Science is culled to the

following Scholarships.

Second Year University Scholar-

ships of the value of $100 each will

be awarded in the spring of 1942:

Three Scholarships to the ABC
DM group;

One Scholarship to the EFGH
group.

The Macphail and Wilgar Scho-

larships of the value of $100 each

will also be awarded in the EFGH
group,

The Near Scholarships of the

value of $100 each will be awarded

in the Third Year as follows:

Mining, Mineralogy and Geology,

and Metallurgical Engineering

—one.

Chemistry and Chemical Engi

neering— one.

Mechanical Engineering — one.

Electrical Engineering — one.

November Tests in the Faculty of

Arts

First year students will he exam*

ined in all Pass classes during the

first week in November. The exam

inations will take the form of class

tests.

In fact the Co-op would like to

help a group organize who would

start another house next year.

Towards this end, a meeting of

everyone interested in expanding

Queen's co-ops. will be held Tues-

day, October 28th. at 7.30 o'clock

p.m. at the Science '44 Co-op. Inc.,

329 Earl Street. All students are

invited to attend.

Yours truly,

Sc. '44 Co-op. Inc.

per J. S. Wrong.

November Hour Examinations in

the Faculty of Applied Science

During the first week in Novem-
ber one-hour examinations will be

held in all first year Science classes

except Surveying, Drawing and

Projections.

Except in the period when an

examination is substituted for a lec-

ture, class work will proceed as

usual and regular attendance is re-

quired.

Letters to The Editor

Editor,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

—

Last February a group of free-

men conceived the idea of a stu-

dents' co-operative residence at

Queen's. This year that residence

is a reality.

For over a month we in the co-

operative have been working and
pulling together and as a result we
have been saving, learning and hav-

ing fun together. Now the Co-op.

is anxious to extend the advantages

of co-ops to others on the campus

St. Helena Island,

January 10, 1816.

The .Editor.

Queen's University Journal,

Kingston, Ontario, Canada.

Dear Sir:*

1 have been a regular reader

of your paper for several year

now, and I find it of the very

highest quality in literature. One

criticism, however, I might offer

Never yet have you printed a

story on sea life.

And after all, who does not

want to see life? Anyone who
is not a lover of the great.waters

is undoubtedly all wet and should

be told to dry up instantly.

So herewith 1 shall, recount

a few of my experiences on the

briny deep. And it might be well

to begin by explaining a few

well-known sea terms. One of

the hardest sea terms, for in-

stance, is six days in a brig. This

brig is not to be confused with

the Scottish word fur a bridge

for on a ship the bridge is the

structure on which the captain

crosses the deck. If the water is

rough, a careless captain may
hit the deck iu so doing.

Some have complained that the

beds on a boat are too small.

That is not my experience : in

fact, one vessel on which 1 have

travelled had berths eight feet

long, which is a lot of bunk.

Sea travellers are sometimes

referred to by the crew as lub

bers. One night on the top deck

1 saw several lubbers, gazing at

the moon and listening to the

distant sound of the captain

swearing at his mate. It was
lubbly.

Just at that time some fellow

came up on the deck where the

lubbers were sitting and shouted,

"Eight belles and all swell!'

L,ucky fellow.

Then there are the portholes

These are round pieces of glass

known as portholes, put in the

side of the ship for the spray to

blow in. This spray is some
times known as the wake, prob

ably because it is a wake at

night as well as in the daytime.

All very confusing.

—Oh. Here come those fellows

in the white coats again. They
want to take me back to my
home at St. Helena. I call it

Rockwood—nice name, isn't it

So I must go now. I shall look-

forward to seeing your excellent

.paper again soon.

Meanwhile I remain,

Yours sincerely!

The Emperor,

Napoleon Bonaparte

years introduced a problem inso-

far ""as the lower years of Medi-

cine were concerned. This is a tale

f one year which felt they were

being done an injustice and had

enough spirit to express their re-

sentment in a calm, scholarly man-

ner. Fourth Year — Meds '44 —
having already held two of the

most successful year dances on the

campus, felt they were elhowed

around when given equal choice

with Arts and Science Sophomores

who have never bad a dance and

who have been on the Campus two

years less. At the appointed time

for allotment of dates to these years

75% of the class of Meds '44 vol-

untarily followed their Social Con-

vener to the A.M.S. office door and

strangely enough there weren't any

Arts or Science Sophomore repre-

sentatives at the meeting. And so

without violence and in a manner
befitting members of a great educa-

tional institution another little prob-

lem has been settled.

—Claude Vipond,

Meds '44.

Dear Mr. Editor

:

The age of class spirit at

Queen's is not yet past. -The re-

cent decision of the' A.M. S. that

dates for year dances would be

allotted on the basis of priority of

good or bad the result. And furthermore we hope and believe

that we can teach the student something of journalism technique.

The large number of Journal reporters and columnists who have
gone on to professional newspaper work is at least, an encourage-
ment.

It is ojir feeling that there is still a good deal of writing
talent on the campus that we have not reached. We can offer

little but "blood, sweat and tears", but it may be worth it.

SWEET
CAPORAL
CIGARETTE

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 2110

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE

RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
' 173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout . Dance Printing a Specialty

THEMAEEISCN STUCK
(fcrabuatinu Pjotoijrapija

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

92 Princess St. Evening by Appointment Phones 676—620

30 Years in Business
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SPORTS

ONCE OVER LIGHTLY
WITH BILL LEMMOC

Athlclc
E
Bo°d'f:Lda,
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hC3dlinei ° f the week-Md com, from the

change from a Q to a K and earned the Limestone City byline. As for

Engineers Carry

Intramural Laurels

On Cinders Friday

Dave Watson Chalks
Two New Records;

'44 Places First

Up

thing more than a City Championship to look forward to. Last year theteam met some stiff oppowtion and (he competitive spirit was high This

r8

°fXwr£V XT" !5
e Tm "»»™«,~«8hshod ove? weaker competition

the fellows
i

feel that the honor gained by playing to- the local city fans

« ?L rw. yX % Ume
f
sPcnt ,n trai"i"e- Now the team will hang

Up
J
U
\ ...

tS W '-h ^e satls(acl"'n that they have had a lot of fun
and at the same time knowing that their work has not been in vainNow the only snag m the scheme lies in the Queen's attendance to
bolster the teams morale and coffers. The military training schedule cuts
into the time of the games but it is hoped that the management of the
football team and the C.O.T.C. officials may be able to arrange a happy
medium. And then shades of the good old days.

REEL TWO is a trailer of the, coming modified murder program that
is to be presented at the local oval this Wednesday at 3.30 when Meds
and Arts meet in the first scheduled game of the Interfaculty Football
League. Arts will present many new faces this year as they lost several
key men from last year's squad, while the future Men in White have prac-
tically the same team that were runners-up to the champion Men of
Science. The schedule should feature the heavyweights of the gridiron,
as brawn and not necessarily brains has been the keynote of former blood
and thunder fixtures.

• » * *

REEL THREE and splashing feet, an intermittent rain, a Bill Stern
announcer, and several missiles afloating through the air, reel off the
Friday track meet at the local oval. Dirty weather has dogged the feet
of all the important features presented at the University this fall and the
track and fi«H meet was no exception, Only two records were changed in
the course of the afternoon, due to the heavy track and soggy infield
but a creditable showing was made in every event, Science again came to
the top of the heap, for the alert athletic sticks had capacity attendances in
each event.

» • • •

REEL FOUR and another time out for the Hats Off Dept. This
week we tip the Kelly to Dick Stewart who won four firsts in the intra-
mural track meet and boosted Arts '44 into a fourth spot. The pill box
goes to Dave Watson, who clipped off several seconds of the mile and
three mile records.

REEL FIVE turns up with a pop tune "It's so Peaceful in the Arena'*
for ice, that elusive stuff has at last reared its frosty head above the pipes

and it is likely that the Kingston Seniors will hold their initial practice

on Wednesday. A tentative schedule has Kingston playing their first game
in Niagara Falls on November 4 with the local season opening oh No-
vember 7 against Oshawa. The Washington Eagles are slated to cross

sticks with the Combines this Friday night in an exhibition fixture.

Thumbnail

Sketches

HART HOUSE LIBRARY
RE-SELLS MAGAZINES

CINDER
SITTINGS

BY DAVE WATSON

On Friday, the miserable de-

luge of. the day before, gave way

to a dreary drizzle. The track

was so soggy that round one

bentl.it paid to run 2 feet outside

the margin. In spite of this the

ardor of our athletes was not

entirely dampened, as was prov-

ed by the amazingly low number

who are recorded as having fail-

ed to answer to their names. I

would in fact like to pay tribute

to many, who without even the

slightest chance of winning, risk-

ed pneumonia to keep a promise

made in a moment of weakness

—

.md on a fine day.

The standard was, in spite of

the climatic conditions, as high

as in many years when we had

the added incentive of an inter-

collegiate meet.

Unless the vaguely rumored re-

turn meet with the R.A.F. de-

velops, the, cross-country, to be

run next Friday, is the last event

of the track season. Last year

this attracted over ninety entries.

It is run over a course of a little

less than three miles, the time

limit being thirty minutes (this

is merely to discourage you from

going via the B.A. — you can

practically walk it in that). Each

year may enter one or more

teams of five men. The man
placing first counts one point,

twentieth man counts twenty

Points, etc., and the team with

lhe least total wins. If one man
fulls out. the team cannot win.

Points are also given for winning
or placing.

% all the laws or fate next

Friday will be a brilliantly fine

day. On this I will stake my
reputation as a weather prophet.

Tennis Tournament

The fourth round of the Intra-

mural Tennis Tournament was

completed on Saturday with no

great upsets registered. The

feature match of the fifth round

should be between Ted Smythc

and Fred Miller, the Defending

Champ.

The results of the fourth round

are as follows:

Keates defeated Reacham 6-4;

7-5.

Snvthe defeated Palzalek 6-2;

6-3.

Miller won from Love 6-2; 6-3.

Kendall defeated Smith 6-3

;

6-1.

Barends lost to Hamilton 6-4;

5-7
|
6-3.

Bctcherman lost to Hart 6-1

;

6- 1.

Arber won from Anderson 6-3
;

6^3.

Wright defeated Mclntyre 6-1
;

6-4.

Webb won from McCIare 6-4;

6-3.

Debrdle heat Forrester 64; 6-3.

Barton won by default.

Moreton defeated McLcod 7-5;

3-6; 6-1.

Bews Trophy Standings

Meds '44 2920

Science '44 2265

Meds '45 1445

Science '43 1240

Arts '44 725

Arts '43 605

Science '45 6°°

Meds '47 395

Arts '42 365

Science '42 335

Arts 45. ..- 32:0

Meds '46 70

Meds '42-*43 40

Theology 0

I could sing your praises to the

skies,

But I've told enough of airy lies.

On Friday afternoon Science

sloshed their way to a clean

sweep of the Intramural Track

Meet. The meet was run in big

league style with Athletic Dir-

ector Johnny Edwards handling

the mike for the public address

system. Just when the spectators

had worked themselves up to an

appreciative pitch, and the con-

testants had blood in their eyes

—came the rain.

Science '44 topped the meet tn

scoring points with 26. while

Science '45 and '43 tied for

second position. Dick Stewart

and Co. climbed into fourth spot

with 22 points.

Stewart won the individual

honors clinching four firsts for

Arts '44. Milliken of Meds '47

and Dave Watson of Science '44

each had two firsts and a second
to tie for second position. Wat-
son established two new records

in the mile and three mile runs.

100 yards — Won by Milliken,

Meds '47; 2, Stidwell, Sc. ^43; 3,

Patterson, Sc. '43. Time 10.5.

220 yards — Won by Clark, Sc.

44; 2, Milliken, Meds '47; 3, Bene-

vjtjes, Arts '44. Time 25.1.

4-10 yards — Won by Milliken.

Meds '47; 2, Watson, Sc. '43; J.

McKay, Sc. '45. Time 58.9.

S80 yards—Won by Craig, Sc.

'45; 2, Watson, Sc. '42;'
3, Under-

wood. Sc. '45. Time 2.17.6.

Mile—Won by Watson, Sc. '43;

2, Jarvis, Sc. '43; 3, McQuay. Sc.

'45. Time 4.48. (New record.)

Three mile — Won by Watson,

Sc. '43; 2, Cassidy, Sc. '44. Time
I6.57.S. (New record.)

440 yards freshman relay—Won
bv Science '45; 2, Arts '45. Time
51.6.

220 yard low hurdles—Won by

Melvin, Arts "43; 2, Clarke, Sc.

'44; 3, Orr, Sc. '45. Time 29.5.

120 yard high hurdles—Won by-

Stewart, Arts '44; 2, Melvin, Arts

'43. Time 18.8.

880 yard relav—Won bv Sc. '44.

2, Sc. '45. Time 1.47.9.

Discus throw—Won by Stewart,

Arts '44; 2, Mtinroe, Sc. '45; 3,

Aubrey. Arts '45. Distance 100 ft.

9 inches.

Running broad jump — Won by

Stewart, Arts '44; 2, Munroe, Sc.

'45; 3, Hamilton. Arts '43. Dis-

tance IS ft. Stf in.

Pole vault—Won by Hamilton.

Arts '45. Height 8 ft,

Shot put, 16 lbs.—Won by Ban-

dicra, Sc. '44; 2, Holme, Sc. '44;

3, Aubrey, Arts '45. Distance 34

ft. inches.

Javelin throw—Won by Stewart.

Arts '44; 2. Munroe, Sc. '45; 3,

Millard, Sc. '44. Distance 149 ft.

0'/, inches.

High jump — Won by McDon-

ough, Sc. '42; 2, Melvin, Arts '43;

3, Macdonald, Arts '44. Height 5

ft. 1 inch.

DV TWO GUYS NAMED MOE

STEW PATTERSON
A local talent boy holding

down an inside wing with the

present edition of the steamroll-

ing Queen's Juniors, Stew is a

member of Meds '45, and is only

20 years old. He is no newcomer,

having played on the front wall

of last year's championship

juniors. Weighing 195 pounds

and standing 6 ft. 5 in.. Stew is

one of the main reasons for the

standout performance of the line

to date. Resembling a steam

shovel when it comes to opening

holes in opposing lines. Stew is

much in demand when the boys

tuck the pigskin under their arms
and start rumbling over prostrate

players. Stew is a product of

K.C.V.I., playing with the col-

legiate seniors who went on to

the E.O.S.S.A. playdowns, losing

out by a 4-3 score to Glebe.

EMMETT .SHINE
The Dodgers' loss is our gain

and so we have Emmett toting

the oval around for Queen's in-

steading of playing centre field

somewhere in Brooklyn. An all

round star fast year with St.

John's Higli School, playing foot-

ball, basketball, and baseball,

Emmett is holding down an alter-

nate position on the backfield

with great success. Only 17

years old, weighing 145 pounds,

and standing 5 ft. 11 in, Emmett
depends on speed and deception

for his effective playing. He has

a good pair of bands, very seldom

missing any ball coming his way.

With many of the backfielders on
the injured list, Emmett is sure

to prove himself a very handy

man to have around.

Toronto (C.U.P.) — Students

at the University of Toronto can

get a subscription ' to their

favorite magazine very cheaply.

There's only one disadvantage

—

the copies come either a week or

a month late. Hart House, the

men student's club, subscribes to

one or two Score of the popular

magazines, but has no further

use for the old copies after the

new issues arrive. Thus it puts

the subscription up for auction.

At the beginning of the year
the authorities ask for bids 011

the various magazines from the

students. The highest bidder gets

the subscription—but he does not

get his reading material until the

next issues arrives.

Radio Programs

Tuesday, October 28—To be

announced.

Wednesday. October 29 — W.

E. A. Discussion.

Thursday, October 30—"Piano
Recital." Dr. F. L. Harrison.

Friday. October 31—Mr. E. C.

Kyte.

These programs are from 7.15-

7.30 p.m,

Interfaculty Football

Arts vs. Meds—Oct. 29.

Meds vs. Science—Nov. 1.

Science vs. Arts—Nov. 5.

Meds vs. Arts—Nov. 8.

Science vs. Meds—Nov. 12.

Arts vs. Science—Nov. 14.

CO-ED
SPORTSHEEL

The track meet results were

just as good as last year. One

record was broken and another

one equalled. Unfortunately, be-

cause of the rain we haven't had

the relay and can't tell which

year his won the meet. As things

stand, it's a tie between '44 and

'45.

Here are the results:

1. Running Broad Jump— 1. A.

Shaw; 2. P. Clark; 3. J. M.

Melvin. 13 ft. 3 in.

2. 100 Yard Dash—1st heat—

I. Betty Wellington; 2. J. M.

Melvin. Time 13 4/10. 2nd heat—

1. A. Shaw ; 2. A. Whittom Time

13 8/10. 3rd heat— 1. K. Perry;

2. G. Fleming. Time 12 6/10.

Final— 1. K. Perry; 2. B. Well-

ington ; 3. A. Shaw. Time 12 9/10.

3. High Jump— 1. B. Welling-

ton ; 2. J. Carmichael ; 3. B. Baird.

Height 4 ft. 2j£ in. Previous

record 4 ft. 3 in.

4. Hurdles— 1. B. Wellington;

2. P. Clark; 3. A. Shaw. Time

9 2/10. Previous record 10 2/10.

5. Softball Thow— 1. J. M. Mel-

vin ; 2. B. McGinnis; 3. J. Car-

michael. Distance 135 ft. 8 in.

The highest individual point

winner will be announced in the

next Journal.

Indoor Softball

The Indoor Softball League
will begin on Monday, No-
vember 1. Entries will be re-

ceived from the various

Year Sticks until Friday,

October 31 by the Athletic

Director.

Cross Country Run

AH entries for the Cross

Country Run must be in the

Athletic Director's office by

Thursday, October 30. The
event will be held on Fri-

day. October 31. from the

Stadium at 4.20 p.m.

He was a freshman, and he was

walking across Princess Street look-

ing up at an airplane overhead.

Three buses shaved him so closely

that his beard didn't appear again

for a week, the wind from six care

raised the nap on his last year's

suit, a taxi took the shine from the

back of his left shoe, and the driv-

ers of seven trucks, stripping their

gears in an effort to avoid him also

stripped their vocabularies of every

known high-powered adjective

Stumbling over the curbstone on

the other side he was heard to

mutter: "Gracious me, those airmen

lead dangerous lives!"

Croney: Did anyone in your
family ever make a brilliant mar-
riage ?

Ditto: Only my wife.

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige of years stand behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazer*
WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS
SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Genfs Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street ltOB*™^ .».m^ff>l Phone 1941

Present

Van Kirk Hats

103 Princess Street Phone 3542

Agents fob DACK'S SHOES

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hal)

Phone 2033

McGALL'S RESTAURANT
"THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

JCYNER'S
TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS ^OSMETICS

CAMERA SUPPLIES LUNCHES

Cor. Johnson & Division Sts. Telephone 18t

Hanson & Edqar
Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St.

Printing Of

Every

Description

1
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TO EUROPE IN CHAINS

Lik-c to h giant that fouls tlic net

Of thin-spun fibers everywhere
That stumbles blindly in the pit

And gropes about in dark despair

Like to that state, art thou, O
Lord.

Prayers in dreams are deeply

rooted,

—

They are the fruitless hopes of

slaves,

And valor's spark in thee is

muted.

Europe !—once free and happy

soul

—

The path of glory beckons still-

None shall say that thy proud

spirit

Broke before a tyrant's will J

Rise to the surge of glowing

banners,

Faith in mankind, pride in cour-

age;

Rise to the new-born strength

in action,

Rise to the glorious trumpets'

flourish.

Turn thy heart to the promised
glory

List to the song the prophet
sings :

Disdain that wouldst forbear the

deep,

And never to have used thy
wings

!

—Joseph Roy Hoffman.

"Hello, Coach."

"I thought you were told not
to drink while in training."

"What makes you think I've
been drinking, coach?"

"I'm not the coach."

TAILS =—
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princess St.

LIGHT LUNCHES,

CANDY, CIGARETTES

SNACK BAR

Monk's Grocery
Albert and Johnson

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop
the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 1772-W

The above cartoon, drawn by an unknown artist and printed in the Journal in 1914, portrays vividly the spirit with

which Queen's men faced the call to national service then. With every man over eighteen training now, and many

others taking voluntary drill, the Journal ventures that much the same spirit as is portrayed in the realistic lines

above is becoming more and more predominant today. We have printed this picture before; we do so again in the

hope that it may inspire someone to a similar portrayal of Queen's Spirit in 1941.

THE
HABIT-DASHEB

BY POPS V0LLMER

W. R. ALP DISCUSSES
SERMON ON MOUNT

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

GOING TO THE

DANCE?

AMEY'S TAXI

Phone 266

Blessed be editors that call you

np two hours after deadline and

beg yon to write: For the love" ?

—

Of the Journal, so that it will have

ts accustomed eight pages of shoe-

hines, here goes,

—

The buildings of this university

have many notable features, but

most notable are the draughts.

They are sly. but freely-breezy

reatures, guaranteed to reduce the

most Spartan of us to a good imi-

tation of palsy, pneumonia, and oth-

Kelvinator (advt.) features.

"This is, no good." So hasten down

to Stanton's and take a look at their

chill-chasers, ranging from sweat-

ers to jerkins. While you are down

there you mustn't overlook their

collection of wool dresses, softly

tailored in beautiful jerseys,

A change from the usual run of

Colognes, is Lotus, by Yardley's.

By the way. cherubs, ( I know you

wouldn't be guilty) hut haven't you

ever sat behind somebody in class,

who simply reeked of perfume ?

Hint! Hint! Please save your per-

fumes for night — a Cologne is

sufficient for all of us who suffer

from classroom claustrophobia.

Please don't try to be a smother

to us all.

Are you a knitting, fiend ? Never

content unless murmuring, "Knit

one, purl two""' Your heaven is

the Bunny Shop, 133 Brock, where

all manners of wools, including the

famous Beehive wool, may be

found. Tn hark back to the draught

situation, there are some very lovely

hand-woven scarves up for barter

here,—smuggle (or snuggle) one

under your gown and be immune
to the open-window craze.

If it has reached the stage where,

on looking in a mirror, a voice

from the other world murmers "any

resemblance in the class between

hairline and chin, to a face is pure-

ly coincidental," take drastic steps.

Wonders can be worked by Max
Factor pancake make-up — try the

tan shade if feeling like a trip to

Florida. By the famous bye, if

On Thursday. October 23, in

Convocation Hall, the Rev. W. R.

Alp spoke to a large group of

Ministers, belonging to Queen's

Theological Alumni Association.

Mr. Alp chose as his'subject,' ''How

Can We Preach the Sermon on the

Mount?" — an absorbing and time-

ly topic for modern ministers.

Way of Living

The Sermon on the Mount comes

so close to everyday life that con-

gregations feel that they are being

shown a practical way of living

—

a signboard to conduct. This is

popular in these difficult times but

raises two problems. First of all,

the minister, in catering to the pre-

sent demand for practical religion,

has a tendency to relegate Christ,

the true centre of Our religion, to

the background. Secondly, if taken

literally, the Sermon on the Mount

preaches a doctrine of non-resist-

ance to force. Should we then

"Turn Thou the Other Cheek

Also," literally?

Mr. Alp explained this seeming

contradiction by explaining that the

Sermon on the Mount is meant not

as a doctrine but as an ideal to-

wards which we should strive.

"Ideals are like the stars — we can

never reach them, but we steer by

them." Man should" w ant to live

in accordance with the Sermon on

the Mount. This is the crux of

the whole thing.

The large audience joined in an

enthusiastic discussion at the con-

clusion of the lecture.

The Bookshelf
JOHN T- FARK H I LL

After an absence of some weeks

from the sanctum of the Journal,

staff the Literary Editor returned

to find several offers of contribu-

tions to this column. Persons have

indicated their willingness to take

over the column. Some would ap-

parently write, with a little urging.

Here, in very plain English, is all

the urging of which the mighty pen

of this column is capable.

The Bookshelf needs contribu-

tions.

Life and Letters needs contribu-

tions.

Do NOT write to the Literary

Editor with an offer of your ser-

vices. Your offer has been accept-

ed. Send in the product of your

pen, ^of your mind; better, of the

union of your pen and mind.

Resignedly we requote from The

Manihbait :

NEVER BURY ANY IDEA.
CODDLE IT THROUGH A

SICKLY EXISTENCE, CULTI-
VATE IT TO FULL MATUR-
ITY AND POWER, BUT NEV-
ER BURY AN IDEA. EMBEL-
LISH YOUR IDEA INTO A
STORY AND SEND IT IN.

DRESS IT AS AN ARTICLE
AND SEND IT IN. GIVE IT

TEETH AND SEND IT IN AS
CRITICISM. CRYSTALLIZE IT

INTO DROPS AS VERSE AND

CONTRIBUTE IT TO THIS
PAGE.

To the couple who have contri-

buted we offer thanks; and apolo-

gies to any whose contributions

have not been printed. But, after

all, a certain amount, of sophisti-

cation, subtlety, and svelteness must

enhance offerings to The Book-

shelf and to Life ami Letters.

Nothing crudely sentimental, (taunt-

ingly patriotic, disturbingly ado-

lescent, unintelligibly modern; in

sborti' nothing without respect for

the language we speak, write, and

revere. Good taste and good sense,

and the sermon is ended.

The Bookshelf is hung on the

wall before you, empty but inviting.

Life and Letters look to you for

reunion.

Drop your contribution into the

Journal or post office. Address it

to the Literary Editor.

Do it NOW.

"Tell me, do you ever expect

to find the perfect girl?"

"No, but jt's lots of fun mak-

ing sure they're not."

Military Meds at McGill

For Third, Fourth Years

Montreal (C.U.P.) — All third

and fourth year Medical students

at McGill are now compelled to

take 42 bi-weekly lectures in

"naval, military and aviation

medicine." There is no exemp-

tion. All non-British and wo-

men students in medicine must

aitend. Subject- to be taken in-

clude camp sanitation, venereal

diseases, tropical medicine, im-

mology, protective medicine, gas

warfare, naval medicine, aviation

medicine, military law. adminis-

tration and examination of re-

cruits as applied to medical offi-

cers. The first and second year

men who are certified medically

lit and are British subjects will

take six hours of drill and other

training each week.

Variety Program

Would that I had known the

power of drink,

My tongue's the tnissing gusta-

tory link.

(Continued from page 1)

Tin- dialogue was almost changed

into an ,open-house discussion.

They laughed when the funeral

went by ; they laugiied when Ar-

thur got out of the car at the

gas station; and they laughed

when the play was over. The
Drama Guild Executive, glad to

see that their effort was received

so enthusiastically, is now busy

searching for a three-act, sure-

fire, farce.

Somebody said that all Queen's

students should see the movie,

the Paths of Learning. It gives

,iii accurate description of this

life at Queen's. Such pictures

add to a student's appreciation of

Ins school and that's good!

Songs

And a Glee Club septet sangl

Their personal appearance and

harmony pleased the assembly.

Outstanding were "The Old On-
tario Strand", our Queen's song,

and Mo Park.

The smiles, acts and costumes

of the co-ed cavalcade delightod

the audience. Especially the

tennis-player'* strut, the three

flappers and the bustles amused

us. But thank heaven for the

evening - dresses, shorts and

sweaters of today.

Flowers

Bouquets for the stars must

be passed around. Mo Park, for

his acting and directing, for play-

ing his parts so well, has been

sent orchids. Earl Baxter, presi-

dent of the Q.W.A.C. for his

articulate and sincere lines has

been sent roses. And to the rest

of the performers, for their gen-

erous contributions, here are your

carnations.

Thesis and Essays Typed

also

Mimeographing
6c per double space page—Carbons 3c

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson St.

A visitor in a hospital became

very interested in the charts posted

on each patient's bed. He turned

to an attendant and said: "I under-

siand that 'Pneil' stands for' pneu-

monia, and 'App' for appendectomy,

but what does 'G.O.IC stand for?"

The attendant waved his hand

and said: "That means 'God Only

Knows'."

you are blonde, a great deal of this

blank look may be caused by color-

less eye-brows, and eye-lashes. Ex-

periment until you find a suitable

mascara, and never be seen with-

out it on. P.S. Don't overdo it.

though; get your best friends to

tell you.

Please, oh god of journalism,

may this column fill the required

space, because inspiration is running

low. Hi ho — that fills a coupla

more lines, bye for now and re-

member, if you want anything dis-

cussed in the fashion line, just let

me know — I'll try to do my best.

SUPERIOR
GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE
7 OPERATORS

356 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

QUEEN'S TAXI

2002

GABARDINE

CAMPUS

HATS

1.45

The students ideal all-

weather hat that can

take it.

They surely deserve the

popularity that rightly

is theirs.

BIBBY'S
78-84 Princess St

WE'RE IN

BUSINESS
FOR YOUR
HEALTH

As a professional pharmacy, we
deal in health compounding pre-
scriptions with the scientific ac-

curacy demanded by physicians

and selling a multitude of items
which are essential to the well-

being of men and women. This
is a responsibility — a trust

placed in us by the community
and we discharge it faithfully by
stocking only those products
which meet the highest stand-

ards of quality.

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A.

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St

The sure way to make

the 8 o'clock classes

USE A DEPENDABLE

ALARM CLOCK
Priced from $1.35 up

at

^innear & d'Esterre

[EWELLERS
i8 Princess Street

C.O.T.C.

^Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

Apptndix to Part I Orders

by
Lt.-Col. R. O. Earl

Commanding Queen's University

Contingent

Timetable for tlie week 27 Oct.-

1 Nov. 1941

I. DRILL PARADES
Tuesday, 28 Oct. — Pins. 21*.

22*
,

23* 24*. 1(3—Gymnasium,
1W-2I00. Pins. 29*, 30*. 31*.

32, 33 — Gymnasium, 2100-2300.

Thursday, 30 Oct.—Pins. 25*,
26*.' 27*. 28*—Gvmnasium, 2100-

2300.

Pins, marked (*) will draw-

rifles.

Saturday, 1 Nov.—Pins. 21, 22.

23, 24, 25, 26, 27. 28, 29, 30, 31

—Lower campus—1300 hrs.

II.
, LECTURE PARADES
Monday. 27 Oct.—Precis 2—

Arts Bldg.—Pins. 1, 2, 3, 4, 17,

Room 101—1700-1800; Pins. 5, 6,

7, 8. 18, 20, Room 201—1700-

1800; Pins. 9, 10, 11, 12. 19,

Room 301—1700-1800; Pins. 13,

14, 15, Room 200—1700-1800.

Tuesday, 28 Oct.—First Aid-
Arts Bldg.—Pins. 32, 33. Room
201—1700-1800.

Thursday, 30 Oct.—Precis 12

—Arts Bldg.—Pins. 1, 2, 3, 4,

17, Room 101—1700-1800; Pins.

5. 6, 7, 8, 18, 20, Room 201—
1700-1800: Pins. 9, 10, 11, 12, 19,

Room 301—1700-1800; Pins. 13,

14, 15, Room 200—1700-1800.

Thursday, 30 Oct.—F. G. and
H. Coys—Grant Hall (Conditions

of Service—Army)—1700-1800.

Saturday. 1 Nov.—Pins. 32, 33,

16—Gymnasium, P.A.G. — 1300-

1400.

III. MAP READING
Wednesday, 29 Oct. — Arts

Bldg.—Pins. 1, 2, 3, 4, 17, Room
101—1700-1800; Pins. 5, 6, 7, 8.

18, 20, Room 201—1700-1800
i

Pins. 9, 10, 11, 12, 19, Room 301

—1700-1800; Pins. 13, 14, 15,

Room 200—1700-1800.

IV. PHYSICAL TRAINING
Monday, 27 Oct. — Arts '45,

Gymnasium—1600-1700 hrs.

Tuesday, 28 Oct—Sc. '45, sec.

5-8, Gymnasium—1100-1200 hrs.

Sec. '45, sec. 1-4, Gymnasium

—

1500-1600 hrs.

Wednesday. 29 Oct.—Meds '46,

Gymnasium, 1500-1600 hrs. Sc.

'44, Gymnasium—1600-1700 hrs.

Thursday, 30 Oct.—Arts '44,

Gymnasium—1500-1600 hrs.

Friday, -31 Oct.—Sc. '42, '43;

Arts "42, 43; Theology; Post

Grads, Gymnasium — 1600-1700

hrs.

Saturday, 1 Nov.—Meds '47,

Gymnasium—1000-1100 hrs.

V. INSTRUCTORS
PARADES

AH instructors will consult the

Orderly Room Bulletin Board.

VI. OFFICERS and N.C.O.'s

PARADES
Friday, 31 Oct.—All subalterns

_Gyin—1700-1800 hrs.

Wednesday. 29 Oct.—All N.

C.O.'s — Lower Campus— 1700-

1800 hrs.

Memoranda
1. His Excellency the Gover-

nor-General commends all ranks

on their appearance and bearing

at his inspection of the Contin-

gent.

2. The Board of Trustees of

Queen's University has expressed

its warm commendation of the

Contingent on inspection and its

great appreciation of the efforts

of all ranks.

X Qualified cadets will attend

all parades of their respective

Platoons EXCEPT Lecture par-

ades.

W- H. Agnew, Lt. and Adjt.

Q.U.C., C.O.T.C.

This is our staff artist': impression of that bogie for freshmen
November tests.

La Maison Francaise

Should you knock on the door

of a quaint looking old house very

near Ban Righ and find this door

opened by a young lady who greets

you in French and invites you in

for tea, you may safely bet your

last nickel on quite a number of

things. In all probability the house

is Macdonnell House, the young

lady is one of the demoiselles who

live there and it is approximately

4.00 p.m. and tea-time within.

Then if you are both a curious

and a sociable person you will no

doubt accept her invitation in the

most gracious French you can mus-

ter at the moment and follow her

into the salon. There you will be in

the charming if chattering company

of thirteen of Queen's co-etis and

their jolly warden, Mademoiselle

Gibb — and Alley will all be speak-

ing French with gusto and mis-

takes.

If you speak French with as

much gusto as they (though less

mistakes) you will immediately fee!

at home among them and sip»your

tc3 n o n c h a la n 1 1 y between gay

snatches of French conversation. If,

On the other hand, as may well be,

your French would scarcely im-

press the Sorbonne, don't let that

disturb you either. You will likely

get more tea and less of the con-

versation. Then, too, the occasional

word sounding suspiciously like an

English version should banish any

qualm* concerning your own

French. Yet no matter what your

talents in French conversation, you

Will find both Macdonnell House

tea and atmosphere warm and

friendly.

As well as for tea in the after-

noon, [is dcmohvltes gather with

Debating President

(Continued from page 1)

November. Many freshettes have

turned up at the Levana Debating

Society meetings and, with last

year's members, Queen's ought to

present a well-qualified team.

"Varsity" Sets Record

To'ronto (C.U.P.)—The Var-

sity recently printed a photograph

of the new Chancellor of Vic-

toria College in its issue of the

next day. This is, according to

the Varsity, the first time that

any Canadian campus paper has

printed a photograph of an event

occurring the previous evening.

Taken by the Varsity's staff

photographer, the picture was

rushed to his home for develop-

ment and thence to the engrav-

ing department of a down-town

newspaper to make a cut.

their warden at 10 p.m. and this

time they have milk and biscuits

with their French conversation.

Some 'evenings they read aloud in

turn from one of the several French

novels the house can boast or again,

they cluster about the piano singing

rollicking French songs. Day by-

day witli the patient help of Dr.

Gibb, the girls are becoming better

able to express themselves in

French and to understand each oth-

er. Although sometimes they do

not speak French in their rooms,

and the occasional English phrase

floats down the stairway, the

French atmosphere is on the whole

maintained and the girls are really-

enjoying it.

And so it came to pass at the

Richardzon ztadium on the day

before that devoted to the wor-

ship <if Saturn that all the tribes

of the land of Queenz didst meet

to vie for athletic prowess.

Yea—and the men of Scicnz

didst greatly disport themselves

thereat and didst run around the

oval and hurled missiles and

leapt and jumped even as in

battles with the men of Tor and

Mont and Lou in the days when
the struggle of the ball of foot

was contested on the greens

ward.

And around the oval 'twelve

times went Wat the son of Dave

and Idee the Jackass — yea and

a new record was established

thereby, and various warriors

went four times around in great

speed, twice around and even

short distances were run to de-

termine the speedy.

And with the bronzed shoulder

the bandy Leo didst outdo all

contestants and the men of Scienz

didst hurl the spear afar.

Yea—and when the struggle

was over and the survivors count-

ed, it was found that of all the

tribes of Queenz the men of

Scienz Four Four had eliminated

more than all the rest, and the

men of Four Three didst follow

and the Frosh (who have now
been among the men of Scienz in

the land of Queenz for only one

Stethoscope Stomp

(Continued from page 1)

cializing in sweet swing are drop-

ping down from Ottawa to provide

music for the evening. He is fea-

turing Edith Dunn, well-known vo-

calist, who will charm her listeners

with songs sung in her own "blues"

manner.

Hallowe'en Motif

To celebrate the annual holiday,

Meds '45 are decorating the hall

and bandshell in the Hallowe'en

motif. Continuing the eerie atmo-

sphere, a very unusual form of in-

termission entertainment is being

provided. Mindful of Queen's cen-

tenary year, the committee in

charge is producing a "parade of

sweaters" as worn at different per-

iods during the last century. Added

to this will be a mystery dance per-

formed by the lads of Meds '45

themselves.

Therefore, those who are taking

any and all of Queen's year

dances aye strongly advised not to

miss this one. For the man who

only goes to one dance a year this

is the affair of the season. That

takes in everybody. So. come one.

come all, and really enjoy your-

elves in the best Hallowe'en tra-

dition.

Please

!

No!
Pretty please?

Positively no! I said no!

Aw, please, maw, all the other

boys are going barefoot.

Arts '44

The Year Picture of Arts

'44 will be taken at 12

o'clock noon at the south

entrance of the New Arts

Building on Thursday, Oc-

tober 30.

moon) didst fare better than any

the chosen bands from the

tribe of Erts or Mudds.

Such are the teachings of Scienz.

Let all ye men of Erts and Mudds
shave thine heads to thumb-nail

length and wear a yellow ribbon,

that ye might aspire to the

heights of the men of Scienz.

And the men of Four Two had

arranged a great celebration to

mark the victory of their younger

tribesmen.

And it came to pass that as

the sun went down over the

Richardzonztadium, lights and

music burst forth in the hall of

Grant and Maid Marion didst

revel with the mighty men of

Scienz as was their due. Gren

the son of Hob didst work magic

on the tired feet of the weary

warriors so that they again didst

prance about as earlier in the

day.

Yea and the men of Four Two
didst surpass themselves at the

celebrations and Maid Marion

bade them to look to the Scienz

formal after this their final

brawl of the fall.

And as the moon didst wane

and the stars didst cease to shine

the men of Scienz didst retire to

their caves to carve their achieve-

ments on the limestone walls and

to clear a mighty surface on

which to record the events to

come.

Mayhew Prize

Essay Contest

(Ed. Note—Reprinted by special

request of the Registrar.)

A total of $700 in prize money-

has been offered this year by Mr.

R. W. Mayhew, M.P., for a Do-

minion-wide Mayhew Prize Essay

Contest. The contest is designed

to encourage careful consideration

by Canadian University students of

the problems that will confront the

Dominion at the conclusion of the

struggle in which we are now en-

Interested students should inform

the Registrar of thiir intention to

write the essay as soon as possible

so that arrangements may be made.

First prizes for the best essays

in English and in French will he

§200. The second best efforts in

each language will win §100 each,

while $50 each will be the third

prizes.

The conditions of the contest are

as follows:

1. The subject of the essay shall

he "Post-War Reconstruction Poli-

cies in the Dominion of Canada."

Contestants may deal with this

subject in any manner that seems

to them appropriate.

2. The competition is open to

all men and women students who

are regularly enrolled for a first

degree' in any college or university

hr Canada. This includes extra-

mural students who are regularly

rolled for a first degree; but

excludes post-graduate students.

3. Essays are to be between

1500 and 2000 words in length.

They may be written in French

or in English.

4. Contestants will write their

essays, under examination condi-

tions, on Saturday, November 8,

1941, between the hours of 9 a.m.

and 1 p.m., in Grant Hall.

Debate Tonight

(Continued from page 1)

with the prestige and experience of

upper classmen. But take heart,

worthy frosh. for your seniors are

not so receptive to new ideas.

Learn new angles and you will run

them into the stag-line at every re-

ception !

Debaters

Two capable battle-scarred veter-

ans, Sandy Marshall and Pat Mac-

donald, will uphold the cause of

the Book Worm. The virtues of

the cave man will be extolled by

another veteran debater, Jack

Wheelton, and an experienced

gentleman, Don Webb. Don't for-

get! The time — 7.15; the place

— room 221 in the Library.

Time's Awasting

First Little Bird: "Hoo's that

sitting on the park bench below

us?"

Second Little Bird: "That's

the guy who fired buckshot at

us the other day."

Third Little Bird: "Well, wot

are we waitin' for?"

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

books, documents or notes may be

brought into the eexamination room.

5. Essays will be read by se-

lected members of the faculty, and

classified in order of merit, but all

papers will then be sent to the

Committee on Reconstruction, Ot-

tawa, where they will be judged for

the final award of prizes.

6. Papers will be judged on the

merit of the jdeas that are set forth

by the writers.

Students desiring further infor-

mation regarding the contest

should consult: Principal Wallace,

Professor Corry, Professor W. E.

C. Harrison, Professor Knox. Pro-

fesse-
n ARV°r Professor Trot-

No ter (Continue
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A.M.S. Meeting

The Alma Mater Society

will hold its next meeting

on Wednesday, October 29

at 7.30 p.m. in the Com-
mittee Room of the Gym.
Among the items on the

agenda will be the pres-

entation of the annual
financial statement and the

report on the recount of bal-

lots in the last election. All

interested students are urg-

ed to attend.

Kingston's Oldest

Established Shoe Shop

Welcomes You
•

It is our pleasure to

serve you for

—

SHOES
of the better type

GYM SHOES

HOSIERY

LUGGAGE . .

HANDBAGS

POLISHES

Prompt Service

Courteous Treatment

Delivery, Ph. 24

LOCKETTS LTD.

Est. 1878

178 Wellington St.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

VITA RAY

COSMETICS

20% Discount

from Oct. 23 to Oct. 30

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

METALLURGY GROUP
APPOINTS EXECUTIVE

The first meeting of Queen's

Mining and Metal Itirgical Society

was held on October 21 in Nicol

Hall. The 1941-12 executive was

elected and the President then re-

marked abnut the success of the

society with regard to membership

last year and to the excellent talks

given by visiting engineers on Min-

ing, Metallurgy and Geology. Mem-
bers of this society become Affili-

ated Student Members of the Cana-

dian Institute of Mining and Metal-

lurgy. The 1941-42 executive is:

Hon. President. Prof. T. V. Lord;

President, D. W. Sullivan; Vice-

President, E. Hamilton ; Sec't'y-

Treas., B. Hammond ; Convener,

Banquet, K. Garke; Ass't. Con-

vener, K. Young; Post-Grad. Rep.,

H. A. Quinn; 3rd Year Rep., V.

Bechaz; 2nd Year Rep., R. Haf-

Gifts to Queen's

(Continued from page 1)

the International College, Smyrna,

to promote friendly relations be-

tween the Moslems and the Chris-

lians. Dr. MacLnchlan introduced

football into the Smyrna area and

himself won an open tennis cham-

pionship when he was more than

fifty. He installed the first electric

lighting plant in Turkey, and his

records of earthquake and meteoro-

logical information were valued in

Cairo and London.

Co-eds Learn

(Continued from page 1)

Gadgets

But the hest part of all was

when each co-ed cho^e a real live

sergeant for herself and he in turn

disclosed to her the operation of all

the complicated gadgets within his

transport. It was wonderful' and

when the instruction was over al-

most every co-ed knew almost ev-

evcrything about them (the gadgets

— not the sergeants). Some of

them could even turn the lights on.

Then came the big moment. What
a thrill ! The jacks were removed

from beneath the transports and

away drove transports, co-eds, and

ergeants (for about 30 yards).

At 1650 hours two khaki buses

returned sixty co-eds to Ban Righ.

They're going to do it again Tues

day night. They like it.—M.E.H.

LEVA.N/1
NOTE/

"Gone Cuckoo"

An urgenl appeal has been re-

, civ i d from Britain for quilts,

blankets, and soldiers' hospital

kits. Surely every member of

Levana could give one hour a

week to help in this work !
There

is something for everybody to

do, and we who have so much

should not grudge a little time

to help others who have so little.

The Red Cross Workroom on

the top floor of the west end of

the Old Art;. Building is open

every day, Monday to Friday,

from 2 to 5 p.m.

Hallowe'en Dance
Saturday, November 1, is our

night for fun in Ban Righ. So

come along gals, it's just 65 cents

a couple for the Hallowe'en

dance—8-12.30 p.m.

Congrats!
Congratulations are in order

to the winners of the track meet

and to all those who turned out

even though it rained.

Short Story

Montreal (C.U.P-) — It seems

the Geology I class goes on very

interesting little field trips . . .

with blondes and everything.

Seems last week the boys went

to Cartierville, and found they

had some walking to do . . . only

they derided not to walk. There

beside the road were the tram-

way tracks . . . and on the tracks

rested a pretty little hand car.

The boys didn't stop to think.

They leapt on the car and went.

Unfortunately, you can't make

a hand-car go very fast if you

aren't used to working one. Sud-

denly behind them loomed the

terrifying figure of the gang fore-

man, brandishing a pick-axe

aloft. He gained fast.

As it that wasn't bad enough^,

a street car suddenly appeared in

front and began bearing down
on them. The old devil and deep

blue sea idea.

The boys didn't stay to see

what happened. They jumped
and started running.

The foreman gave a scream of

anguish and ran to rescue the

hand-car.

Last seen, the boys were* still

running . . .

DENTURES OF RESIN
ELIMINATE CLICKING

Toronto (C.U.P.) — No longer

will the wearer of artificial den-

tures be obliged to endure tile

embarrassment of a castanet ac-

companiment to the process of

mastication. Artificial teeth made

from acrylic resins are now being

used instead of those made from

porcelain, thus eliminating the

annoying "click" of artificial

teeth.

When interviewed on this sub-

ject, Dr. Thomas Cowling of the

Faculty of Dentistry said:

"This type of tooth has been

on the market too short a time

to make any definite decisions

as to its durability. However, all

indications are in favor of the

aforementioned artificial tooth.

Some of these are already being

us.ed in the infirmary of the Den-

tal College", explained Dr. Cowl-

ing.

During the past few years

acryl'c resins have been employ-

ed extensively for denture bases.

Although some have proved un-

satisfactory, the dental profession

is now using a resinous denture

material that approximates the

natural tissues to a very high

degTce.

People who have avoided arti-

ficial dentures because of their

unsightliness are now able to

wear them without their best

friends realizing the fact. With

natural appearing, as well as

natural sounding dentures there

is nothing left to fear.

NAVAL MEN TAKING
COURSE AT VARSITY

It greatly perplexes the German

and vexes

His somewhat ingenuous soul

To notice how Dutchmen, Norwe-

gians, and such men
Resent his continued control;

His papers are yelping that Danes

are not helping

And Belgians are cautious and

cold,

And even some Frenchmen who
should be his henchmen

Don't do as they're jolly well

told.

Toronto (C.U.P.) — Naval rat-

ings now to be seen on the Uni-

versity of Toronto campus are en-

rolled in the third course conducted

by the LTniversity at the request of

the Department of National De-

fence Naval Service. Lectures in

the course are beipg delivered to

the 75 members of the class by the

staff of the Department of Physics.

For over a year now the Depart-

ment of Physics has been active in

the training of men for the fight-

ing forces.

The first course given students

selected by the Canadian Naval

Authorities for the Special Advanc-

ed Service, was held last summer
and was made possible through the

generosity of the Riverdale Kiwanis

Club. •

Earlv in 1940 the British Admir-

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Today:

7.15 p.m.—Debate. Room 221 in

Library
^

7.30 p.m.—Discussion of Co-ops

329 Earl St.

8.00 p.m.—Q.S.A. Meeting.

Committee Room of

the Union

9.00 p.m.—I.R.C.
Senate Room

Wednesday

:

3.30 p.m.—Meds vs. Arts

Football

Richardson Stadium

7.00 p.m.—Science Soph-

Frosh Banquet

Grant Hall

7.30 p.m.—A.M.S. Meeting

Gym.

alty asked Canada to supply a num-

ber of scientists for the operation

and maintenance of special scien-

tific apparatus requiring the know-

ledge of advanced radio of such a

nature as to be beyond the content

included up to the present in text-

books. Admiral Nelles offered to

take 31 men in the Canadian Navy
as lieutenants or'suh-lieutenants and

lend them to the Royal Navy but

maintain them on Canadian pay.

Twenty graduates of Canadian

universities were recommended for

this Service by the National Re-

earcb Council. Of this group, six

were graduates or graduate stu-

dents of the University of Toronto.

They were sent to England to be

trained there.

Here is something that came to

us, like Jan Valtin, Out of the

Night

:

The girl stood at the Conversat,

Her eyes were full of tears,

We asked her what was wrong;

she said,

"Well, I was out with an Engin-

eer tonight and he THOUGHT
he could drink forty beers.",

—McGill Daily.

Of this group, it will be recalled,

that 'Tat" Strathy lost his life in-

action on the Ajax, and another

young man who also gave signal

service, D. H. Robb, also of To-

ronto, died on the Eonaventure

when it was torpedoed on convoy

duty.

We extend a very

Hearty^ Welcome

to the^Students

of

QjHtmt'a Inturrmtg

CROWN DAIRY
PHONE 406

It's Fall again and Queen's students return with the welcome

of all Kingston

—

We are pleased at all times to have students come here for

their Footwear

—

Shoes for College

Gym Shoes - Street Shoes - Dress Shoes

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen'B University Grounds ONTARIO

MEDS '45 Present Their Second Annual

Friday, Oct.'

STETHOSCOPE STOMP
WITH

BERKELEY KID

D

and his Orchestra, Featuring EDITH DUNN
COME ONE, COME ALL, DON A SWEATER, RELAX AND ENJOY YOURSELVES

"Hallowe'en Nite" $1.25 per Couple
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FORMAL PROFITS BUY WAR BONDS
Left Hand

Corner. . . .

Department of Screamingly

Funny Sayings

Mrs. Meek of the CBS Lifebuoy

program said she was very lucky

at auctions. "The last one I went
to I made bids on 16 different

things . . . and didn't get caught

once."

H. G. Wells must have been

thinking of one of our third year

freshmen when he said "his

studies were pursued but never

effectually overtaken."

Our old pal, W. C. Fields,

minded us of a Science man when
he described a town which ran

out of whiskey, "We lived for

days on nothing but food and
water."

After a visit to the hospital the

same Mr. Fields remarked to his

wife that "after two days in the

hospital I took a turn for the

nurse."

Department of Justice

One of the untypical freshmen

LEFT HAND CORNER
(Continued on page 4)

Hallowe'en Dance
Set For Saturday

This Saturday evening Ban
Righ will be the scene of festive

Tevels as co-eds and their men
gather to celebrate the feast of

All Hallows. Due to the over-

whelming timidity of certain fac-

tious (notably the males), it has

been decided that this will not

be a dress-up affair—to the great

regret of those of us who had al-

ready appropriated the land-

lady's hest sheets for the gay
affair.

Time 'n Stuff

Dancing is from eight to twelve

and you may indulge in it and

partake of palate-tickling refresh-

ments for the meagre sum of

sixty-five cents, girls! Tickets

"ay be purchased from Ruth

HALLOWE'EN DANCE
(Continued on page 3)

Modern Cave Man
Defeats Bookworm
At Opening Debate

House Vote Gives Narrow
Decision At Close

Of Session

BY PAT MACDONALD
The Bookworms crawled back

into their holes in Douglas Librarj

to-day
,

after losing a narrow deci-

sion to the Modern Cave Men at

last nightfs meeting of the Debat-

ing Union.

A group of twenty-five listened

to Don Webb and Jack Wheelton

successfully oppose Sandy Marshall

and Pat Macdonald on the-/ issue,

"Resolved that the Bookworm Is

Preferable to the Modern Cave

Man."

Bully

Mr. Marshall, the first speaker

for the government, described the

cave man as a crude-mannered,

swaggering bully who, fortunately,

was tamed by modern society with

Us conventions and laws. However,

society would be imperiled should

such a one overleap these bounds.

He cited Adolph Hitler as an ex-

ample of this.

Turning to the bookworm, Mr.

Marshall addressed the Speaker on

his merits: a quiet, well-mannered

OPENING DEBATE
(Continued on page 7)

Free Speech
CONDUCTED BY B A R

Many problems confront the stu-

dent. What do you think about

these? It is the purpose of this

column to give you an opportunity

to voice your opinion. If you would

like to be interviewed by one of

our charming male or female re-

porters (take your choice) or if

there is any special topic you would

like to have discussed, write to

Free Speech c/o the Journal.

Reporters

—

Marj Jones, Diana Wheeler. John

Straiton, Bill Macdonald.

Topic

—

Should there be Compulsory At-

tendance at Classes?

Lester Besley, Arts '42

—

Compulsory attendance at lec-

tures is all right for first year stu-

dents, but students in subsequent

years should be allowed to attend

lectures or not. as they please. It

FREE SPEECH
(Continued on page 6)

Faculties Want Separate Credit;

A.M.S. Executive Receives Motion
For Literary Publication On Campus
Compulsory Lecture Issue

Discussed; Freshman Re-
quests Subsidy For Cul-
tural Periodical

Committees Set Up

A movement for a campus pub-

lication containing only contri-

butions of literary merit was
brought before the A.M.S. at its

regular meeting last night.

Culture

L. Heaps, a first year Arts stu-

dent, asked the A.M.S. for finan-

cial support for this type of

periodical. Lorna Breckon >ug-

gested that a place for such con-

tributions might be found in the

pages of the Journal but Mr.

Heaps objected to this on the

ground that the newspaper is

solidly interested in reporting

A.M.S. MEETING
(Continued on page 6)

DISCUSS EXPANSION
OF CO-OP MOVEMENT

BY JOHN BAKER

A small group was present at

meeting last Tuesday to discuss the

expanding of co-operative rest

dences at Queen. s. The meeting was

i held in Collins House with

Clyde Lendrum in the chair.

Principles

Mr. Lendrum. as General Man-

ager of the Science '44 Co-op, ask-

ed the Journal to stress the follow-

ing points so that everyone might

become acquainted with the prin-

ciples upon which the co-op was

run.

CO-OP MEETING
(Continued on page 2)

Music Room In Douglas Library

Adds To Cultural Life At Queens

BY CASEY CORBETT
I )ne of the most recent additions

ln the cultural life of Queen's is

'be Music Room which is situated

OH the first floor of Douglas Lib-

rary. n ere r |lc stl,{]er,ts may come
each aftenfonn and evening and
us*en to the works of the great

"'asters in the comfort of pleasant
sll rroundings. This room has come
'"to being through the generosity
*f the Carnegie Corporation of
New York and the efforts and
Mildness of several faculty fanti-

It was officially opened in

spring of 1937.

Carnegie Grant
The idea of a music centre was
Uc" encouraged five years ago

when the Carnegie Corporation do-

ubled a collection of Music Study

Material to the University. This

collection is one which the Cor-

poration had drawn up by a group

of experts for donation to any Uni-

versity which could show that it

would use it in a suitable manner

both in the teaching of music and

in offering to all students the op-

portunity of hearing a wide variety

of good music. It consists of a

specially designed phonograph, 954

records, covering a wide field in

musical interpretation, 151 minia-

ture musical scores for the works

included in the record collection,

MUSIC ROOM
(Continued on page i)

Drummer-Boy Jerry Patterson

Organizing Campus Swing Band

Engineering Society

There will be a meeting

of the Engineering Society

in Convocation Hall today

at 4 p.m. There will be

movies shown, the main

feature being on aircraft

design. The meeting will be

over in time for C.O.T.C.

parade at 5 o'clock.

Dr. Day Addresses

Meeting Of LR.C.

Dwells On Implications Of
World Union

BY STU ROBERTSON

Do you raise the roof when
your landlady is away? Probably

not, but there are three fellows

on Johnson Street wdio stage a

real roof-raisin', lease bustin' jam

session at every opportunity, and

with Jerry Patterson on drums,

Jack Barter on trumpet, and his

room mate thumping the 88, they

really tear it down. These boys

in the back room are warming up

as the nucleus of a Queen's dance

baud, and after adding a few

more senders on sax and born

are looking forward to an oppor-

tunity to strut their stuff at the

first campus party.

Leader

The man behind the band is

tow-headed, cocky, Patterson, a

Science sophomore from the land

of the midnight sun, who beat

the skins in Bill Stevens' '41

edition nf the Tricolor Swing-

sters. This year, using some of

Bill's music, and an unquench-

able enthusiasm for the real

Dixieland jive, the little drummer

has gathered a tentative combo

of piano, drums, 2 saxes and 2

trumpets.

He intends to use the band

this year only at Open Houses

CAMPUS BAND
(Continued from page 2)

Dance Posters

jThe A. M. S. Executive

wishes to call to the at-

tention of all dance con-

veners that advertising post-

ers are not to be larger than

quarter-sheets, It is also

recommended that good

taste be observed in the

making up of all such ad-

vertising.

Assuming a post war world

saved by a union of world states,

Dr. Day, of the Classics Depart-

ment, in a most decisive manner,

described to the LR.C. the impli-

cations such a non-national so-

ciety would hold for Canadians

as members of such a theoretical

confederation.

Sacrifices

Before an unusually large

group of students, Dr. Day dis-

DR. DAY
(Continued on page 7)

Q.W.A.C. To Be Credited

With Proceeds; Bonds
Then To Go Toward
Residence Funds

Year Dances

BY KAY O NEILL

At the A.M.S. meeting last night,

it was decided that the profits from

the Formal s be credited to the

Q.W.A.C, used by the Faculty in

question to buy bonds, and there-

after, if requested, devoted to the

Residence Fund for each separate

faculty.

Profits

All present agreed with Jim

Richardson; A.M.S. representative

on the Q.W.A.C, that all profits

should go to that commission, but

the representatives one by one in-

sisted that their respective faculties

might want separate credit and

separate benefit. After heated dis-

FORMAL PROFITS

(Continued on page 2)

ENGINEERS OF '44-'45

HOLD YEARLY FEAST

SCRIBES WILL MEET
IN PLAYERS' LOUNGE

The second meeting of the

Press Club will be held Tuesday

at 4;l)0 in the Players' Lounge in

the Old Arts Building.

Herb I lamilton, who is per-

manent Secretary-Treasurer of

the A.M.S., will be the speaker.

SCRIBES TO MEET
(Continued on page 7)

Canada Apathetic,

Says Woodsworth

BY LUNA TARJ.0

On Wednesday Evening at eight

Ken Woodsworth, secretary of the

Canadian Youth Congress, spoke

to a Social Problems Club gather-

ing of thirty-two students on the

topic "Students and the War."

Mr. Woodsworth started out by

discussing how unaware people are

Of the gravity of the international

situation. He claimed that apatliy

was the general feeling throughout

Canada and was proving to be a

serious impediment to an all-out

war effort. He went on to say that

morale based on a solid analysis

of the world situation would be

much stronger than the artificially

imposed morale of Germany. To

quote: "We need more than any-

thing else to develop unity in this

WOODSWORTH
(Continued on page 2)

BY SCOTT MCCANN AND
MALCOLM MOSHER

The Science Soph-Frosh banquet

was held Wednesday night in Grant

Hall with the largest freshman

class in history as guests. The frosh

were large as individuals as well

as a group and showed symptoms

of dial aggressive Science spirit.

Tha alternate seating plan gave the

frosh an opportunity to meet the

second year men under more fav-

SOPH—FROSH
(Continued on page 8)

Stethoscope Stomp

To Be Jersey Jive

Music By Berkeley Kidd,

Songs By Edith Dunn

Jump into your jersey and jive

with your jane. Tonight's the

night to be right. To wit, the

second annual Stethoscope

Stomp, the first genuine sweater

dance in Queen's University his-

tory of social occasions. By gen-

uine, we mean just that—if you

and your gal don't wear sweaters,

you just don't get in. So wear

one, or you'll miss fun galore.

Berkeley Kidd

One of Eastern Canada's lead-

ing bands—Berkeley Kidd and

his orchestra, direct from Ottawa,

STETHOSCOPE STOMP
(Continued on page 3)

Arts Court Charges Bronx Frosh

With Murder Of King's English

BV HIS EXCELLENCY

"Hear Ye, Hear Ye, now opens

the first session of tin Arts Con-

cursus Inquitatis et Virtutis."

With these awe-inspiring words

Cook the Crier announced the be-

ginning of the Arts Court last

Monday evening.

K. C. Campbell was In charge

of dispensing justice to the timid

frosh and Hub Vallery, duly at-

tired in his robes of office and

judicial wig, made an excellent

Prosecuting Attorney.

Judge Campbell began by im-

pressing upon those present the

reasons for freshman regulations

and the advantages gained by

obeying them.

School Spirit

The first offender was accused

of lack of school spirit, and as

the court carried on this charge

was heard quite frequently. Cer-

tainly, there was no lack of spirits

among the unperjured sopho-

mores who did their best to see

that the interests of the frosh

were well looked after.

There was quite a commotion

in the court when Sadie Hawkins

was discovered in the gallery

viewing the proceedings and after

the freshmen were reminded that

they must not fuss, several sopho-

mores were seen going upstairs

ARTS COURT
(Continued on page 7)
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Yea-rand it has come to pass

'among the men of Scienz in the

city of Kin in the land of Queenz

there is a great wailing, and a tear-

ing of hair and gnashing of teeth

;

accusations *nd recriminations are

being hurled upon the men of

Scienz by their leadife who aver

that the cause of Scienz is on the

wane.

And it is rumored that goings-

on in the land of Scienz do not

augur well—not so was the path

of Scienz -in the years gone by

when Jake the Mitch did record

the triumphs of Scienz.

For the
i
men of Scienz (the

finger especially points to the

men of Four Four) have not

shown themselves equal to the

task laid at their feet by those

who have assuirted other duties

—year even some who have left

the land of Queenz to distribute

[lie doctrines of Scienz in savage

1 inds Anil the men of Four Four

are looked at askance by the men

of Four Three who did so nobly

carry out their, tradition in the

vear when the men of Four Four

were naught but Frosh.

\nd the Frosh must look to

the record of their predecessors

of one year and their showing

f one year ago. for great though

was their triumph in the day of

the Trakmeet yet their standing

for the trophy of Bcws shows

that lamentably devoid of that

Inch makes mighty the men of

Scienz. For the Frosh who pre-

ceded them to the land of Queenz

didst bow only to the men of for

Three and the Frosh of for Five

flo drag their tarns behind tribes

o/ both Erts and Mudds.

And the men of four Four

(great though be th efforts of

Clark the Stu and a fervent few)

do sulk in their caves as the men

of Mudds do make merry over

heir present position in the

-trugglc for the trophy of Bew;

and do scheme together and con-

spire against us.

But this blot, this foul smear

on the escutcheon of Four Fou

will be removed today as the men

of Scienz do show their stamina

in the Hard Er — year and Four

Four will not he lacking in the

number of her representatives

Co-op Meeting Formal Profits

be

(Continued from page 1)

>) Open membership. Any male

student of Queen's University may

become a member. - —

2) Each member has one vote ii

running the co-op.

3) All profits are divided eqnalh

among the members.

4) Cash is paid for all goods.

5) Each member pays a $1.00

membership fee and must forward

a loan of $10.00 for the first two

years of membership. This loan is

paid back when membership is with-

drawn.

6) Each member pays $8.00 for

room and board and does three and

a half hours work for the co-op

each week. At the end of the week

a complete inventory is taken and

the exact cost per person per week

is calculated. Then the difference

between this cost and $8.00 is given

hack to each member. So far it has

been costing each member about

$7.00 a week and this figure is not

expected to go up. This is because

the initial expense of running a

co-np is 'higher and as time passes

it falls.

7) The co-op is run on sound

business principles. A book-keeping

system that would satisfy the most

particular Commerce man has been

installed.

There is still room for seven

more members in the co-op who
wish to have their meals there only.

It is hoped that a group of in-

terested students will avail them-

selves of this opportunity to save

money and, even more important,

to study the methods used by this

co-op and eventually start another

house under the same charter which

provides for such expansion. Any-
one interested please phone 1252

for further details.

Mr. Lendnim concluded the dis-

continued from page 1)

cussion, Bob Motherwell moved

that the Q.W.A.C. be credited with

the profits from the Formals for

their objective-

President Dorothy Wardlc sug

jested that since the Levana plat

form had contained a promise of

improved Open Houses, the first

one should be under the direction

of that Faculty. Bob Motherwell

moved that a committee be appoint

ed to run them all and Roy Bun

ston, Don Fraser and Jean Car

michael were suggested as possible

conveners.

Jim Richardson then brought up

the point that, although the QAV
A.C. was authorized to tax all pro

fits over $30.00 on Year Dances

many years cut down their profits

in order to evade the tax by charg

ing their year members less, having

more expensive orchestras, and

scattering complimentary tickets

with a lavish hand. Lorna Breckon

moved that the price of year dances

he stabilized and the number of

complimentary tickets limited to fif

teen per dance.

It was also moved and seconded

that dance posters he reduced to

quarter sheet and that good taste

bs exercised in the wording of any

and all advertisements.

A communication from Mrs
Wallace was read indicating h

acceptance of the position of A
M. S. Honorary President.

cussion by expressing his confi

deuce in the future of co-operativ

residences at Queen's, and said that

the experience and knowledge that

the members of this co-op had ac

quired in its organization and main

lenance were available to any

terested group wishing to do like

wise.

BLOOD DONORS

(Ed. Note—We run the follow-

in connection with the cam-

paign for blood donors, which

tarts at Queen's next week).

For he today that sheds his

blood for me shall be my brother"

King Henry V.

After weathering a thousand

storms of criticism, protest, and

ouble, the Ottawa Voluntary

Blood Donor Service is now sail-

ng <<n a smoother sea.

Starting out less than a year

agn, under the direction of Dr.

hue, a group of volutary work-

set out to found the clinic,

old house was located on

Metcalfe Street, which had been

used theretofore as a school for

domestic servants. This was con

verted to house the project.

Up-to-date

Changes have been frequent

sometimes drastic. In August

two members of the clinic visited

Dr. Ridout's Public Health labs

Toronto to perfect technique

nd learn any new wrinkles

Under Dr. Ghue, the latest

steps in sterilization and tech

ique have been learned. No

stone has been left unturned. At

present fifty donors are handled

a day. Soon the number wil'

increased by fifty per cent

All services are voluntary. Nurs

es, doctors, technicians and Toe

members all give freely of

their time and energy.

Procedure

Prospective donors enter by

the front door and are register

ed and directed upstairs to the

animation room. There the

octor takes blood samples for

hematological examination, blood

pressure and pulse, rate. These

ata are recorded on a card which

filed in the administrative

offices on this floor. If the donor

s medically acceptable and be-

ween the ages of 21 and 60 he

placed on call. When he is

wanted a red card is sent to him

ndicating his appointment, and

fat-free diet for the donation

day. This is necessary as blood

that con.ains fat dries oily aud

ii m1uI.1l- and must be discarded.

On the day of donation, heart

and respiration are checked ant

the patient enters the Operating

Room. There are located six

specially constructed tables and

the equipment necessary to pre-

vent fainting and nausea, and to

draw the blood.

With the patient on the table

sterile "blood set" specially

constructed, and a syringe of

nuvocaine are brought by the

doctor, a tourniquet is placed on

the arm. and the blood is with-

drawn. The bottle is sent to the

handling room, where the with-

drawal apparatus is changed for

a sterile cork. The bottle and

tube are placed in a refrigerator

and at night Toe H volunteers

pack these into special containers

and take them to the station

where they are shipped to To-
ronto for drying.

The final blood is a dried pool-

ed serum in a 250 cc. bottle with

44

GEO. FREED'S*

RAGS TO RICHES"
CONTEST

HERE WE GO AGAIN BOYS — ON OUR ANNUAL
SEARCH FOR THE "WORST DRESSED MAN ON THE

CAMPUS".

Somewhere on the campus a student is walking abjectly

to and from classes. On his face a hang-dog expression

that would melt the heart of the Queen of Spades.

Occasionally, with an expression of hope and the faster

beat of a stout heart under a shabby coat he glances up

at some of the bovs passing by - - probably some of the

boys wearing GEO. FREED clothes — and ambles on

his forlorn way.

WHAT'S HIS NAME?

Write bis name on the ballot belnw. Bring it to

GEO. FREED'S MEN'S SHOP\ at 214 PRINCESS ST.

WE'LL GIVE HIM A FREE SUIT—HAT—SHIRT
—TIE AND ALL THE TRIMMINGS.

THIS CONTEST WILL BE OPEN FOR A LIMITED
TIME 6NLY. SO VOTE NOW — AND VOTE AS
OFTEN AS YOU LIKE.

I Nominate

Address
The worst dressed man on the campus.

Nominee

Address

THE SHOP FOR MEN
214 Princess Street

Campus Band

(Continued from page 1)

(if he is allowed) and year parties,

but come "43 he plans to eMend his

complement to 12 or 14 men capable

of providing Queen's music for

Queen's dances.

There are still openings for sax

and trumpet players and with the

amount of good material avail-

able these positions should he

easily filled. Anyone interested

should contact Leader Patterson

immediately.

Woodsworth

a drying salt about the

Angry Pa: "What do you mean

by bringing my daughter in at

this hour of the morning?"

Gay Blade: "Had to be at work

at 7."

This entire unit is a vacuum tin.

Distilled water is added to the

dry serum before transfusion. The
Ottawa clinic is a monument to

the perseverance of its supporters

and it is hoped that it will he a

model for clinics in other

) centres.

(Continued from page 1)

country. Canadians were not psy-

chologically prepared for the war.

We must get rid of our apathy and

unite with all groups in the com-

munity who share the desire to de-

feat Hitler. On the basis of under-

standing and conscious effort we

can release the energies of all the

Canadian people in such a way that

the organization of Naziism will

be crushed."

Quislings

Mr. Woodsworth explained that

without the Allies, Great Britain

would not be able to stand up

against Hitler. Only the Soviet

armies are prepared to meet the

Nazis. In order to strengthen our

country militarily, we must wipe

out the Quislings, the real fifth col-

umnists. We must extend political

tiberties and assure economic secur-

ity for every worker because a

<;reat many people in Canada feel

that they have nothing to fight for.

To exemplify this statement, Mr.

Woodsworth recounted stories ot

larger I strike oppression aud the resultant

threat to the bargaining power of

Lost

Miss Audrey Hollis lost a black

pocket-book of Morocco leather

containing twenty dollars, as

well as her driver's license and

registration card, etc. Will the

finder be so kind as to return

these possessions to the Journal

Office immediately.

labor. He also told of many people

who had been interned without trial.

In conclusion. Mr. Wnndsworlh

suggested that University student-,

some of whom are going to be the

scientists and political leaders <>f

the next decade, should get acquaini

ed with the population of Canada

—the industrial workers, the sol-

diers, the farmers. He suggests!

that they should inquire especially

about the Army, and the fact thai

the Canadian Army is not beii^'

trained to meet a blitzkrieg. "There

needs to be a constant barrage "f

educational propaganda to arou -<-'

not only the student body, but the

whole population of Canada out nf

a lethargy that has been sabotaging

our fight."

RETURNING
TO KINGSTON
NOVEMBER
IOth TO 14th

ASHLEY & CRIPPEN
|Jhot0grapt|*r0 of utorimta

SITTINGS AVAILABLE DAYTIME AND EVENINGS
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Hallowe'en Dance

(Continued from page 1)
Langford or Doreen Jeffs, and
you are urged to buy them early,

for the convenience of the com-
mittee. Don't be afraid to ven-
ture out on this weird night,

people. Everyone will be there

—ghosts, guys and gals (only

you won't see the ghosts).

No one knows what the short

skirt will be up to next.

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Meters, Tanks, Filters,

Tripods, Etc.

Your old camera taken in

on new equipment

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Lockett

AT LOCKETT'S LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

CAPITOL
To-day Blossoms in the Ditsl,

with Greer Garson and Walter
Hidgeon.

One of the best pictures of the
vear. It portrays the life and work
of Edna Gladney of Texas, who
devoted her life to providing homes
for nameless children. 750 babies
nppear in the show. The cardinal
point in the plot has tu do with
persuading the Legislature to re-
move the stigma of illegitimacy
from orphans and children born out
of wedlock. This technicolor treat,

though sentimental and hackneyed
turns out to be a- four star show.
Coming Saturday. Mickey Roc

ney in Life Begins for Andy Hardy,

Tom, Dirk and Harry is on at
the Grand today and tomorrow,
with George Murphy, Alan Mar-
shall and Burgess Meredith in the
title roles and Ginger Rogers in

the feminine lead. An amusing
hitch arises when Miss Rogers be-
comes engaged to all three. This
situation comes to an unexpected
end.

"Where The Service Pleoses"

Yellow

Taxi
Five New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE J J ^JlpHONE

WE MEET ALU TRAINS
24-Hour Service Henry Wilson

RENT A NEW CAR
Drive it Yourself

Rates: lZc per mile.

Minimum Si.00 per hour.

364 I4 Bagot St., Phone 199

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

'59 Wellington St. Phone 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

2 ?4 Princess St. Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOlURDIERS
PURS

?8 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

°ne 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon

274 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop

Van Clieaf
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THEATRE
LINE-UP

GRAND

A double feature will amuse the

public starting Sunday night' and

continuing till Thursday. Married

Bachelor, starring Robert Young
and Ruth Hussey, contributes to

the lighter side of the program,

while Down in San Diego, with

Bonita Granville and Dan Dailey,

Jr., brings a more human story to

the screen.—W.F.P.

T I V O L I

Today and Saturday: The Three

Mesqujteers in Lone Star Raider.

Monday and Tuesday : North-

west Passage, starring Spencer

Tracy, Robert Young, and Ruth
Hussey. The picture is even bet-

ter than the book. Go and see it

by all means. Hero for a Day, with

Anita Louise and Dick Foran, com-
pletes the bill.—S.S.

BILTMORE
Now. playing until Saturday

Hudson's Bay, starring Paul Muni
Gene Tierney and Virginia Field.

Also, Ladies Must Live, with

Wayne 'Morris, Rosemary Lane and
Lee Patrick. Coming Sunday mid-
night until Wednesday: Heart of

the North. Dick Foran, Gale Page,

and Gloria Dickson. 2nd Feature:

My Favorite Wife, with Irene

Dunne, Carv Grant, Gail Patrick

and Randolph Scott — a very good

picture.—M.E.E.

BILTMORE
"ALWAYS A GOOD SHOW" „OBB

Today & Saturday

Paul Muni in "Hudson's Bay"

AFTER SUN. MIDNITE — MON. - TUE. - WED.
CARY GRANT - IRENE DUNNE

in "MY FAVOURITE WIFE" *»TH RANDOLPH SCOTT
Also Dick Foran in "HEART OF THE NORTH" in Technicolor

STARTS NEXT THURSDAY.

JAMES CAGNEY in "The OKLAHOMA KID'
SECOND HIT

douglas "There's That Woman Again" b'r
°

uc

GRAND
A FAMOUS PLAYERS THEATEE

CONTINUOUS
SHOW

DAILY FROM
1 P.M.

TODAY — FRIDAY & SATURDAY
The year's best actress in the season's swdlest comedy romance

Ginger Rogers in

"TOM, DICK AND HARRY"
GEORGE MURPHY ALAN MARSHAL

. . STARTING SUNDAY MIDNIGHT
"MARRIED BACHELOR"

ROB'T YOUNG RUTH HUSSEY
Also

"DOWN IN SAN DIEGO"
BONITA GRANVILLE DAN DAILY. JR.

Maude Wogar

CAPITOi
A EAMOtlt PLAVEBK THFATRE

CONTINUOUS
DAILY

1.00 TO 11.00

LAST TIME TODAY

GREER GARSON - WALTER PIDGEON
IN

"BLOSSOMS IN THE DUST"
REVIVAL
TONIGHT

"LOVE THY NEIGHBOUR"
JACK BENNY — FRED ALLAN

FOUR DAYS STARTING SATURDAY

LIFE BEGINS FOR
ANDY HARDY"
LEWIS

STONE
MICKEY JUDY

ROONEY GARLAND

COMING - "HOLD THAT GHOST"

Math-Physics Club

Dr. B. W. Sargent will

.-peak to the Mathematics

anil Physics Club in Room
200 of the Physics Build-

ing today at 4 p.m. His sub-

ject will be "The Cloud

Chamber", and everyone in-

terested in this branch of

Physics is invited to at-

tend.

PIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIN^

SUITS I
TOPCOATS I
and OVERCOATS

Music Room

(Continued from page 1)

and 79 books of a general selection

n the study of music. To supple-

ment this library, several volumes

on music which were originally in

the Douglas Library have been mov-

ed down to the music room where

they are available, to any students

who wish to make use of them.

The collection of records repre-

sents composers belonging to the

centuries between and including the

twelfth and the twentieth centuric

and so is well adapted to a course

on the history of music.

Interior Decorating

The effective decorating sclieme

was designed by Mrs. Bieler and

was executed by herself and her

husband, who is the resident artisl

on the staff of the University. The

chairs are of pickled oak, with red

leather seats and backing, and were

for the most part made here in

Kingston. The lamps were made

to Mrs. Bieler"s design. The piano

a standard size Steinway, was es

pecially finished in unstained oak to

fit into the decorating scheme. The

piano was exhibited in the window

of the Steinway store in New York

for some weeks before it was

livered to the University. The walls

of the music room are decorated

with paintings done by Mr. Bieler.

The furniture, piano, and general

decorations were donated by Mrs.

Etherington.

Each Saturday and Sunday
throughout the winter term the mu-

sic room in open for the broadcast

programs of the Metropolitan Opera

presentation-; and the New York

Philharmonic Symphony Concerts.

Each year a membership in the

Philharmonic Symphony Society of

New York is bought. This mem
hership entitles the University to

receive each Monday an annotated

programe for the concert which is

to be presented the next Sunday.

These programs are hound yearly

into volume? and added to the lib-

rary.

Request Programs

In the early afternoons the music

mom is used as a class room for

Dr. Harrison's first and second year

courses in music. After these classes

the room is open to all students

from five o'clock until six every

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday,

'.;id from hvMhirtv to six in Puis-

davs and Thursdays. Further re-

quest programs are played for stu-

dents each evening between seven

o'clock and a quarter past eight.

Chaucer as Writte Today

There was a gooden manne of

Queen's

Off wommen he did not knowe

benes

He woode kisse aney dame

Saide theye alle were the same

Thou arUsmarte ifien thou knowe

what thisse menes.

—Our Staff Poet.

AT

1 $

LIVINGSTON'S 1

25™*35 I
The Finest Clothing in the City.

Regulation Military

Uniforms-Greatcoats
AND ACCESSORIES

FOR OFFICERS ON ACTIVE SERVICE

I LIVINGSTON'S I
75-79 BROCK STREET == CIVIL AND MILITARY TAILORS FOR S4 YEARS =

WELCOME—
TO QUEEN'S AND KINGSTON !

It is with particular pleasure that we extend to the

members of the staff and student body of Queen's, a

welcome on their return to College, in this the Centennial

Year.

For more than sixty years it has been our privilege and

pleasure to serve you.

Starting a second century in the life of Queen's, we

extend our sincere good wishes for continued success.

John LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS ST.

Drygoods— —Ready-to-Wear

—Smart Furnishings for Men

—

Stethoscope Stomp

May I come into your parlor

said the spider to the fly

Well. 1 don't know about that

said the coy little fly

V*ou kn>j\\ that I am of a purit-

anical nature

Oh yes said the wicked spider I

have heard that line before.

(Continued from page 1

)

will produce the best of sweet

swing in complete harmony with

the idea of relaxation- Featured

with the band is glamorous Edith

Dunn.

In contrast to the usual dull

and unrehearsed form of inter-

mission entertainment which no-

body gives a hoot about, the boys

are putting on a show that will

he the real McCoy. Out of weeks

of hard work has evolved a thing

of beauty and a joy forever—

a

production guaranteed to bring

down the bouse. It combines the

best features of a top-flight min-

strel show with the very latest

of rapid fire gags. The highlight

of the performance will be "The

Parade of the Sweaters"—abso-

lutely the ultimate in fashion

shows. To divulge more than

that would be to give out the

laughs in advance. Meds '45

make no bones about backing up

this million dollar order of mirth.

Come and see for yourself.

Sweaters Only

The lads- looking after the

affair wish to emphasize that

sweaters must be worn—not over

or under jackets, but by them-

selves, pure and simple. Who
wants to bother getting all dress-

ed up' in hot, uncomfortable

clothes for an evening of en-

joyment anyway? This isn't a

wedding or a funeral, it's a night

of fun—and you can't have fun

it you're not clad for that express

purpose. The second edition of

the Stethoscope Stomp is stream-

lined to that end. So drag the

PIPE BAND OFFERS
SCHOLARSHIP OF $25

Last year the Pipe Band, wish-

ing to Jceep the Band a live or-

ganization, established a scholar-

ship of the value of $25. This

prize is to be paid to the fresh-

man piper who is judged to be

the hest piper in the band. The

winner will be determined by

competition before independent

judges. Those wdio desire to en-

ter this contest should send their

entries in to the Registrar before

N'oveinber 15.

A pipe band has long been a

feature at Queen's, keeping alive

the strong Scots tradition of its

founders. At football games the

band has always been one of the

outstanding attractions. Now
that there is no football, the

band has few chances of appear-

ing before the student body, and

there is thus a falling-off of in-

terest in the band. It is hoped

this prize will attract good pipers

to Queen's, and that competi-

tion will also improve the stand-

ard of playing.

Beware of the menace ot wo-

mauce. Women don't pay, the man

always pays. In a woman's wake

she leaves nocturnal triangles and

quadralateraloves. In her sleep she

plans new conquests.

old jersey out of the moth-balls

and join Meds '45 for an evening

you'll long remember.

By the way, if you're wonder-

ing who the mystery man is and

who isn't, drop in to the Stetho-

scope Stomp — you might find

out.
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Let's Get Going!

All across Canada university students are working in various

ways for the war effort. More and more colleges are doing what

Queen's lias already done—forming one central body for the co-

ordination of all the campus organizations. All of them deserve

credit for the effort that they are putting forth.

But for team spirit, and industry, we think the palm must

go to McGill University. About three weeks ago they staged a

great city-wide salvage campaign. Before the echoes of that had

passed, plans were under way for a military tattoo which has

now been successfully staged. And Tuesday, they opened a "Mile

of Pennies" drive, which on its first day netted 30,456 pennies,

and which has 82,000 coppers as its objective.

There is an object lesson there for Queen's. Our War Aid

Committee is an efficient hard-working organization. They had

anv excellent record last year, and their Variety Night enterprise

is an indication of their determination to do even better. But

they are, after all only a small group. Unless they get help from

the student body as a whole they can accomplish very little.

And to put it bluntly, the student body has not been too gen-

erous in its aid, up to now.

Of course the men take military training. Of course the

women do Red Cross- work. But that, after all is only what every

other college student is doing, as a matter of course. No particular

credit can be attached to doing one's duty.

Almost every cent that has gone to War Aid from here has

been raised as a result of a dance or an entertainment or the

visit of a special speaker—who usually gave his services for

nothing.

The point we arc trying to make is this. It is time the stu-

dents of Queen's—not just a few, but nil of them—gave something

for nothing, instead of getting a dance or a play in return for every

cent. No one appreciates better than we. that the average student

has little enough to give. But if he can pay fifty cents to go to a

dance, why can't he pay that same fifty cents without the dance

for once? How about a mile of pennies drive here?

Official Notices

Pipe Baud Scholarship

The attention of first year stu-

dents is called to the ripe Band

Scholarship which will be awarded

lo the best piper among first year

men. Applications for admission to

the contest must be sent in to the

Registrar by November 15th. The

contest will be held as soon as pos-

sible after applications have been

completed.

November Tests tn the Faculty of

Arts

First year students will be exam-

ined in all Pass classes during the

first week in November. The exam-

inations will take the form of class

tests.

November Hour Examinations in

the Faculty of Applied Science

During the first week in Novem-

ber one-hour examinations will he

held in all first year Science classes

except Surveying, Drawing and

Projections.

Except in the period when an

examination is substituted for a lec-

ture, class work will proceed as

usual and regular attendance is re

quired.

Left Hand Comer

Letter to the Editor

(Continued from page 1)

of the Arts Faculty, a certain

Master Waugh, has promised

never to he naughty again. And

it took five bucks to make him

say it, too.

Charlie Hoar and John Baker

are not on speaking terms after

sampling some of Crown At-

torney Richardson's judicial wit.

And we understand that little

Al Percival, who knows when

to he nice to people, got off with

only a very meagre fine because

he helped clean up the Arts

Building after the big fight.

Department of Levana-to-the-fore

Some of the girls feel much

easier after they beard about the

woman who >pe.it<- nine langu-

ages but can never remember

the word for "NO" in any of

them.

A Ban Righ girl was overheard

saying this about a girl whe

lives in another residence; "Is

die ugly—it takes a beautician

lliree hours to make her look as

good as her passport photo."

However, the boys needn't

laugh too hard, for another girl

said this about a certain Kings-

ton frosh, "Is he. naive? He even

s Dorothy Dix column-
"

Students' Directory

Heartening Indications

"I feel sure now that when the time comes—for it is not here

ycl—America will be beside England in her hour of need".

The above is an excerpt from a letter recently received by

the writer from a friend in attendance at the University of Kansas.

We quote it here, because we honestly believe it is a true re-

flection of the great bulk of opinion in the United States. And
for it we are deeply grateful.

It may he well to note that this in no way implies that

America is not beside England now. It is rather a reference to

an actual declaration of war as further quotation would have

shown. The opinion expressed is borne out by the speech of

President Roosevelt on Monday night.

It is perhaps an indication of the Hitlerian concepts of war-

fare, that the American navy can he admittedly in action against

Germany without the United States being formally at war. As
the Japanese "incident" in China illustrates, formal declaration

of hostilities is no longer of much importance. For. declaration

or not, the United States is morally, spiritually, and very ma-

terially at war with Nazi Germany. And in that simple statement

lies the doom of Adolf Hitler.

Many people wonder why the Americans have not declared

war long ago. The answer would seem to lie in the very thing

for which we are fighting—democracy. Whether he wanted to

or not, President Roosevelt could not declare war—only the

elected representatives of the people can do that, and the basic

fact has been, and to a lesser extent still is, that the rank and
file of the people were not ready to declare war.

The reasons for that unreadiness arc many—too many to ex-

plore here. Three might be mentioned as outstanding: the in-

credible cleverness of German propaganda and the witting and
unwitting aid given it by many Americans, the underlying dis-

like of the English which is still very strong in many parts of the

United States, and closely allied to that, the widespread concept

that the American people were "taken for suckers" in 1917-18.

At present, all of those emotions are being slowly but steadily

overcome by the growing conviction that Hitler cannot and will

not voluntarily stop short of world domination. It is fortunate that

at such a critical time, the American people should be blessed with
the inspired leadership of Franklin D. Roosevelt.

Kingston,

Oct. 27, 1941.

Letter to the Editor,

Queen's Journal.

Are we going to win this war:

I can't help asking myself this

question, when 1 see methods of

pursuing the greatest war effort

that seems to go against all com-

mon sense and, incidentally, against

all concepts of maximum war ef-

ficiency.

The tendency of red tape and

inefficiency in all we undertake on

this side of the Atlantic does not

seem to decrease and that is why I

am at last going to take the seal

from my mouth.

I refer in this connection to the

order by Major-General Lafleche,

according to which, Meds student

at Toronto Varsity will be required

to take foot drill. Of course I am

not over-estimating the importance

such an order has, as a factor im

peding our war effort. But the case

is not isolated at all.

I went into the C.O.T.C. in 1039

like so many others, when 'mililan

training was not required and spent

valuable lime and money to obtain

qualifications for a commission

only tn find now that this certifi

cate has no influence whatever on

my military standing should I de

sire to join the forces. This is the

third year now that you have been

encouraged to develop interest in

monotonous foot drill. You hav

marched hundreds of miles, back

wards and forwards. If you didn

know bow to tie at least 10 different

knots in your Boy Scout days, you

should know it now, being the third

lime you will have it taught. Inci

dentally the only knots I use in m
daily life, and it is cumbersome

enough, is the knot to tie my shoe

laces and the knot on my tie. Yes,

Hitler would laugh if he knew what

we learned in camp this year.

The Germans do not waste time

in their military education. Ger-

many, as I had the chance to study

it in Europe right up to the fall

of 1939, knew no inefficiency be-

cause efficiency was their slogan.

Will Major-General Lafleche ever

learn?

—Eric Edgar Sorenson

Department of Education

The Reader's Digest and the

Household Magazine supplies us

th the story about the uni-

versity president who was ac-

cused of drunkenness. At the

hearing before the board ol

trustees, one of the witnesses

was the Irish houseman employed

by the president.

Did you ever see the president

intoxicated?" he was asked.

No, sir." he replied.

Come, come," said the ex

aminer, "don't you know that he

was drunk on last commence-

ment day?"

"No sir," said the houseman

On the contrary I know he was

not drunk."

"How do you know that?" ask

d the examiner in an incredulous

tone.

"You know them three flight

of stairs in the president's house

two of them curving?" said the

houseman. "No man is drunk

that can slide down all them ban

nisters without losing hi- • a]

or gown or hood."

Department of Congratulations

To dear Gypsy Rose Lee for

the success of her first book "The

G-String Murder." We hear it

is outstripping (no remarks,

please) all other newly published

mystery novels and is now in its

fourth edition. The book is really

a howl and if we weren't fright-

ened of being censored we'd tell

you all about some the better

cracks.

The 1941-2 Directory will

be available on Monday.

November 3. Each year sec-

retary will call at the Post

Office for the number of

copies he or she requires—

one for each student who

has paid the year fee^. In

payment, please leave a

cheque made out to "J. L.

Field, In Trust" for the

number of Directories you

want, at ten cents each, in-

dents who have paid their

year fees will secure copies

of the Directory from their

respective year secretaries.

Jack Field, Editor.

S.C.M. CONDUCTS FALL

CAMP OVER WEEK-END

Over last week-end about thirty

students of all faculties and all

hades of opinion met to discuss

ome of the nmre difficult but

meaningful aspects of the topic

'Christian Citizenship." The oc-

casion was the annual fall camp

of the Student Christian Move-

ment, held at Graham Manor,

Bath. The group spent Saturday

e veiling and Sunday in hearing

presentations, discussing views

and enjoying various kinds of

|ih\ steal and mental recreation,

Christian Faith

Saturday evening the group

assembled to hear three students,

in the absence of the scheduled

leader, present their ideas on

parts of the question What is

the Christian faith?" Sunday

morning Professor Wade discuss-

ed the social structure behind the

events of the contemporary

world; and Sunday evening Dr.

Estall led '.he thinking on the

topic of what the Christian stu-

dent can do to better present day

conditions. All three sessions

consisted largely of student dis-

cussion on the subjects presented.

Between sessions, the "camp-

ers" talked, sang, read, played

games, kicked a football, listened

lo the victrola. made friends with

each other, and otherwise passed

the lime enjoyably. A long and

hilarious hike Sunday afternoon

provided the opportunity for ex-

ercise and song. All re'.urned

Sunday evening tired and acutely

conscious of neglecting studies

for almost two days, but pleasant-

l- iware of new lrtir.dshipc ni.>Jc

and new ideas absorbed.

He: (phoning) "Do you have a

date tonight, Grace?"

She (a bid frigidly): "Yes, I

have."

He: "Oh, congratulations."

Department of Thanks
Thank you Reader's Digest for

all of the best jokes.

The best

chocolate made

by I Ik

Ed. Note :—Readers, will have

noted that our reference to the To
ronto story was merely 1 a restate

ment of what was printed in the

Toronto "Varsity." Later indica'

They sat side

moonlight,

She murmured as she smoothed
is brow:

"Darling, I know that my
been fast,

But I'm on my last lap now."

A. n. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 2110

ife's

Husband (feeling a twinge in

the back while he is tuning in the

radio)— I believe I'm getting

lumbago.

Wife—What's the use, dear?
You won't be able to understand
a word they say.

tions arc that, as at Queen's, onlj

those studenis in non-clinical fears

will take foot-drill.

ALL THETYPES OF PRINTING AT

RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MACCISCN STUDI©
(graduation JJiiotogranfjH

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
92 Princess St. Evening by Appointment Phones 676—620

30 Years in Business
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SPORTS

CNCE CVEE LIGHTLY
WITH BILL LEMMON

Dear Mom:

535 TZs
B

Ser

aCS F£/ ^ the Queen"S £
s^^sT^T^ I - ^-
fortunate Frosh,

P y ,he f,rS
'

t,me
-
Now he ia someW

tt^SKSS*
tra!ning

-

£". an hour ,his SaturdaV an <* will be

^l«n ln7, -}E
n,
°i

> "Y act,on f°r the first time. They play thrf

t£ a°,™ 1 " ""'h" have been defeated it should be the best game yet

will hL£ t^T^* ?
P
V

h0y haVe an awful biS line I think thatwe will have to be at top form to return victorious (aB "we" collitch boys

h;A h
a
aV™ b.rValkinB l

t
8°me 0f 0,6 other fellows *ey feel that

ffflSir h£ 1 AV^VT the
-
players that ,he scho°' « behind them

.« h»vL a Ltl
6 J^101" ehwnplonihip. The Army is sure

,n „Jf^v " .T'
f°r hey

*5
ve a cnoice of a rou« march or going

to he game You d be surprised. Mom. how many of the soldiers are foot-
ball fans. Will close for now as we have a meeting at Lazonga's Pinballand Athletic Club.

Your loving Son,

PHILPOTT.

This department would like to commend highly the players in the
first game of the interfaculty schedule on Wednesday afternoon. We have
been fortunate enough to witness all of the City League games this season
and we are able to say without prejudice that the exhibition displayed by
Arts and Meds was as good as any football fixture yet displayed in the
local league.

It was not a typical blood and thunder exhibition, but a well-organized
and well-played game. The teams were well equipped and except for a
variety of jerseys the game went off without a single squabble or any
hard feelings, that were so characteristic of former fracases.

The future docs uncovered a swell balanced squad and the Meds-
ScEence game this Saturday at 1.30 should be a double-dipper curtain-raiser
to the Queen's-Army game. The Science team will field a heavy line and
speedy backfield to counteract the dopesters' line smashers and power house
aerial attack.

At long last winter comes to the Arena and Manager "Dutch" Dougall
will open the doors to public skating on Saturday night. Season tickets will

again be available to the students with no increase in price. A forty-skate
ticket will be sold for three dollars while a twenty-skate ticket is also
available for the not so frequent habitues at half price. Thus by buying
the season ticket a sum of 17 cents is saved on each single skate.

Queen's skating nights were popular features of last year's skating

season under the sponsorship of the A. M.S. and will likely be continued
this season if the students show enough interest in the project.

To B.D.—The intramural hockey schedule will be drawn up after the

Christmas holidays and will feature matches between all the year teams.

At the conclusion of the playoffs the pick of the players are chosen for

the interfaculty teams. I advise you to get in touch with your Athletic

Stick if you wish to challenge any other Frosh year for an exhibition

before the season gets under way. It is very likely that the Athletic Sticks

will co-operate fully with any plan you wish to put forward to encourage)

the Frosh year spirit.

Heavy Army Team
Clashing Saturday

With Gael Galaxy

Former Balmy Beach Star

Coaches Garrison
Twelve

CINDER
Ml MM V

BY DAVE WATSON

If you should be driving your

jalopy through the streets of

Kingston this afternoon at 4,20.

keep one foot very near the brake,

for at any moment an exhausted

runner may stagger from a side

street. Today the intramural

cross-country will be run by an

assortment of ambitious students

in various stages of semi-undress.

Last year there were nearly a

hundred entered and most of

these ran. If you are in the

main team of your year you

--liould run if humanly possible,

whatever the weather. Last year

iwo of the disqualified teams

could have won if their missing

man had finished 90th. No sub-

stitutions even between teams

of the same year are allowed.

Standards

A suggestion for next year's

track meet is that standards be

.^et; time limits in the track and

distances in the field events. The

standard need not be high and

those who had troubled to train

would find them comparatively

easy but points for entering

would only be given to those

who reached these standards. The

unequal distribution of entries

Which occurred this and last year

could be rectified by making the

standard in the 100 yards high

:"id in the three miles low.

Senior B Hockey

There will he a meeting

of all those interested in

Senior B hockey in the

Science Club Room on Mon-
day at 4 p.m.

Thumbnail

Sketches

JACK MILLIKEN
Having finally shaken off old

lady hard luck, Jack will be in

there running the ends in cham-

pionship style. The injury he re-

ceived in practice has responded

to treatment so well that he won

the 100 and 440 yard dashes and

placed second in the 220 at the

recent track meet. Weighing 175

pounds and standing six feet.

Jack was one of the main reasons

for Regina Central Collegiate ty-

ing for the Regina City Cham-

pionship. Only 18 years old, Jack

brings up to full strength the

backfield division of the "Gallop-

ing Gaels." Jack is a member of

Meds '47 and alternates in the

safety sport and the "speedball"

position.

B. W. & F. Meeting

A general meeting of the

Boxing and Wrestling Club

will be held today at 7 p.m.

in the Balcony, Gymnasium.

Everybody welcome!

the caey qua"" who will be respon-

sible for most of the teams passing

attaijlts-

DY MOE I'OLOWIN

Swinging in.o the spotlight

the biggest sport attraction so far

this fall, is the football game Sat-

urday afternoon at 2.30 p.m. be-

tween the Tricolor and the Army.
The team has been practising be-

hind closed doors and the coach

is walking around with a

"Chcsirc Cat" grin that bodes no
good for the Soldier opposition.

The Gaels expect to field a full

team. wi:h all those previously

injured on the playing list. So

far the Queen's record is spotless,

reading two wins and no losses.

The hoys have outscored their

opponents 89 to 11 and givr

promise of continuing their high

scoring play.

Reserves

The Juniors' strength is due

in a great part to their reserve

strength as it is difficult to

choose between the regulars and

the substitutes. This game is the

real test of the Tricolor's ability

and to all ardent football follow-

ers, it will indicate clearly the

boys' ability to go ahead in the

Dominion playdowns. The
Juniors probably have one of the

fastest and most deceptive back-

fields that ever carried the Red,

Blue, and Gold to football fame.

The line is composed of fast,

hard-charging, experienced play-

ers mostly from last year's cham-

pions, sprinkled with a few new-

comers. The front wall has been

opening up holes with machine

like precision and can "hold that

line" when the chips are down

This year's Army twelve has

been built on the foundations of

last season's Garrison team, win

ners of the Senior "B" O.R.F.U
championship. The present edi

tion has been under the direction

of player-coach Manson, former

Balmy Beach star. Manson is well

remembered for his secondary

defence work with the Beaches,

backing up the centre of the line

with the best in the centre circuit.

Answering the roll-call from last

year's Garrison team are Reg
Walls, a 220 pound plunger who
i- counted on to roll through the

Queen's line like a tank: Doug
Jesse, halfback who is rated very

highly, and Sharpe a strong de-

fensive player and snap of the

team.

Soldiers' Line

The Soldiers' line will average

over 200 pounds, featuring "Pug"

Young. Hall, and Whitlock, a

200 pound blocking tackle from

Dartmouth University. Noble,

who played an outstanding game
against R.M.C. is the kicker and

should give Crothers and Munroe
a strong fight for the kicking

honors. Playing with the Soldiers

may he some officers from Vuny
including Lieutenant Robert,

The Army is expected to de-

pend on their shock troops for

their principal weapon, as they

outweigh the Tricolor by a large

margin. They should field a well-

drilled team as they have been

practising under floodlights at

the Cricket Field every evening.

In the speed department, the

Soldiers have several up and

coming youngsters to round out

the squad. The sport seers of

the Journal staff pick this grid

battle as the payoff event of the

present pigskin parade.

CAPTAIN BILL PBRDV

who will lead his team out after their
third straight win.

Men cf Medicine

TakeArtsmen,17-0

Heavier Squad Dominates
Play Throughout

Combines To Meet

Squad From U.S.

In Tonight's Game

Local O.H.A. Hopefuls Are
In Good Form For
Season's Opener

Tennis Tournament

The Meds Interfaculty team

.ook the measure of a lighter Arts

club in the first game of the

Interfaculty League by a 17-0

score at the Stadium on Wednes-

day afternoon.

Both teams put up a surpris-

ingly good exhibition of footfall

before a small crowd, but in the

end the heavyweights were able

to push over three touches with-

out a serious reply from the Men
of Academia.

First Quarter

Captain Lou Mulvihill took

personal charge of his ambulance

chasers and forced the Artsmen

deep in ;heir own territory early

in the first quarter and account-

ed for the first score through

the weakened line.

Arts came back in the second

frame with the aid of Dick

Stewart's end runs but once in

pay dirt were unable to come

up with a scoring play. The

Medicine Men came up with an-

other score ere the halfway mark-

was reached as Lou again carried

the mail.

The third quarter produced the

prettiest play of the afternoon as

"Mad Man" Melvin faked a buck

up to the line of scrimmage,

stopped on a dime and hurled a

touchdown pass to "Dingbad the

Acrobat" Dingwall.

The Arts line found their bear-

ing in the final quarter and out-

played the puffing Meds men

but failed to get far on the

offensive. Dick Stewart was the

pick of the field as he ran. kicked,

tackled and passed for a losing

cause while "Punchy" Dcbrule

and the Percivals were more

than adequate. "Biuo" Beans,

"Howcy" Barends and "Moe"

Chepsuick were the. pick of the

Men in White along with the old

men of the backfield.

This evening at 8.30 p.m. the

Kingston hockey tints will have

their first glimpse of their Senior

O.H.A. hopefuls. The Combines
take on the Washington Eagles

of U. S. Eastern Amateur League
ami a colorful and exciting classic

should be forthcoming.

Coach Wally Elmer of the

Combines reports that Washing-
ton has a powerful and fast-skat-

ng club but looks for a Combine
.ictory.

Goalie

The Kingston senior squad has

a wealth of talent at every pYisi-

tion except in goal where Queen's
own Neville Rivington is the only-

candidate as yet. Other Queen's

men on the squad include Len
Lane. George Hood and Boh
Neilson, who was recently com-
missioned in the Navy.

There should be a large crowd

The Intramural Tennis Tour-
nament rolled merrily on in the

fifth round with five out of the

seven matches being completed

by press time.

Keate-, Barton and Moreton
won their matches by default to

qualify for the sixth round. Hart
took the measure of Hamilton by
winning a hotly contested 7-5

first game and sweeping to vic-

tory with a 5-2 final set. Mc-
Kendry also took the measure
of his opponent with two 6-2

scores and was not extended.

The tennis displayed so far in

the series has been of the hot

and cold variety but it is ex-

pected that the final rounds will

prove to be above average and
well worth watching.

Hush: May I kiss your hand?
Will: What's the matter? Is

my mouth stickv?

present this evening if the

number oi rail-birds at the Mon-
day and Wednesday night prac-

tices are any indication, and some
real hockey should be forthcom-

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige of years stand behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS
SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound SH.S0 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size$11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street Phone 1941

Queen's— Flying Wing. Ban-

diera ; halves, Sharpe, Kinnear.

Pardy ;
quarter, Martin ; centre.

Irwin ; insides, Roe, S. Patter-

son; middles, Rush, Aubrey:

ends, Crothers, Finlay : subs,

Shine, Milliken, Munroe. Pataran,

Bencvides, Nelson. Dalziel, Mo-

Vean, Young, Loynes, Barron,

Ankerman. Halliwell. J. Patter-

son, Keenan, Mclutyre.

Army—Flying wing. McGarry :

halves, Reg Watts, Doug Jesse.

Dunne: quarter, Manson; centre.

Sharpe; insides, Hall, Young:

middles. Whitlock, Paul ; ends,

O'Keefe. Williams: subs, J.

Watts. Noble, Cush. Provost,

Berthelet, Jones. Ryerson, Den-

nis, Hoshowsky, Cullen.

present

Van Kirk Hats

103 Princess Street

Agents for DACK'5 SHOES

Phone 35-

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

McGALL'S RESTAURANT
'THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

JCYNEC'S
TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS

CAMERA SUPPLIES

Cor. Johnson & Division Sts.

.OSMETICS

LUNCHES

Telephone 181

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St

Printing of

Every

Description
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We always called a spade a

spade until we hit our fool with

one the other day.
,

HELP YOUR COUNTRY
and j.

PROTECT YOUR FUTURE
through the new

"VICTORY
POLICY"

It is your duty 10 invest regularly

in W ar Savings Certificates ana
other war loans to the utmost of

vour abiliiv. Yet you need ade-

quate insurance protection too!

Since most people have only a

limited amount of money for in-

vestment, how can these two es-

sential needs be met? The new
Victory Policv" devtloped by

The Mutual Life of Canada pro-

vides the answer.

Premiums are exceedingly low

for a fixed period of years while

you are iovesting in War Savings

Certificates. And even at the end

of this period, when the rate is

.ldjusted, the premium is still

lower than you would normally

pay. Moreover, you will be able

to use the proceeds of your War
Savings Certificates as they ma-

ture to pay the premiums.

SPECIAL FEATURES
The "Victory Policy" has a num-
ber of attractive features which

will be explained to you by the

Company's representatives. It is

a permanent plan that has been

especially prepared to meet your

immediate needs and to provide

future protection as tielL Students,

and others with modest incomes,

will find it particularly helpful.

Aik your nearest Mutual Life repr*;

sentative for complete details of this

plan. Or urite to The Mutual Life

ofCanada, W aterloo, Qnt.

MUTUAL HFE
MhBOF CANADAUSB

ESTABLISHED 1863

"Owned by the PoftcyfroWem"

THE
HABIT-DASHEB

BY POPS VOLLWE.K

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
j!

ClothesShopI
79 Princess St.

This is a strictly feminine

column supposedly, but an in-

teresting sartorial (cf. Esquire)

highlight showed up in the Eng-

glish class t'other day. The pro-

fessor had requested one of the

hoys not to appear again dressed

f for rugby. Smilingly, the

lad appeared in the next class in

u, ti yes—BUT wearing his

hirt—and in the

Free Speech

LIGHT LUNCHES,

CANDY, CIGARETTES

SNACK BAR

^Ionk's Grocery
tv Albert and Johnson

Atrling's Barber Shop
an ^here All Students Go
s '1<

n05t up-to-date 3-chair shop in
Pr- the city

eauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 1772-W

pyjamas as

\rts faculty, too. What is the

college coming to?

Gird yourself together, Suzy

m'love. for the November exams

are upon us. But it is not so bad

ii vou use one of the very smart

leather belts, calf or suede that

you can bargain for down at

teacyV-some of the smartest

that I've seen for a long age.

While you are down there buzz

ip and see the two-piece jerkin

dresses, made of jersey and very

smoothly draped jobs, guaran-

teed to supersede the sweater, if

you know what I mean. Best in-

vestment for $12.95 in town.

Kingston water is strange stuff,

many fascinating guessing gam-

es can be played in trying to

analyze its constituents — How-

ever one thing is sure, the first

application removes the skin

—

personally I have never tried a

second—but if you want to sacri-

fice yourself for science, go

ahead. Anyhow, all this long

preamble leads to the point that

Dorothy Grey's Dry Skin Lotion

is an excellent thing to help you

retain your hide. Just $1.15 will

buy you a big bottle down at

Tamblyn's.

One of college girls' strange

habits is to hang unusual stuff

about the neck—before you jump

to conclusions, let me hasten to"

explain that I'm referring to cos-

tume jewelry. McCallum's have

the best assortment in town, but

if you are really broke you could

probably hang the family mort-

gage on a siring around the neck

and start a new fad . . . take a

look at McCallum's first, though.

Here comes the weekly orchid

(unfortunately never a botanical

reality ), this time to a soph,

formerly of that little collitch

lown at Guclph. It's for her

onsistently good color-sens

especially smart, a chocolate

brown and turquoise ensemble.

To let you into a big secret

I'm just waiting for some brave

soul tii wear to class those charm
ing overalls the Motor Mechanic

are sporting—surely they solve

the problem of where to carry

their hooks, Bustle along, little

gal. That's all—no, there really

isn't any more.

(Continued from page 1)

is futile to regiment students, and

if an\vstudent wishes to attend lec-

tures he would do so without being

forced to do so by some antiquated

law.

Professor W. E. C.

Harrison

—

The lecture system as in force at

many universities is out of date,

and has been so since the second

half of the 15th century. Students

are heavily over-lectured, and are

led to believe, to a large extent,

that regular attendance at lectures

will be sufficient to get them by.

Personal initiative on the part of

the student is stifled, and the solu-

tion to it is to cut down on the

number of lectures and make at-

tendance optional, it being left to

the individual professor to decide

whether or not his students should

attend lectures or work on their

THE
PARTY LINE

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

Waiter—Will you have pie, sir

Herbie— Is it customary?

Waiter—No, sir, it's apple.

GOING TO THE

DANCE?

AMBITS TAXI

Phone 266

Cercle Franca is

The first meeting of Le
Cercle Francois will be held

on Monday evening, No-
vember 3 at 8 o'clock, at

Macdonnell House. The
girls of Macdonnell are go-

ing to enact some charades

which you will enjoy guess-

ing and^ then there will be
some illustrated French
readings.

As is the custom in Mac-
donnell House, all proceed-

ings will he in French. All

students of French are in-

vited.

own.

Students must expect, however,

to be kept on leading strings on

the assumption of immaturity so

long as they display childishness in

regulations for Freshmen.

Marjorie Emery

—

We are having a practical ap

plication of the theory of non

compulsory attendance in Phil. 4

I feel that it works very well and

find the lectures so important and

interesting that I do not wish to

miss them even though fcan.

Patricia Johnson

—

I think that the Dean's List is

the most satisfactory system. There

are always a certain number of stu-

dents who show by their marks

that they are capable of good judg-

ment and should not be forced to

attend classes. There are, however,

students who would fail if some

check were not made on them.

A Student

—

I think that the colleges should

treat us more as adults. We have

paid our tuition and therefore feel

it right to take as much benefit of

it as we desire. The examinations

will determine our merits,

B. M.—
Sometimes it is possible when the

lecturer is poor, to learn more by

studying the text than by listening

to the lecturer. If larger universi-

ties can do without compulsory

classes, ours should be able to do

so.

L. A.—
I find that compulsory classes

have no effect upon me as I attend

all lectures? ? ?

Jean Nesbitt

—

Freshmen are accustomed to high

school control and too sudden a

freedom might produce disastrous

results. I believe a student is more

inclined to work when no outside

pressure is exerted. It is often bet-

ter to -stay away and study rather

than attend classes that are of no

value.

A Student

—

Some professors might smarten

up and give lectures worth attend-

ing in order to attract classes.

When this happens no compulsory

attendance is necessary and stu-

dents who do not attend such lec-

tures are not the kind we want on

this campus.

"l is said that David, the fleet-

footed *44, is suffering from a

rare malady ... a cough. He

tried and tried all patented cures

without success, until at last a

knowing Junior prescribed th*e

Science cure- "I say," quoth the

victim, "is this one of those (cen-

sored) syrups'?" . . . (dainty sip)

"By Jove, not bad!" . .

(GULP). Yes, the remedy prov-

ed easy to take, but the "ailmem
is now chronic anc\- the applica-

tions have to be repeated often.

It is always a day of much joy

when someone gets a parcel from

home, particularly when said

parcel contains such like as

chicken, cookies, cake, and

pickles. .The Gordon House gang

is luckifr than most in that re-

spect too. particularly the Fresh-

ettes. A couple of hungry seniors

dropped in on a couple of well

supplied Frcshettes the Other

night. They sat, they talked for

flours, they hinted more than

broadly, and you can't say they

didn't try, but they left more

hungry than before. Can't you

train your charges better than

that, girls?

Now that Levana has settled

down to rule the roost, and the

social life is getting into full

swing, the question of dates

comes up again. The men com-

plain : the women hope—both sit

by the phone and wonder. Lucky

are the guys with a list for phone

numbers, and sorry are the girls

who aren't on them. Take this

example. Airforce dropped in to

visit the sophs at 77 Lower Alfred

(who are supposed to get

around). The sophs phoned 2092

. . . also 2091. Co-eds willing

A.M.S. MeeW
(Continued from page 1

)

whereas the publication he advo-.

cated would have culture as its

guiding light. Herb Hamilton

pointed out that a periodical of

this type failed in 1932 after two

issues because of lack of financial

support,

It was finally decided to ap-

point a committee under the

chairmanship of Ross Preston,

and composed of Jack Houck and

fohn Parkhill of the Journal and

Leo Heaps. This committee will

examine the matter fully and re-

port :o the A.M.S.

Compulsory Lectures

Another source of heated de-

bate was the matter of com-

pulsory attendance at classes.

Hud. Campbell suggested that

.he elimination of compulsory

attendance might force the pro-

fessors to improve the quality of

their lectures. Lorna Breckon

advocated a mediating body. A
vote was taken and the following

commi.tee nominated — Jack

Houck, chairman, Len Lane and

Diana Wheeler. This committee

will examine the matter fully

and report later.

The Q.S.A. requested a Tag

Day for Christmas Boxes for

overseas but was refused since

the avowed purpose of the Q.W.

A.C. is to centralize* the war

effort on the campus. A move-

ment for a Blood Bank Rally was

also discouraged since it conflict-

ed with the activities of an A.

M.S. committee. Clare Robin-

son asked for a grant ror the

I.S.S. All present -agreed that

this was a worthy cause but a

contribution was impossible o\\

ing to financial difficulties.

RINGSIDE
REFEREE

BY HOLY BARNSLEY

Weil, folks, at last the old B.

and W. is about to get under way.

Up till now the executive has been

pulling no punches in an attempt

to surmount the difficulties con-

fronting the club. As some may

know, the boxing and wrestling

gym has been taken over by the

R.C.A.F., leaving our battlers with-

out training facilities.

Workouts

A scheme has been worked out

so that both pugilists and grapplers

will he able to gel regular workouts.

The south-west corner of the main

gym has been allotted to the boxers

from 5-6 every evening. This will,

however, involve the rolling up of

the canvas after each workout. The

wrestlers will he able to use the

east end of the gymnasium bal-

cony at any hour.

Remember the general meeting

this Friday, October 31, at 7 p.m.

in the balcony of the gym! As a

membership list will be drawn up.

it is advisable for all members and

would-be members to turn out. One

point that cannot be over-emphasiz-

ed is this: everyone who has even

the slightest interest in these sports

will be warmly welcomed. Abso-

lutely no experience is needed! So

let's see all you frosh and timid

upperclassmen. This is your chance

to meet some mighty fine fellows.

There is much to be won, too —
crests and intramural champion-

ships, not to mention brawny mus-

cles and good health.

but not able—specifications too

rigid. Co-eds weep and nurses

triumph again.

A diller a ditler,

What's wrong with A. Hitler?

WTiat's holding back the man?

He used to win the blitzkrieg

way

:

—Not on the Five Year Plan.

Each time you taste ice-cold "Coca-Co1a,"you are reminded

that here is the quality of genuine goodness. Experience,

many a refreshing experience ... has taught people every-
|

where to trust the quality of "Coca-Cola."

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED

KINGSTON. ONTARIO

-She has a very nice fam-

-She usually gets the fam

Frosh

Uy.

Soph-

ily car.

Junior—She certainly can hold

as much beer as I can.

Senior — She sure has a fine

apartment

SUPERIOR
GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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ELLIOTTS
. Hairdressing Parlor

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE
7 OPERATORS

356 PRINCESS ST.
. PHONE 22

QUEEN'S TAXI

2002

MEN'S HATS
Be sure and visit

Kingston's only

Hat Shop

CAMPUS
GABARDINES

$1.45

WOOL FELT HATS
$1.95

FUR FELT HATS
$3.45 to $7.50

ALL THE LATEST STYLES
AND SHADES

•

BIBBY'S
78 - 84 Princess St.

HOW BIG
S3 A DRINK?

That depends upon how much
water you need to quench your

thirst. So it is with prescribed

medicines. There is no such
thing as a standard dose because

the strength of the medicine

varies with the requirements of

the patient. That is why each

prescription must be "made to

order"—each ingredient weighed

and measured to fit the patient's

needs as set forth by the at-

tending physician. There is com*
plete prescription service at all

our stores.

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M C.A.

Underwood Typewriters

See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
c. :

Phone 819

ii - .,

S. Harvey, Mgr.

171 Wellington St

The sure way to make

the 8 o'clock classes

USE A DEPENDABLE

ALARM CLOCK
Priced from $1.35 un

at

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

468 Princess Street

Dr. Day

(Continued from page I)

cussed the sacrifices the citizens

of any state entering such an
international body would have to

make, such as a change in their

standard of living, a repudiation

of racial prejudices and a denial

of their national myths. The
factor most pertinent to success

which such a body politic would
enjoy would be the degree to

which a national society such as

Canada is prepared to sacrifice

certain prerogatives of its na-

tional sovereignty.

The existence of clear, work-
able constitution in itself would
not ensure a well ordered society,

rather there must exist in the

society *to be organized common
iigreement on the intentions or

the purposes for which such a

ociety is created. 1 f no such

uui.y of purpose exists failure of

any jonstitutijn ic inevitable.

To what degree would Can-

adians be willing to repudiate

-uch matters as tariffs, immigra-

tion, currency and national debt,

defence, natural resources, edu-

cation and current Canadian

policy, which inevitably would

have to be relinquished as run-

ning counter to the general good

will and success of any "non-na-

tional" society? Would we as

i anadians permit our betiered

industries to be ruined by a re-

moval of the present required

.ariffs? Would we accept the

adoption of an open-door policy

to Asiatic immigration assuming

.hat the Chinese should like to

idopt this part of North America

as their home? Would we be

willing to admit that our squat-

ter's rights to the natural re-

sources of the pre-Cambrian

shield precludes the right of a

German individual or anyone

else to exploit such resources ?

Would we Canadians be willing

to submit the defence of our in

stitutions and lives to an inter

national police force in which we
as a minority group would oc-

cupy a most inconspicuous posi

lion? Such are the implications

membership in a non-national

body would hold for Canada.

. Brotherhood of Man
If Canadians would reach a

common agreement on the sacri

fices inflicted by membership in

Such a non-national body then

t!a' creation of an all embracing

brotherhood of man based on

mutual sacrifices of sovereignty

could be advocated by Canadians

as a solution to social unrest in

the world. If Canadians on the

other hand can not reach un-

animity on the implications, how

can agreement be reached
amongst the national societies?

A vigorous discussion ensued

which may it i lied the difficulties

a movement for such an interna-

tional creation would be faced

With. For the next meeting of

the International Relations Club,

it was announced that Prof. F.

A. Knox would be the speaker.

Booking Agency

In the absence of Don
Johnston from November 2-

15, Keith McCaffrey will

be in charge of the A.M.S.

Booking Agency. The ad-

dress is U York St., the

phone number 4988W.

Opening Debate

Scribes to Meet

Or.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

(Continued from page 1)

As yet the topic of Ins address

is unknown, but it should be of

special interest to budding jour-

nalists, for "i addition to his

others offices Mr. Hamilton is

editor of "The Queen s Review."

To cap the entertainment, re-

fre-liments will be served.

Any of those who are interest-

ed in writing fur the Journal are

welcome to attend the meeting.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business-patronize them.

(Continued from page 1)

chap, tolerable, weli-likcd and ad

ruirtd by all for Ins wisdom. It was

an honor to re a bookworm. When-

ever Queen's conferred an honorary

decree upon a person, it was cre-

ating him an honorary bookworm

President Roosevelt was proud of

it. General McNaughton was proud

of it. In fact would not anyone

proud of being an honorary

bookworm.

The Cave Man type as a father

cantankerous and apt to bully his

wife and children, while the book-

worm is of the family type whose

worst fault would be that of read-

ing himself to sleep too often.

Mr. Whecltnn, the first speaker

for the opposition, was loud in his

acclaim for the cave man who went

ahead and got things done while the

bookworm stood idly by. The Mod-

ern Cave Man was versatile in ev-

erything while the puny little book-

worm remained engulfed through-

out the stages of egg, larva, and

full-fledged worm in the confines of

his books.

Great Lover

His success with women, too,

was greater than the bookworm's,

who was pushed right out of the

picture by the cave man's strong

arm technique.

Concluding, Mr. Wheelton, quot-

ed from Browning's "Grammar-

ian," using its central figure as a

fine example of the bookworm'?

useless toil.

Refuting Mr. Wheelton's re-

'iiarks, Pat Macdonald objected to

the broad general terms used by the

opposition in describing the Cave

Man. As far as he could see they

were placing the normal human be-

ing up as their example.

He doubted whether the women
liked to be pushed around by the

rave-mannish type, Man's domina-

tion of the weaker sex is becoming

a thing of the past,

The pseudonym of Bookworm is

student and scholar and as such

our aims should be his.

True, by definition, he devours

the contents of books, but is that

not iust what a student must do

tor a degree.

Abe Lincoln

An example of such a man is

Abe Lincoln, who pored over his

r-onks till all hours of the night.

He was a bookworm by choice.

In conclusion, Mr. Macdonald

stated that the issue, as he saw it.

was purely one of mind over mat-

ter; on one hand the Bookworm

with his fine mind, and on the

other the cave man, whose mind,

if any. doesn't matter.

Don Webb, concluding for the

opposition, gave a satirical descrip-

tion of the hookworm, whose know-

ledge war limited in .-_ literal wr.y

who only knew the Wagon Wheel

as a means of transportation and

thought that Ban liigh (pronounc-

ed Ban Rye) was the motto of the

W.C.t.U.

To the Rescue

Citing as an example a crowded

beach with two figures, the poor

little Bookworm and the big muscu-

lar Cave Man, and a girl drowning

far from shore. Who should rescue

her? — why the Cave Man, of

Glee Ckb Names
Operetta Principals

BY IBIS tVKV

Principals of Gill ert and Sulli-

van's operetta "The Pirates of Pen

nance" were chosen at the Tuesday-

night practice of the Glee Club

and a date was set for the first

rehearsal of the Chapel Choir.

Among those taking main acting

and singing parts are "Newt" Wil-

liamson as Richard, the Pirate

Chief, Morris Park as Major-Gen-

eral Stanley. Ed Somppi as Ser-

geant of Police, Doug Grey as

Frederic, the Pirate Apprentice

and Mary MacLeod, Marjorie Pee-

bles and Mary Carmichael at Kate

Edith and Mabel (respectively), tin-

daughters of the Pirate chief. A
few other castings have still to hi

made.

Chorus

Work began in earnest on both

chorus and solo parts, with specia'

attention being given to the choru

sections. Here the tenors and

hasses revelled in their rollicking

roles as pirates (there are especial-

ly "meaty" parts for these!), while

sopranos and altos supplied the

gentler elements.

Arrangements were also made in

the business end of the evening for

the practice of the Chapel Choir,

to which those interested in study-

ing the various styles of choral

music — sacred and secular — are

invited to attend. This group is

really the special child of Music 2.

but other members mu*t be added

to it if a good choral group is to

appear at Student Services once a

month. Friday afternoon at 3 p.m.

in Convocation Hall was set as the

time and place for its first practice.

The Glee Club will meet as usual

at 7.30 p.m., the place to be an-

nounced later.

course!

Refuting this statement,

Arts Court

(Continued from page 1)

to solicit dates for Sadie's week.

Among the more noteworthy

cases was that of the state vs.

Brooklyn frosh. Said frosh was

hauled up on a first degree

moider charge, the victim being

King's English. When he was

found guilty by the court he also

pleaded guilty to betting on the

Yanks^ in the Woild's Series.

When Junior Prosecuting At-

torney Richardson asked a frosh

accused of fussing to demonstrate

his technique the consequences

were fetich that Junior Judge Jost

felt justified in making the charge

evea stronger.

Your correspondent, attempt-

ing to give a purely unbiased ac-

count of the court, interviewed a

few of the victims afterward. Alan

MacGoonsberry : "We certainly

got our money's worth." "Inde-

cent" Hoare: "Fiat justitia, ruat

coelum."

Thus was right done and once

again the scales of justice were

returned to normal to so remain

until the next court.

Marshall changed the scene from

the beach to the court room where

he displayed the cave man at the

mercy of a bookworm judge and

lawyer.

The house then voted on the

merits of the debate, the decision

ing to the opposition.

Then the issue was placed before

the house for an open discussion in

which many took part.

Freshmen were conspicuous by

their absence and in view of the

fact that the Freshman Public

Speaking Contest is in the offing,

it is hoped that more will be out

in the future to get into shape for

Mr. this event.

TWEDDELL'S
the BEST PLACE in the dty

to buy Clothing

- for the civilian

or military man !

SUITS
TOPCOA TS
and OVERCOATS

If you're the TYPICAL PROGRESSIVE CANA-
DIAN MAN and you're planning on really going

places then vou'H want to complete the picture

by wearing STYLE-RIGHT CLOTHES for every

end all occasions. TWEDDELL'S has & selection

of SUITS, TOPCOATS and OVERCOATS - that

will help you achieve your ambitions ... clothes

tailored bv Canadians, including the famous SO-

CIETY BRAND CLOTHES, for Canadians, that

will make you stand out from the crowd and the

MOST REMARKABLE THING Is the fact that

Tweddell's better quality Clothes an MODER-
ATELY PRICED.

Every Man Will Want

A Smart
HAT

The LARGEST SELEC-
TION of hats in the city,

including such famous
names In hats as —

STETSON
BROCK

KENSINGTON
LA SALLE

particular about the hals they

they want stylish, comfortable hats of

high quality, MODERATELY PRICED. That's

a hard bill to fill, BUT WE ARE DOING IT every-

day with our targe stock of new styles and colors

—all sizes.

Regulation Military

Uniforms - Greatcoats
AND ACCESSORIES

FOR OFFICERS ON ACTIVE SERVICE

Officers of Navv. Army and Air Force, correctly tit-

ted with REGULATION UNIFORMS and GREAT-
COATS, tailored from finest quality ENGLISH MA-
TERIALS—M ODERATELY PRICED. This store

was the clothing headquarters of officers in the last

war. We have the experience to fit you properly.

Kingston's leading clothing store since 1870.

SNAPPY, NEW FURNISHINGS
You're missing a real thrill if you don't complete

your outfit with the RIGHT FURNISHINGS,

such as vou'll find in Tweddell's large stock of

SHIRTS, TIES, GLOVES, UNDERWEAR,
SWEATERS, SOCKS, etc. All are MODER-

ATELY PRICED.

SEE OUR SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAYS

TWEDDELL'S
Hotel La Salle Building

137-39 Princess Street Phone 370(1
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Mechanicals Club

The Mechanicals Club held

their annual meeting for election

of officers and organization re-

cently and R- Motherwell was

elected president, J. Brazier as

vice-president, J. Sherk as secre-

tary, and K. McCaffrey as treas-

urer. The officers are planning

an interesting program for the

year and t lie students of third

and fourth year Mechanical En-

gineering are all urged to attend.

Kingston's Oldest

Established Shoe Shop

Welcomes You
•

It is our pleasure to

serve you for

—

SHOES
of the better type

GYM SHOES

HOSIERY

LUGGAGE

HANDBAGS

POLISHES

Prompt Service

Courteous Treatment

Delivery, Ph. 24

LOCKETTS LTD.

Est. 1878

178 Wellington St.

S.C.M. PLANS FIRESIDE

ON SUNDAY EVENINGS

"The World Christian Com-

munity" is the topic to be dis-

cussed at the next S.C.M. fire-

side on Sunday evening. The

hour is 8.30. the place the home

Of Dean Matheson, SI Queen's

Crescent.

The guest speaker for the even-

ing is Miss Edna Durrant, who

is this year missionary secretary

of the Canadian Student Chris-

tian Movement. Those who at-

tended Couchiching conference

this fall will remember Miss

Durrant as a most able speaker.

Drawing on her rich experience

in many countries, she will pre-

sent plenty of meaty material.

Such questions will be discussed

as, "Is there such a community

in war-time? If not, what can

wc do about it and if so. how do

we show our membership in it?"

All interested in this topic are

invited to attend.

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

NOTE/
Gym Lockers

Clothes arc not to be left hang-

ing around on the wall in the

gym. Lockers may be purchased

from Miss Ross for two dollars

and niay he shared by several

girls.

Reporters

Though a number of co-eds are

on the reporting staff of the

Journal, we feel that there could

and should be more. This refers

especially to the freshettes, who

perhaps have not become involv-

ed in other activities at this stage

of their college career.

Soph—Frosh

Our advertiser^ want YOUR
business—patronize them.

VITA RAY

COSMETICS

20% Discount

from Oct. 23 to Oct. 30

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

Here are the results we all have

been waiting for. Arts '45 is the

undisputed winner of the track

meet Friday, with 635 points, as

opposed to 255 for Arts '44, and

120 for Arts *43. Congratulations

to Betty Wellington, '45, who is

the highest point-winner of the

meet and broke the hurdle record.

Anne Shaw, of '44, was second

with Jean Mary Melvin, '44, third.

On the Diamond

The snftball games were finished

up this week and '44 are the proud

winners after a hectic game with

43. The members of the winning

team are Anne Shaw, Bunny Irwin,

Pauline Jewett, Pat Johnson, Jean

Mary Melvin, Doris Eannon, Aud-

Zealand. Mary Paterson, Peg-

gy Thompson and Annette Fryer.

On Wednesday night from 7.30

to 8.30 co-eds can use the pool

This week diving instruction was

started and will continue if stiff

i

Sent numbers turn out. Starting

with the basic spring, after these

lessons we expect a corps of ex

cellent divers by the end of the year.

Apologies to Kay Penny for

printing her name wrong last week

SC.M. STUDY GROUP
LED BY DR. WADE

The first meeting was held this

week of an S.C.M. study group

led by Professor C. B. Wade, en-

titled "Five Political Creeds."

The book on which study is based

of the same name, written

some years ago by five Queen's

professors, outlining the pro-

grams of the Liberals, Conserva-

es, Socialists, Communists and

Fascists.

In a day of such wide-spread

on fusion as to what program

will best answer our needs, there

s a compulsion on every student

to be aware of the possibilities

and ideas advanced by these

political groups. This study

should do much to clarify the

ind of the student of 1941, and

you are urged to attend. The

group will meet again next Mon-

day at 8 p.m. at 131 King Street

East, Apt. 3.

This is

One ot

Those

Damn things

That you have to read

Clear down to here

To find out

It's just

Another one of

Those damn
Things.

Our advertisers want YOUR
m^iness—patronize them.

This old woman was walking

along the street when she saw a

youngster smoking a cigarette.

Walking up to him, she asked in

a stern voice:

Young man, does your father

know that you are smoking?"

"Does your husband know you

talk to strange men?" came the

reply.

(Continued from page 1)

arable circumstances than usual,

and the sophs rose nobly to the oc-

casion to treat the freshmen as near

equals.

Dean Clarke

The Queen's Tea Room, who

catered to the banquet provided a

sumpl "His repast and the boys,

most of whom had fasted for a

week, did it justice.

\n Halloway, president of Sci-

ence '44, acted as toastmaster and

after a few introductory remarks,

gave the floor to the A.M.S. re-

presentative, Jim Wrong. Dean

Clarke, in responding to the toast

to the University and faculty, de-

scribed the growth of the Science

department and in lauding its re-

putations advised the students to

be alert to the needs of war-time

industry and be prepared to take

their places in its ranks.

Professor Harkness in his toast

to the Engineering Society suggested

that students divide their time be-

tween studies and extra-curricular

activities. Norm Grandfield, F.ngi-

neering Society President, in reply-

ing, mentioned these activities as

controlled by the A.M.S. and En-

gineering Society. He warned those

present not to take student govern-

ment lightly, for when the need

arises action can be taken.

War Effort

In discussing Engineering stu-

dents and the war effort, Norm

emphasized the fact that engineers

form a first line of defense in this

war and that the Science boys were

doing their bit by continuing their

studies.

The toast to Science '44 was pro-

posal by Professor Dorrrfnce and

replied to by C. Campling who told

of '44's successes and especially the

excellent co-operation of the second

year men as a group.

G. Winder, president of Science

'45, in an amusing, interesting

speech, likened his year to that of

a cyclone that began as a breeze,

steadily increasing in force.

Professor "Dickie" Low, guest

speaker of the evening, spoke on

the value of gauges in the munitions

industry. He stated that many dif-

ferent kinds of gauges are used in

the manufacture of munitions, and

the lack of these gauges in the ear-

K stages of the war caused a short-

age of many invaluable manufactur-

ed goods which contributed to our

early reverses, at the front. Prof.

Low indicated some of the duties

of the priorities board and the dif-

ficulty experienced in obtaining raw

materials. As a solution to this

problem he suggested total indus-

trial control by the government. He
concluded by emphasizing the prime

essentials of war industry namely

iiini. materials, machines and gau-

ges. The meeting concluded with

the singing of the National An-
them.

There was once a fellow called

Jack pSp
Who had a big hump on his

back

;

He went to nurse,

But it only got worse

—

We wonder who lacked the

knack.

Remember 'way back when the

family used to sit around the old

fireplace on cold winter nights and

roast chestnuts? It's sort of a

contrast to modern winter nights,

isn't it? Now We sit around bridge

tables and roast the neighbors!

We extend a very

Heartv Welcome

to the Students

of

CROWN DAIRY
PHONE 406

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Today:

4.00 p.m.—Engineering Society

Convocation Hall

—Maths and Physics

Club. Room 200

Physics Bldg.

7.00 p.m.—Boxing & Wrestling

Club

Balcony, Gym
8.30 p.m.—Hockey Game

Jock Harty Arena

9.00 p.m.—Year Dance
Grant Hall

Saturday

:

2.30 p.m.-

8.00 p.m.

Sunday

:

8.30 p.m.

-Queen's vs. Army
Stadium

-Hallowe'en Dance

Ban Righ

It's Fall again and Queen's students return with the welcome

of all Kingston

—

We are pleased at all times to have students come here for

their Footwear

—

Shoes for College

Gym Shoes - Street Shoes - Dress Shoes

•

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

S.C.M. Fireside

51 Queen's Crescent

Monday

:

4.00 p.m.—Senipr B Hockey

Science Club Room
8.00 p.m.—Le Cercle Francais

Macdonnell House.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

BOWL HER OVER AT THE

STETHOSCOPE STOMP
QUEEN'S FIRST REAL SWEATER DANCE

ith

BERKELEY KIDD and his ORCHESTRA
Featuring Gorgiferous EDITH DUNN

GRANT HALL TO-NITE - .25 per couple In Sweaters
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BLOOD DRIVE BEGINS HERE TODAY

Department of Levana-to-the-fore

(or give the girls some
recognition)

Got the shock of my life yester-

day when I met a co-ed who (lj

had never been out with a Perci-

val; (2) thought B.A. meant a

degree, and (3) wore a sweater

just to keep her warm

!

Hangnail Descriptions

(or department of com)
Bing Crosby and Bill Mac-

Kenzie ; Croon and Loon . . .

Doug Wilson : Scoops to Con-

quer . . . Pedestrian Crossing a

street; Three darts and a dash

Department of Irony

(with thanks to the New Yorker)

The Fuller Brush Company
issues a manual for the instruc-

tion of its office employees, and

in it is included this delicately

distracting paragraph: "Employ-

ees are not'permitted to receive

personal visitors during office

hours except in cases of emer-

gency. This prevents you from

being annoyed by salesmen ad-

mitted under the guise of per-

LEFT HAND CORNER
(Continued on page 8)

All Students Asked To Co-operate
As A.M.S. Sponsors Big Campaign;
Rally To Be Staged Wednesday Night

Queen's Student Assembly
Plans Mass Meeting;
Movies To Be Shown As
Appeal Is Issued

Victory Theme

Hugh Black Named
Editor Of Tricolor

Assistant Editor, Business

Manager Appointed

BY BUD BOLTON

The recent advertisements by-

Ashley and Crippen have called to

mind that this year there will be,

as usual, a graduating class and,

just as usual, another edition of the

Queen's Tricolor. As most of us

are aware, the work involved in

editing a University Year Book

-Mich as the Tricolor, is very exten-

sive; and already the Alma Mater

Society has appointed the staff for

't. Hugh Black will fill the post of

editor, and will be assisted by Car-

hie Woodside. The duties of Busi-

TRICOLOR STAFF

(Continued cn page 2)

To further student enthusiasm

for the Blood Bank Campaign, a

monster rally will be held to-mor-

row, November 5. in Convocation

Hall at 8 o'clck. The rally is under

the sponsorship of the Queen's Stu

dents Assembly and has the backing

of the Alma Mater Society and the

War Aid Committee.

Movies

Dr. Boyd, of the Pharmacology

Department, will speak on some of

the general aspects of blood trans

fusion. Appeals will be made by a

Red Cross Representative, by Dor-

othy Wardle, president of the A
M. S., and Earl Baxter, chairman

of the Q.W.A.C. Two movies will

be shown . . . one lent by the Red

Cross, is on the technique of the

blood donor system in Canada ; the

other traces the pioneering work of

Dr. Norman Bethune in the use of

blood transfusion on the battlefield

in Spain during the Civil War. The

Spirit of Victory will be animated

in Drama, Victory Song, and Scot-

tish Dancing and Piping. Barclay

Craig of the Camera Club will be

on hand to snap the highlights of

the evening.

Q.S.A. RALLY
- (Continued on page 3)

DOCTOR WALLACE IS

SPEAKER IN WINNIPEG

President's Message

Tomorrow, the A. M. S. Blood

Donors' Committee, under the di-

rection of Dr. E. M. Boyd, and

assisted by the Q.S.A., will start

ts Campus-wide campaign for vol-

unteer donors.

We have willingly given our

money to small war-aid projects,

and through the Q.W.A.C, will be

giving still more; our Formal pro-

fits are going directly to the gov-

ernment for War Bonds — but:

when we give our blood, we are

giving life to the seriously wounded

overseas. I hope that every student

will support this campaign. Of last

year, we said: "Queen's students'

money bought an ambulance." —
let us be able to say of this year:

"Queen's students' blood bought

lives 1"

Dorothy Warble.

President, Ahna Mater Society

System Of Volunteer Cards

With Percentage Scheme
Is Planned To Promote
Rivalry Among Faculties

WAR
COMMENT

BY JIM LINDSAY AND
LUNA TAHLO

Lecture Exemption

Winnipeg, October 30 (C.U.P-)

"Speaking to the Winnipeg Board

Trade, Dr. R. C. Wallace, Prin-

e'pal of Queen's University, told

'he meeting that much more gov-

ernment planning, much more con-
lr" 1 and restrictions, would be

'"'ctssary to ensure full employ-
nk'"t in the post-war period,

Win the War
°r. Wallace said that our imme-

' ,ate task was the winning of the
War and that

t
post-war problems

vere secondary. ."Men who have

a
',

en ^charged from services are

°wed to take vocational training,

DR. WALLACE
(Continued on page 2)

Position Of Labor
Is Broadcast Topic

BY MARY PATERSON

On Wednesday night over CFRC,

the Workers' Educational Associa-

tion presenled a discussion on the

part of labour in our war effort.

Some of the relative questions

brought up included the following:

Why should 'labour have to cut

down living expenses? How do we

know whether the wealthy are sac-

rificing, since incomes are not made

public? The working people might

use excess resources for themselves.

People are being employed in un-

necessary industries (the manufac-

ture of ten dollar shirts) whereas

we should be using all available re-

sources for absolute necessities only.

Government

The argument turned to labor's

part in government. It was con-

tended that labor should liave equal

representation with capital to co-

operate in the stoppage ,n Produc -

tion of non-essentials-and that pro-

duction should be based on needs

not profit. For at present, demand

being greater than supply, we should

se supply, and gradually

and thus demand.
first mcrea

minimize incomes,

It was urtied then that labor

should have a real voice in decisions

and be organ!ized in unions.

Journalists Invited

To Press Meeting

Herb Hamilton Is Speaker

This Afternoon

BY KAY O NEILL

An all-out drive for student

blood-donors opens to-day on the

Queen's campus. Sponsored by the

Alma Mater Society, the campaign

II last from November 4 to 11,

inclusive, by which time it is hoped

to have a one-hundred percent re-

sponse from the undergraduates.

To promote the A.M.S. cam-

paign, the Q.S.A. is putting on a

Blood Bank Rally in Convocation

Hall on Wednesday. A Red Cross

film will be shown and speeches

made by Dorothy Wardle, Earl

Baxter, and Dr. Boyd, in order to

increase interest in the project. In

giving this Rally, the Q.S.A. is

supporting the A.M.S. committee

which consists of Hud Campbell,

Meds representative, Lyle Wood-

side. Arts, Marion Mayhew, Le-

vana, Bruce Hamilton, Science, and

BLOOD CAMPAIGN
(Continued on page 8)

As its first guest speaker of the

year, the Press Club will have Herb

Hamilton, Secretary-Treasurer of

the A.M.S., Queen's Alumni Asso-

ciation, Canadian University Press,

and editor of the "Queen's Review."

The topic of Mr. Hamilton's ad-

dress will he "Proof-reading," and

it will assuredly be of interest to

all those what attend, because of

the speaker's wide knowledge of

journalistic work and management.

The meeting will be held this af-

ternoon at four o'clock in the Play-

ers' Lounge, in the basement of the

Old Arts Building. All Press Club

members and would-be scribes are

cordially invited to attend. Indeed,

we welcome you with open arms,

PRESS MEETING

(Continued on page 7)

Blood Bank'Briefs

Things we know . . .

. . . World War I was the first

large-scale experiment in blood

transfusion . . . Doctors literally

poured new life into thousands

<if olherwi>c hopelessly wounded

men - . . Today, the Medical

Corps of every modern army is

equipped with transfusion ser-

vices . . . Films will be shown

on Wednesday evening. S p.m.,

at the Rally in Convocation Hail,

depicting the work of the Blood

Donors Units in war-time . . .

To Canadian researchers, work-

ing in laboratories at Toronto

BLOOD BANK BRIEFS

(Continued on page 6)

There is a good deal of discussion

this week in Washington. The

United States government claims

indignantly that Germany has be-

gun a "shooting war" for appar-

ently no reason at all. And the

German Reich retaliates with exact-

ly the same charge. "America has

attacked Germany. President Roose-

velt's allegations that United States

destroyers were attacked and that

thereby Germany has attacked the

United States does not correspond

with the facts." This was the com-

munique from Hitler's headquar-

ters.

Three Torpedoings

Now what are the facts? On
September 4, according to U.S.

news releases, the Greer escaped a

German torpedo attack. On Octo-

ber 17, the Kearney was attacked,

WAR COMMENT
(Continued on page 2)

Objectiveof $4,000

Set By Q.W.A.C.

For '41-'42 Session

Money To Be Invested In

Government Savings

Certificates

Some Hints

To Contributors

BY ' SCOOP

For the benefit of all who wish

to contribute to the Journal — Club

reporters, Dance Conveners, and

any others who wish to obtain pub-

licity, we herewith print some sug-

gestions.

One Side Only

Please have your work typewrit-

ten if it is humanly possible, and

since we've got that far, double-

spaced, and on ONE SIDE OF
THE PAPER ONLY. If your

work is typed, there is far less

chance of typographical errors with

your precious copy. Unfamiliar

names will be spelled correctly, and

you won't have to apologize tc

someone whose name was mis

spelled in your report. (For that

matter, neither will we.) There

must be someone in your organiza-

tion, or you must know someone

who has a tvpewriter.

If typed copy is impossible, then

write at your most legible hest

—

the kind you use when you're hand-

ing in your essay a week late to

a profesor who loesn't approve of

you. Write on lined, resfectably-

iized paper, iisinit only rtrry other

tine. We have to have some room

in which to insert editorial correc-

tions, and even if you know they

aren't needed in your copy, we still

need room to insert the occasional

paragraph sub-head. And, of course,

the same rule we mentioned before

TO CONTRIBUTORS
(Continued on page 8)

CAMPAIGN AT McGILL
NETS MORE THAN $820

Montreal, (C.U.P.) — The Mile

of Pennies campaign realized over

$820 as the final inches of the

seven lines were covered last Wed-

nesday night at McGUl University.

The pennies were swept, up into

bags, after the banner on McGill

gates had been torn down with an

accompanying yell. The sum will

be turned into the Students' War

McGILL CAMPAIGN

(Continued on page 7)

The War Aid Commitee of the

A.M.S. announced at its last

meeting that the objective of the

Queen's undergraduate war ef-

fort this year would he to raise

$4,000 for government war sav-

ing certificates.

Purpose

Chairman Earle Baxter pointed

out that such an objective will

serve a dual purpose. The im-

mediate purpose is that it will

provide the government with

money which it so urgently re-

quires today. The remote and

secondary objective is that of

purchasing bonds and certificates

in the name of the Men's Resi-

dence Fund. This money will

return to the campus to swell

the existing fund for such a

building. Thus the students will

be able to aid both Canada at

this critical time today and the

Alma Mater in the future.

Dave Seymour, senior Science

$4,000 OBJECTIVE

(Continued on page 6)

Science To Hear

Graduate In Mining

K. S. Twitchell Will Speak

On Saudi Arabia

BY KEITH MCCAFFREY

Mr. K. S. Twitchell. who renew-

ed friendships at Queen's during

the Centenary, will address the En-

gineering Society in a talk: "Some

Experiences of a Queen's Man in

Saudi Arabia." Mr. Twitchell is a

member of Science '08 in Mining,

and since 1914 has spent many

years in the Near and Middle East

—Cvprus, Abyssinia and Arabia.

Films

Mr. Twitchell has films and slides

of mines development, roads inves-

tigation and travel in the very little

known kingdom of Saudi Arabia

which he will use to illustrate his

talk. The speaker comes from Bur-

lington. Vermont, to address the

society.

This will be the first in a series

of talks to be presented at the Gen-

eral meetings of the Engineering

Society. It is the desire of the

executive to have interesting speak

ers address the society on topics of

K. S. TWITCHELL

(Continued on page 3)

"Esky" Immortals

To Be On Display

At Deluxe Meds '44 Prom
Friday Night

Well, here we are again— those

mad Medicos of Forty and Four

with the super-modernized, super-

charged, super deluxe 1941-42 mo-

del of the Anatoms Prom. That is

a dance name that requires no in-

troduction on the campus.

Yes, after two years of providing

unprecedented pleasure to the year

dance patrons, here comes the Dad-

dy of Them All pepped up to a

new jive with Esquire as its motif.

Esquire Characters

Come vj Grant Hall Friday next

and meet Paul Webb's delightful

•'ESKY" DANCE
(Continued on page 3)

FAMOUS OPERA STAR
TO SING HERE FRIDAY

Thomas L. Thomas, noted bari-

tone of the Metropolitan Opera,

j]l be presented by the Canadian

Concert Association in the K C.V.L

Auditorium, Friday, November 7.

Miss Lois Baker will he in the Red

Room all Thursday morning with

a seating plan so that students may

select their seats.

In New York, Mr. Thomas sang

very successfully before a full

house. He received excellent re-

views from both the New York

Times and the New York Herald-

Tribune. Students will enjoy hear-

ing him and the high standard main-

tained by former concert scries will

be upheld.

I
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Eagles Ease Out

Kingston Combines

U.S. Boys Claim Victory

By 5-4 Count

The Kingston Combines dropped

tlieir first game of the season to

the Washington Eagles of the

United States Amateur League on

Friday night at the Arena by a 5-4

count in an exhibition tilt.

Lack of condition, and a poor

defence spelt the locals' downfall

as the fleet Eagles took over the

lead in the second period after

Kingston had jumped into the lead

in the first frame. Kingston came

back in the final twenty minutes

but were unable to match the trick)

combination of tlieir American ri-

vals.

Ren Rivington took over the

net duties from McQueston in the

second period and after a shaky

start proved that he belongs in the

faster company. The only new ar

r'vals to show much promise were

"Png" Young, a bruising defence

man, and Ken Murphy and "Artso'

Partis on the forward line. "Norv'

Williamson returned to the wars

after a lengthy absence and went

well on the port side.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

DON'T WAIT
AND BE

DISAPPOINTED
Come in today and look

over our large selection

of

PARKAS
A small deposit will hold

one until called for

With slow deliveries slated

for this fall, the wise buyer

is choosing his winter needs

BIBBY'S
78-84 Princess St.
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War Comment

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1941

Eight To The Bar
BY STU ROBERTSON

(.Ed. Note—The opinions

< upri ssed herein are those of

the writer and do not neces-

sarily' reflect the views of the

editorial board.)

Since the appearance of the

Queen's dance band story last

k* we have been approached

by several aspirants in the musi-

cal world inquiring as to

organizing

the

ONE

getting is just plain rob-

possibility

good band that could raplace

ome of the year-dance bands

this year,

,\t this writing it appears there

are at least three students of

-arying musical ability attempt-

ng to gather together orchestras,

t is the opinion of this writer

that there is room on the campus,

for only ONE professional or-

ganization, and that combo will

have no trouble using all the best

musicians available. Naturally

the band must have a leader with

great deal of professional ex-

perience, one who, in order to

preserve harmony, commands the

respect of all concerned. Ed

Washburn, whose many years of

jobbing with some of the best

in Ontario provides these neces-

sary attributes appears as the

most logical man for this task

and we do mean task.

Robbery

There are at least four good

reasons why we should have a

dance band this year at Queen's.

In the first place, it seems to us

that paying 175 dollars and up

for the kind of music we have

neen

bery.

Secondly, if Queen's musicians

Could turn out the same class

of music for half that price we

could either cut down the price

of the dances or turn over twice

as much to the Queen's War Aid

Commission. The remainder of

the money in being turned over

to the Queen's boys, would be

kept on the campus.

Thirdly, the absence of a brass

band at the school leaves many

of the "gates" idle, and if they

played for the brass band gratis

at least the good Presbyterians

would play for a small stipend.

Finally it appears that there is

only one band worthy of the

name in Kingston, so it would

seem probable that at least a few

"off the campus" dates could be

arranged.

Orchestrations

One ardent fan suggests that if

the A.M.S. were talked into ad-

vancing a few dollars for or-

chestrations, etc., in exchange for

music for the open houses until

the debt was rubbed out, this

would give the outfit a start

without anyone digging down in

.o his own jeans.

As final word we would sug-

gest that the boys get together

and come to some definite de-

cision re general organization.

leadcr(s ), practices, etc. Of

course, if no one is genuinely in-

terested the whole matter can be

dropped as-a mere figment of the

imagination.

Dr. Wallace

DATING
TO-NIGHT?

Then be sure to treat her

right and bring her to our

up-to-date fountains for a

delicious soda or sundae

—

a heart-warming taste-treat

when made with our extra

rich and creamy ice cream.

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

Musk by J. R. Miller; Words by G. F. Allison.

Queen's marching forward, Queen's to the fore,

So it's fight, fight, fight, fight, fight

And you will lead the way to victory once more.

Cheer, cheer them onward, help them fight through

And we'll win and then we'll cheer again

For the red and gold and blue.

Queen's ever valiant, Queen's ever true:

Let us fight, fight, fight, fight, fight,

And we'll show the world the things that we can do.

Be ever faithful, be ever brave

And no matter what the years may bring,

The Tricolor still shall wave.

(Ed. Note—Clip this and take it with you to the Rally to-

morrow night. Everyone should know the words).

C.A.M.S.I. Conference

(Continued from page 1)

Sut reached port. And on October

30, the U.S. navy department an-

nounced that the destroyer Reuben

lames had been sunk on convoy

duty. These three ships were al-

legedly attacked in the vicinity of

Iceland.

It must he admitted that they tefi

jv.rt with official orders from Presi-

dent Roosevelt to shoot the Ger-

mans on sight. To show the con-

trast in the reactions of either coun-

trv, we quote first, Frank Knox,

U.S. Secretary of the Navy, "The

sinking of the United States ships

is worse than piracy." . . - second,

a Nazi source, "Anybody walking

along the railroad tracks at night

should not be surprised if he gets

run over by an express train."

It is difficult, under the circum-

stances, to know eNactly who fired

the first shot, whether the Ameri-

cans were the attackers .or the at-

tacked. But the important f;ictor is

to determine which party is encour-

aging an outbreak of hostilities.

Germany, on the one hand, may feel

that she has much to gain and \cr\

little to lose by aggression against

the United States. As it is, America

is sending supplies and giving every

possible aid to the allies. If war

were formally declared, she could-

n't do much more to damage the

Nazi onslaught; whereas a formal

leclaration of war might draw Ja-

pan into the arena in fulfilment of

the axis pact. America, on the oth-

er hand, may be preparing to enter

the war so that she can crush Japan,

her only serious competitor in the

East right now, and at the same

time weaken Hitler.

Intervention

Before the outbreak of war, the

American people felt very definite-

ly that they did not want to fight.

The policy of isolationism was en-

couraged. But as the war gained

momentum, the interventipnists won

the battle for public favour. The

American people began to feci that

if they were not going to fight, the

least they should do was to send

all the war materials they could

muster to the allies. They were be

coming more conscious of their

destiny in the anti-fascist war. At

the same time, many felt, and still

do feel, that they do not want to

enter into actual combat. Thus, the

\merican ships that were sent into

the war zones may have been sent

there with the prime purpose of

preparing the United States psycho-

logically for an outbreak of war

. . . getting them accustomed to

news of their navv in action, and

(Continued from page 1)

and the Dominion (iovernnient has

taken a real step forward in this

regard," he declared.

The Principal suggested that con-

structive projects, such as addition-

al housing in suitable centres, would

do much to alleviate post-war un-

employment. Setting up forestry

camps for young men, conservation

projects and construction of schools

were mentioned by Dr. Wallace.

I've analyzed it roundly

I've looked at it with care

I've studied it profoundly

And now 1 do declare

That the difference between them

As I,check it step by step

Is that Seniors are just Freshmen

Who have lost their pep.

Letter to The Editor

Nov. 1, 1941.

The Editor,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

You are quite right when you say

we students are not doing much to

help our country's war effort, if the

only money we give is in return for

dances or other campus productions.

We need relaxation, certainly; and

if this can be combined with help-

ing out in £ome way, all well and

good.

But — we also need to win the

war, and we don't want to liave it

dragging on for a great many more

years. The more we give now, the

'sooner we can be finished with it.

So let's, as you suggested, Mr. Edi-

tor, have a mile of pennies cam-

Delta Gam : Where do you sit at

the games ?

Phi Delt; My seat is right on

the fifty-yard line.

D. G. : Goodness, doesn't the

whitewash ruin your trousers?

paign on this campus. well

Quebec (C.U.P.) — The fifth

National Convention of the Can-

adian Association of Medical

Students and Internes -will be

held at Laval University, Quebec.

The Convention will begin on

Friday, November 7, and will

continue for three days, until

November 9.

This meeting will be national

for an invitation has been ex-

tended to Medical Students and

Internes all over Canada to at-

'end this convention. Medical

Students and Internes are re-

quested to procure their pro

grams now from the local com
mittec of the Association.

Lines Written During a Stuffy

Lecture
' Oh my,

Oh my,

How bored am I.

I sigh,

And sigh,

And then I

Cry.

To think I try,

And try

And try.

So hot am I,

I

Think I'll

(Contributed)

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

Barren Gains?

On the Eastern; front, German

pressure continues to roll back Rus-

sian resistance. In .the Tula ap-

proach to Moscow, the Germans

have succeeded in pushing ahead.

Tula is a hundred miles, from Mos-

cow. But the Reds make every ad-

vance a costly one, and their re-

treats do not disintegrate into routs.

On the contrary, each retreat is fol-

lowed by a fresh and determined

stand.

In the Rostov area, Soviet forces

have impeded the German progress

by blowing up a big dam. The Red

Star states, "'Our troops are retreat-

ing in orderly fashion in accordance

with the plan of the High Com-

mand. The struggle is growing

more acute, with the enemy losing

entire battalions and companies, but

he continues attacking. In the Ros-

tov sector Soviet troops have im-

peded the German progress by

blowing up a dam and overwhelmed

300 German -trucks. Advance de-

tachments under Commander Kha-

ritonov ousted the Germans from

a number of villages and are con-

tinuing to develop their successes."

True, the Russians are retreating,

but Russian strength is not declin-

ing. That is an important distinc-

tion in- analysing the news. The

losses in the Donets sector are un-

fortunate, but not irreplacable. As

long as the Red armies are intact,

and as long as they are backed by

secure bases beyond the Urals, then

the Nazis are wearing out their

starting up the Interfaculty war

aid stamps contest, or something

similar.

And here is another suggestion.

Liquor is certainly not a necessity,

but rather a luxury — from the

economic standpoint, at any rate.

It is quite an expensive commodity,

et how about doing without lux-

uries like this and investing in war

savings certificates or some other

cause that will aid our war effort?

As Eric Sorenson pointed out,

our military training isn't what it

ght be __ which isn't altogether

our fault, as we spend a great deal

of our time on it. So let's help.out

our warVffort all we can in ways

other than military. If we cannot

do so financially we surely can by

making the best use of our time, in

order to do well in our various

courses, especially the Medical and

Science courses, which are of great

value at this time.

After all, we are not, as some

students seem to think, doint; our

country a.favor by coming here. In

fact, we are very lucky to be here

at all. We have been given a great

privilege, and it entails great re-

sponsibilities. The sooner we realize

'this and realize how we can meet

those responsibilities, the better it

will be for us all.

Don Mackenzie.

rousing their indignation against own resources and man-power for

the Axis. barren gains.

(Canadian Seb (Ernss Snrirty
ONTARIO DIVISION

BLOOD DONOR VOLUNTEER

Name

Address

(Please Print)

Phones: Office

Date :
Signed

Pleaae return this card to local Red Cross

(Ed. Note—The above is a replica of the Red Cross blood

donor card. If you can't get a regular card, clip this and hand

it in).

Tricolor Staff

(Continued from page 1 >

ness Manager are to be handled by

Douglas Temple. x

Centenary Theme

The feature of this Tricolor will

be the Centenary Celebration. Willi

regard to other aspects of the Yeai

Hook, Hugh is still of an open mind

and will welcome suggestions and

criticisms from the Student Bod>

The executive has been considering

a reversion to tke "stiff" cover

which had been used on issues of

the Tricolor previous to 1940-41

Before any action is taken alonu

this line the Tricolor Execute

would appreciate so,me criticism,

constructive or otherwise, on thi<

matter.

With regard to the graduation

photographs for the Tricolor, the

Executive would like the following

regulations made known.

(1) The deadline for all Tricolor

picturcs-is December 1st.

(2) AH prints should be nia<!'-

to the following specifications: the

measurement from the top of the

forehead to the chin should be tw°

inches (2").

RETURNING
TO KINGSTON
NOVEMBER
10th TO 14th

ASHLEY & CRIPPEN
ifltngrapliers of Qtorimtn

FOR APPOINTMENTS

PHONE

3 1 2 O

SITTINGS AVAILABLE DAYTIME AND EVENINGS
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Found

1 set of keys were found in the
(.mi ^hed at time of clothing pa-
rades.

Owner please call at O.R.
1 pair of glasses. Owner please

call at O.R.

W. H. Acnew,
Ueut. & Adjt,

Q.U.C.. C.O.T.C.

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

The sure way to make
the 8 o'clock classes

USE A DEPENDABLE

ALARM CLOCK
Priced from $1.35 un

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
16B Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

"Where The Service Pleoses'

Yellow

Taxi
Five New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE 11*
WE MEET ALL TRAINS

24-Hour Service Henry Wilson

RENT A NEW CAR
Drive it Yourself

Rates: 12c per mile.

Minimum $1.00 per hour.

264J/S Bagot St., Phone 199

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

'59 Wellington St. Phone 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

M OST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

2J4 Princess St. Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOJURDIERS
rues

78 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH

ph

BARBER SHOP
°«e 3354-R 346 Princess St

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon

' 4 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop
Van Clieaf Maude Wigar
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THEATRE
LINE-LE)

T 1 V O L I

Showing today; Northwest Pas-
sane, with Spencer Tracy. Robert
Young, and Ruth Hussey. and.
Hero for a Day, starring Anita
Louise and Dick Foran.

Wednesday and Thursday: That
slap-happy couple, Myrna Loy and
William Powell in / Love r*on

Again, with Luli Deste and Philip
Dnrn in Ski Patrol compjetine the
bill.

Friday and Saturday : Victor Jory
as The Shadow in the picture of
the same name. '—Sis

GRAND
Today and Tuesday two feature;

are on the bill. South of San Diego
and Married Bachelor with Robert
Montgomery make only a fair com-
bination.

Coming Thursday, Barnacle Bill.

a story of the waterfront. Wallace
Beery goes through his usuahpaces
as a seldom-working fisherman who
cadges a living from friends and
acquaintances. He is perpetually in

difficulties until Wally's daughter,

Virginia Weidler, transforms her

dad into something fairly respect-

able. M-G-M capitalizes on a re-

vision of the earlier tear-jerkers in

which Marie Dressier used to win
everyone's applause.

P.S.: There is some funny busi-

ness. C+. —K.A.R.

B1LTMORE
My Favorite Wife is a fast-mov

ing comedy which rates as first

class entertainment. It has taken

the story of "Enoch Arden" and

put it in modern dress. Irene Dunne
after being ship-wrecked for sever

years, returns home to Gary Grant
to find him married that day to a

second wife. In his efforts to ex-

plain the situation to his second

wife, Cary arouses many an em-
barrassing sCene, to the great en-

joyment of the audience.

Heart of the North, filmed in

technicolor, is a saga of our wild

northern wastes providing excite-

ment and thrills galore while we
follow the actions of ourjed-coated

mounties midst the beauty of our

Canadian forests and our sparkling

lakes. The story of frontier jus-

tice and the "we always get our

man" motto of the mounties pro-

vide sufficient excitement as they

come to grips with a group of gold

thieves. Don't miss this first-rate

double- feature program, (A)

Thursday to Saturday we will see

The Oklahoma Kid with James

Cagiiey and Humphrey Bogart, also

There's That Woman Again with

MeJvyn Douglas and Virginia

Bruce.—H.J. and N.M.R.
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BY MARION TROTT

Olga is a nurse in a Moscow
hospital at leas'! slrlf was. Hos-

pitals make good targets, too,

you know. There's a story about

this Russian' girl's bravery '.hat

should not lie unnoticed until it

can he dug' up and glorified after

the horror and tragedy are all

over. It's better that you should

know it now. It's quite true and

the incidents are probably occur-

;ng over and over again.

Transfusions

.'There was something about

this girl that seemed to make her

a necessary part of the hospital.

Her ready smile, kind band and

rustling white skirt were cofh-

."orting and cheering. There was
nothing unusual about her work

checking endless temperatures,

dressing endless wounds, tieing

endless bandages. Many of her

patients were men whose lives

had been saved only through the

new system of giving transfu-

sions of canned blood.

One night, however. Olga found

it more difficult than usual to

smile calmly and look serene.

From the hospital window she

had watched the quiet Heaven
become a death-spitting Hell.

She knew how those dog fights

always ended. After it was all

over and the skies were quiet

again she was haunted by those

last shots and the sight of that

single plane making its fiery

path toward earth still lingered

before her eyes. It must have

been a Russian plane, too. as the

other planes had rapidly flown

away. Somewhere out there

those woods or in the fields there

was a man—probably dead, but

possibly alive. Through what

seemed hqurs before her ward

was quiet and comfortable she

could imagine that in the cold-

ness of the fields any spark of

life was slowly being extinguish-

ed. It must lii'.. needed all of

Olga's courage to brave those

dark wood alone, straining every

nerve for any clue which might

lead her to— she knew not what.

CAPITOL
Life Begins for Andy Hardy

when M;ckay F.noiu'v j:ist out of

high school* goes to New York to

get a job, and learn the ways of

the world. Fortunately, Judy Gar-

land lives in New York, and a very-

charming friend in need she turns

out to be. You'll find out why boys

should go to college instead of to

the big city.

Unless you're a real Rooney fan

vour laughter won't strain your

operation, and if you're inclined

ti weep at shows, a small handker-

chief might come in handy once or

twice. We've forgotten what the

news was about, but there's a nice

little technicolor number about a

little mole. A very pleasant two

hours. B -S.T.W.

Coming Thursday, Abbot and

Costello, Hold That Ghost.

Parachute

She caught sight of the plane

first. Its smouldering crippled

body lying on an open stretch of

field seemed an indication of

what she might find in human
flesh. She left the comparative

safely of the woods and had start-

ed towards the plane when she

saw the deflated whiteness of a

parachute lying on the ground

close by. A man lay crumpled

under it. He was pale, and his

shoulder and leg were covered

with clotted blood. The girl's

competent hand uncovered the

wound and bound them tightly.

As she touched the man he open-

ed his eyes and groaned a little.

When she tried to get him to

his fuel she knew the worst, that

shock and loss of blood had

robbed him of his strength, Olga

must have prayed to all the gods

she knew to help her half-drag

and half-carry her burden
through those woods. She forgot

her physical discomforture, how-
ever, witli the thought that she

might save one more life for

Russia. She knew that he needed

blood and when they reached the

hospital, blood he would nave-

The underbrush cracked loudly

nder their stumbling feet and

.•cnicd to warn every enemy for

i iles of their presence. That

Sights

and Sounds

BY FRANK POLLARD

At the Harrier meet Friday af

ternoon: approximately a hundred

and thirty-seven enthusiasts milling

about getting their numbers pinned

on as athletic sticks tried to rail

their charges . . . Meds '44 with

half their year entered having their

picture taken ... A couple of Sri

encc men from '44 getting in on it

and smiling complacently in the

rear rank ... the lack of Science

freshmen who were attending ;

compulsory ( ?) meeting of the En
Sneering Society . . . Science '+

with forty-six of the total number
of entries coming up with a new
yell:

"We are, we are the men of

forty- four,

We'll win the race as oft we've

done before.

We'll do our best as we know we
' damn well must

For we don't give a damn for

any damn man who don't

give a damn for us."

. . . various men of Meds deploring

the lack of liquid invigorants .

the rumor being circulated that

Meds '44 had made provision fo

the refreshment of their twenty-one

entries by two bottles of the same

. . . a fast ( ?) break as entire field

lined up ten. and fifteen deep await

ing the firing of Jack Edwards
blank cartridge pistol ... a rush

of boisterous laughter as it fails to

go off even upon repeated pullings

of the trigger and several futile

clicks ... the sprint to turn the

curve and get out of the bottleneck

at the door ... the leaders rapid!

going up ahead and the remainder

trailing behind ... gravel roads .

shortcuts over 'personal property,

. . . wire fences that give and sag

. . . the high hill on King street

and the downhill straight stretch on

the last leg . . .

(

the scaling of the

heights by a motley crew of tired

hard-working stamina-boys .

the final drive around the track to

the finish line and a brief period ii

Which sights and sounds are all for

gotten as one lies exhausted on the

cold grey seats of the east side

bleachers in the stadium , . . much
hearty shouting of congratulations

finishing off with a trip to the

locker-room and a shower-room

more crowded than ever we have

seen it before.

was the undesired effect, too, for

the harsh voices of German
soldiers came to her through the

brush. They were probably look-

ing for this airman as a prospec-

tive prisoner. She pulled him

down with her to the ground and

lay there supporting her human
burden while heavy boots crash-

ed through the undergrowth

around them. It seemed hours

before they went away cursing

vilely in German and shooting

here and there in the bushes. At
last there was silence again and

the young nurse started off again

with her new unconscious burden.

Pulse

She never knew just how she

made the rest of the journey

—

she could only remember after-

wards being frightened by the

feebleness of his pulse. The last

thing she said before she fainted

at the emergency entrance was

"Blood."

The next morning the little

nurse was in the ward again, her

band kind, her skirt rustling and

white and her smile a little

triumphant. Another life had

been saved for Russia—by her

bravery and by somebody's blood.

She felt grateful to that person

HERE'S YOUH
D0VERC0AT
The lightest, wannest,

and smartest coat

you've, seen

$32.50
Gentlemen, this is a

Dovercoatl This we

might even say is the

dovercoAt-
the overcoat value you

can't overlook . , . It's

a new, smartly styled

Raglan, full satin lined,

slash pockets, raised

seams in a woven Bri-

tish fleece in oxford

grey—made up to the

Dover standard. A coat

you can wear for dress

or campus.

SEE OUR STYLE WINDOWS

123 Princess Street Phone 5020

K. S. Twitchell

(Continued from page 1)

interest to engineers in training.

Ernie Miron, who is in charge of

arranging the programs for these

General Meetings, has contacted

ome prospective speakers* and

would welcome suggestions from

members of the society. The hour

from fodr to five on Friday is allot-

ted to the Engineering Society for

General Meetings and these meet-

ngs will close at five o'clock so as

not to conflict with C.O.T.C. The

executive invites you to attend these

meetings, which will be interesting

and educational, and by doing so

you will encourage the executive in

carrying out its prepared program.

Q.S.A. Rally

(Continued from page 1)

If you have already secured your

card, hut have neglected to put it

into the boxes provyled, bring it

along and band it in at the rally.

Or. if you have not had an oppor-

tunity to sign up as yet, there will

be plenty of cards on hand. The

Queen's Students Assembly asks

for ONE HUNDRED PERCENT
STUDENT CO-OPERATION
FOR THE BLOOD BANK RAL-
LY!

"Esky" Dance

somehow, who, perhaps thou*

ands of miles away had given just

a little of their blood to save a

good man's life.

(Ed. Note—We are grateful

for ibis donation which is e§-

pecially appropriate during the

Blood Donor Campaign).'

(Continued from page 1)

hill-billies whose supreme laziness is

known to all rabid Esky fans, and

E. Sims Campbell's sultan sur-

rounded by a galaxy of beautiful

girls. To be sure, ALL diese in-

teresting folk and many more will

be on hand Friday night.

An extra special program has

been prepared as a souvenir of the

occasion in the form of a miniature

copy of Esquire itself.

At intermission the most unusual

sing-song ever heard on the campus

will take place — watch for fur-

ther detaiL.

Watch for the handbills telling

of other plans that are now only

ideas. We might whisper that there

is word of free refreshments,, a

date bureau and very informal

dress. But don't tell a soul.

So, come one, come all, and see

the pages of Esquire unfold before

your very eyes* at Queen's first

thrilling Esquire Dance.

The copies of this super edition

for 1°41 are only the usual ten

bits, the buck and shinplaster of old.

The booksellers are the members

of Meds '44, one and all, especially

the committee: Charlie Black, God-

frey Paul, O. V. Younghusband.

Pete Playfair (Convener). I592-W.

A late flash brings word that the

orchestra will be Bud Haines and

his new Commodores.

There was an old woman

Who lived in a shoe

She had so many children

She didn't have to pay any in-

come tax. —Our Staff Poet.
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Official Notices

Remembrance Day Service

Classes will l>e held as usual on

Remembrance Day. November 11,

except for an interval to permit i

brief memorial service in Grant

Hall.

The lecture period beginning at

10 a.m. will terminate at 10.45 a.m

Students and staff are invited to

proceed at once to Grant Hall and

to be in place by 10.55. The service

will end about 11.10 and classes will

resume at 1 1.20.

Letter totheEditor

Queen's University,

November 2nd, 1941.

The Editor,

Queen's Journal.

Dear -Mr. Editor,:—

In your last issue you published

a letter from Mr. E. E. Sorenson

criticizing Canada's war effort in

general and the C.O.T.C. in particu-

lar. May I present the other side

of the case for the latter?

Like Mr, Sorenson, I began as a

cadet in 1939. In 1940 I was an

Academe StoMkg whUh must be N.C.O and this year I am an of-

JSS , v Sulcus taking beer. The same applies to at leas!

Traininn during Session len

enee in military training which no-

body can steal, gained while being

allowed to complete his degree.

Personally, I think the C.O.T.C. is

doing a very fair job under difficult

conditions. Thanking you, I am.

Yours sincerely,

Jack Fifxo.

How About It?

Today the Red Cross
1

Society campaign for blood donors

opens on the Queen's campus. We sincerely hope that within

the week, 1700 volunteer cards from students will be in the hands

Of the local committee.

Blood transfusion is a minor medical procedure, but of major

life-saving significance. Up until a very few years ago. blood

could not be preserved even under the most favorable conditions

for more than ten days. Now. however, through the untiring

efforts of research workers, a process has been discovered by

which the blood can be dried and kept indefinitely. Its value in

the treatment of shock and other conditions is almost incalculable,

and now more than ever, the need is great.

The withdrawal procedure itself is simple, brief, and practic-

ally painless. Students who fill out the cards will be put on

the list, and notified in advance, when donations of blood are to

be taken. Credit will be given for any lectures missed for this

purpose.

Last week we advocated the giving by students of some-

thing for nothing". This is one way in which that can be done

without financial sacrifice. Surely we who have so much will not

begrudge the giving of so little.

History In the Making
We wonder how many students realized the tremendous

importance of the address given over the radio on October 18 by

the Right Honorable W. L. Mackenzie King. Prime Minister of

Canada. At that time the premier announced that the government

would take over almost complete control of prices and wages for

the entire Dominion.

The possibilities and ramifications of such a policy are beyond

the scope of the imagination. The action itself represents an

experiment never before tried on this continent—its success or

failure may alter the whole course of the post-war world.

The basic reason for the government's entry into previously

untouched fields of industry is simple and sound—rising prices

must be controlled in order to help avoid chaos and confusion

now, and to check the inevitable post-war depression. In time of

war. the public has more money to spend, and there is less Df the

things people want to buy. Hence prices go up. That of itself

might not be an evil, but it is almost invariably true that the

prices go up a great deal faster than the incomes of the mass ot

the people. This results in hardship, and often in poverty. Fui
"

it is inevitable that the greatest suffering should be borne by those

who had the least to start with—the small income group. It is to

help prevent this that the government has taken these unpre

cedented steps.

The policy has two main features—control ot the prices of

goods and services, and control of wages. The two are inextricably

related since it is obvious that the prices of finished goods cannot

be controlled successfully unless the production cost is also con

trolled. Limiting the rise of wages is, to quote Mr. King "a vital

part ol the policy of safeguarding the wage-earners, as consumers

from the evil effects of a rising cost of living."

As for the first feature, it is in broad outline, this: On and

after November 17, no person may sell any go'ods or supply any

services at a price or rate higher than the maximum price or

rate charged by him for such goods or services during the four

weeks from September 15 to October 11 of this year. In othe

words, prices are to be halted at a level that they have already

reached. This will apply to all goods except sales for export. It

will also apply to rentals.
,

The wage clause states that no employer may increase basic

wage rates unless authorized to do so by the National War
Labor Board on which guverniuent, iabor and employers are

represented, Thia applies to all employers with fifty or more

employees, and to every building trades employer with ten or

more employees. Exceptions are employers in agriculture or fish-

ing, and hospitals, religious, charitable, or educational institutions

operating on a non-profit basis.

To adjust wages to wartime price levels, it has been ordered

that after February 15, 1942, every employer to whom the wage

ceiling applies must pay a cost-of-living bonus to all employees

except those above the rank of foreman. This bonus is to be

adjusted every three months.

Special adaptations will be instituted in the case of agriculture,

and certain types oi aid will be given to the farmers in some

areas.

That, in very broad outline, is the plan. It is essentially what

Mr. Bernard Baruch has b^en advocating for the United States

Military

1941-42

Students taking military training

hould note that their names will

be recommended to the Divisional

Registrars for continued postpone-

ment of call for compulsory mili-

tary service at a basic training cen-

tre only if they pass their year.

Students who pass all their classes

in April will be recommended at

that time. Students who do well

enough to be entitled to supplemen-

tal in the autumn will be recom-

mended provisionally until their

final standing is known but if they

should fail to make high enough

standing on the supplemental to

proceed to the next higher year,

the Divisional Registrars will be

notified that they are not recom-

mended forward by the University.

Students will be eligible for Sep-

tember supplemental if they have

tanding in April as follows:

Faculty of Arts—uot more than

two failures

Faculty of Applied Science—not

more than four failures.

Facultv of Medicine—pass stand-

ing in 50% of the courses un-

less otherwise conditioned.

(See Medical Calendar, page

34.)

Pipe Band Scholarship

The attention of first year stu-

ents is called to the Pipe Band

Scholarship which will be awarded

to the best piper among first year

men. Applications for admission to

le contest must be sent in to the

Registrar by November 15th. The

contest will be held as soon as pos-

sible after applications have been

completed.

others whom I know personally.

We had a year in the ranks, during

as markers or learned how to drill

which we qualified; we spent a year

a squad; and this fall we are in-

structing our own platoons. From

our standpoint the C.O.T.C. is a

success: through it we have gained

varied experience and have received

advancement. If Mr. Soreiwn i-

now going over the same ground

for the third time, he should re-

member that there arc plenty of

others who are not.

The amount of military training

we receive is small. I agree. No-

body can transform a civilian into

a fully-trained officer — indeed

you can't even make him into a

real soldier — in 120 hours scatter-

ed over a period of half a year

But it does enable a man to find

out whether he has1 any liking or

I apt i tide for that sort of work. This

I I believe, is one of the basic values

• of our military training at Queen's

Finally, Mr. Sorenson is con

cerned because his present certifi

cate has no longer any influence

on his military standing if he de

sires to join the active forces. May

I suggest that in the past too much

emphasis has been placed on mere

certificates ? You can grade a man"

knowledge of map reading and mili

tary law, but no examination has

yet been devised to test character,

initiative, and leadership. These

qualities can neither be conferred

a man by the granting of

certificate nor taken away from him

by altering regulations. That is wh

I see no grave danger or injustice

we all have to start at the bottom

on joining the forces.

By the end of this year Mr. S

renson will have behind him about

two and one-half months' experi-

November Tests m the Faculty of

Arts

First year students will be exam

ned in all Pass classes during the

first week in November. The exam-

inations will take the form of class

tests.

We cannot presume to be qualified to pass any judgment

upon it from an economic point of view. But its basic principle

is sound. It will unquestionably involve hardship for a great

many people, but it will equalize that hardship for all classes of

the community. It is not claimed to be a cure-all for the ills of the

country, but it is hoped that it will remedy what was a fast-

worsening situation.

The administrative difficulties will be immense. But if it

is handled by men of wisdom and vision, it may well be a great

step forward in democratic practice.

For Your Information

There still seem to be certain misunderstandings about various

phases of Journal policy. Accordingly we take this opportunity to

clarify all remaining doubtful points.

First of all, we have said before and we repeat that no

letters or articles will be printed, under any circumstances unless

the writer's name is known to the editor. The name does not

necessarily have to be printed, but it must be revealed to us.

Several contributions are being held at the present time for this

reason. If their authors still want them printed, we would suggest

that they pay visits to the editor in the near future.

Another point on which there is a great deal of misunder-

standing and dissatisfaction is in regard to Journal distribution.

We are constantly receiving complaints from persons who got

out of classes too late to get Journals. We rcgTet this, but there

is nothing we can do about it if some students continue to take

anywhere from 3-12 copies apiece. We print 2.100 copies of every

issue, which is more than ample, if every person takes only one.

And finally we would appreciate it if all organizations de-

siring lo purchase advertising space would contract for it in

advance. It makes our Business Manager's job much easier, and

eliminates much confusion and ill-feeling.

Bigamy—A man trying to serve

two masters.

Dictionan—A place to find how

to spell words you must already

know how to spell in order to find

them.

Fiance — Usually referred to as

"the plucky man."

WEAR A POPPY
H<-tp ota Needy Veterans

REMEMBRANCE DAY
Nov. lllh

'Know whore I'm taking you?"

"To hove a Sweol Cap - I hopel"

SWEET CAPORAL CIGARETTES

•Tit purest form in wbteb tobteco eon be

STUDENTS
3Kelene ^Martin's Sgpauty 9ahm

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Assistant Clara Watland
Helene Martin

R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

160 WELLINGTON ST. ™ONE 2»°

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE

RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MAEEISCN STUDIC
(graDuattnu $tyntograyl|fi

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

92 Princess St. Evening by Appointment Phones 676—

30 Years in Business.
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the Wealher and the f 'eWe fal» »<> venture to

the Limestone City when they wouldn't know from whence their nextmeal would come. If the Athletic Board would come through with the"1™ '^VS thC
,

lnterP'Ovincial body would probaby fean tpwa K
u \ at Quee" whereas under the present ruling any earn

that s slated to meet the Tricolor might decline to play on the rrounds

^l^Y^l* \° riBk l0Bin8 their shirt «d would rightly beawarded the game by default.
The Athletic Board (to whose welfare each student contributes three

dollars annually) stands to gain if the Juniors could entice an outside team
to play at the Stadium. Even if the teams draw only two people a certain
percentage of the money derived will rest in their coffers. The final answer
lies m the hands of the athletic governing body as to whether they will
contmue to support the team morally only or will hazard a little financial
support. In short, football at Queen's hovers on the brink of a feast or
famine.

The Boxers and Wrestlers held their first workout of the season ir,

the form of a meeting to draw up a slate for the coming term. Jack Dav,
an enthusiastic alumni gave the large turnout a pep talk on happenings in
the ring. Jack McNeil, the amateur light-heavyweight wrestling champion
of Canada was elected President and the Fencers were incorporated into
the Club. There has been a good turnout of the rapier thrusters under the
direction of George Tucker and for the first time in years more than
three or four cavaliers will grace the campus.

Pete Cain was appointed Secretary and tentative bouts have been ar-
ranged with last year's rivals, R.A.F., Signal Headquarters and Regiopolis.
It is hoped that one match will be scheduled before Christmas and another
two after the Festive season.

The Meds politicians scored a backroom decision over th* Men of

Maid Marion on Saturday as they bluffed their way to a default in the
second game of the Intenaculty schedule. Neither team seemed very eager
to make like a duck and waddle around in the rain for several hours but
the suave-tongued orators using their best bedside manners turned the tide

from a postponed game to a clubhouse victory.

Arts will have to come up with a win on Wednesday if they wish to

stay in the running, for under the present ruling the secend place team
in the final standing must have beaten or tied the first place team to force

a playoff. The Arts team has been practising faithfully under the eagle eye
of Manager "Pork" Dubrule and are counting on several valuable additions

to bolster the front line and backfield. Science is of an unknown quality

but is expected to field a powerful team if the various rumors eminating
from the Science Hotstover's corner are correct. The game will be a

curtainraiser to the Queen's—R.M.C. fixture and will commence at 1.30 p.m.

Coach Wally Elmer is probably hoping that Christmas comes early

this year and that he will find two and possibly three good defencemen
hidden deep in his stocking for after the dismal effort displayed by the

Combines' defence on Friday night McQuesten and Rivington might do

worse than take out additional insurance. The one bright spot in' the night's

outing was the work of Young, a defenceman of the old school. He
slowed down the speedy forwards to a walk in the second period but didn't

have much help from his co-mates. If the blueline men don't improve before

the league opens here next Saturday night against Hamilton, it is not

likely that the locals will have as much Success this year in a much faster

league. The three forward lines showed up well in their first game and

look as though they could take care of themselves in any struggle and

the addition of McQuesten from Oshawa settled the big question mark in

goal. Now for a new defence and a good hockey club.

The Hats Off Dept. This week's nod goes to Dave Watson for his

sterling victory in the croBs country run as he cut 35 seconds off the old

record. Another nod should be divided between the football Juniors and

Norv Williamson. The former showed by their great display on Saturday

that they have the makings of the best Junior team in college history while

the latter made a great comeback on Friday night after receiving a fractured

wrist last season.

Gaels Dunk Army

By Count Of 11-2;

Tackling Faultless
/

Sh*rpe, Munroe, Bandiera

/ Shine For Tricolor

Saturday

BY MOE POLOWIN

On Saturday afternoon, Queen's

Juniors pounded out an 11-2 win

over a tough Army team to con-

tinue undefeated so far this sea-

son. The usual week-end weather

—a driving wind and oceans of

rain
—

'.urned the gridiron into a

quagmire and effectively spoiled

Queen's running and passing

plays. The Tricolor carried the

plajf t" tin' Soldiers, bottled them

up in their own end, and kicked

tliree single points lo take the

lead in scoring. The Army threw

Thumbnail

Sketches

RINGSIDE
REFEREE
BY HOLY BARNSLEY

The great turnout Friday night

was exceedingly gratifying to the

executive of the B. &: W. If

this spirit continues, things will

lie humming in a very short time.

Plans are already being formu-

lated for the first assault-at-arms

which will probably be held at

the end of this month. Par-

ticularly pleasing was the num-

ber of freshman tarns that graced

the meeting. The club can handle

and will welcome many

these recruits.

Ski Club

The Queen's Ski Club will

meet in the Senate Room

of the Old Arts Building to-

night at 7.1S. Reports of

president and treasurer will

be given. Elections for new-

executive will be held and

plans discussed. All skiers

welcome.

Tennis Tournament

more of

Fencing

Regarding the fencing situa-

tion, the man to see is George

Tucker of Arts '42. From all

appearances, this sport will be

more popular than ever this year.

Thanks are to be extended to

the honorary president, Jack Day.

for his interest in getting things

tinder way, and to Jack McNeil

and Pete Cain for bearing the

'mint of the executive duties.

For the newcomers it might be

advisable to say that the B. W.

& F. is one of the liveliest or-

ganizations on the campus. Its

(Continued on page 7)'

It took Fred Miller three sets

to vanquish Ted Smythe in the

feature match of the fifth round

of the Intramural Tennis Tourna-

ment as Smythe came from behind

in the second set to extend Miller

for the first time in the tourna-

ment. Miller won the first set 6-3

but Smythe came back in the sec-

ond set winning 5-7 but shot his

bolt as Miller swept the final set

6-2."

In other matches completed last

week-end Anderson easily defeated

Wright 6-2, 6-0, and Don Webb

eliminated Ray Debrule by the

same count. Hart, the dark horse

of the tournament to date, is slated

to meet his toughest opposition in

the next round as he crosses rac-

quets with Miller. The nets on the

upper courts have been taken (lown

but the lower court strings are still

floating in the breeze.

the hard-working half who led the
tackling brigade downfield on every
piay-

Juniors To Oppose
Redmen Tomorrow

ILD BILL PftROY

Wednesday at 3 p.m. Queen's

junior football team swings back

into action against R.M.C. at the

Stadium. The undefeated Tri-

:olor are out to protect their

record against the courageous

Redmen who have the reputation

of fielding a team that never

gives up. The Cadets have just

returned from their Thanksgiving

holidays and should be all rested

up for this game.
_

Although the Gaels outscored

them 49-6 in their last grid battle,

the Redmen have a strong line

and good plunging formations

and will play their hearts out for

a win. This will be R.M.C.'s

final appearance against Queen's,

and with nothing to lose, they

are expected to pull every trick

out of the bag. Football fans are

warned that this should be a fast,

wide-open, spectator's game with

plenty of thrills and spills.

WALT HALLIWELL
Alternating at outride wing

With the "hipper-dipper" Juniors,

Walt is playing the brand of ball

that is necessary to keep a berth

wi.h the team. A member of Arts

'44, Walt comes to us via Mimico

High School where he played for

two years, reaching the Toronto

ind District finals in 1939. Stand-

ing tive feet eleven inches, and

weighing 142 pounds, Walt

shows a fair turn of speed and

has a good pair of hands. Foot

ball is not his only interest, and

we expect to hear from him when
the boys start pounding the hard-

wood, later in the season. Walt
will be in there fighting on Sat-

urday when the Tricolor tangle

with the Army.

INTRAMURAL TENNIS

Intramural softball schedule

for the week of November 3-8.

Tuesday—Meds '44 vs. Arts '43

—7-8 p.m.

Wednesday — Meds '47 vs.

Meds '46—*-5 p.m.

Wednesday—Theology vs. Sc.

'43—5-6 p.m.

Wednesday—Sc. '42 vs. Meds
•42-'43—6-7 p.m.

Thursday—Sc. '45 vs. Arts '45

—6-7 p.m.

Friday—Meds '42-'43 vs. Arts
42—7-8 p.m.

Friday—Sc. '43 vs, Meds '44

—

8-9 p.m.

Friday—R.C.A.F. vs. Sc.. "45—

9-10 p.m.

Saturday—Sc. '44 vs. Meds '47

—3-4 p.m.

Saturday—Meds '46 vs. Arts

5 p.m.

Our Definition

Old Maid—A gal who feels her

oats and her corns at the same

time.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Medical Man—"Your husband

must have absolute quiet. Here

is a sleeping draught."

Patient's Wife — "And when
do I give it to him?"

"You don't give it to him

—

you take it yourself."

—McGill Daily.

DAVE WATSON WINS
CROSS COUNTRY RUN

whose trusty toe accounted for two
:0-yard field goals to top the scorers.

i barrage of heavyweight half-

backs at the Queen's line only

to be bogged down by the spec-

tacular play of the Tricolor front

will

Tackling

Queen's downfield tackling was

faultless, never giving the oppos-

ing backfielders a chance to get 'multicolored sweatshirts, plodded

going on a runback. Sharpe, who round the three miles of the Intra-

was shifted up to outside wing mural cross-country. Dave Watson,

from one of the half positions, Sc. '43, won in 14 minutes, 27 sec-

turned in a star tackling game,
(

0

nds, breaking his own record by

and was directly responsible lor 35 seconds. Gordon Jarvis, Sc. '43,

many of the Queen's points. who ran second, also broke last

Munroe was one of the best'year's record. McQuay. Meds '45,

on the backfield, kicking fonr'placed third; Craig, Sc. '45. fourth;

Last Friday afternoon a record

number of 137 students, dressed in

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige of yean stand behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blaiera

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS
Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, tipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street ,ro«««L T wnw. Phone 1941

single points and teaming up

with Bandiera to carry the brunt

i)f the plunging assignments.

Pardy's educated toe contributed

two placements and he just fail-

ed to get a touch after intercept-

ing an Army forward. The pig-

skin was plenty greasy, and the

spectators were treated to many

a weird bit of ball-handling with

plenty of fumbles to keep the

boys diving into the mud after

the elusive oval. The Soldiers, in

spite of their weight advantage,

couldn't outfight the Red, Blue

and Gold,

Mason and Noble were best for

the Army, and sparkplugged

them into many a threatening

position but couldn't force a pay-

off. By their win the Tricolor

showed they can play with the

best under adverse weather con-

ditions, and have fulfilled alt ex-

pectations of Coach Edwards.

Queen's — Flying wing. Ban-

diera ; halves, Sharpe, Kinncar,

Pardy ;
quarter. Martin; centre.

Irwin ; inside*, Roe, S. Patter-

son; middles, Rush, Aubrey;

ends, Crotliers. Finjay . subs,

Shine, Milliken, Munroe, "Pataran.

Behev'ldes; Nelson, Dalziel, Mo-

Venn, Young, Loynes, Barron,

Ankerman, Halliwell. J. Patter-

son, Keenan, Mclntyre.

Army—Flying wing. MeGarry;

'44. fifth; Cassidy, Sc.

and Sharpe, Sc. '44,

Holme. Sc

"44, sixth;

seventh.

Science "43 had the winning team

the placing of their five runners

totalling 65. Meds '45 came second

with 107. Sc. "44, third, with 133,

and Meds '46. fourth, with 175.

LEO BANDIERA

"How she go John's" plunging and

secondary work were a feature of

Saturday's win.

halves, Reg Watts, Doug Jesse,

Dunne; quarter. Sanson; centre.

Sharpe: insides, Hall, Young;

middles, Whillock, Paul; ends.

O'Keefe, Williams; subs, J.

Watts, Noble, Gush, Provost.

Berthelet, Jones, Ryerson, Den-

nis, Hosh'owsky, Culleu.

present

Van Kirk Hats

103 Princess Street

Agents for DACK'S SHOES

Phone 3542

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

McGALL'S RESTAURANT
THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT'

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

JCYNEE'S
^.OSMETICS

LUNCHES

Telephone 188

TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS

CAMERA SUPPLIES

Cor. Johnson & Division Sts.

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description
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Mary had a steam boat

The steam boat bad a bell

Mary went to heaven

Ami the steam boat went toot,

toot. —Staff Poet

"Do you remcitfber that night

1 kissed yon and said 1 would

love you always?"

"Y«s, dear."

"I was afraid von would."

STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.CA.

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
<VB. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone B19 171 Wellington St

ELLIOTT'S

Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

QUEEN'S TAXI

2002
TAILS =—

FOR RENT
AND

TUXEDOS

SIMMONS i

ClothesShop*
79 Princess St.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop io
the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

US Ayrcd St. Phone 1772-W

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

$4,000 Objective

GOING TO THE
DANCE?

ameys Taxi

Phone 266

(Continued from page 1)

representative, felt that such an

objective would have a most

popular student appeal, especially

with his own faculty, who would

Support a campaign in the Science

manner. A letter from the De-

partment of National War Sav-

ings Service emphasised the im-

portance to Canada' such an

effort and suggested that a cam-

paign be held on the campus to

sell government war stamps. The

reaction to this platform as far

as it is possible to ascertain is

one of general approval. "I think

this is the most practical and

direct method which we Queen's

students can aid the war," was

the remark of a pretty Levanite

who in spite of tire Journal's re-

quest preferred to remain an-

onymous.

Committee

The War Aid Committee was

completely reorganized this year

on a faculty basis. The eoni-

mittee consisting of eight mem-
bers was organized as follows:

Chairman, Earle Baxter, Arts;

Secretary, Erla Richards, Le-

vana ; Treasurer, Frank Pelnick,

Medicine ; Publicity, Dave Sey-

mour, Science; with Marjorie

Ellison, Levana ; John Patten,

Medicine; Don Sly, Science, and

Lyle Woodside, Arts, being the

other four representatives. .To

guide and organize the various

enterprises is the main function

of this committee. This commit-

tee asks, yes, even begs that if

anyone, even Freshmen, has a

practical, novel suggestion, or

constructive criticism to aid rais-

ing the objective, that all such

suggestions should be passed on
to the above committee im-

mediately. Any interested per-

sons with suggestions may pre-

sent such ideas at any meeting
of the committee by merely con-

tacting Earle Baxter or their

faculty representative,

Drama Guild

The Drama Guild will

hold a General Meeting in

the Players' Lounge on

Monday night. November

10. at 8 o'clock. ,

Blood Bank Briefs

300 STUDENTS ATTEND
CHICAGO "V" RALLY

(Continued from page 1)

Varsity, go scientific orchids for

discovering a method of drying

blood successfully for storage

. . . but the orchids blossom only
when you volunteer your blood.

. . . and things we've been told.

One-third of the bombed vic-

tims require a transfusion . . ,

and in Britain 100,000 volunteers

step forward every month to

have a pint of blood drawn for

that 33% . . . Only a few years
ago, the best technique, as used
in Spain, was to store whole
blood in sterile milk bottles . . .

Ambulances donated by Can-
adians carried bottled blood up
and down the Loyalist front . . .

Today, transfusion is even more
efficient

. . . Powdered blood
plasma is carried right to the
victim at the scene of bombing,
where it is mixed with sterile

water and injected . . . Another
life is saved to carry on the fight

for democracy
. . . The boys over-

seas are prepared to sacrifice their

lives . . , You are asked to sacri-

fice a few minutes of your time
. • - Blood from 5 students will

save the life of one fighter .

One thing we would like to
know . . .

. . . Who will be the first to

Stolid up at the Rally and volun
leer'

. . . Competition for the
honor is keen . . . But first

last, every drop of blood you
give helps turn the tide against
Hitler!

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize, them.

tOpen declaration oi war was

called for by two of the three

speakers at a **V" Rally last Fri-

day at the University of Chicago

and vigorously seconded by an

audience of about 300 student-;,

according to the "Daily Maroon"

at the University of Chicago.

All three speakers were em-

phatic in their statements that

the United States was already

at war and should recognize that

fact. They stressed too that the

U.S. should fight for the peace

after the war as well as the war

itself.

Lethargy

Dr. O'Donnel, first speaker on

the program,- demanded that "we

awaken the indifference of Am-
ericans." They must be stirred,

out of their "moral and spiritual

lethargy." Warner, another speak-

er, after spending five minutes

castigating the Chicago Tribune,

warmed to his subject by saying

that the United States must give

aid anywhere, anytime, to any-

body who will help to defeat

Adolf Hitler, Nazi Germany, and

any Germany who performs as

Germany is performing now."

He urged the repeal of the

Neutrality Act and increased

production. Non-military goods
should not he produced in more
than necessary quantities. He
then hit the highpoints of his talk

by saying, "We (the Americans)
are in the war . . . Our navy is

shot at. sailors killed, our prop-

erty is destroyed, and there are

saboteurs in this country work-
ing to. destroy us from within.

As he called for an open declar-

ation of war the audience broke
into cheers.

We have b*en at war a long
time because a world -revolution

is in progress," shouted Dr. Mc-
Mahon, replacing Warner on the

platform, "But we will be out
with all possible vigor and
effort."

He then proceeded to blast the
America First Committee to the
delight of his audience. "I re-

gard America First as a greater
foe of this country than the Com-
munist Party. Unwitting foes are
worse than deliberate ones." He
continued with a demand for a
declaration of war by the U.S.
and ended by exclaiming "Act
now, not tomorrow, for the time
is now I"

"Gimme a mouse-trap and
hurry it up, I'm trying to catch
a bus,"

"I'm sorry sir, I'm afraid we
haven't one that big."

Je t 'adore

Aw, close it yourself!

Ah, well! There goes another
dime to the dogs, as the man
said when he got his shoes shined.

Date — "If you kiss me, V\\
scream."

Big Operator—"But there's no
one within hearing distance."

Date — "Then wh:t are you
scared of?"

i

bespau&m,
i 'ustFul dr3&on with a fiery maw,
WXh blood that dribbles from its fanged jaw,
i. pes to engulf the queen oi land and sea

—

ijcrTtociicy.

*~he gr.nning fate of empires past looks on,

Then In the sky a nevz light brings the dawn.
A lover of his right to liberty

Flies to the aid of her who keeps him free

Then once again his vict'ry shall be just

And tyranny shall crumble into dust.

}

C.O.T.C.

appendix to Part I Orders

by
• Lt.-Col. R. O. Earl

Commanding Queen's University

Contingent

For the week of 3-8 Nov.

I. DRILL PARADES AND
WEAPON TRAINING—as per

Appendix to Part 1 Orders.

LECTURE PARADES—
per Appendix to Part I Ord-

ers.

III. MAP READING— as per

Appendix to Part I Orders.

IV. PHYSICAL TRAINING—
as per Appendix to Part I Orders.

V. INSTRUCTORS PARAD-
ES—All Instructors will consult

the Orderly Room bulletin board,

VI. OFFICERS AND N.C.O.'s

PARADES

—

Wednesday, 5 Nov.—All N.C.

0.'s—Lower Campus—1700-1800

hrs.

Friday, 7 Nov.—All Subalterns

Gymnasium—1700-1800 hrs.

GENERAL NOTICE
1. 16 Greatcoats issued to the

Guard of Honor on the day of

Inspection 18 Oct. 1941 are still

missing.

2. Unless these are returned to

the Quartermaster by 8 Nov. the

sum of 20c will he deducted from

the pay or bonus of every mem-
ber of the Guard for each grea'.-

coat not returned.

VIII. MUSKETRY - As de-

tailed.

VIII. ATTESTATION PAR-
ADE—All recruits admitted to

the C.O.T.C. will parade at the

Orderly Room for the purpose*

of completing attestation cards,

between the following hours:

Monday. 3 Nov. — 0900-1700

hrs.

Memorandum
The following extract from

Part 1 Orders is repeated for the

informatkiii of all ranks:

Disciplinary Action

1. Personnel reporting late on

parade : ^ j
Personnel who arrive after the

"Fall-In" will be sent directly to

the Orderly Room. If they arrive

there within five minutes after

the parade is called they will be

sent back to their Platoon with

a note authorizing their admis-

sion. They will lose
1

one hour's

attendance. Those more than 5

minutes late will receive no credit

tor the parade.

2. Misdemeanours

Personnel committing misde-

meanours will receive summary
trial by the Company Command-
ers who have power to; award
fatigue dmies up to 2 hours for

each offence. More serious of-

fences will be remanded to the

Commanding Officer who may
award fatigues up to 5 hours.

Any other matters will be refer-

DR. BOYD IS SPEAKER
AT C.I.C. MEETING

At '.he first meeting of the

Queen's Branch of the Canadian

Institute of Chemistry, Dr. E.

W. Boyd of the Department of

Pharmacology at Queen's de-

livered a very interesting lecture.

The subject of his address was

"Chemical Changes in Oysters

And Storage."

Dr. Boyd gave a well illustrat-

ed lecture on this topic, explain-

ing the nature of oysters such

that at the end of four week's

storage a remarkable chemical

change takes place within the

oyster. The water and iodine

content decreases and the phos-

pholipid increases. He then con-

cluded by a discussion of the

methods involved in the chemical

analyses.

red to the Senate of the Uni-

versity.

W. H. Agnew, Lt. & Adjt.

A MESSAGE To
Queen's Lady Students
A new store has opened at 49 Montreal Street

just off Princess by Best's Drug Store. We carry

a complete line of dresses,- lingerie, millinery

and sportswear. Operating in the lower rent

district, we can afford to sell at lower prices,

and you will be surprised to find at our store

the newest styles and yet at much lower prices

than you will pay elsewhere. Please come in

and get acquainted.

It will pay you to walk around the corner to

BELDEAN SHOPPE
49 Montreal Street Just Off Princess

SUPERIOR
GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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TECHNI-

COLUMN

BY FRANK POLLARD

Defence Orders and the

McGM Campaign

Machinery Industry

At the beginning of the war

there was hardly a factory in Can-

ada with the tools, equipment and

specifications necessary to turn out

any of the machine parts necessary

for a nation at war. Now I doubt

whether there is a single machine

shop in Canada that has not its

job to do on some piece of metal

that will eventually be used by the

Department of National Defence.

Locomotive Works

In the various machine shops of

the Canadian Locomotive Company

in this city there is now proceeding

an endless chain of parts undergo-

ing operations that are especially

suited to be done in this plant.

Huge double-headed planers fin-

ish off the surface of armor-plate

made from some of the hardest al-

loys known to the commercial

world.

Radial drills are be?mg used on a

twenty-four hour shift to put the

bolt-holes in brackets that will find

their way into tanks used in Egypt

or Russia and have already been

used by the troops in Africa.

Precision machinists and tooL

makers apply all the tricks of jig

and gauge 'production to eliminate

duplicalion of effort, passing on

to several operators not a blueprint

and a rough lump of mild steel but

a simple operation in a fool-proof

set-up.

No straight production lines are

possible in a machine shop turning

out a variety of parts. However, the

semi-finished pieces move in regu-

lar steps from one machine to an-

other although they may travel sev T

cral times the length of the shop

before being painted or galvanized,

preparatory to shipment elsewhere.

Close co-operation i« required be-

tween the metallurgist in the forge

pud the superintendent in the.ma-

cHjne-shop. and all along the line

from the fellow on the shaper to

the man on the lathe. The latter

tries to finish up the remainder of

a batch of parts that they may be

hurried through the few remaining

operations and shipped,' to the as-

sembly plant in another city or to

the branch of the Defence Depart-

ment that has ordereri them.

Success

The great success of this gearing

for defense production has been

the way the men have shown them-

selves equal to the task. Senior ma-

chinists have on short notice be-

come very competent and under-

standing shift-bosses. Technical

students, with machine-shop experi-

ence measured in months, have tak-

en over machines and are now turn-

ing out swivels, brackets, straps,

armor plate, clevises, turnkeys and

a host of parts that can not be

named. They are drilling, "facing,

turning, threading, slutting, plan-

ing, shaping, milling, and boring

the requisite parts as accurately and

as speedily as the more competent

machinists.

But the greatest strain of all is

upon the executive staff, which su-

pervises operations, directs trqffic

and. above all, removes the bottle-

necks so consistently recurrent in

an overworked machine-simp.

(Continued from page 1)

Fund. It is hoped that at least two,

and perhaps three Bren guns will

be purchased with the sum. What-
ever is left over will be used to

keep up the guns — to supply spare

parts, etc.

The drive was completed in less

time than r

thought — in three

four — and th

drenching downpour during the

first day.

This "Mile of Pennies fpr B
Guns" was the third this year/of

McGtll students' successful Cam-
paigns for the War Effort, fallow-

ing closely upon the SalvageA>rive

and the Military Tattoo, ?

. completed in less yr
. . , off ot

originally been i
{|

ee days, instead of f
lis in spite of a i

I"

intrusion

ft (C.lJ.P.)—/dst how

ecrs succeed /m getting

into unique position

rfways been a

Mont
the en

thcmsL
been

ft
source of

na<ement to the rest of the

u^nt body of tlt'c McGill catn-

pujj and now here's another tale

one that promises to surpass

le others in its originality,

shor; it i;. this. The presi
|

dent of Fir&t Year Arts is an

honor studeAt in first year En-

gineering. How did he do it?

He didn't'Some bright lads from

Arts submitted his name, and

as it wft, the only nomination re-

ceived, he was elected. However,

the swd Engineer has handed in

Gtee Club

The Glee Club will hold

its weekly practice tonight

at 7.30 p.m. in the Arts lec-

ture* room, third floor of the

Old Arts Building. Every-

one interested is invited to

attend.

"Where do bugs go in winter?"

"Search me!" ^

"No, thanks— I* just wanted to

know."

his resignation and the Artsmen
are laced with the problem of

electing a President from their

own faculty.

Ringside Referee

(Continued from page 5)

activities extend throughout the

whole of the college year. Since

the abolition of intercollegiate

sports the club has continued to

provide worth-while pastimes for

its members and some first rate

entertainment for the students

at large. Last year two assaults-

at-arms were held before large

crowds in the gymnasium, in ad-

dition to the keenly contested in-

tramural championships.

Remember the notice board in

the gymnasium locker room

!

Keep an eye on it for notices and

workout timetables. For addi-

tional information get in touch

Press Meeting

(Continued from page 1)

for those who do come will be

greeted with luscious delicacies (re^

freshments to the unlearned) that

are to be served at the close of the

meeting. (And incidentally the Ex-
ecutive suggests that if convenient

the membership fee of fifty cents

should be brought along.)

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

with any of the following. Jack

McNeil, Pete Cain, Ira Brown,

Leo McDonald, Ernie Miron, Ron

Haflidson, Johnny Evans, Al

Munn or the writer.

Dennis O'Donahue kissed and then

' told—

Dennis was conscienceless, fickle

and bold.

Roger, who prattled of love in

blank verse,

Told without kissing—and that was

much worse.

Canadian copper and

Canadian nickel
ESSENTIALS OF WAR-TIME PRODUCTION

One of The International

Nickel Company's Refineries

Like fiery merry-go-rounds the great

casting wheels revolve. On one side,

white-hot metal cascades into the

moulds. Before the wheel completes

its revolution, the partly - cooled

anodes are lifted and doused in

cold water.

Thus does the International Nickel

Company help to keep the stream

of metals flowing to the industries

of the Empire. Thousands of tons of

pure Copper are produced in a single

month in this plant. For the

Sudbury ores are rich in /HXM

Copper as well as Nickel. They also

contain platinum, silver, gold aud

other rare metals. Each and every

one of these metals is playing a vital

part in gearing up the Empire's

industrial machine in the present

crisis.

They are being used to produce alloys

that are tough, strong, rust-proof and

dependable ... for the aeroplane,

automotive, and practically all other

industries. Their sale to friendly

nations helps to replenish our

supply of foreign exchange.

BUY VICTORY BONDS

I
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Radio Programs

Tuesday, November 4—By a

member of the Medical Faculty.

Wednesday. November 5—The
W ork oi" the Chamber of Com-
merce. Mr. P. H. Swalm.

Thursday, November 6—To be

announced.

Friday, November 7 — Intro-

duction to the series on Drama
and the Problems of Society. Dr.

W illiam Angus.

These programs are from 7.15-

7.30 p.m. over station CFRC.

Kingston's Oldest

Established Shoe Shop

Welcomes You
•

It is our pleasure to

serve you for

—

SHOES
of the better type

GYM SHOES

HOSIERY

LUGGAGE

HANDBAGS

POLISHES

Prompt Service

Courteous Treatment

Delivery, Ph. 24

•

LOCKETTS LTD.
Est. 1878

178 Wellington St.

THROUGH THE
LOOKING GLASS

BV GLADYS MCCUIRE

MAKE YOUR

APPOINTMENT

NOW

for a

Dubarry Facial

given by

MISS

RITA MELOCHE

Nov. 10th to Nov. 15th

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

Is life a mad scramble for you.'

Arc you mostly coming whan you

should be going, but you wouldn't

know anyway because you arc in

such a hurry, and oh, dear, what

lime is it? Are you the little gal

that's never there, quite when she

should be? And if you are there

do you fuss and fidget because your

slip shows, there's a hole in your

glove,' and you feel simply terribly

dressed? Well, you needn't answer.

But remember — it's the hurry and

Hum in lift' that wears us down to

(he rims; it's the lack of confidence

in ourselves and in our appearance

that keeps us from making a hit

with the world. If you want to

save your energy and gain more

praise in the bargain adopt a simple

time-table for your needs, and most

important, stick to it! Here are a

few rules that will help you live

the smooth and easy way. Pay

heed because they work.

1. Set aside one afternoon a

week (Sunday is a good day) for

pressing skirts, mending, sewing on

fasteners or straightening up your

dressing-table drawers. Then one

evening a week wash and set your

hair, have a facial, do your nails.

"But we haven't time for that,"

you wail. "What with studies 'n'

dates V meetings V everything."

You do, really, for in the end it's

time saving. Your clothes will al-

ways be ready to wear, you won't

have to fix them when you should

be doing something else.

2. Get up an hour earlier each

morning— yes, a whole hour. Then

ou can make your bed, dust and

idy your room, dress neatly, apply

iake-iip carefully, eat your break-

fast slowly. Result? You will ar-

rive at class on time looking fresh

nd well-groomed. You will attend

titer to your lectures and face the

whole morning with a smug "I-bet-

vou-didn't-get-up-early-and - makc-

our-bed" attitude. You need your

sleep, however, so try to make up

the hour before twelve of the pre-

vious night.

3. Begin to dress for an appoint-

lent fifteen minutes earlier than

sua!, That is the only way any

woman — being a woman — can

ever be on time. When you are

ready and the clock on the wall still

says early you can hang up your

clothes and put the tops on bottles.

It's much nicer to return from a

happy evening to a tidy room.

4. Keep your personal articles

—

brush, comb, powder, mouth-wash

perfume, neatly arranged in the

same place, then at a moment':

notice you can get dressed deftly

and carefully with no wild search

for your things.

5. If you are in a hurry and must
choose between smartness and, well

cleanliness, choose to be clean. Dis-

card the smart sweater if it is

frumpy in favor of a clean shirt-

Left Hand Comer

(Continued from page 1)

sonal visits for the purpose of

selling magazines, insurance or

merchandise."

Department of Hysterical

Laughter

W, C, Fields, when talking

about his divorced wife, said "she

drove me to drink, which is the

only thing I can thank her for."

I heard this at the dance on

Saturday night: "He'd match his

private life with anyone—in pri-

vate I"

A certain Science Frosh is such

a sucker for pinball machines that

he walks with a tilt.

Department of Journalism

A notoriously tough newspaper

editor recently told one of his

"cub" reporters that there would

be awful consequences if he made

any ill-founded statements in any

of the -tories he wrote. The re-

porter took the talk at its face-

value and wrote this about the

meeting of the local church

bazaar:

"The bazaar was opened (so

it was said) by Mrs. Jones, the

wife of Councillor Jones, com-

monly supposed to be a more

or less highly esteemed trades-

man of this'' town. She was

dressed in what some would de-

scribe as fashionable attire, and

was supported on the platform

by the so-called vicar and other

reputed ladies and gentlemen."

To Contributors

NOTE*
Year Pins

Girls may purchase year pins

from the following year repre-

sentatives: i

•42—Dorothy Reid

'43—Dorothy Warne

•44—Kay O'Neill

45—Kate Macdonnell.

Press Club Meeting

All girls who have dene proof

reading and any others who are

interested are urged to come to the

Press Club meeting today at 4

o'clock, when Mr, H. J.
Hamilton

will give a talk on the suhject

of "Proof Reading."

Soph Court

Pay heed, oh freshettes ! Here

it is at last—the annual Soph

Court. This much-heralded event

will take place on Monday, No-

vember 10. The following of-

ficials have been chosen:

Defence Attorney — Marjorie

Ellison.

Prosecuting Attorney—Pauline

Jewett.

Chief of Police—Diana Wheeler

Judge—Jean Nesbitt.

Jury—Levana Executive.

Further details will be given

later.

Blood Campaign

(Continued from page 1)

Wilbur Rogers, Theology.

Blood donor volunteer cards will

be distributed in the Technical Sup-

plies, the Union, the Post Office,

and Ban Righ Hall. Students who

volunteer are asked to put their

faculty on their cards since there

is to be an inter- fact ulty contest

during the campaign. The contest

will be run on a percentage basis

to that even the smallest faculty

will have an even chance. Classes

will be called for am- and all dnnnrs.

In Arts the professors will an-

nounce the Blood Bank Campaign

in lectures and" boxes will be placed

at the doors of class-rooms where •

Blood Volunteer Cards may be

placed. All students over twenty-

one are urged to think very seri-

ly of the Blood Donor Campaign.

It is a worth-while and concrete

contribution to the War Effort.

And then there was the graduate

engineer whose first job was draw-

ing up plans for the construction of

a prison-house . . . When it was all

finished they found that the walls-

were NOT MADE TO SCALE.

(Continued from page 1)

still holds good — One Side of the

Raper Only, PLEASE.
If after you've finished your ar-

ticle 3'OU decide to make extensive

corrections, taking out and insert-

ing whole sentences, then please re-

copy your masterpiece. There is

nothing our linotypers dislike, more

than having to weave in and out

and all around trying to fit in some

writer's afterthoughts.

And now, you who have stayed

with us to the end may ask, what

good does all this trouble do for me,

we or us? Listen, dear friends, and

we shall tell you. If your typing

or w riting is easy to read, we natur-

ally are more impressed by it. That

being so, it gets a far better posi-

tion on the page. That, we hope,

encourages more people to read it.

and thus makes you happy.

And so, faithful friends, we have

lectured to you and reached the

end. Don't be afraid of us, re

member—CONTRIBUTORS. WE
LOVE YOU.

waist. Be sweet and clean, your

self, even if you must forego make

up. Be smart if you have the time

you must have the time to be fas

tidious.

Not everyone is beautiful but we
can all try to be clean, neat, then

smart and always punctual.

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BY KAY MCRUER

Archery is in the limelight this

week. The first interyear tourna-

ment will be held Monday, Tues-

day and Wednesday afternoons.

November 3, 4, and 5 in Richard-

son Stadium. The purpose of the

meet is to find the eight best

scorers to make up a team for

the Intercollegiate Telegraphic

meet. An "A" will be given again

for the highest point winner.

Varsity, McGill, Western, and

Queen's are definitely entered in

the meet. A team of eight will

represent Queen's and it is likely

that each girl will shoot twice,

Nan Davies is in charge of the

squad, would be glad to welcome

any newcomers, or answer any

questions concerning the meet.

We want every one who is in the

least interested to come out.

The tennis tournament is still

on the fire. Pauline Jewett, the

undisputed winner of every game
she has played anxiously awaits

the results of the other semi-

finals to determine her next op-

ponent. Bonnie Bonham, last

year's champion, is not in the

running this season, throwing the

tournament open to all new
comers.

We extend a very

Reartv Welcome

to the Students

of

CROWN DAIRY
PHONE 406

It's Fall again and Queen's students return with the welcome

of all Kingston

—

We are pleased at all times to have students come here for

their Footwear

—

Shoes for College

Gym Shoes - Street Shoes - Dress Shoes

•

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pena,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS IT ! ! TOPS IN ENTERTAINMENT !

!

MEDS '44'S SENSATIONAL

ESQUIRE DANCE
WITH BUD HAINES AND THE NEW COMMODORES

GRANT HALL SI.25 PER COUPLE FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7
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Left Hand

Corner. . . .

Department of Malicious Rumors

Who is the freshman who
walked into Goodwin House sev

eta} days ago. climbed tlte stairs

to the second floor, knocked at

a young lady's door and then

asked if he was on Queen's Cre

cent? We know, but we won't

tell until the next issue as we are

giving him one more chance to

pay us hush money.

We hear from unreliable

sources that all classes in the

Faculty of Arts will now com-
mence at ten ip the morning in-

stead of eight, and that atten-

dance will only be taken in Post

Graduate courses and in the

special Ping Pong class being

conducted by Jim" 'Thai was a

dirty serve" Martin and Peter

"Don't call me an ignorant frosh'

Dow.
A certain well-known profes-

sor has promised to stand on his

head and say "I am too dumb
to be a professor" 200 times if

the above rumor has any truth

to it..

Department of Eee-Utiful

Poetry

This delightful little poem is

dedicated (without the author's

compliments) to all freshmen

who have received their Novem-
ber test results.

Razors pain you;

Rivers are damp

;

Acids stain you

;

And drugs cause cramp.

Guns aren't lawful

;

Nooses give;

Gas smells awful;

You might as well live.

—Dorothy Parker

LEFT HAND CORNER
(Continued on page 8)

Fuehrer Generously Sends
Signed Photograph

For Occasion

Opens Monday

Hitler is going to be "blacked*

out" on Queen's campus next week.

A mammoth war stamp campaign
is opening on the campus next

Monday morning sponsored by the

A.M.S. War Aid Committee. Do-
minion War Savings Stamps will

be retailed by year representatives

for the customary price of twenty-

five cents.

Adolf

The German embassy in Wash-
ington in answer tp our appeal ha

forwarded an autographed photo

graph of Der Fuehrer which shall

be prominently, displayed on the

campus. As the sale of war sav

ings stamps is increased Adolf

face wilt be blacked out. The cam
paign will last only one week, but

it is expected that Hitler's photo

:;enic features will be well covered

in the first few days.

This is the first direct effort

reply to student demand for an

tensive campaign which reveals

Queen's students' attitude to th

war. Accepting the suggestion of

the Department of National War
Services, the committee felt that

*uch a campaign was the logic

Q.W.A.C. DRIVE
(Continued on page 6)

Q. W.A.CTTO STAGE SAVINGS DRIVE
Hitler's Face To Be Blackened

In Coming War Stamp Campaign

Engineering Society

The Engineering Society

will hold a meeting today at

4.00 p.m. in Convocation

Hall. Mr. K. S. Twitchell

will give an illustrated talk-

on his experiences- in Saudi

Arabia and the Near East.

Seniors To Give

Counsel To Frosh

Ski Club Chooses
Season's Executive

The Queen's Ski Club had its

hrst meeting on Tuesday night
in Convocation Hall for the pur-

pose of choosing the new ex-

ecutive. Despite conflicting en-

gagements, there was a reason-
able turn-out, including some
freshmen.

President Dave Price welcom-
ed the new and old members, and
expressed the hope that the com-
"ig season would be just as much
fun as the last. He remarked that

^'hile there might not be any

SKI CLUB
(Continued on page 8)

System Of Advisors Tried
Last Year

Last year the Arts Society

auguraled a system of assigning

a certain number of freshmen to

each senior, for guidance and

counsel. The senior was tb coach

the freshmen in their academic

work and give out advice con

cerning extracurricular activities

Names

At that time, the senior alone

was given the names of the fresh

men for whom he was respon

sible. This year, however, the

names of the seniors and fresh

men assigned to them will be

published on the bulletin boards

in the Arts Building and in the

Library. Thus if the senior is

negligent the freshman can take

the initiative and contact him.

The seniors will be only too glad

to help any frosh with his prob-

lems. The senior, however, should

take the first step—after three

years he should have lost the

COUNSEL TO FROSH

(Continued on page 3)

Famous Baritone

Sings Here Tonight

Thomas L. Thomas Giving

Concert At K.C.V.I.

The Canadian Concert Associa-

tion is presenting, in the K.C.V.I.

Auditorium tonight, the distinguish-

ed baritone singer, Thomas L.

Thomas, of the Metropolitan Opera
Company.

Career

Mr. Thomas, son nf an eminent

family, came to the United States

from Wales at the age of twelve

and later studied engineering. But

desiring the profession of a con-

cert singer, he studied singing and

made his debut at the Metropolitan

FAMOUS BARITONE
(Continued on page 8)

Drama Guild Picks

"Torch-Bearers",

Three-Act Comedy

Dr. William Angus Directs
Satirical Farce Billed

For December

In the first week of December

the Drama Guild will present for

public consumption, "The Torch

Bearers," a three act farce by

George Kelly. The Executive of

the Club had a difficult task in

finding a comedy which could match

"Charley's Aunt." They found one,

to wit, "The Torch Bearers."

The uniqueness of the play lies

in its theme, which is the stage

"The Torch Bearers" is loaded with

comedy and its penonmc are tini

versa), so much so that the audi-

ence forever whispers to one

other "typical."

Of the Broadway premiere of

'The Torch Bearers," Kenneth Ma
jo'wsm once wrote, "The historical

Fact is that at about 9,l5 o'clock

"TORCH BEARERS"
(Continued on page 7)

Dr. Boyd Addresses Gathering;

Queen's Victory March Is Sung

Remembrance Day

Classes will be held as

usual on Remembrance Day,

November 11, except ior an

interval to permit a brief

memorial service in Grant

Hall.

The lecture period begin-

ning at 10 a.m. will termin-

ate at 10.45 a.m. Students

and stall are invited to pro-

ceed at once to Grant Hall

and to be in place by 10.55.

The service will end about

1 1 .10 and classes will re-

sume at 11.20.

Student Speakers Express
Will To Co-operate

In Campaign

Entertainment

RECOGNITION MODELS
OF PLANES PRODUCED

Montreal (C.U.P.)—McGill En-

gineering students, together with

members of Montreal clubs, have

come to the aid of the R.C.A.F.

by undertaking to supply recogni-

tion models of German and British

rcraft required for the training

of airmen.

The models, which will be built

to a scale of one-quarter inch to a

foot, will combine the manual abil-

ty of many organizations. The
third year engineering students will

upply the working drawings, white

the Montreal Technical School will

PLANE MODELS
(Continued on page 3)

Dr. Boyd Speaks

On Story Of Clinic

Broadcasts Monday Night
Over CFRC

biology Club Sees
Movie Travelogue

At the regular meeting of the

Biology Club last Monday even-

g, Mr. Jack Storr presented a

movie travelogue of a trip around
the world. The pictures were
ken by his brother, Carter Storr

n 1937-38 while on a teaching

exchange to New Zealand. The
films were shown in the se-

uenccs of his trip, starting at

Ottawa, crossing the Atlantic to

ngland and France, thence

through the Mediterranean and
Suez Canal to India, Singapore.

ustralia and finally New Zea-
land. After his sojourn there, he

BIOLOGY CLUB
(Continued on page 3)

On Monday night over CFRC,
Queen's University sponsored a

broadcast for the blood donors

campaign, with Dr. Eldon Boyd
as speaker. Dr. Boyd first told

of the clinic's start. He said that

early in the summer the national

Red Cross asked the Kingston

Branch to open a clinic where

donors might give their blood

for wounded soldiers and other

casualties of war. They aimed

to get 5000 donors a year.

Housing

Many problems arose. Location

for the clinic was the first. The
Ontario Government solved this

by offering an office in their

building. Alterations had to be

DR. BOYD SPEAKS
(Continued on page 6)

Scribes Hear Talk

On Reading Proofs

Herb Hamilton Gives Tips

At Press Meeting

Canada's up and coming journal-

ists met on Tuesday afternoon to

hear Herb Hamilton, permanent

secretary of the A.M.S., air his

views concerning the reading of

copy, and proof reading. In his

lucid manner Mr. Hamilton ex-

plained many of the cryptic sym-

bols used in diis field of journal-

ism.

Mr. Hamilton brought his ad-

dress very close to home by men-

tioning that several of Canada's

foremost newspaper men got their

first experience writing for the

Queen's Journal. He continued by

stressing the importance of good

copy readers. Their job is to

streamline article; by giving them

that extra snap they often lack.

Their split-second alertness helps to

eliminate those disastrous errors,

thus preventing many an editor

from a permanent place in the

bread line.

Slightly more than 100 persons

made up the throng at die Blood

Volunteers' Rally at Convocation

Hall nn Wednesday evening last.

It was a rally called to educate the

student body about the Canadian

Volunteer Blood Donor Society and

to explain what effort was required

from each student. Well arranged,

and highly informative, the pro-

gram, which was sponsored by the

Queen's Students Assembly, was

the result of co-operation among
various societies both on and off

the campus.

Dr. Boyd
Dr. E. M. Boyd, head of the

Department of Pharmacology at

Queen's, was the guest speaker.

Being a member of the Kingston'

Blood Bank. Dr. Boyd was capable

of oiulining the pertinent features

of voluntary blood donations. This

Q.S.A. RALLY
(Continued on page 2)

Petty Pulchritude

On Parade Tonight

Bud Haines Coming Again
For Esquire Dance

SCRIBES HEAR

(Continued on page 6)

Tonight Grant Halt will re-

sound to the mellow music of

Bud Haines and his new Com-
modores. Bud is one of the most
solid senders Queen's dancers

have ever heard. He has given

such consistently brilliant per-

formances at Queen's that by
popular demand he has been ap-

pointed the man of the hour.

Esquire Characters

To carry out the Esquire theme
of being well-dressed, Medicine
'44 is bedecking the Grant Hall

ESQUIRE DANCE
(Continued on page 6)

Exchange Student From Acadia

Records Impressions Of Queen's

THEOLOGY TAKES LEAD
AS 368 OFFER BLOOD

At 10 p.m. on Wednesday, 368

students had submitted blood donor

cards. In the faculty competition

Theology was first, with 00% of

its members volunteering. Medi-

cine followed, with 37 per cent,

while Science had 19 per cent. Then

came Levana with IS per cent and

Arts with 1/ per cent. Of the total,

23 students volunteered at the Q.
S. A. rally on Wednesday night.

Numbers of the R.C.A.F. training

at the University have also offered

to donate blood.

BY BARBARA PHINNEY

From a land of sturdy fish

eaters I come to a land of whip

ped-cream where paddle-boats

are ocean liners and Acadia uni-

versity is a name unheralded and

unsung. And what are my im-

pressions and comparisons? May-

be you've got me there, in fact

I'm sure of it, but there's nothing

like a try with a cheerful smile,

two gulps, another gulp, and . . .

gulp!

Queen's

Queen's University, my Alma
Mater for one year, and what do

t see? An impressive campus with

bright, majestic buildings of in-

spired design arising from col-

ored leaves, green grass, and
yesterday's gum wrappers ; co-

eds in ear-rings and bobby-socks

(an amazing combination !) ; men
with bare skulls cruelly exposed

to the bitter winds of Lake On-
tario

; Ban Righ, a women's resi-

dence which tries hopelessly and

ridiculously to get along with

only two telephones—pay-phones

at that : a student government
hat really is a true government
by and tor the students (the

first I 've seen ) ; and pervading

all. a friendly and yes, academic

IMPRESSIONS

(Continued from page 2)
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THE
HABIT-DASHER

BY POPS VOLLSIER

'Now to get down to under-

standings — yes, it's the hain-

show. gals. If you have a good

healthy tan, you are set till the

snow (lurries. But if 'twas rain-

ing when you were decorating the

beaches, a good approximation of

ran can he obtained for two bits

a bottle at Woolworth's em-

porium. Warning, some people

are allergic to it. so people with

explosive skins beware. Nylon

stockings, unfortunately, are

about as hard to get as A on an

essay. Silk is getting mighty

precious too. So the question is,

"What are we going to wear to

classes, where at least the desks

are catchy?" Fortunately, good

substitutes are appearing, the

lisle numbers are getting sheerer,

and the fine cotton mesh are

difficult to distinguish from silk

mesh.

While we are on the subject

of underpinnings, knee-high sox

deserve mention. Rightly the

boys object, because so many

people who shouldn't wear them,

do. Rules that never should be

broken. (1)' Wear them only

with knee-high skirts, or other-

wise they look like wool stock-

ing—and remember, a knee higl

skirt adds ten pounds to the—

ahem—beam. (2) Never wear

them if you have extra poundage

on the legs. (3) If the hain-show

is the least bit hammy, go with

out.

Well chickens, the lecture for

the day is over, and if you've

read this far here's your reward

Miss Rita Melarshc, of the Uu
Barry Success School will be

down at Austin's from November

10 to 15, and you can make an

appointment for a FREE facial

Incidentally, no matter what

other make-up you use, a large

jar of theatrical cold-cream is a

necessity. It's the best way to

remove make-up and the dust

you get on the shelf. Remember
90e/o of the cost of creams is for

the perfume—you get the same
cream, sans odor, for half the

price in the theatrical variety.

Two more tips. (1) to retai

your nai^, polish use Adheron by
Rcvlon, it keeps the polish

tact for days. (2) jreehcttes

(seniors know) get your fur coat

shipped up immediately, cold

Snap, sap, will soon he here.

The orchid this week goes to

all the Harris Tweed coats we
see walking around the campus
—and an extra gardenia to the

one on the back of a' Kingston
soph, bluish shepherd check with

a rust line—mmm.
Well, my pen has run dry so

that will stop me, but once
again, less of this drabness that

is only too apparent on the cam-
pus, please 1

And as the sun went down on

tin- day devoted to the worship of

Woden all the preparations for a

great feast had been made for the

men of Frosh by the men of Soph.

And both the men of Soph and

the men of Frosh didst come from

their caves with great appetites

prepared to stow away great quan-

tities of food (the land of Queenz

is known for its hard winters) in

a manner far beyond the meagre

scope of the imagination of those

aggots who eat only the printed

word.

Yea, and when the food was

brought before the men of Scienz

there was no more for each man

than would have satisfied the dain-

tiest creature of the tribe of Lev

who do live by the shore.

Yea, even and some of the men

of Scienz who had parted with

everal shekels to attend this great

occasion didst have their shekels

returned to them and they remained

n great pangs of hunger to listen

n the doings of the men of Scienz

in the past years.

For the men of Scienz didst

eave the great limestone hall great-

enriched hy their knowledge of

Scienci thereof hut with their ap

petites not the least bit whetted

thereby.

Yea, and many threats and curses

were hurled at the head of that man

of Grek who didst undertake to

supply the men of Scienz with ade-

quate provision for the sum of four

shekels per man. And Eric the

Red didst have called to Council

.^11 the men of Soph in the great

cavern of the Hydlab to discuss

what should he done. And Eric the

Red who didst make the agreement

with the man of Grek was most

bitter about the whole proceedings

and many of the men of Scienz

didst cry out that they didst not

receive fulj value and that full value

should not he given to the man of

Grek.
'

And the tumult and the shouting

has not died and rash warriors do

rave of taking up the spear and

hatchei while others are for a con-

ciliation that will not stir up the

bees of trouble in the land of

Queens.

And when the last word has been

chiseled in the rock it shall not be

found that the men of Scienz have

been passive victims nor that they

shall let go unpunished any un-

cautious act at the expense of the

men of Scienz in the land of Queenz

in the city of Kin.

Chapel Choir

Jhe Chapel Choir will

hold it~ weekly practice this

afternoon at 3 p.m. in the

gallery of Convocation Hall,

Old Arts Building. Will

everyone please turn out.

Then there was the frcshette

who was always boasting about
the shows she'd been in. Finally,

they found out that the only

connection she had ever had with

the theatre was the time she had
her leg in a cast.

Impressions
(Continued from page 1)

atmosphere.

A very progressive university

is this Queen's. My former fel-

studeuts would open their

lanquid eyes with amazement to

learn that this is 1941 and

Queen's actually acknowledges

the equality of women in student

life. A co-ed for president of the

A.M.S.! That would be too much

of a strain for the staid and

L'onsenative minds of the Mart

times to grasp!

But all is not drowsy down

there. A faint light glimmers

now and again. For instance, we

are even more co-educational in

some respects than Queen's In

that the two sexes, amid the roar

of friendly gossip and discussion,

consume their hash together,

morning, noon and night. The
separated dining rooms of Ban

Righ and the closed and mys-

terious Union seem unnatural

and even inadequate. My diges-

tion was changed to indigestion

for weeks. Of course it may
seem better, girls, not to se,e or

hear how your hero ships his

soup, but disillusionment must

come and why not at Queen's in

an "open house" cafeteria? Just

a humble suggestion.

Men
And then there is the prevalent

question of men—how do they

compare ? There are more of

them but as far as the co-eds are

concerned that seems to mean
very little. After a hasty glance

.iround 1 see that Meds scorn

co-eds and turn to nurses

;

Science also scorn co-eds and

look to their crocks and tanks

—

Q.S.A. Rally

(Continued from page 1)

was supplemented by an educational

movie and questions from the audi-

ence, such as, "What age must a

donor be? — 21, or over; How
much blood is taken? — 400 cc.

about a pint: it depends on the

weight of the donor.

The co-operative attitude toward

the undertaking was shown in

speeches made by Dorothy Waulle,

President of the A.M.S., and Earl

Baxter, Chairman of Q.W..A.C., in

acknowledgments of thanks to the

Kingston Red Cross Society and

various other individuals.

Entertainment was not lacking.

Ruthilda Callaghan toed her way

through an intricate Highland

dance. Later the crowd was led in

a sing-song by Mo Park, as leader

with Mary MacLeod at the piano

Incidentally a song was taught to

the audience. It was the new

"Queen's Victory March."

1931 JOURNAL EDITOR
PUTS OUT "V WEEKLY"

BY KAY O'NEILL

The V Weekly Afdgos'tne, written

for troops ^n far-away Cairo,

Egypt, is being edited by Frank

Fiugh Rand, Literary Editor of the

Journal in 1931.

For the Troops

The publication is written in' a

light vein, in order to provide the

troops with "fun. fact and fiction."

The fun consists of cartoons and

quips calculated to raise the morale

of the fighting forces in the Near

East. There arc also glorified trave-

logues for the newly arrived war-

riors, entitled "Troop Trips." In-

teresting tit-bits of information

nhout hidden corners of Cairo are

featured, and light fiction is illus-

trated with amusing pen-sketches.

Numerous puzzles and brain-twisi-

ers are included and several variety

columns are very cleverly written.

Empire Soldiers

Throughout the magazine, the

V for Victory motif is stressed

Everything is written with an eye

to the magazine's public — the

troops. To this end, the editor re

quests the soldiers' contributions

and suggestions. Mr. Rand hope

that the paper will be representative

of soldiers from all parts of the

Empire. Although printed under

BLOOD CLINIC

IN KINGSTON

B¥ DH E. M BOYD

Last summer the Kingston

branch of the Canadian Red Cross

Society was asked to organize

a Blood Donor Clinic in Kings-

ton. Mr. James Taher volun-

eered to act as the local chair-

man and an organization meeting

was held in August. The initial

problem was the location of the

clinic and through the co-opera-

tion of several departments of the

Ontario Government space was

obtained in the Ontario Govern-

ment Building on Barrie Street.

Various organizations in Kings-

ton and the surrounding munici-

palities then came forward to

volunteer their assistance. The

local service clubs agreed . to

publicize the campaign. Local

industries agreed to give their

men time off to attend the clinic

The Kingston and Frontenac

Medical Society volunteered to

provide the necessary medical

services. The Imperial Or-

der Daughters of the Empire of-

fered to look after the provid-

ing of refreshments for blood

donors. Radio station CFRC gave

free time for broadcasts. Groups

in Gananoque, Napanee and other

surrounding municipalities began

their local organizations. The

Nurses Alumnae Association

agreed to provide nursing at-

tention at the clinic and a large

number of girls from the Uni-

versity offered, through Dean

Douglas, to act as receptionists

and assistants- And last and

most important, hundreds of citi-

zens have already signed up as

being made for volunteer blood

donors from amongst the stu-

dents of the University. In the

planning of this campaign. I was

asked to act between the Red

Cross Society and the students.

1 am pleased and proud to say 1

that 1 have received complete

and spontaneous co-operation,

from the various student urban-

izations. The Alma Mater So-

ciety has set up a committee to

conduct the student campaign',

The Q.S.A. has volunteered its

services to conduct a Blood

Donor Rally. The faculty so-

cieties have enthusiastically en-

dorsed the project. The Uni-

versity has agreed to grant at-

tendance to students while at the

clinic donating their blood for

war use. I am confident that the

students of Queen's University

will set an example in the per-

centage of volunteers not only

locally but in the whole of the

Dominion of Canada. This is a

personal service which each of us

can give and which in turn will

give us the satisfaction that we

are doing our bit in the war

effort.

war - time technical difficulties

shortage of paper, etc., the first 1 volunteer blood donors

issue was a resounding success. 1 During this week, an appeal is

A city and a chorus girls

Are much alike, 'tis true

;

City's built with outskirts,

A chorus girl is too.

Mas — Doesn't Jack swear

terribly?

Ron—Yeah, he sure does. He
doesn't put any expression into

it at all.

Chorus Girl—What are you

doing for a living now?
Ditto—Oh, I'm dancing in a

night club with abandon.

First Chorine — Yeah? I'm

dancing without one.

they don't need feminine inspira

lion ; and Arts, well, they do need

inspiration and know where to

look for it, 'nuff said.

And now that I've stuck my
neck out real I v far I'll haul it

in before someone steps on it

but hard, heave a sigh of relief,

and pray that the exchange stu-

dent next year won't have to tear

'ni her hair in a mad and futile

attempt to write her impressions

of this truly grand and friendly

college. It's dignity is admirable,

its efficiency is enviable,

spirit of fun and laughter is

warming—combine them all and

you get a loyalty that i> firm and

everlasting to this college that is

yours—and mine for a year.

STUDENTS

21 of STYLE

*29.75

Vailored-to-MeaJure

College men will appreciate that Tip Top Tailors have

avoided the wrong thing as carefully as they have con-

centrated on the right thing. You will appreciate the many

features of Tip Top's tailoring technique, the newness of

style, the excellence of the British woolens, the wideness of

selection—all because we try to conform to the fashions

desired by university students; because we too are

students of style.

TIP TOP TAILORS
eQtmited

119 PRINCESS STREET

RETURNING
TO KINGSTON
NOVEMBER
IOth TO 14th

ASHLEY & CRIPPEN FOR APPOINTMENTS

PHONE

3 1 2 O

SITTINGS AVAILABLE DAYTIME AND EVENINGS
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EPITAPH
He rocked the boat,

Did Ezra Shank;

These bubbles mark
O
O .

O
O
O
O
O
0

Where Ezra sank.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

The sure way to make
the 8 o'clock classes

USE A DEPENDABLE

ALARM CLOCK
Priced from $1.35 up

at

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

"Where The Service Pleases'
1

Yellow

Taxi
Five New Clean Heated Cabs

11*
WE MEET ALL TRAINS

24-Hour Service Henry Wilson

RENT A NEW CAR
Drive it Yourself

Rates: 12c per mile.

Minimum $1.00 per hour.

ZW/t Bagot St., Phone 199

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

C R O N K * S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

274 Princess St. Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOiURDIERS
FURS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Phone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

Princess Beauty Salon

274 Princess St. Phone 8*9

The Modern Eugine Shop

J<Ja Van Clicaf Maude Wagar

LINE-UP

GRAND
,To-day and Saturday, Barnacle

Bill, a story of the waterfront.
Wallace Beery goes through his
usual paces as a seldom-working
fisherman who cadges a living from
friends and acquaintances. He is

perpetually in difficulties until Wal-
ly"s daughter. Virginia Weidler,
transforms her dad inlo something
fairly respectable. M-G-M capi-

talizes on a revjjsion of the earlier

tear-jerkers in which Marie Dress-
ier used to win everyone's applause.

Coming Sunday night and next
week Target for To-night, an R.
A. F. show just released. This pic-

ture was reviewed last week by
rime magazine which called it the

best picture to come out of this

war. The persons in the film art
actually engaged in the work the
celluloid reflects. As Time remark-
ed, "There are no hams in this

show." We recommend this pic-

ture to all of you. —W.E.M

Costello, in their first epic, wrestle

with ghosts and gags until you are

weak from fright and laughter.

The show is Abbott and Costello

at their funniest, assisted by the

Andrews Sisters and Ted Lewis;

it is showing until next Monday.

—B.B.

BILTMORE

CAPITOL
Hold on, have you seen Hold

ThA Ghost? Well, Abbott and

Thursday to Saturday — Melvyn

Douglas. Virginia Bruce in another

picture full of their scrappy-go-

lucky comedy, There's That Wo-
man Again. Good.

Also James Cagney. Humphrey
Bogart, Rosemary Lane in Okla-

homa Kid.

Sunday midnight to Wednesday
—Algiers, with Hedy Lamarr and

Charles Boyer.

Also That Girl from Mexico

with Lupe Velez and Don Wood.

E.D.B.,

M.E.E.

THE
PARTY LINE

References

The Queen's Journal has just

received a hand list of Encyclo-

pedias and other works of refer-

ence to be found now in the

Douglas Library. Copies of this

list are easily available to any-

one who is interested in finding

out facts on any subject.

CAPITAL
A FAMOUS PIAVER5 THEATRE

TODAY

SATURDAY

MONDAY

CONTINUOUS
DAILY

1.00 TO 11.00

bud ABBOTT
lew COSTELLO

IN

"HOLD that GHOST"
REVIVAL TONITE — BETTE DAVIS in "THE OLD MAID"

Next Attraction — Starting Tuesday

"HEBE COMES
MR. JORDAN"

STARRING

ROBERT MONTGOMERY
WITH

EVELYN JAMES
• KEYE3 * GLEASON

BILTMORE AFT'N 20c-EV'G25c
• PLUS TAX I

TODAY AND SATURDAY

cacKy "The OKLAHOMA KID" bTcTr"

DOUGLAS There's That Woman Again'

MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
Chas. BOYER "ALGIERS" Hedy LAMARR

— and —
"THE CIRL FROM MEXICO" — Leon ErrolLupe Velez

STARTS NEJT
THURSDAY 'GUNGA DIN' 'SORORITY

HOUSE"

A FAMOUS PLATERS THEATRE

CONTINUOUS
SHOW

DAILY FROM
1 P.M.

NOV. 6-7-8

BARNACLE BILL
WALLACE BEERY MARJORIE MAIN

SUNDAY MIDNIGHT and CONTINUING NOV. 10-11-12

TARGETS FOR TO-NIGHT
THE FIGHTING R.A.F.

•

NOV. 13-14-15

BELLE STARR
RANDOLPH SCOTT GENE TIKRNEY

What happened to the missing

four?—or who were the six

(Queen's students) who went to

what (sailor's) rest room, order-

ed six (large) green ones and

whipped out again with four (full

ones)—and the proprietor in hot

pursuit?

Overheard in the dive:

"Ducky" Waddell, the mighty

hunter, requesting, information

about what's good for a cold,

besides rum—he'd tried that and

had lost his voice for three days.

Messieurs Melvin (D), Archi-

bald (K), and Pochon (M ), dis-

agreeing over a complicated

mathematical problem in dimen

sions. Equipment : Three in

fallible slide-rules and one ash

tray (with apologies to the B.A.).

Problem : What is the capacity

(solid) of an ordinary ash tray?

Method : Circumference, depth,

and diameter' of said ash tray

taken into account, multiply by

Jiree times capacity (liquid)

DM + KA + MP, divide bj

BA + 4 hours. Result: Your

guess is as good as theirs!

The proverbial absent-minded

professor has nothing on one of

the gals of 163. Arising one

morning for a ten o'clock, in the

darkest before the dawn, she

dressed hastily, grabbed her shoes

from the closet, and beetled off

to classes, Still half asleep, she

sauntered through the campus.

People smiled in sympathy, some-

one grinned.-and a few snickered.

The day was getting off to a

good start until — imagine her

horror—she discovered that her

feet weren't speaking to each

other and on one was a brown

shoe while on the other, a saddle-

shoe. Nice going!

Sciencemcn are doing all right

too—or are they? At any rate,

they are getting the once over

lightly. The big-hearted lads in

the drafting room in Miller Hall

were much disturbed by the ap-

pearance of much glamor from

the geology class. The boys did

.heir best to get rid of the bims,

but not on your life — Sadie's

COmin' to town, 1 and the girls

are choosing their line-ups—and

me without a shave

!

THE QUALITY SHOP 1947 - 1941

LIVINGSTON'S
OVERCOATS

$2750
Tweeds Fleeces Coverts

ALL THE NEWEST STYLES

NEW SUITS

0$275
Coverts Worsteds Tweeds =
Single, Double Breasted =

Biology Club

(Continued front, page 1)

returned home by way of the

Pacific and San Francisco.

Highlights

The highlights of the film in-

cluded some beautiful shots of

the Taj Mahal at Agra, Java,

Malayan rubber plantations and

such famous Pacific retreats

as Pago-Pago and Honolulu.

A number of very fine slides

gave a good account of the vege-

tation of North Island, New Zea-

land. These included shots of

!he huge Kauri Gum trees. Of

particular interest were the Can-

adian Spruce which had been in-

troduced for reforestration. After

only 10-12 years growth they

were large enough to cut for

wood pulp. Canadian trout also

were thriving beyond all expecta-

tions "down under;" growth one

rtd a half times normal being at-i

tained.

Mr. Storr's pictures proved to

be a popular deviation from the

usual routine of speakers.
Through the kindness of Pro-

fessor and Mrs. Curran, the meet-

ing was held at their home on

Earl Street.

I LIVINGSTON'S
75-79 BROCK STREET

CIVIL AND MILITARY OUTFITTERS FOR 94 YEARS

Dr. Austin Relates

Story Of Medicine

BY FLORENCE CAMPBELL

"The most ancient remains o

man are his bones." With these

words Dr. Austin of the Medical

Faculty began his lecture on

"Medicine through the Age:

over CFRC on Tuesday night.

As far back as the cave-man,

he explained, we find bones on

which surgical operations have

been performed. These operation

were done to relieve fits and to

help those wounded in war. Some
of these patients undoubtedly sur

vived, which, in itself. i.s an

amazing fact.

Cataract

The second oldest remains of

the surgical art are those of re

tnoval of a cataract. This ha:

been done in India for thousands

of years. It was done by a sharp

stone or a thistle in almost the

same way as it is done today.

There was, however, little sur

gery in Egypt, although they had

so perfected the art of mum mi f)

ing. Egyptian medicine was based

011 hydro therapy and hclio-

.herapy, with rest cures in the

temples.

The next stage is in Grecian

medicine, 400 years before Christ.

The Greek medical schools were

on a very high level, and mar-

vellous writings were left by

them. The Greek empire de-

clined and power passed to Rome.

The Romans never contributed

much to the art of surgery, they

were great only in the fields of

architecture and law. All sur-

gery and medicine was in the

hands of Grecian slaves, with the

gradual institution of hospitals.

The gladiators of that day were

compared to the baseball players

of our time. They were extremely

expensive to train, and the early

hospitals were for the care of

these gladiators.

Learning passed to Constan-

tinople and then to Arabia. At

the time of the "Arabian Nights"

medical treatment was on a high

level, although surgery was still

in the infant stage.

Crusades

During the Crusades, millions

died, and the Knights Templars

and Knights Hospitallers were

formed for the care of the

soldiers and pilgrims. The

Knights of Rhodes eventually

grew from the "Hospitallers".

St. John Ambulance can be

Counsel to Frosh

(Continued from page 1)

shyness which might possess the

frosh.

Students in scientific courses

can get instructions from their

demonstrators so they are not

included in the list.

Freshmen and seniors have

been asked to co-operate in the

scheme, as its success means

mutual benefit to both. Any stu-

dent wishing introductions or

other information can get in

touch with Hugh Black.

Plane Models

(Continued from page 1)

lend their abilities where any actual

moulding or casting is necessary.

And finally, the actual construction

of the models will be undertaken

by the hobby clubs of the Y.M.C.A.

The construction of these models

will be carried out somewhat on the

same plan as in a mass production

plant; that is, each student will be

assigned a particular duty to per-

form. In this way, he will be able

to perfect himself in that section

of construction for which he is

best suited.

The more cheek a girl has, the

less blushing she does.

'Say. guys, how did youse

know that us goils wasn't uni-

varsity gals?"

How's your girl-friend getting

along with her driving?

She took a turn for the worse

last week.

(raced to the time of the Crusades.

Then came the Rennaissance,

the foundation of knowledge, art,

painting, building, printing and

engraving. At this time such

men as Da Vinci did the first

amazing painting of dissecting

the human body and making in-

tricate diagrams. This started

scientific medicine and surgery.

It is curious that the most

amazing advances in medicine

were made during the great

plagues. Medicine is indebted to

plagues and surgery is indebted

to war, both of which killed mil-

lions. The rennaissance began

medicine and surgery, universi-

ties started, books were circulated

and language learned nationally.

During this time knowledge was

growing and medicine was made

more understandable to the com-

mon people.
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As We See It

There seems to have been considerable douht and misunder-

standing on the campus about the recent A.M.S. ruling on the

disposal of formal profits. We must admit to a certain amount

of bewilderment ourselves, but we will endeavor to cut through

the maze of "ifs" and "provideds", and indicate what really

happened.

The actual motion reads as follows: "That the Q.W.A.C.

turn back the profits of the formal dances to the respective

faculty societies if requested, and provided the proceeds are to be

used to purchase war loan bonds for a building fund."

As we interpret it, the motion means simply that all formal

profits will be used to buy war loan bonds and the War Aid

Committee credited with the amounts. However, each faculty will

still actually own its own bonds, and may use the proceeds lor

its own individual building fund, if it so desires.

At first sight, the whole thing seems somewhat questionable

to say the least. One cannot escape the conviction that it is a

kind <if "Indian Giving". Actually, it is not quite as bad as it

looks.

In all fairness, it cannot be denied that this procedure fulfils

the primary objective of the Q.W.A.C. which is to obtain as much
money as possible to loan the government. This is the only

reason for which the War Aid Commission wants funds, at all.

Further, it is true, that but for the war, the various faculties

would not be giving up any of their money, but probably using

it to their own purposes without regard for either government or

building fund. It may be said that it actually makes little difference

which building fund the money is put into, as it all goes ultimately

to the University anyhow.

On the other hand, the A.M.S. is not pure as the driven snow

in this matter, by any means. The motion was put into such a

complicated form because, in the last analysis, the various

faculties were not willing to give over control of their funds

even to a university administrating board. The situation as it

now stands seems to indicate that in the years to come, Queen's

may have four or five separate building funds, each independently

administered and each probably quite small.

It seems to us unfortunate that such a strong faculty feeling

should be reflected at this time. And there can be no shadow
of doubt that it is a faculty feeling, when the A.M.S. Executive
members themselves say that they believe they can get more
effort from their members if those members know that they are

working for their own organization. Can it be that an Arts
or Science or Mcds man would work harder for his faculty than
for Queen's as a whole?

Prof. And Pupil

It has long been our conviction that some concrete steps

should be taken to further the friendships between students and
members of staff. Especially is this true in these times when
undergraduates are speitding more and more time on the campus.
That there are obstacles in the way of any such effort there

can be no denying. But it seems to us that most of the obstacles
are mental ones—tradition and prejudice and apathy. And it

requires only the exercise of a little effort to overcome these.
The student's viewpoint is obvious. He fears, above all, that

his friends may accuse him of "apple-shining", if he is seen in
the company of a professor for more than three minutes at a
time. He may have an honest liking for his teachers, he may fully
realize how much they could help him outside the cramping class-
room atmosphere—but still he does nothing about \\.

There is another angle here too. The undergraduate claims
with some justice that the initiative in this matter should come
from the professors. They have homes where they can entertain,
and sufficiently established financial positions (presumably) to
enable them to do so.

On the other hand the professors have their side of the
argument. It is natural that they should have their own circles
of acquaintances, and entertaining however simply, involves con-
siderable work. Furthermore, strange as it may seem, we believe
that they are actually as shy as the students about making over-
tures of friendship.

So it goes. The Arts Society took a step in the right direction
last year when it held a small informal gathering for about
eight professors and an equal number of senior students. But a
great deal more must be done if we are to break down the
barrier.

That the thing is worthwhile can be attested by the one or
two professors who do a great deal of student entertaining, and

Official Notices

Academic Standing which must be

Maintained by Students taking

Military Training during Session

1941-42

Students taking military training

should note that their names will

he recommended to the Divisional

Registrars for continued postpone-

ment of call for compulsory mili-

tary service at a basic training cen-

tre only if they pass their year.

Students who pass all their classes

in April will he recommended at

that lime. Students who do well

enough to be entitled to supplement

tais in the autumn will be recom-

mended provisionally until their

final standing is known but if they

should fail to make high enough

standing on the supplemcntats to

proceed to the nest higher year,

the Divisional Registrars will be

notified that they are not recom-

mended forward by the University.

Students will be eligible for Sep-

tember supplemental if they have

standing in April as follows:

Faculty of Arts—not more than

two failures.

Faculty of Applied Science—not

more than four failures.

Faculty of Medicine—pass stand-

ing in 50% of the courses un-

1 e s s otherwise conditioned.

(See Medical Calendar, page

34.)

Pipe Band Scholarship

The attention of first year stu-

dents is called to the Pipe Band

Scholarship which will be awarded

lo the hest piper among first year

men. Applications for admission to

the contest must be sent in to the

Registrar by November 15th. The

contest will be held as soon as pos-

sible after applications have been

completed.

Remembrance Day Service

Classes will he held as usual on

Remembrance Day, November II,

except for an interval to permit a

brief memorial service in Grant

Half.

The lecture period beginning al

10 a.m. will terminate at 10.45 a.m.

Students and staff are invited to

proceed at once to Grant Hall and

to be in place by 10.55. The service

will end about 11.10 and classes will

resume at 11.20.

Letter to the Editor

Kingston, Ontario,

November 1, 1941.

Dear Sir:

I wish to make reply to a letter

appearing in the Journal of Oc-
tober 31, by Mr. Eric Sorenson.

in which he complains that the

type of training which we re-

ceive in the C.O.T.C. leaves more
;han a little to be desired. First,

let me say that less than one

week ago, I used arguments al-

most identical with his, in order

to provoke a discussion with a

man who is "on the inside track"

with the C.O.T.C. I believe 1

understand fully Mr. Sorenson's

viewpoint.

Let us say for the present that

the order by Major-General La-

fleche, requiring foot-drill for

Medical students at Toronto, is

an evidence of the red tape which
appears in every large organiza-

tion. I do not propose to argue
at present about this, but rather

to meet the challenge that we
should have something more in-

structive in C.O.T.C. curriculum.

While few of us have as yet

public utterances, morem.i.l-

than a few must, unwillingly or

otherwise, have admitted a feel-

ing that inefficiency was rife in

i O.T C. matter^ ; and in this

Queen's does not stand alone.

But, sir, in setting C. O. T. C.

work against German military

organization, you make no fair

comparison. You, Mr. Sorenson,

will lie the first to admit that in

Germany and its enslaved coun-

ries. not forgetting your own

Denmark, University training

proceeds only where the c< in

queror places no demands more

suitable to his conquest aims

upon those who would he Uni-

versity students. In consequence

the number of those who have

fled to free North America, in

eluding bo'.h students and lead

ing teachers, is reckoned in thi

thousands. These have brought

with them their "desire for know

ledge" in the one case, and their

culture and learning in the other

to the benefi; of this hemisphere.

Now. look at the situation here.

We are hideM foi lunate in hav-

ing a Government which sees fit

to allow us to continue our Uni-

versity work (at expense to the

Nation), at a time when man
power i- becoming increasingly

scarce. And the reason is this:

WE IN THE DEMOCRACIES
ARE LOOKING AHEAD.
While we are certainly making

it a litile "tougher" for ourselves

at the moment, by not pursuing

an all-out effort to win this war

in the shortest possible time, the

Governments of the British Com-
monwealth have apparently this

feeling:
—

"If we strain our every

nerve to the breaking point, to

win this war. by conscripting and

sending to massacre our best

men, what then? If, in winning,

we lose all who have fought, who
will be left to see their victory?"

Who will rebuild our broken na-

tions; who will take up where

they left off before this interrup-

tion came upon the world?

You ask what is my point? I

say that it is impossible to con-

tinue our University training at

its present high standard, and

undergo at the same time a

thorough military training. We
can not remove military training

entirely from the Universities, for

reasons which are known to you.

Therefore, if our primary aim is

to complete our academic course,

let us plunge into this without

restraint. Then, upon graduation,

let the situation at that time

govern our subsequent actions. If

we feel the immediate demand
for personal action, let us post-

pone our schooling until a return

to normal times, and enlist now.

(This, as you know, is not en-

couraged in the case of under-

graduates in Engineering and

Medicine).

There would be nothing gained

by having one of the all-too-few

tanks, or a few motor transport

lorries, kept around Queen's for

the sole purpose of teaching us

hpw they tick, if, when we should

enlist later, we could not tie

the Boy Scout knots to which
you refer. After qualifying last

spring, I felt quite "unqualified"

to assume the duties of an army
officer, and I do not believe that

Mr. Sorenson feels otherwise for

himself, without further training

of a type which could not be
given at University. And as for

this foot-drill anil repeated bore

dom, are we not learning one of

the prime essentials of a good
soldier or officer—for an officer

by the students fortunate enough to be their friends. Perhaps
more faculty members could follow their lead. And it might help
if students would speak to their professors on ttjie street instead
of crossing to the other side.

is first a soldier—the ability to

co-operate, and to obey orders,

without questioning the authority

or competence of the originator

Of those commands?
Tlii-, alone, makes the CO.

T.C. invaluable. As for the dc-

lails of an improved curriculum,

th.a is beyond discussion here.

Keith McCaffrey.*

Louis (embracing her firmly)

— Darling, your freckles are cute.

Guess Who — Freckles hell 1

I've got the measles.

Reg—Are you writing that let-

ter to your girl friend?

Herb—It's to a former room-

mate.

Reg—Answer my question.

Buy some
today

v
Xi*il-iumi

Everything that's New
and Smart
At LAIDLAW'S!

•

Dresses — Coats — Sports Clothes —
New Accessories — Smart Fabrics.

Men's Furnishings

—

House Furnishings

—

When You Buy at Laidiow's — You're Sure of the Quality.

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS
HeImp Martinez ©canty 9alon

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment
Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

A. R. TI/nOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 2110

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE
RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MAI3CISCN STL t it
Gkaduatintt ^ntograpljs

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

92 Princess St. Evening by Appointment Phones 676—620

30 Years in Business
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SPORTS

ONCE OVER LIGHTLY
WITH BILL LEMMON

...All? i
]?°w™ hav

t chaUenEed Ottawa Gladstones to asudden death playoff game at the local stadium on November IS. In other

Z X* P y
i

d
°*J

Montred for the E.R.F.U. championship

G^ST^S^**" ronto 'Hanullon~ for the Astern

Montreal league is not expected to be completed until November 22
so--. Gladstones should welcome the chance to play at an earlier

iSw Y
-

W°n m tl

i
elr 510015 added inducement, the100% oet gate receipt! was forwarded by Johnny Edwards to the

. ,
Glads toncement and it is expected that a definite settlement will bereached tit-end.

The J united until the last quarter on Wednesday afternoon before
taking to thi defeat a determined R.M.C. squad as an aftermath to

I the Science-All. The attack bogged down in the first half as theCoach gave thrtperienced backs and linemen their first thorough trial

' JE" . Su .

All,
5
ey "ere S"ilty at several misplays, they proved

that they will befor the call in case of any injury to the regulars
As for the Obey had a defence against every known Tricolor

.tui attack except for'ward pass and the odd cut-back, and showed by
"Veil' ,

' r g8me cffort t7 mean t0 turn the tables on the Army on Saturday
afternoon in their )tball game in the Red and White colors for the

j^jv ration.

Friday. NovembeiC.A.F. vs. Sc.
-45—9-10 p.m.. was one of them^t pleasing sights th graced the Sports Bulletin Board in many amoon for it means that's has not forgotten to include their Activeberv^e brothers in their c a» well as social activities.

The Summer School ntroduced the R.C.A.F. into sports during
the hot season and althouhing was officially done about helping the
f lyers find their sports tv will now, it is hoped that a friendly
rivalry may develop betwe. Air Force and their Intramural rivals
during the fall and winter ">•

l (.i

We11
'
the Science squad sc'eir first win of the season against the

luckless Artsmen at the Stadium ednesday and showed by their maiden
eliort that they are the team t

in the Interfaculty League. Again
it was a case of a heavier and mPerienced Engineering twelve smash-
ing through the floundering Arts39 theY steamrolled to victory.

It will be a last stand in Arts"1"511 thev Meds Tuesday at 3,
their weaknesses are many but aek of faculty spirit seems to be
the worst, as they have not fields?3"1 to date that truly represents
Academia, The team deserves the /"dent body's support on this, their
last stand, and would welcome any linemen or backs.

Cl"e Williamson has accepted 'tion at Reliance Aircraft in
Belleville and will line up with the l

'iUe Redmen in the Senior *B"
series

. . . Over 1300 skaters took rI on the blades the first three
nights of public skating . . . Tonigf Tuesday are the next available
nights to don the runners . . . Hami'Pen the local Senior "A" season
at the Arena and the Combines are It for ,ncir first win on Saturday
night in faster company

. . . The litrney taken in by the Juniors so
tar this season is not all cream as -weater cleaning bill after last
Saturday's swim was S45 . . . The Ci;cke>' League meeting will take
place within the next week and it U cted 11,31 Queen's will enter a
strong squad in the Senior Van Horn 1"-

Juniors, Redmen Tangle Again;

Tricolor Fights To 20-4 Victory

REFEREE
BY ROLY BARNSLEY

Remember Neil Bell? Yes, the

wiry blond of Arts '44 who carved

up everything in the 135 lb. class

last year. Neil is now with the

R.C.A.F. at Fingal and has been

acting as security guard lately.

Wings are his ultimate aim. He ex-

pects a move in this direction in

(he near future, so perhaps we will

have a visit from the sinewy slug-

ger.

That reminds us that there is a

big opening in this division. Who
is going to try and fill it? Another

Artsman, or a Mad Medico, or per

haps it will be a man of "Scietiz"

this time.

Equipment

Word comes from the executive

that the canvas is being cleaned

and repaired and will soon return

to us along with the bag and other

equipment.

A timetable of instructors will

be posted every Monday after the

appearance of the weekly C.O.T.C.

orders. Look for this on the locker

room notice board.

Any enthusiasts are welcomed to

join the gang in the balcony. These

lads can be found most any night

about five o'clock, getting in their

preliminary conditioning. Those of

you who have reached the equip-

ment stage can obtain the key to

the room by applying to' Pete Cain

or Bob, the janitor.

The B.W. & F. extends an invi-

tation to any of the members of

'he radio technicians' course who

would like to train with our boys.

Bews Trophy Standings

Meds "44 4205

Sc. '44 3050
Meds '46 2300

Sc. '43 2250
Meds "45 2045
Arts '44 ...

.

Sc. '45

Arts '43

Arts '42

Meds '47

Sc. '42

Arts '45

Meds '42-'43

Tbeol

S50

640

615

585

395

365

335

175

0

TENNIS TOURNAMENT
IN QUARTER FINALS

Father — What's this I hear

'bout you skipping lectures?

Bruce—I don't know, Pa. I

Kuess it's just natural class

hatted,

Play progressed into the quar

ter final round during the week
in the Intramural tennis tourna

ment as no startling upsets were
recorded. Hart was the only sur

vivor to be extended as Mc
Kendry after losing a tough first

set 7-5 came back to score a 4-6

upset in the second frame but

was unable to match Hart's pow-
erful attack and bowed out 6-3

in the final set.

Miller swept through Keats

643, 6-1 without much trouble

while Don Webb ousted Ander-

son 6-1, 6-2 and Barton won from

Moreton 6-2, 6-3. The Miller

Hart fixture should be the fea-

ture attraction of the tournament

to date as neither player has had

much trouble in sweeping aside

his opponent.

PEPPER MARTIN

he chunky quarter's last period pitch

ng was an outstanding feature against

R.M.C.

Science Chalks Up
Victory Over Arts

19-0 Count In Grid Meet
Wednesday

She watched him gazing down

at their first born. Wonder, ad-

miration, rapture, incredulity

chased across his face. She stole

up and said tenderly: "Tell me
your thoughts, dearest."

"Darned if I can see how any-

one can make a cot like that for

$375."

Prof.—You should have been

here at 8.05.

prosh—Why, what happened?

Gaels Fully Extended As
Soldiers' Opposition Is

Unexpectedly Strong

The Men of Science white-

washed a desperate band of Arts-

men on Wednesday afternoon as

they streaked to a 19-0 victory

at the Stadium.

The Engineers made the most

of their weight and threw their

huskies at the lighter Arts line

throughout the first quarter.

Their strategy soon bore fruit

as they drove down the field and

McCaffrey carried over the first

major counter.

Air War
Arts fought back continuously

through the air. Grant inter-

cepted one pass and swept to the

one-yard stripe, Dunn complet-

ing the havoc.

Grisdale, Grant, McCaffrey and

Hood were standouts for Science

while Debrulc, Wilcox, Webb
and Stewart were the pick of the

Arts forces.

Science—Snap, Beswick; mid-

dles, Sullivan, Miron ; insides,

Howard, Grant; outsides, Hood,

Motherwell; halves, Jandras, Mc-

Caffrey ; flying win

Quarter, Dunn; subs, McDon-
nough, Boucher, Duncan, Mc.-

Culluugh, Land, Thomas, Good-

eve, Lindale, Jones, Reid.

Arts— Snap, Webb ; middles.

Hoar, Wilcox; insides, Barnsley,

Black: ends, McCallum, Ruther-

ford ; halves, Stewart, A. Perci-

val, K. Percival
;

flying wing

Forrester
;

quarter, Dubrule

;

subs, Warner, Mendel, Toole,

Breithaupt, Annan, Waterbury,

Halliday. Wilson.

Queen's Juniors ran up against

an unexpectedly tough R.M.C. team

m Wednesdayrand were fully ex-

tended in preserving their unbeaten

itreak, The hard charging Redmen
eiused to be cowed by the Tricolor

front wall and broke through on

many occasion?, to trap the Queen's

halves behind their own line. Both

Cams developed a serious case of

" fumbilitis" as the ball shuffled

back and forth between the teams.

The Gaels finally hung on the pig-

skin long enough to wind up on

the long end of a 20 to 4 score.

Weather Good
For a change, the weather man
as in a mellow mood and the

"earns didn't have to worry about

"The Wind :snd Rain in Their

Mair." After a see-saw battle in.

the opening minutes, Queen's

punched their way across the goal

line to start the ball rolling, Bene-

vides getting the touch, and Mini-

ken converting. R.M.C. fought

back, getting into a threatening

Thumbnail

Sketches

JAMES CROTHERS ~^

Coming out of two years' retire-

ment, Jim is holding down 'an out-

side wing position and sharing th

kicking duties for Queen's colorful

Junior team. A homegrown pro-

duct. Jim played with K.CV.I.'j

Junior E.O.S.S.A. football champs
of 1937-38.

Jim is a member of Science '43.

is 20 years old, stands 5 ft. 10 in.

and weighs 150 pounds. He doesn't

confine himself to rugby, but plays

baseball and hockey as well. lim

is fast making himself indispens-

able to the team, and can he de

pended upon to carry out any as-

signment and do it well.

BILL ROE
One of the main reasons for the

stellar line play of the "Galloping

Gaels." Bill fills a big gap in the

Tricolor front wall. Weighing 205

pounds, Bill gives a good imitation

if an immovable object on the de-

fensive and is a big cog in the

team's offensive play. Bill played

s first football in Port Colbornt

and was a mainstay of last ycar'<

GEORGE KINNEAR

who converted a lateral from Fintay

into a last quarter touch.

Football Standings

W. L. F.

Queen's ... 4 0 121

Garrison ... 1 1 15

R.M.C 1 3 41

K.C.V.I. ... 0 2 6

Games this week — Saturda

Army vs. R.M.C.

position, but could only post

single point. The Cadets carried

the play to the Tricolor, and the

boys had to dig in and bang on.

Brown;! The Gaels were pushed back by

R.M.C.'s sweeping end runs and

very accurate short forwards. The

Red. Blue, and Gold tightened up

on the line and the Redmen were

only able to cash in on three

points, from Sinclair's placement.

Passes

Queen's began a new lease on

-life after half-time, as the halves

ran the ball back for big gains

and the buckets sliced through the

centre of the R.M.C. line. "Pepper"

Martin, who was on the bench most

of the game with a had knee, step-

ped into the game, and the Tricolor

took to the air. Martin bit Pardy

(Continued on page 7)

French Conversotion

Classes are meeting at 1.30

p.m. on Mondays and at both

1.30 and 2.30 p.m. on Tuesdays

in Room 204, Arts Building, Dr.

Gihb asks any students who can-

not attend the above, but desire

a class on Wednesday, to send

a note to her at Ban Righ Hal

Please see the French Notice

Board on the second floor of the

Arts Building for further an-

nouncements.

Intramural Softball

There was only one close game
recorded in the Intramural soft-

ball schedule in the first week as

Rivington pitched Sc. '42 to a

hard earned 6-4 victory. Meds
'44 hung up a record score as

they trimmed Arts '43, 19-7 and

Sc. '43 bettered their record by

a 22-6 score against the Theologs.

Meds took the only other en-

counter 19-9 from their frosh

rivals in '47.

Serving In Navy

David M. Scott, Arts '44, is

now a sub-lieutenant in the R.C.

N.V.R. on active service. His

father, Howard L. Scott, Science

'14, was a lieutenant in the En-
gineers in the last war.

Queen's Junior team. He holds

down an inside position, and spe-

cializes in piling the opposition up.

Bill stands 5 ft. 11 in., is 20 years

old, and a member of Science '43.

He practises the same tactics in

wrestling as he does In football,

and it is rumored that he swings

a mean golf club. To date Bill

has been a basic reason ,for the

Tricolor's success.

We welcome Queen'3 University Students to Kingston, and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige of years stand behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers
WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS
SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather 823.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street Phone 1941

present

Van Kirk Hats

103 Princess Street

Agents for DACKS SHOES

Phone 3542

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

/VicGALL'S 12ESTAUCANT
THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS

CAMERA SUPPLIES

Cor. Johnson & Division Sts.

^OSMETICS

LUNCHES

Telephone 18§

FORBES MUNSOE

a triple threat on the Tricolor back-

(ield with his punting, plunging and

tackling during Wednesday's game.

Hanson «S Edgar
Dance

Programme

Constitutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description
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Sophomore — Were you ever

boihercd with athlete's foot?

Frosh—Yes, once the captain

of the rugby team caught me dat-

ing his girl.

Drill Sergeant—Do you know
how to execute squads right?

C.O.T.C. Dope— Sure. Stand

'em up against a wall and shoot.

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Meters, Tanks, Filters,

Tripods, Etc.

Your old camera taken in

on new equipment

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Lockett

AT LOCKETT'S LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from V.M.C.A,

Underwood Typewriters

See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced

placed oi

typewriter ever

market

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. 8. S. Harvey. Mgr.

Phone S19 171 Wellington St.

ELLIOTT'S

Hairdressing Parlor

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

QUEEN'S TAXI

2002

Esquire Dance

(Continued from page 1)

stage so that formal decorations

will look like a jitney back-

ground. P,aul Webb's "Moun-

tain Boys" will be there, large as

life and twice as natural.

The Sultan will be there for

;hc whole evening, surrounded

by girls—girls—GIRLS !—a bevy

of glamorous Houris. These are

not just pictures but three dimen-

sional females.

Nor is this all. That curvaeious,

pulchritudinous Petty' girl so

well known to all connoisseurs

of Esquire art will be present.

The master of ceremonies is Esky

himself.

Sing-Song

Something new — something

different—depend on the Medical

boys to innovate startling sure-

catch ideas—a community sing-

song of priceless gems and old

museum pieces (the Journal cen-

sored what we really wanted to

say).

Don'l have your friends yell

•'Hit the Road Casanova," as you

miss the hit of the social season,

.i dance people will rave about

Calmly, gentlemen, do not let us

tread one upon the other as we
dash madly for our pasteboard

Tickets can be had from any

member of Meds '44, or the fol

lowing, Charles Black, Godfrey

Paul, O. Vounghusband, or Peter

Playfair, Convener.

Dr. Boyd Speaks

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princess St,

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date J-chair shop in
the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 1772-W

iiy JOHN POLLACK

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

GOING TO THE

DANCE?

AMEY'S TAXI

Phone 266

(Continued from page 1)

done and the expenses were

large item. Plumbers, carpenters

and painters offered to do this

at cost price. So now, as a cul

ruination of their efforts, the

clinjc will open on Monday next

in the government building at

the corner of Barrie and Clergy

Streets.

Dr. Boyd stressed the fact that

there would be no risk involved

for donors. He said that all pros-

pective donors will have a physi-

cal examination before they are

allowed to contribute their blood.

He pointed out that this would

even benefit middle aged people

suffering from high blood pres-

sure. The actual drawing of

hluod involves no pain and the

blood-building organs quickly re-

store the amount that has been

taken. The medical profession

has offered its services and has

guaranteed that all donors wtU
have proper medical attention.

The I.O.D.E. will give refresh-

ments to donors.

After the blood has been taken,

it is reduced to a dry serum. This
is stored in sterile containers

—

where it can be kept indefinitely.

It is then sent to Ottawa and dis-

tributed from there. When it is

needed it is dissolved in distilled

water.

Dr. Boyd said that this blood

is vital in the effort to win the

war. He added that up till now
many of us have thought that

there was nothing for us to do,

hut that now we can step for-

ward and offer our services. In-

deed, it is our duty.

History of Stored Blood and

Blood Banks

1916: Peyton Rous and J. R.

Turner (United States) worked out

in the laboratory the principles for

storing hlood, i.e. that it should he

mixed with sugars such as dextrose

svhich prevented hemolysis and with

few salts which hurried hemolysis.

These observations were not ap-

plied, however.

191S: The British Merlical Corps

in World War I attempted to use

stored blood but found that it gave

undesirable reactions because of the

preservatives added. They then

suspended red blood cells in Locke's

solution and used this mixture with

indifferent results. ( It is ndw known

that the important part of blood

for shock is not the cellular con-

stitucnt* but the serum.)

1926: M. C. Perry of Wisconsin

worked out a preservative consisting

of dextrose and lithium citrate

which proved effective. This work

was published in a little-read state

medical journal and received scant

attention.

1933: Research workers in the

Moscow Institute of Hematology

devised a preservative and were

the first to use stored blood in quan-

tities.

1934: Similar large scale studies

and use of stored blood from the

Leningrad Research Institute for

Blood Transfusions. (Note the ac-

tive interest of the Russians in ac-

tually establishing institutes for the

study of blood transfusions.)

1936-1938: Stored blood used on

a large scale and during war condi

tions by Dr. Bethune et al in the

Spanish War. The blood used con-

sisted of whole human blood kept

at 40°F. (4°C.) with a citrate-dex-

trose preservative and could be kept

at best but a few weeks.

1937-1938: A number of medical

research workers found that hlood

plasma or serum was better than

whole blood for shock and would

C.O.T.C.

keep longer and did not have to be

typed.

Stored Plasma or Serum

When in 1937-38 it was found

[hat scrum or plasma was more use-

fuhthan stored whole blood, a sur-

vey of the literature revealed that

this had been reported years before

but the fact neglected. References

were found as far back as 1918.

With the realization of these facts,

whole blood was replaced by serum

or plasma and this eliminated mam

of the difficulties attendant upon

the use of whole blood — serm>-

did not have to be typed, there were

no cells to hemolyse, the serum

could be kept longer than whole

blood. Because of enzymatic action

in the serum and because some pre-

servative had usually to be addedj

serum had to be kept. at a low tem-

perature and in time it would de-

teriorate. Hence it still was not the

perfect agent.

Dessicated or Dried Serum

Attempts to dessicate blood ser-

um and use it for transfusions have

been legion. They date back to

1895. The older processes of dessi-

cation. however, did not yield a

powder which could be safely given

to patients. Serum has to be dried

very carefully under conditions

which will not destroy its value

medicinally. It must be dried at

low temperature, in a vacuum and

using chemical absorbents of water

such as sulphuric acid or anhydrous

calcium sulphate. This process came

into use about 1935. Another pro-

cess consists in allowing the water

oE serum to pass out through cello-

phane : the serum is put in cello-

phane bags and exposed to air in

motion and it concentrates—a pro-

cess called perstillation and fir§t

used in 1938. Canadian and Bri-

tish workers have been very active

in the preparation of dried serum

but because of War Censorship, the

details of procedure cannot be re-

vealed.

GENERAL NOTICE

A number of recruits who were

admitted to the C.O.T.C. have fail-

ed to report at the Orderly Room

to complete attestation cards. Un-

less the above-mentioned personnel

report before Saturday, 8 Nov., at

1200 hours they will be sent back

to the Auxiliary Battalion.

W. H. Agnew,

Lt. & Adjt.

Scribes Hear

We never used to be able to

find grandma's glasses, but now
she leaves them just where she

empties them.

Young Lady
ihow, doctor?

Doctor—Not

-Will the

f you're careful

(Continued from page 1)

Concise and Simple

The speaker further suggested

that all writers must cultivate the

knack of reading their own copy

critically- They must create vivid-

ness by writing concise and easily

understood phrases. Good journal-

ists often substitute strong verbs

for hackneyed adjectives. In news-

paper circles an alert copy reader

is a great asset to the organization.

He must possess a wealth of re-

sources for checking purposes.

Nothing is taken for granted — not

even the obituaries.

In the same class of newspaper

indispensables, proof-readers also

have their vital place. As they run

a constant race against time and

the dead-line, occasionally an error

slips hy them. Large newspaper

employ a staff of proof-readers as

a precautionary measure.

Here at Queen's everyone has the

opportunity to gain valuable news-

paper experience. All you have to

do is to appear at the Journal Of-

fice. Those who have dared to en-

ter the sanctum sanctorum guaran-

tee you a hearty welcome and an

immediate- job. It's worth a try —
how about it?

Commerce Club

Mr. J. Willis, Educational

Director of Canada Packers

Ltd., will address members

of the Commerce Club on

"Industrial Relations in the

Meat-Packing Industry" at

a luncheon in Grant Hall at

12.30 p.m. on November 12.

Tickets may be procured

from members of the execu-

tive. This address will be of

great interest to all, so get

your tickets early.

"So you got impulsive while

you were drunk, and married your

cook. Won't that interfere with

your seeinj

"Oh, no;

wife!"

;he's just a pot-time

Q.W.A.C. Drive

(Continued from page 1)

method to initiate the $4,000 drive

on the campus this year. To ensure

the success of this stamp drive the

co-operation of every student will

be required.

These Dominion War Savings

Stamps may be procured from the

faculty representatives on the Wa
Aid Committee: Marj Emery, '

|

Ellison, Levana; John P,

Frank Pelnrck, Medic iiivc

Seymour, Don Slack, Sr and

Earl Baxter, Lyle WooKrts. I

A little minute is long

enough for a big restwhen

you drink. an ice-cold

bottle of "Coca-Cola". So

when you pause through-

out the day, make it the

pause that refreshes with

ice-cold "Coca-Cola". YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED

KINGSTON, ONTARIO

A MESSAGE To
Queen's Lady Students
A new store has opened at 49 Montreal Street

just off Princess by Best's Drug Store. We carry

a complete line of dresses, lingerie, millinery

and sportswear. Operating in the lower rent

district, we can afford to sell at lower prices,

and you will be surprised to find at our store

the newest styles and yet at much lower prices

than you will pay elsewhere. Please come in

and get acquainted.

It will pay you to walk around the corner to

BELDEAN SHOPPE
49 Montreal Street Just Off Princess

Voice over the phone—Pop,
guess who just got kicked out
of college!

I shot an arrow in the air

It fell to earth I know not where;

I've lost an awful lot of arrows
that way

!

SUPERIOR
GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT

I
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"^"Torch-Bearers",

Continued from page 1)

* evening of August 29, 1922,

f>r three average friends of

inagement and about fifty so-

ated first highters were in

of rolling off their seats, in

a, because of 'The Torch
s.' Intermissions were filled

VOI(hree questions about the un-

author: Who was George
Where did he get the come-

, How does he end his story?

;d written the kind of tight,

J
short play that amateurs

Theatre directors are al-

ing for."

Depart£"direct<»r >
and actor, Kel-

I) Fave$retter known in vaudeville

than SJthe Hall of Fame. "The
Torch Bearers" made him famous

lull lit- wrote many other comedies

of which the "Show Off" and

"Craig's Wife," a Pulitzer Prize

Play, are outstanding.

Several rehearsals have been

ticked off. President of the Drama
Guild, Stu Webster, will produce

the show while Dr. William Angus
will direct the cast which includes

Louise Burka, Catherine Ormsby.
Madeline McCosh, Isabel Race, Inez

Davis, Lillian Wallingford, Wyatt
MacLean, Mike Keegan, Claude Vi-

pond, Foch Grenon, Mo Polowin,

and Robert Sheppard.

Tickets will be on sale next

week.

Letter to The Editor A.M.S. FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Now if we could only export

war profiteers with the other

hogs.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Dr.Vlncent A. Martin

DENTIST

GENUINE
PECCARY

HOG
GLOVES

•

A Real Special

while they last

$2.95

•

Get a pair of gloves that

you know will last the rest

of your college course—if it

is one or three years,

•

BIBBY'S
78-84 Princess St.

The Editor,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

I believe that if veracity is the

back-bone of journalism it should

be doubly important in journal-

istic commentary. Such a state

of affairs was sadly lacking in

last Tuesday's issue. I refer to

the puerile and glib discussion

of the defaulted Mcds-Science
football game -which so success-

fully padded the sports column.

Such phrases as "back-room

decision". "beiLide manuer"J and

"suave-tongued orator", besides

being out of place in any adult

newspaper, are deliberately mis-

leading in the present case.

The Medical team is a heavier

team and admittedly far better

suited to the swamp that was the

Richardson Stadium than the

light, fast Science club. A good

footballotearn, however, should be

able to play lootball under any

conditions its opponents can.

Therefore, we suggest that in

admitting their inadequacy to

cope with a Medical team still

stiff from a previous encounter

with Arts, Science confessed

Medical superiority and so de-

served to lose points. That Medi-

cine's stand was no bluff i- ablj

attested by the fact that the cap-

lain and manager had to go over

to the Stadium and disperse all

the men they were unable to con-

tact by phone. Science's short-

coming was lack of football play-

ers—not diplomats.

There need be no cause for

alarm. Meds will take its next

decision from the Fairweatber

Fadeouts inside the Stadium

—

even if we have to wait till

Spring for- a day -best suited to

their one-track assault.

Sincerely yours,

* MEDICO.

Juniors vs. R.M.C.

October 7th. 1941.

SEVEN
COURSES

Our advertised values are only

the appetisers in the full course

of savings we serve every day

of the week. Entree and sec

for yourself how pleasant and

profitable it is to buy the things

ytfu need WHEN you need

them. There's no need to wait.

Every price is a low price from

Sunday to Saturday—the week
'round, the year through. Come
in today or any day . . . your

savings will make you thankful

you did.

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

(Continued from page 5)

with a long pass which was good

for Queen's second touch, and con-

verted it with a pass to Sharpe

One of the best plays of the after-

noon came off a completed pass to

Finlay. who lateralled to Kinnear

— the play going for Queen's third

touchdown, Munroe. who played a

strong offensive and defensive

game, made the convert. Munroe

and Crothers also kicked singles

to complete the scoring.

Boyd was the best for R.M.C

and consistently outsmarted Queen's

with his field generalship, until

forced out in the dying minutes

with an injury Munroe and Fardy

starred for Queen's, along with

Martin, although the latter only

played the last quarter.

Queen's — Flying wing, Bene-

vides; halves, Kinnear. Shine, Pa-

taran; quarter, Nelson; snap. Dal-

ziel ; inside?, ,

Loynes and Young

;

middles, Barron and McVean ;
ends,

Patterson and Crothers; stihs, Ban-

diera, Sharpe, Irwin, Pardy, Mar-

tin. Roe, Patterson. Rush, Aubrey,

Keenan, Finlay. Millikcn. Munroe.

Ankerman. Halliwell, and Mcln-

tyre.

R.M.C.— Flying wing, Sinclair;

halves, Frost, Armour. Williams

;

quarter. Boyd; middles, Pearson,

Reid ;
snap, Sewell ;

ends. Sellar.

Elliott; insides. Parsons, Messel;

subs, Martin. Heringer. Allan, Mc-

Neil, O'Donnell, Cronyn, Fraser,

Carson.

Mr. Kangaroo — Where's the

baby ?

Mrs. Ditto—Ye gods, I've had

my pocket picked.

The President,

The Alma Mater Society.

Queen's University

I have made an audit of the books and vouchers of (he Permanent
Secretary-Treasurer of the Alma Mater Society for the University year
19-10-41.

Attached you will find Cash Statements for the year of the

Alma Mater Society
Queen's Journal
Tricolor
Queen's Band.

The Secretary reports that the only account owinc at the end of

the year is that of Hanson & Edgar, with Queen's Journal. The balance
unpaid is (400.62.

The Manager of the Tricolor has submitted a report of sales as
follows:

Copies printed 625
Copies sold 597

* Complimentary copies 20
Copies on hand 8

625

The Secretary states that the eight copies on hand will he sold at 13,00

per copy.

War Savings Certificates have been purchased during the year as
follows

:

Alma Mater Society $264.00
Queen's Band 480.00

Thrse certificates arc held in trust by the Treasurer of the University.

One Hundred Dollars (1100.00) from fees has been retained by the
' University and credited in the Reserve Fund.

, Respectfully submitted,

C. E. WALKER.
Chartered Accountant.

ALMA MATER SOCIETY

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS

For the Year 1940-41

prayers and sermons rather than

the roaring of anti-aircraft guns

and bombers and the explosion of

bombs.

Reaction to Bomb
It was after one of these ser-

vices that the Church was hit. A
number of people were trying to

sleep on the floor, and their only

reaction was to laugh at each oth-

er's blackened faces. Not only this

church, but every other church and

theatre in that part of London has

been either damaged or wrecked.

Now they are carrying on their

services as before, this time in the

basement, which serves as a shel-

ter. They feel very much like the

early Christians who worshipped in

the Catacombs of Rome,

There is no panic or hysteria.

The women- encourage the men by

their pluck. V's are marked upon

homes blasted by bombs. The own-

ers simply gather what is left, and

go their way.

The Rev. Mr. Tiplady saysvthat

the blitz, far from intimidating the

people, has united them more than

ever in a desire to heat Hitler. They

also find that their religion means

more to them than it did before,

as Jew and Gentile kneel in com-

mon worship.

Ha lance on deposit Oct. 1,

1940 * 254. 4B

Receipts

Queen's Univer-
sity Fees $ 3.734.62

Less Amount
transferred to

Reserve Fund. 100.00
3.634.62

Theological Society Fees.,. 46.75

Social Function Fees 115.00

Arts Society—Hart House
Levy 58.17

Theatre Party
Proceeds 1106.23

Less Expenses 105.00
1.23

Freshmen's Reception 104.25
A.M.S.—Booking Agency.. 145.26
Students' Directory

Proceeds 30.14
Court Fines
Engineering Soc. $180.23
Arts Soc 126.63

A. M. S 22.50
329.36

Hood Rentals S551.UI)

Less Refunds .... 303.00
248.00

Arts Soc.—Residence Fd... 146.22

Q. W. A. C 262.24

i 5,375.

Disbursements

War Aid Commission

Dance Profits $

Grants
Queen's Band 1100.00
Debating Union . 75.00
I. S. S 142.24
Tricolor—1939-40

Deficit 325.00

Q. S. A 35.00
Color Night

Deficit 37.lt
Open House

Deficit 40.34

Honoraria

Sec.-Treas 1150.00
Auditor 25.00
Convener

—

Theatre Party 10.00

Freshmen's Rec. . 10.00
195.00

Fees paid Journal 2,700.00

Constables—Social

Functions 98.00
Election Expense 30.80
A. M.S.—Luncheon 21

Photos 44.00
Flowers 16.00

Office Supplies 3nd
Expenses 52.68

Hoods S4.00
Damages—Students' Rush 305.86

Premium on Bond 10.00

Dance Tax 15.00

Cups, Plaques &: Pins.. II

Printing & Stationery... 152.90

War Savings Certificates 264.00

Balance on Deposit 318

1 heologs Discuss

Policies Of Society

BY HAROLD BURGESS

On Monday evening, the Queen'

Theological Society met for their

second meeting of the year with

.he Pope. Milton Little, presid-

ing. It was noted with regret

that at least one-third of the

hiembers of the society were ab-

sent. (Arts - Theologs please

note). The meeting bad as its

theme a full discussion of the

policies and aims of the society.

The tone of the discussion was

brisk, but was so often in a

minor key that the Pope at one

point rose to his feet and de-

manded of the members, "Are

we men, or are we mice?"

Meetings

During the discussion it was

decided that future meetings are

to be held on Tuesday afternoon

at three o'clock, the next to be on

November 18. Preliminary plans

were laid for a Theological Party

to be held on Friday evening, No-

vember 14. in the Old Arts Build-

ing. The committee in charge are

Greer Boyce, Mary Holmes and

Harold Burgess.

Special attention was called to

the fact that the Morgan Mem-

orial Chapel in the Old Art

Building was for the use of all

students at Queen's. It was stat

ed that few student outside

theology even knew of its ex

tstence, and that still fewer ever

visited it. The Pope pointed out

that short wnrship services are

held there every morning at

seven minutes after nine and that

any and all students who wish

to share in that worship are

welcome at these services.

At the close of the meeting the

Pope dismissed the members

after pronouncing his Bcnedic

tion.

Lambeth Church Bombed

The Church of the Lambeth

Mission in London, opened in 1S0S,

was bombed and almost completely

destroyed in an air-raid this year.

The Mission was founded by John

Wesley in 1793, as a result of his

open-air meetings in Kensington

Common. We have the story from

the Rev. Thomas Tiplady, Superin-

tendent of the Mission, whose ar-

ticle appeared in the Lambeth

Chronicle.

AH through the terrible air-raids

servipes had continued with the

congregation sitting under tlie bal-

cony for protection, listening to the

The Society Brand Label Identifies the Genuine Product

Quality Suits and

Overcoats

by

It has often been said that the man who invests in a

SOCIETY BRAND Suit and Overcoat will never

be satisfied with any others. The prices are most

moderate and Society Brand's fine workmanship

and authentic styles yield priceless dividends in

satisfaction. The popular single and double-breasted

models in both suits and overcoats are widely repre-

sented - - - All of them in Quality SOCIETY
BRAND fabrics. We urge you to see them without

delay.

Quality

HATS
The finest and largest

stock of hats in the city

- - - in the most popular

styles and newest shades.

Come in tomorrow and

pick out that new hat

you've been wanting. We
know we can please you.

STETSON

BROCK

KENSINGTON

LA SALLE

Quality FURNISHINGS
A well-selected stock of shirts, lies, gloves, aocks.

scarves, sweaters, etc - - - all are TweddeU's regular

better quality at moderate prices.

TWEDDELL'S
SEE OUR SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAYS

137- 139 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 3706
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Famous Baritone

(Continued from page 1)

Opera Company. Since that time

he lias sung with many concert or-

chestras, has been heard over the

radio on such programs as the R.

C. A. Victor Hour. In "Cyrano de

Bergerac." performed recently in

Carnegie Hall, he sang the title role.

This will be the first of a series

of programs to be presented by the

Canadian Concert Association. Oth-

er features of these series to ap-

pear later are as follows:

Jan. 19—New Friends of Music

Symphony Orchestra.

Mar. S—Luboschutz and Neme-
noff, piano duo.

WANTED

A Source Hook of Social

Phychology by Kimball Young.
Apply lice Martin. 23 Lower
University. Thone 1963-J.

He took her gently in his arms.

And on her lips he pressed a kiss,

And said: I've sipped the wine from
many a cup,

—

But never from a mug like this.

Kingston's Oldest

Established Shoe Shop

Welcomes You
•

It is our pleasure to

serve you for

—

SHOES
of the better type

GYM SHOES

HOSIERY

LUGGAGE

HANDBAGS

POLISHES

Prompt Service

Courteous Treatment-

Delivery, Ph. 24

LOCKETTS LTD."
Est. 1878 i

178 Wellington St.

MAKE YOUR

APPOINTMENT

NOW

foro

Dubarry] Facial

given by

MISS

RITA MELOCHE

Nov. 10th to Nov. 15th

•

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

Compulsory Class

Problem Discussed

(Shortly afier writing the col-

umn on cimpulsiry attendance, we

came across an article which dealt

in part with this topic. It is writ-

ten hy an English government com-

mission appointed to report on the

|Mi-iiii.n of English universities.

Every member of this commission

is an expert on education. Fnr (his

reason, we believe a few excerpts

from their article would be both

timely and interesting.)

"it is by no means certain that

young people who require the dis-

cipline cif schoolboys will actually

drink of the fountain of knowledge

even if they are led to it daily be-

tween 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. It is*fl

real drawback to (he compulsory

ystcm that it is appropriate to a

mental age considerably younger

than (hat of University students,

Its tendency is to regard the process

of getting rid of the schoolboy's at-

titude towards 'work.* The student

who attends a lecture only because

he must is not likely to attend in

the mood most favorable to his

profiting by it."

Lectures Not All

"We feel that the lecture may
sometimes bulk disproportionately

in the whole body of instruction

which the' student receives. As all

U niversity teachers know, the weak-

er student is apt to assume that the

lecture courses to which he is di-

rected to go will between them

cover the whole ground with which

he is concerned: and if only he

attends them regularly, records

them accurately, studies the record

assiduously, and in the day of reck-

oning reproduces it faithfully, be

will be assured of a good degree.

"Though the lecture can and

should have an electric quality

which even the best text books

lacks, by no means all lectures in

fact do. A type of lecture is not

unknown in which the lecturei

reads monotonously from a manu-

scripl while the class conscientious-

ly write down every word. In such

i case it is impossible not to feet

that much time and energy would
he saved if. instead of deliverine

his lecture, the lecturer had it mul-

tiplied and circulated.

Even if all lecturers spoke with

the tongues of men and of angels,

it is a question whether the ordin-

ary student is not required to at-

tend too many lectures, to mark
and learn a great deal more than

he can inwardly digest. If the lec-

ture is to be a stimulus to reading

and self-education, rather than a

substitute for them, the student

must have a substantial amount of

leisure in which to follow up the

lines of study and trains of thought

which the lecture has suggested.

This would generally be agreed in

principle, but we believe there is

widespread doubt how far such lei-

sure is at present available. The
difficulty is partly the increasing

overloading of the curriculum, part-

ly the disposition of the weaker and
more diffident student to treat the

lecture as an end rather than a be-

einning. But though compulsory
attendance at lectures may be a
necessary evil, as being at present

(he only practical way of ensuring
that the student is taught and not

merely examined by his University,
it is still an evil."

Bring on your salve

And soothing syrup;

O Day of gloom,

I want to chyrup.

LEVANA
NCTEX

Soph Court

On Monday evening. Novem-

ber 10, Ban Righ will be the

scene of the annual Soph Court.

The Kingston freshettes have

been invited in for dinner, and

arc requested to be there at a

quarter of six. Instructions re-

garding the costume to he worn

for the occasion will be posted

on the Ban Righ notice board on

Monday, and all freshettes must

conform to these regulations.

It has been decided that a u>ni-

mi.tce will be set up to enforce

the wearing of tarns by freshettes

until Christmas. The following

girls have been chosen: Pauline

Jewett, Annette Fryer, Audrey

Mollis, Anne Shaw. Bernice Gra-

ham, Kathcrine McRuer, Jean

Mary Melvin, Mary Paterson.

Vacant Position

A girl is wanted to work on

Saturdays, and will be suitably

remunerated for the job. Further

information may be obtained from

the Employment Office in the

Douglas Library.

Journals at Ban Righ

It has been suggested that the

girls who are in residence get

;heir Journals in Ban Righ, and

leave those in the Red Room for

the Kingston girls, and the girls

who live out. This would elimin-

ate the frequent and unfortunate

occurrence of no Journals being

eft for those girls who get out

late from classes.

Levana Meeting

There will be a Levana meet-

ing on Wednesday, November 12,

at 7.30. Freshette attendance is

compulsory, and refreshments

will be served at the end of the

meeting. The speaker will be
Miss Ethel Graham, who will

give a talk on "The Grenfell

Labrador Medical Mission."

The other day the professor came
into class and called the roll for

the men. Then, having fumbled

around with his papers for a mo-

ment, solemnly announced: "I have

forgotten to bring the list of girls

to class. Will those who are not

present kindly inform me so at the

next session."

—McGill Daily.

He whispered softly in her ear;

Her heart was dancing,

—

Her eyes revealed "I love you,

dear
!"

(Ah, sweet romancing!)

They sat enthralled as if alone

With their conjectures,

—

For thus does gentle Romance
nourish

During lectures.

—McGill Daily.

Ski Club

(Continued from page 1)

snow, ski enthusiasts are opti-

mistic.

New Executive

Alter the minutes had been

read and the treasurer's report

had been accepted, the following

executive was elected: President,

Bob Hammond ; Vice-President,

Dorecn Jeffs; Secretary, John

Baker; Treasurer, Keith Perci-

val: Levana, Representative.

Ivatherine McRtier; Press Repre-

scntarive, Mary Paterson.

Last year the Ski Club had a

membership of 165- There were

bus trips oil Sundays (depending

on snowfalls) to Sunbury and

Gananoque, and—as the retiring

President remarked — one epic

trip tc St W-iveur ir. f'2l ruar.y

The movie-nights which the Club

arranged were very successful

and interesting, and are being

continued this year. It is hoped

to present one before Christmas,

even though skiing does not start

until January.

Until a few years ago no girls

went on the trips, but recently

the co-eds have awakened and

turned out in large numbers lo

share the fun of singing and

laughing on the buses, and of

skimming and^otherwise—clown

the bills.

The executive stressed that

there was no necessity to be able

to ski—in fact one didn't even

have to be able to ski, in order

to appreciate the Ski Ciuh. It

was pointed out that it ivas a

great way to get out in the

winter, to make friends and enjov

the sport.

CO-ED
SPOBTSBEEL

KAY McRUER

This week sports are being trans-

ferred from the open air to the

gym, as basketball and badminton

get under way. Practices for the

former will be held on Mondays

and Wednesdays from 1-2, on

Tuesdays and Thursdays from 2-3.

A team will he picked of the best

plavers from all the years to meet

K.C.V.I.

The lists for an intramural bad-

minton tournament are to be posted

next week. Practices will be Mon-

day and Wednesday from 2-3 and

Tuesday and Thursday from 1-2.

All interested should turn out.

Helen Lake and Pauline Jewett

are the finalists in the singles ten-

nis tournament. The former was

victorious over Dorothy Mills aftct

three exciting sets (3-6) , (6-2)

,

(6-3). Both girls play such a strong

brand of tennis that the finals

should be a hard fought match all

the way through.

Levana skating hours will be an-

nounced soon, as well as the results

of the intramural archery tourna-

ment.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Today

:

3.00 p.m.—Chapel Choir

Practice,

Gallery, Convocation

Hall.

4.00 p.m.—Engineering Society,

Convocation Hall.

Monday

:

10,55 a.m.—Remembrance Day

Service, Grant Hall.

5.45 p.m.—Levana Soph Court

Dinner,

Ban Righ Hall.

Left Hand Corner

(Continued from page 1)

Department of Levana-to-the-fore

We are discontinuing this de-

partment until after Sadie Haw-
kin's Day because we know when

to be nice to the girls.

Anticlimax Department

(from an advt. in Fortune)

America's two newest and

strongest battleships . . . the

"North Carolina" and "Wash-
ington",' only two battleships

commissioned in the last 20 years

. . . are equipped with new Super-

Speed L. C. Smith typewriters.

Belly-Laugh Department

(or what would we do without

the New Yorker)

Mrs. Irene Manning went to

Bellingham last week to com-

plete the purchase of material

for her new home. She returned

with a Chevrolet sedan.

—Friday Harbor (Wash).

Journal.

And a sheepish grin?
* * > +

"Oh. I just love nature!" gush-

ed the dowager with more than

the usual number uf shoulder-

straps and chin;

"That's loyalty." mused Grouch

Marx, "after what nature did i°

herP

.st-

ed, a colored man came forw ar
.

After a reward had been pc

to say he bad seen a white y<

carrying a naked woman d own

the alley Sunday evening. ^e

had thought nothing of it ai 1 *"e

time. *
—New York Daily a jNey?

Man of the world, evidt' OnSr*

* * * ' / ,

Americana

Frank Sullivan of the

PM has announced his

erican Stuffed-Shirt t[

1941. You will be intc r
note that Charles Li gh,

whom Mr. Sullivan fou<_ calls

"Stinky", has made the team for

the third year in a row, and Sena-

tor Burton Wheeler, waterln >y

on the 1938 team, is captain and

quarterback on this war's squad.

Other famous figures to make

the team are Herbert Hoover ami

Charles Couglilin. Congratula-

tions, boys.

1

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

We extend a very

Heartr Welcome

to the Students

of

(font's Itttuerstty

CROWN DAIRY
PHONE 406

It's Fall again and Queen's students return with the welcome

of all Kingston

—

We are pleased at all times to have students come here for

their Footwear

—

Shoes for College

Gym Shoes - Street Shoes - Dress Shoes

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens.

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Remember the Esquire Dance Tonite

!
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Department of Eavesdropping
Eavesdropped at Esquire Dance,

"She's such a cat she even carries

n bottle of milk around with her."

Overheard a co-ed say this to her

girl friend, "I, have an uncomfort-
able feeling we're not being fol-

lowed."

Eavesdropped at Union, "He's so

allergic to meat lie even gets sick

wearing a pork-pie hat."

Eavesdropped at 182 University

Avenue, "She can't dance so well,

but gosh how she can intermission."

* * *

Department of Newsbreaks and
Wisecracks

(From the New Yorker)

After viewing the headless, arm-
less and legless torso, Coroner Mar-
vin Rogers and Coast Guard Cap-
tain Willie E. Midgett both voiced
the opinion that the 65-year-old real

estate agent had been slain.

—Philadelphia Inquirer.

A sixth sense must have told

them.

LEFT HAND CORNER
(Continued on page 3)

Claims Sentiment

Helps In Business

Mr. K. S. Twitchell Grants
Journal Interview

Final Year Meds
Will Finish Early;

Councils March 26

National Exams Set Ahead
When Other Colleges
Shortened Course

who

BY CASEY CORHF.TT

Because a Queen's man
graduated in Mining in 1908, was
considered by the late Charles R.
Crane to be a fine mining engineer,

Saudi Arabia, a nation of 5,000,000
Moslems, has been able to develop
its mineral and petroleum resources.

Sentiment in Business
This Queen's man was Mr. K. S.

Twitchell, who came from Burling-
lon, Vt, to address a meeting of
the Queen's Engineering Society.
In an interview to the Journal, Mr,
T'.vitchell said that in his experience

sentiment and business could be

K. S. TWITCHELL
(Continued on page 3)

BY DOUG WILSON, NEWS EDITOR

Plans have been made to speed

up the course of studies for final

year medical students at Queen's.

These plans have been drawn up
and are to be presented to the

Senate of the University at its

next meeting. Such was the gist

of a statement made by Dr. Eth-

erington. Dean of Medicine, to

the Journal.

Plan

According to Dr. Etherington,

last May the government invited

representatives of the Canadian

universities to submit plans for

the speeding up of graduates in

Medicine, as a shortage of doc-

tors, both for all of the armed
services and for civilian life, ap-

peared to be in prospect. Queen's,

with the other universities, sub-

mitted a plan, which was not

accepted by the government,
chiefly due to the expense. Uni-
versity authorities felt that if the

students' earning power was cur-

tailed due to shortening of the

summer holidays, there should
be some provision made to pro-

vide a loan fund with a low
rate of interest. The govern-
ment was unwilling to set up
such a fund. The University of

MEDICAL COURSE
(Continued on page 7)

Notice

Principal Wallace will ad-

dress freshmen and fresh-

ettes in Grant Hall Thurs-
day morning, November 13.

from 10 to 11 o'clock. All

freshmen and freshettes are

expected to attend.

Rev. Gerald Cragg

Will Preach Here

University Church Service

Next Sunday

Next Sunday there will be a

University Church Service in Grant

Hall at which the Reverend Geratd

Cragg will he the speaker.

The Reverend Mr. Cragg played

a prominent part at the Student

Christian Movement conference at

Lake Couchiching in September,

making several interesting ad-

dresses. He is well known as a

leader of Christian youth move-

ments.

A.M.S.

The University Church Services

Commission is a standing commit-

tee of the A.M.S. made up of re-

presentatives from each faith who
arrange a University Church Ser-

vice of non-denominational charac-

ter one Sunday in each month. Pro-

UNIVERSITY SERVICE

(Continued on page 8)

DOCTOR ANGUS GIVES
BROADCAST ON DRAMA

BY ANNE SHAW
On Friday night over CFRC Dr.

William Angus delivered the pro-

logue in a series of addresses, to

be given by various members on
the staff of Queen's University.

The topic is Drama and the Prob-

lems of Society, an historic survey

of drama as affecting the social

trend.

DR. ANGUS
(Continued on page 7)

Noted Prospector

Will Lecture Here

Gilbert Labine Is Finder Of
Radium Deposits

War Aid Committee Appoints

Doug. Temple As Dance Auditor

Tax System Curbs Profits;

Q.W.A.C. Receives
All Above $30

Reports Submitted

BY BUD BOLTON

The Queen's War Aid Commit-
tee has announced the appointment
of Doug Temple to the position of

Auditor of Year Dances. He suc-

ceeds Frank Nash who has been

temporarily filling this position.

A.M.S. Regulations

It will be recalled that recently

the Alma Mater Society decided to

tax the profits of year dances ; the

purpose being to turn the taxes

over to the Q.W.A.C. for the pur-

chase of war bonds. The regula-

tions set forth to govern the tax

scheme were:

(a) The tax will be computed
in the following manner — 25% of

the first S20. 50% of the next $20,

75% of the next $20, and 100%
on the balance of the profits. This

limits the profit to $30 on any dance.

(b) Complimentary tickets will

not exoeed 15 in number.

(O The price of tickets will be

stabilized at $1.25 a couple.

DANCE AUDITOR
(Continued on page 7)

WAR
COMMENT

Eight To The Bar
BY STU ROBERTSON

EXTRA— Mart Kenney Booked For Arts Formal!

1 "ngratulations are in order

the Arts Formal Committee
who received signed contracts
this week-end from Mart Kenney,

again provide the musicIk

,r the annual At-Homc. In clos-

|»g this deal, the Artsmen have,
1,1 our opinion, contracted for the

'•est in formal music. The West-
on Gentlemen were chiefly re-

l "nviMc for the unusual success
t,f last year's do; and if their

'""oadcasts are an indication, this

year's patrons will not be dis-

appointed with Mart's rftw lib-

ary. The hand, currently fea-
lllred at the Brant Inn, Hamilton,
Uscs effectively its outstanding
' 'calists'Art Hallinan and beau-

ts Judy Richards, with the
|

quartet providing the vocal back-

ground. In toto. the Kenney or-

ganization would ' be a dance

highlight on any Canadian cam-

pus and the Arts coup d'etat in

arranging for his return to

Queen's should make their For-

mal a worthwhile event.

BY D. A. FRASER

On Wednesday afternoon at four

o'clock in Convocation Hall the En-

gineering Society will hear an il-

lustrated talk by Gilbert Labine,

noted explorer, prospector and dis-

coverer of the radium deposit at

Great Bear Lake.

Mr. Labine was born 52 years

ago, the son of a country doctor.

In 1905 he and his brother, Charles,

turned prospectors and were at-

tracted by the Cobalt strike. Later

Charles became the financier and

Gilbert the explorer so that during

the next twenty years they discov-

ered mining properties.

Pitchblende

In 1913 Dr. W. G. Miller, gov-

ernment geologist, lectured to Cana-

NOTED PROSPECTOR
(Continued on page 2)

A.M.S. Meeting

There will be a meeting of

the Alma Mater Society to-

night at 7.30 p.m. in the Com-

mittee Room of the Gymna-
sium. Any interested student

is invited to attend.

Metropolitan Star

Sings In Kingston

Is Enthusiastically Received

In Varied Program

Inside Britain

Inside England today, there is

a rising tide of indignation

against the slow cautious policy

of the government. The British

people, weary of inaction, cry

out for a western front. The gov-

ernment answers with secret ac-

tivity and a promise of more ac-

tion in the future. But promises

don't halt condemnation of the

government's policy. Many critics

claim that the government's fail-

ure to open a western front is due

to filth columnism among high

officials who fear the coming of

a new order and fear a Russian

victory. To quote the London

Economist:

"If Mr. Churchill were to ask

either Parliament or the people

whether they wished him to con-

tinue as their leader, the answer

would be overwhelmingly favor-

able . . . Yet the people are not

happy about the leadership they

are getting . . .

"There is a reappearance of

the feeling, unknown since Mr.

Chamberlain's day, that the

WAR COMMENT
(Continued on page 6)

Gala First Night

Planned For Play;

Tickets Out Soon

All Seats To Be Reserved;
"Dress Circle"

Expected

A gala opening night is being pre-

pared for the campus presentation

of George Kelly's laugh hit, "The

Torch Bearers." The Journal staff

will be prominent in the dress circle,

and a full house is expected. The

cast and production staff are work-

ing hard to assure the success of

the show, which will open Decem-

ber 2.

Reserved Seats

A reserved seat system will be

used, and the ticket sale will open

in the latter part of this week. As
all seats will be reserved, would-be

first nighters are advised to get

their rickets early. Incidentally, an

early date for the play might be

good ground-work for Sadie Haw-
kins week. Tickets will be sold at

the University Post Office, the

Technical Supplies, and Lockett's

Shoe Store.

GALA NIGHT
(Continued on page 6)

ODD COINS TURN UP
IN PENNIES CAMPAIGN

MUIR HOUSE ENTERED;
ROBBER TAKES 511.75

It seems that the Queen's year

dance band idea will have to be

shelved for the present. One/

answer is the lack of sufficient

:apable amateur musicians
iind another is the lack of co-

operation from dance conveners.

iVppareully some year dance com-

EIGHT TO THE BAR

!( Continued on page 3)

Petty thievery broke out aga

on the campus last week, when the

sum of 511,75 was stolen from the

room of a Muir House co-ed. Ap-

parently the thief gained access to

the house by a first-floor window

from which he had cut the screen.

Rumor has it that the culprit

went unheard because of the ener-

getic splashitigs of an amphibious

freshette in a nearby room. It is un-

derstood that steps are being taken

to prevent a repitition of any such

I

unfortnnat- occurrence.

BY KEN THIN. MANAGING EDITOR

At a concert given in K.C.V.I,

on Friday night, a near-capacity

audience enthusiastically received

Thomas L- Thomas, noted Welsh

baritone and Metropolitan Opera

star. Encores were many and ap-

plause was long as Mr. Thomas in-

terpreted songs in many languages

and by many composers, from

Tchaikowsky's None But the Lone-

ly Heart, to Negro spirituals by

MacGimsey.

Outstanding was his presentation

of the Largo al Factotum from The

Barber of Seville. Gusts of laughter

followed his rendition of Shig a

Song of Sixpence, which was among

the several comic numbers that de-

lighted the assembly. The music of

Mr. Thomas' native Wales was re-

presented on the program by two

folk-songs, Dafydd y gareg wen

and Cyfrir Grifr.

Mr. Thomas was accompanied on

the piano by Mr. Marino Nardelli,

who delighted his hearers with a

solo number featuring three mod-

rn compositions.

This was the first of a series of

three concerts to be presented in

Kingston this winter by the Cana-

lian Concert Association.

Montreal (C.U.P.)—During the

mile of pennies campaign re-

cently concluded at McGill Uni-

versity, there were at least two

hundred old and interesting coins

placed on the line. Although the

majority of these coins do not

have a very high face value, it is

anticipated that there will be

many items of interest among
them, including coins dating back

as far as 1717.

These coins will be sold in

ODD COINS

(Continued on page 8)

Popular Orchestra

To Return Friday

Gren Hobson To Play At
'42 Farewell Frolic

Friday, November 14* will mark

one of the most important dances

of the Fall Season. It will he the

Farewell Frolic of Arts '42. For-

tunately, too, it is the last dance

before the much-anticipated Sadie

Hawkins' Week. It will be Little

Abner's Last Chance. The lads of

'42 are anxious to make their last

Year Dance the best yet. They pro-

mise to have the proper setting —
soft lights and sweet music — all

those subtle lures that will be cer-

tain to bring a bid to Sadie's Hop

the week after.

To ensure an evening of real

dancing pleasure Arts '42 is sparing

no expense in bringing back Gren

Hobson and his famous dance hand

FAREWELL FROLIC

(Continued on page 8)

HoivlTo Make Eight O'Clocks,

Or Start The Day With A Smile!

HY STEW WEBSTER

Are you an unhappy eight

clock scholar' Does the 7.15 alarm

begin a battle for consciousness,

which is not completely won until

noon? Are vou sick and tired of

the whole business? So were we.

Listen.

Richardson Plan

A most ingenious plan has been

discovered, which solves the whole

problem of attending eight o'clocks.

The scheme ts called the Richard-

son Plan, after the inventor, and

it is so effective that already many

disciples are rallying to its support.

Despite the complicated nature of

the problem, the solution is simplic-

ity itself. A new minutes of ex-

planation, and! the student is for-

ever free from the monstrous bur-

dens of membership in the Dawn
Patrol. The milk-man's horse no

longer seems to leer, no more the

morning moonlight hurts the eyes.

How is this salvation won ?

Simply by advancing your watch

one hour. That's all. A sort of

double daylight saving time. Easy,

isn't it? Then you rise at eight, like

a sensible human, and toddle off to

breakfast with a smile. A cup of

steaming Java, and off you go to

your lecture What care you if the

tower-clock says it's eight? As far

as you're concerned, it's nine, and

that's that.

The thing is fool-proof. The time

EIGHT O'CLOCKS

(Continued from page 2)
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The Bookshelf
JOHN T. PAF

"Queen's Crime"
Hoax Fools Scribe

nv GLYNN FIRTH

Any appraisal I can make of

the works of Dorothy Sayers

must he almost entirely subjec-

tive. Many more competent

critics have sung her praises, and

this is being done only to draw

the attention of my own genera-

tion, which is almost post-Savers,

to something we shouldn't be

missing.

I always thought i didn't like

detective stories. Of course I

had read some of Agatha Christie,

and a little of Earl Derr Biggers;

but I wasn't a fan. People who

raved about "Who done-its"

amused me. And Dorothy Sayers

was only a name. An English

professor had once said that her

works would live: several friends

had exclaimed over her novel;

but the hug didn't ge; me until

tliis fall. I was loaned "Murder

Must Advertise", and the seige

was on. 1 found myself reading

till 2.00 a.m. I discovered that

"Murder Must Advertise" was

not only gripping and amusing,

but was also good social satire.

From that I rushed into "Clouds

of Witness", just as absorbing

and humorous, though not quite

so life-like. And at the moment
"Busman's Honeymoon" claims

my prc-sleeping hours.

Dorothy Sayers, as any Pocket

Book edition of her works- will

tell you, is an English lady of

some intellectual capacity. She

went to one of the big univer-

sities, and for several years wrote

copy for an advertising agency.

As a result of such an experience

she was able to write the book
that I first mentioned. But once

she began writing in earnest she

gave up her job, and has been

producing good novels ever since.

Lord Peter Wimsey, her master

detective, is an English aristo-

crat whom we are apt to like

without sabotaging our demo-
cratic tendencies. He spends his

spare time solving mysteries, and
does it all very amusingly and
with considerable verve. Inspec-

tor Parker, the other standard

character, is the solid English

type, and gets a little dull. The
butler, Bunler, is better than

Jeeves because he is more human.
These people are only secon-

dary. What comes first is the

author's ability to write literature

that has style and puce, a rare

feat in these days. She combines
humor with insight into human
nature, and the results make good
reading.

For the benefit of all concern-
ed, I might add that Miss Sayers'

capacities are not limited to the
field of crime. She is one of the
more influential (and radical) lay

members of the Church of Eng
land, has written a religious play
called "The Zeal of Thy House";
and was a speaker at the cele-

brated Malvern Conference last

winter.

You may buy>at least three of

Miss Sayers' works in the Pocket
Book scries, at 39 cents each. The
Library has two others. But can
anybody lend me "Gaudy Night?"

(We reprint this from the

column "Chucklets" in the Mc-

Glli Daily. All we can add to this

story is that on receipt of Chuck's

call we got worried and actually

telephoned the principal's house.

We found that he was on a wes-

tern tour and apparently in very

good health— Editor"s Note)..

This may not strike you as

iunny. It didn't strike CHUCK
funny, to be perfectly frank

with you. But a lot of other

people seemed to be amused, so

Late Volunteers

For those students who

wish to volunteer for blood

donations after todaj ,
< ards

will be available in the i >e-

partment of Pharmacology,

on the third floor of the

Craiiie Building. After this

week volunteers should ap-

ply al the blood donor clinic

in the Ontario Government

Building on Barrie Street,

between Clergy- and Union,

or telephone 5080.

Last Sunday night we got a

frantic call . . . proceed at once to

Daily Office, things arc happen-

ing like all hell . . . we jumped

ah our faithful charger and lit

jut, and at the office found the

following:

"Phoned to the McGill Daily,

5:50 p.m. Nov. 2nd. SPECIAL
FLASH from the Queen's Jour-

nal.

"Kingston,, Ont., Nov. 2: The

President of Queen's University

i found late this afternoon

unconscious in his home by his

wife as she returned from an

.ifternoon-of bridge. No marks of

violence were found on the body,

but as some grumbling has been

heard since the President an-

nounced new military training

regulations some time last week

•lie worst is to be feared.

"Medical experts are now in

conference but no statement is

expected until the President re-

gains consciousness which may
not be for several days . .

."

Well, it went on like that. Aha,

we think, scoop! We turned to

ilie reporter who had received

the call. "Look, was this really

a long distance call ?" we de-

manded.

"Sure," he said. "First of all

[he operator put me through to

Kingston. And at the end of the

three minutes, she broke in to

tell us what time it was."

"Well." we announced, "it

looks good !"

"It's a hoax!" howled a few
unimportant people like the Edi-

tor in Chief, the Managing Edi-

tor, the News Editor. "The CP.
isn't carrying anything on it. It

isn't even worth considering."

But CHUCK with his unfail-

ing nose for news, wasn't so

easily convinced. "It should be
checked, anyway," we said.

So we called up Bernie Wand,
C.U.P. Editor of the Queen's
Journal, The call didn't take long
Bernie hadn't ever sent up a long
distance call, the President was
alive and well, and everybody at

Queen's is just crazy about mili-

tary training.

1
1
was a sail and disillusioned

CHUCK who hung up the re-

ceiver,

Well, some one sure knows
how to play practical jokes . . .

S'long . . .

—CHUCK.

TECHNI -

COLUMN
B1 KEITH MCCAFFREY

Absent-minded professor walks
into his Zoology Lab. and takes
out a small parcel wrapped in

wax-paper.

"Now folks, today wc are to
disect the frog."

He unwraps the parcel and
finds a piece of chocolate cake.
He is then heard to murmur,
"But I distinctly remember eat-
ing my lunch 1"

Glee Club

The Glee Club will hold

its second social of the sea-

son tonight in the Players'

Lounge. This will round
off the usual practice period

at 7.30 p.m. in the Arts lec-

ture room, third floor of the

Old Arts Building. All-

those who love good fun,

good fund and Gilbert and
Sullivan should avail them-

selves of this opportunity.

For more than two years now.

regular facsimile broadcasts of a

morning newspaper to 100 sub-

scribers have been made by the

McClatchy newspapers in SaeraT

mento and Fresno, California.

This service uses standard broad-

ast frequency bands to transmit

signals and synchronizes senders

and receivers through the inter-

connected facilities of the Pacific

Gas and Electric Company.

Radio Newspaper

Written and set in type at the

offices of the Sacramento Bee.

the Radio Bee is broadcast from

station KFBK in Sacramento,

and by wire over station KMJ
in Fresno, under a Federal Com-

munications Commission order

permitting radio stations 50 fac-

simile receivers each. An eight-

page paper (page size 8^ x 11

inches) comes from the receiver

in an eight-foot strip. Over 4.U00

words in a 10-point type can be

transmitted in an hour.

The signals, which cause a

printer mechanism to reproduce

printed matter (pictures or text)

are produced by a mechanical-

photo-electric scanning equip-

ment, the output of which modu-

lates a standard broadcast trans-

mitter. The signal is amplified

upon reception to actuate a print

er bar automatically. Paper and
carbon paper are, held between

the printer bar and a helix ro

.ating at 750 r.p.m., so that the

point of intersection of helix and
bar moves in a straight line

across the paper as the helix ro-

tates. When a signal causes the

bar to move, a black dot is print-

ed at the point of intersection.

As a line is completed, the paper

has moved forward 1/125 of an
inch, and the next line is printed.

Synchronism

Operation is synchronized by
means of synchronous motors in

an interconnected ac system.

Correlation within a line is

achieved by "automatic fram-

ing". A signal is sent from the

broadcasting slatirfn before each

line is printed, and if the re-

ceiver is not in correct position,

the synchronous motor is caused

to slip, the operation being re-

peated until framing is correct.

This process, which occupies

several minutes, takes place when
'.he lime-controlled receivers are

first turned on in the early hours

of the morning. Within three

hours the paper is completely

printed and ready to be torn off

the receiver.

Since the mechanisms are

simple and may be serviced dur-

ing the part of the day when
they are not in use, low cost is

possible. At present, the sets are

not for sale, and no fees are paid

by the subscribers.

The equipment used, develop-

FORM STUDY GROUP
FOR SEX EDUCATION

Montreal (C.U.P.)—Some stu-

dents at Sir George Williams Col-

lege have been thinking i for

,i long while on the subject of

sex-education (or lack of it) at

•.heir university. .

The need for correlation of sub-

ject-matter culled from existing

courses and the necessity for

further and more scientific in-

vestigation into the problems and

questions arising from sex was

not merely admi.ted but strong-

ly advocated by most of those

present — faculty and students

alike.

Discussion, comment and coun-

ter-comment were varied and pro-

vocative. The concensus favored

,i general discussion of basics in

•he ,-ubject of sex- with qualified

lec.urers to lead forums in Ven-

e-eaf Disease. Adolescent Prob-

lems, Morality and Sex-, Sex Ab-

normalties and other related ques-

tions which are certain to arise

5in of mentioned topics.

Noted Prospector

(Continued from page 1)

dian prospectors on the pitchblende

ore from which Mine, Curie had

extracted radium. He thought it

should occur near Cobalt minerals

and urged the Labine's to prospect

for it. In 1926 Gilbert discovered

the Eldorado Gold Mines and used

the money left in the treasury after

the mine closed down to finance

his exploration work in Great Bear

Lake. His attention was attracted

to Great Bear Lake after reading a

survey report which made mention

nf pink specks that looked like

cobalt on the cliffs of this area. In

August, 1029, he landed at Labine'

Point and did some prospecting

without much luck. When leaving

the area by plane he sighted the

much-sought cliff which had every

imaginable color on it.

In 1930. Gilbert Labine returned

with Charles St. Paul and together

they searched the coast. After much
hardship and bad luck Labine one

day discovered a wide vein o

native silver. This appeared to be;

his lucky day, for on his return to
|

camp he discovered the cliff which

he had sighted from the air. The

rock contained cobalt, silver, gold,

copper, bismuth and pitchblende.

After many financial difficulties

they began to work these deposits.

Refining

Serious difficulties arose again

because they knew of no method

to extract the radium. The Belgians

bad perfected a method of extrac-

tion but they would not reveal it.

However, Marcel Pochon. owner of

a small radium refinery in France,

hearing of this, came to the rescue.

He brought out his own equipment

and set it up at the Port Hope re-

finery.

Then began the radium war be-

tween Belgium and. Canada. The
Belgians lowered the price of ra-

dium from $70,000 to $50,000 a

gram and later to §25,000 per gram.

This did not discourage Labine, who
proved the value of his property,

received more financial backing and*

proceeded to develop the mine.

It is worthy of note that in 1930

[here were only 300 grams of ra-

dium in the world and in the year

1939 the Great Bear Lake pitch-

blende deposits produced 109 grams.

To-day Canada is master of the

radium market and through the ef-

forts of Gilbert Labine the dreams

of doctors and radiologists are com-

ing true,

Eight O'Clocks

(Continued from page 1)

ntervals between meals are the

;ame as ever As for the evming,

the scheme works beautifully. Your

visitors look at your clock instead

of their own Pocket Bens, and are

snrprised to find, when they get

home, that it is just past .eleven.

Meanwhile you climb onto the old

pallet at midnight (your time) and

enjov eight hours of shut-eye. It's

great.

But what about dances? A good

question, indeed. You don't like

-crting to bed at 3 a.m., do you?

Of course nut. and neither do we

That's just the point. On the old

vstem, vou trudged home after

ayin" good-night. You didn't hur-

v. Perharis you stopped to chat

with the bovs on the corner. But

st'dl had to get up at seven

!

On the Richardson Plan your at-

tention i= called to the fact that

the hour is definitely late. You dash^

ionic without farther ado, and you

sleen t'll eieht ! You cct more sleep,

no matter hnw vou look at it. But

that's not all. The dance starts at

ten, on vour watch, and you get an

evening's work done before you go.

It's wonderful!

Needless to say. the scornful

scoffers have already appeared to

make lhe obvious jokes ahout the

Rockwood Napoleons and their

cuckoo clocks. They are the spokes-

men for the many who, chained to

the chariot wheels of convention,

are doomed to he dragged forever

in the shallow ruts of tradition.

We heed them not. "The proof of

the pudding is in the eating." Don't

let prejudice stand between you and

a happier future.

DEBATERS AT VARSITY
SILENT FOR DURATION

Toronto (C.U.P.) — The De-

bates Committee at the Univer-

sity of Toronto decided at a re-

cent meeting, that no debates will

be held for the duration of the

the

Radio Programs

12-

Ttwsday. November 11
—"Arm

isticc Day". Rev. J. B. Mac
kenzte-Naughton,

Wednesday. November

Mrs. A. M. Kennedy.

Thursday, November 13 —
"Song Recital". Mrs. S. M. Gil

mour.

Friday. November 14—"Greek

Tragedy." Dr. A. A. Day.

These programs are from 7.15

7.30 p.m.

war.

The resolution passed by

committee simply staled "ihat

this year's committee reaffirms

(he decision of its two predeces-

sors not to hold debates for the

hiration of ihe war."

While no official statement off-

ering explanation for the com-

mittee's decision was issued, it

was reliably reported that the

policy of the past two years is

>eing con tinned in accordance

with the committee's belief that

h debates might tend to bring

unfavorable publicity to .he uni-

versity in time of war.

Say is this water purei

Sure, we always filter it.

Is that all?
"

No, we boil it too.

Is that all?

Then we put chemicals in

Is that all?

No. then we drink beer.

Definitions

Mushroom — Not a place to

make love.

Nightmare — A milkman's

horse.

Students' Directory

^iiiLik' copies of the Direc-

ting' may be obtained at the

Post Office for ten cents

apiece.

Jack Field, Editor.

Of course, you heard about the

guy who got slapped because he

took Freshman Day ton literally!

STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

Try^ome
m $#££* swstme enjoyment

CRISP RAKES OF TOASTED

COCONUT IN RICH

CHOCOLATE

ed by R.C.A. and known as the

C. J. Young system, was first

nublicly demonstrated at the San
Francisco Golden Gate Exposi-

tion. 4-13
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ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A.

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable
Best low-priced

placed o

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St.

typewriter

1 market

The sure way to make
the 8 o'clock classes

USE A DEPENDABLE

ALARM CLOCK
Priced from $1.35 up

at

Kinnear & cPEsterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

"Where The Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Five New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE J J PHONE

WE MEET ALL TRAINS
24-Hour Service Henry Wilson

RENT A NEW CAR
Drive it Yourself

Rates: 12c per mile.

Minimum $1.00 per hour.

Z64y2 Bagot St., Phone 199

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

THEATRE
LINE-UP

TIVOLI
Tuesday and Wednesday: Wti-

kelmstrasse 110 with Clive Brook,
and Black Diamonds with Andy
Devine.

Thursday, Friday, Saturday

:

Bandit Trail with Tim Holt, and
Doctors Don't Tell with John Beal
and Florence Rice.

BILTMORE
Algiers is an exciting adventure

romance set in the mysterious east.

Charles Boyer plays the part of a
jewellery thief who has escaped
from Paris and is in hiding in the

Casbah, which is a section of Al-
giers, a maze of alleys and secret

passages, a place where criminals

find refuge from the long arm of

the law. Sigrid Gurie, a girl from
Paris, visits him regularly. Various
methods are employed by the police

to entice him into the open. This

is a very interesting show with a

rather unusual setting.

The Girl from Mexico is the

story of a girl brought to New
York to be a singer. Lupe Velez

has a very 'exciting time seeing the

bright spots while her employers

try to draw up a contract for her

to sing on a radio program. Here
is a hilarious, fast-moving comedy
which you will all like. (B)

Thursday to Saturday — Gmiga

Din, with Cary Grant, Victor Mc-
Laglen, and Douglas Fairbanks,

also Sorority House, with Anne
Shirley and James Ellison.

-HJ.

Letter to theEditor

McGALL S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Ekli

292 Princess St.

Prop.

Phone

Kingston, Ontario

SparksDr. Ernest 6.

DENTIST

159 Wellington St Phone 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

C R O N K * S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

Princess St Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOURDIERS
PUCS

?8 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Phone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Solon

2? 4 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop
Ida Van Clieaf Maude Wagai

Queen's University,

Noveiyber 8, 1941.

The Editor,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Mr. Editor:

I would like to submit a few

suggestions to the Queen's War
Aid Commission in regard to

reaching their objective of $4000.

First of aUj I would like to

see a real Queen's Christmas

Card, a standard card at a reason-

able price, and approved by the

Alma Mater Society. The sale

of this card could be put in the

hands of the Q.W.A.C. and the

profits used accordingly.

Secondly, I would suggest that

the present War Aid Stamps be

made a little more attractive,

and a little more representative

of our University. Just a band

of Queen's colors across one

corner would be an improvement,

or better still, a pictorial stamp

which would also advertise our

University to everyone who saw

them.

Why not let the Q.W.A.C.

nublish a special supplement to

the Journal, with pictures of last

year's camp, or general Univer-

sity life, or war work. This

supplement could be sold at

twenty-five cents, with all profits

going to Q.W.A.C.

Four thousand dollars is about

double what was raised last year,

but I know we can do it. It is

too bad however, that tin's objec-

tive had not been announced at

the first of the year, rather than

when half of the first term is

over.

Yours sincerely.

Page 3

K. S. Twitchell

(Continued from page 1)

profitably mixed. He suggested that

students might remember this when
they leave college.

In 1927, Mr. Crane, intensely in-

terested in Arabia and its inhabit-

ants, visited the King of Yemen
Arabia, a small kingdom of Arabia,

and was asked by the latter if he

could send a mining engineer to ad-

vise in the development of the king-

dom's mineral resources. Mr. Crane,

at his own expense, sent Mr. Twit-

chell on four different expeditions

to study conditions so that the pro-

per materials and machinery could

he purchased and operations begun.

The result of this study and its de-

velopment, was lhat Yemen Arabia

gained wealthy mines, good roads,

experimental gardens and effective

irrigation.

Ibn Saud

When the King of Saudi Arabia

saw what Mr. Twitchell had done

in Yemen Arabia, he invited him to

visit Saudi Arabia and confer to

see if Mr. Twitchell could develop

Saudi Arabia as he had the smaller

kingdom. Mr. Crane lent his phi-

lanthropy to King Ibn Saud and

Mr. Twitchell was for several years

busy with the development of the

company. The agency which direct-

ed and helped finance the enter-

prise, backed by several British and

American interests, is called the

Saudi Arabic Mining Syndicate

Ltd. Some $3,500,000 has been

spent in the development and the

American and British governments

continue to lend aid to retain the

friendship of King Ibn Saud. The
importance of this is that King Ibn

Saud holds the loyalty of several

million Moslems throughout Arabia

and India. Germany and Italy have

attempted to supplant the British

and Americans in the affection of

the Arabs but have not succeeded

Before the development of the

mineral resources of Saudi Arabia

the country's main source of rev-

enue was derived from the tourist

trade in the yearly Moslem pilgrim-

age to Mecca. Its internal economy

was a pastoral one, but now is a

more established agricultural sys-

tem.

Experience

Before Mr. Twitchell went to

Arabia, he acted as a technical min-

ing advisor in several countries, in-

cluding Portugal, Cyprus, and Bra-

zil. This was preceded by work

in the American Middle West. Of
the seven languages he speaks, Por-

tuguese, Amharic, and Arabic are

probably the most difficult. An ar-

denl photographer, he has fine col-

oured action and still photographs

of the various countries he has

seen.

Mr. Twitchell has now partially

retired although he is still technical

advisor to the Mining Syndicate

and periodically returns to Arabia.

Left Hand Corner

(Continued from page 1)

To remove a fresh grease spot on
a rug, cover the spot with blotting

paper, then press with a hot flat-

iron. Cover die spot with magnesia,

let it remain for 24 years, then

brush it off.

—San Bernardino Daily Sun.

But remember, you're going to

miss it terribly.

* * *

Department of Stuff

Those fellows who board at a

certain house on University Avenue
look awfully cute doing Square
Dances after supper. However, we
would suggest that the fat one with

the football sweater should learn

how to pivot before trying such dif-

ficult steps. Else he's going to feel

very sore.

* * *

We picked up this poem the other

day and respectfully dedicate it to

all the girls who were successful,

in a way, at the Sadie Hawkins'

Dance of 1940.

The man she had was kind and

clean

And well enough for every day.

But, oh, dear friends, you should

have seen

The one that got away.

—Dorothy Parker.

* * *

We offer this from the New York

Daily News as the prize letter of

the week: "Phooey on all women.

For two years she said she loved

me, then along comes a wacky in

khaki with three chevrons on his

sleeve, and within a month I'm out

in the cold. It seems to me she

was just wild to get married, and

couldn't wait for me, and her onlv

19. Bah!"

(Sgned) Jerk from New York.
* *

Science men will cringe at this.

After Edward Elder was extricated

from an auto wreck on a mountain

road near Denver, he told police:

"I was tired of it all and wanted

to drive off the road. So I had 97

beers before I started." Undoubt-

edly it was the 97th that did it.

Farmer's daughter—How did

it happen that you got home so

late last night?

Hired girl—Oh ! it was that

new horse of Bill's—it kept stop-

ping. The dumb thing didn't

know the difference between

"Whoa" and "Oh"!

Things weren't breaking right

for the florist. His daughter was

a budding genius, but his son

was a blooming idiot.

Department of One Feeble Laugh

A county sheriff in Maine was

suspected of undue leniency towards

his prisoners in the County jail, but

definite proof was lacking. Then

one summer evening a fellow towns-

man passed the jail and noticed six

or seven of the inmates, neatly

dressed, coming out of the jail. In

the doorway stood the sheriff,

watching their deparlure. The curi-

ous citizen stepped behind a tree

and heard the sheriff say to the

prisoners, "Now you fellows be

back here by .9.30, or, by God.

you'll be locked out."

—Reader's Digest.

D0VERC0ATS
WIN A VICTORY IN OUR

FIGHT FOR FREEDOM
OF ACTION

FREEDOM is a British thing, and we carry our desire for

it right down to the clothes we .wear. That's one of the
things that make DOVERCOATS an overwhelming favorite

among men of action—they're built to allow freedom of

movement. They've got lots of other British qualities too—
they're sturdy, rugged, made to stand a lot of punishment
and come through non the worse for wear, and they're hand-
some, and they're warm, and they're not too heavy, and
they're priced with a conscience. $25 $29.50 $35 to $75.

SEE OUR STYLE WINDOWS

P DOVtH'B

123 Princess Street Phone 5020

SHORT STORY

the

Our very best circles declare

Some couples don't play on

square,

They make a triangle,

Become a wreck-tangle,

When they octagon as a pair.

"The drinks are on me" cried

the Scotsman as he was run over

bv the brewery truck.

For mouths he had been her de-

voted admirer. Now, at last, he had

collected up sufficient courage to

ask her the most momentous of all

questions.

There are quite a lot of advan-

tages in being a bachelor," he be-

gan, "but there comes a time when

one longs for the companionship of

another being — a being who will

regard one as perfect, as an idol;

whom one can treat as one's abso-

lute property; who will be kind anil

faithful when times are hard ; who

will share one's joys and sor-

rows—."

To his delight he saw a sympa-

thetic gleam in her eyes. Then she

nodded in agreement.

'So you're thinking of buying a

dog?" she said. "I think it's a fine

idea. Do let me help you choose

one!"

Patronize

for quality i

Journal advertisers

lerchandise.

Drama Guild

The Drama Guild will

meet in Convocation Hall

tonight at eight o'clock for

a few humorous skits, after

which there will be enter-

tainment in the Players'

Lounge. Members of the

Drama Guild and those in-

terested in drama are in-

vited and prospective mem-
bers are urged to bring their

fiftv cent fees.

Drunk—I live here.

Cop—Then why don't you go

in?

Drunk—Forgot my key.

Cop—Ring the bell.

Drunk—Rang it an hour ago.

Cop—Ring it again.

Drunk—To hell with them. Let

them wait. —Manitoban.

J. w Bannister,

Commerce 43.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

Engineering Society

The Engineering Society

will hold a general meeting

tomorrow afternoon at four

o'clock in Convocation Hall.

Gilbert Lahine, the noted

prospector and discoverer of

radium is to be the speaker.

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH

RESTAURANT
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Remembrance Day
For the past twenty-three years, November 11 has been set

aside as Armistice Day. On this day we celebrate the signing

of the Armistice, and turn our thoughts for one brief minute

of silence to those men who died in defence of their convictions.

Now that we are once innre at war, there are those who would

ceise all reference to November 11, 1918. They say that Armistice

Day is a travesty, a grim mockery. And they say that those

millions of brave spirits died in vain.

But they are wrong. The sacrifice of those men was not

for nothing. They gave democracy a temporary reprieve which

it could not otherwise have had, and which we are now striving

to make permanent. And they did more than that. They died,

without fear or regret, because they saw that it had to be so.

Today we are little concerned with an Armistice of the past.

But let us not forget, even in these critical years, those who

might have been with us today. To them we have a debt and

an obligation. And assuredly, they did not die in vain.

Further Clarification

In our last issue, we ran an editorial entitled "As We See It,"

in which we tried to give our views on the recent A.M.S. decision

as to the disposal of formal profits. We stated the case as fairly

as we could—indeed it seems that we stated it so fairly that

some people were left in doubt as to our own views on the

matter. Because we believe this point is important we herewith

make a second attempt.

We do not believe that the disposal of the money into several

different funds was a wise move, it is true. But our main ob-

jection to it was not for itself, but because we see in it, an

illustration of a broader and much more dangerous tendency—

a

tendency to exaggerate faculty spirit, to the detriment of the

university. This spirit is coming to pervade every phase of un-

dergraduate life from elections to sports. In this particular case

it has even brushed against the one organization it should never

reach—the Alma Mater Society Executive.

Faculty spirit, in the sense of a reasonable loyalty to one

group or another, can be a fine and healthy contribution to

student life. But when that loyalty becomes blind and unreason-

ing and vicious it ceases to be a sign of health and becomes a

cancerous growth, destroying all with which it comes in contact.

It is fast becoming that at Queen's.

It may be said that the war and the lack of intercollegiate

rivalry is forcing our loyalties to turn inwards. That is partly

so. But one of the things that we are going to need most in

the years to come is a realization of what loyalties come first in

our scale of values. If we do not learn judgment here at university,

where shall we learn it?

It is natural that there should be friendly faculty conflicts

in all fields of activity. But the crux of the matter is this: we
have reached the point, especially in the faculties of Arts and
Science, where these rivalries are no longer friendly. The Science
freshman is actually encouraged to look down upon his "fellow-
student" in Arts as a sissy who comes here for a restful four

years and a worthless degree. And the Arts man, for his part,

comes to regard the embryo engineer as an unshaven character
with no social graces and less brains. Such a state of affairs is

serious. It is time something was done about it.

Al the root of the problem is the informal "education" given
to every freshman by his seniors. Having started about as badly
as he could, he does the rest himself.

One possible remedy might be to standardize the freshman
regulations fur all faculties. Another is to hroaden the academic
work sufficiently that each group gets an adequate idea of how
the other works. And there are others. But in the last analysis
the change must be wrought by time and by honest effort on the
part of all concerned. Why not try it?

Official Notices

Pipe Band Scholarship

The attention of first year stu-

dents is called to the Pipe Band

Scholarship which will be awarded

io the* best piper among first year

men. Applications for admission to

the contest must be sent in to the

KeL'i^trar by November 15th. The

contest will be held as soon as pos-

sible after applications have been

completed.

Midyear Examinations

The attention of students in the

Faculty of Arts is called to the first

draft of the time-table for mid

year examinations. Errors or omis

sions should be reported to the Re

fiistrar at once.

Scholarships of the Canadian Fede-

ration of University Women
Travelling Scholarship of the

value of $1250. open to any woman

holding a degree from a Canadian

University. The award is based on

evidence of character, intellectual

achievement and promise. Prefer-

ence will he given to candidates who

have completed one or more years

i if graduate study and have a defin-

ite course of study or research in

view.

The Junior Scholarship of the

value of §700 is open to any wo-

man holding a degree from a Cana-

dian University who is not more

than twenty-five years of age at the

time of award. The award will he

based on evidence of character, in-

tellectual achievement and promise.

Preference will be given to students

who have studied in only one uni-

versity and who desire to continue

their studies in another.

Applications for the Scholarships

must be sent in not later than Feb-

ruary 1st to Miss Jean E. Murray,

University of Saskatchewan, Sas-

katoon, Saskatchewan.

Queen's receives a tuition fee

from the Government for every

Airman taking courses on this

campus, equal to that paid by

any intramural student. For the

privilege of crowding 130 men
in the two small rooms of the

gymnasium (they use their own
beds, blankets and linen), and

feeding them in the Union, the

Government pays a weekly room-

and-hoard bill that would shock

the average student.

The student cannot be blamed
for this lack of co-operation ; he

has not known the facts. But
the officials of the University

have known the facts and it

should be up to them to show
leadership in creating some good-

will. Does our war effort have

to be created only when public

opinion is aroused as it was
last year? Queen's officials got

action then and got it quickly.

The Airmen are just as much
students of Queen's as the rest

of us. In fact, in view of their

total effort they should be even

more privileged. The least we
can do is to make them feel at

home 1

Yours very truly,

W. A. BERRY.

Dear Mr. Editor:

t

(Sfnr the fallen

With proud thanksgiving, a mother for her children,

England mourns for her dead across the sea.

Flesh of her flesh they zverc. spirit of her spirit,

Fallen in the cause of the free.

Solemn the drums thrill; death, august and royal,

Sings sorrow up into immortal spheres.

There is music in the midst of desolation

.hid a glory that shines upon our tears.

They ivent xvith songs to the hattle, they were young.

Straight of limb, true of eye. steady and aglow.

r/n v were staunch lo the end against odds uncounted.

They fell with their faces to the foe.

They shall not grow old. as tit that are left grow old;

Age shall not weary than, nor the years condemn.

At the going down of the sun and in the morning
li'e will remember them.

They mingle not with their laughing comrades again;

They sit no more at familiar tables of home;
They have no lot in our labour of the day-time;

They sleep beyond England's foam.

But where our desires are and our hopes profound.

Felt as a well-spring that is hidden from sight,

To the innermost heart of their own land they are known
As the stars are known to the night;

As the stars that shall be bright when we are dust,

Moving in marches upon the heavenly plain,

As the stars that are starring in the time of our darkness.

To the end. to the end, they ntnain.

— Lawrence Binyon.

Letters to The Editor

Queen's University,

October 5, 1941.

The Editor,

Queen's Journal,

Queen's University,

Kingston, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

It is quite evident that the R.
C.A.F. group stationed on this

campus has been shamefully ne-

glected by the student body.
There has been no organized ef-

fort to make them the least bit

welcome to join in the regular

University activities. In NO
OFFICIAL manner have they
beeu told that club facilities,

dances, and other social activi-

ties are available. Naturally this

makes them hesitate in, joining

in the spirit of the school with

the other students.

In Friday's Journal, the report

of the Blood Bank Rally of Wed-
nesday night contained an error

which seems worth correcting in

the minds of those who were not

at the Rally but who read the

article. One of the questions men-
tioned was: "What age must the

donor be?" The answer was sum-
marized briefly: "—21 or over."

That is not a true representation

of Dr. Boyd's answer to that

question. The answer fs this: A
blood donation comes in the cate-

gory of an operation, and no one

under 21 years of age can legally

undergo an operation without the

consent of his parent or guardian.

That does not mean that any of

the men and women on the cam-

pus — and Lam sure there are

many of them under 21 -- need

hesitate to volunteer because of

their age.

Yours truly.

Marion MacLachlan

I
Ed. Note—What the writer

means is that persons under 21

may volunteer but they cannot

actually donate blood without

written consent).

Kingston, Ont.,

Nov. 9th, 1941.

Editor,

Queens' Journal,

It was a pleasure to read the

letter by Mr. McCaffrey in your

issue of Nov. 7th. It showed ma-

ture thought and an ability to look

at a difficult problem from more

than one side alone.

First, I should like to point out

that since I wrote the letter of 31st

ultimo 1 have received notice that

being a member of the C.O.T.C., I

cannot, according to military law,

send complaints,. criticisms or any-

thing injurious to the service to

the press. I apologize to the C. O.

T. C. tf this is the case. My only

excuse is lhat I had no knowledge

of being in the service when I was

not in uniform.

Mr. Field and Mr- McCaffrey

will understand why I cannot dis-

cuss matters directly concerning the

C.O.T.C. publicly. I should gladly

r>articipate in a private 3-cornered

discussion with them if they so

wished.

I do not apologize for my views.

They still stand as they did in my
last letter and in defending them

I believe I am fighting for a good

cause. To win it we must nQt choose

the middle way. It must be either

— or — . If it ts the Government's

wish to save us from the "horrors

of war." they should not waste our

time in choosing the middle way.

If the Government thinks the op-

posite way. let us give the "blood,

sweat and tears" also. As it is now,

nobody knows what the Govern-

ment thinks.

Public opinion should not inter-

fere with this either. I refer in this

connection to Mr. McCaffrey's re-

mark about interfering with any-

thing now "for reasons which are

known to me." We must not sway

to public opinion if we, by doing so,

know that we go against the grain

in ourselves. We must never choose

a way just because it is easy.

We can do much to acquire the

good-will of the public by "showing

that we can and will live up to the

traditions of Queen's and show that

we are at least as anxious to win

the war as they are. We can do

so by not living and spending ex-

travagantly and hy doing our share

in the many activities which Queen's

has undertaken to help the war ef-

fort.

Let us not go the middle way
there.

—Eric E. Sorensen.

237 Earl St..

Kingston, Ont.,

Oct. 31, 1941.

Editor, Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir,

I have just read the editorial en-

titled, "Let's Get Going!" which

appeared in today's Journal, and

wish to second most heartily the

points it raises. The idea that War
Effort activity can be successfully

dealt with In the accustomed forms

of student entertainment.— dances,

plays, and so on — is surely a lim-

ited view. Queen's students must

doff their caps to McGill for its'

freshman "salvage" initiation and

their seven miles of pennies, but it

requires only imagination and an

understanding of the conflict in

which we are engaged to have out

campus leading the Martlet.

A "Blood for Britain" campaign

has been under way on the campus.

The Red Cross is asking us to con-

tribute something far rnore valu-

able than can be measured in dol-

lars and cents. They are asking us

to give our blood : life for our fight-

ing men on the battlefront. We can

make a start here : every student a

blood donor.

Can we plan a theatre party with

films on Canada's War Effort,

newsreels on the war from Britain,

Russia and China? There may be

plenty of willing hands to help in

this. Why not have a few pep ral-

lies during the session? The C. B.

C. series, "We Have Been There,"

and "Canada Carries On," provide

a mine of ideas that can be used on

the campus. Queen's music, choral

and dramatic societies can do their

share by providing fine entertain-

ment for the forces in Kingston,

and particularly for, our fellow-stu-

dents, the Air Force men stationed

on the campus. Let's get to know

our fighting men

!

These are but a few ways in

which we can help, I believe, in

the war effort. For this war will

be won not only by the mobilisation

of our material forces, but also by

the widest spirit and the strongest

morale that we can muster on the

home front.

LET'S GET GOING!
Sincerely,

Ted Sourkes,

M.A. '42.

FOR SALE

Underwood Standard Type-

writer in good condition. Price

$25 cash. Apply 23 West Street.

STUDENTS
Bclciir iHartin's 53 eanty Salon

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment
Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 211^

4- - -— -.— ., . - - —

-

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE
RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery
j

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty
j

THE MAEEISCN STUDIO
(&raihtatimt ijjJljotngraiiljH

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

92 Princess St. Evening by Appointment Phones 676—620

30 Years in Business
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SPORTS

CNCE OVER LIGHTLY
WITH BILL LEMMON

Kingston Combines

Split With Tigers

In O.H.A. Opener

(ni1
™* Jun,or f00tba" situation was materially cleared up over the week-

f£ k„',k i\°
ne r°ad ™P "«ded to follow the intricate pattern set

X bV fou ;

lt"P.rovl"c^.y«»>n- This heavenly body has establUhTd £the Big Four Cities, to wit, Hamilton, Ottawa, Toronto and Montreal ajunior Series and in order for any outside team tc ™CT for the Can

-

tWs UrSon"
1"0" P

'
mUSt Wah UntiI a winner has been declared m

Hamilton Canadians have eliminated Toronto WeotsiritR h« a tn i

majority and the Montreal Pats have ended The Quebec schedule by

?ten ff Z «5 R°9^* 31-1 and wfll meet the Ottawa
t
.

h,9
.
Sa 'u"iaJ'' The wuiner of this fixture will then entertainHamilton who in turn may be challenged by Queen's

To give a Reader's Digest version, the Tricolor will not see action
until November 29 unless they play an exhibition game with Hamilton
this Saturday or theW of the Montreal Ottawa series nexPsaturda?

The Tricolor can sew up the City Championship this Wednesday at theStadium by defeating or tying the up-and-coming Army twelve as the
Soldiers need a win to knot the final standing.

Up until now the Juniors have received little or no support from the
student body and it is hoped for the good of the team that a sufficient
number of paying customers will adorn the stands and give the Athletic
Board a very good reason for the team'B continuance in the playdowns.

At long last the tennis tournament has entered the final round with
Don Webb and Fred Miller facing each other at 60 paces. Webb battered
himself into the final session by a 6-2; 6-2 count over Barton while Miller
had quite a tussle before downing Ja.k Hart, an Arts frosh, 6-4; 9-7.

The Kingston Combines returned to the Senior "A" series for the first
time in thirteen lean years to tie the Hamilton Tigers 4-4 ending the struggle
just before the stroke of Midnight. The locals showed up exceptionally well
for their firBt appearance and with a little aid on defence look for a good
season. A bumper crowd was on tap for the occasion and were given several
glimpses of mid-season form by the opposing nctminders.

The lnterfaculty footballers swing back into action today as the Arts
men try to stave off elimination by a win over the Men in White. The
cocky Medicos again face the silent Sciencemen on Thursday with the
Engineers needing a victory to harbor any hopes of retaining the Champion-
ship for another year.

4-4 Draw Chalked Up
Overtime Curtailed

Saturday Night

On Saturday evening the King-

ston Combines opened their Senior

"A" O.H.A. schedule by playing a

4-4 tie with the visiting Hamilton

Tigers,

Hamilton had the advantage in

the play throughout, tut the Corn-

bines made the most of their few

scoring chances to keep on even

terms. The game did not start until

0.40 p.m. and overtime was cur-

tailed by the Sunday "Blue Law."

Hamilton opened the scoring in

the first period with Barlow count-

RINGSIDE
REFEREE

BY HOLY BARNSLEY

In spite of the lack of a ring

and hag, the number of en-

thusiasts out for workouts is en-

couraging. It is hoped that some

of these addifional facilities will

he installed in the' near future.

Even though it has been nearly

two years since an intercollegiate

assault has been held, the roster

of the club includes the names of

three intercollegiate boxing cham-

pions, and one intercollegiate

wrestling champ, not to mention

the lads who have impressive

amateur records. Not least

among these is the renowned

Jack McNeil—a former Canadian

heavyweight wrestling champ,

Ernie Miron and Ron Halfidson

So you novices can rest assured

that the instruction you are get-

ting is coming from boys that

really know their stuff.

The boxing instructors' sched-

ule for the rest of the week is

as follows: Tuesday—Pete Cain;

Wednesday — Leo McDonald;

Thursday—Ron Haflidson; Fri-

day—Pete Cain ;
Saturday—Pete

Cain.

Thumbnail

Sketches

Softball Schedules

Monday—Arts '44 vs. Arts '45—

4-5 p.m.; Arts '43 vs. Arts '42

—6-7 p.m.

Tuesday—Meds '46 vs. Sc. '44

—

6-7 p.m.

Wednesday —
*44—4-5 p.m.

Arts '43—9-10

Thursday—Sc.

6-7 p.m.

Friday—Arts '42 vs. Sc. '43—

7-8 p.m. ; Sc. '42 vs. Arts '43—

8-9 p.m. ; Meds '44 vs. Theology

—9-10 p.m

^•turday—Arts '45 vs. Meds '4'.

—5-6 p.m,

R.C.A.F. vs. Arts

; Meds '42-'43 vs.

p.m.

'45 vs. Arts '44—

KEN YOUNG
A mainstay of the Tricolor

front wall. Ken handles his ISO

pounds very effectively.

Only 19 years old Ken stand?

6 ft. 2 in. and is a tower of

strength in a middle spot. Ken
has turned in some sparkling de-

fensive play and was a big factor

in
|
>| .ii the Army heavy-

weights. He played rugby with

Toronto Parkdale, and keeps in

shape by rowing with the Argo-

naut Rowing Club, during the

summer. Big things are expected

of Ken when and if the Juniors

go into the Dominion Playdowns.

JACK PATERSON
Patrolling one of the outside

channels for the Juniors, Jack is

a freshman in Arts and comes to

us from Toronto Northern Vo-

cational where he played his in-

itial football. A hard-charging

outside, he uses his 150 pounds

to good advantage. Jack is 20

years old, stands 5 ft. 10 in. and

is earning a reputation with the

Juniors as a better than average

pass receiver. He dabbles in

skiing but otherwise remains true

to football as his main sport.

NORM DALZIEL
Relieving at the centre spot for

the Gaels, Norm only tips the

scales at 150 pounds, but makes

up in drive what he lacks in size.

A member of Science 45 he comes

from St. Catharines and is 20

years old. Norm has ptcked up

a lot of seasoning with the Tri-

color and can be depended upon

to fill his snap duties effectively.

He stands 5 ft. 10 in. and moves

very fast in backing up the out-

sides on the downfield tackling.

Banquet

The Arts Soph - Frosh

Banquet will be held Wed-
nesday, November 12 at 7.15

p.m. in Grant Hall. Pro-

fessor F. A. Knox will be

the speaker.

Softball Results

Sc. '45. 10—Arts 45, 5.

Arts 42. 8-Meds 42-43-

Meds '44. H—Sc. 43. 10.

R.C.A.F., 24—Sq. 43, 5.

Meds 46, 15—Arts '44. 13

Feeling O so blue

Four little skunktes,

Had to go to church today

And sit in their own pew.

—Manitoban.

AUBREY

the injured inside who will return tc

the Tricolor lineup tomorrow.

Undefeated Gaels

To Measure Army
In Closing Contest

Soldiers Defending Hopes
For Championship

Wednesday

LEN LANE

whose third period goal gave the

Kingston Combines a 4-4 tie on Sat-

urday night against Hamilton.

rng on an assist from Connick, and

moments later the same pair com-

bined again with Conuick scoring.

Murphy got the lone Kingston goal

of the period, batting in Neilson's

rebound.

Doug White, lanky Combine de-

fence man, tied up the count on a

nice play with Bob Neilson to start

the second frame. Hamilton went

ahead on Shillington's goal from

Robertson but "Pug" Young put

the Combines in the fight again be-

fore the period ended.

The teams battled on even terms

until mid-way through the third

period when Len Lane got what

appeared to be the winning goal on

a pretty solo dash. Hamilton, how-

ever, kept pressing and were re-

warded at the eighteen minute mark

when Robertson slapped in a re-

bound to give Hamilton a well-

earned tie.

Hamilton.— Goal, Ely; defence,

Laurntz, Dunning: centre, Gaspa-

rila ;
wings, Brady, Shillington

:

subs, Groom, Robertson. Seaforth,

Allan.

Kingston—Goal, McQuesten ; de-

fence, Young, Hamilton ;
centre.

Lane; wings. Hood, Cow ; subs,

Murphy, Radley, Neilson^ M. Wil-

liamson. White, Partis.

Definition of a Chiropractor

—

A man who. gets paid for what

other men get slapped for.

Football

The annual Arts Frosh-

Soph football will be played

this Wednesday afternoon

at 1.30 p.m. as a preliminary

to the Army-Queen's game

at 3 p.m.

BY if OE POLOWIS

On Wednesday afternoon
Queen's "triumphant Tricolor team"

make their last bow to the local

schedule with a game against the

Army, slated for 3 o'clock at Rich-

ardson Stadium. The Soldiers have

been coming along fast, and showed

plenty of power along the tine in

sinking R.M..C. by 13 to 3 last

Saturday. The Cadets' strong
showing against Queen's in their

last game and their loss to the

Army, places this fixture in the

must class.

Kinnear

Interesting to former football

fans, was the appearance of Art

Kinnear on the Soldier backfield.

Brother George Kinnear plays for

Queen's, hut the customer; will not

see a family feud, as Art will npl

be available for Wednesday's game.

Army's kicker, Noble, was on the

injured list for the battle but is

expected to be in shape for this

game. The Gaels are polishing up

all their offensive weapons to neu-

tralize a strong Army bid and also

in expectation of the Dominion

playdowns. There are no serious

injuries, so the Tricolor will be at

full strength.

This is the Soldiers' last chance

to force a playoff in the local league,

and they are expected to fight to

the last ditch to keep their cham-

pionship hopes alive. "Pepper"

Martin's knee has responded well to

treatment and he is expected to be

in there pitching the pigskin all

over the field.

Bouquets are hereby tendered to

the Juniors, as Iting one of the best

teams ever to grace the gridiron at

Queen's.

Army Sinks Cadets,

Retains I itle Hopes

The Army kept alive their hopes

for the City Football Championship

by tripping up the R.M.C. Redmen
on Saturday at the Stadium by a

13-3 score.

Cadets

The Cadets made a determined

stand in their last contest for the

duration but were no match for

their, hvavicr rivals. A strong wind

and the heavy going underfoot did

not produce a very exciting brand

of ball as both teams had to con-

tent themselves with a ground at-

tack.

Joe Watts and Doug Jesse scor-

ed the Army majors as the former

scooped up a fumbled ball behind

the R.M.C. goal-line and the latter

idded another 5 points by plunging

the ball over to climax a downfield

drive. Frasicr kicked a 3-pomt field-

goal far R.M.C.

The Army added another star, h

Art Kinnear, to the backfield, a;

he kicked, plunged and ran the Sol

diers to an easy victory. Mansou
Jesse and Watts were also out

standing while Boyd. Williams and
Reid were the pick of the Red
team.

Football Point Standings

.D. F.G 2 Q p
Pardy (Q) . . . 3 4 0 s" ii

Vlunroe (Q) . . I 2 6 4 21

Kinnear *Q) 3 0 0 0 IS

Sliarpe (Q) . . 2 0 0 1 11

Moble (Army) . 1 0 6 0 11

Millikeu (Q) . 1 0 0 1 6
Boyd (R.M.C.). 1 0 I 0 6
Martin (Q) . _ 1 0 0 0 5

Keenan (Q) . . 1 0 0 0 5

Irwin (Q) . . . 1 0 0 0 5

Simandl (Q) . . 1 0 0 0 5

Minnes (K.C.I.) 1 0 0 0 6
Patterson (Q) . 1 0 0 0 5

Sel'.ars (R.M.). 1 0 0 0 ,5

Sewell (R.M.) . 1 0 0 0 5

Pragncll (R.M.) I 0 0 0 S

Bencvides (Q)- 1 0 0 0 5

Crothers (Q) . 0 0 3 0 3

Sinclair (R.M.). o' 1 0 0 3

Roche (Army). 0 0 2 0 2
Friel (Army) . 0 0 2 0 2
Nelson (Q) . . 0 0 0 1 1

Corbett (R.M.). 0 0 I 0 1

Reid (R.M.) . . 0 0 1 0 i

"It's the little things that tell,"

said Kitty Ko-ed as she dragged

her kid brother from under the

sofa. —Manitoban.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige of years stand behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS
Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight C i
• —stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street ( ,ob„«ly Phone 1941

So*

present

Van Kirk Hats

103 Princess Street Phone 3542

Agents for DACK'S SHOES

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

McGALL'S RESTAURANT
THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

^OSMETICS

LUNCHES

Telephone 1S8

TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS

CAMERA SUPPLIES

Cor. Johnson & Division Sts.

Hanson & Edgar
BOD KEEP

a hard-hitting outside "Killer" is likely

to see plenty of action against the

Army.

Dance

Programmes

Cor" itutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description
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War Comment

(Continued from page 1)

policies of the government are

.something less than 4 full ex-

pression of the determination and

capacities of the people . . .

"This struggle in which we are

engaged is not merely a military

conquest . . . What is disturbing

more and more citizens of this

democracy is the suspicion that

in the government's mind, our

way 01 life is purely on the de-

fensive. If so. then the prospect

of victory is a relapse into the

blindness, the cowardice and

stupidity that brought us to our

present pass . . .

"The British people reject this

notion with a firmness second

only to their rejection of the idea

of a truce with Hitler. They are

not on the defensive; they are

determined to reconstruct. There

is a mountain of anger through-

nut the country against the ideas

and the men who brought the

country to September 1939."

( Public clamor mentions such

names as Capt. Margesson, War
Secretary ; Lieut. Co!. Moore-

Brahazon, Minister of Aircraft

Production, and Lord Halifax),

Inside Germany

The German people are be-

ginning to wonder whether they

are fighting this bloody battle

for something tangible or for

some nebulous idealism. Many
of them know full well that they

are being used as tools by a few

powerful German leaders who
hope to control the world, econ-

omically and emotionally. Their

voices are becoming louder and

more insistent so that Joseph

Goebbels must placate them. He
weeps for his fellow-countrymen

who work like beasts day after

day. They must keep their war-

machine running smoothly so

that the foreign barbarian -will

he destroyed and Versailles

avenged. These days of intoler-

able labor will soon be over, but

hard work is essential.

Undermining the endless stream

of Nazi propaganda is the daily

voice of Germany's secret Social-

ist radio station (which, by the

way. has been broadcasting more

or le"ss regularly since 1937):

"Should we become inaudible on

this wave length, please try to

find us on one ne»rby. We shall

not be away for more than two

or three minutes. We always

come back. We are merely dodg-

ing Gestapo interference . . -

. . . You want the same as the

worker in France, as the miner

in Wales, the same as the Rus-

sian Peasant and the Stevedore

in the port of Tripoli. You want

peace, you want to live on your

hands* work, and not at the cost

of the freedom and happiness of

other peoples. You want to take

part in determining your own

fate, and you want to contribute

your part in order that youf

children will find a better world

than the one you arc leaving."

War and U.S.A.

The United States has revised

the Neutrality Act so as to allow

American ships to enter belliger-

ent ports. This means a much

more flexible organization of

shipping. It also means another

step towards war for the U.S.

Whether a formal declaration

comes or not, the Americans are

really beginning to take the anti-

fascist war seriously. From now
on, Americans are ideologically

and materially in the fight.

gTfW5H0.yEB

And calm reigns among the

men of Scienz in the land of

Queenz.

There are now being fought

only battles with the wooden club

and the ball of the hide of a

horse stuffed with fibres ami

sinews. And these battles do

rage only four times from one

moon to the next and do cause

but little excitement although

Nev the Riv of for two didst

work mightily to gain his last

victory and the men of for five,

swelling with pride because of a

victory over the insignificant

warriors of Erts didst lately suc-

cumb to the men of Areforz.

And the Frosh have now ex-

perienced their first bout with

the Fac and there are fearful

faces among these newly arrived

infants lest their stay in the land

of Queenz be soon terminated.

For the men of for four doth re-

call that seven of their number

didst receive such beatings by

the Fac in their first two en-

counters that when the man with

the long white beard didst usher

out the old year, yea even didst

the men of Queenz with long

grey beards usher out these

seven unfortunate warriors from

the land of Queenz.

And there are rumors wide-

spread in the land of Queen?, that

there shall arrive an invasion by

Sadist from a mountainous

region to our south and she

shall instill the tribe of Lephanta

to energetic uprisings that shall

bring no good to the men of

Scienz.

And those who fear nought of

this invasion do carry on the

cause of Scienz in a normal

fashion hut those who are not

so fleet of foot nor so power-

ful of will do grow beards and

let their hair grow long and do

hope that the victims of the brawl

will consist chiefly of the men of

the tribe of Erts (who do fall

in number).

And a pause shall be made in

this wri.ing to make possible the

sharpening of the many chisels

which shall be required to record

the events to come on the walls

of the caverns of the caves of the

men of Scienz.

C.O.l.C.

Centenary Address

Students may obtain copies of

Dr. W. E. McNeill's Centennial

address on "The Story of

Queen's for the sum of five

cents at the .General Alumni

Office in the Douglas Library.

"Sucked in again" said the bug

to the rug as the vacuum cleaner

did its work. —Manitoba!!.

"May 1 sit on your right hand

at dinner?"

"No, I'll need it for eating;

use a chair."

Appendix to Part I Orders

by

Lt.-Col. R. O. Earl

Commanding Queen's University

Contingent

for the week 10-15 Nov.

I. DRILL PARADES—As per

Appendix to Part I Orders.

II. LECTURE PARADES—
As per Appendix to Part I

Orders.

III. MAP READING—As per

Appendix to Part I Orders.^

IV PHYSICAL TRAINING—
As per Appendix to Part I

Orders.

V. INSTRUCTORS' PARAD-
IUS—All instructors will consult

the Orderly Room Bulletin

Board.

VI. OFFICERS and N.C.O.'s

PARADES — Wednesday, 12

Nov.—All N.C.O.'s—Lower Cam-

puj—l 700-1800 hrs.

MEMORANDA
(1) Para. 417 sub-section (c*)

of King's Regulations and Or-

ders 1 Canada) is re-published for

information of all rank—
"Anonymous complaints and the

publication through the medium

of the press of anything calculat-

ed to act injurisuoly in the it:

merest of the service, or to excite

discontent in the Militia, are

strictly prohibited."

(2) Q.M. stores will be open

for the exchange of uniforms

during the following hours:

Thursday, 13 Nov.—1000-1215
hrs.

Acknowledgement
The Blood Donor Committee

of the Alma Ma.ter Society wish-

es to acknowledge with thanks

the co-operation of :

1. The Canadian Red Cross

Society in providing n film.

2. The Queen's Student
Assembly in arranging the blood

donor rally.

3. The girls of Levana who

helped collect and sort the donor

cards.

4. Radio Station CFRC.

5. The Blood Donor Publicity

Committee of the Kiwanis Club

of Kingston for providing ad-

vertisements for the campaign.

Gala Night

(Continued from page 1)

] )i in Webb will direct the ticket

sale, while Doug Wilson is in charge

of the advertising campaign. Abe

Rabinowitz will manage the staging

of the show with Dave Seymour as

electrician. Jack Wheelton and

Margaret Harkness are making ar-

rangements for the properties,

Make-up and costume departments

are being looked after by Ethel

Campbell and Barbara Phinney.

Stew Webster is producer of the

show.

Parting thought: Sitting Bull

has a daughter—Sitting Pretty.

Q. S. A.

A general meeting of the

Q.S.A. will be held tonight

at 9 p.m. in the Committee

Room of the Union. All

campus organizations are

urged to be officially repre-

sented and all interested

students are • invited to

attend.

"Jffor fje to-Day tliat Btybs l|fs Mono for me atjall be my brother"

Kin<! Henry V.—Shakespeare.

STILL URGENTLY NEEDED

VOLUNTEERS
DON'T DELAY - SIGN TODAY

LET EVERY STUDENT DO HIS PART
Levana Arts Science Meds Theology

28%
48%

51%
58%

Courtesy Kiwanis Club Of Kingston
in co-operation with

Kingston Red Cross
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WANTED

^ Pair of second hand skates
Naomi Bristol, Muir House.
Telephone 2998.

'

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE
7 OPERATORS

356 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

QUEEN'S TAXI

2002
TAILS

FOR RENT
AND

TUXED03

SIMMONS
ClothcsShop

B

79 Princess St.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-tu-ilale 3-chair shop in
the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St, Phone 1772-W

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

Dr.VincentA. Martin

Dr. Angus

DENTIST

DRESSING GOWNS

and

BATHROBES

•

Every student needs

one — and there cer-

tainly is no reason why

you cannot have one'

when they are priced

from

$2.95 up

at

BIBBY'S
78-84 Princess St.

Only a Cat Has More

Lives Than

OUR VALUES

Superstition gives nine lives to

a cat. Fact proves that our low

prices "live" seven days of every

week. No weekend specials.

Come in any hour any day and

get your favorite nationally ad-

vertised brands at the lowest

price. This is the pleasant,

profitable, perfect way to shop

and save on all your drug store

needs

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

(Continued from page 1)

Dr. Angus, giving an outline of

the rise of drama through the ages,

explained that the theatre evolved

from religious rituals. Church fes-

tivals, at first simple, became more
elaborate and developed a proce-

dure which required training in-or-

der to be carried out.

Tracing the development of

drama, Dr. Angus mentioned bow
social trends were reflected in the

contemporary literature of the ages.

In early Greek days the two out-

standing writers were Euripides,

the Eternal Modernist, and the Clas-

sic Comedy writer. Aristophanes.

Machiavelli recounts sixteenth cen-

tury economic thought in his book,

The Prince, and religious thought is

pirtraved by Martin Luther. Pro-

pagandist writing in the early eigh-

teenth century helped to bring ahnitt

the Bill of Rights. John Gay, Pope

and Steele were outspoken on the

subject of contemporary conditions

II the new eighteenth century news

papers.

British Dramatists

The greatest living British dra-

matists combine religion, entertain-

ment and round table discussion in

their plays. George Bernard Shaw
prefers the medium of the stage

for the presentation of his writings

and ideas.

Plays have always reflected the

social trends of the times. The lat-

est Broadway plays extol the Amer-
ican, the democratic way. Many
centre around the war, while others

take us to the world of our heart's

desire.

It is noticeable that the plays

being produced during this war are

not merely for entertainment as

they were during the last war.

In conclusion, Dr. Angus said

that, "Theatre is a factor of thought,

an armor against depression, and

actually the temple of the ascent

of man:" ,

Engineers Hear

Mr. K. S. Twitchell

Address On Saudi Arabia
Illustrated With Slides

Dance Auditor

Medical Course

(Continued from page 1)

Toronto and Western University,

however, speeded up their cours-

es, without making any provision

for a loan fund.

Also before a medical graduate

can practise, he must pass ex-

aminations set by the Canadian

Medical Council. To accommo-

date students from Western and

Toronto, these exams were ad-

vanced to March 26, instead of

late in May, as formerly. To re-

move the necessity of having two

sets of Council examinations, the

Queen's Medical Faculty has de-

cided to speed up the course, so

hat final year men may gradu-

ate before March 26. Then, after

they have passed the Council

examinations, they may go into

interneship, thus releasing other

internes for duty in the services

and in civilian life,

Our .advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Commerce Club

Mr. J.
Willis, Educational

Director of Canada Packers

Ltd., will address members

of the Commerce Club on

"Industrial Relations in the

Meat-Packing Industry" at

a luncheon in Grant Hall at

12..J0 p.m. on November 12.

Tickets may be procured

from members of the execu-

tive. Tickets are 50 cents

for members and 75 cents

for non - mem bers. Ticket

sale closes today at 6 p.m.

BY SCOTT MCCANX
Mr. K. S. Twitchell, a graduate

>f '08 in Mining, spoke last Fri-

!ay to the Engineering Society

on Saudi Arabia. A color film

and slides supported his talk,

in which Mr. TwTTchell showed

lie development of a mining

property in the Near East.

Professor D, Ellis introduced

\lr. Twitchell. He remarked that

he had not seen Mr. Twitchell

for thirty-seven years, and was
leased to welcome him back to

Juecn's during the Centennial

elebrations.

Yemen
The guest speaker began his

taik with a short explanation of

how he became involved in the

opening up of the resources of

Saudi Arabia. It seems that,

accompanied by the late Charles

Crane, he went to the Arabian

province of Yemen to develop its

resources in the interests of the

natives. He made four expedi-

tions to Yemen and, in so doing,

opened up mines and discovered

rich mineral deposits. He also

nlded to the natives' well-being,

by building roads, applying irri-

gation, starting experimental gar-

dens, and advising in medical

matters. The king of Saudi

Arabia, which lies to the north

of Yemen, hearing of the benefits

Yemen had gamed, invited them

north to his country, where Mr.

Twitchell did bis major work. In

Saudi Arabia he discovered oil

in the east and minerals in the

west. He established several gold

mines and opened up od wells

for which an oil line was run

to the sea.

Mr. TwjtcheH's first film gave

glimpses along the Nile in Egypt

,

including an interesting shot of

the noted Sphinx. It also con-

tained shots of Saudi Arabia and

the city of Jedda. This film

showed one of the highlights of

Mr. Twitchell's career, a 250

mile road which he surveyed and

of which he organized the con-

struction from the habor to an

ancient gold mine in the interior.

1 1 is interesting for Engineers

to note that this engineering teat

was accomplished with only the

aid of a Brunton transit, which

is practically just a compass.

Ancient Mine

The ancient mine at the end

of the road was last worked about

1100 A.D. and was re-opened by

M r. Twitchell, who installed

modern equipment. He put it

into operation under great diffi-

culties and expense. He first had

to construct a seventy-mile water

Hue to bring water to his mill.

Two huge Diesels had to be

brought through 250 miles of

desert to propel the machinery in

the .350 ton mill. The oil for the

I He *els is trucked in from the

coast and the concentrates from

i he mill are trucked back out

again, where they are shipped to

America for refining.

He concluded his talk with

numerous slides depicting his

work and the beauty of parts of

Saudi Arabia.

At the beginning of the meet-

ing, Norm Grandfield, president

of the Engineering Society, dis-

cussed business matters of the

Society. A prize of $5.00 was

offered for the best original de-

sign of a truly Science Christ-

mas card to be completed before

November 20.

(Continued from page 1)

For the purpose of enforcing

these regulations, the A. M. S.

through the Q.W.A.C., has made
this appointment of an Auditor.

Procedure

With this announcement comes a

definite procedure for the submis-

sion of year dance statements of

receipts and expenditures. This

procedure, which makes uniform

and facilitates the system of tax

computation, is as follows: (a) a

special Tax Form, to be filled in,

will be obtained from the auditor.

(bl The Tax Form will be com-

pleted, in triplicate, accompanied by

all bills, receipts and statements of

e penditure in connection with the

dance and will he submitted to the

Auditor, c'o Queen's Post Office,

not later than one week after the

dance concerned.

The functions of the Auditor will

be to receive pickets at the door the

evening of a dance, which will U
turned over to the convener at the

onclusion of the dance. He will

also audit the Tax Forms submit-

sign two copies, returning one

to the dance convener, and the oth-

er to the Q.W.A.C., who will then

bill the year concerned for the tax

computed, fn these capacities, the

\uditor will be a representative of

the Alma Mater Society.

THROUGH THE
LOOKING GLASS

eV GLADYS MCGUIRE

Your hands do so many services

for you. Why not give them the

care and attention they deserve?

Come the wind, the rain, and the

frost and comes also red, chapped

skin unless you take special pre-

cautions against the elements. Now,
more than ever, you will need a

reliable, soothing hand-lotion or

cream, which you should apply af-

ter washing your hands and before

going outside. Once a week rub a

rich face cream into them, lubri-

cating and massaging upward from I
strong and honest within you

tion not to speak of looking like

a Cockney coachman.

Don't forget that your hands are

constantly revealing character and

personality to those about you, more

|so than you think, perhaps. So,

while you are on this business of

self-improvement, it might be well

to look into your real self and do

some improving.

If you have a clutching, grasping

little heart, you will have clutching,

grasping hands. If you have a

careless, untidi mind pou fsill (hug

your hands carelessly about you.

If you are calm and at ease within

yourself, your hands will move

calmly and at ease. If you are

the

Roses are red,

Violets are blue.

My brother has a two-ton truck,

Can you swim?
—^Manitoban.

The society passed a bill for

$12.00 to buy football and hockey

sweaters for Science teams.

Ernie Miron closed the meet-

ing with an expression of thanks

on behalf of the Engineering So-

ciety, to Mr. Twitchell for his

excellent talk. „

Social Problems Club

The Social Problems Club

will hold its next meeting

on Thursday evening at 8

o'clock in the Senate Room
of the Old Arts Building.

Mr. Wade of the Accounting

Department and an author-

ity on international 'affairs,

will speak on the subject

"What is Fascism."

the finger tips. If you can. don a .handclasp you give your friends

pair of loose cotton gloves and ]
and new associates will be firm and

leave the cream on all night. Hands
j

sincere.

become wrinkled and reveal age just I

as much as lines in the face do, so

give your hands the same care you

would give your complexion. Be

sure to wear gloves these Novem-

ber days, and when the snow flies

get yourself a pair M warm, woolly

ones. Did you know that large

knuckles in one's fingers may he

caused by severe exposure to cold?

Hands that are soft and white,

and well-kept give their owner an

immeasurable amount of poise. Yon
know yourself that if yours are the

least hit rough or red you want to

hide them behind your back, all the

while feeling very ill at ease.

Learn to move your hands grace-

fully and slowly. Pick up small

articles with the tips of the fingers

instead of clutching them in your

fist. Don't be one of those creatures

who can talk perfectly well yet

must make herself understood via

the deaf-mute system. And when

you are in company that may be a

hit strained sit quietly with your

hands folded loosely in your lap,

neither clasped in a prayerful atti-

tude, nor picking nervously at the

upholstery. Never sit or stand witl

your arms akimbo. You have at

air of complacency or else exaspera

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

REGRETS

DRIVE IN AN INSUi
TAXImm mi

Phone 266

NAVAL OFFICERS'

UNIFORMS

0 Uniforms for officers of the Naval Service

must, of course, conform to regulations, but

the quality of the tailoring may be left to

the individual. Naval officers' uniforms as

produced by Tip Top Tailors are high in

favor because they are conscientiously and

correctly tailored of fine materials to give

dependable, smart and comfortable wear

under the most trying conditions.

Correct raincoats and "ichites"

an then tically tailored- to- measure

TIP TOP TAILORS

STORES EVERYWHERE

$2975,

119 PRINCESS STREET
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1941 Tricolors

The Alma Mater Society

wishes to announce that the

eight unsold copies of the

1941 Tricolors have been sold,

and no more are available.

Kingston's Oldest

Established Shoe Shop

Welcomes You
•

It is our pleasure to

serve you for

—

SHOES
of the better type

GYM SHOES

HOSIERY

LUGGAGE

HANDBAGS

POLISHES

Prompt Service

Courteous Treatment

Delivery, Ph. 24

LOCKETTS LTD.

>

Est. 1878

178 Wellington St.

MAKE YOUR

APPOINTMENT

NOW

for a

Dubarryj Facial

given by

MISS

RITA MELOCHE

Nov. 10th to Nov. 15th

•

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

LEVANA
N€TEJ

Levana Meeting

Don't forget the Levana meet-

ing at 7.30 on Wednesday even-

ing in the Ban Righ Common

Room.

Soph-Freshette Tea

On Saturday next the annual

Soph-Freshette tea will be held

fa Ban Righ Hall. The time is

4.30 to 5.45. and the price is ten

cents per person. As usual, all

sophs will bring their freshettes

as guests.

Eight to the Bar

(Continued from page 1)

mittees are unwilling to take the

plunge in this untried venture,

but this seems a short sighted

policy indeed. Surely a full turn-

out could be expected at least to

the initial appearance of the

Gaelic Gates.

Out of the wreckage and moans

of the injured and irate musicians

we have at least one campus

combo which is already rehears-

ing in anticipation of the first

Open House. Great work, Doug.

* * *

If the Kingston music operat-

or! don't take some of those "Hit

Parade" selections out of the

local jive boxes, the discs will be

worn to the turntable. When
they plant that corn they should

at least gather in the bumper
crop! The one bright spol in this

musical harvest is the apprecia-

tion it gives the customers of the

current year dance "huskers".

When one proprietor of a juke

joint near the campus was queried

as t» the absence of Dorsey,

Goodman, and Miller records on
his coin box, he naively replied,

"Do they make records too?"

Farewell Frolic

(Continued from page 1)

from Toronto. Gren's appearance

at the first fall year dance met with

universal approval and his return

engagement will be welcomed by

campus dance fans. Remember his

Glenn Miller arrangement of "The
Anvil Chorus"? Lovely Virginia

Neville will accompany the orches-

tra to render the vocals.

Dates are going fast! Get your
tickets early from the social con-

veners— John Londerville or Hugh
Black or any member of Arts '42.

Levana Meeting

At the Levana meeting on

Wednesday night (7.30 in

Ban Righ Common Room)

Miss Ethel Graham will de-

liver an address which will

be of great interest to all

women students of Queen's.

Miss Graham is secretary of

the Canadian Branch of the

International Grenfell Asso-

ciation and she has had a

great deal of experience in

this work. As an added

attraction refreshments will

be served, and after the meet-

ing the rest of the evening

will be devoted to informal

Jiscussion.

Freshettes are reminded

that their attendance is com-

pulsory.

University Service

(Continued from page 1)

minent religious leaders from all

religious groups are invited to take

part.

In one of his addresses at the

S.C.M. conference the Reverend

Mr. Cragg spoke of Christianity as

a way of life. It is a deliverance

from every kind of spiritual bond-

age. He endeavored to speak of

Christianity in familiar terms and

to give it its proper setting.

"We live in a world in winch we

must discover some way of suboi-

dinating privilege and position, in

order to make way for forbearance

and unity."

Old Mother Hubbard

Went to the cupboard

To get her daughter a dress;

When she got there

The cupboard was bare,

And so was her daughter, I

guess.

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

aTHEBINE McBUER

Archery

This week the finals of the

inter-year archery tournament wen-

completed and Levana '45 headed

the years with a score of 462.

Levana "43, with 219 points, was

second ;
'42 held third place with

104 points and '44 with 86 points

stood in fourth place.

This was a preparation meet to

find the 8 best scorers to shoot in

the in( r-collegiatc telegraphic meet

to be held at the beginning of next

week. The members of the team

will he Fran Acheson, Pat Bccman.

Dot Shields, Muffie Hibbert. Vel-na

Cooke, Marion MacLeod, Nan Da-

vies and Mary McCamus. Special

congratulations to the first six girls,

all members of Levana '45.

In 1936, McGill took first place,

with Queen's second. The Margaret

Eaton School of Toronto has won

for the last two years.

Unfortunately Queen's has to

shoot vtith poor equipment, the

bows being more suitable for indoor

shooting. Ontario Ladies' College

and Alma College are the secondary

schools entered in the meet, with

McGill, Western, Dahiousie, Uni-

versity of British Columbia, Mar-

garet Eaton School of the Univer-

sity of Toronto, Saskatchewan and

Queen's representing the Universi-

ties.

Best of luck to the Archery team.

Odd Coins

(Continued from page 1)

auction and the proceeds will be

turned over to the McGill War
Fund. All types of stamps, from

current Canadian stamps to

museum pieces, will also be sold

and further augment the McGill

War Aid Fund.

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Today

:

7.30 p.m.—Glee Club Practice

Third Floor Old Arts

Bldg.

7.30 p.m.—A.M.S. Meeting.

Gymnasium.

8.00 p.m.—Drama Guild

Convocation Hall

9.00 p.m.—Q.S.A. Meeting,

Com. Rm. of Union.

Wednesday

:

12.30 p.m.—Commerce Club

Luncheon,

Grant Hall.

1.30 p.m.—Arts Soph-Frosh

Football. Stadium,

3.00 p.m.

4.00 p.m.

7.15 p.m.

7.30 p.m.

Thursday

:

10.00 a.m.

-Army vs. Queen's,

Stadium.

-Engineering Society

Convocation Hall.

-Arts Soph-Frosh

Banquet,

Grant Hall,

-Levana Meeting,

Ban Righ Hall.

Principal Wallace's

Address to First Year
Students,

Grant Hall.

8.00 p.m.—Social Problems Club

Senate Room.

Prof.—How much is four and

four?

Fresh ie—She.

Prof.—No, it isn't. Now watch

me closely and Til try to make
it clear. Suppose I lay an egg

on the desk

—

Little Boy (in rear)—take him

up, Johnny. 1 don't think he can

do it.

Joan—Golly, I get a kick out

of Jack.

Mabel—Yeah! He tickles me,

too.

May I have the last dance?"

"You've just had it."

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

We extend a very

Hearty Welcome

to the Students

of

CROWN DAIRY
PHONE 406

It's Fall again and Queen's students return with the welcome

of all Kingston

—

We axe pleased at all times to have students come here for

their Footwear

—

Shoes for College

Gym Shoes - Street Shoes - Dress Shoes

•

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Facultie*

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's . University Ground ONTARIO

The Dance of the year! The one you've been waiting for!

Art's '42 presents its

FAREWELL FROLIC
Featuring

GREN H0BS0N and His ORCHESTRA with lovely VIRGINIA NEVILLE

Little Abner's LAST CHANCE
Grant Hall 1.25 per Couple Friday Nov. 14th
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HITLER'S FACE BEING BLACKENED
A.M.S. REVISES DANCE TAX PLAN

A Big Orchid

Gordon Mackey for submitting

himself to a rigorous test in the

interests of medicine. Nice going,

jerk

!

Big Joke Department

The superintendent of an In-

sane Asylum noticed an inmate,

who had been an inventor, push-

ing a wheelbarrow upside down.

"Why do you have it upside

down?" asked the superinten-

dent.

"You don't think I'm crazy, do

you?" was the reply. "I pushed

it right side up yesterday and

they kept filling it with gravel."
* * * *

Dr. Granville Moody, a popular

army chaplain during the Civil

War. could forget the cloth, w hen

necessary, with evangelic tact.

At Lookout Mountain, the Col-

onel of Moody's regiment went

LEFT HAND CORNER
(Continued on page 2)

Sciencemen Hear
Mr. Gilbert Labine

BY BILL MEREDITH

Queen's men have had an im-

portant place in the development

of the Great Bear Lake Radium
industry, Gilbert Labine told the

Engineering Society on Wednes-
day afternoon.

Mr. i Labine, who discovered

the huge Eldorado radium de-

posits, urged the Science men to

t ike full advantage of their en-

gineering courses, so that they

might follow the band of Tricolor

mining engineers, chemical en-

gineers, metalurgists, chemists,

and professors who have built up

SCIENCEMEN HEAR
(Continued on page 3)

Will Ask Airmen

To Open Houses,

Is A.M.S. Decision

Regular Executive Meeting
Features Financial

Discussions

BY KAY O NEILL

On" Tuesday, the A.M.S. de-

cided to ask the R.C.A.F. men
on the campus, and the nurses

to the first Open House, which

will be held on Saturday, Novem-
ber 29, in Grant Hall.

Bill Young suggested that very

little had been done to entertain

the 175 airmen quartered at pres-

ent on the campus. Herb Ham-
ilton added that there are several

former Queen's students among
their number. Some of the mem-
bers felt rhat a blanket invitation

to the Air Force would extend

the already lengthy stag-line.

The Medical representatives sug-

gested that the nurses be invited

to balance the preponderance of

men. Last year's policy of free

admission ,will be followed.

Finance

Bill MacDonnell presented his

A.M.S. MEETING
(Continued on page 6)

"PROUD OF FORMAL",
WILL NOT CUT PRICE

The A.M.S. decided not to limit

the price of formal tickets for this

year at this week's meeting.

Science Formal

Jim Richardson declared that

everyone is proud of Science

Formals, as an institution, not

inertly of one faculty but of the

whole university. He asserted

that bringing the price down
from $6.00 to $5.00 could not

possibly help the war effort. Bob
Motherwell declared that the cost

FORMAL PRICES

(Continued on page 8)

Dr. Wallace

Addresses

Class Of 45

BY KATE MACDONNELL

On Thursday morning, in

l irant Hall. Dr. Wallace gave

the first of his three annual ad-

dresses to freshmen and fresh-

ettes. The Principal expressed

the hope that these talks would

help the students in their general

education and broaden their ap-

preciation of knowledge in its

relation to life and to people.

Sciences

The subject of this first ad-

dress was the sciences and what

they have contributed to the

world of knowledge. Dr. Wal-

DR. WALLACE
(Continued on page 6)

Rev. Gerald Cragg

To Preach Sunday

University Service Planned

In Convocation Hall

BY BILL MACDONALD

On Sunday, November 16 at

11 a.m., the Rev. Gerald Cragg

will address the students of

Queen's during the monthly Uni-

versity Church Service. All stu-

dents should note that the service

is to take place in Convocation

Hall and not in Grant Hall as

reported in the last issue of the

Journal.

Service

The Rev. Mr. Cragg, who is

well Ifnown as a leader of Chis-

REV. GERALD CRAGG
(Continued on page 8)

Fifteen-Cent Levy

Upon Each Ticket

Goes To Q.W.A.C.

New System Will Prevent
Increasing Expenses

To Avoid Tax

At its regular meeting on Tues-

day, the Alma Mater Society ex-

ecutive decided to collect 15 cents

on each year dance ticket at the

door for the Q.W.A.C. This

means that the present system

of taxation for the war aid will

be scrapped completely.

Q.W.A.C.

This decision was reached as

a result of Jim Richardson's re-

port on the Q.W.A.C. Mr. Rich-

ardson asserted that in spite of

the limit on the number of com-

plimentary tickets issued, and the

stabilization of prices, year dance

committees were still evading

the Q.W.A.C. tax by increasing

the expenses. He suggested that

instead of taxing year dance

profits, as at present, the Q.VV

A.C. should be allowed to tax

each ticket. Bob Motherwell dc

dared that this might mean that

DANCE TAX
(Continued on page 7)

Q.W.A.C. War Stamp Campaign

Already Reaches Halfway Mark

Drama Guild

The Drama Guild will

hold a general meeting in

the Players' Lounge, at 8

p.m. next Monday. The
Guild wishes to apologize

for the erroneous notice

which appeared in the last

issue of the Journal.

Control Of Press

Topic For Debate

With Osgoode Hall

Queen's To Meet Visitors

On Monday Night
In Library

Dr. Kent Conducts

Memorial Service

Pays Tribute To Heroes Of
Last War

Menfolk Primp As Time Is Near
For Sadie Hawkins' Visit Here

Excitement is running high on

the Queen's campus this week as

K'rls pick and men primp in

['reparation for the annual visit

"I Sadie Hawkins. The Dogpatch
l^elle begins her reign next Thurs-

day, November 20 and will re-

gain until Saturday midnight.

Clean-shaven faces and coats

"i classes are clear indication that

'he men are not as unconcerned
a ^ they would like to appear.

Many of the campus casanovas
are trembling in their C.O.T.C.

"oots as they face the possibility

"'at they too may become wall-
*veeds. Unofficial reports are,

however, that most co-eds have
already picked their unfortunate

prey and that eleventh-hour at

tempts to impress the calculatm

damsels are doomed to failure.

Next Monday morning at 4

a.m., dating will begin. It is

understood that all-night shifts

will be on duty at the Journal

( Iffice telephone for the benefit

of desperate females. Among

those waiting will be J. Houck,

K. Phin, D. Wilson, and W.

Lemmon. (Advt.).

The Sadie program for Thurs-

day depends on the taste of the

individual. It is expected that

the local theatres (the cheaper

ones) and Lazonga's Pinball and

SADIE HAWKINS

(Continued ou page 6)

Q.S.A. Discusses

Speakers' Bureau

A real step was taken to-

ward the establishment of a Stu-

dent Speaker's Bureau last Tues-

day evening during the regular

open meeting of the Q.S.A. Fol-

lowing a discussion of the aims

and benefits of such an organiza-

tion, it was decided that dele-

gates should contact possible

speakers in the groups which

they are representing. Claude

V'ipond and Marion MacLachlan

volunteered their services Tor the

organizational committee and

were unanimously endorsed by

the Assembly.

Successful Works
Reports were presented con-

cerning projects now brought to

a successful close. Foremost

among these was the reports on

the Q.S.A. Book Exchange, which

Q.S.A. DISCUSSES

(Continued on page 3)

In the quiet solemnity of Grant

Hall, Queen's University, on Re-

membrance Day, honored its val-

iant men of the last war. Many at-

tending the ceremony were sadden-

ed, remembering those who have

already died in the present struggle.

Dr. Kent, principal of the Theolo-

gical Faculty, gave an address

which Dr. MacN'eill climaxed by

reading Lawrence Binyon's poem,

For the Fallen.

Struggle

Dr. Kent told those present that

the supreme struggle of the last

war has almost been forgotten in

MEMORIAL SERVICE

(Continued on page 2)

One of the hest debates of the

season is promised for Monday

night when, at 7.15 p.m. in Room
221, Douglas Library, two Queen's

debaters tackle those of Osgnode

Hall. The subject, "Resolved tiiai

there Should Be Restriction of the

Press in War-time," is a very per-

tinent one. Undoubtedly it will

provoke much lively discussion af-

ter the formal presentation is over

and in this everyone is free to par-

ticipate.

Osgoode Team

The formal debate itself will be

sharp and vigorous. Osgoode is

sending two of its most competent

debaters, Gib Gray and Dave Hen-

ry. The embryo lawyers from To-

ronto have always proved tough

customers. Anyone who wishes to

learn the technique of reasoned ar-

gument should hear them. Aside

from that, they generally are the

wittiest speakers to cross swords

with the Union. Against these for-

midable opponents Queen's is pit-

ting two capable debaters, Tat Mac-

donald and Al Hoi ling worth. Both

OSGOODE DEBATE
(Continued on page 6)

Committee Hopes Proceeds
Will Exceed $200

By Tuesday

Portrait Displayed

BY LYLE WOODSIDE

Already realizing ninety-five

dollars, the War Savings Stamp
Drive sponsored by the War Aid

Commission is succeeding in its

objective of blotting out Adolf

Hitk-r's iaoe, which can be seen

on the fence behind the tennis

court.

Objective

While slightly less than one-

half of the objective of $200

has been reached, the Committee

feels certain that more than the

objective shall he reached before

the campaign officially ends next

Tuesday, November 18. In deny-

ing a rumor that Mr. Hitler was

publicizing bis desire lor a post

at Ottawa, official spokesmen

STAMP CAMPAIGN

(Continued from page 2)

'42 To Bow Out

With Ball Tonight

Gren Hobson To Play For
Farewell Frolic

To-night at nine, Arts '42 plays

host to the whole campus when they

present their Farewell Frolic. This,

their last Year Dance, promises to

be a real success and for the occa-

sion they have been fortunate in

securing Gren Hobson and his fam-

ous Dance Band from Toronto.

Beautiful Virginia Neville, featur-

ed all summer at the fashionable

Gilmar Pavilion in the Kawartha

Lakes, will render the vocals.

La Conga

At the request of several of the

campus fans the program will be

varied and will include several nov-

EALL TONIGHT
(Continued on page 3)

Levana Court Brings Judgment

On Flock Of Freshette Offenders

DRAMA GUILD PLANS
MEETING ON MONDAY

On Monday night at eight

o'clock the Dr^ma Guild will

hold its next meeting in Con-

vocation Hall. Dr. Angus will

give a talk on Play Direction and

Staging, after which the group

will enjoy refreshments in the

Players' Lounge.

Torch-Bearers

Owing to the production of

"The Torch - Bearers", many

DRAMA GUILD

(Continued on page 6)

The annual Levana Soph Court

was held on Monday night in

the Common Room of Ban Righ

Hall, with an interested and ex-

tremely picturesque assemblage

of co-eds in attendance.

Judge Jean Nesbitt impressive-

ly robed in the traditional gown

and wig. dispensed justice to

guilty and innocent alike with a

wisdom that would have done

credit to Solomon himself. Pros-

ecuting Attorney Pauline Jewett

gave no quarter to the unfortun-

ate victims, and won a great pro-

portion of the cases on the docket,

in spite of the capable opposition

of Marge Ellison, lawyer for the

defence.

One of the highlights of the

evening was the witty hut in-

effective defence of one unfortun-

ate female charged with a special

kind of deceit. The defendant

pleaded not guilty on the grounds

that she was a victim of clau-

strophobia, but as no consulting

psychologist was present, the

judge declared her guilty.

Unusual terpsichorean talent

was displayed by one Toronto

freshette who danced a portion

of the "Dying Swan" ballet, in

the best traditions of the im-

mortal Pavlova.

LEVANA COURT

(Continued on page 7)
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Left Hand Corner

(Continued from page 1)

tearing down the lines, yelling

to the troops "Give "em hell boys,

give 'em hell I" The chaplain was

at his heels, yelling "Du as your

Colonel tells you, boys! Do as

your Colonel lells you."

Divorce is Easy

"While he never actually struck

me," explained Mrs. Sarah Sand-

ers, suing Edward Sanders for

divorce, "he would go around

slamming his fist against doors

and saying: 'I wish it was you'."

—Time.
» * *

Samuel Hoffenstein, scenarist

and poet of Hollywood, was

divorced by his wife, who ob-

jected to jingles he dedicated to

Iter:

"When you're away. I'm restless,

lonely,*

Wretched, bored, dejected

;

But here's the rub, my darling

dear,

I feel the same when you are

here." —Newsweek.
* * *

Department of Nutty Inventions

The founder of the now-famous
Richardson plan for entirely

eliminating eight o'clock lectures

was nearly an hour late for

supper the other night; a dis-

gusting show by an expert on

time. Amid the raucous roars of

disbelievers and the plaintive

sobs of his many hero-worship-

ping followers (Stu 'Your watch

is an hour slow' Webster was

reported to have fainted at the

news), the brilliant inventor fled

home to his laboratory where he

presumably tore liis hair. At
press-time he still could not be

found by a reporter sent to inter-

view him. However, Mr. Web-
ster, with dignified aplomb, in-

formed us that the inventor was
in the midst of devising a plan

to eliminate dull lectures and
could not be disturbed. "After-

wards," said Mr. Webster, "he

is going to attempt devising a

system by which students will

not have to trudge to early-morn

ing lectures in the dark,"

Hangnail Descriptions

Jitterbug— Hotfoot in inolion

. . . Professor—textbook wired

for sound . . . Musician—One
who puts his ear to the keyhole

when he hears a lady singing in

the bathtub.

Kinsmen Send Milk to Britain

S. WILLIS ADDRESSES
COMMERCE LUNCHEON

A carload of milk each month for the duration is the objective of the Association of Kinsmen

Cluba of Canada. A picture of the first carload and members of the Kinsmen National War Ser-

vices Committee is shown above, juat prior to leaving Toronto for overseas. This shipment ot

powdered whole milk, the equivalent of 100,000 quarts of liquid milk, was shipped early m Sep-

tember. A similar shipment was made later in September to arrive in England during October

and a third was shipped early this month,

Memorial Service

(Continued from page 1)

the majesty of this one. But it is

wrong to consider the years 1914-

1918 a total waste of human en-

deavor. Then, men were too ob-

stinate to modify their justice; and
too pliable to enforce it. Now, nur
valiant youth must take its turn at

righting the previous errors.

Those who died in the first war
died willingly. They paid the great-

est price of mankind for truth,

honor, and precious freedom. To-
day our freedom is even more
cherished throughout the world. A
blacker and deadlier menace now
faces us. A splendid deed once

done can be accomplished again. It

must he so, if civilization is to

continue.

Valor Needed

Dr. Kent concluded by quoting
"And their hearts did melt, neither

did there remain couraye in any
riian.' He indicated that now our

forces must forget this thought and
return victorious. They must retain

sufficient valor to carry out their

inspired tasks to the best of their

ability.

The service ended with a solemn
tendiiiun of the National Anthem

BY BILl, MCKP.NNA

J, S. Willis, educational direc-

tor of the Canada Packers Ltd.

of Toronto, spoke before about

100 members of the Commerce
Club. Commerce Faculty and

Dlher guests, at a luncheon meet-

ing in Grant Hall on Wednesday.

In a comprehensive address on

"Industrial Relations in the Meat

Packing Industry," Mr. Willis

emphasized the employer-em;

ployee relations fofund in his

iirm.

Before the address, W. N.

"Newt" Coburn, president of the

club, opened the meeting and

presented the new executive.

Specialization

Professor J. L. MacDougall in-

troduced the speaker, who in his

ipening remarks stressed the

highly specialized aspect of labor

and equipment in the meat pack-

ing industry. He showed that a

packing plant can have but one

function in industry and its

assets can not be diverted into

o*. her forms of production.

Mr. Willis, in outlining the

management and labor programs

of bis firm, stated that an em-

ployee investing his life and skill

in the industry should receive re-

muneration in the form of em-

ployees bonus, just as the capital

investing share-holders receive

lividends,

Mr. Willi- dwelt at some length

an trade unions, describing the

:ompany union in operation in

his plant, and comparing this

type of labor organization with

the standard trade unions.

At the conclusion of his address

the speaker answered a number
of questions regarding all phases

of industrial relations. r

Hush—Have some peanuts

She—Thanks.

Hush—Wanta neck?

She—No.

Hush—Give tne my peanuts

back.

"Captain, is this a good ship?

"Why, madam, this is her

maiden voyage."

L'lL ABNER
who's going to lose his smile next
week during the dread Sadie Hawkins'
ick'brations.

THE
HABIT-DASHER

BY POPS VOLLMER

Experience is the teacher, book-

la rnin' ain't so hot

A menu and a uniform, will get

him soon as not."

Congratulations to the co-eds

who have taken up waitressing

even though it is only for

luncheon. Seems to me the Com-

erce men get all the breaks.

Murmurs heard on the campus,

mainly from fresbettes, "When
oh when are the gals going to

wear their fur coats?" The ans-

wer to that is whenever you think

t is cold enough. Why freeze

for fashion? The same thing ap-

lies to hats: most co-eds, it

seems, would rather suffer colds,

ntis trouble, frozen fleas, etc.,

than he unlike the inob and

cover up the cranium. Voice from

the oracle
—

"Is that being smart?

Run with the mob if you want to,

heep can do that too,—but you

needn't suffer with them. If you

are cold wear a fur coat and avoid

the K.G.H., after all there is no

,v against it. Ditto for hats.

Note (just for the courageous).

At those unholy hours in the

morning when you get up, put

your war-paint on in front of a

indow and use a magnifying

nirror. Warning—it lias a ten-

dency of making you crawl back

nto bed and sleep for a few more

hours. Brace yourself against

this and keep it firmly in mind

that after all you'd look worse

f you really had jaundice. If you

follow this method you are not

likely to overdo your paint job,

vhich is a horrible possibility

f you follow the usual slap-dash

method.

Tip to all you nail polish fans.

Lay in a good supply because no
doubt you know that no more is

being manufactured. But don't

get too depressed about it, an-

other nail in Hitler's coffin.

Grey skies seem to make me
cantankerous but one point more
to crab about. Remember when
you are dressing that you are not

Christmas tree. You (pardon

me, youi room-mate) puts on a

frilly , blouse, a sweater, some
pearls, a lapel ornament, a year

pin or two—where the dickens

are you going to bang the tinsel?

The firs: point one is supposed

to learn about fashion, is that

'.be line is the most important

thing. Don't break it up or it's

as hard on the observer's eyes

as a checkerboard with the

shakes'. The well-dressed women
of France say, "If you don't feel

well dressed don't add anything

but rather take something off."

Hi Ho! The beauty of being
simple.

Regrets

The Journal regrets that an

erroneous impression may have

been given from our story on the

Tricolor about ten days ago udien

Ashley and Crippen. photogra-

phers, were inadvertently men-

tioned in the lead sentence. It

was not our intention to indi-

cate any specific endorsement of

this firm as opposed to any other,

and we are sorry that such an

impression should have arisen in

the minds of some people.

Stamp Campaign

(Continued from page 1)

point out that its purpose is to

register the progress of the daily

sale of stamps. When the eight

hundredth stamp is sold, the pic-

ture showing Hitler as seen

through the eyes of the Queen's

Frosh will be ceremoniously dis-

posed of in an appropriate

manner.

This is the first opportunity

for the student body to con-

tribute directly to the campaign

objective of four thousand dol-

lars. While no student is urged

to buy more than ONE stamp

everyone will want to purchase

at least one. Every year has a

member from whom the war

saving stamps may be obtained

at the ordinary price of twenty-

five cents. This sum will buy

one stamp which will be used to

purchase War Savings Certifi-

cates in the name of a building

fund at Queen's.

Statement

Discussing the success of the

campaign to date, Earl Baxter,

chairman of the Q.W.A.C. stat

ed: "The support given by the

student body thus far to the

present stamp drive is certainly

indicative of the serious attitude

towards the present critical world

conditions."

Besides the year representa

tives the following members of

the Committee will gladly supply

stamps on request.

Levana—Marjorie Emery, '43

Marjone Ellison, '44,

Science—Dave Seymour, '42

Don Sly, '43.

Medicine — Frank Palaneck
'43

; John Pratten, '43.

Arts—Earl Baxter. '42; Lyle

Woodside, '43: Jim Richardson
'43,

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
2 BIG OPPORTUNITY Days at BELDEAN'S

•
.

Headlining two big skirt and blouse specials. Regular values

from $3.00 to $4.00, at one feature price

$2.79

Big savings on accessories, gloves, hosiery, slips, undies.

Also see our great variety of dresses and coats at reduced prices.

COME AND PROFIT BY SHOPPING AT THE

BELDEAN LADIES SH0PPE
49 Montreal Street Just Off Princess

(Around the comer from the Bus Terminal)

Out of the high rent district — Lower overhead, lower prices

We're

ROUNDING THE TURN
in GEO. FREED'S

"RAGS TO RICHES" CONTEST
Students . . . Votes are pouring in!

Have you voted yet? If you have . . .

then vote again I Every ballot gives

some student a chance to be the lucky

winner of a FREE SUIT, together with

all the accessories.

Bring or mail your ballots to GEO.
FREED'S MEN'S SHOP, at 214

Princess Street.

"Yt»u look sweet enough to eat,"

He whispered snft and law.

"I am," she said, quite hungrily,

'"Where do you want to go?"

The orchid this week goes to

the freshette from Burlington for

her good clothes sense, especially

smart, a red jerkin with three-

quarter sleeves. This is finis for

another week.

I

^

5
J The Worst Dressed Man
_J

< on the Queen's Campus.
n

— /y

THE SHOP FOR MEN
214 Princess Street

I
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ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A.

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever
placed on market

J. ft. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St.

The sure 'way to make
the 8 o'clock classes

USE A DEPENDABLE

ALARM CLOCK
Priced from $1.35 up

at

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

"Where The Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Five New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE J J ^ PHONE

WE MEET ALL TRAINS
24-Hour Service Henry Wilson

RENT A NEW CAR
Drive it Yourself

Rates: 12c per mile.

Minimum $1.00 per hour,

364^2 Bagot St., Phone 199

McG ALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest 6. Sparks
DENTIST

"S9 Wellington St. Phone 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

274 Princess St. Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOURDIERS
rues

'8 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

phone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon

27<
* Princess St Phone 8*9

The Modern Eugene Shop

<a Van Clieaf Maude Wagaj
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THEATRE
LINE-Lt)

CAPITOL
Starting tomorrow and continu-

ing Monday and Tuesday, the Capfc
tol will present Manpotvcr, with
George Raft, Marlene Dietrich and
Edward G. Robinson.

The eternal love triangle is again
strongly in evidence in this out-
moded tale of men who earn their
living repairing power) lines. As
expected, there are many battles

l et ween those doughty warriors.
Robinson and Raft, and in a high-
light scene they do each other dirt

on swaying telephone poles during
a driving rainstorm.

The acting and direction are only
fair with Robinson outmugging
Raft by a slight margin. The elder-

ly Miss Dietricli never looked more
artificial, and you will be pleased

to see her socked on her beautiful

chin by Mr. Raft, who follows up
by shoving her down a flight of

stairs.

The presence of Alan Hale and
Frank McHugh in the cast lifts this

picture above a C rating. Regard-
less of the obvious flaws in the pic-

lure, all knock-him-down-and-drag-

him-out fans should enjov it. B

—

—H.P.B.

T I V O L

Today and Saturday: Tim Holt

in HaudU Trail, and Doctors Don't

Tell, with John Beal and Florence

Rice. '

Monday: a double feature show-

ing, Framed, with Constance Moore,

and Strang* Cargo, starring Clark

Gable and Joan Crawford. Strange

Cargo is a story of prison camps

and thrilling adventure. Tearful,

but good,

Ball Tonight

(Continued from page I)

elty numbers. Featured will be n

demonst ration of the La Conga,

which will be followed by a Conga
chain. It's as easy as 1, 2, 3, and
lots of fun. There will also be a

Rye Waltz, and Cokey-okey. In

addition, as a special request, /here

will he a quiet intermission, featur-

ing Just you and la femme in a cosy

dark corner.

We'll be expecting you — so get

a dale now and get your tickets to-

day from the conveners — Hugh
A. Black or John Londerville. or

anv member of Arts '42.

Good Sign

Nurse—"I think he's regaining

ing consciousness, doctor ; he
tried to blow the foam off his

medicine." N

CAPITOL
A FAMOUS PLATERS THEATOE

CONTINUOUS
DAILY

1.00 TO 11.00

it

—LAST SHOWING TODAY-
ROBERT MONTGOMERY

HERE COMES MR. JORDAN"
SATURDAY MONDAY — TUESDAY

4 6

EDWARD G. ROBINSON
MARLENE DIETRICH

GEORGE RAFT

MANPOWER"
—WEDNESDAY — THURSDAY — FRIDAY—

50NJA HENIE
JOHN PAYNE

GLENN MILLAR AND HIS ORCHESTRA

"SUN VALLEY SERENADE"

A fAMOUS PLATERS THEATRE

CONTINUOUS
SHOW

DAILY FROM
1 P.M.

TODAY AND SATURDAY

"BELLE STARR"
(in Technicolor)

with
RANDOLPH SCOTT GENE TIERNEY
STARTING SUNDAY AFTER MIDNIGHT

CHILLS — THRILLS - - -

"THE SMILING GHOST"
with

WAYNE MORRIS BRENDA MARSHALL
—Also

—

'ELLERY QUEEN AND THE PERFECT CRIME'
RALPH BELLAMY MARGARET LINDSAY

Sciencemen Hear

(Continued from page 1)

this industry which now supplies

all the radium lised in the West-
ern Hemisphere.

Dr. Miller

The late Professor Miller of

Queen's first started prospectors

looking for radium, Mr. Labine
said. Newly-returned from Eur-
ope, where he had been studying

the radium deposits or Czecho-
slovakia, Professor Miller lectur-

ed to prospectors at Cobalt,

among whom was Mr. Labine,

and for the first time Canadian
prospectors became radium-con-

scious. No radium in quantities

worth processing was found at

Cobalt, the speaker said, but the

instruction of Professor Miller

was not forgotten, and the speak-

er was able to recognize radium
ore in the course of prospecting

for silver at' Great Bear Lake.

There the Eldorado Mine grew
up, only 26 miles from the Arctic

Circle, where the ground is

frozen the year round to a depth
of 250 feet, and which formerly

was populated only by caribou.

"The industry seemed to be fav-

ored by Mother Nature," Mr. La-

bine said. "Less than .300 miles

away were oil wells which pro-

vided fuel for the diesel engines

of the mine." The crude oil was
used in the engines, just as it

came fmm the ground, without

filtering and without centrifug-

ing," Mr. Labine remarked.

Recovery

At Port Hope, the speaker said,

the minute radium content is re-

covered from the uranium ore.

To make sure the one part of

radium in .1,000,000 parts of ur-

anium is not lost, barium is used

to separate it, such metal hgv
:

ing an affinity for radium. Then,

he said, the precious metal is fin-

ally separated by fractional cry-

stallization.

Mr. Labine mentioned the fol-

lowing members of the Queen's

staff and graduate body who have

played a vital part in the Eldor-

ado Mine development: Dr. Read,

and Messrs. E. J. Walli, E. J.

Bolgcr, D. Smith, D. Hutchin-

son, Al Ross and Fred Joliffe.

TAILORS FOR 94 YEARS

LIVINGSTON'S
AN UNUSUAL SALE EVENT!

TAILORED-TO-MEASURE

SUITS
$27.95

Choose your material from a complete selection of new English

Worsteds and Tweeds. Choose any style you want. Three-

piece suit tailored-to-measure $27.95. ISO lengths to select from.

I LIVINGSTON'S I
75 - 79 BROCK STREET

BILTMORE
(ERE THE CROWD GOES'

AFT'N 20c - EV'G 25c
PLUS TAX'

TODAY AND SATURDAY
IVI/- * M kl" GARY VICTOR DOUGLAS

' GUNGA DIN - GRANT - McLAQLEN - FAIRBANKS, Jr.

PLUS! Anne Shirley in "SORORITY HOUSE"

MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
h «lv,« mid

"T0° MANY
ARTHUR DOUGLAS MacMURRAY in HUSBANDS"

a joel mccrea "ESPIONAGE AGENT" brenda Marshall

STARTS eoB Hopr faulitti Sodoiib also

THURS. * in 'THE GHOST BREAKERS" • "BADLANDS"

Q.S.A. Discusses

(Continued from page 1)

operated al the beginning of this

term. Over $400 worth of books

was handled, indicating the large

number of students, chiefly of the

Arts faculty, to whom the ex-

change was of service The com-

mittee made several recommenda-

tions, among which were: that

all hooks should be systematic-

ally numbered and tabulated and

that the advertising expenses

should be reduced. Special thanks

were expressed to Margaret Cut-

ten and George Rapchan for their

services.

Barclay Craig presented the

Campus Club's Calendar for in-

spection." When the finishing

touches have been added it will

be hung in the library near the

bulletin board on the ground

floor. It is hoped that every

campus organization will take

full advantage of this, as a means

of preventing or lessening con-

flicts between club meetings.

Blood Bank Rally

Ruth Marcuse gave a report on

the Blood Bank Rally organized

by the Q.S.A. and carried out

on Wednesday, November 5. The
chairman, Alice Armstrong, ex-

pressed the appreciation of the

Assembly for the fine co-opera-

tion of the various organizations

and persons who contributed to

the success of the program.

With every breath of the breeze,

it is whispered that the she-demon

Sade is to descend once more upon

the land of Queenz, .and to tempt

forth from the caverns of Nic and

Flem with offers of wine and cooch,

the mighty warriors of Scienz. But

'tis well known that few of the

sons of Marion will be inveigled

from their sanctuaries by the wiles

of the demoniacal female anil Iter

satellites from the tribe of Lev.

Even now, 'tis said that all those

of the winged bee! who escape the

evil embrace of Sade, will fortify

themselves in the dens of Bacchus

under the sign of two nations, and

express gratitude to the gods hy

partaking of a brown fluid from

elongated green caniusters.

And 'tis rumored that a certain

rude cherub proficient in the art

of archery hath shot an arrow

bearing the potions of Diana into

the heart of the great magistrate

and warrigr who has always been

the victor in trials of strength. Yea,

and verily, did the romance blos-

som forth on high whilst the frosh

didst revel in their liberties below.

And meanwhile, it was whispered

by the cynics and weaklings that

the recipient of these wondrous af-

fections is a witch who doth cause

evil waitings and screeches to come

forth from a potato sack of many

colors.

Also it is noted among the men
of Elec that one of their number

aspires to become a general, or even

a corporal, and therefore dost wear

his regalia for all occasions even

unto the couch.

And 'tis said the Sade that drives

from the land of Kin in the chariot

of For For to the land of Roc seeks

to bestow her charms on the muse
of the clan of Soph.

And even now, immense is the

wrath of the men of Scienz, yea,

and even of the braggarts of Meds
and the night raiders of Ertz, when
during sessions of Taurus hunting

mention is made of the exorbitant

tribute exacted for the girding of

the warriors of Queenz. And 'tis

said that the nooks and crannies

of the castle of gym are crowded

with rectangles of green paper for

which no u<e can be found. And all

concerned do call upon the chosen

councillors of the land of Queenz
to prove their merit by valorous

deeds. 'Tis believed that the ire of

many would be pacified if the fol-

lowers of tlje sport of Hoc were
pennitted into his palace for a de-

creased number of shekels.

Labor Policy Is

1 opic For Meeting

BY LUNA TARLO

For the first time in its history,

the Kingston Labor Institute will

hold" an open forum to discuss Ca-

nada's Labor Policy and labor prob-

lems during war-time, on Sunday.

November 16. at die Kingston La-

bor Temple, 190 Wellington Street.

The most pertinent elements of the

labor policy to be discussed are

wage control, price control, and

limitation on die right to strike.

A number of qualified speakers

will present this information Sun-

day afternoon. The evening will be

devoted to discussion. Among the

speakers will be Professors F. A.

Knox, J. C. Cameron. Kenneth Tay-

lor, secretary of the Wartime Prices

and Trade Board, and a prominent

labor speaker. Following the after-

noon session, Professor Corry will

speak at a dinner to be held at

Morrison's Restaurant, King Street.

Sponsors

The Kingston Labor Institute is

sponsored by the Extension de-

partment of Queen's University and

the Workers' Educational Insti-

tute of Kingston.

Students are also invited to be

present. The forum promises lively

exchange of information and opin-

ions. As an example of contrasting

opinions concerning one of the Gov-

ernment's measures, P.C. 8253. it

is interesting to present two opin-

ions: (1) a Financial Post Editorial,

"With the price of all commodities

frozen, the introduction and exten-

sion of this cost-of-living-bonus

an is a dangerous and unneces-

sary feature of the new control

problem."; (2) Tom Moore, Presi-

dent of the Trades and Labor Con-

gress of Canada, "It is a long step

toward totalitarianism, taken just

on the eve of the opening of par-

liament."
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Think It Over

One of the speakers at the Arts Soph-Frosh Banquet on

Wednesday night was Mr. H. J. Hamilton. Permanent Secretary-

Treasurer of the Alma Mater Society. At that time Mr. Hamilton

gave voice to some rather pointed truths ahout our present system

of student administration. Perhaps the most pointed was con-

tained in the seven words "Student government at Queen's is not

dead."

That is an important statement. Especially since it ex-

presses opinions contrary to those held by many undergraduates,

we feel it merits some examination. And we also feel that the

facts bear out Mr. Hamilton's belief.

We have not supported all of the actions of the Alma Mater

Society Executive by any means, nor are we likely to do so in

the future. We feel that its members make mistakes in a great

many cases, and are often prone to take the easy way out, rather

than expose themselves to student criticism. We feel that they

waste time, and frequently quibble over unimportant matters.

But these are things that all of us do.

The A.M.S. Executive is made up of students like ourselves.

They have the same faults that we have. But, they are in the

main, conscientious hard-working persons who take iheir job

seriously and do the best they can. The average collegian, who
may never attend one of their meetings has no conception of the

volume of work that is accomplished.

Among the organizations under A.M.S. control are the Journal,

the Tricolor, the Directory (and the temporary service), the Hand-
book, the Q.W.A.C., the Open Houses, the Pipe Band, the Tri-

color Society, and the A.M.S. Color Night and Formal. In addi-

tion innumerable small items that might give the University

grave troqble, are handled without most of the student body even
realizing it.

This summer it was the writer's privilege to mingle with
students from colleges all over the United States. We discovered

that Queen's has a stronger student administration than any of

them. It seems regrettable 'that that should be so in spite of,

rather than because of, the rank and file of the student body.

Dig Down!
The first direct appeal of the year for the students of Queen's

to participate in the war effort, is now being made. During this

week and next, the Queen's War Aid Committee is staging a drive

for War Savings Stamps.

It is quite true that the Q.W.A.C. has not been at all inactive

up to now. Dance taxes, formal levies and other funds have been
put into their hands; and all have been invested in the cause

of the nation. Then, too, there was the Variety Night, well-

attended and successful, the product of hours of tireless and
praiseworthy effort on the part of all who contributed.

But not yet has the student body as a whole been asked to

give merely because it wants to give—or because it has to. And
indeed it does have to; for in these times there can be no half-

measures. Nobody is exempt from the duty that is plainly uni-
versal. No group, whether it is four thousand or forty thousand
miles from an actual battle front, can expect to sit back in its

shaded little nook and conduct "business as usual" while the rest

of the nation is engaged in a life-and-death struggle to preserve
the way of life which is the birthright of cz-ery citizen. If the tradi-

tions of freedom are worth anything at all, they are worth lighting
for.

In the light of these considerations it seems a rather pale
contribution to go to see a concert, or attend a dance, and go
away with the comfortable feeling that a part of one's admission
fee has gone to the war effort. Surely it is not too much to ask
of a student that he give a quarter and see his War Savings Stamp
pasted into place even as he hands over the money.

$200—vight hundred stamps—is the objective in the present
drive. If, during these two weeks, half the number of students
on the campus buy these stamps, thereby giving only a quarter
each, the campaign will have been a success. Hitler's portrait
will have been blacked out.

This ought to he little enough to expect

!

So. let us give this first campaign our utmost support. The
Fuehrer's leer must be obliterated. Dig down, students, dig down
for those eight hundred little coins!

Official Notices

Pipe Band Scholarship

The attention of first year stu

dents is called to the Pipe Band

Scholarship which will be awarded

lo the best piper among first year

men. Applications for admission to

the contest must be sent in to the

Registrar by November IStU. The

contest will he held as soon as pos

sible after applications have been

completed.

Midyear Examinations

The attention of students in the

Faculty of Arts is called to the first

draft of the time-table for mid-

vear examinations. Errors or omis

sions shnuld be reported to the Re

"istrar at once.

Scholarships of the Canadian Fede-

raiion of University Women

Travelling Scholarship of the

value of $1250, open to any woman

holding a degree from a Canadian

University. The award is based on

evidence of character, intellectual

achievement and promise. Prefer-

ence will be given to candidates who

have completed one or more years

of graduate study and have a defin-

ite course of study or research in

view.

The Junior Scholarship of the

alue of $700 is open to any wo-

man holding a degree from a Cana-

dian University who is not more

than twenty-five years of age at the

time of award. The award will be

hased on evidence of character, in-

tellectual achievement and promise.

Preference will be given to students

who have studied in only one uni-

ersity and who desire to continue

their studies in another.

Applications for the Scholarships

must be sent in not later than Feb-

ruary 1st to Miss Jean E. Murray,

University of Saskatchewan, Sas-

katoon, Saskatchewan.

Letters to The Editor

Dear Editor;

I read a magazine yesterday. The

magazine had pictures in it and un-

derneath the pictures there were

captions. The pictures were very

startling and they made me think

of Queen's. They were about the

students hi Europe.—in Yugoslavia

and Czechoslovakia. The students

were very different from those at

Queen's. They looked differently,

they dressed differently, and besides

that, they were dead.

The students at Queen's, of

course, are not dead. At least, they

walk around and talk and laugh.

But it is not the students here I

would like to talk ahout. Being in

rny first year, I don't know enough

about them. Nor is it those in-

domitable Central European stu-

dents, dangling from trees, I want

to talk about. I know even less

bout them. Somehow the pictures

made me think of both, and yet of

neither. Rather it made me think

of the role of students now, of

their position and function in

changing world, of their awareness

to these factors. And it made me
think of how students here react

to the dangers around them. And
of how the students there reacted

to the dangers around them.

We're rather complacent over

here, it seems to me, what with our

removal from the scene of actual

combat, what with the lack of news
about the new pagans closing the

universities throughout the shadow-
ed European lands, what with our
unt yet disrupted lives. We're so

complacent that we can't, or won't,

envisage the same things happening

here. And it can happen here. Not
by a lot of goose-stepping foreign

troopers marching through the

streets ; but by a lot of people we

once knew and always laughed at

or disregarded until it was too late,

But why worry about it, you ask,

what can we do about it? Perhaps

not a great deal. But we can pre-

pare ourselves as perhaps those un-

fortunate students in Europe were

preparing themselves before they

died fighting for something they

believed in.

Wc «an prepare ourselves by re-

alizing that our little world is not

an island, and the sooner we realize

it the better. We can prepare our-

selves by recognizing that there are

certain fundamentals in which we

believe and which we have to learn

about and whose principles we may

have to defend. We can't prepare

ourselves by wondering about the

picayune affairs of our daily lives,

of the weekly dances, and of how

much the B.A. means to our future

weekly incomes.

Whether we like it or not, there

are a lot of things we have to

think about right now. It isn't

necessarily that we want to think

about them. At the moment, we are

forced to do so. But I haven't .yet

seen much evidence that they are

being Ihought .about. We have to

rhink aiout how we arc going to

survive and preserve with us the

things we think important and vital

to men and to nations. We Univer-

sity students, at the risk of sound-

ing somewhat fatuous, have some

sort of a trust at the moment to

keep. It doesn't seem to me that

it's being kept. And somehow I

don't think we're being fair to our-

selves, to those unproved but de-

sirable abstractions like "democra-

cy," and most of all, to those stu-

dents so different from ourselves

dangling front" trees somewhere in

Europe.

—L.J.H.

The Editor,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

I was a little disappointed

—

peeved upon reading yournd

War Comment column in the

Tuesday. November II edition of

the Journal. Upon completing

the article I had a fear that I had

read it all before some where,

and to be sure, there it was al-

most word for word in the No-
vember 10 issue of "Time" Mag-
azine (page 29, col. i and page

31. col. 1). which was on the

newsstands last Thursday.

What ruffled me was the fact

that the stuff in that column was
old. Secondly, the blase, off-

hand manner with which the

editors quote the London "Econ-

omist" would lead one to believe

they were incurable addicts of

that paper. I took the whole
article as a mild insult to the in-

telligence of Queen's students.

I might say I have for some
time back been suspicious of the

source of material for this

column but never before have
there been such flagrant ethics

used as these.

This War Comment column, J

believe, is a good thing. I sup
pose a majority of the people like

myself read it in the hope of

getting some new comments on
the war. For this reason, do not

let it become a rehash column
of items from "Time" and, for

all I know, other news magazines.

Let it have just a little original;

ity, please.

ARTS "43.

Teacher—"If you have $10 in

one> pocket and $15 in the other,

what have you?"

Steve—"I have on the wrong

pants."

"I love you terribly.

"You certainly do."

Thanksgiving Banquet

Wiil any Americans at Queen's

to whom I haven't already spoken

about the thanksgiving banquet

please get in touch with me at

once. Sis Sabey, phone 4360.

Our advertisers want YOUR Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them. business—patronize them.

"Gosh! that sounds like a giyi,

and I've been afraid of firearms

since birth."

"Was your mother scared by a

gun ?"

"No, but I think my father

was."

ygmalion's Picobac spread such a charm above him,

That even stone must come alive to ?ove him.

• She is wise who plays her "Galatea" to a man
who smokes Picobac. He is sure to be contented.

For the pick of Canada's Burley crop is always

a mild, cool, sweet smoke. And economical I

Io fact, to amend R. L. Stevenson, "No womao
should marry a man who docs not smoke
Picobac,"

j*. H AtvOV SEAL-UCHT POUCH - 15c

%-LB. "LOK-TOP" TIN - 65c

also pocked in Pocket Tim

Kicobac
"It DOES taste good in a pipe I'

lr^f^r^f^r^r=di==lr==Jr==lr==Jr=ln=Jr=Jr==Ji==lr=

Everything that's New
and Smart—

—

At LAIDLAW'S!

Dresses — Coats — Sports Clothes —
New Accessories — Smart Fabrics.

Men's Furnishings

—

House Furnishings

—

When You Ruy at Laidlaw's — You're Sure of the Quality,

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS
Hrlene iftfartin's SUeautg &alau

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstair*) over A & P Store

Formerly of Dpn and Ivy Kingsbury'4

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 2110

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE
RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MADRISOS STUDIO
Special Offer to Queen's Graduates

Sittings $1.00, including Tricolor print. Pictures $1.00 each-

8x10 print free with $5.00 order.

92 Princess St. Evening by Appointment Phones 676—620
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SPORTS

CNCE CVEC LIGHTLY
WITH BILL LEMMOr

„J " " famoiu Junior football case was again aired on Wednesdayafternoon in a full dress debate by the Athletic Board of Control and

fiofT the ST" ? ^" P0
,

Sition as the team's partida

«rim£ hv »K " P V°t place
"

Due to ,he ""favorable re-act ons by the other members of the intercollegiate union especially Mc
Gill and Varsity, it was decided to withdraw any pla£T coST m the
Pl?

,l
d0

td n
Ut t0

Fli* P -°Ut9ide team to P& a" exhibition gamewith the expciMw o! the viaitmg team to be aided by the Athletic Board!
It was a rather about-face attitude that the board took from their

Utt "no-guarantee" dec.sion but they laid the basis for a series o? gam«
to be played next year as a suitable substitute for intercoUegia'e spcrt
and st.ll n»mtain a nucleus of a senior team in case -the ban be lifted or
Hitler be defeated once and for all. It also will give the other colleges
no opportunity to point the fmger of scorn at Queen's as having used anyunderhand method of violating the CJ.A.U. agreement.

Good news is forceoming to the Engineers and hockey players at the
local Palace de Glace as the University opened the purse strings and
authorized an expenditure of approximately $5400 for the purchase of one
new cooling system and repairing of a compressor. The same is to take
place as soon as cold weather permits the installation of said cooler and
once put into operation ice cubes in July will be no novelty.

The Kingston Combines shot into second position in the Senior "A"
standing by their hard-won victory on Tuesday night in Hamilton. Th;
firm of Williamson-Neilson-Williamson once more adorned the scoring
column reminding the veteran railboards of the good old days when the
same trio first jumped the Tricolor into prominence.

All the signs of a fair-sized feud have reared their ugly heads in
Hamilton's first appearance at the Arena as the opposing players were loud
in their disapproval of the ice conditions while the local stars returned
from the Mountain City with equally unfavorable comments about the
Hamilton ice-makers. After the new cooling system is installed the com-
plaints should come to a sudden and definite halt.

Hats Off Dept. This week we take off the silk topper to Fred Miller
who walked off with the college championship for the second consecutive
year by eliminating Don Webb in straight sets.

Sports Shorts—The Van Home Series will clutter the boards of the
Arena for the next month and a half as the first game is slated for
next week . . . Joey Catlin, the ex-Queen's star of several year's back has
turned pro for New Haven of the American League . . . George Hood
was clipped in the eye by a high stick in the Hamilton game but will

return to action in a short time . . , Queen's were given permission to enter
the Van Home Series and the local basketball leagues . . . Queen's
Juvenile, Juniors and Intermediates won their groups last year but were
unable to participate in the playdowns.
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Army Moves Up
As Gael Gridders

See First Defeat

5-3 Is Count In Last Game;
Juniors Bow Out
Of Local Loop

RINGSIDE
REFEREE

BY ROLY BARN SLEY

Attention "R.CA.F.'ers" ! Word i

comes via the underground that

you have some boys among you

that know their way around in

the ring. It is even rumored that

a Quebec boxing champion is

listed amongst the radio tech-

nicians. If so, the B. & W. would

be pleased to hear from you.

Champion or not, any member of

the R.C.A.F. on the Queen's cam-

pus who is interested in boxing,

wrestling or fencing is invited

v> turn out with the Queen's B. &
W.

ll is good to see that the box-

ing instructions are well under

way, receiving tuition from such

stalwarts of the ring as Fete

Cain, Ron Haflidson and Leo

McDonald.

A few grapplers are to be seen

lining their mighty muscles

nightly in the balcony. It is en-

couraging to hear that the Blond

Adonis, Ernie Miron and that

intercollegiate champion of cham-

pions. Ira Brown, will be soon

available for coaching duties.

If you pachyderms in the 145

pound division want to learn a

thing or two get in touch with

lioly Baizana. He promises not

to hurt either! Honestly!

But the first of next week a

wrestling instructor's timetable

will he posted beside that of the

Kingston Combines

Overcome Tigers

In Close Contest

Queen's Line Outstanding;

Hamilton Drops
7-6 Game

Alumnus Passes

H was with regret the news

of the death of Norman New-
man, Arts '39, was learned here

tl'c other day. Although Norm
Was not known to many of the

present student body, he will be

'' 'in'mhered as an athlete and a

indent. He played on the Senior

basketball team in 1937-38 and

Managed it in his final year. His

death came after a lengthy ill-

""-•ss. He was a brother of Ben

Newman, an undergraduate from
Sl L atharines, Ontario.

Sparked by the return of Norv

Williamson, Kingston's p luck y

Combines overcame a two goal de-

ficit to eke out a 7 to 6 victory

in Hamilton on Tuesday night.

The old Queen's line of Mel Wil-

liamson flanked by Norv William-

son and Bob Neilson was the Com-

by Mon POLOWIN

A determined Army team staged

a major upset on Wednesday after-

noon, defeating the highly rated

Oueen's Juniors by a 5 lo 3 score.

This victory, coming as it did in

the last game of the local schedule.

';eep^ the Soldiers' hope for the

championship alive. In forcing a

I'ayoflf with the collegians, Player-

coach Manson ran his well drilled

Army squad faultlessly.

Fumbles

The Gaels' highly touted hack-

field seemed to fall apart and was

never able to get organized. The

l-nemen turned in a strong defen-

sive game, and the defeat was no

Vilt of theirs. Old demon "fum-

bilitis" caught up with the usually

sure-handed halves, and the Sol-

diers contented themselves with re-

covering all the. Tricolor mtscues.

Queen's quarter, "Pepper" Martin,

was the goat of the ga'ne, dropping

a kick behind his own goal line

which the Army promptly dropped

on for their only touch.

The Tricolor line fought back,

and Milliken kicked a placement,

for Queen's only score. Twice more

the Gaels fought their way down

the field deep into Army territory,

hut failed to score, the Soldiers

' locking a kick the first time and

recovering a fumble the next.

Sharpe and Pardy were outstand-

ing in their plunging and running,

but couldn't turn the tide. Martin's

pitching arm was in poor shape and

many of his passes were intercepted.

The Army played air-tight foot

ball, being content to let Queen':

defeat themselves. Most of the Tri

color's substitute backfielders were

not present, for some reason or

other, and the regulars had to car

ry the burden the full time. The

Soldier boys showed themselves to

he real ball-hawks, and deserved

their win with their inspired pla\.

Oueen's—Flying wing. Randiera ;

halves, Kinnear, Paroy and Shar]>e:

quarter, Martin; snap, DaUiel; in-

sides, Roe and Patterson : middles,

Young and Barron ;
ends, Crothers

and Finlay ; suhs. Shine. Milliken.

McVean, Mclutyre. Aubrey, Loy-

nes, Paterson, Halliwell, Keenau

and Irwin.

Army — Flying wing, Jackson;

halves, Jesse, T. Watts and Dunne;

quarter, Manson; insides, Hall and

Tames; middles. Whitlock and

Paul; ends, O'Kecfe and Williams;

subs, Provost. Robert, Castleman.

K 1 i n e c, McCoskey, Gushowaty,

Reading, Berthoul, Vince, Garry,

Rverson, Hujjgard and Green.

ARTS SQUAD YIELDS
CLOSE WIN TO MEDS

the 154-lb. back was the one bright
light in the Tricolor loss with his

brilliant tackling.

ARTS SOPHS TROUNCE
FROSH BY 10-1 COUNT

BOBBY NEILSON

ihe half-pint centre who will lead his

tine into action on Saturday night

against Port Colborne with brother

"Pork"' in the backficld.

bines' main threat, accounting for

for six of the seven goals (Len

Lane's checking was also a fea-

ture.) Pug Young, hard hitting

defence man garnered the other

Kingston score.

Kingston's defensive play was

much improved over the last game,

with the forwards and defence both

overing up well, while McQueston

u.i- brilliant in the nets.

Big Johnny Hamilton, ex-Belle-

ville star, was the lone casualty,

suffering a gashed ankle which re-

quired six stitches to close.

The win enabled the Combines

to hold second place in the stand-

ing with Niagara Falls, a single

point behind the St. Catherines'

Saints.

Hamilton: Goal, Eley; defence,

Laurent and Dinning; centre. Gas-

parino; wings, Brady and Shilling-

ton; subs, Seaforth. Allan, Conick,

Barlow, Robertson, Ruinous.

Kingston: Goal, McQueston; de-

fence. Young and Hamilton; mi-

tre, M. Williamson; wings, Neilson

and Partis; subs, Gow. White, Rad-

io), Murphy, Lane. N. Williamson.

Referees: J. Jones, Guelph. and

Hugh McLean, Hamilton.

BY JOHN MAKER

Once again there was victory

for the Soph 1
, in the traditional

Arts Sopb-Frosh rugby game
last Wednesday afternoon. Cap-

tain Garih Webb led his spirited

team of sophomores to a 10-1

triumph over the flustered frosh,

led by Al Percival.

The game commenced with the

usual kick-off but from then on

any resemblance to Canadian

rugby was purely co-incidental.

Shortly afterward the Irosh were

allowed a point when Toole scor-

ed a rouge. From then on it was

the sophs' game. In an irresis-

tible marcli down the field they

made a touch on a run by Elliot,

assisted by Halliwell. Refresh-

ments were served by the Hume
brothers at the half and thus

stimulated, the sophs put in prac

tice their newly-originated play-

one man in the line and fifteen

in the backfield. At this point

referee Halliwell ordered four

spectators, who were found to

have been playing since naif-time

off the field.

Another Touch

The highlight of the encounter

came when the sophs reached the

Frosh's 23-yard line. It was first

down and five for the soph.- (i(

you don't believe me, ask the

linesmen) and -McCallum scored

another touch for the sophs on a

forward from Alexander. The

game finally ended on an end

run to the dressing room by

"where's my bottle" Slivmart

leaving the score at 10-1 for the

sophs.

The irosh backfield was strong

at the beginning of the game but

weakened by the continuous

onslaught of the sophs. A' Perci

val did some fancy running for

the trosh and on the side of the

sophs the playing of Webb. Alex

ander anil MeCalluni in the back

field and Lemmon and Baker on

the yard-sticks is to be com-

mended.

Arts '45: Backs. Toole. Trmms;

quarter. Percival; snap, Warner;

insides, McKeiuie, Amsell ; mid-

dles, Waterbury. Wilson; ends,

Lines, Latdlaw ; subs, Rutherford,

Hoare.

Arts '44: Backs, McCnllutn,

Alexander. Halliwell ;
quarter.

Webb. Halliwell; snap. Buckley,

Halliwell insides, Miller, Cook.

Halliwell; middles, Hume, Barns-

ley, Halliwell: ends. Percival.

Elliot, Halliwell; subs. Martin.

Halliwell.

Referee : Halliwell ; Umpires,

Lemmon, Baker, Hume.

A fighting Arts squad just

aboul burst tin- Mel- undefeated

record into smithereens on Tues-
day before going down to a 14-

10 defeat in the interfaculty foot-

ball league.

It meant curtains for the Arts-

men's hopes of staying in the

playoff picture but they fought

hard all the way and with a little

more help on the line might have
overcome the heavier Meds front

wall.

Dick Stewart again bore the

brunt of the men of culture's at-

tack as he plunged over for an
early touch after a Doc fumbled.

The Surgeons came back in the

second quarter as "Louie* Mul-
vihill lugged the leather for a

converted touch.

90-Yard Run
Stewart came to the fore again

as he made the nicest play of the

game in running the kick-off

90 yards through the whole Meds
twelve just before the halt" end-

ed. Melvin hoisted two singles

n the third fifteen minutes and
added a converted touch as the

Arts line faded in the dying min-

utes of the struggle.

SCIENCE DOWNS MEDS
TO TUNE OF 6 TO 1

Prof.—Do you know where the

'Scat of Emotion" is?

Stude—On the davenport.

The mighty boot of Ivan Mc-
Donough toppled the Men of

Medicine from their lofty perch

yesterday afternoon when the

Science star hoofed six singles

to only one reply to force a play-

off in the interfaculty football

series.

The highly-touted Meds front

line was held in check all after-

noon and except in the first half,

the Meds plungers were stopped

cold. McDouough kept the Doc-
tors with their backs to the wall,

and they were able to score only

a single point in the torrid

struggle.

Mistress—Now, for goodness

sake, don't spill anything during

the meal tonight!

Maid—O.K. ma'am. I'll keep

quiet.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

"Medico" Melvin and Mulvi-

hill were the big guns for Meds
and Stewart was the whole show
for Arts, though Barnsley and
Debrule also played well.

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige of years stand behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Bkuero
WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS
SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound SH.S0 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Ca6es—stock pattern S3.9S

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops 35.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street < ro*««,^ &waffield i Phone 1941

present

Van Kirk Hats

103 Princess Street Phone 3542

Agents for DACK'S SHOES

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

McGALL'S CESTALCANT
•THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS .-OSMETICS

CAMERA SUPPLIES LUNCHES

Cor. Johnson & Division Sts. Telephone 188

Hanson & Edgar
Dance
Programmes

Cor^'itutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description
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Sadie Hawkins

(Continued from page 1)

Athletic Emporium will do a

roaring business.

Friday night will be the occas-

sion of the notorious D.P.D.

( l> ;; Patch Drag:) at which it

is hoped that not more than 16

people will be trampled to death.

Saturday night there will be a

Sadie Hawkins dance in Ban

Righ Hall

Rules for dating will be rigid-

ly observed. They are as follows :

1. Dating is not to begin be-

fore Monday morning.

2. No girl is required to escort

her date to his residence,

i. Girls pay the expenses—in

toto.

4. Girls do all the cutting-in,

exchanges, arranging, etc., at the

dances.

5. I~n making a date with a

boy, it has been decided by Le-

van;i that the girl must give her

name after the man has accepted

the date—if no date, no name.

6. Girls should call for their

dates promptly at their resi-

dences.

7. Girls are expected to pay

their date all (he little courtesies

such as walking on the outside,

helping them off with their coats,

etc.

8. Most important of all—girls

who make dates and fail to keep

them are dirty rats and are break-

ing all rules of fair play.

9. (Unofficial) the telephone

number of the Journal Office is

3769.

TUESDAYS

Buckingham
CIGARETTE PROGRAM

^0 )

REV. GERALD CRAGG
WILL ADDRESS S.C.M.

Rev. Gerald Cragg. who is to

peak at the University Service

on Sunday, will speak at a meet-

of the Student Christian

Movement on Sunday afternoon

at .1.00 .p.m. in Ban Righ Com-

mon Room. He will talk about

what it means to take the de-

mands of the CV.ric'n- religion

seriously in these times. Those

indents who were at Couch-

chirig in September will vouch

most enthusiastically for the in-

terest and relevance of Professor

Cragg's talks. All interested stu-

dents are cordially invited to

ttend.

Here we go again I

r
JOHN STflAnor.

Dr. Wallace

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Meters, Tanks, Filters,

Tripods, Etc.

Your old camera taken in

on new equipment

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Lockett

AT LOCKETT'S LTD.

178 Wellington St

Phone 24

(Continued from page 1)

lace pointed out that science lias

made its greatest advances in the

laM two centuries, and has, to a

great extent, given us coiUrol of

nature. It has been responsible,

through experiments, largely in

physics and chemistry, for the

marvels of the modern world,

radio, electricity and many of the

mechanisms of war and of peace.

By a study of energy and matter,

physics and chemistry have built

up general basic laws which have

advanced science and influenced

our civilization.

In discussing biology, Dr. Wal-

lace spoke of the great abundance

tit-animal and plant life, of how
life feels the need to maintain

life, and to ensure life in the

future. It adapts itself to new
surroundings in order to survive.

The Principal showed that man
has developed the life around

him to build his own needs and

!ake a ?tudy of life which will

help his civilization.

Geology

In geology Dr. Wallace de-

scribed some of the different

theories on the growth of the

I'hysical world, He showed that

ibis study teaches us that nature

works very slowly but very sure-

ly. Geolngy has given men a

>tory of life through the ages.

Dr. Wallace emphasized the fact

that nature's processes are also

man's processes and therefore

the world can advance success-

fully only at a slow pace.

The study of anthropology fol-

lows the history of man's physical

development. The three main
groups are the Caucasian, the

Mongolian and the Negroid. Dr.

Wallace, poin'.ed out that in this

branch of science, men are try-

ing to understand and account

for the development through the

ages and to examine the possi-

bilities for the future.

"Darling, 1 am detained at the

office and shan't be home until

ery late."

Can I depend on that?"

Prof. Corry To Speak

Professor Corry will speak to

the International Relations Club

on Tuesday, November 18, con-

cerning possible political develop-

ments after the war. Thjs will

be of vital interest to all students

of history or politics. A full

attendance is hoped for at this

meeting.

AJVI.S. Meeting

REGRETS

DRIVE IN AN IN8u77tD
TAXI

A MEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

Drama Guild

(Continued from page 1)

members of the production staff

and cast have been too busy
to think about this meeting. How-
ever, a special evening has been
arranged and it is hoped that all

interested will attend.

Those who have not yet bought

j
their membership cards are

quested to bring fifty cents if it

is convenient.

(Continued from page 1)

report on the A.M.S. financial

statement. He suggested that

the accountant be requested to

make his work clearer. He add-

ed that more dates and more de-

tails would help. He also sug-

gested that the honorarium of

the journal Sports Editor should

be cut from $50 to $35 until the

re-establishment of intercollegiate

sports. Bob Motherwell suggest-

ed that this policy might be fol-

lowed another year. It was also

decided to cut out the grant of

$100 to the band.

Herb Hamilton read a letter

ironi Dr. MacNeill concerning

election damages of $86.04. Norm
Grandfield moved that the three

faculties come to an agreement
as to how the damages should be
divided. Mr. Hamilton reported

a profit of $1.45 from the Theatre
Party, after all expenses were
paid. No provision has been made
for damages which include the

cost of three baby carriages and
a large plate-glass window. Chet
MacLean moved that five cents

a head be raised by the Pacultie

to pay for the 1940 Handbook.
Sundries

Milton Little moved that the

A.M.S. promise moral support
for the International Studi

Service's Canadian objective of

$4000. A treatise on a new theory
of Basic Economic Law by
Charles E. Morton was turned
over to the Economics Depart
ment for consideration. The
ports of the Tricolor Committee
and the Temporary Directory
Slaff were adopted as read. Jim
Richardson insisted that in future

the Directory should come ou
more quickly. Mr. Richardson
therefore moved that next year
editor be instructed to submi
the Directory to the printer wh
can get it out first. Herb Ham
ikon read a number of bills wh
were approved.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

If a canary fell into a meat
jrinder what would you have?
A shredded tweet.

I'd like some tomato juice for

pick-up.

And what would you like for

ourself ?

Osgoode Debate

of these gentlemen have had much

debating experience, and are well

equipped to represent the Untver-

iity.'-w." ->.-' :-

The participants have put much

effort in preparation. A good turn-

out will not only encourage them

but will also greatly enhance the

prestige of this university as a ccn-

tre of intelligent and invigorating

thought.

Freshmen

Up tn the present the freshmen

representation at the debates has

been disappointing. This is surpris-

ing in view of the valuable cash

prizes awarded in the Freshman

Public Speaking Contest ami the

five hundred dollars of prize mone*

presented in the McCulloch scholar-

ship. The first year, when time is

not too precious, is the ideal time

to enter into worthwhile eMra-cur-

ricular activities. If you join the

Debating ln::r. vm will be well

entertained and will receive much

experience in public speaking.

Soph-Freshette

This Saturday the fresh-

ettes will be the guests of

the sophomores at the an-

nual Sopb-Freshette Tea,

which will he held in the

Ban Righ Common Room,

from 4.30 to 5.45. at the cost

of ten cents a person. As

in the ease of dinner before

the Frosb Reception, each

freshette is taken by her

senior. This event provides

an excellent opportunity for

the girls of both years to

get to know each other, a

thing ivhichJs often difficult

in view of the fact that many
girls live ou:, and others

have their lumies in Kings-

ton.'

"Porter, get me another glass

of ice water."

"Sorrv, sub, but if I takes any

mo' ice dat co'pse in de baggage

car ain't goin' to keep.

MILK For BRITAIN
Sponsored by the Association of Kinsmen Clubs of Canada

A Carload of Milk a Month for the Duration!

1,500,000 Quarts by August 1, 1942

Support The TAf, DAY
MILK FOR BRITAIN * J-"r *

ON SATURDAY,
November 15th

This Tag Day is the first in a series of efforts in a campaign by the Kinsmen Club of Kingston

to raise funds to be pooled with funds raised by Kinsmen Clubs Across Canada for the pur-

chase of sufficient powdered milk for the Children of Britain.

"MILK FOR BRITAIN BROADCAST"
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14th, CFRC, 7.30 P.M.

Made possible through the courtesy of The British-American Oil Co. Limited and B.A. Dealers

Each time you taste fee-cold "Coca-Cola," you are reminded

that here Is the quality of genuine goodness. Experience . .

.

many a refreshing experience . . . has taught people every-

where to trust the quality of "Coca-Cola."

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED

KINGSTON, ONTARIO

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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LOST

Pair of glasses, red case, on
Union Street or the campus.)

Dorothy Boucher, 1569W.

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE
? OPERATORS

3-6 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

Free Speech
CONDUCTED Bl

QUEEN'S TAXI

2002
TAILS =;

FOR RENT
AND

TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 Princess St.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in
the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St, phone I772-W

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

FOR A COMPLETE
LINE OF

Colors,

Qualities,

Patterns,

Etc.
in

Furnishings—
SOCKS,

GLOVES,

SHIRTS,

SCARVES,

SWEATERS,
ETC.

See the Largest Selection

First at

BIBBY'S
78-84 Princess St,

PLAYMATES

•

A tall, frosty soda, or fresh

fruit drink at our fountains

is the perfect after that

basketball game or work-

out. You'll find satisfying

refreshment and thirst

Quenching pleasure in its

bubbling depths.

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

Topic — Should Co-operative
Housing be started at Queen's to

help solve the student housing prob-
lem?

Reporters— Marge Jones, Anne
Shaw, Bill Macdonald and Gordon
Wright.

Ruth Mareuse:

Co-operative houses, composed of
members from each faculty, would
help to do away with inter-faculty

-ntagonism. Also members would
Ijain a broader interest through dis-

cussions with fellow members on
their respective subjects. Co-op
houses for girls are a good experi-

ence, and teach girls to be self-

reliant as well as .more agreeable

and co-operative.

Claude I'ipond (Meds '44):

Co-op houses operating under the

Rochdale System should be estab-

lished. A serious study group to

this end is advisable. The Univer-

sity should purchase suitable houses.

Each year would pay off a fixed

amount of the mortgage. Each fac-

ulty should have its own co-op

house.

Dorothy Tuppcr;

In Queen's where the student

body is comparatively small co-

operative houses would tend to de-

trov the united University spjrit.

Cliques would arise, and possibly

fraternities, which Queen's has

iscly avoided as yet. We should

not let the growth of co-ops inter-

fere with the construction of a

Men's Residence at Queen's and

the extension of Ban Righ Hall.

Professor Jackson:

Co-op houses would be a definite

step forward. A group under an

experienced leader would arouse

terest and could tackle the problem

of the houses. There should be no
faculty distinction between houses

Firm executives would guarantee

the scholastic status of members.

foe Student:

Co-op houses involve much hard

work and any student living in one

mu ; t be prepared to do his share.

They are excellent in that by re

(facing the rates they give the up

portunity of Colleg' education to

students otherwise not able to af-

ford it. The co-op started this ycai

has proved fairly expensive due to

the laru'e initial outlay. They should

he University subsidized to help

Tet them over the first hump. If

this were done I think that thev

would offer a feasible solution to

the housing problem.

Bud Morden (Arts '45) :

The idea of the co-op movement

is a good one. However, the initial

cost prohibitive, and, unless more

sponsors in the gujse of philanthro-

pists can be found, it looks as if

the co-op movement will not re

exploited to the full at Queen's.

Hice Armstrong (Secretary, Theo-

logical Society) :

Co-op houses are a social con-

cern and they teach each member

to treat other's property with the

same concern as his own. To live

economically, and to share responsi-

bility the main ideas behind a co-op

house, help in educating a demo-

cratic citizenry.

Grant Carscallen (Arts '44)

:

I am definitely in favor of the

movement, and I think that credit

U due to, those who, through labor

add perseverence. first made it a

reality on our campus. It is not

only a money saver but it is an

CKcellent way for the students to

know each other more quickly and

thoroughly. In my opinion the co-

operative movement certainly should

he extended and made available to

all male students of Queen's

Prof. Knox Addresses Arts '44-'45;

Herb. Hamilton Praises A.M.S.

BY JERRY COOK AND JOHN BAKKR
F'<>,t-\Var Reconstruction wa

the subject of the address given
by Professor F. A. Knox, guest

speaker at the annual Arts Soph-
Frosh banquet in Grant Hall last

Wednesday evening.

Student Government

After the Toast to the King by-

Frank Nash, president of the

Sophomore Year, diet McLean
as representative of the A.M.S.
proposed a ;oast to Queen's. Herb
Hamilton, permanent secretary-

treasurer of the A.M.S., briefly

outlined the functions of the A.
M.S. Mr. Hamilton -reminded

ihe gathering that Queen's was
the first university to grant self-

government to the student body,

ind that we should look on it as

a privilege to be respected. In

conclusion he pointed out that

s.udent government was defin-

itely not dead at Queen's. Toasts
to the Arts Society, Arts '44 and
Arts '45 preceded the main ad-

dress of the evening.

Professor Knox discussed the

various programs for the econ-

omic reformation of the world.

He said that there were two
radically opposed points of view
for attainment of this end. The
first is that of returning to- the

free-enterprise era of the nine-

teenth century. At this point he

raised a question—was the raised

s;andard of living during this

period entirely due to the free-

enterprise policy? He said that

certain other factors were im-

portant in stimulating this rise.

The free enterprise system was
not so successful in the twentieth

century because of increased ef-

forts or the state to control the

economic affairs of individuals.

Roosevelt's New Deal and the

Ottawa conference in 1932 were
both -examples of these attempts.

On the other hand there is the

other extreme: the resort to a

totalitarian type of government
to obtain economic security and
freedom from unemployment at

any cost. However, this is in-

compa.iUe with the minimum of

freedom which the Anglo-Saxon
demands,

Two Aims
Professor Knox suggested two

aim; that should be followed to

reach the best solution to this

ereat problem. The first was the

provision of a basic minimum 0.*

necessities for a satisfactory life

for each individual. These would
include food, shelter, clothing and
education. In the second place

he advocated that the state should

assume upon itself the control

of the bases of comple.e indus-

trial life.

In conclusion Professor Knox
said that if the state carries out

these two policies it will have

thereby limited the sphere with

in" which s;ate control need g<

Outside this sphere we may per-j

mit private enterprise to go free.

This means that certain present

limitations must be lifted. We
must accept the fact that this

improvement in the capitalistic

system will cost us money and

we must be ready to pay high

taxes. This war has brought

home to us that prosperity can

be artificially created by the gov-

ernment. Why, therefore, could

it not be created similarily in

time of peace?

Page 7

C.O.7.C.

Dance Tax

(Continued from page 1)

some years would go in the hole

since the prices of orchestras is

up.

Norm Grandfield asked if the

tax would be taken from compli-

mentary tickets. Chet MacLean
replied that this would automatic-

ally limit the number of compli-

mentary ;ickets issued. Jim Rich-

ardson suggested that the Q-W.
A.C. lax on complimentary tickets

should be deducted from year

dance profits.

The members of the executive

all agreed that this method of

taxation would eliminate evasions

of the tax and ensure a large do-

nation for the Q.W.A.C.

C.A.M.S.I. CONVENES
AT LAVAL UNIVERSITY

Officer (to couple in parked

ar)—Don't you see that sign.

Fine for parking?"

Driver—Yes, officer, I see it

and heartily agree with it.

PAPPY YOKUM

whose son L'il Abner is going to have
to run for his life ne*t week.

Note—The main portion of

this report was sent in by

Benoit Sylvian, Exchange

Editor of Laval University.

It has been slightly altered to

suit the Journal's style.

The official opening of the

fifth National Convention of the

Canadian Association of Medical

Students and Internes took place

on Friday, November 7. under

the auspices of Laval University,

where the National Executive

sits. A country-wide delegation

representing all medical schools

of Canada, save Dalhousie. con-

gregated at the sessions.

Dr. Charles Yezina. Dean of

Laval Medical Faculty and Hon-

orary President of CAMSI; open-

ed the conven.ion, and the ses-

sions were soon in full swing, dis-

cussing and studying from all

angles the various problems that

confront the medical students and

internes of the Dominion.

Discussion

Amongst the subjects discus-

sed, many, such as Studen's'

Health, Military Training, Na-

tional Committee of Educational

Films, Scholarships, etc took

the delegates' undivided atten-

tion. It is expected that as a re-

sult of this Ci'iiierence, many
betterments will be brought

about in the acuial conditions of

'.he medical students of Canada.

"Are you the girl who took my
irder " asked the impatient

gentleman in the cafe.

"Yes. sir." replied the waitress,

lAlittly,

"Well. I declare," re remarked,

"von don't look a dav older."

Queen's University Contingent,

CO.T.C.

OFFICERS' PARADE

—

All subalterns will parade as

follows: Friday, 14 Nov.—Gym-
nasium—1700 hrs.

W. H. AGNEW,
Lt. & Adjt.

Doctor — You should take a

bath before you retire.

Patient—But doctor, I don't

expect to retire for anothe;

twenty years.

Levana Court

(Continued from page 1)

Especially enjoyed was the

good-humored rendition by the

freshettes of a traditional if some-

what uncomplimentary ballad re-

lating the characteristics of the

sophomores. The evening ended,

as usual, with the freshettes ad-

mitting complete defeat, but ex-

pressing veiled threats about

"next year."

Us is broommates.

We sweep together,

Dust us two.

The Society Brand Label Identifies the Genuine Product

Quality Suits and

Overcoats

by

Man.

It has often been said that the man who invests in a

SOCIETY BRAND Suit and Overcoat will never

be satisfied with any others. The prices are most

moderate - - - and Society Brand's fine workmanship

and authentic styles yield priceless dividends in

satisfaction. The popular single and double-breasted

models in both >uits and overcoats are widely repre-

sented - - - All of them in Quality SOCIETY
BRAND fabrics. We urge you to see them without

delay.

•

Quality

HATS
The finest and largest

stock oi hats in the city

- - - in the most popular

styles and newest shades.

Come in" tomorrow and

pick out that new hat

you've been wanting. We
know we can please you.

STETSON

BROCK

KENSINGTON

LA SALLE

Quality FURNISHINGS
A well-selected stock of shirts; ties, gloves, sncfis.

scarves, sweaters, etc - - - all are Tweddell's regular

better quality ftt moderate prices.

TWEDDELL'S
SEE OUR SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAYS

137-139 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 3706
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FOR RENT

Warm furnished room. Price

$3.00 per week. Apply Mrs.

[iogan, 22 Upper William Street.

When a woman rakes in wash-

ing for three dollars a day, that's

labor. When she does it for

nothing, that's love.

Kingston's Oldest

Established Shoe Shop

Welcomes You

It is our pleasure to

serve you for

—

SHOES
of the better type

GYM SHOES

HOSIERY

LUGGAGE

HANDBAGS

POLISHES

Prompt Service

Courteous Treatment

Delivery, Ph. 24

•

LOCKETTS LTD.

Est. 1878

178 Wellington St.

MAKE YOUR

APPOINTMENT

NOW

for a

Dubarry Facial

given by

MISS

RITA MELOCHE

Nov. 10th to Nov. 15th

•

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

LEVANA
NCTE/

Sadie Hawkins' Dance

Levana usually does its ut-

most to co-operate with Sadie,

and this year she is making an

even greater effort. On the Sat-

urday night of Sadie Hawkins'

weekend, a dance will be held in

Ban Righ. Tickets are sixty-five

rents and may be obtained from

the committee, which includes

Audrey Mollis, Margery Ellison,

and Louise Parkinson.

Rev. Gerald Cragg

(Continued from page 1)

tian youth movements, will have

.in address of considerable in-

terest to the students. Conduct-

ing the service will be Miss Alice

Armstrong, Queen's first woman

Theology student, who will

graduate in "43. Also playing

prominent parts will be a reader

from the Arts Society, and the

Chapel Choir, the latter under

the direction of Dr. F. L: Harri-

son.

The Rev. Mr. Cragg has had a

brilliant career. He was born in

Ontario and raised in Japan. He

returned to Canada to study at

the University of Toronto, and

from there went to Trinity Col-

lege at Cambridge to continue

his education.

Editor

For some time the Rev. Mr.

Cragg was the Editor of the

"New Outlook", the official paper

of the United Church of Canada.

At present he is Professor of

Systematic Theology at the

United Theological College.

The University Church Ser

vices Commission of the uni

versity has been fortunate in ob

taining the Rev. Mr. Cragg to

address the students this Sun-

dav. As the services are con-

ducted for" and by the students

themselves, all students are urged

to attend.

DAISY MAE

who next week again gets a chance to

catch her L'il Abner.

SPEAKER

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BY KATHERINE McRUER

Miss Ethel Richardson, address-

ing a Levana meeting in Ban High

Hall on Wednesday evening, de-

scribed her nursing experiences in

Labrador with the Grenfell Mis-

sion. At present she is Secretary

of the International Grenfell Asso-

ciation.

Nursing

Founded by Dr. Grenfell 49 years

ago to educate and alleviate suffer-

ing among the natives of Labrador,

this mission now has five nursing

and two boarding schools. Through

its efforts occupational therapy,

which has fostered the Labrador

Handicrafts, has been introduced.

Miss Graham related some of

the incidents which occurred during

her twelve years' stay. These rang-

ed from "hauling teeth to market

gardening," and necessitated her

travelling by summer in boat, by

winter in dog sled over the ex-

panses of Labrador wasteland.

The financing for this organiza-

tion is maintained by the associa-

tion founded by Dr. Grenfell, and

contributions to it from London

are being maintained at a pre-war

standard.

Tennis

Helen,Lake will hold the co-ed

tennis title for 1941-42. After two

short sets with Pauline Jewell,

scores 6-1, 6-2, she was found to he

the undisputed champion. Helen

showed her superiority in almost

every point in the first set, but in

the second set every game was a

battle. Helen has had lots of prac-

tice, having been brought up in

Jamaica, where they play tennis

al! year round. She is further to

be congratulated for playing so well

despite Wednesday's cold weather

Condolences to Pauline Jewett who

put up such good opposition.

Basketball

Many people have been asking

lately if basketball or badminton

has started. For their information

both are now underway and next

Monday there will be a special

freshette basketball practice. Any-

one who is at all interested should

turn out for the team on:

Monday and Wednesday: 1-2

Tuesday and Thursday: 2-3

Badminton Tourney

The badminton tournament will

start in about two weeks. That

means everyone who is going to

enter should start practising now—

and practising hard.

The hours for badminton are:

Monday and Wednesday: 2-3

Tuesday and Thursday: 1-2

Swimming Carnival

Formal Prices

(Continued from page 1)

nf putting on a dance is up and

that the high price is necessary.

It was suggested that the high-

er price would mean more tax

for the Q.W.A.C. Mr. Richard-

son declared that the A.M.S.

must be careful of inter-faculty

rivalry in this matter, since the

Science Faculty would object to

a reduction of price. In view of

this difficulty, the members de-

cided to let the price of formal

tickets remain as they are.

"What is the opposite of

bachelor?"

"Er . . . lady-in-waiting."

Math-Physics

Dr. C. F. Gummcr will

address the Mathematics

and Physics Club at 4 p.m.

today. His subject will be

"Some Systems of Conies."

Refreshments will be serv-

ed at the meeting, which

will be in Room 202 of the

Physics Building.

Word has been passed around

that there will be a mixed swim-

ming carnival after Christmas . .

but more about that later!

"I lead a dog's life," said the

strip-teaser. "I'm, always shed-

ding."

Marg (sarcastically)—Say, it's

twelve o'clock. Do you think you

can stay here all night?"

Freshie—Well, I'll have to tele-

phone mother first.

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Today

:

4.00 p.m.—Math. & Physics

Room 202

Physics Bldg,

9.00 p.m.—Year Dance

Grant Hall

Saturday:

4.30 p.m.—Soph-Freshette Tea
Ban Righ Hall

Sunday:

11.00 a.m.—University Service

i
Convocation Hall.

Monday

:

7.15 p.m.—Debate *

• ' Queen's vs. Osgoode

Room 221, Library.

8.00 p.m.—Drama Guild

Players' Lounge.

We extend a very

Reartv Welcome

to the Students

of

0$mm's Imupratly

CROWN DAIRY
PHONE 406

It's Faffagain and Queen's students return with the welcome

of all Kingston

—

We are pleased at all times to have students come here for

their Footwear

—

Shoes for College
^

Gym Shoes - Street Shoes - Dress Shoes

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Remember the Arts 42 FAREWELL FROLIC

DON'T MISS

THE

FUN

Featuring

GREN HOBSON
and his Orchestra

with

VIRGINIA NEVILLE

TO-NITE-NOV. 14

The Genial Maestro

$1.25 PER COUPLE GRANT HALL, 9 P. M
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Department of They'll Look
Awfully Funny

So many young women are

getting ''aid that hj 1961 there'll

be as many female shiny pates as

male, according to an announce-
ment by the Hairdressers and
Cosmetologists of America.

Department for Earthquake

McGoons and the like

All male students who have
not been able to attract the at-

tention, much less get a date, of

one of our beautiful, talented,

gorgeous, charming, brilliant co-

eds (I love you all, girls. How
about a date?) should continue

reading this column, for a

change, and observe the follow-

ing devices which many other re-

pulsed men have used in past

years to attract the attention of

ladies. If you pay close atten-

tion you are sure to get a date

from Sadie Hawkins.

(1 J Wear a shirt.

(2) Do not whistle and make
lewd remarks when a girl walks

past you. Be more subtle.

(3) ff you are wearing a par-

ticularly flashy suit, come late

lo lectures, fling open the door

and walk slowly to your seat,

pivoting several times. You are

sure to be noticed.

(4 ) When walking through

LEFT HAND CORNER
(Continued on page 2)

FORMER QUEEN'S MEN
JOIN ACTIVE FORCES

BY MARr.F. MCFAHDRN

Of great interest to many stu-

dents is news of former Queen's

men on Active Service, The Journal

learned of the activities of two of

them, Dan Noonan and Doug Stea-

cy, in a recent interview with the

former's mother, Mrs. Noonan.

Her son registered at Queen's in

1040 and received his call to the

•olors three days later. He left im-

mediately for Manning Pool, Bran-

don, Manitoba. He was transferred

lo Regina, then to Prince Albert.

He completed his training at Sas-

ON ACTIVE SERVICE

(Continued on page 2)

Glee Club Staging

Famous Operetta

Early In February

Dr. Harrison Will Conduct
Gilbert - Sullivan

Production

That Queen's should become bet-

ter acquainted with the tuneful gai-

eties of Gilbert and Sullivan, the

Glee Club has decided to present

"The Pirates of Penzance" during

the first week of February, 1942.

Under the capable baton of Dr.

Harrison, the Glee Club has been

immersed for some weeks in the

intricacies of this operetta. This,

let it he known, is by Gilbert and

Sullivan, noted for such hits as

"Trial by Jury," "The Mikado"

and "H.M.S. Pinafore." The story

is simple, yet replete with unpre-

dictable events and humorous in-

cidents.

Cast

Several sections of the operetta

are already being rendered without

the aid of the musical score. Rol-

FAMOUS OPERETTA
(Continued on page 3)

Love, Co-operation

Theme Of Sermon

Dr. Gerald Cragg Speaks At

Sunday Service

War Stamp Drive Quagmired;

Q.W.A.C. Asks Fuller Support

Sadie Issue

The Sadie Hawkins issue

of the Journal will appear

on Thursday instead of Fri-

day of this week. Will con-

tributors please note that

copy is to be in at eight

p.m. on Tuesday instead of

Wednesday.

Noted Comedienne

Heartily Received

Gracie Fields Appears In

K.C.V.I. Auditorium

BY FRANCLS MACDONNELL

The second in the series of

m n n t h 1 y non - denominational

church services under the direc-

tion of the A.M.S. was held on

Sunday morning in Convocation

Hall. The preacher was the Rev.

Gerald Cragg, D.D., of the United

Theological College of Montreal.

As usual, students took part in

the proceedings. Miss Alice Arm-
strong, a member of the Theo-

logical Society, was in charge of

the service, and the lessons were

read by Ross Preston, President

of the Arts Society. The Uni-

versity Choir, under the direc-

tion of Dr. F. L. Harrison, led

the congregation in the sing-

ing of the hymns. The choir also

SUNDAY SERVICE

(Continued on page 6)

Morgan Memorial Chapel Given

In Memory Of Queens Professor

BY CASEY CORBETT

Continuous laughter and applause

filled the K.C.V.I. auditorium where

Gracie Fields appeared last Wednes

day night before a full house, ii

aid of The Navy League of Cana

da. A program of martial airs and

light popular music was played by

the R.C.C.S. Band of Vimy Bar-

racks before Miss Fields appeared

Repertoire

"Gracie" delighted the audience

with her large repertoire of novel

ty numbers and popular ditties.

Among her songs were such well

known Gracie Fields' specialties a

GRACIE FIELDS

(Continued on page 7)

H. Hamilton Takes
Ottawa War Post

BY BARBARA PHINNEY
1 >ne of the unappreciated gems

of Queen's is the Morgan Memorial
1

hapel in the Old Arts Building.

Very few students know about this

exquisite Chapel, much less of the

'""ief, quiet services that are held

ihere every morning at nine o'clock.

Professor Morgan

The Chapel, a memorial to the

'ate Professor and Mrs. William

Morgan, is the gift of their nephew,

Mr. A. Cameron Badenoch of the

bidan Civil Service. Professor

Morgan came to Queen's in 1912

and remained as a professor until

"is sudden death in 1925. Only two
^ars later his wife, who was loved

°y students and faculty alike, also

passed away. This little Chapel is

their memorial.

The central stained window of

the Chapel was presented by Misses

Mary and Isabel Ross in memory

of their father, Principal Donal

Ross. The west window commem-

orates Rev. D. J.
Macdonnell, one

of the organizers and first Presi-

dent of the Theological Alumni

Association, and his brother, Mr.

G. M. Macdonnell, for many years

chairman of the Board of Queen's

Theological College. The east win-

dow is dedicated to the memory of

the Very Rev. Malcolm Macgilliv-

rav. D.D., minister of Chalmers

MEMORIAL CHAPEL

(Continued on page 6)

Mr. H. J. Hamilton, Secretary-

Treasurer of the General Alumni

Association, and permanent Sec-

retary-Treasurer of the Alma

Mater Society will leave tomor-

row for Ottawa to take up a

position with the Wartime

Bureau of Technical Personnel,

it was announced Monday. Mr.

Hamilton will be given leave of

absence from the University for

-.he duration of the war.

The popular "Herb" has been

for several years, one of the best-

known figures on the Queen's

campus. His wide experience and

knowledge of undergraduate af-

fairs have made him advisor to

successive A.M.S. Executives,

ever since he took up the duties

of Permanent Secretary-Treas-

urer.

In addition to the two posi-

tions mentioned above. Mr. Ham-
ilton has acted as Manager of the

Employment Bureau, Secretary-

Treaaurer of the Canadian Uni-

versity Press, Editor of the

Queen's Review, and Editor of

the Proceedings of the Engineer-

ing Society.

Sales Resistance Said High:
Deadline Advanced

To Saturday

$200 Objective

WAR
COMMENT

The Q.W.A.C. War Savings

Stamp Drive has virtually stalled

at the $100 mark, the Journal learn-

ed on Sunday. Chairman Earl Bax-

ter revealed that practically no sales

have been made over the wcetc-end

and that it will be impossible for

the Drive to reach its $200 objec-

tive by today. Consequently the

campaign will be continued until

Saturday of this week.

The early stamp sales were most

encouraging, and it was hoped that

the picture of Hitler which adorns

the tennis court fence would be com-

pletely blacked out by today but

once the easier sales had been made

unexpected resistance was encoun-

tered by faculty salesmen.

No students have been urged to

buy more than one stamp (cost 25

cents), and only half the student

body would need to contribute to

make the campaign a success. At

present, however, a liberal estimate

is that between 230 and 300 under

graduates out of a total registration

of about 1650 have made donations

The stamps will be used to buy

War Savings Certificates in the

name of a Queen's building fund

ind total sales will go towards the

Q.W.A.C. objective for the year

of S-1000, Purchases may be made

from year representatives or the

following.

Levana — Marjorie Emery, '43

:

Marjorie Ellison, '44.

Science — Dave Seymour, '42

:

Don Sly, '43.

Medicine—Frank Palaneck, '43
;

John Pratten, '43.

Arts — Earl Baxter, '42; Lyle

Woodside, '43
; Jim Richardson.

'43. -

Sadie Hawkins Issue

This week the Sadie Hawkins
issue of the Journal will be put

out by the regular staff instead

of the Levana staff as in former

years. It was felt by the Le-

vana executive that Sadie Haw-
kins is not really representative

of the activities of Levana.

Dr. Day Broadcasts
Story Of Euripides

BY MARY ARCHER

Dr. Archibald Day, well-known

classicist and Assistant Professor

nf Classics" delivered an interest-

ing and instructive talk in the ser-

ies of speeches covering drama over

CFRC on Friday evening, from 7.15

p.m. to 7.30 p.m.

Euripides

Dr. Day's speech was not new to

Queen's co-eds and their equiva-

lent who have strayed into the field

of the classics. It concerned Dr.

Day's special field of classical re-

search . . . Euripides. The theme

evolved about Euripides' relation to

the "Drama of Ideas." and in its

scope was very comprehensive.

With Euripides, the last of the

three great Greek classic drama-

tists, there came a very great

change in the theme and composi-

tion of Greek classic drama. His

plays are a passionate vindication

of man. Euripides ever pleaded

man's cause against the forces that

might destroy him. And not the

least of these forces was women.

There will be another talk next

week at the same time in this serie s
-

This week the news from the

Soviet-Nazi war front is more pro-

mising than it has been for a long

time. The Russians report the

death of thousands of Gentians on

the Arctic front. They report suc-

cess in pushing back the Germans

around Leningrad and Moscow.

They report further success in

smashing a series of Italian posi-

tions in the Donets Basin.

Leningrad

In the battle for Leningrad alone,

the German losses are terrific. It

is estimated that the Germans have

lost 260.000 men, dead and wound-

ed, as well as three generals, in

their many attempts to conquer the

city. Every time the Germans try

to build bases for the winter, the

Russians destroy what they build

and dislodge them. While all this

fighting is going on, the morale of

the people in Leningrad remains

high. Under constant shell-fire, the

Russians stand by the defence of

their city.

Fighting on belialf of our Rus-

sian ally our own air force co-

operates with the Red Air Force

in Russia. This fact in itself is

WAR COMMENT

(Continued on page 2}

Speaker Explains

Fascism To S.P.C.

BY LUNA TARLO

Last Thursday evening Mr. C. E.

Wade gave a very stimulating talk

to the Social Problems Club. The

topic of Mr. Wade's talk was

"What is Fascism?" To open the

discbssion he explained to the gath-

ering exactly what Fascism was

not. Some people feel that the fas-

cist state is a state that has, for

no reason at all, been captured by

madmen. Another false idea is that

fascism is a sign of political back-

wardness. On the contrary, the

Italians and Germans were cultur-

ally and politically advanced. Or

S.P.C. MEETING

(Continued on page 8)

Tickets On Sale

For Coming Play;

Rehearsals Daily

All Seats To Be Reserved
For Opening Night;

Plan Drafted

With The Torch Bearers sche-

duled to open two weeks from to-

night, reserved seat rickets are now

available at the Post Office, the

Technical Supplies, and Lockett's

Shoe Store. Students desiring to

sit with the dress circle should

speak to Don Webb immediately,

as a limited number of seats have

been set aside for this purpose, and

after those arc gone there just won't

be any more. Plans are going a-

hcad to make the opening night a

caliope function.

Daily Rehearsals

The cast is rehearsing on the

stage almost daily to assure a good

performance and a real laugh hit.

Under the direction of Dr. William

Angus, the lines are being mastered,

and the actions polished up.

The production staff work is well

COMING PLAY

(Continued on page 7)

Sadies Seek Dates

To Dogpatch Drag

"Best Worst-Dressed Pair''

To Get Prize

It's every girl for herself this

week as freshettes and seniors alike

scramble for the fe\v remaining

dates for the famous Dogpatch

Drag, to be held thin Friday in

Grant Hall. Owing to the unprece-

dented shortage of men, it is feared

that those girls who do not hag the

"unfortunate critters" by to-night

will be forced to miss the most

corny and frolicsome affair on the

Queen's social calendar.

Worst-Dressed

Music for the Drag will he pro-

ided by Maurice Allen and his

Orchestra, a new organization in

this district, from which great

things are expected. Decorations

and programs will be in keeping

th the Dogpatch theme, and prizes

SADIES SEEK
(Continued on page 6)

Haughty Heroes Hunted Down
As Sadie Hawkins Blitzes Town

Driving two shaggy mules and

screaming lustily "Ah'll ketcli the

lucky dawg," Sadie Hawkins, the

Kentucky mountain girl who cre-

ated a new national holiday, was

seen today heading for the Lime-

stone City. Sadie will arrive in

state on the Queen's campus on

Thursday, hut already she is casting

her shadow ahead, as once-haughty

males sit beside the telephone and

pray that they may not be com-

pletely forgotten.

Dating started yesterday morn-

ing, and it is reliably reported that

the bony bombshell is more active

this year than ever before. Canny

males are leaving daib schedules at

rooming houses so that they may

not miss any calls, and all-night

telephone shifts are being operated

in all of the better boarding estab-

lishments.

Accidents

To date only three casualties have

been reported but many more are

expected as the fateful days ap-

proach. Two frail Science fresh-

men were trampled yesterday morn-

ing by their seniors, as they bicker-

ed over who should answer the

telephone, and one fleet but near-

sighted Arts man fell down an open

manhole while fleeing precipitately

from a predatory female. None o£

the injuries are serious.

No reliable figures on dating are

available as we go to press, but a

HEROES HUNTED
(Continued on page 2)
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"Shure," said Pat, pointing to his

heart " 'twas here where J was

struck with the mimics' bullet, and

—." "Ay.nian," interrupted Sandy,

"If ye had been shot thro* the

heart you wad a been kilt." "Be-

gorra, ye scalpeen,*" retorted Pat,

"at the toime I was shot me heart

was in me mouth."

Buy War Savings Stamps.

QUEEN'S TAXI

2002
TAILS

FOR RENT
AND

TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princess St.

Left Hand Corner

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The moat up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St, Phone 1772-W

OPEN ALLEYS

EVERY AFTERNOON
AT POPULAR

MATINEE PRICES

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

(Continued from page 1)

the campus do not say "out of

my way, woman" when shoving

a girl off the sidewalk. Be polite,

smile sweetly and say "pardon

me, madam." Remember, it's the

little things that count.

(5) If you happen to be in

the vicinity of Ban Righ and

notice a new tar parked by the

curb, pull your handkerchief from

your pocket and start wiping the

windshield briskly. Some girl is

sure to think you own it.

(6) If you are in the habit

of slamming doors in the face

of a woman, do not slam the

library door. It hurts. Co-eds

will appreciate this little courtesy.

(7) If you know that the girl

you want to invite you to the

Sadie Hawkins' dance dislikes a

certain professor, throw chalk

at him and give him the razz-

berry whenever* he says some-

Ehing you disagree with. Girls

admire men with courage.

(8) Pick a fight with some-

one smaller than yourself and

then proceed to beat the tar out

of him. It is a known fact that

girls love brutes. However, make

sure there are lots of them around

when you smack the little fellow

(9) Advertise in the Journal

(it will cost you about 50 cents)

that you have lost your wallet

and are offering a 50 dollar re-

ward for it. This is self-explana-

tory and works every time.

(10) If you are thin and

anemic, borrow a pair of shoulder

pads from someone who isn't us-

ing his. This should work, if you

remember to wear a coat over

them.

FOR A COMPLETE

LINE OF

Colors,

Qualities,

Patterns,

Etc.

in

Furnishings—
SOCKS,

GLOVES,

SHIRTS,

SCARVES,

SWEATERS,
ETC.

See the Largest Selection

First at

BIBBY'S
78 • 84 Princess St

Under No Circumstances be Fool

Enough to do the Following

Make sweeping bows to every

girl who passes -you; run a hun-

dred yard dash in order to open

door for a girl : light her cigaret

ith a dollar bill; wear tails to

classes just because they look

good on you. The fellows who

tried these last year made fools

if themselves. Don't you do it.

I f the above little tips don't

work, consult a psychiatrist.

Department of Odds and Ends

You .can't believe everything

you hear, but you can repeat it.

* * *

The desire to take medicine is

probably the greatest feature

which distinguishes man from

animals.

* * *

Mrs. C. Koroskil, of the New
York Liars' Club, stepped off the

curbing into a pool of water, but

her feet didn't get wet. Look-

ing down she Saw the water re-

ceding swiftly—the tongues of

her shoes were lapping it up.

—7The Reader's Digest.

And on the day devoted to the

worship of Thor the god of war

there will arrive in the land of

Queenz an alien from a far-off

mountainous land whose exact

position is not even known to

Al the Capp.

And this sadistic female doth

arrive in our midst every year to

further the aims and desires of

the tribe of Lephanta. And the

cry of Lephanta to the fore will

cause grave misgivings in the

hearts of the men of Scienz and

there will be palpitations of the

heart, knockings of the knees

and many will be the speedy-

flights to the depths of the cav-

erns of the halls of Nic and Carr

and to the Studenzunion, all of

which are barred to the tribe of

Lephanta.

Yea—and when the cry "Le-

phanta to the fore" rings out Le-

phanta will go for the men of

for two, for three, for four and

for five nor do they show par-

tiality nor give quarter.

But at strange rites and be-

stial "orgies performed later in

the hall of Grant each member of

Lephanta will give not quarter

but one shekel and a quarter as

entrance fee thereto and great

will be the rejoicing of the men

of Scienz therefrom.

Yea and this Sadistic doth

cause such stir among the men

of Scienz that Maid Marion hath

called her warriors to her exhort-

ing them to remember that ere

the rent for their caves becomes

due again the men of for three

will hold celebrations of a high

order and shekels must be saved

to ensure participation in them.

For it is spoken in the halls of

Scienz that what with prepara-

War Comment Organize Study Group

On Christian Fellowship

tory exercises for the brawl with

flowing liquids under the flag of

two nations and subsequent

writhings on the day after in the

Righ that is usually banned to

all men of Scienz, yea—the affair

will be a costly one.

And unto those who fear the

wench and her evil minions let

them grow their beards long and

their hair short and smear them-

elves with the grease of the bear

and the juice of the skunk to

evade and discourge the Le-

phanites.

And the men of Scienz did

forthwith seek out the oldest in

habitant in the land of Scienz in

the dark fastnesses of the cataA

combs called centralheating and

when the men of Scienz didst call

am to the man Mosc who doth

inhabit them as to their chances

against the hag Sadie, then from

out of the Stygian gloom there

came these words,

"You'll surely go to the Dog-

patch Drag,

Unless you can outstrip the

bag."

And the fleet of foot didst find

solace in these words, promising

that none wouldst catch them.

Yea and the hearty drinkers didst

decide that on the night prior to

the brawl they would ply their

captors with amber at the twice

U squared that they might not

be able to walk the next day and

these mighty men of the dark

brown fluid could forego the or-

deal.

But to all the men of Scienz

this humble scribe doth offer the

following words of wisdom,

"Fear not. for the Law of Av-

erages is with you."

S.C.M. STUDY GROUP
WILL MEET TONIGHT

Heroes Hunted

The Student Christian Move-

ment Study group on "Post War
Reconstruction," will meet today

at 7.30 p.m. at the home of Dr.

Glen Shortliffe, 81 College St.

The subject under discussion will

be "The Desirability and Feasi-

bility of Social Planning in the

Democratic State."

The discussion will be pre-

ceded by the reading by two

students of papers on social plan-

ning. One will state the case for

and the other the case against

social planning. All students are

welcome.

SOUND
AS A DOLLAR

•

You have confidence in the cur-

rency of this nation and you can

have confidence in the merchan-

dise you buy with it by always

getting nationally advertised

brands. They have the ring of

true value because their quality

has been proven in the labora-

tory and tested by daily use in

millions of homes. You get

them at the lowest prices.

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

A woman should hold on to

her youth—but not when he's

driving.

(Continued from page 1)

sample poll taken on the campus

yesterday would seem to indicate

thpt the men of Theology are well

out in front in popularity, with

Meds following in second place

and Arts and Science sharing the

cellar position. Friday seems to be

the night for which most dates are

being snared, but a fair proportion

of casanovas are already engaged

for Thursday and Saturday, and a

few "lucky dawgs" have by devious

and in some cases questionable

means, obtained feminine favor for

Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

1 1 rjntintted from page 1)

ignifitam. Obviously the British

are taking longer strides towards

aid to Russia, Ralph Ingersoll
(

in

nn article on the policy of the Bri-

tish government, stated that the

aid-tQ-Ru.s5ia movement in Great

Britain has gained amazing momen-

tum. However, the British govern-

ment finds it extremely difficult U

send much aid at a time like this,

Now they need all the supplies the)

can muster . . - before they send

supplies from England, they want

to feel that the island is invulner-

able. The British are concerned for

their own island first and foremost.

Eecause it is so difficult to yet

supplies to Russia, (most of the

routes to the Soviet Union are im-

passable or overcrowded), Ingersoll

states that the British people are

dennnding an attack in the west.

However, the government feels thai

an attack at present would mem ;

orifice of British security. But

the essence of the aid-to-Russia

movement is immediate aggressve

icton. In Ingersoll's own words:

"I do nol know the British or their

po'itics well enough to venture a

prophecy on the future. I can simp-

ly testify that violent emotions are

loose in England, and something

important is happening. Whatever

way you look at it, it is nothing

which will give Hitler any com-

fort. In fact, when the bmtled-up

energy you feel in England releases

itself m action. Hitler may find thi

action so violent and aggressive that

it will make his most dramatic

campaigns look like tea-parties.

Thus a noted journalist acknow-

ledges the growing power of Bri-

tain. When it is released we can ex-

pect anything to happen.

Ark Royal

Although the sinking of the Ark

Royal is a great blow to the British

navy, we need not fear that it is a

significant blow to the British war

effort- Within the past three years

industry in England has swept for-

.vard and increased in magnificent

roportions. We can expect violent

surprise action in the near future.

We must not dwell too much on

this tragedy of the Mediterranean^

and the success of an Italian sub-

marine. We can win ! We must

A study group on World Chris-

tian Fellowship has been organ-

ized on the campus. Meetings

will be held weekly on Thursday

at 7.00 p.m. .in the Theological

Common Room, Old Arts Build-

ing.

Fascinating Study

The story of the pas; experi-

ence and the present status of

the Christian Church in the

world is to be the topic of study.

Looking ahead to the New World

of tomorrow, the future of Chris-

tianity as a force in society is

of great importance to all serious-

thinking men and women. An

opportunity to think abouf and

study World Christianity will be

provided by this group.

This week the subject for dis-

cussion is "What is Religion?"

By expressing their views on tin:

topic, the members hope to clarify

further their own beliefs before

going abroad into the wider field.

This first meeting is fundamental

o the rest of the year's work,

and it is hoped a good number

can turn out on Thursday, No-

vember 20 at 7 p.m.

On Active Service

(Continued from page 1)

katoon, graduating at the head of

his class. There he obtained his

wings and commission on the same

day. Pilot Officer Noonan took his

instructor's course at Trenton and

has been posted at Brandon since

September.

Artillery 1

Steacy was in the C.O.T.C. the

first year it appeared n the campus

and gained his commission in the

R.C.A. He is now stationed in Eng-

land and has been doing quite a

lot of lecturing. A short time ago

he spent a leave in Scotland and

was surprised to find such a great

number of Canadians he knew.

Both Steacy and Noonan are in-

terested in their work and what's

more — they're having fun.

PONDEROUS THOUGHTS IN

A LECTURE

The college man is funny guy,

He like to drink, he tell much lie;

From dawn till dusk he always

smoke,

His laugh is loud, he like good joke:

His pants are short, his hair is too,

Him bad at books him good at woo:

He chase around in battered car,

He know where all the hot spots

are;

Me never worry, seldom study,

His slang is good, but French is

muddy

:

1 think me go to college.

Ashes to ashes

Dust to dust

—

If I don't move soon

I'm going to bust .

I sat in a lecture as bored as

could be.

And thought about Percy and

wished I was he,

Percy is ILtle and lively, what's

more

One thing about Percy he isn't

a bore.

lie knows nothing of History or

English or Phil.

He don't follow the motto of

"Work with a will,"

When my dog has to scratch

Percy- laughs with much glee,

His humor's perverted for Percy's I

a flea.

But oh to be Percy and leap with

great fun,

To laugh at the world, the old

son of a gun,

I 'erce i> nneomplexed and fills

his own niche

By always producing a wonderful

itch.

—Mar}.

Beauty Advice for Boys

you would go with Sadie

QUEEN'S GROUP PLANS
PRESENTS FOR SOLDIERS

Through the efforts of the jani-

tor and maintenance staff of

Queen's University, who are inter-

ested in the welfare of Canadian

soldiers now serving overseas,

45,300 cigarettes are to be dis-

patched to the Canadian soldiers

as a Christmas present.

The members of the group

which sponsored the idea, and who

requested that they remain anony-

mous, started shortly after the be-

ginning of the present war to see

that the soldiers, six in number,

who had been on the maintenance

staff of the university, be given a

monthly supply of cigarettes. Each

of the group, which numbers aboui

30, agreed to put in 10 cents pet

week, with the result that $H'

worth of cigarettes has gone for

ward every month. The cigarette

have been distributed not only t<

former Queen's employees, but t<

Kingston soldiers in general. Num-

erous letters of thanks have beei

received.

About a month ago it was de

cided that a large Christmas paro

should go overseas. The money

amounting to $151, was raised bj

the sale of lucky tickets for whicl

War Savings Certificates amount

tng to ten dollars were given. Tin

money will he used to buy present

for some 150 soldiers.

Hawkins

Wear garters to hold up your

stocking I

(Sorry, but socks wouldn't

Dai*y M»e'» dre*m, U'l Aimer*, rijtibnart \ rhyme).

T wish 1 had a kangaroo;

I wouldn't mind bis prances:

I'd have some place to put

things

By Scoop. My girl friend brings to dance-
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'Where The Service leases'

Yellow

Taxi
Five New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE
J, J PHONE

WE MEET ALL TRAINS
24-Hour Service Henry Wilson

RENT A NEW CAR
Drive it Yourself

Rates: 12c per mile.

Minimum $100 per hour.

:C'l - Bagot«St., Phone 199

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across frnm Y.M.C.A.

Underwood Typewriters

See our new Leader Portable

Best
^
low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellinpon St

The sure way to make

the 8 o'clock classes

USE A DEPENDABLE

ALARM CLOCK
Priced from $1.35 un

at

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise:

McG ALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone J«

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

most modern in Kingston
Excellent Service

274 Princess St. Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOlURDIERS
rues

78 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Phone 3354-R 346 Princess St

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

Princess Beauty Salon

274 Princess St. Phone 849

The Matter] Eugene Shop

*<ia Van Clieaf Maude Wagai

1

THEATRE
LINE-UP

GRAND

With Sadie Hawkins' week coming around, our staff artist

designs a picture of the average co-ed laying deep plots to
snare her man.

A.M.S. FINANCIAL STATEMENT

STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
OF

QUEEN S JOURNAL
For the University Year 1940-41

A real killcr-diller spook show.

The Smiling Ghost, is now playing

at the Grand. If your heart is bad,

we advise you to stay at ho^ne. The

picture -tars Wayne M<*rns, Bren-

da Marshall and Alexis Smith in a

triangle setup fraught with TNT.
The comedy angle is played by Wil-

lie Best, the greatest negro actor in

hi* field. It is the story of a beau-

tiful blonde whose suitors inevitably

meet a frightful death. On the

same program, which plays until

Thursday, is another detective crime

story, Eilery Queen and the Perfect

Crane. Ralph Bellamy and Mar
garet Lindsay play the leads.

Starting Thursday and continu-

ing until Saturday is Gene Autrey

n Doifii Mexico W'ay. The story

is the usual western, yet Autrey,

Smiley Bnrnette ami Fay McKen-

ric brim; their personalities togeth-

er to make a good film. The music

is presented in able fashion with

the Herrera Sisters and eight hit

tunes.

ttalance Oct. 1. 1940 )

Receipts
A.M.S. Fees
Advertising

19.19-40

1940-41

Sports Supplement 1939-4(1

246.70

2,700.00

335.91
1.633.18
106.55

I 5.022..14

Honoraria

Editor ....5200. 00
Term. Scc.-Trcas. 150.00
News Editor ....

Asst. News Editor
Managing Editor.
Spnry. Editor ....

Levnna Editor
Auditor

75.00
35.00
75 00
50.00
25.00
25.00

Commissions and Advertising

Sales:

HHSF-40 J195.29
1940=41 169.12

364.41
Hanson & Edgar 3.500.00

^uts, etc 36.70
Photos 5.00

Editorial Expense—Meals . 50.00

Telephone Expense 39.1

Office Expense and Supplies 56.50

Membership Fee CX'.P. .. 10.00

delivery Expense 75.00

Balance on Deposit 240.56

I 5,022.34

STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
OF

THE TRICOLOR

Bal. on deposit Oct. I, 1940

Receipts

the University Year 1940-41

Disbursements

rli-inu :

40
1940-41

Deposits—forfeited

Grants

A.M.S. to cover 1939-40

deficit S 325.00

Arts Society 185.00

Aescidnpian Society

Lev-ana Society .

.

Theological Society

Engineering Soc.

.

Students' Union ..

Athletic Board of

Control

C. O. T. C

Sundry Subscriptions

Interest

2.358. 15

43.80
550.30
32.62

65.00
108.75
15. 00

173.75
8.75

25.00
30.00

936.23
76.00
1.62

Bank Overdraft

4,269.37
25.63

Printing:

1039-40 * 456.56

1940-41 2,411.52

Engraving 921.00

Commissions:
1939-40

1940-41
Hunoraria— Edition ....

Photographer
Photographic Supplies .

Luis
Prizes ...

Stationery
Postage .

Sundries .

Exchange

117.82
lin.i. no

100.00
25.00
7H.68
15.14
15.00
19.19
17,03
15.30
2.76

STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
OF

QUEEN'S BAND

For the University Year 1940-41

Bal. on deposit Oct. 1940.

Receipts

C
Grant'

:

C. O..T.
vA. -M. S

Interest

Sundry Income
From Manager—Band
Funds

Profit on Sales ol

Coca- Cola at Soc.

Functions
Net returns—Coak

Room Attendance

Net Proceeds-
Band Benefit

Dance '

Per Capita levies:

Medical Faculty.

Science Faculty.

Arts & Levana..

% 165.43

25.00
100.00

.53
8.00

.$ 190.97

26.60
58.70
82.40

Disbursements

Honoraria
Insurance
Repairs to Instruments...

Equipment — boxes
Instruments
Pictures
Care of Uniforms
War Savings Certificates.

Balance on deposit

125.00

17.50
11.00

18.00
69.35
15.00
20.00
480.00
99.44

i35.29

(Ed, Note—The opinions ex-

pressed herein are not neces-

sarily those of the Editorial

Roard.1

If you have any story

That's gruesome or gory

Or has a resemblance to news,

Then hide it and cherish it

Squelch it and perish it

Or anything else that you may

choose.

You can hear of a murder,

Man hung or fell off girder

Or anything dark and nocturnal.

You can bury it or hide it

But never confide it

To we who work on the Journal.

To be really quite specific

We'd think it terrific

If we got any news that we really

feel we're needing

For it would be awf'lly drastic

To do such a fantastic

Thing as to print something worth

reading.

—Staff Poet.

id beg to

Famous Operetta

(Continued from page 1)

licking choruses for tenors and bas

sos are offset by the lighter lyrics

of many lovely ladies, daughters all

of Major-General Stanley, played

by the club president, Maurice Park.

Interspersed are the solos and duets

Of Harold Williamson as Pirate

Chief and Ed Somppi as Police Ser-

jeant ; tenors Wyatt MacLean and

Doug Gray as Pirate Chief's Lieu-

tenants; sopranos Mary Carmich-

ael. Marjorie Peebles and alto Mary

McLeod as daughters of the Major-

General, and Marion Trott as a Pi-

ratical Maid.

Flashing sabres and pistol shots

in a gory night battle will provide

sufficient thrills for lovers of ac-

tion and for the more amorous

there ,is a superb love scene under

moonlit skies.

The Glee Club requests the co-

operation of other campus organiza-

tions in keeping free (he first week-

February for a three or four

night run of this musical extrava-

ganza,

An invitation is extended to those

who should wish to add auditory

oerception to the mental picture

conjured up by this article, to come

to to-night's meeting of the Glee

Club .in the "third floor of the Old

\rts Building at 7.30.

What Are YOU Doii 1

About Your Winter
ne 36;

CLOTHES

Patronize Journal advertisers

ror quality merchandise.

NOW is the time to look into

the matter of your winter

clothes—and Dover's is the 1

place to get them — where J|

the stock is all brand new

—

the assortment at its peak

and where style reigns sup-

reme—at prices that will fill

your heart with glee.

DOVERCOATS and SUITS

$25 - $29.50 - $35 and Up
j

.
1

Hats, Mufflers, Gloves, Socks. Shoes, Sweaters,

Dressing Gowns, House Coats, Spats, Shirts, Ties,

etc., in the largest assortment in Eastern Ontario—
All New—

SEE OUR STYLE WINDOWS

\r IT'S NIW

123 Princess Street Phone 5020

Co-Eds Queried

On Clothing

The college girl and her sweater

skirt ensemble is fast becoming as

traditionally American as the cow

boy, his boots and saddles. Design

for Living's C.B.I, (campus bureau

of investigation! agents reported

today.

College women spend 15% of

their waking hours in a sweater-

skirt outfit, they further elaborated

Cardigan or slipover, long or short

sleeves, "V" or crew necklines, one

rule is steadfast — sweaters must

be plain.

Budgets

Querying coeds at Cornell, Tem-

ple, U, of Syracuse. Bryn Mawr.

Texas U„ Smith, U. of Vermont,

Oregon State, Michigan State, Iowa

State, U. of Colorado, Kansas

State, Iowa U., and Barnard, C,

B. I. agents discovered that Miss

Average College Girl spends $240.33

a year on clothes. Texas beauties,

however, have the fattest pocket-

books — they spend $768.

Campus feet are the same as ever

in saddle shoes. But moccasins are

owned by 40^ of the girls. Saddles,

pumps and the Cinderella "evening"

slipper complete a collegian's shoe

shelf.

Legs

The stocking shortage or the trou-

blesome "nick" in nylons.'Js no con-

ern of DFL's Young Moderns.

The. cut stocking bills in half by

baring legs in ankle socks despite

Wintry blasts. A good number of

Dartmouth Poll Reveals

Interventionist Sentiment

More than half the members

of the College faculty and ad-

ministration of Dartmouth are

in favor of an immediate war

against Nazi Germany, accord-

ing to the Second Annual War
Opinion Poll there- Only twenty-

six percent of the body were

definitely against such action.

Eighty percent of the faculty ap-

proved of the Roosevelt admin-

istration Defence Committee and

foreign policy even if that policy

involves war.

A good proportion expressed

the conviction that Germany will

win the war if the United States

does not enter.

the girls call time out from patrio-

tic "bundling" to knit socks. The

average college girls, however, ve-

toed the knee length type now on

the market. Only 6fo wore them.

Twenty-six percent rate the rubber

boot functional and sensible for

rainy campuses.

Dickeys are definitely "in." but

big hats collect dust on closet

shelves. Bandanas, beanies, hoods,

baseball skullies, calots, stocking

caps, pill boxes, baby bonnets, berets

and ear muffs are "in the know,"

C.B.I, agents reported.

They noted, in addition, that

southern lassies arc all for the ef-

feminate formal, while eastern and

north western college gals rate the

dinner gown and evening skirt-

sweater combine, "super duper."
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A Vital Issue

The outstanding domestic problem today, in both the United

States and Canada is "What to do about strikes?" It is a problem

that is growing daily more acute, and that in the United States

will probably come to a head before the year is out. What the

outcome will be, no one, not even Franklin D, Roosevelt or

William Lyon Mackenzie King, knows for certain. But especially

in the United States, it looks more and more as if labor were
going to be Soundly spanked—and that with the complete approval

of most of the population.

The whole problem of the relation of capital to labor is one
that has troubled thinking people for a great many years. Since

the beginning of the war, instead of smoothing itself out, as

might have been hoped, it has taken a steady turn for the worse.

And the most unfortunate aspect of the whole affair is that both
sides offer the war as their main supporting argument. The
worker contends that the war is being used as a club to force him
tn give up his hard-won rights to collective bargaining, and maxi-
mum hours. His employer retorts that labor is taking advantage
of the international situation to further its own ends. The net

result is that industry has been harassed in its time of greatest

need by a never-ending scries of acrimonious disputes and paralyz-

ing strikes.

Both sidqe arc probably partly right. But we cannot help feel-

ing that the greater part of the Blame" must be laid on the shoulders
of the worker, and those who lead him. There has been much talk

about the rights of labor, and those rights no one will deny.
There is a growing feeling however that *he so-called "capitalist"

has a few rights too.

It is perfectly true that the strike is almost the only really

effective weapon that the workers have. But, like any other
weapon it must be used with some wisdom and discrimination

or it is likely to destroy its wielder.

Two years—even one year ago, the great bulk of public opinion
was in sympathy with the principle and practice of labor unions.
Today, a great many persons are in sympathy with the principle

only. Apparently the union leaders have not yet; realized that
public opinion has undergone this change and that the average
citizen has grown thoroughly sick of strikes that tie up national
defence production.

We cannot help feeling that the labor cause as a whole has
suffered greatly from unwise leadership. Mr. John L. Lewis,
C.I.O. czar, may be a conscientious humanitarian, but he is also
a very obstinate one, and he has stretched the patience of the
American people almost to the breaking point.

Under different guidance, labor in the past two years might
have established itself permanently as the greatest single force in
cither the U.S.A. or Canada. It might have lost a few minor points
temporarily, but it would have gained in exchange such a weight
of public sympathy that after the war no concession would have
been too great to make.

Instead it bids fair to lose a great deal that it has gained in
labor legislation, and also something a good deal more vital—
the backing of the public. In the United States at least, strikes
tn national defence industries will probably be outlawed for the
duration of the war. In Canada, there is a movement in the same
direction. It is a bitter choice, when democracy must venture
that far into totalitarianism, but in the present case, there would
seem to be no other solution.

The Hand of Friendship
It is often surprising how closely the problems of the various

Canadian universities parallel one another. Within the past two
or three weeks we have noted with interest the comments in the
Toronto "Varsity" and the McGill "Daily" about the reception
that the collegians are giving to Air Force students on their re-
spective campuses. At long last the problem is coming to the fore
at Queen's. And we can only say with the "Daily" that we are
surpnsed it took so long for undergraduates to take note of it.

Today we print a letter from a member of the R C \ F
Detachment which expresses quite clearly the feelings of the
men ,„ blue. They are here with us. they are in every sense
o the word students at this University, and yet, they must have
often wondered whether the rest of us are aware of their existence
With the exception of one or two isolated organizations no effort
has been made to include them in our activities, and until the last
A.M.S. meeting, no official notice has been taken of them at allby the student body.

We think the whole situation has been based partly on mis-
underslandmg by the students of the actual status of the Airmen.

Marly Memorial Scholarship

This Scholarship in memory of

Dr. Aletla Marly, valued at not less

than $750, is offered by the Queen's

University Alumnae Association.

Any woman graduate of Queen's

University with a Master's degree

may h'jld this Scholarship, which

will be awarded for a year of gradu-

ate work. A committee chosen by

the Alumna* Association will make

the award. The Scholarship may

be awarded to the same woman for

more than one year.

Applications should reach the

Registrar not later than January 1st.

Further information may be ob-

tained from the Registrar's Office.

Letters to The Editor

OM.A. Scholarship

Applications are invited from stu-

dents now enrolled ir. the university

for the Ontario Hockey Association

Scholarship for 1941. The cash

value is $80.

The Scholarship has previoush

been awarded on the basis of ma-

triculation. As no matriculation

candidate was eligible last summer,

the Scholarship will be awarded this

session to some student within the

University on the basis of his aca-

demic qualifications and on his rat-

ing as a clean, effective hockey

player.

No credit is given for fees when

the Scholarship is not awarded on

the basis of matriculation, but the

regular cash payment of $S0 is

made to the winner.

Implications should be in the

hands of the Registrar by Deccntbcr

1st. Applicants should give evidence

of having played in the OM.A. or

N O.H. scries.

Robert Bruce Scholarships

The, Robert Bruce Matriculation

Scholarships, each of the value of

$25, were not awarded in the sum-

mer of 1941 since no matriculation

candidates were eligible. Therefore,

applications are now invited for

these Scholarships from first year

tudents 'of Scottish extraction in

the Faculties of Arts, Applied Sci-

ence and Medicine. The Scholar-

ships will be awarded on the basis

of the candidates' standing on the

Christmas examinations. There will

be one scholarship in each faculty.

Applications should be in the

hands of the Registrar by Decem-
ber 1st. Applicants must give evi-

dence of Scottish extraction.

Midyear Examinations

The attention of students in the

Faculty of Arts is called to the first

draft of the time-table for mid-
year examinations. Errors or omis-

sions should be reported to the Re-

gistrar at once.

Scholarships of the Canadian Fede-

ration of University Women
Travelling Scholarship of the

value of $1250, open to any woman
holding a degree from a Canadian

University. The award is based on
evidence of character, intellectual

achievement and promise. Prefer-

ence will be given to candidates who
have completed one or more years

of graduate study and have a defin-

ite course of study or researph in

view.

The Junior Scholarship of the

alue of $700 is open to any wo-
man holding a degree from a Cana-

dian University who is not more
than twenty-five years of age at the

time of award. The award will be

Dear Sir;

We are writing this letter in

answer to the criticism of the last

W ar Comment. First, we want

to assure the critics that every

criticism is fully appreciated. We
realize that amateur news com-

mentators are apt to make a great

many mistakes. But we want to

make it clear that it is more

;han difficult to obtain an)

original information at a time

when news bulletins are so close-

ly guarded. We feel that our job

consists of sifting out the news

and picking out significant sec-

tions of it that we think should

be brought to the attention of the

student body. So far we have

quoted from The London Times

October 3, MaSc Werner, October

21, Time Magazine October 28,

German Communique, Frank

Knox, Red Communique Novem-
ber 4, London Economist, Ger-

man Freedom Station November

1 1. In each case we acknow-

ledged the original source. Our

critic stated that he had for a

long time been suspicious of our

sources of information. We think

this answers his question.

In the last War Comment, we
yrive a long quotation from the

London Economist, which we
had; like our anonymous critic,

read in Time Magazine. We ac-

knowledged the London Econ-

omist's authorship, and we think

that such a journal is worth quot-

ing. We did, it is true, not men-

tion that this passage was quot-

ed in Time because the insertion

of such would have added noth-

ing to the value of the quota-'

tion. However, it might well

have detracted from the blase,

off-hand manner which our un-

seen attacker compliments us up-

on having achieved. We appeal

to our readers' judgment that no

"flagrant" breach of "ethics" was
involved since the original quote

was acknowledged in fact.

Jim Lindsay,

Luna Tarlo.

of Queen's while we are among
you.

Why can't we have a get-together

some evening and really gel to know
each other and then when we meet

one of (he Queen's boys oversea, as

some of us will do before this war
is over, it won't be just a chap that

we saw knocking around Queen's,

but a friend that we had made dur-

ing our stay there, and believe me.

it helps a fellow a whole lot when
he is a long way from home to run

into someone he had known back

there.

The many friends I have mad
since I left England have helped me
to know and tike Canada, and any

Canadian lad that I meet in the

old country on my return will find

me a friend away from home.

I believe one of our hest bets

for winning this war is the spirit

of brotherhood, and nothing less

than an all-out effort will do

WORK OUT PROGRAM
OF ADULT EDUCATION

Toronto (C.U.P.) — In a pro-

gressive new program of adult edu-

ction, worked out jointly by aca-

demic and industrial leaders and

announced here today, university

extension courses in selected sub-

jects will be available without cost

to all office and plant workers in

one of Canada's large industries.

Lever's Soap

As explained by Mr. W. J. Dun-
lop, B.A., B.Paed.. director of uni-

versity extension, University of To-

ronto, the plan was initiated by

heads of Lever Brothers Limited

and details worked out in confer-

ence with University officials.

Scores have already been enrolled

under it. For all Employes who
wish to take advantage of the offer,

so the company pays tuition fees and

let's get busy and show everyone the University of Toronto, through
that this spirit exists here at ; its extension department, provides

evening lectures in subjects selected

for their practical and cultural

value to the individuals concerned.

Queen's.

We say. THANK YOU. «
Sincerely,

Cpl. G. W. Mills,

R.C.A.F

The Editor,

Queen's Journal, •

Queen's University,

Kingston, Ontario.

Dear Sir,

On behalf of the R.C.A.F. De-

tachment stationed at this Univer-

sity I would like to express our

sincere appreciation to Mr. W. A.

Berry and Mr. Ted Sourkes for

their letters published by you in

the Queen's Journal.

These letters show us that at

least the students have the right

spirit towards the men in the ser-

vices and they give us re-assurance

that we are welcome among yon
here. »

Most of us in this detachment

know university life and realize

how much depends on faculty spirit

and loyalty to one another, and we
will play our part as true students

based on evidence of character, in-

tellectual achievement and promise.

Preference will be given to students

who have studied in only one uni-

versity and who desire to continue

their studies in another.

Applications for the Scholarships

must be sent in not later than Feb-
ruary 1st to Miss Jean E. Murray,
University of Saskatchewan. Sas-

katoon, Saskatchewan.

We have not realized that the government is paying good—very
good—money for their training and keep, and that,' they have every
right to student privileges. Many men, for example are unaware
that they are as much members of the Students' Union as anyone.

By now the misunderstanding should have cleared tip. So let
us by all means, make these men welcome. Let us exert ourselves
to make them feel that we really are glad to have them, not as
guests, but as fellow-students.

Helpful Hints for Hopeful Heroes
A shave ever) day and you'll not

mope
If a date with Sadie is your hope.

P —By Scoop.

"I'll bet you .were bored on
your trip over to Europe and
back."

"Oh. no, something was com-
ing_up all the time.

Psyc hology, cost accounting and
French are included in the series

for which these new "students" are

registering. The French course has

been planned with special reference

to its potential importance in pro-

moting mutual understanding be-

tween English-speaking and French-

speaking Canadians.

"It is a new departure welcomed
by University officials, for a com-
pany to extend such an opportunity

to its employees," Mr. Dunlop com-
mented.

SWEET
CAPORAL

STUDENTS
Helime Marim's ?Bi>autg #alon

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment
Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

f ,

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHCR

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups
180 WELLINGTON STi PHONE 2110

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE
RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE STLDIC
Special Offer to Queen's Graduates

Sittings $1.00, including Tricolor print. Pictures $1.00 each.

8 x 10 print free with $5.00 order.
92 Princess St. Evening by Appointment P'lones 676—620
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SPORTS

ONCE CVEK LIGHTLy
WITH BILL LEMMOH

From our vantage point at the Science-Meds interfaculty struggle onThursday afternoon the Faarweather Fadeouts used their one-track assault—a fairly dry field, to the best advantage to swamp a highly overrated Meds
twelve. The Engineers had that added something in "Red" McDonough,
as the aforementioned was the deciding _ factor in the Miners' victory.
Although we do not entertain the thought of picking the ultimate winner,
die odds of 3 to 5 in the Medicos' favor have been wiped out and it is
likely that when the squads again take the field the odds will just about be
e
^
en

"».
tc^n and

.„
the crown will ">t in Maid Marion's domain. Then

the Medicos will have to wait until spring—and then some—to claim
more than their clubhouse victory.

"The Brain" went into seclusion over the weekend and after gazing in
the crystal ball came up with an interfaculty all-star squad for the
present season which might be wearing the Red, Blue and Gold in open
competition but for the European situation.

The half line should cause little controversy as Melvin and Mulvihill
of Meds and Stewart (Arts) and McDonough (Sc.) stood out like tho
proverbial sore thumb. The quarter spot goes to O'Dell (Meds) while
Wilkins (Meds) gets the nod at the upside down position. Barends (Meds)
and Ch-ant (Sc.) fill in the inside slots while Bean (Meds) and MacDonald
(Sc.) take care of the middle assignments. Chepsuick (Meds) and Motherwell
(Sc.) lead the ankle-clutching brigade at outside.

The second squad which could fill in without giving a coach any more
grey hairs from worry would likely include McClennahan (Meds), Debrule
(Arts), McCaffrey and Grisdale (Sc.); Dunn (Sc.) at quarter; Beswick
(Sc.) snap; Gordon (Meds) and Barnsley (Arts) middles; Mcllveen (Meds)
and Wilcox , (Arts) ; McCallum (Arts) and Dingwall (Meds) outsides.

The Eastern Ontario Basketball Association held their opening meet-
ing of the new season last week to accept entries for the coming season.
Jake Edwards entered a junior squad to compete with Collin's Bay R.A.F.
Regiopolis, K.C.V.I., and \he Y.M.C.A., but will not be able to floor a
Juvenile five due to the scarcity of 17 year olders in the college.

The same old story of travelling enters the Intermediate series as
Belleville R.C.A.F. and Trenton R.C.A.F. are contemplating playing in
the league. The Aluminum plant, R.M.C., Grads, and Garrison have also
intimated that they will be able to travel but unless Queen's is allowed
to play four point games with the out of town quintets they will be forced
to drop out of the league.

Queen's entered a team in the Van Home series over the weekend and
Kingston, the Army, and Belleville have also entered teams. "Senator" Powell
will probably act as mentor again this season and although Lane, Neilson
and Hood will not be available due to the ruling that no Senior "A"
player can compete, the Tricolor is expected to ice a fair squad.

Combines Down
Port Colborne, 3-1

In Saturday's Tilt

Teams Battle Rolling Puck;
Large Crowd Sees

Exciting Game
t

Kingston Combines flashed

ihuir way ,b a 3 to 1 victory over

the last-place Port Colborne

.cam on Saturday night before a

large and rabid crowd. The game
as a whole was exciting, featur-

ing many a flare-up of tempers,

sparkling speed plays and the

hex of the hickory, a rolling puck

due to soft ice.

Scoring

Kingston opened .he scoring

in the first period, when Mel Wil-

liamson took a pass from Murphy
to beat the Port Colborne goal

tender. This goal developed from

a fast breaking play when the

local boys were a man short. The

rest of the period was a spark

ling display of speed skating on

li L part of both teams with

neither being able to dent the

'n ine. At the start of the second

RINGSIDE
REFEREE

BY ROLY UAKNSLEY

Softball Results

FENCERS!!! George Tucker

asks that all fencing candidates

turn out to the balcony of the

gym, today, at 5 p.m., for an

important meeling.

Prospects for the Deceml.K-r

card nre eiicoura^inij as Kenn\

Robinson of boxing fame has a

number of boys training under

his direction at the Batrieficld

Camp and has indicated that he

will match them in our coming

assault. As yet the R.A.F. at

Collin's Bay has not been con-

tacted. However, it is quite

likely that they will field a num-

ber of fine fighters as they did

last year for this event.

Some likely prospects for the

ring have been spotted squirm-

ing in the slime of the football

stadium. How's about it, foot-

ballers? Let's see you out on

the wrestling mats now that the

rugby season is drawing to a

close.

FACTS FOR FROSH ! ! . . .

All members of the Aux. Bat.

who are required to take physical

tanning can be exempted from

the same by training regularly

with the B. W. & F. So give

it a thought, eh? By taking your

exercise this way you stand a

good chance of picking up a

facility letter as well as points

for your year.

As soon as day begins to dawn

The meadow lark starts singing

As soon as evening comes, *b

star,

The Angel's lamp—starts swing

ing.

As soon as I step in the bath

The telephone starts ringing!

Arts '44 defeated Arts '45—

10-8.

Arts '42 defeated Arts '43—

15-2.

Meds '46 defeated Sc. '44—11-3

Sc. '42 defeated Arts '43—11-4

Meds '47 defeated Arts '45—

9-7.

Sc. '43 defeated Arts '42—16-5.

Arts '44 defeated Sc. '45—15-11.
J

Arts%3 defeated Meds '42-'43—

19-13.

Games this week;

Tuesday—Arts '42 vs. Theol.,

6-7 p.m.

Wednesday—Meds '47 vs. R.C.

A.F., 3^ p.m.; Sc. '43 vs. Meds
'42-'43. 6-7 p.m.

Thursday, Sc. '42 vs. Theol.,

6-7 p.m.

Friday—Arts '42 vs. Meds '44,

7-8 p.m.; Sc. "44 vs. R.C.A.F.,

8-9 p.m.

Saturday—Meds '47 vs. Sc. '45,

11-12 a.m.; Arts '45 vs. Meds '46,

6-7 p.m.; Sc. '43 vs. Sc. '42. 5-6

p.m.

LEW HAYMAN

What happened to his Argos Saturday
shouldn't happen to a Queen's roan
this Thursday, Friday and Saturday
(if any co-ed should read this the
Sports Eds' only kidding).

C.O.T.C.

Junior B.B.

The opening practice of

the Junior basketball team

will be held on Wednesday

at 9.30 p.m. All players un-

der 20 years old will be wel-

come to tryout for the

squad.

Appendix to Part I Orders

by

Lt.-Col. R. O. Earl

Commanding Queen's University

Contingent

For the week 17-22 Nov.

f. DRILL PARADES — As

per Appendix to Part I Orders.

II. LECTURES PARADES—
As per Appendix to Part I

Orders.

III. MAP READING—As per

Appendix to Part I Orders.

IV. PHYSICAL TRAINING

—As per Appendix to Part 1 Or-

ders.

V. INSTRUCTORS' PAR-

ADES—All instructors will con-

sult the Orderly Room Bulletin

Board.

VI N C.O.'s PARADE—Wed-

nesday, 19 Nov.-All N.C.O.'s.

Lower Campus. 1700-1800.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

MEL WILLIAMSON

whose goal and assist helped Kingston

defeat Port Colborne Saturday night.

session, the ice softened, due to

the mild weather, and the puck

was hard to handle, often roll-

ing off the boys' sticks. Hood

broke through to put the Com-

bines two up on a pass from

"Artso" Partis. With Murphy

replacing Neilson, the star line

of the Kingston puck chasers

came to the fore with the second

counter of the frame, Norv Wil-

liamson marking it up with Mel

Williamson and Murphy getting

assists.

The third period was the

roughest with Kingston drag-

ging down six penalties, one of

them a major. Port Colborne

came through to avoid a shut-

out, Concessi storing when the

Combines were two men short.

Lane and Reilly mixed it up. and

bo.h were chased for major pen-

alties. For the first time this

season the major penalty shot

was awarded, the player to whom

the shot is given being allowed to

go right in on the goal-tender.

McQuesten. the Combines' back-

stop, out-guessed the Port Col-

borne player in a great display of

j;oal tending.

Bews Cup Standings

Meds '44 „ 4385

Sc. '44 3215

Meds '46 2535

Sc. 43 2515

Meds '45 2025

Arts "42 1075

Arts '44 1075

Arts '43 „ 1025

Sc. '45 "... 815

Sc. '42 525

Arts '45 ..' 490

Meds '42-'43 320

Theology 50

FERRIES BOMBERS
AS SPARE-TIME JOB

Two of our summer acquaint-

ances, amiably bin thoroughly in-

candescent, were searching in the

street on hands and knees, when

Archie the cop ambled up on a tour

of his beat.

"Well, what goes on here?" in-

quired this stalwart of the law.

"YVe'rfi I" 'km for < I uck we Iqsl

on the corner," came the reply.

"What are you looking here in

Montreal (C.U-P.) From

bombers to books and back

again—that's how Robert Van

Santen will spend the winter. One

week he'll be at McGill, doing the

final work for his Arts degree;

the next, he may be winging his

way "across the Atlantic in a

Lockecd Hudson, or waiting in

England for a returning plane to

bring him back to Montreal.

Naval Cadet

The R.A.F. Ferry Command is

an unusual job to be mixed with

a University career, but Van has

had experience unusual to college

men. A native of Ohio, he train-

ed as a naval cadet at Pensacola,

spent a year on an aircraft carrier

as ensign and naval aviator, and

then a year on a cruiser. A few

months ago he joined the Ferry

Command, and has since been

undertaking intensive training in

Montreal.

Though he has not yet been

called on to pilot a plane across

the big puddle, Van is expecting

and hoping to do so very soon.

He plans, he said, to make several

trips during the winter, and will

sandwich lectures and studying

in between.

College Life

This unusual student has al-

ready had three years of college

life at William and Mary College.

His main interests are English

and philosophy. He has an am-

bition to ski "like a Canadian."

During his term on the carrier.

Van travelled widely. He has

visited many European and Afri-

can countries, as well as most of

South America and the Caribbean

stales.

Van is very nonchalant about

the whole thing. He seems to

think that lectures will break the

monotony of waiting for bombers

—or perhsps it's the other way

around.

the middle of the block fer?" asked

the puzzled blue coat.

"Ssh, we know, but the light's

better up here."

—Xaverian Weekly.

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige of years stand behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official BInert
WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. sue $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street >,a«*w Phone 1941

present

Van Kirk Hats

103 Princess Street

Agents for DACK'S SHOES

Phone 3542

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

McGALL'S RESTAURANT
"THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

JCYNEE'S
TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS .OSMETICS

CAMERA SUPPLIES LUNCHES

Cor. Johnson & Division Sts. Telephone 18«

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Cor** itutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description
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THOUGHTS ON THE
CAMPUS LAST NIGHT

1 look into the sky

Ami there I see the full round

moon
Down beaming from the ancient

azure depths

Upon the quiet land.

Great grey walls loom

Half lit, half shadowed in the

silver glow

That lights the campus round

and says

The moon is full.

Quick footsteps click,

A book-bound student hurrying

past - •

Unconscious .if the beauty all

about

;

Mere knowledge is his goal.

A boy, a girl.

Soft sauntering, hand in hand,

Forgetting halls of learning

which they pass

Think only of the moon and now.

Lights ill around me blaze

From windows and I feel a pain,

A stabbing, thrilling awful thing

that cuts

And takes from me my blindness.

Clearly I ^ee

Tall jagged walls, lacking true

shape

Grim relics of those other halls

that stood

Where people went to learn.

Now the moon
Lights only ruins, where those

halls of learning

Once too were passed on moonlit
nights

By couples hand in hand.

No bonk wont*?

Is hurrying to glean -knowledge
from a page

For youth is learning new and
bitter things

And death rides on the moon.

No lighted window shines.

Would God should cover up the
moon with clouds

And cut its light from off the
cowering earth

Which sleeps in fear.

May I find joy

In beauty which brings others
dread of death?

My other vision fades, soft light
down streaming

Leaves me perplexed, ~**\*~

*VW-m*~ —Harold Burgess.

STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

REGRETS

DRIVE IN AN INSIWD
TAXI

'MEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

BY CLARE ROBINSON'

An important student conference

ended last Sunday evening as twen

ty-eight delegates returned west

ward from Quebec City. For at it

resolutions of far-reaehiiu> signili-

cance had been made, 1 which, as

the} are put into action, will affect

materially the welfare of .1,500

medical student* and internes in

Canadian schools and hospitals.

The occasion of this national ga-

thering was the fifth annual con-

ference of the Canadian Association

of Medical Students and Internes.

A- guests 'if Laval Universitj for

three days, these representatives of

eight Canadian medical schools had

met to discuss important problems

confronting students and internes,

and to plan for their solution.

During the business sessions mat

ters which affected almost every as-

pect of student and interne life

were considered. These discussion

might be very briefly summarized

as follows: (1) Co-operatives. P
gress in co-operative projects since

the last conference varied consider

ably. Western University reported

a co-op book store which had a

turnover of 54,200 last year and

paid ll™?' dividends to patrons. Mc-
Gill announced that their local

CAMSI committee, in return for

the- advertising it offered, had ob-

tained an agency from Hartz which

provided a 10% discount on under-

graduate instruments. Manitoba

told of a campus book store owned
by the university which had object-

ed to co-operative buying by stu-

dents. It was felt that the function

of a university was to educate, not

m profiteer on- hooks.-and that if

additional revenue were needed the

logical step was to increase tuition

fees.

(21 Student Speakers' Bureau

—

McGill, the first Canadian univer-

sity to inaugurate this service, had

been most active in the field. The
bureau contacts and brings together

different groups in the city (youth,

church. YMCA, YWCA, unions,

service clubs, etc.) with senior stu-

dents who arc qualified to speak On

public health and other medical

topics. The set-up is identical with

the Q.S.A. project of the same name

on this campus.

(3) Student Health— Manitoba

bail made a comparative study of

health insurance plans in operation

at each university. Their medical

service was the most efficient of

all. consisting of an annual physical

examination of every student in-

cluding routing urinalysis, Water-

man, Schick, Dick and tuberculin

tests, chest X-Rays for positive re-

actors, and anti-typhoid inocula-

tions. Chest > 'E dims which- cost

Quern's students $2.50 each are

rated at $.100 at Toronto. $1.50 at

Manitdba and Western, $1.00 at

Laval.and are free at McGill, Uni-

versity of Montreal and Alherla.

Western reported that since the last

conference, when they learned they

were paving $10.00 for a medical

service which cost Queen's students

$4.00, a more equitable rate has

been arranged.

( II Msdical Military Trailing

—

From the prepared study made by

McGill, it was learned that the mili-

tary training program varied con-

siderably among the medical
schools, since within certain limits

the nature of the training was ar-

ranged by the university rather than

by the government. The conference

supported the improvements made
since last year in the training of

students in clinical years but felt

that the drill reyjiired of students

in preclinical years had very little

practical value, and could be re-

vised to have greater medical in-

terest. Opinion everywhere favor-

ed the most practical training pos-

sible of medicals so that they might

make an effective contribution to

a vigorous war effort.

(To be continued)

THE
PARTY LINE

Sunday Service

(Continued from page 1)

sang Bach's lovely anthem "Thy
will, O Lord our God, be done."

'£;!! «^ Sermon

Speaking directly to the con-
gregation, Dr. Cragg's first words
suggested the theme of his ser-

mon. "There are", he said, "a
lot of things in this world which

y ou are not going to get, What
earthly use is it to a man, to get
the whole world and lose his own
soul?" As examples of this state-

ment Dr. Cragg suggested Alex-
ander the Great and Julius

Caesar. He paraphrased lines

from the New Testament Les-
son saying that "the man who is

willing to lose his life is going
to find it." "But" Dr. Cragg
said, "you may have to lose it

the hard way."

As long as the individual re-

mains the principal object in the
scene, happiness cannot be
found. Such happiness can only-

he found in "pity, sympathy, love
and co-operation." Dr. Cragg
particularly stressed the impor-
tance of love. Quoting G. K.
I hi iterton, he said "Christianity
is not a system of ideas primar-
ily, but it is chiefly a love affair

Those who greatly love, can rich-

ly and abundantly live."

Patronize Journal advertiser
for quality merchandise.

I.R.C. Meeting

There will be a meeting of the

International Relations Club at
0 p.m. in the Senate Room of

the Old 1 Arts Building. Professor

Corry will speak on post-war

conditions. A large attendance

is hoped for.

Maybe a certain member of Med
'44 knows his "Oats," but he sure

doesn't have the "Art" of keeping

the "Cains" of Alfred St. straight

He was all spruced up (and I do

mean spruced 1 for the dance, but

ffui be embarrass' d when he walk-

ed in and was told that his date

was still in the tilt) — only she

wasn't his date. The same old story,

a case of the wrong house.

There are apparently many things

that Levana sophs won't stand for

as far as FreShettes are concerned

Principal offence this year, as aK

ways, was the snitching of men
Unlucky the girl who commit- iln-

crime, particularly when the men

in question happen to be associated

with the prosecuting and the d
-
-

fence attornies. It seems that she

just stepped out of the library with

escorts to have a bite to eat. Well

heck, can't a girl be hungry ?

Yeah," replied the enraged prose-

cutor, "hungry for what ?" End
quote.

Seen around the campus: The
two MacKenzies one-two-three-

hopping it after a wee Scotch danc-

er. They claim it's the Highland

fling, but personally, we think may-

be the attraction is the teacher.

Good luck, boys, hut you have two
strikes agin ye from the start.

You've gotta be Irish to do it.

Flash ! Pride of the town returns

from Queen's with wife for a week-

end. Town %hrows dance. Local

dignitaries attend. Slight disagree-

ment arises and hero involves all

in brawl. Father supports son and

and emerges with cracked ribs.

Quiet Sunday ensue- and the litlh

'Johnny Rabbits" slink back to

Queen's.

Don Juan Harker they call him!
Not content with visiting the

home-town girl last week-end, he

made another excursion, this time

taking his baggage with him. It

must he the Gypsy in him.

Queen's Drama Guild

presents

Hilarious Comedy

THE TORCH
BEARERS
DECEMBER 2 AND 3

Encourage Sadie Hawkins with a date for the

opening performance

Tickets at the Post Office and Tech Supplies

All seats reserved

Memorial Chapel
(Continued from page 1)

Student Federation
To Appeal For Aid

Sadies Seek

(Continued from page 1)

will be awarded to the two. worst-

dressed couples. The committee has

made it known, that dress is ex-

pected to be extremely informal and
any plutocrat wearing a ^suit will be

turned away.

Judges for the dress-contest will

be those connoisseurs of feminine

pulchritude, Stu "Marryin' Sam"
Webster, and Jack "Earthquake
McGoon" Storr, As neither of these

gentlemen has been advised of the

honor which is to be bestowed upon
them, it is hoped the shock will not

be too great.

Ducats for the occasion may be

obtained from any member of the

Pipe Band. Levanites who will

have them are Sis Sabcy, Ruthilda
Callaghan or Mary Alice Archibald.

And in the words of convener
"Lonesome Polecat" Hamilton
"Them as don't come is uncultured
Skunk Hollowers."

"Where is the menu?
"Straight down the

first door to the left.

aisle and

Church from 1887-1917.

AH Students

Great emphasis should be placed

upon the fact that this is not a

Chapel for the use of Theological

students alone, but is open to all

students who care to attend any of

its services and most especially its

daily morning prayer service held

at nine o'clock.

Another point which should be

of special interest, especially with

Sadie Hawkins coming to town so

soon, is that up until the present

time there have been seventy-seven

weddings held in this Chapel, that

is approximately nine a year; and
most of the couples have been
Queen's graduates. This Chapel has
a fast-growing tradition and merits

the attention of all Queen's stu-

dents.

The World Student Christian

Federation, through its affiliate,

the Queen's Student Christian

Movement, will make an appeal

to the students of this university

Eor aid to help the students of

China and the prison camps of

Europe.

World Fellowship

This parent organization, the

W.S.C.F,, has long" fostered in-

ternational Christ inn brother-

hood and co-operation among
students of the countries of the

world. Founded in Sweden in

the year 1895 by John R. Mott.

h soon spread to the countries of

Europe and beyond. Geneva was
made the headquarters and from

here the Federation flourished.

It not only survived World War
I but did valuable relief work
during 1918-19 for students whom
the war had left destitute.

Since that time the Movements
have spread and increased in

number. They have produced

among Christian students a con-

ception of the reality of the

Christian community.

The present war has caused
the organization to set up new
head offices in New' York and
Toronto, the result being an
increased membership among
Canadian and American students.

Although it still retains its prin-

ciples, its interest has now taken
a practical turn in the form of

raising money for the students in

war areas.

The Student Christian Move-
ment represents the W.S.C.F. on
this campus. It is interested in

drawing attention to the two
W.S.C.F. publications; a quarter-

ly magazine, "The Student

World", and a monthly "Federa-
tion News Sheet" Both of these

publications present excellent

reading matter for persons in-

terested in this organization.

Of Corset Helps

(From the Saturday Night,

Nov. I, 1941)

Foundation garments may yet

proi ide n serious problem for those

who wear them. Steel, which for-

merly made substantial stays ami

rippers, is now being used for muni-

tions.—News item.

Milady's been rocked to her very

foundaton

;

Milady's for freedom as never be-

fore :

The government says the defence

of the nation

Calls for her corsets as weapons of

war.

Gone are the garments that once

used to pinch her,

Gone the restrictions that kept the

girl in:

Part of her now is a Dover si*.\-

incher,

Part was a Monday-night bomb on

Berlin.

She has no regrets that she once

was a willow,

Artfully formed as a Sheba-like

girl,

And now she resembles a well-

slept-on pillow

That moves with a sort of amoeba-
like swirl.

No more lacings or zips with a

Yo! and a Heave-Ho.
She doesn't mind that, for she's

proud to divulge

The re-arming strength of her alto^

relievo,

With its bundles for Britain in each

little bulge. *
—Stuart Davidson Hemsley.

"Bear with me" said the speak-

er, "while I point out to you a

few facts about nudism."

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron-

ize them and support your paper.

SUPERIOR
GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH

RESTAURANT
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THROUGH THE
LOOKING GLASS

BY GLADYS MCGUIRE

Speaking of looking glasses,

you
1

can't tell one the mere male

never looks through 'cm. Shaine

on him if he never sees anything

except cockroaches when he does

look through 'em. True mirrors

should obey the laws of imagery.

Speaking again of the uot-so-

inere male, this week (Sadie

1
[awkins and all) seems apro-

pos for writing a column to him.

To keep t"ie matter totally im-

personal, here are some of the

views of co-eds in general about

ye men of Queenz in general.

1, We like boys who:

Are careful about their per-

sonal appearance. We may be

unfair in manner of judgment,

but to us neatness is an index

to character. You may be ter-

ribly ambitious, upright and such.

How's a gal to know it, though,

if you go around the campus

looking like an African bush-

man? If you aim to please, please

pull up your socks and keep your

nails clean. Don't labor under

the illusion that a two-day-old

beard makes you any more fas

cinating to us, or gives you the

appearance of a haggard genius

You just look plain unkempt, and

besides it scratches. The quality

of your suits doesn't matter at

all if you keep them pressed; a

sweater is fine is it's clean ant

unbaggy, but above all you must

wear a clean shirt, always and

forever. Laundry bills are up

we know, and 'the laundry here

may nut do your shirts as well

as Mom or the laundress at home

but somehow or other—we leave

it to your masculine ingenuity

wear a shirt and a clean one?

Hey, fellows, you stand so

straight and march like sojers

when on parade. How come the

slump of dejection at other times?

Haul yourselves out of your

shoulders there. Tarzan during

In- sojourn among the monkeys,

never forgot to walk as men do.

2, We like boys who:

Have nice manners, who al-

ways remember to pay a girl the

small courtesies she deserve*.

Even though co-eds may be bent

on careers that take them into a

masculine world, they still like to

feel helpless and protected when

it comes to opening doors, etc.

We expect good manners to go

ileeper than superficial etiquette.

We expect a boy to be truly kind

;iid considerate of our likes and

ili-likes, abilities and liabilities,

it kills us to admit such a thing,

I'Ut we do wear out after a cer-

tain amount of truckin'around.

3, We like boys who:

Are sincere. We can always

recognize and appreciate sincer-

ity. Don't pay a girl a compli-

ment unless you think she truly

merits it. The rare compliment

will mean more to her than a

;| reotyped one every time she

' ,J"ks half-way decent,

!
> We like boys who:

Treat a girl as a lady should

' le treated. The requisites of a

1 1 utlemati are well known, so
'

m, ff said. By the by, evident

approach and approval seems to

I the mark of high-schqol adol-

escence, and that's that. Judge,
II you must, but do keep your

°l>inten to yourself.

5- We like boys who:
Are good sports in any game,

have a sense of fairness.

We like .boys who:
'Vre happy and lots of fun arid

who don't talk about themselves
'"" much, Actually, we can sec

you without your wearing a ver-
bal placard.

7. We like boys who:
Are considered good guys by

their own friends. You may be
urprised to know/ that very often

a girl judges you by the kind of

friends you have, and the number
of them.

There they are, ye men of

Queenz, the qualities us feminines
like in you. Mostly we love you,
and if you touch up on the afore-

mentioned points we can love
you more.

Collegian: "What's wrong with
these eggs ?"

Waitress: "Don't ask me, I only
laid the table."

Coming Play

(Continued from page 1)

advanced. Dave Seymour has made
blue prints of the scaling plan, thus

simplifying the ticket distribution.

An eight-page program, which will

include notes on the members of

the cast is being prepared. Abe Ra-

binowitz and his stage crew are

getting the settings prepared. Ad-
vertising posters are on displa) on

Princess Street and on the Campus,

No effort will be spared to guar-

antee a performance of which tiie

campus will Le proud.

It's Tarzan's physique

That the women ziquc.

PROMETHEUS J. GURGLE

Mayor of Dogpatch. showing the proc
lamation that brings Sadie Hawkins
Jay to Queen's next week.

Grade Fields

(Continued from page 1)

"The Biggest Aspidestra in the

World," "The Rochdale Hunt,"

"What's the Good of a Birthday,"

and "Wish Me Luck." After keep-

ing amusement to the fore for the

earlier part of the evening, Miss

Fields concluded by giving in a

more serious vein a moving rendi-

tion of "The Lord's Prayer,"

Before saying good-night, Miss

Fields told of her recent trip to

England, on which she entertained

soldiers and workers throughout the

country. She reported that the Eng-

lish spirit was as fine as it was

when she was last over.

Definition of Men:

Men are what women marry.

They smoke and drink and swear.

AH men and women sprang from

monkeys, but women sprang far-

ther.

As a household companion a

goldfish has certain advantages,

the bachelor girl points out. He
needs to be fed only once in

three days, and you always know
where he is and what he is doing.

ELLIOTT'S

Hairdressing Parlor

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. PHONE »

wli

Canadian Nickel
IN 'ALL-OUT' WAR EFFORT

Hit Canadian rtfinery

of The Iiuematwnal
NUkci Company of
Carta la. Limited.

This vast, 12-acre amphitheatre in the

International Nickel Company's Canadian refinery

is doing its part in speeding Empire production. In

its row on row of concrete tanks filled with bright

green liquid, the final operation in purifying tbe

Nickel from Canadian mines is performed.

Down each long aisle glides a great bridge-crane.

One after another, the 480-pound anodes of

partially refined Nickel are lowered into the

tanks. Steadily, silently, unceasingly, electricity

performs its magic. A few weeks later, cathodes

of pure Nickel are lifted from the tanks and

rushed to the mills, foundries and factories

of Canada, the Empire and the United States.

For twenty-four hours each day, three shifts of

Canadian workmen, united in loyal sen ice to (he

Empire, keep this plant at its peak of production,

The mighty crushers and hall mills grind onward

without ceasing. The inferno of die furnaces

knows no pause. For Nickel, so essential to make
peace-time machinery tough, strong, hard, rust-

proof, 13 needed more than ever to forge

better and better war machines for our fighting

forces.

Canadian Nickel today is not only a national

asset ... it is vital to tbe defence of the Empire.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
25 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

You Serve by Saving— Buy War Savings Stamps and Certificates Regularly
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Radio Programs

Tuesday, November 18—By a

member of the Medical Faculty.

Wednesday, November 19—
Readings in Poetry. Mr. Charles

Millar.

Thursday. November 20—Song

Recital. Mrs. Glenn Burton.

These programs are from 7.15-

7.30 p.m.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

Kingston's Oldest

Established Shoe Shop

Welcomes You
•

It is our pleasure to

serve you for

—

SHOES
of the better type

GYM SHOES

.

HOSIERY

LUGGAGE

HANDBAGS

POLISHES

Prompt Service

Courteous Treatment

Delivery, Ph. 24

•

LOCKETTS LTD.

Est. 1878

178 Wellington St.

MAKE YOUR

APPOINTMENT

NOW

for a

Dubarry Facial

given by

MISS

RITA MELOCHE

Nov. 10th to Nov. 15th

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

LEVANA
NOTE/

Red Cross Room

The attention of all girls is

drawn to the following notice:

This year it was hoped to have

attendance at the Red Cross

Room purely voluntary. This lias

been given a fair trial but until

now a good showing has not been

made. Many girls are doing their

share in other branches of war

work but we have found it neces-

sary to make attendance compul-

ory for those who signed to do

Red Cross work. All that is re-

ired is one hour a week at the

Red Cross Room. Instructions

in the Red Room,

have your co-

are posted

Kindly k-t

operation.

Eight To The Bar
STU ROBERTSON

Gowns

All members of -Levana are

strongly urged -to wear their

gowns when attending classes in

.he New Arts Building. Don't

forget that there is a penalty at

the end of the year for all those

who fail to obey this regulation.

War Savings Stamp Drive

The drive for the purchase of

War Savings Stamps, sponsored

by the Q.W.A.C. is being extend-

ed until Saturday. This is a

cause which every girl is duty

bound to support, and there is no

reason why everyone should not

be able to purchase at least ONE
stamp. Twenty-five cents is the

price, and members of Levana

may buy their stamps from Mar-

jorie Ellison and Marjorie Emery.

Here's an idea Sadies—instead of

laboring over a vegetable cor-

sage for Li'l Abner. why not pre-

sent him with a War Savings

Stiimp? He'll be terrifically im-

pressed by your patriotism,

Queen's spirit, and general

magnanimity.

Levana Formal

The dates for the Levana For-

mals are January 29 and 30. Jean

Carmichael is the convener, and

the following committees have

been chosen;

Decorating—Convener, Audrey
Hollis ; Louise Parkinson, Pops

Vollmer.

Refreshments—Convener, Mar
jorie Ellison; Kay Connell.

Band—Peggy Clarke.

Publicity— Beatrice Grant.

Tickets—Convener, Dot Nes
bitt; Jean Mary Melvin, Dorothy

Reid.

Sadie Hawkins' Dance

The eventful week that is fast

approaching will be rounded out

in true Sadie fashion with the

Next Friday night a local band

under the co-direction of Eddie Al-

len Washburn and Stan Maurici1

MacDougall will make its initial

appearance on the campus in a re-

gular "year dance" capacity.

An ostensibly Tricolor organiza-

tion, the orchestra is composed oi

four Queen's students and four lo-

cal musicians and it is our opinion

that these musicians will uphold the

tradition of previous dances to

make the Sadie Hawkins hop as

successful as usual. Washburn,

who needs no musical introduction

to campus swingsters, handles die

first horn capably, and MacDougall
(

who leads his own combo at a Mus-

koka resort during the summer,

really thumps a mean bass. Other

Queen's men are Al Saunders, Art>

'•12, who has played lead sax in

classy outfits in and around King-

ston for several seasons, and Newt

Williamson, whose Night and Day

rendition at the Frolics last year

won him many curtain calls. The

four local men, qualified musicians,

fit in well with the "studes" to

round out a solid group of senders.

If you were "on the beam" dancing

to the other Friday Night Swing-

sters, you should "knock yourselves

out" while tripping the light fan-

tastic with "Maurice Allen" and

his music. (The boys used this

name to indicate the co-leadership

of the band.)

One of the chief topics wherever

gates" or "cats" congregate is that

of top bands and top soloists. At

the risk of sticking our neck away

out and starting 'a good argument

we submit the following as tops in

their respective arts.

Trumpets — Harry James (his

own band) ; Ziggy Elman (Tommy
Dorsey) ; Sunny Dunham (his own
band).

Sax —; Charlie Barnet (his own
band)

; Jimmy Dorsey (his own

band) ; Tex Renecke (Glen Mil-

ler).
'

Trombone—Tommy Dorsey (his

own band)
;
Jack Teagarden (his

own I and).

piano— lesse Stacy (Bob Cros-

by).

Drums — Buddy Rich (Tommy

Dorsey).

Guitar — Charlie Cristian (Good-

man).

Boss—Bob Hagganlv (Bob Cros-

by).

Soloists

Vocal—Male— Bob Eberley (J.

Dorsey) ; female — Helen O'Con-

nell (J. Dorsey).

Clarinet — Artie Shaw (his own

band).

Trombone — T. Dorsey (his own

baud )

.

. Trumpet ("sweet) — Charlie Spi-

vak (his own band)
;

(ride) —
Harry James (his own band).

(Note for Sadie Hawkins week

Patronize the Journal Staff.)

S.P.C. Meeting

(Continued from page 1)

some people think that Fascism

constitutes a new social structure.

Actually the same groups retained

the same positions in Fascist coun-

tries as they had before. Fascism,

according to Mr. Wade, is charac-

terized more by violence and bru-

tality than anything else. When'con-

ditions become impossible in a coun-

try, the rulers are often forced lo

resort to the most extreme mea-

sures.

A soldier in the Middle East dur-

ing the last war wrote home : "They

tell me this place was the original

garden of Eden. All I can say is

it wouldn't need no flaming swonl

to keep me out of here. It is so hot

you have to give the fowls ice

cream to keep them from laying

hard-boiled eggs."

• After Mr, Wade finished his talk

he encouraged the audience to dis-

cuss the problems he had put before

them. His encouragement was re-

warded with animated questions

and equally animated answers.

Sadie Hawkins' dance at Ban
Righ on Saturday night. Heart

stricken females who are torn

between two hapless males *no

longer need consider themselves

in a sorry plight, You can take

a man to a dance both nights

—

Friday and Saturday. Tickets,

which are 65c, may be purchased

from Audrey Hollis, Louise Par-

kinson and Marjorie Ellison.

Dear Editor:

When it comes to tetter writing

Well, I always like 'em fighting

And I like to hear my safety valves

a-pu fifing.

But as everything is humming

And I ain't got no kick coming

Well, I guess -I'll have to raise a

stink for nothing.

Now this nothing stuff is "funny,

Especially in money

Because when money comes to no-

thing, nothing comes.

It is also found in brains

Is the missing link in chains

And is the main component used in

filling drums.

Nothing can start stewing

When a gal says "nothing doing"

And that is why a lot of males art-

prudent.

Oh well, after all this gushing

About that intangible stuff, nothing

I'll say

This rhyme is awful.

—Staff Poet.

Progress

In 1492

Columbus sailed the ocean blue

—

Which mav be more than you can

do

In 1942.

—Author Unknown.

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Today:

7.30 p.m.—S.C.M. on "Post War
Reconstruction"

81 College St.

9.00 p.m.—International Rela-

tions Club

, Senate Room

Thursday

:

7.00 p.m.—World Christian Fel-

lowship

Theol. Common Rm
Old Arts Bldg.

Friday

:

9.00 p.m.—Dogpatch Drag

We extend a vfery

Rear.tr Welcome

to the Students

'

of.

(§nmiB Imuerjaity

CROWN DAIRY
PHONE 406

It's Fall again and Queen's students return with the welcome

of all Kingston

—

We are pleased at all times to have students come here for

their Footwear

—

Shoes for College

Gym Shoes - Street Shoes - Dress Shoes

•

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can .furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Facultie*

and Departments, Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Peni,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University OtguiuU ONTARIO

Still Urgently Needed

STUDENT BLOOD DONORS
DON'T DELAY SIGN TO-DAY

Cards Still Available At Doctor Boyd's Office
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Left Hand
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Short Story of the Week
And then there is the story of

the little girl from a town near
Toronto who took a do-or-die, atti-

tude about Sadie Hawkins' week
and invited so many hoys that she

didn't know what to do. So, this

morning i.irly she wandered around
to a house on Albert Street, picked

up her blushing hoy friend and
wandered coyly down to the

Queen's Tea Room where she

treated him to breakfast. At ten

o'clock she treated another fresh-

man to coffee and at noon another

fellow was her guest at lunch. As
far as can be ascertained the same
schedule goes for tomorrow and the

next day with a sprinkling of after-

noon-teas and dances in between.

The moral of this story is: nien

aren't worth the price of becoming

allergic to coffee.

How to Make Sadie Hawkins

Hate You
The other day several co-eds

pleaded with me (you should have

heard their sobs — it was wonder-
ful) to request all hoys to be a bit

more polite to them during Sadie

LEFT HAND CORNER
(Continued on page 6)

No. 15

First Open House

Billed For Nov. 29

Nurses, R.C.A.F., Students
All Invited

A definite program has been ar-

ranged for the coming Open House
On Saturday, November 29, in

Grant Hall. Of particular inter-

est to men students is the new
system of part "tag dances" and
|Kirt "as usual." Nurses arc invited

to make up for the dearth of co-

eds, and the airmen attending

Queen's are welcome too. Undis-

closed measures will be taken to

keep hack the stag-line, and charm-
ing Levana hostesses will be pres-

ent to start the evening with flying

colors.

Gallup Poll

A minor Gallup poll will be con-

ducted all next week to find the

three most popular tunes on the

campus, and of course they will be

featured.

The A.M.S. has put a great deal

of thought behind this Open House,

b is hoped the evening will be fun

for evervone.

Conscription Issue

Argued In Toronto

Successfully Supported By
Queen's Team

A Queen's debating team visited

Osgoode Hall on Friday. Nov. 1-1.

and won a decision on the issue

of conscription. Hugh Harrison and

Sandy Mar-hall, upholding the af-

firmative of tin: resolution in favor

of conscription, presented a case

which withstood all of the eloquence

and wit of Don MacDonald and

Morris Hay of Osgoode Hall.

Need of Men

Mr. Marshall, the prime minister,

urged the need fox men which

would exist when the time came to

launch the offensive which would

win the war. He stated that Bri-

CONSCRIPTION ISSUE

(Continued on page 7)

Free Speech
CON DUC TED Sv B A H

Topk-—"What d-> you think ot

Sadie Hawkins?

Reporters — Mary Paierson,

Gord W right, Barry Woods.

Dean Douglas

—

1 consider it an excellent idea

that the girls sometimes entertain

the hoys at the formers' expense,

However, I have a very low

opinion of the third ra:e southern

comic strip with which Sadie

Hawkiric activities have come to

be associated. Could the girli not

use a little ingenuity and goud

taste in keeping on these enjoy-

able activities? Perhaps in a new
form under the title of, say, Ama-

FREE SPEECH
(Continued on page 81

War Stamp Drive

Will End Saturday

Temporary Stands To Boost

Final Effort

The drive to raise S200 in War
Savings Certificates for the War
\id Commission will definitely end

ibis Saturday, whether or not the

original objective has been raised.

A stand will he erected at the Lib-

rary, and temporary ones in the

Students' I'nion and the Science

Club Room frpin 12,45 till 1 o'clock

every day until Saturday, where

the stamps will be on sale.

Arts and Science together head

the list in buying stamps to black

out Hitler. Levana is low. (No
douht Sadie Hawkins is saving her

pennies fur the big week-end.) Meds

STAMP DRIVE

(Continued on page 2)

Hillbilly Huntress Here Again

For Annual Week-end Sojourn

Tickets To Play

Tickets for "The Torch-

Bearers" (to be presented

December 2 and 3), are

now on sale at the Tech-

nical Supplies, Queen's Post

Office, .and Lockett's Shoe

Store. All seats are reserv-

ed.

Osgoode Debaters

Win Close Verdict

Wartime Control Of Press
Favored In Vote

BY KATE MACDONNF.LL

On Monday ni^ht. in the Doug-

las Library, the Queen's Debating

(
;nion held its first intercollegiate

debate of the year, losing by a close

margin to Osgoode Hall. David

Henry and Gibson Grey came up

from Osgoode Hall to uphold the

resolution that "There should be

restriction of the press in war-

time." Pat MacDonald and Al Hol-

lingworth opposed the motion of

Queen's.

Functions of Press

Mr. Henry opened the debate,

speaking for the Government. He

began hi^ argument by showing that

the press has two main functions

in wartime, to give news and to

formulate public opinion. The

speaker then recommended that a

firm hut gentle restriction of the

press should be exercised to regu-

ate the editorial policy of the news-

papers. His reasons for this were,

first, that an international policy

must he pursued and that the gov

OSGOODE DEBATE
(Continued on p3ge 6)

Bells Clang, Sirens Scream
To Sound Out Knell

Of Abner

Three-Day Program

With a clanging of bells (both

telephone and door), and a wail-

ing of sirens (both fire-engine

and female ), Sadie Hawkins
blasted into town today fur the

fourth successive year. The hill-

billy huntress will sojourn on the

Queen's ^campus for three days

before returning to her native

southern haunts.

Eager co-eds, glorying in their

new social status, have had three

days in which to snare the males

of their choice, and all indications

are thai they have not been idle.

On Monday night especially, the

queue outside the Ban Righ tele-

phone booths stretched almost to

the street, each girl clutching a

well-thumbed directory in one

hand, and from two to seven

nickels in the other.

The three-day program is

varied and elastic, with the

famous — or infamous — Dog-

patch Drag on Friday night still

the outstanding feature. This will

he followed on Saturday by a

dance in Ban Righ. and at Sat-

urday midnight, it once more be-

comes every man for himself, as

HILLBILLY HUNTRESS
(Continued on page 8)

CHARLIE HICKS NAMED
SECRETARY-TREASURER

Mr. Charles Hicks, Secretary of

the Athletic Board of Control, will

replace Herb Hamilton as perman-

ent Secretary-Treasurer of the Af-

ma Mater Society, it was announced

by A. M.S. President Dorothy War-

die on Tuesday.

Well Known

Mr. Hicks has been at Queen's

for 21 years. He started as assist-

CHARLIE HICKS

(Continued on page 2^

Drag To Feature

Dogpatch Fashions

Decorations To Harmonize
With Costumes

Plans arc fast approaching com-

pletion for the greatest Dogpatch

Drag in the history of Sadie Haw-

kins Week, according to word re-

ceived yesterday from Convener

John "Lonesome Polecat" Hamil-

ton. "It will be," said the Polecat,

"the biggest, hustlin'cst, trampbii'-

est dance ever seen on the Queen'3

campus."

One of the features of Friday's

Drag will be the new and original

decorations, designed by Jack Storr,

The usually sober color scheme o£

Grant Hall will be transformed by

a series of full size murals depict'

DOGPATCH FASHIONS

< Continued on page 3)

StalT Artist's Impressions Of Sadie Hawkins Week
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Stamp Drive

(Continued from page 1)

are last in the race. It is not so

n\uch the inter-faculty rivalry, but

the co-operation of the whole Uni-

rarsity that is desired. At present

only half of the objective has been

raised.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

QUEEN'S TAXI

2002
TAILS =

FOR RENT
AND

TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princess St.

Charlie Hicks

(Continued from page 1)

ant in the office he now occupies

and was appointed Secretary in

[928. He has a great interest in

student affairs and a remarkably

wide acquaintance among the stu-

dents.

The new secretary served over-

seas for four rears in World War

I, and it is interesting to note that

he might never have come to

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 1772-W

OPEN ALLEYS

EVERY AFTERNOON
AT POPULAR

MATINEE PRICES

J. CHARLES HICKS

Queen's if he had not been in close

contact with the late George Rich-

ardson. Mr. Hicks was with the

2nd Infantry Battallion and was

mnded at Vimy Ridge in April,

1916. He returned to Canada short-

afterward and began his asso-

ciation with Queen's almost imme-

diately.

Dr.Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

A NEW
ARRIVAL

v
OF

IMPORTANCE

GREY AND

BROWN

DONEGAL

CAMPUS

HATS

$2.95

»

BIBBY^S
78-84 Princess St.

TO SADIE

A REAL SPECIAL

1

GENUINE SCHICK
INJECTOR RAZOR

"8" GENUINE SCHICK
'DOUBLE THICK" BLADES

REG. SIZE PALMpLIVE
SHAVE CREAM

ALL THREE
FOR ONLY

59c
•

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

Now once each year to Queen's

there comes

A lass whose name is Sadie.

When she arrives the campus hums

With doin's, good and shady.

You'll hear her talking on the

phone —
You'll see her in at Charlie's

She never wants to be alone,

She's always having parleys.

With other females of her ilk

In tones both loud and gay

Rut oh her tone's as smooth as silk

If a man's not far away.

Her step is firm, her chin not weak

Her female eyes appraising.

The way the men go mild and meek

Is really quite amazing.

No man around is safe from harm

Til! Sadie's gone away.

Not one escapes her strong

arm.

Everyone's in the fray.

She seizes on some hapless male

And forthwith rails him up,

And says "It's Sadie" he grows pa

"Come dance with me and sup

He says oh yes he'd be delighted

And fiddles with his collar

—

He then thinks he'd as soon be

slighted

Or part with his last dollar.

But laier on he's very proud

That he'll he at the Drag,

And shouts his fortune long and

loud

That he's going with a "hag."

—Anonymous.

)r. Angus Speaks

At Drama Meeting

Gives Informal Address On
Stage Direction

BY MARY i'ATERSON

On Monday night in Convocation

Hall, Dr. William Angus gave the

Drama Guild an amusing and in-

formal talk on Stage Direction,

hicb, lie explained, is a matter

f common sense. Most modern

printed editions of plays previously

performed by large professional

companies contain directions of the

riginal "prompt copies," and

hough this copying may seem para-

tic, it is wise for amateurs.

Principles

Dr. Angus explained that the

wo principles of direction are

rouping and movement. In these

lilt- director helps the actors, whose

ork is the interpretation of their

laracters as the author of the play

saw them. It is not in the words,

but In their substance that the audi-

ence must find meaning. Next, the

peaker turned to the many outside

ffects, such as costumes and light-

ng, which convey meaning in tab-

eaux. Except for attempts for de-

finite effect, there is usually balance

the scene.

The interpretation of the play

must be compatible with the pic-

ture, and the focus point for the

audience must be distinct. To lend

strength to a character, there are

principles of position, level and act-

ng area. The front centre of the

tage is the boldest, strongest local-

ly, while back centre is suited to

loofness and "hauteur."

Positions

This is the most effective place

for an entrance, as the attention of

the audience is focused there. Side

front and side back are weaker but

all are suited to special types of

action. The most versatile position

is facing diagonally toward the

audience, while the direct facing

position takes the actor out of the

action. The strong back to the au

dience is most effective, especially

depicting anger. To focus attention

on something, the best device is to

look at it. Standing upstage and

being isolated attracts attention in

contrast with other players.

In conclusion, Dr. Angus warned

against duplicating a tableau oi

grouping that had previously occur

red in the play. Smooth movement

even if comparatively slight, will

animate the play, and may convey

social positions and allegiances.

There arose in the halls of

Scienz a monstrous din, as fer-

rous parts smote each other in

the clap-banging of shuvelluffs.

And the Maid Marion, fearing

for her minions, summoned them

unto her with great suortings and

tremblings, A great hubbub

arose amongst the thronging

men, as they began to speculate

as to the purport of the message

tthich caused such emissions of

steam anr> angry hissings from

their Maid. And the oracle, with

a full graceful sweep of her lat-

ticed boom, did lull the masses

into a silence so dread that for

once there was audible the aqu-

eous clacking as Idee smote his

gum—of which he is never with-

out—with lusty strokes. When
ven this vile noise no longer ex-

ceeded a gurgle, the oracle spoke,

twitching her caterpillar treads

nervously all the while.

My sons, the' Maid Sade has

descended upon us in divers

forms and shapes. She is a cun-

ning one, like unto Eve, who

duped Adam. Let no man heed

her beckonings."

There arose at once a tumult,

as many accusations were hurled

at those who had betrayed us by

falling prey to the womanly

les. There was the Great War-

rior, whose devotions to Sissadie

grow like his beard, so that now

t is a long story. And the fing-

ers pointed at Len of Sud who
by rumor in the clutches of

Flo of Wardz and at Bobchin,

whose possession of a lemon is

known to many. Kencam who

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron

ze them and support your paper

every jangle of the Bell bell, and

Finn of the West, whose activi-

ties in every fopd emporium in

the Land of Kin are whispered

in the darker alleys, and others no

less strong in the face of tempta-

tion, escaped not the piercing

gaze of their fellows. Many heads

were seen slung from hooks ol

shame.

Then spoke the Oracle once

more: "My sons, be of great

strength. Gird yourselves in your

best armor of indifference, and

be not further seduced. My
blessing be upon you. Go with

the wench wherever she will take

you. Eat heartily of all that she

bestows upon you, remembering

that in the Pin Ball Hall of

Lazonga, and all other dens of

iniquity, it now becomes your

turn to face the door at all sitt-

ings. When she orders dancing,

trip the lights. In the hail of

Bacchus, spend her shekels till

the walls of her purse cleave to

each other in anguish, so that she

may know full well the pangs of

insolvency. Be not afraid.- De-

spite my warnings and entreaties,

many of your predecessors fell to

the wooings of the witch. Be-

ware only of the cooch, and all

will be well. Grieve me not, lest

my old boiler burst with the

failure of my rivets.

"And he who put the pickle

in the bottle at the time of the

full moon, leaving it at our por

tals as a token of what thoughts

concerning us lie in the minds of

many, since the Wardlewoman

took the chair which has long

eager anticipation at been ours without contest ho

ODE TO ENGLISH TWO

Have you ever been subjected

To the subject, English Two?
The day when essays are collec-

ted

And you don't know what to do;

Yours is not quite yet ready,

And you need a little time;

To you who feel somewhat un-

steady

Do I dedicate this rhyme.

When the prof sets forth an

essay,

Do not leave it "till the end;

For then 'twill only be a mess-ay.

And the prof won't be your friend,

fust sit down at your small table

And do the very best you can;

Do not think of Joan or Mabel

Or of any other "pan."

And when your job is ended,

Take a look at it once more,

For you might have been be-

friended

When you copied out your chore.

Finally, you'll begin to wonder
Why your marks are very low,

And you'll begin to ponder

And tell the prof to go .

Just be calm and not too hasty

In whatever you write or say,

Do not be quite so wasty

And do not wander far away.

Remember, my dear student,

Take your job with one big

smile

;

Be a little bit more prudent

And you'll find that life's worth-

while.

—P. A. D.. Arts '44.

A distinguished one-legged old

colonel

Once started to edit a jolonel

But soon quite disgusted

Gave up—he was busted

And cried, "the expense is in-

folonel."

shall see that the fire has yet

strength to boil more than the

tea-kettle."

Pressing Affairs

Always, hoys, dress nice and neat

Then Sndie'll stand and give you

her seat.

-Scoop.

It's Barbarous 1

If your hair is neat and tidy

Maybe Sadie'Il take you Friday.

—Scoop.

who again has a chance lo get her
Li'l Abner, as Sadie Hawkins' Week
comes to Queen's.
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"Where The Service fieoses"

Yellow

Taxi
Five New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE J J JlPHONE

WE MEET ALL TRAINS
24-Hour Service Henry Wilson

RENT A NEW CAR
Drive it Yourself

Rates: 12c per mile.

Minimum $1,00 per hour.

?64 ,
/i Bagot St., Phone 199

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A.

Underwood Typewriters

See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. ft. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St

THEATDE
LINE-UP

CAPITOL
Suu Volley Serenade is being of-

fered by the Capitol Theatre today
and tomorrow. There also i> an in-

teresting variety of short subjects
for added enjoyment.

S«n Valley Serenade is a light,

fluffy piece which won't leave any-
one in a limp heap in the aisle. With
Sonja Henie heading the cast one
can be sure that there will he plenty

of skating. There arc also some
excellent skiing shots, and several

hot jive sessions with Glenn Miller

and his band.

John Payne supplies the roman-
tic interest and Milton Berle aids

with excellent dead-pan comedy.—

B

—H.P.B.

STUDENTS IN CHINA
NOT ASKED TO FIGHT

The sure way to make

the 8 o'clock classes

USE A DEPENDABLE

ALARM CLOCK
Priced from $1.35 up

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

McGALLS
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone 34*

Toronto (C.U.P.) — "Students

ire not encouraged to join the

army in China," stated Dr. R. Gor-
don Agnew of the West China
I Iniversity, Chengtu, China, who
spoke to the Royal Canadian Insti-

tute Saturday night,on "Science

and Reconstruction in China," at

Toronto.

"Chiang Kai-Shek realizes the

need for trained experts to carry-

on the reconstruction of the coun-

try both now and after the war

with Japan is over, and there are

unlimited numbers of non-students

for the army," the speaker ex-

plained.

Dr. Agnew, a graduate of Vic-

toria University and of the Faculty

of Dentistry, is the founder and

head of the first fully accredited

dental college in China. The suc-

cess of the college has led Chiang

Kai-Shek to establish others.

Experts

"Resistance, to make the recon-

struction of China possible, has

been the keynote of Chiang Kai-

Shek's reconstruction program
started in 1937," Dr. Agnew ex-

plained. The Generalissimo has

called experts in all branches of

science, political theory, military

tactics, law enforcement, and even

music, to help China to victory and

a modern way of life.

Industrial co-operatives have been

set up in the interior, where there

are 50 million refugees from the

Japanese-held coast regions. To
overcome the lack of machinery and

to provide this vast number with

work, handicrafts have again come
into prominence.

Sadie Hawkins

Snatches

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron-

ize them and support your paper.

CAPITOL
A FAMOUS PiAVEBS TMEATBE

CONTINUOUS
DAILY

1.00 TO 11.00

TODAY and FRIDAY

SONJA HEN1E JOHN PAYNE

"SUN VALLEY SERENADE"
WITH

GLENN MILLER and His Orchestra
MILTON BERLE JOAN DAVIS . LYNN BARI

SATURDAY. MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY

JOAN
CRAWFORD
HERBERT
MARSHALL

ROBERT
TAYLOR
SPRING

BYINGTON

GREER
GARSON
MONA
BARRIE

"WHEN LADIES MEET'
When wife and sweetheart compare notes

—

Heaven help any man I

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

"4 Princess St. Opp. Roy Y°rk Cafe

GOlURDIERS
rues

78 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Phone 3354-R 346 Princess St

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

Princess Beauty Salon
2H Princes:. St. Phone 649

The Moo. "n Eugene Shop

1(k Van Clieai Maude Wagai

A FAMOUS PLATERS THEATBI

CONTINUOUS
SHOW

DAILY FROM
l P.M.

THURS.- FRI.-SAT.

GENE AUTRY
"DOWN MEXICO WAY"

WITH
SMILEY BURNETTE

STARTING SUNDAY MIDNIGHT

"THE NIGHT OF JANUARY 16TH'
ROBERT PRESTON ELLEN DREW

HENRY ALDRICH FOR PRESIDENT'
JIMMV LYNDON

Two freshettes's hearts throbbing

for the same lucky freshman; both

raced to the telephone at 8 a.m. on

Monday morning but a third fresh-

ette had apparently got there first,

because the lad was bespoken for

the Drag

!

* * *

Two wily Artsmen serenaded

Ban Righ with everything from

"Doodle-dee-doo" to "Abide with

Me" all a scant three hours before

the official dating began at 4 a.m.

on Monday morning. At the sug-

gestion of one sleepy soph, they

left with a rousing "Goodnight

Ladies" — (Bill MacKenzie and

John Hamilton) — A slight im-

provement in quality might have

brought more results but Sadie

did like that tenor.

* * »

One sly soph asked the man of

her choice a couple of days early

(tsk! tskt) but what was her dis-

may to be blackmailed by the lad's

brother. His price for silence turn-

ed out to be a date for the Ban

High Dance. Let that be a lesson

to you too-anxious Sadies. Such

is the way of the transgressor!

* » *

Heard in a phone-hoodi : "This

is Sadie Hawkins speaking."

(paused "No, .you're not taking a

chance! It's Jane;"

jS * *

.W hat enthusiastic Sophomore is

going; to attend the Drag as — of

all things — 9 veritable infant?

Not only that, she is going to call

for her Lil Abner to coerce him

into appearing similarly attired

And she could do it too! ! !

• * * *

Our Sadie's a lady

Who wqos and pursues

The man of her choke with aban-

don;

She's brainless, she's bony.

She's freckled, she's phony.

But our money's on Sadie to land

'em.

—K.O.N.
I* * *

Who Is Sadie? Who is she

Whom the Hoys all like to see?

Can It be this giddy girl

Who gives the lads a whirl?

She's a fickle, freckled female

Who'll attend to every detail

Of the Dogpatch celebration

So while the boys are quaking

We find our Sadie breaking

Alt the rules of good behavior.

(End of lecture, so end of poem

and inspiration.)

—K.O.N.

BILTMORE AFT'N20c-EV'G25c
'PLUS TAXI

WHERE THE CROWD GOES"

_ THURSDAY. FRIDAY and SATURDAY —

hope "THE GHOST BREAKERS" coddard

also — "BAD LANDS" with Robert Barrett, Nooh_ Beery, Jr.

— MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY —

Alice Foye in 'THAT NIGHT IN RIO" with Don Ameche

0 nd Ann Sheridan, Pot O'Brien in "INDIANAPOLIS SPEEDWAY"

Starts Next
THURSDA'

"6EAU GESTE'

^ 1847 CL5TOM TAILORS FOR 94 YEARS 1941 =

LIVINGSTON'S
|

MEN! HERE'S THE GREATEST SUIT m
VALUE WE'VE EVER OFFERED S

Tailored-to-Measure =

SUIT SALE I

$27.95
I

• MADE TO YOUR MEASURE =
• PERFECT FIT GUARANTEED =
• ALL ONE PRICE ^

Clothes that ordinarily command much higher prices =

I LIVINGSTON'S I
75-79 BROCK STREET

"Torch-Bearers"
- - Sneak Preview

Laundry Lines for Lonesome

Lovers

If to the Drag you wish to go

Wear a shirt as clean as snow.

—Scoop.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

LI'L ABNER

who again has to risk his life and limb

in the horrors of Sadie Hawkins'

Week.

BY HAROLD Bl"RGESS

Because of the pressure of a

deadline an~d the experience of

the last two hours, I'm exhausted.

I spent those hours lying on my
stomach laughing at the Drama

Guild's new smash hie, "The

Torch-Bearers." Acting as a

guinea-pig audience ,1 watched

the three-act comedy unroll, My
shirt is still wet from the effort

of trying to control my chuckles

and my bigger bellows at the

antic? and the hokum in the play.

First Act

The first act is the final re-

hearsal of "The Torch-Bearers"

just like that horrible last re-

hearsal back in the home town

when you swore you would never

act again'.

The second act is set back-

stage—you will see the actors go

on from behind the scenes. Back-

stage is topsy-turvy— cues are

missed, the scenery topples, tem-

pers rage. Onstage there is high

comedy. Mrs. Ritter trips three

times in one scene and TwMler's

mustache comes off only twice.

(He leaves it off the second

time). They all say. "I don't

think that the audience noticed!"

That is the constant refrain in

"The Torch- Bearers."

A third act post mortem on the

play reveals the natures ,of the

actors in this rave. The truth

comes out and is it bitter. There

are orchids for the star and the

truth for Mrs. Pampinelh. the

domineering dowager directress

of this play within a play. "I

don't blame you lor hiding after

the show." She fades. Mrs. Fell

goes out as she says, "The third

time I married I said to Mr.

Three
—'We two are now one

and I'm the one'!"

I don't know how the stiff-

shirts in the dress circle will

stand it with their bosoms and

their collars keeping their necks

in place, but now I'm going to

take off my flannel item and

retire.

Dr. Angus asked me as I left.

"How was it?" Take it from me,

it's already >mighty good—in two

weeks it will rival Charley's Aunt.

In the meantime. I'm told all

seats are reserved, so get your

tickets early.

Iffi=

Dogpatch Fashions

(Continued from page 1)

ing life in Dogpatch and the perils

of Li'l Abuer.

Guests are expected to dress in

keeping with the gerje/al theme.

Costumes must he tattered and torn,

and the more so the better. Dress-

ing in the height of- Dogpatch fash-

ion wilt be encouraged by the giv-

ing of two valuable prizes to the

two best worst-dressed couples.

Judges for this competition will be

those two experts. Stew "Marryin'

Sam" Webster, and Jack "Earth-

quake McGaon" Storr.

Though dates are '.-oing fa^r, it

is reliably reported that there are

still a few ready and willing males

avadahle for tardy Sadies. Tickers

ni.iv be obtained for the usual dol-

lar and a quarter from any member

of the Pipe Band. Girls may get

theirs from Rutbilda Callaghan. Sis

Salxv. or Mary Alice Archibald.

Dancing will be to the music of

Maurice Allen and his orchestra,

and will begin at the customary

hour of nine o'clock.

Men who are able to snare re-

luctant females may buy tickets at

the Post Office in the librarv.

THE PERILS OF PERCY

Patronise Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

I was talking to Percy the other

day,

And who is Percy, did I hear you

say?

Oh Percy's the curly-haired, cor-

pulent flea

Whom I often have over tor

afternoon tea.

"Why Percy," I said, "there's a

tear in your eye

Your hair is all rumpled, just

look at your tie
!"

"I know." quoth 'my chum with

a sigh and a sob,

"I only can say it's a put-up job,

"Nobody warned me Sade Haw-

kins was loose

I've been running all day to

escape her fell noose, .

She's chased and pursued me that

undaunted old hag

And now I'm roped in for the

Dogpatch Drag.

"You're sunk, old friend." after

these words I spoke,

I shook with emotion and then

my voice broke,

"To the drag you'll go, you're far

beyond help,"

At that Percy fainted with just

one small velp.

—Marj.
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Official Notices

The French conversation classes

held on Monday and Tuesday af-

ternoon in Roorh 204 in the New

Vrts Building, will in future be held

in the Common Room of Macdon-

ncll House.

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 20, 1941

Oh Happy Sadie Hawkins* Day!

Well, that woman is here again, and as many have done

before them; the men take refuge in mock terror, behind the sacred

portals of the Students' Union, and prayerfully wait for the tele-

phone to ring. Usually shaggy countenances are faithfully shaved,

trousers that have not felt the iron's kiss in months are suddenly

overwhelmed with affection, doors are opened with great cere-

mony—and all because a comic strip writer had a bright idea.

Actually of course, it goes much deeper than that. We suspect

that women from time immemorial have felt the urge to take the

offensive once in a while, and show the haughty males how THEY
would handle the situation. It seems almost sacrilegious to

analyze the thing in this manner, but in reality it is probably a

good thing for both sexes that the female of the species should

have a chance to become openly aggressive for once.

In the first place it will give the usually-privileged men an

idea of the thoughts that must pass through a girl's mind when

she is invited out by the "wrong guy," and must think up a

plausible alibi on the spur of the moment. Even more importaut,

they may come to know something of what it means not to be

invited out at all.

Nor will it do the co-eds any harm to discover just what it

costs to pay for a simple evening at the movies. Maybe they can

even teach the boys a few things about how to entertain well and

cheaply. Anyhow more power to them in the attempt.

Actually of course, though it be treason to admit it openly,

it is the male vanity which is most at stake this week. In our

last issue, one clear-sighted scribe offered the following bit of

consolation (?) to his cohort:

"Fear not, for the Law of Averages is with you."

To hopeful Li'l Abner's we cannot refrain from pessimistically

pointing out that it might be more apt to say:

"Fear, for the Law of Averages is against you."

Student Advisers

We think it is worthwhile to commend to the attention of all

concerned, the system of student advisers for freshmen, now in

effect in the faculty of Arts. It is our hope that as it becomes more
and more effective, it may reduce the mortality rate among first-

year students to a considerable degree.

The system is simple and easy to apply. Through the Arts

Society Executive, the senior students are given lists of about four

freshmen upon whom they are to check, and for whom they are

expected to feel a certain responsibility. This does not indicate

that the frosh are to be watched like little children, but simply

that, if they themselves feel the need of it, they can get tutoring

or aid in academic work, or advice in any problems that may
arise.

Wc are convinced that the plan is a good one, because we
believe thai at least fifty per cent of those who fail in first year
do so because they do not realize in time just what they are up
against. The change from completely supervised high-school study
to reading assignments that may be done any time, and that are

never checked on until exam day, ei^ier leaves them bewildered,
or so intoxicates them that they never get around to work at all.

It is to be hoped that some pointed advice from sadder and
sorrier seniors may get the majority of the newcomers over that
crucial first year.

An Appreciation

On Tuesday afternoon, the members of the A.M.S. Executive
on bchah" of the student body presented to Mr. H. J. Hamilton
a fine pair of Dunhill pipes. The ceremony itself^was brief and
simple, but it conveyed the weight of appreciation that wc as
students have, for the help and council Herb has given.

In his four years at the A.M.S. post, he has acquired a wealth
of experience and information that has always been at the dis-

posal of perplexed students. From the A.M.S. President to the
greenest Journal reporter, they have not hesitated to seek guid-
ance in campus matters—and the guidance has always been help-
ful. No one ever deserved more what little gratitude it is in our
power to display.

Marty Memorial Scholarship

This Scholarship in memory of

Dr. Aletta Marty, valued at not less

than $750. is offered by the Queen's

University Alumnae Association.

Any woman graduate of Queen's

University with a Master's degree

may hold this Scholarship, which

will be awarded for a year of gradu-

ate work. A committee chosen by

the Alumnae Association will make

the award. The Scholarship may

be awarded to the same woman for

more than one year.

Applications should reach the

Registrar not later than January 1st.

Further information may be ob-

tained from the Registrar's Office.

O.H.A. Scholarship

Applications are invited from stu-

dents now enrolled in the university

for the Ontario Hockey Association

Scholarship for 1941. The cash

value is $80.

The Scholarship has previously

been awarded on the basis of ma-

triculation. As no matriculation

candidate was eligible last summer,

the Scholarship will be awarded this

session to some student within the

University on the basis of his aca-

demic qualifications and on his rat-

ing as a clean, effective hockey

player.

No credit is given for fees when

the Scholarship is not awarded on

the basis of matriculation, but the

regular cash payment of $80 is

made to the winner.

Applications should be in the

hands of the Registrar by December

1st. Applicants should give evidence

of having played hi the O.H.A. or

N.O.H. series.

foij our ancestors, there is but one

choice — liberty or death.

We do not know how much more

destruction these scientific barbari-

ans will bring on our land and on

the rest of Europe before they are

whipped but we are certain that

[heir doom is near. After they are

defeated, victors and vanquished

must work together for lasting

peace and world brotherhood.

We wish it were possible to con-

vev in person our deep appreciation

for your kindness and be assured

that we shall remain indebted to

you for ever.

Fath fully yours,

THE STUDENTS OF THE

UNIVERSITY OF ATHENS.

By -.

( Tor fear of reprisals, The American
Hellenic Student Committee deems it

wise to omit the names of the signers

of this letter.)

It is interesting that, tobacco

being unknown in those days,

Sadie used to smoke corn silk

in an old corn cob pipe. This

was known as the Dogpa t c h

Drag. Pretty corny affair, if you

ask me.

Now I must run along. Jose-

phine is going to take me to the

movies tonight and I have to go

and borrow some mad money.

Then I'll go and have a snooze

. . . By the way. they've re-decor-

ated my room here at Rockwood.

It'- 50 luxuriously done that even

the walls and floor are covered

with cushions. You must come

and see it sometime.

Yours sincerely,

The Emperor,

Napoleon Bonaparte.

Robert Bruce Scholarships

The Robert Bruce Matriculation

Scholarships, each of the value of

$25, were not awarded in the sum-

mer of 1941 since no matriculation

candidates were eligible. Therefore,

applications are now invited for

these Scholarships from first year

students of Scottish extraction in

the Faculties of Arts, Applied Sci-

ence and Medicine. The Scholar-

ships will be awarded on the basis

of the candidates' standing on the

Christmas examinations. There will

be one scholarship in each faculty.

Applications should be in the

hands of the Registrar by Decem-

ber 1st. Applicants must give evi-

dence of Scottish extraction.

Letters to The Editor

(Ed. Note) Last year the A.

M.S. donated $50 to students'

medical aid for Greece. The
following letter has just been

received in reply.)

Athens. April 6. 1941.

To the Students of the

United States and Canada:

Dear Fellow Students

:

Accept our profound gratitude

for the material aid which you are

giving us and for your genuine

.sympathy in the cause for which we
are fighting. We shall never forge!

that you have come to our assist-

ance when wc needed you most.

Ours is the happy lot to be figilt-

ing for the nation where democracy

emerged. We are glad for the privi-

lege to make the supreme sacrifice

for our Christian faith and national

freedom. Our religious ami demo
cratic heritage will be defended to

the last student. For us, as it was

St. Helena Island,

November 17, 1815.

The Editor,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Mr. Editor:

I see in your paper that Sadie

Hawkins is coming this week.

This means that instead of the

boys taking the girls, the girls

will take the boys, which some

claim is nothing new. Anyway,

the men will be taken to a dance,

to a show, out, in, or for a ride.

It seems to me that when we

obey a tradition like that, we

ought to know a little about the

origin of it, don't you think—or

do you? However, I have done

some research in the matter and

would like to tell you what I

have found out.

Sadie Hawkins was born in

the mountains. Now, immediately

we are faced with the problem of

how to define a mountain. After

much careful thought, I have ar-

rived at the following definition

:

"A mountain is a large hill." And

in order to make everything clear,

I have described a hill as "a small

mountain." Logical, isn't it?

From this word we get the

term "Mountain Dew." Moun-

tain dew is supposed to have very

special medicinal properties, and

may be obtained at night in a

still spot where there is plenty

of moonshine.

Anyway, Sadie was born in the

mountains. At a very early age

she began to smoke, which was

not so hot, because she never

seemed to have her own matches.

Every time she saw a man walk-

ing along the road, she would

run up to him and ask him if

he had a match. By and by the

men of the mountain got to know
her, and since they did not want

to give away matches that they

had only used once or twice,

they would run away from her.

To this day she has never met

her match . . . And that's how it

all started. I don't quite under-

stand it, do you?

To the Editor.

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

It was with great interest that

I read your editorial concerning

the problem of "What to do

about strikes?" I presume you

mean strikes in defence indus-

tries. I'm not going to consider

the situation in the U.S., but

may I point out that in Canada

much of the equipment, capital

and some of 'the personnel which

is essential in the running of

munitions industries is supplied

directly by the government. In a par-

ticular plant in which I worked

during the summer months, the

union had become defunct since

the war and there was the exis-

tence of an open shop. All equip-

ment and capital had been sup-

plied by the government and a

company which before the war

was on the verge of bankruptcy

is now booming. But what of the

worker? He cannot strike, since

he now has no medium through

which he may do so. The wages

can be, and are being kept low.

The personnel is in the hands

of private enterprise. The solu-

tion is not in the forbidding of

strikes but in the taking over of

all defence plants by the govern-

ment lock, stock' and barrel.

There is no use having the

people's money in the hands of

private enterprise. The munitions

industry is a matter of national

:onceni and therefore deserves

national administration.

Yours truly,

Bernard Wand.

You're missing a lot if you

haven't tried Philip Morris

Mixture, today's greatest

value in pipe tobacco.

In pouches, pack-
ages and ' j lb. tins.

Everything that's New
and Smart
At LAIDLAW'S!

•

Dresses — Coats — Sports Clothes —
New Accessories — Smart Fabrics.

Men's Furnishings

—

House Furnishings

—

When }'ou Puv at Laidlaxv's — You're Sure of the Quality.

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

172 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS
tiElene 4JHnrttn's tSeauty &alott

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Helcne Martin Assistant Clara Wetland

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPH ER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now tor Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 211

PAPPY YOKUM

whose son and heir, Li'l Abner, once

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE

RIGHT PRICES -

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MACCISON STUDIC
Speciol Offer to Queen's Graduates

Sittings $1.00, including Tricolor print. Pictures $1.00 each-

8x10 print free with $5.00 order.

'ffl,
ta
H.?kiSfa?dvSS:

Ce " 'M Princess St. Evening by Appointment Prunes 676-620
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SPORTS

ONCE CVEC LIGHTLY
WITH BILL LEMMt

Two championships hang in the balance this Saturday afternoon as the

Meds Science Ouee^ A*
t0

,
* double-dipper entertainment fn nMeds-Sc ence Queen s-Army struggles and the largest gathering of theyear is looked for by the stadium officials. * g
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0
^"..,™^ the k***"*"** Championship as the twoteams are tied for the leadership in the final standing The souads have

been Pr^smg fa.thfully for the crooshul match, a! Med, art out Zrevenge the 6-1 Sc.ence victory, claiming they were playing for the third
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•
**** h l° champions^

In the feature attraction Queen's is pitted against a strong Army
team for the City Championship, as the Army hung a surprise S- 31 victory
to force a playoff. The Galloping Gaels were hampered by lack of suitable
substitutes in the last game due to the unexplainable disappearance of three
key men, while the Army claimed to be four understrength. The Soldiers
will have Noble, their star hoofer, back in the lineup and will be backed
by the entire Barracks as a cheering section. Better drag your catches to
this must event, Sadies I

The tough breaks Dept. again has to go into action as Ernie Benevides
is the latest hard luck guy to enter this club, sustaining a broken bone
in his wrist at a practice session, and will be missing from this week's
contest.

The Tricolor will be without an Intermediate basketball squad this
season due to the entry of Belleville and Trenton in the local grouping.
It is a regrettable fact that the college will be without a representative for
the first time in many years, but it was found impossible to enter a team in
the league and still stay within the bounds of the Intercollegiate agreement.
Many of the hoopsters from last year's championship aggregation have
signed to play on the Kingston Combines with "Pottsy" Drysdale as its

guiding light. The team is a pay-aa-you-play quintet, as each member con-
tributes for the uniforms and travelling expenses. They have been granted
the use of the gym as their home court and have arranged an exhibition
game with the Ottawa Sailors on December 12.

Queen's will open their local Van Home campaign on Monday night
st the Arena as "Senator" Powell will guide a group of seasoned veterans
and junior graduates against a powerful Belleville Reliance squad, Belleville

are the pre-season favorites in the Cup race as they are said to be stacked
with travelling hockeyists to compete in the Senior "B" competition.
Kingston Lions, Kingston City and Vimy Signal Corps complete the group-
ing.

As yet no entries have been received in the Junior City League and
unless some action is taken by the league officials and players in the near

future the league will not operate for the first time since the league was in-

corporated. The teen-aged league is indispensible to the success of keeping

hockey alive in the Limestone City. The Kingston Combines have been
very fortunate in having a fairly representative number of players on the

Senior squad and every one of these have at one time gained valuable

experience before jumping into the higher and faster groups.

Undaunted Juniors

To Seek Revenge

On Army Saturday

City Championship At Stake

In Sudden-Death
Feature

The feature football card of

the season unrolls at Richard-

son Stadium this Saturday, when

Queen's undaunted Junior team

seeks revenge against the Army
in a sudden-death game for the

city championship.

The holly disputed interfaLiilty

rugby title will also be settled

Saturday when Science take on

the Men of Medicine in the cur-

tain-raiser at 1.30.

The Tricolor team has been

practising faithfully, whipping

the ball around faultlessly in the

back field. If the weather-man

continues smiling favorably our

way, the fans should see a wide

open game, even more exciting

than the past displays of these

two teams.

This is the last round-up for

both teams and the Army will be

in there, trying to win the cham-

pionship for tlie second consecu-

RINGSIDE
REFEREE

BY HOLY BARNSLEY

SCIENCE TO TANGLE
WITH MEDS SATURDAY

All feudin? ceases as the men of

"Medscarts" band together against

the dreaded Levan's. Yes, for this

fearful occasion, the leather-clad

warriors forget their grudges and

unite to face the common foe.

And well they might for it is

heard that amongst the kin of Sadie

there are some gals who have neck-

holds so severe even Strangler

Lewis would be put to shame. It

is expected a great many of these

will be in action Friday night. No

doubt there will be some fine de-

monstrations of "rasslin", rrlountain

stvle" in the upper reaches of Grant

Hall.

"Lonesome Polecat" promises to

be on hand to revive any of the

weary with his Kickapoo Jay Jutie

All pugilists, grapplers and fenc-

ers who survive the ordeal will he

v. .-komed back to the fold on Mon-

day to renew their training. Ernie

Miron will be coaching the matmcn

mi Monday and Wednesday, and

Ira Brown on Wednesday

Thursday.

Follows — a poem:

Any Hawkinses needhV wooin

Fancy or plain,

Can get the same,

By applying to "Available

Woo ! Woo

!

and

Two of the best interfaculty

football teams ever seen toting

the oval on the back campus will

settle the championship this Sat-

urday at 1.30, in tlik.- first lull of

the double-headtr.

The speedy Science twelve have

been getting their "greyhounds"

in shape and threaten to razzle-

dazzle their way to a quick vic-

tory. The "Silent Sphinxes" of

the Medical Faculty refused to

give an interview, but were last

seen preparing numerous bedsi

splints, etc., tied in yellow rib-

bons. The last battle featured

the superior kicking of Science

against the superior liue-play of

Meds, and this gridiron clash

should keep all fans clutching

their seats or their water (?)

bottles. '

Both teams feature past foot-

ball stars, many of whom would

be playing senior intercollegiate

if the league were still in exis-

tence, and the brand of ball off-

ered compares favorably with the

city league games. Interfaculty

rivalry wilt be at its height in

this sudden-death clash.

THE OUKE RETUHNS
Jim Neilson is expected to bolster up
the fading Kingston Combines defence

again the Marlboros Friday night.

Toronto Marlboros

To Meet Combines

Game Billed For Tomorrow
In Arena

Cam.

Nurses' Semi-Formal

Tlie Fall semi-formal dance of

ll «e' Hotel Diet! nurses will be held

''i Oram Hall on Wednesday. No-

vember 26. Maurice Allen and bib

l^nsic will be featured. Tickets are

Sl.00 a couple, and may he obtained

Hie door or from any of the

indent nurses. —Advt.

Patronize Journal advertiser;

for quality merchandise.

h,
|| 'i he late when she comes

call ; -

°o not make her wait in hall.

Then she will not have to holler

-\nd for you she'll spend her dollar.

. (She's a tightwad!)

—Scoop.

LEO BANDICRA

outstanding plunger on the Tricolor

squad is a cower of strength on the

secondary.

tive year. Noble, the Soldiers'

star kicker, will be dressed for

this game and should see plenty

ol action.

Although "Sadie" may be able

to show us how to "woo Dog-

patch Style", we can show her

how to play rugby "Queen's

Style'', so make a date for the

star sports attraction of the sea-

son—the Tricolor vs. the Army.

Queen's — Flying wing, Ban-

diera; halves, Sharpe, Kinncar,

Pardy
;

Quarter, Martin
;

snap,

Irwin; insides, Roe, S. Patter-

son ;
middles, Rush, Aubrey

;

ends, Crbthers, Finlay ; subs,

Shine. Mimroe, Benevides, Mc-

Vean, Dalziel, Young, Loynes,

Barron, Ankennan, Halliwell, J.

Patterson, Keenan. Mclntyre,

Milliken.

Army—Flying wing. McGarry ;

halves, Reg Watts, Jesse. Dunne ;

quarter, Manson; snap, Sharpe;

insides, Hall, Young; middles,

Whitlock, Paul; ends, O'Keefe.

Williams.

On Friday evening the classy

Toronto Marlboros will tangle

with the up and coming Kings

ton Combines in what should be

the most interesting game so far

this season.

The Dukes have a rough, bat-

tling team and their pro tactics

should be interesting to watch.

The Combines will probably de-

pend on speed and passing plays,

while the Marlboros are strictly

defensive and can be depended

on to make the most of every

break. Much will depend on the

condition of the ice as the Com-

bines rely on a fast surface for

their fancy passing.

Jim Neilson

Kingston's defensive strength,

which has been sadly lacking in

past games, should be bolstered

for Friday's game as Jim "Pork"

Neilson, former Queen's star is

expected to return to the wars.

So if Sadie doesn't grab yqu

for the "Dogpatch Drag." there

is always the hockey game as a

solace for your embittered feel-

ings.

Captain: -Why didn't you salute

me yesterday?

Private: I didn't see you, sir.

Captain: Good — I waff afraid

von were mad at me.

Tie-pographical Error

If you always wear a tie

hen you may catch a Sadie's eye

—Scoop.

P liehtweight on the half line is in

rare shipe
6
for -Saturday's struggle

with the Army.

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron-

ize them and support your paper.

Softball Standings

'A" Section

W L F A P

Meds '46
. . . 3 0 45 25 6

Arts "44
. . . 2 1 38 34 4

Sc. '44 . . . . 2 1 24 11 4

R.C.A.F. . . . 1 0 24 5 2

Meds '47
. . . 1 2 18 35 2

Sc. '45 . . . . 1 2 26 44 2

Arts '45 . . . 0 4 20 4l a

"B" Section

Arts '42 . . . 2 3 51 21 6

Sc. '42 . . . . 2 0 17 8 4

Meds '44 . . . 2 0 30 17 4

Sc. '43 . . . . 2 1 48 22 4

Arts '43 . . . 1 3 32 56 2

Meds 42 '43 . 0 3 18 26 0

Theol . 0 2 8' 45 0

PROMETHEUS J. GURGLE

Mayor of Dogpatch, who has pro

claimed and ordained a Sadie Haw-
kins' Week at Queen's.

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige of years stand behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Bluer*

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

YoujustKNOW
youIIenjoy-

he best

chocolate made

4H

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. sire $11.95

FRBE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street „.OBn«ly Phone 1941

ste*

present

Van Kirk Hats

103 Princess Street phone 3542

AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

McGALL'S CC§TAUC/4NT
THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT*

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

J€yNEC'§
TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS _OSMETIC8

CAMERA SUPPLIES LUNCHES

Telephone 181Cor. Johnson & Division Sts.

Hanson «& Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Corw'itutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every
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MAMMY VOUUM

a fond and devoted mother who has
to watch and wait while her beloved
son, Li'I Abner, again risks his future

happiness in the annual Sadie Haw-
kins' Week.

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Meters, Tanks, Filters

Tripods, Etc.

Your oW ;amera tatten in

on new equipment

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Loekett

AT LOCKETT'S LTD,

178 Wellington St

Phone 24

You'll never be any

YOUNGER!
For & young man or woman
looking forward to a success-

ful career, there is no sounder

habit than that of regular sav-

ings . . . and no sounder form
of savings than life insurance!

Premium rates, attractively

low today, increase in steady

progression with every year

that you delay.

The Mutual Life of Canada
has developed a number of in-

surance plans especially suited

to the needs ofyounger people.

A Mutual Life representative

will gladly help you select the

plan which is best fitted to

your individual requirements.

For war-lime needs . . . the

new "VICTORY POLICY"

To help you combine substan-

tial war savings wiih adequate
insurance protection, the new
"Victory Policy" has recently

been developed by The Murual
Life of Canada. This policy has
several features which will be
extremely attractive to univer-

sity students. <•• _
See your nearest Mutual Life rep-

resentative jor complete informa-
tion about the new "Victory Pol-

icy" and other advantageous
plant. Or urite The Mutual Life

of Canada, Waterloo, Out. Do it

today! ^
THE

MUTUAL HIEMtHBOt CANADA
ESTABLISHED US9

"Owned by tho Policyholder*"

Left Hand Corner

REGRETS

RIVE IN AN IN8U.
TAXI

AMEY S TAXI
Phone 266

(Continued from page 1)

Hawkins' Week. It seems that one

of the co-eds considered herself

insulted when the Scienceman she

invited to the Dogpatch Drag last

year called tier a "dirty old tight-

wad" and said (horrors!) she had

"the manners of a big fat pig."

Whether she deserved it or not I

think the fellow in question could

have used a bit more subtlety in his

remarks. After all most girl < don't

like being called tightwads and pigs.

Boys tniist remember that girls

only treat boys once a year and thus

do not know how to spend money

and certainly do not know how to

behave when they are doing the

escorting. Instead of appealing to

the girls, I have decided to offer a

few pointers (with the help of Dr.

Herman P. O'Toole, head of the

Department of Pushing Girls

\ round ami Making Them Like It)

to the boys so that they will be

able to help the co-eds become bet-

ter escorts. I must warn everyone,

however, that if you follow these

rules you are a heel and that if you

ever again get a date a fifty dollar

prize is in the offing. You will prob-

ably recognize most of the follow-

ing suggestions. You should, it

you're in the habit of taking out

girls.

(1) In the first place accept as

many dates as possible and then call

off all except one ten minutes be-

fore the dance. Pick the one with*

the wealthiest father. She'll need

the money.

. (2) When the dear girl calls at

ynnr house keep her waiting. Scream

ten tunes down the stairs that "yoo

will just he a minute, honey." Wait

three minutes between each scream

if you want to get her -boiling mad.

The time to come down is when

she starts yelling "If you're not

down in a minute, I'll come up and

yet you, you louse." Hold your

hands behind your neck as you walk

down tlie stairs. This will kill her.

(3) As you can't give her a purse

to carry, bring a closed umbrella

(the bottom rilled with rocks) and

coyly ask her to carry it. Of course,

if it rains she's going to be out of

luck.

(4) Upon reaching the street

start coughing and blowing your

nose' and tell her you have a cold.

It that doesn't work say you have

sore feet. If she doesn't call a taxi

after that one, you've picked the

wrong girl.

(5) Do not take your own over-

coat off when you reach the dance.

Wait until she does it for you. If

he isn't too temperamental hold

onto one sleeve. It will make it

difficult for her.

(6) When she offers you a ci-

garct drop at least two on the floor.

When she offers you a light exhale

and blow two or three matches out.

Keep her working and annoyed.

(7) Say that you are thirsty fre-

quently throughout the evening and
that you can't stand water. If thai

works, drink cokes until you are

ready to burst. Don't stop until she's

so tired of opening her purse that

she has blisters on her fingers.

(S) With a disgusted look on
your face tell her that you smell

liquor on her breath and that you
will never no out with her again.

If she hasn't slapped your face bv

this time it should be interesting

listening to a girl alibi for a change

(9) Pull the old cold trick upon
'eaving the dance. It is always com-
fortable riding in taxis.

(10) If she isn't ready to knock
your tetth down your throat she
SvilJ probably take you out to eat

And this is the time that her weal

thy father will come in handy.

(11) Order the most expensive

focrfUand leave most of it on your
plate. Butt your cigarets after one

THE
HABIT-DASHER

BY POrS VOLKWER

Gentlemen, it is all for you. The

Sadie Hawkins slant tilting again.

Crab, crab, why do Queen's men

dress as they do? Ahove all, be

comfortable in your clothes, for

after you get out of this place

(happy thought) the tight white

collar, or Sam Brown salvation, is

likely to get you. But, BUT. there

is an art t<> being comfortable and

well dressed atjhe same time. Why
not try grey flannels, tweed jackets,

or even the plaid shirts which have

been Scotland's second big contri-

bution to humanity (the first is

porridge — fooled you).

Ah ha ! a well dressed man heaves

into sight — an unusual picture on

this campus.
,rExcuse me, sir, have

you any tips to give to the less

fortunate men on this campus?"

And this is what he told me. Buy

i-our tweeds before the tax is added

to the already soaring prices. Think

about rust instead of the greens —
remember that green adds a Mongo-

lian tinge to your schoolboy com-

plexion. Try pin stripes or chalk

stripes on grey. What about toques

to stand the football that hats get

on die campus. And to get down

to the footwork, heavy white sox

are always best (this has the co-

eds' approval, too) with sports

shoes. Another, (just one more

thing), soft shirts are O.K., but

sometimes they look too much like

pajamas. A trifle confusing to the

mob who only have one eye open

at lectures.

Well ! well ! here is a Science

man. "What would you care to

ay to your great and admiring pub-

ic?" "I'm sorry, I can't print that."

'Oh, that is your advice: well, here

t is."

Quote: "If you can't keep your

pants up with a belt, sew them to

your vest. There are the cutiest

sweat shirts on this week at Cu-

sick's. Save laundry bills, they're

reversible. Gloves are being worn

on the hands this year, right glove

on right hand, left glove on left

hand — English, you know. Parkas

will be popular again this season.

I'm afraid. They are good for those

hilly parties up among the tall

timbers. The must popular sport

this year on the campus (daytimes)

is smoking. The most popular sport

is still at night. Above all, avoid

swinging doors. Unquote.

So there, frosh, you have the

opinion of men of mighty intellect

The orchid this week goes to any-

hody who has managed to re;id this

far.

H.D. NURSES HOLDING
ANNUAL SEMI-FORMAL

The nurses of the Hotel Dieu
will hold their Fall semi-formal

dance on Wednesday, November
26, in Grant Hall. This "Nurses'

Noisery" will feature Maurice
Allen in soothing lullabies, stim-

ulating rhythm and downright
jive. This year the dance^ is

open to all, which is an innova-

tion.

Tickets are obtainable from the

student nurses or at the door,

for $1.00 per couple. Dance com-
mittee includes Rita Fitzgerald,

Mary Doyle, Olivia Hayunga
and Shiela O'Connor.

Osgoode Debate

(Continued from page 1)

eminent needed to have the author-

ity to intervene in tin's interest.

Secondly, national morale must be

upheld and this can he furthered

by a careful editorial policy. Third-

ly, careless rumors must be avoid-

ed. Mr. Henry' stressed the point

that criticism of the government

would be fostered and that this

measure was not to restrict it.

Mr. MacDonald opposed this ar-

gument. He suggested that restric-

tion of the press comes from its

readers and that freedom of the

press is one of the bases of demo-

cracy. The speaker further argued

that freedom is also a tradition

which has been upheld to this cen-

tury. He pointed out -that there

was no restriction of the press in

the last war.

' Sensations

Mr. Grey supported the opinions

of his colleague and added that re-

striction of the press would give the

government the power to prevent

newspapers from making sensations

out of news features. It would

bring out the news at the proper

time. It would also, by controlling

policy, minimize strikes and other

strife within the country.

Mr. Hollingworth concluded the

debate by adding several arguments

to those already put forward. He
said that restriction of the press

would lead to state control and he

showed that the fall of France was

due to this.

A vote in the house was taken to

decide the winner and the count

was 15 to 11 in favor of Osgoode

Hall. The subject was then placed

open to discussion. In the talk,

which followed,, several points were

clarified and various other opinions

were brought forward.

FOUND

Student's season skating ticket.

Apply at office of the Arena.

Dr. Corry Treats

Postwar Problems

European Reconstruction Is

Topic Of Talk

Dr. Corry. speaking to the Inter-

national Relations Club last night,

said that before considering post-

war reconstruction, we must try to

visualize what the condition of Eu-

rope might be after the struggle.

European Collapse

There is a distinct, possibility the

speaker said, that Europe may he

in a state of political collapse.

France has always been torn poli-

tically. If Germany is defeated

Italy will immediately collapse.

Spain, the junior partner of the

Axis, will be plunged into another

civil war if her associates lose. Add

to tin-
-

, possible revoluticr: coun-

tries already tinder Germany's yoke

and we see what the state of Europe

may be.

Under these, conditions, the only

kind of reconstruction possible

would be a "Roman Peace," that is

a peace and mode of living imposed

mi the whole area by a nation

strong enough to enforce its will.

Federation

There is, however, a second pos-

sibility, said Dr, Corry. This is

that Etiropejnay not be shattered

politically and may he capable of

entering some agreement. Recon-

struction then may take place by

the reconstitution of Europe or by

the federation of the continent.

These may be considered either as

alternatives or as complementaries.

A federation of two ur three

groups might take place within a

l,irt;e framework. This is a fanci-

ful plan and if put into effect might

perhaps prove the greatest disaster

that could happen to Europe. How
could such diverse peoples agree

when peoples as alike as the mem-
bers of the British Commonwealth

of Nations cannot unite?

"Rut," concluded Dr. Corry, "all

RONALD SMITH LEAVES

QUEEN'S FOR R.C.A.F.

BY JACK STORR

Ronald W. Smith, who was in-

augurated as curator of the Bi-

ology Museum when the Carnegie

Foundation agreed to re-establish,

it here two years ago, is now
leaving Queen's to join the R.C.

A.F., it was learned yesterday.

Dr. Smith is a graduate of

Acadia University, specializing in

biology. His knowledge in the

arts of mounting wild life was
gained during a two-year period

at the Victoria Museum in Ot-

tawa. In 1936 he was sent with

an expedition to survey the wild

life along the Churchill Railway

—the chief diversion being to set

traps on the tent floor and watch

i he poor mice annihilate them-

selves.

Obtains M.A.

Dr. Smith later went on the

Vanderbilt expedition as a ge-

ologist. He dynamited fish in the

coral pools and chased the birds

and beasts among the palm trees

in the south Pacific for six

months. Still pursuing his in-

terest in his subject, be obtained

his M.A. in ornithology at the

University of California. It was

immediately after this that he

received his appointment as cur-

ator of the Biology Museum. Hi-

work shows in many of the

mounts in tlte Museum, for he

has collected and prepared over

,10,000 specimens.

Note to girls re Sadie Hawkins'

Week

Men love to be called at four

o'clock in the morning (Rich-

ardson Time).

talk of European reconstruction is

in the air. We have no idea of

what Europe will be like after the

You'll welcome ice-cold "Coca-Cola" just as often and as si

as thirst comes. You taste Its quality, the quality of genuine
goodness. Ice-cold "Coca-Cola" gives you the taste that charnu
and never cloys. You get the feel of complete refreshment,
buoyant refreshment Thirst asks nothing more.

/
THE COCA-COLA COMPANY OF CANADA. LIMITED

KINGSTON, ONTARIO You trust Its quality,

or two drags. Complain about the

food in an audible voice.

(12) Suggest that she play the

pin-ball machine. Just as she is

about to amass a winning sr jrc,

bump against the machine and tilt

it. and then brother, col . or no
cold, run like hell.

SUPERIOR
GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH

RESTAURANT

f
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Letter to the Editor

November 17, 1941.

Dear Sir:

There is a funeral 011 the cam-
pus these clays. A mere score of

students are laying the remains

away. There is no weeping, only
sadness, because from that body
no longer is there any glory aris-

ing.

In years gone by her deeds

were bold, her power unbroken

by public opinion. But now she

lies a sorely misused and dilapi-

tated wreck. Will no one revive

the mess? The routine duties, the

periodic activities, they will not

vanish because years ago she

moulded them, set their course,

and so they run. The right is

[faere, the power untold, but no

one wishes to use it. But wait!

We are unjust. We speak too

soon. One rises, there is a hush,

"1 make a motion" he roars,

midst the bickering and snores of

his fellow members. "There is a

motion," the chairman snaps. An-

other voice is heard to whisper,

"1—I second". The vote is taken.

These two vote for it, the rest

automatically oppose, and the

motion is lost. And so runs the

A.M.S.

There is no hope. A war is on

and all we do is sleep. What can

be done ? From our numbers

were elected certain of Queen's

sturdier sons and daughters.

What do they do? One or two

make a motion. The same one or

two second it. The remainder de-

feat it. These, the alert reminder

sit idly bickering among them-

selves, trembling lest public

opinion think that they (who

would like to return to be their

faculty's wooden torch-bearers

again next year) intend to de-

prive the student body of a few

incidental and trivial pleasures.

NUTS! Remove your self-blind-

ing hoods, that you may see be-

yond the glory of possible re-

election. Little do you realize

that public opinion is just what

you in the A.M.S. encourage it

to be. Snap out of it! Think of

the leadership you and you alone

can give. Think of the duty you

as representative of the student

body owe to it. Now is the time

to arise and do something. Wait-

ing will gain you nought. *It is

you and none but you who are

wholly and completely respon-

sible for our war effort on this

i.impus. Put some initiative and

inergy into your work. Why wait

for others to set you a shining

(sample? If you have not the

will (for you have the ability)

lr> organize and put across your

functions successfully, who has?

Si ll your ideas yourself. Revive

our body now. Start digging be-

fore it is too late. Resurrect the

A.M.S.

Auy-of your functions or ac-

tivities unless they are purely re-

lational, a^-e poorly attended.

A mere hundred or so attended

'I'e last University church ser-

vice. Why? Because a poster is

not enough tq attract the student

interest. A name, by itself, means

'"'thing. P.O. Selkirk may be

a ">' Joe in the airforcc, but if he

^uik the Bismarck he would

• Conscription Issue

The above shows Chairman Earl Baxter of the War Aid Committee,
in the act of blacking out part of Hitler's face. The Q.W.A.C.
campaigns ends on Saturday by which time it is hoped that the
$200 objective will have been passed.

drawing card. Rev. "Anybody".

D.D., is just a name and who is

interested in a name for a speak-

er. Smarten up ! Practice some

of the theories you read, Use a

little practical psychology.

The criticism is neither per-

sonal nor destructive. It may be

applied to any of tlje past five

A.M.S. executives, the present

one no exception. I repeat, don't

be afraid of public opinion. Make
public opinion agree with you.

THINK! Having the best

minds in the University it is

possible.

ACT ! You are the greatest

power on the campus.

We shall rejoice with you upon

*.he conclusion of a very success-

ful term, knowing full well that

a good rest at Christmas is all

the A.M.S. needs.

Yours,

R. C. EDDY,

It seems that a grave digger,

called upon to do his duty in mid-

winter; fortified himself with

some rather hot spirits, and got

his dimensions all mixed up. In-

stead of setting out to dig a hole

6x7x4, he went into I be good

earth with the best intentions of

carving out a 12x7x12 niche.

When time came to quit (he

being a union man and all), he

found that the doggone thing was

too big and he couldn't climb

out.

Screaming and yelling at the

top of his voice, he finally got

the attention of the' inevitable

drunk (you just knew there'd be

one, didn't you?)

"Washa matter, buddy?" in-

quired the drunk, peering danger-

ously over the precipice.

"Help, get me out, I'm freez-

ing to death!" came the tomb-

like reply-

"Huh! No wonder you're cold,"

exclaimed the inebriate. "They

"orgot to cover you up."

—Athenaeum.

Dr. Campbell Lauds
Women Of France

On Monday night, on a pro-

gram sponsored by Queen's Uni-

versity. Professor Campbell paid

a tribute to the French Woman.
He said that in the present world

crisis we find it very hard to

understand any aspects of the

French people, but that there are

many aspects of their character

that are very interesting. The

women of France are the con-

necting link through the cen<

turie*. Indeed, they play an al

most preponderant part in the

moulding of events although they

have no vote.

False Idea

Professor Campbell stated that

most foreigners have the wrong

idea of the French woman. This

idea is drawn from novels and

from travel. He said that Mont

marlre is not the real Paris—it

is merely manufactured for the

tourist. To find the real French

woman you must travel through

the towns, villages and country-

side of France. There you will

find her working side by side

with her husband-

Although the French woman

is very "easy on the eye," she is

of a very economical turn of

mind. This is illustrated by the

fact that her garb is usually of

a sombre shade—which does not

soil easily. Her main concern is

marriage and motherhood. To

her marriage means shouldering

most of the financial responsi-

bility of the family, for the hus-

band usually hands his earnings

to his wife. She represents

thought, while he represents ac-

tion.

Professor Campbell concluded

by saying that the French woman
is the hardest working of all

civilized women. She shares her

husband's lahor and brings her

children up to do the same

—

(Continued" from page 1)

tain could not provide enough men,

that Canada must bear tier full share

in supplementing the British army,

and that Canada could not do this

without conscription, as recruiting

rr.'-nli- 1 1 date proved.

Mr. MacDonaM pointed to the

ample response to the call to the

colors for the Canadian Air Force

and Navy. He also contended thai

Canada's prime role in the war was

that of producer of war materials,

and that this function would be

considerably hindered by conscrip-

tion of manpower.

Mr. Harrison replied to this con-

tention that both men and materials

could be provided by Canada, and

that war material production would

not suffer, because tpe drain of men
would he gradual, and there were

ample reserves of industrial work-

ers in the ranks of the unemployed,

women, and employees of non-es-

sential industries. He cited the case

of Britain where production was

at a new high in spite of conscrip-

tion of youth for army service. Mr.

Harrison went on to present the

case for equality of sacrifice.

War of Equipment

Mr. Hay claimed that the war

was a war of equipment, reminding

the House of what bad happened

in Norway, France, and Greece. He
then stated that Canada was get

ting men as fast as she could equip

them, referring to the use of tree-

trunks for cannon, and ropes for

tanks. He claimed that conscription

was being made an issue now by

politicians to further their own

ends. In refutation of Mr. Harri

son's "equality of sacrifice" argu

ment, Mr. Hay insisted that thi:

could not occur with conscription

of manpower, but depended also

upon equality of sacrifice between

the fighting forces and the non-bel

ligerents, in short that it could on!

come with conscription of wealth

and everything else.

Rebuttal

In final rebuttal, Mr. Marshall

contended that time was not men

tioned in the resolution, and so even

if we could not equip more men

now, when we could equip them

conscription would be necessary to

get the men. He also contended

that if politicians were advocating

conscription, politicians were fight-

ing it; be pointed to that old poli-

tical football — Quebec. In replj

to Mr. Hay's remarks about Greece,

France, and Norway. Mr. Marshall

pointed to Russia and stated that

where equality of strength occur-

red, casualties were tremendous

and manpower was important.

It was an interesting debate on

a topic of wide current discussion

in Canada, and it is to be hoped

that more subjects of this nature

will be discussed by the Debating

Union in inter-collegiate and house

debates.

East Side, Vest Side

If you always wear a vest,

With a Sadie you will do best.

—Scoop.

teaching them to be thrifty, not

v for themselves but also for

the next generation.

OVERCOAT
"BLY-OLOGY

How to get the

MOST
for your money

Just as all cars are not alike, so there is a vast

difference in Overcoats. TwcddtH's Overcoats

have important superiorities: Firjt their exclu-

sive British fabrics are unsurpassed. Then, there

is Tweddell's original styling and careful tailor-

ing that assures perfect fit. Finally, prices are

moderate, for the lasting satisfaction delivered.

See them today.

There's a Thrill in a Fine Suit

YOU'LL ENJOY IT ... IF IT'S

A TWEDDELL SUIT
How long since you've given yourself the thrill

of wearing a fine suit . . . with all those extra

niceties in pattern, style and fit you enjoy . . .

that's made so well that whether its days, months

or even years old, people will still tell you : "Say,

you look swell in that suit"? That kind of a suit

i- a Tweddell Suit. Don't compromise with less.

And above all, the prices are most moderate.

"Top-Off" Your

Outfit with a
;

TWEDDELL
HAT

The largest stock in the city

to choose from

It's the hat that puts the, "finishing touch" to

yQur appearance of looking and being well

dressed. We have just the hat you need and

want in our, large selection of La Salle, Ken-

sington, Brock and Stetson Hats.

Smart FURNISHINGS
The right furnishings . . . Shirts, Ties, Gloves,

Scarves, Socks, Sweaters, Underwear, etc., for

'

t
all and every occasion can be found at Tweddell's.

A fresh, new stock of our usual high quality,

moderately priced.

SEE OUR SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAYS

TWEDDELL'S
Hotel La Salle Building

137-139 Princess Street Phone 3706

The Label Identities the Genuine' Prorfuef
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Virginia College

Is For Men Only

BY JOHN BAKER

From the heart of Sadie Haw-

kins's home comes Dave Bamford

to Queen's, the ideal Dogpatch

where there are four men to every

woman. Last year Dave went to

Washington and Lee University in

Lexington, Virginia, where all men

are required to wear suits to classes

in keeping with Sadie's tradition.

The Unversity is for men only but

Dave explained, in an interview,

that there are 14 girls' schools

within a ten mile radius.

History

Washington and Lee is limited

to 1000 men by charter and the

classes are similar to seminar

groups. Smoking is allowed in

most of the lectures. It was found-

ed in 1776 as Augusta College but

when George Washington donated

$50,000 the name was changed to

Washington College. After the

Civil War General Lee became pre

sident of the University and at his

death it go! its present name.

This summer Dave was a life-

guard at Sun Valley. He is of

draft age and if called up, intends

to go into the Naval Air Corps. He

is a member of that famous year,

(plug) Arts '44, and is honoring

in Economics and Politics. And

by the way, his phone number is

1072R.

NOTE/
Red Cross Room

Have you looked in the Red

Room to see if your name is up

for Red Cross Work, and if so

when you go? It is a well known

fact that at the beginning of the

year every one dutifully turns out

to help with war work, but soon

the first enthusiasm wears off

and ' many people just don't

bother. One hour a week at the

Red Cross Room is really very

little, and seems even less when

the important nature of the work

is considered.

Sadie Hawkins Dance

Don't forget the Sadie Haw-

kins dance at Ban Righ Hall this

Saturday evening from eight to

twelve.

Free Speech

Kingston's Oldest

Established Shoe Shop

Welcomes You
•

It is our pleasure to

serve you for

—

SHOES
of the better type

GYM SHOES

HOSIERY

LUGGAGE

HANDBAGS

POLISHES

Prompt Service

Courteous Treatment

Delivery, Ph. 24

LOCKETTS LTD.

Est. 1878

178 Wellington St.

Sadie Ball Planned

On Saturday Night

Gay festivities in Ban Righ will

conclude the merrymaking of the

annual Sadie Hawkins week at

Queen's. Tired (but still de-

termined) co-eds will haul hap-

less (but still flattered) men to

this last affair, which promises

to be a worthy wind-up to the

gay doings round the canipus.

This last chance for self asser-

tiveness- on the part of the fe-

males will be on slightly more

dignified lines than the notorious

Drag, and civilized apparel will

once more be the order of the

evening. Dancing will take place

both in the Common Room and

the Dining Room of Ban Righ, to

prevent congestion. Novelty re-

freshments will be a feature, of

the evening, and tickets may be

jiiircbased from Louise Parkin-

son, Audrey Mollis, and Marjorie

Ellison, for the sum of sixty-five

cents.

S.CM. FIRESIDE

MAKE YOUR

APPOINTMENT

NOW

for o

Dubarry Facial

given by

MISS

RITA MELOCHE

Nov. 10th to Nov. 15th

•

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

There will be an S.CM, Fire-

side on Sunday evening at 8.30

at the home of Mr. C. B. Wade
131 King St. E., Apt. 3. The

^peake^ will be Dr. Gregory

Ylastos. whose topic will be the

nature of the present crisis and the

place of the S.CM, in it. A live-

ly discussion is expected, and all

who attended fall cainp or who
belong to any of the study groups

are especially urged to be pre-

sent. All students are welcome.

(Continued from page 1)

zon Week, the spirit could be

maintained and improved upon.

In England, there is frequently

"dutch-treating", which is :j very

good thing, and teaches girls the

value of money.

Prof. Henel—
Professors are rather useless

outside their own fields! how-

ever, this is my view of the sub-

ject: the underlying idea of Sadie

Hawkins is not new. As a boy, 1

remember, at parties, the girls

chose their partners for a certain

number of the dances. At Queen's,

the idea is fine—especially for the

boys! And after all, who would

possibly object?

Jack Houck, Journal Editor-

After mature consideration you

may quote me as saying that

Sadie Hawkins' Week is the nuts.

Dr. H. W. Curran—

Sadie Hawkins' Day gives the

girls a break. They have the

opportunity of getting to know

certain boys better and of show-

ing their appreciation for pre-

vious dates.

A Student

—

I'm all against it. It gives me

an inferiority complex.

Professor R. A. Low, Faculty of

Applied Science

—

This idea has distinct advant-

ages. A fellow finds out which

girl he has affected the most;

hence where to direct his efforts

in future. This will undoubtedly

prevent the waste of a great deal

of unrequited love. To sum up:

the girls get the men they want;

the men get the girls they need.

Just visualize the possibilities in

such a set-up!

Dr. L. j. Austin

—

It's a lot of damned nonsense!

When does this terrible thing

begin?

Professor K. P. Johnston-

Sadie Hawkins is apparently a

good idea. Woman is trying to

approach parity with man in all

fields. Why not in the realm of

dating? The days when girls were

shrinking violets are gone. Now
they can have a chance to get

"that man" instead of waiting

for him. However, I would like

more first-hand information be-

fore passing final judgment.

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

IATHER INE MCRUER

Hillbilly Huntress

(Continued from page 1)

Sadie takes her departure.

Feminine originality seems to

There is basketball going on

every day in the gym for co-eds

good, fair or interested. Why
more girls aren't turning out is

a perplexing problem. Some en-

thusiastic freshettes with plenty

of experience from other schools

are anxious for some good game

They will soon lose interest ui

less the other years show more

pep. They want at least enough

girls to make up an opposm

team, for after the basketball that

they are accustomed to, it's not

very encouraging to practise with

thre or four others. Turn out,

you sophomores and seniors, an

hour's exercise is good for any-

one! That means, athletic sticks,

inspire your year with the feel-

ing that they want to play.

Once again here are the times

as well as the special days set

aside for the different years.

Mon. from 1-2 is for everyone.

Tues. from 2-3 tis for '44 alone.

Wed. from 1-2 is for everyone.

Thurs. from 2-3 is for '43 and '44.

Fri. from 2-3 is for '45.

A picked team of the best play-

ers from each year will play K.C
V.l. Our game with them last

was not brilliant and this

year we would like to make a

better showing.

The alternate hours in the

above plan are set aside for bad-

minton. The lists for the tourna-

ment now posted in Ban Righ.

the gym. and the Arts Building

will be taken down Saturday,

when the draw will be made. We
want to get this tournament over

before Christmas, and would; like

to see it progress with more

spirit than the tennis tournament.

know no bounds, as men receive

invitations for breakfast dates,

lunch dates, dinner dates, coke

dates, afternoon walks, and just

dates. The height of sadism wilt

be reached by one ingenious

group of co-eds who are holding

a "stag" party tonight to revenge

Newman Club

The regular monthly Mass

is to be held in St. James'

Chapel November 23 at 9.30

a.m. Breakfast will follow

in St. Mary's Hall. All Cath-

olic students are invited to

attend.

themselves upon all the men who

haven't asked them out, in past

weeks.

764 TO GIVE BLOOD;
MEDICALS HEAD LIST

Engineering Society

There will be a general meet-

ing of the Engineering Society in

conjunction with the Civils Club
|

on Friday at 4.00 p.m. in Convo-

cation Hall. Mr. C. H. Hill is to

bfthe speaker.

TRAVELLED IN ARCTIC,
TO SHOW FILMS HERE

A Kodachrome film taken during

his journeys irt the sub-Arctic

will be shown by R.A.F. Chap-

lain Maurice Flint this coming

Tuesday at 4.15 p.m. It will be

presented in Convocation Hall

under sponsorship of the I.V.C.F.

Mr. Flint is an authority on

Eskimo life. He made a world

record three thousand mile trek

by dog team visiting and living

with natives as far as five hun-

dred miles above th« Arctic

Circle. A collection of specimens

and furs will be shown with the

film and plenty of time will be

left afterwards for questions from

^tidents. A particular invitation

i; extended lu all Air Force men
on the campus.

The total number of Queen's

students who volunteered to give

their blond tr. zii the war victims

of Britain was 764. In the inter-

faculty competition Meds holds the

lead with 87% of its students hav-

ing responded to the Kingston

Blood Donors Drive. Theology

comes next with 58%. Arts with

33% and Levana with 27% are in

last position.

Program

Some Meds students have alrea-

dy been examined and have given

their blood. It is planned to have

group examinations for the stu

dents, the purpose being to speed

up the process of testing and classi-

fying the blood of each volunteer

Further details in this connection

will be announced later.

MARRY I N' SAM

whose namesake, "Matryin' Sam" Stew

Webster will be on hand at the Dog-

patch Drag to judge the two best

worst-dressed couples.

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron-

ise them and support your paper.

Friday:

.4.00 p.m.—Engineering Society

Convocation Hall

9.00 p.m.—Dogpatch Drag

Grant Hall

Saturday

:

1.30 p.m.- -Meds vs. Science

Stadium

3.00. ArmyQueen
Stadium

S.00 p.m.—Ban Righ Dance

Sunday

;

9.30 a.m.—Newman Club Mass

St. James' Chapel

8.30 p.m.—S.CM. Fireside

131 King St
1

. E.

Apt, 3.

We extend a very

Heartv Welcome

to the Students

of

($mms IttinprailH

CROWN DAIRY
PHONE 406

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
2 BIG OPPORTUNITY Days ot BELDEAN'S

•
Headlining two big skirt and blouse specials. Regular values

from $3.00 to $4.00. at one feature price

$2.79

Big savings on accessories, gloves, hosiery, slips, undies.

Also see our great variety of dresses and coats at reduced ;< rices.

COME AND PROFIT BY SHOPPING AT THE

BELDEAN LADIES SH0PPE
49 Montreal Street Just Off Princess

(Around the corner from the Bus Terminal)

Out of the high rent district — Lower overhead, lower prices

It's Fall again and Queen's students return with the welcome

of all Kingston

—

We are pleased at all times to have students come here for

their Footwear

—

Shoes for College

Gym Shoes - Street Shoes - Dress Shoes

•

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slfde Fiules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHN ICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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JUNIORS WIN CITY CHAMPIONSHIP

Yesterday I interviewed the Duke
dfe Albatross, one of my finest

friends and an opium addict. The
Duke, a Queen's student, is a gen-

ius and knows it. I found him,

stogie in hand, belching contentedly

at noon hour in the quiet confines

of the pastoral Union. As I ap-

proached, the Duke hoisted his 250-

pound five-foot frame off the
i

I

table, hulled llts stogie on the bald

head pf an unsuspecting freshman

and waddled forward.

"What ho ! Bartholomew, you

disgrace to the fine art of journal-

ism. What can I do for you, dope?"

"Against my wishes, oh Duke,"

1 said, watching him crush a bil-

liard ball between two fingers, "I

have been delegated to interview

you for the Journal."

"Well, well, well," belched the

Duke, wiping his hands on mv silk

scarf, "well."

"My editor," I said, "wants to

know what you think of the aver-

age co-ed." _y

"He does, does he?" said the

Duke, kicking over a wastepaper

basket. "And what docs he want
to know that for?"

"That," 1 said, "is the editor's

own business. He asks me to inter-

view the damnedest people."

"I like your spirit, kid," roared

the fat slob, smacking me re-

soundingly on the back, "only don't

get sore."

"Ha, ha. ha." I laughed (weak-

ly), picking my upper plate off the

floor, "I'm not trying to get you

sore."

"Good," said the Duke, twirling
1

a hunting knife between bis fingers,

"you're not so dumb as yon look."

"You don't mind my asking you

what you think of co-eds, do you,

liuke?"

"Not at all, Bartholomew. In

fact, I like having you asking me
'Itiestions."

"Thanks."

"Rut what a silly question to

ask me,"

LEFT HAND CORNER
(Continued on page 7)

757 Support Blood Campaign;

Student Response Commended
Medicals Top Faculty List
Queen's Among Leaders

In National Drive

Report Submitted

The Queen's Blood Donor Cam-
paign received the support of a

total of 757 students, it was an-

nounced yesterday. In a report to

the Alma Mater Society, Doctor

Eldon Boyd, director of the uni-

versity committee commended the

undergraduate response, and indi-

cated that, in all, forty-seven per-

cent of the enrolled students have

volunteered to give their blood.

Meds Lead

Figured on a faculty basis, the

lead was taken by Medicine, with

230 men, or eighty-eight percent

of the faculty volunteering. Theo-

logy was next with eight students,

or sixty-eight percent. Students of

the remaining faculties volunteer-

ed in the following order: Science

292 or fifty percent, Arts 137 or

thirty-two percent, anr} Levana

90 or twenty-eight percent.

In his remarks, Doctor Boyd

pointed out that so far as he was

able to ascertain. Queen's is one

BLOOD CAMPAIGN
(Continued on page 4)

TRICOLOR PICTURES
MUST BE IN BY DEC. 1

This year's Tricolor is fast get-

ting under way and the editors

are anxious to have the photo-

graphs of all final year students.

The deadline will be December

1, If any would-be graduates

haven't had their pictures taken

they should hurry down to the

photographer so as not to hold

up the year book. The Tricolor

requires each graduate to hand

in a deposit of one dollar with his

picture. This will be credited to-

wards the purchase price of his

TRICOLOR PICTURES

(Continued on page 6)

Q.S.A. PROJECT NEEDS
VOLUNTEER SPEAKERS

The Student Speakers' Bureau

is a Q.S.A. project designed to

bring Queen's students and the

people of Kingston into a mutu-

ally helpful association. The |>1. in

is to have volunteer student

speakers address various clubs

and organizations in the city. The
topics would be in the nature of

informal extension lectures.

Opportunity

This plan would provide an

unexcelled opportunity for stu-

dents to gain practice in an art

without which formal education

is far from complete.

There are, in addition, many
other advantages in this project.

There is that sense of self-con-

fidence which one achieves by

appearing before an audience and

Q.S.A. PROJECT

(Continued on page 3)

Stamp Drive Falls

Short Of Objective

Contributions Barely Pass
Halfway Mark

Campus Sketches

BY DORIS FILMER-BENNETT

Exchange Editor Vancouver

Ubyssey

The University of British Co-

""'il'ia, situated six miles from the

heart of Vancouver, stands on Point
l,l|

y, a headland which rises three

"uridreo" feet above the sea. It is

*'l irated from the Pacific Ocean
''>' a steep bluff crowned in places

w'th heavy forest growth. This par-

ticular site was chosen by the Build-

"
1 'ommissjon in 1910 for the

; I eauty cf its setting' it; prox-

'" i" the area of greatest popu-

'"'"ii in the province, and for the

kct that, since there is open » aler

three sides, this area ca- never

rroimded by the city, no tnat-

ler how large Vancouver may be-

anie.

On the North, across English

Bay and Burrard Inlet, rise the

mountains of the Coast Range. On

the West and South are the waters

6f the C,ulf of Georgia.

Site

Of the 548 acres comprising the

University site, about five acres are

devoted to the Botanical Gardens,

established in 1°-12. These, the first

of such gardens in Canada, estab-

lished to bring together native

plants include a Systematic Garden,

containing nearly 1000 varieties, a

Native Arhoretum, in which are

planted specimens of trees and

shrubs of British Columbia, the

Medicinal Garden with native and

CAMPUS SKETCHES

(Continued on page 3)

Failing to reach its objective,

the Queen's War Aid Commission

drive to purchase §200 dollars'

worth of war savings stamps

netted about a hundred and ten

dollars as the campaign finished

last Saturday. When the contri

butions of the various faculties

were totalled, it was found that

Arts led the field with appro

matcly 35 dollars, followed by-

Science with about 30 dollars

Meds with somewhat under 20

dollars and Levana with $12.50

helped to bring up the total. It

is said that Sadie Hawkins' cele-

brations had something to do

with the Levana contribution.

Campaign Extended

T he campaign ran one week

longer than its scheduled period

in order to raise the total. In

this period booths were set up

in the Union and in the Science

Club Room, from 12.45 p.m. till

STAMP DRIVE
(Continued on page 8)

WAR
COMMENT

We Canadians are a scattered

people; our national experience is

as extensive as the winds. More

than most peoples wc need to at-

tend to the organization of our

ideas. And today, finally, we are

doing it. Starting on the 29th of

this month, Canadians will have n

Gallup Poll of their own. Dr. Gal-

lup will assist the Canadian Insti-

tute of Public Opinion, as he did

the British Institute, which

throughout the war has Organized

the accurate expression of popular

feeling in the United Kingdom. R
suits will be published several times

a week in 27 Canadian papers

across the country. Now we will

see how Canadians feel about cur-

rent issues, what they think should

or shouldn't he done, what they

think about national politics and in-

ternational politics, etc.

Sacrifice

At the rate we are going right

now, our way of life, that sacred

entity for which so much blood

is being shed, may be ruined or de-

stroyed, And the sacrifice of thou-

sands of lives may be in vain. A
vicious possibility, this, one which

we must fight valiantly. It is pre-

ferable to suffer the pangs of hun-

ger, to see our petty security van-

ish, if, at the end we will have

retained that essential liberty that

is democracy. We have only to

WAR COMMENT
(Continued on page 6)

DR. W. A. MACKINTOSH
WILL SPEAK SATURDAY

First Open House

Set For Saturday

Program To Feature Tunes

Voted Most Popular

Chalk Up Smashing Triumph

In Final Match Against Army
Gael Gridders In Top Form

As Munroe Leads
In Scoring

Count Is 20-0

BY MOE POLOWIN

Queen's fast-stepping Junior
Rugby Team overran a stubborn

Army squad 20 to 0 on Saturday

to carry off the city championship.

Avenging themselves for last week's

defeat at the hands of die Soldiers,

the Gaels. "Galloping Ghosts of the

Gridiron." out-ran, out-passed, and

out-kicked the heavier Army twelve.

Queen's Stars

The Tricolor functioned like a

well-oiled machine, and bad the

Came under control at all times.

Jack Milhken and Gecrge I', i linear

the two specdball artists of the

backfield, turned in spectacular per-

formances, bringing the fans to

their feet with their broken-field

running. Forties Munroe, one of the

sparkplugs of the afternoon's play,

opened the scoring hy intercepting

an Army forward and streaking

over the line for the first touch.

The Soldiers fought back doggedly

but couldn't pierce Queen's front

wall. "Pepper" Martin set up the

JUNIORS WIN
(Continued on page 5)

A.M.S. Meeting

There will be an open

meeting of the Alma Mater

Society tonight at 7.30 in

the board ronni of the Gym-
nasium. Any student is wel-

come to attend.

DIME CONTRIBUTIONS
TO BUY HURRICANES

A campaign has been started

on the campus to collect dimes to

buy Hurricane fighter planes for

the Royal Air Force. It is an

offshoot of "Canada's March of

Dimes," which is being promoted

by a group of private citizens

who feel that each man, woman,
and child in Canada would like

to chip in and have a direct in-

terest in a group of Hurricane

fighting planes.

Folders

The folder? which hear direc-

DIME CAMPAIGN
(Continued on page 8)

QUEEN'S UNDERGRADS
TO BE IN WHO'S WHO

Dr. VV, A. Mackintosh, form-

erly Director of the School of

Commerce and Administration at

Queen's, and now serving as

special assistant to the Deputy

Minister of Finance in Ottawa,

will address the Commerce Club

it a luncheon in Grant Hall, on

Saturday. November 29, at twelve

o'clock.
)

DR. MACKINTOSH
(Continued on page 7)

The first open house of the

season will be held in Grant Hall

next Saturday evening from eight

till eleven thirty. All students

nurses and airmen are invited and

the admission is free as usual

Poll For Tunes

As an innovation, a "Gallup"

poll will be carried out on th

campus to find the three most

popular records and the program

will be built around the numbers

suggested for the three top spots,

but as many requests as possible

will he played. So even if your

choice does not make the first

three you still have a chance on

Saturday. Ballot boxes are being

placed ifi the Students' Union,

Science Club Rooms. Arts Build-

ing, and Ban Righ. Your re-

quests will be picked from

records culled from Kingston

Music stores, the radio station,

and private collections.

For those who do not indulge

in terpsichory there will be bridge

n the Red Room (bring your

own cards), and ping pong. Cokes

will be sold at the usual price.

Thirteen Queen's students are

listed in the "Who's Who Among
Students in American Universi-

ties and Colleges," published at

the University of Alabama. This

volume is prepared in order that

organizations seeking college-

trained personnel may locate

among college graduates those

best suited for the positions they

desire to fill. The publication is

not controlled by the University

of Alabama, but is published

through the co-operation of all

WHO'S WHO

(Continued on page G)

Dunces May Do

Duty By Damsels

May Pay Back Sadie Friday
At Sc. '43 Dance

About three hundred and fifty

Queen's men have a problem this

week. In one free and easy lesson

we propose to solve it from a scien-

tific or "lab report" angle.

Problem: What to do to repay

that Sadie Hawkins Date.

Solution : Apparatus : one girl,

one pr. dancing feet, one dollar

twenty-five.

Method: take the girl, the shuf-

fling feet, and the one twenty-five

to Science '43's Dunces* Duty Dance

next Friday night at Grant Hall.

DUNCES' DUTY
(Continued on page 6)

Eight To The Bar
STU ROBERTSON

While disliking the "I told you

sq" angle we understand that the

music supplied by "Maurice Allen

and Co. for the Dogpatch Drag was

more than satisfactory. Admittedly

the fact that "Wash" could only

get the hoys together for one re-

hearsal left us rather doubtful as

to the outcome, but once the boys

got in the groove they had the cats

really jumpin'. After a somewhat

campus-wide poll, the only com-

plaint worth noting was that several

numbers were set at too fast a

tempo.

Stan MacDougall handled the

rhythm section well, and Wash-

burn's versatility on the trumpet

was more than we expected. Ed.

usually at home in the first trumpet

chair, took off on several hot chor-

uses, besides scoring a hit with his

new interpretation of the usually

corn-fed Sugar Blues.

The band has another engage-

ment at the Hotel Dieu Dance on

Wednesday, and two or three more

of these affairs should place the

band on a par with any outside or-

ganization at twice the price.

' * * »

In the last edition wc picked an

All-Star band. Wc received quite

a few Comments favorable and oth-

erwise hut we did not receive any

nfernal machines in our mail,

bricks through our window, or

EIGHT TO THE BAR

(Continued on page 7)
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Freshman's Registration Card

—Name of parents: "Mamma and

Papa." *|i j

Hickory dickory dock.

The mouse ran up. the clock.

The clock struck one
,

' > -

And laid the poor mouse out cold.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

QUEEN'S TAXI

2002
TAILS

FOR RENT
AND

TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princess St

Darling's Barber Shop
.Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connoctbn

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 177J-W

OPEN ALLEYS

EVERY AFTERNOON
AT POPULAR

MATINEE PRICES

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St

YOUNG MEN'S

FUR FELT

HATS

$3.45 - $4.45

$5.45

In an extra large range of

colors and styles

Campus Gabardine

$1.45 .

Donegal Tweeds

$2.95

r \ •

BIBBY'S
78-84 Princess St.

NYSEPTOL

TOOTH

BRUSHES

with

NYLON
BRISTLES

keep firm.

Bristles do not

break off.

THREE STYLES

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

1 And now the Sades of Le-

phanta have thrown their bread

upon ilie waters for another year;

doubtless many Abners will wel-

come the opportunity to make

repa rations at the second great

brawl of Scienz. Multitudinous

have been the preparations for

this wondrous feast of For three

and many are the prophecies con-

cerning the pleasures to be en-

joyed at this magnificent fes-

:ivity.

And -'tis said that the she-

demon Sade herself didst con-

spire against the warriors of

Scienz by plying them with wine

imt women on the eve of their

great battle with the Quacks.

But despite these and other handi

rtlps the men of Scienz didst

battle mightily and wouldst have

undoubtedly been declared vic-

tors had not the great god For-

tune been playing in the guise of

a blue raiment. But after the

last siren had been sounded and

the lemon had made many cal-

culations upon his digits, it was

found that the combat had been

for nought and would have to be

continued on a forthcoming date.

'Tis whispered that during con-

ferences on the strategy of the

battle, Bes didst require artificial

respiration to be applied con-

stantly, so thick was the atmo-

sphere caused by the victims of

halitosis.

Alas, and many were the vic-

tims of the god Bacchus at the

Feast oL Sade- And several,

amongst them Cun of Ham and

Bud of Kitchen, were slaughtered

and had to be dragged from the

field at the eleventh hour. And
meanwhile, Mac and Hal of the

tribe of For two didst provide

entertainment for themselves and

others upon the dais of Grant.

And midst all these festivities

didst a dark captain bestow lav-

ishly the gifts of the god Cupid

upon a fair Scot. And one of the

heroes of Scienz was mightily

troubled at the disappearance of

his chariot on the mom following

the celebrations. And one brave

called Slink of the tribe of For

three didst suffer the agonies of

ecstasy when he beheld un-

shrouded the inveigling charms

of the bold Lephantas.

It has been echoed that the

guardian of the togas, who hast

the largest sword in the land of

Hoyle, made valiant attempts to

extinguish the lights of Hades

whilst laden with stolen orna-

ments from the altar of Bacchus.

-
' And with many a muttered

curse, an amorous colleague hath

likened the portals of Lev-by-the-

lake to those of Grand Central

Station.

And one called Available for

short, didst gain revenge upon

his Sade by consuming vast quan-

tities of fluid until her coffers

jangled with the sound of empti-

ness.

On the day of the Sun came

jangHngs of the Bell bell, sum-

moning him of Metalurg, whose

name is like his stature to sip the

pink tee at the home of Tim.

And the little giant, fearing a

ruse, did challenge the unseen

voice in bold and surly terms,

demanding the identity of the

same. Great was his dismay

when the voice proved to be that

of Lord Tim himself.

Queen's Graduate,
R.A.F. Pilot Lost

Flying Officer Bruce Mclver,

1 (ueen's graduate in mining and

metallurgy, who has been in Eng-

land with the R.A.lO for several

months, is reported missing in air

operations over Berlin on Nov. 8.

Flying Officer Mclver had 175

hours bombing and flying and was

to have returned to this country

when he had completed 200 hours

to be an instructor in astral navi-

gation.

History

As a student at Queen's, Bruce

was awarded the K. B. Carruthers

Scholarship in mining and metal-

lurgy and on graduating won the

Department of Education medal for

mining. He was also convener of

the Science Formal in 19-10.

In England he was one of the

four members of the R.C.A.F. from

Hamilton who, in April, had after-

noon tea with Their Majesties the

King and Queen and Their Royal

Highnesses Princesses Elizabeth

and Margaret Rose.

In one of his recent letters Fly-

ing Officer Mclver wrote:

"You know, it sounds funny how
casually we take all this (raids

over Germany), but when you con-

sider how big the sky is the chances

are pretty well in our favor and it

has to be a lucky hit to put you out.

Even then you have a 50-50 chance

to bail out. A lot of the boys or-

iginally reported missing have turn-

ed up either as prisoners of war

or have escaped through France,

where the common people still hate

Hitler and will help you out."

Wayne Launches Program
For Interneship In Law

"1 want a word of advice," the

young man remarked to his uncle.

"Well?" said uncle tersely.

"What is the best way to ap-

proach you for a loan?"

"You are sensitive," replied

uncle grimly, "you had better

write for it. Then when you get

my reply just tear it up without

reading it." —Gazette.

"Fred," said the teacher to a

boy who was behind in his class,

"you are always behind
; you

should have more push."

"How can I push," said Fred,

"if I'm not behind."

"Bertie," said mother sorrow
fully, "every time you are so

naughty, I get another grey
hair."

"My word," replied Bertie,

"you mus"t have been a terror.

Look at grandma."

Iceberg—permanent wave.

Co-ed—what you can't do any-

thing with or without.

Vulture—bird that hovers ex-

pectantly around graduated Mcds.

Work—pastime of fools.

Hour—time you have to wait for

the girl friend after the* time ar-

ranged.

Peg—what some people are taken

down one or two.

Baseball—what when a window

is broken went through both sides

of it

Detroit, Mich. — (ACP) — To
acquaint seniors with the practical

side of the law by an interneship

period similar to that served by doc-

tors, the Wayne University Law
School has launched a program of

apprenticeship training with co-

operation of Wayne County attor-

neys.

Personal interviews with clients,

experience in looking up law and

preparing briefs, and training in

erms and procedures peculiar to

practice in Michigan are provided.

Formal .classes for seniors are

efore noon, making the afternoons

free for interneship. The amount of

class work required remains the

Scrapper—Young man, do you
know anything about this course?

A little sir, what would you
like to know?

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

I have just discovered that a
cold is both affirmative and nega-
tive. Sometimes the Eyes have
it and sometimes the Nose.

Prof.—Tell me, what's become
of your ethics?

Stucle—Oh, sir, I traded it in

for a Ford.

What day is this?

"Half past two.

My mistake. I thought it was
October. —Manitoban.

Junkman (calling at rcsi

deuce): "Any old rags, bones or

irons?"

Stinky — "I'm but a college

boy/"
,

Junkman—"Sorry, sir. any bot-

tles?"

Chapel Service

She called her gown a poem,
We do not wish to slam,

But judging from its beauty
It seemed an epigram.

The second in the scries

of four weekly chapel ser-

vices, sponsored by the S.C.M.,

will be held in the Morgan
Memorial Chapel, on Wed-
nesday, at 12.40 p.m. Dr.

Gregory Vlastos will con-

tinue his succession of brief

talks on "Unity of Worship
and Action." All are cor-

dially invited to attend.

Mother: "What have you been

doing all afternoon?"

Sun : "Shooting craps, mother."

Mother': "Now, look here, this

sort of thing has got to stop.

Those little things have just as

much right to live as you have."

TECHNI -

COLUMN
MCCAFFREY

Jim
—"Oh, what will we do?"

Sheila
—

"Let's think."

Jim
—"Aw, no, let's do some-

thing you can do."

"Tom's letter is rather short,

mother."

"So is Tom or he'd never have

taken the trouble to write."

What's new in the new cars?

Contrary to popular impres-

sion, the 1942 cars offer numerous

improvements in style and me-

:har.ical design. The automoble

engineers have co-operated with

the governments by eliminating

the use of many thousands of

tons of vital war materials, while

at the same time, the improve-

ments in the new models should

satisfy the most rigid demands of

the buying public.

Massive Appearance

First, let us consider appear-

ance. The new models look

bigger, more massive. This effect

has been created by the improve-

ments in body design, which make

the car look wider, lower, and

longer. In some cases, they actu-

ally are longer overall, while a

few have slightly increased wheel-

ses. While some cars really

are lower by amounts varying

from y2 to Z% inches, the effect

has been more often created by

careful body design. ,

In particular, these are the

more striking first impressions.

Bumpers aVe heavier, grilles, are

wider, head-lamps are inches

farther apart in many cases; and

running boards are either con-

cealed or absent in all but the

most conservative makes. The
"greater length" illusion has been

created by the use of long front

fenders extending back into, and

even beyond, the front door. This

idea reaches its extreme in the

Buick 50 and 70 Sedanets, where

the front fender extends in a

beautiful sweep along the entire

side and flows into the rear

fender.

The most important mechanical

developments are the adoption of

iron piston rings and the in-

creased use of such drive mech-

anisms as fluid couplings, auto-

matic clutches and overdrives.

Buick makers have introduced

rough-surfaced crank-pins, con-

tending that rough hearing jour-

nals make for better lubrication

and longer life. To overcome

spring squeaks, Chrysler uses

wax interleaves on rear springs,

while Pontiac employs oil-soaked

wooden interleaves, with spring

covers on all models. On some
Sttidebaker models, you will see

an undivided windshield of cur

ed laminated glass.

Engines

Engine dimensions generally

are increased. With the use of

iron and steel piston rings there

comes slower top engine speeds

Increases in piston diameter, in

stroke, and compression ratio

have resulted in increased horse

power ratings. These new pis-

tons, incidentally are from 42%
to 84% heavier than the alumi-

num pistons they replaced.

To increase ventilation of the

A patient, after a supposedly

successful treatment, was just

[eaving when he went to see the

chief of the hospital and thank

.him for his kindness. The chief

Ivas interested in him, and said:

-' "Now that you are completely

'cured, what are you going to do^'

"Oh, that'll be easy," said the

patient "Before. I came here 1

hail training as both a doctor

and a lawyer. I think I'll practice

law."

"What if you can't get any

clients?" asked the doctor."

"Then I'll be a doctor."

"But if you can't get any pa-

tients— ?"

"Then I guess I'll have to go

back to being a teapot."

An airman telephoned for an

extension of leave. He was switch-

ed from one person to another until

he finally lost his temper with the.

seventh person to. whom he was

put through. "Dn you know who

I am?" said this one. "I'm your

Commanding Officer!"

Despite the voice of thunder,

the "erfc" replied: "And do you

know who I am ?"

"Nor" said the CO.
"Thank heaven for that!" said

the "erk" and hung up.

"What's the food like here?"

asked a new student boarder,

"Well, we have chicken every

morning for breakfast," said an

old boarder.

"Chicken every mornim;? How
is it served?"

"In the shell," replied the ex-

perienced one.

"The sun never sets on the

British Empire," said the Eng
lishwoman proudly,

"How unfortunate!" remarked

the American girl. "At home we
have such lovely sunsets,"

My girl is a honey. Honey is

made by bees. B's are what you

get in a course. Coarse is rough.

You ought to see my girl.

—Sheaf.

Pity the poor freshman. He is

always mistaking high school boys

for sophomores.

radiator core, several models em-

ploy air scoops under the front

bumper. Oldsmobile has a dual

front bumper; between the upper

and lower bumper the lower grille

is located.

Attempts to satisfy the custom-

er have been made by the intro-

duction of new gadgets. Chrysler

horns can not be blown when

the ignition switch is off, and

the speedometer face changes at

night from green to orange at

30 m.p.h, and to red at 50 m.p.h.

On Hudson and Lincoln, radio

stations are selected consecutive-

ly by a push button located oft

the floor. Buick's parking brake

is released by a push-button on

the instrument panel. DeSoto's

headlamps are concealed when

not in use : a pull on a knob under

the instrument panel lifts these

covers out of sight. The open-

ing of Hudson's doors brings in-

to play its concealed running-

board illumination.

On most models decorativ

chrome and other bright metal

appear. Arrangements have al-

ready been completed whereby

later cars will be released with

out the trimmings. The change

and improvements in the 194.'

cars are surprisingly numerovi-

and extensive. This is due ti

the fact that materials, tools, an'l

dies were obtained months b< -

fore the United States' war in-

dustries got into full swing.

MY CHOICE FOR THE THREE BEST MODERN
DANCE NUMBERS IS:

1

2

3

This is the ballot for the three most popular song hits on the

Queen's campus. The A.M.S. Open House on Saturday night

will feature these songs, so clip the ballot, fill it in and drop

it in one of the four boxes.
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"Where Tht Service rieoses"

Yellow

Taxi
Five New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE J J £1PHONE

WE MEET ALL TRAINS
24-Hour Service Henry Wilson

RENT A NEW CAR
Drive it Yourself

Rates: 12c per mile.

Minimum $1.00 per hour.

264}4 Bagot St., Phone 199

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A.

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey. Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St

The sure way to make

the 8 o'clock classes

USE A DEPENDABLE

ALARM CLOCK
Priced from $1.35 up

at

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

THEATRE
LINE-UP

C A P ITQ L

When Ladies Meet, showing at
the Capitol Saturday . . ., is a talk-
ing picture in the literal sense of
the words. Joan Crawford and
Greer "Mrs. Chips" Garson are
the ladies who meet. Joan is an
authoress writing a book in which
she is heroine, and is stealing an-
other woman's man. The publisher
of [he book is the man. The meet-
ing of the ladies, the publisher's

wife and the authoress, puts a new
ending to the novel. Robert Taylor
catches Joan on the second bounce
after missing her at the first try.

The picture begins and ends with
a Taylor-Crawford embrace. While
the story is good, the action in the
picture consists of walking around
rooms and talking. In the news-
reel we see that big bomber flying

at last and the Passing Parade
shows us some hobbies other than
stamp collecting.

GRAND

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

At the Grand until Thursday are

Night of January 16th. a sparkling

comedy mystery starring Robert
Preston and Ellen Drew; and Jim-
my Lydon and Mary Anderson in

lelirious Henry Aldrlch for Presi-

dent.

From Thursday ro the end of the

week is a new film The Feminine
Touch, with Rosalind Russell, Don
Ameche and Kay Francis. The
story is highlighted by a series of

domestic complications in the life

of a college professor.

T I VOLI

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St- Photic 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

2M Princess St. Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOIURDIERS
fUES

'8 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

phone 33S4-R 346 Princess St

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon

27+ Princess St. Phone 849

TjJJic Modern Eur ne Shop
Id« Van Clieaf Maude Wagai

To-morrow, Torrid Zone, with

Anne Sheridan, Pat O'Brien, James
Cagney; and Gambling Daughters,

with Cecilia Parker.

Wednesday and Thursday:. Bette

Davis in The Letter, and Jane Step

Out, with Diane Churchill.

Letter to the Editor

B I LT M O R E

That Night in Rio is a romantic

musicale with a rich technicolor

background of beautifully costum

ed Spanish dancers and the exotic

singing of vivacious Carmen Mi
randa. Don Ameche, the man witl

the Iriuni smile, is seen in n dual

role as an American night club en-

tertainer, and as the Baron, a highly

admired member of Brazilian c*afe

society, and of the higher finance

world. When his beautiful wife

Alice Faye, mistakes the former

fur the latter and several nice situa-

tions arise, we have the plot of one

of the gayest and most colorful pic

tnres of the South American Waj
The second feature of this double

hill playing today and Wednesday

is Indianapolis SpecdiOay. This is

a thrill-packed adventure story that

takes you behind the scenes of the

famous auto race track. Two bro-

ihers, played by John Payne and

Pat O'Brien, resort to duelling on

the race track to settle a quarrel.

\nne Sheridan supplies the roman-

tic interest — 'nuff said.

A good program.

—B.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday:

Beau Gesle, with Gary Cooper, Ray

Mil/and and Robert Preston. Also

fftc March of Time, and Beautiful

hut Dumb, with the three Stooges.

—N.McL.R.

—

LOST

Medal, at or in vicinity of Grant

Hall, last Friday. Ruthilda Calla-

ghan, Plione 3554.

November 23.

The Editor,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

Your leading editorial of Nov.
18 stated that the labor situation

was the chief internal problem of

the moment in both Canada and
the United States. You implied,

and rightly, that this resulted in a

decreased war effort and a failure

to make full use of the available

resources. As a solution you pro-

pose the outlawing ( of strikes in

war industries. Because we feel

that such a step would be fatal to

the end that we all desire (full

production for victory) we present

thv following facts and deductions:

The restrictions placed on capital

and employers by the Dominion
Government

:

(a) Excess Profits Tax — The
original suggestion that profits be

limited to 5% was defeated. At
present there is no set rate. But
here are figures on the 1940 earnings

of 221 Canadian corporations

which, excluding transportation,

make up 65% of all the assets of

all corporations in Canada. In the

period 1936-1939 these corporations

made an annual earning of 251 mil

lion dollars after all taxes were
paid, or a rate of 7.3%. In 1940

the same corporations made a pro

fit of 281 million dollars, again af

ter all taxes were paid
;

or a rate

of 8.0%. Does this represent any

sacrifice on the part of capital?

(b) Government Regulations on

Labor-Employer relations : Legis-

lation has been passed to the effect

that companies musl recognise the

union of the men's own choice. We
know of only one instance where,

when the company refused to abide

by these regulations, the Govern-

ment implemented this legislation

;

and then the controller sent in tried

to form a company union to re-

place the union which the men had

chosen. (National Steel and Car

plant, Hamilton, Ont,) In the pre-

sent Kirkland Lake dispute the

Government refuses to force the

companies involved to recognize the

C.I.O. union which the men chose

in a vote taken by the Ministry of

Labor.

The restrictions placed on La-

bor by the Dominion Government

:

(a) Labor is dictated to by a Gov-

ernment whose war control board

are staffed by industrialists. Labor

has little or no voice in determining

the war policy of this country. Th
is not true in England.

(b) Wages are pegged without

any consultation with Labor. In an

aircraft factory in Montreal 30

cents an hour Was decreed to be a

living wage.

(c) Lahnr has to abide by the

letter of the regulations regarding

formation of a union or the calling

of a strike. As indicated above,

the companies don't.

(d) At least 12 leaders of Cana-

dian Labor are interned without

rial on the charge that they arc

Communists. Curiously enough
they were interned at the moment

when they were most active in or-

ganisms in their respective fields.

(e) The makeup of Government

loan's to decide on wage increases

is as follows: equal representation

from the company and the union,

with the deciding vote to he cast

by the provincial Minister of La-

bor, who in most instances is hardlv

an impartial person.

In view of this situation, ant/ the

desirability of achieving a united

war effort, should strikes be out-

lawed: The Fascists of Germany

nnd ftalj say yes, and enforce then

decision by arms. In a state where

people are asked to believe in th-

process of democracy, is it safe

to assume that such a policy will
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Speaker To Show
Movies On Arctic

BY GEORGE DOEIE

A colored motion picture film

on Arctic Life will be given at

4.15 this afternoon in Convoca-
tion Hall by Chaplain Maurice

Flint of the Royal Air Force.

PO. Flint has returned recent-

ly from travels deep into the

Arctic with fifteen hundred feet

of colored film on life and habits

of the primitive natives. Living

in various settlements, he took

part in their sealing, fishing and

hunting operations. A record

was made of their tales and

anecdotes. From this folklore,

clear insight may be had into

;hc mind and temperament of the

Eskimo.

On one occasion the missionary

was lost for weeks on end, living

solely on the fruits of the gun

He will also explain his problems

of presenting Christ and the

gospel to illiterate natives. It is

of interest, moreover, to those

who have studied Bunyan's "Pil-

grim's Progress", to note how
this quaint old allegory on "2

journey through rural England'

is still effective for Christ "unto

the uttermost parts of the world."

The furs and equipment which

Mr. Flint used will also be dis-

played. Time will be allotted

for any questions which the audi-

ence may wish to ask.

assure unity and help achieve great-

er production? We feel that the

following proposals are both more

democratic and realistic:

I. Canada must have legislation

similar to the Wagner Act and it

must be enforced.

II. Labor must be given a voice

in determining war- policy and the

settlement that follows the war.

This is done in England, why not

here?

III. A more impartial makeup of

wage settlement boards.

IV. Interned labor leaders should

be tried by jury on the question o

sabotaging the war effort.

V. Individual unions in plants

should be encouraged to co-operate

n plans for more efficient produc

tion. This is being done in England

after much pressure from the un

ions.

We believe that if such minimum
conditions are fulfilled Labor wi

work longer hours and will accept

a lower standard of living, but not

before. Co-operation will not be

given to such measures as long a

Lahor feels that the situation is be

ing used to exploit them. Unity fo

victory will not be achieved by the

repressive measures which you ad

vocate. It will be achieved only by

a more democratic policy.

Respectfully submitted.

The Executive op the
Student Christian Movement

(Ed. Note.—This letter is Inngc

than we usually print, but we felt

it could not be fairly cut. Will oth

cr contributors please try to confine

their efforts to 350 words?)

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

NOTICE

A prize of $5.00 will be

awarded to" the person sub-

mitting the -best design for

a distinctly "Engineering"

Queen's Christmas Card. Ad-

dress your design to the

Secretary, Engineering So-

ciety, Queen's" Post Office.

Queen's Students Li|ke

The Value Of

D0VERC0ATS
STYLE - FABRIC - FIT,

COMFORT, PRICE RIGHT

\\ hen a "college man'

spends his money he wants

to be sure its going to bring

some kind of returns. That's

why so many "Quefen's"

men invest in ,- DOVjER-

COATS — and in DOVER
SUITS — they get their

money's worth and more.

In style, in fabric, in com-

fort, in durability, in fit,

in appearance, in price,

DOVER CLOTHES pay

extra dividends. See for

yourself. Come in today

and try on a DOVER-
COAT or. a DOVER SUIT.

There's no obligation to

buy.

DOVERCOATS and DOVER SUITS

$25 AND MORE
SEE OUR STYLE WINDOWS

123 Princess Street Phone 5020

Campus Sketches

(Continued from page 1)

imported herbs, the Exotic Garden

of plants found the world over,

and the Japanese Garden presented

in 1935 by the friends of the Ja-

panese statesman, Dr. Tnaza Nitohe.

The Japanese Garden, planned and

tended by Japanese gardeners, con-

tains flowers native to Canada and

Japan.

Farm lands, of which only a

'mall section is cleared, adjoin the

forest reserve on the west side.

These lands are, of course, used by

the Faculty of Agriculture, the for-

est reserve serving the double pur-

pose of a natural park and an out-

door laboratory for forestry
-

stu-

dents.

Of the main buildings, those

which are permanent include the

Library, the Science Ruilding. and

Brock Hall, all on the east of the

Hall. The remaining buildings,

built to last approximately forty

vears, include the Auditorium, For-

estry, Administration and Gymna-

sium buildings. Union and Angli-

can colleges are situated a short

distance to the East of the main

buildings and command an excel-

lent view of the sea and mountains.

U.B.C. students point proudly to

he fact that the Stadium, located

ust east of Brock Hall, the Gym-

asiu n. Brock Hall iiself, and the

recently completed Armories are

almost wholly products of student

endeavor.

Brock Hall

Brock Hall is the centre of social

fe on the campus. Erected in

1938-39, it is the home of the Stu- into this project

dents' Council and the Publications

Board. In the luxuriously furnish-

ed lounge students congregate to

play bridge, or to chat and listen

to recordings or to the rariio pur-

chased last year from the funds

from Arts Mixers held in the Hall.

In Brock Hall are located also the

Phrateres club room, the stage

room, the double committee room,

the Red Cross work rooms, the so-

cial room for girls opened by the

Dean of Women this year, and the

dining room which operates under

the same management as the cafe-

teria in the auditorium building.

Every student here, as he con-

trasts his beautiful campus of to-

day with its humble origin as a

series of shacks in another part of

the city, feels that the University

of British Columbia has made won-

derful progress in the 26 years of

its life.

Q.S.A. Project

(Continued from page 1)

being responsible tor their enter-

tainment or instruction. There arc

the associations that one can

form ; the new contacts which can

be made. It is a formal educa-

tion in itself, for one can cover,

in his search for material to pre-

sent to an audience, new fields

of culture or science which were

unknown to him before.

It is stated that there arc more

offerings for speakers than there

are volunteers, so Claude Vipond

—2335-R—would be more than

interested to hear from,; anyone

.

who would like to look' further
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Official Notices

Dominion Land Surveyors

Examinations

( Preliminary examinations for

admission as articled pupils.) Dale

of examinations: February 10th to

February 17th, 1942.

While summer employment is not

assured, there are usually some po-

sitions available for successful can-

didates. For full particulars stu-

dents are requested to interview

Professor Ellis. The time-table for

examinations may be obtained from

the Registrar.

What's The Answer?
An editor's lot is not always a happy one. As readers of these

columns may have noticed, it is not easy to produce pearls of

wisdom twice a week for eight o'clock deadlines. There are times

when we are completely at a loss as to just what comment to

make about this or that issue. Today as wc review the events

of the past two weeks at Queen's, we have that feeling as never

before.

Vhe past fortnight has been, a fairly successful one for the

armies of democracy everywhere—except at Queen's. But we

shudder to think of the fate of the world, if it had hinged on the

activity or generosity of the undergraduates on this campus. So

far our war effort—and the term is a compliment—has been a

conspicuous and outstanding flop.

We have been back at school for some eight weeks. In that

time, exactly what have we done, except go to dances frequently,

study occasionally, and worry about the war on every fifth Tues-

day? The Q.W.A.C. sponsored the Variety Night, with some

degree of success, largely because of the great efforts of a few

people, and because they were able to present a good entertain-

mnt. The A.M.S. set up a plan of compulsory taxation of year

dance profits, and later had to scrap it completely in favor of a

more stringent set-up because the various years were using every

bit of their considerable ingenuity to exploit the loopholes in

the plan, and to see that they had no profit left to tax. At

present they are paying only with the most heartbroken wailing.

The A.M.S. also decided to buy War Bonds with formal profits

(if any), but each faculty was allowed to keep strings tied to

its own little pile.

Then came the A.M.S.-sponsored blood donor campaign. It

was widely hailed as the one great way to do one's bit without

financial sacrifice. It was something everyone could do—and

less than half of the student body volunteered. The last great

fiasco was the Q.W.A.C. War Savings Stamp Drive, with its

objective of $200. The campaign was to have run a week, it was
extended four days, and it ended last Saturday about $90 short

of its objective. The War Aid Committee has set up as its goal

for the year, $4000, and unless there are some drastic changes

somewhere, it will be lucky to make half that amount. On the

whole, a beautiful picture!

What the answer is. we frankly do not know. There may not

be any answer. Obviously, there "are two main factors involved,

the War Aid Committee itself, and the student body as a whole.

Both would seem to be at fault in some degree. There is un-

doubtedly a good deal of dead wood that might well be pruned
from the Q.W.A.C. So far as we have been able to observe,

capable chairman Earl Baxter has not gotten nearly the support
he should have in past weeks.

But all that is purely incidental. The finest committee in

Canada could not get real action out of a group of people who
seem to feel secure and smug and disinterested and confident that

whatever comes, tttey have nothing to worry about.

We at university are a privileged class. We are allowed to

continue our studies because the government feels that we can
thereby serve our country best. And we arc serving our country
certainly. But we are still failing in our duty if we do nothing
more than study a bit and enjoy ourselves the rest of the time
without making any sort of material contribution to the national
effort. We do not have to go into mourning to do that, nor need
we hurt our families financially. We need only to show a little

real concern, and to shake off that apathy which is choking every-
thing we do.

Above all we need to get rid of the criminal fallacy that
we are doing all anyone could ask of us. For until we destroy-
that feeling of righteous martyrdom, we will go right on falling
short of objectives and expecting the country to be grateful to us
because wc consent to go to college instead of to training camp.

Kurusu At Bat
With the arrival of special Japanese envoy Saburo Kurusu

in Washington this week, the fantastic shadow-boxing in the Far
East goes into another phase, though whether it will be any par-
ticular improvement is a matter of some doubt.

Kurusu comes to Washington ostensibly as a pinch-hitter sent
to bat to try to iron out the differences between his country and
the United States. And though he is recognized as a capable
diplomat, the odds still remain at almost even money that the
U.S. and Japan will enter into a shooting war in the not-too-distant
future.

Certainly neither country is anxious for this to happen. From

The French conversation classes

held on Monday and Tuesday af-

ternoon in Room 204 in the New

Building, will in future be held

in the Common Room of Macdon-

nell House.

Marly Memorial Scholarship

This Scholarship in memory of

Dr. Aletta Marty, valued at not less

than $750, is offered by the Queen's

University Alumnae Association.

Any woman graduate of Queen's

University with a Master's degree

may hold this Scholarship, which

I be awarded for a year of gradu-

ate work. A committee chosen by

the Alumnae Association will make

the award. The Scholarship may

be awarded to the same woman for

more than one year.

Applications should reach the

Registrar not later than January 1st.

Further information may be ob-

tained from the Registrar's Office.

O.H.A. Scholarship

Applications are invited from stu-

dents now enrolled in the university

for the Ontario Hockey Association

Scholarship for 1941. The cash

value is $80.

The Scholarship has previously

been awarded on the basis of ma-

triculation. As no matriculation

candidate was eligible last summer,

the Scholarship will be awarded this

session to some student within the

University on the basis of his aca-

demic qualifications and on his rat-

ing as a clean, effective hockey

player.

No credit is given for fees when

the Scholarship is not awarded on

the basis of matriculation, but the

regular cash payment of $80 is

made to the winner.

Applications should be in the

hands of the Registrar by December

1st. Applicants should give evidence

of hazing played in the O.H.A. or

A'.O.H. series.

Robert Bruce Scholarships

The Robert Bruce Matriculation

Scholarships, each of the value of

$25, were not awarded in the sum-

mer of 1941 since no matriculation

candidates were eligible. Therefore,

applications are now invited for

these Scholarships from first year

students of Scottish extraction in

the Faculties of Arts, Applied Sci-

ence and Medicine. The Scholar-

hips will be awarded on the basis

of the candidates' standing on the

Christmas examinations. There will

Letters to The Editor

Dear Sir:

The .last two issues of the

Journal Ihave been blessed (?)

by columns on the ability of the

male student of Queen's to dress

himself, both columns being writ-

ten by co-eds. And now it is

the girl's turn to suffer at the

hands of a mere male. So, I have

taken it upon myself to point out

to them a few of the little de-

ficiencies in their apparel and

what not. that grate so on the

eyes of those of us who wear the

long pants.

You girls are proud of what

the silk stockings encase, and we

men like the idea too. But, speak-

ing of covering those long, sleek

intriguing members of your an-

atomy, please see that they are

covered and no more. Meaning,

keep your stockings pulled up.

And that isn't an invitation to be

pulling them up whenever a hap-

less male happens to be in your

vicinity, There are numerous

magazines with i numerable pic-

tures that serve that purpose.

To go to the other extreme,

let's talk about hair. You ladies

are endowed with rich, long locks,

while some of we men find that

age is robbing us of our golden

tresses. But few if any of us envy

a snarled mess of flopping

strands, falling over pretty faces

at the least provocation. Combs

are cheap, dear ones and brushes.

God bless the thought, are still

being made. Pigs still die that

we may brush our hair. Don't

let the poor oinkers be martyrs

needlessly, girls.

Now. ye exponents of purchri-

tude, lake a look in the mirror,

and see if you see what we do.

The men note first a blob of paint

distorting what may be a beauti-

ful cupid's bow. And above the

lips, or where we suspect your

lips are, we see further evidence

of the artistic. Girls, for the love

of all that's loveable, and most

of you are, leave the rouge pots

alone for a few days and give

Dame Nature a chance. Let her

make two beautiful roses blossom

in your cheeks. She can do it,

and will.

Next we come to the eyes,

brown, black, green or blue. The

color matters not. In their natural

state, eyes are always provoca-

tive. But smeared with gobs of

mascara, they cause nightmares.

Tsk! tsk, my dears. It really isn't

necessary, you know.

Sweaters are in the vogue.

There is nothing a man likes

better than a lovely sweater girl.

Yes. there is no doubt about it,

sweaters are the real McCoy.

But NOT potato sacks or sugar

bags.

Skirts and dresses are necessary

parts of your apparel. However,

has it ever occurred to you dam-

sels that pressers operate in

Kingston? 'And a simple whisk

can do a world of good, if dili-

gently applied. Try one and see.

You'll be surprised.

There you have it. Just re-

member the old proverb, that a

mirror always lies to a woman

but a man's eyes are sharper

than any mirror ever devised.

MAC.

The Editor,

Queen's Journal,

Kingston, Out.

Dear Sir:.

I was lucky enough to be at

the Dogpatch Drag, and now

want to express my whole-heart-

ed applause to the music given

out by the orchestra of Maurice

Aflen.

As I understand it, the ex-

penses were cut in half and as

a result the Pipe Band collected

a goodly profit, which I'm told

will be invested in War Bonds.

Furthermore, the money which

went to the Queen's musicians

stayed on the campus.

Besides that we had the pleas-

ure of seeing our own collegemen

in action rather than looking at

a number of imported strangers.

We liked the selections, we
liked Newt Williamson's singing,

and we loved the smooth arrange-

ment of God Save the King, the

piece murdered most often.

EDGAR.

EX-PROF. TO SPEAK

TO CHEMICAL GROUP

Dr. Cadenhead, of Shawinigan

Chemicals, and a former Queen's

Professor, will address the mem-

bers of the C.I.C., Queen's

Branch, on Thursday afternoon

at 4 o'clock in Room 310, Gordon

Hall. The subject of his ad-

dress will be "Technical Ad-

vances in Products from Acety-

lene."

All students interested are in-

vited to attend. Refreshments will

will be served at the meeting.

"B.Y.O.B." — bring your own

beaker.

Blood Campaign

(Continued from page 1)

of the leaders among the Canadian

universities which participated in

the Red Cross "Blood for Britain"

Drive. On some other campuses,

the campaign is not yet complete,

but at present, Queen's apparently

leads, if figures are taken on a per

capita basis.

Students who have volunteered

will be called some time during

the winter months, it is understood.

Figures include donors who signed

during the Drive from November

4 to November 11, and also late

volunteers-

Thesis and Essays Typed
also

Mimeographing
6c per double space page—Carbons 3c

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson St

be one scholarship in each faculty.

Applications should be in the

hands of the Registrar by Decem-

ber 1st. Applicants must give evi-

dence of Scottish extraction.

the American standpoint, entirely apart from the military angle, it

would necessitate a considerable diversion of supplies now go-

ing to Britain and Russia, and the employment of naval and
air units now being put to good use elsewhere. For the Japanese

it would mean a dropping of already low morale, and a decrease

in already low resources. Further, in spite of the monotonous
sword-rattling, the rank and file of the people in the Land of the

Rising Sun probably do not actually think they could pull Uncle

Sam's beard and get away with it. And finally, they have a healthy

respect for the bombing and fighting abilities of the American Air

Force.

Actually, it seems paradoxical but true to say that the United
States of America is more respected in Tokyo and Rome and
Berlin than it is in Washington. We hope that respect may have
its effect on the efforts of Mr. Kurusu. For unless his country
backs down a good deal more than it has done to date, it may have
an "American incident" to add to its list of problems for immediate

consideration.

"Playing parachutes?"

'No, coming down Cor a Sweet Cap!'

SWEET CAPORAL CIGARETTES
"The purestjorm in which tobacco can b* smoked."

STUDENTS
Helen* iffltartut's Scanty g>aloti

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 211C

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE

RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE HACCISCN STLDIC
Special Offer to Queen's Graduates

Sittings $1.00, including Tricolor print. Pictures $1.00 each.

8 x 10 print free with $5.00 order.

92 Princess St. Evening by Appointment Phones 676—6Z°
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SPORTS

CNCC OVER LIGHTLY
WITH 0 ILL LEMMON

HEADLINES IN A WORLD OF SPORT
Column 1 heralds the great and decisive victory of the Queen's Juniorson Saturday as they showed a complete reversal of form to their sIoddvand careless play of the preceding week. Jack MUliken and George Kinnear

caught faultlessly at the saFety position, Leo Bandiera ripped great biles
in the Army line, Bill Pardy caught passes and ran brilliantly, Forbes
Munroe got his punts away skyscraper high, enabling Al Sharpe Firdayand Crothers to stop the Army backfielders in their tracks and the line
looked and played like a million frog-skins. The Tricolor uncovered another
plunging back in Reg Irwin, the regular snap, who relieved Bandiera a*
flying wing and showed plenty of power in his line thrusts.

In all, the Galloping Gaels presented concrete evidence, by their tre-mendous power in every department, that they should be able to hold
their own even against Hamilton, who easily defeated Ottawa Z6-1 on
Saturday m an exhibition game. Their one weakness lay in the number
of passes that were recklessly thrown or the passer grounded before find-
ing a suitable receiver but that should be remedied by next Saturday if
and when they oppose Hamilton or possibly Ottawa.

Column 2 features the great comeback of the Meds twelve as they came
from behind in the last quarter, after being down a touch, to force another
game to decide the Interfaculty Championship. The Engineers had the
crown virtually in the bag until the fatal last quarter, but they over-
looked the important element of chance and the Meds opportunists as the
Docs gathered up a backfield fumble and quickly burst the Science bubble
as they pushed over the tying touch.

The Sciencemen were far superior in the passing department as they
scored their touch on three successive forwards, but were woefully weak
along the front line. The well-oiled Meds harvesters mowed down the
forward wall, allowing the juggernaut plungers to gain stunning gains before
being stopped by the secondary and tertiary,

A game to end all games is slated for Wednesday at 3.30 as the
struggle to the death will be played until a winner has been declared.
Rumor has Alfie searching frantically for additional candlelight, claiming
that the battle will never be completed in regulation time.

Column 3—Friday, November 21, 1941, will probably go down in the
annals of history as the "Night of the Great Brawl" for while the habitues
of the Hall of Grant were kicking the gong around until the early hours,
the Ice House goers were presented with a noble exhibition of hockey
(for the first two periods), wrestling (Arena style) slugging and general
stick-waving' A full house waB treated to as fair a donnybrook as has been
featured in this town in many a season as the teams, spectators and
gendarmes threw their best Sunday, Monday and Tuesday punches with
reckless abandon for nearly an hour before the game was finally completed.

Tempers flared early in the encounter as the improved Kingston de-
fence slowed down the speedy Hogtowners. The Combines frontline
worried Bastien all evening with their lightning attacks around the goal
mouth, as the ice was in good shape for the first time this season allowing
them to display their fancy combination plays.

The HatB Off Department proudly congratulates the Juniors for the
decisive way in which they took the City Championship for the second
consecutive season and also for placing eight of their members on the
"Brain's" all star team, up until Saturday's fracas. Pardy, Milliken, Bandiera,
(Q). Noble (Army), backfield; Irwin (Q), snap; Boyd (R.M.C.). quarter;
Manson (A), and Roe (Q), insides; R. Watts (A), Young (Q), middles;
Sharp (Q), and Finlay (Q), outsides.

The next alternate team also places five of the Tricolor with Munroe
(Q), Minnes (K.C.V.I.), Sinclair (R.M.C.), and Jesse (A), backfield;
Sharp (A), snap; (Martin (Q). quarter; Patterson (Q). Reid (RM.C),
insides; Crothers (Q), Paterson (Q), outsides.

The Boxers and Wrestlers will open the assault season early in De-
cember when they meet the Collins Bay R.A.F., Aluminum Plant, and Viroy
Barracks at the gym. As this is the first attempt of the ring men this»

season most of the artists have not as yet been chosen. The Aluminum
Plant gladiators are new to the local resin fans but the R.A.F. and Vimy
Barracks brought such a clever combination to last year's bouts that a full

house greeted the B & W's at their last show.

Combines Defeat

Toronto Marlboros

In Third Straight

Locals Score One Counter.

In Each Period
For 3-2 Win

Juniors Win

(Continued from page 1)

Tricolor's second touch when he

cut through the Army line, drew

the tacklers and lateralled to Mun-
roe, who outraced the opposing

backfield to cross the line standing

up. Munroe converted both touch-

Scoring a single counter in each

peril id, the Kingston Combines

flashed to their third straight

win on Friday night as they

whipped the Toronto Marlboros

3-2 at the Arena.

The Intercollegiate line of

Bobby Neilson, Mel and Norv

Williamson were too classy for

the Toronto Maple Leafs' farm

'earn as they far out-played the

Dukes' be*t combination. "Pork"

Neilson heralded his return to

the Limestone City by sparking

his defence colleagues to a four-

star performance.

Scoring

Norv scored the winning counter

in the last frame as he took a

pass from Mel while Bobby re-

ceived credit for a scramble goal

in the second on assists from

Norv and Pug Young. Mel

opened the game with his counter

in the opening chapter as Norv

got his third point of the game.

Fleet and Shamlock did the

honors for the visitors but the

defence and the brilliant Mc-

Queston turned away any other

dangerous thrusts.

The heavy bumping of the

Kingston rearguards played
havoc with the speedy but tem-

peramental Dukes and when Mc-

Queston was accidentally tripped

in the last period, a general melee

ensued. Before order was finally

restored both teams had indulged

in the fiercest fist fight seen in

the Arena in many moons.

RINGSIDE
REFEREE

BY ROLY BARNSLEY

Although there was a very poor

turnout for Friday's meeting, a

number of matters were discussed

because of their urgency. The date

for the first assault was set for

the end of the first week in De-

cern her.

The resignations of Jack McNeil

from the presidential position, and

Ira Brown from the managerial spot

were reluctantly. accepted. Fortun-

ately these pillars of strength are

"it completely lost to the B.W. & F.

Ira will continue to impart his ex-

tensive skill and experience to the

new recruits, in addition to taking

his place in the coming card. Jack,

whose untiring efforts were so

much 'responsible for the clubs

success last year will maintain his

membership and will also be fea-

tured in the assault.

Energetic, enthusiastic Peter Cain

was the unanimous choice for act-

ing president and Ernie Miron for

cting manager. Due to the skimpy

tendance it was thought advis-

able to make the appointments of

;
' temporary nature. Another elec-

tion will be held at a later date

reaffirm these choices.

George Tucker announces that

5-6 p.m. Wednesday has been se-

lected as the regular weekly hour

tor fencing workouts. This, of

course, will be supplemented with

such additional training as can.be

conveniently arranged.

Amongst the newcomers to the

club there appear; to be seme good

Prospects. Hair) tunms and Brian

Meds, Engineers
To Break Deadlock

in a thrilling interfaculty foot-

ball final, a power-laden Meds team

came from behind Sn Merriwell

fashion to tie a strong Science

team. As a curtain-raiser to the

Junior-Army City Final, Meds

and Science put on an exciting

display of hard, fast football, end-

ing in a 6-6 deadlock and forcing

a third game.

Meds Score

Meds started off with an amaz-

ing burst of power, being reward-

ed by a single point in the first

quarter by Mclvin's long kick in-

to the end zone. Playing heads-

up hall, Meds made numerous

first downs, being robbed of much

yardage and chances for singles

by the brilliant running of Ivan

McDonough, the former senior

star who was back in his old-

time intercollegiate ' form.

In the third quarter Science

started to roll, They completed

three passes in a row to bring

them within striking distance of

the Meds goal line. Finally their

efforts were rewarded by Leo

Macdonald taking a pass from

McDonough to step over the goal

standing up. However, despite

trailing by five points, for Science

(Continued on page 7)

McCaffrey are coming along sur-

prisingly fast. It is expected the

latter will be matched in the com-

ing bouts. However, the wrestling

situation isn't quite as bright as ir

might he as there are a number of

good experienced men on the cam-

pus whose appearance on the mats

would be greatly appreciated

R.C.A.F. MOVES AHEAD
IN EXTRAMURAL LOOP

The R.C.A.F. ascended to the,

top of their section in the Intra-

mural softball schedule as they

defeated Sc. '44 in a 16-13 slug-

fest. Arts '42 defeated Meds '44

by a 9-3 count, while Sc. '45 won

by 18-12 from Meds '47. In other

games Sc. '43 dtfeated Meds '42

'43. 19-3, and Sc. '42 stayed on

top by white-washing Theology

16-0.

Games this week

:

Tuesday—Arts '43 vs. Sc. '43

6-7 p.m.

Wednesday — R.C.A.F. vs.

Meds '46, 6-7 p.m.

Thursday—Meds '44 vs. Sc. '42.

6-7 p.m.; R.C.A.F. vs. Arts '45

5-6 p.m.

Friday— Sc. '44 vs. Sc. '45,

6-7 p.m.; Theol. vs. Meds '42-'43,

7-8 p.m.; Arts '42 vs. Sc. '42, 8-9

p.m.

Saturday—Arts '44 vs. Sc. '44,

5-6 p.m. ; Theol. vs. Arts '43,

Basketball Practice

A Junior basketball practice

ill be held today at 5 p.m.

Epitaph

We knew him as "Old Ten Per-

cent"

—

The more he had the less he

spent;

The more he got the less he lent.

He's dead—we don't know where

he went,

But if his soul to Heaven was

sent

He'll own the harp and charge

'em rent!

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

FORBES MUNROE

accounted for 14 of the Tricolor's
points with two touches and four
singles.

downs and picked up two more

singles with his towering punts.

Martin completed the scoring by

plunging over for a touch, and

drop-kicking the convert.

Orchids go to Al Sharpe. who

turned in a classic effort at outside

wing, his terrific tackling stopping

the Army backfielders cold. Finlay

and Crothers also did some effective

tackling to round out Queen's ankle

clutching brigade. Reg Irwin,

snap-back for the team, looms as a

plunging threat, filling in as a re

lief flying wing.

Bandiera smashed the Soldiers'

line for long gains and tackled

savagely on tho^Ieiensive. Quar-

terback Martin's field generalship

was nearly perfect, outguessing the

Army at every turn.

Tricolor Line

Playing consistently good foot-

ball, the Tricolor linemen earned

the plaudits of the crowd, and were

the fundamental factor in the team's

one of the big reasons the Queen's

line outplayed the Army front wall

Saturday afternoon.

decisive victory. It would be im-

possible to pick individual stars,

either from the regulars or the sub-

stitutes.

The Army team was minus main

regulars, due to week-end manoeu-

vres, but the gaps were filled from

the officers' learn at Vimy. Reviv-

ing memories of the da\s of Inter-

collegiate Rugby, was the sight of

Norm Beattie playing outside wing

for the Soldiers. At present the

cfcich of the Vimy team, Norm was

d former star with Toronto Varsity

and no stranger to Richardson Sta-

dium. Manson played his usual ef-

fective game, and kept the Army

boys fighting to the last. The whole

Soldier team played well hut were

completely outclassed by the versa-

tile Tricolor attack.

The Juniors are back in the

groove again, once more flashing the

form that stamps them a better

than average team, and would make

them a serious threat for a Do-

minion championship.

We welcome Queen's University Students to King*ton, and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige of yean stand behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Buuten
WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

Buy Some
Today

surfs
.15

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, ripper tops 15.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size SI 1.95

rnmt LcmniiNO

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street (re*M»t.* aw»m«i.t>«. Phone 1941

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN S TEA BOOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

present

Van Kirk Hats

103 Princess Street Phone 3542

Agents fob PACK'S SHOES

/VixGALL'S RESTAURANT
THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS ^OSMETICS

CAMERA SUPPLIES LUNCHES

Cor. Johnson & Division. Sts. Telephone 18*

Hanson & Edgar
Dance
Programmes

Cor*»'itutions

PRINTERS
Phone IS 10

117 Brock St

Printing ol

Every

Description
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War Comment

(Continued from page 1)

look at the conquered peoples of

Europe in order to understand the

real terror of Nazi tyranny. They

have lost everything, even their

most elementary rights as human

beings. This must never happen

here! Unless we help them to re-

move the Nazi yoke, our own li-

berty will be threatened constantly.

Sacrifice is essential. The Nazis

enforce unbelievable sacrifice. We
must fight them with their own

weapons. When you are approach

ed for a contribution, think of ;

famished household in Central Eu

rope tli -vinter, robbed of its

grain, nod tin- fuel supply dwindl

'ni. Are we morally bankrupt

. must count the cost of

iry.? Time enough when Na
; "ocialist Germany is defeat

we shall build, and build

K Hi-: , our way of life.

i-ast Saturday the Russo-German

war was five months old. The Ger

man command has been repeatedly

frustrated in its efforts tn break

the Red resistance. The latter has

remained firm and marvelously sus

tained at every point on the entire

front in spite of reverses. By now
the German schedule i< away behind

time. If this continues, the Nazi

will run out of fuel before they

reach the oil welts of the Caucasus

Near East

Meanwhile the British are at lei

sure to drive the Axis from Africa

The attack on Libya, which has

ccntly been launched, is well-plan

ned, well-equipped, and promises to

be a very successful campaign. Al-

together British Near East forces

consist of about one million men
A good number of these men have

of necessity been kept~in Egypt

but they can be released for service

elsewhere, once the Axis power in

Africa is destroyed. The siege

Tobruk itself is a small affair

However, judging from the report

ed losses on both sides, it would

appear that a considerable number
of troops are involved, in opera

tions of a magnitude comparable to

those on the Eastern front. A Bri

tish communique reports that axis

reinforcements are arriving from
Italy. Evidently the enemy intends

1o make a determined stand. If we
are successful, his reinforcement:

will merely add to the number of

Axis troops immobilized.

PSYCHIATRIST LAUDS
STAMINA OF ENGLISH

Toronto (C.U.P-)— The out-

tanding phenomenon of the pre-

sent war has been the ability of

the English civilian population

withstand constant air bom-

bardment, loss of home and dis-

ruption of their daily routine

ithout suffering appreciable

sycholpgieal damage. Dr. R. D.

Ilespi'e, Royal Air Force psych-

iatrist stated at Toronto last

Thursday.

Business as Usual

He pointed out that not only

have the storekeepers of London

and elsewhere done "business as

usual." but studies have indi-

cated that there were actually

fewer days lost by salespeople

and other workers in bombed

areas during the period of the

'blitz" than in normal times.

Advertisers make publicati

of the Journal possible. Patron
ize them and support your paper

STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

REGRETS

American universities and col-

leges.

Queen's Students

The Queen's students selected

were chosen impartially on the basis

of achievement. They are: Dorothy

Wardle, Sylva Rowley and Lorna

Brcckon of Levana ; Chet Mc-

Lean. Bill Young and Hud Camp-

bell from Medicine ; Norm Grand-

field, Bob Motherwell and Len

Lane from Science : Ross Preston.

Bill McDonnell and Jim Richard-

son from Arts, and Milton Little

of Theology.

The volume began about nine

years ago when a group of

up-to-the-minute Americans con-

ceived the idea of publishing a

It can he said that one of the|basis for national recognition of

most striking things about the college students. It planned to ex-

effects of the war on the civilian

opulation has been the relative

arity of pathological mental dis-

urbances among the civilians ex-

posed to air raids, Dr. Gillespie

continued. Furthermore, he point-

ed out that as regards any sig-

nificant sex difference in the de-

velopment of psychological re-

actions to bombing, the difference

seems to be in favor of women
among the civilians.

Tricolor Pictures

(Continued from page 1)

Tricolor when it is obtained.

Deposits

Ml photos and deposits may be

handed to either the Queen's Post

Office, Tricolor Editor-in-Chief,

or the Faculty Editors who are,

for Levana, Gladys McGuire; for

Arts, Abe Rabinowitz; for Meds,

Claude Vipond, and for Science,

Ted Mullins.

This year the Tricolor is offer-

ing prizes for the best pictures

of College Life. All entries must

be handed in immediately and the

results will be announced later.

The Editor has expressed his

appreciation of the co-operation

that is being given him in amass-

ing the pictures for the Year

Book, If this promptness is con-

tinued it is hoped that this year's

Tricolor will appear early.

Dunces' Duty

(Conlinued from page 1)

Observations: Due to the un-

popularity of intermission programs

( ?) the committee has decided that

NO program will be arranged so

that those lucky people in attend-

ance may get hetlcr acquainted

with their last week's Sadie date.

Results
; the problem of what to

do with your date has been solved

completely. Added pleasure will be

the enjoyment of dancing to Ber-

keley Kidd and his NEW orchestra

at Sc. '43's Dunces' Duty Dance.

Discussion: tickets have been

limited to -100 so get yours earlv

from George Shuett, George Hood.
Bruce Hamilton or 'Ken Rutlcdge

(convener).

elude politics, initiation fees and

unnecessary dues. About 400 uni-

versity deans and hundreds of na-

tional student honor organizations

endorsed the new publication.

The plan of the IVhob Who
Among Students is twofold. First,

it served as an outstanding honor

to students who have accomplished

a goal and displayed exceptional

merit in their college career. Sec-

ond, it established a volume of re-

liable information about a large

body of students. Since extra-cur-

ricular activities, play a large part

in college life, all achievements

along this line are fully mentioned.

Valuable

A biographical compilation is

written about Juniors, Seniors, and

students in advanced work. As a

result, this volume is extremely

valuable to college libraries, to the

business and social worlds and to

the students themselves,

The biography of each student

included in the publication reveals

accurately his character, scholarship

and leadership in outside activities.

It also comments on his future po-

tentialities for a useful career.

6
Selection

Various methods are used to se-

lect the students. Some campuses

have Who's Who committeess from
both thf faculty and student body.

In many cases, the dean makes up
the list. However, the ultimate se-

lection is accurate and impartial,

with a careful examination of these

primary requisites.

Each year more progress is made
along the line of recommendations
for future careers. Proof of this

success is revealed by thousands of

letters received each year from per-

sonnel managers and from the stu-

dents themselves telling of their

progress. Present world con-
ditions dernand not only trained but

outstanding students. It is believed

that this year there will be more
people than ever of this high cali

bre.

^RIVE IN AN INBUT.^D
TAXI

'MEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

Dartmouth No Longer
Most Expensive College

Hnnovcr, N.H.-(ACP)—^art-

month is stepping down out of the

"rich man's college" classification.

Clarence E. Lovejoy, author of
"So You're Going to College," who
*aid in bis book that it costs $1,6S0
yearly to attend Dartmouth, has
informed administration official!

that his latest edition will readj- si

Dartmouth's "typical" annua' 'ex-

penses at $1,350.

Contact Please

Who was the gorgeous blond
sitting in the Tuck Shop Wed-
nesday with Les Holt and Joe
Pommersheim? What about an
introduction?

Another Engineer.

'Personal Classified Ad.
News.'

I'in

WANTED

A manager for the Junior
basketball team. All appli-

cants should apply in person
to J. F. Edwards in the

Physical Instructor's Office.

(Continued from page 1)

DOROTHY WARDLE

A. M.S. President

SYLVA ROWLEY

A.M.S. Secretary

CHET MCLEAN

A.M.S. Vice-President

BILL YOUNG
A.M.S. Treasurer

HUDSON CAMPBELL

President AesculapiaA Society

BILL MCDONNELL

Arts Senior Representative

BOB MOTHERWELL JIM RICHARDSON LEN LANE

Science Senior Representative Arts Junior Representative Science Junior Representative

SUPERIOR
GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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Left Hand Corner

(Continued from page 1)

"Can you think of any better?"

I said, as pugnaciously as a' mouse. -

^ ^W^U.'Vjaidiithfi Duke, picking

hjs teeth with the hunting 'knife,

"you could ask me what 1 think of

tin- Rhgfcardsoii iplati- By the way,

what do you think of the stupid

idea?"

"Oh, pretty horrible, pretty hor-

rible," I said, furtively putting my
watch back an hour.

"Well, I think it stinks, and you

can quote me.!'

"But, your ideas on the co-eds

are different, of course?"

"Or," said the Duke, taking a

huge bite from a loaf of bread,

"you could have asked me what I

think of the A.M.S."

"The Journal" I said, wishing

I'd never answered its plea for re-

porters, "is run by the A.M.S."

"In that case, Bartholomew, you

won't want my opinion."

"Well, I'm sure we would like

your opinion on co-eds. My editor

says ..."
"Don't listen to your editor so

often, sonny, A very bad habit."

"He's an awfully nice fellow," I

said, wishing he could overhear me,

"and I like him very much."

"Hero worship, that's all, hero

worship." grinned the Duke, shov-

ing a large piece of tobacco in his

big mouth. "God only knows

enough fellows hero-worship me."

"Of course, but what do you

think ..."
"Now, if your editor had used a

little imagination he would have

asked my opinion on freshmen,

and (looking at me) sophomores."

"Ha, ha," I muttered, nervously

^fingering my tie, "I'm sure it would

kill him."

"Do you think it would?" asked

the Duke, with a gleam in his eye

"However," 1 said, screwing up

my courage, "he asked me to ask

you what you think of co-eds."

"Oh, yes," said the Duke, looking

furtively around. "But tell me,

when is Sadie Hawkins' week

over ?"

"Over? Why, Duke, it was over

on Saturday midnight."

"It was," screamed the Duke, his

eves popping with rage. "Why those

dirty rats." (or words to that ef-

fect.)

"Why," Duke," I said, "you can't

really think that?"

"I can't, eh?" he roared, produc-

ing a dictionary of American slang.

"Take out your paper and pencil,

Bartholomew, and write fast."

Eight to the Bar

This is a cut (a la Straiton) of a sc^ne from the Drama Gu'ld's new
production "The Torch-Bearers", a satire on amateur theatricals which
whispering loudly to the two actors i,Ma<kLiine McCosh and Bob
is to be presented next week in Convocation Hall.
Tearing her hair in disgust, the directress (Katherine Ormsby) is seen
whispering loudly to the two actors (Madetaine McCosh and Bob
Sheppard) who are jammed in the stage door. His arm hides her
face from the other audience, and lost in his role, Twiller is deaf to
Mrs. P.'s upbraiding.
Don't say you weren't warned about making sure of your seat for this
howlarious show—You can buy your reserved seats today afthe Post
Office, the Tech Supplies or at Lockett's Shoe Store.

MEDS TIE ENGINEERS;
THIRD GAME FORCED

The Interfaculty football title

will finally be settled this Wed-
nesday afternoon at 3.30 o'clock

I we hope) when the fighting

Medicos take on the speedy

Science twelve for the third time

it the Stadium. With a win and

a tie apiece, both teams will be

out to settle one of the hardest

fought grid battles seen in years.

The hard charging Meds Men
feature a smashing line attack

is against the running and pass-

ing tactics of the Men of Maid

Marion. The brand of ball offer-

ed in the series so far has been

»f the best and a large attendance

is*-«tpeeted -to- w i tfi*»9—<tte—de-

ir-die struggle.

The Journal seers have delved

deep iu the dope bag, but as yet

have not reached a unanimous

decision as to which team will

get the nod from Dame Fortune.

These games so far have raised

interfaculty rivalry to its best

.uid keenest pitch, and it is ex-

pected to continue in this healthy

state for the rest of Uie rear.

Useful Innovations

Kubber hammers so you won't

hurt your fingers driving tacks.

Salt shakers without holes for

i ople who don't like salt.

Mouse trap with black trimmings

for white mice.

Typewriters with one key " I

"

f'>r egoists to write frendly let-

t'TS.

Trombone mutes adapted to pro-

fessors who disturb sleep.

Invisible ink* for writing letters

the little man who wasn't there.

Weightless paper weights for

people who kill people with paper

heights,

Caves for hoy scouts to go into

a«d find a lot of gold in to give

'" poor old ladies who need it.

Nursery Rhyme
.lack and Jill

Went up the hill

To fetch a pail of water.

Jack fell down
And broke his crown
\nil that lamed him.

Softball Standings

Section A
W L E A P

Meds '46
. . . 4 0 49 28 8

R.C.A.F. . . 3 0 70 21 6

Arts '44 . . 1 1 38 34 4

Sc. '45 ... . 2 2 44 56 4

Sc. '44 ... - 2 2 37 27 4

Meds '47 . . 1 4 33 83 2

Arts' '45 , • 0 5 23 45 i)

Section B
Sc. '42 ... . 4 0 47 9 8

Arts '42 . . 4 1 60 25 8

Sc. '43 ... - 3 1 62 25 0

Meds '44 . . 2 1 33 26 4

Arts 43 . . 1 3 32 50 :

Theol. . .

' 0 3 8 61 0

Meds '42-'43 0 21 40 0

Playoffs in each section will be

be.ween the first two teams, R.C.

A.F. not included, and will con-

sist of one game for the section

title. The championship series

between the section winners will

be two games total runs.

Dear Leo Mueller

She was just a quarryman's

daughter—you could take every-
thing for granite,

,

I found your black notebook

You will now find it m the Lost

and Found Department (alias

Rich Harman).

Personal Classified Ad.

News.

Pitt

"Well. I think I'll put the mo-

tion before the house."' said the

chorus girl, as she danced out

onto the stage.

Meds-Science

(Continued from page 5)

also made the convert good, Meds
efused to quit. They came bad

-m mg with the power plunge

of Melvin and Mulvihill making
anywhere from eight to twelve

yards a buck.

Fumble

Late in the last quarter, Science

'umbled on a line play. This was

oo risky a thing to do with an

ilert ball-hawk like "Doc" Wil

:ins on the field, for he promptly

ell on it to give the ball to Med
>n the Science 12-yard line. From

there Mulvihill plunged it over

:o tie the score at 6-6, as Meds
missed tl^e convert, ^

^

Meds were good all around,

with Clow, Melvin. Mulvihill. and

Bean starring on the attack, and

Wilkins and Chepsuick outstand-

ng for the tackling department.

For Science, McDonottgh was

sensational, and Motherwell and

Leo Macdonald were oustanding.

Lineups

:

Meds—Halves, Mulvihill. Mel-

vin, Clow, Flood : quarter, Odell

;

nsides, Gordon.* Fraser; outsider,

Chepsuick. Polowin : middles,

Mcllveen
;

snap. Bean ; subs.

Dingwall, Cronk, Barends, Broad-

well, Hunt, Lynn, Maclunnahan.

(Continued from page 1)

threatening letters, so we will take

a crack at another subject.

Down-Beat in its November 15

issue lists the following tunes as

the most popular in a nation-wide

juke-box poll

:

Most Popular Records in the

Coin Machines

(diving Song. First and Second

Choice)

1—Jim—Jimmy Dorsey, Decca
;

Dinah Shore, Bluebird.

2—Guess I'll Have to Dream—
C'lsnn Miller Fluebir.l I: ;bb\

yrne, Decca.

3—Chattanooga Clioo Clioo —
(ili'ii Miller, Bluebird; Johnny
Long, Decca.

4—Set the World on Fire—Ink

:pots, Decca; Tom Tucker, Okeh.

5—Piano Concerto — Freddy
Martin. Bluebird ; Carmen Cavalar-

ro, Decca.

6—Elmer's Tunc—Glenn Miller,

Bluebird; Dick Jurgens. Okeh.

7—You and I — Bing Crosby,

Decca; Glenn Miller, Bluebird.

8—B-I-BI— Horace Heidt, Co-

lumbia; Carl Hoff, Okeh.

9—Yours—Jimmy Dorsey, Dec-

ca; Benny Goodman, Columbia.

10—Blue Champagne — Jimmy
Dursey, Decca

;
Freddy Martin,

Bluebird.

11—Time Was—Jimmy Dorsey,

Decca; Charlie Spivak. Okeh.

12—'Til! Reveille—Bing Crosby,

Decca; Kay Kyser, Columbia.

These numbers, due to the na-

ture of the poll, must deserve their

position, hut being a devotee of

the mellower jive we add these as

a supplemental list of our own.

One thing we will guarantee and

that is if these five are played in

succession you'll be ready and will-

ing to sit the next two out.

Yes Indeed—Harry James.

Dodgers' Fan Dance — Harry

James.

Whistler's Mother-in-Law—Bing

Crosby.

So What—Tommy Dorsey.

Take the "A" Train—Ellington.

Dr; Mackintosh

Science — Snap. Beswick

ides. Bechaz, Sobering: middles, soloists on the continent

Boucher, Sullivan ; outsides.

Motherwell, Hood; halves. Grant,

McDonough. Grisdale, McDon-

ld; quarter, Dunn; subs, Brown.

C. McDonough, Miron. Howard,

Reid. Duncan. McCullough. Tin-

dale, McCaffery.

The music world lost a grand

fellow, an extremely talented mu-

sician and a great showman wlu-n

Leon "Chu'' Berry was killed in a

car crash near Conneaut, Ohio, two

weeks ago. "Chu" had been Cab

Calloway's featured tenor sax solo-

ist for the past five years and dur-

ing this time his popularity had

risen until he was considered the

best or one of the best tenor sax

Chu's re-

cordings were extremely popular

with collectors ; among the best

were Stardust and Body and Saul.

FOR MEN ONLY

Quality of Colleqe

Revealed by Library

Mirldletown, Conn. — ( ACP) —
The college library must double in

size about every 15 years if it is to

maintain its place in the educational

pai'ade.

Research pointing to this con-

clusion has just been completed

by Fremont Rider, Wesleyan Uni-

versity librarian.

Citine studies going as far back-

as I8.M, Mr. Rider declares

:

"Whenever the growth of any

library has slackened, you always

find that its college has been slip-

ping. On the other hand, if any

library has spurted ahead of the

15-year average during any given

decade, you always find on inves-

tigation that during that decade us

college, for some reason, has been

taking a new lease on life."

In order to avoid disap-

pointment at Christmas time

order that gift for HER now.
Birks-Ellis-Ryrie, Ltd., sug-

gests Queen's crested jewel-

lery; necklaces, compacts,

bracelets, rings, cigarette

cases, lighters, etc.

B-E-R's Campus Representatives

JIMMIE PETERS, 77W
TED| SMITH, 2210W

—Advt.

Q.S.A. Meeting

A general meeting of the

Q.S.A. will be held tonight

at 9 p.m. in the Committee

Room of the Union.

AH campus organizations

are urged to be officially

represented and all interest-

ed students are invited to

attend.

"This Above All," by Erie

Knight.

REVIEWED BV GLYNN FIRTlf

This novel, a best seller during

the summer months, has been hail-

ed by many critics as the best nove1

of the present war. That may be

true, but this writer feels that Tins

Above All is anything but a great

novel or even a good one.

The story concerns a young Eng-

lishman who has been in France

and througfi Dunkirk, and his re-

lation-hips with the war and iu

particular with a young woman

named Prudence. Give is on leave,

and decides to desert. He discusses

his problems with her but they can-

not agree, although they are iu love.

The)'- separate, and he then decides

he must do two things — rejoin the

Army and marry Prudence. He

fails to do both because he is fatal-

ly wounded in an air-raid and dies

with Prudence beside him.

There are some aspects of the

story that are extremely well done,

particularly the initial experimental

meetings of Give and Prudence.

All the ways in which people may

hurt one another while struggling

to adjust their personalities are

feelingly drawn, and it is a yood

psychological study. Give has been

so hardened and embittered that

she cannot hurt him so easily as

he can pierce her armor, and the

ways in which he does this

movingly portrayed.

Give's outbursts against life in

general and the war in particular

are well done, although theatrical

at times. A product of the slums

who has struggled to overcome

many handicaps, he joined up in the

genuine hope of defeating Fascism

and helping to create a belter,

cleaner world. In France he was

suddenly and terribly disillusioned,

and came back full of vindictive

hatred for a ruling class that had

allowed things to come to such an

end. Prudence is the smug and

complacent daughter of a coinfor-

able middle-class family, and is

greatlv confused and irritated by

Give's attitude. He gives expres-

sion to his sentiments in an all night

tirade against the social and econo-

mic system that produced the slums

and the bread lines, and the class

whose foreign policy helped create

fascism and the bomber. Later in

the book he preaches a sermon to

a minister which is a terrific in-

dictment of organized religion.

But the novel doesn't really suc-

ceed. In an attempt to show several

aspects of English life under the

strain of war, the author has added

several chapters about (a) an old

general, (b) a selfish woman who

runs away to America with her

children, (c) an Englishman in

America on government business.

These people are all vaguely re-

lated to Prudence and reflect her

thinking, but their presence adds

nothing to the value of the novel

and detracts a good deal.

A more serious fault is that

Give's problem is not satisfactorily

solved. His decision to rejoin the

Army is portrayed .i> a sudden con-

version, Paul on the road to Da-

mascus style. In a blinding Rash

he knew what he must do. Perhaps

some people think that way, but

-rost of tts don't and Give certainly

never had up to that point. Since

the author has given a reasoned

siatement why it was useless for

Give to be in the Army, one would

expect the same for the reverse

position. Perhaps there

logical arguments,

only faith.

Mr. Knight writes in a vivid and

colloquial style

(Continued from page 1)

Founder

Founder of the Queen's School

of Commerce and Administration,

Dr. Mackintosh soon established

it as the most highly regarded in-

stitution of tts kind in Canada.

Such became his reputation as an

economist and a teacher that, on

the outbreak oi war, he was

drafted into national service as

in economic adviser to the gov-

ernment.

His name as a lecturer at

Queen's, however, has lived on

undintmed and all Commerce stu-

dents ihould not miss thi> op-

portunity to hear a speech that

should be full of topical in:erest

for all students of present-da,

economics.

Any member of the executice

of ihe Commerce Club will sell

tickets to members for 50c. and

to non-members at 75c. Ticket

sales are limited to approximately

100 and will close on Thursday

at 6 p.m. _

"They say" that those co-ed

waitresses who livened up the

proceedings at the last luncheon

will be back again this Saturday

So . . . the executive suggest

that tickets should be purchased

early.

are no

and one needs

with liberal use of

Visitor From Shanghai

Will Give Talk on China

Rev. A. R. Kepler, D.D., of

Shanghai, who is visiting Kings-

ton this week, will meet with the

Student Christian Movement and

all others interested, on Wednes-

day at 4.30 p.m. in the Red Room

in the New Arts Building.

Service in China

Dr. Kepplcr is one of the most

capable men to talk about China,

its needs and opportunities. For

forty years a missionary there,

for fifteen years the Executive

Secretary of the General Assem-

bly of the Churches of Christ in

China—in which fourteen British

and American missionary so-

cieties are co-operating, his ex-

perience has been as varied as

extensive. Work with the co-

operative movement, service with

the Red Cross, in actual relief of

the wounded during China's in-

ternal troubles in 1911, organiza-

tion of a service for aiding the

wounded in the present war—in

all these Dr. Kepler ha> played

a prominent part. The Chinese

government appreciates his ser-

vice and has honored him for it.

Fellowship Group

The World Christian Fellowship

group will meet Thursday. Novem-

ber 27, at 7 p.m.. in the Old Arts

Building. This Thursday the i;roup

will study comparative religions as

they exist -in our world today.

Members have been chosen to

prepare short papers on the various

faiths such as Mohammedanism,

Confucianism. Hinduism and the

more modem forces of Communism

and Fascism, fn the light of such

a discussion the group hopes to

continue with a more competent

study of the power and pur|»se of

the Giristian faith in the world

community. All students are wel-

come.

the various names of the Deity and

a broad knowledge of sex. The book

gains little from either of thc^e. al-

though I expect they had a dot to

do with those sales we heard about.

One consoling thought is that, like

many best-sellers, it will soon be

forgotten. Not before Hollywood

has filmed it though; and I bet

Robert Taylor w'ill be involved.
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Radio Programs

Tuesday, November 25—By a

member of the Medical Faculty

Wednesday, November 26—

W

E.A. Discussion.

Thursday, November 27—to be

announced.

Friday, November 28—Piano

Recital. Miss Margaret Johnston

These programs are from 7.15

7.30 p.m. over station CFRC.

FOR WOMEN ONLY

Order that gift for HIM
now to avoid that last minute
rush and disappointment.
Birks-Ellis-Ryrie, Ltd., sug-
gest that you give HIM
< teen's crested jewellery;

.uff-links, rings, cigarette

case, lighter, stick pin, iden-

tification bracelets, etc.

B-E-R's Campus Representatives

JIMMIE PETERS, 77W

TED SMITH, 2210W
—Advt.

Judge—Are you certain that

this man is drunk?

Officer—Am I certain? Well,

all he did was put a penny in the

fire-box, look up at th*e city hall

clovk, and then - exclaim, "I've

lost fourteen pounds."

—Manltoban.

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX

For the Men

—

Formal VV \.%x Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

• ;

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-
wear — Satins, Silver

or Gold, Kid, High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00

•

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

Delivery Service

A FINE

ASSORTMENT „
of *

Christmas

(Sifts

now on display

•

Your parcels all

Xmas wrapped

at no extra cost

•

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Stre*t

Phone 230

NOTE/
Red Cross Room

The list in the Red Room has

not been signed by all those girls

whose names are on it. Please

put down the day and hour when

you can work at the Red Cross

Room as soon as possible.

ENGINEERS HEAR TALK
ON SOIL AND PAVING

The feature of the open meeting

of the Engineering Society held last

Friday was an illustrated lecture

dealing with soil treatment and its

importance in paving. The speaker

was Mt.'W. L. Hill, Jr., of the

Canadian Bitumul Co., Limited.

This firm specializes in the treat-

ment of soils for foundations prior

to the actual paving.

Theory and Practice

Mr. Hill gave a brief outline of

the theory and practice involved.

Some soil, he pointed out, is slight-

ly damp, and will give a fair foun-

dation. If it is too dry, there is a

dus,t hazard; if it is too wet. the

foundation becomes soggy, and wel

roads are the result. This latter

condition is usually found, and must

I # overcome. "Mr. Hill admitted

that even under Bitumul Company's

methods, the results were not ideal,

and their roads after treatment were

not always free of mud.

The Bitumul process consists of

treating clay-bearing materials with

Bitumul Stabilizers, in the presence

of additional water whicli wets and

softens the clay and carries the as-

phalt in the stabilizers into intimate

contact with all the fine mineral

particles. Thus emulsions of as-

phalt are introduced all though the

soil. These emulsions immediately

break up and the. mixture begins to

rv rapidly. A thin film of watei

forms between each particle, becom-

ng smaller and smaller during the

drying process. This contracting

process creates pressure approach-

ing 150,000 pounds per square inch.

Asphalt is thus driven all over the

surface of these particles, making

the soil a fit foundation for paving.

Tests

Preliminary tests are made of

clay bearing soils to determine their

characteristics, hence the amount
and kind of mixtures required for

ideal conditions.

These preliminary remarks were
followed by pictures showing the

various stages in the building of a

modern first-class highway.

Was she a good dancer?
I call her mustard.

Why mustard?

Because she was always on my
dogs.

The Height of Disappointment
To massage for a good half hour
Eoch night before going to bed-
To get a mustache started

Then find the damn thing red.

—Brunswickan.

NOTICE

All first year women stu-

dents who have entered on
Junior or Senior matricula-

tion, are required to present

themselves for the oral and
practical examinations in

First Aid. This test will be
held at 7.30 p.m. in Grant
Hall on Thursday. Novem-
ber 27. Each student must
bring a triangular bandage
and safety pin.

A. Vibert Douglas.

Dean of Women.

Chinese Students
Form Campus Club

At the commencement of this

term, the Chinese students in each

faculty expressed a desire to form

a club, so as to provide means for

co-operative self-expression, and for

the promotion of fellowship. As

the result of that desire, the pre

liminary meeting was held on No
vember Sth, in order to draw up

some rules of conduit, the chief of

which is in the form of a proverb.

"All Under Heaven Is One Fam-

ily."
•

Aims •

One of the aims of the club is

to render every assistance to the

various Kingston Chinese organiza-

tions, which are doing their share

in the war efforts of Canada and

China. Being a society whose func-

tions are chiefly w ithin the campus,

it was hoped that the club would

be able to do something to help

the Queen's war efforts.

The following executive w;is

elected: Him. President, Rev. G.

R. Taylor, M.A. (Queen's 77);
President, R. Kuey Wong; Secre-

tary, Philip P. Lowe; Treasurer,

Donald Lem ; Convener, Frank Lee.

Other members of the executive are

Joe Lai and Faye Chong.

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

JE McBUER

C.O.T.C.

Appendix to Part I Orders

by

Lt.-Col. R. O. Earl

Commanding Queen's University

Contingent

for the week 24-29 Nov.

I. DRILL PARADES—As per

Appendix to Part I Orders.

II. LECTURE PARADES—
As per Appendix to Part 1

Orders.

III. MAP READING

—

Monday. 24 Nov.—Pins. 32. 33,

16. Old Gymnasium, 1900-2100.

Tuesday. 25 Nov.—Pins. 1, 2.

3, 4, 17, Old Gymnasium, 1900^

2100; Pins. 5, 6. 7, 8. 18, 20,

Miller Hall. 201. 1900-2100.

Wednesday. 26 Nov.—Pins. 9,

10. 11, 12, 19, Miller Hall, 201,

1900-2100; Pins. 13, 14, 15. Old

Gymnasium, 1900-2100.

IV. PHYSICAL TRAINING
Monday, 24 Nov. — Arts '45,

Gymnasium, 1500-1600.

Tuesday, 25 Nov.—Sc. '45, Sec.

5-8, Gymnasium, 1100-1200; Sc.

'45. Sec. 1-4, Gymnasium, 1500-

1600.

Wednesday, 26 Nov. — Meds
'47, Gymnasium, 1500-1600; Meds
'46, Gymnasium, 1600-1700.

Friday, 28 Nov.-«-Sc. "42, Sc.

'43, Arts '42, Arts' '43. Arts "44,

Sc. '44, Theology, Post Grads,
Gymnasium. 1600-1700.

V. INSTRUCTORS' PAR-
ADES—All instructors will con-
sult Orderly Room Bulletin

Board.

VI. N.C.O.'s PARADE

—

Wednesday; 26 Nov. — All

N.C.O.'s, Lower Campus, 1700-
1S00.

A girl needs a pretty map
she's going places.

Swimming
Tlier:- o a swimming meet coming

up early in December. The date

has been tentatively set for Deceni-

her the third. That leaves a little less

than a week and a half to practise.

Many of the swimmers of last year

seem to have forgotten that there

is a swimming pool in the gym.

Others apyejir, but only once in a

while Pal Johnson, I a;:lir.: few-

er! and Mary Stuck of '44 and Jean

CarmichacI and Barb Allen of '43

are some of the good swimmers we

havin l seen around mucn tins '/Jar.

Muffy Messinger. Petty Welling-

ton, Fran Aclieson and Kate Mac-

doiinell look like probable members

of their year teams. Probably then

are a lot of others we haven't seen

yet who will star in the mesi ( ive

the rest of the years a break — they

would like to see the competition

they're up against!

Archery

Western University has placed

first in the archery tournament with

1543 points. The runners-up rated

as follows:

Ottawa Ladies' College, 1309;

Ontario Ladies' College, 1 179

;

Queen's University, 996.

The remaining competitors were

not listed. Congratulations are in

order to Dorothy Shields of '45,

who scored 220 points and placed

fifth in the competition.

N.B. : Freshette*basketbalf prac-

tices are on Wednesday and Thurs-

dav from 2-3.

He—Why is it that the niost

important fellows on the campus

always get the prettiest girl

friends?

She—Why you conceited thing.

I.S.S. MAKES APPEAL
FOR BOOK DONATIONS

A campaign has been started on

the Queen's campus by the Inter-

national Students' Service to col-

lect books and reading matter for

the students interned in prison

camps in the British Empire. Many
of these students are very brilliant

but have little chance of furthering

their education without outside aid.

Books Wanted
Books on all subjects are wel-

comed, especially text books deal-

ing with law, medical science, en-

gineering, art books, general fiction

both modern and classic, and books

on religion. If any student has

some old text books that are no

longer needed this would be a wor-

thy use for it.

For $15 a student may be spon-

sored in Arts including the cost

for books, and for $50 a refugee

may be helped in engineering.

Musical instruments, records or

scores are badly needed and of

course would be appreciated; also

subscriptions to any technical or

general magazine would be useful.

Bring your text-books, magazines

or money to S.C.M. Office, third

floor of the Old Arts Buildings and

help a worthy cause.

O Dreamy Eyes
They tell sweet lies of Paradise;

And in those eyes the love-light

lies

And lies—and lies—and lies!

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Today

:

4.15 p.m.—Film on "Arctic Life'

Convocation Hall

7.30 p.m.—A.M.S. M.eeting

Gymnasium
9.00 p.m.—Q.S.A. Meeting

Committee Room
Students' Union

' .ednesday:

3.30 p.m.—Meds vs. Science

Stadium

4.30p.m.—S.C.M. Meeting

Red Room
New Arts Bldgs.

Thursday:

4.00 p.m.—Chemical Club

Room 310

Gordon Hall

7.00 p.m.—World Christian Fel-

lowship

Theol. Common Rm.
Old Arts Bldg.

Dime Campaign

(Continued from page 1)

lions for the disposal of the dimes

can be obtained at the University

Po>t Office. Each bears a large

V with seven spaces, which,

when blocked out, represent a

dime contribution, while three

more dimes make up the "dots"

of the Morse letter, whose "dash"

can be blocked in to indicate that

a dollar has been collected.

The plan for collection is

simple—when ten persons have

signed their names in the spaces

provided, and when one dollar

has been collected, the folder

should he mailed direct to the

Minister of Finance, Ottawa, the

envelope being addressed as fol-

lows: "To Buy a llurricanc."

No postage is required.

Golfer— Notice any improve-

ment since last year?

Caddy—Had your clubs shinec

up, haven't you, sir?

The modern girl may not be

able to add, but she certainly can

district.

Stamp Drive

(Continued from page 1

)

one o'clock. The stand in the

Union sold twelve dollars worth

of stamps in the three days, prac-

tically all of them to Arts men.

The half blacked-out portrait

of AHoIf Hitler will be saved for

a future occasion, when, after a

further ;ind different type of cam-

paign has raised the full amount

of the objective, it will be pub-

licly burnt at a student rally.

In a statement to the Journal,

Earl Baxter, Chairman of the

War Aid Commission, said, "The

fault is not in the student him-

self, but in that he has not real-

ized the need of the campaign to

justify the student's privileged

position in our war-time so-

ciety. 1 feel thai in future cam-

paigns the students' interest will

be aroused and we will have a

much greater success."

Mem. of Inter-Fraternity Council

"Mr. President, we need a cus-

pidor."

Pres. of Inter-Fraternity Council

"Mr. Jones. I appoint you cus-

pidor."

—Daily Northwestern.

Modestly, but correctly titled.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

It's Fall again and Queen's students return with the welcome

of all Kingston

—

We are pleased at all times to have students come here for

their Footwear

—

Shoes for College

Gym Shoes - Street Shoes - Dress Shoes

•

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens.

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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A.M.S. CONSIDERS NEW DANCE PLAN
Left Hand

Corner. . .

.

When I forget to briny my port-

able breakfast cooker along to my
inspiring eight o'clock lectures I

develop a horrible grouch and can-

not be disturbed until I have par-

taken of some food, however scan-

ty. And I was in this mood when
Stew Webster, famous producer of

campus plays, approached me the

other morning.

"Good morning, genius," he said,

patting me on tin.- back. "You look

more like Tyrone Power every

day."

"Grunt
!"

"I understand," he continued, not

in the least perturbed by my rude

reply, "that you are a connoisseur

of good plays?"

"Grunt, grunt
!"

"I wonder," he added, "whether

you would accept ten free tickets

to the magnificent play I am pro-

ducing. It is called The Torch-

Btvirrs and is a wonderful comedy,

better than Charley's Aunt. Tickets

are thirty and forty cents, all seats

reserved. It is being shown on

Tuesday and Wednesday, December
2nd and 3rd. Puff, puff."

".Mr. Webster," I said, fixing him
with a scornful look, "are you by

any chance trying to bribe me to

mention your play in my column?"

"Why, sir! How could you pos-

sibly think a thing like that?" (He
must think I'm dumb.) •

"Do you recall," I roared at him,

"that I tried out for The Torch-

Bearers and was refused a part?

How can your play be good with-

out me in it?"

"Well," he spluttered, thinking

fast, "we — we didn't give you a

part because we thought you would

show up the other actors."

Satisfied with his reply, I ac-

cepted the ten tickets.

"Genius," he said, before hand-

ing me the tickets, "will you sort

<-»f give our play a boost in your

wonderful Left Hand Corner."

(Editor, please note.) ^
LEFT HAND CORNER
(Continued on page 6)

Gala First Night

For Drama Guild

Is Four Days Away
Director, Producer And Cast
Add Finishing Touches;

Tickets Going Fast

Tuesday night is the opening

night for the Torch-bearers. A
"Dress Circle" has bought its block

of tickets, and many others have

purchased their pasteboards for the

gala premiere. On the other hand,

the director, producer, production

staff and actors are now putting

the finishing touches on their de

partmental work.

Cast

The cast are concentrating more

and more on putting over that one

perfect interpretation of their lines

and that one sure-fire expression

that goes with them.

Who are these Torch-bcarcrs/

Who are these college thespians!

They are all Queen's enthusiasts

all members of the Drama Guild

"TORCH-BEARERS"

(Continued on page 7)

Wage Ceiling Issue

Next Debate Topic

Economics, Commerce Men
Make Up Teams

On Monday night the Debating

Union will discuss the subject of

Wage Ceilings in the Senate Room

of the Old Arts Building. The Un-

ion Prime Minister, "the Hon.'

Marvin W. Farrell, and the Minis-

ter of Labor,- the Hon. Vernon Ma-

lach, will support the new legisla-

tion. The Opposition will be up-

held by the Hon. Earl Baxter and

the Hon. George Tucker.

Economics

All of the debaters are honor

economics and commerce students

who have spent several years study

ing the intricacies of wages and

prices,

WAGE CEILING

(Continued on page 3)

Paper Edited By Medical Student

Publicizes War Effort In China

BY CASEY CORBKTT

"The China Critic." its editor

iid in an interview to the Jour-

n al today, "has as its main ob-

jective the familiarization of Can-

adians witli the situation in the

l?ar East."

College Effort

A free press, "The China
( t'tic" is edited by Kwong Lee,

a fourth year Medical student.

The editorial board comprises
( hinese students of Varsity and

McGij.1 and sympathetic Cana-

dians from the same colleges.

1 he paper was originally pub-

lished in magazine form in either

Pronto or Montreal, although
ll|e last issue was published in

Kingston in newspaper form. All

future issues are to be in maga-

zine form.
.

Kwong Lee came from China

two years ago and saw the need

of some organ for publicizing

China's war effort. In co-opera-

tion with interested students

from Varsity and McGill. he

formed an organization which is

now the editorial board of "The

Critic". At first' the members

gave lectures on the Oriental

situation to various clubs and

participated in many discussions

on this subject. Then th pub-

lication of tjie paper begun. It if

"CHINA CRIT'.C"

(Continued on page 7)

Arts Senior Representative Initiates

Move For Direct A.M.S. Sponsorship

Of Weekly Functions After Christma\

DR. W. A. MACKINTOSH
Special Advisor to the Deputy Min-
ister of Finance and former Director

of the School of Commerce and Ad-
ministration at Queen's, who will

speak at the Commerce Club luncheon
on Saturday.

Former Professor

Speaking Saturday

Dr. Mackintosh To Address
Commerce Luncheon

The Commerce Club is privileged

to have as its guest speaker at it<

luncheon on Saturday, Dr. W. A
Mackintosh, former director of the

school of Commerce and Adminis-

tration at Queen's. The luncheon

is to be held at 12 o'clock in Grant

Hall.

After founding this school he

helped to establish it as one of the

most highly regarded institutions

of its kind in Canada. In fact he

became so well known that on the

DR. MACKINTOSH
(Continued on page 3)

Oyez, Oycz, Oycz!

Big Pep Rally

At Leonard Field

BY BILL MACOON A LD

Hear Ye ! >Hear Ye ! Hear Ye

!

All ye men and maidens of Queen's,

hearken to glad tidings. Once more

will Leonard Field resound to die

yells and songs of a jubilant student

body as the traditional offering is

made to the gods in prayer for

victory for the football squad.

In preparation for the great game

that is to take place Saturday after-

noon, all students will gather at

Leonard Field for a couple of hours

an Friday night. Be there! Bring

your gal, and come prepared to en-

PEP RALLY
(Continued on page 2)

A.M.S. STUDIES PLAN
FOR "RED CROSS BALL"

A Queen's Red Cross Ball may

he held on Friday, January 23, if

arrangements can lie completed, it

was indicated at the A.M.S. meet-

ing mi Tuesday night,

RED CROSS BALL
(Continued on page 8)

Closer Co-operation Urged
Between Faculties

And Q.W.A.C.

Christmas Cards

Closer co-operation between the

Faculty Societies and the Queen's

War Aid' Committee was recom-

mended as one stimulus for the

faltering undergraduate war effort,

at the regular A.M.S. Executive

meeting on Tuesday night. The

meeting was featured by consider-

able discussion, some of it of a

quite acrimonious nature.

A question was raised concerning

the failure of the recent Stamp

Drive sponsored by the Commis

sion. During the discussion which

followed, much blame was laid on

the apathy of the students. To re-

medy this, it was suggested that

the War Effort might be more suc-

cessful if conducted on a Faculty

A.M.S. MEETING
(Continued on page 6)

DESCRIBES VIGILANCE

AGAINST FOREST FIRES

An ounce of prevention may be

worth a pound of cure, but only

if it is applied at the proper time.

It was on this, little known fac-

tor of forest protection—the pre-

dicting of when and where a

fire is likely to occur that Dr.

Harkness addressed the Biology

Club at its recent meeting at the

home of Dr. Krotkov.

Forest Fires

There is always, of course, the

element of chance which cannot

be anticipated. There are two

agencies through which a fire

may start; lightning and human

FOREST FIRES

(Continued on page 3)

Medicine in Navy
Subject Of Lecture

Surgeon-Commander McCallum,

Director of Naval Medical Service,

R.C.N,, addressed the members of

the Acsculapian Society on Monday

afternoon in the Richard>nn Amphi-

theatre. Commander McCallum was

connected with the Ro\al Navy

during the last war and was imme-

diately called to direct the Medical

Service of the Navy on the out-

break of the present conflict.

Canadian Navy

He presented some very interest-

ing figures on the growth of the

Canadian navy from a very small

unit at the outbreak of war to its

present and ever-increasing position.

The public at large, he intimated,

iloes not realize the extent of Cana-

da's war effort and the results it

already has achieved.

MEDICINE IN NAVY
(Continued on page 2)

Free Speech
CONDUCTED SI

Plan Will Be Decided Upon
At Special Meeting

Of Executive

Would Cut Costs

Reporters for this issue — Char-

lie Hoar, Anne Shaw, Kay O'Neill.

Tom Newell—Science '44

I definitely don't like the idea of

Dutch Treat. Primarily, conven-

tions do not permit Dutch Treat.

I also believe that the age of chival-

ry is NOT past, After all, women

drink, smoke, in fact do almost

everything men do. It's my opinion

that we men can't allow our last

vestige of superiority to be taken

away from us.

John Barkley—Arts '42

I am in favor of Dutch Treats,

provided that both parties are well

acquainted. To-day young women

in business are on an equal basis

with young men and are entering

more men's fields every day. On the

basis of this I believe that they

are in just as good a position to

pay as we are.

A Co-ed

The Dutch Treat is a wonderful

idea. The boys at Queen's are usu-

ally on an allowance just as are the

girls, therefore why not share ex-

penses once in a while? The girls

like the idea, so come on boys, leave

your pride behind, come out and

enjoy yourselves.

The Dutch Treat is a good idea,

and in order to establish it, we

could set aside one night a week,

say Wednesday night, for this pur-

pose. If it would make it any eas-

ier for the boys, the girls could

start the ball rolling by asking them

out on Wednesday of the first week.

FREE SPEECH

(Continued on page 6)

BY KAY O NEILL

At the A.M.S. meeting on Tues-

day, Bill McDonnell. Arts Senior

Representative, proposed that, ef-

fective immediately after Oiristmas,

all weekly dances with the excep-

tion of Formals, be run by the

Alma Mater Society. No immediate

decision was reached but the mat-

ter will be decided at a special meet-

ing this week,

Profits

Mr. McDonnell claimed that if

the Friday night dances were held

under one management, a profit of

over $100 could be realized weekly,

which would be turned over to the

Q.W.A.C. The larger profit, he

DANCE PLAN
(Continued on page 3)

Sc. '43 To Choose

Co-ed Idol Tonight

"Science Girl" To Be Picked

At Dunces* Dance

For the first time in over one

hundred years a co-ed will be ad-

mitted into the hallowed halls of

Science when the Engineers of '43

inaugurate into their sacred sect

an ideal "Science Girl."

Year Pin

During the Dunces' Duty Dance

at Grant Hall on Friday night this

very fortunate miss will he intro-

duced to the gathered multitudes

and will be presented with a scroll

and a Science *43 year pin, which

she will no doubt cherish to her dy-

ing day. Don't miss this gala spec-

SC '43 DANCE
(Continued on page 2)

Latin-American Guests At Queen's

Are Friends Of Carmen Miranda

BY HUGH BUCHANAN

There are on the campus two

freshmen who hail from far Bra-

zil. The two are related to each

other, and their surname is

tins de Barros. And while

they do not like to admit it. Nel-

son. 19, is the uncle of Claudio,

who is two years younger.

Claudio's father is the Brazil-

ian Minister to Canada, which

post he has assumed after many

other diplomatic and political

positions in the service of his

country-

,
Languages

The boys are taking a Prep

Science course at Queen's, and

expect to remain here five years.

Nelson doesn't speak English

very well, though he can speak

three other languages. Claudio

uses it like a native, because as

he says. "1 went to school in

England "

"Queen's is a wonderful place,"

said Nelson, one'of few blonde

Brazilians, as he was putting up

the third pennant he had bought

from the Tech Supplies, "and

Claudio likes it also." Actually

this was ii ti necessary, for, from

all reports, the sterling fight they

made for their Faculty in the re-

cent Arts-Science brawl was

worth seeing.

LATIN-AMERICAN

(Continued on page 6)
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LOST

A green charm necklace on the

campus. Anyone finding same

please apply Margaret Miller.

Ban Righ Hall.

Strip-dancers seem to flourish,

and the officials don't seem to get

anything on them.

QUEEN'S TAXI

2002
TAILS =

FOR RENT
AND

T-UXEDOS

SIMMONS
r

.. JothcsShop
79 Princess St.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 1772-W

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St

And it has come to pass in the

land of Queenz since the last in-

scription was indented in the

halls of Scienz that the men of

Scienz were defeated on the field

of the son of Richard and will

doff their helmets for another

year.

And Maid Marion doth wax

wrpth: "Yea. not only do the

men ol tor Four lag behind the

second tribe of Mudds in the

struggle of the trophy of the

Bcws, but the most stalwart of

our picked men in the entire land

of Scienz have failed tu hold the

championship' of the grid in the

halls of Scienz."

She recalled to her now humbled

warriors the fact that no longer

does one of her mighty sit in the

highest chair of the land of

Queenz and long did she scold

and berate them and with

haughty clashings of her shovel-

uffs she left them to ponder over

their sorry state.

And with these words many

were the reproachful looks at the

warriors of the hall of foot who

didst succumb to the bag Sadc

on the night previous to their

great struggle and in Bacchal-

anian orgies didst say their

strength.

And in the necessary game

which followed, the absence of

Ivan of for Four was conspicu-

ous and questioning glance* were

darting in every direction.

And no man of for Four could

look unashamed when mention

was made of the trophy of Bews.

And as the time of the winter

struggle with the Fac approaches

(already the Frosh have tasted

the struggle) and as the High

Court of Scienz Hall doth pre-

pare to try offenders, it is wond-

ered how the men of Scienz will

fare in the epic days to come.

With her solemn warriors fil-

ing out in silence, Maid Marion

didst repent for the moment and

didst bade thein have a merry

time at the- Hall of Grant with

the men of for Three.

A TRIO OF QUEEN'S GALLOPING GAELS

Pep Rally

OVERCOATS
in

ALL THE LATEST

STYLES,

WEAVES,

AND MATERIALS

ot prices sure to suit any

purse

$22.50, $24.50

to $55.00

Come in and look them over

BIBBY'S
78 - 84 Princess St.

Sc. '43 Dance

(Continued from page 1)

joy yourself. The fee for joining

in the fun is the possession of two

things, a good pair of lungs and

lots of the old fashioned Queen's

spirit.

Bonfire

For the entertainment of all there

will be a bonfire of sizable propor-

tions, and an effigy of the visiting

team, Hamilton, will be committed

to the hungry flames. Shades of

days gone by! Such carryings-on

haven't been featured on the cam-

pus of Queen's for many a moon.

In attendance will be the stalwart

University Pipe Band to lead the

crying mob in a snake dance. Even

cheer leaders will be there, to direct

the students in a yell or two and a

song or three. It looks like a lot of

fun for everyone, so come one,

come all.

If you had planned to attend

the Science '43 dance, plan to take

in the Pep Rally beforehand. Things

start popping at seven-thirty, and

ilmnld draw to a Grand Finale by

nine or shortly after. What could

be better? Come to the Rally, and

get a lung full of fresh air, then

highball to the dance and carry on

from where you left off.

So gather ye around the blaze

n FrtdsB' ni^ht. Let it never be

said a^ain that Queen's students

lack spirit, or that things be deaden-

ing around our University. The
Pep Rally is the answer to the un-

believers, so let's turn out en masse!

(Continued from page 1)

tacle. Maybe your girl is the idol

of the Science Jr. year.

Berkeley Kidd has reorganized

his band since his last appearance

on the campus and has added sev-

eral new hits to his musical lib-

rary.

Intermission

An opportunity is being offered

for those in attendance to get bet-

ter acquainted with their dates at

intermission. NO program has been

arranged, in order that each little

group can arrange for its own en-

tertainment.

As an added attraction a novelty

elimination dance is being arranged,

and the winner will receive two

tickets to the Drama Guild's come-

dy The Torch-Bearers.

Ticket sales are hitting a new

high so to make sure you don't miss

this social affair get your ducat

now from K. G. Brown, George

Shuett, Bruce Hamilton, Johnny

Read, or Ken Rulledge (convener).

Tickets will also be on sale at the

door, as usual.

GEORGE KINNEAR

played his best game of the season

last Saturday and is due to repeat.

LEO BANDlERiV

the Science soph whose work to date

has been spectacular is due for great

tilings against the Mountain City boys.

FORBES MUNROE

the hero of the last Army game with

two touches will take care ot the kick-

ing department against the Canadians.

The Bookshelf
CONDUCTED BY JOHN PARK!

Through The Neddie's Eye
BY KWONG BOW LEE

\\'ho can love the field more

than he who has walked on it?

This is the thought which lives

in my brain.

"Give me another thread."

My partner cannot check my

train of thought. I gave her the

thread and also the thread of my

thinking.

I said: "If instead ... if we

coultf be alive a hundred years

from now, or say three hundred

years from now, what would you

NO EGGS
IN OUR
BASKET

In other words, we do not

use premiums, coupons, and

other devices to tempt your

trade. Not that we have

anything against them, but

we believe that we serve

you best by offering honest

values— dependable quality

at the minimum cost.

•

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

Medicine In Navy

(Continued from page 1)

Medical doctors have volunteered

fur the naval service in such num-
bers the supply has greatly exceed-

ed the demand. He advised under-

graduates in the upper years of

medicine to continue on their course

and to fulfil their inlertieships be-

fore enlisting for naval service.

The navy, be claimed, offered ad-

venture and romance, but also many
monotonous weeks or months at

sea away from homes and families.

Lament of a Moth—Dying o

Old Age

I'm a poor old moth

And dying quick

But not by that old

Candle trick.

I listened to mother

And thereby learned

How wise young moths

Avoid getting burned.

I iiever got singed

In the wicked flame

But found my life

Exceedingly tame.

—Notre Dame Scholasti

LOST

One red and white checkered

Jaeger scarf, outside Journal

office door. Will the finder please

notify Beatrice Grant, 1214J.

Frosh Parade

Frosh of all faculties will

meet at 7.15 tonight on the

Library tennis court. Fresh-

ettcs and co-eds parade

with band through campus.

Frosh join parade and snake-

dance to Leonard Field.

Burning of effigy starts at

7.30. Coach Edwards and
several of the team will

speak. Everybody out.

choose for your life-work?

"Oh, study natural science, I

suppose."

"Why?"
"In tliree hundred years people

will have time to study natural

science." She laughed so heartily

that she couldn't put the thread

through the eye of the needle.

"And you, if you were born

again . .

1 interrupted: "I simply want

to be a peasant, though perhaps

not be called peasant. Anyway I

want to be one of those who live

on a farm. Like our ancestors

three hundred years ago."

"Why?"
"I don't know. Perhaps I don't

like to handle a needle."

She burst out in a great laugh,

and I paused in my sewing. It is

May. I cannot believe that I am
in the cold north. We are sitting

in the narrow alley in front of the

shop and the bright sun is shin-

ing on us.

I broke the silence and said,

"Why must I always think ot

the south?"

"Perhaps because of the land

This answer brings the old

thoughts. "Yes, the land which

we lost , .
."

I am one of those who belongs

to the lost land. I am one with

no land. How can one live on

land which is not one's own?
Hunger and bitter struggle . . .

In my brain I see a wounded
soldier lying on the field. He is

a peasant. His bloody hands are

moving on the earth as though

he were trying to write a declara-

tion with his blood. Land. I ir-

rigated you with my sweat and

now with my blood 1

The sound of steps stopped my
thinking. I lifted my head and

saw a group of peasants with

plows passing by. The plows

glint brightly from the sun.

Let those who stole the land

from us shed their blood as the

land's last fertilizer 1

' I stopped my thinking. 1 spread

the piece of cloth in front of me.

The crosses on the cloth were like

the crosses of paths and rice

lie'.ds. "This is a piece of land,"

I said silently.

"Give me a thread."

II /

Who wouldn't fall under the

spell of this image? On the cloth

one can see a beautiful design

of fields, and grass, and trees.

If we say that smoke is the

soul of the city, trees must be

the soul of the country.

But it is not like the south

here. We have few trees, though

there is grass everywhere.

We want trees, and tree plant-

ing is on the production program

this year.

Ill

In the south we cultivated a

targe field for vegetables. But

the rain didn't come. The plants

withered, just like love-saddened

maidens in the ancient tales.

We begin irrigation. Thirty-

three of us in all. Two stay in

the field and two take off their

stockings and

into the stream. The rest form

a line. The buckets are passed

along, from the two in the stream

to the two in the field. The vege-

tables are thirsty tor water.

In the 'beginning there was

great confusion. But order soon

emerged.

That land is gone now.

The Student's Aid of Vassar

—all co-ed institution—has publisH-

ed a timely little booklet of advice

for girls on houseparty dates. The

title: What Every Young Lady

Should No.

And THAT Ought to Solve a

Lot of KNOTTY Problems . . .

George Bernard Shaw was

called to the stage after the first

performance of one of his new

plays. Amid terrific applause

there was suddenly heard a single

catcall or boo of derision. Rising

to the "moment, Shaw said "I en-

tirely agree with you, my friend,

but what are we two among so

many ?"

In the matter of powder the girl

sandals and go ' usually has it all over the man.

Here's a drink Ihal is

unique. It never loses the

freshness of appeal that

first charmed you. So

when you pause through-

out the day, make it the

pause that refreshes with

Ice-cold "Coca-Cola".
YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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"Where The Service rieosei"

Yellow

Taxi
Five New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE J J ^ PHONE

WE MEET ALL TRAINS
24-Hour Service Henry Wilson

RENT A NEW CAR
Drive it Yourself

Rates: 12c per mile.

Minimum $1.00 per hour.

Bagot St., Phone 199

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A.

Underwood Typewriters

See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. B. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY

for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

McG ALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eldin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

»4 Princess St. Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOiURDIERS
rues

78 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

phone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon

27* Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop

Van Glieat Maude Wagaj

Page ^

THEATRE
LINE-UP

BILTMORE
llcau Gcslc, the famous P. C.

Wren story of the adventures of
three inseparable brothers in the
French Foreign Legion, is showing
at the Biltmore today and tomor-
raw. With Gary Cooper, Ray Mil-
land and Robert Preston playing
the three brothers the picture should
definitely please the ladies.

There are many exciting battle

scenes between the Arabs and the
Legion and all sorts of people are
left writhing in the sand. Brian
Donlevy is present as a mean old

sergeant, but he gets his in the end.

And for the men, lovely Susan Hay-
ward appears in several of the

earlier scenes as the girl who was
to be left behimJ.

The management is also present-

ing a March of Time on Texas, a

Three Stooges Comedy and a car-
toon for your added enjoyment.
On the whole a good program.—B+

—H.P.B.

GRAND
Don Ameche plays the part of a

psychology processor turned author
in this one. His book on jealousy-

is published by Elliott Morgan
(Van Heflin), who falls in a big

way for beautiful Rosalind Rus-

sell. Ameche's wife. Miss Russell

tests her husband's love by making

him jealous, while Kay Francis

winds up with her publisher boss

as husband. A newsreel and ano-

ther short of old-time movies com-

plete the bill.

Sunday midnighl until Thursday

Lady Scarface, with Dennis O*-

Keefe and Judith Henderson, will

be shown, along with New York

Town, with Fred MacMurray,
Mary Martin and Robert Preston.

Dr. Mackintosh

(Continued from page 1)

outbreak of war he was drafted

into national service as an economic

adviser to the government. He now
serves as special assistant to the

Deputy Minister of Finance in Ot
tawa.

Although no longer at Queen's,

he is well remembered as a lecturer

and his speech should prove to be

full of current day interest for

students in economics.

Max — Doesn't Jack swear ter

ribly?

Ron—Yeah, he sure does. He
doesn't put any expression into it

at all.

Patronize Journal advertisers

BILTMORE
AFT'N = EV'C

20c 1 25c
PLUS TAXI

— THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY —
GARY COOPER in "BEAU GESTE"

with RAY MILLAND, ROBERT PRESTON, BRIAN DONLEVY

CONRAD
VEIDT

also

MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

"BLACKOUT"
Lucille BALL, Ann MILLER in "TOO MANY GIRLS"

VALERIE
HOBSON

H. SCOTT . R, YOUNG
LAUREL & HARDY
in "SAPS AT SEA"

CAPITOL
A FAMOUS PIAYEBS THIATBS

CONTINUOUS
DAILY

1.00 TO 11.00

Today - Saturday - Monday

ERROL FLYNN FRED MACMURRAY
in

"DIVE BOMBER
Tuesday - Wednesday - Thursday - Friday

RUTH

HUSSEY
MELVYN

DOUGLAS
ELLEN

DREW

"OUR WIFE"
A rowdy, racy, riotous comedy

BUY THEATRE BOOK TICKETS FOR XMAS

THE
HABIT-DASHEfi

BY POPS VOLLUER

A FAMOUS PLAYERS THE ATSI

CONTINUOUS
SHOW

DAILY FROM
1 P.M.

TODAY and SATURDAY
... A 5 STAR ROMANTIC RIOTIII

"THE FEMININE TOUCH"
ROSALIND RUSSELL — DON AMECHE

~ STARTING SUNDAY— MIDNITE
FRED MARY ROBERT

MACMURRAY MARTIN PRESTON
in

"NEW YORK TOWN"
— added hit—

"LADY SCARFACE"
DENNIS O'KEEFE

If I had a secretary I should

write a letter to the editor, but

lacking the necessary equipment I'll

just write one myself . . .

Dear Mac,

—

You gave the gals some excellent

tips, congratulations. I wish I had

your courage — when discussing

masculine clothing I did it only

with the collaboration of two men.

After all, the best dress-designers

are men — which only further goes

to prove that men are designin*

critters. Once more, dear Mac.

(tho' that Scottish name arouses

a slight distrust) any time you

want my job you can have it —
but I warn you there is nothing in

it, no, not even a rake-off on your

Shaving Soap*—don't let the Scotch

restrain you, tho'. That's all, we'll

be reading you in Esquire no doubt.

Pops

Now, cherubs, here I slip back

into my usual verbose blurb. The

topic to-day, just to he a wee bit

different, is Collitch Clothes. What
do we see? Sweaters and Skirts

—

that's O.K. — they're the most com-

fortable coverings and they do

stand the punishment that clothes

seem to take in the culture chase.

But sweaters and skirts, sweaters

and skirts, can finally cause reac-

tions like Kipling's Boots (i.e. boots,

boots, boots shoe shine?). No,

don't foreswear them, but please

just a little originality in the color

schemes, and above all in the acces-

sories. "But I can't think of- a

thing!" you whine. Child, you're

defeated as soon as you admit that

—too bad, too had. Nobody else

can do your thinking for you. If

you can mink ban! enough to put

on matching sox, don't tell me that

further mental gymnastics appal

you.

The last point in this epistle is

"What is the standard cure for in-

somnia?" Cheers, a right answer

"Sheep jumping over a fence." The

moral of that is, dress like sheep

f i.e. follow the mob — boy, is this

deep) and you bore your audience

into a coma. Quiet, Suzy, I know
sleep is beautiful, but one-third of

your life is enough to spend that

way.

Oh happy day, I managed to

mention insomnia, here is a tip I

got from a Varsity gal (it's on the

up and up, she really wanted to

come to Queen's). If the toss-and-

turn phobia has got you, put a few

drops of your pet perfume on your

pillow. It works (whether it is the

same principle as ether I don't

know.) Sorry I can't guarantee

pleasant dreams with it but at least

you'll get your beauty sleep.

Two orchids this week (must be

the Xmas spirit) . One to the

blonde Senior from the west for

her Harris tweed jacket which

marches her top-coat. You always

ring a bell with a good tweed, but

duplicate it and it's a fire alarm.

The second split between Brenda

and CoBEAna for their red and

green wigs (respectively and res-

pectably) at the Drag; really con-

siderate for someone to bring a

mop.

347 CUSTOM TAILORS FOR 94 YEARS

LIVINGSTON'S
MEN! HERE'S THE GREATEST SUIT

VALUE WE'VE EVER OFFERED

Tailored- to-Measure

SUIT SALE
$27.95

• MADE TO YOUR MEASURE
• PERFECT FJT GUARANTEED a

• ALL ONE PRICE

1941 =

NOTE

TOPCOATS and OVERCOATS

I LIVINGSTON'S I
75-79 BROCK STREET

Forest Fires

(Continued from page I)

carelessness or vandalism. Both

are uncertain. The chances of a

small fire, once started, spread-

ing into a dangerous blaze de

pends however on factors which

can to some extent be measured

and it was with these that Dr

Harkncss dealt.

When there is little moisture

in the material composing the

forest floor it will burn readily

and by the simple expedient of

enclosing a standardized amount

of this stuff in a wire container

so that it can be removed and

weighted at intervals, water los

can be determined. When such

sample boxes were placed by

experienced men who, by experi

ment knew what type of forest

was most easily burnt, astonish

ingly accurate results were ob

tained. On basis of this inforrna

tion the government and lumber

companies were able to concen

trate their fire fighters where

they were most needed.

Other more complex methods

of determination, as well as some

of the difficulties in fighting

fires once they became establish-

ed were also dealt with by the

speaker, both in his address and

in the lively discussion which

followed. The meeting termm

ated with refreshments.

Dance Plan

What\£hart?—Different

Version

The adjuster was questioning a

negro woman about her husband's

death.

"Ma-»niv, did vour husband leave

a will?"

"Vassah, boss," pointing to a

black urchin, "Will Junior."

If constant exercise will enlarge

any part of the body, then why

don't the co-eds look like Joe E.

Brown? Some do I

Draftee.

"Next."

"Who me?"

"Yes, sir."

'Where born?"

'Russia."

'What part?"

"All of me."

"Why did you leave Russia?"

"I couldn't bring it with me."

"Where were your forefathers

from :"

"I have only one father."

"Your business?" \
"Rotten,"

"Where is Washington?"

"He is dead."

"I mean the capital of the United

States."

"They loaned it to Europe."

"Now do you promise to support

the Constitution?"

"Me? How can I? I've got a

wife and six kids to support."

—The Daily Lariat,

(Continued from page I)

stated, would spring from the re-

duced overhead. He said that no

supplies would be wasted and point-

ed out that at the recent Dogpatch,

Drag, three-quarters of the mater-

ial went for naught because pur-

chases had to be made in bulk.

Over $100 could be saved annually

in this one way, it was estimated.

The Social Functions Committee,

the Artsman continued, would be in

charge of dances, and would select

reliable conveners each week. The

persons turned to first, would be

the Year Conveners, to whom an

honorarium would be paid. The

convener would select his own com-

mittee, each of whom would receive

a complimentary ticket. The orch-

estras would be more largely local,

since Mr. McDonnell felt that the

exorbitant prices of outside bands

were chiefly due to the cost of trans-

portation. Rands already booked,

however, will he employed as con-

tracted. The demand for local mu-

sic would in turn probably increase

its quality. Should the dances be

successful, as such affairs have been

on many Canadian campuses, it was

suggested that the price might be

lowered.

Special Meeting

A special meeting to determine

the policy of the A.M.S. on this

piajor issue will be held this week.

Other item? on the Tuesday agen-

da included reports from the Tri-

color, the University Services Com-

nission, and the Blood Donor Com-

nittee. R. C. Eddy spoke briefly,

harply criticizing the general pro-

cedure Of the student legislators

nd pointing out that he felt they

hould make a greater effort to lead

student opinion in a constructive

manner.

Wage Ceiling

(Continued from page 1)

At the conclusion of the formal

lebate the question will be thrown

open to the house. Organizations

.;hich have studied and formed

opinions about the problem should

» represented at the debate. Every

iew can thus be put before the

bouse and tested in friendly con-

troversy.

Tile sailor, asked what he had

done with his wages, unswored

:

"Part went for liquor, part for

women, and the rest I spent fool-

ifhlv."
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sjf
Not Amused

'•^u'tl^SIW a doubtful tribute that we of the Journal were among

< ml members of tlie student body- who were recently

-\ favored with the gift of a booklet entitled Everythng for the Fight-

Xing Forces. The immediate donor preferred t«« remain anonymous, but

the literature was originally supplied by the Young Communist

League of Canada. Could it be that our young Leftists consider

us sufficiently influential to merit this special attention, or is it

merely that we are thought promising material for the Party?

On the whole, we are inclined to regard it is something of

an insult to our intelligence. It would appear that the Communist

organization is seeking to take advantage of our present alliance

with Russia, and of a certain trend of public opinion, to curry

favor here and elsewhere. They hope to consolidate their position

with all the young people of Canada, so that after the war they

may exert their influence to other ends than that of defeating

Hitlerism. It seems a paradox, then, that they complain about

profiteering.

The fact that Canada is at the present time engaged in con-

flict, shoulder to shoulder with the Soviet Union, should by no

means imply that every Canadian is bound to support the political

creeds of Stalinism. Nor does it alter the fact that, under the

Defence of Canada Act. the Young Communist Group is out-

lawed.

However, the youthful Reds appear to be thriving, albeit under

cover. They have risked breaking the law to seize upon what they

see as a golden opportunity to popularize their league. The
technique is to reiterate demands and complaints, some of them

perhaps well-founded, that have been heard in this country before,

and that represent the ideas of a fair proportion of the population.

Better labor conditions, more pay for the soldiers, more trade

unions, fuller participation of labor in the management of the

war effort—all are cries that have been uttered by many Canadians
since the outbreak of the war. And we must confess that we
are in at least partial agreement with some of these ideas.

Nevertheless, we cannot support the perversions of fact and
of logic by which the authors of the little gem claimed to arrive

at these conclusions. Nor can we believe that to enlist in the

ranks of the'Young Communist League is the best way to defeat

the Nazi menace. Admittedly, these people are apt to be as
fervent anti-Hitlerites as are to be found anywhere, for no world
is big enough for both Communists and Nazis. But then, on the
other hand, Communism has no part in Democracy,

For it is. Democracy, and that alone, that we Canadians are
supporting in this struggle. We are fighting with, and not for.

Socialism. We want to win the war and to see Hitler crushed.
We want to send all possible aid to Russia. We are in full

sympathy with the worker and the soldier, and wish to see their
rights supported, where such rights are consistent with society as
a whole. But we fail to see why joining the Russian Party will
better qualify us to fight for the Canadian way of life. Our
alliance is a military, and not a political, bond.

So, though we are loath to profane a document which em-
bodies gems of wisdom from the tongues of such notables as
"Tim Buck, the well-known leader of the Canadian people", this
little volume goes into the wastebasket. We hope that no more of
such material will appear on the campus.

More Power To Them
The most important single issue to come before the Alma.

Mater Society Executive this year will be decided this afternoon
when that body considers the advisability of taking over direct
control of all campus year dances. It is our feeling that the
adoption of this plan will be a great stride in the direction of better
entertainment and more efficient administration.

The scheme, in brief, is that the A,M.S. through its Social
Functions Committee, should handle all dances except Formals.
A different convener would be appointed for each dance, and would
receive an honorarium for his services. All financial responsibility
would be assumed by the A.M.S., which would also take all profits.

There arc several outstanding virtues of such a plan. In the
first place it is true to say that a great cut could be made in
overhead, if all dances were under a single administration. It is
entirely possible that greater profits Could be made, while at the
same time cutting the price of admission. Further, a consistent
band policy would encourage student and local orchestras, and
prevent the inevitable loss of revenue arising from the importing
of too-expensive outside organizations, And finally, the War Aid
Commune could actually make some of the money that the stu-
dent body is pledged to raise.

On the other hand, the implementing of an entirelv

Official Notices

Dominion Land Surveyors'

Examinations

( Preliminary examinat ions for

admission bs articled pupils.) Dale

of examinations: February 10th to

February 17th, 1942.

While summer employment is not

assured, there are usually some po-

sitions available for successful can-

didates, For full particulars stu-

dents are requested to interview

Professor Ellis. The time-table for

examinations may he obtained from

the Registrar.

The French conversation classes

held on Monday and Tuesday af-

ternoon in Room 204 in the New

rts Buildirg ".'.ill m future he held

in the Common Room of Macdon-

nell House.

Mart\ Memorial Scholarship

This Scholarship in memory of

D'r. Aletta Marty, valued at not less

than $750. is offered by the Queen's

University Alumnae Association.

Any woman graduate of Queen's

University with a Master's degree

may hold this Scholarship, which

will be awarded for a year of gradu-

ate work. A committee chosen by

the Alumnae Association will make

the award. The Scholarship may

he awarded to the same woman for

more than one year.

Applications should reach the

Registrar not later than January 1st.

Further information may be ob-

tained from the Registrar's Office.

O.H.A. Scholarship

Applications are invited from stu-

dents now enrolled in the university

for the Ontario Hockey Association

Scholarship for 1941. The cash

value is $30.

The Scholarship has previously

been awarded on the basis of ma-

triculation. As no matriculation

candidate was eligible last summer,

the Scholarship will be awarded this

session to some student within the

University on the basis of his aca-

demic qualifications and on his rat-

ing as a clean, effective hockey

player.

No credit is given for fees when

the Scholarship is not awarded on

the basis of matriculation, but the

regular cash payment of SS0 is

made to the winner.

Applications should be in the

hands of the Registrar by December

1st. Applicants should give evidence

of having played in the O.H.A. or

N.O.H. series.

Robert Bruce Scholarships

The Robert Bruce Matriculation

Scholarships, each of the value of

$25, were not awarded in the sum-

mer of 1941 since no matriculation

candidates were eligible. Therefore,

applications are now- invited for

these Scholarships from first year

ludents of Scottish extraction in

the Faculties of Arts, Applied Sci

ence and Medicine. The Scholar

ps will be awarded on the basis

of the candidates' standing on the

Christmas examinations. There will

be one scholarship in each faculty.

Applications should be in the

hands of the Registrar by Decern

her 1st. Applicants must give evi

dence of Scottish extraction.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

Letters to The Editor

Dear Sir:

I'm disgusted with the ap-

pearance of the bulletin-boards,

with the continual sign-swiping,

and notice-marking which is com-

mon on the campus, 1 submit a

few suggestions to those persons

concerned, for their considera-

tion.

First of all I suggest the use

of a small, square notice, type-

\v rittL-i- it pOSSiule. WYy crawl

a lost or found note on a massive

piece of paper, with jagged edges

which requires five to ten thumb-

tacks, and which will cover at

leaSl ten other notices? We must

end this 'paper-hanging* disease.

Next I suggest that no notice

in the future be marked or marred

I know the temptation to add

to those lines when we think of

an appropriate pun, a personal

aside, or a changing of the word-

order which though dirty will be

funny. But do not touch those

messages. They are not there to

gather our childish comments.

And a word to the wolves. Do

not unpin, scrap or carry away

any poster or notice which ad-

vertises news. These are not

your property, kiddies. Petty

thievery may seem to you to be

asset; but as for me, I loathe

it. Let us not damn the petty

thieves.

Fourthly, why not remove your

notices when their news value is

dead? The janitors clean out

ome of the dead but your co-

operation will help.

I understand that the Q.S.A.

s planning to instal a number o(

"coming-on-the-campus" signs
for the clubs. This will be ol

some help, but the individual bill-

boarders will have to do their

little wee wee wee bit.

In. conclusion, I suggest the

construction of sufficient glass-

covered show-boards. The jani-

tors could have the key to these,

d anyone wishing to post a

notice could contact them. This

would keep the boards clean, tidy,

and timely and the robbers would

be nipped in the bud.

P.S.—If some person or per-

sons will carry this measure out,

I'll supply the thumbtacks.

EDGAR.

To the Editor,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

The Queen's Junior football

team for the second consecutive

year has won the city champion-

ship. But due to the ruling of

the A. B. of C, we were unable

to extend our challenge for any

further title which involved

travelling for the Queen's team.

This year it was felt, by the

coach and the team that they

were strong enough to enter the

Eastern Canada Junior Play-

downs, and the A. B. of C. was

again approached with regard to

this subject.

It was with considerable an-

ticipation that we awaited the

decision of the A. B. of C. re-

garding a challenge match be-

tween the Hamilton Canadians,

winners of the Eastern group,

and the Queen's Juniors. How-
ever, in spite of .the fact that a

syslcm in the middle of the year has certain difficulties. It will

be claimed that it imposes hardship ODi those years who have not
yet held their dances, and that year spirit will be- cut down.
Contentions may also be advanced that it eliminates a source of

revenue which is especially vital for small years. All of these
things may be partly true—though we are doubtful about the
last—but even so, we cannot help feeling that these are relatively

minor considerations, which should be outweighed by the obvious
advantages of the plan. We hope the majority of the students
may feel the\same way.

lousiderablc money guarantee, in

excess of the amount previously

granted to junior teams was re-

quired to bring the Canadians

to Kingston, the A.B. of C. gave

its consent and backing for the

game.

On behalf of the football team

I wish to express my sincere ap-

preciation of the decision of the

A.B, of C. and to thank fiiem for

the opportunity they have given

us to show the student body that

the Juniors are a team worthy

of their support.

W. J. Pardy.

.
etCUYy sped far above fatigues

With Picobac to charm his endless leagues.

• Srudents also must cover much ground —
academic if not terrestrial. In their arduous

journeys through the realms of learning, they

find that Picobac gives them "winged feet of

thought". For the pick of Canada's Burley

crop is always a milar cool, sweet smoke— a

vaae mtcum incomparably satisfying and finan-

cially undemanding.

HANDY SEAL-TIGHT POUCH

H-LB. "LOK-TOP" TIN

15c

65c

also packed in Pocket Tin*

Picobac
"It DOES taste good in a pipe I"

r^J=^r^T^r^r^i^i^i^i^r=^r=ir==Jr==Jr==Jr==ir==3

Everything that's New
and Smart
At LAIDLAW'Si

Dresses — Coats — Sports Clothes —
New Accessories — Smart Fabrics.

Men's Furnishings

—

House Furnishings

—

•

When You Ru\< at Laidlazv's — You're Sure of the Quality.

john LAIDLAW 6? son
LIMITED,

170- 172 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS
Melene iHariin's Sleauty &alau

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Hclene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 2110

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE
RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MAI (IMS STLDIC
Special Offer to Queen's Graduates

Sittings $1.00, including Tricolor print. Pictures $1.00 each.

8 x 10 print free with $5.00 order.

92 Princess St. Evening by Appointment Phones 676—620
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GAELS TO TANGLE WITH HAMILTON
SPORTS

CNCC CVCC LIGHTLY
HTH BILL LEMHON

Will Play Eastern Champions

In Challenge Match Tomorrow

Gather around dear children and I will tell you the story of a team
that found the pot of gold before the end of the rainbow.

It seems, my little ones, that there once was a bunch of footballers
oh so awfully good footballers, who played and played all season in a city
league with sometimes a hundred and more times only twenty-five paid
spectators to witness -their struggles with K.C.V.I., R.M.C., and the
Garrison. But they still plugged on, overcoming C.O.T.C. handicaps by
drilling as a special platoon and by practising in their spare time until
at last they had beaten every team in the group.

Then they became over-confident and were defeated by the Army and
were forced to play this older and heavier team again last Saturday, when
they shook off their stage fright and easily won the City Championship.
But they weren't satisfied that they had reached their goal for they wanted
to play a team of Junior age that would show them whether they were
worthy of the title of the best teen-aged team to represent the University.

And here, my infants, is where the Athletic Board in the guise of the
Fairy Godmother appeared and bestowed the pot of gold in the laps of
the wide-eyed players, who were sadly in need of an Angel to make their
dream come true. It was a reward, the Fairy said, for their efforts to
keep football alive at Queen's with

(

their "never-aay-die" spirit. They took
the money and invited Hamilton Canadians, Eastern Canadian Champs, to
put them to the supreme test.

Thus, my fond friends, in soap opera oratory we end this bedtime
story with "Will the Juniors reach the end of the rainbow and be hailed
as the best in Eastern Canada?" Will they be able with your financial
support to pay off the Athletic Board's mortgage of $550? Will they
lose the chance to schedule more exhibition games if you the students
do not support this teat game? Or will they reach the end of the rainbow
with -a packed stadium cheering them on?"

So, my dear students, the final ending to the story rests in your hands
to wield as you wish. It's your team and your money, so take your
choice,

"Dirty Lemmon" hails Captain Lou Mulvihill and his conquering heroes.
They hurdled the many obstacles, namely Science and this arbiter, to climax
a prolonged and bitter struggle over many years to present the Intcrfaculty
championship to Aesculapius.

With due homage we must bow to a gallant team who are worthy
successors to the Science squad of "40. Throughout the year the fickle

finger of fate snubbed them but they never faltered and carried on to have
their efforts crowned with success.

Both teams were shorthanded with Meds lacking the services of their
first-string quarter, Bud Odell, and Science sadly missing their passing
and running back "Galloping Ghost" McDonough.

Thus for another year at least the gridiron pot will, simmer down
until the fires of rivalry will be kindled once more with the first mad
rush for the pigskin pads. *'»_»*

A complete Junior hockey team made the jump into senior competition
on Monday night as last year's champions held a power-packed Belleville

quintet to a two alt tie. With only the support of the veteranB Captain
Grisdale and "Muzz" McLean to guide them over the thorny path, "Senator"
Powell's speedy pucksters just about put their old rivals to route.

Only a small crowd witnessed the opener but were treated to a fast

display of early season hockey. The Queen's team is gunning for its first

win tonight when they tangle with the Signal Corps from Vimy Barracks
The Army team have several experienced players in training at Barrie-
field and although not favored to come out on top should keep the Tri-
color hopping to come through with their first win.

Senator Powell trots out his pucksters for the second time this season
when they tangle with the Signal Corps at the Arena at 8.30. The Tri-

color tied Belleville in their first appearance and are looking forward to

taking the Signalmen on their first outing.

Most of the Red, Blue and Gold are junior campaigners but are fast

finding their bearings in the higher bracket. The Signallers will likely

resort to a bumping game to slow down the speedy Queen's players, as they
have several players of the old school stationed in the Barracks.

Pep Rally Planned Tonight

In Preparation

For Game

Salesman— I represent the ABC
Wool Company, lady. Would
yoti be interested in some color-

ful yarns?

Housewife—Yeah. Tell me a

coo [tie.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

LOST

Wrist watch, stiver with leather

strap, on night of Arts '45 Year

Party. Keith Percival, ph. 2443.

Long skirts are just like prohi-

bition — the joints are still there,

hut thev are harder to find.

At 3 O'clock

the spectacular captain who will lead

determined Tricolor squad against

Hamilton tomorrow.

Men Of Medicine

Win Rugby Crown

Science Team Dies Fighting

In Close Struggle

IIV MOE P0L.OWIS

Saturday afternoon at 3 o'clock.

Queen's Junior Fonihall team take

on the powerful Hamilton Cana-

dians in a challenge game at Rich-

ardson Stadium, The Hamilton club

holds the Eastern Canadian Cham-

pionship, having trounced Ottawa

Gladstones by 26 to 1 last week.

The Tricolor team, fresh from their

recent championship drive against

the Army, are eager to test the

mettle of the Hamilton team. This

grid battle should outshine anything

that has heen offered so far this sea-

son, and for the first time in years

the fans should see two teams

Dominion calibre tearing up the

local turf.

Hard-Charging Line

The Hamilton squad is rated as

having the hardest charging line in

Canadian Junior football, and will

be backed up by three of the most

consistent ground-gainers of their

RINGSIDE
REFEREE

BY HOLY BARNSLEY

Van Home Schedule

With the assault only a week

away; interest in the noble sports

luis skyrocketed above all ex-

pectations. Each day finds the

-yapplers vainly trying to ferret

mil a few spare feet of canvas

m try out their stuff.

In the boxing division the rea-

lise- bout of the card will likely

find our own Pete Cain pitted

j.iinst Taylor of the Bell Tele-

I
>ln lite. Unassuming Johnny
Evans, holder of the 125 lb. iuter-

^ 'Uegiate championship, returns

t<> the ring in a match that should

lit a thriller. Ron Haflidson has

been training as faithfully as ever

a: id looks to be, right in the

pink. It is a safe bet that he

will assimilate points for the

Queen's team one week from to-

night Brian McCaffrey, tj,ie

Science 'fresh who made such a

good impression, has been assign-

"I ai spot In the card as well as

Al Moore.

The champion-studded Queen's

wrestling team should make a

clean sweep at their end of the

'"I! with such men lined up as

'"wily Ira" Brown, "Long John"

McNeil, Ernie Miron and Al

kliuin. Al is one of the most

,r"proved men in the club and it

i
will be interesting to see how be

,nakes out.

(Continued on page 7)

Fri..

Queen':

Moil

Lions.

Wed
Kingston.

Fri.. Dec.

Belleville.

Mon.. Dec.

Belleville.

Wed.. Dec.

Queen's.

Fri., Dec.

Lions.

Mon., Dec.

Kingston.

Nov. 28 — Signals vs.

Dec. 1 — Belleville vs.

Dec. 3 — Signals vs.

5 — Queen's vs.

8 — Signals vs,

10—Kingston vs.

12 — Signals vs

15—Belleville vs

BY DUNCAN B. DAVIDSON

After waiting many lean years,

i hard-fighting power-laden Meds

team finally came through to win

the Inter- Facility championship on

W ednesday afternoon. The Medi-

cos smashed the Science squad's

title hopes in convincing style, win-

ning by a handy 8-5 score.

Meds" Touchdown

The first period started off at a

brisk pace, with the Docs smashing

through the Science line for long

gains. Bean and Mcllveeu took

turns at getting first downs, Final-

ly their efforts were rewarded when

Clow, Med*' fleet running back,

toted the ball from the 30 to the

10 vard line on a beautiful exten-

sion play. From there "Moe" Chep-

suick pulled, down a short pass to

land the pigskin on the one yard

stripe. Clow then lugged the lea-

ther on a straight buck through a

hole big enough to roll "Tiny"

Herman. Chepsuick then drop-

kicked the convert.

In the next quarter. Science

(Continued on page 7)

PEPPER MARTIN

A lot depends on Harry to keep the

Tricolor machine rolling with his pass-

ing and signal calling.

league in the persons of Marasco,

Cappelli. and Gow. The Canadians'

quarterback, O'Neil, is a dangerous

broken-field runner and will bear

close watching from the bleachers.

Against this aggregation, the

Gaels stack up one of the hardest

chargiug and consistently brilliant-

( Continued on page 7)

Stude—So your brother tried for

a government job. What is he do-

ing now r

Dent—Nothing. He got the job.

She—You're the kind of a man

a girl can trust.

He—Haven't I met you before ?

Your faith is familiar.

COACH EOWAROS

Jake is calling for a win on Saturday

for his well-coached charges.

FOOTBALL LINEUP

HAMILTON
Webber
Cappelli

Miller

Ewen
O'Neil

QUEEN S

flying wing Bandiera

. . halves Milliken

Munroe

,
Pardy

. quarter Martin

Finlay

subs ^Dalziel

Kinnear

Shine

Robinson....... snap I™.n

Grolea inside* -.
;

Roe

Davidson
Mclntyre

Freeman middles Young

Ingrassia
Ru9h

Lumsden outsides Sharpe

Hemingway
Licota

W. Sinclair

Kelly

Vlajkon J"
Person

Zavadowsky Keenan

Marasco Halliwel1

Snyder
Crothers

Horrigan
Aubrey

R. Sinclair
Barron

Vaughan McVean
Loynes

Benevides

S. Patterson

George VanHorne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN K. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

uy some
today

12

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound 514.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Genfs Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street <, 0.-«*<-r *»*r»u-°-*< Phone 1941

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

for

Naval, Air Force and Military

Uniforms and Accessories

103 Princess Street

ACENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES

Phone 3542

Hanson «& Edgar
Dance
Programmes

Cor*" itudons

i

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St.

Printing o4

Every

Description
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Parades Called

All frosh will assemble

on tlie Lower Campus at

2.45 on Saturday as directed

by Vigilantes and march

with ,ihe Pipe Band and

freshened to the Stadium.

Tickets 35c at the gate or

25c at tlie A.B. of C. Office

in the (ivm.

Alumnus Takes Ph.D.

Leonard McFaddcn, M.A., Arts

'36. at the age of 28, recently re-

ceived the degree of Doctor of

Philosophy from Brown Uni-

versity at Providence, R.l. Dr.

McFaddcn won a Gold Medal for

his work in mathematics at

Queen'.*, and after graduation

received a fellowship to Brown.

He is now a Professor at Vir-

ginia Polytechnic Institute at

Blacksburg, Virginia. Dr. .Mc-

Faddcn was horn and educated

at Timmins.

She Wants Her Coat

"To the Editor and the owner
of the Wrong Blue Ford: There

are too many blue convertible

Ford coupe* ou this campus.

Thursday I borrowed a sorority

sister's brown wool coat. I re-

turned it that night to her car

parked opposite Jules at 10 p.m.

But it wasn't her car and she

wants her coat. If"found please

phone AShberry 2211—reward!"

—Sue Marx, '42. _ afthrii-

for Throat Easy

Mildness—Smoke

Buckingham

Cigarettes

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Meters, Tanks, Filters

TripodB, Etc.

Vou- oid camera taken i

on new equipment

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Lockett

AT LOCKETT'S LTD.

178 Wellington St

Phone 24

THREE STALWARTS OF THE FRONT LINE

AL SHAPPE

has been the standout player on the
wingline all season and is a reliable

man on the back field.

BUD KEENAN

the pudgy little wingman has been
improving by leaps and bounds and
should see plenty of action Saturday.

PAUL AUBREY

who will have to stop the highly

touted Hamilton plungers.

Free Speech

REGRETS

DRIVt IN AN INBUTT^D
TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

(Continued from page 1)

One Co-ed

Dutch Treat is all right when a

boy and girl have gone out with

each oilier for sumc time, Then it

is less embarrassing when each pays

his own bill. However, even then

the Dutch Treal System should only

be used for movie or cokeMates.

Modest

On a Dutch Treat date, the girl

becomes more independent. She

need no longer be influenced by the

boys' subtle question, "I've seen the

Biltmore, Grand, and Tivoli, which

would you care to see?"

Dorothy Wardle

Sadie Hawkins is an excellent

dea, but it is no longer purely

a college affair. Something ori-

ginal and more distinctively col-

legiate is needed. Perhaps the

Dutch Treat is the answer.

Barbara Phinney

The Dutch Treat is a good

idea—but not too often. Perhaps

we could have one week a month

for Dutch Treats. Of course the

problem is, would the boy con-

tinue to ask the girl, or could the

girl ask the boy since she is pay-

ing her own way ?

Beatrice Grant --^i^
The practice of Dutch treats may

he all right in other places, but on

the Queen's campus I think it is

out of place. There are many op-

portunities for girls tn pay back the

hospitals they have received from

boys, and this is a much better way
of balancing the scales than to pur-

sue a middle of the road policy.

Ban Righ

Dutch treats are a good idea.

If the girls paid their own way a

little oftener they could go out

more frequently because the boys

would have more money to spend
on them. Besides, you can be a little

more independent, and what girl

doesn't likt to feel that way?
Levanite

They may be all right when the

couple know each other well, but

here on the campus it just does not

go. When the boy has only enough

mociy to go out himself it i; a sign

it is time to stay in and do a litlle

work until the next allowance comes
up. Perhaps tlie girl friend cou'd

benefit with a little- study instead of

,i coke at her own expense.

TECHNI-

COLUMN
by keith McCaffrey

Patronize Journal advertisers

for Quality merchandise.

THE ROTAMETER
By V. F. Harrison, Sc. '43

In this article I should like to

describe a scientific instrument

called a rotameter. Such an instru-

ment is used for measuring the

rate of flow of a gas; a flowmeter

rves the same purpose, but is

cheaper and less accurate. The

petroleum industry, in which many

gases are processed, have hundreds

of rotameters, and so have water

chlorination plants where the flow

of chlorine gas must be controlled

carefully to disinfect the water,

Simple Design

A rotameter is simple in design

and its operation is easy to under-

tand. It consists of a uniformly

tapered glass tube inside of which

is a float or ball having a diameter

the same as that of the smallest

inside diameter of the tube, and

which sits on a collar there. At the

top is a second collar which pre-

vents the float from being sucked

into the stream of gas. This float

s made of special light weight and

non-corrosive material. The tube is

held in a vertical position by a

frame, the smaller end being at

the bottom.

The stream of air or gas, which

controlled by a needle valve, en-

ters the bottom of the tube and

goes out at the top. As the na_-

enters, it raises the float to a certain

height which is controlled by the

valve. The more open the valve,

(he higher the float will rise, but

once the valve is set, the float re-

mains suspended, not moving up or

down. It docs, however, spin, due

to the gas flowing past it. In this

position there is a space between

the float and the walls of the taper

which becomes larger as the float

rises and smaller when it drops,

because the diameter of the tube

increases toward the top. This space

is the only passage for the gas to

pass upward. Thus, the higher the

float rises, the greater this space

becomes, and, consequently* the

greater the volume of the gas that

passes through the tube. The glass

is graduated so that you can read

the rate of flow directly.

Easily Made
It is sometimes necessary, in the

laboratory, to measure the rate of

flow of a gas. If a flowmeter is not

available, or not accurate enough,

a rotameter can be easily made from

a piece of glass tubing, and a steel

ball bearing (provided the gaB does

not corrode the steel).. To a length

of tubing (four feet long), whose

inside diameter is the same as that

of the ball, connect a suction line

to one end. A water aspirator is

sufficient, Place the ball in the

other end, tilt the tube back, allow-

ing the ball to flow to the suction

end. and now gently tilt the tube

forward to an angle of about 30

degrees with the horizontal. The

brill will roll down the tnbe, com-

ng to rest wherever there is a spot

where the tube has the slightest

taper. Mark this position and cut

off three inches or so on either side

of this mark.

This piece of tubirig is tapered

;

you cannot see the taper with a

naked eye, nor can you measure it

with an ordinary ruler. It may be

necessary to repeat this operation

a dozen times before a taper is

found, because tubing today is made
so perfect that the inside diameter

is constant for the whole length. A
taper can best be found in old stock

glass or soft glass tubing. At an

inch from both ends seal on a side

arm of about one inch in length.

On one arm connect suction, and

through the other the out-going gas

will pass. In place of the collar

mentioned, make two coiled springs

about half an inch Irfng, and fit

them into the top and bottom of

the tube. This rotameter will mea-

sure a flow up to one litre per min-

ute.

Ed. Note —Readers' attention is

called to a correction to be made
in the article in this column in last

Tuesday's issue, on "What's New
in the New Cars?". Line 3, para.

4, should read "iron pistons" in-

stead of "iron piston rings."

A shapely co-ed (name sought)

approached a floor-walker and
asked, "Do you have any no-

tions on this floor?"

The floor-walker looked her

over then remarked: "Yes, ma-

dame, but we must suppress them
during business hours,"

Latin-Americans

(Continued from page I)

Of course, both boys come
Fn 'in ,i fighting family distin-

gushed, among many things, for

fighting. In his latest book 'In-

side Latin America', John Gun-

ther is high in his admiration for

Joao Alberto Lins de Barros,

father of Claudio and brother of

Nelson. Gunther says "his car-

eer of revolutionary activity, in-

tellectual accomplishment, and

political vicissitudes would fill a

chapter," Joao Alberto, nobody

calls him anything else, is one of

President Vargas' right-hand men
and Gunther says "he is the one

man with whom Vargas, that

masterful politician, never quar-

rels."

Joao Alberto was one of the

group of '.encntes (lieutenants)

who staged the 1930 coup d'etaf

and helped Vargas into power.

He was also a leader of the cele-

brated Prestes Column, a revolu-

tionary band that marched thous-

ands of miles through Brazil.

This band fought fifty-six battles,

made treaties with Indian tribes

and inarched from the extreme

south of Brazil to the almost ex-

treme north, and then down the

Amazon to the border of Bolivia.

The journey took them three

w:irs. To add to his varied ac-

complishments, Joao Alebtro has

been president of the National

Council for Economic Defense

and of the Federal Council of

Foreign Trade in Brazil, inspec-

tor of consulates abroad, chief

of police in Rio de Janeiro and

representative of Brazil at the

League of Nations.

Carmen Miranda

Neither of the boys admit any

homesickness for their home
town, Rio de Janeiro, though a

withering Canadian winter may
change their minds. Nelson, who
has already accumulated a fine

stock of winter clothing, has yet

to see more than a faint drizzle

of snow and looks forward to it

with very mixed feelings. How-
ever, their autographed picture of

Carmen Miranda, whom they

both know, promises to brighten

things regardless of the weather.

On the picture is written: "With
all the affection of a fellow-

Brazilian,—Carmen Miranda."

Scouts And Cubs

A Scout and Cub Leaders' Con-

ference of Kingston and district

will be held in St. Luke's Hall.

Nelson Street, on Friday evening,

November 28, at 7.00 p.m. sharp.

All old Scouts interested in at-

tending the Conference and in

the formation of an Old Scouts'

Group in the University please

get in touch with Gordon Work-
man, phone 1294W, as soon as

possible.

Ali Baba—Open!
Door—Sez who?
AH Baba—Sesame!

Freshman Tarns

The attention of all fresh-

men is called tn Article XI
Section 3 Constitution of

A.M.S. Namely that tams

and ribbons are to fje worn

throughout the freshman

year. The vigilantes of each

faculty^tre asked to main-

tain a close check/ on all

violations.

A.M.S. Meeting

(Continued from page 1)

basis and tlie presidents of the four

societies pledged the support of

their respective faculties in the fu-

ture. Earl Baxter, chairman of the

Q.W.A.C., urged that everyone re-

member that even where promoted

by the various faculties, the war

effort represented the whole Uni-

versity and leads towards a united

Queen's objective of $4000,

The members authorized the Q.
W.A.C. to arrange for an A.M.S.

Christmas Card which, it is hoped,

will be more successful than the

cards sold on the campus last year.

The executive also granted the Le-

vana Red Cross fifty dollars, for

that society to carry on its war ef-

fort.

A letter from W. E. Berry was

read concerning the relationship of

the College with the Airmen on the

campus. Several of the suggestions

contained in the letter had, it was

found, already been adopted. After-

considerable discussion, it was de-

cided to go ahead with the Open
House this Saturday to which the

Airmen are invited. The Social

Functions Committee will* then ap-

proach the Officer Commanding to

discuss a possible Reception for the

next incoming group, - regulated,- of

course, by the leaves of the airmen.

Left Hand Corner

("Continued from page 1)

"Well, young fellow, because I

like you I shall seriously consider

your offer ... for five more tick-

ets."

"Thanks, oh thank you very

much," he said, "And it only took

fifteen tickets."

"By the way," I said, "what is

the name of the play? It slipped

my mind."

"The Torch-Bearers," he replied.

"It ran for five months on Broad-

way/'

"Are you in the play, Mr. Web-
ster?"

"Why, no. There was no suil-

able part for me,"

"That," I said, "is all I wanted

to know. Your play can't help bin

be a success. And furthermore, I

shall see it myself."

And furthermore. I have four-

teen (14) spare tickets. Will all

co-eds who look like Lana Turner

and who like handsome, generous

men, please phone me at the Journal

Office (3769).

Patronize Journal advertiser!

lor iiualitv merchandise.

McGALL'S RESTAURANT
'THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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"Torch-Bearers"

l Continued from page 1)

and all cast because of their talent

and their suitability to the parts, t

CATHERINE ORMSBY is the

fcmiiline lead-in The Torch-bear-

ers. She takes the part of the di-

rectress of a Utile Theatre group,

—you know, "the person who keeps

the actors from bumping into one

another."

ISABEL RACE of the Charley's

An ni personnel will be seen

Florence McCrickett, who remarks

"I'm not a scenic woman."

Letter to the Editor

Widow
ETHEL CAMPBELL, who dis-

played so much talent in The Happy
Journey as Ma Kirby, will next

week tread the hoards again. She
live?; the role of Clara Sheppard, a

Weepy widow who, having lost her

husband, had to drop out of Mrs.

P's play. However, she does come
around after the final curtain, to

weep under her veil and to say, "I

jii't couldn't stay away."

MADELINE McCOSH (her

stand-in) does a good deal of ham-
nun; in the play within The Torch-

bearers but a good deal of fine act-

ing in the Torch-bearers.

Cynic

Her husband, CLAUDE VI-
POND, plays the black-sheep, the

non-theatrically-miiided on-looker.

He frowns and then b-a-a-a-a-s at

liis wife and her stage-friends.

The directress* stooge is one Mr.
Spindler, BUD MORDEN, a horn-

rimmed, saluting sissy, who "never

^rsakes one in the hour of quota-

tion."

Utterly inane is WYATT Mac-
LEAN, who depicts the character

of Huxley Hosscfrosse in bold hu-

mor. Dr. Angus, who is directing

the show, can often be heard ask-

ing Wyatt to use "the Mussolini

chin." and our Wyatt does.

Promptress
LOUISE BURKA is making "a

card" out of Nelly Fell, the prompt-
ress of the company. Nervous
squeaky and extra-highly emotional,

Nelly becomes entangled in many
predicaments. M I K E KEEGAN
p lays "the leaning-on-the-piano

type" commonly seen on the stage

"because there are no men avail

able," while MOE POLOWIN acts

ilu' lazy, loud-mouthed stage man
auer. BOB SHEPPARD, as ;

blundering ham, and INEZ DAVIS
as the maid completed the cast.

Stu Mulkerns, producer of Char
Icyts .-Unit, is lending a belpfu

hand to the Queen's show, and has

this to say to The Journal, "The
"rama Guild is doing its best to

make The Torch-bearers an out

lauding productinn
"

Persons wishing to see The
Torch-bearers arc asked to buy
their tickets early. Reserved seats

1 in still be purchased at the Queen's

I " 'st-fiffice and at the Technical

Supplies.

Freshman in a Taxi

"Vou know my roommate's mo-
•I'er is coming to visit him tomor-

row. Let's see now, I'll have to

R've him back his desk-lamp and
f"nntain pen. I'll let him wear his

lew belt and that flashy tie lie

"Wight. I suppose I had better put

pillow on his bed, too, to kind of

''•dance the room, I guess I can

6 up his silk lounging robe for

ne day, even though it is pretty
c°mfortable. And wasn't it funny
low fliat new pair of shoes he
'Wight fit mc better than they fit

"in ' Maybe his mother might think
1 strange for his girl's picture to

IL
' on my desk, so—what's thatj?

?ow do we get along? Oh swell,

,reat my roommate like a brother.

"ything I have he can use."

—Notre Dame Scholastic.

Dear Sir:

I have been following your
editorials for some time and until

now have been hoping your out-

look would change, but you seem
to be in a rut. As a Science stu

dent, the English in this letter

may not be up to scratch but it

contains a few ideas which have
been voiced by the men of the
Medical and Science faculties.

You talk of the failure of the

War Aid Commission to gain

support from the students. Actu
ally what you wish us to do
give our money to the school

Maybe it has not been made
clear to you as an Arts man
that most, not all, of course, of

Science and Meds students are

going through school on the pro

verhial shoe string. In fact there

was an editorial in a Toronto
newspaper dealing with student

who were actually going under

nourished because of the lack of

iuuds. In some cases that is ap
parent at Queen's. The little

money any of us has to spare

naturally goes to put a little fun

into a drab existence.

By a drab existence I meat
having Classes and Labs fro

or 9 in the morning until 3, 4 or

5 in the afternoon, then CO
T.C. to take up another hour or

maybe two of actual drill or lec

tures. Then home to study when
you are so tired you can hardly

keep your eyes open. To try and
study, write up Labs, do prob

lems, etc., is no cinch when one

cannot even get started until 1

or U p.m. You mention study

ing occasionally. Apparently you

have no conception of the amount
of work necessary to get up
scries of labs or lectures.

To quote "The finest com
mittee in Canada could not

real action out of a group of

people, who s:eem to feel secure

and smug and disinterested and

confident that whatever comes

THEY have nothing to worrj

about." Nothing to worry about

indeed. These same smug, dis

interested people only have to

pay 7% <>f their summer earning

tp the government despite the

fact that they are trying to get

an education and every cent

counts. No, they are not aware

of the fact that in all probability

they will be drafted before they

get a chance to finish their edu

cation and all their work will

be ior nought. 'We are con

demued because we will not give

our small savings to the Univer-

sity. Why does the University

need the money more than we

do? True they are loaning it to

the government but most of us

have already loaned all we can

spare.

With regard to spending all

our spare time at dances. If one

was to observe the crowd at

dances, week after week, he

would see the same faces over

and over again. These are the

privileged few who happen to

have more money than the aver-

age. The average attendance at

a year dance is between 200 and

.100. What a small fraction

the student body that represents

when tt is taken into considera-

that the same crowd which

go every week make up a good

portion of that 300.

You claim that we at the Uni-

crsity are a privileged class.

From one viewpoint we may be

classed as such but from many

others we are not. For instance

we spend roughly from 3000 to

5000 dollars in obtaining an edu-

cation which we cannot do jus-

Gaels-Hamilton

(Continued from page 5)

playing front walls ever to grace

the hone gridiron for a Junior

team. In the backfield, the speed

artists, Milliken and Kinncar

should keep the fans in a constant

Uproar with their spectacular run-

ning. Monroe's kicking rates with

the 1 est in any league and rounded
out by Al Sharpe's downfield tack-

ling, should be for many yards

on every exchange. The Tricolor

team, has no illusions about this

^ame, and Coach Edwards has his

men turning out at dawn for prc-

breakfast runs,

Pep Rally

Shades of Intercollegiate days

hanging over Leonard
, Field ma

erialize Friday night at 7.30 with
the first real pep rally In years

Once more the effigy (this time of

Hamilton) will he burnt to the tune

of many an Oil Thigh. This pep
rally has the sanction of the A.M.
S., and all freshmen are invited to

attend.

This is the last opportunity fot

all local football fans to see the

Juniors in action. The game should

feature fast, wide-open play, with

plenty of passes, punts and razzte

dazzle.

Ringside Referee

(Continued from page 5)
Some good men have not been

placed but the fans will likely

get a chance to see them on a

later card. Herb Greenidge is a

155 lb. wrestler who should make
l name for himself before the

season is much older.

At present we have only scanty

information on the opposition,

but with the Army, the R.A.F.

and the Aluminum Plant banded
together the Queen's lads will

have to go the limit for a victory.

Yes it will be an event no one
should miss.

"What is home without a moth-

er?" the young operator asked with

a sigh.

"I am, tonight," replied the little

blonde.

He— I'm a bank examiner.

She—Well, I'm no bank.

Wife (at head of stairs)—Is

i "ii. John

"

Heavy Voice — Who were

expecting?

Magistrate—Tell me, young man,

just bow did this accident occur?

Student — Well, your honor, I

lad dimmed my lights and was hug-

ring the curve —

"

Magistrate—That's how most ac-

cidents occur. Five dollars.

ico to because of time taken up

with C.O.T.C. Then when we are

through we are given jobs in the

army along with chaps whom the

rinv has trained. The soldiers

ave been given pay and a very

useful education which will stand

them in good stead after the war.

They have had room, board, an

education and remuneration as

well, all given to them by the

government. While we have

worked from a minimum of 8 to

a maximum of 16—20 hours a

day and spent our own money
only to end up in the same posi-

tion. Now how anyone can say

we are the privileged is more

than I or 90% of the other hard

working chaps in the University

can see.

Yours truly,

Science Man.

Queen's Delegates
To Join Conference

Six students of Queen's Uni-
versity will attend the five-day

conference of the Student Chis-*

tian Movement, to be held this

Christmas vacation. About sev-

enty-live students and as many
graduates frbm fourteen college

areas across Canada will join in

this twenty-first anniversary of

.he founding of the movement in

Canada, in order to make plans

for the post-war world.

Preparation

The conference will take place

from December 25 to 31, at St.

Andrew's College, Aurora. On-
tario. On every campus that

plans to participate there has

been much time spent in prepara-

tion. Topics such as "Democracy
iq Canada," "the Role

-

of the Uni-
versity in Canada," and "Student

Problems," are being considered

in detail.

These topics have many aspects

and facets—for example, in con-

sidering "Democracy in Canada,"

other questions arise, such as

:

How much democracy had Can-
ada before the war, in such fields

as minority rights, economic op-

portunity, political freedom, free-

dom of religion and of the press?

What effect have the war years

had on democratic institutions

and on democratic practice in

the universities? The Movement
has announced that it will go
further than discuss these ques-

tions—it has been decided that

the conference is going to dis-

cuss what can and should the

S.C.M. do about these things.

Committees at Queen's

While six students are to be

sent from Queen's, any student is

eligible to attend, and anyone

interested should fill out one of

the forms that will soon be avail-

able. Those who plan to attend

should also get into one or more

of the three committees working

on. respectively — Student Gov-
ernment at Queen's, Student-

Staff Relationships, and Econ-

omic Status of Queen's Students.

It is to be noted that last year's

Q.S.A. questionnaire as to the

economic background of students

can give actual facts as regards

the last topic, while Queen's is

well-fitted :o discuss student

government.

It is planned that the confer-

ence should be more than all

discussion. There will be facili-

ties for skiing and skating if the

weather is right, and for bad-

minton and swimming.

Meds Win

(Continued from page 5)
played good hard football but had
every scoring bid burled back by

the terrific Meds wing-line. Meds
as usual drove through the line for

good gains, with Bean and Clow
doing the ball-carrying.

Science Score

In the torrid third quarter, the

Engineers finally scored after ad-

vancing near enough to pass over

the goal-line. Over-enthusiastic

Meds men swarmed around the re-

ceiver and interference was ruled

against the Docs, so the Engineers

were given an automatic touch.

Melvin booted two singles with the

wind to complete the scorini;. with-

out a serious reply from the En-

gineers.

The game was featured by the

running of Bud Clow, the kicking

of Melvin and the quarterhacking

of Lou Mulvihill, who called the

signals in place of the injured Odell.

Bean and Wilkins also Stood

out in the victory. Beswick, Mac-

donald and Grisdalc were outstand-

ing in defeat. In the final analysis

Science fought gallanj^ but could-

n't stand up to Meds' power, with

Red McDonough on the sidelines.

"China Critic'

Patronize Journal advertisers

ior quality merchandise.

(Continued from page 1)

financed partly with revenue

from advertising and partly with

the savings of the students who
are behind the paper. There are

two Canadians on the editorial

board, who are interested in

China because of missionary

work which they had done in

the Orient.

To supplement the paper, which

is published every two month:

monthly bulletins are to be pub

lished in Toronto, Montreal, and

Kingston.

Mr. Lec said that the paper

had received a sympathetic re-

sponse. However, he was quite

surprised at the average Can-

adian's opinion about life in

China. He asserted that a -trect

scene in a Chinese city was much
the same asj in Canada. When
he graduates from Queen's as a

doctor, Lee will return to China

:o do his bit in relieving his suf-

fering countrymen.

None But The BEST

FABRICS . .

STYLES .

.

VALUES!

OVERCOATS
KEEP WINTER OUT

KEEP COMFORT IN

It won't be long now — there'll be sharp, blasting winds, cold

that penetrates, stinging snow and sleet — but you'll be snug
and warm in one of Tweddell's fine overcoats . . . and you'll

be looking swell!

Every desirable style, made of fine, imported

British woollens. There ate Coats for conserva-

tive and young men — Coats for everyone -

all at MODERATE PRICES.

TWEDDELL'S SUITS
ARE FAVOURITES

Tweddell's help you spruce up for winter with economy

... a great selection of suits at MODERATE PRICES. It!

includes worsteds, tweeds, etc., in single mid double breasted

styles. Color and pattern selections are complete and the

range of sizes will fit any man.

BETTER BUY

A NEW HAT
Look your best al! winter Wng

in a new Tweddell hat. All

styles, colors and sizes in Stet-

son. Brock, Kensington and La

Salle Hats. Kingston's largest

stock to choose from.

You'll Enjoy CHRISTMAS SHOPPING at

TWEDDELL'S for—

GIFTS HE'LL APPRECIATE
He'll always welcome a better quality furnishing gift —
and one from Tweddell's speaks for itself! Our Christmas

gift selection of Shirts, Ties. Scarves, Hosiery. Gloves,

Dressing Gowns, House Coats, etc., is complete — and will

easily solve vour gift problems tor him. All are at Tweddell's

MODERATE PRICES.

SEE OUR SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAYS

TWEDDELL'S
Hotel La Salle Building

137-139 Princess Street Phone 3706
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NOTED CZECH GUEST
WILL SPEAK TO I R C.

Mr. Otakar Odtozilik, Profes-

sor of History at Columbia Uni-

versity, will be the guest speaker

at the meeting of the Interna-

tiona) Relations Club. This will

be held on Tuesday, December 2

at 3.30 p.m. in Ban Righ Hall.

Czechoslovakia

Mr. Odlozilik will speak on

"Conditions in the Occupied

Countries," a subject for which

he is particularly qualified, as he

escaped from his native Czecho-

slovakia.

At this open meeting, afternoon

tea will be served, for which there

is a charge of fifteen cents.

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-

wear — Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid, High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

Delivery Service

A FINE

ASSORTMENT

of

Christmas

(Sifts

now on display

•

Your parcels all

Xmas wrapped

at no extra cost

•

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

NOTE/
MEDICALS CIRCULATE
PETITION FOR LOANS

Afghans

Last year the girls who work-

ed in the Red Cross Room made

a number of afghans which \ver£

sent to the bombed victims. This

year the demand is even greater,

and to help meet this need it has

been decided that our work of

last year will be repeated and

even increased. In addition to

the regular work in the Red Cross

Roo*m, the following plan has

been dej rsed. < Ince a month

every girl is to bring a ball of

four ply wool (finy color) to the

Red Room, and put it in the box

there Ei >r that purpose. Needles

will be provided, and it is hoped

that between classes a consid-

erable amount of knitting will be

*done. Squares this year are to be

six inches, instead of last year's

five. If all girls take advantage

of this opportunity to help with

this very necessary work, there

is every reason to believe that a

large number of afghans will be

made.

Hospital Visiting

This year Queen's girls have

started in on a phase of war

work which is new to this cam-

pus at least. Under the convener-

ship of Madeline McCosh, a

group of girls visits the soldiers

who are in Hospital, and takes

them magazines, cigarettes, gum
or candy. The majority of these

men are away from home and

are extremely appreciative of the

quarter of an hour which the

visitors spend with them. The
girls, too, enjoy this type of war

work very much, and according

to all of them, it is very success-

ful in every way ; however, they

all agree that any donations of

magazines, money or cigarettes

will be very, very, gratefully re-

ceived. ^.^^
Red Cross Room

All those girls who signed up

for the Red Cross Room must

attend, and steps will be taken

to make them do so if they fail

to go of their own accord. One
hour a week is really very little

time for YOU to spare.

Toronto (C.U.P.) — Students

in the Faculty of Medicine at

Toronto Varsity are now cir-

culating a petition requesting the

Dominion Government to provide

a loan fund for needy medical

students.

At least 156 students now

registered in the Faculty of Medi-

cine will be unable to continue

their course unless financial aid

is immediately Forthcoming, and

in several extreme cases, a few

students have already been forc-

ed to skimp on their meals and

have been reduced to the border

of ;tar\ ation, it is claimed.

The present petition, which is

to be completed this week and

forwarded to Prime Minister

King, is a spontaneous personal

effort by Varsity medical stu-

dents to rectify a situation which

thus far has not reached Ottawa's

attention.

Meanwhile, the Faculty has or-

ganized a Loan Committee to ad-

minister the funds if they are

forthcoming. The current peti-

tion is receiving 100 per cent

support.

FROSH TO COMPETE
IN PUBLIC SPEAKING

Freshmen and freshettes will he

interested to learn that the annual

public speaking contest will be held

two weeks after the Christmas hoi

days. A prize of $5.00 and a silver

cup is offered to the candidate

standing first. Those coming second

and third will also receive cash

awards. This contest is doubh
worth the effort in that those who
place will have a good chance of

being chosen to take part in the

contest for the McCulloch Scholar-

ship in Public Speakinp which is

held near the end of the second

term.

Red Cross Ball

(Continued from page 1)

The proposed dance was brought

to the attention of the Executive

by a letter from the University of

British Columbia. This University

holding a Red Cross Ball in Janu-

ary and requests that colleges all

across Canada hold similar func-

tions on the same date and partici-

pate in a trans-Canada broadcast

iluring the dance. Although at

Queen's the Red Cross Ball would

come the night after the Arts For-

mal, the members were favorable

to the idea.

It was decided that the Social

functions Committee would ap-

proach the Senate for permission

to hold two dances in one week.

The A.M.S. went on record as ap-

proving the Red Cross Ball, if the

Senate is favorable.

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BY KATHERINE McRUER

Everywhere we hear the com-

plaint: "There's so much to do and

not enough time to do it in." This

applies most aptly to the co-ed's

world of sport. With six differen;

sports to choose from, she is at a

loss to decide what to do. Of course,

since everyone can't do everything,

it's much belter to concentrate on

one or two different sports, become

really proficient in them and maybe

make one of the teams.

Badminton Draw

For the less energetic, there is

archery from one to three every day

in the gallery of the gym, while

basketball or badminton is going

on downstairs. Incidentally, the bad-

minton draw has been made and the

lists are posted in Ban Righ. The

first round should be played off as

quickly as possible. With all the

years now busy choosing their bas-

ketball tearhs they should be ready

for the inter-year games right after

Christmas.

And then there is fencing. It

starts next Tuesday and beginners

are especially asked to come to the

first class at two o'clock, so that

they can all get started together.

Alice Bertram, who is in charge,

will be glad to answer any ques-

tion.

Everv day now co-eds are to he

seen hurrying over td the Jock

Hartv Arena after lunch, where

skating has already started. Hours

for free skating and for hockey will

he decided later, but right now Le-

vana has the rink from one to two

every day but Thursday.

Last, but not least, is the big

event of the near future, the swim-

ming meet to take place on Thurs-

day, December 4. There has been

a noticeable increase in swimmers

and we hope to see even more in

the next week. "All swimmers keep

that day open.

He (watching Husky practice)—
That fellow will be our best man
before the season is over,

,

She (rapturously)—Oh, Johnny,

this is so sudden.

He was poor and honest; she

was rich and a beauty. He had

just proposed and been refused.

"Why, you couldn't even dress

me," she said,

"So what! I could learn."

C.O.T.C.

General Notice

Parades scheduled for Satur-

day, 29 Nov., are postponed until

Saturday, 13 December.

General Notice to All Officers

1. A meeting of ALL Offic-

ers will be held in the Main Din-

ing Room of the Students' Union

on Wednesday, 3 December, at

2100 hrs.

2. ALL Officers are expected

to attend.

W H. Agnew, Lt. & A'dj't.,

Q.U.C., C.O.T.C.

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Today

:

7.30 p.m.—Pep Rally

Leonard Field

8.30 p. in.—Queen's vs. Signals

Arena

Saturday

:

12.00 noon—Commerce Club

Luncheon

Grant Hall

3.00 p.m.—Queen's vs. Hamilton

Richardson Stadium

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

BELDEAN'S

OJltr JffrtrnMtr ffltjnstmaa (MX Start

•
For her it wouldn't be Christmas without your gifts of

lingerie . . . utterly feminine, intimate gifts! . . . Gowns,

soft as butterfly wings . . . slips frosted with lace, strictly

tailored or embroidered . . . exquisite ensembles . . .

Our store is located on Montreal Street, around the corner from the

bus terminal — Just off Princess — Look for the sign.

BELDEAN SH0PPE
49 Montreal Street Just Off Princess

3e«taa Oltfta
Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you u

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions Our used *

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO I

Come To The

DUNCES' DUTY DANCE
Featuring Berkeley Kidd And His New Orchestra

TO-NITE GRANT HALL SI.25 PER COUPLE
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A.M.S. ADOPTS DANCE PLAN
GAELS DOWN HAMILTON 18-0
Juniors Outclass

Hamilton Twelve

In Saturday Game
Tricolor Squad Shines As
Martin Leads Scoring;
Play Stays In Visitors'
End Throughout Game

Students Parade

Queen's star-studded Junior foot-

ball team thrilled a large crowd on
Saturday at Richardson Stadium,
with a brilliant 18 to 0 win over
Hamilton Canadians, the Eastern

Canada champions. The Tricolor

played masterful football, taking

command at the opening gun and
never relinquishing their control.

Hamilton's highly touted line was
completely throttled by the Gaels'

front wall, and outplayed at every
turn. The local linesmen resembled
lumps of their native limestone,

turning in an impregnable defence
against everything the visitors had
to offer. The courageous Hamilton
team tried desperately to work up
a consistent attack, but were stop-

ped cold by the superior Queen's
squad. The Mountain City boys

were in the Tricolor end of the

GAELS -HAMILTON
(Continued on page 5)

"Torch-Bearers" Opens Tonight

REFUGEE PROFESSOR
"JILL SPEAK TO I RC.

The International Relations Club

w .11 hold an open meeting and af-

ternoon tea in Ban Righ Common
Room today at 3.30 p.m. There
will be an admission charge of IS

cents.

The speaker will he Dr. Ottakar

Odlozilik, who was a refugee from

Czechoslovakia and is now Pro-

fessor of History at Columbia Uni-

versity, Dr. Odlozilik will speak at

the beginning of the meeting on

I.R.C. MEETING
{Continued on page 4)

Expert On Drama,

Dr. William Angus

Directs New Play

"The Torch-Bearers," the farce

to be presented by the Drama Guild,

is under the direction of Dr. Wil-

liam Angus, of the English depart-

ment, who has had extensive train-

ing and experience in dramatics.

Studies

s Dr. Angus holds the Ph.D. de-

gree from Cornell University as

the result of a graduate course in

Theatre Arts, Drama, and Speech

Training. He studied Theatre Arts

at the School of Speech of North-

western University and at the Chi-

cago Art Theatre School of Acting

and Directing — under Ivan La-

zareff, formerly an artist and di-

rector in the Moscow Art Theatre.

He has worked with Woodman
Thompson, a professional stage de-

signer of New York City, with John

DR. ANGUS
(Continued on page 6)

Queen's Drama Guild Staging

Year's First Major Production

Curtain Will Rise In Convocation Hall

At 8.15 p.m.

The stage is set for "The Torch-Bearers." Tonight
at 8.15 the curtain of Convocation Hall will rise on the
first act of the famous farce, which the Drama Guild is

presenting under the personal direction of Dr. William
Angus.

"The Torch - Bearers," a satire on the amateur
theatre, has to do with a colorful dozen of amateur actors
and their gushing directress, who are putting on a play

rat the local Horticultural Hall.

ymj t In the first act, they are seen

W&rtlinC OnOrt&gCS congregating at the beginning

Topic At Luncheon

Dr. W. Mackintosh Speaks
To Commerce Club

Left Hand Corner

Would you like to know how
to get along with your landlady,
a 'i<l thus ensure a shelter for your
weary body during the long,

winter months? Would you like

'o know how to get your land-
lady to offer you cookies, cakes

and huge glasses of milk before

going to bed in the evenings?
Vou would? Very well, I shall

condescend to tell you how you,
to0, can be popular.

In the first place, get some
Practice being polite when you
arf home at Christmas. Such
'raining will help you immeasur-
ao'y in the house of vour kind-

>*dy.

Entrance

When entering your boarding

house do not kick the door shut,

ii" you are in (he habit of closing

it al all. Shut it gently, grasp-

ing the doorhandle between your

Thumb and little finger. Wipe

your feet rapidly ninety-two

times on the door mat, couch-

ing loudly, so as to attract your

landlady's attention. (It would

be silly to be so polite, if she

wasn't around to appreciate it).

At all times tiptoe up the stairs.

If she doesn't rotice you. go back

down and ti- -oe up again.

LEFT HAND CORNER

(Continued on page 6)

Slightly over a hundred persons

were present at the Commerce Club

luncheon held in Grant Hall on

Saturday noon. The speaker was

Dr. W. A. Mackintosh, former di-

rector of the School of Commerce
and Administration at the Univer-

sity and now Special Advisor to

the Deputy Minister of Finance.

Shortages

Dr. Mackintosh spoke to the

gathering on the subject of short-

ages, and how they affect Canada's

war effort. He pointed out that

at the beginning of the war, the

economic problem that most wor-

ried the government was the short-

age of foreign exchange, and from

the start the Foreign Exchange

Control Board established strict

control.

Canada's own production in the

first months of the. war was not

large as Britain did not say speci-

fically what was wanted, and it was

extremely difficult to get blueprints

from Britain. After Dunkirk, how-

of a rehearsal, held in the home
of one of the would-be actresses.

With the exception of tne Stage

Manager, all the members of the

cast are introduced to the audi-

ence.

The second act takes the audi-

ence behind the scenes of Horti-

cultural Hall, where "the colorful

dozen" are in the heat of their

show. The fidgety promptress,

the disgruntled stage - manager,

the spurring directress and the

stage-struck amateurs live in

their elements, to inane extremes.

In the final act, midst artificial

bouquets, offers, modesty and

tears, the story unthreads to its

conclusion.

The former vaudeville player.

George Kelly, author of "The

"TORCH-BEARERS"

(Continued on page 3)

STtW WEBSTER

Producer of the three-act farce, "The
Torch. Bearers." opening tonight in
Convocation Hall.

Assumes Control

Of Weekly Dances

In Heated Session

Committee Split Over Issue

At Special Meeting Fri-

day ; Regulations Take
Effect After Christmas

Will Pay Conveners

WAR
COMMENT

DR. MACKINTOSH
(Continued on page 3)

Chinese Students
Plan Pennant Sale

Future Of Europe

Said Unpredictable

League Of Nations Society

Hears Dr. Corry

Libyan Interlude

There has been hard fighting in

the Libyan desert during the last

fortnight. British, Indian, South

African, Australian and New Zca

land troops have shown grit and

determination. Covered with desert

dust, fatigued by exertion and tro-

pical heat, they returned to the as-

sault with vigor.

But if the British have under-

gone hardship, they are rewarded

with success. The Fascists are in

disorder. Two mechanized di vi-

sions, the core of the German force,

have been surrounded east of To-

bruk. A number of high staff of-

ficers have been taken prisoner.

WAR COMMENT
(Continued on page 2)

One of the most closely con-

tested issues in A.M.S. history

was decided on Friday afternoon,

when that body decreed that ef-

fective after Christmas all week-

ly dances except formals should

be under its own immediate con-

trol. A show of hands revealed

a deadlock and the motion was
passed on the deciding vote of

President Dorothy Wardle.

Revenue For Q.W.A.C.

The main argument in favor of

the motion was the added revenue

for the Q.W.A.C. The Queen's

War Effort needs the support of

everyone on the campus, the

members were convinced. It was

suggested that the conveners oE

the Year Executives be in charge

of the dance that would have

been their own, and receive the

honorarium in connection with!

the position. This eliminated one

of the main objections and the

DANCE PLAN
(Continued on page 3)

Q.W.A.C. Holding

"Blackout Dance"

Maurice Allen's Orchestra
To Provide Music

By powers known only to those

who practise the occult black

magic of darkest Africa, it has

been possible to lift the veil and

peer into the future to see the

following "stop press" news ap-

pearing in the Saturday, Decem-

ber 6 issue of the Wingston-Stig-

Kandard.

BLACKOUT DANCE
(Continued on page 2)

BV KUEV WONG
The Queen's Chinese Students'

Sncicly is sponsoring a campaign

to sell Tricolor pennant stickers,

for the benefit of the Queen's War
Aid Commission. These stickers,

ideal for luggage, notebooks and

walls, will be on sale at the Uni-

versity Post Office, the Tuck Shop

of the Students' Union, the Tech-

nical Supplies, and at Ban Righ.

PENNANT SALE
(Continued on page 8)

That the future kind of interna

tional organization depends on the

state of the European countries af

ter the war was the theme of Dr.

J. A. Corry's address to a meeting

of the League of Nations Snciety,

held in the Senate Room on Thurs-

day evening.

Because we do not know what

the world will be like after the

war. he said, it is impossible to

pick out any definite plan of action.

But it is possible to postulate that

Europe will exist in one of two

positions after the peace.

Larger States

The first of these is that Europe

may be practically in the same con-

dition as after the First Great War

DR. CORRY
(Continued on page 7)

Campus Sketches

BY JOHN LANGLOIS

"Stvcll the old Xaverian chorus.

Let the old song ring

"Leading, trailing, vim unfailing)

Play lite game ,

It is reported that when John

Archie MacDonald, a farmer from

out the mad, visited "St. F. X." a

few years ago. making a tour of

the campus, he explained: "What

do I think of it; T'ain't big. t'atn't

small
;
just middlin'." And although

he didn't realize it, he probably gave

the best description of it yet, be-

cause it is just that. It is not so big

as to lose that genuine, personal

interest among students and in stu-

dent-facultv relations which is in

itself a vital factor of college life,

but it definitely is not small, con-

sidering its amazing development,

especially during the last three de-

cades.

New Building

When you leave tin.' highway, just

before it takes an S turn down

through the town, and go up the

gravelled University drive, the first

thing that catches your eye is Mor-

rison Hall at the very end. Built

during the Fall and Winter of 1937-

38, it is the newest and most at-

tractive of all the dozen or so build-

ngs on the campus, and houses

CAMPUS SKETCHES

(Continued on page 3)
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"Now." said the Prof., "pass

all your papers to the end of the

row. Have a carbon sheet under

each one so I can correct all

mistakes at once."

—Acadia Athenaeum.

"How old would a person be

.he was born in 1890?"

"Man or woman?"

QUEEN'S TAXI

2002
TAILS =
^ FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princess St.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

Tlic most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 1772-W

OPEN ALLEYS

EVERY AFTERNOON
AT POPULAR

MATINEE PRICES

Dr.VfncentA. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St

And it has come to pass in the

land of Quecnz that when the

men of Scienz do collect in their

caverns to hear of great works

in far-off lands that the Frosh

are compelled to attend in a body.

And at the meetings of the

Society (held on the day before

that devoted to the worship of

Saturn) the Frosh do crowd the

mighty caverns to the utmost of

their capacity and their seniors

(coming late as is their privilege)

do find scant room within hear-

ing and seeing distance of the

speaker.

Y ca — aild it is murmured

among the men of Scienz that

all Frosh should be relegated to

•he Bal Cony therefrom to see

anil hear with attentive ears that

which the men of Scienz keep in

close contact with.

And in the halls of Scienz

great has been the satisfaction

over the evidences of the mighty

work done by the men of Scienz

from the dry desserts of San

Diarabia to the frozen lands

about the lake of the great hear

where men of Scienz from the

land of Qucenz do extract strange

elements from the bowels of the

earth lo garner a scant supply of

a life preserving mineral that is

used to relieve suffering not only

aiming; the men of Scien/. but

also among the men of Ert. and

Mudd and those of the tribe of

Lev.

And the men of Scienz do

battle with the skin of the pig

it the field of the son of Richard

and on the hard floored mighty

cavern across from the hall of

Gordon and the cause of Scienz

is advanced evcrwherc.

And as the writing chisels do

Srow dull and day shifts into

night there must come a pause

in this writing and thus do we

ibis record for the nonce.

Blackout Dance

The Bookshelf
CONDUCTED BY JOHN PAHKHILL

OVERCOATS
in

ALL THE LATEST

STYLES,

WEAVES,

AND MATERIALS

ot prices sure to suit any

purse

$22.50, $24.50

to $55.00

Come in and look them over

BIBBY'S
78-84 Princess St

VITAMINS
Aren't Baby Stuff

Many adults are of the opinion

that vitamins are something that

goes into a Baby's bottle and

are required only by infants and

young children. Let it be under-

stood — vitamins are essential

to the health and life ol every

one. Nature supplies vitamins

in foods but frequently it is

necessary lo fortify the diet

with additional vitamins in con-

centra ted form. For vita nun

needs come to your druggist.

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

Alice In Governmentland

BY JOHN LON'OERVILLE

{With apologies to Lewis Carroll

and R. M. Dawson)

(Ed. Note: The opinions expressed

herein are those of the writer and

not necessarily those of the editor-

ial board. 1

Alice climbed up the lull towards

the left; gray -.tone buildings that

lowered above her. Everything

seemed to have an air of import-

ance and Alice felt that she had

neared her destination. She saw a

handsome red-coated person whom

she knew at once to be a Mountie.

"Pardon me. sir," said Alice, stilt

a little breathless from her climb,

"can you tell me where 1 can find

the All-Out War Effort that every-

one is talking about?"

"Certamment, my leetle girl" re-

plied the Mountie in the best of

Ottawa-Valley broken-F.nglish, "Go

and ask that leetle man over dere

— he will surely know — dat ees

Meestair Keeng."

Alice did as she was told, walked

up to the P.M. and said bluntly,

"I'm Alice."

The P.M. seemed about to set out

on a run but stopped and, turning

to Alice, said in a polite and affable

manner, "How do you do? Ym
TO ill v King."

"I've never heard of Billy King,"

said Alice, "but where I come from

we hear a great deal about King

Billy."

"Shhhh!" said the P.M. looking

around to see if anyone had heard.

"You must never talk like that so

close to Quebec."

"Well, then, are you really King

of Canada?" asked Alice, somewhat

confused by the rebuke.

are close to it.

'

Alice was confused but she start-

ed to run. Buildings, trees, and

parks flew past, and then more

buildings — «td stone buildings, big

and little hotels, old lodging houses,

and innumerable little wooden
mushroom buildings that reminded

Alice of the blockhouses she had

seen in her history books.

Suddenly Alice was attracted by

a voice remarking, "The West is

certainly a land of opportunity —
yes, indeed." She turned, as she

ran. and saw a distinguished, gray-

haired gentleman, sauntering in the

park with' a friend. He was wear-

ing one of those English Droop

suits and seemed quite satisfied thai

all was well with the world.

"Who is that well-to-do man?"

asked Alice.

"Oh, that is one of our dollar-a-

year men."

Alice was more confused than

ever. She soon found, however, that

she had no time to stop and figure

it out, for already the P.M. had

turned the corner and was leaving

her far behind. She turned it too,

and looked up at the signpost to

see what street she was on. Piut

this only added to her confusion

for there were two signs, one read

ing "Graft Avenue" and the other

"War Effort Drive".

"What street are we on?" asked

Alice in bewilderment.

"Don't ask so many questions?'

retorted the P.M. "It's one that all

politicians have to use in order to

he seen by the people."

"But how can it be two things

at the same time?"

"Ob. we just added another name

to it — here words mean just what

we want them to mean — neither

mure nor less."

While Alice was considering all

this, she spied another street join-

ing the one on which they were

running. It was a lovely, wide, we

(Continued from page 1)

Air-Raid

"Last night to the mellow jive

and sweet swing of Maurice

Allen and his all Queen's Band,

The Campus Cats were really

swinging out — when suddenly

the air-raid precationary siren

was heard—the lights dimmed

out—couples huddled terrified in

corners while planes droned over-

bead and whistling bombs were

dropped—the walls of Grant Hall

came tumbling down—and Pandy

Moniiim reigned as Queen of the

campus . Gradually the lights

brightened and the orchestra

rallied the panicky crowd.
Queen's had been vistcd by her

first Hlackout Dance."

Q.W.A.C.

This dance coming December

is sponsored by the Queen's

War Aid Commission with a pur-

pose of bringing this worthy or-

ganization more lo the minds of

everyone. The Q. W. A. C, to

lake this dance tops in enter-

tainment, chose the man of the

hour. Pete Playfair, as convener,

fully aided and abetted by a

committee chosen from each

faculty. Levana, "Sis" Sabey

;

Science, Bob Motherwell ; Arts.

Dave Price; Meds, Omar Young-

husband.

The committee, who nave no

active pari in tlle organization,

have freely volunteered their ser-

ices. By this act they hope to

set an example to all of Queen's

that they should get behind this

war effort to the last man.

Tickets may be obtained from

inv member of the committee.

WOMEN'S FEDERATION
OFFERS SCHOLARSHIPS

Sandy: "Say, were you drunk

t'other night when I saw you

reeling down the street?"

Joe: "Nope. My heels were run

down."

—Western Ontario Gazette.

"Not exactly," replied the P,M
Learning a little at her mistake, "but j

paved one hut the entrance to it

I make sure that I have my own
way."

"Well, then, show me the All-Out

War Effort that I have heard so

much about."

"Come with me," said the P.M.,

"but you'll have to run to keep

up."

"But how will we find it out here

running in the open air?" queried

Mite, not seeing her destination so

clearly now.

"Maybe we won't," said the P.M.
"But. if we run hard enough, we
may make the people think that we

was obscured by Government ar-

rows pointing the other direction;

It had an old sign-post on it, look-

ing very much as if it had been left

over from the last war. Tt read,

"Conscription Avenue."

"Oh, let's go down here," said

Alice: "There seem to be a lot of

men that would like to join us in

our run."

"Oh. my goodness, no, no," cried

the P.M., pulling Alice by the arm,

"Don't go down there — I promised

I wouldn't. That street also leads

across the river: if we go down

there it will spoil our unity.

'

"But there would be so many

more of us," Alice persisted.

"No, no," the P.M. insisted, "The

most we can do is to call to them

and perhaps they will join us in.

the way we are going."

"But how will they know where

we are going?" Alice continued.

"Why everyone knows we are

uoinu- t<> the All-Out-War Effort.

I've told them ever so many times."

Alice was not at all convinced

by this reasoning and was just go-

ing to question it when the P.M.

came to a suddent stop. Alice came

to a stop, too, and saw that they

were 'm front of the Peace Tower

again.

"Well, there you are," said the

P.M.

"That road didn't lead us any-

where," Alice stated in a disgusted

tone. "We've just got back to

where we started from."

"Certainly." replied the P.M.,

"It's so safe when you travel on

familiar ground and you seem to go

so fast, too."

"But in our country," said Alice,

still panting a little, "you'd gener-

ally get to somewhere else if you

ran very fast for a long time as

we've been doing."

"A slow sort of country," re-

torted the P.M. "Now, here, you

see it takes all the running you can

do to keep in the same place. If

you want to get somewhere else

you must run at least twice as fast

as that!"

"But we've got to nowhere and

I'm all in," moaned Alice.

"That's our All-Out effort, my
dear."

Alice sat down and sighed. She

was certainly more confused than

when she came.

Doctor A. Vibert Douglas,

Queen's Dean of Women, has

recently completed a pamphlet

on the work of the International

Federation of University Women,

in whose work she has been most

active.

The International Fellowship

Committee of the I.F.U.W., Dr.

Douglas points out, is composed

of five members from European

nations and five from the Am-
erica-. In peace times the meet-

ings for the annual awarding of

the Fellowships and grants at

the disposal of the committee

took place in Europe and in

America in alternate years. Since

the beginning of the war, the

four American representalive-

and the representative fr ( afl-

ada have met in the U.S.A. for

discussion.

Applications

This year there were fifteen

applications transmitted from

eleven national Associations.

Three associations sponsored

German or Austrian refugee

scholars. One is an economist,

another a biologist and the third

a zoologist. In university circles

in countries other than their own.

these brilliant women are being

given the help and encourage-

ment which *they sorely need.

Nine of the applicants planned

to carry on work in the U.S.A.

and others planned to study in

Honolulu, Switzerland, Brazil,

Argentine and Chili.

Scholarships

Two fellowships of £500 each,

and one grant of $200 were avail-

able this year. The grant was

given to Dr. Aliva de La Porte to

be devoted to research expenses in

Buenos Aires, this being the first

I.F.U.W. award to an applicant

from Latin America. The fellow-

ships were awarded to Dr. Sophie

Piccard, of Switzerland, an able

mathematician, and to Dr. Bina

Ghosh, graduate of Hindu Uni-

versity. Benares, and pf Oxford

where she completed a critical

edition of the Rhondakhadyaka

o\ Brahmagupta.

This is a Sanskrit work dated

598 A.D., dealing with geometry,

astronomical formulae and the

first known application of the

principle of interpolation in

mathematics. She is the second

Indian woman to receive the I.F.

U.W. fellowship.

The first international fellow-

ship was given in 1928, and since

that time immeasurable good has

been done in helping deserving re-

search workers.

War Comment

(Continued from page 1)

The remaining Italian and German

forces have re-assembled and cau-

tiously retreated westward.

Vichy

The Vichy Fascist collaborators,

we know, are resisting German de-

mands which would involve them

too deeply on the Axis side. So far

they have retained nominally inde-

pendent control of their African

Empire. However, the sudden dis-

missal of Gen. Weygand coupled

with the alleged cession of five

French African ports to Germany,

indicate thai Vichy is subservient

m Hitler. In any case, the British

hid fair to settle all Axis claims to

Africa shortly by evicting them

lock, stock and barrel.

The Nazis supplied a new threat

to the Red coital last week by

driving two wedges into the line.

South of Moscow, the Russians

have foiled all German cfforls SO

far to reach the capital from Tula.

The latest thrust drove 50 miles

due east from, that city.

Red Army
When the Red Army marches,

ii certainly wastes no time. The

reader will remember that the Ger-

man advance on Rostov was dc-

layed time and a^ain at Mariupol,

at Taganrog, and at Rostov itself.

The other day a Russian counter-

offensive was launched; in quick

succession all three cities were an-

nounced in Soviet communiques to

he retaken from the Nazis.

Neutrals

Of the nations which are nof in-

volved against Fascism, there are

two tvpes. First are those like-

France and Spain, already swal-

lowed by the quagmire. Their

plight is a mute appeal for deliver-

ance. Second are those which have

not yet been sucked into the strug-

gle. Turkey may be next. Or Thai-

land.

Young Turkish pilots arc being

trained by British instructors, in

planes of American make, powered

with Russian oil. Thailand is the

other focus of attention: Japan

threatens to move in; the U.S.A.

promises she will react strongly.

Provocation has taken various

forms, as when Japan unloaded

bomhs on that section of the Burma

Road which is equipped and supt

ised by Americans. Yet the und

lying cause of the coming battk

the Pacific is Japan's exigent r,

to break out of her economic (.

cutnstances. plus the Cbina VYa.

which is becoming intolerable.

C.O.T.C.

Appendix to Part I Orders

Lt.-Col. R. O. Earl

Commanding Queen's University

Contingent

for the week 1-6 Dec.

I. DRILL PARADES — As
per Appendix to Part I Orders.

II. LECTURE PARADES—
As per Appendix Part I Orders,

ill. MAP READING—
Tuesday, 2 Dec—Pins. 1, 2. 3,

4, 17, Old Gymnasium, 1900-2100;

Pins. 5, 6, 7, 8. 18, 20, Miller

Hall, 201, 1900-3100.

Wednesday. 3 Dec—Pins. 9

10, 11. 12, 19. Miller Hall, 201,

1900-2100; Pins. 13, 14, 15, Old

Gymnasium, 1900-2100.

IV. PHYSICAL TRAINING
—As per Appendix Part I

Orders.

V. INSTRUCTORS' PAR-
ADE—All instructors will con-

"Was it much of a necking par-

ty ?"

"Was it! Before the dance the

hostess announced, 'Everyone chew-

his partner'."

suit Orderly Room bulletin

board,.

VI. OFFICERS AND N.C.O.s

PARADES — All N.C.O.'s will

parade Wednesday, 3 Dec. at

Lower Campus, 1700 hrs. :
All

Subalterns will parade Friday, 5

Dec. at Lower Campus, 1700 hr-

MEMORANDA
1. It is brought to the atten-

tion of all ranks that wearing oi

articles of civiticn clctning wh:l

in uniform is strictly forbidden

2. Wearing of badges of rank

by unauthorized personnel

strictly forbidden.

3. A meeting of ALL Offic-

ers will be held in' the Main Din-

ing Room of the Students' L"ni'->i'

on Wednesday, 3 December, at

2100 hrs.

4. ALL Officers are expected

to attend.

W. H. Agnew, Lt. & Adjl

Q.U.C.. C.O.T.C
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PETE CAIN

the husky 160-pouhder who will fight
Taylor of the Bell Telephone Co. at
the Fall Assault on Friday evening.

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A.

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. fi. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St.

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY

for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

McGALL'S
|
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin. Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

1» Wellington St. .Phone 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

274 Princess St Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOlURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Phone 33S4-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon

2 '4 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop

!<U Van Clieaf Maude Wagaj

THEATRE
LINE-UP

B I L T M O R E

A timely plot and a masterful
performance by Conrad Veidt make
Blackout one of the best mystery
films seen here in some time. Made
in England shortly after the war
broke out. the film is full of that
breathless suspense so characteris-

tic of the better English dramas.
Conrad Veidt as the Danish sea-

captain and Valerie Hobson as the
secret agent head the very compe-
tent cast of British players, who
put over most effectively, a story

of sabotage and intrigue in war-
time London,

The added feature is the film

version of the Broadway musical
comedy Too Many Girts. Lucill.

Ball and Richard Carlson look af
ter what you might call the plot,

while Ann Miller and Franci

Langford take care of the 6 Rod
gers and Hart numbers that are

featured in the film. In all a well

balanced donhle bill.—

B

—W.E.M

Page 3

Dr. Mackintosh

(Continued from page 1)

ever, Canada made whatever she

could,

Lend - Lease

Dr. Mackintosh said (hat while

(his first shortage was still import

ant, it had lessened in ^urgency
There are Lend-Lease funds avail

able for Canada as a result of the

Hyde Park Agreement. While thesi

funds are not used directly by Can
ada, they take care of purchases

for manufacturing goods for grj

tain (bat formerly would Jjave been

handled by Canada. Nevertheless,

he said, Canada finds it necessary

to send gold to the United States

to pay for war materials.

The second shortage discussed

was in raw materials. This was
not apparent until some rime after

war began. This problem has in

tensified because, as the United
States swung into production, ma-
terial requirements for American
industry increased, tutting into the

supply available for Canada.

Labor Shortage

The third shortage mentioned by

Dr. Mackintosh was that of trained

labor. Most war material requires

trained labor in its production, and

at the beginning of the war Cana-

dians trained for this sort of work
were few. Training schools are

now rapidly increasing the supply,

Thus, though Canada is still fac-

ing problems of shortages, these are

being met and overcome and Can-

ada's war product ion and effort will

be eventually much higher than at

present, Dr. Mackintosh concluded.

The Commerce Club wishes to

announce that its next luncheon

will he held December 10. The
speaker is to be Mr. Wood, who
is' a Director of the Imperial To-

bacco Company of Canada and head

nf the sales department.

Military Manoeuvres

' One way of solving one's salut-

ing problems was demonstrated by

a shiny new cadet and an equally

gleaming and untried officer who

were walking along St. George

Street, minding their own business,

when they suddenly found (hem-

selves travelling on a converging

course . . . Before the soldier could

clarify the necessary procedure or

the officer could thumb his brand-

new drill manual, they had passed

and were disappearing into (be roid-

morning haze.

ft
Mm

LL \

IS THIS YOU?
Will you be able to do this?
Joe College (a typical Queen's Frosh)—"I donated a dollar for

this Queens War Aid Sticker."
The Proud Father—"Well done, son, I shall increase your next

college term's allowance for showing such good judgment.
Joe's Home Town Girl—"Gee, I think you're simply marvellous,

Joel"

THROUGH THE
LOOKING GLASS

BY GLADYS MCSUIRE

Very often many girls in try-

ing to improve themselves, con-

centrate only on their appearance

—their hair, complexion, posture

and costume. They spend hours

devising a new hair-do, pr in-

specting the latest shade in cos-

metics. They may be meticulous

about their groom ing in every

detail. To an observer they are

pretty attractive, even lovely,

until their words and actions re-

veal them to be rude and

thoughtless people. Yet how can

they escape criticism when they

clatter noisily down stairs, sprawl

ungracefully in chairs or on the

floor, interrupt a conversation,

shout when ' they should talk

quietly, and grab instead of

reaching politely.

Secret Of Charm
In remembering the most

charming woman you have ever

met, you may wonder why site

impressed you as such. She may
not have been beautiful at all.

Mainly she attracted you because

she was interested in you. She

listened to you, not with a vacant

stare, her mind intent on her

next witty speech, but as if she

truly wanted to know you, and

to hear what you had to say.

She was both tactful and kind.

She never made catty remarks

about other women. Did you

ever stop to think that cattiness

on your part reveals an envious

nature which it is far from your

intention to show?

This same gracious person

helped you when she could, and

never burdened you with her

own tale of woe. She made you

happy because she really wanted

to make you happy.

Good etiquette, you know, is

no more than showing regard

("or others. We college girls are

apt to be far too casual about

our manners, not intentionally,

but because we don't think before

acting. Let's remember the man-

ners our mothers taught us, and

add to them the poise we are

:uitivating here, and a thought-

ftihiess we can acquire if we don't

already possess it.

"Torch-Bearers'

Suddenly the soldier realized the

enormity of his offense . - . Wheel-

ing briskly, he started after his

retreating superior, overtook him "on

the double, passed him, turned

sharply, saluted, and went happily

on his way ... A moment latet

he heard panting at his shoulder as

the officer shot by, wheeled, and

relumed the salute . . . The inci-

dent was closed.

—

Varsity,

(Continued from page 1)

Torch-Bearers," laughing up his

sleeve at amateur theatricals, has

created a play that is unique in

it- fun, its characters and its uni

versality. After its Broadway
premiere, Alexander Woolcott

the famous critic and Town
Crier wrote "Enormously amus
ing," while the late Heywood
Broun, a drama critic for his

New York paper, wrote, "Roat

upon roar of laughter."

Cast

Catherine Ormsby takes the

part of the directress, who gives

her all to the theatre. Her
stooges, who are too varied and

complex to mention, will he seen

in the persons of Madeline Mc
Cosh, Isabel Race, Wyatt Mac
Lean, Bob Sheppard, Mike Kee

gan. Louise Burka plays the part

of the nervous promptress, while

Bud Morden plays the ever-

blundering sound - effects man.

Moe Polowin takes the role of

the Stage Manager and Inez

Davis has the part of the con-

ventional maid.

Claude V'ipond, who represents

the undramatte element in this

ultra-dramatic circle, plays the

part of a skeptic, who neverthe-

less is sensitive to poor acting.

Ethel Campbell will be seen as a

widow, who .had to drop her

part in Mrs. P's play, because her

husband's death clashed with the

rehearsals of the play within "The

Torch -Bearers."

Change In Policy

In former years, the Drama
Guild's pre-Christmas presenta-

tion consisted of three one-act

plays. Tonight's three-act farce

is a marked difference from pre-

vious years' productions, and a

more difficult one for the Drama
Guild.

Stew Webster, President of the

Guild and Producer of "The

Torch-Bearers," has informed the

Journal, that opening-night plans

are well under control. Pleased

with the way that everything is

going, Stew is hoping that the

Show will be a hit.

Tickets may still be obtained

it the Technical Supplies, the

University Post Office, and at

;he door.

PRICE CEILINGS

We at Dover's are

happy to announce we

are working Hand in

hand with "The War

Time Prices and

Trades Board"— and

want to assure our

clientelle that all

prices and qualities

in the Dover Stores

are in perfect line

with the new regula-

tions and in every

case prices are as low

(and lower where

possible) as they were

during the basic

period of September

15th to October 11th.

Shop at Dover's for

your Dovercoar

and Suit

123 Princess Street Phone 5020

Campus Sketches

Definition

"Faux pas" means "pass the

forks."

An oculist is a thing with long

irms and tentacles.

A polygon is a dead parrot.

A brunette is a young bear.

Joan or Arc was the wife of

Noah.

(Continued from page 1)

among other things, the Infirmary,

the Faculty Residence, University

Dining Hall, Students' Lounge, the

Post Office, and the Student Co-

op Store.

Forming a semi-circle on one

side of the drive are, Mockler Hall,

four-storey Men's residence, the

Library, the Chapel, McKinnon

Residence Hall, and the Adminis-

trative Building containing offices,

the Assembly Hall, Study Hall,

rooms, and three dormitories —
Gardens, Middle, and Broadwae,

On the other side of the drive

are the Tennis Courts, the Gym-

nasium. Memorial Rink, erected in

memory of St. F. X. men who

fought and died in the World War,

and the Heating and Power Plant.

Bishop's Bowl

Forming a T with University

Drive and directly behind Morrison

is Cemetery Lane which leads up

to Bishop's Bowl, the Football

field. Across the lane is the Mac-

Neil Science Hall which houses

Chemistry and Physics Labs, the

Auditorium, the classrooms. Fur-

ther over are Gilmora and Imma-

culata Halls of Mount St. Bernard

(Ladies) College.

Probably one of the most noted

features of St. F. X. is its Exten-

sion Department, conducted by tall,

dark-haired Dr. M. M. Goady. Will,

offices and reading, room in the

Administrative Building, the Ex-

tension Department has fostered

Adult Education since its inception

Dance Plan

(Continued from page I)

members felt moreover that the

quality of the dances would not

suffer.

Some of the members felt that

attendance would suffer without

the individual enthusiasm of each

Year-member for his own dance.

It was also suggested that year-

parties off the campus would be

held, which would be inferior to

the present dances. Several mem-

bers felt, too, that the A.M.S.

was changing its dance policy too

often.

The general concensus of

opinion, however, was that the

war effort must come first and

all support possible must be given

to the Q.W.A.C. Therefore the

motion was passed with a majority

of one vote.

Jack and Jill

Went up the hill

To fetch a pail of water.

Jack fell down

And broke his crown

And that lamed him.

in 1930 and is the Maritime focal

point for consumers' Co-operation,

a steadily gaining movement which

justly claims to have done wonders

in raising the level of the fanner,

the miner, and the fisherman in

Eastern Canada.

And there, you have a Thumb-

nail Sketch of St. Francis Xavier

University, a university which

"ain't big, ain't small; just mid-

dlin':"
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A Fair Trial

Ii was not a pleasant position in which the A. M.S. President

found herself on Friday when she had to cast the deciding ballot

for or against the new scheme of year dance control. That she

voted for it is a matter of record. Now that it has passed, we

believe there are a few things that need to be said.

We are quite aware that there is a good deal of strong

feeling among students of all faculties about this plan. One out-

growth of that feeling has been the charge that the A.M.S. Ex-

ecutive acted in a dictatorial manner without consulting the wishes

of the student body. That Is not so. The proposal was first

brought up at the regular meeting on Tuesday and it was de-

liberately tabled for three days to give the members of the

Executive a -chance to consult opinion in their respective faculties.

At Friday's meeting every member reported fully on the feeling

that had been found and the matter was thoroughly discussed.

We are certain that every person involved voted conscientiously

according to the opinion of the group he represented.

It is equally unjust to claim that the A.M.S. has changed its

dance policy so often that it no longer knows what it is doing.

It is actually much more difficult to admit mistakes and try to

rectify them than to make one policy and stick to it right or wrong.

And one of the virtues of a democratic type of government is

that, though mistakes may be made, they can be painlessly cor-

rected when the need arises.

It may be that the Executive, in adopting this measure has

made a mistake. With the student body so evenly divided on the

question, only time can decide that point. It is our firm con-

viction that the move was _a.jjood one and that it will work if

—

and this is the crux of the matter—it is given a fair trial. But
obviously, it will not work satisfactorily if a Jarge and powerful

hostile group is determined to kill it at any cost.

Now that the scheme has been adopted, let us at least try

to make it work. A great many persons feel that it will not. and
they may be right. But it can do no harm to give it a three-

months trial. If it should then prove to be a failure, by all means
let us scrap it and try something else.

Silver Lining

Tonight at 8.15, the curtain goes up on the Drama Guild's

first major production of the year, The Torch-Bearers. We know
that the actors themselves and a great many persons behind the

scenes have worked long and hard to make it a success, and we
trust that the student body may help in that endeavour. To
Director Angus and his enthusiastic disciples, our best wishes
for a great show!

The war has brought to Queen's a great many problems and
difficulties. But one of the few bright spots on the horizon has
been the increased interest in such extra-curricular activities as
music, dramatics, and debating. It is our firm conviction that
these things are fully as important to a balanced student life as
sports or studies, and that if they can once be well-established
as major interests, they will command the attention and ap-
preciation of more and more undergraduates.

Queen's is one of the very few schools, where in the past there
have been no outstanding annual events of this type. By contrast
we have this year, at least one three-act play and a Gilbert and
Sullivan operetta coming up in February. Intercollegiate debates
are steadily growing in calibre and attendance, and clubs art-

finding it worthwhile to bring outstanding speakers to address
their organizations without the fear that only four or five people
will be present.

All this is true with only about half of the total registration
of students belonging to any clubs at all. How about the other
half? We know how hard it is for students in the faculties of
Science and Medicine to find time for such activities, but a few
hardy spirits seem to be able to do it. Why not give it a try
anyhow?

Letters to The Editor

The Editor.

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

We students at Queen's arc an
exceedingly privileged group for

presumably, we have more than
average intelligence and educa-
tion. This privilege brings with

it the heavy responsibility of pre-

paring ourselves to become the
leaders of our country. We should
be educating ourselves for this

task and also be meeting the de-

mands of citizenship today by
studying the problems which are

facing our country. One of the
most outstanding at the present
lime is the labor union problem.

Let us therefore spend some

time looking into this problem.

It is important to everyone in

Canada that our present produc-

tion schedules be met and ex-

ceeded. We need more and better

planes, more ships, more tanks,

more guns. We agree that to get

maximum production we must

have a smoothly running or-

ganization of labor management

and government, but we disagree

on the methods of obtaining such

an organization. Some say that,

to get the maximum production,

we must shut down on collective

bargaining for such bargaining

only leads to strikes and wasted

time.

rhe trade unicnist repli^i that

ibis would be a step towards

fascism and that it is useless to

fight a war against the dictatori

by such undemocratic methods,

fhey lay the blame for strikes

on a lack of organized labor or

on the employers for not meeting

the fair demands of the laborers,

l'hey go farther and say that, if

.rade unions were properly recog-

nized, the workers would be

bringing suggestions for improv-

ed methods of production to the

management and would be show-

ing a much keener interest in

their work. They base this claim

on the fact that such things are

happening in England and also

in aircraft factories in Montreal

where the management has even

gone so far as to submit produc-

tion plans to the unions for the

approval of the workers. " It is

vital that all such disputes be

settled now so that we can get

rin with the job at hand.

Let us at Queen's meet this

challenge to democracy by ob-

taining from all available sources

an understanding of this problem.

—Joyce Craig.

Dear Mr. Editor.

The action of the A.M.S. Ex-

ecutive last Friday afternoon in

taking into their hands the run-

ning of year dances, is I believe

contrary to the wishes of the

student body whom the A.M.S.

Executive are supposed to repre-

sent.

No organized effort was made
to consult student opinion in

what to the students is an item

of major importance. Year dances

are one of the few pleasures left

on our campus and any final

action concerning them should

be left to the students. There-

fore, on behalf of the rest of the

students, the men of Meds ;ire

asking that a satisfactory refer-

endum be taken on the matter

and 1 am sure that should it be

necessary to do so a petition will

be filed to back up the demand.

We in Medicine believe as

many other students believe, that

year dances can be run better

with greater pleasure to more
people in the hands of the in-

dividual years than under the

centralized control of the A.M.S.
Executive. While the year dances
are admittedly one means of rais-

ing money for the Queen's War
Aid, surely the whole point in

having year dances, that is for a

little fun, should not be obscured
by the desire to reach a goal—
$4000 — which is probably too

high for those of the financial

status of Queen's students. Ii

we must reach such a goal, a

vastly more lucrative means
would be to have a revival of in-

tercollegiate sports, levying a

suitable tax on them, instead of

throwing the whole burden on
year dances. Such a suggestion

could be easily carried out and
is, I believe, very practical and
would receive the whole-hearted

approval of all the students.

Here's hoping the Executive

will see fit to revise their decision

or at least to give all the stu-

dents a chance to express an

opinion by referundum.

Very truly yours,

Don Johnston, Meds '42.

The Editor,

OuecTi's University Journal,

Kingston, Ont.

Dear Sir:

Every now and then we arc

filled with apprehension over the

statements of certain powerful

persons to the effect that stu-

dents are a privileged class and

are literally dripping with lucre.

This remark has been known to

be followed in short order by a

cut in our Grant and an inevit-

able increase in our fees.

So the Q.S.A., who know we
are not smoking "Rum & Maple"

in 59c pipes or rolling our own
because we like it, got busy and

made us all confess how much

we think pappy earns per annum,

and how much we owe to sundry

relatives and friends, how much
money we spend per year get-

ting our education, what we
spend it on and several more

equally embarrassing matters

which we had always considered

strictly our own business.

For my part, I took the matter

seriously and as far as I could

discover, my friends did too.

Some of us might have been a

little reticent about reporting the

nice cheque from Aunt Suzy

which we had earned by writing

the old bore faithfully every two
weeks until Christmas, but, on

the whole, 1 think the job was
wi ll handled by all concerned

nirl should have produced some

interesting figures. Here, my
patient one, is the point.

Why can't the Journal give us

some of the more general results

of the questionnaire? For ex-

ample :

What does the average student

spend per session for his edu-

cation including his living

and amusements?

If the average is pulled up-

wards significantly by the

boys who drive cars and steal

my women, then what are the

most representative figures

for the student body as a

group, and also broken down
into faculties? The figures,

silly, not the student.

I have waited long for a peek

at this interesting study, and
think that before the S. C. M.
group talk all about our financial

positions at a get together with

other 'universities' representa-

tives we are entitled to a gander

at them ourselves. For all I know
about it these figures are just

being used by a smart group of

students to find out who to put

the "bite" on when the old dole

cheque from home is a little late

in arriving.

Homer.

I.R.C. Meeting

(Continued from page 1)

"Conditions in occupied countries."

Afterward a general discussion will

he held.

Tea will be served at 4. .10, with

Mrs. Wallace, Dr. Douglas, Mrs.

Matheson and Mrs. Trotter pouring

tea. All students who are interested

in present-day affairs are urged to

attend.

Patronize Journal advertisers for

quality merchandise.

Official Notices

Special Fares for Christmas

Holidays

Students and teachers are en-

titled to special train rates on tick-

ets for the Christmas holirkyo. Cer-

tificates for presentation at the

ticket office may be obtained from

the Registrar's Office. The tickets

are good from December 20th to

January 7th.

Dominion Land Surveyors'

Examination

( Preliminary examinations for

admission as articled pupils.) Date

of examinations: February 10th to

February 17th, 1942.

Whjle summer employment is not

assured, there are usually some po-

sitions available for successful can-

didates. For full particulars stu-

dents are requested to interview

Professor F.lli-. The timetable for

examinations may be obtained from

the Registrar.

Marty Memorial Scholarship

This Scholarship in memory of

Dr. Aletta Marty, valued at not less

than $750, is offered by the Queen's

University Alumnae Association.

Any woman graduate of Queen's

University with a Master's degree

may hold this Scholarship, which

will be awarded for a year of gradu-

ate work. A committee chosen by

the Alumnae Association will make

the award. The Scholarship may

he awarded to the same woman for

more than one year.

Applications should reach the

Registrar no! later than January 1st.

Further information may be ob-

tained from the Registrar's Office.

O.H.A. Scholarship

Applications are invited from stu-

dents now enrolled in the university

for the Ontario Hockey Association

Scholarship for 1941. The cash

value is $80.

The Scholarship has previously

been awarded on the basis of ma-

triculation. As no matriculation

candidate was eligible last summer,

the Scholarship will be awarded this

session to some student within the

University on the basis of his aca-

demic qualifications and on his rat-

ing as a clean, effective hockey

player.

No credit is given for fees when

the Scholarship is not awarded on

the basis of matriculation, but the

regular cash payment of $80 is

made to the winner.

. Ipplicalions should be in the

hands of the Registrar by December

15th. Applicants should give evi-

dence of having played in the 0.

H, A. or N. O. H. series.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

"Any loot, darling?"

"Yes, thank goodness— lots ol Sweet Cap*."

SWEET CAPORAL CIGARETTES
"Tie purestjorm in which tobacco can be smoked."

"THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

STUDENTS
Iftelene ittnrtin's Slenuty &alan

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment
Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHCR

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 211"

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE
RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE Hi! 1 t%i S STUDIO
Special Offer to Queen's Graduates

Sittings $1.00, including Tricolor print. Pictures $1.00 each-

8 x 10 print free with $5.00 order.

92 Princess St. Evening by Appointment Phones 676—

*

2°
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SPORTS

CNCC CVEC LIGHTLY
WITH BILL LEMMON

The Oil Thighs that rent the air,
Made the Juniors look quite debonair
For the way that they threw the ball around
Like a hot tomale.
Made the Hamiltonians wish
They had entrained for Bali.

—Annabelle Jerkfinttle.

The old and time honored theory that "a good offence
defence •" is a good

„f ^CeH^S
.,«

8a
r

prVm lhe deligh
! -

of some ^ fa™ ^ the regret
of the Hamilton Canadians by as magnificent a combination o£ Juniors ashas ever trampled on the local gridiron.

J

To pick out an outstanding performer from Saturday's performancewould be as tough as trymg to get a meal at the Union after hoursEvery man on the Tricolor team down to the lowest sub rose to tre-mendous heights as they blasted their way to an overwhelming victoryThe game itself was more or less a replica of the preceding Saturday as
they threw the opposition back on its heels from the opening whistle and
Hamilton was able to get out of its own back yard only twice during
the game. And brother, they didn't stay out long.

The line, the supposedly weak sister of the team, blasted stunning
holes in the opposing line and Bandiera, Irwin, Benevides and Munroe
lost little time in moving the yardsticks. When they struck through the air
Pardy, Crothers and Sharpe ran country acres to haul them down.

Probably the most spectacular play of the day was a streamlined version
of the Statue of Liberty play in which Martin faded back as though to
throw a forward when Kinnear or Milliken cut from behind, took the
ball and danced through a fading secondary for yards on each occasion.

In the final analysis it was not that Hamilton were stumbtebums,
for they fought a clean hard game but that they lacked the conditioning
and co-ordination of the power-packed Queen's team. Which of course leads
up to the man behind the Bccnes and the guiding light of the Tricolor all
season—Jake Edwards.

Thus the Tricolor mothballs the paraphernalia for another season after
having turned a losing venture into a golden triumph. Yes, dear chudren,
the Juniors did reach the end of the rainbow on Saturday thanks to you,
the Coach, the Athletic Board and last but not least the players them-
selves.

The newly organized Combines basketball squad takes on Brian Casey's
Trenton R.C.A.F. team in an exhibition game on Wednesday night at
Q o'clock in the gym. The Combines are giving the students a free pre-
view of their quintet which is composed of two outsides "Pottsy" Drysdale,
an ex-Queen's star and Doufj Simons, and the regular students Al Mc-
Clelland, Stew Hitsman, Bemie Lewis, Benny Newman, "Newsy" Coburn,
Leo Rosentzvcig, Clark Graham, and coached by Johnny Edwards.

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE Q.W.A.C.

This column has until now tried to stay clear of athletic and social

politics on the campus but after much thought we decided to come to the
aid of the Tricolor boxers, wrestlers and other athletes at large.

The B. & W. club put over several good assaults last season for the
local public and at their last meet raised about $150 for the War Aid as

their contribution to its success. This year they again decided to present
this body with the proceeds of their meet on December 5 but as yet
have received no material aid except for the privilege of having Q.W.A.C.
posted on their handbills.

It would appear that this slow moving body is not whole-heartedly
behind the club by not venturing to get in touch with the boxers and
wrestlers to see if they could be of aid in planning the business end
of the venture. This would give the gladiators a chance to get in some
much needed training and take more than one worry off their shoulders.

There is scarcely sufficient time left to remedy this grievance before
the show which, by the way, is expected to fill the gym. The club will

need, however, greater moral support when they plan their next meet after

the holidays.

We would also like to point out to the Committee that the athletes

at Queen's would be only too willing to participate in their particular sports

to raise the odd dollar for this worthy society. The Van Home hockey
team with the aid of the four players on the Kingston Combines and
the Combines basketball squad, we are sure, could contact some outside teams
to play exhibition games. This would give the vast majority of the students

a chance to enjoy a night's entertainment and feel that they have received

something for their money and at the same time contribute to this

worthy cause.

Gaels - Hamliton

(Continued from page 1)

gridiron only once, and spent the

rest of the time trying to run and

kick themselves out of danger. At
no time was Hamilton in posiiion

to score, and had al! they could do

to keep from being swamped by

the rampaging Queen's team.

"Pepper" Martin, the Gaels' quar-

ter, led the victory parade, with

RINGSIDE
REFEREE

BY ROLY BAKN5LEY

Anything that has been said

to date regarding the opposition

(or Friday night can be nothing

but gross misunderstanding, in

the light of incoming details.

Take a gander at this aggrega-

tion ! Leading the R.A.F. contin-

gent is Andrews at 135 lbs.,

amateur lightweight champion of

London. At 120 lbs. is Sutton, a

real outstanding fighter who
holds the Ontario R.A.F. - R.C.

A.F. championship, and in the

heavyweight division is Miles, a

real slugger.

From the Aluminum Plant

«mes Roger Riest, a former

Quebec lightweight champion,

and from the Bell Telephone hails

•he highly touted Taylor, who is

expected to give Pete Cain one

of the best fights of his career.

Frankie Smith of Kingston at

lbs. is perhaps the leading

representative from the R.C.C.S.

He is matched against rugged

Ron Haflidson. This bout should

''ring out the best of Ronnie's
V|gorous, tricky style. Concern-

"ig our Johnny Evans, for those

of you who haven't seen him, be
,s most aptly described by the

term "Ring master." He fights

|" a clever, precise manner, keep-

as cold as the proverbial
steel.

About the grappling, it is in-

teresting to see that Ernie Miron

is again matched with Nicholson

of Viiny Barracks. It will be re-

membered that when these two

met last year Miron won an easy

victory in the first bout but in

the return the Army bpy extend-

ed the "Blond Beauty" to his

utmost. Furthermore, we hear

that lie ( Nicholson ) hasn't

stopped improving.

Al Munn is matched with

Lowcn of the Army in the I/O

lb. division. All indications point

to this being a very fine bout.

To let all you dear readers in on

a secret, the wrestling greats of

Queen's — namely Brown and

McNeil—will appear in anolber

of those hilarious, side-splitting

(and wc do mean side-splitting)

displays of "pro rasslin'."

The Boss—On your way to

Smith and Sons you will pass a

beer parlor.

Office Boy (college man work-

ing during summer)—Yes, sir.

The Boss—Well, pass it.

Notice— Science

A meeting of the Engin-

eering Society will be held

this week, dealing with mat-

ters of vital importance to

all Sciencemen. Place and

time will be announced

later. Please be prepared

for this, as the success of

the meeting depends on

100% attendance.

PEPPER MARTIN

two touchdowns, a convert, and 4
singles, and Forbes Monroe com-
pleted the scoring with a well di-

recled placement. Working with

irresistible precision, the Queen's

squad had the fans gasping at their

running, plunging and passing at-

tack. Kinnear and Milliken, the

Tricolor's two fleet-footed halves,

whipped around the ends for long

gains, Irwin and Bandiera tore big

bites out of the Hamilton line, with

their smashing plunges, and Bill

Pardy snared seemingly impossible

passes out of the air. Queen's pass-

ing attack was little short of the

spectacular, completing 10 out of

li> .iiumpted, and having only one

intercepted. Hamilton tried 7, com-

pleted 3 and had two intercepted.

The visitors never gave up, in spite

of the many injuries they sustained

Robinson, the first string quarter

back, left the game with a sprained

thumb, O'Neil, the slar running half

of the team, was carried off with a

neck injury, and one of the Vegul.tr

linemen had to be permanently re-

lieved.

O'Neil and Gow starred for the

luckless Hamilton team on the

hackfield and Freeman was strong

on the line.

There were no individual stars

ERNIE MIRON

who will grapple with Nicholson of
Vimy Barracks in the 170 lb. division
on Friday night at the gym.

Hockey Standings

O.H.A. Senior

W L T F A P

Niagara Falls . . 3 0 3 24 9 9

St. Catharines .. 4 2 1 31 18 9

Hamilton . . . . 3 2 2 30 18 8

Kingston . . . . 3 1 1 20 21 7

Port Colborne .. 1 5 1 17 34 3

Marlboros .... 0 4 2 12 25 2

Senior Hockeyisrs
Take Signaller* 7-1

The Queen's Seniors took over
the top position in the Van Home
Series on Friday night by easily

defeating the Vimy Signallers 7-1

at the Arena.

The Tricolor had little diffi-

culty in registering their first

victory by scoring four times in

the first, once in the second and
twice in the third period, while

the Signals counted their lone

tally with but three minutes left

in the final frame.

Bill Grisdale and "Tut" Rut-

ledge were the big guns for the

Gaels with two goals each, while

Grisdale also had two assists.

Jamieson, Grant and Underwood
also scored for the better-con-

ditioned collegians. Hamilton
counted Vimy's lone goal.

George Van Home

WL T F A P

Queen's 10 1 9 3 3

Lions 100 3 22
Belleville ....0 0 1 2 2 1

Kingston 0 1 0 2 3 0
Signals 010 1 70

LEO HANDIER*

for Queen's, everyone down to the

last substitute playing the best foot-

ball seen this season. This win

stamps the Juniors as the best team

of their age in Eastern Canada,

and orchids go to Coach Johnny

Edwards for his fine work in shap-

ing up one of Queen's greatest Ju-

nior Teams.

Comment

prom lhe Hamilton Manager—
"The best Junior team I have

seen in twelve years."

» « *

From a Local Fan—
"Many of Queen's players are

Senior calibre now,"

* * *

Benevides pleased the fans with

bis near-touchdown run.

* *

Fintay. Halliwetl and Sharpe pa

(rolled the ends in championship

style.

* * *

The happiest man on the campus

is Coach Johnny Edwards.

* * *

Statistics show Queen's made 17

first downs to 3 for Hamilton.

» * *

The teams:

Queen's: Quarter, Martin; flying

wing. Bandiera; halves, Pardy, Mil-

liken, Monroe; centre, Irwin; ht-

sides, Roe. Mclntyre; middles.

Rush, Young; ends, Sharpe, Fin-

lay; subs. Shine, Benevides, Kin-

near, Dalziel, S. Patterson, Loynes,

Barron, Aubrey. McVean, Crothers.

Halliwell, Kctnan. J. Patterson.

Hamilton : Quarter, Robinson

;

Hying wing, Licata; halves. Miller,

Webber, Bill Sinclair; centre, Kel-

ley; insides. Vlajkon. Ingrassia;

middles, Zavadrosky, Marasco;

ends, Snyder and Grolea ; subs,

Cappelli, Foster, Horrigan, Bob

Sinclair, Davidson, Vaughan, O'-

Neil, Jerome, Lumsden, Freeman,

Fwen, Morrelli, and Gow.

Signals Stars

An added feature of the affair

was the appearance of Lieuts.

McCorkindale and Beattle in the

Vimy lineup. McCorkindale form-

erly played for Queen's and
Beattie for Varsity in Intercol-

legiate competition.

Queen's—Goal, Rivington ; de-

fence. McCaffrey, VanCamp;
centre, Jamieson ; wings, R.
Grant. Grisdale; subs, McLean,
RutJcdge, Routly. Rush, Under-
wood, Allan, G. Grant.

Signals — Goal. Bernice; de-

fence. McCorkindale, Smilie;

centre. Hamilton; wings, Green,

Vanasse
; subs, Presly, Beattie,

Grant, Wordrow, Gilbert.

Do you neck?

That's my business!

Oh, a professional.

—The Dalhousie Gazette.

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blaiers

WARREN K. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters ond Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

Try/j^one
FOR $HU*SM$WiM £mm£H7\

CRISP FLAKES OF TOASTED
COCONUT IN RICH

MILK CHOCOLATE

413

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

for

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
103 Princess Street Phone 3542

AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Cor*> itutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Deacriptioa
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in the

MUSIC ROOM

In the future in this space, the

Journal will publish on Tues-

day the request numbers to be

played during the week in the

Music Room in the Library. The

following programs will be play-

ed from 7-8.30 in the evenings

designated.

Tuesday:

Mendelssohn — Concerto in E
for Violin.

Bach—B Minor Mass.

Bach — Brandenburg Con-

certo.

Tscbaikowsky— 1812 Overture.

Wednesday

:

Haydn—Quartet in F Minor.

Dvorak—Quintet in A Major.

Franck—D Minor Symphony.

Tscbaikowsky—Italian Caprice.

Thursday:

Beethoven— Symphony No, 5
(The Eroica).

Brahms— Ballade in D Minor.

Grieg—Concerto in A Minor.

Tschaikowsky — Romeo and

Juliet Overture.

Friday;

Handel—Messiah (in part).

Gilbert and Sullivan—lolanthe,

Tschaikowsky — Nutcracker

Suite.
'

Nowaday;, nobody cares bow-

bad your. English is, as long

your Scotch is good. .mu .

'Where the Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE

112
We Meet Aft Trains

STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

P
REGRETS

DRIVE IN AN INSUhcD
TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

Our staff artist's impressions of the snake dance and parade that

wove through Kingston in celebration of the Junior Football Team's

victory. /

Dr. Norman Bowen
Given High Award

Dr. Norman L, Bowen, of the

University of Chicago, a distin-

guished graduate of Queen's who

was given an honorary LL.D. de-

gree at the centenary convocation

in September, has been awarded

the Penrose Medal, regarded by

geologists as the most important

recognition in their field. The award

was made by the Geological Socie-

ty of America and will he conferred

upon him at the annual meeting of

the society in Boston on December

30.

1 n 1 936 Harvard University

honored him by conferring the

honorary degree of LL.D. upon him

on the occasion of the tri-centen-

ary celebration.

King's Prize

Dr. Bowen is also the bolder of

the John Fritz prize which is given

by the King of England. Ex-Pre-

sident Herbert Hoover is the only

other American to receive the John

Fritz prize.

The following article regarding

the most recent honor to be con-

ferred on Dr. Bowen, appears in

The Chicago Tribune

:

"In the announcement of the

award it was stated that it went

to Dr. Bnwcn in recognition of his

achievements in the application of

principles of physical chemistry to

the study of the origin of igneous

rocks.

Student Labor Forum

A Student Labor Forum, spon-

sored by the Social Problems Club,

will be held this Sunday at Con-

vocation Hall. The forum will be

a focal point for discussions on

the labor problems of Canada today.

Speakers

During two sessions, lasting from

2.30-5 p.m. and 7-9.30, opinions

will be expressed by speakers re-

presenting unions and employers

Between sessions supper will be

served at Morrison's Restaurant.

The Forum will provide a medium

through which students, as well,

may express their opinions on con-

temporary labor problems and on

the way in which they are being

handled. Both sessions, it is hoped,

will he informative and stimulating.

There will be a registration fee of

twenty-five cents.

Left Hand Corner

Dr. Angus

Dr.

Ceramics

Bowen's early experiments

in molten rock brought forth fun-

damental facts that made possible

advances in ceramics and in the

glass making industry. While

working for the war industries

board during the World War, he

supervised the production of op-

tical glass, a work that was recog-

nized as of prime military import-

ance. He was also a co-discoverer

of mullile. a basic constituent of

fire clay refractories,

"The University of Chicago pro-

fessor is 54 years old and the

youngest scientist to receive the

Penrose Medal.

At Chicago U. Since 1937

"Dr. Bowen was graduated from
Queen's University at Kingston.

Ont., Canada, and received his

doctor of philosophy degree from

the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

"He has been a field yeoloyi

for the Canadian geological survey

and a member of the Carnegie In

stitution of Washington, D.C. He
has been with the University of

Chicago since 1937."

(Continued from page 1)

Mason Brown, author and drama

critic, and with Lennox Robinson,

producer and playwright of the Al-

ley Theatre of Dublin. He was a

member of the late Professor

George Pierce Baker's playwriting

class and a worker in fne -f? Work-

shop of Harvard University.

His experience includes the teach-

ing and directorship of dramatics

for a number of years at Grinnell

College, at the State University of

Montana, and at Northern Illinois

State Teachers' College. He was

also a member of the Teaching Staff

of the Department of Public Speak-

g at Cornell University.

Drama Guild

Dr. Angus, who directed "Char-

ley's Aunt," is the Honorary Presi-

dent of the Guild and the Faculty

Director of Dramatics. Mrs. Angus,

who has had considerable experi-

ence with make-up and costuming,

so plays a very great part in the

production of "The Torch-Bearers."

employment Service

The Employment Service has

already had several inquiries

from personnel men who wish

to visit the University. Students,

especially in final year, should

file their forms at the Employ-
ment Office as soon as possible,

in order that the Ser\iee may
have a complete record of all

the men and women seeking em-
ployment ibis spring.

(Continued from page 1)

Be sure to announce audihly

that she is the nicest person you

ever saw. Tell her husband that

he is the luckiest man in the

world to be married to such a

fine, understanding woman. He

is liable to laugh in your face, but

lo not let that deter you.

Pick all your suits, shirts and

other things off the floor and

hang them up. Do not butt your

cigarets on the bed or on the

desk. Butt them on the floor.

She will appreciate it.

Praise Her Home
Use her living room as often

as possible. Your interest will

please her. Admire her furniture

and say she has a wonderful eye

for antiques. Never say this when

her husband is at home. He may

be temperamental.

"Wander frequently to the

kitchen when she is doing some

cooking. Sniff with a delighted

look on your face and tell her

that she is a wonderful, wonder-

ful cook. To show your apprecia-

tion, help yourself to whatever

she is cooking. She will love it.

However, as a precautionary

measure, keep between Iter and

the door.

Instead of slapping her brats,

pat them on the back (with your

hand, of course) and say that

they -ire handsome children, just

like their mother. This should

make her scream with delight.

Always help her with the

storm-windows, when you have

nothing el-e to do. Tell her that

she is too old to be doing such

things, and that you aren't lazj

like her husband. This will make

her dislike her husband and like

you all the more

Find what her first name is

and always address her by it. For

instance, when you see her down

town, yell "Hiya Hortense, old

kid." It will make her com-

panions jealous and is sure to

impress her.

Protect Her

If she and her busband quarrel

frequently, always rush into the

room and start calling him names,

bitting him it necessary. She will

then be able to rely on you for

protection, and her husband will

learn to fear and respect you.

'Take a photograph of her and

hang it in a conspicuous place in

your bedroom. 1 1 might be a

good idea to hang it on the same

wall as you hang your Petty pic

tures. Will she be flattered!

Give her advice on her coiffure,

criticize her dresses and the

makeup she uses. You must re-

member always that women love

and dote on criticism.

Call her "Darling" and "Cud-

dles" in front of her husband

Women love to make their men
jealous.

Next week, if this system

works, I shall give you a further

treat and tell you know to break

your lease, or how to get hurled

out on your ear.

Eight To The Bar
STO ROBERTSON

That the A.M.S. is taking on a

goodl) chore in handling the year

dances is a fact generally realized

around the cajnpus. However, if

ibis body can put on better dances,

provide good music at cheaper

prices, we go to bat on their side.

At least it would give the locals a

chance to compete at a par with

the foreign organizations, Nor do

we fear getting into a rut by cut-

ting our rugs to the same brand of

music each Friday, since it is under,

stood that at least some of the post-

Xmas do's have already contracted

for outside groups. The Campus

Cats seem to improve with each per-

formance and in the mar future it

should
1

not be quEiltv vs. pri=i which

will guide tli'ise responsible for the

dances within the limestone portals.

Taking all these things into consid-

eration ii would seem that the A.

M, S. proposal is at least worth a

fair trial. If it doesn't operate suc-

cessfully, a return to the old system

will not injure anyone seriously.

* * *

Last Saturday's Open House

dished out the finest selection of

record releases heard around King-

ston for quite some time. We are

fortunate in having a student bod\

capable of eliminating the corn

from their requests. The only dif-

ficulty was in hearing the amplified

discs at the fat end of the floor.

The one improvement we could

mention, off the record (pun),

would be to rope off the stags. Of

course, one could rope off the danc-

ers and let the roving males have

the rest. Either plan would be an

improvement.

# * *

Down Beat Clippings - -

Ellington and Goodman lead the

swing bands in the Down Beat poll

as it enters its third week — the

[lull also lists the most popular

side-men (non-leaders) and at this

point Cootie Williams (trumpet),

Higginbotham (trombone), Ben-

ecke (sax) , Christian (guitar)

,

Haggart (bass), Rich (drums),

and Stacy (piano), lead in their

respective fields— the A S C A P-

BMI feud ended October 30 and

by this time all ASCAP controlled

tunes are hack on the NBC and

CBC networks after a ten-month

leave of absence— Jack Leonard,

former T. Dorsey chanteur, was

released from Camp Dix last week

and will continue as a radio star

and recording artist for Okeh,

J cison searched the world to find that herb of peace

Which we call "Picobac" but they called "Qolden Fleece".

• What bur Picobac could have sustained the

Argonauts upon their tortuous voyaging? And
what but Picobac can console the tedium of

retracing their mythical wanderings? To secure

a supply of Picobac— that mild, cool, sweet

smoke— no journey would be too long. But

you, fortunately, can procure it for a most

modest outlay at the corner store.

*7 I HANDY SEAL-TIGHT POUCH . 15c

VLB. "LOK-TOP" TIN - 65c

alio packed In Pocket Tim

Picobac
"It DOES taste good in a pipe!"

Ir^r^r^r^r^r=dr=dr=^^rzdr^r=dr^r^r=dr=

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.55

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11 .95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS '

86 Brock Street Phone J 941

She vas only a garbage-man's

daui .ter, but she was not to be
sniUed at.

S. C. M.

There will be an S.C.M.

Chapel Service at 12.40 p.m.

on Wednesday in Morgan
Memorial Chapel. Dr. Gil-

mour will be in charge,

SUPERIOR
GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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NEW COLLEGE SONG
FEATURED BY WARING

Fred Waring and His Pennsyl-

*
mi ims presented for the first time

on the air, a new college song for

Assumption College of Windsor,
OntariOj on Friday, September 28,

at 7 p.m. over the Natioal Broad-
casting Co. during the Chesterfield

program. Mr. Waring composed

[he song at the request of his friend,

Frank Mclntyre of Ann Arbor,

Michigan, former stage and radio

star, of the Class of 1896 of As-

sumption College and the student

body. The President of the Stu-

dents' Council at Assumption Col-

lege was pleased to make this an-

nouncement since it marked the

first time Mr. Waring had thus

honored a Canadian college.

Western University

Assumption College is a long-

established Liberal Arts College

which last year celebrated its 70th

Anniversary. Since 1920 it has

teen an affiliated Arts College of

the University of Western Ontario

at London and through that uni-

versity its students arc admitted

to the B.A. and M.A. degrees.

Recently on the floor of the Sen-

ate of the State of Michigan, As-
sumption was referred to as "a

truly international College." Though
a Canadian institution, Assumption

College throughout its long exist-

ence has always had a large number
of American students enrolled. Its

alumnt are to he found in every

state in the Union and in everv

province of Canada. The majoritv

of the American students are from

neighboring Detroit, other places in

Michigan and From Ohio. The ma-
jority of the Canadian students are

from Windsor and other places in

Western Ontario.

-Dr.€orry

(Continued from page 1)

There is the possibility that there

may be larger states with national

govcrhinenfs, Then the world will

have to cope with national sove-

reignty -and some states will have

to give up their independence.

The second possibility is thai

there may be a complete collapse

of F.urope, in which there could

be ho League of Nations because

there would he no delegates. Dr.

Corry in this connection mentioned

the collapse of France, a state that

had already broken down as a self-

governing entity before war began,

arid this condition divided the

I'rench. This collapse was so com-

plete, and the demoralization pro-

duced by defeat is so utter, that

France may not be able to pull her-

self together as a self-governing

state after the war. Other ex-

amples of demoralization were Bel-

gium and Holland, where the fifth

C'llumn was extremely active before

the war. It is extremely doubtful,

»aid Professor Corry, that they will

he able to re-establish their govern-

ments.

Soviets

Assuming that Russia is still in

the field, it is likely that she will

establish governments in Poland

and Czechoslovakia after the fash-

ion of the Soviet. And from all

("'"liabilities, the speaker said, Rus-

sia will very likely be able to do
this because there will not be any

Rnsal amount of internal protest

111 'he two countries.

The German Government has

been continually breaking down ev-

Pr >' possible form of resistance to

ller government. She is busy de-

stroying all institutions of national

Governments in the countries she

has occupied or conquered. This

has reached or will reach a stage
l

' u'h that these countries will only

•ave an incompetent mass, without

Page 7

leaders, able to do nothing for
themselves.

League Of Nations

Dr. Corrj gave it as his opinion
even if conditions were onlj
as bad as he had pre-

sented, no League of Nattous could
The only solution would

in have some competent countrj
:e 0VCr Hitler's New Order and
government machinery in Ger-

It would be impossible for
ain alone to do this job, and

would have to be military
occupation and policing of Ger-
many for years to come.

"If order is to be restored in Eu-
rope, it will depend on whether
Russia and Britain, if they win

that

half

sente

survive

be

tak

the

man;

Brit;

there

are able to agree. Furthermore.

Britain must be able to gather

around her some of the smaller

countries, so that with their help

ihe may hold Europe together, un-

til it can be decided what to do."

With these words Dr. Corry con-

cluded his talk.

The President of the Society,

Dr. J. M. Shaw of Queen's Theo-
logical College, was in the chair.

After Professor Corn's speech, the

meeting was thrown open to dis-

cussion.

Bob—Were you ever bent on
1 certain girl?

Harry—No. but I've been broke
on lots of them.

Glee Club Meeting

Owing to the production of

"The Torch-Bearers" by the

Drama Guild on Tuesday and
Wednesday this week, the regu-

lar meeting of the Glee Club has
been postponed until Thursday
at 7.30 p.m.

All members are urged to make
a special effort to be present, as

there will be just three more prac-

tices this term for the operetta

"Pirates of Penzance." billed for

the first week in February. The
Glee Cldb also urges all its mem-
bers to support their fellow

muse by attending "The Torch-
Bearers."

Radio Programs

Tuesday, December 2 — Vita-

mins. By a member of the Medi-
cal Faculty.

Wednesday, December 3—Dr.

R. S. Peat.

Thursday, December -1—To be
an 11011 need.

Friday, December 5 — Greek
Comedy- Dr. H. L. Tra'cy.

These programs arc from 7.15-

7.30 p.m.

"Bunk," muttered the sailor,

as he climbed into bed.

Patronize Journal advertiser

>r quality merchandise.

To Exchange

One brown gabardine coat
taken in error at the Open House.
Owner may have it by returning

mine.

Clay Robinson. 4828W.

A farmer visited his son in the

Agro College. Watching the stu-

dents in a chemistry class, he was
told that they were looking for a
universal solvent.

"What's that ?" asked the farmer.

"A liquid that will dissolve any-
thin".

"

"That's a great idea," agreed the

farmer. "Wfcen you find it, what
are you ?oin<" to keep it in?"

SPEED THE SUPPLY OF

Canadian Nickel
TODAY more Canadian Nickel is being produced than ever before. This

ever-increasing output shows what can he accomplished when stout

limbs, skilled hands and willing hearts combine in an inspiring cause.
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LOST

A silver watch in snake dance

on Saturday probably on Union

Street. Reward. Kate Macdonnell,

phone 2921.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-

wear — Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid, High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00

•

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

Delivery Service

A FINE

ASSORTMENT

of

Gtljristmas •

(gifts

now on display

•

Your parcels all

Xmas wrapped

at no extra cost

•

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

I
LEVANT

|

1 NOTE/
|

Swimming Carnival

At this point, everyone is theo-

retically settling down to the good

old grind, but there are a few last

events that will take place before

Christmas. The one on the imme-

diate horizon is the Swimming Car-

nival, which will take place on

Thnr-ihv, Decemher 4. It is hoped

that there will be a good turnout

at this, and every one who is pro-

ficient at swimming is urged to

sign up.

Red Cross Room

No doubt the readers of this

column are a liltle weary of being

urged to attend the Red Cross

Room, especially those girls who

do go regularly. The fact remains,

however, that a word to the wise

has not proved sufficient. A fair

amount of work is being done; in

fact so good is the progress, con-

sidering the number of girls who
have been there, that if everyone

helped, a tremendous amount of

work would be done. Come on,

girls, there isn't much time left this

term t

Gowns

Please don't forget that the wear-

ing of gowns is both a regulation

and a Queen's custom of long stand-

ing, and as such, should be ob-

served. Girls who have failed to

do so will find their names posted

on a list on the bulletin board in

the Arts Building, and they will be

penalized at the end of the year.

Pennant Sale

(Continued from page 1)

The sale is to take the form of a

silver collection — as much as the

student feels like donating to the

Queen's War Effort.

Audit

The students sponsoring the cam-
paign wish to announce that all ac-

counts are to be administered with

the co-operation of the auditor of

the Q.W.A.C. It is not the aim of

the society to sell stickers in the

literal sense but merely to provide

a method of facilitating the raising

nf funds for the War Effort. The
entire proceeds of the drive will go

to the Q.W.A.C.

The Chinese custom of "honor-

able mention" for outstanding do-

nations will prevail. All donors of

a dollar or over will be given "hon-

orable mention" and their names

MR. A. F. C. CADENHEAD
ADDRESSES CHEMISTS

On November 27, Mr. A. F. G.

Cadenhcad. ' 'hrector of Plant Re-

search, Shawinigan Chemicals,

addressed a joint meeting of the

Queen's Branch of the C.I.C., the

Kingston Chemical Society and

the Baconian Society. The sub-

ject of the address was Recent

Technical Advances in Products

from Calcium Carbide and_Acety-

lene.

Airplane Dope

Mr. Cadenhead gave a well

illustrated lecture in his topic,

explaining that the origin of the

huge organic chemical industry

now in operation at Shawinigan

Falls began during the last war

to produce calcium carbide as a

step in the manufacture of "Air-

plane dope."

In an effort to reduce the cost

of carbide, the slimes from the

mill are now dried and sold as

dry hydrate, for causticizing soda

Ijquors,* It is also recycled

through the plant as a source

of calcium.

Coking Machine

Another feature of the address

was an explanation of an in-

genious coking machine, which

now produces about 60% of Sha-

winigan's requirements of coke.

Several other newer products

such as cuprene, white carbon,

carbon block (which is electric-

ally conductive) and ninyl acetate

resins were explained in con-

clusion.

and faculties will be published in

the Journal. The system is very

simple. The student merely tells the

clerk at any one of the above men-

tioned places of sale and says that

he wishes to donate one dollar for

.the Queen's Wr Effort, and gives

him his name and faculty.

To quote the Chinese Students'

Society, "Will you be able to go

home this Christmas, point to your

Queen's sticker, stick out your chest,

and tell your parents, your best

girl friend, (or even your second

best) that you donated a dollar for

Today:

3.30 p.m.—I.R.C. Meeting

Ban Righ Common
Room

8.15 p.m.
—"The Torch-Bearers"

Convocation Hall

Wednesday

:

12.40 p.m.—S.C.M. Chapel Service

University Chapel

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BY KATHERINE McRUER

This is the last call for you swim-

mers to turn out before Thursday's

inter-year meet — that leaves really

only two more days to practice.

A list of event is posted on the

Ban Righ notice board and so far

there is a dearth of freshette en-

tries — Arts '44 and '43 are away

ahead. Here are the events and

record times of the meet held last

year.

50 yd. free style, 34.8 sec.

100 yd. free style, 1 min. 25.4 sec,

50 yd. backstroke, 49.2 sec.

50 yd. breaststroke, 45.2 sec.

50 yd. sidestroke. 42.4 sec.

100 yd. relay, 1 min. 6.6 sec.

Long Plunge, 45 ft.

Other events in the meet will in-

clude a medley relay which re-

quires a team of three, one to swim

back stroke, one to go side stroke

and one to use the breast stroke.

Diving, ornamental swimming and

style swimming competitions will be

held as well.

Doreen Jeffs and Peggy Clark

were the individual stars of last

year's meet and it looks as if they

will hold the same places again

this year.

For the highest point winner an

"A" will be given and individual

winners will receive a swimming

patch.

Don't forget the meet on Thurs-

day, December 4, at 8 p.m. Spec-

tators from Levana please come

out and support your year.

Note: The first round of the

badminton tournament MUST be

played off by Tuesday.

George—Ah! First love.

Mary—Yeah, and then what.

—Gateway.

it ? Your parents may even in-

crease your allowance because you

had shown such patriotism for such

a worthy cause. Here's your oppor-

tunity to show the Q.W.A.C. that

the student body of Queen's can

co-operate if it really wants to."

8.15 p.m.
—"The Torch-Bearers"

Convocation Hall

9.00 p.m.—Basketball

Kingston Combines

vs. Trenton R.C.A.F.

Gymnasium
Thursday:

8.00 p.m.—Levana Swimming
Meet.

FOR SALE

Two satin evening dresses, size

18; white with lace; pink with

accordion pleated coat; practically

new. Winter coat, fur collar, excel-

lent condition. Prices reasonable.

Phone 2295 between 8.30 a.m. and

4.30 p.m.

"You are a little goose," re-

marked a young M.D. playfully

to the girl he was engaged to

marry.

"Of course. I am," was the

laughing ' response. "Haven't I

got a quack?"—Brunswickan.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

3£majs (Sifts
Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for Alt Faculties

and Departments, Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen'-- University Grounds ONTARIO

What Goes On In The Dark?

Find Out At The

BLACKOUT DANCE
with Music by MAURICE ALLEN

GRANT HALL $1.2? PER COUPLE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 5

Tickets: Q.W.A.C. Executive — Bob Motherwell, Science —Sis Sabey, Levana — Dave Price, Arts— Pete Playfair (Convener).
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DANCE PLAN PUT TO VOTE
A.M.S. Executive

Sets Referendum

For Next Tuesday

Program Strongly Opposed
Students Will Make

Final Decision

The A.M.S. will hold a referen-

dum next Tuesday, December 9, on

its recently-adopted policy of year

•dance control, it was decided at a

special executive meeting held on
Monday night. At this lime all

students, including freshmen, will

have an opportunity to vote for or

against the newv policy, according to

their convictions. Defeat of the

scheme will automatically result in

a repeal of the legislation.

Committee

The decision to hold a referen-

dum was reached after considerable

discussion among the members of

the executive, and is the result of

the unexpectedly strong opposition

encountered, especially in the facul-

ties of Science and Medicine. Il

was decided that a committee com-
posed of the four senior represent-

atives and one other person from

A.M.S. MEETING
(Continued on page 2)

Sports Poll Seeks

Students' Opinions

Campus Newsmen To Query
Queen's Students

A student opinion poll on the

(|uestion of university sports in

wartime will be held on the

Queen's campus this week-end.
The poll will be under the spon-
sorship of the Journal, and will

operated in conjunction with

similar functions at McGill Uni-
1 ersity, Toronto, and the Uni-
versity of Western Ontario.

Tallying will be on the Gallup

pole principle with opinions be-

SPORTS POLL
(Continued on page 3)

Torch-Bearers' Is Smash Hit

Free Speech
CONDUCTED BY H.

Reporters for this issue
—'Mike

Keegan, Anne Shaw, Mary Pater-

son, and Bill Meredith.

Topic — "What Do You Think
of the Student War Effort:'"

Earl Baxter

Today students on this campus
are very conscious of the war but

few are conscious that there exists

a Queen's War Aid Commission

through which they can materially

help their country. I am prepared

to cooperate with the students by

adopting whatever policy they may
wish me to, in order to make our

war effort a success.

Pops Vollmer

The Student War Effort is leth-

argic, especially in Lcvana. The
girls are unwilling to give their

lime, and even those who can af-

ford to give money cannot be both-

ered to walk across the street and

donate their two-bits.

Audrey^ Hollis

Not many students on this cam-
pus are conscious of the War Ef-

fort, due to its inadequate pub-

licity. This unconcerned altitude

FREE SPEECH
(Continued on page 2)

Drama Guild Play

Delights Audiences

In Two-Night Run

Kelly's Three-Act Comedy
Draws Many Laughs
From Audiences

The Queen's Drama Guild dipped

into the bag and produced a hit

for the second successive year,

when, on Tuesday night, George

Kelly's three-act comedy "The
Torch-Bearers" was' enacted before

a near-capacity crowd of enthusias-

tic fiirst-nighters, in Convocation

Hall.

Plot

The play, under the capable

direction of Doctor William Angus,

depicts in some detail the trials and

tribulations of a group of extremely

eager and utterly untalented thes-

pians. Particularly in the second

act, Playwright Kelly has made full

use of all the comic situations that

can enter into amateur theatrical

DRAMA GUILD
(Continued on page 3)

PSYCHIATRIST SPEAKS
TO BIOLOGY GROUP

BY ROLAND BARNSLEY

On Monday evening last the Bio-

logy Club met in the Ban Righ

Common Room to hear an address

given by Dr. McCuaig. The speak-

er touched on the high spots in the

field of Mental Hygiene and then

opened the meeting to general dis-

cussion.

PSYCHIATRIST SPEAKS
(Continued on page 6)

Scribes To Hear

Kingston Newsman

"News In The Newspaper"
Topic Of Talk

Last Journal

Because the Journal staff

are about three months be-

hind in their work and the

Christmas exams are fast

approaching, there will be
only one more issue of the

Journal this term, which
will appear next Tuesday.

Varsity Conducts

Sensational Drive

For War Charity

Principal Contributes First;

Dime Drive Nets
Over $1000

Left Hand Corner
In the last issue I discussed

how students could get along

with their dear landladies. It

must have been a great success
tu r many of my innumerable ad-

'mrcrs (heh ! heh!) have come up
me and, after scraping their

'cads in homage on the ground,
il,u

1 told rhe how nice their land-

ladies have become since they
,ned the new methods. For in-

M 'Htce one young fellow from
piiebec. Cky (he has an older

rothcr going to the university)

J"

1 ' 1 me that his landlady tucks
1,111 in every night and is always
s'ving him Sam ple s 0 f ner cook-

"K. He admits that the man-of-
ll| e-hoU se takes a kick at hiin

(T >' time he passes, but. of

Coi>rse, tha t js t0 be expected.

As a matter of fact I imagine

[hat any landlord would take a

kick at this young fellow any-

way, on general principles, How-
ever, that is beside the point. I

promised to give you a few ideas

on how to break your lease, if

you so desired, This system is

guaranteed to work and if it

doesn't, I know a couple of fel-

lows who are living in Victoria

Park who would like to meet

he landlady who doesn't react to

the following.

(1) Never walk into the house

unless your shoes are liberally

coated with mud. When you

walk about the house shake your

feet so the mud will splatter on

LEFT HAND CORNEF

(Continued on page "

J

To-day, at 4 p.m., a meeting of

the Press Club will be held in the

Players' Lounge in the Old Arts

Building. °—

The Club has been fortunate in

securing Mr. Owen, the News Edi-

tor of the Kingston Whig-Standard,

to act as speaker for this meeting

His subject will be "News in the

Newspaper." and should prove of

interest to all club members.

Experience

Mr. Owen is well qualified to

speak on this topic. Before he be-

came News Editor of the Kingston

daily, he was a reporter on the

KINGSTON NEWSMAN
(Continued on page 8)

BY DOROTHY NORTHWOOD
C U P. EOITOR THE VARSITY

A -ensational one day war char-

ity drive at Toronto Varsity yester-

day netted ten thousand, one hun-

dred and twenty-six dimes, which

were placed along a white-washed

line to smash a thousand dollar ob-

jective in less than eight hours.

The proceeds are to go to the In-

ternational Student Service to sup-

ply comfort to British and Cana-

dian soldiers in German prison

camps and to students in countries

where nqrnial education facilities

have been di.-.rupted because of the

war. The drive was suggested by

the Victory Club which is spon-

sored by the Students Administra-

tive Council and was supported by

VARSITY CONDUCTS
(Continued on page 8)

Committees Draw Up Points

For And Against New Project

The A.M.S. Executive, realizing that the New Dance
Plan has raised many controversial arguments, has de-
cided unanimously to put the question to a student vote.
Below are the points "For" and "Against'" the plan as
drawn up by equal numbers of the A.M.S. Executive
members and the students.

Labor Group Plans
Conference Sunday

The Student-Labor Conference,

organized by the Social Problems

Club and the Student-Labor

Forum Committee, will meet in

Co n vination Hall on the after-

noon and evening of Sunday. De-

cember I. There are to be two

sessions, from 2.30 till 5 p.m. and

from 7 to 9 o'clock.

Discussion

Tht- Forum has been organized

to enable students to hear

opinions of authorities on the

problems of labor in war-time.

LABOR FORUM
(Continued on page 2)

Blackout Tonight

At Q.WAC. Ball

Milequetoasts Must Muster
Manly Mettle

Tonight a dark secret, the Q.

W.A.C. Blackout Dance, will be

unveiled for Queen's dancers

There'll be dancing to the mellow

music of Maurice Allen and his

orchestra—and t hen the blackout!

Air - raid sirens will scream,

bombs whistle, then crash — at

last the all clear will sound, and

on with the dance.

Effects

The committee in charge has

been busily engaged for weeks in

assembling the sound effects and

lighting that they guarantee will

scare the wits out of even the

most stout-hearted. But the com-

mittee also desires to have it

known that even the most timid

of Milquetoasts can have a good

time at their Blackout Dance.

This is not the first A.M.S.

year dance, but a datt that the

BLACKOUT TONIGHT
(Continued on page 2)

PRO

The A.M.S. has endorsed the

raising of $4000.00 as our ob-

jective this year. The money is

to be invested in' War Bonds in

the name of the Building Fund,

thus aiding in the war effort

and providing for post-war ex-

pansion at the same time. This

decision was pulished in the

Journal and questioned by no
one. This indicates student ap-

proval of the objective.

Money to meet this objective

must be raised indirectly and not

directly. Queen's students have

no more money this year than

they need, and such projects as

stamp sales, which require the

spending of extra sums are there-

fore unwise. It is better to realize

the objective out of money that

students would spend anyway,
war or no war.

Profits

This is where the New Dance

Plan comes in. Those who go to

the weekly dances help to create

a profit each week. The A.M.S.

has been taking part of this pro-

fit, a sum of $30.00 to $40.00. The
rest, above this tax ranges from

nothing to $150-00 Thus some

years end up with no profit, and

others with over $100.00. Under

centralized control the average

would be better than that now
received, and no year wonld find

it had put on a dance and got no

return.

It is obviously unfair to expect

a year to put on a dance for

FOR
(Continued on page 6)

CON

The objective of $4000 for war
aid was set without consulting

the general student body. There-

fore they should be encouraged

rather than forced to bear the re-

sponsibility 'for the amount. To
raise $4000 during peace time

would be a big undertaking. Now,
during the war. when the stu-

dents are shorter in funds than

ever before, it is almost an im-

possibility. Also it should be

pointed out that at its inception^

the Q.W.A.C. never intended to

annex all year dance profits. The
present scheme is merely a hrain

child of the A.M.S.

Savings

The A.M.S. assumes that one

of the big costs in year dances is

the decorations. Actually these

are saved from year to year. The
chief costs lie in orchestras and

advertising. All of the orchestras

except two (some of them ex*

pensive), have been contracted

and no real saving can be made
here. Also advertising is an es-

sential to the success ot a dance

whether it is sponsored by a year

or by the A.M.S.

When we consider how im-

portant is the enthusiasm over

ticket sales among other faculty

members, the universal support

of any one year for its dance,

and the unlimited amount of labor

without cost which is available

to the years but which would be

lost by A.M.S. sponsorship, we
feel that the new dance scheme

AGAINST

(Continued on page 3)

Arts Formal Set For January 22;

To Feature Music By Mart Kenney

This year's edition of the Art

Formal, featuring the music of

Mart Kenney and his Western

Gentlemen, will be staged in Grant

Hall on Thursday night, Jamjar}

22. In order that the floor will not

be packed like a Freshman's Re-

ception, the committee in charge

has limited the sale to two hun-

dred couples.

Reservations

Because it is their formal, all

Artsmen will be able to reserve

their tickets before the sales arc

thrown open to the other faculties.

Bulletins to this effect have been

posted in the Students' Union, the

Arts Club Room and the ground

floor of the Library.

This genial orchestra needs no

introduction to Queen's. At last

year's Arts Formal Marl Kenney,

Judy Richards and the Western

Gentlemen presented musical ar-

rangements, mellow and novel,

which won loud applause. It was

an unforgettable evening, and a tru-

ly successful formal.

Thursday Night

Because the band is booked at

Brant Inn every Friday and Satur-

day night througliiuit the winter, it

was thought that their expert mu-

sicianship merited a Thursday night

contract. A theme has been pre-

sented for the approval of the

committee, tickets and advertising

printed; it all says "Mart Kenney

will soon be back I"
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"Say, looky hya, Kastus, you

know what you're doin'? You is

goin' away fo' a week and they

ain't a stick of wood cut fo' de

house."

"Well, what you all winning

about, woman? I ain't takin' de axe

wid me, am I?"

—Xaverian Weekly.

QUEEN'S TAXI

2002
TAILS

FOR RENT
AND

TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princew St

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St Phone 1772-W

OPEN ALLEYS

EVERY AFTERNOON
AT POPULAR

MATINEE PRICES

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St

Make It a Christmas

of

USEFUL GIFTS
•

You will find our store chuck

full of them, too! Anything

for your dad or brother as

—

SCARVES, TIES, SHIRTS,

HOSE, HOUSECOATS,

DRESSING COWNS,

WINDBREAKERS,

CLOVES

and a host of other articles

Just drop in and look around

BIBBY'S
78- 84 Princess St.

Free Speech

Personalized

GREETING
CARDS

CHRISTMAS CREETINC

CARDS MADE FROM YOUR

OWN SNAPSHOTS

10c each

$1.00 dozen

Envelopes Included

MANY TYPES AND STYLES

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

(Continued from page 1)

reflects on the University. The stu-

dents might have backed the Stamp

Drive, if they had been canvassed

—personally.

Owen Morton

A Science or Meds man should

be placed at the head of the Q. W.

A. C. in order to gain the support

of these faculties which obviously

cannot be obtained any other way.

One or two large, well-organized

drivW with successful publicity

would be better than many smaller

ines, Also the objective seems a

hit high for a small college.

Co-ed

If the objective of the War Ef-

fort was lowered, and a more tang-

ible objective decided upon, say an

ambulance again, or mobile canteen,

it might be more successful.

Isabel Race

The War Effort on this campus

is inadequate. The War Stamps

Drive was poorly organized and

poorly publicized.

We can contribute to the War
Effort two things, time and money.

Those who are in a position to con-

tribute money, should do so freely.

As far as time is concerned, the

boys are giving all they possibly

can in their C.O.T.C. work, but the

girls are not giving up enough of

their time for War Effort.

Ross Preston

The Q.W.A.C. should adopt a

policy whereby students may be-

come more conscious of this com-

mission. Perhaps the easiest way

to approach students about dona-

tions to the Q.W.A.C. is the taxa-

tion of luxuries. If year dances

were under fhe control of the A.

M. S. a considerable sum would be

turned over to the Q.WA.C. and

this would keep profits on the cam-

pus. This money would buy War
Bonds which after the war would

be used to build a Men's Residence.

Dick Yeo, Science '45. (Lieut.

Yeo. Elgin' Regiment of Can-

ada).

"I don't think the student war
effort is very big. Some of the

students complain about the mili-

tary training, and say it is a waste

of time. It isn't a waste of time,

it's good training for anyone, any-

time, wartime or not."

"It does seem that there should

be some way that students can help,

other than financially. I think some

sort of salvage, for example, would

be a good idea."

"After the war, college-educated

people in all branches will be neces-

sary, even Arts men!"

A Ban Rigq Junior'

We should have a definite objec-

tive, such as the ambulance last

year, instead of money. Queen's

women students are not depriving

themselves of anything or feeling

any personal sacrifice. We could at

least give of something we all have

— our time — 1

to work in the Red

Cross Room, which is not well sup-

ported now. Compared with the

hoys, who have military training,

ihe girls are doing little. Those

•^irls who have finished other "War"
courses (first aid) should imme-
diately transfer their energies to

Rid Cross work. Also the girls

should give their odd small change

to a collection to send cigarettes

lo the boys overseas.

Bob Motherwell

If the A.M.S. takes over the year

dances to help the war effort, facul-

ty spirit, which is strong, will flare

up and a large number of people

will not attend dances until they

are again placed in faculty hands.

The Q.W.A.C. should therefore

work in closer contact with the

A.M.S. Meeting;

(Continued from page 1)

each faculty should be set up to

present both sides of the argument

to the students, through the me-

dium of the Journal.

Voting will he handled by the

A.M.S. Elections Committee headed

by Cam McKinnon. Polling booths

will be the same as at election time,

namely: Levana, in the Red Room;

Arts, New Arts Building; Meds,

Old Medical Building and Richard-

son Lab. ; and Science in the Science

Clubroom. Voting will be from ')

a.m. till 5 p.m.

Red Cross Ball .

Other matters considered at the

meeting included the Red Cross

Ball, in January, and the plaques

for the Tricolor Society. It was

disclosed that permission has been

granted to hold a Red Cross Ball

on Friday. January 23. providing

the Arts Society does not call

classes that day, as it would ordi-

narily do, with the Arts Formal

on the preceding night. Further

details will he announced soon.

Willi regard to the Tricolor

plaques, no action was taken except

to decide that the local jewellers

should be approached for prices and

suggestions.

Wage Ceiling Plan

Defeated In Debate

Queen's Debating Union

Holds Second Meeting

various faculty organizations and

obtain results that way. Perhaps an

understanding between faculties

may be reached and a great deal

of the profits, as a result of enter-

tainment on the campus, be consoli-

dated into the hands of the Q. W.
A. C.

Marge McFadden

The money that students can give

individually is a mere drop in the

bucket as far as helping the war

is concerned. In any case, this is

our parents' money, not our own,

and it is not fair that we should

just turn around and write home

for more as soon as we have do-

nated to the college war effort. I

have heard it suggested, and I hear-

tily agree, that women should have

three hours compulsory war work

to do per week. Our Blood Donor

system, however, is to be highly

praised. This is a most worthy

national drive .

A Kingston Soph

In the Queen's War Effort, a

great deal is being carried on by a

few. and the responsibility for suc-

cess or failure is thrust onto these,

without the support of the main

body of the students. The commit-

tees are finding it very difficult to

yet the co-operation they require.

I am sure that once everyone was

organized under the various depart-

ments., our endeavors would meet

with great success. As matters

stand, those in charge are giving all

they've got, and arc not receiving

the support they deserve. The ap-

peal for donations for some con

crete objective would receive far

greater response than the present

one is getting.

Gord Winder, President Sc. '45

"Well, most of the students can't

afford to buy war savings certifi

cates.

"As to the idea of raising money

by centralized control of, weekly

dances, I don't think there is any

thing to be gained by the new
A. M. S. sponsorship of dances

There won't be enough variety; the

same music week after week may
cause the attendance to drop so that

there will be practically no profits

and therefore no contribution to the

war effort."

At its second meeting of the year

the Queen's Debating Union de-

feated the proposition "Should a

Wage Ceiling be Established" with

Marvin Farrcll and Vernon Maloch

on the government side and George

Tucker and Earl Baxter leading the

opposition.

Government

Speaking for the government,

Mr. Farrell began by saying that

government policy allowed for the

gradual rise of wages but that, at

a certain point, it was imperative

to have a wage ceiling to prevent

inflation and its resulting disasters.

Overtime labor as a means of in-

creasing labor efficiency fails in its

purpose after a period. The speak-

er went on to show that wage con-

trol will keep the farmers on their

farms, as there would be no high

wages to attract them to the city.

An uncontrolled increase in wages

would only bring an increase in

price. Mr. Farrell pointed out that

the government had not established

a wage ceiling until it was neces-

sary.

Mr. Tucker, as leader of the op-

position, stated his objections to a

wage ceiling. He showed that both

the manufacturers and the laborers

were opposed to tt. Tbe price of

raw materials and the costs of living

generally have gone up and there-

fore if a decent standard of living

is to be maintained, wages must be

allowed to increase. The speaker's

second point was that, to regulate

these matters justly there must be

trade unions, for at the present

time, since all wage disputes come

before a board, headed by the

Minister of Labor, an unbiased

judgment cannot hope to be obtain-

As an alternative for a wage

eiling, the speaker suggested either

that forced savings be put into ef-

fect, that buying on the instalment

plan be prohibited or that bank ac-

counts should be frozen.

Student (graduating): "Good
bye sir, I am indebted to you fo

all I know."

Prof: "Think nothing of

don't mention such a trifle.'

Prices

Mr. Maioch continued the argu

ment for the government by ans

wering some of the opposition's cri

ticisms. He stated that along with

wage ceiling would go price con

trol and he showed that it was im

possible to raise the standard of

living, since an increase in wages

only brought an increase in -the

price of goods, The speaker arguet

that without control of wages, the

Blackout Tonight

(Continued from page 1)

War Aid Commission has had

reserved all fall. The plans for

the event are thorough and com-

plete, and everything is ready to

make a good time for everyone.

Tickets for this dark secret may

be had from any member of the

War Aid Executive, or from Sis

Sabey. Levana ; Bob Mother-

well. Science; Dave Price, Arts;

O. U. Younghusband, Medicine,

or Pete Playfair, Convener.

-Halt, wrio goesFrench Sentry'

there ?

Voice—American.

French Sentry—Advance and re-

ite "The Star Spangled Banner."

Voice—I don't know. it.

French Sentry— Proceed, Ameri-

can.

people with fixed salaries or in-

comes would suffer. He concluded

by defending the wage ceiling on

the ground that it will stabilize

conditions and prevent post-war

collapse. It will ensure the working

man's future and it will facilitate

the change from war-time to peace.

Mr. Baxter rounded out the dis-

cussion by pointing out that there

have always been inequalities in

wages and that these will go on

existing. He cited Japan as an ex-

ample of the failure of a wage ceil-

ing and suggested that money might

be controlled through savings in

bonds and certificates. In summing

up his argument Mr. Baxter point-

ed out the dangers of even partial

lure to achieve complete control,

and emphasized the fact that the

government must take full respons-

ibility.

On a vote of the house, the vic-

tory was given to Mr. Tucker and

Mr. Baxter. The meeting was then

opened to general discussion.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Labor Forum

(Continued from page 1)
|

Representatives of both labor

unions and employers will be

present, and both sides will pre-

sent their case, Then the Forum

will be divided up into discussion

groups, each of which will be

supervised by a professor. There

are to be four groups—one on

Inflation, one on the Canadian

Wagner Act, one on Canadian

labor and the war effort, and one

on civil liberties in war-time.

At five o'clock, the first ses-

sion will adjourn to Vinny Mor-

rison's restaurant, where dinner

will be served at the cost of fifty

cents. The Forum will begin

again at seven o'clock, when the

conclusions of the groups will

be presented to the Forum at

large for general discussion. The

evening will conclude with the

showing of a documentary film

portraying the history of Can-

adian labor.

Robert Haddow, an A.F. of L.

organizer from Montreal and

George Harris, a C.I.O. man from

Toronto, will be at the Forum,

so that accurate labor informa-

tion may be assured. Both men

occupy important positions in

their respective unions. Haddow
is the organizer of the Aircraft

Lodge in Montreal, while Harris

is the Canadian director of the

United Electrical, Radio and

Machine Workers of America.

Twenty local union men have

been invited. Several representa-

tives of employers have been ap-

proached, but so far none have

found it possible to attend. Every

effort is being made to assure

that employer opinion will be

represented.

Man entering store—I want

two tuna fish.

Grocer—You'd better stick to

a piano.

Exclusive Apparel
for the

CO-ED
&

Jackson-Mctivicr
LIMITED

114 Princess Street

Each time you taste ice-cold "Coca-Cola,** you are reminded

that here is the quality of genuine goodnesi. Experience . .

.

many a refreshing experience . . . has taught people every-

where to trust the quality of "Coca-Cola."

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY OF CANADA
KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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THEATRE
LINE-LID

BILTMORE
The Cowboys and Indians have a

field day in Western Union, Fox
Films outdoor epic of the o!d west
Here is the story of the construc-

tion of the first transcontinental

telegraph line in the U.S.A. This

may sound prosaic, but Randolph

Scott. Robert Young, and a tribe of

Indians (all in technicolor) lift it

above expectations. With lots of

hard riding, and what the ads call

"two-fisted action," you'll forget all

about coming events, which is all

you can ask for at this late date.

Laurel and Hardy are hack again

with their old and new gags in the

added feature. Saps at Sea is the

title and if you like the boys don't

miss this one. It ranks with the

best. B+
—M.W.E.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

Underwood Typewriters

See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B.

Phone 819

S. Harvey, Mgr.

171 Wellington St

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY
for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Stteet

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

"4 Princess St. Opp. Roy York Cafo

JlURDIERS
J rues
^rock St. Phone 700

iERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Phone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon

Z7
* Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop
Id* Van Clieal Maude W«ga)

CAPITOL
Our Wtfa the feature at the

Capitol, is a mild corned v starring
Melvin Douglas, Ruth Hussej and
Hlien Drew. It is the usual love
triangle story, with the situation
reversed, the man being at the apex
of the triangle instead of a woman.
Douglas falls into the sea from a
holiday cruiser and meets, as a re-
sult. Ruth Hussey, with whom he
>bon falls in love. Broken up by
the fact that his wife has sued fo'r

divorce, Douglas, a trumpet player
of note, is hitting the bottle when
Miss Hussey makes her entrance.
Through her influence, Douglas re-

turns to the straight and narrow
and, inspired by his new love,

writes a hit modern symphony. Af-
ter the premiere of the symphonv,
Douglas' wife, played by Ellen

Drew, comes back and tries to re-

capture his affections by various
subtle means. However, Ruth Hus-
sey does not intend to lose the man
she loves, and, succeeds in expos-
ing the ex-wife.

Supported by a good Carry on
Canada and Afoiieloue News, the
picture gives amusing entertain-

ment. C+
—W.S.M.

Down by the old mill stream he
tried to kiss her, but she wouldn't

be kissed by a dam site.

T I VO L

Today and Saturday, Pals of the

Pecos, with the Three Mesquiteers,

and Daiujerpus Game, with Richard

Arlen and Andy Devihe.

Monday and Tuesday, Frank
Buck's Jnnijlc Cavalcade, and Rags
to Riches with Mary Carlisle and

Alan Baxter.

GRAND
Unholy Partners, the story of

two newspaper joint-owners, is

billed for today and tomorrow. Edi-

tor Edward G. Robinson, eager to

remove mountains and fountains to

find news, and to make the circula-

tion of his paper nation-wide, finds

Edward Arnold, his partner and
big-time racketeer, putting his hand
in his face everytime he's hot after

news. A green reporter flirts with

danger, and the racketeer's girl-

friend, whose father has been swin-

dled by said racketeer. A fast-

moving show with well-cast leads,

big-shot talk and some speedy cel-

luloid sequences. B

—B.L.S.

Coming Sunday night and clos-

ing Wednesday, a double feature,

Father Takes a Wife and Parachute
Battalion, a sky epic, featuring Ro-

bert Preston.

CAPITOL
A FAMOUS PLaVtBS THEATRE

CONTINUOUS
DAILY

1.00 TO 11.00

LAST SHOWING TODAY

MELVIN DOUCLAS RUTH HUSSEY

"OUR WIFE"
Revival — "RHYTHM ON THE RIVER"

— STARTING SATURDAY —

TYRONE POWER

"A YANK IN
THE R.A.F."

with BETTY GRABLE - JOHN SUTTON

The aerial battles in "A Yank in the R.A.F." ore authentic,

and were filmed over Germany, France ond England with

the full co-operation of the British Air Ministry!
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A FAMOUS PLAYERS THEATRE

CONTINUOUS
SHOW

DAILY FROM
1 P.M.

TODAY & SATURDAY

EDWARD G. ROBINSON
UNHOLY PARTNERS"

EDWARD ARNOLD AND L&RAINE DAY

— STARTING SUNDAY MIDNITE —
TWO ACE HITS I

"PARACHUTE BATTALION"
ROBERT PRESTON NANCY KELLY

"FATHER TAKES A WIFE"
ADOLPHE MENJOU GLORIA SWANSON

Arts Club Stages
Three-Act Comedy
The Arts Club, a service-men's

organization for the study of drama
and literature, presented A. A.
Milne's three-act comedy "The Do-
ver Road" in the Auditorium of

K. C.V.I, on the nights of Novem-
ber 26 and 27, Playing the princi-

pal feminine lead was Miss Mar-
garet Harkness, the Vice-President

of the Queen's Drama Guild, who
last year took one of the feminine

roles in the Guild's production of

"Charley's Aunt."

R.A.F.

The acting and direction came
very close to perfection. All the

male players are members of the

R.A.F., and must have little time

for practices. Considering this, the

very polished performances turned

in by all of the players are very

much to their credit.

F. Sgt. Bill Williams gave the

standout performance in his char-

acterization of "Mr. Latimer," the

somewhat cynical rich man who
kidnaps eloping couples whom he

deems mismated. His portrait of

"an airy gentleman, neither young

nor old," was superb in its polish

and finesse.

L.A.C. Cyril Woodbridge brought

an air of superb aplomb and dig-

nity to his portrayals of "Dominic,"

detention-mansion, and who com-

the major-domo of Mr. Latimer's

bines the functions- of jailer and

butler.

L.A.C. Ronald Blaxley was a

character from P. G. Wodehouse

in his portrayal of "Leonard," an

English Lord who is eloping with

Marg Harkness in order to be rid

of his pampering, loo-affectionate,

kittenish wife.

Plot

' The plot is a gentle satire on

those romantic couples who desire

to elope to the south of France to

get away from it all. "Mr. Latimer,"

through his mysterious grape-vine,

hears of these doings, and has them

brought to Ins mansion for a "rest

cure." The man guest is always

placed in a draughty room, so that

he will get a cold and appear at his

worst as far as romance is con-

cerned. So the play proceeds, until

after three days' stay, the two men
join forces to desert their "soul-

mates" and steal away to the south

of France — by themselves. As

the curtains close two more

"guests" are ushered in.
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H Get Ready for Your W
|§ DRESS PARADE M
= Khaki Ties 55c up Khaki Shirts §2.00 up

= Leather Officers' Sticks $1.00 Cloth & Metal Stars 50c pr. 1=

GREATCOATS and UNIFORMS
$49.50 - $55.00 - $65.00

Save on your military accessories

I LIVINGSTON'S I
75-79 BROCK STREET

Sports Poll

Against

AFT'N 20c - EV'G 25c
PLUS TA1BILTMORE

WHERE THE CROWD GOES'

— TODAY AND SATURDAY

YcotT "WESTERN UNION
Also! Stan LAUREL and Oliver HARDY in "SAPS AT SEA'

ROBERT
YOUNC

MONDAY — TUESDAY — WEDNESDAY —

TYRONE POWER in "B LOO D and SA N D'
LINDA DARNELL

ptieetrug 'otohiS jn "COMIN
tball team on S-

12.05 in the gym. KJ^ in

™o RITA HAVWORTH
ROUND THE MOUNTAIN"

VIRGINIA CITY"
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is not economically sound. To
this must be added the possi-

bility of off-the-eampus competi-

tion in the form of year parties

held pii A.M.S. dance dates.

The A.M.S. dance scheme is

unfair to some of the years and

certainly to some of tbe faculties.

If put into force in the middle of

the term, it is a direct subsidy to

tho.se years who have already

held their dances. Also, an assay

of the number of year dances

shows

:

Arts sponsored 3, Medicine

sponsored 5, Science sponsored 3,

Theology sponsored none, Le-

vana sponsored none.

Under the new scheme, the

work entailed in this phase of

Queen's War Effort is being

done by three colleges rather

(ban all the students, and Medi-

cine, the smallest of the three, is

doing about half of it.

Students

We must remember that the

student^ are not a privileged

cl.i > in actuality. If this opinion

exists in the eyes of the general

public, it is only because we

(Continued from page 1)

ing obtained from a representa-

tive cross-section of the student

body. Journal reporters will act

as operatives contacting those

concerned either personally or

over the telephone. It is hoped

that results from Queen's, and

from the other campuses may
be announced in the next issue,

but tin? will depend on efficiency

of operation and computation.

Questions will embrace the

problems of the effect of sport

'tfH morafe. the financial arYgle.

number of games that should be

played, if any, exhibition games

or regular schedules, and the

amount of time available for such

affairs. .

The poll arises as a result of

continued uncertainty among
students about the sports situa-

tion, and is motivated by a desire

to provide some reliable body of

information for the guidance

those in authority.

Drama Guild

"Waiter!"

"Yes, sir?"

"What's this you just served?"

"It's bean soup, sir."

"I don't care what its been, what

Why does a horse hold his head

down on Monday?

(Answer to this neck's weak.)

A donkey has two feet before

And two behind.

But you have to be behind

Before you find

What the two behind

Be for.

have not taken the trouble to

correct it. The students are here

training at their own expense to

be of greater service to their

country at any time of need. Here

oil our own campus today, we
have men who are doing just tins

but at guverniiient expense. We
feel that our presence here in

training along lines directly avail-

able to war service constitutes a

very tangible war effort.

Finally, we do no: feel that

the A.M.S. or Q.W.A.C. are justi-

fied in mea.-nring War Effort on

the campus solely in terms of

dollars and cents raised by the

students. Their response to the

blood donor campaign was more

than gratifying, especially in the

faculties of Medicine. Science and

Theology.

.
(Continued from page 1

)

productions,, from tottering scenej-y

to missing properties. He cokes

fun at the "legitimate stage" widi-

out mercy or subtlety, with results

that are on the whole most pleas-

ing.

The cast was excellent in a pro-

duction that seemed, to this observ-

er, of more technical scop&than the

fnr-famed "Charley's Aunt." Top
character honors were shared about

equally by Catherine Ormsby as

the "kind of directress," "Mrs.

Pampinelli," and Louise Burka as

the elderly but spry widow, "Mnj,

Nell} Fell." These two. along with

Claude Vfpond and MadSlaine Mc-
Cosh carried the major portion of

the performance. Mr. Vipoud's was

B difficult |iart in that be was- forced

to play a normal person, and was

unable to "bam" quite so thorough-

ly as those in the naturally ''screw-

ball" roles. His performance was

capable, if a little stiff. Miss Orms,-

l.v ana Mi:.; Rurka weie excellent

while one of the features of the

evening was the extremely able sup-

porting cast. Isabel Race, Ethel

Campbell. Wyatt MacLean, Bud
Morden, Boh Sheppard, and Mike

Keegan were all perfectly cast, arid

gave near-flawless performances,

while Moe Pulowin's few lines came

very near to stealing the show. The

brogue of Jenny, the maid, played

by Inez Davis, was also particularly

pleasing.

Well-Done

The play as a- whole was well-

done, and most entertaining. The

action tended to drag somewhat in

pans of the first and third acts,

but that seemed the fault of the

writer rather than the players. This

was cojffWensated for by, some out-

standing comedy lines intersper-ed

through the dialogue.

The main fault of the actors on

Tuesday was that common first-

night trouble, bad timing. Espe-

cially in Act I, some of the better

bits Mere missed because o£ the

laughter of the audience, and oth-

ers because of little Raws in handl-

ing.

From the standpoint of farcical

comedy and genuine "belly-laughs,''

the play cannot be said to rank With

"Charley's Aunt," but for excel-

lence of entertainment, and tech-

nique it will rank with the best

that this campus has seen.

A-dither a-diller

The printer- wants- fiUex.

—Scoop.
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Student Government
Next Tuesday, tlie Alma Mater Society will hold a referendum

on its recently-adopted legislation to take over control of all year

dances. Because the issue has become one of considerable im-

portance on the campus, we feel it necessary to clarify our own

stand in the matter.'

For many years, the Journal has tried to guide and advise

student opinion. We conceive that to be a vital part of our job,

arid we have tried to maintain that tradition. We have certainly

not always been right, but we have expressed our views sincerely

and conscientiously, in what we believed to be the best interests

of the student body. The opinions expressed in these columns are

those of the Editorial Board, with which the A.M.S. Executive

has no connection. AH this is incidental to the issue in question,

but important to an understanding of our position.

In this particular case, there would seem to be two distinct

problems at hand—the immediate question of the action taken

with regard to year dances of which we shall speak later, and

the broader and even more important question of the relation of

the A.M.S. Executive to the students as a whole.

That the referendum will take place is a fact, with which

it is useless to argue. We do not condemn the A.M.S. for holding

it, since they had virtually no choice in the matter. But, in all

consistency, we cannot but deplore the background of feeling that

made it so.

It is our feeling that the holding of a referendum now is a

mistake. That is not to say that we argue with the principle or

right to hold it. but we do not think this is the proper time. How-

ever close the vote may have been, the legislation passed, and

the A.M.S. Executive as a whole accepted responsibility for its

administration. When the students force a vote on the question,

without giving it any Sort of trial, they indicate either a lack of

confidence in their leaders or their basic feeling that the A.M.S.

i*, in the last analysis, only a puppet body with no real virility.

Either seems to us equally bad. Furthermore, it is our fear that

the defeat of this scheme will ultimately destroy any feeling of

initiative or constructive activity that may have existed among

the Executive members.

Basically, we would seem to be facing a larger question than

this immediate problem—the question of the general relation-

ship of the A.M.S. Executive to the student body. And if nothing

else, this furore should cause a clarification on that point. We
may have, at the one extreme, an organization of convenience, and

no rial power, set up to pay bills and look after minor problems

that demand little thought. Or at the other extreme, we may
have a group with genuine powers to lead the students in what
seems to them the wisest manner. Actually, the true situation is

probably somewhere in between. But it has been and still is

our conviction that, ii anything, the A.M.S. should err in the

latter direction. It should lead a student body whose confidence

it commands, and whose hacking it can obtain.

If it docs not command confidence, and if it cannot obtain

backing, we fail to see how it can have anything more than a weak
pretense to power. It seems a pity that after so many years of

effort, after building a structure of which we have been proud,

the student legislature should fall into such utter oblivion.

Another Angle
The powerful opposition encountered by the recent A.M.S.

dance plan appears as the climax of a scries of inglorious failures

that have met the Queen's War effort. On Tuesday we are to go
to the polls to tell our Executive whether we will consent to hand
over the surplus from the money that wc willingly spend on
pleasure. We regret the widespread reluctance to accept a scheme
which we continue to regard as quite workable. However, if such

measures are to be so vigorously opposed, it will then become
necessary to seek some other solution.

What can be at the root of this almost determined torpor?

While virtually the whole world is at war, surely we cannot
honestly believe that there is no part for us to play. For true

though it may be that we are now equipping ourselves with
technical, medical, executive and other knowledge with which we
may better serve later, surely wc are not entitled meanwhile to

relax and wait. In the light of the enormity of the present
struggle and the importance of the time factor, these ideas are in-

supportable. There must be something we can do; for we cannot
afford to do nothing.

Nor do we think that the majority of the students on this

campus consider themselves free from any obligation. The true

reason for the general apathy up to the present, we conceive to

Letters to The Editor

Editor

:

There is too much griping

around this campus and not

nough action. Take for instance

the Year Dance situation. Per-

onally I think that in words of

one/syllable the plan stinks and

do not hesitate to say so—how-

ever it is an attempt in the direc-

tion of the good old star-spangled

War Effort. It is all very well

to yell to hell with thc_A.M.S.

bul at least they are TRYING
and in the rules of the game vfe

have to accept it unless some-

one (never do it yourself, of

course—pass the buck—Sarcasm

is found under S in the diction-

ary) suggests something better.

If you want to clean up this

mess, start some constructive

plan to take its place. Of course

if you don't want to raise $4000

(looks more tangible in the form

of a few ambulances), if you

don't care it's your Own business

—hut don't ask me to send car-

nations to your funeral. O.K. pass

the buck chum—but if everybody

passed the buck there would be

complete stagnation — Have you

ever smelt something stagnating?

Either do something—or shut up

—corpses aren't supposed to talk

at their own funeral. Try stick-

otft your own neck for a

that some one is dead, for the flag

is at half mast. Ordinarily there

i> no flag visible above our Uni-

versity.

Al the year dances and social

functions of the college the Na-

tional Anthem is a signal to go

home. Last night at the con-

clusion of "The Torch-Bearers."

one frail voice started to sing

the noble prayerful words of our

N'ational Antehem, wavered and

died as the audience stood and

listened to music which is not

even reserved exclusively for that

Anthem.

Our War Aid Commission

struggles against an apathy which

it cannot overcome.

Is there any connection be-

tween a flagless campus, a word-

less Anthem and a waning war

effort?

Yours truly.

Harold Burgess.

Official Notices

Special Fares for Christmas

,

Holidays

Students and teachers are en-

titled to special train rates on tick-

ets for the Christmas holidays. Cer-

tificates for presentation at the

ticket office may he obtained from

the Registrar's Office. The tickets

are good from December 20th to

January 7th.

mg
change—who knows you might

hit the jack-p.ot . . .

Belligerently,

Pops Vollmer.

The Editor,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

When we see the Union Jack

flying on the campus, we know

HOPEFUL was sporting his

brand new khaki suit about the

campus the other day, and went

about dutifully saluting everyone

and everything in his best Auxbatt-

manner. Trips he along towards

College Street, and he is passing

the Physics Building . . . comes he

to that transit pillar marking the

former site of the observatory . . .

and — eyes right — one of the

snappiest dawgone salutes you ever

saw . .

So . . . Let THAT be a Lesson

TO YA.

—Varsitv.

Marty Memorial Scholarship

This Scholarship in memory of

Dr. Aletta Marty, valued at not less

than $750, is offered by the Queen's

University Alumnae Association.

Any woman graduate of Queen's

University with a Master's degree

may hold this Scholarship, which

will be awarded for a year of gradu-

ate work. A committee chosen by

the Alumnae Association will make

the award. The Scholarship may

lie awarded to the same woman for

more than one year.

Applications should reach the

Registrar not later than January 1st.

Further information may be ob-

tained from the Registrar's Office.

Notice

Western students are re-

minded to reserve space im-

mediately on the private

Queen's car leaving Toronto

for Winnipeg on Saturday,

December 20.

value is $80.

The Scholarship has previously

been awarded on the basis of ma-

triculation, As no matriculation

candidate was eligible last summer,

the Scholarship will be awarded this

session to some student withiri the

University on (lie basis of his aca-

demic qualifications and on his rat-

ing as a clean, effective hockey

player.

No credit is given for fees when

the Scholarship is not awarded on

the basis of matriculation, but the

regular cash payment of $80 is

made to the winner.

. I pplicatious should be in the

hands of the Registrar by December

35th. Applicants should give evi-

dence of having played in the O.

H. A. or N. 0- H. series.

But then there's the girl who

married her X-ray specialist be-

cause nobody else could ever see

anything in her.

O.H.A. Scholarship

Applications are invited from stu-

dents now enrolled in the university

for the Ontario Hockey Association

Scholarship for 1941. The cash

"My preference for blondes dates

back to my childhood."

"Your childhood?"

"Yes, even then I was afraid of

the dark."

lie in a basic disagreement as to how we may best serve the cause.

Our point is'illustrated as this present strife over the disposal of

dance profits causes general interest to penetrate more deeply

into the matter. ,

It has been suggested, for instance, that $4,000 is rather a

large sum to expect from a non-earning' group of the size of our

student body. It is argued, too, that the economics of campus

society ought not to be so severely tampered with or so suddenly

and*drastical!y revised, as in the case of the year dance plan.

Some even contend that pleasures form a vital part of the life

here, and should not be made to suffer too greatly.

Though we cannot by any means completely agree with these

arguments, we recognize that they may represent one fundamental

cause of the trouble. For no matter what the objective may be—

and there should be some definite end in view—it will obviously

never be reached when a powerful group remains convinced thai

it is unattainable. Universal co-operation is necessary to reach

any worthwhile goal; and without complete agreement as to the

nature of this goal, there can be no such co-operation. This, as

we see it, is the fatal flaw in our war program.

What revisions, then, are in order? Where can we find a

more generally acceptable and more feasible way of doing our

part, if direct financial contribution Ms out of the question?

It appears to us that further investigation of this prolem

might easily reveal new and better channels through which to

direct the efforts of the students toward the cause. Perhaps, for

instance, salvage drives, so . effectively carried out elsewhere,

might better suit the purses and the inclinations of the under-

graduate body at Queen's.. Wc submit that in the light of the

obvious failure of methods employed to date, these suggestions

might bear consideration.

In any case, there is a job to be done, ours as much as any-

one else's. So far we have not been doing it. Whether we are

going about it the wrong way, or merely slacking, remains to be

seen ; but anything that might achieve some result is worth a trial.

The policy of the Journal in these matters has been clearly

stated before. We favor an all-out war effort, conducted along

whatever lines seem most productive. We condemn, the per-

sistent refusals of the students to co-operate with the Q.W.A.C.,

or to put forth any general and constructive effort. We concede,

however, that there may he unexplored possibilities for new pro-

grams and ways of approach. But above all, we implore that

something be done. This means now, and it means everyone.

Student Opinion Poll

This issue carries our announcement of a student opinion

poll to be conducted on the subject of university sports in wartime.

After two years of war there must inevitably be changes in feel-

ing, and we feel that it is in the interests of all concerned to in-

dicate in what direction they are going. This is not because of

our dissatisfaction with the local handling of a difficult situation,

but rather as a matter of general interest which may help to guide

the policy of those in authority.
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B&W ASSAULT SET FOR TONIGHT
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ThC thr«-s«onds lane restriction applies only to thatpart of the lane between the free throw line and the end line" and "Rule

5-3. a substitution may be made any time the ball is dead including after
a field-goal, are the only new rules introduced into the 1941-42 Basketball
Rule book. They should have little bearing on the scoring this season

1 he one revolutionary change comes in the official adoption of a fan-shaped back board which, according to a year's test, has increased thescoring on an average of four points a game. The new board will do away
with wild rebounds and fluke shots while the lay-up shot artists will be
given wider scope with their specialty. Its smaller size will give in
creased visibility of the basket from the corners and ends of the gym.
increased space under the basket from which a goal may be made and
chance for a rebound to escape from the contested area.

However intercollegiate basketball is likely to be the only motive to
bring this new device to the gym as the expense entailed in streamlining
the supports on the present back boards would be too great.

Basketball Shorts—Basketball statistics which indicate the trends in
the game, show the activity for one player per 6 minute quarter to be in
motion only 1.8 minutes, the longest uninterrupted run to be four seconds
and the average time three seconds.

Wanted—To play on an intermediate or senior football team in the
1942 season, sixteen members of the unofficial Eastern Canadian Junior
Champions—signed Roe, Rush. Sharpe, Halliwell, Finlay. Patterson, Martin,
Kinnear, Loynes, Munroe, Irwin, Barron, Patereon, Dalziel, Mclntyre
Crothers.

-Probably one of the most difficult problems facing the university in
the coming year is the fate of these members of the Juniors who will be
all soon saying "Today I am a man." Come intercollegiate sports they
would be the home-grown nucleus of a senior squad but until then (?).
The only practical suggestion is" to have these members enter the City
League as a Kingston outfit and proceed into the playoffs under a Kingston
banner but then again the old money problem enters the (?). The other
out would encroach on Western's idea of having exhibition games in foot-
ball, and as Western and Varsity are planning in basketball for the winter
season.

As for /the others Pardy, Bandiera, Young, Aubrey, Shine, Milliken,
Keenan, Simandl, Nelson, Paterin, Benevides, and McVien, the future is

much brighter for they at least will return with the knowledge that they
will be playing again next year. Although the Athletic Board lost about
$150 on the Hamilton game it can truly be written off to good will. As
far as the students are concerned they are quite satisfied that their money
was spent in the manner in which they so desired.

RINGSIDE
REFEREE

BY ROLY UAKNSLEY

Today's column is dedicated to

I he honorary president of the B.

& W., Jack Day. Jack has stood

behind the club in its lean days and

has always extended a helping hand

to its members.

Mr. Day started his boxing ca-

reer while overseas with the Cana-

dian troops in the last war, return*

i"g to Queeu's during 1919. He
bought on numerous occasions until

an eye injury forced him from the

ring. He served as coach of the

hoxers during 1924-25 and has act-

ed in various advisory capacities

^"ce'that dale.

" will be remembered that the

>resented to Jack McNeil as

most valuable man ill the B.

I

, 'V. was put up by Jack Day and

be awarded annually in the

ture.

paAs this very day is his birthday

'ie boys of the club have promised
him a victory in every bout tonight,

which should please a lot more of

Us than Jack.

Flash notice! All club members
are asked to turn out to the gym
a

' S p.m. this evening for a special

meeting.

Patronize Journal advertisers

Ah

the plucky 128 pounder who will

match mitts with Parker (R.A.FO

Junior Football

There will be an import-

ant meeting of tne Junior

football team on Saturday

at 12.05 in the gym.

Thirteen Bouts On Program;

Proceeds Will Go To War Aid

Regi, R.A.F.. Signallers And!
Aluminum Plant

i

Represented

the light heavyweight wrestling champ
who will oppose fra Brown (Queen's).

R.C.A.F. Cagers

Defeat Local Five

Take Combine Squad 31-14

In Exhibition Meet

BY STL' RODERTSON

Featuring a driving, close-in at-

tack, the Trenton R.C.A.F. Inter-

mediate entry smothered the King-

ston Combines hasketeers -11-14 in

a fast, hard-fought exhibition game

on the Tricolor floor Wednesday

night The Combines failed to hit

high gear at any time during the

contest, and though their hall han-

dling was capable, lack of finesse

around the hoop was the higgest

single factor in their downfall.

Air Force

The air force line-up was top

heavy with star performers and in-

cluded former greats from West

End Y.M.C.A. (Toronto), West-

ern University, Unversity of To-

ronto, and one or two American

players. These boys, though seem-

ing to throw the' pigskin around

with abandon, showed plenty of

brilliant ball handling, and, if their

best players are not transferred,

(Continued on page 7)

8 p.m., Gymnasium

Tonight nn behalf of the War
Aid Commission the Queen's Box-

ers and Wrestlers take over the

gymnasium for an assault^ that

should he one of the best held here

in recent years.

In all thirteen snappy bouts are

lined up, eight of the leather push-

ing variety ind five featuring the

matmen. The Queen's B. & W.
boys are shouldering a heavy load,

meeting the top-notch battlers from

the R.C.C.S., the R.A.F., Regiopo-

li> and the Aluminum Plant.

Boxing

The program will get under way

at 8 p.m. with four boxing bouts

following in quick succession. The

highlight of this group is expected

to be the match at 12S lbs. between

Johnny Evans of Queen's, who
holds the Intercollegiate Bantam

weight title, and Parker, a skillful

clnutcr from Collins Bay R.A.F.

After this feature the wrestlers

will show their stuff. Roly Barns-

ley and Al Munn, the novices of

the Queen's grapplers, face two of

the army boys from Barriefield,

Miron and Nicholson will continue

their feud of last year before ;

couple of masked marvels of Medi

cine take to the mats in a bout that

will probably defy all description

The wrestling climax will he

reached when Ira Brown, Intercol-

legiate Champion tangles with Jack

McNeil, Dominion Light-Heavy-

weight Wrestling Champ. Those

who saw these two in their exhibi-

tion last year will remember that

thev practically stole the show.

Then come the feature bouts of

the boxing card. Brian McCaffrey,

' 'uei-n's rookie, meets Hutchinson

of the R.A.F. Two other lop-flight

bouts follow before Pete Cain, an

Intercollegiate champion, takes on

a dangerous opponent, Rivest of the

Aluminum plant.

SENIORS-LIONS' GAME
BILLED FOR TONIGHT

ROLr B4RNSLEY

the clever novice who grapples with

Leonard (R.C.C.S.) in the 150 lb.

class.

"Roar City" Sextet

Here On Saturday

High-Scoring College Line
Back In Action

Useful Innovations

Cellophane newsprint so that peo-

ple can see through the Journal's

jokes.

Asbestos gloves for the Torch-

Bearers.

Gramophone record for Jack

Honck saying, "Rewrite this."

Dejuiced oysters for those who

haven't got the stomach.

THE CARD FOR TONIGHT

BOXING

1. (112) Happle (R.A.F.) vs J. Fan-ell (Regiopolis)

2. (125) Jameson (R.C.C.S.) vs Goade (R.C.C.S.)

3. (135) Al Moore (Q.) vs Sparks (Aluminum Plant)

4. (128) J. Evans (Q.) vs Parker (R.A.F.)

WRESTLING

5. (150) R. Barnsley (Q.) vs Leonard (R.C.C.S.)

6. (175) Al Munn (Q.) vs Chris Vottero (R.C.C.S.)

7. (170) Ernie Miron (Q.) vs Nicholson (R.C.C.S.)

8. (145) Western Grasshopper vs Mad Medico

9. (175) Ira Brown (Q). vs J. McNeil (Q.)

The local sports week will be

highlighted by two hockey games

when the Combines tangle with

Niagara Falls. The two teams first

meet in the "Roar City" on Friday

and then return to Kingston foi

the return engagement Saturdaj

The games promise to be fast and

furious throughout, since the Falls

men have many name-players, and

are currently leading the league

Kingston should surpass their pre

vious efforts, bolstered as they will-

be by the addition of a highly-re-

garded young soldier-defeitceman,

Guy Roche. Also NorV Williamson,

Queen's high-scoring gift to senior

"A" hockey this year, should be

back after a brief layoff for studies.

This would reunite the Combines*

high-scoring line of Williamson-

Neilson-Williamson. All in all, the

game on Saturday promises to be a

high-scoring thriller.

last nite i

saw a witch

which had a

twitch

today there is

a hitch as

to which wicb

The Queen's Seniors go over
the boards tonight at the Jock
Hatty Arena seeking their second
victory in the Van Home Hockey
Series again Kingston Lions at

8.30.

The Tricolor will be at full

strength as their Junior football

stars return after a one-game lay-

off. Several additions have been
added to the squad since their 7-1

victory against the Signallers and
the Queen's board of strategy,

Rosie Huston and Senator Powell,

will have some trouble in select-

ing a starting lineup.

The Lions lost a thriller to

Belleville on Monday night in

overtime and need a win to stay

in the running. The team is com-
posed of all the Junior "B" team
which will represent Kingston

in the Ontario playdowns.

STOP PRESS
Murray Griffin, star, halfback

of the Ottawa Roughriders. has

agreed to wrestle Jack McNeil,

Dominion light-heavyweight

champion, in a feature bout at

the Assault to be held on Friday

night in the gym.

Did j'ever sit on a bumble bee?

Confidentially, it stings.

-Varsity.

ROA HAFLIDSON

who takes on a local pride, Frank

Smith (R.C.C.S.) in a 145 lb. boxing

event.

10. (140)

H. (145)

12.

13.

BOXING

Brian McCaffrey (Q.) vs Syd Hutchinson (R.A.F.)

R. Haflidson (Q.) vs Frankie Smith (R.C.C.S.)

(Heavy) Whittlock (R.C.C.S.) vs Miles (R.A.F.)

(155) Roger Rivest (Aluminum Plant) vs Pete Cain (Q.) c

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN K. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters ond Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

or-'itutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description
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Psychiatrist Speaks

t Continued from page 1)-

Dr. McCuaig explained that the

subject of Mental Hygiene reached

into nearly every phase of life to-

day, including medicine, economics

and social legislation. The subject,

he said, could be defined as the

prevention of maladjustments in

personalities by the development of

emotional control and logical think-

Mental disorders may arise from

two >uurge$," fine in winch [lie brain

suffers from raun.il disease or in-

jury, and another arising entirely

in the mental field without any ap-

parent change taking place in the

brain The factors governing men-

tal health, he stated, are heredity,

environment and the- individual con-

Btirutioa

Mental Disorder

The -speaker further explained

that a mental disorder reaches a

crisis only after a long period of

time. Oftcp a patient feels that

something; is wrong but is afraid to

consult a 'psychiatrist for reasons of

his own, Rather than fight the dis-

order logically, the patient resorts

In such action as seclusion or in;

validism. To conibaX. the barrier

erected against him. the psychiatrist

must first £a1n the confidence of the

patient before he can begin a cure.

Dr. McCuaig stated" that psychiat-

rists use persuasion, suggestion and

hypnosis as their- tools. The speaker

illustrated his talk with several tnu

life cases he had met himself,

Dr. Krotkov. who introduced Dr.

McCuaig. pointed out the import-

ance of study in the field of Mental

Hygiene, and said that man's ana-

tomy and physiology (ft-eiftr not suc-

cessfully keepjjg pace with the in-

creasing complexities of modern

life. jR? . -jSm
' Whv does a traffic light turn

red?
'

You would too, if you had to

change in the middle of the street

A certain Engineer thinks that

steel wool is the hair off a

hydraulic ram.

R. C. EDDY ADDRESSES
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS

On Tuesday afternoon, Mr. R.

C. Eddy of Sc. '41, spoke on

"Kraft Pulp" to a well attended

meeting of the Chemical "Engin-

eers' Club held in the Chemical

Engineering Building.

Mr. Eddy discussed briefly the

history and di-tinguishing fea-

tures of Kraft Pulp and then out-

lined the manufacturing process.

He pointed out that Kraft cook-

ing liquor was alkaline instead

Of acid as- in the preparation of

chttnical pulp by the sulphite pro-

cess, the Kraft liquor consisting

aL a caustic solution of sodium

salts wiih. some sulphur.

Recovery Plant

One of the most important

features of a Kraft mill is the

recovery plant where the spent

In
I

nor- containing lignin and

other materials dissolved from

the wood go through a regenerat-

ing process, Only by an efficient

recovery process can the process

be run economically. The speaker

also pointed out that the chief

quality of Kraft pulp is its high

strength which accounts for its

wide use in cartons and wrapping

paper.

The club has not met for some

time, due to Dr. Goodwin's recent

llness, but a full program of

meetings is planned for the re-

mainder of the session.

Notices of meetings are posted

outside Ontario Hall and visitors

are always welcome. "Refresh-

ments are served at all meetings.

For

Co-eds' legs are quite curvatioiis,

Co-eds' figures are vivacious.

Co-eds' kisses are temptatious.

But . . .

Co-eds' skulls are not stj spacious.

it.

Co-eds causing much sensation

In the male part of the nauo'n,

Co-eds great in acclamation,

Instigators of temptation,

Stirring intense consternation.

Co-eds cute as all larnation

—

Smiles that bring infatuation,

Eyes that cause intoxication-

Have (so thinks this publication)

Only one slight deviation

From a perfect-made creation,

Tims we find, upon reflection.

That their upper thinking section

Need; a wee bit of correction.

In other words, it's this way, chum,

Co-eds are beautiful but . . . dumb.

Ed. Note: These opinions are

those of the author and not neces-

sarily of the editorial board.

THANKS

The Drama Guild wishes to

express its gratitude to the many
who assisted in the production

of "The Torch-Bearers". The

generous support of the Journal

was especially appreciated. The

research section of the Physics

department, and the psychology

laboratory loaned equi pment
which saved us heavy expense.

The co-operation of the members

of the dress circle, and the stu-

dent body as a whole made the

production a pleasant experience

for us all. Thanks, folks.

Stew Webster,

Producer.

Patronize Journal advertiser?

for quality merchandise.

Maths-Physics Club

A meeting of the Mathe-

matics and Physics Club

will be held on Friday at

4 p.m. in Room 202 in the

Physics Building.

A lecture on Gamma rays,

delivered by Lord Ruther-

ford, will be reproduced

from records. Refreshments

will be served.

ShylOck: Shoot ye for a pound

of flesh.

Antonio: Yc am faded, brother.

Shytock (rolls'): Hello, natural!

Antonio: Oh, well, there goes a

load off my chest,

THE
HABIT-DASHER

BY POPS VOLLMER

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A.

"Where the Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Clean Heated Cobs

PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

REGRETS

DRIVI IN AN IN8Uf7<_D
TAXI

A MEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

(Continued from page 1)

nothing, . and hence the A.M.S.

has no right to take all the pro

fits. But if the A.M.S. puis on

the dances, paying a convener

and committee, all profits will

rightly go to the A.M.S.

In paying each convener an

honorarium (say $10.00), and giv-

ing complimentary tickets to

eight committeemen, the expense

incurred is $20.00. At present up

to thirty complimentaries are

given out each week, which is

jnn expense, of $37.50. Here is

one saving. The policy as to

decoration materials will elimin-

ate wastage. The Arts Society

bandstands are to be lent to the

A.M.S. free of charge.

Year Spirit

It is objected that it is year

spirit that puts over a dance.

The New Plan proposes that the

elected year conveners put on the

dance they would regularly have,

choosing their committees as

they will, but preferably from

their respective years. The dance

would be given the same name as

usual, -and suggestions as to

band, decorations, theme, etc.,

would be welcomed from the

year. It would still be its year

dance. The objection is also rais-

ed that, once in A.M.S. control,

the quality of the dances would
drop due to cheap bands. How-
ever three of the five remaining
years have already chosen bands,

and of course these will appear as

scheduled. It is realized that the

students won't tolerate poor
bands, If the scheme is to

succeed, good bands must be
presented.

We believe the New Dance
Plan is economically sound and
as such deserves a trial. But be
fore condemning it, let's give it

a chance.

Winter is here. One of the

most dependable of the campus

signs showed up the other night,

Johnny Mac of Meds '44 declared

the snow season officially open

by wearing his ear-muffs. .Ottawa

has been notified as well as the

Royal Order of Astronomers,

Weatherforecasters and Santa

Clauses. Everything is now

under control.

Something veddy veddy bad is

apparent on the campus. Some

of the co-eds are going a little

too heavy on the rouge jobs. Re-

member that even the pallid,

yeah - it - was - a-wonderful-party

look is better than to glare like

a refugee from a red-lead factory.

Never use it unless you have

plenty of time and good light in

which to put it on. Be subtle

about it, in fact be subtle about

everything. Remember, even
dynamite looks harmless.

Warning to those who are in

the market for stockings. Nylon

are the sheerest and wear like

the proverbial iron—but there is

a catch (almost of run propor-

tions)—they are the coldest, most

frigid things south of Greenland's

icy mountains.

About five o'clock in the after-

noon does life not seem worth

living despite the fact you have

successfully weathered the four

o'clock shakes? Gather yourself

together and stagger down and

take a bath. No doubt you will

go to sleep and the struggle to

save yourself from drowning

will awaken a new interest in

life. Now you put on clean

clothes—on the save-the-laundry-

bills principle. Since your hair

looks like
,
sea-weed (it's the

flotsam that gcts'em) from the

drowning episode, you smarten it

up, and having gone that far you
might as well put on a new face

. . . Now open your eyes and look

arrived? Good, now I'd like to

float a small loan—gold mine

you know. However if you aren't

greatly interested (that is, as

interested as I am) it might be

a good idea to do your Santa

Claus shopping now while you

still have the greenbacks with

you, instead of mixing your

annual Chris.mas fight with the

faculty with the struggle down
in Gimble's Bargain Basement.

The United Cigar Store handles

magazine subscriptions which

are a neat painless way of doing

the job. By the way, I should

like LIFE (the magazine I mean)

for the annum '42—not a hint of

course.

The orchid this week goes to

the freshettes and the honorary

member of Science '43 for wearr

ing attractive slacks to the foot-

ball game. Very warm and com

fortable things for bleacher-bend-

ing, methinks. We'd like to see

more of them around, with the

exception of the gals who mix

their poise with avoirdupois.

for

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
103 Princess Street Phone 3542

AGENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES

You're missing a lot if you

haven't tried Philip Morris

Mixture, today's greatest

value in pipe tobacco.

In pouches, pack-
ages and W lb. tins.

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Meters, Tanks. Filters

Tripods, Etc

You' oiH camera tattfn

on new equipment

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Lockett

AT LOCKETT'S LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

Everything that's New
and Smart
At LAIDLAW'S!

Dresses — Coats

New Accessories —
Men's Furnishings

—

House Furnishings

—

Sports Clothes —
Smart Fabrics.

When You Buy at Laidlaw's — You're Sure of the Quality.

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS ST.

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street Phone 1941

And then there's the shoe clerk

who boasted that he'd never met
a woman who wouldn't stand for

a little squeezing from him.

in the mirror—a new woman

—

ain't it wunncrful. We know
two other cures but space and

the editor will not allow print-

ing. Too bad.

Has your December allowance

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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Letters To The Editor

Dear Sir:

Since the A.M.S. passed their

latest legislation concerning year
dances, there has been much
criticism on the campus. 1 think

that you, in your editorial of De-
cember 2, did not strike the main
points that many of the students

have against the latest action of

the A.M.S.

First of all, it must be grant-

ed that when a certain year wants
tn hold a dance, the students con-
cerned want the dance to be
truly their own, and not some'

thing bearing little more than
their name. The A.M.S. ruling

stipulates that a convener picked

by the A.M.S. will be in charge

of the dances, and he in turn
will pick a committee from the

year concerned to help him; the

members of the committee to re-

ceive complimentary tickets for

their efforts. Is this altogether

fair to the junior years who have
not yet hadia chance to run their

own dances? Why shouldn't the

A.M.S. set a maximum price to

be spent on decorations, a maxi-
mum price to be spent for a band
and let the years carry on from
there and run their own dances?

1 do not believe that the majority

of the students object to the tak-

ing of all profits for War Pur-
poses. With the two simple con-

ditions outlined above, the years

would be still able to run their

own dances and therefore imbue
them with the spirit necessary to

make them a success.

Secondly, there has been much
argument about the way in which
dance profits are to be spent. It

is all -very. fine for the Q.W.A.C.
to invest the profit*; in War Sav-
ings Certificates, but is that a

real contribution to the war?
These certificates, when matured,

will be payable to Queen's Uni
versity, and at a tidy profit to

the University. If the students

are to give money to the govern
ment to help win the war, why
shouldn't this money be used to

buy something of concrete value

that could be used by the armed
forces ?

With the money obtained by a

Mile of Pennies held by McGill,

two Bren guns were bought.

Would this not be a much better

method of disposing of the year

dance profits? The guns could

be brought to the campus and

displayed for a few days so that

the students could see what their

money had purchased. The guns
• ould then be given to the army,
f, r they might even he kept here

""" the, training of men of the

C.O.T.C., there being only two
Mich guns on the campus with

which upwards of 800 men must

trained.

If these suggestions outlined

above were followed by the A.

"I-S, and a plebiscite were taken

the matter, I think tliat a ma-
jority of the students would be

favor of adoption of the

motion.

Bill Macdonald,

Arts '44.

criminal tactics in order to at-
tain their petty end. Such things
as entertaining the orchestra at
dinner and presenting as many
as fifty complimentary tickets as
a way of cutting profits certainly
justify the A.M.S. in taking over
the year dances.

It seems a pity that after two
years of war we haven't set aside
our inconsequential differences, to
do^vhat we can to win the war.

Irate Levanites.

criticism

"Alii-- ii

"ear Sir:

Why has" there been no front

['
age story about the tax evasions
>v >'ear dance committees? We
fee] sure that if the students
tnew the true situation there
lvould be only one course for

to take in the forthcom-

vote. Because of resentment
'he A.M.S. certain years desire

' avoid the war tax imposed on

They resort to almost

them
inp

lance;

The Editor,

Queen's Journal,

Dear Sir:

I was very glad to see that the

of the War Effort.

Governmcnlland" was
written in a mood of light fan-

tasy, for no such criticism could
be justified by the facts. This
reply is written, not in defence
of a government policy, but in

appreciation of the earnest and
effective work of so many people
responsible for our war effort.

Canada, principally a producer
of primary products, has in the
space of two years built up a war
machine excellent both in variety

and quantity; to mention some
aspects:

(1) The largest light-machine-

gun plant in the world.

(2) Recently the world's

est producer of aluminum,
the possible exception of

many.

(J) An enormous chemical in-

dustry — unsurpassed at present

in some categories—and this in

spite of the fact that at the war's
beginning, war chemicals were
produced on

,
little more than

pilot |.!ant scale.

Why is it that irresponsible

critics are always longing for

some magnificent gesture to come
out of Ottawa that will auto-

matically win the war? Don't
they realize the function of gov-
ernment in war is to ensure the

smooth working of our farms,

factories, and armies? The
strength of these is the true

measure of our war effort.

Yours very truly,

R. Y. Moir

larg-

with

Ger-

esult will be available to all who
Find them of service.

Yours sincerely,

Alice Armstrong,

Chairman, Q.S.A.

Gentlemen

:

It seems to me that the stu-

dents of this University have
little or no idea about the func-

tions of Q.W.A.C This is an
organization whereby every one
of us can help win the war. 1

would like to make a few sugges-
tions as to this policy.

I iliink it would be a good idea

if the Q.W.A.C. temporarily,

were to scrap their $4000 objec-

tive and spend more money on
making students realize the facts

about their organization. I would
like to see them take the same
stand about the year dances as
the A.M.S. has, emphasizing the
fact that if profits, spent on
luxuries on the campus, were
turned over to the Q.W.A.C,
war bonds would be bought
Which would be an excellent con-
tribution towards winning the

war. After the war is over these
bonds could be turned over to

the University authorities to use
as a building fund. Therefore
when a student went to a dance
he would obtain in full his en-

tertainment but also would help

win the war and buy us new
buildings when it is all over.

This surely is a very appealing

idea to all students and I can
only think of one reason why it

is not more popular on the cam-
pus and that is because it has not
been advertised or publicized

sufficiently. 1 would therefore

like to "see the Q.W.A.C. adopt
a policy of advertising this scheme.

Yours truly,

D. M. Keegan.
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Left Hand Corner

R.C.A.F. Cagers

The Editor,

Queen's University Journal.

Dear Sir:

In the last issue of the Journal

a letter appeared from "Homer"
asking for a publication of the

results of the questionnaire cir-

culated by the Q.S.A. last spring

throughout the student body.

"Homer" feels justifiably enough,

that the students are entitled to

know what light the statistics

obtained throw upon matters con-

cerning the status of students

iit Queen's before special groups

meet to discuss them.

A word of explanation may be

in order here.

The delay, which we regret, has

been occasioned partly by the

desire of the committee to sub-

mit as complete and reliable re-

port as possible and .partly from

the fact that a student's time is

comparatively limited.

The results, tabulated at Ot-

tawa, do not immediately show

some of the things we would like

to know, and considerable con-

densation and reorganizing has

been necessary in order that the

main points be presented clcarly

and concisely.

Upon completion the report

will be published in the Journal,

as space permits, and a complete'

(Continued from page 5)

they should inject Intercollegiate

class ball to the league.

The Trenton entry had chalked

up four baskets in the first five

minutes before the locals dented the

twine iu the opposition's hoop.

From here in, the flyers increased

their lead with Casey, Muir, Greene

and White combining on several

beautiful plays. The pivot work of

the lanky White was really smooth

Coburn and Rosentzvcig were the

Lest for the Combines, with the

indefatigable Newt burning up the

floor as usual. The whole Kingston

team played together well, and after

brushing up their close-in work

will certainly make things closer at

their next meeting.

Line-ups

:

Trenton—Casey (9), Davis f0>,

Muir (4), Hackman (2), White

(6), Howard (2), Freedman (0).

Brethet (5). Greene (4), Gibbs

(0) — 32.

Kingston Combines — Newman

(2). Coburn (4), Hitsman (0),

McLellan (2), Lewis (2), Simon

(0), Kirk (0), Rosentzweig (4),

Graham (0), Edwards (0) — 14.

Commerce Club

Mr. Wood, a Director of

Imperial Tobacco Co., and

Chief of the Sales Depart-

ment will address the Com-
merce Club luncheon at 12

noon Wednesday, December
10. Ticket sales close Tues-

day at 6 p.m. Regular prices.

(Continued from page 1)

the walls as well as on the floors.

And on the landlady if she is

around.

(2) Never walk up the stairs.

Take a running start and land

On each step as heavily as pos-

sible. The same goes for jump-
ing downstairs. Take four steps

at a time. The noise may make
the dear old girl annoyed.

(3) If a tourist or another stu-

dent comes to the door asking

for rooms stand at the top of

the stairs and tell him that the

house is as dirty as the land-

lady and anyone can see how
dirty she is, the beds would insult

a horse, and that the landlady

has a habit of practising bowl-
ing in tin' halls at the most un-

seemly hours. She definitely will

not appreciate your remarks.

(4) At all times sympathize

with her husband. Tell him that

you would kick her out on her

ear if you were him and that

she is playing him for a sucker.

Do it in a nice way, of course,

for he may actually be fond of

her. If he is, ask her in front

of him who the man was that she

was out with the other night.

Wear running shoes when you
ask questions of this type.

(5) Steal the best picture she

has of herself and make sure she

finds you throwing darts at it.

She will then get the idea that

you don't like her.

(6) Criticize her cooking. Tell

her that only pigs could eat it

and then give her a very sar-

castic glance. Actually, if you
value your life, you'd be a fool

to do this.

(7) If you aren't tired, set off

alarm clocks at different hours

outside her door. This is a bit

more childish than usual but you
might tie a rope across her door-

way. She is sure to make a hell

of a noise.

(8) Get her children to swear

at her and to tell their father that

he was an old fool for marrying

her. This is really very nasty,

but sometimes is the only one

that works.

(9) Never have a bath before

midnight and sing loudly raucous

fongs, dedicated to her.

(10) We couldn't think of a

tenth reason because you'll be

kicked out by this time; if not

by the landlady, by every other

student in your house.

Isn't this a silly article? You
really could just walk out if you

wanted. But just think of all the

fun vou'll have.

The Kingston quota is six stu-

dents and six graduates, the third

largest in Canada. Application

forms for students are available at

the S.C.M. office or from any mem-
ber of the executive. They must
be sent in to the office not later

than December 9.

CONFERENCE OF S.C.M
MARKS ANNIVERSARY

The Student Christian Move-

ment of Canada is celebrating its

21st Anniversary this Christmas

with a five day conference. Dec.

27-31, at St. Andrew's College.

Aurora. Scventy-fhe students and

seventy-five graduates will repre-

sent every province of Canada, and

will consider the problem of Chris-

tian Citizenship in these days, with

special reference to the role of the

S.C.M. in training college people

for Christian leadership. Six stu-

dents will represent Queen's.

Speakers

In addition to sharing in

the conflict and interplay of

thought, those attending will hear

-uch outstanding leaders as Gerald

Cragg of Montreal, C, S. Tsai of

China, R. C. Mackie of England,

Liston Pope of Yale, Wilfred

Lockhart of Toronto, and many

others.

Protect our birds. The dove
brings peace and the stork tax ex-

emptions.

Medical Officer (examining re-

cruit)
—

"Got any scars on you?"
Recruit

—
"Nope. How'd you like

a cigarette?"

"Please, just one!"

"Nay, nay, sir."

"Please, may I
"

"Nay, nay "

"Say, was your mother scared by

horse?"

OVERCOATS
m

~ - that answer your every

style and quality demand!

Be smart — be thrifty, buy

yourself one of these warm-

ful overcoats for Christmas.

You'll enjoy it from the

minute you put it on your

shoulders to the last wear-

ing several winters from

now. They fit with made-to-

order precision by Society

Brand and other leading

Can adian Manufacturers,

and their imported British

fabrics are durable. Single

and double-breasted styles.

STYLE and

QUALITY at

MODERATE
PRICES

SANTA says . .

.

"When It Comes to Gifts

For Men — Go to Tweddell's"

Men love personal, intimate gifts above any other kind.

Here at Tweddell's you'll find gifts to gladden the heart

of any man, and they have that extra quality about them
that he will instantly recognize and appreciate. Come in,

you'll enjoy Christmas shopping at Tweddell's.

TRICOLOR

SWEATERS
make a most thought-

ful gift for the college
man.

Pullover and Coat
styles in fine quality

all wool—heavy jumbo
weave.

ARROW SHIRTS

NECKWEAR

SCARVES

CLOVES

dressing cowns
housecoats

McGregor socks

HATS, etc.

100 and 1 Other Suggestions

Our store is filled with a gorgeous array of other gifts for

men such as suspenders, garters, initial buckles, hand-

kerchiefs, evening wear jewelry and accessories — all at

moderate prices.

SEE OUR SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAYS

TWEDDELL'S
Hotel T.a Salle Building

137-139 Princess Street Phone 3706

f
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Enemy Action

Out at Camp Niagara a section

was deploying happily through

field and
v

stream, occasionally

flopping blissfully in the fragrant

grass to escape the attentions of

a purely theoretical enemy . . .

As the boys lay placidly in im-

maculate arrowhead formation,

sneezing into their camouflaged

handkerchiefs, suddenly in the

distance they heard a low, omin-

ous throbbing ... As they

huddled closer together for

mutual protection from shrapnel,

the throbbing changed into a loud

chugging, the grasses began to

waver, and as the boys broke

and fled, a ferociously flailing

mowing machine charged their

position . . . When the corporal

in charge reached headquarters

he saluted sheepishly . . . "Dis;

lodged by an enemy mechanized

unit, sir," he reported,

—The Varsity.

"Did the Doctor tell you what

you had."

"No, he took it."

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Lodies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-

wear — Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid, High or

Low Heels,, at

$5.00 to $7.00

FOR BETTER 5HOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St,

Phone 24

Delivery Service

A FINE

ASSORTMENT

of

(Khristmas

difts

now on display

•

Your parcels all

Xmas wrapped

at no extra cost

•

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

LEVANA
NOTE/

Levana Meeting

There will be a Levana meet-

ing next Wednesday evening at

7.30 in the Ban Righ Common

Room. Since this is the last meet-

ing of the term all girls are urged

to turn out. As usual, freshette

attendance will be compulsory.

Red Cross Room

The Red Cross Room will close

next week till after Christmas. If

any girl wishes to do some knit-

ting during the holidays, she may

obtain wool from the donation

box in the Red Room.

Levana Formal

Plans for the Levana Formal

are well under way, and this

year's dance promises to rise to

the high standard of other years.

This year each girl may buy

only one ticket, but she may go

both nights if she gets some

other girl, who is not going, to

buj the additional ticket for her.

A second new ruling is that each

girl may take only ONE man!

The Formats will take place on

January 29 and 30.

Kingston Newsman

(Continued from page 1)

Montreal Slor, gaining much valu-

able experience in that position.

The pictures taken of the Press

Gub for the Tricolor will be at

the meeting, and, after the mem-

bers have surveyed them, refresh-

ments will be served to revive those

who couldn't stand the shock.

Varsity Conducts

(Continued from page 1)

every major student organization

on the campus. The first dime was

laid down by Dr. H. J. Cody. Pre-

sfdent of the University of Toronto,

shortly after ten o'clock. After

having placed thirty-five dollars on

the line, Dr. Cudy addressed an

assembly of staff and students. For

the remainder of the day crowds

milled about the glittering silver

line stretching its serpentine way

along the path. An unexpected con-

tribution to the campaign was the

appearance of Jan Masaryk, minis-

ter for foreign affairs for Czecho-

slovakia and a distinguished visitor

who laid down forty dimes along

the white-wash line. It has been

calculated that the approximate rate

of the march of dimes was 21.5 per

minute. Throughout the proceed-

ings barkers harangued crowds

through a public address system

"Bebies" girls changed dollars intc

dimes and at noon schoolmen stag

ed an auction.

A spontaneous street dance pro-

vided seventeen dollars as students

jived to rhythms ground out

through the public address system.

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BY KATHERINE McRUER

'Does your wife take to bridge"

'She takes to it more than she

brings back"

We dedicate this space to a

poem by Scroop which we could

not bring ourselves to print.—Ed.

Jim—I smell a rat.

Joe—Don't get personal.

She: Getting cold, isn't it:

He: Winter draws on.

She: Sir!

And it didst come to pass in

the land of Queenz that there

was made public a record of the

proceedings of the men of Scienz

in the last year. ~" ~"•»»-

And this year book dost con-

tain much fact about the men

of Scienz and their struggles here

and in far off lands, Yea—and

the name of every Scienz man
who has left the caverns of

Queenz is inscribed therein and

In- present field of battle, yea,

even from the colony of Ken Ya
in the copper belt to the adjacent

caves of Alco and Loco.

And when these Proceedings

were distributed to the men of

Four for on the day of Woden,
one Kris the Mic didst find a

stupendous inaccuracy therein,

and didst promptly call upon the

Gods as witness ' that this was

not so—not so, said he, did it

come to pass among the men of

Scienz in the land or Queenz in

the city of Kin.

And in the mighty cavern of

the hydlab where the men of

Four for were plying tee-square

and compass, he didst indeed

point to the written word and it

didst verily say that the men of

Four tor didst finish fourth in

the year just passed in the battle

for the Bews cup.

And the multitudinous men of

Four for didst wax wroth that

such an insult be levelled against

their athletic prowess, frosh

though they were when the

struggle was on.

And on the face of the living

rock and on the printed page it

shall be written, "Not so—not

so did it come to pass."

Lockers

A campaign to keep the locker

rooms tidy has been started recently.

Henceforth till die end of the year

all articles left hanging on the wall,

hi the cubicles or just around, will

be put in the pound. Cost to re-

trieve same will be five cents per

article. (Proceeds to go to Q.W.

A.C. or some other cause.) One

way to avoid doling out your coke

nickels is to buy a locker, before

the em! of the month looms near.

Miss Ross will explain the new

method of selling lockers, and re-

ceive your money for the same. As

it is neofssary to have a locker, be

sure to see Miss Ross soon.

Skating

Once again we print the Levana

skating hours:

Hockev: Monday and Tuesday,

1.00-2.00.

Skating: Wednesday, Thursday

and Friday, 1.00-2.00.

Here is good news for all fancy

and would-be-if-they-could skaters.

One of our own Queen's co-eds,

Janet Williamson, will be at the

rink on skating days to help and

instruct all those who are interest-

ed. Janet is thoroughly capable of

doing this job, as all who skated

last year will well remember. With

this incentive we expect to see the

rink crowded from now on.

FORMER QUEEN'S MAN
GIVEN SECOND AWARD

Wing Commander Nelles Tim-

merman, a former Queen's student,

has just received the award of the

D.S.O., after having been awarded

the D.F.C. some months ago. After

the routine job of bombing two

enemy patrol ships and sinking at

least one of them, he had chased

and shot 'down an enemy aircraft.

He has served with a bombex squad-

ron throughout the present war,

and has been a frequent visitor

over Berlin. He is now the com-

mander of an all-Canadian bomb-

ing squadron, and under him is

another Queen's man, P.O. Tommy
Dench. . —

Cattle Boat

Wing Commander Timmerman

Crossed the Atlantic in 1936 in a

cattle boat, after gaining his flying

license at Kingston Civil Airport.

But he found all this much easier

than joining the R.A.F. The cau-

tious Air Ministry kept him waiting

several months before he was ac-

cepted.

There are 160 Queen's men in

the R.C.A.F., and there have been

five casualties to date. There are

six alumni in the R.A.F. Among
these are F.Lt. G. D. Clancy who

is a prisoner of war in Germany.

An R.C.A.F. casualty was F.O. P.

W. Lochman, a veteran of the Bat-

tle of Britain.

Six Planes

When Lochman came to his death

on May 1, 1941, he had six planes

to his credit. On two occasions

he had been shot down himself and

had to bail out. In one instance,

after he had brought down a Ger=

man plane, Lochman landed and

gave first aid to the injured pilot,

removing a bullet from his back.

Two Queen's men who are not

in the Air Force have also been

decorated. Captain D. V. Cunning-

ton was awarded the George Medal

and Lieut. J. M. S. Patton the

George Cross for removing a Ger-

man time bomb from the vicinity

of an important English factory.

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Today

:

4.00 p.m.—Press Club Meeting

Players Lounge

Old Arts Bldg.

4.00 p.m.—Math-Physics Club

Room 202

Physics Bldg.

5.00 p.m.—Meeting of B. & W.
Gymnasium

9.00 p.m.—Blackout Dance
Grant Hall

Saturday

:

12.05 p.m.—Junior Football Team
Gymnasium

9.15 p.m.—Combines vs. Niagara

Arena.

Levana Society

There will be a meeting

of the Levana Society next

Wednesday evening at 7..10

p.m. in the Ban Righ Com-
mon Room. There will be a

speaker and refreshments

will be served following the

meeting. Since this is the

last meeting of the term,

all girls are urged to turn

out. Freshette attendance is

compulsory.

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

SPORTSWEAR
GIFTS with all the life and colour

of a Stadium crowd!

For a sweater addict . . . collector's items knit in fine, soft wools.

For a snow-bird . . . dashing ski togs, cut clean as a bullet . . .

witty accessories, vivid with colour.

For a glitter-bug ... if she's active and fun-minded you'll

find Bcldeon's Sportswear chuck full of clever gift suggestions.

It will pay you to walk around the corner to

BELDEAN SH0PPE
49 Montreal Street Just Off Princess

36maa (SHfta
Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

NOTICE

4--.,

Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments, Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pena,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions Our uted

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

After The B&W Meet-The Blackout Ball
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STUDENTS VOTE ON DANCE ISSUE
Left Hand
Corner. . . .

Today is question and answer

day. Unfortunately I cannot ans-

wer all the questions that I have

received because of lack of space,

and I certainly will not answer

questions sent in by fresh guys in-

quiring about my ancestry. The fell-

low who addressed his letter to

"the biggest dope at Queen's" will

receive his answer in person (if lie

isn't a Science man).

Q. I took your advice on how to

get along with landladies, you dirty

fraud, and helped myself to some
of her cooking. She hit me over

the; head with her husband's crut-

ches and threw me out^ What do

I do now?—Disillusioned.

A. Don't read this column any-

more.

Q. I have invited three women to

the Arts Formal. They all have
horrible tempers. Should I commit
suicide?—Keith.

A. Yes.

Q. Is it wise to stay up all night

and study? Huh!—Sheets,

A. Who is she?

Q, Is the university really seri-

ous about compulsory attendance

—Optimistic.

A. You should take a look at my
nttendance card.

Q. What is the best column in

the Journal?—Cynical.

A. What a stupid question.

Q, Do you think my poetry

stinks?—Scoop.

A. You have excellent descrip-

tive powers.

Q. Do you advise giving profes-

sors apples at the beginning of each

lecture?—Homer H.

A. ft never worked for me.

Q. What is the definition of a

will""-—Lorna.

A. A kind-hearled man who likes

to be nice to, all women. (Advt.)

Q. Are you really as ignorant

as v:ur column indicate: f—Stance
'47.

A. Censored.

Q. What was that terrible scream

heard on the campus this mcrning?

LEFT HAND CORNER
(Continued from page 4)

Students Consider

Sports Desirable,

Gallup Poll Shows

Sports Will Raise Morale,
Is General Opinion

On Campus

Students at Queen's are over-

whelmingly in favor of exhibition

sports events between colleges as a

means of raising student morale and
obtaining money for the war effort,

the Journal poll indicated this week.

As we go to press, results have not

come in from McGill, University

of Toronto or University of West-
ern Ontario, where the question-

naire was circulated at Ihe same
time.

Gallup Poll

Tallying was conducted by Jour-

nal reporters working on the prin-

ciple of the famous Gallup poll. A
representative sample of undergra-

duates in each faculty was ap-

proached by telephone and by per-

sonal contact. In all, twenty per-

cent of the students were ques-

tioned.

Ninety-four percent of thos
(
e

lr|uestioned felt that a number of

exhibition games between colleges

GALLUP POLL
(Continued on page 2)

Glee Club Hears
Record Of Operetta

The Glee Club, which is to pre-

sent the comic-operetta The Pirates

of Penzance in February, gathered

at the home if Miss Laura Miller

on Sunday night to near a complete

recording of the Gilbert and Sulli-

vati work, and so get a better idea

of how to produce their show. .

Production Staff

The production staff of the Glee

Club met on Friday- evening to dis-

cuss the difficulties and details of

the coming presentation. The oper-

etta is to be produced with the

assistance of many capable artists.

Dr. Harrison is musical director;

Dr. Angus, who has already given

GLEE CLUB

(Continued on page S)

Students' Directory

Copies of the Directory

are on sale to all comers at

the Post Office for ten cents

apiece.

Editor Of Tricolor

Announces Contest

Prizes Offered For Pictures

Of Campus Life

The editors of the Tricolor are

asking all students possessing can-

did camera shots of campus life to

submit them to the editors before

January 15, Prizes will be ofmed
for the best photos, and the win-

ners will be announced early in the

new term.

Wanted
The editors have announced that

they consider campus life pictures

to he one of the most interesting

features of the Tricolor. They are

thus asking for pictures of the Cen-

tenary week-end, of the fights be-

tween the faculties, or of the

Queen's vs. Hamilton week-end, or

for that matter, any campus picture

—all are welcome.

The Tricolor has received about

two-fhirds of the graduation photos,

and urgently requests that the re-

maining third be submitted before

Christmas, accompanied by the de-

posit of one dollar. Arts men es-

TRICOLOR CONTEST
(Continued on page 8)

Free French Movement In Canada

Described To Journal By Dr. Tirol

BY CASEY COBBt:TT

A philosophy of hope, an able

and respected leader, and Canada's

recognition were cited as the chief

sources of inspiration of the Free

French movement in Canada by Dr.

Marcel Tirol in an interview to

the Journal on Saturday,

' he central Canadian organina-

l|on has as its title "The National

("ntniittee of Free Frenchmen."
Hie functions of the committee are,

firstly l0 scno- financ jai a id to the

Various groups of the movement in

f "gland, Asia. Africa, and the

French colonies, and secondly to

act as an information bureau for

,rie sections of the movement which

have been organized in cities across

Canada.

Canadian Representative

Dr. Tirol described the conflict

of feelings experienced by French-

men lite world over when the ques-

tion "f how they could best serve

France was placed before them.

They had the choice of following

Vichy or the Free French move-

ment" of General DeGaullc. The lat-

ter chose as his representative in

Canada. Lt.-Col. Picrrene, who or-

ganized those of his compatriots

who chose to follow him and who

led in the formation of the Xation-

FREE FRENCH

(Continued on page 4)

Engineers View

War Aid Problem

Plan Proposed For Raffling

Savings Certificates

Forum Discusses

Organized Labor

In War Industries

C.I O., A.F. of L. Men Speak
As Group Of Students

Convenes Sunday

The Student Labor Forum, spon-

sored by the Social Problems Club

and the Student Labor Forum
Committee, met here on Sunday

John Pollak, chairman of the For

um and president of the S.P.C.

opened the first session at 2.30. Mr
Pollak emphasized the ability of

such forums to show students all

aspects of the labor problem.

Speakers

The speakers of the afternoon

were Mr. George Harris of the

United Electrical. .Radio and Ma
chine Workers of America, Toron

to, C.I.O., and Mr. Irving Burman

of the International Association of

Machinists, Montreal, A.F. of L
Mr. Harris attempted to erase

some of the. misunderstanding pre

valent on the subject of organized

labor. Canada, he said, in compari

son with the U.S.A. and Great Bri

tain, is unfortunately very back-

ward in labor legislation. Collective

bargaining, he declared, is futile

LABOR FORUM
(Continued on page 3)

Mr. Bob Owen Is

Press Club Guest

BY STU ROBERTSON

At a special open meeting of the

Engineering Society held in Con-

vocation Hall on Friday to discuss

the A.M.S, dance plan and the re-

lationship of the Science faculty

with Queen's War Aid Commission,

it was decided" to withhold any of-

ficial action by the society until af-

ter the A.M.S. referendum is hcid

on Tuesday.

For and Against

Norm Grandfield opened the

meeting and dispensing with the

minutes, reviewed briefly the situa-

tion regarding the A.M.S. policy

regarding year dances. He then

called on Bob Motherwell, senior

representative for the Science fac-

ulty, to outline the points in favor

of the A.M.S. control of the re-

maining year daneus, Don' Fraser,

secretary of the Engineering Socie-

ty, outlined the points against the

proposal and the meeting was then

thrown open for discussion. It was

suggested that student opinion could

be best expressed in the referendum

to be held Tuesday and that the

question be held over until that

time.

ENGINEERS MET
(Continued on pa„e 3)

Whig-Standard News Editor

Speaks Friday

The Press Club met last Friday

in the Players' Lounge in the Old

Arts Building to hear Mr. Bob

Owen, News Editor of die King-

ston Whig-Standard.

Mr. Owen, who was formerly

with the Hamilton Spectator, the

United Press and the Montreal

Star, was introduced b\ Bill Mac-

Kenzie, president of the Press Club,

The guest speaker prote-ted that

he couldn't make a speech if he

tried, and that He thought the best

thing to do therefore would be to

lead a general discussion.

Lead Sentence

The first thing discussed was the

PRESS CLUB
(Continued on page 2)

FAVOR CONSCRIPTING
WEALTH, MAN POWER

According to a poll of approxi-

mately 400 students taken at the

I m verity of Western Ontario last

week, the students there arc five to

two in favor of the conscription of

man-power and four to one in favor

of wealth conscription.

For purposes of the vote, man-

power was held to be "manpower

as conscripted for soldiery and la-

bor in essential war industries."

Wealth in turn was used as "a term

relevant to capital equipment, (cap-

ital) necessary to carry on an op-

timum war effort."

Polls Opened For Referendum;

Today's Verdict Decides Policy

Last Issue

This will be the last issue

of the Journal this term.

The next issue will come
out on Friday, January 9.

Levana To Hear

Mrs. Andre Bieler

'Interior Decorating" Topic
For Last Meeting

"Interior Decorating" is the sub

ject of the talk Mrs. Andre Bieler

will give to the Levana Society on

Wednesday evening.

The speaker, who is the wife of

Professor Andre Bieler of the De-

partment of Fine Art, has had wide

practical experience in this type of

work. She is a graduate of the

Beaux-Arts of Montreal, and before

her marriage was an interior deco-

rator by profession.

Artistic Projects

Since she has been connected with

the University, Mrs. Bieler has lent

her talents to a number of successful

artistic projects. Together with her

husband, she decorated the Recrea-

tion Room in Ran Righ Hall, and

the Music Room in the Lihrary,

which is the gift of Mrs. Frederick

Etherington.

Because this is an excellent op-

portunity for all girls to learn some-

thing of this very interesting sub-

ject, and because this meeting is

the last one of the term, all mem-

bers of Levana are urged to be

present.

Interior decorating is an art

which has made great progress in

the past few years, and one in

which even- girt should be inter-

ested.

The time is 7.30 p.m. on Wednes-

day evening, and the place is the

Ban Righ Common Room. Fresh-

ette attendance is compulsory, and

after the meeting refreshments will

be served.

Polling Booths Same As In

A.M.S. Elections;

All May Vote

9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

The A.M.S. is holding a referen-

dum today on its recently-adopted

policy of year dance control. At

this tune all students, including

freshmen, will have an opportunity

to vote for or against the new po-

licy. Defeat of the scheme will

automatically result in a repeal of

the legislation.

Decision

The decision to hold a referen-

dum was reached after considerable

discussion among die members of

the executive, and is the result of

the unexpectedly stormy opposition

encountered, especially in the facul-

ties of Science and Medicine.

Voting is being handled by Ihe

A,M.S. Elections Committee headed

by Cam McKinuon. Polling booths

are the same as at election time,

namely : Levana, in the Red Room

;

Arts, New Arts Building; Meds,

Old Medical Building and Richard-

son Lab. ; and Science in the Science

Clubroom. Voting is from 9 a.m.

to 5 p.m.

Tobacco Executive

Will Speak Here

At twelve noon, Wednesday, De-

cember 10, the Commerce Club will

hold another luncheon in Grant

Hall. The speaker will be Mr.

Wood of the Imperial Tobacco

Company.

Mr. Wood, a director of the Im-

perial Tobacco Company cf Cana-

da, will discuss the relations be-

tween wholesale and retail dealers

in the tobacco business. The speak-

er is the head of the sales depart-

ment of the aforementioned tobacco

company, and should know the

TOBACCO EXECUTIVE

(Continued on page 3)

Mart Kenney Coming Next Month;

Tickets To Go On Sale Tomorrow

The Arts Formal, starring Mart

Kenney and his Western Gentle-

men, will be held in Grant Hall on

Thursday night. January 22. Start-

ing tomorrow, tickets for the form-

al will be available at the Tech

Supplies, the Post Office in
1

the

Douglas Library and the Tuck Shop

in the Union. Sales are being lim-

ted to the two hundred couple mark

in order that there will be lots of

room for dancing.

Mart Kenney and bis ensemble

played at last year's Arts Formal.

After the dance Maestro Kenney

remarked to a Journal reporter that

Queen's is a swell place to play.

When the crowd shows it is enjoy-

ing the music, we enter into the

spirit of things too. We all had a

dandy time."

College Song

Speaking of his special arrange-

ment of the Queen's Victory Marclt;

Mart said he was "tickled to do it."

He went on to say "Canadian uni-

versities should become moi'e song

conscious until every school he-

comes identified with an original

song which expresses the personal-

ity of the campus. So/ugs can build

college spirit and \\M\ be remem-

bered all one's life./ John Brown's

Body is fine, but y«m should have

MART Ki'nNHV

(Continued ofn page 6)
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Grumpy Landlord: "You know,
we keep it very quiet and orderly

btP 1 )q \ on have any children?"

Prospective Tenant: "No."
G.L. : "A piano, radio or re-

cording machine?"

P.T.:"No."

G.L. : "Do you play any musical

instrument? Do you have a dog,

cat or parrot?"

P.T.
: "No, but my fountain pen

scratches a little sometimes.'

Daily Athenaeum

A REPORT ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE CIRCULATED BY THE
QUEEN'S STUDENT ASSEMBLY, 1941

The sue-very covered 80% of the student body. Out of a possible number
of 1625 schedules, 1306 were received. x

A. Percentage of Students According to Income Range of Families by
Faculties,

TIME
in

TUESDAYS

Buckingham
CIGARETTE PROGRAM

QUEEN'S TAXI

2002
TAILS =====

FOR RENT
AND

TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princess St

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Studenta Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in
the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp, Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 1772-W

Income R.nBe Am Coram net Sicitnee Medicine Thcolon* Graduate To 111

Under $1.000.. 7.0% 3.0% 5.5% 8.0% 45.5% 11.0% 6.3%
11,000—1,499 .. 11.0 14.0 14.0 13.0 45.5 13.0

S ] ,500— 1,999 .. 13.5 12.0 17.0 17.0 11.0 15.0

12.000—2,499 .. 11.

5

12.0 24.0 12.0 9.0 45.0 16.0

$2,500—1,999 .. 29.0 28.0 29.5 36.0 22.0 30.0

J5.000—9.999 .. 19.0 23.0 8.0 12.0 11.0 14.4

Over 110.000 .. 9.0 8.0 2.0 2.0 5.3

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

Dr.Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St

REST,
YE WEARY

GENTLEMEN
- - - and ladies, too! Relax

at our comfortable fountains

and enjoy the cheering

warmth of a hot chocolate

or the satisfying refresh-

ment of a delicious Boda.

\ *. "6

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

100.0

The modal group in Arls, Commerce, Science and Medicine and in the
total is in the 12,500—4.999 range, representing 28% to 36% of students
in each case.

I

50% of all students come from families with incomes below 12,500

19.7% of all students come from families with incomes of 15.000
more.

Theology has the largest percentage from families under 12.000 (91%)
then Medicine (38^) Science (36.5%) Am (31%) and Commerce (29%).

Science has twice as large a proportion (24%) in the 12.000-12,499
level as any other faculty.

B. Sources of Income.

1. (a) Family support; no repayment
lb) Family support (complete or

partial); repayment
(c) Independent of family

2. (a) Completely dependent on family

Personal efforts (scholarships,
loans, etc)

Ucdi Scicnc (men)

82.5% 49.0% 58.0% 77.5%

10.5 45.0 32.0 19.0
7.0 6.0 , 10.0 3,5

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

16.0 16.0

66.5 78.0

17.5 6.0

16.0 16.0

15.5 12.0

19.0 54.0
81.5 82.0

3. (a) Not contributing to expenses
Contributing by scholarships

loans

earnings

In Arts the proportion of students who took summer jobs in 1939 and
1940 respectively arc 27% and 30%: those recording loans for the same,
6% and 13%: those recording scholarships. 8% as compared with 13%.

The number of students who have postponed or interrupted their course
to earn more money is 22.0% in Medicine and 37.0% in Science.

C. Expenditures. 4,

1. The Expenditure Interval by Faculties.
over

Under 300

Arts (men) 7% 12.0*

(women) 2.0 7.0*

Science 3.0 3.0"

Medicine ... 7.0 3.0*

Tola! 5.0 5.0*
* Percentage of students living at home

In the group under ?500 scholarships supplement their expenses as
follows: In Arts 4%, Science 2%, Medicine 4%.

2. Average Expenditure in Each Faculty.

Commerce (631. Science 1675, Medicine (744. Results for Arts arc
not yet known; since the modal is 600-699 the average probably falls
somewhere within this range. This holds true for both Medicine and Science.

54% of Levana is evenly divided into two expenditure intervals rant-
ing from 1500 to 1699.

3t? oi Lcvana spends over (700 during the college term as compared
to 19% of Arts in the same bracket.

43% of Science are in the (600-699 interval. 35% of them spend over
(700, while 18% of them spend less than (600.

500-599 60O-6W 7011.799 gO0.899 900-999 1,000

29.0 30.0 11.0 7.0 1.0

27.0 27.0 IS.ff 9.0 7.0
15.0 43.0 26.0 6.0 2.0 1.0

10.0 26.0 27.0 20.0 2.0 3.0
15.0 35.0 21.0 10.0 1.0 2.0*

53% of Medicine is almost evenly divided
(600 to (799.

the two intervals fror

j8oo
S2% of Medicine spend more than (700 of which 22% spend more than

Another 17% of Medicine spend less than (600.

For All Faculties.

35% of students arc in the interval (600-699.

20% fall below it, 36% are above it.

In estimating the percentage under (500 the students living at home
have not been included.

18% of Science and 17% of Medicine falling below (600 would indicate
that the students in this group probably lack adequate sources of support.

Press Club

(Continued from page 1)

question of 'a lead sentence. Mr.

Owen stated that the facts which

make the -inry should he in the

first two sentences and that color-

ing could begin after that. When
asked if news stories should be

written so thai they can be cut at

virtually any point, the speaker said

this should generally be the case.

Mr. Owens pointed out that facts

should be written in order of their

importance, and that if the essence

of a news story is buried, the story

i. poorly- written, A good principle

to follow to achieve good news

writing is for the writer to keep the

questions "what, who, when, where

and why" in mind at all times.

When asked what he thought was

the hest type of training for any-

one considering journalism, Mr.

Owen suggested working for a small

newspaper, because in this way ex-

perience can be obtained in all

lines.

Editorial Comment

In the discussion of editorial

iimment, the budding journalists

of the Press Club were told that a

good reporter had no opinions of

bis own to express, and that there-

fore there should not be cause for

editorial comment. It is the edi-

tor's job to remove such comments

and also quotation marks, with the

whole quality of a newspaper lying

in its editing. As to the type of

notes a reporter should take, Mr.
Owen said that was a matter for

the individual man to work out to

his best advantage. Experience, he

pointed out, will help the novice to

ascertain what is important and
what is not. The news writer

hould never take anything for

granted and should always assume
that the public knows nothing.

When reporting a speech, the im-

portant points brought out by the

peaker should be put into the first

sentence or two, with the order in

which they were originally given

not being of great importance. The
eport of a speech, said Mr. Owen,
hould state the facts given in the

order of. their importance, should

be brief and complete, and not

cover the speaker's disgressions

from his topic.

The Press Club meeting closed

with the serving of refreshments

and the displaying of the photo for

the Tricolor.

He took her in his arms.

And pressed her to his breast.

The lovely color left her face.

And lodged on his full dress.

—Acadia Athenaeum.

The major menaces on the

highway are drunken driving,

uncontrolled thumbing and in-

discriminate spooning. To put it

briefly, hie, hike and hug.

—Argosy Weekly.

Bride : (buying a stove) : "Please,

I'd like a little oven."

Salesman : (accommodatingly)
"Er, pardon mc, but not while

your husband's along."

—Daily Athenenaeurn.

YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY

When you lift an ice-cold

bottle of "Coca-Cola" to

your lips you feel its re-

freshment. Thirst asks
nothing more. So when
you pause throughout the
day, make it the pause
that refreshes with ice-cold

"Coca-Cola".

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
KINGSTON. ONTARIO

Gallup Poll

(Continued from page 1)

would tend to raise student morale,

while five percent felt that they

would have no effect at all. To the

question "Would a lack of exhibi-

tion games between colleges be

wasting an excellent attraction for

raising money for the war effort?",

eighty-six percent answered in the

affirmative, while nine percent re-

plied "No," believing that the

games would not be a sufficient at-

traction for the public.

To a question regarding the re-

action of public opinion to such

games, forty-three percent indicated

their belief Ihat the reaction would
be favorable, eighteen percent
thought it would be unfavorable,

while twenty-seven percent of the

total claimed that public opinion
would not react at all.

Number of Games
There was no substantial agree-

ment among those questioned as to

the number of games that should
be played, or as to what teams
should be allowed to play in such
(.•a tries.

The last question dealt with the

time taken in exhibition games as

compared with that taken in inter-

collegiate sports. Forty-eight per-

cent felt that more time would be

C.O.T.C.

Appendix to Part I Orders

by
Lt.-Col. R. O. Earl

Commanding Queen's University

Contingent

For the week 8-12 Dec.

I. DRILL PARADES — As
per Appendix Part I Orders.

II. LECTURE PARADES

—

As per Appendix Part I Orders.

III. PHYSICAL TRAINING
—As per Appendix Part I Orders.

IV. INSTRUCTORS' PAR-
ADEb—All instructors will con-

sult the Orderly Room bulletin

board.

V. OFFICERS and N.C.O.'s

PARADES

—

Wednesday, 10 Dec—All N.
C.O.'s — Lower Campus, 1700-

1800. (Attendance will be taken)

Friday, 12 Dec—All subalterns

—Lower Campus, 1700-1800.

consumed but not more than the

participants could afford. Thirty-

eight percent held that an equal
amount of time would be taken un-
der either set-up.

Percentage figures do not average

out exactly, because of the small

group that was undecided on each

issue.

THIS CHRISTMAS
GIVE DAD AND THE BOYS SOMETHING THEY
CAN USE. ALL ITEMS ON SALE ARE WRAPPED

IN HANDSOME CHRISTMAS BOXES.

SHIRTS • NECKWEAR

PAJAMAS • HOSE

GLOVES • SCARVES

DRESSING GOWNS

SUSPENDER SETS

SCARF SETS

mm
THE SHOP FOR MEN

214 Princess Street
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PARKAS
•

Just What You'll Soon

Be Needing

FAWN, SLATE, MAROON
Detachable Hood

Fur-trimmed, Regular

New features in lengths,

half belts, etc.

Must be seen to be

appreciated.

10.95,11.45 to 13.45

SPECIAL DARK FAWN

6.95

BIBBY'S
78-84 Princess St.

LINE-UP

GRAND

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced

placed ot

typewriter ever

market

J. Ft. C. DOBBS & CO.
C- B. S, Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellineton St.

Today and tomorrow, Parachute
Battalion, one of the new screen

dramas based on various branches

of America's new forces. Co-star-

ring in the film are Robert Preston,

Nancy Kelly, Edmond O'Brien,

Harry Carey and Buddy Ebsen. It

is the story of how four young
Americans, from widely divergent

walks of life, enlist and train in

this exciting parachute service. The
sergeant's daughter. Kit, as plavcd

by Nancy Kelly, is the charming

love interest and the cause of bitter

rivalry between two of the youths,

a rivalry which almost wrecks their

careers.

Also showing : Adolph Menjou
and Gloria Swanson are teamed in

a fast-moving comedy Father Takes

•i N vfe, Gloria plays a tempera-

mental actress who marries a weal-

thy shipping magnate. Mr. Menjou
Helen Broderick as the actress'

sharp-tongued companion turns

her usually good performance.

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY

for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin,

Princess St.

Prop.

Phone

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone M«

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

2 ?t Princess St. Opp. Roy York Cafa

GOiURDIERS
rues

?8 Brock St.

BILTMORE

By the vine of Bacchus comes

word of great doings among the

men of Scienz, who toil in the halls

nf Nic and Flem antl Ont and Gord.

The Pilgrim: whe jounu-vsd to the

flowing waters to offer praise to

the Spirits, do even now plan great-

er things to he. And Friar Ken, and

all his lieutenants do ilevi.se schemes

hold and wonderful for the Great

Tiling which is to fnll in the second

moon hence. The sharpening 6*f the

pencils, saws and chisels raises in

the Halls a din which bespeaks of

wonders yet unfolded. In the

steamy eyes of the Maid Marion

there lurks a tender joyous light,

arising from a secret which she

alone can tell, while anxious eyes

watch closely lest one out-Sherlock

nil the others. Those who know

the greatness of the Great Thing

Every now and then some Holly-

wood producer gels a mild attack

of nostalgia. The result is usually

reissue or a remake of some film

that was a big hit way-back-when.
Blood and Sand is a case in point.

Starring Rudolph Valentino, it was

uue of the big grossers in 1924, but

that was ; L long time ago in film

history. Times and tastes have

changed, but the plot of this one has

imt. In other words. Fox Films

have a luscious lemon on their

hands. True, the production is

elaborate and all in colour ; and then

there's Rita Haywortli. But some-

how this one just doesn't click.

Comes Thursday and Errol Flynn

appears on the Biltmore screen in

Virginia City. Best scene: Miriam

Hopkins as the cafe entertainer

leading the girls in a nifty can-can

number. As westerns come and go

this one is as good as the next.

—M.W.E.

CAPITOL

Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

phone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beau!/ Salon

The Mode
Ida Van ClieU

Eugene Shop

Maude Wagai

Until next Friday the Capitol is

presenting A Yank m the R.A.F.,

one of the most timely and enter-

taining pictures of this or any oth-

er vear. The picture tells of the

adventures of an American ferry-

pilot who joins the Royal Air Force

during one of his enforced stop-

overs in England. He is an ex-

ceedingly cocky individual who just

can't stand being bored, so hecOmes

terribly fed up \yith such unexciting

exploits as leaflet raids over Ger-

many. However, along comes the

battle of Dunkirk and he gets all

the excitement that he could ever

want. In brief, that is the plot of

the picture.

Tyrone Power has one of the

l-etter roles of his spotty career as

[he American and enacts it well

enough. Reginald Gardiner and

fphn Sutton are fine in supporting

"roles and Betty Grahle will make

male hearts flutter in her part as

an American cabaret dancer in Lon-

don.

Il is the vivid re-enactment of

which steals the

shes the stars un-

ceremoniously into the background.

It is ibis -setne alone which places

Yank in thcR.l.F. high on the list

0 f ,he best pictures of 19-11 and

makes it well worth seemg.

Dunkirk, however,

picture and pusl

do even now lay away their ough

day i. . the Time.

And the Maid Marion called

gently to him whose name means

a hornless goat, admonishing him

for the writings on the wall. For

too much'does the chisel record the

prowess of the lesser ones amongst

us, who were but yesteryear the

wearers of the orange-tasselled Bal-

morals-r Wherefore she has decreed

that his chisellings shall be confined

to one-half .of their former fre-

quency, unless he shall contrive to

recognize the acts of her greater

men.

She who is an honorary member

of a year should note that year-fees

are now due. Will she meet her

obligation, or will the two coin-

tossers do the job?

Labor Forum

(Continued from page 1)

because there is no law to protect

and enforce the workers' rights.

The Industrial Disputes Investi-

gation was named a,mong policies

tending to weaken the foothold of

labor. Through it strikes are ille-

galized unless sanctioned by the

Board of Conciliation. This is a

very long process, during which the

spirit of the employees may be

weakened and the stand of the em-

ployer consolidated. He expressed

the hope that henceforward labor

should be regarded in the light ot

its maturity and its willingness to

co-operate in the war effort. The

meeting was then opened to dis-

cussion.

Discussion

Mr. Burman, in his remarks de-

veloped specifically a point present-

ed by Mr. Harris: that the greatest

support obtained by the war effort

was given by labor. Mr. Burman

then attempted to show how this

is compatible with the organization

of labor and the right to strike.

Without the security supplied by

union membership, he said, men

tend to protect themselves from be-

ing laid off at the end of a con-

tract by 'slowing up work. Mr.

rWirniau contended that labor organ-

izations are therefore of even great-

er necessity during war-time, as

they help increase war production

by giving security and encourage-

ment.

Committees

At the end of Mr. Burman's

speech, the gathering divided into

four commissions. The topic for

discussion in these groups were

(1) "Wage Fixing and Inflation."

led hv Dr. Halperin ; (2) "Labour

and Civil Liberties," led by Mrs.

Vlastos; (3) "Labour and War
Production," led by Dr. Chipmand,

and (41 "Collective Bargaining."

led by Miss Wilson.

The Evening Session commenced

at 7.30 p.m. Reports of commis-

sion secretaries were presented. An

open discussion was then held, fol-

lowed by a documentary film on

the W.P.A. government project in

the U.S.A.

O L

Today and Wednesday: Frank

Buek's Cavalcade and < Rags to

Riches. Thursday to Saturday:

Texas Terrors starring Donald Rett

Barry, and Brother A'ol and the

Baby, with Eddie Albert Ronald

Regan, Wayne Morris hud Jane

Wvman.

Tobacco Executive

(Continued from page 1)

many complications that exist be-

tween retailers and wholesalers.

There has always been great dis-

cussion about the relations between

retail and wholesale dealers, and

Mr. Wood's remarks should be

timely for economics and commerce

students.

Tickets for the luncheon may be

purchased from Newt Coburn, Vern

Malacb or any member of the Com-

merce Club, and must be reserved

before 6 p.m. on Tuesday.

Engineers Meet

(Continued from page I)

President Grandrield then broach-

ed the subject of the faculty atti-

tude towards the Q.W.A.C. and in

his opening remarks stated that the

lack of confidence in this body was

apparent by the failure of the

faculty to support the War Aid

Stamp Drive. He introduced a plan

whereby War Savings Certificates

could be purchased by the Science-

men, and raffled off each week

within the faculty. This plan, the

president stated, would support the

War Effort and also by reluming

the certificates to the fortunate stu-

dents would be an added incentive

for their purchase.

Vice-President Miron. when ask-

ed his opinion on both of the topics

under question, upbraided the Alma

Mater Society and the Q.W.A.C;

in a fiery, 'haranguing address he

urged that the Science faculty set

up its own system for raising money

for the war cause.

Before closing the meeting Presi-

dent Grandfield asked for a vote on

the Q.W.A.C. question, but when

it was pointed out that a truly

representative poll could not be

taken from those present it was

asrecd to let the matter stand till

the A. M.S. referendum results are

posted. •

Don—"What is the difference

between vision and sight?"

Gordon — "Remember those

two girls we bad out last night?"

Don—"Yes."
Gordon—"Well, the one I was

with was a vision, but the one

you were with was a sight."

'She (sarcastically, to stranger

at same restaurant table): I hope

you won't mind my eating white

you smoke.

College Joe: Certainly not,

lady, so long as I can hear the

orchestra.

BE PRACTICAL:
A fflhrurtniaH (gift

From DOVER'S
is q sure way of satisfying the most difficult

male ....

SHIRTS

PAJAMAS

NECKWEAR

CLOVES

SWEATERS

DRESSING GOWNS

MUFFLERS

HANDKERCHIEFS

HOUSE COATS

BELTS & 8RACES

BAGCACE

SLIPPERS

and hundreds of other gift suggestions

Trained, experienced assistants to help make your

Gift Buying a Pleasure in the Specialty Shop for Men

and Women who buy for men.

(Eicry article boxed for gift giving) }

123 Princess Street Phone 5020

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

1W

THIS YEAR
EVERYBODY
IS GIVING
THE FAMOUS

CANDIES
When you step into a spot-

lessly white Laura Secord Shop,

your visit will be made doubly

pleasant by the personal and

courteous interest shown in

your wants by each Laura

Secord saleslady. It is a service

born of a desire to see that you

get what you want as promptly

and as pleasantly as possible.

5C
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"Ye ShaU Know The Truth"

At the outbreak of hostilities some two and a half years ago,

the democratic countries were admittedly far behind Germany

in production and use of the weapons of war. And in no field

were they more retarded than in the the effective employment

of that most potent weapon, propaganda. It might be said that

until September, 1939, the democracies thought of "propaganda'

as an evil thing, that was never used by honorable nations.

It is a tribute to human adaptability that they have since

learned differently. They have come to look upon propaganda in

a clearer light, as an instrument that may be used for any purpose,

cither good or evil. That they are using it is evidenced by the

fact that the Journal receives every week, bulletins from the

British Library of Information in New York, from the British

Broadcasting Corporation in London, from the Chilean Consulate

in Ottawa, from the Czechoslovakian National Council of America

in Chicago, and from the Canadian Ministry of Information. We

may not yet have caught up, but we are certainly moving in the

right direction!

Nor is it only the printed word that is being used. Even more

do the radio and the movies drum into our minds the one great fact

that we must and will win this war. Under the scourge of

necessity propaganda is truly growing up.

Actually there are two separate schools of thought on the

use of propaganda. The first, headed by Germany, operates both

at home and abroad, on the principle that almost anything is more

effective than the truth, and that the bigger the lie is, the greater

the likelihood that it will be believed. The German people are

rigidly choked off from any outside sources of information, which

might make them doubt the omnipotence of the Third Reich or

its Fuhrer. What little news they do get is predigested and highly

flavored with optimistic falsehoods, so that they may swallow it

the more easily.

In the past, this has been extremely effective, but reports

from inside the Nazi camp indicate that the Teuton palate is

becoming sated with dainties. More and more, the people seem

to want a little real meat in their intellectual diet. And more

and more are they getting it through the medium of "bootleg"

broadcasts from Britain and from illicit stations within the con-

quered countries.

In other words, the Germans are learning as did so many

Americans in prohibition years, that the stuff they can get

illegally is much more desirable. And unlike that other product,

it is also better.

British propaganda operates on a radically different basis

from the German. Its theme is, that the truth, however painful,

is better for the national morale than a collection of meaningless

rose-colored lies. And not only do they tell the truth—they

flaunt it under Hitler's very nose, through the media of countless

powerful radio stations, and millions of propaganda leaflets, issued

in practically every- known language. At home, the people learn

to take the good with the had. They are allowed to listen to foreign

broadcasts as much as they wish. The net result is that their

morale is the highest in the world.

The main function of propaganda in the democracies is in-

formative. It is used to familiarize the people with the war effort

in their own and other countries. We feel sure that its increas-

ing use to these ends is a positive step toward greater unity and

fuller confidence among the defenders of liberty.

Remember To Vote
Today the students of Queen's go to the polls to decide the

policy of the A.M.S. regarding control of year dances. The vote

of the majority will determine whether these functions will come

under the direct sponsorship of the Executive.

We do not feel it in order to restate the views of the Journal

on this issue. Let us urge, however, that all students come out

to vote; for the reason for throwing this question open to the

electorate was to reach a decision truly representative of the

general opinion. In order that the plebiscite may serve its purpose

in a truly democratic manner, then, everyone must back his con-

victions at the ballot-box.

Loose Ends
For the sake of the record, this seems an opportune time

to clear up a few loose ends that are still dangling in the air

from earlier issues of the Journal. Perhaps the one about which
students have been wondering most is "What happened to the

compulsory attendance situation?"

The Editor,

Queen's University Journal.

Dear Sir:

Let us take stock of Queen's

war effort to date. This session

il has been, to say the least, piti-

ful. We have chosen a capable

chairman, a good committee. We
have set $4,000 as our goal, ;

considerable sum, but not be

youd our capacity. Therefore let

us not scrap our objective. We
shall never retreat for this would

be to admit failure, and Queen's

men never have been in the habit

of starting something they can't

finish.

Half an education is learning

not only by your own. but by the

other fellow's experience. May

we never have to learn to sacri-

fice as they have done in Euro-

pean universities by the black-

out and the dive domber. That is

the hard way." Yet look around

our campus and see what, if any.

genuine sacrifices are being

made. The boys are still drink-

ing as much or more beer at the

BA on Saturday nights. We go

to just as many or more movies.

(Incidentally, these cost us about

double the 1939 prices, and we

have in Kington today exactly

two and a half times as many

theatres as in that year).

Last year open houses were

instituted to provide simple, in-

expensive pleasures. But our

formals and year dances are just

as much attended as ever. These

open houses seem an excellent

idea—more so if the males were

limited to Queen's men by some

system of admission card or

ticket. They provide a dance for

students unable to afford a for-

mal or year dance. But why can't

they be a good source of revenue?

Where is the student too poor

to kick in 20 or 25 cents for a

swell evening, while most of us,

co-eds included, can easily give

50 or 75 cents. If held every Sat-

urday night year dances could be

superseded by placing a year in

charge of entertainment each

consecutive week. Expenses at

these affairs seem to be almost

nil, and all revenue net profit.

But the time is short. So let's

get going, get behind our war

effort—and put it over. Let us

sacrifice our time, money, movies

and beer. Let us even drop our

"sacred" year dances, so that ir

future they may say of Queen's

"Truly, theirs was a splendid

gesture!" For the price of free-

dom and victory is eternal vigil-

ance—through sacrifice.

John Scholar of Queen's.

Official Notices

y
Faculty of, Arts

Classroom work of the first term

nds Tuesday, December 16, at 5

Faculty of Applied Science

Classroom work of the first term

for first and second years in the

Faculty of Applied Science ends

Friday, December 12. at 4 o'clock.

Classroom work of the first term

for third and fourth years in the

Faculty of Applied Science ends

Saturday, December 20, at 11 a.m.

All Faculties

Lecture work of the second term

will begin on January 7, at 8 a.m.

Fees

Final instalments of fees are due

on [anuary 7 and should be paid

without further notice at the ac-

countant's office.

The Senate has passed a resolu-

tion providing that students may

not be admitted to classes of the

second term unless their fees are

paid or arranged fof.

The exact balance is shown on

the fee slip, or it may be learned

on inquiry at the accountant's of-

fice.

Special Fares for Christmas

Holidays

Students and teachers are

titled to special train rates on tick-

ets for the Christmas holidays. Cer-

tificates for presentation at the

ticket office may be obtained from

the Registrar's Office. The tickets

are good from December

January 7th.

i Ittawa and was recognized by the

War Charities Act. The purposes

of the Committee were stated as

follows:

"Under the name of France For-

ever, a fund is instituted with the

purpose of helping in every possible

way, material, moral, and cultural,

the Free French forces wliich have

their headquarters in London."

An appeal was sent tp Frenchmen

in Canada and to Canadian sympa-

thizers to- join the Committee in

carrying out its program. Already

much financial aid has been lent to

the Free French cause and Canada

has recognized the work that it is

doing.

Free French Forces

Dr. Tirol talked of the growth

of DeGaulle's forces, both military

and civil, and pointed to the fact

that many prominent civil officials,

representatives of Vichy in several

foreign countries, had in the last

year transferred their loyalty and

support tn DcGaulle. He also said

that American recognition of De-

Gaulle and the inclusion of Free

France in the lend-lease program

had been an encouraging evidence

of the support the cause is gaining

At the conclusion of the inter-

view, Dr. Tirol referred to a Christ-

mas appeal, that he was to make

over CFRC last night, for funds

with which to buy chocolate and

cigarettes for Free French soldiers.

Left Hand Corner

(Continued from page 1)

A. That was the death scream of

a hadlv-treated war-effo/t.

Well, that is all the questions

that I have time to answer. I am

now preparing for my trip home on

the Queen's special train which

leaves for Winnipeg on Saturday,

December 20. John Baker, the por-

ter on the car, told me that. a very

distinguished crowd will be ening

along, and that all people who are

lucky enough to be westerners

should make their reservations as

soon as possible. We have excel-

lent news for everyone : Gerry Cook

will be going along as far as Fcrl

William.

She: Can you drive with

hand?

Me : You bet I can.

She: Then have an apple.

She: My dad takes things apart

to see why they don't go.

He : So what ?

She : You'd better go.

Here is a verse about rabbits

Which doesn't mention their habits.

in the cause might give their do-

nations to him. These will be duly

acknowledged and gratefully re-

He suggested that those interested ceived.

20th to

Free French

Highbrow She : "Circumstances

compel me to decline a marital ar-

rangement with a man of such in-

ferior pecuniary resources,"

Lowbrow He: "I don't get you."

Highbrow She: "That's right."

I Continued from page 1)

al Committee.

As a philosophy of the Free

French, Prof. Tirol submitted the

following words issued from the

Free French headquarters: "The

work of moral reorganization and

material reconstruction will oblige

a nation to subject herself to a

very strict discipline. Unruliness in

thought and speech must be repress-

ed. A sense of proportion must be-

come the guide again. A supple and

strong authority must take the

place of the easy political comrade-

ship which was made up really of

a mixture of carelessness and vul-

garity, but such authority, however,

must allow the dignity of the criti-

cal mind to subsist. There must be

no trespass on freedom of opinion

and conscience. Free France means

to 'pursue the work of reconstruc-

tion by appealing to such virtues as

are in the French tradition : Reason,

Measure, and Courage."

De Gaulle

Dr. Tirol, a Professor in the

French department at Queen's, ex-

plained that Frenchmen were able

to follow DcGaulle with confidence

because his ability was established

and because be offered such a phi-

losophy of hope. The central office

of the Free French was set up in

"Any loo', dailing?"

"Ye*, thank goodness-lois of Sweet Caps."

SWEET CAPORAL CIGARETTES

"The pureilJorm in which tobacco can be smoked,"

/VicGALL'S RESTAURANT
"THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

STUDENTS
IHtlenff ^Martin's ©pauty Salon

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

The answer is that we have made no further statements about

that matter not because of neglect, but because the outcome is

still in doubt. This is largely a faculty problem and must be

settled as such by each group separately. In at least one faculty,

some revision of the attendance rules is under consideration

;

about the other two. we can say nothing at this time, but we hope

to be able to report fully sometime in January.

Merry Christmas

With the approach of the Christmas holidays and their

inevitable forerunner, Christmas examinations, the Journal suspends

publication until January. After this issue has rolled off the

presses, our jaded staff members will exchange proof sheets for

textbooks and make a valiant attempt to do two months' work

in two weeks. The prospect is not a particularly happy one. but

we are still cheerful' enough to wish to all of our readers, a

very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 2110

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE

RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printine a Standout Dance Printing a Specially

THE MACCISCN STUDIO
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

We supply everything — Make your appointment now

for portraits and groups

92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones :
676 - °~
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SPORTS

CNCE OVER LIGHTLY
WITH BILL LEMMON

pear Mom:

-HI be tr/veili™ T^L th
.l

Wrt>n
.*

hoIe8
-
The ™«* of the boys who I

™ th« S f

«"th on the tram promise to have roe filled full ofChrutmu cheer before I arrive home. They say not even the air-condition
lng wdl help me. I guess I'm too young to understand.

Another thing Mom, I was in a telephone booth in the Greasy Spoontalking to my gal Some guy comes rushing in with a nickel in his handand says Get out Frosh, I want to make a call." So my ea l and I had
to get out. At least I think he could have been a little more pom"

I played my last game of ball for my year team the other day. ' Here
I was s.tting or. the one end of the bench and the coach was holding down
the other end to babmce it up. He had put every other sub talhf game
and suddenly one of the regulars was knocked cold by a flying bat (NoMom, a baseball bat). The Coach looked down the length oMhe bench
and still looking disgusted says 'O.K. Philpott, get up." So I gets up and
starts to warm up. When I fin sh me little setting up exercis? and turns
around, here he has the bench playing third base.

One of my roommates let me in on the locker racket last nieht He
says the best way 15 to find a friend of a friend, of a friend, who knows
some guy that went out of his head and bought a locker. Then you bribe
this friend with a dope weed and he'll probably slip you the combination
on the side. Bob Quesnell will then give the infernal combination the three
required nips and presto, you are a member of the great brotherhood of
sharing another s locker. My friend told me to take an egg and beat it
when someone marches up and opens it first crack. He's the owner. He
also advised me to get an old sweat shirt that has reached the stage when
it stands up by itself. According to him this won't make the owner as mad
because the shirt can be set up in the middle of the locker and give him
a chance to hang his clothes on the hodks

Well I guess I had better close for now but will see you soon so
don t forget to put the Root Beer on ice.

PHILPOTT.

The local basketball situation cleared up considerably over the week-
end as Queen's was admitted to the City League. Formerly Belleville
and Trenton R.C.A.F. were entered in the league which forced Queen's to
give up any thought of entering a team. However Trenton. Belleville,
Picton and Mountain View have formed their own group, In the other
section Queen's, Aluminum Plant, Garrison, R.M.C., and the Combines
will form the local loop with the section winners (except Queen's) continu-
ing in the Ontario Intermediate "A" playdowns.

The new Queen's squad are elated to hold their initial practices on
Tuesday and Wednesday from five to six. Most of last season's juniors
are expected to line up with the Tricolor and should more than hold their own
in the higher league.

The Kingston Combines travel to Brockville on Wednesday night
to oppose the Brockville Training Centre hoopsters. They return to the
wars locally on Friday evening when they entertain the Ottawa Sailors
in a four star exhibition game. The Combines are still smarting from the
lopsided trouncing at the hands of the Trenton (quintet). The locals figure
that they will be able to pull the wool over the gobs' eyes with their new
combinations and are out after their first victory.

The Queen's Juniors, 1941 champs, will tackle the Alpha Gamma Kappa
five from the "Y" in the opener before the Combines troop out in their

uniforms, which are said to be something new in basketball regalia.

Hats Off Department. We borrow the two Western Gentlemen's derbys
to salute "Pepper" Martin as the new holder of the Todd Trophy. Harold
won this individual honor on a second vote by his team mates, edging out
Forbes Munroe, in the final count.

The Tricolor Senior hockey squad made sure of first place in the Van
Home Series by nosing out the Kingston Lions on Friday night before a

scattered few. Belleville, the league favorites, have to win their remaining

games to tie the Gliding Gaels as they tied each other in their first

encounter. The playoff arrangements have not been completed as yet but

chances are that the finals will not be completed before the new year.

The Kingston Combines continued their giant killing act at the local

box Saturday night by taking the Niagara Falls Wire Weavers over the

falls for the first time this season, to remain undefeated in the local rink.

The locals looked tike a completely different team than that which saw five

goals breeze by on the previous night, as Norv Williamson returned to

the lineup and gave them the added shot in the arm.

The Queen's boxers and wrestlers managed to salvage two wins and

two draws out of eight matches in their first assault and from the many
comments they will be fighting to standing room only. The draws between

Frankie Smith and Ron Haflidson, Roly Barnsley and Jim Leonard, and

the unsatisfactory ending of the feature Roger Rivest vs. Pete Cain bout

should be enough inducement to draw a record congregation.

Thus we come to the end of the first half of a very enjoyable year with

the staff of the Journal, Joe Smith, the guiding light at the printers, and

last but not least my co-mates and brothers on the sports page, Moe Polowin,

George Kinnear Stu Robertson, Dave Watson. Roly Barnsley, Duncan B.

Davidson, Annabelle Jerkfinkle and Philpott, to all of which and you,

dear reader, we extend the season's greetings.

RINGSIDE
REFEREE

BY ROLY BARNSLEY

Friday's assault was an outstand-

ing success from a number of view-

points. Judging by the number of

paid admissions the W ar Aid Com-

mission should receive a liealtliy

'»iost toward their objective. It

was good to see such a splendid

student turnout, in addition to the

'arge numbers of airmen, soldiers,

and townspeople.

No Delays

Congrats are owing to those re-

sensible for the smooth way in

v'htch the program was run off. It

*as a treat to see bout follow bout

without a hitch or delay. Atrcrafts-

hi Smith of the radio technicians

'^serves an orchid for the way in

w'iich he handled the announcing.

There \s no use avoiding the is-

su e, the bouts didn't go all our way,
' ,ll

< the boys of the Queen's B. and
" aren't the ones to throw their

'^inds up in the air and yell quits.

Already most of the fellows are
'' ehing for the new year and a re-
Urn bout with their more fortun-

*"e opponents.

Intermediate B.B.

There will he practices

for any who wish to try-out

for the Queen's Intermediate

basketball squad on Tues-

day and Wednesday from

5 to 6 p.m.

Ron Haflidson, Al Moore and

Ernie Miron certainly deserve a

hand for the way in which they

looked after a trio of clever, dan-

gerous men. The tough hreak of

the night fell to Pete Cain who was

just getting ready to turn it on

when an unlucky gash forced him

10 retire.

Match-Making

Criticism is a very easy thing to

give and there is one point on which

it is very hart! to refrain from do-

ing so. that is the matter of match-

making. Perhaps the most glaring

example of this on last Friday's

assault was the bout fn which Al

Munn, a comparative novice, found

himself pitted against a veteran who

had four vears amateur wrestling

experience to his credit in Mont-

real and a 10-15 lb. weight advan-

tage to boot. It is hoped such oc-

currences will be absent at the next

assault.

Attendance Large

At B&W Assault

Here|Friday Night

Proceeds Go To War Aid;
Close-Fought Bouts

Add Interest

A large number of fans turned

out for Friday's assault which
was held in the Gymnasium on
behalf of the Queen's War Aid
Commission.

A first-class main bout was cut

short when Pete Cain suffered

an unlucky cut over the eye

Uefore.this Cain and his oppon
ent, Roger Rivest of the Alum-
inum Plant, were fighting a very

ven match that promised to be a

thriller.

Clean Fight

The semi-final featured Ron
Haflidson of Queen's in a very

close bout with Fra«kie Smith
>l the R.C.C.S. Both fought

hard, clean match and any other

decision than a draw would have

met with great disapproval.

Johnny Evans was matched

against a heavier and more ex-

perienced opponent and stood up

well until the middle of the final

round when he was forced to

(Continued on page 7)

EVERYBODY!

Bring Back

Your

SKIS

after the holidays

Combines Quintet

To Oppose Ottawa

Morrisburg Sailors Coming

Here On Friday

TN? King'ton Combines Inter-

mediate Pasket'all entry takes on

a tough assignment when they do

battle with the Morrisburg Sailors

in an exhibition tilt in the Gaelic

gym this Friday.

Tlie locals have taken two de-

feats from the Trenton Air Force

entry but in dieir second meeting

with the Airmen quite an improve-

ment was noticed in the brand of

hall exhibited by the hoys from the

Limestone City. Another stride in

this direction should place Jake

Edwards' team in the same plane as

the classy Ottawa club, whose ros-

ter contains players well known

in the Capital City Senior loop.

Douglas, a 6 ft. 3 in. forward who
ran wild in the senior league last

year, and Norm Eastaugh, ex-

Queen's intercollegiate star are two

of their outstanding players.

Kingston Team

The Kingston team features stea-

dy experienced intercollegiate play-

ers. McLellan. Newman, Lewis and

Drysdale, along with such promis-

ing newscomers to college as Hits-

man, Kirk, Graham. Cobuni and

Rosentzveig.

The Queen's Juniors will play

the preliminary at 7 o'clock with

Alpha Gamma Kappa squad from

the Kingston Y.M.C.Aj

After the Senior fixture, which

will begin at S.30, dancing will be

held in the gym.

STOP PRESS
A partial report has been

received on the sports poll

results at McGill. Ten per-

cent oF the student body was

questioned, with results al-

most identical to those at

Queen's. A slightly larger

percentage believed public

opinion would react favor-

ably to a return of sport.

who was awarded the Todd Trophy
as the outstanding player on this

season's Junior squad.

Closing Date

Hockey, basketball and

bowling entries close on

Wednesday, December 17.

Ail entries should be for-

warded to the Athletic

Director.

LINE-UP
Kingston Combines Ottawa Sailors

McLellan Centre Wiseman

Drysdale Forwards Douglas

Newman » Mortimer

Rosentzveig Guards Wall

Graham Irwine

Hitsman Subs Eastaugh

Kirk Coomes
UsherSimon

Lewis

Cobuni

Shapiro

Combines Defeat

Niagara Falls Six

In Thrilling Match

Locals Hand First Setback

To League Leaders

By Score 6-5

BY DUNCAN B. DAVIDSON

In a thrill-packed slam-bang

hockey game at the local palla-

dium Saturday night, Kingston
Combines handed the starry

Niagara Falls Wire Weavers
their first setback of the current

season to the tune of 6-5.

The game was wide open, with
scoring early in the game which
kept both sides humping to try

to catch up or get ahead of :he

other. Brilliant end to end rushes

by the Combines and the intricate

passing plays of the Falls crew
kept tfve wildly cheering capacity-

house on its feet throughout.

Scoring

Kingston was scored on early

in the first period, but was not
slow in getting the equalizer with
Norv Williamson, Queen's flashy

contribution to local senior "A"
hockey scoring on a pass from
his old linemate Mel. Thereafter

(Continued on page 6)

SKI SLANTS

BY MARY PATE8SON

After Christmas the Queen's

limelight will be taken by the Ski

Club which has made exciting

new plans for this year. Of course

there will he the usual noisome
Sunday ski buses. All veterans

will be out because they know
just what fun there is to be had.

If the Freshmen are ignorant on
the subject, they have to come
but once to be convinced. Trips

to Ottawa and St. Saveur aie be-

ing arranged if possible — and
rumors of such goings-on simply

couldn't have missed anyone!

Eighteen boys and six girls went
last year to St. Saveur for a Feb-
ruary weekend. This year a posi-

tive emigration is expected!

Unfortunately many Interests

prevented holding a "movie

night" this term, but it is ex-

pected that promptly at the re-

opening of college in January,

the Ski Club will embark on its

active program, the highlight of

which is to be a sleigh ride with

all the trimmings. Need we say

more?

The only prerequisites for

membership are 50 cents, nice

(Continued on page 6)

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Officio! Blazers

WARREN COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

m m m
m Hii M

Aphrodite, knowing men, bribed Paris «vitfi a pacU

Of that most precious herb now sold as Picobac.

• To win the world's first beauty contest,

Aphrodite exercised charm. And by charms

(though of a different nature) Picobac has won
the Canadian popularity contest open 10 all pipe

tobaccos. The winning charms of the pick of

Canada's Burley crop are that it Is always a mild,

cool, sweet smoke and amazingly low in price.

HANDY SEAL-TIGHT POUCH 15e

H-LB. "LOK-TOP" TIN . 65c

alto packed In Pocket Tins

picobac
"It DOES taste sood in a pipel

'
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TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Ground* ONTARIO

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Cor—'itutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St.
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STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

A TWOFOLD
SERVICE

through the new

"VICTORY
POLICY"

Canada needs your investments

in War Savings Certificates tnd

other war loans. But adequate

insurance protection is neces-

sary as well, In this new "Vic-

tory Policy," The Mutual Life

of Canada offers a plan which

allow) you to aid your country

and, at the same time, obtain

needed financial protection.

Premiums are exceedingly

Jow for a fixed period of years

to help you invest in War Sav-

ings Certificates. And e\en at

the end of this period, when die

rate is adjusted, the premium is

still lower than you would nor-

mally pay. You will be able to

use the proceeds of jour War
Savings Certificates as they ma-
ture to pay the premiums,

jlt^Pefmorienf Prolech'on

The "Victorj^Poiicy" is a per-

manent plan of life insurance.

It has been specially prepared

10 meet your immediate needs

and to provide future protection

as well. It is particularly attrac-

tive to students.

Ask your titarest Mutual l-ije rep-

resentativejor complete details o]

this plan. Or write to The Mutual
Lije of Canada, Waterloo, Ont,

MUTUAL HFE
IfAmOF CANADAMHH

ESTABLISHED IMS

"Owned by iho Pol/eyno/rfen"

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

[

, Merchants
,

Across from Y.M.C.A.

"Where trie Service Pleoses"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Cleon Heated Cabs

{PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

in the

MUSIC ROOM

Tuesday

Bach — Prelude and Fugue, C
Major, C Minor.

Beethoven—Sonata in F Minor.

Tchaikowsk}'—Polonaise No. 19.

Weinberger—Polka from

Schwanda.

Wednesday

Beethoven—Quartet (op. 135).

Brahms—Symphony No. 3.

Elgar—Enigma Variations.

Thursday

Dvorak—Carnival Overture.

Dvorak—Symphony No. 5.

Birth of the Blues

Mozart—Symphony No. 40.

Friday

Moussnrgsky — Excerpts from

Boris Goudonoff.

Debussy — L'Apres-Midi D'un

Faune.
*

Debussy—La Cathedrale Englou-

:ie.

Bach — Brandenhurg Concerto

No. 5.

Saturday

Broadcast of the Metropolitan

Opera Company from New York.

The Music Room opens at 3 p.m.

for this broadcast and the name of

the opera wilt be posted Monday on

the Notice board on the bottom

floor of the Library.

Sunday

Broadcast of the Philharmonic

Symphonic Orchestra from New-

York. The Music Rooom opens for

this broadcast at 4 p.m. The pro-

gram for this concert may be seen

in the Music Room.

DR. W. ANGUS NAMED
DRAMATIC DIRECTOR

' At the last meeting of the

executive of the trustees of

Queen's University, Dr. William

Angus was appointed Director of

Dramatics in the university. Dr.

who is a lecturer in the

Department of English, has had

much to do with the productions

of the Queen's Drama Guild dur-

ing the past four years, and the

appointment is made in order

that official status be given to

relationship. For four years as

well, Dr. Angus has conducted

the courses in dramatics in the

Summer School. He is in charge

of the extracurricular course isi

public speaking which is carried

on at the University during the

winter term.

This official recognition of Dr.

Angus' services to the students

in their dramatic productions

meets with the warm approval of

the Queen's Drama Guild.

A professor who arrives late for

a lecture is rare. In fact he's in

a class bv himself.

Arts Formal

Tickets for the Arts For-

mal will be on sale, starting

tomorrow, at the Tech Sup-

plies, the Union Tuck Shop

and the Post Office in the

Library; and from the mem-
bers of the committee, Ross

Preston, Walt Halliwell,

John Hamilton, Jack Mac-

Neil, Bill MacKcnzie, Jerry

Lidington, and Frank Nash

(convener of finance).

A Medsman and a Scienceman

were in keen rivalry for the favor

of a co-ed. The Scienceman had

to go away on a field trip con-

cerning his thesis. Before he left,

he carried a bundle over to her

and said:

"I'm going to be away for ten

days, and here's a little present

for you."

When she opened it she found

ten apples.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Radio Program

Tuesday. December 9—Physics

and the War. Dr. J. A. Gray.

Wednesday, December 10—
Middle Ages. Miss W. Gordon.

Thursday, December 11 — A
Choral Group. The University

Choir.

Friday, December 12—To be

announced.

These programs are from 7.15-

M ART KENNEY

who with his Western Gendemen is now playing at Burlington's Brant Inn.

They will appear at the 1942 Arts Formal, which is being arranged for

Thursday night, January 22.

Mart Kenney

An optimist is a guy who
thinks his wife has stopped smok-

ing cigarettes when be finds cigar

butts around the house.

Combines Defeat

REGRETS

t)RIVK IN AN INBtJiT^D
TAXI

MEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

(Continued from page 5)

Kingston were never headed, al

though Niagara rallied strongly

in the third period with a terrific

burst uf power that netted them
three goals.

The visitors first line of Fritz

Cooper and Ncwbold were sen-

sational with their passing in

|
side the Kingston blueline, with

both Cooper and Fritz scoring a

goal. Roy Hcximer starred for

the "Roar City" crew, with two
goals. O'Keefe got the Falls

other goal.

Kingston Scoring

For the Limestone City team
the scoring was more evenly di

vided, with Norv Willianisoi

Mel Williamson, Lane, Hood
Hamilton, and Neilson scoring

goal apiece. Roche and "Pug
Young played well for the local

ulso. However, the outstandi

player on the ice was McQues
ton in the Combines' net?, >• ho
saved at least six sure goals ,-hcn

the pressure was on in t' c final

period.

(Continued from page 1)

an original college song — one

whose words tell about things pecu-

liar to this campus. If someone here

drew up a good lyric, T would be

glad to arrange a suitable musical

score," he added.

As a lad, Mart Kenney tinkered

wth radio sets. He became an ar-

dent admirer of dance bands, par-

ticularly those which featured sa.\a-

pbone sections. Kenney bought a

saxaphone on the instalment plan,

received a book of instructions, and

with the help of a few orchestra

leaders and several jobs, he soon

became a self-taught saxaphonist.

Mart Kenney, once an unknown

a small band in Vancouver, is

hailed today as the leader of Can-

ada's top-ranking band. In alter-

nate winter and summer sessions,

he and his aggrenation have played

five seasons at the Hotel Vancouver,

wo seasons at Banff Springs, a

season at Chateau Lake Louise, and

three seasons at the Royal York

Hotel in Toronto. Meanwhile the

orchestra has been heard on the

N.B.C., Columbia, and Mulual ra-

dio networks in the United States

the B.B.C. in Great Britain, and of

course the C.B.C. national network-

in Canada.

Enthusiastic Fans

This season the band is booked

at the swank Brant Inn on the To-
ronto-Hamilton Highway. In Win-
nipeg, Mart's orchestra played be-

fore seven thousand people in two

nights, and in Calvary they turned

people away from the door hecause

there was no more room. More than

a thousand enthusiasts crammed the

dance space of the Lethbridge Ar-

ena. Record crowd statistics can

be readily listed.

Kenney 's arrangements and the

hand-picked personnel of his or-

chestra plus the Kenney direction,

comprise the secret of the band's

success. Featuring "sweet" instead

of "swing," the lullaby style of the

Western Gentlemen was well crys-

tallized in the name of his earlier

radio program. "Sweet and Low."
Tickets for the dance can be

bouehi from the Tech Supplies,

the Tuck Shop, the Post Office and

from the committee, Frank Nash
(convener of finance), Walt Halli-

well. Ros Preston, Jack MacNeii,

Bill MacKcnzie, Jerry Lidington

and John Hamilton.

Ski Slants

(Continued from page 5)

warm clothes (including skis)

and plenty of pep! Actually a

lack of the latter will be recti-

fied in a flash. Very shortly the

executives will be able to supply

all eager students with Club

badges and everyone is urged to

get off to a good start next term

(by getting theirs now. Every

year the club's membership stag-

gers to new heights for the

simple reason that skiing comes

to be recognized increasingly as

the winter sport of the Univer-

sity. Every Queen's student

should be out on Sunday after-

noons—however they ski—for a

real University outing.

As a last word from Bob Ham-
mond, the club's energetic presi-

dent, everyone is reminded to

watch the notice boards from now
on for information—and pray for

Snow. ».

Bews Cup Standing

Exclusive Apparel
for the

CO-ED

Jackson-Mctivier
LIMITED

1 14 Princess Street

TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS COSMETICS

CAMERA SUPPLIES LUNCHES

Cor. Johnson & Division Sts. Telephone 188

Meds '44 4760

Sc. '44 3490

Meds '46 2760

Sc. "43 2690

Meds 45 2025

Arts '42 1275

Arts '43 1175

Arts '44 1170

Sc. '45 1015

Sc. '42 .'800

Meds '47 610

Arts '45 560

Meds '42-'43 545

Theol 325

Patronize Journal advertiser;

for quality merchandise.

for

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
103 Princess Street Phone 3542

AGENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS
SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOOD5

86 Brock Street ^0.^.,. »*™.ld'.) Phone 1941

SUPERIOR
GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH

RESTAURANT
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Letters To The Editoi

The Editor,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Mr. Editor:

In view of continued criticism

of the Queen's War Aid Com-
mittee, I feel that, as Chairman,

1 must write in self-defence, as

W c are a public committee, and

in the light of past experience,

I have heretofore remained silent,

accepting just and constructive

criticism and ignoring ill-founded

and specious attacks.

I present the facts. The Q.W.
A.C. is composed of two repre-

sentatives frtiui each faculty, a

senior and a junior, appointed by

their faculty societies. Thus it is

truly representative and faculty

opinion can be expressed and

followed if the societies will only

take the trouble to advise their

men.

As for our objective, against

which has been launched such

garbled and ignorant derision,

we chose a sum of $4,000, held in

the form of war bonds and certi-

ficates, which were upon redemp-

tion, to be turned into a definite

fundj already in existence and
under the direction of the A.M.S.,

which fund was for the express

purpose of building a men's resi-

dence. This objective was chosen

at a time when university spirit

was high and when lodging diffi-

culties had clearly demonstrated

the need for a residence. It was
chosen, after careful deliberation,

by the committee, in other words

by all your representatives, vot-

ing unanimously even to the Lc-

vanites. The committee consid-

ered that in this way it would

be helping the war effort by

lending to the government, and

secondly would be helping the

student body of the future. We
thought also that the residence

objective would possess certain

popular appeal.

As to our efforts to date. Our
.-tamp drive failed to reach its

objective. We accepted partial

responsibility on the grounds of

faulty organization but we lay

the remainder at the feet of a

student body whose lame and in-

excusably poor response com-

pletely disheartened us.

You ask in various letters that

«e select other objectives, guns,

in I hi lances, all in the form of

war materials. The mete fact

that we mark $3,000 or such of

our funds to buy an ambulance

floes not mean that there is an

extra one produced. The total war

production of this country is now
1 "ntracled by the government

and our earmarking of funds can

no way increase it. Our lend-

ing can. I could continue at

length the refutation, on econ-

omic grounds, of the many ill-

considered criticisms and sugges-

tions of the past months but

sPace 'is limited.

In closing, however. I should

'ike to strike a more belligerent

and personal note, You, the stu-

dent body, have derided and

criticized us from our outset;

'U have never once handed us a

second, despite not only weak
support but also outright opposi-
tion, such as the boycotting of

our blackout party—one .of the
best year dances this campus has
had—yes in spite of this, in

slightly over two and a half
months, we have led this campus
to raise a total of approximately
$1100. These are the facts. I

thank you for your attention and
for your support.

Earl E. Baxter,

Chairman. Q.W.A.C.

'liquet. We are only human.h
We have done our utmost if not

0llr best, and here is where we
take a crack at you. What have
we done? Our purpose was to

ar<>use student awareness of the
Uar and the world situation and
«> aid in the financial prosecu-
tion of the war. We have, you
n,l,s t admit, in an indirect man-
er

- aroused this campus to an

unprecedented fever heat. On the

The Editor,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

In the last paragraph of page

3, column 4, article "against" of

the Journal, dated December 5.

it is stated that the students (fc

hope and believe, it is not all of

them) are a very underprivileged

class, as they have to do their

training at their own expense

to be of greater service to their

country at any time of need,

while on their own campus there

are men that are doing just this

at the Government's expense

So here is a free suggestion to

the committee that has drawn

up the points for "for" and

"against" the dance plan:

I cannot see when they could

be of greater service to their

country than at this moment of

dire need. That the country is in

real danger is not just my opinion

but also the opinion of all our

statesmen. Undergoing this un-

derprivileged situation for years

will not help as it is probable

that on graduation their services

won't be required.

So if they are not enjoying the

privileges that some men on their

own campus are, it can be reme-

died efficiently and effectively.

JUST ENLIST NOW.
Let it be said at the same

time, that some of the so-called

privileged ones on the campus

have concluded their studies

years ago at their own expense

and have, or rather had, positions

that do not require the studying

that they are actually doing.

They do not feel that it's a

privilege to study, to take- train-

ing, discipline, etc., but they are

glad to do it for their country

although every day means a sub

stantial loss of money beside

the loss of stabilization towards

their future lite and this, only in

the event that life itself is not

sacrificed in the performance

their task.'

I thank the editor for the space

allowed for this ' letter and

respectfully ask him to consider

these statements, bearing in mind

that they might be from a belli-

gerent character, but a few un-

deserved blows have been de-

livered below the belt recently.

Anyway, this spirit of belliger-

ency acquired while undergoing

a military existence will prove of

value in action against the enemy

soon, which is all that counts in

these times.

Sincerely,

A Pigeon.

Eight To The Bar
BY STU ROBERTSON

Just to prove that at least one
person reads this column, we print

excerpts from a tetter received from
an ardent admirer

( presumably a

Student at the University of British

Columbia, who seems to have a few

ideas of his own on the selection

of an alleged All-Star Band.

Dear Icky:

Firstly your colossal nerve in the

trumpet section : ever hear of Char-

lie Shavers, Cootie Williams, jim-

mie Nance, Rex Stewart. Si Oliver,

Roy Eldridge. Yank Lausen, Stead\

Nelson, Bucky Clayton. "Red" Al-

en, Muggsy Spanier?

And your saxaphoucs ! Two pue-

rile alto men and on lone hump-
mmp tenor. Oi! Comes the da;

when you listen to the gobble ol

such as Johnny Hodges. Bud Free-

man, Coleman Hawkins. Eddie Mil-

ler, Vido Musso, Benny Carter,

Russell Ptocope.

And in the trombone section:—

you might condescend to listen to

the blowing of such as Tricky Sam
Nanton, Will Bradlev, and Red Bal-

lard.

Reeds

Back to-the reeds, ainl so we find

good old no-idea Shaw ! Ever hear

Wondy Herman, B.C. himself, Dan-

ny Polo, Pee-Wee Russell or Buster

Bailey? Obviously not.

Into the rhythm section : Piano

—

ever listen to Tftldy Wilson, Bob
Zurke, Tommy Linehan, or Earl

Hines? On guitar—Hy Whyte or

Eddie Condon are but two of the

many that have Christum beaten

two ways coming. Not much argu-

ment with the ball, altho' you mean
Bobbie Haggart, not Bob Haggardj

Receipts

Advance Sale of Tickets $ 37.25

Refund 011 Grant Hall .. 10.00

Sale of tickets at door.. 287.75

Deficit 1.18

Dear Sir:

In answer to "the irate Le-

vanites"I take some pride in ac-

cepting the challenge to have

Year Dance accounts published.

I think it is a very fine idea and

worthy of continuance.

$ 336.18

Complimentaries 27

Expenditures

Band $ 235.00

41.85

5.13

.35

.60

2.75

27.50

3.00

2.00

1.00

5.00

12.00

don't ynu? — and you might have

mentioned John Kirby, Arnie Bern-

stein, and Israel Crosby.

Ah — but your drummer. Good
old Buddy Rich, the man who bit

so hard he smashed his way right

through the complete Shaw band

—

and is now completing the disinte-

gration "t" tin: T D. outfit. Give ear

to the beat from the sticks of

Frankie Carlson, Ray McKinlay.

Sonny Grier, Joe Jones or Ray

Bauduc. And even Krupa — altho'

over-publicized — is still a good

beat man.

Congratulations,

Lionel Salt.

Overlooked

On one point we agree with you.

my dear Mr. Salt, and that is in

our haste we overlooked the two

altos and a tenor angle but I think

the addition of one Coleman Haw-
kins on tenor would add sufficient

color (ouch) to the band. Your

adequate list of potential stars in-

terested us greatly, and although

some of the nanus appear to the un-

initiated as being taken from a local

telephone directory, we were famil-

iar with a great number of them

and recognize some as being well

deserving of a position in such a

band. As a very weak excuse for

not including them in our selection,

might we submit that we were mak-

ing up a relatively small combo, as

compared to your symphonically

proportioned group of swingsters?

Once again let us apologize for

being so inefficient, unfortunate,

and inaccurate in our selections. Wc
really thought that James, Ehnan,

and Dunham made a pretty fair

trumpet section.

155 pounds — Roger Rivest,

\.C, won from Pete Cain,

Queen's, bout stopped in second.

Wrestling

17,5 pounds — Ernie Miron,

Queen's, won from Doug Nichol-

son. R.C.C.S., first fall 3.02,

second fall 6.55.

175 pounds — Chris Votterc,

R.C.C.S., won from Al Munn.
Queen's, first fall 6.00, second

B. & W. Assault

Tax to W.A.C
Hanson & Edgar

Anderson's Hardware

Cokes (for orchestra)

Jackson Press

Grant Hall & P.A. .

.

Spotlights

Doorman
Electric Wiring

Socia 1 Fee

Advt. (Journal)

$ 336.18

I also would like it to be

known that Arts '42 did not em
ploy any "criminal tactics it

order to attain their petty end.'

The reference to entertaining th<

orchestra to dinner is very ob

noxious to the committee, be

cause they never harbored that

idea at all, even though the presi-

dent of the year was accused of

some such scheme by a member

of the A.M.S. I have refrained

from making any statement con-

cerning this, hoping that it would

die down. But in defence of the

President of Arts '42, who holds

the important position of chair-

man of the W.A.C, 1 have found

it neies.^ary to make this state-

ment of clarification.

The committee did all in its

power to co-operate with the

U .111 Aid Committee, and to help

further its great work. I hope

that this will correct the erron-

eous idea that is prevalent in

Levana. at least, about Arts '42.

Hugh A. Black.

(Continued from page 5
j

concede a technical K.O.

Al Moore fought a clever fight

at 135 lbs. to gain the decision

over Tuffy Lewis of the R.A.F.

Brian McCaffrey fought pluektly

against wiry Jimmy King of the

R.C.C.S. who took the decision.

Ernie Miron downed Nichol-

son of R.C.C.S. with two straight

falls in the feature of the wrest-

ling match, Al Munn lost to

veteran Chris Yottere of R.C.C.S.

in the 175 lb. class. Roly Rarnsley

drew with Leonard of R.C.C.S.

in the novice division.

As added attractions the West-

ern Grasshopper demasked "the

Mad Medico" while Ira Brown

and Jack McNeil clowned their

way to a draw.

Boxing

118 pounds — Tock Hepper,

R.A.F., won from Johnny Far-

rell, Regiopolis.

130 pounds — Jimmy Jenkins,

R.A.F., won from Bob Goad,

R.C.C.S.

135 pounds—Al Moore, Queen's,

won from Tuffy Lewis, R.A.F.

140 pounds—Jimmy King, R.C.

C.S., won from Brian McCaffrey,

Queen's.

128 pounds—Fred Parker, R.

\.F., won from Johnny Evans,

Queen's, K.O. in third.

Heavyweight — Jim Miles, R.

A. P., won from Vic Whitlock,

RX.C.S.

155 pounds — Tony Lofranco,

R.C.C.S., won from Dickie Cox,

R.A.F., K.O. in third.

147 pounds—Tuffy Locke, R.

A. F., won frum Andy Dupuis.

C.O.C.

145 pounds—Frank Smith, R.C,

C.S. and Ron Haflidson, Queen's,

draw.

fall 6.59.

Heavyweight — Jack McNeil,

Queen's, and Ira Brown, Queen's,

draw. Brown won -first fall in

3.11, McNeil won second in 6.10.

155 pounds — Jim Leonard,

R.C.C.S., and Roly Barnsley.

Queen's, draw.

Referees, boxing. Earl Gallivan

and Ken Robinson; wrestling, J.

McNeil and Ernie Miron.

OVERCOATS
- - - that answer your every

style and quality demand!

Be smart — be thrifty, buy

yourself one of these warm-

ful overcoats for Christinas.

You'll enjoy it from the

minute you put it on your

shoulders to the last wear-

ing several winters from

now. They fit with made-to-

order precision by Society

Brand and other leading

Can adian Manufacturers,

and their imported British

fabrics are durable. Single

and double-breasted styles.

STYLE and

QUALITY at

MODERATE
PRICES

SANTA says

.

"When It Comes to Gifts

For Men — Go to Tweddell's"

Men love personal, intimate gifts above any other kind.

Here at Tweddell's you'll find gifts to gladden the heart

of any man, and they have that extra quality about them

that he will instantly recognize and appreciate. Come in.

you'll enjoy Christmas shopping at Tweddell's.

TRICOLOR

SWEATERS
make a most thought-

ful gift for the college

man.

Pullover and Coal
styles in fine quality

all wool—heavy jumbo
weave.

ARROW SHIRTS

NECKWEAR

SCARVES

GLOVES

dressing gowns
housecoats

McGregor socks

HATS, etc.

100 and 1 Other Suggestions

Our store is filled with a gorgeous array of other gifts for

men such as suspenders, garters, initial buckles, hand-

kerchiefs, evening wear jewelry and accessories — all at

moderate prices.

SEE OUR SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAYS

TWEDDELL'S
Hotel l.a Salle Buildire

137-139 Princess Street
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LEVANT
NOTE/

Levana Meeting

Don't forget the Levana meeting

on Wednesday evening at 7.30 p.m.

in the Common Room at Ran Righ.

Mrs. Andre Bielcr will stwak nn

Interior Decorating, and after the

meeting refreshments will he serv-

ed. Frcshelte attendance is com-

pulSOry.

Red Cross Room

The Red Cross Room has closed

till after Christmas. Twenty quilts

have heen made- this term, and this

is a very good showing. It is hoped

that next term the work will be

even better, especially as the need

for all articles of this type is in-

creasing all the time.

Levana Issue

After Christmas the Levana issue

of the Journal will be produced,

concurrent with 'he Levana Formal.

All prospective contributors, and all

girls who regularly work for the

Journal are strongly encouraged to

think up any ideas during the holi-

days which would In.
1 useful for

this number.

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-

wear — Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid, High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

Delivery Service

A FINE

ASSORTMENT

of

Christmas

(Sifts

now on display

•

Your parcels all

Xmns wrapped

at no extra cost

•

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

Hi
darned

with a

Did you ever

Study stupid subjects in

dim den.

Writing reams of rubbish

prickly-pointed pen,

Terrified of tests that we're going to

get again.
Imitating mouses when you really

should be men?

I really think exams were made
Not to specify our grade.

But to make us all afraid.

It would really be an aid

To the average lad and maid

If examiners were stayed,

(That was what yours truly prayed.)

He who does it undismayed
Well he merits to be payed

And will never be betrayed

When the secret plot is layed.

Justice has the issue weighed
(Weighing is the Muse's trade)

When these profs have been waylayed.

Ann Nonomus.

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BY KATHERINE McWUER

Chinese Citizens

Donate Over $75.

In Pennant Drive

The Queen's Chinese Stu-

dents' Society's tricolor pen-

nant drive has received up to

date over $75 from the

Chinese citizens of Kings-

ton. It is hoped that con-

tributions from other sources

will be forthcoming.

Don't go home without an

attractive Queen's pennant

sticker on your baggage.

Available at Ban Righ, the

University Post Office, Tuck

Shop at the Union, and at

Tech Supplies, for a silver

donation.

Entire proceeds to be turned

over to the Q.W.A.C.

Seniors Eke Out
2-1 Win Over Lions

PRESIDENT OF C. I.C.

TO GIVE TALK HERE

Dr. Thorvaldson, head of the

Chemistry Department of the

University of Saskatchewan and

President of the Canadian Insti-

tute of Chemistry, will address

the members of the C.I.C.,

Queen's Branch, on Saturday

morning, December 13, at 10.30

o'clock in Room 310, Gordon

Mall. The subject of his address

will be "Tile Application of the

F'olarugraph in the Elect rorefin-

ing of Zinc."

All students interested in

chemistry and allied subjects are

invited' to attend.

The Kingston Lions gave

Queen's quite a tussle at the

Arena on Friday night last be-

fore succumbing to their heavier

rivals by the odd goal, 2-1.

The local Junior B team proved

exceptionally strong in every

division but could only manage

to flash the red light behind

Rivington when Jarrell passed to

Earl in the second period.

Scoring

The Tricolor picked up their

third win in the second frame

when McCaffrey assisted both

Routley and Jamieson to give

the coup de grace.

Although the final chapter was

enlivened by a minor flurry be-

tween Jarrell and "Muzz" Mc-

Lean, neither team was able to

dent the twine.

Queen's—Goal, Rivington; de

fence. Martin, VanCamp; centre,

McCaffrey ; wings, Allen, Gris-

dale
;
subs, Jamieson, Pardy, Rut-

ledge, McLean, Routley, Childer-

hose, Grant.

Lions—Goal, Reason ; defence

Nicholson, Lay; centre, Aitken

wings, Bearance, Steele; snbs

Jarrell, Harrison, Earl, J. Watts

Pearson. D. Watts.

Two records were broken in

the swimming meet held last

Thursday night. Peggy Clark

clipped one Second off Dorcen

Jeffs' previous record in the fifty

vard free style when she swam

the distance in 32 2/5 seconds.

Later in the meet Doreen better-

ed the back stroke record of last

year, doing the SO yard distance

in 42 5/10 seconds.

The swimming meet showed

that the pressure of Christmas

examinations is already upon us.

but the lack of quantity was made-

up by the quality of the swim-

mers, as the above records prove.

'43 moved into first place this

year with a Uiree-point lead over

'44, its closest rival. Doreen

Jeffs, the sole swimmer of '42.

turned in such a good perform-

ance that her year placed third,

and "ahead of '45. Miss Jeffs,

Peggy Clark and Gwen Slinn

were the three individual stars

of the meet, and placed in the

order named. Gwen showed her

ability in ornamental and style

swimming.

Here are the results and times

scored.

50 yards free style

—

1. Peggy Clark, 32 2/5 seconds

Doreen Jeffs.

100 yards free style

—

1. Doreen Jeffs, 1 min. 26 1/5

sec; 2. Cathy Matheson.

50 yards side stroke

—

1. Pat Johnson, 43 1/5 sec

2. Betty Wellington.

50 yard breast stroke

—

1. Peggy Clark, 46 4/5 sec;

2. Gwen Slinn.

50 yard back stroke

—

1. Doreen Jeffs. 42 5/10 sec;

2. Katherine McRuer.

Plunge

—

1. Barbara Allen, 49 ft.; 2.

Muffie Hibbert.

Medley Relay

—

1. '43, 1 min., 4 1/5 sec ; 2. "44;

3. '45.

Diving

—

1. Peggy Clark; 2. Cathy

M.'fthtson.

Highest point winners in meet—

1. Doreen Jeffs, 18 pts.; 2,

Peggy Clark. 15 pts.; 3. Gwen

Slinn, 11 pts.

Year Winners

—

'43, 35 pts.; '44, 31 pts.; '42

18 pis.

Softball Schedules

-Sc. '42 Meds '44,

Tricolor Contest

(Continued from page 1)

peciall) seem to be negligent in this

respect, and their full co-operation

is asked, as the lack of one gradu-

ate's picture can hold up the entire

publication.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

Tuesdav

6-7.

Wednesday—Women's Section A
vs. Women's Section B. 7 innings,

9—.

Thursday—Second game Finals,

5 p.m.

Saturday—Meds vs. Science, 5

p.m.

Monday—Arts vs. Winner, 5 p.

Glee Club

Fay: "What sorority do you be-

long to?"

Kay : "Damma Phi No."

—Acadia Athenaeum.

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

(Continued from page 1)

much of his time to the Drama

Guild, will act as producer; Queen's

resident artist, Andre Bteler, has

charge of the sets; Mrs. Rcid is

coaching the soloists; Mrs. Bieler

is to supervise costuming; Mrs.

Angus will aid with make-up-and

Maurice Park is general business

manager.

Soloists and choristers are al-

ready becoming acquainted with

some of the intricacies of the oper-

etta. Principals are memorizing the

libretto and the chorus members

are working on the melodies so that

practices after the New Year will

run more smoothly.

There will he a rehearsal this

week in the Old Arts Building on

Thursday. Further notices will ap-

pear from time to time in the Jour-

nal.

Wednesday

:

12.00 noon—Commerce Club

Luncheon

Grant Hall

7.30 p.m.—Levana Meeting

Ban Righ Common
Room

Saturday

:

10.30 a.m.—C.l.C,

Queen's Branch

Km. 310, Gordon Hall

LOST

Small black notebook in New
Arts Building, belonging to Patsy

Bet-man. The owner's name i» in

it. Will the finder please phone

1490-M.

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

a larker vacumatic

next term

# Unique, and utterly different,

this gleaming laminated-pearl
Parker Vacumatic Pen has every-

thing! Patented "one-hand" filler

— q simple diaphragm sealed in

the top . . . gives the pen nearly

twice as much ink capacity, be-

cause there's no need for old-

fashioned rubber sac and filler

mechanism inside.

Its patented "Television"

barrel lets you SEE the

level of the ink. It can't

run dry unless you let it.

Its 14 Kt. Gold Point is

t skilfully tempered for

resiliency—tipped with

\ selected high-polished

Osmiridium—assmooth
as oil.

" - Parker's Blue Dia-

mond Mark on the
smart Arrow Clip

means Guaranteed for Life—you will never have to

buy another.

Start right with a Parker. All good pen counters

have a selection of grand new styles. See themtoday.

Tha Paiker Fountain Pan Co., Limited, Toronto, Canada

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA BOOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033
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It is about time that a leading

Canadian railroad company (name
on request) did something about
the disgraceful condition of the

road beds on which its trains hump
After travelling 3,954 and one-half

miles in the past twenty days
the trains of said company I have
decided to sue for damages to body
and mind. They also owe me one
toothbrush (which I swallowed)

and one large shoe (which flew

through a window as we were hurt-

ling around a corner). I have a

right to be indignant and I can
prove it.

In the first place the train was
supposed to leave ten minutes be-

fore midnight. It didn't. It left at

one o'clock and I sprained my ankle
and tipped a bell hop ten cents be-

cause — fool that I am — I took
the timetable at face value. I also

tripped over an elderly lady who
pummelled me severely with her
crutches and chased me into a bag-

gage car. The baggageman, deeply

immersed in the Life of, Jesse

James took two shots at
me before I managed to stumble
oft", face-down on the tracks. He
must have thought I was dead. for.

after kicking my frame over sev-

eral times, he grunted with satis-

faction, reloaded his gun and stalk-

ed back to [esse James. He is not
a good shot.

With many groans I managed to

get on the train where I found 17

other Queen's students, two strang-

ers from Varsity who thought they

were in the Park Plaza, and an
elderly gentleman who barked like

a dog. The latter three gentlemen
eventually got off the train.

In the car at the time was the

sleeping car conductor who is a

living argument for mercy killing.

His method of getting a passenger's

ticket is unique. He would grab
you by the collar, leer in your face,

and say, "Ticket, and quick about
it!" We found out later lhat he
Was a former heavyweight wrest-

ling champion of Toronto who had
been stand-in for Doris Karloff in

Franken stein. No makeup was ne-

cessary. He proved very unpopular

'" our car.
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Majority Against

Year Dance Plan,

Referendum Shows

79% of Students Cast Votes
Only 23% Favor
A.M.S. Control

No. 20.

In the recent referendum on
A.M.S. Control of Year Dances
only 72% of the students voted,
of whom 49% were against A.
M.S. control. It was found that

only 23% were in favor of the
dance plan and it will accordingly
be discarded.

Voting

The largest percentage of stu-

dents voting was in the Medical
Faculty where 86% turned out
at the polls. Of these, only 4%
were in favor of A.M.S. control.

In Science, where 82% voted,

only 8% of the students voted
for the Dance Plan. In Levana.

75% voted, and 61% were in

favor of the Referendum. In Arts
where only 52% voted, the great-

est division of opinion was noted.

DANCE PLAN
(Continued on page 3)

Principal's Message

It is, I trust, not too late to wish for all of you a vear in which
there may come the satisfaction of accepting the responsibilities which
press heavily on every one in these critical davs. No doubt that this
wilt tie a year of testing for the democratic way of life- for the obliqa-
Uom, rather than the privileges, of democracy must now be assumed
if we are to win through. You have the opportunity and the privilege
of making yourselves competent in the work in whiclv,you are engaged
here That competence is of value now. and will be indispensiblc later
in whatever field of service, civilian or military, you will find your-
Sitves; and the time will soon come when you may be called to use itMay our faith be unwavering in the ultimate triumph of truth honor
and decency. May we work together at Queens to tliat end. as we have
Iff

~

Dr. Kirkconnell, Noted Author

Will Lecture Here In Spring

worked before.

A Good New Year!

Ian-, c
Principal

A.M.S. Meeting

The A.M.S. will hold an
open meeting in the Board
Room of the gymnasium at

7.30 p.m. next Monday-
night, January 12.

NOTICE

The A.M.S. has been ad-

vised by the Chief of the

Kingston Police that stu-

dent parades held without

his permission will be deem-
ed illegal, and steps will be

taken accordingly.

LEFT HAND CORNER
(Continued on page 8)

Tobacco Executive
Is Guest Speaker

On December 10, Mr. E. C.

Woods, a director and sales mana-

ger of the Imperial Tobacco Com-

pany, was guest of honor at a

Commercial Club luncheon. He
spoke to those present about the

influence of the war upon his com-

pany.

Manufacture

In his introduction Mr. Wood
briefly described the manufacture

of cigarets. In the company's two

plants located at Montreal and

Hamilton over one thousand girls

TOBACCO EXECUTIVE
(Continued on page 3)

Tricolor Contest

Opens Tomorrow

Prizes Offered For Photos
Of Campus Life

The Tricolor "Campus Life

Contest," opening on January 10

and closing on January 31, offers

all student camera fans cash priz

csNor the best shots submitted

Each week a grand prize of five

dollars and five one dollar prizes

will be awarded. The deadlines

for the three separate weeks will

he noon of Saturday January 17,

24, and 31 respectively.

Rules

All entries should be handed

to the Editor or addressed to him

and left at the Queen's Post

Office. Each contestant must

attach his, or her name to the

back of every picture. The win-

nersswill be announced each week
the Tuesday issue of the

Journal.

TRICOLOR CONTEST
(Continued on page 6)

Campus Sketches
Mount Allison University

BY MICKEY REID,

C.U.P. ARGOSY EDITOR

On a hilltop overlooking the

Tiiitramar Marsh and River in

"cw Brunswick rise the buildings
r ' f Mount Allison University. In

'840 the cornerstone of the first

''lidding was laid, but the cen-
le»nial celebration had to be post-

poned because of war conditions.
Th
wall.

red stone of the ivy-covered

was obtained from the uni-

^<M'ty quarry a short distance
°ni the college. From the cam-

Pus borders spread out the homes
*"d foundries of the town of

^ckville.

Nc
Residences

<ow that the university loca-

>0n has been described, let us

turn to a brief description of the

campus it;?lf. Assoa.~ted with

the University arc the School for

Girls and the Boys' Academy.

The men and women live in

separate residences with the com-

mercial students occupying Alli-

son Lodge and "The Cottage."

Mount Allison is a small college,

the enrolment never going above

five hundred students from all

parts of the world.

Most of the buildings are clust-

ered on top of the hill. On one

side of York Street are the four-

storied Men's Residence and the

gymnasium.- and before them He

the upper and lower football

fields. Across Lansdowne Street

CAMPUS SKETCHES

(Continued on page 7)

Journal Announces
MastheadChang s

The promotion of Ken Phin to

the position of Associate Editor of

the Journal was ratified at the last

meeting of the AJma Mater So-

ciety. Other changes approved by

that body were : Bud Bolton as

Managing Editor and Hugh Bu-

chanan as Assistant News Editor.

Mr, Phin is a sophomore, majo^
ing in psychology. Last year he

was Assistant Managing Editor of

the Journal and for the first term

of this term he was Managing

Editor. It is worthy of note that

it is very rare for a sophomore to

hold such a responsible position.

Retirement

i 'wing to the pressure of her

academic studies, Miss Gwen Mor-

ton was forced to retire from her

position as Assistant News Editor.

Miss Morton started as a reporler

and last year she was appointed

MASTHEAD CHANGES
(Continued on page 4)

Q.W.A.C.M celing

Open To Everyone

Effective Scheme Is Sought
To Increase Revenue

Next Wednesday at 7.30 the

War Aid Committee will hold an
open meeting in the board room
on second floor of the Douglas
Library to discuss ways of in-

creasing Queen's contribution to

the war. Last term more letters

were written to the editor on this

subject than any other. It is

hoped that many of those who
offered suggestions will be pre-
sent to elaborate on them.

Students from all faculties will

be welcomed and it is hoped that

n effective plan can be evolved

to ensure co-operation between
the faculties and individuals.

Every logical idea will be care-

fully studied.

There are hundreds of students

attending Queen's who are gen-
uinely interested in doing some-
thing for their country. Come
to the meeting A "xt Wednesday
and help the War\\id Committee
draw up plans for this term.

DALY

National Chaplain of the Canadian
Catholic Youth Union, who will speak
at the University Church Service this
Sunday.

Father H.W. Daly

Will Preach Here

University Church Service
This Sunday

)r. Glen Shortliffe

Gives Radio Talk

BY DOROTHY TUPPKR
in ,i radio address 'ii'visored by

Queen's University, Dr. Glen Short-

liffe discussed modern trends in

French literature.

He stated that all literature is an

expression of a society, and that

when that society is under stress,

then its literature becomes uncer-

tain of its character, France ha:

undergone many upheavals, and

therefore her literature has done

likewise.

Romantic Movement
In the 18th century a Romantic

movement took place which was in

direct opposition to the classical

style of writing. Where the classi-

cists wrote in an ordered, logical

and restrained fashion the romanti-

cists wrote freely, enthusiastically

and were directed by their feelings.

The Romanticists drew tragedy

from comedy and vice versa instead

of distinguishing between the two

as the classicists had done. They
wrote of the aspirations and ideals

of the human soul.

Next came the Naturalist school

of which Zola was a prominent

DR. SHORTLIFFE
(Continued on page 3)

Father H. W. Daly, National

Chaplain of the Canadian Caiholic

Youth Union, will preach at a Uni

versity Church Service this Sunday

This service is arranged by the

University Church Service Com
mission of the A.M.S. on which

are representatives of the major

denominations. The music will be

provided by the girls' choir of No-

tre Dame Convent.

The Speaker

Falhcr Daly replaced Father
J.

N. Fullerton as Natiunal Chaplain

of the Canadian Catholic Youth

Union. The Canadian Catholic

Youth Union was founded in Octo-

ber 1938 by the Catholic Bishops

of Canada after the first National

Convention of all the Catholic

youth of the country, in Ottawa.

Father Daly is a native of Mont-

real. He first studied at St. Leo's

Academy and received his degree

FATHER DALY
(Continued on page 3)

A.M.S. Executive Receives
Confirmation At

Meeting

Queen's Graduate

by Kay o'neill

At the December meeting of the

A.M.S. executive, it was confirmed

that Professor Watson Kirkconnell

would speak on "So this is Canada"

at the A.M.S. Lecture this spring.

Professor Kirkconnell, a Queen's

graduate of Arts '16, is now head

of the English department at Mc-
Master L'niversity, Hamilton. A
well-known Canadian author and

lecturer, he has written several sta-

tistical books on the population of

Canada. It was decided that Dr,

McNeill would contact him con-

cerning the date of his lecture here.

Tricolor

The editor of the Tricolor was

given authority to run an "In Me-

moriam" page in the Year Book

in memory of the ten Queen's men
who have given their lives in the

war so far. It was further decided

that free copies of the Tricolor be

given to the families of these war

DR. KIRKCONNELL
(Continued on page 4)

Meds '43 Engage

Campus Orchestra

Tonight's Ball To Feature
Maurice Allen

Meds '43 continue their tradition

of starting the New Year right with

"the dance that sets a precedent."

Always in tune with the times, the

medicos have signed Maurice Allen

and his Queen's Band. Newt Wil-

liamson, of course, will he featured

as the vocal Romeo. The boys are

in rare shape after the holidays

and have marked out their own ar-

rangements of pieces hot off the hit

parade. Wait till you hear a couple

of their novelty numbers — you'll

be begging for more.

Decorations

Everyone knows that decorations

MEDS '43

(Continued on page 3)

Western Gentlemen Playing" Here

In Less Than Tivo IVeeks'' Time"

The Arts Formal which brings

to Queen's Mart Kenney and his

Western Gentlemen in person, is

less than two weeks away, for on

Thursday night, January the twen-

(y-secoud, the Artsmen will play

host to Queen's at their annual

promenade in Grant Hall.

In order that the floor and bal-

cony will not be crowded only two

hundred tickets are being sold,

Many of these have already been

reserved and bought but some can

still be purchased at the University

Post Office, tne Tech Supplies and

from members of the committee.

The price is five dollars per couple.

Unusual Theme
A three-star theme, mined for

the background of the band-shell

and for the front of the program,

is so precious that it cannot be made

public as yet. Ingenious in its

simplicity and its uniqueness, it is

certain to delight the dancers.

Mart Kenney has written to say

that Judy Richards, Art Hallman

and the orchestra's quartet, "Four

of a Kind," will all be on hand at

the Formal. -Mart and his men en-

joyed a busy Noel season at the

swank Brant Inn in Burlington,

where they played three and four

times a week, not to mention sev-

eral radio programs.

Like last year, special Tricolor

corsages will be sold at the Formal;

the proceeds will l>e handed over

ARTS FORMAL
(Continued on page 8)
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THE PRICE OF VICTORY

"... Tlie end is nowhere in

sight. After holding off defeat,

we now have to fight for vic-

tory. For that purpose we shall

need greater production, greater

sacrifices, and greater determina-

tion." — War Commentary by

John Price.

SALE
OF

OVERCOATS
$17.95

Every One New in the

Latest Models

Balmacoan

Raglan

Box Shoulders

Drape

Plain and Half-Belted

lues. Greys, Browns, Greens

in

Herringbones - Overchecks

Stripes

BIBBY'S
78-84 Princess St

QUEEN'S TAXI

2002

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princess St.

National Scholarships
.ICE ARMSTRONG

(The opinions expressed here are

hose "f the writer and not neecs-

arilj those of the editorial board.)

The situation of medical students

this year has drawn considerable at-

tention to the whole question of

national aid for students. In their

case the early opening of several

universities las! f.ill cm in half the

earning opportunity of over a thou-

sand students, At Queen's, more

than 80% of the medical students

indicated that they depended on

summer earnings to varying degrees

in mi-eling the cost of their course

in 1040.

It is clear that it would be in

the government's own best inter-

ests to insure that the number of

qualified physicians and surgeons

necessary now are produced. But

what of the needed engineers, che-

mists, technicians and others? Must

Canada depend on those who alone

have adequate financial resources

for her skilled specialists?

In 1929 the British Government

considered the possibilities suffi-

rienfly rewarding to give financial

assistance to 73.000 students.

of the Federal grant and a total of

$50,000 would be available In help

some 200 students who would re-

ceive further training without such

assistance.

In 1940 'he Dnmininn Govern-

ment asked the other six provinces

to extend their present grants for

scholarships and urged the others

to participate in the National Schol-

arships plan. So far, Ontario has

been strangely silent.

It remains for the students of

the universities of Ontario to de-

mand provincial participation in the

Youth Training Act with regards

to scholarships, not only as a signi-

ficant step forward in education —
that is, training on the basis of

ability — but also as a practical

program for an all-out war effort.

The Bookshelf
CONDUCTED BY JOHN PAf KHILL.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 1772-W

OPEN ALLEYS

EVERY AFTERNOON
AT POPULAR

MATINEE PRICES

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St.

A Pleasant Source

of

PEP!

Tired? Cold? Hungry? — Our
rich, chocolaty hot chocolate

will refresh you, warm you and

hit the epot on winter days.

Served with whipped cream and

crisp wafers, it's a pleasant

source of pep — satisfying re-

freshment in a big cup.

IOC

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

New Zealand

In New Zealand, of a popu-

lation of 1,250,000, an average of

nearly 2.000 have received free

education annually, through nation-

al scholarships, for the past IS

years.

In the Union of South Africa

and the Commonwealth of Austra-

lia similar schemes of national

scholarships have been carried out.

Russia

Since 1928 Russia has systematic-

ally trained her youth by means of

national subsidies. For over a thou-

sand research institutes alone, in

1937, over half a billion dollars

were appropriated. The worth of

such an investment in her greatest

natural resources — the training of

the best brains in the nation — is

now apparent to all the world.

What is the situation in Canada

It is estimated that SOfo of Par

liament members and business exe

cutives and almost 100^ of profes

sional men are university graduates.

Yet these groups are drawn from

a minority group of the total popu

lation. From 1926 to 1941 a steady

rise in the colt of tuition has tended

to narrow the limits of this group

This, together with the effects of

the years of depression, has made

it impossible for more and more

students from workers' and farm

ers' homes to proceed to college, so

that at present only about 16% of

the registration comes from th

major portion of the population.

What does this mean for Cana

da? From a survey carried out in

England it was found that only one

third of the children of first-class

ability belonged to families able to

^ive them advanced training with

out financial assistance. Such a

finding denies any easy assumption

that intellectual qualifications are

directly related to financial posi-

tion.

Youth Training Act

One step in the right direction

was taken when the Dominion Gov-

ernment, in the Youth Training Act

of 1939, agreed to assist, on the

condition of equal provincial re-

sponsibility. 300 scholars in 1939,

500 in 1940, and 700 in 1941, with

scholarships to be administered pro-

vincially on the basts of need and

ability.

To date, only three provinces

have failed to co-operate in this

plan, Ontario, New Brunswick and

Nova Scotia. It may be pointed out

(hat if tin's plan were administered

according to relative student popu-

lation, Ontario would receive 1/3

The Universities arc Dangerous, by

Professor W. E. C. Harrison

Oxford University Press. Twen-

ty-five cents.

W. E. C. Harrison, assistant pro-

fessor of history at Queen's, is the

author of an eloquent and scholar-

ly pamphlet recently published b\

die Oxford University Press. The

niversities Are Dangerous will

doubtless be avidly read by certain

politicians in our own country, who.

completely outside the pale of the

itadels and bastions of learning,

arc ever eager to grasp at straws

and twist them to their own mis-

guided ends. We hope that they

will read this pamphlet.

The Argument

But Professor Harrison does not

svriie especially for politicians. For

those of us in or of the universities

who have never been able compe

tently to resolve into fighting words

the feeling that our alma maters

are the great bulwarks of democracy

in its finest sense; for those not of

the universities who in these times

look askance at the colleges as the

harbouring-placc of moneyed loiter-

ers, impractical visionaries, _even

draft-dodgers' — it is for these

two classes that Professor Harrison

has laboured.

Eloquent, Hardhitting

Not in vain, we trust. For, al

though eloquent and scholarly, as

one must be, to he at once sincere

and convincing, Professor Harri

son is no less forthright and hard

hitting. He realizes that a scholai

may be a great and effective man
as well as a deep thinker^ — as

were Luther. Erasmus, Thomas Ma
saryk; that, on the other hand, he

may be a mere scholastic, a prc-

Renaissancc spider, spinning intel-

lectual cobwebs. But it is not often

that the universities have sunk into"

a slough like that of Oxford and

Camhridge in the Age oi Enlight-

enment, "when dons, unworthy of

their calling, expressed decrepitude

with platitude in a pastoral period

,,f |„,rt and peculation."

Hysterical Hitler

If words of scorn are not lacking

for the unworthy don, we can rest

assured that the pen lacks nothing

in describing the vivid adequacy

those who batten on the sacrifices

of learning and flourish along with

peculating professors: Mcin Kampf

becomes that "mosaic of falsity.'

Only men "in the service of truth

could point out the shams, the

cnnl and the humbug of the whole

hysterical argument: the psychosis

of Versailles, the racial myth, the

cynicism, the sadism and the ob-

scenity of that Teutonic Anti-

christ. Adolf Hitler . . . Their

knowledge was an affront .to his

whole vast ignorance, a goad to the

consuming insanity of bis self-ex-

altation . . . The professors (and

their allies, the journalists and the

schoolmasters, the churchmen, the

writers and the publishers') could

displa) him as the horrid Demi-

^orgon that be really was, conjured

up by fear and panic from an un-

derworld of failure and frustra-

Totalitarian Underworld

That underworld today is on top

in Germany. The upper, clearer

world of 'sweetness and light,' of

learning and tolerance and justice,

has been forced underground. For

the totalitarians know, "as every

junta of oligarchs, every despot

and every political ganger in his-

tory has known, that for the ene-

mies of liberty the universities are

dangerous."

Apt illustration is never wanting.

From Plato of Athens to Hutchins

of Chicago Professor Harrison

ranges for example and proof ; from

the Vice-Chancellor of Leeds to the

Principal of Queen's expressions

of the purpose and value of higher

education are culled and examined;

from Metternich to Stalin history

tells of the fall and rise of those

who attempted or desisted from

rushing freedom of thought and

expression; from Dachau to Ora-

nienburg we see "booted gorillas

murderously raping ancient renters

of culture, we remember that "Cali-

ban has long arms," we realize, in-

deed, that 'it could happen here".

Universities in Britain

Especially interesting are the in-

formative passages concerning the

war effort of the universities in

Britain, and the growing awareness

of the British government of the

value of their contributions in these

critical times. The working com-

promise reached there and the po-

litically disinterested system of al-

locating funds to the universities

out of the Exchequer by a Univer-

sity Grants Committee augur well

for the future, economic and cul-

tural, of learning in Britain. Ac-

ceptance of such a plan in Canada

would relieve universities here of

the chronic mendicancy' which has

characterized their history and

which has- curbed, even crippled,

their services to the public. The re-

sult in Britain has been that, al-

though buildings have been destroy-

ed and libraries and laboratory

razed by fire and bomb, yet new

faculties have been set u,p. In

Aberdeen, for instance, an import

ant new departure lias been made

in the foundation of the Polish

School of Medicine.

"The Universities Are

Dangerous"

Moreoever, in Britain, it has been

realized that too much can be asked

of a university, that a university

as well as an individual can be

overburdened to the point of ex-

liaustidh — that 'conscription into

i he universities" is becoming a very

necessary' part of compulsory na-

tional service. It has almost been

realized that, in a sense, there is a

greater battle than that between

engineers and technicians — that

they are only the second line of

defence. "The main battle must be

won by those who are engaged in

the humanities." Their special

charge it is "to prove the virtues

tf£ the democratic way of life . . .

to bold the citadel (of democracy)

THE EDITOR LEFT TOWN

Somebody sent the editor of

the Poketown Gazette a few bot-

tles of home brew. The same

day he received for publication

a wedding announcement and a

notice of an auction sale. Here

are the results:

"William Smith and Miss Mary

Undersoil were disposed of at

public auc'.ion at my farm one

mile east of a beautiful cluster

of roses on her breast, and two

w hile calves, before a background

of farm implements, too numer-

ous i" mention in the presence

of about seventy quests including

two milch cows, six mules and

one bob-sled. Rev. Jackson tied

the nuptial knot with two hun-

dred feet of hay-rope and the

happy collide left on one good

John Deere gang plow for an ex-

tended trip with terms to suit

purchaser. They will be at home

to their friends with one good

baby buggy and a few kitchen

utensils from date of sale to re-

sponsible parties and some ffty

chickens.'*

jtself; they must prepare the in-

tellectual, the moral and the spirit-

ual counter-attack." The powerful

truth is becoming more and more

evident to us of the democracies —
a truth which Hitler was quick to

see and to act upon — "that for

the mechanicians of tyranny the

universities are dangerous."

E

IT'S DANCE TIME AGAIN!

ARTS FORMAL: : : JAN. 22nd

RESERVE YOUR FULL-DRESS RENTAL NOW.

214 Princess St.

I

teei
Phone 3725

I
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THEATRE
LINE-UP

CAPITOL
Smilin' Thru, with Jeanettc

MacDonald. Brian Aherne and
Gene Raymond, is the current at-

traction at the Capitol. This is the

third or fourth time that Holly-
wood has filmed this sugared tear-

jerker, and so far as your reviewer

can sec, it yets worse every time.

The plot is the usual Boy Meets
Girl, Boy Loses Girl, Boy Gets Girl

affair, with a couple of unusual
twists, the most outstanding be-

ing tiie periodic reappearances to
"LT|lc |e John" Aherne of his long-
dead sweetheart. The actors do
their best to carry this rather hack
neyed vehicle, without too much
success. The bright spots are Miss
MacDonakl's singing of "Land of
Hope and Glory," and the ever-

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable
Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. ft. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S, Harvey, Mgr.

popular "Kerry Dancers.
An unusually good newsreel com-

pletes the bill. B—

.

Coming Saturday, You'll Never
Oct Rid,, starring Fred Astaire and
Rita Hav worth.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY

for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinoear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS . ;

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin

292 Princess St.

Kingston,

,
Prop.

Phone

Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

Wellington St. Phone 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

M OST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

27 < Princess St. Opp. Roy York Cafo

GOURDIERS
rues

Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH

Pho

BARBER SHOP
3354-R 346 Princess St.

274

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon
Princess St. Phone 849
Thc Modern Eugene Shop
Vi»n Clie*f Maude Wagai

O D E O N

Here's a timely and topical film
from Universal Studios — Burma
Road, starring Charles Bickford
and Evelyn Ankers. With that part
of the world so prominent in the
news despatches just now, this story
of the men who drive the transport
trucks over that dangerous stretch
of highway, is of unusual interest.

Charles Bickford as usual gives a
noteworthy performance, aided by
a competent cast who really and
realistically put over an exciting

film.

Leon Errol. Baby Sandy and
"The Merry Macs" team up in the
added feature, Melody Lain-. With
half a dozen hit songs bv the popu-

Mcrry Macs" and some broadlar

comedy by that master comic Leon
Errol this film rounds out a good
evening of entertainment. B

BILTMORE
Jean Arthur and William Holden

co-star in Arizona, a minor epic of

American west, from thethe earl

studios of Columbia. Cast as Phoe-
be Titus, the first woman in that

part of the land, Miss Arthur rules

men and mules alike with the inim-

itable southern drawl that has made
her a favorite. Though the role

she has essayed to play seems a

little beyond her, if you liked her

performances in The Devil and Miss
Jones, and Too Many Husbands,
you'll probably have no complaints.

William Holden is the lucky suit-

or, and Warren William is the

villain who gets his just deserts

under the strict Hays Office Code.

The added feature is a good
comedy entitled Always a Bride,

starring Rosemary Lane. In all a
good double bill to offset that let-

down feeling that comes to most of

us when the exam results come
out. B

—M.W.E.

T I V O L 1

Showing Friday and Saturday, a

double feature, Wyoming Wild Cat.

and Desperate Cargo.

GRAND

NOTICE

Anne Shirley, Walter Huston
star in All That Money Can Buy.
which will be showing Friday and

Saturday.

BILTMORE
"ALWAYS A GOOD SHOW
TODAY ana SATURDAY

AFT'N EV'C

20c 25c
(PLUS TAX )

JEAN
ARTHUR <h

Added Laugh Hit!

MONDAY- TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

"ARIZONA
hosemary LANE in

WILLIAM
w»" HOLDEN

ALWAYS A BRIDE"

CAR V
GRANT PENNY SERENADE" _ dunne

Plus! John Payne in "KID NICHTINCALE"

STARTS
THURS.

CLARK CABLE ,

RUDY VALLEE
"CALL OF THE WILD
"TOO MANY BLONDES'

The annual Freshmen
Public Speaking Contest
will be held on Tuesday,
February 20. All freshmen
wishing to enter are request-

ed to send their names to

Norman Rogers via the Post
Office.

Father Daly

(Continued from page 1)

of Bachelor of Arts from the Un
versity of Montreal in 1921. After
a year of study in the Faculty of
Law of McGill University, he join-

ed the Society of Jesus. In 1925
he went to F.ngland, at Stonehurst
and Heytbrop, some fifteen mil

from Oxford, to study philosophy.

Studies

On his return to Canada he was
attached to the teaching staff of
Loyola College from 1927 to 1930
then he went to Ireland to study
Theology where he was ordained to

the priesthood in 1933. In 1935 he
completed his last year of training

at Amiens, France, where he pur
sued special studies in Catholic

Action. He was then named Dean
of Studies at the Jesuit College of

Regiopolis at Kingston, Ontario,

and was later appointed by the Fed-
eral Government as Catholic Chap-
lain at Collins' Bay Penitentiary.

In 1936 he returned to Loyola Col-

lege in Montreal, where he has
been professor of French, Director

of Sodalities and Student Counsel-

lor until his present appointment
as National Chaplain of the Cana-
dian Catholic Youth Union.
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H THE QUALITY SHOP FOUNDED 164" §

I SALE OF SUITS I
AND

STARTS TOMORROW

"YOU'LL NEVER

GET RICH"
FRED RITA

ASTAIRE HAYW0RTH
ROBERT BENCrlLEY - JOHN HUBBARD

LAST TIME TODAY

"SMILIN' THRU"
JEANETTE MACDONALD

BRIAN A HERN

CAPITOL
A FAMOUS PLATEB5 THEATRE

Father Daly is well known as a

lecturer and retreat master in Ca-

nada and particularly in Montreal

where he exercises a strong influ-

ence over the young people due to

lu's understanding, powers of sym-
pathy and knowledge of their prob-

lems.

OVERCOATS
WHAT YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR

—

Our

20 ANNUAL
DISCOUNT

SALE

EE 0ff Suit and O'Coat regardles* of anticipated increased ==

= prices on Hen's Clothes for this coming season =|

1 LIVINGSTON'S I
75-79 BROCK STREET

Tobacco Executive

Meds '43

A FAMOUS PLAYERS THEATRE

CONTINUOUS
SHOW

DAILY FROM
1 P.M.

TODAY & SATURDAY
WALTER HUSTON EDW. ARNOLD

'ALL THAT MONEY CAN BUY"
— STARTING SUNDAY MIDNITE —
A thrilling, Actianfitl Story of the Seal

"THIS WOMAN IS MINE"
FRANCHOT TONE JOHN CARROL
CAROL BRUCE WALTER BRENNAN

"NINE LIVES ARE° NOT ENOUGH"
Breezy Comedy-Mystery with

RONALD REAGAN ' JOAN PERRY

(Continued from page 1)

it the medical dances have "oomph"
where others just have "phoomph."
Well, we promise you our "secret

weapon" decorations will find you
staring. They are new, startling,

different, a departure from any-

thing seen as yet on the campus,

but it's a secret.

Meds '4.1 have been famous for

free and fine favors which have

been fought over and fondled by

fortunate females at New Year's

Frolics for four years. (An excerpt

fmni Dr. Fibber McGee's lecture at

Johnson Wax Medical School.

1

And they are going to do it again

— it's in our blood we guess. It's

Just one of those things that make
the dance a standout — head and

shoulders over any other campus
entertainment.

Of course you're coming and you

must know all year dances arc held

in Grant Hall and start at 0.00 p.m.
1 — and this one's on Friday the

ninth. Take a look at the blue

posters on the campus if you don't

believe it. The price — you just got

back, you're rich! The tickets are

$110 plus tax, from any member
of Meds "43.

If you didn't get a date before

Christmas, you better step lively

because the gals really go for Meds
'43 New Year's Frolics.

"Yes, sir, I'm a good girl."

"Who as1;ed you?"

"Nobody."

"Well, no wonder you are

good girl."—Gateway.

(Continued from page 1)

are working. They blend leaves

from many different parts of the

world to make such familiar brands

as Pall Mall, Winchesters, Sweet
Caps and others distributed by Im-
perial Tobacco.

The war has brought problems

to the company, Mr. Wood said.

War priorities have cut off the sup-

plies of aluminum used to ' make
tin-foil, the cellophane which is

wrapped around the packages and
tin used in lining tobacco cans. The
tin-foil and cellophane, he said,

would probably be replaced In was
paper.

Near Monopoly

Mr. Wood emphasized the strong

position of his company in the Ca-

nadian market. Over 75% of Ca-

nada's cigaret sales are handled by

[mortal Tobacco. Then he pointed

to the large taxes paid by the com-
pany and stated that on each 25

cent package of cigarets no less

than 1 1.4 cents goes to the Govern-
ment in excise and sales taxes. Of
every dollar that the Federal Trea-

sury collects from the Canadian
people the Imperia

pany. he claimed, contributes just

under 8 cents.

In discussing price policy, Mr.
Wood said, price ceilings were no-

thing new to his company. Resale

price maintenance is the common
thing in Canadian cigaret distri-

bution. Under such a system re-

tailers are told the price at which

they should resell cigarets.

The discussion which followed

Mr Wood's speech was one of the

most lively the Commerce Club has

had. The members of the club

seemed to think that a fixed price is

an indicatiun of combination on the

part of distributors. The Imperial

Tobacco Company has recently been

charged in the Alberta courts with

combination, One of the member.;

inquired if the company would suc-

cessfully defend its position. Mr.
Wood said he was confident of the

outcome.

He went on to say that his ex-

perience seemed to show uniform

prices were necessary in tobacco

distribution. He was then asked if

his company followed the policy of

blacklisting. Under such a system

each company keeps a list of re-

tailers to which it will not sell. This

t's called a black-list. Mr. Wood
replied that sometimes it was ne-

cessary to withhold tobacco from

retailers or wholesalers who cut

prices.

The speaker stressed the fact that

Dance Plan

(Continued from page 1)

In this faculty, 27% voted for,

and 25% against the referendum.

The actual number of votes

cast in favor of the referendum
was 372 while 792 'votes were
cast against the measure.

The chief returning officer, H.
C. Mackinnon drew up a full re-

port of the statistics of the vot-

ing. At its last meeting the A.

M.S. received and approved the

tatistics.

As yet, there is no indication

that" hlTy - Attorn S trfe' action will

be taken by the A.M.S. Dorothy
Wardle, President of the A.M.S,j
was unavailable for comment as

this issue went to press.

Dr. Shortliffe

(Continued from page I)

writer. He departed from the ah-

stract method of writing, making
concrete individuals his subjects.

To them he applied the laws of

heredity as proven by science. From
I tin's lime on French literature be-

Tobacco Com- j

8:111 '" et'ntrt' arountl tnt
r
individual.

Ideas that stifle the soul of the

individual were the theme of fol-

lowing writer-. Gradually there

grew a tendency to pessimistic and
morbid writings. Disorder injected

itself into literature and it soon

became extremely impressionistic

Soon French writings became out-

hursts again the lot of the indi-

vidual.

Dr. Shortliffe concluded by tell-

ing of Unanism which is the form
now used bj authors. It treats

things in social groups and in this

lies the key to the trend in French

literature.

"I like that dress you're wear-

ing."

"I got it for my twentieth birth-

day."

"Really! It has wont well,

hasn't it?"

his company does not own the re-

tail or wholesale organization. In-

stead, the tobacco is distributed by
independent wholesalers and retail-

ers. However, the Imperial To-
bacco Company does handle directly

the window displays and other ad-

vertising of the various brands It

sells,

Professor J. L. MacDougall of

the Commerce department thanked

Mr. Wood for coming to Kingston

to 5pcak to the club. The meeting

was then concluded.
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well

be

Modern History

On Tuesday afternoon. President Franklin D. Roosevelt made

his annual report to the United States Congress on the state of

the Union. The Chief Executive said a great many things, but

in the light of events, perhaps his most significant statement

was that •'the Union has never in its history been more closely

knit than it is now." For those few simple" words may

change the course of the world's history.

As we write.' it is one month ago to the day Since Japan

launched its dastardly attack upon Pearl Harbor. Hawaii. Upoi

that peaceful Sunday morning-a date that, to quote the Pres.

dent will "live in infamy."-the United States of America wa

transformed, as if by magic, from a typical peaceful democracy

rife with dissension and internal strife, to an embattled nation

with the single purpose of crushing the Axis so thoroughly that

the popular sport of preying upon weaker countries may

wiped out once and for all.

Since that time, a great deal has happened-and to the casual

observer most of it seems bad. Hong Kong has fallen, as most

military authorities expected it would, the Philippines are in the

most imminent danger, and Singapore, the greatest bastion in the

Far East is in a serious, if not yet critical position.

But this is a war- on a world-wide scale, and a more careful

examination of the whole picture would seem to reveal that we

arc really a great deal better off than we were a year ago. The

hitherto-invincible German legions are glancing wistfully if hur-

rjcdly over their shoulders at Moscow, as they follow in Na-

poleon's doleful and very cold footsteps. The shipping losses in

the vital Battle of the Atlantic have declined tremendously, and

the Axis strength in North Africa has been virtually broken.

The Royal Air Force is demonstrating increasing control of the

skies not only over Britain, but over the Continent as well, while

the tireless Chinese armies show signs of opening a large-scale

offensive against their formerly better-equipped foe.

Only in the Philippines and in the Singapore area is the

struggle going badly, and there, it must be remembered, the little

sons of the Rising Sun had the tremendous advantage of surprise

and—as always—of attack on ground of their own choosing. The

Philippines may well fall, but indications are that Singapore will

be a much harder nut to crack, particularly since the Allied

command is fully aware that its loss would be a real disaster.

At the present time, two broad trends seem to be coming out

increasingly, both of which will in the future make themselves

more and more felt. The first is the extremely high morale of

the American people, arising largely from the underhand manner

of the attack upon their soil. This time, there can be no question

of why they went to war. They know at last that the very life

of their country depends upon their winning, and that nothing

short of victory will suffice. Perhaps even more important for

the immediate present, is the fact that they were attacked in a

cowardly manner and without warning, and they are very, very

angry.

The second point of consideration is the further solidifying

of the already-strong bonds uniting the United States. Canada,

and Great Britain. The visit of Prime Minister Churchill, and

all the exigencies of war are combining to form a more real

English-speaking union than any formal .treaty could ever do.

Under wise leadership, such a union can be the nucleus of truly

lasting world peace. Indeed it must be so, for if we do not

have an English-speaking union, we will most assuredly have

a German-speaking one—and the latter may have certain original

ideas of its own about "civilization and culture."

Draft-Dodging?

It may well be with a twinge of uncertainty that the students

of Queen'? enter 1942. Before them they see the familiar land-

marks of the academic year—the beginning of the second term,

the social season, the winter sports and a host of other things,

followed by the final long pull toward the spring examinations.

Yet above and around them hangs something far larger, some-

thing deeply menacing, that may cause them to pause and wonder

if their little landmarks are worth while. Why, they may ask,

should they waste their time going to school when they may
be needed elsewhere, and when they may only carry their educa-

tion to a battlefield after they do get it? This hesitancy has been
fed by the tendency of certain others to regard students merely
as draft-dodgers who seek the shelter of university in order to

escape serving in industry, or more particularly, in the armed
forces.

Letter to the Editor

(Ed. Note—We run ibis letter

received, for the information

of any students interested).

35 Palma Street,

Pawla, Malta.

8th November, 1941.

Right Honourable Rector,

Queen's University,

Kingston, Ontario.

A few weeks ago there came

within my reach a literary maga

zine of your University, and I

as very much pleased with it

So I at once began to think how

I may get in touch with any of

the students, myself being a stu

dent in the Royal University of

Malta, and at the same time to

possess such a useful article; thus

1 finally decided in writing to

you.

Therefore, will you, Sir, be so

gentle and kind as to permit this

letter to be put at a notice-box

where it may be viewed by the

students.

I will much appreciate the cor-

respondence of someone who is

eagerly interested in philately as

myself, so that we may he quite

able to exchange stamps with

one another.

Thanking you, Sir, for the

favour and offering the best

seasonal greetings.

Yours truly.

Official Notices

Charles LeGeyt Forlescuc

Fellowship

erican Institute of Elec-

tliat the

Senator Horsey

Dies In Kingston

The Am
trical Engineers announces

Westinghouse Electric and Manu-

facturing Company has set up a

$25,000 trust fund to provide gra-

duate fellowships in Electrical En-

gineering. The Fellowships, to be

known as the Charles LeGeyt For-

tescue Fellowships, have been estab-

lished in memory of Dr. Fortescue

in recognition of his valuable con-

tributions to the electric power

industry.

Awards in 1942 will he made by

April 1. The minimum value of

each award is $500. For further

information students should con-

sult the Registrar.

Louis Cilia.

Life Saving

Life Saving Instruction

for men will begin on Mon-

day, January 12 at 4 p.m.

Instruction will include
Bronze, Silver and Instruc-

tor's Certificates and exam-

inations will be held during

the first week in February-

There will be three classes

throughout the week and

they will be adjusted for

a minimum of conflict with

classes and C.O.T.C. All

those interested please re-

port next Monday lo Wally

Berry in the Swimming
Pool.

Allowance on C.O.T.C.

Faculty of Arts

Students passing the examina

[ions of the C.O.T.C. shall be given

a bonus of three marks on each

academic subject written \n Janu-

ary and A^pril, 1942.

Faculty of Applied Science

Students who are successful in

passing the C.O.T.C. examinations,

shall be given a bonus of three

marks on each class. This bonus is

to apply to all classes including

honours and awards.

Faculty of Medicine

Students undertaking the work

of the C.O.T.C. shall be given a

bonus of three marks on each

course.

C.O.T.C.

Senator Henry Horsey, Queen's

graduate, businessman in die Orient,

Senator, and member of the Board

of Trustees of Queen's University,

died suddenly Tuesday afternoon

in the Kingston General Hospital.

Senator Horsey was born in

Kingston May 31, 1871. He was

educated in primary schools in Ot-

tawa and at the Ottawa Collegiate.

In 1895 he was graduated from

Queen's University with the degree

of Bachelor of Arts, and in 1896

he married Florence Cooke of King-

ston.

Following his graduation from

Queen's he took a position in East-

ern Asia with the Sun Life Assur-

ance Company of Canada. In 1900

he became general manager for

Eastern Asia for the Manufactur-

ers' Life Insurance Company.

Five years following his retire-

ment jn 1910 he received the nom-

ination as the Liberal candidate in

Prince Edward County for the

House of Commons. He also con-

tested this riding unsuccessfully in

1917. 1921 and 1926.

He was called to the Senate on

December 6, 1928.

Senator Horsey was active in

educational and athletic fields. He

was outside wing on the Queen's

teams that won championships from

1890 to 1894.

Dr. Kirkconnell

(Continued from page 1)

casualties, and that if possible the

faculty societies involved should ar-

range for the financing of the extra

copies.

A financial report of the Meds

'44 year dance was tabled. It was

decided that the account of the

University covering damages
amounting to $51.22 incurred at

A.M.S. election time be paid. It

was also moved and seconded that

ihe usual half-yearly horioraria be

paid to the Journal staff.

Masthead Changes

(Continued from page 1)

Assistant News Editor, which posi-

tion she held until the end of last

term.

Bud Bolton, a Commerce Junior,

began his work on the Journal last

term. He was made Assistant Man-

aging Editor and now is promoted

to Managing F.ditor, replacing Ken

Phin.

Hugh Buchanan, an Arts sopho-

more, began with the Journal at the

beginning of last term. He has had

considerable experience with the

Canadian Press.

Appendix to Part I Orders

by

Lt.-Col. R. O. Earl

Commanding Queen's University

Contingent

for the week 5-10 Jan. 1942

[. DRILL PARADES — As

per Appendix Part I Orders.

Platoons which are to parade

outside the Gymnasium will wear

greatcoats, ammunition boots and

anklets.

II. LECTURE PARADES

—

As per Appendix Part I Orders.

Candidates for Syllabus 'A'

only are required to attend the

Saturday parade. Personnel will

occupy the seats assigned to tliem

in Kingston Hall lecture rooms.

MEMORANDA
1. Personnel withdrawing from

the University are required to re-

port to the Orderly Room for dis-

charge and return of uniform and

equipment.

2. C.A.T. Mem. No. 9 (De-

cember) is now available. All

officers are requested to obtain

their copies at the O.R.

3. Regimental Pt. I Order No.

3 is re-published for information:

"It has been brought to atten-

tion that officers and soldiers are

applying direct to the motor in-

dustry for free instructional lit-

erature, material and courses,

either on their own behalf or for

their unit. As arrangements have

been made with the companies in

the industry for the distribution

of such material through Na-

tional Defence Headquarters, of-

ixers and soldiers will r.fruu

from soliciting "assistance of this

kind from companies in the motor

industry."

(H.Q. 130-83-3 F.D. 152)

Co-eds war cry

two arms ; fall in."

"Two arms

Then there was the one about

Jessie, the old maid, who went

for a tramp in the woods.

The shades of night were falling

fast,

When for a kiss he asked her.

She must have answered "Yes"

because >

The shades came down much

faster. —Gateway.

"Would you like to go to the cir-

cus tonight? I've got two seats."

"Then why aren't you in the side

show*"—Sheaf.

We cannot but regard these criticisms as il!7founded. And it

is our opinion that the student, rather than faltering, ought to be

even more determined that he will do his utmost to make use of

the educational opportunities that are at his disposal.

It scarcely need be argued that doctors and engineers, and

all those in allied branches of study and research, have a definite

place in the war effort. And there must always be teachers,

statesmen and governors, trained and qualified to guide the

country in government and industry. However, even apart from,

those who have a narrowly-defined function, there is a need for

trained minds. * '

In order to appreciate this, one must take a larger view of

what is going On in the world today. One must realize that free

nations are struggling to preserve their heritage of free speech

and thought, and to continue in their nvay'of life for the advance-

ment and benefit of all. They are fighting a particular sort of

ignorance that denies all these principles, an ignorance that seeks

to stamp out the culture and traditions that free men cherish.

Vital to the attainment of the purpose of democracy is the

preservation of its cultural heritage. And likewise vital to the

preservation of this heritage is the existence of some group in

whom it is preserved. It may reasonably be concluded, therefore,

that those who have the ability and the opportunity are in a

sense obliged to devote themselves to this end which is so

prominent in the larger scheme of things. Such, in part, is the

duty of the student.

We urge, however, that this is not the full extent of the

duty. The rest lies in a conscientious application of the abilities

the student is acquiring, together with what others he may possess,

to the furtherance of the cause of democracy, both now and after

the war. Mere passive absorption of knowledge serves no purpose

whatsoever; for it is in this that accusations of draft-dodging find

their only justification. The true student learns in order that he

may be better equipped to serve.

So we cannot but feel that there is some use in going to

college, and in putting forth the utmost effort toward studying.

More now than ever before, as we embark upon another term,

it is up to all of us to do our level best.

HcGALL'S EE§TAXJEANT
"THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

STUDENTS
Hcicne iWartin's Steauty Salon

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

PHONE 2tl°
180 WELLINGTON ST.

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE

RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MAKCISCN STUClC
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

We supply everything — Make your appointment now*

for portraits and groups

92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones: 676 -
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SPORTS

CNCE OVER LIGHTLY
WITH BILL LEMHOr

. htftr/h "r? .

°'d «™ M°« is *«d but. givmg hira one last
column_

before
r
he finally u burwd the required six feet under, he has

taken to balancing the sports budget for the first half of the session.

T°i';
Tr ,

u
a™

if
pHtS P°in'8 with R.A.P. or "When the Circus Comes

,0 Town. The has .ly orgamzed Queen's cinder-sifters met a strongaggregation f^m CoUms Bay in their first outing. Fritz and Watson took
f.rsts m the 440 and 8B0 yard events and McDonough and Clarke won the
hlg

u li

^

mP s
;,

The Air Force johnnies swept both sprints events
wlth Barnsby takmg the lead. F.eld Hockey, Rugby, Rugger, and Soccer
were also played as part of the Sports Parade.

soccer

and a
C

puM Putt Sere"'
^ ChamPion8hiP "Wi*h " Putt Putt here

Playing on his home course the former assistant pro took the Colleee
championship to prove that "Jolting Joe Pidutti" has lost none of his
touch on the pasture pool table.

Oct. 18. Argos trounce Bulldogs before large crowd or "With the Wind
and the Rain in Our Hair" at "the University Walti."

The Argos proved too strong and classy a crew for the luckless
Montreal Bulldogs at the Centennial Celebration's football game as the
Toronto team swept to a 12-1 victory in a driving rain. Bobby Coulter the
ex-Varsity player, stood out on the Double Blues backield all afternoon
while our Ted Edwards was as good as any star the Montrealers could dig
up.

Oct. 22. Tricolor downs R.C.A.F, at Softball or "Keep 'em Flying"
The first honest effort to make the Flyers at home on the campus was
conceived by a small group of athletes who organized a mushball game
on the lower campus. Only after this noble effort did the rest of the college
wake up to the fact that these members of our armed force were in our
midst and the ice was broken for future athletic and social activities.

Oct. 24. Engineers Carry Intramural Cinder Honors as Stewart Takes
Four Firsts or "Little Man You've Had a Busy Day."

Science made a runaway of the annual Intramural track meet as Sc. '44

topped the scoring with 26 points followed closely by '45 and '43 with
24 points peach. Dick Stewart of Arts '44 with his four firsts shoved his
year into fourth slot. Due to a wet track only two records were broken,
in the mile and 3 mile hikes, both by Dave Watson of Sc. '43.

Oct. 31. Watson Sets New Record in the Cross-Country Run or "It's
So Peaceful in the Country."

137 students took a day off to trek around a three mile course to rake
in a few points for the year and all but a few crossed the finish line at
some time or other. Watson chopped 35 seconds off his own record in
winning the event while his year. Sc. '43, captured the five-man team
championship.

Nov. 22. Tricolor Juniors Capture City Championship or "We Did It
Before and We'll Do It Again."

For the second successive year the 'teen-aged footballers brought the
City League title to the University. Playing consistently good football
against K.C.V.I., R.M.C., and the Army throughout the schedule the Juniors
found little difficulty in eliminating the first two school teams. Over-
confidence crept in and the Army took advantage of this important factor
to force a playoff as the Gaels met a 5-3 defeat in their last encounter.
However, the Army's victory was short lived as the Red, Blue and Gold
came back to whip the Soldiers 20-0 in the deciding game.

Nov. 10. Fred Miller Wins Intramural Tennis Championship or "Love
Him and Leave Him."

Plagued by wet weather and insufficient playing time the Tennis
Tournament hovered into November before Miller was finally aclaimed
the champ for the third consecutive season. The competition was not as
keen this year due to the lack of practice time but Fred left little doubt
in his rivals' minds that he is still the best racket-wielder on the campus.
His last victim was Don Webb whom he eliminated in three straight sets.

Nov. 12. Arts Sophs Vanquish the Frosh or "What Happens to You
Shouldn't Happen to a Dog."

The Soph-Frosh football (?) game before the Annual Banquet was
without doubt the funniest scrimmage put on by these two squads since
the game's inception and made the English Rugger matches look like a
taffy-pull.

Nov. 26. Meds Scalp Science for Inierfaculty Rugby Championship or
"That's Right, I'm Wrong" or "Can't We Be Friends After I Say I'm
Sorry."

After many years of "Blood, Sweat and Tears" the Medicos proved
that their press release to the effect "that this is our year" was no idle

boast as they coasted by the winless Artsmen and after splitting with the

Men of Maid Marion in the regular fixtures easily took the championship
in the playoff fixture.

Nov. 29. Queen's easily defeat Eastern Champions or "Why Can't
This Happen More Often."

The Juniors lived up to their title of the best team ever as they
battled the Hamilton Canadians to a standstill before a typical Inter-

collegiate crowd. 18-0 was the final count but the local twelve could have
scored at will as they kept the Hamilton squad in their own backyard
during the entire game. Only a technicality prevented the Juniors from
claiming the Eastern Title.

Dec. 5. Boxing and Wrestling Club Presents Card for War Aid or

"Waltz Me Around Again Willie."

A packed house witnessed the first assault staged in the gym this

season as all the contests proved crowd-pleasers. Several T.K.O.'s marred
the proceedings as Evans, Barnsby, and Munn were not evenly matched
with their heavier or more experienced opponents and Cain was forced

to concede to Rivest in the feature event.

Dec. 12. Sc. '42 Takes Intramural Softball Crown or "After the Ball

is Over."

After bowing to Sc. '44 in the first game of the finals the final year

men returned to their regular season form and swept the round 38-25.

Science also pulled the Inierfaculty Championship out of the fire with a

19-15 victory over Arts.

And so we reluciently say farewell to Old Pa Time and hope the New
Year will usher in as profitable and pleasing a sports parade.
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Will Retain Ban

On College Sports,

Presidents Decide

Conference Held In Toronto
As Previous Policy

Re-affirmed

Kingston Combines

Playing Tomorrow

Will Meet St. Kitts Saints

At Local Arena

The Kingston Comhines will

^tiyage the league-leading Saint

Catherines Saints in an import-

ant four-point tussle on Saturday

"'ght at the local ice-palace.

Visitors Strong

The visiting team, coached by

the ex-Toronto Maple Lea
#
f star,

J imnay Fowler, features such

well-known stars as "Red" Rey-

nolds, the old stand-In- who al-

ways ends well-up in the scoring

,is, s. Paul Mundrick, the former

Cornwall Flyer flash, and Kit

Massey, who played for Winni-

ng's Elmwood juniors when they

vv'Jn the Memorial Cup.
The "Garden City" crew are

noted for their wide-open, clever

passing type of play. However,

the locals arc' strong in this de-

partment too, and are eagerly

looking forward to avenging the

defeat they suffered the last time

they meet St. Kitts.

Local Team

The "Elmer-men" show bursts

of speed that make them blow

hot and cold. When they are in

form, as they showed against the

highly-touted Montreal Royals,

they are unbeatable. If they come

up with one of their good games

on Saturday, they may easily

force the high-flying St. Kitts

team into a lailspin.

At a meeting of university presi-

dents from McGill, Western, To-

ronto, and Queen's, held on Janu-

ary 3, il: ;he Sriate Poom of Sim-

coe Hall at the University of To-

ronto, the ban on intercollegiate

sports was re-affirmed. Presiding

over the meeting was Dr. H. T.

Cody, President of the University

'< inferences.

No Visiting Games

In a statement issued by Dr.

'"odv. it was announced that the

meeting had agreed to allow exhi-

bition games and participaimn bj

college teams in local leagues, but

refused to permit any team to

travel.

The following procedure* were

unanimously agreed upon at the

meeting

:

1. No intercollegiate competition

between the senior, intermediate or

junior teams of McGill, Queen's,

Toronto and Western Universities.

2. All possible emphasis to be

placed upon, intra-mural competi-

tions in each university.

3. No interference through ath-

letics with the students' militar) " r

academic work.

4. No travelling by teams from

McGill, Queen's, Toronto and

Western to OUtSidc points,

5. In addition to intra-mural pro-

grams, these university teams may
enter local leagues, with the per-

mission and under the responsi-

bility of the individual universities.

fV-Fach university on its own
may arrange for such local exhibi-

tion games as it sees fit, it being

taken for granted that such games

would not involve competition with

teams representing any of the other

three universities.

Limiting Expense

The general aim uf the ban on

intercollegiate sports is, according

to Dr. Cody, "the avoidance of ex-

pense in travelling and of interfer-

ence with the paramount needs of

military training." He went on to

point nut that the universities rea-

lized the importance of athletics in

keeping men in good physical con-

dition and in preparing Canadian

youth for the war effort. For this

reason, "regulation, not suppression,

was the keynote of the university

action."

Present at the meeting were Dr.

Cody, and Dean Beatty. from To-

ronto; Dr. Fox and Dr. Hart, from

Western; A. S. Lamb, representing

Dr. James, and Dr. Grant Fleming,

from McGill ; Dr. Wallace and Dr.

Orr, from Queen's.

Kingston Six Suffer
Set backs On Tour

The Kingston Combines saw
8 precious points float out the

window on Tuesday and Wed-
nesday nights as they returned

from their most disastrous road

trip this season. Hamilton Ma-
jors waylaid them 7-4 while the

Marlboro* took their measure 6-3.

The Kingston entry in the

Senior "A" hockey circuit spent

most of the Christmas sojourn

in the cellar spot in the league

standing. Their drop to the

bottom was the result of the 5-1

loss to St. Catharines here at

home on December 20. This con-

test was of the rough and ready

type with no holds barred by
the officials, with the result that

bo.h teams were disorganized.

Exhibition Game
On Monday, December 22. the

Combines showed some of their

.'lashy style and swamped the

Montreal Royals in an exhibi-

tion game by a score of 11-4.

SKI SLANTS
BV MARY PATEHSON

Bowling Captains

Intermediate Bowling League

starts January 12. All captains

should consult personnel lists on

bulletin board along with sched-

ule immediately.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

NOTICE

All students who expect

to referee in the E.O.B.A.

during the basketball season

of 1942 will attend a meet-

ing for Rules Interpretation

and written examination on

the main floor of the Queen's

University gymnasium on

Saturday, January 10, at 8.00

p.m.

J. F. Edwards,

Chairman,

Board of Referees,

E.O.B.A.

Everyone is going to be hear-

ing and thinking a great deal

about skiing in the next two

months. Make a note to get your

memberships (50c) from any one

of the executive of the ski chib

in the extra-specially near future

and let's see everybody panting

to be off at the "go" sign. We
have the weather and the pro-

gram to ensure a grand season.

Don't forget — as if anyone

could — what the ski club has in

store — namely (and again) the

Sunday buses to Gananoque (and

elsewhere) and movie - nights.

Watch the campus notice hoards

for the last word about these

events. Make plans to go on the

Mont Tremblant week-end trip

at the end of February—and be

path in until the sleigh ride can

be definitely arranged.

Remember—the winter doesn't

last long—so make the most of it

while it lasts—in other words,

come on out wi.h the ski club

and have a good time with every-

one else. This includes everyone

who can or cannot ski,

P.S.—We wish to extend a

special and cordial invitation to

the Air Force students of

BOBBY NEIUSON

This game marked the return of

Danny Daniels, an ex-Queen's

goalie of a few years back. Danny

was given a welcome in the form

of a puck-barrage by Wally El-

mer's lads.

The Combines drew themselves

out of the last spot here last Sat-

urday when they defeated the

Port Colborne Sailors 7-4 in a

four-point game. On Tuesday np

in Hamilton, the Hamilton Ma-

jors cut the Combine « inning

streak at one game when they

handed the homesters a 7-4 lac-

ing.

The locals found the going just

as tough on Wednesday night as

thev absorbed a fi-3 loss to the

Marlboros. Bobby Neilson top

jed the scorers with two counters

ivhile Carr-Harris accounted for

e remaining goal.

Softball

Section A, Final—Sc. '44 def-

Meds '46—25-2.

Section B, Final—Sc. '42 def.

Meds '44—8-3.

University Finals—1st game:

Sc. '44 def. Sc. '42—19-14; 2nd
game: Sc. '42 def. Sc. '44—24-6.

(Sc. '42 win championship 38-

25).

Interfaculty Final—Science def.

Arts 19-15.

Intramural Hockey

Fri., Jan. 9—Arts '43 vs. Sc.

43

—

3-i p.m.

Mon„ Jan. 12—Sc. '44 vs. Arts
'44—4-5 p.m.

Tues., Jan. 13—Meds "46 vs.

Arts '42—2-3 p.m.

Wed., Jan. 14—Arts '45 vs.

i\lds '44—1-2 p.m.

Thurs.. Jan. 15 — Sc. '42 vs.

Meds '46—2-3 p.m.

Fri.. Jan. 16—Arts '42 vs. Sc.

43—4-5 p.m.

Queen's. They are most welcome
in the Ski Club.

N.B.—Keep your eyes on the

notice boards,

Free Skating

Queen's students will be

able to skate free of charge

on the rink beside the sta-

dium, every Wednesday

night, starting next week.

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN K. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters ond Swearer Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

You're missing a lot if you

haven't tried Philip Morris

Mixture, today's greatest

value in pipe tobacco.

In pouches, pack-

ages and 'i lb. tins.

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Cop» itutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

Raise a frosty bottle of "Coca-Cola" lo your lips and drink.

Inilantly clean, exciting taste bring* you refreshment

plus. And quality— the quality of genuine goodneis . . . the

quality of "Coco-Cola"— (he real iking.

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY OF CANADA. LIMITED
KINGSTON, ONTARIO You trust its quality
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NOTICE

Applications for manager

of the Queen's Intermediate

basketball team will be re-

ceived by Bill Lcnimon in

the gym from 5-6 p.m. on

Friday afternoon.

City League Basketball

Junior

Jan. 13—R.A.F. at Y.M.C.A.

Jan. 14—Queen's at K.C.V.I.

Jan, 20-K.C.V.I. at R.A.F.

Jan. 23—Y.M.C.A. at Queen's.

K.C.V.I. at Y.M.C.A.

Feb. 3—Y.M.C.A. at R.A.F.

Feb. 6—K.C.V.I. at Queen's.

Feb. 10—Queen's at Y.M.C.A.

Feb. 11—R.A.F. at K.C.V.I. .

Feb. 18—Y.M.C.A. at K.C.V.I.

Feb. 20—R.A.F. at Queen's.

Intermediate

Jan. 14—Garrison at Combines

A.C.O.C. at R.M.C.

Jan. 17—R.M.C. at Queen's.

Jan. 23—Combines at A.C.A.C.

Queen's at Garrison

Jan. 28—R.M.C. at Combines

Jan. 30—A.C.O.C. at Garrison.

Feb. 4—Queen's at A.C.O.C.

Garrison at R.M.C.

Feb. 6—Combines ai Queen's.

Feb. 11—Garrison at Queen's.

R.M.C. at A.C.'O.C.

Feb. 13—Combines at Garrison.

Feb. ia-=Queen's at R.M.C.

A.C.O.C. at Combines.

Feb. 20—Garrison at A.C.O.C.

Queen's at Combines
Feb. 25—Combines at R.M.C.

Feb. 27—A.C.O.C. at Queen's.

R.M.C. at Garrison.

"Quinte Flyers" a bye to play

winner of above group.

Intermediate B.B.

Last call for all prospec-

tive candidates for the In-

termediate basketball team

this afternoon (Friday).

Practice will be from 5-6

p.m. in the gym.

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A.

"Where the Service Pleoses"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Cteon Heoted Cabs

PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

And so it didst come to pass

that even as the men of Scienz

didst battle with the Fac in the

annual winter struggle — yea

oven dJdSt they continue their

lesser campaigns against the men

of Mudds and Erts.

Long had the men of Scienz

practised on the hardwood floor

with ashen club and leathern

spheroid. Indeed the sun had not

set twice since Nev the Riv.

Meany Well, Mac the Calf

and the mighty men of four two

had settled with their own striv-

ing sophomores as to who were

the Bepiors and who were the

sophs on the four-si|uare field.

And with internal struggles

over the men of Scienz didst call

out their warriors and led by the

cagy Brown were out in force to

iinflict much damage upon the

unfortunate men of Mudds whom
it had been decided were to meet

the mighty men of Scienz in a

sudden-death struggle of seven

innings.

Yea—and the scene was laid

for a mighty battle and the men
of Scienz didst gird themselves

in their lightest armor to more

speedily traverse the battlefield.

And as the hour for the con-

test did approach the floors of

gym were as barren of the men
of Mudds as is the top floor of

the hall of Miller.

"Yea" _ quoth the men of

Scienz, "where are the men of

Mudds." And their was no ans-

wer forthcoming.

-Yea" quoth Cam the 1 run

"why didst not the men of Mudds

default their football game if they

have no warriors?"

"Nay," quoth an impertinent

soph "the men of Mudds couldst

rely on the schemings of the bag

Sade to sap the energies of the

men of Scienz on that memor-

able day but today the men of

Mudds must stand alone or fall."

And Cam the Dunn grew silent

and walked away.

And when the moving finger

that marks the passage of time

had wandered on far past the

scheduled hour still the gigantic-

cavern of gym didst look on only

the steady practice of the men

of Scienz some of whom were al-

ready preparing for another

struggle and were throwing a

large ball in a metal hoop from

all angles and all positions.

And from that day it is re-

corded that the men of Scienz

didst vanquish the men of Mudds
killing nine men and losing none

and such is always the score on

such an occasion.

And there were gnashing of

teeth and expressions of rage and

it boded ill for the men of Erts

who were next to meet the

mighty.

SCIENCE SENIORS
WIN CHAMPIONSHIP

After the wily sophomores had

gained a five run lead in the first

game of a two-game total-points

series, pulling a triple play out

of their bag of tricks to do so,

Science '42 buckled down to the

job and trimmed Science '44, the

champs of Section A, by a score

of 25-5.

Rivington Stars

The sophomores, fresh from

beating their way to the top of

Section A after a slow start, and
with a 5 run lead to protect were
in near-peak form but were no
match for Rivington's pitching.

After two innings the seniors

were still two runs down on the

round. Finally their batting

power came to life with a bang
and there was never any question

as to the outcome though Science
'44 were fighting all the way.

Rivington, Dunn, and Mc-
Caffrey were best for the winners
while Craven, Cassidy and Miller

played a good game for the

losers.

The game left Science '42 as

the softball champs of the intra-

mural series with Science '44 as
runner-up.

Convener Reports
To Arts Executive

REGRETS

™'VI IN AN IN8U,
TAXI

^ MEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

PROGRAM BY B.B.C
HAS QUESTION BOX

The British Broadcastiir,' Cor-
poration is anxious to be of service

to students interested in public af-

fairs. The instructive program
"Answering You," may be heard

On the Eastern and Midwestern net-

work of the Canadian Broadcast-
ing Corporation from 10.30-11.00

a.m. E.D.ST, on Saturdays, when
questions from people all over the

U.S.A. and Canada are answered
by outstanding public men.

Queen's students are urged to

MEDS' 43 presents

Queen's Gayest Party For The

New Year

Celebrate

New Year's Eve

all over again

with THE ONE!

• Dance to MAURICE ALLEN'S Orchestra—hear "Newt" and
the songs YOU like.

• See the new idea in year dance decorations.

• Laugh and be happy.

• Enjoy a good party in a swell atmosphere.

Reserve Tickets Now — any member of Meds '43 — Phone 4199

FUN AND FAVOURS FOR ALL!

Friday, January 9th, 1942
GRANT HALL

Bowling

Week of January 12-17:

Arts '43 vs.rSc. '45 # 1

Sc. '44 # 1 v^ .Meds '44 # 3

Sc. '45 # 3 vs. Meds '44 # 1

Sc. '43 # 2 vs. Meds '46

Sc. '44 # 7 vs. Sc. '45 # 5

Sc. '42 vs. Sc. '45 # 6

Sc. '43 # 1 vs. Sc. '45 # 7

Sc. '44 # 3 vs. Meds '44 # 2

Arts '44 # 1 vs. Sc. '45 # 2

Sc. '44 # 2 vs. Arts '44 # 3.

(See bulletin board, men'

locker room.)

The last meeting of the Arts

Society Executive was held on De-

cember 12. A preliminary report

outlining the approximate costs of

the forthcoming Arts Formal was

presented by John Hamilton. In

this report he pointed out that great

savings had be?n made on a few

itens which would make for a

highly successful formal.

S.C.M. Conference

Following on the agenda was a

discussion of the request made by

the S.C.M. for the purpose of help-

ing to send a delegate from Queen's

to the S. C. M. conference
at St. Andrew's College, Aurora.

In the course of the discus-

sion it was pointed out that the

conference was to take up various

student problems which would be

of interest to Qneen'£ It was agreed

by the executive that Queen's might

benefit from such an exchange of

ideas among students from uni-

versities across Canada. According-

ly it was decided to make the urant

as requested.

Norman Rogers was then ap-

pointed convener for the Arts So-

ciety Banquet. It was left up to

him to get a speaker for the occa-

sion.

l!oss Preston, who presided over

the meeting, pointed out to the

executive that the executive meet-

ings were by no means closed meet-

ings and any member of the Arts

Society wishing to attend is free

to do so.

Intramural Basketball

Fri., Jan. 16—Meds '44 vs. Sc
"45—7-8 p.m.

Fri., Jan. 16—Meds '46 vs. Sc
'44—8-9 p.m.

Fri., Jan. 16—Arts '42 vs. Art!

'45—9-10 p.m.

take this opportunity and send

their questions to Box 500, CBC.
Toronto, and then listen in to the

broadcast.

Some suggestions for questions

are: petrol rationing, civil defence,

cultural activities in wartime, posi-

tion of evacuees in-North America,

and students.

Tricolor Contest

(Continued from page 1)

The snapshots should be reprc

sentative of every aspect of stu

dent life, including such high

lights as Centenary week-end, m
terfaculty fights, athletic and
social events, etc.

In the matter of graduation

photos, final year Science has

submitted 99f0 of their graduate

pictures, but final year Arts has

been somewhat negligent. Arts
men are requested to co-operate

and hand in pictures, information

cards, and deposits within the

next few days.

The Tricolor asks that all stu-

dents co-operate in making it a

typical representation of campus
life.

Exclusive Apparel
for the

CO-ED

Jackson-Mctivier
LIMITED

114 Princess Street

USE THE JOURNAL ADS. THAT'S WHAT THEY'RE FOR.

for

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
103 Princess Street Phone 3542

ACENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS
SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street , FO„.,r., L ,- Phone 1941

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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Eight To The Bar
By STU ROBERTSON

Now that Father Time has stag-

gered past another mi lestone let

lts view, in retrospect, a few of the

musicians who supplied the motive

power for the American Hand-

ivagon "f 1941.

Many hew names and faces ap-

pear in the bookings of the top-

flight hands which swept the nation

in the past year, and wc find three

trumpet players leading their com-

bos to the pinnacle.

We speak of Harry James, whose
versatility and consistently good ar-

rangements have hen widely ac-

claimed, Charlie Spivak, "the

sweeteel trumpet in the world," and
Muggsy Spanier, ace growl man.

New Comers

Johnny Long, Claude Thornhill,

Teddy Powell, and Vaughn Monroe
are four young musicians whose
energy and determination have won
them high places in the ranks of

the maestri. The danceable stvle

PERJURY

of music exemplified by Freddie
Martin has gained favor rapidly

and is already threatening the lofty

peak held so long by the well-known
jive.

Undoubtedly one of the most
powerful organs of popular music
is the much-publicized juke box,

and during the past twelvemonth
many good tunes were born, thrived

mid died as a rain of nickels poured
into the coin machines. Among the

records which suffered the most
were J. Dorset's Green Eyes and
Mine Citampagnc, Sammy Kayc's

Daddy, The Hutsitt Song, B-I-Bi

Freddie Marttn's Piano Concerto, I With the frosty weather for inspiration, your obedient artist scraped out
and Glmn Miller's Chaltaitoa./n I

^"noleum cut. including such random novelties aB new goloshes, new

Choo-Choo,

A noticeable change in popular

music, particularly in the latter part

of the year, was seen in the intro-

duction of a great many war songs.

This year will undoubtedly bring

many more. Our one hope is that

we get some good music as well.

Campus Sketches

(Continued from page 1)

from the playing field is the skat-

ing rink, its roof bearing signs of

graduating classes gone but not

forgotten. On the other side of

York Street are the remaining
buildings, those on the hill being

set away from the street by the

tennis courts. Charles Fawcett

Memorial Hall stands as a bul-

wark at their feet to prevent the

encroachment of the town onto

the campus. Beside it lies the

"L. C." pond, no longer used for

initiation, and the fountain.

The Conservatory of Music and
and Allison Hall, the women's
residence, overlook the lawns and
pathways leading to the pond.

Chapel

Behind Allison Hall arc the

Science Building, the Library,

and Centennial Hall in which the

chapel is located. The class of '36

on graduation donated the bell,

and although chapel attendance
is no longer compulsory a great

proportion of the student body
still climbs those three flights of

stairs every morning for the brief

service. Owen's Art Gallery, be-

sides housing exhibition and
teaching t;ooms for painting and
drawing, has facilities for pot-

tery work, basketry, metal work,
weaving and other applied arts.

The sewing laboratory of the

Home Economics Department is

a separate building in the far cor-

ner of the campus. Beside it is

a small house for the biology de-

partment plants and live animals.

There seems little to say con-

cerning the students. We look

forward from one week-end's ac-

tivity to the next, either a dance
or a play or a big game. Life goes
rjn far too quickly and quite quiet-

'> and we enjoy ourselves thor-

oughly with just an average

amount of worry and hard work.

Ed. Note—This article was

written in early December.

Since then the Men's Resi-

dence at Mount Allison has

been destroyed by fire.

TO WINTER

Snow snow snow snow
Sniff sniff sniff

Snuff snuff

Enough.

"Terse isn't it?

geological survey is a stony
"are.

TECHNI-

COLUMN
BY KEITH MCCAFFREY

use for frosh tarns, and new use for frosh.

THE
HABIT-DASHEk

BY i'OPS VOLLMER

Education for Defence

The following ar.icle ts con-

densed from a treatise under the

title "Education for Defence," ap-

pearing in the January, 1'.'42 issue

of "Mechanical Engineering."

The author is A. A. Potter. Dean

of the Schools of Engineering,

Purdue University. AH use of

the first person is of course in

reference to the United States.

"Modern mechanized warfare is

a test of the relative strength of

the scientific, engineering and

manufacturing skills of nations.

f*ailures abroad have been traced

to a lack of recognition on the

part of the once great nations of

the importance in modern war-

fare of skilled mechanics and of

engineers.

Trained Men Needed

Early in the spring of 19-10 it

became apparent that our na-

tional defence effort will require

for its effectiveness millions of

skilled workers as well as a large

number uf engineers. It was felt

that trade schools, vocational

schools and engineering colleges

should be utilized in training

skilled workers and in meeting

the shortage of engineering and

supervisory talent

Since June, 1940, the United

States has spent 164 million dot

lars on the vocational training of

youths on a "less than college

grade" program.

At the time the war broke out,

we were just emerging from an

economic depression into a period

of expanding industrial produc-

tion. This increased peacetime

production, together with a de-

fence production which must sur-

pass that accumulated by Ger-

many during a perjod of about

eight years, created an immediate

shortage of engineering and

supervisory, personnel-

Engineering Colleges

The output of engineering col-

leges, which was barely sufficient

,o meet normal peacetime needs

of industry, was falling far short

in satisfying the growing de-

Warning to readers (
pardon

me, reader), this column is go-

ing to be slightly sticky. It is

the kind of thing one produces

When pangs of conscience and

that malaria-like feeling from too

much New Year hits one. Hi,

no, since you have been duly

warned, and you. 1 hope, are

feeling up on the bit, read on

MacBluff.
"

Limestone limelight, or what

have you. Do you know there

is a fascinating room on the top-

floor of the Old Arts Building,

in the wing near Ban Righ (never

iould get those north and south

directions). It is right above the

Biology Museum. Yes Suzy you

can "stop oFf and look at a real

suake-iii-tbe-glass^on the way.u

if _>oii're a good girl. In this

charming room there are all kind

of quilts and knitting, liven if

you only know how to tie a knot

you can aid in the construction

of a quilt for those who haven't

ind; of defense production.

While suggestions have been

made to acce

engineerini

lerate the regular

this [dan was

programs of study,

found to be un-

desirable at this lime, as it was

felt that a speed-up would ser-

iously lower the effectiveness oi

the engineering educational pro-

cess, would interfere with re-

search programs of value to na-

tional defence and would: involve

additional costs to colleges with-

out appreciably increasing the

output of engineers from, these

institutions, as many college stu-

dents must earn money during

the summer in order to continue

in school.

In October, 1940, Congress ap-

propriated nine million dollars

to the U. S. Office of Education

for the purpose of preparing

people quickly for the specialized

national defense tasks. As of

June, 1941, there were in opera-

.ion or already completed. 2354

intensive practical courses on an

engineering school level, involv-

ing 107.700 enrollees. Of these,

15 per cent were in full-time pre-

service courses, while 85 per cent

were in in-service courses for

those already employed. A furth-

er appropriation in the spring of

1941. of 17 million dollars, pro-

vided for the cost of short courses

of college grade provided by de-

gree-granting colleges and uni-

versities to meet the shortage of

engineers, chemists, physicists,

and production supervisors in

fields essential to national de-

fence. It is estimated that during

1942, further appropriation will

be made to take care of about

400,000 enrollments in short

courses for the above categories."

I didn't want to go home, My no!

I didn't mind to sec others go

With their glowing eyes and
their lips a-glee,

—

it didn't the least bit bother me.

Why. I slept late till the middle

day
\\ loir- they rocked and rolled on

the iron way.

Even at home they were much
too gay

To let the time be dreamt away.

And my luggage,—it's just as

good as new.

Bui my room-mate's! Really! She

said she knew
Twas her nephew's skates that

gouged it through.

Mrs, McFooIyu: I have just

been reading that in the Sara-

toba Islands a wife can be bought

for $5.00. Isn't that awful?

Professor McFooIyu: Well, I

suppose there are profiteers there

just as in any other country.

It is said that many a woman
*eeks her freedom on the strength

..I what her husband discloses in

his sleep. Careless talk costs

WIVES!

( fie'- just a sweet mischief like

our Andrew).

C Mi yes, I was quite content to

stay

In town, among strangers, Christ-

mas Day.

—Osmo.

a root over tlieir heads. Take the

^..ng along and have some con-

strue ivs work m hand while the

good old destructive bull session

is sniffing the pretty flowers. If

however, you can't gather to-

gether the clan, go by yourself.

Don t tell me you can't stand on

your own two fee. yet without

a brick for support . . . inde-

pendent c. chum ! Amazingly good

w.iy to kdl five hours a week

when the little boys are sloping

their arms.

Second idea, is two method:

of bow to save money. For botl

get a bank that won't give, ex

cept on complete annihilation. (1)

Run a conscience bank. Then
up a scale of fines suitable to

your budget for your errors and

backslippings (skipping elasscv

loo). Then just like a parking

fine you've got to pay.

If you always retain your bald.

OLate allergic to revealing to the

weary world the frequency of

your sins.— (2) Run a good-time

bank. Same idea as an amuse-

ment tax. The more fun. the

more you give as a thank offer-

ing. Another point in favor of

this idea is that you can make
your friends beautifully jealous if

your bank fills up rapidly—mmm
—a pleasant thought tor wolves.

Quiet Suzv, quiet, these two
methods are totally different—

I

hope—well, I can dream, can't

I ? Then suddenly towards Spring

you'll find a nice little sum which

would be really big and noble to

give tnot Indian-give like in an

investment) to some charity.

The orchid this week goes to

all of you who have realized

what this is about — ssshhh —
Cjueen'swareffort where Levana

is concerned — pardon me, I've

got to rush and shine my halo,

if I can find it, 'twas hanging on

the chandelier last time I saw it,

—must have hit the roof.

SCOOP (not Wilson)—Buy as

many bobby pins as you can now
because we won't be able to get

them soon.

EPITAPH

Beneath these stones, repose the

bones of Ebenezer Prym

;

He took his beer from year to

year,

And then his bier took him.

A census enumerator approach-

ed a lounging negro dandy. He
asked and learned the man's

name, age, place of residence

;

then inquired, "What's your busi-

ness?"

The answer superciliously
—

"I

owns a hand laundry, I does."

"Where is it located?"

"Dar she cemes now!"

fear's

to

Queen's Students

and

Members of
v

the Faculty

TO ALL our friends and cus-

tomers at Queen's, who have

helped make this last year a

cheery one for us, we, the man-

agement and staff, extend our

sincere thanks for the generous

patronage accorded us during

the year 1941 ... and best

wishes for —

A lappa

— full of PROSPERITY

and GOOD HEALTH,

and-we sincerely hope

that 1942 will bring

peace with victory to a

troubled world.

Robert Lifimai Harry TvieddtU

V

TWEDDELL'S
Hotel La Salle Bldg.

137-139 Princess St. Phone 3706
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Radio Program

Monday, January 12 — Red

Cross Program.

Tuesday, January 13— Chem-

istry and the War. Dr. J. A.

McRae.

Wednesday, January 14 — W.
E. A. Discussion Group.

Thursday, January 15—Piano

Recital. Mr. A. B. Day,

Friday, January 16—Mr. E. C.

Kytc

These programs arc from 7.15-

7.30 p.m. over station CFRC.

The morning after

The night before

Our cat came home
At the hour of four.

The innocent look

In her eyes had went

But the smile on her face

Was a smile of content.

"Waiter" said the absent-mind-

ed professor, "twenty minutes

ago I ordered a grilled steak.

Have you forgotten it or have I

eaten it?"

FOUND

A Science At-Home compact.

Apply to Mr. Dougall at the

Arena.

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-

wear "— Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid, High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

Delivery Service

A FINE

ASSORTMENT

of

(Eijristmas

(gifts

now on display

Your parcels all

Xmas wrapped

at no extra cost

•

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

Skid"Skidmore

Said Missing

BY BILL LEMMON SPORTS EDITOR

It will be with a sense of dis-

belief that his many friends will

learn that J. W. P. Skidmore is

reported missing on reconnais-

sance patrol over the Atlantic.

Although an old rugby injury

prevented his active participation

in any sport, but running.

"Skid's" name is more closely

linked with athletics than any

of his contemporaries. His reign

as cheerleader saw the -introduc-

tion to Queen's of cheerleaders

on skates, co-ed cheerleaders and

cheerleaders in the swimming-

pool. But it is with rugby, and

the old Coffee Shop and the Var-

sity week-ends tliat went with

it that he will be best remember-

ed. Skid became almost as, es-

sential to a Queen's football game

as the bail itself.

For most of us he is the symbol

of an era that is gone. With his

going went rugby and other In-

tercollegiate sports and the ro-

mance they implied. Campus life

took on a grimmer note as the

responsibilities and restrictions

of war set in—C.O.T.C. khaki re-

placed the wind-breakers on Sat-

urday afternoons, evening drills

and lectures spelt the death of

the Campus Coffee Shop quartet,

and the shortage of leisure time

drove the bull-sessions into cover.

Yet even in his leaving he was

typical of his time. Once and for

all it was shown that he and his

contemporaries were equipped to

face their responsibilities and per-

form their duties when the need

arose.

To an outstanding degree

"Skid" enjoyed every moment,

and by his example and inspira-

tion encouraged those about him

to do likewise. Judged by world-

ly standards his accomplishments

to date may have been small, but

there are few who in so short

a time became so widely known
and liked. Those who knew him

will agree it was a privilege to

have met him, and an impossi-

bility not to have been impressed

by him.

Arts Formal

(Continued from page 1)

to the Q.W.A.C. All persons at

lending are asked to buy their flow

ers at the dance.

And so it's Mart Kenney's lulja

by rhapsodies, and low lights, an

uticrowded floor, long dresses and

the girl of your choice — all this

and heaven, too, will exist at the

Arts Formal. Will you, won't you,

will you, will you, won't you, will

you, won't you, won't you — join

the dance?

Tucked away in a recent cor-

ner of "The Ubyssey," bi-weekly

publication of the U. of B.C., was
this little classified notice:

WANTED — Photographer's

assistant. Preferably female ac-

customed to darkroom technique.

Engineers In War
,

Is Dr. Ellis' Topic

B* MALCOI-M MOSHER

Professor D. S. Ellis, of the

Science Faculty, delivered a

topical address over CFRC on

Tuesday, December 16 on the

subject, "The Co-operation of En-

gineers in Canada's War Effort."

Registration

He recalled the National Regis-

tration of all engineers which

took place last summer. The

registration was under the con-

trol of the Engineering Institute

of Canada, and a committee con-

sisting of representatives of in-

dustry, the government, the Na-

tional Research Bureau, and the

universities was formed. The

committee created a question-

naire to send to every engineer

in Canada, in order to find out

where he was working, what he

was doing, and under what con-

ditions he would change to a war-

time job.

Questionnaire

The first meeting of the com-

mittee was held last April, and

in June, the questionnaire was

sent to the 47,000 engineers in

Canada. By the end of August,

30.000 replies had been received.

From the results of the quiz,

it was found that older, experi-

enced men are needed most, con-

sequently younger men have been

placed in charge of many depart-

ments, leaving the older men for

special tasks in war industry.

The only other source of en-

gineers is the university. After

a consultation on - the question-

naire, the committee decided that

it was not advisable to continue

engineering courses through the

summer. The engineers produced

by such a scheme would be very

young, and have little experience

in practical work, or in handling

men. The students would not

have a chance to earn part of

their fees through work, and in-

dustry would suffer a shortage.

Shortage of Engineers

Conferences were held be-

tween representatives of the En-

gineering Institute and army and

navy officials. It was decided

that there is a shortage of en-

gineers in several fields, especial-

ly in the Mechanical, Electrical,

Civil and Chemical branches.

This shortage is not serious yet

so for the present, the engim
eering faculties will carry on with
their usual program.

The committee decided to es-

tablish a Canada-wide employ
ment bureau for graduate and
student engineers. This body, the

"Bureau of Technical Personnel,

with headquarters in Ottawa i

now in operation and already

over 400 men have been placed

in positions where they are most
needed,

Professor Ellis concluded his

address by stressing the fact that

much practical research has been
done by the Engineering Insti-

tute in 'the past few months, to

speed up wartime production.

LEVANA
NCTEJ

Home Nursing Course

A regulation has been passed

by the Senate of the University

to the effect that all first year

women students must take the

St. John Ambulance Home Nurs-

ng course. Classes will begin

on Wednesday, January 14, at

7.30 p.m., in the Richardson La-

boratory Lecture Theatre on

Stuart Street, and Dr. Melvtn

will be the lecturer. The cost is

one dollar for each girl, and this

includes the text book and the

roller bandage. Any girls who

are not in their first year, and

who wish to take the course,

should apply to the Dean of Wo-

i en immediately. Further de-

tails of the course will be an-

nounced later.

Red Cross Room

The Red Cross Room will open

on Monday, and it is hoped that

a great deal of work will be ac-

omplished this term. Before

Christmas, twenty quilts were

made, and considering the fact

that a comparatively small num-

ber of girls turned out, this is ex-

tent work.

Levana Formal

The annual Levana At Home

Will take place on January 29 and

30. Under the convenershtp of

Jean Carmichael, the committee

already busy forming plans to

make this Formal even better

than usual. Every girl is remind-

ed that she may bring only one

man at a time, and she may go

on both nights only if she gets

a girl who is not going to buy

her a second ticket.

Left Hand Comer

(Continued from page 1)

One incident of unusual interest

which happened to us on our hectic

trip west was the morning in the

washroom when we were passing

through rocky Northern Ontario.

The train was lurching from side

to side and John Baker had just

been hurled to the floor for the fifth

time as I entered. Jack "Bimbo"

Milliken was cursing outrageously

in the corner and Doug Hume was

busily extracting his shaving bnish

from a spittoon. It seems that he

and Milliken were lathering their

faces when the train gave a sudden

lurch. Doug ended up lathering

the porter's coat and Jack's brush

went down the front of his shirt.

The porter lost his temper and

threw Doug's brush in the spittoon.

It was about this time that I swal-

lowed my Dr. West's Toothbrush

(50c).

Other very horrible things hap-

pened, but we have not the time

to elaborate on them here. The
principal reason being that there is

too d ed much noise in the

Journal Office.

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Today

:

9.00 p.m.—New Year's Ball

Grant Hall

Saturday

:

8.00 p.m.—E.O.B.A. Examina-
tion — Gymnasium

8.45 p.m.—O.H.A. Hockey
Game
Jock Harry Arena

Sunday

:

11.00 a.m.—University Church

Service

Grant Hall

Monday

:

4.00 p.m.—Life Saving Instruc-

tion — Gymnasium
7.30 p.m.—A.M.S. Open Meet

ing — Board Room
Gymnasium.

As the passenger said to the

ship's cook, "Pardon me, sir, but

are you the mate?"

And as the cook replied,

"Shure and I'm not. I'm the man
that cooks the mate."

Thought on Entering Kingston

1942

If we all kept our New Year's

resolution

'Twould precipitate world revolu

tion.

What this country needs is a

grape-fruit that can yell "Fore!"

Hart
l\enney

From the swank Brant Inn, Burlington, Mart

Kenney and his dream band will come to

play ot the Arts Formal, doted for Thursday

night, January 22. Mart and Co. (Canada's

Glenn Miller) presided at last year's Arts

Formal, and proved to be unanamazing.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions Our used

Book Exchange is st your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Ground* ONTARIO

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

STUDENTS—
Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes, • >

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNEThTS SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033
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Gala Arts Formal

With Mart Kenney

Is Drawing Near

Committee Members Add
Final Finishing Touches

To Arrangements

BY HOMER
Industry is the order of the day

for the bustling members of the

Arts Formal Committee. As the

f;iteful hour draws nigh interest

and intensity of effort " reaches a

fever pitch, with each member
striving to outdo his fellows.

Bill MacKenzie, the advertising

tyro of the faculty can be seen

daily trudging wearily from one

bulletin board to the next, his

mouth full of thumb tacks, his arm
full of papers. More interesting

still is the group of poster collectors

who dog his footsteps snatching the

fruits of his labor and hoarding

them (a) for precious souvenirs or

(b) for wall-paper.

Any afternoon in the murky re-

cesses of an old unused room, Jake

MaeNeil, Walt Halliwell, John
Straiton and a host of willing

Freshmen (no sarcasm intended)

daub glowing colours on gigantic

sheets of cardhoard. This year the

ARTS FORMAL
(Continued on page 6)

Campus Calendar

Erected By Q.S.A.

Board for Student Activities

Situated in Library

In an effort to prevent conflicts

of meetings and entertainments on

the Cimpus. the Queen's Student

Assembly has put up a large wood-

en sign-holder on the wall in the

basement of the Library. It is re-

quested that various organizations

cooperate by posting their meetings

and official notices on this board.

Cards

The idea, put forth last year, has

recently materialized, and the hoard

can be used by the end of the week.

The Q.S.A. will distribute the cards

for advertisements to club execu-

tives. They are conveniently de-

signed to be slipped into and re-

CAMPUS CALENDAR
(Continued on page 3)

NOTICE

A general meeting of the

Q.S.A. will be held tonight
in Room 221 in, the Douglas
Library. All who are in-

terested in the Provincial

Scholarship campaign are

especially invited to attend.

New Skating Rink

In Leonard Field

Free Skating For Students
Wednesday Evenings

Kingston's newest open air

skating rink located in Leonard
Field, west of the stadium, opens

exclusively to University stu-

dents this Wednesday night. The
rink is regulation size; the skat-

ing surface being nearly the same
as that at the arena. Heated

dressing rooms for ladies and

gentlemen have been set aside in

the stadium.

City Council

The Kingston City Council has

appropriated 600 dollars for the

establishment and maintenance

of this rink and. because the Uni-

versity allowed them the use of

Leonard Field, the students have

been given the privilege of hav-

ing the rink to themselves every

Wednesday night.

SKATING RINK

(Continued on page 8)

Mr. Gordon J.Smith
Is Editor Of Review

Mr. Gordon Smith, Arts '12, Sc.

'15, has been named Acting Editor

of the Quota's Review, published

by the General Alumni Association,

because Mr. Herbert Hamilton is

on leave of absence with the War-

time Personnel Board. Mr. Smith

is at present serving as Director

of Endowment at Queen's, and has

also been named supervisor of the

Employment Service and executive

of the Alumni Association.

Assistant Editor

lohn Parkhill. Arts '41, the

Literary Editor of the Journal,

who is now doing Post-Graduate

QUEEN'S REVIEW
(Continued on page 6)

Canadian Campus

Glee Club Singers

Staging Operetta

By Gilbert, Sullivan

Gay "Pirates of Penzance"
Will be Presented
On Feb. 3 and 4

In a statement to the Journal,

officials of the Queen's Glee Club

announced that their organization

will present "The Pirates of

Penzance." an operetta by Gil-

bert and Sullivan, in the K.C.V.I.

auditorium on the evenings of

February 3 and 4. They em-
phasized that their production is

.he first Gilbert and Sullivan

operetta produced on the cam-

pus since 1932, when a combined

faculty and student cast present-

ed "Patience."

After a meeting ot the produc-

tion executive with Dr. F. L.

Harrison it was decided that the

larger stage and better acoustic

properties of the Collegiate Audi-

torium warrant the presentation

of the operetta there, rather than

in Convocation Hall.

It was also announced that Dr.

Tracy has promised that a string

ensemble will be on hand to play

the musical score.

More than 50 choristers and

principles arc in- the cast.

S.C.M. Celebrates

21 Years' Existence

Aurora Conference Views
Problems at Hand

Well, 1942 finally arrived on

schedule despite wars and revolu-

tions, and everyone experienced the

annual shock of surprise that it

'tally didn't seem very different

from dear old '41. In fact, except

for vaguely familiar hangovers, the

°nly distinctive feature of the New
Year for college students was the

inevitable greeting' "Didja have a

n'ce holiday?" We did. thanks, but

are we sick of saying so!

c-0-T.C. activities continue to

I;t
'l' the male students busy. As

,ey fill a greater and greater place

"1 the timetable, the army men seem

y
be coming to love their recruits

lt£e a mother. For example, the

diversity of Toronto Contingent.
m ^ders, recently warned its boys

that "suitable underclothing will be

worn according ' to the season."

Really fellows, after all . , .

McGill Thespians recently pro-

duced a three -act play calledr"Out

of the Frying Pan." A notice of

rehearsal included the warning that

any persons who had parts and did

not appear would be dropped from

the cast immediately. Looks like a

case of "Out of the frying pan

into the fired." O.K., we're sorry.

A new unscheduled course re-

centlv appeared on the curriculum

at Yale tentatively called "House,

keeping I." And that, m an all-

male institution is news. Seems the

CANADIAN CAMPUS

(Continued on page 3)

The first Canadian national stu-

dent conference since 1939 met

during the Christmas holidays.

There assembled at Aurora, On-

tario, 160 delegates from Student

Christian Movement units in 14

colleges a c t o ss the Dominion.

About half were students, and half

graduates who had been in S.C.M.

during their undergraduate days.

They were celebrating the 2 1st

birthday of the Canadian S.< M,

by meeting together to examine its

past, plan its future, and to con-

sider common problems.

Leaders

Among the leaders present at

the Conference were Dr. Listou

Pope of Yale Divinity School, Ro-

bert Mackie, General Secretary of

S.C.M. CELEBRATES

(Continued on page 2)

Chapel Service

The weekly chapel service

sponsored by the Student

Christian Movement will be

held as usual on Wednesday
at 12.40 sharp in the Morgan
Memorial Chapel, Old Arts

Building. Principal Wal-
lace will speak, and Glynn
Firth will be in charge of

the rest of the service.

Officials say the service will

be brief enough fpr those

with one o'clock classes to

attend.

Rev. Hector Daly

Speaks At Service

"What Christianity Implies"

Is Sermon Topic

War Aid Committee Will Hold

Open Meeting For Discussion

Levana Formats

Set For Jan. 29,30

Will Feature Berkley Kidd

And Orchestra

BY SHEILA NOAKiuS

Speaking at a service held in

Convocation Hall, on Sunday, Janu-

ary 11, the Reverend Hector Daly,

National Chaplain of the Canadian

Catholic Youth Union, gave an ad-

dress entitled "What Christianity

Implies."

Living Christianity

In discussing some of the major

problems of Christianity. Father

Daly emphasized thai it was more

important to live for Christianity

than to die for it. Religion is the

fundamental problem of life and

on it depends our whole outlook.

If we accept Christianity we must

prove to ourselves that it is worth

believing.

( Continued on page 2)

CHURCH SERVICE

C.U.P. Conference

Held In Montreal

Queen's Delegates Present

At Holiday Meeting

The annual Levana Formals

are scheduled for January 29 and

30, and the committee is busy

making extensive plans for both

nights. Jean Carmichael is con-

vener of the Formals, and under

her direction the members of the

various committees are making

arrangements. The Band Com-

mittee, under the convenership

of Peggy Clarke, has engaged

Berkley Kidd to supply the music

for both nights. The Decoration

Committee, headed by Pops Voll-

mer. has a very effective scheme

of decoration, which will provide

a striking background tor the

dancers,

The Levana Executive has

priced the tickets at three dollars

a couple, and these will be on

sale soon.

Tickets are now on sale and

may be obtained from Convener

Jean Carmichael or any member

of the committee.

Watch for more news about

the Levana Formals.

Freshman Orators

Will Hold Contest

STUDENTS HOMELESS
AT MOUNT ALLISON

Sackville. N.B. (C.U.P.) — As

a result of the recent burning of

the Men's residence at' Mount Al-

lison University in which most of

the students lost their books and

personal belongings, the student

body has been left in a unique

position. For most male students

have been left without a home.

Their entire schedule has been up-

set, and their examinations have

been postponed. Moreover, their

normal life has been so upset due

to the tragic loss of life and gen-

eral disturbance created by the in-

cident that the re-organization of

student life on the campus has be-

come an almost Herculean task.

Meeting at Montreal during

the week-end of December 20-22.

a group of representatives from

several Canadian University pap-

ers planned the activities of the

Canadian University Press for

the coming year and attempted

to organize the Press as a work-

ing organization fo r the coming

years.

The McGil) Daiiy, the under-

graduate newspaper of McGill

University acted as ' host to the

representatives at the conference

which was held in the McGill

Students' Union. At the con-

ference, the adnrtiistration of the

news gathering services to the

various University papers was

determined, a scheme was de-

vised whereby University opinion

concerning the war, and student

activities in aid of the war effort

will he presented to the Can-

adian public. Plans were made

to obtain a parliamentary column

from Ottawa which will appear

in the University papers across

Caiiada and steps were taken to

internally reform the structure

of the C.U.P.

The representatives from the

Journal were the editor-in-chief,

Jack Houck. and the C.U.P. edi-

tor, Bernard Ward.

On January 20, the annual fresh-

man public speaking contest is to

be held. The first prize will be a

silver cup and five dollars, and

the second prize will be four dol-

lars. Those contestants who show

ability will have a better chance

of getting into the big competition

at the end of the term. Then, more

thai) .^00 dollars will be given away

in prize money. In the freshmen

contest speeches must not be read

though notes are permitted.

Judges

The judges will be Dr. Angus of

the English department. Jack

FRESHMAN ORATORS
(Continued on page 5)

Faculty Co-operation Asked;

Ideas and Suggestions

Will be Welcomed

Meeting Wed. 7.30 p.m.

Tomorrow evening at 7.30 the

War Aid Committee will hold

an open meeting in the board

room on the second floor of the

Douglas Library. The committee

hopes that the many' people who

wrote letters to the editor on

this subject, will be present to

discuss their suggestions.

Statement

In a statement to the Joural

Earl Baxter, the president of the

Committee, said that all faculties

would be welcome and he hoped

that an effective plan would be

evolved to - ensure co-operation

between the faculties and indi-

viduals. He stated that all ideas

and suggestions would be fully

studied and discussed.

He pointed out that of the

hundreds of students at Queen's,

the majority are keen to help in

furthering the war effort and he

urged these to come out and help

the Q.W.A.C. draw up their plana

tor the New Year.

Sweaters In Style

For Friday Prom

Ghouls And Gals Parade At
Skeleton Serenade

Next Friday e'en's '42's final

fling,

A Skeleton Serenade in ex-

uberant swing;

To Grant Hall ai nine in woolly

attire

Go the damsels of Queen's in

the fleece we admire;

So come on you Science men,

Artsmen and Meds

There are Lanas. aplenty

'mongst nurses, co-eds.

Yes indeed, next Friday night

sees the wind-up of the outstand-

ing Skeleton Serenades and this

MEDS '42

(Continued on page 3)

Eight To The Bar
BY STU ROBERTSON

Since Journal space is practically

"for free" this issue, your unre-

liable correspondent was coerced

into delving into the great unknown

to bring forth another dull and

weighty problem; this time we shall

all. it "Some Problems Encoun-

tered in Organizing and Operating

Successful Band.".

Let us make a few important as-

sumptions. First, that you, the

leader, possess the required ability,

musical and executive, to put your-

self and the band across to the

somnolent and somewhat sceptical

public. Likewise, that the members

of your tentative combo possess the

same musical ability. .
Also we as-

sume that you can get agents, ar-

rangers, music, etc., at the right

place at the right time-

One of the first difficulties is to

convince the boys that with you

as leader, their future as members

of a dream band is unquestionable,

in other words, you can't miss, at

the same time keeping in mind the

fact that right now you have noth-

ing definite to offer. You'd get the

job first? Ever try to convince an

agent or dance hall operator that

you can get the best band in the

country at a moment's notice ?

All right, so you can talk your-

self out of anything, and after a

considerable cash outlay, and at

the expense of some of your al-

ready graying hair, the band be-

comes a reality and plays a few

one-night stands with considerable

EIGHT TO THE BAR

(Continued on page 6)
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FOUND

Science '43 year pin at corner

King and Yongc Streets, Tor-

onto. Finder can reclaim same

by writing Birks-ElHs-Ryrie in

Toronto and by paying for this

adv ertisement.

SALE
OF

OVERCOATS
$17.95

Every One New in the

Latest Models

Balmacoan - Box Shoulders

Raglan • Drape

Plain and Half-Belted

Blues, Greys, Browns, Greens

Herringbones - Overchecks

Stripes

BIBBY'S
78-84 Princess St

Printers' Emblems
Shown In Library

QUEEN' S TAXI

2002

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princess St

Darling's Barber Sbop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

US Alfred St Phone 1772-W

OPEN ALLEYS

EVERY AFTERNOON
AT POPULAR

MATINEE PRICES

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

A HOT TIP
on

GOOD FOOD
A steaming bowl of delicious

soup is the right beginning for

every lunch. Here, you will get

soup at ita beat — hearty - - .

sustaining - - - warming—just

what your appetite orders for

winter days. Always an appetiz-

ing variety on every menu.

IOC

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

The art of printing, which has

done so much to make possible

storehouses of knowledge such

as the Douglas Library, was not

forgotten in the building of the

library.

Observing students have prob-

ably noticed on some windows of

the reading room small panels of

stained glass. These panels are

reproductions of the emblems of

the early printers which were

used on the title-pages to distin-

guish the work of a particular

printer.

The suitability of these sym-

bols as decorations in a reading

room is quickly recognized, for

it is thanks to these men that

we can now enjoy the great store

of knowledge accumulated in

books through the centuries.

First Use

The first use of such a decora-

tion title-page was made by the

printer Ratdalt of Venice in 1476,

in his edition of the Calendrium

of Joan de Monteregia. Shortly

afterwards the printer's mark was

adopted.

The early printers made use

of a particular sign to distinguish

their productions ; this would

sometimes be a motto, an orna-

mental letter, or a monogram, but

more often
(

a device or emblem.

Among the more interesting em-

blems portrayed on the library

windows are those of William

Caxton, Andrew Myllar, Aldus

Menutius, and Theodore Martens.

William Caxton, who introdttc

cd printing into England in 1476,

used his initials, "W.C.". between

which is a curious symbol believ

ed by some to be "74", represent

ing 1474 as the year of his first

production. There is no substan-

tial proof, however, of this as-

sumption.

As should be fitting for a

Scottish University, the emblem
of Scotland's first printer is re-

produced on one small window.

This is the device, as these em-
blems are called, of Andrew
Myllar, who published his first

volume in 1505. An illustration

of the time required by these

early printers is illustrated by
the fact that Myllar's second book

did not appear until a year later.

Disciple of Gutenburg

The double anchor symbol of

Theodore Martens is on the east

wall. A disciple of Gutenburg,

the inventor of printing, Martens
first used his distinctive identifi-

cation in 1474. He later intro-

duced printing into Spain and it

is curieus to note that his device

is one of 'the few that were not
cupied by subsequent printers,

Probably the most interesting

Of all the symbols is that of the

Aldi of Rome and Venice, which
also appears on the east wall

The Aldi had several different

interpretations of their device

which is a dolphin twining itself

around an anchor. The one illus

trated in the library is the em-
blem used by this famous firm

of printers between 1540 and
1546.

This shot shows the saxaphone section of Mart Kenny s band.

These expert and versatile musicians play all the instruments in the

orchestra and will — at the Arts Formal. —Advt.

S.C.M. Celebrates

TORONTO PROFESSOR
NOW IN WASHINGTON

Toronto (C.U.P.) — A specialist

on the Japanese attitude in Hawaii.

John F. Embree, Assistant Profes-

sor in Anthropology at Varsity, and

an American citizen, was summon-

ed to Washington this week to be

Research Advisor to "the office of

the Co-ordinator of Information, a

position which he will hold for the

duration of the war.

Not only has Prof. Embree lived

in Japan for over a year (1935-36).

and in Kona for two or three years,

and taught in the University of

Hawaii, but he has done extensive

research among the Japanese, and

has written two hooks on the sub-

ject, the first, a sociological study

of the Japanese village in Japan,

the second a sociological study of

the Japanese village in Hawaii.

"So," said Professor C. W. M.

Hart. "Professor Embree probably

knows more about where the Japa-

nese sympathies lie than anyone

else except the Japanese themselves,

and Washington wants his views

and advice on the possibilities of

fifth columnists in Hawaii, and

where they are most likely to re-

ceive help."

There is a large Japanese popu-

lation in Hawaii and, according to

Professor Embree, in his book on

that Mibject, which was published

last year, the first generation still

looks to Japan, and still tries to

retain the Japanese way of life.

The second generation, however,

horn American citizens, looks to

America and tries to emulate Am-
erican ways.

Church Service

(Continued from page I)

The chief difference hetweeeu

Christian and other religions. Fa-

ther Daly stated, lies in the demand

of complete personal loyalty to

Christ. Thus we, must believe in

the absolute divinity of Christ or

we cannot own complete acceptance

of the Christian faith. Father Daly

quoted as a vital question in reli-

gion, Christ's own words, "Who say

ye that I am." and said that the

answer to this is the foundation

stone of Christianity.

In surveying the youth of today

Father Daly found an increasing

confusion and moral bewilderment.

"Modern youth is brought up in

spiritual poverty," he declared. In

early days religious instruction is

guided by family traditions and

convention, Thus when University

age is reached there is a lack of

unity of thought among young

people.

Bewilderment is bound to occur

in a world where writers state that

man is a mere biological specimen,

that sin does not exist, and that

Christianity ic a myth; F-ther Daly

advocated the reading of the Bible

to provide an answer to these claims

In conclusion, he quoted from the

Bible, "He that loseth his life for

me, shall find it."

We mortals have to swat and

hop

The flies, from dawn to dark

'Cause Noah didn't shoo the two
That roosted in the Ark.

And this

a loop.

how you feel doing

"Will you or won't you," said

he.

"Well I wasn't, but since you
insist I guess I will," said she.

floor.

the second

going to

were only

that you

remember

you will

top floor

get to the

when you

find that

you will

elevator,

are in an

When you

Camera Club

(Continued from page 1)

the World Student Christian Feder-

ation. Dr. Martyn Estall of .Queen's,

and many others with wide experi-

ence in student affairs, They pre-

sented their material by means of

talks and panel discussions; the

principal subjects were followed up

in discussion-groups where students

were able to evaluate and apply

them to their own situation.

Dr. Pope, in a talk on "The Na-

ture of the Crisis," gave a clear

picture of the forces at work in

the world to-day. He stressed the

fact that there was no one solution

to the world's problem ; in the light

of that, he said, we must act ac-

cording to the insights which seem

most nearly true at the moment.

Other speakers developed the

question of the relation of Chris-

tianity' to the world, especially as

it concerns students. The need was

realized for a Christian background

for student life as a means to make

more effective their part in the life

of the community.

Discussion Groups

Students and graduates met sep-

arately in discussion groups to at-

tack their respective problems. The

student delegation divided into

three groups. The first discussed

the economic problems of students;

it recommended support of the

scholarships campaign, stimulation

of interest in co-operative resi-

dences, wider publicizing of the

government's post-war rehabilita-

tion scheme for students, and im-

provement of health insurance sys-

tems in many colleges, where such

stems are poor or non-existent.

A second group, studying student-

staff relationships, felt that almost

everywhere these could be improv-

ed, and recommended, as the best

means, students and staff working

together to solve their, common

problems. The third commission

studying the curricula of the van-

on-, universities, and especially their

war-time adequacy, advocated that

students co-operate with authorities

in revising curricula for greater

war-time efficiency, as far as pos-

sible without sacrificing post-war

needs. Practical suggestions for the

implementing of these recommen-

dations were made, and the various

S.C.M. units have indicated that

they will carry as many as possible

into effect.

International Student Service

Several meetings were devoted to

more particular activities of S. C.

M. One of these was the Inter-

national Student Service meeting,

at which information was given re-

garding the work of I.S.S. in in-

ternee and prisoner-of-war camps

in belligerent countries, and among

refugee students in China and Eu-

rope. Mr. Dale Brow

The Camera Club will

hold its first meeting of the

new term on Wednesday

evening, January 14, at 9

o'clock, in the Senate Room,

Old Arts Building. A short

talk on "The Chemistry of

Developers" will be given,

and plans for the coming

meetings discussed. All

camera fans are cordially in-

v ited to attend.

YOU'RE A
You're a Freshman if You

—

Are scared at your first exam

Want to learn to do the rhumba

Smoke cigarettes with cork tips

Think a "jam session" is a

place where jelly is made

You're a Sophomore if You

—

Are bored at writing English

thenles.

Think a sloppy Joe is a badly

dressed student.

Smoke king-sized cigarettes.

Think a "powder room" is lo-

cated in an explosive factory.

Want to be worthy junior.

You're a Junior if You

—

Start reading the Trib during

lectures.

Stroll late but nonchalantly to

your eight o'clock.

Start rolling your own cigar-

ettes.

Begin to study at Lazonga's.

Want to be a BMOC (big man

on campus).

You're a Senior if You—

Become extremely friendly to-

ward the women because

you're worried about the

draft.

FROM A PAPER down south,

the Union City Press, comes this

quote: "She is a brown-eyed bru-

nette, 23 years old, and an accomp-

lished danger."

Or would you care to take thf

riskf

—Toronto Varsity.

Our advertisers want YOUR 1 secretary who has visited Queen'

some internee art 'and craftsman-

ship.

Fields for graduate endeavour,

such as adult education, industrial

co-ops. politics, and labour move-

ments, were described in panel dis-

cussion by several graduates. An

organized and active graduate move-

ment was thought desirable, and

plans were made for its formation-

The resumption- of publication of

an S.C.M. periodical magazine was

decided upon, the material to be of

si interest and importance to both ?tu-

business—patronize them. several tunes this session, displayed dents and graduates.

I I

GLEE CLUB GIVES $30
TO RUSSIA^ WAR AID

The Russian War Relief Fund
received more than 30 dollars

from the Queen's Glee Club prior

to the Christmas holidays. The
sum was collected by members
of the Club who sang carols

through the streets of Kingston.

Afterwards the carollers were
entertained at the home of Prof.

A. E. Prince.

IT'S DANCE TIME AGAIN!

ARTS FORMAL: : : JAN. 22nd

RESERVE YOUR FULL-DRESS RENTAL NOW.

214 Princess St.

I 1
Phone 3725

I
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year the skeletons are to be
dad ill Angora. The final ver-

sion of Metis '42's year dance is

to be given over to fun and
gaiety in those good old informal

sweaters. The year is going all

out again this year to tie another
knot in their long string 0 f year
dance successes.

Maurice Allen

Music will be by Maurice Allen

and novel numbers and special

urograms will be provided
along different lines, from those

in the past.

So come on get out that

sweater, or old Queen's eye-sore,

and enjoy an evening of swell

fun! Admission only $1.10 plus

tax, plus one sweater.

She was just a miner's daught-
er but . . . you should see her
natural resources.

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
C B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellineton St

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY

for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street
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THEATRE
LINE-UP

G RAN D

To-day and Wednesday, Nine
Lives Are Not Enough, and Frank
Lloyd's this Woman Is Mine.
Shirley Temple's latest film, Ka(>l
Uen, will run the rest of the week.

Nine Lives Arc Not Enough con-
cerns a cub reporter who with a

cop's support (one Jimmy Gleason)
and persistence, succeeds in corner-

ing and trapping a murderer who
has killed three victims during the

reel. Dumb cops, a moronic son

and the reporter's personality add
Zip and comedy relief to the cellu-

loid. Recommended. B.

We were disappointed with the

sea saga, This Woman Is Mine, he-

cause it had too much drag and not

enough saga. Similar to Mutiny on

the Bounty, the Sea-Hawk, this

particular movie deals obs( nn.lv

with two men and a girl, a vicious

captain, two Scotch fur-traders and

some Hollywoood Indians. A pic-

turesque but long-winded creation.

C+.

CAPITOL

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

i59 Wellington St. Phone 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

most modern in Kingston
Excellent Service

Princess St Opp. Roy York Ctle

GOUJRDIERS
rues

78 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH

Ph.

BARBER SHOP
"e 3354-R 346 Princesa St

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon

274
Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop
Ida V:an Clieaf Maude Wagai

You'll Never Get Rich, current

attraction at the Capitol is a tune-

ful, amusing opus featuring the

nimble Astaire feet and the eye-

filling Hayworth curves. It'- un-

tiling but a great picture but since

it makes no pretense to greatness

nobody minds particularly.

The plot is centered about the

trials of Broadway dance director

Astaire when he is drafted into the

Yrmy. Rita Hay worth supplies the

love interest and proves a surpris-

ingly capable dancing partner for

the indefatigable Fre'l. Capable

support is given by Robert Bench

ley and Frieda Innescort. It's a

good evening's fun.

A—.

O D E O N

Gene Tierney 's sinuous shadow

is to be seen this week at the Odeon

in Sundaivn, an imaginative pictur

ization of the Saturday Evening

Post serial. The atmosphere of

far-off Africa, while permissibly

extravagant, is an asset to this

timely story of war and intrigue.

It is of small consequence whether

one finds the plot interesting for

while Miss Tierney is on the screen

she compels attention. True, her

acting ability is practically nil. but

producer Walter Wanger has wise-

ly left most of the story to be de-

veloped by such screen favorites as

George Sanders. Bruce Cabot and

Sir Cedric Hardwjck, who are more

adept in the technique of acting.

When, however, the proceedings be-

gin to pall the camera focuses on

Zia (Gene Tierney), the mysterious

lady driver of a desert caravan,

and suitably bedecked for a hot

equatorial day — with such a com-

bination of plot and jJuIctintitde,

we think you'll be satisfied. B.

—M.W.E.

And these present chiselling*

do record that which has just

been unfolded to one of the most

minor men of Saenz, yea even

frosh of four months' life in

the land of Queenz.

And as it was seen so it shall

be Written.

For on a day gone by just

.hree transits of the celestial orb,'

when the sun didst shine brightly

on a cold, bleak land of Kin, this

warrior didst pursue his path
along the mighty Union Way
past the hall of Gurd and the

cavern of gym. •

And suddenly upon passing the

hall of Gord and being for a

moment in the frigid sunlight he

shuddered as overheard, obscur-

ing the vault of heaven itself,

passeth a dark black cloud of un-

oxidized carboniferous combus-
tion products which lie perceived

exuding from the Hall of Nic.

Ignorant ot the evidences of

Maid Marion's presence in our
midst this lowly warrior didst

rush precepitately into the Hall

of Nic to ascertain what epic

happenings were occurring there-

in.

And in the deep dark depths

lit by the crimson glow of the

Great Forge, in the utter silence

of the Sanctum Sanctorum broken
only by the gentle sighing of the

>timulatiug bellows there was
revealed to him a sight or beamy
that didst cause spine-tingling

sensations tu reverberate through

his thrill-soaked frame. . ( n .

For Maid Marion was in action

and this was indeed her boudoir,

In a monstrous semicircle con-

sisting of the mightiest men of

Scienz who stood in breathless

awe as twenty-two attendants

didst remove the last vestige of

carbon from her cuprous name-

plate and kaolin from her ferrous

jaws she stood resplendent among
her warriors.

And as she swung her latticed

boom about in parabolic curva-

tures the men of Scienz didst ex-

press their pride in "obs" and

"ahs". Even reverence gives way

BILTMORE

In You Can't Cheat an Honest

man Charles McCarthy, whose

deadliest fear is woodpeckers. Ed-

gar Bergen and W. C. Fields

(whose nose is often mistaken for

a ripe tomato) provide' many

laughs and amusing incidents to a

story of love in a circus and col-

lege background. The story is

meagre and merely provides the

vehicle for the antics of our trio

of comedians. _ 2

Pcmy Serenade, with Cary Grant

and Irene Dunne, is a sentimental

to exclamation when beauty is

in evidence.

And calling for silence the fair

maid spoke to her men thus,

"My mighty warriors, I go on
a long journey for many days.

I shall visit many towns and
cities in lands far removed from

the land ot Queenz. In my search

I shall go to Tor the Righteous

and the city of Mont the Other-

wise and to the cities of Ham
and Niag arid Kitch and Lon.
yea, and at the city of Wind I

ay even go south of the border

for there are no boundaries for

steel."

"And too" quoth Maid Marion

as she smiled upon her worship-

ping warriors, "I am declaring

a Feast of the Fac for which we
all must make preparation."

And digging into her side-

lockers as only a diesel-driven

digger can dig the lovely vision

produced nine metal boxes spot-

welded and burnished. "These,

"

quoth our Oracle "are your orders

to be opened after my departure,

but first we shall hear from

Gage and Dune our two Mech-
111. n whom 1 can see have just

come up from Zentralheating

plant with alarming tidings."

For in their experiments on the

Idcalsteamengine they didst find

fish in the condensed exhaust

which omen ('twas not an act

of nature or of man ). Maid
Marion .didst interpret thus:

"Fish," quoth the Maid, "is a

good sign and it is. significant

that the coming feast of the F
shall be held in the next phase

of the moon under more suitable

than the Ides? So it shall come
to pass. Remember, my faith-

ful ones, the Ides of Pisces!"

The semi-circle parted to allow

the passage of the new-bathed

Marion looking more stream

lined than ever.

And little did our fine Frosh

imagine of his part to be assign-

ed in the project as he (alone

without instructions among the

mighty ), left the hall of Nic mur
muring, "Remember the Ides of

Pisces
!"

and tearful story of two young

people who wind their lives around

that of an adopted baby girl. The

story takes place mostly in a small

town and has a background of

familiar music which connects up

the story with gaiety, sadness, love

and heartbreaks.

A fairly good program but lack-

ing a spark of enjoyment. B—

.

Thursday. Fridaj
i

Saturday

:

Clark Gable and Loretta Young in

Call of the Wild.

—N.M.R. .

TORONTO PROFESSOR
TAKES OTTAWA POST

Values

... He became quite vehement

—this ordinarily mild-mannered

Englishman. He said; 'Let them

knock down St. Paul's and blast

the Houses of Parliament to the

ground. All the stone and stuff

would make a good barricade

—

anyhow what is the use of beau-

tiful buildings with hallowed as-

sociations if they pass into some-

one elses's hands who can neith-

er appreciate their [jeauty noi

find sympathy for the thing- with

which they are associated?' (J.

Collingwood Reade, in 'Britain

peaks' J.

Toronto (C.U.P.)— G. P. Glaze-

brook, M.A., Associate Professor

in the University o( Toronto, left

last Monday for Ottawa, to take

a post in the Department of Ex-

ternal Affairs. He has been given

leave of absence for the duration

of the war, at the same time re-

taining his connection with the

Department of History.

Mr. Glazebrook has long been

interested in Canadian affairs,

having written several books on

subjects such as "Sir Charles

Bagot in Canada" (1928), Sir Ed-

mund Walker" (1939), and, con-

sidered the most important, "A

Historv of Transport in Canada"

(1938)!

Jinf—I couldn't sleep at all last

night.

Betty—What, insomnia?

Jim—No, the shade was up.

Betty—Why didn't you pull it

down ?

Jim— I couldn't reach across the

street.

Happy the mosquito that can pass

the screen test

11 ii 1111 iliiillll

$ 22
Here is a value for dis- ^
criminating men who nor-

mally can't afford to buy

the kind of clothes they

like. These are top quality

coats at rock bottom

prices.

• RAGLANS

• BELTERS

• ULSTERS Drop in today and look

over these coats

lit

lf(

Chemistry Club

Dr. Marchand, recently

appointed to the chemistry

staff of Queen's, will ad-

dress the members of the

C.I.C.. Queen's Branch, on

Thursday afternoon at 4

o'clock in Room 310, Gordon

Hall. The subject of his

address will be, " 'Bois'

Growth Factors For Yeast."

All students interested are

invited to attend. Refresh-

ments will be served at the

meeting. B.Y.O.B. — bring

vour own beaker.

Campus Calendar

(Continued Irom page 1)

moved from the slots by the indi-

vidual advertisers.

The notice board has been placed

in the must central spot of tin- catn-

pu< to reach the great majority of

students.

Canadian Campus

(Continued from page 1)

chambermaids all went out on

strike, leaving the Boys in Blue

to make their own beds or else.

Good training for Uncle Sain,

though

!

"Oh, doctor," cried a wild-eyed

man, "I'm dreadfully afflicted.

The ghosts. of my departed rela-

tives come and perch on the tops

of the fence-posts around my
garden when dusk is falling. I

can look out any evening and

see a couple dozen spooks silting

on the fence waiting. What shall

I do?"

"Sharpen the tops of the posts."

A' blizzard, is the inside of

chicken.

They take their debating serious-

ly al Victoria College, Toronto, if

the fpics are any indication. Re-

cently considered was the practical-

ly insoluble question "That serious

romance is incompatible with a col-

lege career." It ItUght have been

better to say "Resolved that seri-

ous romance Is incompatible," but

there might have been doubters

even then. Main trouble would

seem to be that the people with

serious romances were probably out

— uh — walking — when the

Verdict was reached. Which re-

minds us of the story about —

—

well, never mind.

The University of Western On-

tario Gazette seems to hold the

Catiadian record when it conies to

writing slightly ambiguous head-

lines. Whether the Western laddies

have a puckish sense of humor or

whether it is purely accidental we

don't know, but it shore is fun.

Prize one of the year was seen in

a recent issue which said:

PRESIDENT FOX
DELIVERS PAPERS
Working his way through col-

lege?

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.
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Censorship

Speaking lo an audience of Queen's students a year or so

ago Mr Leslie Roberts commented on what he considered the

failure of the press of Canada to fulfil its proper wartime func-

tion One cause of the deficiency, he claimed, was the tendency

of the papers themselves to color the news and to preserve in

presenting it a note of optimism which sheltered the read.ng

public from the full knowledge of setbacks and misfortunes to

the Allies. The second, said Mr. Roberts, lay in that news was

censored at the source, and was not released until the authorities

had culled out all that they deemed detrimental to the pursuit of

the war.

Since that time, however, events have unfolded with astonish-

has been unavoidably
ing rapidity, and at several points, news

unpleasant. The placid optimism that was reflected by the attitude

of the newspapers has tended to disappear and to be replaced by

a more solid determination to follow our cause through all ad-

versities. This trend of public opinion has forced the press to

give out the bad with the good, and to maintain a policy of more

impartial presentation. This has to a large extent eliminated the

first cause mentioned by Mr. Roberts.

However, there remains the censorship, Ideally, this is mere-

ly a process by which all data are withheld if, in the opinion of the

government, they might be of use to the enemy. Such things as

details of troop movements, losses and gains obviously fall within

this category. And as Mr. Roberts rightly pointed out. this should

be the full extent o_f governmental control of new-.

This situation strikes a very marked contrast with that which

may be seen In the totalitarian states. Here the press is primarily

an agency for the distribution of propaganda, largely fictitious,

calculated to maintain a high pitch of nationalist fervor. There

can be no doubt as to which is the preferable system; and we feel

sure thai in the long run, the democratic way will prove the more

effective., A public which is getting facts and knows it, will

maintain a higher and more lasting level of morale than one

which h being fed a constant stream of high-sounding lies.

The one respect in which democratic censorship is perhaps

slightly inferior is in the treatment of rumor. This was recognized

by President Roosevelt when, during the first days of American

participation in the war, he urged the people to suppress and avoid

rumors wherever possible. In the prevalence of these usually un-

founded tales, the President saw one of the greatest single factors

that can act adversely upon national morale. These are the stock-

in-trade of the saboteur and the enemy agent, calculated to induce

fear and uncertainty with consequent loss of efficiency.

Since they have no Gestapo to quench rumors by the very

effective method of shooting the authors, democratic people must
seek other ways of suppressing them. It is the duty of all citizens

to disregard any information that does not come directly from an

authorized source, and actively to discourage spurious claims and

reports. Likewise, it is up to the press to be very sure of the

truth of all matter it releases by drawing exclusively upon these

legitimate sources .

These are essential precautions. Given these, and given proper

governmental control, news can be dispensed in a manner very

close to the ideal. Such is the system for which democratic

authorities strive. Improvements have hcen wrought with the

passage of time, so that faults observable earlier in the war have
now been eliminated. On the whole, despite considerable adverse

comment, we feel that press censorship has been very admirably
and wisely exercised.

"A House Divided . .

Tomorrow night, the War Aid Committee is holding an open
meeting lo discuss ways and means of extending and enlarging the

contribution of Queen's students to the national effort. We hope
all interested students—and that should include everyone—will

be there. But before that, perhaps it might be well to survey
the events of the past term, and to make a tew belated but
sincere New Year's resolutions.

The 1941 fall term was a stormy one—probably one of the

stormiest ever to rock these limestone walls. Most of the sound
and fury centered directly or indirectly around this question of

the University war effort. Dissension and dispute started almost
with the first class and grew in volume until its climax was
reached in the referendum on A.M.S. control of year dances.

All that is now history, and it is probably a good thing that
we have all had a few weeks in which to cool off and think things
over. In the heat of the moment some very bitter things were

Openings in the Meteorological

' Service

The Department of National De-

fence for Meteorological Service

has asked the University lo bring

ihc attention of men trained in Ma-

thematic- and Physics to openings

in the Service.

The academic requirements for

Meteorological Assistants Grade 3

are

(a) satisfactory completion of

ihree years in an Honours Course

in Mathematics and Physics

or (b) three years in a Pass

Course in Physics with one or two

courses in Mathematics

or (c) 'nree -
vears a Pass

Course in Mathematics with one or

two courses in Physics.

The salary for the position of

Meteorological Assistant. Grade 3,

which begins when the successful

applicant reports for training, is

$135.00 per month and cost-of-liv-

ing bonus, (which now amounts to

$11.01 per month). A further bonus

of $30.00 per month is given when

successful applicant* are assigned

to an Air Training Station, to cover

the cost of living in the Officers'

Mess.

An Intensive Short Course in

Meteorology, including courses in

dynamic and synoptic meteorology

and weather forecasting begins af-

ter university graduation, about

May 1. The course will last ap-

proximately l xA months, after

which successful candidates are to

be assigned for a short training

period to an Airways District Fore-

cast Office such as Halifax, Mat-

ron, (Toronto), Winnipeg or Leth-

bridge. They are then usually sent

to serve as Meteorological Officers

(in a civilian capacity) at R.C.A.F.

Training Stations, although a few

may be assigned to specialized war

work as the need may require.

The essential duties of a Meteor-

ological Officer are two-fold

:

1. Give lectures in Elementary

Meteorology to pilots in training for

Overseas service.

2. Serve as an Assistant Fore-

caster, to advise the operations per-

sonnel at the R.C.A.F. Station re-

garding anticipated weather. The

Assistant Forecaster receives basic

forecasts from one of the large air-

ways forecast centres and is re-

quired to enlarge on these forecasts

and modify them in consideration

of the local effects of nearby hills,

lakes and other topographical in-

fluences.

As a general practice, two Me-

teorological Officers are located at

a station, so that each may special

izc on one or other of the duties

mentioned above. They are, of

course, supposed to be able to carry

on either task, and so permit of

Offical Notice

Andrina

McCulloch

Scholarships

The Andrina McCulloch Scholar-

ships for Public Speaking

This sear the awards total

$400.00 and are available lo all

intramural undergraduate students.

In order to provide equal oppor-

tunity to all faculties and as wide a

distribution as possible among the

students, the committee plans to

base the awards upon a series of

public speaking contests, the times

and places of these to be announced

lat r. It is hoped that there maj be

four preliminary contests in which

preference may be given respective-

ly to Arts. Levana. Medicine, ami

Applied Science. Students in these

contests will be selected by the

committee, to compete in a final

contest at a later date. In that final

contest each speaker may submit

the same title as had been previous-

ly accepted. The speakers in the

final contest will be adjudicated by

a different group of adjudicators.

The contestants will be selected by

the faculty-student committee, ap-

pointed by the Principal.

The awards in the final contest
j

will he $80.00. $70.00. and $50.00.

For each of the four preliminary

contests there will be a first award

of $30.00. Four further awards of

$20.00 each will be made at the dis-

cretion of the committee.

Any such student wishing to be

considered by this committee must

submit his choice of subject to Dr.

William Angus, Queen's Post Of-

fice, not later than Monday, Febru-

ary 2.

Each candidate will have com-

plete freedom of choice but each

choice of subject submitted must

contain (he following information

{ 1 ) Title of the speech,

(2) Central idea or purpose,

(3) Tentative outline or plan,

(A) The speaker's reasons for

wishing to speak on that subject,

(5) The reasons why an audi-

ence should hear the speaker speak

on that subject,

(h) What preparation or quali-

fications — by experience, research,

etc. — the speaker has for this

speech, and

(7) What further preparation

the speaker intends to make for this

speech

Each speaker will be limited to

a maximum of 10 minutes; will be

allowed to speak from notes, if ne-

cessary, but will not be jiermitted to

read from the manuscript of his

speech ;
and, obviously, preference

will be given to those subjects which

are worthy of consideration by ma-

ture and intelligent men and women.

.Man is a worm,

He comes, squirms around a

bit,

Then some hen gets him.

—The Brunswickan.

leave being obtained.

According to the present ruling

of the Department of National De-

fence, all candidates accepted foi

this work are granted indefinite

postponement of their compulsory

military service.

Students who desire to enter the

May course must make application

as soon as convenient to J. Patter-

son, Controller, Air Service, Me-

teorolog;:- ™-:'\z.
:— " 1

cal Office, 315 Bloor Street We#..

Toronto 5, Ontario. Applicant-,

must make application on the stan-

dard Civil Service Commission

form, copies of which 'may be ob-

tained either from Dean Clark or

the Registrar and they must send

official transcripts of academic

standing.

said on both sides—a few true, and most of them false. Those

everyone regrets, but perhaps they cleared the air somewhat.

In any case, we have now to go on from where we left off.

As we think back it seems that there were after all a few points

of agreement amid the welter of argument. And fortunately,

they were the basic points in the whole controversy, namely that

attendance at university is of itself, not enough, and that we

must and will do something more to help this country and the

legions of freedom everywhere. Where we disagreed was in the

very best way to do this.

That disagreement of itself, was not an evil thing. Indeed,

we arc working in the first place, so that men may continue to

have the right to disagree with one another, if they desire to do

so. What most of us—and we would not exclude the Journal—have

not learned is that one can disagree gracefully, and without

rancor, making friends instead of enemies, in the process. We
can only hope that tomorrow's meeting may demonstrate that

fact. If we keep in mind our basic unity of purpose, it cannot fail

to do so.

The referendum had about it, many unfortunate features.

But it did serve to underline one fact unmistakably. It is a

fact that was recognized many centuries ago, by a very wise man
when he said that "a house divided against itself must surely

fall."

Whatever we do—and it matters little what it is—let us do it

wholeheartedly, and together.

'WW* the most popular way to addre» an officer?"

"On a parcel of Sweet Cops I"

SWEET CAPORAL CIGARETTES
"The purestform m which tobacco can be imoked,"

Everything that's

and Smart
At LAIDLAW'S!

Dresses — Coats —

New Accessories -

Men's Furnishings-

House Furnishings

When You Bu\< at Latdlaw's — You're Sure of the Quality.

New

Sports Clothes —
Smart Fabrics.

John LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS ST.

jA ABOUT OUR MEAL

Phone 811

STUDENTS
Hvlcne Martin's ffirauty SaUm

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 2110

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE

RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington "Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MACCISON STUCK
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

We supply everything — Make your appointment now

for portraits and groups
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones : 676 - 620
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SPORTS

CNCE CVEC LIGHTLY
WITH BILL LEMMON

Winter struck the campus over the week-end with sudden vengeance
and with it brought the first games in the Intramural hockey, basketball
and bowling leagues a renewed vigor to the strokes of the ski waxcrs and
a search in the closet that should have been straightened out before
anyway, for the somewhat dull and rusty skates.

Of the three Intramural sports the rapid increase in the number of
bowling teams entered in the league is probably the best indication of -the
growing interest in the game among the students. Although not the most
strenuous of athletic endeavor ever devised, it seems to have that certain
appeal to both young and old.

The fact that the timber topping game is quite cheap, needing no costly
equipment, the rules being few and easily mastered, and the short time
that is needed to complete a game seem to be the deciding factors in its
rise to popularity.

Interest is again keen in the basketball and hockey leagues as the
players have returned laden with the required implements for these sports.
Science '43 are again on top to defend their basketball laurels and are
favored to cop the crown again this season, although several dark horses
have stacked their squads with ex-school players and are gunning to
overthrow the people's choice. Arts "41 took the shinny title last season,
but the runners-up, Meds '43, did not hand in their entry in time, leaving
the field wide open for a new champion.

Skating fans will have their turn on Wednesday nights when the
public rink to the west of the stadium will be at their disposal. When
the free skating nights were presented at the Arena last year, several
hundred skaters took advantage of these events. The new outdoor rink
should be as popular with both sexes during the coming season.

The E.O.B.A. basketball season gets under way this WcfWidav night
when the Queen's Juniors travel (with the approval of the C.I.A.U.) two
blocks to the local collegiate where they will trade hoops with K.C.V.L

Johnny Edwards has Gord Mc Don ell and Harry Gove working at
centre; Don Lamont, Albie Betcherman, Bill Gray and Sam Pataran at
guards: Gord Mackey, Mel Griffin, Joe Berezin, Leo Heaps, and BiU
Cornett at the forward positions. The newest edition of the under
twenty year old squad are favored to repeat last year's championship
play.

The Intermediates are not slated to take the local court until Satur-
day night when they play host to the R.M.C. cadets. The squad has not
been selected as yet but present indications show that the team cannot
be passed off lightly by the other teams.

In the interest of the Q.W.A.C. it has been announced by the Inter-
mediates and Combines that their two games will be turned over to the
War Aid. It has been suggested that these two games be played on Satur-
day nights and that a nickelodeon dance be held after each game. This
extra inducement should allow for a small charge which would swell
the War Aid's coffers.

As the players on both squads are attending university and feel that
they want to contribute to the War Aid they believe that this plan would
be the best way in which to show that they, like the boxers and wrestlers,
are only too willing to help in this worthy cause.

The Kingston Combines find themselves directly behind the eight ball

after their three straight losses to Hamilton, Toronto and St. Catharines in
four-point games during the last week. It is hard to put the finger on the
reason for the hot and cold streaks that the locals have shown in the
Senior A 1

series but none know better than the players themselves that
unless they find the clog in the machinery at once they are going to sit

the playoffs out this season.

On their play on Saturday night their hickory wiclders in the third
period disorganized the St. Kitts flyers and just about led to the visitors'

downfall but when trying to match combination with their slick rivals they
were hopelessly outclassed. The showing of the home crew Carr-Harris,
Partis and Murphy was a pleasing feature to the local fans as they haven't
been on the beam until recent games and may be the difference between
the playoffs or retiring and planning another year's campaign.

The Hats Off Department saluios Jimmy Melvin for his ghost-
writing of the Skidmore story and a chance to acid our hopes that said
"Skid" will turn up safe and sound before many more days have elapsed.

Kingston Combines

Concede 4-2 Game
To St. Catharines

Locals Ring Up Two Goals

In Rousing Rally

Near Finish

SKI SLANTS
BV MARY PATERSON

To start the ski season there

will be a general meeting this

afternoon when the plans of the

Ski Club for trips and other en-

tertainments will be discussed in

detail. Make sure to be there and

give any suggestions you may
have, and also learn the new

ideas of the Ski Club. Campus

notice boards will carry the main

events, so watch them! This

meeting, which, we hope, will be

ittended by absolutely everyone

interested, is to find out the gen-

eral opinion as to trips, and to

straighten out all questions. Turn

up at the Old Arts Building with

your membership fee of 50c today

n 5 o'clock.

There will be a bus to Gan-

anoque next week—Sunday, de-

pending, of course, on the weath-

er. Don't forget this is open only

members of the Ski Club.

Unfortunately the full number of

ski badges have not arrived yet

hut until they do, membership

can be sold, and on showing 6f

your receipt later on, you may.

receive your 1942 badge. ly

Sunday's the day—about 1.3of

outside the Men's Union—anO-

find out everything you want tC-

know at the Tuesday meeting, y

C.O.T.C.

Appendix to Part 1 Orders

by

Lt.-Col. R. O. Earl

Commanding Queen's University

Contingent

for the week of 12-17 Jan.

I. DRILL PARADES — A
per Appendix to Part I Orders.

Platoons which are to parade

outside the Gymnasium will wear

greatcoats, ammunition boot

and anklets. Web equipment will

be worn outside the greatcoat

BV Dl'NCAN B. DAVIDSON

Despite a rousing last-period

rally that netted them two goals,

Kingston Combines lost to St.

Catharines Saints in what was one

of the most exciting games seen

locally in many moons, last Sat-

urday by a 4-2 score.

The first period started at a

terrific clip, with the visitors

having the edge. As a result of

i steady ganging attack through-

out most oF that semester, St.

Kitts were ahead 2-0 on goals by
Ydamson and Naiv at the end

if the period.

Second Frame
Kingston came to life in the

second frame, but could not hit

pay-dirt. They were robbed time

af:er time by smart defensive

work by Coupland in the visi-

tor's nets. Finally Frogie broke

away to give St. Kitts their third

counter.

In the exciting last period, tHe

Lime-loners untracked themselv-

es to give an inconsistent but

brilliant exhibition of hockey that

kept that wildly - cheering
1 ,500-odd gallery on their feet.

This rally brought them two

goals off the sticks of Carr-

Harris and Partis. The game
looked to be ready for an over-

time session until Mundriek

broke away for the last tally in

the final second of the game.

Wide-Open

The game was wide-open and

played at a fast clip throughout.

Mundriek and Adamson s;ood out

ior the visitors, as did Backro and

Reynolds. For the Combines,

"Pug" Young and McQuesten

were sensational, while Mel Wil-

liamson, Murphy and Carr-Harris

shone in the hectic last period.

LOST

A Chinese gold and jade link

bracelet on Thursday noon. Find-

er please return to Diana Blake,

Ban Righ Hall.

II. LECTURE PARADES—
As per Appendix to Part

Orders.

III. FIRST AID — As pi

Appendix to Part I Orders.

IV. PHYSICAL TRAINING
(Aux. Bn. Only)—As per Ap
pendix to Part I Orders.

V. INSTRUCTORS' PAR
ADE—Alt instructors will con

suit O.R. Bulletin Board.

VI. Platoon commanders are

responsible for obtaining the key

lo buildings other than the gym

jn, and any necessary train

quipment

leral Notice to All Ranks

jplication for Admission to

1

Officers Training Centre

Candidates for admission to

bfficers' Training Centre on or

U 1 May 1942 will apply in

[son at the Orderly Room not

|er than 15 January to answer

I necessary questionnaire. An

Basketball Practice

Intermediate basketball

practices Tuesday and Wed-
nesday afternoons from 5-6.

in this, his eighteenth year. He
also played football while at C3r-

teton Flacc Collegiate.

SAM PATARAN

Who played Junior football is a

guard from Schumaker High School

where he starred at football, bas-

ketball, track and field and hockey.

Sam is 18, in Sc. '45.

Freshman Orators

CLARK GRAHAM

"Gable" returns to the court in the

Combines' uniform tomorrow night

when they take on the Garrison Inter-

mediate squad.

Thumbnail

Sketches

Cinderella: Godmother, must I

leave the ball at twelve?

The Good Fairy : "You'll not

go at all if you don't stop swear-

ing."

indication as to numbers is re-

quired by H.Q., M.D. No. 3.

2. Selection to fill quota will

he made from those candidates

who are now qualified for a com-

mission ( RF ) and from those

who pass the examination on

Syllabus "A" in March 1942.

Reference Notice re Applica-

tion for Admission to an O.T.C.

(AF).
,

1. Candidates who can speak

French will apply to the Order-

ly Room immediately, whether or

not they have previously report-

ed.

GEORCIC HOOI

whose play on the left boards on the

Uarr-Harris-Lane line stamped him as

one of the most consistent standouts

on the Combines' Hockey Club.

HARRY GOVE
A centre, Harry is 19, in Sc. '44.

He was the leading scorer for the

champion Queen's Juniors last sea-

son and formerly played for Stam-

ford Collegiate, Niagara Falls.

GORD McDONELL
A first year man in Science, Gord

played centre formerly for Toron-

to- Northern Vocational, and R. C.

V. I.

GORD MACKEY
Hails from Ottawa Lisgar where

he played for last season's Ontario

Interscholastic champs at a forward

position. He is in Arts '45, hurdles

and plays football.

JOE BEREZIN

The flier on the club also comes

to Queen's from Lisgar where he

starred for the luniors. Joe is an

Arts frosh and is 18 years old.

LEO HEAPS
Played last season with the Ot-

tawa Morrisburg Sailors' Interme-

diate Club. He is in Arts '45, 19

years old, and shoots from a for-

ward position.

MEL GRIFFIN

A second year Science man who

is 18 years old. He played forward

on the University of Manitoba var-

sity squad last year.

BILL CORNETT
The only "Doc" on the squad,

Bill set a new Juvenile scoring re-

cord for the district last season

while on the Juvenile E.O.B.A.

championship five. Bill is 18, in

Meds '46 and comes from Osliawa

via Smiths Falls High School.

BILL GRAY
An alert guard, frim Nepcan

H.S., Ottawa, is in Sc. '45. Bill is

18 and was formerly a teammate

of Bill Cornett at Smiths Falls.

ALBIE BETCHERMAN
Starred for the Queen's Juvenile

titleholders last season from his

guard position. Albie is a Science

Soph and formerly played at Lis-

gar Collegiate.

IAN LAMONT
A Science frosh who plays guard

(Continued from page lj

Houck, last year's winner of the

McCulloch award, and Jim Rich-

ardson, winner two years ago in

the Freshman contest.

The contest is open to all facul-

ties and a scientific subject, if pre-

sented in an interesting and intelli-

gible manner, is as good as any

other. The Committee warns frosh

in all faculties to make use of their

training and get some experience

in putting it across to others. The

Committee urges freshmen not to

be afraid to come forward.

Entries with names and titles

must be submitted to Norm Rogers

Audrey Hollis, Sandy Marshall or

Jack Wheelton personally or

through the post office.

We never used to he able to find

grandma's glasses, but now she

leaves them just where she empties

them.

"Do you use tooth paste?"

'No, none of my teeth are loose."

Juniors To Tackle

K.C.V.L Hoops ters

The Queen's Juniors open the

basketball season this Wednes-
day night when they tangle with

the K.C.V.L Seniors.

The Gaels have been hard at

work since late fall winning their

one exhibition game from the

Alpha Kappa Gamma Club by
an impressive score.

Bill Cornett and Albie Betcher-

man have graduated from the

newly organized Juvenile farm

system while Harry Gove is the

only holdover from last year's

Juniors.

Gord McDonelt, who will be

playing against his former school,

Joe Berezin, Don Lamont, Bill

Gray, Sam Pataran, Gord Mac-

key. Mel Griffin and Leo Heaps

are newcomers to the squad and

school, but from all reports

should strengthen the Juniors' bid

for a second successive crown.

The Kingston Combines open

their home stand on the local

hardwood when they entertain

the Garrison. Most of the play-

ers returned from the holidays

in top shape and are out to take

the measure of the dark-horse

Garrison squad.

Coach Edwards has had both

squads working out in practice

sessions against the Queen's In-

termediates who do not play their

first game until Saturday night.

The Combines fixture will com-

mence at 9.15 and a goodly crowd

is anticipated.

Doc—Did you tell Brown he's the

father of twins,

Nurse—Not yet. He's shaving.

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP "

Makers of Queen's University Cowns Queen's Official Blaxers

WARREN K. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Cor^'itutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St

Printing of

Every

Description
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ALUMNUS OF QUEEN'S,

R.C.A.F. PILOT MISSING

A former graduate of the Arts

Faculty, Sgt. Pilot Douglas Pcttet,

26, R.C.A.F., is reported missing

following operations in the Middle

East. Sgt.Pilot Pettet went to Man-

ning Pool, Toronto, after enlisting.

He trained at Malton fur some

time before going to Jams, where

he earned his wings as a member

of the second class of Air Obser-

vers to graduate in Canada. His

training was completed at Trenton,

and Rivers. Man., arriving over-

seas a year ago Oiristmas Day.

.His father, a native of Piclon,

George Pcttct. is with the head of-

fice of the Bank of Montreal, Mont-

real. A brother, Lieut. YVlliam Pet-

tet of Picton, is stationed at Camp

Borden,

Love— it brings heaven down

to earth and raises hell.

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Meters, Tanks, Filter*

Tripods, Etc.

Vou* oW camera ratten in

on new equipment

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Loekett

AT LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St

Phone 24

STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A-

"Where the Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Cleon Heated Cabs

PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

We herewith present tne aDomination of the age,

The torture of the under-grad, the scourge of the sage.

The trial and tribulation of every lad and lass*

That fiendish test of willpower—the eight-o'clock class.

This gallant trio wend their way through early-morning hoar

With that "morning-after" feeling though it's still the night before.

The reason that they're hurrying (this doesn't rhyme so weU),

Is so they'll get to sleep again before they nng the bell.

•Lass—Co-ed with a Scotch accent.

—John Straiton.

Arts Formal

i Continued from page 1)

Arts men are really going "arty"

and in keeping with this tendency

the decorations will be something

to wonder at ... a criterion for

future generations to aim for. A

miniature. ,of, the stage- shows a

back-ground of Grant Hall done

in complete and realistic colour.

That isn't all hut any further

detail would rob the patron of that

element of surprise, when having

donned friend roomsie's suit of

tails, dined at the B.A., LaSallc,

or Mrs. Jones' boarding house, and

survived the grim ordeal of the

receiving line, he and his partner

(the lucky girl) survey the happy

result. To help patrons remember

this 'iiight of nights . . . .if indeed

they need a memory-aid . . . there

will be attractive souvenir pro-

grams reflecting the theme.

Newt Coburn is planning the

supper arrangements, which he re-

ports to be more efficient and even

better than in former years. No
more will the innocent victim try

to sparkle with wit and humour

while vainly attempting to imbibe

an innocent cup of coffee without

at the same time devouring a heal-

thy chunk of his neighbour's elbow

. . . NO . . . this year the Arts

Formal will provide
1

no less than

three sittings so as to comfortably

accommodate all guests.

The ever-present corsage ques-

tion has heen efficiently dealt with.

Full sized corsages in a wide range

Of choices are being prepared by

Weller's and a war effort donation

comparable to last year's of over

two hundred dollars should result

. . . John Hamilton, the ever-effi-

cient convener is still struggling

with' a few last minute problems

that have arisen but promises to

provide the best Arts Forma! in

years . . . The talk of the century.

Tickets are still available at the

Library Post Office, Tech Supplies,

and from committee members.
Those who"reserved tickets by sign-

ing lists are requested to obtain

them as quickly as possible from
any of the above sources.

$10,000 Grant Renewed

Toronto (CU.P.) — Axel L

Warner Gren, wealth- SwedtSh m
dustrialist, has renewed his' $10,000

grant for advanced research in geo-

physics at the University, it was

announced some days ago.

Last year the National Research

Council recommended the Univer-

sity of Toronto as the most suitable

place for such research. The grant

was then given as an annua! one to

continue for five years.

HAVE FUN IN COMFORT AT THE GRAND FINALE

FUN!
of the

IT
'
S *

GAIETY!
>

SWEATER

LAUGHTER! MEDS '42 DANCE!

SKELETON SERENADE
FRIDAY, JANUARY 16th, 1942

Featuring Music by

• MAURICE ALLEN AND HIS ORCHESTRA

PRICE $1.10 plus tax

Eight To The Bar

Queen's Review

(Continued from page 1)

work at the University, has been

appointed Assistant Editor of the

Review. He will also serve as as

sistant in die Employment Office,

Mil Smith secured his B.A. in

mineralogy and geology with hon-

ors in 1912, and his D.Sc. in Civil

Engineering with honors in 1915.

From 1915 to 1917 he served as

assistant professor of civil engi-

neering at the Nova Scotia Tech-

nical College at Halifax.

Experience

From its foundation in 1926 un-

til 1938, when he resigned to take

over his present position as Direc-

tor of Endowment, he was secre-

tary-treasurer of the Alumni Asso-

ciation and Editor of the Review.

He was manager of the employment

service from 1928 to 1938, and was

also editor of the Proceedings ot

the Engineering Society from 1930

to 1937.

Miss Anna Corrigan, Arts '23,

who has been assistant secretary-

treasurer of the Alumni Associa-

tion since 1926, has become manag-

ing editor of the Review.

(Continued from page 1)

success. At this point some of the

musicians are probably playing in

one or two other bands in the dis-

trict and some of them will occa-

sionally be unavailable. Several

hectic hours plus a dollar or so in

phone calls will sometimes provide

a suitable replacement.

The next step is to find a regular

local stand, and at this stage the

hand will congeal or go to seed.

You may add a male and female

vocalist, decide on the type of mu-

sic the band will feature, and try

out original arrangements.

After a few years of hard work

and a couple of good breaks, the

band may wind up in a leading

night spot in one of Canada's larg-

er cities. At each stage there are

a few more pitfalls, and the rungs

of the ladder get few and far be-

tween. You want to go farther?

Alright, pack up your stuff and

take your outfit south of the border

to a cheaper and more inconspicu-

ous stand in a small American city.

Now you start all over again only

it gets tougher than ever. Sound

financial backing and recognition by

some beneficent organization like

the Fitch Summer Bandwagon will

go a long way to putting your

swingsters somewhere near the top.

Easy isn't it?

COSMETICS

LUNCHES

Telephone 188

TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS

CAMERA SUPPLIES

Cor. Johnson & Division Sts.

Exclusive Apparel
for the

CO-ED

Jackson-Metivier
LIMITED

114 Princess Street

USE THE JOURNAL ADS, THAT'S WHAT THEY'RE FOR.

REGRETS

SRIVE IN AN INSuTcb
TAXI

'MEY'S TAXI
Phone 26S

A Chinese student at Michigan,
so the story goes, memorized
phrases of etiquette from a book
until he had his first opportunity

to try them out at a reception

given by the Dean. When the

cup of tea was handed him, he
solemnly responded

:

"Thank you, sir or madam, as

the case may be.*'

—Athenaeum,,

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Lyric : ,

Last night I held a little hand

So dainty and so sweet;

1 thought my heart would surely

break,

So wildly did it beat.

No other hand in all the world

Can greater solace bring

Than that sweet hand 1 held last

night.

—Four aces and a king.

JUST BEFORE THE HOLI-
DAYS, the water works department

did a hit of excavating in the lawn

of "73", and left a neat mound of

mute evidence of their labours. Bui

the boys of the residence planted

there a simple little cross bearing

the inscription, "Here lies the bodv

of the last S.F.S. man found near

Whitney Hall." Soon two dear.

dear old ladies rustled by, and one

was heard to remark in rather

shocked tones, "But surely they

didn't lei anyone bury a person

there!"

—Toronto Varsity.

OVERCOAT SALE
$25.95

Regular to $35.00

103 Princess Street Phone 3542

AGENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE i
TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. sue $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street Phone 1941

Girls when they went out to swim

Once looked like Mother Hub-
bard.

Now they have a different whim,

They dress more like her cup-

board.

"So you worked your way
through college? Your father

must be proud of you."

"Not much! He's the man 1

worked."

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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Letters to The Editor

Dear Mr, Editor:

I have one criticism of your pa-
per. You have not an advice to

the lovelorn column. That is why
the Kingston Whig-Standard has
such a high class type of reader.

If you had someone like Dorothy
Dix writing for the Journal I would
address this letter to her, but, with
no one better and more considerate

to pour out my ta]e of woe on, I

have picked you,

I am a poor little coed in my first

year at Queen's. I am a beautiful

blonde with fair hair and cupid's-

bow lips and am fond of chestnuts.

I shall not bother you anymore with

my character.

I am in love (madly) with a

professor in the Arts Faculty who
has the cutest pair of ears. I take
classes with him every morning at

eight o'clock. He ignores roe. 'I

have tried to attract his attention

many times and always pay atten

tion to the beauty hints of one of
your paper's columnists. I have
managed to acquire a seat at the

front of the classroom, where I can

be near htm, but found out todav
that he is long-sighted and can only

see people in the back rows. It is

too late to change my seat. I am
desperate. Oh, Mr. Editor, what
shall I do?

Josephine.

Did ynu as students take any .„

terest in what your student govern-
ment was to be? I suggest that we
do a little less talking afterward,
and do a little more beforehand to
see that the people we believe will

make good in their jobs, are nom-
inated for the A.M.S. executive —
even if we have to have compulsory-
attendance at nomina'tions.

Queen's was the first university
to have student government. We
must not let down those whose
courage and initiative gave our A.
M. S. its fine beginning.

Don Mackenzie.

(And I'm no relation to that crazy

coot Napoleon who writes to your
paper.)

The Editor,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

Some time ago in a letter to the

Journal, Mr, Eddy drew attention

to the poor attendance at our uni-

versity church services, among oth-

er university functions sponsored

by the A.M.S. The A.M.S. goes to

a lot of trouble, presumably, to

procure some excellent speakers

and certainly the speakers go to a

lot of trouble to come hfcre, so the

least we can do is show them we
appreciate what they are doing bv
turning out in decent numbers.

With regard to the church ser-

vices, one reason they are so poorly

attended is because quite a few
students go to other churches in-

stead of to our own service. It is

not expecting much to ask us to go

to the University Services once a

month. Most of them are worth
going to, and at least we hear
somebody new.

In his letter. Mr. Eddy asserted

that the A.M.S. was not doing all

it could to improve such situations.

Among other things, he suggested

that much more should be done to

create the necessary interest in A
M. S.-sponsorcd functions, and that

the A.M.S. should give more leader-

ship to gain support for its projects

(such as the QAV.A.C, which
approved by it). As Mr. Eddy
tells, the A.M.S., "Sell your ideas

yourself. If you have not the will

(for you have the ability) to or-

ganize and put across your func-

tions successfully, who has?" A-
eain, "We know full well that a

good rest at Christmas is all the

A.M.S. needs."

Well, we hope this is right; for

the A.M.S. will have some tough

problems to solve. It is not only

a question of the Q.W.A.C., or of

'he year dance plan. The A.M.S.
is supposed -to be the students' gov-

erning body, but it is effectively

Overridden ' in most matters, in

which it should, as representing

*he students, have the greatest say.

I-et's see what you can do about

'his, A.M.S.!

Whether or not it is mostly talk

I don't know, but a great many
students seem dissatisfied with the

A.M.S. Well, who put them there?

(Editor's Note — This letter

from Rodney Grey, Arts '44, who
joined the R.C.A.F. in the spring
of las. year, was received recent-
ly by a student. Believing his
letter to be of interest to the stu-

dent body we are taking the lib-

erty of printing extrac.s from it.

Our thanks to the recipient of Mr.
Grey's letter).

Dear . . .

. . - The trip across was a bit

of a thrill. Some day will be
able to tell you more about i; . . .

It certainly was an experience.

Was ten days at a Reception
Centre in England, not doing
much of anything—two parades a

day—and getting fitted up.

About three days (after land-

ing) I got seven days' landing
leave—with a ration card—free

travelling warrant and so on. As
per previous arrangements I

went to Bristol ... the family

certainly looked after me, Break-
fast in bed, which in England
now is a real luxury, and the

best in the land. A Canadian
chap who had lived here since

the last war took me in his car
over the blitzed area in Bristol

—one of the hardest hit places

in England. Well— if people in

Canada and the United States

could see something like it— it

might shake them out of their

smug self-satisfaction. News reels

just don't give you any idea of

the horrible mess they have made
here. We're giving Jerry a bit of

his own now.

Was back here (at camp) for

a while—and last week was able

to get a few days off—hitch-hiked
to London down the Great North
Road and arrived in London
just as blackout went into effect.

Went to the Beaver Club off

Trafalgar Square and found a

few chaps I know. Stayed at an

old club in Kensington taken

over by the Canadian Y.M.C.A.

—and had a very nice room . . .

wandered around London a lot

on my own—the tubes are really

marvellous.

When 1 got hack at camp re-

ceived news that at long last

have been posted to a Radio

School . . , Quite an experience-

being here — seeing how the

country is defended— it would be

a hell of a job to try and invade,

it—and also seeing what these,

people have been through . . .

(Editor's Note—Following
j g

Mr. Grey's address):

Can R96035 LAC Grey R.
j
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Contributed to the Journal by an Alumnus who was privileged to make the
cartoon for the paper in 1913.

THE CONFLICT

Through travail, toil and pain

Our earth must prove again

The tasting worth of truth and liberty.

'Till evil be o'erthrown,

And right comes to its own
The conflict shall continue bitterly.

Amid the darkness deep

The Silent One shall keep

His sleepless watch o'er all, wlio look to Hi

We greet that realm sure

WHieh crcr shall endure,

Where tyrannies shall never enter in.

—J.F.L.M.

Arts '10; Theo. 13.

MEDICALS AT VARSITY
SEE HOPE OF LOANS

Toronto (C.U.P.)—Previous to

the Christmas holdiays, many
students of the medical faculty

here had said that they intended

lo leave school with the intention

of obtaining a position in' in-

dustry, or joining the armed

forces, if financial assistance was

not provided. Many of these stu-

dents had given up hope that any-

thing could or would be done for

hem.

Now the hope of these medical

students is raised due to a letter

which all students received from

Dr.' E. S. Ryerstffl, Assistant

R.C.A.F. att. R.A.F.

R.C.A.F. Overseas.

Some Famous Passes

away.

Forward .

the buck.

They shall not .

the currant bread.

He has a notorious .

Com piim e n tary

' me not.

7.

ir.\

Dean and Secretary o?"Wi¥fac-

ulty of Medicine.

The text of the letter was as

follows

:

"The academic session reopens

on January 5. 1942. Many stu-

dents have stated that they will

require financial assistance in

order to continue in attendance.

Consideration is being given to

the method by which such stu-

dents can be provided with the

money needed fur University fees

and living expenses, and to the

individual applications for loans

from the students. Students will

be notified early in January of

the disposition of their requests.

"In the meantime, all students

are urged to resume their course

after the vacation, with the ex-

pectation that financial assis-

tance in the form of a loan will

be found for those who require

Drama Guild

The Drama Guild will

hold its first meeting at

eight o'clock, this Thursday

night (Jan. 15), in the Ban
Righ Common Room. Dr.

W. E. McNeill has kindly

consented to play and com-
ment on some of his record-

ings from the drama. Any-
one interested will be made
welcome.

London Letter

Said the Spider

On the last day of July a Nazi

broadcast to Belgium announced

that 10.000 Belgian children were

[£ spend a month's holiday in

wha* 15 called 'the must attrac-

tive beauty spots of Germany.'

N ex t day we heard, 'The Hitler

Youtn ^as 'uv i,ed 2,000 Flemish

boys to sPe"d four weeks' holi-

day in Germany on the land.'

(John Ferguson in 'Listening

Post").

The Navy's-Here—And There

There have btt'» 1'™* when

the resources of ihe Navy have

been sorely trieiV b" 1 !t 's more

capable today o' carrying out its

main function Hie protection

and supply of this island and the

policing of the trade routes of

the world—than it was on Sep-

tember J, 1939. ('War Commen-

tary' by Thomas \V'o<l(lrooife )-

Our advertisers want/ YOUR
business—patronize than.

Out of the "Back Room Boys'"
Hat

The new inflatable dinghy for

airmen who bale out over the sea

reduces the hazards and the dis-

comforts considerably. It wa- de-

scribed the other day before the

BBC's Empire microphone, ft seems
almost a miracle of Compression.

"The dinghy cushion fits on un-

derneath the parachute. The 'boys

in the backroom' have crowded a

rubher dinghv large enought to sup-

port a 400 lb. weight ; a carbon di-

vide flask for inflating it; a small

band Iiellows ; a water anchor which
keeps the head of the dinghy to

the wind; a special laling hucket

that compresses into a quarter of
an inch, but springs up like a jack-

in-the-box, the instant the pressure

is released
; a set of graduated hole-

stoppers which the pilot can plug

anything from a pin-prick to a
cannon-shell

; two rubber hand pad
dies, good for a speed of three

knots an hour; and, finally, signal

flares, cigarettes, and emergency
rations — and all of this — beli

it or not. fits into the dinghy cush
ion IS in. square by 3 in. thick.

A Blameless Night
The members of some of the

dance bands who play, once a week
specially for the BBC's overseas

listeners, must wish die spotlight

could' accompany them when they

set out in the small hours to make
their way through the London
black-out to the studio.

It's so dark they can't see one
mother, ami any late-early pedes
trian lurking near the entrance runs
i risk of being grabbed by some
if tlie 'boys.' Not so long ago one

if them under the impression that

be was saving a brother bandsman
from being

,
lost, found that he'd

lusjied his taxi-driver into the en
trance hall. The fellow was so
scared, he stammered: 'Go easy

Gov'ner. I ain't done anything.

I've been sitting on the rink out

side the Ratz all night.' (What he
meant, of course, was that he'd been

on the rank outside the Ritz Hotel).

Try to imagine how low the

thermometer would have registered

in one of London's 'temples of

fashion' in pre-war days, if one had

Walked iii, proffered the purple silk

petticoat Aunt Maggie gave one

nine and a half years ago, and
a>Ved the Hiijh Priestess to 'make

it over' (as the Americans so apt-

ly call it) into a smart blouse to go
with this season's tailor-made! Yet

that's the sort of thing, so Mrs.

Glenn told us in a recent BBC Ra-
diu News Reel, that the shops are

just aching to do.
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What Will You Do?

Breakfast in Beadspread

Housewives themselves are be-

coming adepts in convertibility.

From the U. of Oklahoma's

"Covered Wagon"

"Let's say you're a first year

girl. You aren't on your own
stomping grounds anymore, and
they tin things differently here.

Fn-i, the men here (or is that

splitting hairs?) differ consider-

ably fjoni those you played with

in high school. Since you'll be
on the defensive most of the

time, it might be wise to develop

some new techniques—the better

to combat tactics much more of-

fensive than those you got a
taste of at home.

"To, help you take the first

few of the major hurdles, the

Wagon herein offers several

courses of action when you may-

take on various occasions, de-

pending upon which works out

best for you. Try them, when
the time conies, and then drop

us a card telling us some of the

resuji 9,

What to do:

If he tries to kiss you:

a. Giggle and ask for a cigar-

ette.

b. Burn him with a cigarette.

c. brush the dandruff oft his

coat.

d. Give up.

If he doesn't try to kiss you;

a. Say prunes softly.

b. Lean forward, moisten your

lips and, in a husky voice, mur-
mur inaudibly.

c. Kiss him.

If he gets drunk:

a. Find someone to sober him
up. .

b. Find something for him to

pass out on.

c. Find another date.

If he offers you a drink:

a. Pour it into- a- potted plant.

b. Pour it down his neck.

c. Gargle. -

d. Gurgle.

e. Giggle.

If he asks you for a date. ,

a. He damned sure you take it."

Many a colourful bedspread,

chosen with much forethought to

match—or mitigate—the decor of

the room, has become 'simply

ravishing, my dear' af one of

these informal housecoats women
wear on the slightest excuse.

Men are having pyiama-coats

turned into shirts. And the wife,

who in these days, gave away
her husband's ragged garden

acket, in return for what an
tinerant salesman promised
would onu day in- a crimson

rambler—or even a scarlet run-

ner—would ftand a good chance

of having her murder condoned!

as justifiable-homicide.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

SPORTSWEAR
•

For a sweater addict . . . collector's items knit in fine, soft wools.

For a snow-bird . . . dashing ski togs, cut clean as a bullet , . .

witty accessories, vivid with colour.

For a glitter-bug ... if she's active and fun-minded you'll

find Beldean's Sportswear chuck full af clever gift suggestions.

It will pay you to walk around the corner to-

BELDEAN SH0PPE
49 Montreal Street Just Off Princess
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McGILL AIRMEN EDIT
ONE ISSUE OF DAILY

Montreal (C.U.P.)—One of the

last issues of the McGill Daily

before the Christmas holidays

was an Airforce Issue, written

ami edited by the airmen taking

wireless training at the Univer-

sity. The whole issue of four

pages is 'completely devoid t»

the problems and peculiarities of

the Radio-men.

The feature story is devoted

(and we do mean devoted) to the

establishment of a date bureau

by which the lonely lads can be-

come better acquainted with the

co-eds they see on the campus.

The co-operation of the co-eds

was ensured when it was declared

that all information as well as

the identity of the bureau's oper-

ator would be kept a strict sccre£

The girls would fill out cards

that would accurately and com
pletcly describe the airmen whom
they preferred. As a matter uf

fact, it was rumored that many
co-cds requested the creation of

this bureau in order that they

might get acquainted with the

strangers on the campus.

LEVANA
NOTE/

"How much do you take off

for cash?"

"Sir!" —Gateway

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6,00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal
Type Evening Foot-
wear — Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid, High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00
•

FOR BETTER SHOES

L0CKE1TS LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

Delivery Service

Your Best Protection

HALIBUT

LIVER

CAPSULES

59c 1 98c

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

Formal Tickets

Latest development in plans

for the Levana Formals is that

the tickets are priced at three

dpllars a couple, so start saving

your pennies girls—especially if

you plan to go both nights. More

Formal news soon.

Levana Meeting

Unless notice is given to the

contrary, there will be a Levana

meeting on Wednesday, January

14, at 7-30 p.m. in the Ban Righ

Common Room. The question of

a Date Bureau will be discussed,

and after the meeting refresh-

ments will be served. Freshette

attendance is compulsory.

Home Nursing Course

All first year women students

are reminded that the St. John

Ambulance Course in Home
Nursing will begin on Wednes-

day, January 14. in the Richard-

son Laboratory Lecture Theatre

on Stuart Street. The Dean of

Women has requested that all

girls pay the fee of one dollar at

her office before that date.

TWO QUEEN'S GRADS
MISSING FROM R.C.A.F.

Two former Queen's students

who joined the R.C.A.F. have

been reported missing.

Flight-Sergeant R. R. Vair,

Arts '38, was reported missing

after air operations over German-

held ('"ranee. He was a graduate

of 1 1 nmberside Collegiate, Tor-

onto. He enlisted in the R.C,

A.F. in August, 1940. After train-

ing at Brandon, Prince Albert

and Camp Borden, he went over-

seas in April,

I lying Offi'-ar John Weir. Arts

'42. failed to return from air op-

erations in which his unit took

part. He spent a year at Queen'^

after graduating from Upper Can-

ada College, where he was a

noted athlete. He received his

training at Winnipeg, and he

went overseas last October.

CO ED
SPORTSREEL

CHEMISTRY AS WE KNOW
IT:

Chlorine—a dancer in a night

club.

Copper—man who guards fire

escapes at girls' dormitories.

Antimony—fee collected by ex-

wives smart enough to leave their

husbands

Carbon — storage place for

street cars.

Barium—what you do to dead

people.

Boron—a person of low men-
tality.

Gallium — a type of sailing

vessel.

Catalyst — a western ranch

owner.

Symbol — round disk-shaped

musical instrument made of

brass.

Equilibrium—state of always
being right-side up.

Centimeter— a hundred-legged
worm-like animal.

Indicator—place where chick-
ens are hatched.

Burette — funny looking cap
worn by artists and freshmen.

Flask— measuring vessel car-
ried on the hip, graduated in

fingers.

Funnel—pathway cut through
a mountain.

Precipitate—take part in some-
thing.

Plaster of Paris—building ma-
terial used in France.

Nitrate—special price on tele-

grams and telephone calls after
dark.

Fehling solution - another
name for whiskey consumed the
night before examinations.

—The Scarlet.

A travelling salesman stopped
at a farm, a

He knew he hadn't oughter;
The farmer laughed, "It's one

on you,

"I haven't got a daugher."

PHYSICISTS' FINDINGS
APPLIED IN RESEARCH

Cambridge, Mass. — Recent
d i s c 6 v e ri es in atomic physics

are already finding application in

the search for strategic minerals as

a result of a. new development at

the Massachu setts Instifute of Tech-

nology which was announced al

the joint meeting of the Geological

Society of America and the Am-
:ncan Mineraloy^l Society m
Boston last Tuesday:

If a sample of ordinary rock or

ore is bombarded with stray neu-

trons from the cyclotron, even while

other research is in progress, cer-

tain elements can be made tempor-

arily radio-active. The distribution

and assay value of these elements'

can then be determined by merely

placing the rock or ore in direct

contact with a photographic film,

or by counting the number of clicks

which the radiations from the ac-

tive elements produce in a quantum
counter. In other words, it is as

though the active elements left their

fingerprints and spoke out loud.

Distinguished by Decay Rate

This is possible because each

element has its own characteristic

rate of decay. Thus the identity of

the individual atoms that are dark-

ening the film or clicking the coun-

ter is revealed by the rate at which
their activity decreases. For ex-

ample, in about two and one-half

hours the activity from manganese
falls to one-half the original value-

while gold requires two and one-

half days for a similar decrease.

Dr. Clark Goodman, research as-

sociate in physics, and Mr. George
Thompson, graduate student in

geology, have found that mangan-
ese, gold, tungsten, copper, arsenic,

and phosphorus are particularly

well suited to this study. The more
common elements, such as silicon,

oxygen, aluminum and sulphur,

which are generally associated
ivitn

the rarer elements, are activa(e(]
to a negligible extent.

Similar informaton can bt,
orj _

tained by chemicaV and sp^
scopic methods, but the

ph0to-
ijraphic-counter method in somQ
cases is considerably Q,,r an(]
y.elds information that.;ould oth(?
wise not be obtained.

A belated Happy New Year to

those few people who read this

column and a reminder to follow

your brand new resolutions to

prove the old saying "exercise

makes living a joy."

To prepare for the coming in-

ter-year basketball games the

athletic slicks of each year are

getting their team;- together for

individual practices and if any

year wants a special day let

Dorothy Patterson know and she

will arrange to have a notice to

the effect put in the Journal.

The games begin January 2d

and will follow this schedule;

Jan. 26—2 p.m.—"44 vs. '45.

Jan. 28—2 p.m.—"42 vs. '43.

Feb. 3—2 p.m.
—

'44 vs. '43.

Feb. 5—2 p.m.
—

'42 vs '45.

Feb. 9—2 p.m.—'44 vs '42.

Feb. 12—2 p.m.—'43 vs. "45.

All games must start on time-

to be over at 3 p.m. and if any

changes are necessary please let'

Dorothy Patterson know at once.

Don't forget tp continue the

badminton tournament from
where we left off before the

exams and remember skating at

the stadium every afternoon as

wcl^ as free skating on the out-

door rink by the area next Wed-
nesday night.

We hope to see Levana out at

the ski meeting today at 5 in

Ci invocation Hall. Membership

pins may be purchased for 50c

from Mary Paterson, Doreen

Jeffs and Katherine McRuer. The
club ha^ some interesting plans

but see the Ski Slants for mure
news.

McGILL DISCONTINUES
C.O.T.C. EXAM BONUSES

Confucius SSy
'

:
..PeopIe who

,lvt
' E'as - houses, shouldn't."

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Wednesday

:

12,40 p.m.—Chapel Service

Morgan Chapel
7.30 p.m.—Q.W.A.C. meeting

2nd floor

Douglas Library

9.00

Thursday

-Camera Club meeting
Senate Room
Douglas Library

-C.I.C. address

Room 310.

Montreal (C.U.P.)—Dr. James,
President of McGill University,

has formally declared against the

plan of giving credits to students

who pass their C.O.T.C. exams.
He explained that McGill expects

it- students to take the military

training as a part of their contri-

bution to win the war.

The bonus system has been en-

dorsed by Dr. Cody, President of

he University of Toronto, and a
similar scheme is in operation at

Queen's. Each faculty at Var-
sity has drawn up its own rule*

on the granting of bonuses, which
will be granted upon the CO.
T.C.'s recommendation.

Dean K. P. R. Neville of the

University of Western Ontario
denounced the scheme as a "sym-
pathy racket," and recalled that

it was contvr-,, ,„
'

""

oary to an agreement
rt

*.
acl^tl at a conference of Can-

adian universities held two years
ago. He opined that a chance of
an army commission was suf-
ficient spur and reward to those
taking the training.

Skating- Rink

(Continued from page 1)
Two attendants will he on hand

every evening, and the skating
surface will be kept in the best
of shape. This rink has been
designated to serve those stu-
dents who could not take ad-
vantage of the skating hours at
the arena.

Co-ed: "No we mustn't^-Didn't
you know the dean has stopped
necking."

Freshman
: "First thing you

know he will be asking the stu-

dents to stop."

Mart
Penney

Mart Kenney, Judy Richards, and the Western

Gentlemen, Canada's most famous band, will

supply the rhapsodizing background of the

1942 Arts Formal. Mart will deliver special

arrangements of Queen's songs and Strauss

waltzes at the Artsmen's night of nights,

which is THURSDAY, JANUARY 22nd, in Grant Holt.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Slide

Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used Book
Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 4Q6

STUDENTS™
Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

.Phone 2033
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Perhaps T am nothing but a cheap

sentimentalist, but, when I leave

Queen's I shall always fondly re-

member eight o'clock lectures and

the compulsory attendance scheme,

devised so cunningly by some of

our more humorous ancestors. One
of the things I will never forget are

the eight o'clock lectures 1 have

galloped to, my tongue hanging out,

shoe laces untied, shirt tail flowing

in the wind, and my gimlet eyes

bloodshot with eagerness. Some of

you will ask why I run. And I am
sure that at least que cynic will

say "the fat flip is'afraid he will

miss one-eighth of his lectures."

To such oafs I offer nothing but a

withering glance. If the truth ever

leaked out you would find that I

run for (1) the exercise and (2)

because I am afraid that I might

miss one or two rtlinutes of an in-

spirational lecture. In short I am
completely unlike those horrible fel-

lows who say that if it weren't for

the compulsory attendance rule they

wouldn't attend lectures even if the

professors gave away free dinner-

ware at the door. Such poppycock!

And who wants a dish anyway?
And to those disgusting indivi-

duals who think that eight o'clock

is an utterly stupid and insane hour

to crawl through the snow and ice

LEFT HAND CORNER
(Continued on page 7)

Plans Are Made
For Open House

On Saturday Night

Dancing, Bridge, Ping Pong
For Nurses, Airmen

And Students

Glamorous Formal
Planned By Levana

Following the tradition of former

years, the members of the Levana
society are now busily planning the

Levana Formats which are to be

held on January 29 and 30. Berk-

Icy Kidd and his well known Ot-

lawa orchestra will supply music

Ihat is designed to please all danc-

ing tastes.

Decorations

An attractive and novel decorating

scheme is being designed by the

decorations Committee, under the

chairmanship of Audrey Hollis.

LEVANA FORMAL
(Continued on page 2)

The second A.M.S. Open
House will be held in Grant Halt

on Saturday night. Dancing will

be from 8 to 11.30 and Stu
(Eight to the Bar) Robertson is

collecting campus records for the

occasion. Music will be audible

as it win be broadcast over the

P,.A. System.

As usual airmen and nurses will

be very welcome.

Bridge

For those who would rather

play bridge than dance there will

be tables set up in the Red
Room, but they are advised to

bring their own cards.

A ping pong table will be situ-

ated outside the Red Room door

if neither dancing nor bridge

satisfies.

Stag Line

Convener Bunston says that he

has devised new ways to control

the eager stag line. Past experi-

ence has proved that although

dim lights are pleasing to the

dancers the stags think it a signal

to crowd in, so lights will be

bright. Also, the dances will be

half tag and half couple so those

present will have better oppor-

tunities to dance with the girl of

their choice.

Cokes, as always, will be served

to refresh the weary.

Free Speech
CONOUCTED BY B

Topic—What do you think of gur

examination system?

Reporters for this issue—Mary
Paterson, Ann Shaw, Gord
Wright, Charlie Hoar.

Professor Cony
If university students were

what they should be, exams
would be unnecessary. Exams are

a nuisance and an irritation. But.
since university students cannot
discipline themselves, exams are

a necessity. /

Vic Franklin, Meds '43

With such large classes some
kind of exams are necessary. In

my opinion, periodic tests should
be held as well as a final exam.
These tests would count part of

the final mark.

FREE SPEECH
(Continued on page 2)

Seeks New Ways
Of Raising Funds

For War Savings

Self-Denial Day Considered
As Student Committee

Meets Wednesday

Prof. S.A.McRae
Talks Over Radio

Price Of Tricolor
Decided By A.M.S.

The Price of the Tricolor will

be $4,35 this year, it was an-

nounced at the A.M.S. meeting

on Monday evening.

The members of the executive

were unwilling to raise the price

from last year's $3.95, but due to

the high cost of printing and in

spite of the deletion of some ma-

terial-—it was found to be in-

TRICOLOR PRICE

(Continued on page 3)

"Chemistry And The War'
Is Topic Of Speech

BY PAT MACDONALD
In the third of a series of dis-

cussions by the members of the

Faculty of Applied Science,

Queen's University, Dr. J. A,

McRae. Professor of Chemistry,

spoke from station CFRC Tues-

day night on "Chemistry and the

War."

Chemistry and physics play

dominant roles in wartime as

well as in peacetime. "This is

the war of the physicist and the

chemical engineer."

Synthetic Rubber

A most recent example of this

growing importance is the an-

nouncement that the United

PROF. S. A. McRAE
(Continued on page 6)

"We want everyone to get be-

hind the War Effort and push,"

said Chairman Earl Baxter in

opening a special meeting of the

Queen's War Aid Committee, on
Wednesday night.

The chairman continued with

a few general remarks summing
up the achievements of the Com-
mittee last term. He mentioned

several constructive suggestions

which had been brought to him.

The some 15 students in atten-

dance then began a general dis-

cussion.

Ways and means of raising

funds formed the main theme of

comment. Raffling Queen'
cushions or pennants, selling re-

freshments at Open Houses were

considered as possibilities. The
advisability of the $4000 objec

tive, rather than something con

crete such as Bren guns, was
questioned. The decision, how
ever, was that the first objective

could not now be. abandoned.

In the course of the discussion

it was concluded that few peoplt

read the Journal thoroughly and

that therefore a streamlined pub

licity campaign through the

medium of posters seemed ii

order.

The bulk of the subsequent dis

ussion centered around a self

denial day. The suggestion was
that the students would, one day

every week, remember some
friend in the services by making

a small contribution in his honor,

such as the price of a coke or a

package of cigarettes.

A.M.S. Ratifies Charity Dance;

Is Part Of Nation-wide Affair

Concert

The concert of the New
Friends of Music Orchestra

under the auspices of the

Canadian Concert Associa-

tion, which was scheduled

for January 19, has been
cancelled, owing to unfore-

seen circumstances. Notice

of future concerts will ap-

pear in the Journal in due
time.

PARLIAMENT ON PARADE

(Editor's Note: Following is

'he first of a series of weekly

articles written for the Cana-
dian University Press from the

Canadian capital by Alan Har-
very, Ottawa newspaperman,

"ho in 1039-40 was Sports

T-ditor of "The Varsity," Un-
dergraduates' newspaper of the

University of Toronto.)

BY ALAN HARVEY

tawa, Jan. IS — (C.U.P.) —
rr'Und a massive circular table

1,6 east block offices of the Par-

'anient

ice

buildings important new
sions apparently are in the mak-

on the is<ue of conscription
"r Overseas service — and indica-

tions ar£ the status of University

students will not be affected.

University Students

The measures that have been or

will be formulated naturally are

closely-guarded secrets known only

to the men directing government

policy, and they are pledged to

secrecy. What provisions will be

made for University students under

new manpower legislation therefore

is a hazardous guess, but the feel-

ing in well-iil formed quarters seems

to be that present arrangements

betweeen Universities and the De-

Noted Labor Head
Will Lecture Here

pari mcnt of National Defence are

PARLIAMENTARY COMMENT
(Continued on page 7)

Queen's University is sponsoring

a series of five lectures by noted

authorities on modern Canadian

problems. The first of these lec-

[iiii--. will In- by Mr. Tom Moore.

President of the Trades and Labor

Congress of Canada, who will dis-

cuss "The Demands of Labor," on

Monday. January 19, from 5 o'clock

to 5-45 in Convocation Hall. These

lectnres will be broadcast over

CFRC, for the benefit of those who
are unable to attend.

These talks will be given every

Monday afternoon till February 16,

at the same hour. Other speakers

include Dr. C. A. Curtis, of the

Economics Department, Mr. B. K.

Sandwetl, Editor pf Saturday Night,

Rev. Dr. J. P. Sclater of Old St.

NOTED LABOR HEAD
(Continued on page 3)

Principal Wallace
Speaks At Service

BY KATE 1IACDONNELL

On Wednesday, Principal Wal-

lace addressed the weekly Chapel

Service in the Morgan Memorial

Chapel. The Principal used as

his text the words of Micah the

prophet, concering justice, mercy

and humility.

Virtues

He suggested that these must

be the three leading virtues ot

the modern world if it is to con-

tinue to exist, Through justice,

man can build up his life and the

life of the world; through mercy

man can discover the divine ele-

ment in life, which is ultimately

more effective than justice;

through humility man can find

confidence and hope to achieve

his desires by faithful efforts.

Dr. Wallace stressed the point

that the effort to achieve these

things must be made by us per-

sonally, and that it is not so

much in outward things as in

ourselves that love and righteous-

ness can be established.

Chinese Students

Succeed In Drive

Queen's Sticker Campaign
Is Highly Profitable

BY CHAW.ES HOAR
The sale of Queen's stickers by

the Chinese Students' Society

reached the grand total of $145.00.

it was announced last Wednes-
day. The entire profit of $119.20

has been turned over to the Presi

dent of the Q.W.A.C. Two
thousand unused stickers have

been turned over to the QAV.A.C.

for future sale.

Much of the credit for the suc-

cess goes to the Chinese residents

of Kingston. They contributed

$93.50 toward this project. The
students on the campus gave $52

for their penauts, of which $5.60

was contributed by the Science

reshman year, and approximate-

ly $20 was contributed by Le-

vana.

Thanks
The Queen's Chinese Students'

Society wishes to express its

heartfelt thanks to the staffs of

the Union. Queen's Post Office,

d the Technical Supplies. The

Society wishes to express its

thanks to Mr. John Straiton, the

Journal staff cartoonist, for his

efforts on their behalf.

In a statement to the Journal.

CHINESE STUDENTS
(Continued on page 6)

Swimming Meet Discussed
At First Meeting

Of Term

Scholarships

BY KAY O NEILL

A Queen's Red Cross Ball wilt

be held in Grant Hall on Friday,

January 23, the night after the Arts

Formal, the Alma Mater Society

executive decided at its meeting on

Monday night.

Although all the other Canadian

Universities will not hold similar

entertainments at the same time,

as was previously planned, it is

hoped that successful dances will

be held in central Canada at Queen's

and MtGill (for which the Cana-

dian Red Cross had already granted

written permission). The Red Cross

Ball at Queen's will be in charge of

a convener to be appointed by the

A.M.S. and 'will take the same

form as the weekly year dances.

It is not yet known whether a

trans-Canada broadcast from the

Universities participating will he

presented as per plan. The A.M.S.

RED CROSS BALL
(Continued on page 3)

Skeleton Serenade

To Be Jersey Hop

'42 Fun-Frolic To Feature

Maurice Allen

There will be big sweaters,

little sweaters, short sweaters,

long sweaters, red, white and

blue sweaters and just good old

Queen's sweaters at the final

formula of excellent dance en-

tertainment put on by Meds '42

tonight at Grant Hall at 9 p.m.

The annual Skeleton Serenade

ha? always held a top place for

the best in entertainment and to-

ht -Meds '42 plan on even

greater fun - frolic in this their

Skeleton sWea'.er dance.

SKELETON , SERENADE
(Continued on page 61

Artsmen Eagerly Aivait Arrival

Of Famous Canadian Orchestra

"And the night shall he filled

with music

And the cares that infest the

day

Shall fold their tents, like the

Arabs •

And as silently steal away."

The poet might well have been

picturing the Arts Formal when he

painted the above picture, for such

'.yilj be Thnrsdr.v night January

22, when Mart Kenney and his lul-

laby combo sow their musical star-

dust in Grant Hall. Into the night,

from ten until three, Queen's stu-

dents and their friends will be able

to dance in delight, in a shadowed

setting to the smooth compositions

of Canada's most famous band.

Attractive Judy Richards and

versatile Art Hallmau are as fam-

iliar to Canadians as the days of

the week, for Mart and Co. have

toured Canada from coast to coast

and are frequently heard on the

radio.

They have risen in musical circles

high a!>ove any other all-Canadian

band. Tlicir contract with the

swank Brant Inn, Burlington, which

prevents Mart Kenncy and his spe-

cialists from playing elsewhere on

the week-ends is an indication of

their success and popularity. Be-

FORMAL COMMITTEE
(Continued on page 6)
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Levana Formal

(Continued from page 1)

PeS8y Clarke is in aharge of the

Band Committee.

Tickets for the Formal are now
on sale and may be purchased for

three dollars. They may lie obtain-

ed from Jean Carmichael, the con-

vener, Dorothy Nesbitt, Katherine

Matheson, or Dorothy' Reid.

Descriptions of the ibrchestra and

the decorating scheme will appear

in subsequent issues of the Journal.

WHITE
QUEEN'S

PULLOVERS
Extra Heavy—
By Ballantyne

$650
•

Warren—
heavy weight

$5.45
fc

BIBBY'S
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE
WEAR WITH PRIDE

78-80-82-84 Princess St.

TAILS
i FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princess St.

Free Speech

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St Phone 1772-W

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

(Continued from page 1)

L. M. Wise, Arts '42

This antiquated system wastes

at least 15% of our time with-

out satisfactorily accomplishing

its ends.

I believe that students WILL
work without pressure.

In classes Up to 40. the pro-

fessor is quite capable of judg-

ing the students' ability. In larg-

er classes a system of class tests

would take less time and give a

mure accurate rating.

Hugh Buchanan, Arts '44

After taking a second hurried

look at iny Christmas results I

would suggest that the examina-

tion system be immediately

abolished. Cannot professors pass pCD
students on character alone?

Jacqueline Earl

Our present method of testing

knowledge by means of examina-

tions is like democratic govern-

ment in that it has many faults

and limitations but seems to be

the best system yet devised. The

main fault in it is that it en-

courages study solely for the pur-

pose of passing exams, and this

attitude necessarily limits the

field of knowledge acquired.

Though it is an unfair test of the

amount a student may know,

this system intensifies learning

through concentration in one

period.

Prof. L. T. Rutledge

Annual mid term and spring

exams as now held are quite

necessary and fulfil their pur-

pose satisfactorily. They help

the student get down to work.

Hour tests, however, arc of no

use since they are" too short for

good thinking and hence for ar

accurate measurement of a stu

dent's ability.

Bernard Wand, Arts '44

There is not enough give and

lake in the written examination.

I would suggest that at least half

the examination be oral. In this

way the student might demon-
strait his true knowledge and the

professor would have wider dis-

cretion in affixing the student's

grade.

Jean Carmichael

I believe monthly tests in every

subject would be beneficial, and

should be counted as classwork

along with the final exam mark.

Pseudonyms should be used in

exams, so that favouritism could

nut be practised.

Intramural Hockey

Jan. 19 Mcds '44

4-5 p.m.

20—Sc. '44 vs.

Sc. '45,

Arts '45, 2-3

21-

p.m.

-Arts '44 vs.

1-2 p.m.

Arts '45,

22—Arts '43 vs. Arts '42,

2-3 p.m.

23—Sc. '43 vs. Sc. '42, 4-5

p.m.

26—Meds '42-'43 vs. Sc. '43,

4-5 p.m.

27—Sc. '42 vs. Arts '43, 2-3

p.m.

29—Sc. '44 vs. Meds '44.

2-3 p.m.

30—Sc. '45 vs. Sc. '44, 2-3

p.m.

Arts '42 vs. Sc. '42, 4-5

p.m.

2—Arts '44

4-5 p.m.

3—Meds '42-'43 vs.

'43, 2-3 p.m.

5—Arts '45 vs. Sc. '45, 2-3

p.m.

6—Arts '44 vs Meds
4-5 p.m.

vs. Sc. '45,

Arts

'44

I like an exam
I think they're fun.

I don't cram

And I never flunk one.

I'm the teacher.

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

A HEAP
OF

PLEASURE
A Hot Fudge Sundae piled high

with extra-rich ice cream and
topped with taste-thrilling fudge

and whipped cream — that's the

ticket for pleasure- - - a heap of

pleasure for our servings are

more than generous. Treat your-
self today.

10c

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

Orpha Vandecan

A monthly exam or test, keep-

ing the student up in his work,

would alleviate much of the

cramming and thus the strain of

the final exam.

Lillian Bell

Small essays mainly for the

students' benefit should be of no
weight in the final mark. More
consideration, should be given to

each students executive and ath-

letic as well as scholastic ability.

A Browner

I like the examination system
at Queen's as it is. The Christ-

inas exams, keep you up on your
work and arc adequate. We do
not want mid-year finals, a sys-

tem practised in many universi-

ties.

Jim Wrong, Sc. '44

Our examination system is

weak inasmuch as it permits men
to pass their year on the results

of their final exam only. Thus
some can pass by a last minute
splurge while slower men who
work hard all year and get a lot

out of their course may fail.

Professor Tirol

Examinations—wc just cannot

do without them! Teachers and

students alike. Professors should

take monthly tests into account,

when judging a student's work.

Actually the term work should

count for more than the final

exams. In language courses the

work is accumulative and there

fore knowledge is progressive to

the greatest extent, and I feel

that tests during the year are the

fairest to the student.

"Bonnie" Bonham

Unfortunately, examinations

are necessary to keep up the

standards of education and to

eliminate the non-workers, but

they are not a satisfactory proof

of knowledge and, into the bar-

gain, are most nerve-wracking.

At the present time, however,

examinations are the best test

of our knowledge of the work
covered in our courses.

E. Diamond, Sc. '43

A few modifications might be
advisable. For example, hour
tests should be abolished since a

student cannot do them justice.

Also, results would be better if

a day were allowed between each

exam thus giving a student a

chance to get collected. Within
reason, time limits on exams
should be abolished. Finally, in

certain Science subjects, texts

could be allowed during the

exam.

WOMEN OF KINGSTON
TO ORGANIZE DRIVE

BV MAR J ORIEL JONES

On Monday night. January 12.

the Kingston Local Council of

Women held a meeting in Con-

vocation Hall to initiate a nutri-

tion drive in Kingston.

Dr. Wallace, as chairman of

the drive, opened the meeting and

introduced Mrs. Piatt, president

of the Local Council of Women

ill Kingston. Mrs. Piatt explain-

ed that the idea of a nutrition

drive in each community had

been conceived at the November

meeting of the National Council

of Women in Ottawa. She told

what had already been done in

Kingston and introduced the next

speaker, Dr. Edna Guest of To-

ronto, convener of the Public

Health Committee of the Nation-

al Council of Women.

Dr. Edna Guest

Dr. Guest stressed the fact that

nutrition was a grave problem

in Canada. She staled that

through the National Council of

Women a nutrition section hail

been set up in the Department

of Health in Ottawa. She then

introduced Miss Marion Harlow,

a member ot this department.

Miss Harlow said that the ai

of the department at the present

time is to teach the people what

they may eat, which is produced

in Canada and which will uphold

them under siege. Nutrition edu

cation must be brought to every

Canadian kitchen, she stated

Mi-- Harlow concluded with the

Plan Water Follies

To Rival Aquacade

BY MOB POLOWIN

The Queen's Water Follies, one

of the most colorful extravaganzas

in the history of student entertain-

ment, goes into rehearsal Monday,

January 19, at 8 p.m. A brilliant

and varied program has been ar-

ranged, one that will rival Billy

Rose's "Aquacade".

Program

The program will include mass

ornamental swimming, diving, pro-

fessional clowning, musical swim-

ming and many other spectacular

events. The whole production will

be one of thrills, color, comedy and

rhythm.

Producer Wally Berry sends out

a call to all swimmers both male

and female who wish to take part

in the Water Follies. The Only re-

quirements are the ability to stay

afloat, and the possession of a

swimming suit. For all those timid

souls who shudder at the mention

might be called upon to play.

The final speaker was Mrs.

Stinson, head of the nutrition

work of the Red Cross for On
tario. Mrs. Stinson said that in

order to get maximum satisfac

Hon from our various war in

dustries the workers must eat

nutritious food. She ended by

offering the co-operation of the

Red Cross to the nutrition drive

in Kingston.

Dr. Wallace closed the meet-

ing and at the conclusion of his

words of the king, "Train your- short address a film was shown

self in body, mind and spirit so] called "The Proof of the Pud-

as to he ready for any part you ding."

Math, and Physics Club
.1 ij.j i

Wing Commander Keddie will

speak to the Mathematics and

Physics Club at 4 p.m. on Fri-

lay, January 16, in Room 202 of

the Physics Building.

A Queen's graduate, the speak-

er's subject will be "Science in

War."
Refreshments will be served.

A special invitation is extended

by the club to members of the

R.C.A.F. and to all interested

students.

Manager: "What? You come

into my famous restaurant, drink

a glass of 'water, and then walk

calmly out?"

MacGregor: "Hoot, mon! Did

ye expect me to stagger oot?"

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

of the pook>there is good news

—

the temperature of the water, has

been raised five degrees.

Aside from the talent to be re-

cruited from the student body,

many professional entertainers have

been engaged, and these showmen

are expected to do a great deal in

presenting a smooth-running pro-

gram.

The spectators will see precision

swimming outlined by submarine

lights, and colored by moving spot-

lights from above. Every move-

ment, every intricate tum, will be

clearly visible due to the special

lighting system.

In a statement to the Journal.

Producer Wally Berry ' urged all

students interested in swimming to

volunteer for the tryout.

Each time you taste Ice-cold "Coca-Cola," you are reminded

that here is the quality of genuine goodness. Experience

many a refreshing experience . . . has taught people every-

where to trust the quality of "Coca-Cola."

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED

KINGSTON

I

IT'S DANCE TIME AGAIN!

ARTS FORMAL: : : JAN. 22nd

RESERVE YOUR FULL-DRESS RENTAL NOW.

214 Princess St.

I I
Phone 3725

I
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NEWMAN CLUB PLANS
MASS AND BREAKFAST

All Roman Catholic students
arc requested to attend a special

Mass and Breakfast at 9.30 a.m.
this Sunday, January 18, in St.

James' Chapel.

The occasion will mark the
final appearance of Rev. Father
Mooney as chaplain, and the in-

troduction of the n£w adviser,

Rev. Father Hanley. A large at-

tendance will be a visible sign

of appreciation to the retiring

Chaplain for the the work he has
carried on, and will serve as a
welcome to his successor.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

TYPING
Essays, Theses, and Pathology Cases.
Eight cents per doulile -spaced page,

12 cents per single-spaced page.
Mimeographing: prices on application.

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 37Z0 32 Nelson Street

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever
placed on market

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. 8. 'S. Harvey? Mgr.

Phone 619 171 Wellington St

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY

for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. " Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Or. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

274 Princess St. Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOlURDIEfiS
FUES

?8 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

phone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon

274 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop

^ Van Clieal Maude Wagai

TtiEATDE
LINE-UP

CAPITOL

Looking more alluring than ever
Alice Faye is to be seen today at
rhe Capitol with John Payne and
Carmen Miranda in the new techni-
color extravaganza Week-end in
Havana. Frankly, though tins cor-
ner is supposed to be unbiased,
we're a positive push-over for any-
thing with Alice Faye in it, or for
Alice Faye in anything, so pardon
us please while we raye quietly
over this, her latest hit. from 20tli
Century Fox. As the title suggests

most of the action takes place in

the Cuban Capital, where the big

city working girl (Miss Faye) is

being shown the sights of the town
by travel agent John Payne.

Business, of course, is quickly for-

gotten to such tunes as Romance
and Rliumha and Tropical Magic.
As usual there are several elaborate

production numbers, concluding

with the Nongo, an eye-filling spec-

tacle with an acre of Hollywood
cuties led by southern-sizzler Mi-
randa — and with a verve and gus-

to that reminded us of the pre-Hays
days. The color, though vivid, en-

hances this good-neighbor musical.

There are plenty of laughs and lots

to look at. You can see we were
more than favorably impressed.

B. —M.W.E.

KINGSTON'S MOST
BEAUTIFUL THEATRE

Presenting Continuous Shows
Daily From 1 P.M.

The

ODEON
ONLY TWO MORE DAYS - TODAY and SATURDAY

— to see —
THE YEAR'S GREATEST THRILL SHOW

WALTER W ANGER'S

"SUNDOWN"
The Saturday Evening Post serial now a motion picture made with
such magnificance it will leave you breathless . . .

—with—

GeneTierney - George Sanders - Bruce Cabot

BILTMORE
"ALWAYS A GOOD SHOW"

AFT'N EV'G

20c 25c
IPLI S TAX)

SATURDAY
CLARK
CABLE "CALL of the Wild' LOBETTA

YOUNG
Also! Rudy Vollee, Helen Parrish in "TOO MANY BLONDES"

MONDAY — TUESDAY — WEDNESDAY
JEFFREY LYNN in "UNDERGROUND"
plus GINGER ROGERS. DOUG FAIRBANKS JR.. RED SKELTON

in "HAVING A WONDERFUL TIME"

?.T.
A T̂S CAR

9,T!~tAND,S DON AMECHE - BETTY GRABLE
THURS. in "MOON OVER MIAMI" also "RIVER'S END"

STARTS TCHOCPCW!
THE STORY OF THEIR GLORY ... THE FOREIGN LEGION

OF THE R.A.F.

"INTERNATIONAL

SQUADRON 11

RONALD REAGAN - OLYMPE BRADNA
REGINALD DENNY

And all the glorious others . . . Men without *z country seeking lo

avenge their homelands 5 miles above the earth . . .

LAST TIMES TODAY

"WEEK-END IN HAVANA"
ALICE FAYE JOHN PAYNE - CARMEN MIRANDA

CAPITAL
fl FAMOUS PLATEBS THEATRE

fflMOHS PL.1YE6S THEATBB

CONTINUOUS
SHOW

DAILY FROM
I P.M.

TODAY & SATURDAY
SHIRLEY TEMPLE

"KATHLEEN"
HERBERT MARSHALL - LARAINE DAY

— STARTING SUNDAY MIDNITE —
"LAW OF THE TROPICS"

JEFFREY LYNN - CONSTANCE BENNETT

"WE GO FAST"
LYNN BARI - ALAN CURTIS
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O D E O N

Produced by Walter Wangcr.
Sundown, a drama of war-lime es-

pionage, is pretty good film fare.

It is a story of' a German attempt
to arm the tribes of the African
interior against the British. George
Sanders and Bruce Cabot are the

colonial administrators who suc-

cessfully block the attempts of the
enemy to start an uprising. Gene
Tierney has little to do but is un-
deniably alluring in doing even that.

Cast as Zia, the mysterious lady of

the evening, she keeps the plot from
becoming a mere flag-waving epic.

What the picture lacks in color,

Miss Tierney makes up with her
exotic charm, skilfully brought out

by the camera in a series of close

up shots. All in all, Sundown is

most agreeable entertainment. B

BILTMORE
At the Bijtmore until Saturday

is Call of the Wild, with Clark
Gable and Loretta Young. The story

is of a search for gold in the Yu-
kon. Gable is the he-man who does

nut shave regularly and believes:

that women "are best when they do
as they are told." (hear, hear).

On the same program, Rudy Val-

ine and Helen Parrish are seen in

Too Manx Blondes, a good musical.

B.

Coining, Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday, Underground, and
Having Wonderful Time.

—W.O.W.

GRAND

| LIVINGSTON'S |

| WINTER SALE |

I SUITS AND I

I O'COATS I
= IS NOW IN FULL SWING H

20 DISCOUNT OFF =

p ALL REGULAR SUITS AND OVERCOATS IN THE STORE. S

| LIVINGSTON'S I= 75 - 79 BROCK STREET ==

= CIVIL AND MILITARY TAILORS S

Shirley Temple, Science's heart-

throb, is back with us again after

an understandable absence of two
years. We used to think that she

was over-rated (gross misunder-

statement) but in Kathleen, her

latest opus, showing at the Grand
today and Saturday, we have de-

cided that those curs who choose

stories for her talents deserve a

rousing kick in the teeth for shov-

ing her into an outmoded story of

a poor liltle rich girl (sobM who
saves her father from ruin. You've

all seen the story before, but never

treated in such a shoddy manner.

The Grand has an interesting ar-

ray of short subjects to bolster up
the weakness of the feature pre-

sentation.

Red Cross Ball

BEYOND BELIEF
The professor bad been dining

out, and, as most of the guests

were ardent fishermen, he had to

listen all evening to stories of

the size of their catches.

He was extremely short-

sighted, and as he was crossing

a field an his way home he
came across a scarecrow with

arms widespread. Memories ot

the "tall" stories he had heard

that night floated back to him,

and he halted in front' of the

scarecrow.

"My dear sir," he exclaimed

"I simply refuse to believe you

there never, was a trout that

length."

Tricolor Price

(Continued from page 1)

evitable. Hugh Black, the edi-

tor of the Tricolor was
present at the. meeting and fully

discussed all methods for reduc-

ing costs of publishing the Year

Book. It was found, however,

that short of cutting the book at

least to half of its former size,

reduction in cost -was im-

possible. The members felt that

such a drastic step was undesir-

able and that students would

rather pay the extra 40 cents than

have a year book of inferior

quality.

(Continued from page 1)

will contact the University of Bri

tish Columbia which originated the

plan of a cross-Canada University

Dance in aid of the lied Cross,

since it is feared that the recent turn

of events on the Pacific Coast niaj

have affected their plans on that

score.

Airmen

It was suggested that the Air-

men on tliu Campus are not receiv-

ing as warm a welcome as they

are being accorded by Universities

in other parts of the country. In

order to rectify (bis, it was moved
that Dr. Douglas be approached

concerning an Open House for Air-

men only, to be held in Ban High.

Plans for a year dance to be held

by the Airmen were also discussed,

— it was finally decided to write

to the Officer Commanding a letter

which might clear up any misunder-

standings now existing between the

students and the R.C.A.F.

The A.M.S. further discussed the

large expense account of the Meds
'42 Year Dance. They finally de-

cided to leave the affair in the

hands of Hud Campbell, President

of the Aenculapi'an Society.

Mary Alice Archibald presented

plans for a swimming meet to be

belli later this winter and requested

A.M.S. co-operation in making it

a Universit) affair. It was decided

that the Junior Representatives on

th'j executive would approach the

faculty athletic sticks concerning

representatives from each faculty

for a committee to promote Uni-

versity enthusiasm.

Scholarships

A representation from the Q.S.A.

headed by Alice Armstrong brought

to the executive's attention, that ac-

cording to the Youth Training Act

of 1939, the Dominion Government

will provide funds for Ontario

scholarships if the Ontario govern-

ment will produce an equal sum . .

Miss Armstrong pointed out that

this has never been done and re-

quested A.M.S. consent for a peti-

tion to

You're missing a lot if you
haven't tried Philip Morris

Mixture, today's greatest

value in pipe tobacco.

In pouches, pack-
ages end lb. tins.

C.O.T.C.

General Notice

Candidates for Syllabus "A"
Candidates for Syllabus "A"

who present evidence of holding

a St. John Ambulance Certificate,

and who apply to be excused

from the First Aid parades on
Saturday afternoons, will be ex-

cused and will be given credit

(or 20 hours' attendance.

Pres. Tom Moore

(Continued from page 1)

Andrew's Church, Toronto, and

Dr. J. M. jMacdonnell, President of

the \niiimal Trust Company and
Chairman of the L'niversity Board

of Trustees.

The program of speakers and

their topics is as follows:

Monday, January 19— "The De-

mands of Labor" — Mr. Tom
Moore.

Monday, January 26 — "Price

Control" — Dr. C. A. Curtis.

Monday. February 2 — "Ten-

dencies in Modern Literature" —
Mr. B. K. Sandwell.

Monday, February 9 — "Religion

and Morals" — Rev. Dr. J. R. P.

Sc later.

Monday, February \f> — "Re-

cunstruction" — Dr. J. M, Mac-

donnell.

in conjunction with a movement hi

other Ontario Universities ... It

was finally decided that a commit-

tee composed of one member from

each faculty and one from the Q.

S. A. would be appointed and that

the petition he withheld until it,was

ascertained that at least three On-

tario Universities were presenting

similar documents.

Tt was decided that half of the

secretary-treasurer's pre-Christmas

honorarium be paid to Herb Harm'
,

ton in view of the fact that heft

the position until mid-Nov /held

At the same meeting Roy Pjtt.-iuber.

was appointed convener of Junston

the Ontario Government, M. S. Color Night.
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Trials And Tribulations

It is with a good deal of sympathy and interest that we have

watched, in the past five or six weeks, the struggles of the

American universities to adjust themselves to the national trans-

formation from more or less placid peace, to bitter war. Because

we have gone through the same period ourselves, we are perhaps

belter able to appreciate the problems facing the thousands of

university administrators and undergraduates in the United States.

The Journal receives student publications from a great many

of the American schools including such outstanding institutions as

Duke University, Cornell, Notre Dame, Dartmouth, Un.versity

of Pittsburgh, University of Chicago, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Temple, Clarkson Tech., and many others. They

all have individual difficulties to meet, but certain general trends

of feeling run through the whole group, regardless of religion or

sectionalism.

First of all, probably because of the suddenness of the attack

and its dastardly nature, there was a brief period of great emotional

stress bordering upon hysteria—a period of more violent feeling

than anything we have experienced in Canada. It is a gTeat

tribute to the soundness of thought of college men and women,

that it was of very short duration. It is a tribute too. to the under-

graduate newspapers whose sane constructive leadership in these

critical times has been an admirably steadying influence.

Once that period had passed, and even before it had quite

died out, students began to ask the familiar questions "Where

do we go from here? "Should we join the army or stay at

school?" "Will the school stay open?" "Will the courses be tele-

scoped?" At the present time, colleges throughout the country

are still trying to answer them.

Almost all schools have already decided upon, or are now

considering shortening the college course to anywhere from two

to three and a half years. Summer courses arc being announced,

and at Chicago, they are making special efforts to provide part-

time work or some other kind of financial aid to needy students.

To quote President Hutchins "Our ideal is to be able to say

that no student need stay away from the University of Chicago

because he has not the money to attend it."

Everywhere there is a recognition of the need for sanity

and clear thinking. The time of hysteria has passed, but there is

replacing it. the infinitely more effective steel-cold determina-

tion to see this thing through to a victorious conclusion. Students

are being urged not to rush in haste to the nearest recruiting

station, but rather to wait at school until they are called for

service.

At the same time, the universities themselves are not neglect-

ing the possibility of training their men at school. They em-

phasize that such training if begun only now. will probably not

lead to commissions without a great deal of further instruction,

but that it can teach some of the essentials of soldiering. Most
significant of all, is the growing feeling that emphasis must be on

real fundamentals o( modern warfare, and not on what President

Hutchins calls "such trivialities as close-order drill."

Note To Levana

A new group of Air Force men has arrived on the campus
within the past few weeks, and it seems to us that it behooves

the student body to make' a more constructive effort than it has

done in the past to make them feel that they really belong here,

and are not simply visitors.

The Alma Mater Society Executive discussed this niatter in

some detail at its meeting on Monday, but without arriving at any
very concrete decisions. The men in blue are invited to all the

Queen's social functions more or less as a matter of course, but

that of itself seems hardly enough—particularly when the new-
comers bring such glowing tales of their hospitable reception at

other schools.

^
It would appear that the best idea—and we believe it is now
-r consideration by the Levana Society—would he to hold

nndi sort of dance in Ban Righ, to which only the airmen would
somej^ited. This would serve the double purpose of making them
oei'nv -ally welcome, and of giving them an opportunity to meet
'eel rt -eds. And surely if the male students can stand the added

e co' 'tion, the co-eds shouldn't mind,
compcti—

Openings in tH« Meteorological

Service

The Department of National De-

fence for Meteorological Service

has asked the University to bring

the attention of men trained in Ma-

thematics and Physics to openings

in the Service.

The academic requirements for

Meteorological Assistants Grade 3

are

(a) satisfactory completion of

three years in an Honours Course

in Mathematics and Physics

or (b) three years in a Pass

Course in Physics with one or two

courses in Mathematics

or (c) three years in a Pass

Course in Mathematics with one or

two courses in Physics.

The salary for the position of

Meteorological Assistant, Grade 3,

which begins when the successful

applicant reports for training, is

$135.00 per month and cost-of-liv-

ing bonus, (which now amounts to

$11.91 per month). A further bonus

of $30.00 per month is given when

successful applicants are assigned

to an Air Training Station, to cover

the cost of living in the Officers'

Mess.

An Intensive Short Course in

Meteorology, including courses in

dynamic and synoptic meteorology

and weather forecasting begins af-

ter university graduation, abnul

May 1. The course will last ap-

proximately Z 1/. months, after

which successful candidates are to

be assigned for a short training

period to an Airways District Fore-

cast Office such as Halifax, Mal-

ton, (Toronto). Winnipeg or Leth-

bridge. They are then usually sent

to serve as Meteorological Officers

(in a civilian capacity) at R.C.A.F.

Training Stations, although a few

may he assigned to specialized war

work as the need may require.

The essential duties of a Meteor^

ological Officer are two-fold:

1. Give lectures in Elementary

Meteorology to pilots in training for

Overseas service, ,

2. Serve as an Assistant Fore-

caster, to advise the operations per-

sonnel at the R.C.A.F. Station re-

garding anticipated weather. The

Assistant Forecaster receives basic

forecasts from one of the large air-

ways forecast centres and is re-

quired to enlarge on these forecasts

and modify them in consideration

of the local effects of nearby hills,

lakes and other topographical in-

fluences.

As a general practice, two Me-

teorological Officers arc located at

a station, so that each may special-

ize on one or other of the duties

mentioned above. They are, of

course, supposed to be able to carry

on either task, and so permit of

leave being obtained.

According to the present ruling

of the Department of National De-

fence, all candidates accepted foi

this work are granted indefinite

postponement of their compulsory

military service.

Students who desire to enter the

May course must make application

as soon as convenient to J. Patter-

son, Controller, Air Service, Me-
teorological Division, Meteorologi-

cal Office, 315 Bloor Street West,

Toronto 5, Ontario. Applicant!,

must make application on the stan-

dard Civil Service Commission

form, copies of which may be ob-

tained either from Dean Clark or

the Registrar and they must send

official transcripts of academic

standing.

Offical Notiee

Scholarships

in Public

Speaking

The Andrina McCulloch Scholar-

ships for Public Speaking

This year the awards total

5-100.00 and are available to all

intramural undergraduate students.

In order to provide equal oppor-

tunity to all faculties and as wide a

distribution as possible among the

students, the committee plans to

base the awards upon a series of

public speaking contests, the times

and places of these to be announced

later. It is hoped thai there may he

four preliminary contests in which

preference may be given respective-

ly to Arts, Levana, Medicine, and

Applied Science. Students in these

contests will be selected by the

committee, to compete in a final

contest at a later date. In that final

contest each speaker may submit

the same title as had been previous-

ly accepted. The speakers in the

final contest will be adjudicated by

a different group of adjudicators.

The contestants will be selected by

the faculty-student committee, ap-

pointed by the Principal.

The awards in the final contest

will be $80.00, $70.00, and $50.00.

For each of the four preliminary

contests there will be a first award

of $30.00. Four further awards of

$20.00 each will be made at the dis-

cretion of the committee.

Any such student wishing to he

considered by this committee must

submit his choice of subject to Dr.

William Angus, Queen's Post Of-

fice, not later than Monday, Febru-

ary 2.

Each candidate will have com-

plete freedom of choice but each

choice of subject submitted must

contain the following information:

(1) Title of the speech,

(2) Central idea or purpose,

(3) Tentative outline or plan,

(4) The speaker's reasons for

wishing to speak on that subject,

(5) The reasons why an audi-

ence should hear the speaker "speak

on that subject,

(6) What preparation or quali-

fications — by experience, research,

etc. — fhe speaker has for this

speech, and

(7) What further preparation

the speaker intends to make for this

speech.

Each speaker will be limited to

a maximum of 10 minutes; will be

allowed to speak from notes, if ne

cessary, but will not he permitted to

read from the manuscript of his

speech ; and, obviously, preference

will be given to those subjects which

are worthy of consideration by ma-

ture and intelligent men and women.

TromethettS, man's benefactor, brought down fire

To light a pipe of Picobac, his heart's desire.

• What is even Picobac without a light? Truly

it has a delicious aroma! But you must smoke it

to realize how good it tastes, how mild and cool

and sweet. Buy some today and you will bless

both Prometheus and the sunny Southern

Ontario fields for perfect enjoyment in the pick

of Canada's Burley crop.

HANDY SEAL-UGHT POUCH - 15c

H-LB. "LOK-TOP" TIN - 65c

alto packed in Pocket Tint

Picobac
"It DOES taste sood in a pipe I"

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Slide

Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used Book

Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Everything that's New
and Smart
At LAIDLAW'S!

Dresses — Coats — Sports Clothes —
New Accessories — j Smart Fabrics.

Men's Furnishings

—

House Furnishings

—

•

When You liuv at Laidlanfs — You're Sure of the Quality.

John LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS ST.

in the

MUSIC ROOM

We're having a special de luxe

supper tonight. We'll have thou

sands of things to eat. Beans.

—Argosy Weekly.

STUDENTS
Hrlene iKartin's SScnuiy $alon

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Helene Martin Assiatant Clara Watland

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 211*

Saturday, January 17, time 3

p.m. — The Metropolitan Opera

Company presents Lohengrin.

Sunday. January 18, time 4

p.m.—The New York Philhar-

monic Symphony. Verdi, Over-

lure to "Luisa Miller" ; Haydn.

Symphony No. 13 in G major;

Ravel, "Alborado del Gracioso";

Mozart, Six German dances;

Dvorak, Symphony poem "Ein

Heldenlied."

Monday, January 19 — Music

Room will not be open from 7-

8.30 p.m.

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE

RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printinc a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MACCISCN STLDIC
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

We supply everything — Make your appointment now

for portraits and groups

92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones :
676 - 6
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SPORTS

ONCE OVER LIOHTLy
WITH BILL. LEMMON

Shakespeare is said to have penned "MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING"
but the results of the recent meeting of the University principals, and
C.I.A.U. officials in Toronto mipht well be summed up with a reverse
statement "NOTHING DOING ABOUT MUCH." According to the press
release which was held back for nearly a day for no apparent reason the
fireside chatters allowed the large cities to play in local leagues which was
exactly the thing that has been going on all along at Queen's without a
murmur of dissent.

Apparently the recent poll had little or no bearing on the ultimate
decision, for the committee did not even take the students' views into
consideration, or if they did, no comments were allowed to leak out.

It might have been well for the members to take a glance at the
effects of the war on the athletic activities of our brethren below the
border who, instead of cancelling sports right and left have decreed that
pigskin chasing and its brother crowd-pleasera be accentuated rather than
<ut short.

Thus all hopes of renewing hostilities with Western, McGill and To-
ronto for charity or otherwise have been shattered in one fell- swoop and
the question of resuming any sort of league or playoffs with outside teams
has been relegated to the ash heap.

Adam Laxonga's pinball machine has been taking quite a beating
lately as the members of the Scribes' Shinny Sharpshooters have been
holding secret shooting practice regularly. Rumor has it that one member
of the club would have disqualified himself from the coming games by
going for a practice whirl on the blades but for the timely arrival of a
fellow journalist. A coach has yet to be selected as "Pork" Neilson has
not returned to the city and all Journal offers have been spurned by the
ex-scholar and gentleman. It is likely that a special meeting of the
board of strategy will be called in the near future to select a new brain
trust for this all important position and the selection is eagerly awaited by
the penpushers. Suitable opponents have not been selected by the Com-
mittee in charge of Committees but several clubs have been approached
including the Home for Old Ladies and the Recent Arrivals quintet at
the General Hospital.

The Queen's Intermediates make their initial bow to the exponents of
the hoop game this Saturday night when they shoot punkins at twenty
paces with the Redmen from R.M.C. The looals include Doug Woods and
Doug Whillans of last year's Juniors; Bill Sweet, Tait Roth and Phil
Beswick of last season's Aces, and the newcomers Paul Aubrey, Forbes
Monroe, Al Argue and Bud McLennan. The Cadets are composed of last

year's Junior squad and should make the Gaels go all out to claim their
first victory. The Juniors are playing the Aluminum Plant in an ex-
hibition game to keep them in condition. The first game will get under
way at 7.00 while the main event starts at 8.15. Both should draw a fair

sized congregation.

The Queen's Hockey Club took it on the chin by a 2-1 count on Wed-
nesday night and from all accounts a regular catch-as-catch-can ensued
before the final gong sounded. The league has been poorly patronized all

season and except for giving the Kingston Juniors extra game experience
it has done little to brighten the series for future competition. The blame
for the descent in popularity of this series has on several occasions been
laid at the door of the Queen's entry but the organization of the league
itself and the failure to interest the teen-aged players in forming a separate
section has been a deciding factor in the poor showing at the gate. Of
course the appearance of a senior club in the city has greatly cut into the
gate receipts, for this league starts about the same time as the Van Home
Series usually got under way. And so the series continues this evening
with Gliding Gaels down a goal on the round. The ultimate winner will

then play Belleville for the Cup. Belleville beat Queen's out for first place
just before the holidays but may not continue in the payolfs due to the
heavy schedule in the Senior "B" League.

Kingston Defeats Queen's 2-1

In First Game Of Semi-Finals

Teams To Struggle Tonight
In Deciding Game

Of Series

Jr. Football Team

The football dinner will

be held in the banquet hall

of McGall'a Restaurant to-

day at 6.00 p.m.

A combination of hockey,
my. fighting and strip teas-

SKI SLANTS
BY MARY PATERSON

The boys didn't make nearly as

good a showing as the girls at the

Ski Club meeting on Tuesday. This

is certainly something new! At any

rate, many interesting points were

discussed. Mrs. Allen of the Youth

Hostel Movement gave a short ad-

dress in which she said she had

been trying to get a suitable "hang-

ypur-hat" ski house for us in the

vicinity but she has been unsuccess-

ful so far and it was decided to

abandon the idea until next year.

But the possession of some sort of

club where the over-night and meaJ

expenses would be moderate is not

an idea that is going to be dis-

carded. It would enable the Ski

Club to undertake many more ski-

ing jaunts than ever before.

It was also agreed that St. Adele

would be a better place for our

particular brand of skiing than

Mont Tremblant. The trips to both

are on the same week-end ( Feb, 27-

Mar. 2) and the estimated total cost

Per head — including transporta-

tion, accommodation, board, and

ski tow as well as "extras" — is

around $20. Though we may not

be used to these figures, we're ac-

tually paying a lot less for our ski-

ing than other universities do.

Bob Hammond explained other

plans aqd answered questons, and

the meeting broke up amid the jingl-

ing of 5Qc pieces and the frantic

scratching of executive pens.

Be on time for the Ski Bus to

Gananoqtte on Sunday at 1.30 out-

side the Union, and tune up your

voices! Incidentally, it might be

an idea, if you wish to avoid the

stampede, to get a bus-ticket in

advance. Bob Hammond, John
Raker and Keith Pcrcival will have

'ickets at the Union on Friday and

Saturday, and the girls can get

Engineers Of '44

Sink Artsmen 3-0

Science '44 opened the Intra

mural hockey schedule with a 3-0

win over Arts '44- at the Arena

Monday afternoon. Arts '43 also

defaulted to Sc. '43.

The Arts Sophs lacked a seor

ing punch in their prolonged at

tacks on Gallagher in the Science

nets and lost out when McCann
broke away in the second period

in put the Miners out in front.

Rush counted twice more be-

fore the game ended, giving Pat-

terson no chance to save on

breakaways.

Sharpe, Rush, McCann and

Holme starred for the Science

Sophs while Stewart, McCallum,

Alexander and Webb were best

for the Artsmen.

Sweet Young "thing: Dammit!

Nice Old Lady: My word.

S. Y. T. : Pardon me, I didn't

realize I was plagiarizing.

The one redeeming feature of

pawn shop is the ticket.

Correction

The new skating rink is

situated in Richardson Field,

rather than in Leonard

Field, and the ground was

lent to the cfty by the A.B.

of C. not by the University,

as previously announced.

them at Ban High after lunch and

dinner.

We want to emphasize that both

Gananoque and St. Adele offer ski

grounds for any class of skiing.

Don't be timid — and where are

all the aces who weren't at the ski

meeting?

the squadron leader of the second line

of attack who will lead his wood-
choppers against Niagara Falls on
Saturday night at the Arena.

Junior£Basketeers

Trounce Collegiate

McDonell Gets 23 Points;

Score Is 61-32

From now on Gord McDonell'

theme song will probably be

"There's No Place Like Home."

He whistled 23 points through his

former mates' basket at K.C.V.I

as Queen's Juniors easily defeated

[he Kingston Collegiate Seniors ol

,i2 on Wednesday night.

. The lighter and smaller colle-

giate squad tried valiantly througl

out to stem the tide of Gail lu

kets but after Gove was forced out

of the game via the four foul mutt

McDonell and Mackey took over

the scoring duties with Macke\

also contributing 17 points to the

coffers.

Armstrong, Yates. Provan and

Flannagan were the pick of K. C
V. I., while Bill Cornctt, Leo Heap;:

and Bill ( ray played consistently

good ball for Johnny Edwards

charges.

The box score follows:

Queen's

Cornett . .

Heaps . . .

Griffin . .

Mackey . .

Gove . . .

McDdnell .

P.ttaran . .

Petchcnnati

Lamont . .

Gray . . .

K. C. V. I.

Armstrong

Yeates . . ,

Provan . .

Dunlop . .

Dennis . .

Atkinson .

McGregor .

Edgar . .

Wetherall .

Fardell . .

Flannagan .

FG F
3 2

2 0

FM PF PS

6

4

2

17

0

23

3

2

0

4

61

FG FT FM PF PS

Referee: T. Roth,

"And what," asked the Agro

Prof., "do two ducks and a cow

remind you of?"

"Quackers and Milk," piped

the frosh.

ing marked the opening game of

the semi-final round of the Van
Home Series as Queen's was
forced to cede a one goal advant-

age on the first game. Kingston

won the game 2-1 on Wednes-
day night, at the Arena and the

deciding game will be played this

evening.

Only flashes of good hockey
ppearcd as both teams showed

very little combination, Poor of-

ficiating was partly responsible

.'or the bad showing as both

teams laid on the hickory and

the game ended in a slugfest.

"Muzz" McLean opened the

scoring for the Gaels in the

second period as he beat Reason

on a pass from "Pepper" Martin.

The Liinestoners waited until the

.bird period for their break as

'Nipper" Lay coasted in on Riv

ingtou to tie the score. Cliff Earl

finally settled the situation near

the end of the period as he scored

the deciding counter on a pa

"rom "Nick" Nicholson.

Martin, Pardy and Rivington

stood out for the Tricolor while

Nicholson, Atkins, Bearance and

Jarrell starred for the Kingston

quintet. The work of Rivington

and Reason in the rival twines

was at times sensational and

McLean's Gypsy Rose Lee act

had the small crowd rolling in

the aisles.

Queen's—Goal, Rivington; de-

fence. Martin, McCaffrey ; centre

Jamicson ; wings, Pardy. Mc-

Lean; subs, Rutledge. Routley,

Grant, Allen, Van Camp. Gris-

dale.

Kingston — Goal, Reason; de-

fence, Nicholson, Lay
; centre,

Atkin
;

wings, Steele, Burns;

subs, Jarrell, Harrison, Earl,

Sweetman, Watts, Pearson.

First Period

No score.

Penalties—Rutledge.

Second Period

1 Queen's—McLean
(Martin) 14.50

Penalties—Lay, Atkin (major).

Grisdale, Rutledge.

Third Period

2 Kingston—Lay 6.30

3 Kingston—Earl

(Nicholson) 11.20

Penalties — Harrison, Pardy
Pearson.

Army Five Suffers

Loss To Combines

McLellan Is Leading Scorer

In Basketball Fixture

A timber topper named Mc-
Lellan proved too great a handi-

cap for the Garrison Intermedi-

ate basketball team as he scored

no less than twenty-lour points

(or the Combines as they won
43-33.

The Garrison squad threw

quite a scare into the Combines'

camp before leaving the iloor

as they had the locals on their

Keels until near the end when
the Army men showed their lack

of conditioning.

Half Time

The Combines led 21-19 at the

half way mark but kept pressing

throughout the second half with

McLellan showing to advantage

under their rival's basket.

McCann. Frascr and Fox were

the top scorers for Garrison while

Rosentzveig. Hitsman and Ed-

wards went well for the Com-
bines.

Garrison—McCann (8). Britton

(4). Sharpe. Drysdale, Fraser

(10), Fox (6). Simpson, Har-

rington (3), Thompson (2),

Dunn.

Combines — McLellan (24),

Hitsman (5). Graham (I), New-

man (2), Coburn (3), Rosentz-

veig (6), Kirk, Edwards (2).

Combines FG FT FM PF PS
McLellan . 10 6 4 0 24

Edwards . . 1 1 .0 1 2
Hitsman . . 2 1

"1 2 5

Newman . . 0 4 2 0 2
Coburn . . - 1 4 1- 0 3

Kirk . .
-.- 0 0 0 3 0

Graham . . 0 1 1 4 i

Rnsentzvcie 3 7 0 0 6

43

Garrison FG FT FM PFPS
McCann . . . 3 3 2 4 S
Britton . . 1 s 2 0 4
Sharpe . . 0 1 0 0 0
Drysdale . 0 2 0 0 0
Fraser . . 3 6 4. 1 10

Fox . . . 3 0 0 o" 6
Simpson . . . 0 0 0 0 0
Harrington 1 Z 1 0 3
Thompson . . 1 0 0 3 2
Dunn . . . . 0 0 0 0 0

33

Arts '42 Whitewash
Doctors At Hockey

In a feature battle of the Intra-

mural hockey league. Arts '42

whitewashed Mcds '42-'43, 3-0

on Tuesday afternoon.

The combination of Connor

and Godkin proved too much for

the Docs as they accounted for

all the goals, Jack Godkin netting

two.

"Pork" Debrule starred for

the Artsmen in the victory,

guarding the twine in pro style,

Hollingworth, "Roundhead" Con-

nor. Godkin and Ellis also played

well.

For Meds, Mulvihill and Bean

turned in a neat performance on

defence while Wilkins and Law
were also in there pitching.

New Year's Eve Slogan

Thirst iome, Thirst served.

Referee: W. Lemmon.

who with the aid of the Blue Fairy's

magic wand appears on the basket-

ball court dressed in the uniform of

the Intermediates for their important
struggle against R.M.C.

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN K, COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

YoujustKNOW
you'llenjoy

The be

chocolate

Hanson & Edtjar
Dance

Programmes

Cor»*'itutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St

Printing of

Every

Description
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Skeleton Serenade

(Continued from page 1)

Very smart novel programs are

featured presenting tlie up-to-

date tunes of Maurice Allen's

smart music^and novel numbers

are -to be fc»turwi „od tjtis .hit

Come and join the fun of a

dazzling bamj-up j finale of Mcds
'42's last campus entertainment.

Tickets at $1.10 plus tax are

available from Bob Mclntyre

(Convonffr), S146R; S^Shutzcr,

4698; Norm Bowers, 1080J, and

Don Johnston. 3900. See you

there.

France Sees The Light

Today' one can begin to see a

faint gleam of light at 'the end

of the long tunnel through

France is passing. Not today or

Tomorrow can we expect her to

throw off the chains. But men's

minds are stirring and I for one

do not believe that they will

turn back. (.'Frame' by Thomas
Cadett, in 'Matters of Moment').

Our .advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Meters, Tanks. Filters

- ?Tripods, Etc.

You- ovl camera taxen i

on new equipment

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Loekett

AT LOCKETT'S LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants '

Across from Y.M.C.A.

"Where the Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Cleon Heated Cobs

PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

Prof. S. A. McRae

REGRETS

ORIVI IN AN INSUhtD
TAXI

*MEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

(Continued from page 1)

States will soon emhark on a

process for making synthetic

rubber to replace the shortage of

the natural supply.

Explosives aiitj ammunition arc

needed in huge quantities and

the nature of chemical wan'are

ha* called into play the resource-

fulness of the chemist in per-

fecting the chemicals for poison-

ous gases, smokes and incendiary

bombs,

Chemistry ;ii<ls defensively as

well as offensively in perfecting

gas masks, by treating clothing

lo make it impervious to irritant

substances, by testing for gases,

by decontaminating food and

i lothfftg and by perfecting

methods of dealing with incen-

diary bombs.

Metals

This is a war of mechanized

equipment,
1 Chwistrj has an im-

l".riimt part especially in 'he pro-

duction of such essential metals

3S ;i In minimi and magnesium.

Canada's aluminumjS almost en-

tirely refined frontjjt lie bauxite

nri'> of (British Guiana.

Tin production of magnesium

decimal after 1915 and only one

firm. The Dow Chemical Com-
any. continued to produce it.

Constant fy searching for other

sources of supply, they have per-

fettt-d a procels for obtaining

what we know as milk of mag-

nesia from sea water and are

doubling their output oi mag-

nesium thisiyear.

Plastics

I n aeroplane construction,

plastics, the most interesting and

publicized of organic products

arc very prominent. These light-

er, more easily produced ma-

terials are replacing metals and

releasing them for other essential

uses. The bullet proof gasoline

tank was perfected in the chem-

ical laboratory.

One of the newest members of

the plastic family, nylon, derived

from ammonia and the by-pro-

duct of petroleum, has all the

qualities of the finest silk.

Petroleum chemistry has been

extended since 1920 by leaps and
bounds and has contributed much
to the automobile and aeroplane

industry by the perfection of high

oetane gasolines. All of Canada's

high octane gas comes from the

United States.
|

In Canada chemical plants have
increased capacity for war chem-
icals and equipment. Depart-

ments have been set up at Ot-
tawa for the study of plastics and
plywoods and for fixing chemical
standards for war materials.

Canadian Chemical Plants

The government began in Feb-
ruary of 1940, a large program
for the construction of munition
and chemical plants, 95% of

which construction is now com-
pleted, while all the plants are

producing explosives, the most
important of which are T.N.T.
and cordite. Soon about 70 mil-

lion pounds of these explosives

will be turned out monthly. The
necessary amounts of sulphuric

and nitric acids are being pro-

duced in Canada on a large s.ale.

Most of the former difficulties

in production arc gone and scar-

city of materials which resulted

in bottlenecks during the last

war will not re-occur to hinder

our present production.

"The chemical industry plays

an extensive and vital part in the

conduction of war," said Dr. Mc-
Rae.

THE
HABIT-DASHER

DV POPS VOIXMEK

Formal Committee

Tip to people who get cold feet

—keep your bedroom slippers un-

der your radiator—fooled you on

that one. Now having started

off on cold, let us shiver up some

more cold facts. A lot of gals on

this campus, are addicted to the

bottle, the hot water bottle let

me hasten to assure you. Now.

when you crawl into your little

trundle bed do the sheets feel

like
1

the surface of the Jock Ham-
Arena? Then, ouch; you hit that

by-product of the boiler-works

(i.e. The H. W. Bottle). That

just shows you ain't got the right

technique. To spread the warmth

like a tropic moon through that

piece of bedrock that passes for

a mattress, pull up the covers,

then put your pillow on the top

of the mound that represents

where the bottle reposes. By the

time you've got your hair up,

your face off and your teeth in
j

,l gla&s the dear old cradle will

have lost its glacial gloom.

This is addressed to people

who inoan "but nobody ever

wears them" and return to shiv-

ering. As the Kingston gales

blow, a lot of co-eds do wear

snuggics; you too can follow the

fashion, since after all nobody

sees them (statement )—there, the

secret is out. Two other ways

to keep healthy are to take an

hour off every day for something

more solid than sipping cokes in

Lazonga's Pinball and Athletic

Club — some real exercise like

skating or badminton. One more

thing that helps defeat the sniffs

is Halibut Oil Capsules, obtain-

able at all drug stores—and this

isn't as fishy as it sounds.

To get to the head of the

problem, a lot of people are now
covering up their brain pans

—

but there are various ways of

clamping the ears down. The
kerchief is a very easy way to do

it but there arc kerchiefs and mis-

chiefs.

If you are sure you don't look

like Louise Rainer in "The Good
Earth" escaping via Siberia, wear
them, but please don't wear (A)
skinny ones, or (B) cotton ones,

and for the love of all our eyes

please try to match them to both

your coat and socks, and if pos-

sible to whatever sweater you
have on. Turbans too are getting

more popular and there are thous-

ands of Hindustani twists you
can get wrapped up in. If you
want to make a collection, a tur-

ban can be twisted out of a

quarter of a yard of 54" material

—Wool crepes and silk or wool
jerseys are particularly good.
Then there arc various ways to

sling a scarf around, and even
bonnets, of all things, are com-
ing in for those who have a S.

S. and G. (yes, simple, sweet and
girlish) expression. The Science

men, by the way, have a neat
way of explaining a turban—an
upper-storey sarong. Just out of

curiosity has any one heard of

a hat?

Bargain, bargain and this a

real one. You can get a $2.00

bottle of Dorothy Gray's Blustery
Weather Lotion for a mere $1.15

down at Tatnblyn's. This wond-
erful liquid polishes up the pan.
is a hand lotion, and can be used
as a powder base. If it wasn't
for a New Year's Resolution not
to cuss I'd swear by it.

Closing note to the gals who
insist on rolling their own (stock-
ings of course), and pulling them
up all the time, please wear Tri-

( Continued from page 1)

cause of this unchallenged suprem-

acy, the theme of the Arts Formal

is partly a salute to Mart Kenncy,

the musician and the man.

Corsages

Guests are asked to purchase

corsages at the dance. Weller's are

preparing six varieties which will

include many colors and combina-

tions. Roughly 200 dollars

was given to the Q.W.A.C. last

year and it is hoped that a similar

amount will be contributed after

next week's classic.

It has been announced that on

the night after the Artsmen's An-

nual (Friday, Jan. 23) a Red Cross

dance will be held at Queen's. Fur-

thermore Saturday morning classes

will be called. Therefore if you

want to enjoy a bigger and fuller

week-end it is suggested that you

buy one of the few remaining

tickets.

As for the Arts Formal every

measure is being taken to sell only

2 00 tickets, which signifies

fewer couples than attended last

vear's Formal, renowned as a room)

ri'dnce. \
Word has arrived that a fen

tickets can still be purchased at

the Technical Supplies, the Library

Post Office and from the commit-

tee: John Hamilton (Convener
-

),

Ross Preston, Newt Coburn. Bill

MacKenzie, Jerry Lidington, Walt

Halliwell and Tack MacNeil.

Chinese Students

(Continued from page 1)

Kuey Wong, the President of the

Society, remarked: "We wish to

express through the Journal our

warm appreciation to all those

who contributed or helped in any

way to make our little endeavour

in the war effort so successful."

The following contributors de-

serve honorable mention

:

Wah Long Laundry, Mandarin

Cafe (prop. Frank Lem), Oriental

Trading Co. (prop. Frank Lem),

Allies Cafe, Victoria Cafe, Mount
Royal Cafe, Frisco -Cafe, Jack

Lee, Wong Kai Suey, Hong Lee

Laundry, Kingston Music Co.

(prop. Peter Lee), Uptown
Laundry (Jone Lee), O. K.

Laundry, Roy York Cafe (prop.

Bill Lee), Capital Cafe( Henry
Wheelock, prop,), Plaza Cafe,

Hop Lee Laundry, Lai Sang

Laundry, Sing Doo Laundry.

Classic Cafe, Miss Ruth Perlick,

I. P. (Levana '44), S. S. (Levana

44).

The drinks are on me," cried

the Scotsman as he was run over

by the brewery truck.

color garters — after all school

spirit must be maintained at all

mes. Well my dog team is

howling without (without con-

viction if you must know), and I

must hit the trail again.

Stop Press—Better grab your-

self a date for the Levana For-

mal. P.D.F.

WANTED
60

SWIMMERS
30 Girls 30 Boys

For The

QUEEN'S WATER FOLLIES

CASTING AND' FIRST REHEARSAL

MONDAY, JANUARY 19, - 8 P.M.

AT THE SWIMMING POOL

COME AND BRING YOUR SWIM SUIT .

Colour Rhythm Comedy Thrills

MeGALL'S RESTAURANT
"The Better Ploce to Eat"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

Exclusive Apparel
for the

CO-ED

Jackson-Metivier
LIMITED

114 Princess Street

USE THE JOURNAL ADS, THAT'S WHAT THEY'RE FOR.

OVERCOAT SALE
$25.95

Regular to $35.00

103 Princess Street Phone 3542

AGENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS
SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—slock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street „.oH ««,ly Phone 1941

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
1
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Parliamentary

(Continued from page 1)

working satisfactorily.

"The present arrangement Is in

•the interest of the nation and it

does not seem likely the adminis-

tration proposes to change it," one
informant said.

From the known facts relating to

the manpower prohlem as a whole,

one likely surmise can be drawn

—

that some far-reaching announce-
ment may be expected shortly,

probably when Canada's 19th Pa
liament since Confederation opei

its third session Jan. 22.

If no declaration is forthcoming,

political strategists predict the

Green Chamber of the House of

Commons will become a bnttle-

ground for heated discussion on
•extension of compulsory service

laws.

The forthcoming session niay in-

deed be one of the most important

political assemblies of the war.^

Conscription

Spurred by growing pressure

from political and private groups
for unlimited conscription, the man-
power question has been under in-

tensive study by the administration.

Rt. Hon. Arthur Meighen, new
National leader of the Conservative

party, has declared himself un-

equivocally in support of unlimited

conscription.

And some of Prime Minister

Mackenzie King's own followers

—

including at least three members of

bis party in the House of Commons
—have placed themselves on record

in favor of conscription for ser-

vice outside Canada.

Responsible Cabinet members
have signified the administration

plans some form of selective ser-

vice. The crucial question seems
lo be Wne'ffier this will involve ex-

tension of compulsory service pro-

visions inherent in the National

Resources Mobilization Act to in-

clude service on foreign baltle-

fronts. or whether it will call mere-
ly for a more comprehensive pro-

gram of service in Canada, includ-

ing tile drafting of men for indus-

try and farm labor.

Straws in the Wind
"We will mobilize manpower for

the greater production of munitions

and food so as tn be an asset to

nur friends and allies. We will or-

ganize our women to work in the

arsenals, the shops and the fac-

tories . .
." Hon. Charles Gavin

Power, Minister of National De-
fence for Air, in a speech at Mont-
real Dec. 13.

"Hefore 12 months have passed

the whole manpower of Canada will

be organized . .
" Hon. James G.

'lardiner, Minister of Agriculture,

ft Arthur, Ont., Dec. 2.

Footnotes

Maj.-Gen. Leo Richer LaFleche,

Canada's Assocate Deputy Minister

of National War Services, was left

for dead on a battlefield of France

during the first Great War ... his

department helped arrange the ex-

iting system where by students in

'"finical years may substitute classes

"i military medicine for military

'raining.

And as the hour grew near for

the imminent battle on the Boor of
gym against the men of Erts it

came to pass that Grisly Bill the
Stick arrayed himself not in battle

dress but didst assume white shirt

and red tie the better to indicate

to the uninitiate his distinguished

presence therewith.

And Willie the Craven and the
Cap One of for three didst under-
take major duties with the spher-

oid. And Wise the Ace and Mac
the Kurr didst wield the ashen club

with killing effect. Yea — even and
to show the insignificant men of

Erts the true power of the men of

Scienz the Grisly Bill didst send
sophs into the fray against the pick

of the men of Erts and Doug the

Mill, Mac the Don, Frank the Pol

and Willie the Craven didst acquit

themselves of their weighty re-

sponsibilities. Neither was it ne-

cessary to call on Nev the Riv to

effect the victory and when the tu-

mult and shouting had died the men
of Scienz had killed two score le=s

one, losing only three-quarters of

that number.

And after the departure of Maid
Marion in her search for talent for

the feast of the Fac on the Ide>

of Pisces the nine metal boxes she

had left behind were ceremoniously

opened. And the instructions en-

closed which the senior man of each

of the nine departments of the

Fac of Sctenz didst read aloud

caused juniors to quail and sophs

to (urn pale as they envisaged the

Herculean task awaiting them.

For Maid Marion (who will re-

turn on the Ides of Pisces with a

famous Band of Versatile Synco-

nants from the distant land of

Zwing who will assist the men of

Scienz in rituals of Terpsichore

and Bacchus at the Feast of the

Fac) didst entrust to her mighty

warriors a monumentous task of

skill and stamina.

Yea — three levels of the cavern-

ous catacombs of Grant will be

transformed into a wondrous scene

of transient beauty — even as Maid
Marion's summer home.

The men of Elec will display

evidence of their conquest over the

powers of Darkness and Light —
yea and will produce all and every

varying wavelength in their pyro-

technics whilst Stygian gloom doth

reign in the realms of Pluto where
Aphrodite will be invited.

And the men of Mech will make
things move. "Yea," quoth the men
of Mech, "at the Sdenzformal all

things fnove."

And then didst the men of Scienz

depart to ponder their problems and
distribute assignments to their fol-

lowers — yea for the problem fac-

ing the men of Scienz is not as in

other years. No more do they have

the great cavern of gym to work
their wondrous magic.

But the catacombs of Grant will

be explored and exploited to their

highest peaks and subterranean

levels.

And to each man of Scienz is

entrusted a share in the epic work
to be done.

Maid Marion knows that in the

next five weeks each man will do

his duty.

MR. DALTON OUTLINES
WORK OF RED CROSS

BY ELEANOR BOUCK
On Monday, January 12, at 7.IS

p.m., Mr. Charles Dalton gave a

resume of the work of Ihc Red

Cross on a radio program, one of a

series sponsored by CHieen's Uni-

versity.

Meeting

Mr. Dalton first madi- announce-

ment of the annual meeting of the

Red Cross to be held in the City

Hall on Tuesday, January 13. He
said that at that meeting the organ-

ization would gather itself together

to go forward in the coming year.

In the past two and a half years,

70,000 dollars have been entrusted

to the Kingston branch of the Red

Cross. The work of the Red Cross

has been expanding all over Can

ada and he suggested that the cap

able leadership given by her execu

He holds a degree of Doctor of

Laws from the University of Otta-

wa and last June was made a Doc-

tor of the University of Montreal.

This is his message to University

students :

—

"Study hard and train hard —
Canada needs educated men."

tive is one of the main reasons for

this.

The speaker told of the careful

arrangement of the work, mention

iug that eighteen months ago rather

extensive plans were made in con-

junction with the American Red

Cross. As a result of tins our me-

dical supplies arc standard with

theirs. Mr. Dalton pointed out,

however, that we can no longer

lean upon the generosity of our

good neighbor and w'e may even be

called upon t" lend them aid.

Kingston Branch

The work of the Kingston branch

of the Red Cross is mainly in tin

making up of the quotas of mater

ials supplied them from the Pro-

vincial headquarters. The Kingston

Red Cross has never fallen down

in its requirements, the speaker

pointed out, thanks to the fine ef-

forts of many Kingston women.

Mr. Dalton told of the very good

work being done by Miss Marion

Ross who is guiding the efforts of

the girls at Queen's. Under Miss

Ross the girls do sewing in their

Red Cross work rooms and visit

soldiers in hospital.

Courses Offered

Mr. Dalton told of the course in
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to a cold and drafty classroom tn

get their attendance taken I can
only say that "you rotters don't ap-

preciate nature." Can there be any-
thing more perfect than hurling

back the bedclothes and, with a

shout of joy, springing to an icy

cold floor after five hours sleep?

Can there be anylhing more stimu-

lating than taking deep breathing

exercises with the window flung

open in order to let in ten

below zero weather? And can there

Ke any person who does not enjoy

a brisk walk through knee-high

drifts, in utter darkness and on an

empty stomach? And what if you
don't get your breakfast? Remem-
ber Gandhi. He starved for 56

days, and he was underweight be-

fore Ik- started.

Another thing I like about

Oueen's are the professors. They
are so chunimv and friendly with

the students. From all of that re-

vered throng there are several that

I would like to hurl to the fore to

receive a large medal and bouquet

for the spirit of companionship

they inspire in their young students

What have they done, you say, to

deserve such an honour? All I can

sav is that they run foot-races with

all late students. For every morn-

ing, if you are observant, you will

see one of them lined up in a racing

start just inside the front door of

the Arts Building. Just as the

second bell begins to ring and as

all late students arc crawling

through the door he leaps

to his feet and starts running like

a frightened steer up the stairs to

the second floor with a pack of

breathless students behind him. The

object of the race is to beat him
into the classroom. Tf you don't

you are locked out. Not only does

this fine system give everyone a

fair chance but it teaches all late

students to be good sports and

keeps me in -good conditinn. And
to show that the age of chivalry is

not dead in his soul, the dear old

fellow only canters up the stairs

when .girl students are late. Is it

possible to offer anything but pra

to such a fellow?

nutrition which is to take place

sonn and encouraged his listeners to

be present at the meeting in Con-

vocation Halt at eight o'clock the

same evening, He also mentioned

a course in war emergency measures

to be given to school children with

the assistance of local women and

nurses. The speaker pointed out

the importance of parents making

sure that their children take the

course as they are accepted by the

A.R.P. when they have completed

it. ,

Mr. Dalton expressed his appre-

ciation to the Gifl Guides for serv-

ing tea in the work rooms. He
also thanked the doctors, nurses,

Kiwanis Club. I.O.D.E., office staff

and the general public for their fine

cooperation in connection with the

Blood Donor Campaign: He said

that more than a thousand people

had given their blood since the last

appeal had been given.

You'll Be "RIGHT" In -

FORMAL CLOTHES
from TWEDDELL'S

METROPOLITAN

CORRECTNESS

Plus Casual Ease

You'll feel thoroughly at

home in a better quality

DRESS SUIT if it bear* the

Tweddell labeL For you will

know that it conforms strict-

ly to the dictate of good

taste, is authentically cor-

rect in style, in fabric and

in trim, and is exquisitely

tailored in the best custom

manner by Society Brand

Clothes and other leading

Canadian Manufacturers.

MODERATELY

PRICED

ACCESSORIES for Formal Wear
Everything to complete your "DRESS" SUIT in accessories

such as vests, ties, gloves, scarves, hose, jewelry, etc. All

are Tweddcll's better quality at our usual MODERATE
PRICES.

OUR ANNUAL

JANUARY CLEARANCE
NOW IN FULL SWING!

Students!—here's Kingston's greatest annual sale

event, and there isn't a sale anywhere to touch the

values of Tweddell's January Clearance. They're

truly stupendous and you owe it to yourself to attend.

ACT QUICKLY, take advantage oi <jitr January

Clearance values and save as never before.

BETTER QUALITY

OVERCOATS - SUITS
AND FURNISHINGS

at

DRASTICALLY REDUCED PRICES

See Our Special Window Displays

TWEDDELL'S
Hotel La Salle Bldg.

137 - 139 Princess St. Phone 3706

GRANT HALL T0-NITE IT'S A SWEATER DANCE!
The MEDS 42

SKELETON SERENADE

9 P.M.

NOVEL PROGRAMMES

Featuring MAURICE ALLEN and his ORCHESTRA

ADMISSION $1.10 plus tax plus one sweater MORE PUN!
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Petition Drawn Up
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Toronto (C.U.P.)—Students of

all fraternities here will be asked to

sign a petition to the provincial

government asking for the estab-

lishment of Dominion - Provincial

scholarships under the Youth Train-

ing Plan, it was announced last

week by the Scholarship Commit-

tee under the auspices of the Stu-

dents' Christian Movement of the

University of Toronto.

Scholarship Plan

Under the ^'^^utl^ Training Plan,

the Federal government has offered

to contribute jointly with any pro-

vincial government towards the es-

tablishment of such scholarships.

So far, six provinces' have taken

advantage of this scheme, but the

Ontario Government has as yet

taken no action.

Based on the results of the ques-

tionnaire of last year, a brief has

been prepared and will be- sent out

lo members of parliament and the

Oniario press, a large part of which

has already indicated its support.

Ed. Note: (The Q.S.A. is plan-

ning a similar petition here at

Queen's hut further details are not

known as yet).

Sophomore : "Were you 'ever

bothered with athlete's foot?"

Frosh: "Yes. once the captain

of the rugby team caught me dat-

ing his girl."

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-

wear — Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid. High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00

•

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St

Phone 24

Delivery Service

Letter to the Editor

Dear Studcs:

Have you heard about the new-

improved TRICOLOR for 1942?

Well, everyone is talking about it

and making arrangements to pur-

chase one on our easy time pay-

ment plan. Queen's isn't com-

plete without the TRICOLOR
.nd you will certainly want to

make sure that you get one. If

I you haven't already, rest assured

that in the very near future, you

will be approached by one of our

ambitious salesmen and told all

about the wonderful new TRI-

COLOR. The TRICOLOR'S
BETTER BUY BUDGET plan

is very simple and convenient,

(We comply with the Govern-

ment "regulations concerning in-

stalment buying). You pay our

salesman one dollar by way of

deposit and that will insure that

your TRICOLOR will be await-

ing you in the Spring.

We could go on and on and

tell you about our marvellous

magazine but we'll save that

pleasure for you until you have

heard from our goldcn-tongucd

salesmen. Just resign yourself to

the fact that your sales-resistance

is all gone now, and be among

the first to buy a Tricolor for '42.

Remember . . . one dollar now

... no regrets in the spring.

Don't be one of those poor un-

fortunate people whose education

has been so sadly neglected that

they would fail to obtain a copy

of the best Tricolor yet

In case you are already con-

vinced, be sure to contact one of

our following salesmen:

Florence Campbell, Bonnie

Bonham, Jack Field. Mo Park,

Gord Tracy, Joan Bannister,

John Hanna, Ted Hazle, Mac
Lendrum. Russ Richardson, Doug

Tctu, Harold Jones, Murray

Fraser, Jack Milliken.

Yours truly,

The Tricolor Staff.

LEVANA.
NOTE/

An Idea

Goodwin House girls had a

bright idea. They all contributed

wool and then knitted squares

to make up a very lovely quilt.

Why don't the occupants of the

other houses and those on the

different floors in Ban Righ fol

low their example?

Good work, Goodwinitesl

, al

this

CO-ED
SPOBTSREEL

IATHERINE MCRUER

Home Nursing

The home nursing classes

ready started will follow

timetable:

On January 21, 28 and Feb-

ruary 4 they will be held in the

class-room of the Ontario Hos-

pital or K.G.H.

On February 11 in the amphi

theatre of K.G.H. and on Feb

ruary 18 in the class-soom of the

Ontario Hospital or in K.G.H.

All 'first year students whose

last names begin with any letters

from A-L inclusive and whose

names begin with Mac or Mc

are to assemble at Ban Righ at

7.15 where they will leave by bus

for the Ontario Hospital.

First year students whose last

names begin with any letter from

M-Z inclusive (except Mc or

Mac) and all upper year students

are to go to K.G.H. nurses' train-

ing ward.

Here is a final remainder to

those who have not paid their

dollar to Dr. Douglas.

Levana Meeting

There will be a meeting of the

Levana Society either next Tues-

day or Wednesday.

Levana Formals

There seems to have been some

confusion concerning the com-

mittee for the Formals. Jean Car-

michael is the convener, Peggy-

Clarke is in charge of the Band

Committee and Audrey Hollis is

in charge of the decorations.

The tickets now on sale are

three dollars and may be pur-

chased from any member of the

committee.

Labor In The War
Is Ditcussion Topic

BY BROCK MflRDY

The part that Canadian labor

can play in the Allied war efforts

was the topic of a discussion

among members of the Worker's

Educational Association which

was broadcast from CFRC on

January 13. The discussion fol-

lowed the question-and-answer

pattern, with sevtral local work

ing-men

ing part.

This is a people's wa

tnd Union officials tak-

£T&e (President, &xecuti»e an cmOers «.

{i9
iht pi*

htir

S$nnualS%t 3%o
U UJ i

grant MaU, $a<

at ten o 'c/oei

°Unii>tr-titij

Your Best Protection

HALIBUT

LIVER

CAPSULES

59c 311,1 98c

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

Hockey

If you don't believe hockey is

fun, why don't you come out and

see for yourself? There's plenty

of exercise in it and the stick is

a good balance for beginners. It

gives a purpose to skating so that

if you play once you will want to

keep right on with the game.

Around the first week in Febru-

ary the interyear games will begin.

Levana '44 won last vear. Who
will defeat them this^ear, or will

they be defeated? Get your teams

together to provide an answer to

this question.

Referees in and around King-

ston are scarce. Consequently there

is to be a class for girls who wish

to learn the finer points about a

variety of games. This is a new

venture, and Miss Ross would like

to speak to all those interested.

See next week's Journal for fur-

ther details.

Advanced Gym
To fulfil a demand of many stu-

dents an advanced class in gym-

nastics will be held in the gym.

This will prove most valuable to

those girls wishing to continue

work in athletics after they finish

college, and will be a fine prepara-

tion for O.C.E. Make a note of

this, a(tl watch for further news.

Basketball

Owing to the lack of interest in

practices, it has been decided that

the interyear games should start a

week earlier than mentioned in the

last Journal. WilJ all years please

note that interyear games begin on

January 20.

Jan. 20—'44 vs '45

Jan. 21—'42 vs '43

Jan. 26—'44 vs '43

Jan. 27—'42 vs '45

Feb. 2—43 vs '45

7eb. 4—'42 vs '44

All games begin at 2 p.m. Ath-

letic sticks get their teams together

as soon as possible.

So said

Tom Moore, the head of the Can-

adian Labor Congress, in his New

Year'* message to the workers of

Canada. Tbi> war, he said, will

be won as much on the front line

of the factories as on the military

fronts.

Labor in the War

Thus Labor's voice is more

powerful than ever at this time.

In the discussion a demand was

voiced for an even greater rate

,,1 production of war supplier in

order to meet the challenge im-

posed by Total War. This chal-

lenge could be met by the intro-

duction of selective service for

both men and women, as recently

ndorsed by the Canadian Legion,

and by the restoration of unity

to the ranks of Canadian work-

ers.

Organized labor will demand to

be consulted on the most effective

use of man-power, and the work-

ers themselves will not stand for

any checks on increased war pro-

duction, it was stated. It was

deplored that there were claimed

to be in Canada 21,000 small

manufacturing plants whose facil-

ities were not being fully used.

The lack of industrial planning

during the early part of the war

wa- cen>ured. this lack explain-

ing the scarcity of skilled workers

while at the same time men were

being laid off in aircraft factories

and shipyards.

Unions Willing

On the other hand, it was

shown how willing the unions

are to help the war effort. The

example was cited of the Mon-

treal aircraft works where pro-

duction has been greatly increas-

ed as the result of. the workmen

being given a major voice in its

operation. The Canadian Sea-

men's Union is training 6,000

merchant seamen ; the steel work

cr's union is investigating Am
erican methods of production

the British Columbia lumber-

men's union is drawing up plan:

for the mobilization of its mem
bers.

The speakers asked that the

Canadian people look abroad at

the efforts of Labor in the Allied

countries. In the United States

the Council of Labor and Man
agement which was s^t up a yea

ago to supervise the shift from

peacetime to wartime production

is now in operation. In Britain,

in China, and in Russia, Labor

has lent itself without a single

dissenting voice to the struggle

for the achievement of victory.

In closing, those taking part in

the discussion ^agreed that only

through an all-out democratic war
effort could this victory be gained

and the happy future of the work-

i • >eni aeconinary

kunJrtJ and f»rty-tu>o

It is requested that no corsage be worn

SENIOR O.H.A. GAME
ON SATURDAY NIGHT

BY DUNC DAVIDSON

Kingston Combines, faced with

elimination unless they win three

out of their next five games, en-

tertain Niagara Falls in a Senior

"A" game Saturday. The Falls

team have consistently shown

plenty of power, but have slipped

to fourth place due to a recent

slump. Kingston, in fifth place,

must take over the fourth spot

from the Wire-Weavers to make

the play-offs. Hence the four-

point game assumes the aspect

of a double-crucial struggle.

Previous Game

These two teams met the last

Saturday before the Christmas

holidays, in this city. At that

time all fans acclaimed the pass-

ing of Fritz, Newbold and Hexi-

mer, the leadership and defensive

play of Macphail, and the monot-

onous scoring of O'Keefe, who

scored more than 60 points in the

Alberta Senior League last year.

However, the local sextet won

that encounter, and feel sure of

repeating the victory. They have

been losing close decisions in

recent games, but in every case,

have made brilliant last-period

comebacks that have just fallen

short of a triumph. The game

should be a thriller, with both

teams battling hard for that last

playoff spot, with the Limestone

entry favored to win.

Hitler Their God

The Nazi attitude towards re-

ligion was stated in a special

broadcast for German youth

some four months after the war

began. It said: 'This is the creed

of our time. We believe in Hitler

. . , The Scriptures are dead. We
need no fairy-tales today.' (John

Fergusson in 'Listening Post').

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

' PHONE 406

Today

:

4.00 p.m.—Maths Club

Room 202

Physics Bldg.

6.00 p.m.—Jr. Football Dinner

McGall's Restaurant

900 p.m.—Year Dance

Grant Hall

Saturday:

8.00 p.m.—A.M.S. Open House

Grant Hall

Sunday

:

1.00 p.m.—Ski Bus leaves

Union

Monday:
5.00 p.m.—Tom Moore lectures

Convocation Hall.

ing-men be assured.

Miss X. Pensvie

I knew a girl named Passion

I asked her out for a date.

1 took her to dinner,

Gosh ! How passionate.

—Awgwan.

STUDENTS--
Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033
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Arts' Formal Notice

Those who gave their ad-

dress as Queen's Post Office

may obtain ticket and pro-

gram by presenting the re-

ceipt there. All others will

be mailed to the address
given the salesman. Please
pick up your tickets prompt-
ly. Those not picked up will

be at Grant Hall Thursday
evening.

Frank Nash,

Convener of Finance.

Glee Club Singers

Staging Gay Show

Gilbert - Sullivan Operetta
To be Presented Feb. 3-4

The Pirates of Penzance, the

Queen's Glee Club's musical show,
is opening at K.C.V.I, Auditorium
on February 3 and 4, two weeks
from tonight. Gilbert and Sullivan

operettas are usually high priced,

but Queen's 50-voice musicale will

be presented to the public at popu-
lar prices, 35 and 50 cents. At!

seats are reserved and tickets may
now be obtained at the Tech Sup-
plies or from any member of the

Glee Club for the two-night per-

formance of this famous operetta.

Production

I'uder the baton of Dr. Harrison

all members of the cast are in al

GLEE CLUB
(Continued on page 7)

O.T.C. Discharges
Japanese Students

Vancouver (C.U.P.)—Typical of

the Japanese men who have been

comrades-in-arms to other trainees

in the C.O.T.C. here is Michivoshi

Symiya, first year arts student. He,
along with many other Japanese has

worn the Canadian army uniform
For the last time. For a year and
a half they have drilled with their

friends of the white race. Now it

has ended.

A Senior Officer of the C.O.T.C.

at University of British Columbia

said that a "ticklish situation" had

been averted. The University could

O.T.C. DISCHARGES

(Continued on page 8)

Pretty Mermaids
Will Splash Soon

At"WaterFollies"

New Type of Entertainment
Should Prove Popular

On Campus
v.

BY MOE POLOWIN
Queen's Water Follies—the super

production of the year — will be

presented on February 20 and 21.

With the selection of the dates, and
the beginning of rehearsals, Queen's

embarks on the most ambitious en-

tertainment venture of her historv.

The program has been drawn up
into two acts, the first taking in all

individual performances and sha-

dow swimming. The second act,

set to music and soft lights, will

charm the heart of the sourest

Scrooge, and delight the "Dapper

Dans" and "Stage Door Johnnies."

The audience will see splashing

mermaids and mermen, sailors on

shore leave, and best of all, hula

;,irts rhythr.-; -.":!! \ writhing in their

grass skirts.

PRETTY MERMAIDS
(Continued on page 6)

Kenney Will Play

Song By Artsman

Judy Richards To Sing Tune
By Neil Davis

A new song written by Neil

Davis, Arts '42, will be played for

the first time in public by Mart

Kenney and his Western Gentle-

men at the Arts Formal on Thurs-

day night. Word has been received

from Mart that the vocal will be

handled by T"dy Richards.

Interview With Composer

In an interview with the fourtial

yesterday Mr. Davis said : "Once

I hear a modern tunc, the words

and music seem to stick in my head

. . . this has led me to experiment

with tunes and lyrics . . . The song

Mr. Kenney is going to feature is

the result ... I have decided to

dedicate the song to the graduating

class this year, although it is not a

college song."

Harvey Dicks, well-known Toron

to musician, arranged the score for

NEW SONG
(Continued on page 3)

Principal to Speak

Principal Wallace will give

his second lecture to Fresh-

men and Freshettes in Grant

Hall Wednesday morning,

January 21st, from 9-10 o'-

clock.

Freshman Orators

Competing Tonight

Winners to Receive Trophy
And Cash Awards

The annual freshman public
speaking contest will take place to-

night at 7.15 p.m. in the Biology

Lecture Room of the Old Arts

Building. Only five freshmen are

competing for the first prize of five

dollars and a silver cup, and tin-

second prize of four dollars. Al-

though all faculties were invited to

take part, Medicine and Levana are

not taking part.

Five Speakers

Three Artsmen and two Science-

men are competing. Bud Morden,

Leo Heaps and Bernard Rauch will

represent Arts, while Frank Lee

and Gord Winder will speak for

Maid Marion. Mr. Rauch will speak

on "Science in Modern Warfare,"

Mr. Morden will discuss the Abdi-

cation of Edward VIII, while Mr.

Heaps' title will be "Art in Motion

Pictures." At the time of going to

press, the topics of the other speak-

ers are not known.

L'nder the rules of the content,

the contestants may use notes, but

are not permitted to read their

FRESHMEN ORATORS
(Continued on page 4)

Distinctive Music

Will Be Featured

At Levana Formal

Berkley Kidd's Orchestra,
Noted Ottawa Band

Will Play Here

The music at this year's Levana
Formals will be supplied by Berk-

ley Kidd and his orchestra. Well
known in Ottawa, Berkley Kidd
has built up a fine reputation for

himself and Ins band in the capital

city.

The last two summers have

found this orche>tra fulfilling a

contract at the Lakeside Gardens,

popular dance rendezvous in Ot-

tawa.

Maycourt Ball

Berkley Kidd recently had the

distinction of playing at Ottawa's

famed Maycourt Ball, where his

music was enthusiastically received.

This will not be the first visit

that this orchestra has paid to

Queen's, and judging by former oc-

casions, his success at the Levana

Formal will be assured.

Tickets are priced at three dol-

lars a couple, and may be obtain-

ed from Convener Jean Car-

mirchael, or from any member
of the Levana Formal Committee.

Principal Of McGill
Will Visit England

Stately Stampede Is Witnessed

it Open House In Grant Hall

The A.M.S. Open House, held

Saturday night in Grant Hall, while

rfseniblmg the Calgary Stampede

i" many res|>ects, was well attended

a 'id much enjoyed. The elimina-

tion of certain tag dances in favour

"f couple dancing won wide ap-

proval and helped to keep the stag

line in check.

An ordinary turntal le and a

cr.vstal pick-up replaced the o!d-

Myle "Wurlitzer" anml provided a

variety of superior dance tunes

w'hich tould be heard distinctly in

all corners of the hall.

Dancing partners were found for

a, nnen, sailors, and students by

"'e hostesses. The Queen's War
Aid Committee sold War Savings

Stamps at the door and realized

some 25 dollars. The attendants at

the "coke" stand were' dispensing

drinks to thirsty "open housers" al!

thruugh the evening.

The program ended at 11.30 with

a vigorous pianp interpretation of

"God Save the King."

Random Jottings

The old stag-line problem remains

the greatest single source of trial

and tribulation to the Open House

Committee. On Saturday night,

stine improvement W3S noted,

thanks largely to the heroic efforts

of the constables, but the inevitable

tendency of the lonesome wolves to

OPEN HOUSE

(Continued on page 7)

Montreal (C.U.P.)—Dr. F. Cy-

ril James, Principal and Vke-

Cbancellor of McGill University,

will shortly leave Canada for the

British Isles in his capacity of

Chairman of the Committee on Re-

construction. The Principal's visit

to Fngland will last for about three

weeks, it is expected. No specific

date of departure has been an-

nounced, and, following the cus-

tomary Canadian war-time policy,

the mode of transportation remains

a military secret.

Purpose of Visit

The exact purpose of the Prin-

cipal's overseas visit will be to con-

tact responsible British parties who

arc now engaged in formulating the

post-war plans of that country. It

is expected that ideas will be ex-

changed and some common policies

evolved.

The Reconstruction Committee

of which Dr. James is Chairman is

an advisory committee to the cab-

inet. It is designed to aid the gov-

ernment by mommending the type

of organization that will be needed

to assist the country in a transition

from war to peace-time economy.

Full problems pertaining to the

demobilization of members of the

armed forces as well as the poten-

tial uses to which some of the

country's vast new industrial units

may be put will come, more or less,

under the scope of Dr. James' com-

mittee.

E. B. Bonham Wins

Photographic Prize

Tricolor Editor Announces

Contest Winners

Elizabeth B. Bonham has carriet

off the laurels in the campus life

picture contest this week, the editor

of the Tricolor announced yester

day. From the 100 odd shots en

tered in the contest, five winners

of consolation prizes have been

picked . . . they are Diana Wheeler.

Walter Halliwell, Douglas Wilson.

Murray Lytic and Keith Camphelt.

Hugh Black, the editor of the

year book, urges all students to

enter the pictorial contest this com-

ing week. The Tricolor Staff hopes

to make the Campus Life Section

this year the best ever ami requests

student co-operation. Quoth Mr.

Black: "Never say die!!! This

week is someone's lucky week . . .

perhaps that someone is YOU."

Entry Deadline

All graduate picture^ in Arts and

Levana must be in by February

1st. The editor adds that after

that date no more pictures will be

accepted. All group pictures should

also be taken at once and write-

ups for campus organizations should

!>e handed in as promptly as pos-

sible. ,

Since the Tricolor is coming out

early this vcar. all orders should

be in by the first of February, con-

cluded Mr. Black.

WAR
COMMENT

Halfaya, the well-known hell

fire pass has fallen at last to the

British. More than 5,500 prison-

ers were taken. The surrender of

Halfaya means the surrender of

the last Axis stronghold in East-

ern Libya. The core of the fascist

resistance. General Rommel's mo-
bile unit, is farther west. The
British will probably engage him
diortly, now that this threat to

their communications has been

destroyed. An important step has

been taken towards victory in

Airica. Let us hope that it comcSj

shortly. The British troops i

Africa could be used elsewhere

Sir Stafford Cripps, British

Ambassador to Russia has resign-

ed his post at his own request.

And Sir Archibald Kerr now
envoy to Chungking will replace

him. So far this shift hasn't been

completely explained. However,

recent reports informed us that

Sir Stafford considered his mis-

sion in the Soviet Union com-

pleted and that he wanted to get

back to active political life in

England. He has been a Labor

member of the House of Com-

mons since 1931. The reader will

recall that Sir Stafford was sent

to the Soviet Union especially to

cement Anglo - Soviet relations

following the rift they suffered

WAR COMMENT
(Continued on page 6)

Noted Personage

To Address Girls

Lady Byng of Vimy will be

Guest of Levana

A. M.S. Contracts

Local Orchestra

For Charity Dance

J. Yokom's Band to Feature
Vocalist Art Waineman

At Red Cross Ball

The A.M.S. announced today

that it has secured the services of

Jimmie Yokom and his 11-piece^

orchestra for the Red Cross Ball,

to be held in Grant Hall this Fri-

day. Yokom, who has been playing

in and about Kingston Tor the past

few years, has proved increasingly

popular with every new engage-

ment and his services have been al

a premium. The A.M.S. Uius feels

fortunate in securing his services

and is confident that all Queen's

dance-lovers will he more than sat-

isfied with his novel musical ar-

rangements. As an added attraction

the orchestra will present their

popular vocalist, Arthur Waineman,

Worthwhile Cause

Queen's will be holding its Red

Cross Ball in conjunction with

many other dances being held at

the same time and for the same

purpose at many other Canadian

universities. All proceeds from the

dances will be given to the worth-

while work of die Canadian Red

Cross Society. The cost per couple

for the Ball will be the same as

the price tor Year Dances.

Artsmen Consider
Plans For Banquet

Lady Byng, widow of the late

Lord Byng of Vimy, former Gov-

ernor-Geueral of Canada, will be

the speaker at the Levana meeting

on Wednesday evening at 7.30 in

the Common "Room.

Experiences

Throughout her life, Lady Byng

has travelled widely and met many

NOTED PERSONAGE
(Continued on page 7)

Plans for the Arts banquet, to

be held in Febrnary, were dis-

cussed at a meeting of the Arts

Society Executive last Friday.

Norman Rogers, convener of the

banquet, reported that he was

trying to obtain a speaker, It

was agreed that a 75-cent dinner

be provided for SO cents, the

Arts Society to pay the nalance.

General Meeting

A general meeting of the Arts

Society will be held on Wednes-

day, January 21, at 4 o'clock.

This meeting was requested by

Arts '42 who wish to amend the

constitution.

Carl Abner was nominated as

convener of the Student-Professor

BANQUET PLANS

(Continued on page 6)

NOTICE

The next issue of the

Journal wifl be on Thurs-

day, instead of Friday of

this week. AH contributors

must hand in copy by eight

o'clock to-night.

American Colleges Prepare

To Play Part In War Effort

(Ed Note,—The Journal re-

ceived this information from

the Office of Civilian Defense

in Washington, D.C. We re-

print it for its student interest.)

Washington. D.C, Jan. 13.—The

role of colleges and universities in

the nation's war effort was suggest-

ed in an official guide issued today

by the Dm -ion of \ outh Activities,

Office of Civilian Defense. Civilian

protection measures, conservation

programs, consumer and nutrition

education, civilian morale service

and defense stamp sales promotion

are among the activities proposed

by the youth division.

Mrs. Roosevelt

"It is imperative for schools, as

well as committees, to set up de-

fense committees through which de-

fense activities can be co-ordinated,"

Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, assist-

ant director of Civilian Defense,

said. "What American youth think

and do on the college campuses to-

day will be reflected in action

throughout the world during the

next ten years."

The "College Defense Committee

Informational Bulletin." according

to Jane Seaver and Gilbert Harri-

son, co-directors of the Division of

Youth Activities, makes certain sug-

gestions for adoption by schools and

the proposals are based on "cxperi-

AMERICAN COLLEGES
(Continued on page 7)
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Then there was the C.O.T.C.
|

man who allegedly replied when
asked by the Sergeant - Major
where the balance of his rifle

was. "I don't know sir. This is

all they gave me."—Varsity.

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A.

Come in and inspect oux

extra large selection of

ODD
TROUSERS

Many are ideal for tough

school wear

Imported and

Domestic Worsteds

Heavier

Sturdy Tweeds

All necessary alterations free

—

guaranteeing you your proper fit

BIBBY'S
Where you liny with confidence

78-80-82-84 Princess St.

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClethesShop

79 Princess St.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The rflost up-to-date 3-chair shop in
the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 1772-W

Student Problems
The Student Christian Move-

ment's twenty-first anniversary

conference was held at St. An-

drew's College in Aurora during

Che Christmas vacation. Several

Queen's students were in atten-

dance.

Democracy in War
One of the prime objectives

was to attain some unanimity on

the question of what would be

the best course of action for the

maintenance and extension of de-

mocracy in the war crisis. There

were two main schools of thought

on the subject.

The first was for the confine-

ment of action to the home-front

in the spheres of labor organiza-

tion, adult education, the co-op-

erative movement, and political

government. The other stressed

the necessity of the co-ordination

of home-front and war-front en-

deavor to successfully defeat

fascism.

Student War Effort

Although the conference could

not wholly agree on principle,

the resolutions which were passed

called for conditions which would

facilitate an all-out student war
effort. The most significant of

these were recommendations
which (1 ) in reaffirming the prin-

ciples of the S.C.M.. stated that

their stand at the present time

demands the defence of the demo-
cratic way of life; (2) called for

Hie S.C.M. to confront students

with the moral obligation of de-

feating anti-democratic forces at

work in the world; (3) advocated

the total mobilization of Can-
adian universities by means of a

selective service plan; (4) pre-

sented a number of concrete pro-

posals on student health, co-op-

erative residences, adjustment of

university courses and post-war

rehabilitation.

Nation Agreement

It was felt that if the imple-

menting of these recommenda-
tions receives the support of the

whole Canadian student body,

students may have the satisfac-

tion of knowing that they are
aiding the government to con
form to the twenty-six nation

Allied Agreement. This bears
Canada's signature and pledges

resources, military

to defeat Hitler.

'its full

conomic'

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

Dr.VincentA. Martin
DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St

VITAMIN
VALUES

for

Health

Defense

Seeing this war through to com-
plete victory will demand the

full effort of every civilian. Keep
your health at fighting peak.
Fortify it with the vitamins
which arc so essential to vigor-

ous good health and strong
nerves. Get them here — the
products of reputable manufac-
turers.

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

ECONOMIC PROBLEMS
Several issues stand out in any

present discussion of the econ
omic problems of students. One
vital question is that of the future

of students who enlist in active

service before obtaining their de-
grees. Student Post-War Re
habilitalion, Dominion P.C.7633

provides that students who joi

the armed forces now may com-
plete their degrees with the aid

of government subsidies after the

war and their discharge. The
provision is rendered somewhat
insecure by the wording "may"
and undergraduates feel thai it

should be made more mandatory
by the Dominon government.

Increase in room rents gener-
ally, and the use of university

residences by the armed forces

in particular cases, raises the

problem of reasonably priced

housing facilities for students.

The development of co-operative

residences may be urged as an
.ffci tiv; means of modifying thin

situation.

Reports from Canadian Uni-
versity representatives indicate

wide disparities in provisions for

medical examinations, hospitaliza-

tion and health insurance at the

various Canadian universities \

campaign for minimum health

provisions would mean much for

students at universities, such as

Alberta, where none arc now

,w ailable.

According to the Queen's ques-

tionnaire of 1940. the majority of

students find summer jobs cither

through family contacts or on

their own initiative. It was felt

by many students that the Em-
ployment Bureau at each uni-

versity should be urged to assume

greater responsibility in placing

students in war work next sum-

er and in ensuring them a mini-

mum wage limit. That 50% of

Queen's students come from in-

come groups of $2,500 and under

indicates something of the calibre

of the students and the sacrifice

ti the part of their families in

ssisting them through college.

STUDENTS AND STAFF

The problem of student-staff

relations is one campus prob-

lem that needs serious considera-

ion. In the smaller colleges

greater co-operation and mutual

nderstanding exists between the

students anil the prnfessors.'Stu-

dents feel Free in inquire about

employment possibili^tc m their

fields, the adequacy of -the cours-

the methods of teaching and

matters like compulsory atten-

dance at lectures. They also have

an opportunity to know their

professors as human personalities

and friends.

But in the larger universities

this mutual understanding break;,

down and impersonality takes its

place. Some faculty clubs, stu-

dent organizations and societies

remain where students and staff

have an opportunity to meet on

ommon ground. This situation

s sporadic, however, and gen-

erally unsatisfactory. Under-
standing can come only through
working together on common
problems, based not merely on
friendship and discussion but
also co-operation in definite pro-

jects.

To meet this need in the larger

universities some type of joint

council of staff and students

should it was felt be formed. Such
problems as revising weak cur-

ricula, compulsory attendance
at lectures, examinations, voca-
tional guidance to students, diffi-

culties caused by the necessity

for military training and the role

of the university in a world at

war can be attacked. Results
from such "action should be of
value to both students and staff

COLLEGE CURRICULUM
One of the three student groups

at the conference discussed the

adequacy of curricula in the

various universities, particularly

in war-time. There was great

variety in the complaints so that

no general plan of action could

be formulated. Some thought

that their courses were too gen-

eral ; other complained of cx-

raneous technical matter which

would very rarely be used in ac-

tual practice; some science and

medical students thought that

their courses should contain a

better background in the more

cultural" subjects, while others

complained of courses already too

full.

One defect found fairly gener-

ally was the lack of anything in

the curriculum to stimulate a

sense of civic and social responsi-

bility in the student. The feeling

was that college graduates, who
are often best fitted to take posi-

tions of importance and service

to the community or country, are

for the most part indifferent to

or unaware of their responsibility

Opinion was divided as to wheth-

a course on the curriculum

would be sufficient to awaken

such a sense of responsibility.'

The most important fact that

came out in discussion was thai

several instances students

have been able by concerted ac-

tion to bring about changes in

either the form or the matter of

their courses. Several specific

cases at the University of Tor-

onto were cited, where dissatis-

fied students had been able to

effect reforms.

CAMERA CLUB FANS
HEAR E. GREENWOOD

The Camera Club held its first

meeting of the term January 14

in the Old Arts Building. The
highlight of the meeting was an

informative talk by 1-d Green-

wood on "The Chemistry of De-

velopers."

Mr. Greenwood gave an outline

of the various constituents of

photographic developer: the de-

veloping agent, the preservative,

the alkali, and the restrainer

—

and described the functions of

each.

At the next meeting, Mr. C.

H. Curtis, of the Economics De-

partment, will show color slides

taken in Western Canada. The
time and place of this meeting

will be announced in the next

issue of the Tournal.

Filler for the Journal is stuff

that, when a story isn't long enough

to fill a column, it does.

M. & M. Banquet

The Mining and Metal-

lurgical Society banquet

will be held on Friday, Jan-

uary 30, in Grant Hall.

All those interested are

advised to keep, that date

open and to watch the Jour-

nal for further information.

Elevator Man: "Here you are

sonny, this is your^floor."

Superior Youth

y<m call me sonny,

my father!"

Elevator Man: "Well, I brought

you up, didn't I ?"

P "How dare

You are not

NEWMAN CLUB PARTY

Tonight the Newman Club will

h.>l<l its Bnnual sleigh ride. Sleighs

will leave St. Mary's Hall at"8

p.m. sharp. Admission is 25

cents per person or a Newman
Club membership card.

The sleigh ride will be follow-

ed by dancing and refreshments

at St. Mary's Hall.

If there is insufficient snow

for a sleigh ride there will be

dancing and refreshments at St.

Mary's Hall.

Wanted

" Wanted to rent one tuxedo. Size

40. 5 ft. 9 in. Phone 2568-J.

Save These Dates For

THE

QUEEN'S WATER FOLLIES

FEBRUARY 20th and 21st

The BIGGEST and BEST Show of the Year

SPORTSWEAR
•

For a sweater addict . . . collector's items knit in fine, soft wools.

For a snow-bird . . . dashing ski togs, cut clean as a bullet . . .

witty accessories, vivid with colour.

i

For a glitter-bug ... if she's active and fun-minded you'll

find Beldean's Sportswear chuck full of clever gift suggestions.

It will pay you to walk around the corner to

BELDEAN SH0PPE
49 Montreal Street Just Off Princess

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, lipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street Phone 1941

I

IT'S DANCE TIME AGAIN!

ARTS FORMAL: : : JAN. 22nd

RESERVE YOUR FULL-DRESS RENTAL NOW.

214 Princess St. Phone 3725
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"Where the Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

TYPING
Essays, Theses, and Pathology Cases.
Eight cents per double-spaced page,

12 cents per single-spared page.

Mimeographing: prices on application.

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson Street

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY

for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

• 59 Wellington St. Pbonc 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

most modern in Kingston
* Excellent Service

274 Princess St. Opp. Roy York Cafe

lOiURDIERS
PLCS

'8 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

phone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

Princess Beauty Salon
2?4 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop
Id» Van Clieaf Maude Wagaj

THEATRE
LINE-UD

CAPITOL
Fast on the heels of the Yank

m the R.A.F. comes the Interna-
tional Squadron, starring up-and-
coming Ronald Reagan and a better
than average supponing cast.

It follows the theme of A Yank
who ferries bombers to Britain and
then hearing his calling with the

help of a little feminine allure (in

the person of Oympe Brarlna). he

joins the R.A.F.

The picture is typically Ameri-
can with Reagan shooting down the

Luftwaffe in. the reasonably excit-

ing climax. William Lnndigan and
Reginald Denny provide the dra-

matic interludes while Joan Perry

and Cliff "Banjo-eyes" Edwards
add the humor. B

—W.R.L.

O D E O N

One of the best French films we
ever saw was Un Carnct Dc Bal—
here is the American version of

the same — starring Merle Oberon,

and re-titled Lydio. Unfortunately

something must have happened in

the transition, for the English

speaking version is but a tawdry

love story of the Victorian era.

Miss Oberon plays the girl who
late in life finds herself wondering

what has happened to the youths

who paid her court when she was

the belle of the nineties. What she

finds when she seeks them out is a

story of complete but not unexpect-

ed disillusionment. As she meets

her old flames, her love affairs are

revealed to us, in a series of flash-

backs. The idea is a novel one and

was handled by the French director

Jtilien Duvivier in a novel way in

the original foreign version, but in

this new and rather garbled produc-

tion of Alexander Korda's, there

seems to be lacking the all round

brilliance which made Un Cornet

Dc Pal such memorable entertain-

ment.

The added feature is Niagara

Falls and if you feel in the mood

for a good laugh, here you are

Zasu Pitts and Slim Summerville

are the chief fun makers in this

film from the Hal Roach studios.

C.

—M.W.E.

G R A NO
A rather dull double feature is

showing at the Grand today and

Wednesday, with very little enter-

tainment value. In Liizl- of the Tro-

pics Jeffrey Lynn is the sole sur-

viving feature in a very insipid

story about the Ruhber industry.

The scene is laid in South America

where Lynn is "stood up" on his

wedding night. He immediately

lakes up with Constance Bennett,

a night c|ub singer and a fugitive

from justice, and marries hereto

save his face. The story then

trickles on to a series of uninter-

esting events and ends rather (lis-

sapoiriringly when the law finally

catches up with Miss Bennett. On

the whole, the picture is a series

of undramatic cliches.

We Go Fast is the other feature

and outside of a few pretty girls,

Lynn Bari and a new slant on traf-

fic regulations the whole show

amounts to very little. C—

'

I
—M.K,

This is a linoleum cut of active college life,

A cross-cut of a short-cut in preparing for a wife.
The boys are at the Union, in playing cards engrossed,
Where he who doesn't "finesse" right, or hesitates is lost

• * •

We must admit this little bit leaves out the co-eds, think of it.

But your OA.* will do his best to put the female heart at rest,
If they had pressed (we guess you've guessed)
To ask your artist to their nest.

Instead of showing etchings to Ban Righ",
He'd depict them (and don't ask whyl)

•.Obedient Artist.

••Pronounced "rye".

-John Straiton.

MR. FIRTH TO LEAD
S.C.M. STUDY GROUP

The Student Christian Move-
ment is sponsoring a new study

group on "Jesus as Teacher,"

with Glynn Firth as leader, The
group will meet at 7.30 p.m. on

Thursday, January 22. at 92

Clergy St. W.
Critical Approach

The study is a critical approach

to the teachings of Jesus. The
group i> asked to share in the

discussion and to attempt to dis-

cover—first—what was the re-

ligion of Jesus, and second

—

whether it is valid for our day

and rrtrr situations. There is* he

effort made to force any set of

conclusions upon those partici-

pating—rather the stress is on

independent thinking'. For stu-

dents who 3re religiously per-

plexed such a group offers a

method whereby they may dis-

cover, by critical means, the ans-

wers to some of their problems.

The group is open to all stu-

dents and all will be welcomed.

Definition

A banana is stuff that an or-

ange is rounder than. It can be

peeled from end to cud or vice

versa. It is
1 what asparagus isn't

as long and thick as, and when

you come to horses, an apple is

what horses are fonder of.

GIRLS MUST APPLY
NOW FOR ROOMS

BILTMORE
Underground, one of the" finest

ti-Nazi movies to come out of

Hollywood, is showing at the Bill-

more today and tomorrow. This

picture has been praised by all cri-

tics and has proved very popular

with all those who have already

seen it.

Starring Jeffrey Lynn and Philip

Porn, the picture depicts the strug-

gles of an anti-Nazi underground

radio organization in their attempts

to inform their fellow-Germans of

the rotteness exemplified by Hitler

,-nid his Nazi gang.

Warner Brothers, the producers

of the film, have spared nothing in

their scenes of ruthless Gestapo

brutality and those who are

squeamish will have many a horri-

fying moment. However, for those

who can ink" it, Underground is

unhesitatingly recommended.

The Billmore is outdoing itself

this week, for, as an added attrac-

tion, it is presenting Ginger Rogers

anil Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.. in Ar-

thur Kober's famous romantic-

Comedy of sunnier camps, Hoviwj

a Wonderful Time Radio fans will

<;ct an ;i 'detl kick out of this picture

when they see " Red Skellon. the

pnvelest; u .-.nid-eoniuit; radio come-

dian] as the camp community leader

Fob Hope has nothing on .him.

j
The Dean of Women asks that

all women students who wish to

apply tor admission to residence

for the session 1942-13 hand in

their application by noon, Janu-

ary 21. The following informa-

tion should be given:

1. Name.

2. Expected year of graduation.

3. List of May 1941 and Decem-

ber 1941 results with averages,

or in the case ot this year's

new students, list of Novem-
ber and December results with

averages. (Office records will

be checked against these to

eliminate possible errors in

copying or in arithmetic).

4. Preference as to room and

house, first and second choice.

Approximately 60 places will

be assigned to returning students

while keeping 80 for incoming

new students.
,

First year students who could

not be accommodated in residence

this year will be given places for

next year.

Students honoring in French

or taking any advanced courses

in that department and desirous

of becoming fluent in spoken

French may apply for accommo-

dation in the Maison Francais.

This experiment is proving its

value this session and it is likely

that Macdonnell House will be
j

again reserved for this purpose

next session.

As far as possible, students

whose applications are accepted

will be assigned to the rooms of

their choice, but it is obviously

necessary to distribute these stu-

dents in such proportions that

every corridor of Ban Rtgh and

each annex has its quota of senior

Students.

IT DOESN'T MATTER

Whether it's a Collar Button — or

a Dress Suit — You're sure to

find it at

DOVER'S
where the Assortment is large— the

Quality of the finest and the Prices

marked with a Conscience.

If it's new and proper in Men's Wear

Dover's always have it first!

123 Princess St. Phone 5020

USE THE JOURNAL ADS, THAT'S WHAT THEY'RE FOR.

New Song

(Continued from page 1)

the writer so that it is now ready

to be played for the first time as

a feature of the Arts Formal. When
Den Pearl. Master of Ceremonies

of the Happy Gang, saw the score

he said: "This song should be a

wow at any college dance."

The publication of the song will

depend on its success at the Formal,

since Air. Davis aptly remarked

:

"A souk is not made — it is plug-

ged." To illustrate tins point he ex-

plained that The While Cliffs of

Dover was played by twenty-one

internationally known bands in one

week and immediately became a

popular song on the Hit Parade.

Exclusive Apparel
for the

CO-ED

Jackson-Mctivier
LIMITED

14 Princess Street

0VEBC0AT SALE
$25.95

Regular to $35.00

103 Princess Street Phone 3542

ACENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES

McGALL'S RESTAURANT
"The Better Place to Eat"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811
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National Scholarships

Within the next few weeks, students of all faculties will be

asked to sign a petition to the provincial government, asking for

co-operation with the Dominion in the movement to create govern-

ment financial aid for needy university students. This is in line

with similar petitions being circulated on other campuses through-

out Ontario. In the light of this, it would seem worthwhile to

examine the whole question of National Scholarships in some

detail, so that the student will know what he is signing.

The principal of National Scholarships is simply that the

government should provide financial assistance for students who

are unable to enter university, or to continue courses already

started, without some such assistance. Its ultimate aim is to pro-

vide the country with a greater number of men who have been

Highly trained in administrative fields, in educational work, and

in science.

The idea is in no sense a new one. It started in Canada a

great many years ago, though it is only within the past three

or four years that it has met with any pronounced measure of

success. One of its staunchest supporters was the late Hon.

Norman MacLeod Rogers, that great statesman who was at

one time a professor, and later Rector, of this University.

In 1939. the Dominion Parliament passed the Youth Training

Act, which provide'd for certain amounts of money for "The pur-

pose of promoting and assisting in the training of unemployed

young people," on condition that the individual provinces would

co-operate. The scheme was to be administered provincially to

deserving and needy students.

To date the scheme insofar as it applies to universities, has

been adopted by six provinces. Three—Ontario, Nova Scotia, and

New Brunswick—have refused to co-operate. The present agita-

tion is to try to obtain at least a reconsideration of the matter

by the Ontario government.

The advantages of some such plan are quite obvious. It

would, as we have said, provide the country with a much larger

number of highly-trained men in all fields of activity—men who
arc being increasingly needed in the prosecution of the war, and

who will be needed even more in the reconstruction which must
follow. The investment to the taxpayer would be relatively very

smalt, and would pay almost incalculable dividends.

Just why the Ontario administration has refused to have any-

thing lu do with the scheme, we have been unable to find out.

In view of the circumstances, it seems fair to assume that there

has almost certainly been a political angle involved. Then too,

the Ontario Prime Minister has never been too kindly-disposed

towards the Univeraitics in any case, because he seems to feel

that they arc vaguely dissolute places, providing a temporary re-

fuge for rich men's sons. It might he fair to point out that even
if that were true, this is an opportunity to leaven the "filthy rich"

with a number of less fortunate individuals who could not come
to college without financial help.

That, in brief, is the present situation. What the future will

bring, it is difficult to say. If, as seems very likely, the country
as a whole will suffer from an increasing shortage of trained men,
the Dominion may be forced to go forward on its own initiative.

Or, with judicious handling, the Ontario government may see fit

to change its stand on the matter.

Of itself, a petition will probably do no good, though, it can
be fairly pointed out, it will indicate the unity of university
students on the matter. We hope such unity will be in evidence,
and that, with it as a basis, real progress may be made.

In the Right Direction

On page 1 today, we print a news release from the Office of

Civilian Defense in Washington, relating to the role of colleges

and universities in the nation's war effort. That this body recog-
nizes the university as a vital unit in the national effort is

evidenced by the statement from Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt that
"What American youth think and do on the college campuses
today will he reflected in action throughout the world during the
next ten years."

More important still is the fact that the Civilian Defense
Organization, through its Division of Youth Activities, is making
a concerted effort to provide some sort of uniformity of action
among the various youth groups, not only at university but also
in the community as a whole. Suggestions are being sent out, in
bulletin form to every campus, setting forth possible Vork that
can be done. And the developments in the various schools, in

Official Notices

Family of Arts

It has been agreed to call classes

in the Faculty of Arts on Saturday

morning, January 24th, in accord-

ance with the arrangement between

the Faculty of Arts and the Arts

Society which permits one holiday

in each term, the dates to be se-

lected bv the Arts Society.

Offical Notice

Scholarships

in Public

Speaking

The Andr'ma McCulloch Scholar-

ships for Public Speaking

This year the awards total

$400.00 and are available to all

intramural undergraduate students.

In order to provide equal oppor-

tunity to all faculties and as wide a

distribution as possible among the

students, the committee plans to

base the awards upon a series of

public speaking contests, the times

and places of these to be announced

later. It is hoped that there may be

four preliminary contests in which

preference may be given respective-

ly to Arts, Levana, Medicine, and

Applied Science. Students in these

contests will be selected by the

committee, to compete in a final

contest at a later date. In that final

contest each speaker may submit

the same title as had been previous-

ly accepted. The speakers in the

final contest will be adjudicated by

a different group of adjudicators.

The contestants will be selected by

the faculty-student committee, ap-

pointed by the Principal.

The awards in the final contest

will he $80.00, $70.00, and $50.00.

For each of the four preliminary

contests there will be a first award

of $30.00. Four further awards of

$20.00 each will be made at the dis-

cretion of the committee.

Any such student wishing to be

considered by this committee must

submit his choice of subject to Dr.

William Angus, Queen's Post Of-

fice, not later than Monday. Febru-

ary 2.

Each candidate will have com-

plete freedom of choice but each

choice of subject submitted must

contain the following information

:

(1) Title of the speech,

(2) Central idea or purpose,

(3) Tentative outline or plan,

(4) The speaker's reasons for

wishing to speak on that subject,

i 5 1 The reasons why an audi-

ence should hear the speaker speak

on that subject,

(6) What preparation or quali-

fications — by experience, research,

etc — the speaker has for this

speech, and

(7) What further preparation

the speaker intends to make for this

speech.

Each speaker will he limited to

a maximum of 10 minutes; will be

allowed to speak from notes, if ne-

cessary, but will not. be permitted to

read from the manuscript of his

speech
;
and, obviously, preference

will be given to those subjects which

are worthy of consideration by ma-

ture and intelligent men and women.

Queen's Librarian

Speaks On Books

"Trails in Reading" is Topic

Of Mr. Kyte's' Address

* DY JKAN MARY MF.LVIN

In a radio address on Friday,

Mr. E. C. Kyte, the Queeu's Lib-

rarian, discussed "Trails in Read-

ing" Mr. Kyte deplored the ten-

dencies of many people to read only

the newspapers, and suggested that

readers should follow a definite

plan of reading, pursuing a subject

to its logical conclusion by reading

a series of books giving different

angles on the same subject.

The first trail Mr. Kyte picked

-)ut was that of Biography. This,

In- '•aid, was the most convincing

fnrm of literature, and he suggested

one period of history be chosen for

study . . . since "Time that was un-

locks time that is." He cited as an

example the American Civil War
. . . For the South the student

might read a biography of Stone-

wall Jackson, for the North one of

Abraham Lincoln. From there Mr.

Kyte thought the trail might lead

to an historical novel such as Ken-

neth Roberts' Northweft Passage.

Churchill

Following this theme to the pre-

sent, the next proposal was Chur-

chill's My Ear'y Life. Here the

trail splits; either the reader may

follow the trail to the Victorian era

or go on to some other book of

Churchill's which throws light on

l he present situation.

In the present period, Mr. Kyte

mentioned many of the recent war

novels including Delafield's A Pro-

vincial Lady in Wartime, Knight's

This Above All and Vera Brittain's

England's Hour. For those who

want to get away from the war,

there is a large section dealing with

essays, poetry, and novels of the

country. Mr. Kyte recommended

a literary trail to Wales with How
Green Was My Valley and hi

Search of Wales. He also recom-

mended studying one subject such

as medicine through such books as

The Citadel and Horse and Bitggy

Doctor.

In conclusion Mr. Kyte remark-

ed, "Indeed the trails of reading

are endless, always leading on, al-

ways leading to good books."

Freshman Orators

CContinued from page 1)

speeches, which are limited to ten

minutes. The judges arc Dr. An-

gus, of the English department,

Jack Houck, last year's winner" of

the McCulloch Public Speaking

Scholarship, and Jim Richardson,

the winner of the freshman contest

two years ago. The speakers are

to be judged on a 50-50 basis, half

of the possible points being for

quality of material, and half for

delivery.

The contest is administered by the

Debating Union, the committee in

charge of the competition being

Norm Rogers, Audrey Hollis, San-

dv Marshall and Jack Wbeelton.

This contest is made possible by

the John Thorbourn Award, from

which the prize money_is paid. The

competition has been a feature on

the campus for over five years, al-

though a silver cup was not offered

until three years ago, Jim Richard-

son being the first winner.

The Committee desires to point

out that the contest is an excellent

way of entering debating activities.

The McCulloch scholarship, now in

its second year, has considerably in-

i ased in value, and (he Committee

desires to point out that this fresh-

an contest is an excellent means

of securing the experience that is

necessary to compete for this schol-

arship.

He: We certainly had a big

time last night for ten cents.

She: Yes; I wonder how little

brother spent it?

Two stages of inflation: You
start with a shoe-string and make
a million

;
you need a million to

buy a shoestring.

After-Christmas thought:

If you didn't get everything

you wanted, think of the things

you did get that you didn't want.

MR. DAVID ADENEY
TO LECTURE FRIDAY

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

The Inter - Varsity Christian

Fellowship is sponsoring a series

of lectures by Mr. David Adeney

at Queen's on Wednesday, Thurs-

day and Friday of this week.

These lectures will be held in

the Red Room of the New Arts

Building from 4 to 5 p.m. On
Friday evening at 7 p.m., Mr.

Adeney will give an additional

address in the Board Room of the

Douglas Library.

Missionary in China

Mr. Adeney, a missionary from

China, is a Cambridge graduate,

He has recently returned from

the Pacific war zone where he

was in the service of the China

Inland Mission. Before the pre-

sent crisis he negotiated with in-

vading Japanese soldiers. At
present he is on a tour of Can-
adian and American campuses.

Students and airmen are cor-

dially invited to hear Mi
addresses.

Adeney":

defense work, are being reported to the regional Offices of Civilian
Defense.

This scheme will certainly not smooth all the obstacles in

the paths of the colleges, but nonetheless it seems to us a
definite step in the right direction. Perhaps its adoption in this
country would be a wise move.

SWEET
CAPORAL

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your' own Book Store can furnish you
with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Slide

Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions, Our used Book
Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

JCyNEE»S
TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS COSMETICS

CAMERA SUPPLIES LUNCHES

Cor. Johnson & Division Sts. Telephone 188

STUDENTS
Helena fflartin's Scanty Salon

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment
Helens Martin Assistant Clara Watland

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHCR

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now (or Portraits and Groups

WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 2110

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE
RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specially

THE MACCISON STUDIC
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

We supply everything — Make your appointment now
for portraits and groups

92 Princess St Evenings by Appointment Phones: 676 - 620
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SPORTS

ONCE OVER LIGHTLy
WITH BILL LBMMOI>

"Tiger" Munro returned to the Hot Stove League on Friday night

banque?
6

*
and BU"er" drCUit at *e 'lmior

i (l'^»"tK
eV'Ved Ir"ercoU'Biate stories and reviewed the campus

life before the war
. H.a many anecdotes of the Senior football Snake Pit

Sf?^ *°VST £oHee Sl"?Ppe
'
and 1116 b«lI-««ion« at 5>eKink kept the footballers highly entertained.

a J?fl
nnJL.Edwaros

.
waf presented with a bathrobe and Senator Powell«nd.Allte P.erco received su,table gifts. Following the feast, the members

of the team were given a free show at the Capitol. Lionel Morris the

fTof",
m^T\A,A 8 CaP 'tal j°b 0f engine the event and delves a

lot of credit for its success.
• • •

The Queen's Intermediate Hoop squad made an auspicious debut with
a solid mn over R M.C. on Saturday night before a fair sized crowd The

°1 a*
d 'shed UP S° far ta thU circuit has b«n ° f scramble variety

and Saturday s game was no exception. Lack of practice stuck out like asore thumb in the ba 1 handling, shooting and passing divisions and with
a bit of luck under the basket the Cadets might have made the game

a

lot closer*

The Juniors continued their victorious way with a triumph over theAluminum Plant in the opener. These youngsters are rapidly becoming
as heavy favorites as their rugby brethren. They are big, fast and mere
experienced than the other teams in their group and have to look to thehigher league for suitable competition. Their 69-23 win over the Aluminum
quintet should be a fair indication of their strength, as their second five
have nearly as much scoring punch as the starting team.

Senator Powell's woodchoppers overcame the Kingston Lions' one
goal lead on Friday night and swept into the Van Home Srries final
Belleville are

:
in the thick of the Senior "B" O.H.A. series and found that

they would be able to play only one game to decide the championship.On paper the Belleville squad should take the crown for the first time
in years but this Cup has taken many unexpected rides in its history Of
all the upsets, last year's humpty-dumpty title manoeuvring by the Kingston
City team topped all former efforts. With eight of the twelve members
of the Senior B O.H.A. squad playing for the Tricolor, a scrappy and
neyer-say-die City team checked the highly favored Red, Blue and Gold
quintet to the ice. It was Kingston's first title since the league was
organized and on the night's play they richly deserved the Cup. Could be
that Queen's will retaliate—stranger things have happened, even in Kingston.

Lady Luck must still have her false teeth out, for not once did she
smde on the Kingston Combines on Saturday night. If a windstorm should
invade the Niagara district it is probably the sigh of relief that the Niagara
Falls Wireweavcrs uttered after scraping through to a 3-3 tie.

The Roar City team used three goalies all evening with two defense-
men taking on the extra duty. Their work and the continued poor marks-
manship of the local sharpshooters forced the qvertime and subsequent
division of the four points with the Falls.

The Combines still have a game at Niagara Falls with their fourth
place rival, and home games wrth the Hamilton Majors and Toronto
Marlboros. They are all crucial games, for they will mean the >> difference
between a fourth play-off position and a hanging-up of the skates until
next season.

RINGSIDE
REFEREE
BY ROL.Y BARNSLEY

Well lads, the little gymnasium

notice board tells us that in less

than a month the intramural box-

ing and wrestling championships

arc to be decided.

For those who are ignorant on

the matter, here are a few of the

details. These bouts are strictly

for the novices and unseasoned

men. Entry is barred to all mem-
bers of former intercollegiate

teams.

Last year these bouts caused

a great deal of interest and a

still larger number of entries is

expected again this year. So

come on you warriors of Arts,

Mods and Science and settle those

secret grudges. There is nothing

to be lost, outside of a couple of

teeth if you should happen to

go to sleep on the job. There is,

however, much to be gained

;

fame, admiration, crests, letters

and points for your year in the

Hews Trophy race. Remember
every entry, win or lose, advances

your year's total.

Those in the know advise that

you get out right away and whip

yourself into shape. It is sur-

prising how much further that

little extra conditioning and prac-

tice will carry you.

Remember it is February 14

lor the intramurals.

City League Basketball

Junior
,

Jan. 20—K.C.V.I. at R.A.F.

Jan. 23—Y.M.C.A. at Queen's.

K.C.V.I. at Y.M.C.A.
Feb. 3—Y.M.C.A. at R.A.F.
peb. 6—K.C.V.I. at Queen's.

Feb. 10—Queen's at Y.M.C.A.
Feb. 11—R.A.F. at K.C.V.I.

Feb. 18—Y.M.C.A. at K.C.V.I.

Feb. 20—R.A.F. at Queen's.

INTRAMURAL TEAMS
SHOW HIGH CALIBRE

The highly favored Arts '44

hockey team suffered their first

defeat of the Intramural season as

they took a 4-3 setback at the hands

of Sc. '43 at the Arena.

Meds '42-'42 regained their poise

and eked out a 1-0 score against

Sc. '42 in the best game played to

date. Both teams played better

than average hockey before the

Docs were returned the winner.

The Arts Frosh proved easy pick-

ings for Meds '44 as they suffered

a 3-0 defeat. The Medsmen put

on the pressure from the start and

showed by their play that they arc

serious contenders for the cham-

pionship.

FACULTY HOOPSTERS
BEGIN LEAGUE PLAY

Three close games opened the

Intramural Basketball League on

Friday as Meds '44 had the tough-

est time before vanquishing Sc. '45

by a 20-18 score.

Meds '46 took So. '44 into camp

with a 23-14 victory in their open-

ing game while final year Arts beat

their Frosh rivals '34-23 in the

highest scoring contest of the day.

A good indication of the relative

strength of the teams should be

gained by the end of the week as

each team will have played at least

once by that time.

The Year Sticks are urged to

consult their schedules and to be

sure that they have a suitable re-

feree on hand when it is their turn

to secure the official.

Queen's Intermediates Defeat

R.M.C Basketballers; 46-28

MEL WILLIAMSON

whose improved play on Saturday

night aided the Combines no little in

securing a tie with Niagara Falls.

Queen's Pucksters

Take Semi-Final

Seniors Eke Out Triumph
In Van Home Series

A Thmster From the Start
r

"Winston Churchill . was

not even willing to abide by the

usual rules which govern the ar-

rival of babies on this earth.

Winston was born two months

before anyone expected him
!
He

was so anxious to get started."

(Frank Owen in "Britain Speaks")

Queen's Senior hockey team

had to come from behind to

trounce the Kingston Lions quin-

:et 5-2 in the second semi-final

game of the Van Home Trophy

and win the round 6-3.

The Tricolor squad was down

a goal on the round in the series

from Wednesday night and had

to use their superior weight and

experience to down their Junior

"B" O.H.A. opponents.

Early Lead

Jamieson tied the round in the

first period on a solo rush and

Capt. Grisdalc put them one up

on a pass from Rutledgc for the

only score in the second canto.

The Kingston Lions roared for

the first time early in the last

frame as Jarrell and Bcarance

scored quick goals to put them

in a short-live<l lead.

Martin's goal won the game

for the Gliding Gaels and Pardy

and Rutledge added insult to in-

jury.

Jamieson. with a goal and two

assists, Grisdalc, and Martin star'

red for the Tricolor. Jarrell, Bear

ance and Nicholson were the pick

of the Lions. As in the first

game Rivington and Reason play-

ed hang-up games in the rival

nets with Rivington getting the

nod on the night's play.

/

Queen's: Goal, Rivington; de-

fence, Martin, McCaffrey; centre,

Grisdale; wings, Pardy. Jamie-

son: subs, Allen, VanCanip, Rut-

ledge, Grant, Routley. Childcr-

house.

Lions: Goal, Reason; defence,

Nicholson, Lay; centre, Jarrell;

wings, Harrison, Earl: subs,

Bearance, Aitken, Steele, Pear-

son, Watts, Sweetnian.

Referee: Harry Radley.

Gaels Struggle From Behind
To Win Game
On Saturday

Making the most of fast breaks

and Miperior shooting the newly
organized Queen's Intermediates

took the measure of R.M.C. 46-28

on Saturday night at the gym.
The Cadets took an early lead

on some poor clearing by the

Tricolor guard- but several fast

breaks by Queen's forwards

caught the Red and White de-

fence flatfooted and resulted in

much needed points.

Queen's Leads

The Blue Gaels led by 23-19

at the halfway mark and in-

reascd their lead when Winslow,
R.M.C. 's star forward, was ban-

ished via the four foul route. Poor
inshooting caused the Cadets'

downfall for tbey could not take

advantage of their height to sink

the rebounds.

The speed line of Sweet,

Wood* and Munroe led the scor-

ing brigade and were the most
effective on the floor. Whillans,

Roth, McLennan and Aubrey
also showed up well. Winslow
was the Cadets' only scoring

threat as he piled up half his

team's points. Troup. Sinclair

and Boyd were also effective.

The Queen's Juniors easily de-

feated the Aluminum Plant in the

opener by a 69-23 score. It was
the A.C.O.C.'s first game but

the Juniors were collectively

superior to their older rivals.

R.M.C—Frost, Winslow (14),

Troup (2), Sinclair (6), Kirk,

"Boyd (2). Sills, Foag. Bourke.

Hughson.

Queen's — Whillans (4, Roth

(1), Munroe (10), Sweet (12).

Woods (8), Aubrey (4). Bes-

wick (2), McLennan (5). Argue.

INTRAMURAL BOWLING

After Eighteen Hours 'Under'

"Submarines are usually cold

and damp in the winter, and hot

in the summer. To give you an

idea of the conditions, I may say

that after eighteen hours below

water, a petrol-lighter will not

light, and a match when struck

will not burn. Think that one

over." (Charles Graves on 'Sub-

marines').

The Intramural Bowling League

opened its winter schedule last

week with the Science '43 No. 1

team turning in the best total

with 2856 against Science '45's

No. 7 team's 1268 low score.

In other games played during

the week Arts '43 with 2721 de-

feated Sc, '45 No. 1 squad's 2642.

Sc. '44 No. 1 team chalked up

2854 tu top Meds '44 No. 3 quin-

tet's 2276. Science Frosh No. 3's

won from Meds '44 No. 1 2635

—

2617.

Sc. '45 No. 5 team also won
from Sc. '44 No. 7. 2652 to 2209.

Sc. '44 No. 3 quintet took the

measure of Meds '44 No. 2 2517—
2071.

In the closest game of the week
Arts '44 No. 1 eked out a victory

over Sc. '45 No. 2, 2339 to 2252.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Border City Six

Ties Limestoners

Hard-Fought Hockey Game
Ends in Draw

BY DUNC DAVIDSON

In a bitterly-contested duel for

the fourth and last play-off spot.

Niagara Falls managed to hold

the hard-driving Kingston Com-
bines to a 3-3 overtime tie on Sat-

urday. The game was wide-open

throughout, featuring brilliant

end-to-end rushes by both squads.

However, the locals had a definite

edge in territorial play, and were
robbed of a sure and much-need-

ed victory by spectacular goal-

tending by Webb of the visitors.

Early Lead

Setting a terrific pace at the

star;. Niagara Falls grabbed an
early lead on goals by Macphail

and Morrison. However, the

Limestoners came back with a

vengeance to knot one in the

second period by Neilson, and
tie it up on Carr-Harris" tally

in the last frame. Both sides

scored in the overtime, with
Heximer flashing the light for

the Falls, and Neilson retaliating

for Kingston.

The game was a thriller, but

should have fallen to the locals.

Luck, the goal-tending of Webb,
and the brilliant defensive work
of Kalbfleish were, however, an

unbeatable combination. Morri-

son, playing his first game tor

them also stood out for the Falls

team. For Kingston, the ever-

reliable "Pug" Young and
Murphy shone on the defense,

with Neilson and Mel William-

son scintillating up front on the

forward lines.

AN APOLOGY

In a previous issue of the Journal

Was a pome, intent infernal,

Which, in pre-examination bleak-

ness

I wrote in an hour of weakness,

In disgust with women's ways,

I was somewhat in a daze.

Since then I became more wise

And feel I should apologize.

Since that awful poem ran

I have been a hunted man
And am writing this short note

With fifteen co-eds at my throat.

But that pome I writ so sleek.

WING CMDR. SPEAKS
ON SCIENCE IN WAR

The .Math and Physics Club met

last Friday afternoon in the Phy-

sics Building to hear an address

by Wing Commander Keddie, R.

A.F., a Queen's graduate.

After refreshments had been ser-

ved. Club President Kay Butcher

introduced the speaker, who had

chosen "Science in War" as his

topic.

Airplane Improvements

Wing Commander Keddie stress-

ed the fact that ths war would be

won by brain power as well as man
power. Considering the aeroplane,

the speaker spoke of the develop-

ments that have been made to im-

prove both plane and motor. With
an eye to the future, lie said that

before much greater speed could be

reached by planes, a radical change

in the air foil section would be

necessary.

The Club was also informed by

the speaker that scientists had in-

creased the octane rating in fuel,

thereby changing the compression

ratio in the cylinder and resulting

in more power and increased speed.

In answer to questions asked by

members of the Club, Wing Com-
mander Keddie briefly pointed out

that there was a great need for an

altimeter which would give the

actual height of a plane regardless

of variations in atmospheric pres-

sure.

The address was brought to a

close with a discussion of the ad-

vances that had been made in auto-

matic pilot devices and radio con-

trolled, planes, the latter being used

considerably these days for target

practice.

President Ka> Butcher thanked

Wing Commander Keddie for his

address. The meeting was then ad-

journed.

Question : "Who was the last

man to box John L. Sullivan?"

Answer: "The undertaker!"

Was really wrote with tongue in

cheek.

T really think you're not so bad

So co-eds, please don't be too

mad,

And for the pome I take the

blame

But still remain without a name.

Discretely, Anon.

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN K. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

Hanson & Edgar
Dance
Programmes

Cont'dtutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St

Printing of

Every

Description

SUPERIOR
GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH
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in the

MUSIC ROOM

Tuesday, Jan. 20—7-8.30 p.m.

Beeihoven—Symphony No. 7.

Gershwin—Rhapsody in Blue.

Tchaiskowsky—Nutcracker

Suite. -

Wicniawski—Concerto for

Violin, No. 2.

Wednesday, Jan. 21—7-8.30 p.m.

Glenn Miller— (Variety).

Sibelius—Symphony No. 7.

Brahms—Symphony No. 4.

Thursday, Jan. 22—7-8.30 p.m.

'Walton—Symphony No. 1.

Lambert—Rib' Grande.

Friday, Jan. 23—7-8.30 p.m.

• Tchaikowsky—Concerto No. 1

for Piano. .

:

Prokoficff—Peter and the Wolf

(an orchestral Fairy Tale).

An invitation is_ extended to

members al the armed forces who

are interested in attending these

musical evenings.

Queen's Drama Guild met in

(he Common Room of Ban Righ

last Thursday night to hear some

of Dr. W. E. McNeill's record-

ings on the English Drama. Stew

Webster, President of the Drama

Guild, after reporting on the suc-

css of the "Torch-Bearers," in-

troduced Dr. McNeill, who com-

mented on the records as they

were being played.

A scene from Oscar Wilde's

The Importance of Being Earn-

est/' «-ith Edith Evans and John

Geilgud reading the leading roles,

amused the many students pres-

War Comment

(Continued from page 1)

8s a result of the German-Rus-

sian obn-aggressiori treaty.

When we consider how com-

pletely Anglo-Soviet friendship

has developed, after many years

6f strained relationship, it is re-

markable. In fact it is sympto-

matic of the rapidity with which

events move today.

This month the idea of collec-

tive security, which was born

some twenty-five years ago, and

which seemed to have died, cele-

brated its resurrection all over

the world. (Except in the Axis

countries ). Twenty-six nations

pledged their resources, military

and economic, to beat off and

destroy aggression, to co-operate

frith each other, and not to make
a separate peace with the ag-

gressor.

; No little thanks goes to Hitler

and to the latest events in the

Pacific for its come-back, and we
must confess that this newly

adopted old system was more
forced un us than voluntarily ac-

cepted. We voluntarily accepted

it after the last "Great War" ir

the form of the League of Na
tions; we saw it fail and fadi

away ever since the invasion of

Manchukuo by the Japanese up
to the beginning of the present

war.

There were countries, at least

certain representatives of coun
tries, whu saw the danger in such

a failure of the League of Na
tions, and who tried, their utmost
to warn the world against giving

up this valuable instrument of

security and peace. Paul Barlhou
Anthony Eden, Maxim Litvinov

were some of those who saw the

light. Barthou was murdered
Eden had to make room for the

Bppenscrs, and Litvinov left with

these words on his lips, "Peace is

indivisible," and returned recent

ly with the words, "War is in

divisible." Eden. too. has come
back into the limelight, He visit

ed Moscow recently as he did

before the days, of' Munich.

Today the peoples of the world
are beginning to mend their fault

by the twenty-six nations agree
mcnt. For it was the fault of all

of us thai we lost collcctiv

security in not maintaining th

strength of the League of Na
lions which would have guaran
teed it. We must make peace in

divisible again, as our fight now
is indivisible.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

dr. McNeill speaks cnt. Dr. McNeill then supervised

the presentation of some records

on Shakespeare. The famous

voices of Forbes Robertson, John

Geilgud and Maurice Evans were

heard in various scenes and frag-

ments from the famous tragedies.

Richard II

The entire play "Richard II,"

with Maurice Evans in the title

role, delighted the listeners in

it= superb strength and simplicity,

To conclude the evening those

present enjoyed dancing and

singing and refreshments pre-

pared by Catherine Ormsby, Stu

Mulkems and other members of

the Guild.

STOP PRESS

The Cjuecti's Seniors scored the

biggest upset of the season last

night at the Arena when they won

The Van Home Series in a sudden

death grime over Belleville Reliance

by a 5-3 score.

White opened the scoring for the

visitors and added another after

Martin tallied from Jamicson.

lamieson evened the score hut Doni-

hee once more put Belleville ahead,

Grisdale again tied the game up.

Martin and Allen made sore of the

surprise victory.

Pretty Mermaids

(Continued from page 1)

Producer Waliy Berry has comb-

ed the countryside for talent, and

among his finds are Ethel Waller,

i cmer Do!pH?r*ette -.vim will in

•.mi. i i lie swimmers, while Ada
Roberts and Doreen Jeffs will assist.

The whole program will be inter-

spersed with comedy, color, gags

and gals. This novel and varied

production will be the greatest ex-

trava^anza of undergraduate day-.

Toast at a fraternity banquet:

"Here's to the land we love and

vice-versa."

Banquet Plans

(Continued from page 1)

Smoker. Suggestions as to who
should attend were put forward.

I '4 Temple gave a report on

the S.C.M. conference at St. An-

drew's College, Aurora, during

the Christmas holidays. He
thanked the Art- S<k Set y for their

donation, told what the delega-

tion from Queen's bad done and

outlined the questions which

came up at the conference.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.
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Re Tuberculin Tests

All students who have
previously given negative or
doubtful tuberculin tests or
those who have as yet not
been tested may have the

test carried out by report-

ing to the Richardson La-
boratory on Monday be-

tween four and five p.m.

J. T. Tweddell, M.D.

Glee Club

(Continued frorn page 1)
most daily rehearsal, with Dr. An-
gus co-ordinating the staging of the

show and Mrs. Reid coaching the

principal 1
;. Costumes have been or-

dered and a brilliant setting is be-

ing worked out by Mrs. Angus and
Mr. and Mrs. Andre Bicler.

Gordon Richardson and Edward
Somppi, who plays the role of the

Police Sergeant, and John Str'aiton

with a corps of artists, have pre-

pared the handbills and posters now
to be seen on the campus, on Prin-

cess St. and at the Military Camps.

Cast

Ticket sales are in charge of
Newt Williamson, who portrays die

Pirate King. Maurice Park, presi-

dent of the Glee Club, who takes

the role of Major-General Stanley,

is aiding Wyatt McLean and Lyle
Sherwin to prepare an illustrated

eight-page program. McLean, who
played in The Torch Bearers, plays

the part of Samuel, the Pirate

King's apprentice. Both he and
Doug Gray, who plays Frederick,

hail from Rrockville where they

once played in The Pirates of Pen-
zance.

Feminine leads are handled hj

Marjorie Peebles, Mary MacLeod
and Mary. j Carmichael, who .act

Major-General Stanley's daughters.

Marion Trott plays the part of

Ruth, n piratical maiden.

Chorus
Supporting these principals is a

group of more than a score of beau-

tiful girls, who act as more of the

Major-General's daughters, and also

a boys* chorus.

The executive suggests that tick-

ets be procured early so that seats

may be reserved in suitable loca-

tions. It is expected that
:

a heavy

demand on tickets will be made
from the people of the city, the

men of Barriefield Camp and the

men from England at Norman Ro-

gers Airport.

Page %

And it didst come to pass that

on a day gone by, deep into the

caverns of the hall of Nic flew a
small winged creature of the size

of a bat. Unlike our great Ptero-

dactyls (Stawrk who brings to us

our Frosh) it was and yet it flew

with such speed that the greatest

of the Pterodactyls would be put
to shame.

Boldly did it present itself to Fen
the Kry and holding out its honn
claw didst indicate to him that a
>mall capsule was attached to it.

And Fen the Kry didst fear not

nor didst his amazement overwhelm
him, thinking: "Yea, Maid Marion
works in various ways her wonders
to perform,"

And the whilst the Fen didst busy
himself thus the assembled lesser

personages didst argue amongst
themselves as to the portent of this

occurrence. Then up spoke Gee the

Clem, the eminent nrnithologist and
massive biologist. "Beyond a doubt,

it is a species of Pi Geon of genus
Ho Ming."

But before a reply was made, the

Fen didst call for silence and spake

in these words:

"Men of Scienz, we have received

an epistle from nur revered Maid
Marion who is now in a far-off

land called York the Nova and to

us she doth send greeting on a piece

of wondrous stuff called papyrus

which she bath dispatched in this

stannous cylinder with this strange

creature.

"And she doth exhort us to hurry

with our preparations as the EOT

Mai is but four weeks away." And
the men of Scienz were about to

burst into assurances (although few

there were as yet from the clans of

Jun and Soph and Frosh to lend

their tongues to the clamor) that

the Scienz for Mai wouldst indeed

t.e ready for Marion on her return

and that it would surpass all func-

tion ever held in the hall of Grant,

when the Fen didst hold up bis

hand and offer this startling news
to the assemblage:

"Yea, and Maid Marion shall re-

turn from her journey with a band
fresh from the land east of the

mountains Appa Lacliian in the

land of Nova York and these will

provide stimulation for the Terpsi-

chorean revels to be presented on
the Ides of Pisces."

And then as the men of Scienz

(with the success of their venture

assured) didst file out this scribe

didst hasten to examine this papy-

rus, which would indeed save much
chiselling on our lithographic lime-

stone.

But the sly creature with a flap

of its wings didst seize the slim

parchment in its beak and didst fly

away.

And through the halls of Nic
was heard a croaking 'Never-

more."

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

REGRETS

drive in an mso...
TAXI

mri taxi
Phone 266

STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

American Colleges

. (Continued from page 1)

voces on many campuses through-

out the country."

The bulletin which is being sent

to every student government and

administrative head through each

state defense council, is the first

official set of recommendations that

the Office of Civilian Defense has

made to colleges and universities.

Suggestions

For schools where "war councils"

ir "defense commissions" have al-

ready been established by joint

action of the students, faculty, and

administration, the bulletin will of-

fer additional suggestions and plans

for the utilization of all the re-

sources of the campus.
,

The campus, according to the

division, can correlate its defense.,

program with the efforts of com-

munity youth groups through the

appointment of a student represent-

ative to the Youth Defense Auxil-

iaries, which are clearing houses

for non-college youth organizations

working for defense.

Developments in the work of the

campus committees will be reported

to the regional Office of Civilian

Defense Representative in charge of

Youth Activities.

Q.S.A. TO CIRCULATE
STUDENT PETITION

Open House

(Continued from page \)

stray all over the floor could not

Tie completely checked . . . bridge

seems to have dropped in popular-

ity this year. Only two or three

games were seen in the Red Room,

throughout the entire evening. The

greatest single profit-maker fro;n

the Open Houses is unquestionably

Charlie Janos. whose Pinball and

Athletic Emporium was crowded to

capacity again on Saturday. Busi-

ness at the Eniponum is understood

to have pickiil up greatly since the

Journal staff has started attending

training table there in preparabpn

for its an

Plans for a provincial scholar

ship campaign are going ahead on

the campus, it was revealed to the

Queen's Student Assembly last

Tuesday night at their regular

Open meeting.

The campaign will culminate in

the circulation of a petition for

provincial participation in the Fed-

eral Youth Training Act with re-

gard to scholarships. Officials hope

that every Queen's student will sign

this petition in co-oj>erntion with

the other Ontario universities. If

the petition is granted scholarships

will he available for approximately

200 Ontario students.

The A.M.S. has given full con-

sent to the request of the Q.S.A.

that such a petition be circulated

at Queen's, on the condition that

the four leading Ontario universi-

ties also participate. It has author-

ized the setting-up of a committee

composed of representatives From

each faculty, one front the A.M.S.

and one from the Q.S.A., with

power to add other actively inter-

ested people to its numbers. Doug
Temple was elected as Q.S.A. re-

presentative to this Scholarship

Committee.

Claude Vipond reported that

twelve students had submitted

topics which they are prepared

to present through the Student

Speakers' Bureau. Circulars in-

troducing this service to city or-

ganizations: will be sent out im-

mediately.

Letters to The Editor

Last term the subject of our war
effort at Queen's got a good deal

of kicking-arnund on the campus
and in the columns of the Journal

And while the argument went on.

we forgot to note tlial there was
actually a good deal of war activity

on the campus, and that the first

term had not gone to waste. How-
ever, there was a tendency to dis-

cuss only the methods of raising

money for one aspect of the war or

another, so that we ran the whole

gamut of ideas from tag-days to

Bren guns and back again. We
sometimes lost sight of the fact

that the two-bits we contribute now
and then serves in the defense of

London, Moscow, Libya, and, yes,

even Kingston, Ontario.

I am sure that there are manv
students who would like to ser

more C.U.P. information in the

Journal about student activities on

other campuses; or more articles

on the war and Canadian problems

taken from the Journal's exchanges

Finally, a word about a sugges

tion which has come up from ;

number of sources. The idea is that

students should contribute some of

their theatre, cigarette or coke mon
ey to the huckshee fund. By set

ting aside one evening which would

be taken up with "at homes" and

parlor dates, the money otherwise

spent on the movies, etc, would

add up to a tidy sum for huckshee

This is one way of getting closer

to our fighting men, some of whom
are, in fact, our brothers or friends.

TFD SOURKES
(Fd, Note — "Ruckshee" is ;

soldier's term for anything that is

given to them e.g. cigarettes.)

Noted Personage

cr.-ntinued from page 1)

celebrated people, and her talk

shoiild he of interest. She is now

living in Ottawa, where she does

much charitable work and is fre-

quently a guest speaker at women's

clubs.

The subject of her address has

not yet been announced. Freshette

nual joust with Lcvana. attendance as usual, is compulsory.

Dear Mr. Editor:

—
- L Your editorial "J^ralt-Dodg

ing" is a timely one and pro

vokes further consideration and

sifting of values.

As you say. there is no doubt

that technically trained people

have an essential part to play

in iht- war effort. It is doubtful,

however, whether they are being

given adequate opportunity to

make that contribution to the

greatest possible extent. In- a

university possessing such a

wealth and variety of talent it

must be possible t<> establish

some system whereby each stu-

dent— technically trained or not

—can find the niche in which he

as an individual, as part of a

group, or as both, may serve to

the utmost of his ability. True,

it will demand sacrifice on the

part of the student, but not neces-

sarily sacrifice of the values he

has acquired during university

life. Surely carrying one'? edu-

cation into a battlefield is not

just wasting effort on excess bag-

gage. If education is more than

a purposeless ornament in peace-

time, it must be of even more
value in war. Education involves

experience; experience is our

only guide in a crisis, and war
is a multiple crisis. We want
clarification on what we as uni-

versity students can do.

The editorial seems to be based

on a false conception of the role

of the university in society, par-

ticularly in the preservation of

its cultural heritage. Culture is

not preserved by select groups,

but only by being shared and
believed in by the whole of so-

ciety. The University is not an

integer apart from society, but

a far-too-small part of its very

structure. As members of such,

thinking students cannot hon-

estly bracket themselves as a

select group whose duty it is

merely to bear through this dark-

interval the torch of higher learn-

.ng. when ;hc preservation of our
whole social structure calls for

an all-out war effort.

No, live are not just "Draft-

Dodgers." But what we have
been privileged to acquire we do
not want to sell cheaply. We
want help in finding out not

where we can hoard it but where
vve can invest it so that society

will reap its maximum dividends.

Marion MacLachlan,

Leonard Gertler,

Glynn Firth.

Radio Programs

Tuesday, January 20—Chemi-

cal Engineering and the War.

Dr. L. F, Goodwin.

Wednesday, January 21 — In-

fant Hygiene, by a member of the

Medical Faculty.

Thdrsday, January 23—To be

announced.

Friday, January 23 — Eliza-

bethan Era. Dr. G. H. Clarke.

These programs are from 7.15-

7.30 p.m.

You'll Be "RIGHT" In -

FORMAL CLOTHES
from TWEDDELL'S

METROPOLITAN

CORRECTNESS

Plus Casual Ease

You'll feel thoroughly at

home in a better quality

DRESS SUIT if it bears the

Tweddell label. Far you will

know that it conforms strict-

ly to the dictate of good

taste, i s authentically cor-

rect in style, in fabric and

in trim, and is exquisitely

tailored in the best custom

manner by Society Brand

Clothes and other leading

Canadian Manufacturers.

MODERATELY

PRICED

ACCESSORIES for Formal Wear
Everything to complete your "DRESS" SUIT in accessories

such as vests, ties, gloves, scarves, hose, jewelry, etc. AH

are Tweddell's better quality at our usual MODERATE
PRICES.

OUR ANNUAL

JANUARY CLEARANCE
NOW IN FULL SWING!

Students1—here's Kingston's greatest annual sale

event, and there isn't a sale anywhere to touch the

values of Tweddell's January Clearance. They're

truly stupendous and you owe it to yourselE to attend.

ACT QUICKLY, take advantage of our January

Clearance values and save as never before.

BETTER QUALITY

OVERCOATS SUITS
AND FURNISHINGS

at

DRASTICALLY REDUCED PRICES

See Our Special IVindotu Displays

TWEDDELL'S
Hotel La Salle 6ldg.

137 - 139 Princess St. Phone 3706
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Student : What are your terms

for students?

Landlady : 1 generally call then

deadbeats and bums.

A genius is a man who can re-

write a travelling salesman's joke

and get it accepted by the Ladies'

Home Journal.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-

wear — Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid, High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

Delivery Service

Your Best Protection

HALIBUT

LIVER

CAPSULES

59c and 98c

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

LEVANA
NOTE/

Levana Meeting

There will be a Levana meet-

ing on Wednesday, January 21.

at 7.30 p.m. in the Ban Righ

Common Room. The speaker will

be Lady Byng, and following the

meeting refreshments will be

served. Freshette attendance is

compulsory.

Formal Tickets

The tickets for the Levana For-

mals are now on sale, and you

may get them for three dollars

from Catherine Matheson, Dor-

othy Reid, or Dorothy Nesbitt.

Levana Journal

This year the Levana issue of

the Journal will be concurrent

with the Levana Formals. It will

come out on Thursday, January

29. instead of Friday. Any girls

who wish to do any reporting, or

who have any contributions, or

would like to help in any way,

should speak to Gwen Morton.

Mary Paterson, Dorrie Tupper,

Kay O'Neill, Pat Johnson. Kath-

erine McRuer. or Beatrice Grant.

First Aid

Will all those whose First Aid

Certificates are unsigned kindly

return them to the Dean's Office,

Arts BIdg. After the necessary

signatures are inscribed these

will be given out again.

The following are reported as

having qualified for Medallions:

Marjorie Jones, Naomi Bristol,

Katherine Macdonnell, Elizabeth

Clendinnen, Jean Fowler- The
bronze Medallion costs 85 cents

and can be obtained from St,

John Ambulance Association. 863

Bay St., Toronto.

NOTICE

The Arts Society requests

that all students in Arts co-

operale by attending classes

Friday, January 23, in view

of the fact that we were

allowed to hold our Formal

on Thursday evening.

Classes will be called Sat-

urday in accordance with

the agreement between the

Faculty and the Arts So-

ciety, which permits the So-

ciety to call classes one

morning each term.

W. Ross Preston,

President the Arts Society.

I.S.S. WILL APPEAL
FOR RELIEF FUNDS

BY DOUG TKMPLE

Early in February the students

of Queen's are going to be asked

to contribute money to International

Student Service funds. A Tag Day

will be held at the time to raise

money for some of the I.S.S. acti-

vities.

Prisoners of War
In [918 the I.S.S. was formed to

help students in war prison camps

to continue their studies. In this

way it was hoped that their intel-

lects would be kept alive and the

foundation of a new order based

on mutual understanding would he

laid. Since then the I.S.S. has ex-

panded its activities and has carried

on its work through the years.

Because of the financial aid given

by sympathetic people all over the

world, the I.S.S. has been instru-

mental in giving assistance to stu-

dents in difficulty. For example,

in Germany the I.S.S. has made it

possible for over 1.150 French, Bri-

tish, Polish and Canadian student

prisoners of war to get material

for study courses and advice from

various universities. In China,

books, medical supplies, food and

other needs were supplied to 8,459

students in 1941 alone.

Canada

In Canada there are two full-

time travelling secretaries for I.S.S.

who visit internment camps and

help interned anti-Nazi refugees.

Of a hundred young refugees who
tried the McGill Matriculation Ex-

aminations, 15 obtained a standing

of over 80 per cent.

On every campus in Canada as

well as in most other countries,

there is an I.S.S. Committee raising

funds for the 4.000 dollar objective

set for 1941-42. In Toronto, the

Victory Club is donating all the

money it is able to raise, and at

Queen's the Q.S.A. book exchange

collected books for I.S.S. which

were sent to internment camps.

Letters have been received from

the recipients emphasizing the need

for such things and showing thetr

appreciation for what they have

received.

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

IE MCRUER

"Every time it rains, it rains

Pennies from heaven."

This Sunday much rain, no

skiing, no pennies, poor Ski Club,

maybe next week.

Swimming
Splash, splash

With a dash,

And a shout,

They're in they're oy.t,

After a game
Or just for fame

In the pool

The water's cool

Every day

Gymnasium way
From one to three

Without a fee.

Skating

Thump, thump,

With a bump,

They're up, they're down

A smile, a frown.

^
At figure skating

They're scintillating

But at hockey

They're pretty balky

Come and see 'em

And form a team

Or make a party

To Jock Harty

From one to two

Then you're through.

Watch carefully for mon
poems in the near future.

co. r.c

O.T.C. Discharges

(Continued from page 1)

not go on training the Japanese.

"It is for their own protection as

well as ours." added another spokes-

man, "feeling has run high in the

downtown sections and the sight of

a Japanese in uniform would be

unfortunate and might have serious

consequences for them."

From the Japanese come regrets

that action such as this has been

taken. "We are loyal," they say

"We want to take our place by the

side of our Canadian friends in the

lefense of Canada."

Appendix to Part I Orders

by

Lt.-Col. R. O. Early

Commanding Queen's University

Contingent

for the week 19-25 Jan.

I. DRILL PARADES — As

per Appendix to Part 1 Orders.

II. LECTURE PARADES—
As per Appendix to Part I

Orders.

III. FIRST AID—As per Ap-
pendix to Part I Orders.

IV.—PHYSICAL TRAINING
(Aux. Bn. only) — As per Ap-

pendix to Part I Orders.

The "Look to your Moate," a

motto for England today, is taken

from the writings of George

Saville, Marquis of Halifax. The
quotation runs:

"It may be said now to Eng-

land: Martha, Martha, thou art

busy about many things, but one

thing is necessary. To the ques-

tion, what shall we do to be saved

in this world? There is no other

answer but this: 'Look to your

Moate'."

V. INSTRUCTORS' PAR-

ADE—All Instructors will con-

sult Orderly Room bulletin

board.

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Today:

7.15 p.m.—Freshman Public

Speaking Contest

Biology lecture room

Old Arts Building

8.00 p.m.—Newman Club

Sleigh-ride

St. Mary's Hall

Wednesday

:

9.00 a.m.—Lecture to Freshmen

Dr. Wallace

Grant Hall

4.00 p.m.

4-5 p.m.-

7.30 p.m.

Thursday

;

10.00 p.m.

-Arts Society

General Meeting

Kingston Hall

-I.V.C.F.

Red Room
Kingston Hall

-Address

Lady Byng
Ban Righ.

-Arts Formal

(.rant Mall

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service *

PHONE 406

STUDENTS—
Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

RED CROSS BALL
With

JIMMIE YOKOM
and his eleven pc. ORCHESTRA

"Music in the Modern Manner"

On
Friday Night

in GRANT HALL 9-1

TICKETS at 1.25 per couple

Entire Proceeds to the CANADIAN RED CROSS SOCIETY
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Today I am relinquishing my
valuable column to Miss Rutliil<la

I. Baskerville, B.Sc., an alumna of

this university and champion pole-

vaulter for Eastern Labrador, Per-

sonally I think Miss Baskerville is

a bit of a pill, but she has some
novel ideas on a variety of subjects,

so. I suppose she must have her

little say.

CONCUPISCENCE, SEDULOUS
NESS. EXTORTIONATE, HOC
ERAT IN VOTIS. OR DO YOU

OWN A THESAURUS?
by

Kuthilda Imogcnc Batkervtlle, B.Sc.

First of all I would like to thank-

dear Mr. Houck for allowing mi

to take over this column from the

coarse ruffian who'usually conducts

it. With all boasting aside, I think

this is a red letter day for Queen's,

my beloved Alma Mater.

I might also say that I am hav-

ing a difficult time writing this

column because a plump, repulsive

individual, who, I believe, is a

Medical freshman named Milliken,

is now leering at me from the door.

In my day such reprehensible crea-

LEFT HAND CORNER
(Continued on page 3)

Frank Lee Wins
At Public Speaking

BY PAT JOHNSTON

Ou Tuesday night in the Old Arts

Ruilding the fourth annual public

speaking contest for Freshmen was
won by Mr. Frank Lee. Each con-

testant could choose his own topic

and was allowed ten minutes to pre-

sent it. The basis for judging was
50 per cent for the content of the

'peech and 50 per cent for its de-

Men Of Arts To Hold Formal;

Grant Hall To Be Transformed

Funds From Sale of Special Corsages
Will Contribute to War Effort

JOHN HAMILTON

Convener of this year's Arts Formal.

Freshman Class

Hears Dr. Wallace

"Social Sciences" Is Topic

Of Principal's Address

very.

Science in War
The first speaker was Bernard

Rauch who chose as his subject

"Science in Modern Warfare." Mr.

Ranch pointed out the innumerable

PUBLIC SPEAKING
{Continued on page 2)

BY KATE UACUONNELL

On Wednesday morning in Grant

Hal! Principal Wallace, addressing

the freshman years discussed the

field of the Social Sciences.

Dr. Wallace said that history is

essentially a study of the movements

of people in ail their various aspira-

tions and desires. History is' the

tracing of the life of man in the

past, written down to aid the accu-

rate and objective discussion of the

topic. Historians are apt to be .pre-

judiced by natural patriotism, but

such writers as H. A. L. Fisher

have been able to discuss the sub-

ject in terms of present day pro-

gress with great understanding.

Sociology

Sociology is the study of group

relationships and their influence on

the individual. Dr. Wallace said

that the first natural human tie is the

family, but pointed out that it has

been weakened by divorce which

has in some cases led to juvenile

delinquency. As the child grows up

he makes new ties, develops new

PRINCIPAL'S LECTURE

Tonight at ten o'clock in Grant Hall, Mart Kenney
and his Western Gentlemen will unfold the 1942 Arts
Formal. The committee reports that although the ball is

being held on a Thursday night, all tickets have been
sold.

Queen's Songs
Mart's musical menu will include three numbers of

special interest here at Queen's, namely "Oil Thigh."
"Queen's Victory March," and "Love is Here to Stay."
The last-named is a lyric by Neif Davis, Arts '42.

It has been observed that few

popular tunes written by Can-

adian college men have ever been

successes. Mr. Davis states, how-

ever, that his song is along the

lines of "Goody Goody," in that

it has a lively swing tempo. Judy
Richards will introduce this num-
ber, which has been specially ar-

ranged for Mart and his dozen

by a Torontonian, Harvey Dicks.

Guests have been asked to buy

their corsages at the dance. Six

varieties of these, costing a dollar

and a half each, will be sold at

the flower booth in the main

The profits from these sales

ARTS FORMAL
(Continued on page 7)

Grant Hall Clock

Symbolizes Years

Spent At Queen's

BY KEN ARCHIBALD

To an undergraduate, the Grant

Hall clock waves beckoning fing-

ers urging haste tu make that

eight o'clock class. To a Queen's

graduate, it is something more;

it is the symbol of those years

spent under its shadow. Even the

design and building have that

Queen's touch ; for Professor

Dupuis, first Dean of Science,

designed the clock, and it was

built under his supervision in

the Queen's mechanical work-

hops.

Tower

When Grant Hall tower was

designed, provision was made for

the clock. However, the tower

was completed first, but it was

not long before the clock was

finished and installed.

Professor Dupuis remained at

Queen's for some years after

GRANT HALL CLOCK
(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 6)

PARLIAMENT ON PARADE

Ottawa. Jan, 21 (C.U.P.)—The

'"an of the hour in the sports

World: this week is Maj. Arthur

Burridge. 50-year-old director

"I athletics at Hamilton's Mc-
M aster University.

To the annual meeting of the

' astern Rugby Football Union
"' Ottawa last Saturday, Bur-
f| flge brought just enough en-

'fHisiasm, just enough de.enuiua-
ll(Ju of purpose, to transform
w hat might have been a routine

business conference into a meet-
mg with a mission.

Fresh from a two-day confer-
e"ce at Detroit late in December
a

' which 2,700 delegates repre-

Svn ting military and educational

authorities placed themselves

record in favor of extending and

Strengthening the Utjited States

sports program as a'War eontri

butiou, ihe balding, broad-should-

ered athletic chief needed only a

few words to get his message

across.

Committee

Almost as soon as he had fin-

ished, the delegates endorsed his

suggestion that the Ea^ern

Union take the lead for all sport

bodies in the Dominion by nam-

ing a five-man committee to in-

terview Defence Minister James

Layton Ralston. 1'urpose : to

PARLIAMENT
(Continued on page 6)

MR. TOM MOORE TALKS
ON LABOR'S DEMANDS

hail.

MART KENNEY

who with his famous band will play

at Grant Hall tonight

BY BARBARA PHINNETY

On Monday afternoon in Con-

vocation Hall Mr. Tom Moore,

President of the Trades and

Labor Congress of Canada, spoke

jit the subject of "Demands of

Labor." This was the first of

i series of five lectures to be

given by eminent Canadian
spokesmen, every Monday after-

noon. The speeches will all be

broadcast.

Principal Wallace

The speaker was introduced by

Principal Wallace who drew at-

tention to the fact that Mr.

Moore, as he prefers to be called,

enjoys the distinction of being

able to command the confidence

of both labor and the government,

and thus has been able to render

more effectively a very great ser-

vice in Canada over a period of

years.

MR. TOM MOORE
(Continued on page 7)

Water Follies Cast
Begins Rehearsals

BY MOE FOLOWIN

The Queen's ,Water Follies

whipped through the initial re-

hearsal Monday night under the

guiding eye of Ethel Waller,

former Toronto Dolophinette.

The time was mainly devoted to

selecting and casting the many
male and female swimmers.

Call boards will be placed in

the Library and the Gymnasium
locker rooms and all applicants

are asked to watch them closely

for developments.

The next rehearsal is Saturday,

January 24, at 2 p.m. for girls"

and 4.30 p.m. for the boys.

The pool is rapidly becoming a

place of closed doors, and mys-

terious, but determined splash-

ings, with producers, sub-produc-

ers, directors and sub-directors

milling around in a mad whirl.

The keynote of all this activity

is confidence in the quality of

entertainment that will be offer-

ed by the final edition of the

Queen's Water Follies.

Levana Prepares

Setting Of Formal

Winter Wonderland Theme
Planned by Convener

A "Winter Wonderland" is the

dazzling sight that will greet the

eyes as one steps into Ban Righ

on the night of the Levana For-

mal, for this year the decoration

theme is to be based on a motif

that is typical of the winter sea-

son itself.

Decorations

The Decoration Committee, un-

der the convenership of Audrey

Hoi lis, have chosen as their color

scheme a pleasing combination

of silver, white, and midnight

blue. Against a background of

these shades, clusters of ever-

green branches will be banked,

which will replace the flowers

that are usually used in the

decorations, and will -also carry

out the winter theme. Silver stars

are another feature of the decora-

tions which will be much in evi-

dence, and together with the

evergreens they will be seen

everywhere.

LEVANA PREPARES

(Continued from page 6)

Red Cross Society

To Get Proceeds

Of Friday's Fiesta

A.M.S. - Sponsored Charity
Dance to Feature

Jimmie Yokom

Friday night will see Jimmie Yo-

kom and his band holding session

in Grant Hall. The occasion is to

be a charity ball, sponsored by the

A.M.S., with all proceeds going to

the Red Cross Society.

For those who will he attending

the Formal tonight, here is an ex-

cellent aijd inexpensive way to pro-

long festivities (not forgetting that

Arts classes are' called for Satur-

day morning). For those who can-

not make the big event — here is

the tops in week-end fun. The de-

corations from the Formal will be

kept for the Friday Fiesta.

Not much need be said about the

band. Jimmie Yokom, his Il-piece

orchestra, Arthur Waincman, their

vocalist, their arrangements — all

are making their own name in the

annals of Modern Hands and or-

chestration.

Tickels are only the usual S1.25

and may be obtained from any of

the faculty Presidents, the Arts

executive, Junior and Senior Arts

representatives, the Tuck Shop, the

Technical Supplies or from the con-

vener, Peter Playfair.

Lady Byng Speaks
To Levanai Society

BY KAY O'NEILL

Speaking at the regular meeting

of the Levana Society on Tuesday

evening, Lady Byng. widow of the

former Governor-General of Can-

ada, warned against complacency

which, she averred, led to the pres-

ent war.

Complacency

Lady Byt'g traced the effects of

complacency through academic stu-

dy, sport, marriage and religion.

LADY BYNG
(Continued on page 7)

Notice — Science

Will men wishing to assist

in the publication of the

special Science Issue of the

Journal please communicate

with me as soon as possible.

Keith McCaffrey,

Science Editor.

Phone 4988W.

Airmen Say Queen's "Swell Place''';

Claim Co-Eds Are Too Reserved

BY CHARLIE HOAR

"Queen's girls are very nice, but

they should get out from behind

the bars." This was the general

opinion expressed to the Journal by

members of. the Air Force stationed

in ihe Gym. Those interviewed

agreed that tbe co-eds were irerj

charming but much too stiff. One

man suggested that a date bureau

would be a very good idea.

Science Men

Though a fair number of the

men in blue had never before at-

tended a university, all were very

enthusiastic about college life, and

thought Oueen's "a swell place."

Several commented on the fine gym-

nasium and swimming pool. One

ex-Toromo man seemed very sur-

prised at the dress of the Science

men. He stated that they are much

more informal here than at Varsity.

According to one flier, he was

never at a loss for something to do,

|
as there was always something hap-

pening around the campus. All the

male students he found very friend-

ly, and always willing to co-oper-

ate and help in all theic labs. Those

interviewed were delighted with the

cuisine of the Union.

Open House

It was unfortunate, thought the

Airmen, that the A.M.S. Open

House was held on a weekend when

AIRMEN SAY

(Continued on page 6}
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FOUND

Two pairs of men's gloves and

one pencil with initials J.A.B.

Call at Technical Supplies.

ELLIOTTS
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.CA.

Come in and inspect our

extra large selection of

ODD
TROUSERS

Many are ideal for tough

school wear

Imported and

Domestic Worsteds

Heavier

Sturdy Tweeds

All necessary alterations free-

guaranteeing you your proper fit

BIBBY'S
Where you buy with confidence

78-80-82-84 Princess St.

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princess St

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phono 1772-W

Letters to The Editor

OPEN ALLEYS

EVERY AFTERNOON
AT POPULAR

MATINEE PRICES

Dr.VfncentA. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St.

Dear Mr. Editor

;

And it rained and it rained and

it rained. Can't something be done

about this kind of weather? When

Spring comes around, then is when

it is expected. But by no stretch

of the imagination is rain polite

or respectable in the middle of

January.

Vainly have we racked our feebie

brains for the reason behind this

constant and devastating downpour.

But this J une-in-January weather

plays havoc with the thought pro-

cesses and the men of Science, try

as they might, have not been able

to get to the bottom of this mat-

ter. Canada once had a reputation

for northern weather, cold and fri-

gid, as sure to come each year as

the stars to shine. Indeed, our wea-

ther was almost the only consistent

thing in an inconsistent world.

Teachers in elementary schools

pound into the heads of their help-

less students the fact that rain re-

sults from the rising of hot air.

Well, we have been experiencing

the downpours of late, but where

is the hot air coming from?

Could the blame for this putrid

weather be laid on the doorstep of

a well known Ontario newspaper?

Certainly hot air aplenty, and it

smelling none too sweetly, being

reminiscent of a highly odorous

type of cheese, rises to the heights

each time that paper goes to print.

Sorry to say, paper is cheap, and

words, even those breathing little

or no sense, are even cheaper, and

one is married to the other each

morning before the light comes over

the horizon. And, apparently it

will be a long time before the light

docs dawn on an edition of this

one-purpose newspaper.

We are at war. This is a Democ-

racy. There is no denying that

bold these facts are true. But why,

in the name of all that is order,

undermine what is fast becoming

a fine war effort by a country so

junior in this mechanized world?

Such outbursts are bleared forth

bare-facedly by the Mop and Pail,

and are needless and definitely

harmful. But, this being democ-

racy, we must put up with this

constant outrage, even though
enougt#bc too much, or vice versa.

This is not a cry for a general

throttling of the press. However,

it is certainly apparent from all the

loud and annoying, nay offensive

and wearying noise, that a muzzle

is necessary or disunity threatens.

Just what form that muzzle could

take is the question, for freedom-

loving Canadians would never al-

low their government to silence their

press. Truth is necessary, but the

blindesl of men can see that our

""vernmcnt is working hard and

diligently^and no more can be ex

pected of any man or group of men

W.S.M.

WESTERN COLLEGES
TO CONTINUE SPORTS

Saskatoon (C.U-P.) — Alberta

and Saskatchewan are to carry

on with their present sports pro-

gram, with Manitoba entering

the Swimming and Track meets

and possibly the Baseball series.

This statement came as the re-

sult of the Western Canada Inter-

University Athletic Union Con-

ference held January 10, in the

Law Library at the University

of Saskatchewan.

The Board favored a modi-

fied program of inter-varsity

sports but it was the unanimous

opinion of all the men delegates

to continue with athletics as pre-

viously suggested.

There will be various, tourna-

ments and competitive sports be-

tween these three universities.

Rugby, tennis, basketball will be

the chief sports in which the three

universities will participate.

mi milt men concerning post-war

re-construction. Therefore, I do

not believe that we have failed to

present student activities to Queen's

students.

Furthermore, the C. L*. P. has

made arrangements whereby student

opinion concerning the war shall

be presented to the Canadian pub-

lic as well as to university stu-

dents. We hope that this material

will be soon available for publica-

tion;

BERNARD WAND,
C.U.P. Editor,

Queen's Journal.

THROUGH THE
LOOKING GLASS

BY GLADYS MCGUIRE

BUY THE
LARGE
SIZE

•

It ii the duty ot every citizen

to practice thrift through wise

and careful buying in order to

Invest more in War Savings

Stamps. Here's a practical way
to save money—to give thrift a

lift. BUY THE LARGE SIZE
of the items used daily. You
get MORE when you buy at

our rock-bottom prices.

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

The Editor,

Queen's Journal

Dear Sir:

Regarding Mr. Sourkes' letter as

to C.U.P. information on student

activities on other campuses and

articles on the war, I would like to

say that, to my mind, the Queen's

Journal has carried every important

event that has happened at other

Canadian universities. For instance,

we carried via telegraph the story

of the march of dimes at the Uni-

versity of Toronto, from McGill

we received and printed news con-

cerning the Military Tattoo there,

as well as tl

The Editor,

Queen's University Journal.

Dear Sir:

Your columns have carried a lot

of controversial matter on our war

effort. Sometimes the letters and

comments carried their full quota

of adulation. At other times the

tone of the writer was scornful.

Practically all dealt with the vex-

ing question in a way that could be

summed up in dollars and cents.

The big question has been "How
much money can be raised?", "What
can we do to encourage the fighting

forces?"

All this has its value. Men on

active service keenly appreciate ci-

garettes, letters, and all the other

things that go towards making life

worth living. Despite that, it is

doubtful whether the solution of the

question lies entirely in what we
are doing. Whether that is the only

Way in which we can and ought to

carry on our war effort is an open

question.

As a student enrolled in the fac-

ulty of Arts, the question of "What
can I do?" appears to me with dis

concerting regularity. To me, the

recognition by the government, that

the universities in wartime have

function, does not menu, ipso facto,

that by the simple of act of enro!

ing in a Liberal Arts course that I

am furthering the war effort. The
paramount question, is, "Can re-

training be utilized to prosecute the

war to a successful conclusion?"

A lot has been said of ideologies

a n d propaganda. Unfortunately

propaganda has been received with

cold scorn as something unworthy

of our attention. Here may be a

fertile field, where a lot of energy

may be devoted towards overcom-

ing the apathy that has been so

general amongst our fellow men.

Possibly there are other ways and

means by which we could be guided

to use our latent energy to do "not

just nur part" but twice that

Perhaps it seems trite, at the be-

ginning of 1°42 when there are so

mam' more important matters at

stake for women in this country

to make resolutions about their

beauty. A war must be won, and

everyone must help win it. Girls

at Queen's have been shown what

they can do — join the Women's

Training Corps, enroll in the Home

Nursing and St. John's Ambulance

Courses, and help with the work

in our own Red Cross work-room.

These duties, added to academic

work, and a few hours recreation

a week leave little time for beauty

care. Besides any girl may waste

hours primping and still not be

well-groomed. True beauty care is

prompted by a desire for self-im-

provement, but also it is coupled

with an intelligent budgeting of

one's time.

To return to this business of re-

solutions — of course you should

make them. And since we tend to

forget those things which are irk-

some to us, it would he a good idea

to write out your "1 intend tp's*

and stick them in your mirror where

you can see them every day.

Caution — in your enthusiasm

don't set yourself too hard or too

numerous tasks. One has to work

iij'i 1" difficulties L!r;i<lu:ill\ . There's

something else, too. After a good

holiday, with the new year ahead,

why shouldn't you get busy on a

few of 'those careless habits that

are keeping you from being as at-

tractive as you could be?

We each have a separate prob-

em to cope with be it concerning

hair, face, figure or dress. But

there is one resolution that all col-

lege girls should make — let us

stand tall and let us stand straight.

What grace, or inner pride, or even

happiness can we show if we walk

along with our heads sunk in our

shoulders and our spines curved like

the letter S? The debutante slouch

went out of fashion along with the

tock-market way back in '29. So
gals, let's do away with the "Christ

mas-exam slump."

Next week there will be a posture

exercise and some hints for good
grooming.

the achievements of the past will

influence the progress of the fu-

ture in the movie industry.

The last contestant was Mr.

Frank Lee. Based on his past ex-

periences he chose to discuss "Prob-

lems of Modern Canadian Chinese."

He spoke of the Chinese social rela-

tions in the Western world and

their commercial handicaps. The

contestant continued by pointing out

China's past achievements and her

present successes against the Ja-

panese. He said, in conclusion that

Western peoples might try to change

their exclusive attitude towards this

race.

Dr. William Angus, after con-

siderable deliberation with his fel-

low judges, announced that Frank

Lee was the winner of the stiver

cup and five dollars. He closed the

In the Cathedral

"One of our best writers on

London once said that, greatly

though be admired the exterior

of St. Paul's, the interior had

neither tenderness nor mystery.

Well. he may have been right in

peace-time, but now, he would,

I'm sure, think otherwise. Tend-

erness in that huge shadowed

Cathedral you might not expect,

and yet it is there, in the little

Kitchener Chapel reserved for

soldiers and sailors and airmen,

where they may go for quietude

and prayer." (Howard Marshall

on 'Going to Church*—St. Paul's)

meeting by saying that Mr. Ber-

nard Rauch had merited the sec-

ond prize of four dollars.

Public Speaking

icir penny campaign,

from Western we printed the results

of a poll held by the students there

concerning conscription, and from
various universities in the west we
carried the speeches of many pro-

Yours respectfully,

GEORGE ROPCHAN.

Our
I'll - Mir-

idverlisers want YOUR
>—patronize them.

(Continued from page 1)

advances of science during the past

three years. Medicine and biology,

too. have progressed for the com-
mon cause. It now appears that

-[/nee :z working against mankind
However, after the war, its bene-

fits for world reconstruction will

be tremendous.

Mr. Bud Mordcn, the second con-

testant, spoke on "The Abdication

of Edward VIM." He gave a brief

account of Edward's personality

and his unusual background. The
speaker also discussed the King's

reasons for his abdication and the

subsequent results.

"Adolf Hitler" was Mr. Gordon
Winder's topic. He traced the life

of Germany's dictator from his

humble beginning in his present

place in "world affairs. The- early

advances of Hitler as his country's

leader were presented along with

his regime of force. The speaker

described Germany's war machine

and the terror it has spread through-

out the world.

Mr. Leo Heaps, the fourth speak-

er, chose "Art in the Movies" as his

topic. He suggested that more at-

tention be given to the men behind

the scenes such as the director, the

photographer, and the script writer.

The speaker described the subtle

technique necessary to create a

movie. He concluded by saying that

You trust its quality

Everybody wants the real

thing for his money. That's

ice-cold "Coca-Cola". It

has quality, the quality

of genuine goodness . . .

taste, the taste that

charms and never cloys

. . . refreshment, complete

refreshment. Thirst asks

nothing more.

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
KINGSTON

Buy Some
Today

sattH
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"Where the Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

TYPING
Essays, Theses, and Pathology Cases.
Eight cents per double-spaced page,

12 cents per single-spaced page.
Mimeographing: prices on application,

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson Street

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. fi. C. DOBBS & CO.
C B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellineton St

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY

for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

r— . »-- *

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

McGALL S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Ptaonr 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

3 ?4 Princess St Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOURDIERS
FUES

78 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

phone 3354-R" 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

Princess Beauty Salon
27<

* Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop

ld» Van Clieal Maude Wapu

THEATRE
LINE-UP

O D EO N

Texas is but another in the ap-
parently endless string of out-door
films to come from Columbia Stu-
dios. But why cast such green-
horns as Glenn Ford and William
Holden as the square-shooting,
quick trigger heroes? We like a
good western—enjoy nothing more
lhan Autry galloping across a sage-
brush-dotted landscape to lift the
mortgage on the old homestead, or
rescue a maiden in distress. Gene's
the type: he has made a specialty

Page 3

of it and he's tops — even his war-
bling gets us. But these boys —
they can't even sing Back in the

Saddle Again, with the proper west-
ern twang. Claire Trevor in the

feminine lead fares much better,

and gives (his film the little merit

it deserves. C
\

CAPITOL

Three of Hollywood's brightest

stars shine locally this week at the

Capitol, in Hold Back the Dawn,
a modern but torrid love story. In

a somewhat lengthy and slow-mov-
ing film, we have a tale of what
happens when a cynical, unscrupu-
lous man-of-the-world attempts to

crash the U.S.A. immigration bar-

BILTMORE
"ALWAYS A GOOD SHOW"

AFT'N EV'C

20c 25c

. TODAY - FRIDAY and SATURDAY
DON AMECHE - BETTY CRABLE - ROBERT CUMMINCS
"MOON OVER MIAMI" - In Technicolor

Also "RIVERS END" with on All Stor Cost

MONDAY — TUESDAY — WEDNESDAY
JOAN

BLONDELL '«

MARILYN
DIETRICH —

"TOPPER RETURNS" with yo"nc
PLU?

"SEVEN SINNERS" — wayne

STARTS SATURDAY
It took Lana to put that Rhett Butler look in Gable's eyes again!

CLARK LANA
GABLE TURNER

"HOMY TOM"
—' "—•*»-— —' WITH

FRANK MORGAN • CLAIRE TREVOR

MARJORIE MAIN • ALBERT DECKER

TODAY and FRIDAY

HOLD BACK THE DAWN"
CHARLES BOVER - OLIVIA DEHAVILLAND

CAPITOL

A- FAMOUS PLATEHS THGATII

CONTINUOUS
SHOW

DAILY FROM
1 P.M.

TODAY - FRIDAY and SATURDAY
MARK HELLINGER'S

"RISE and SHINE"
JACK OAKIE LINDA DARNELL GEORGE MURPHY

EXTRA1 LOUIS - BAER FIGHT

— STARTING SUNDAY MIDNITE
, TOOK FBOM THI Ol.

DON AMECHE JOAN BENNETT IN

"CONFIRM OR DENY"
-ADDED FEATURE ... * MEHftT. MAO. MUSICAL THU

FOUR JACKS AND A J ILL 1 '

with RAY BOLGER ANNE SHIRLEY

The

ODEON
TODAY - FRIDAY and SATURDAY

KINGSTON'S MOST
BEAUTIFUL THEATRE

Presenting Continuous Shows
Daily From 1 P.M.

A mighty Cavalcade at breathtaking action drama!

"TEXAS"
with

. CLAIRE , GLENN
r TREVOR * FORD

WILLIAM
HOLDEN

. ,
, ALL NEXT WEEK . . .

At last it's on the screen! Bigger I Better! Funnier! Craiierl

Greater than the Stage Showl

"HELLZAPOPPIN"
Starring OLSEN and JOHNSON

,TH MARTHA RAYE - HUGH HERBERT - MISCHA AUER

riers by marrying an unsuspecting

American girl.

Set against the colorful back-

ground of a Mexican border town,

it is an ideal vehicle for Charles

Boyer, the chief exponent of
t'amour on the screen today. Olivia

de Havilland (and it's a pleasure to

see her for once without Errol

Flynn) is excellent as the prim

school teacher, who holds her man
even against that red-hot fire crack-

er, Paulette Coddard. Miss God-
dard as the woman of affairs, gets

our vote — we haven't seen such a

flagrant display of the old S. A.
in many a moon. We must say the

principals were never seen to bet-

ter advantage. If you're looking for

romance, here it is served up hot

and spicy. B
—M.W.E.

GRAND
If you enjoy football pictures in

the middle of the winter you cannot

help but die laughing at the antics

of Jack Oakie in Rise and Shine,

the current attraction at the Grand.

Oakie plays a dumb football hero

who couldn't possibly pass an exam
held in a Day Nursery, and is so

funny that much of the dialogue is

drowned out by the hysterical bel-

lowings of the audience. Linda

Darnell, George Murphy and Mil-

ton Berle act as perfect foils for

Oakie's ignorance.

Those of you who have read

James Thurher's My Life and Hard
Times will be interested to note

that Rise ami Shine is an adapta-

tion of that hilarious book. How-
ever, any similarity between the

pilture and the hook is purely

coincidental,

Well, well, we got our old friend

Oscar the Drunk hack with us, or

did we ever have him before? Any-
way it appears that one dark night

he was poking for about an hour

at the keyhole of his home, sweet

home. Suddenly a passerby came

up to him

:

"Say, old chap, you won't open

the door with that: it's a cigar

Oscar was dumfounded to say the

least, and why say the least ?

"Hully gee, rnushta shmoked my
latchkey."

iflllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllM

J THE QUALITY SHOP FOUNDED 1847 g

| SALE 1

1 Forsyth Shirts I

$1
3 for $5.25

Forfuscd—Separate Collars
.79

I UNDERWEAR 20% Discount |

I SUIT SALE I

I *39-75 I
SS Our entire stock of British Woollens to select from. == Regularly priced from $45 to $65.

~~

I LIVINGSTON'S 1= 75- 79 BROCK STREET =
= CIVIL 'AND MILITARY TAILORS =

Left Hand Corner

MISTAKEN IDENTITY

"Hello there, my good fellow.

"Hiss."

"Beg pardon*"

"Hiss."

"Well, such an impertinent litrle

man."

"Hiss."

"Deserves a good lickin'."

"Hiss."

"Got a notion to give you one

I'm coming in."

Newspaper Headlines: "Ineb-

riated Man Crushed by a Boa Con-

strictor at Zoo."

—Scholastic

"IDLE MOMENTS"
Verse—from the Ohio State Lan-

tern.

"I wish I were an idle moment
In my professor's class. „•

For no matter how it goes

It always seems to,pass."

How idle the moment doesn't

matter.

"Gentlemen," said the unper-

turbed speaker, when the lights

went out and the hall was sud-

denly plunged in total darkness.

"This does not disturb me in the

least, so I shall continue my
speech. I only ask that the last

man out of the building lei me
know when he is leaving- and I'll

stop then."

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

(Continued from page 1)

tures were never allowed to enter

these cloistered walls of learning.

Exams, of course, were more diffi-

cult in those days. This must ex-

plain the number of blank faces one

sees coming out of Miller Hall.

There are several other more

complimentary comments I would

like to make about the Queen's of

today as compared to the Queen's

of yesteryear. It is with tears of

joy in my eyes when I see how

much different the engineering stu-

dent has become. In the old days

he was nothing but an ill-mannered

brute who would like nothing better

than to trip up a blind man. Now-

adays, and I write this with a lump

in my throat, Scienccmen are such

sweet, dignified youngsters that I

sometimes wonder whether this is

the same Queen's. Why, yesterday

one of them held a door open for

me, and he was wearing a tie, too

!

I am not sure but I think his name

was Griffiths. I must tell Dean

Clarke what a well-mannered little

fellow he is.

The girls have changed, and I

say this more with sorrow than

with malice. In my day girls never

wore those horrible sacks that now

flap over their beautifully shaped

heads. One in particular I noticed.

She was wearing one of robin's egg

blue with green and yellow stripes

intermixed with bright-red polka-

dots. I cannot believe that her home

town is St. Catharines.

And the boys that T saw march-

ing around in uniform. What a fine

ami able group. Marching in per-

fect precision with their faces shin

ing with pleasure they reminded me

of a perfectly trained machine. How
they must love their work and how

dirty old Hitler would quiver with

fear if he saw them, I wager he

would die of a heart attack. After

seeing them go through their man-

oeuvres with the help of their

learned leaders I could not help but

feel that Kingston will he safe, re-

gardless of the forces atiacking it.

To demonstrate my confidence in

this finely trained group of boys,

I am moving immediately from

Petawawa, Ont., to Kingston.

In closing I would like to say

how pleased and inspired I am [0

sec sonic of my old professors still

trundling to classes with their books

inder their arms. In my day they

were an inspiring group who could

ift any class into ecstasies of men-

tal excitement. So popular was one

of them that I remember standing

line outside of his classroom

Biology Club

At a meeting of the Biology

Club held at the home of Dr.

Krotkov, the evening of January

26 was selected as the date for

the sleigh ride, weather permit-

ting. Following the sleigh ride

a dinner featuring Chinese dish-

es and customs is to be held at a

local restaurant. After the busi-

ness session, Dr. Mylks of the

Department of Gynaecology, ad-

dressed the club on the subject

of gonadotropes and their sig-

nificance. The meeting was con-

cluded with the serving of re-

iri-srunents by Mrs. Krotkov.

Bursting with satisfied pride,

Mrs. Newlywed carefully cut the

cake on the table and placed a

handsome slice on her husband's

plate.

"I mack- it all myself, darling,"

she said. "My first cake."

Sampling it with gradually

diminishing enthusiasm, he said:

"Did you lift it out of the oven

all by yourself, dear?"

'EXPLANATION"

Note: We refuse to argue with

any sociology brains on die biologi-

cal angle of the following.

"I am a little moron

As happy as can be.

And yet I am the brightest one

On my ancestral tree.

"My mother is a microcephalic;

My sister a Cretin, she;

My brother a Mongolian idiot

My father was insane, you see."

—Scholastic.

waiting for his period to start. He
is still here, I understand, but lime

seems to have withered his Valen-

tino profile. The girls never seem

to stand in line anymore. Ah me I

My heart is so full, that my
trembling fingers can no longer con-

trol the typewriter keish. See, I

made a mistake. It seems as if age,

too, is taking its toll upon me. It

is with a breaking heart that t

again bid adieu to Queen's and to

her deir students. What a friendly

and well-mannered group of boys

and girls. I will close by reciting

the old Theology theme song.

Up. Up. Up, Up, Theology,

Down, down, down, Arts.

Up Theology, Down Arts,

And to Heck with Science,

The broken down carts.

Love,

—Ruthilda BaskerviUe,

class of '88.
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"Total War"?
During the past month or so, and particularly last week, there

has been quite some furore on the subject of "unrestricted com-

pulsory selective service." Centred in Toronto, this new move-

ment (or so-called "Total War" has spread over a large part of

the province of Ontario. The organization which lias had most

to do with the furore, arid consequently with the growth of the

movement, is the Toronto Globe and Mail.

As a member of the fourth estate, the Journal blushes for the

way in which this Toronto organ has carried on its campaign. We
most emphatically question its claim that it has cast aside all

political motives and overnight become the champion of ".
. . the

spirit of Democracy, which after smoldering fitfully in every

Canadian home, has now burned up into a bright flame." Above

all, we object to the bar-room tactics with which it meets its

opponents on the issue. In dubbing some of these newspapers

"political sycophants, worshipping zealously at the (Liberal) party

shrine," it has certainly made much room for doubt as to the

sincerity of its purpose.

Just the same, this "unrestricted compulsory selective service"

has managed to become quite an important issue ; and at this

point it deserves the rational consideration of every thinking

Canadian. Even though""the instigators of this movement have

declared it "inadvisable to hold a referendum," surely we can

think about it by ourselves 1

First of all, what is this new type of service, upon which

"Total War" is based? Do we need it? If so, let's have it and

be done with it. If not, why all the fuss?

To the best of our knowledge, no clear definition of the nature

of this new measure lias been published. We gather, however

that its purpose would be to further the Canadian war effort.

One of the letters received by the Globe and Mail, written

by Col. O. M. Biggar, K.C., neatly sums up the place of Canada

in the war, in the following five points:

1. To ensure the continuance of vital peacetime services and

supplies.

2. To prevent invasion.

3. To supply all possible munitions, ships, etc., to our fight-

ing forces and those of our allies.

4. To send food to our allies.

5. To maintain strong forces toward the defeat of the enemy
anywhere.

"Compulsory overseas service," continues Col. Biggar, "is

relevant only to (5), "and only in part. The Globe and Mail

assumes heavy responsibility in concentrating public attention on

this point; though nobody yet knows how far the nation's human-
power can be stretched, or which of the five objects will turn out

most important . . . The point at this stage is comparatively a

very minor one."

The Globe and Mail counters by saying that its pet, "Com-
pulsory and unrestricted selective service," is relevant, not only

to Cot. Biggar's fifth point, but to all five.

This is utter and unequivocal poppycock. For compulsory
selective service under the first four headings, is now provided for.

According to the National Resources Mobilization Act of 1940,

"... the Governor in Council may do and authorize such
acts and things, and make from time to time such orders and
regulations, requiring persons to place themselves, their services

and their property at the disposal of His Majesty in the right of

Canada, as may be deemed necessary or expedient for securing the
public safety, the defence of Canada, the maintenance of public
order, or the efficient prosecution of the war, or for maintaining
supplies or services essential to the life of the community."

The only restriction upon this wartime measure is to the
effect that persons may not be required to serve in the armed
forces outside Canada.

Of course, it is true that the effectiveness of any Act depends
to a great extent upon the administration of it. The Government
has merely reserved the right to call upon any citizen for service.
Whether this is done or not, depends, as the Act says, on whether
it is deemed necessary. The authorities are presumably in the
best position to judge this.

However, the fact remains that the only thing that could be
gained by the mere enactment of a measure tor compulsory and
unrestricted selective service, is the conscription of troops for
overseas fighting.

At^present, these troops join voluntarily. And up to De-
cember 1. 1941, the total number etilisted for service anvwhere
was over 360.000. This, according to Government literature

Official Notices

Faculty of Arts

It has been agreed to call classes

in the Faculty of Arts on Saturday

morning, January 24th, in accord-

ance with the arrangement between

the Faculty of Arts and the Arts

Society which permits one holiday

in each term, the dates to be se-

lected bv the Arts Society.

Offical Notice

Scholarships

in Public

Speaking

the Andrina McCuJloch Scholar-

ships for Public Speaking

This year the awards total

$400.00 and are available to all

intramural undergraduate students.

In order to provide equal oppor-

tunity tn all faculties and as wide a

distribution as possible among the-

students, the committee plans to

base the awards upon a series of

public speaking contests, the times

and places of these to be announced

later. It is Imped that there may be

four preliminary contests in which

preference ma) be given respective-

ly to Arts, Levana, Medicine, and

Applied Science. Students in these

contests will be selected by the

committee, to compete in a final

contest at a later date. In that final

contest each speaker may submit

the same title as had been previous-

ly accepted. The speakers in the

final contest will be adjudicated by

a different group of adjudicators.

The contestants will be selected by

the faculty-student committee, ap-

pointed by the Principal.

The awards in the final contest

will he $80.00. $70.00, and $50.00.

For each of the four preliminary

contests there will be a first award

of $30.00. Four further awards of

$20.00 each will be made at the dis-

cretion of the committee.

Any such student wishing to be

considered by this committee must

submit his choice of subject to Dr.

William Angus, Queen's Post Of-

fice, not later than Monday, Febru-

ary 2.

Each candidate will have com-

S.C.M. FORUM TO BE

NEXT TUESDAY NIGHT

Next Tuesday evening at 7.30

p.m. the S.C.M. plans to hold a

Forum at Convocation Hall on

"The Role or the University in

the War." The purpose of the

meeting is to gather together the

student body to discuss this prob-

lem so that united it may reach

an understanding.

The forum will open with two

views of the current situation

—

one by Jack Houck, the editor of

Queen's Journal, and the other

by Milton Little, A.M.S. repre-

sentative of the Theological So-

ciety, both of whom have been in

the thick of recent student dis-

cussions on this question. Then

there will be an opportunity for

discussion and Dr. Vlastos. who

will be chairman of the meeting,

will make certain that everybody

has the opportunity to make his

or her contribution

The Committee wishes to say

that no plans are being made to

present any briefs or recom-

mendations to the students. It

is rather, they state, an oppor-

tunity for students to assert

themselves and possibly arrive at

some unity of thought and ac-

tion.

plete freedom of choice but each

choice of subject submitted must

contain the following information

:

(1) Title of the speech,

(2) Central idea or purpose,

(3) Tentative outline or plan,

(4) The speaker's reasons for

wishing to speak on that subject,

(5) The reasons why an audi-

ence should hear the speaker speak-

on that subject,

(6) What preparation or quali-

fications — by experience, research,

etc. — the speaker has for this

speech, and

(7) What furthjr preparation

the speaker intends to make for this

speech.

Each speaker will be limited to

a maximum of 10 minutes; will be

allowed to speak from notes, if ne-

cessary, but will not be permitted to

read from the manuscript of his

speech; and, obviously, preference

will be given to those subjects which

are worthy of consideration by ma-

ture and intelligent men and women.

"would be equivalent, in terms of population, to a strength of more

than 4,000,000 in the United States."

Now, this is a pretty fair percentage. Admittedly. 360,000 is

not a very spectacular figure; but relatively, it is quite respect-

able—particularly when service is voluntary. Furthermore, this

Government pamphlet from which we quote gives the gross total

of those who have enlisted for the country's defence as over half

a million.

Anil, as Col. Biggar intimates, Canada's exact position has

not been fully determined. The relative importance of her various

functions—that of food-producer, that of munitions-maker, and

so forth—should determine the proportions of her humanpower

allotted to each. To place undue stress on one phase of her duty

might mean to cripple her in another.

The Journal does not claim to be omniscient, by any means.

But still, there are certain conclusions that we are forced to

draw. First and foremost, all this Toronto tumult boils down to

a clamor for conscription of men to serve overseas. Whether there

is anything to be gained by the introduction of such a measure,

remains open to question. And then, unlike the Globe and Mail,

we are willing to credit the members of the present Government

with some competence—after all, they were swept into power in no

uncertain fashion by a sovereign people who must have believed

in them. And since they did not hesitate to mobilize national re-

sources in 1940, it seems likely that in 1942, if the need shall arise,

they will take whatever further steps they see necessary.

So, when the country is earnestly trying to do its best, and
in a quiet sort of way making a fair job of it, the cause ought
to he able to get along without what the Kingston Whig-Standard
has aptly called "one of the most unfortunate examples of

pressure-group politics that has ever come to our attention,"

This p-ychulogical process of bullying people into joining a new-

group by giving it vast spreads of publicity and creating the im-
pression that everyone else is doing it, is an old Nazi game that

has no place here. We hope that in considering the whole issue,

the Government will not be unduly influenced by the loud and
impolite noises proceeding from over its south-western horizon.

SALE OF TRICOLORS
IS WELL UNDER WAY

An official of this year's Tri-

color announced today to the

Journal that the
-
sales i>f the

year book are going strong at

present, with every indication of

a sales record being set. The

salesmen are endeavoring to see

everyone on the campus about

buying a copy of the year booV.

They report that nearly every

student contacted is making ar-

rangements to purchase one.

In past years there has been

some difficulty in obtaining the

Tricolor from the printers be-

fore college broke up in the

spring, This year, however, tin.'

Filiti>r- have geared themselves

accordingly and promise that by

March 15 the 1942 Tricolor will

!> in the hands bf the students.

Photo Contest

The price, as set by the A. M.S.,

$4.35, has been made as low as

possible with no sacrifice in

quality. 'The Tricolor Photo Con-

test and the Staff Photographer

arc supplying the Editors with

a good collection of campus life

pictures. The Editors assured the

Journal that everyone will be in

at least one picture in the Tri-

color, candidly or otherwise.

Engineer: "Betcha five bucks you

can't say the Lord's Prayer,"

Med: "You're on—Now I lay me
down "

Engineer: "Here's the five bucks.

Didn't think you knew it."

Any garbage today ma'am ?

Yes, I'll take three cans please.

You're missing a lot if you
haven't tried Philip Morris

Mixture, today's greatest

value in pipe tobacco.

In pouches, pack-
ages and & lb. tins.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Slide

Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used Book
Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Everything that's New
and Smart
At LAIDLAW'S!

Dresses — Coats

New Accessories —
Men's Furnishings

—

House Furnishings

—

Sports Clothes —
Smart Fabrics,

When You Buy at Laidlaw's — You're Sure of the Quality.

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS
/ Helene HWartiiVa ?Beauty &alan

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment
Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 2i"

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE
RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MACCISCN STLDI©
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

We supply everything — Make your appointment now

for portraits and groups
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones: 67G - <>20
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QUEEN'S WINS VAN HORNE SERIES
SPORTS

CNCE CVEC LIGHTLy
WITH BILL LEMMON

The night of Monday, January 19. will go down in local sportt history
mb the night of underdogs having the.r day." Locally the Queen's Seniors
took BellevuJe Reliance over the coals while the Kingston Combines weredunking Niagara Falla in the Cataract City

The Belleville team would have had difficulty in defeating Tompkins.
Corners on their play Monday night. More than one raUbird had to be en-
s'

6
?
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.

t
£.,

e
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m
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: that ^ same team was in a contending position in the
Senior d U rH.A

The preceding paragraph is not meant in any way to take away the
fruits of the Queens victory for on the night's play they played the visitors
off their feet and showed surprising strength in all departments

It is too bad to have to say farewell to the team until next year but
they could not have gone out in a greater blaze of glory. Many of themembers will transfer allegiance to the Kingston Intermediate entry in
the O.H.A. playdowns.

The Combines again came through when the chips were down and
look as though they have overcome the scoring jinx. The local's comeback
is the talk of the town and from advance sales indications are that a
full house will witness an important encounter with the Marlboros on
Friday at the Arena.

The basketball addicts will get more than their fill of their favorite
sport this weekend as the Combines tackle the Aluminum Plant and
Queen s Intermediates travel to Vimy to tackle the Garrison on Fridav
night. *

The Juniors do the iron man act by playing the Y on Thursday night
Lisgar Collegiate of Ottawa, last years Intercollegiate champions, Friday
night and R.M.C Intermediates on Saturday night.

The Combines renew hostilities with the Ottawa Sailors on Saturday,
night at the basketball dance. The rough and bruising game that the two
teams put on before Christmas sent the few hundred fans home more than
happy and a repeat game was booked by popular demand

Gaels Take Senior "B" Title

With 5-3 Victory Over Belleville

RINGSIDE
REFEREE

BY ROLY BARNSLEY

Hither and yon or Rasslin Re-

search. Do you know that wrest-

ling is the world's second oldest

sport? I'm sorry but your guess

is as good as mine 'as to the

first. My reference was very non-

committal (or censored) on that

point. It is just one of those

things that has always been with

'us and always will be, apparently.

One source defines wrestling as

"a sport in which two persons

strive to throw each other to the

ground." This we know only too

well

!

It is accepted as being one of

the most primitive and most uni-

versal of athletic pastimes. Egyp-
tian art teaches us that it was
a highly developed sport even

in 3000 B.C. Grappling was per-

haps the most important event of

the ancient Greek games. Wrest-
lers were taught to be graceful

in all their movements according

to the Greek idea of aesthetics.

Modest observation has failed to

uncover any remnants of the

training in our modern exhibi-

tions.

A popular technique among the

Greeks was the covering of the

body with oil and then sprinkling

on fine sand. We still adhere

to the sand as any one who uses

the balcony mat will tell you. As
'or the oil, well, look at this

column.

The sport has evolved in coun-

tries all over the globe, acquiring

national traits and characteristics.

The brand that is so popular in

,j ur present day is best described

y > a blend of Graeco - Roman
wrestling and the catch-as-catch

can variety. .In Japan the bouts
r'rc held in a 12-foot circle. The
°bject is to merely force any
j'art of the opponent's body, with

'he exception of his foot, to the

'"at. In Finland and Russia belt

wrestling is popular. Then, mud-
^restling, and "rasslin Dogpdtch
Style" must be included.

'n conclusion it is interesting

note that wrestling cards on
'his continent are beginning to

'ar outdraw boxing matches.

^Wio knows, before very long

boding will be a poor second in

"'e list of manly sports?

NORV WILLIAMSON

returned to form on Monday night and

played his best game since the new
year. Norv will likely see plenty of

action against Toronto Malboros at

the Arena on Friday night

SKI SLANTS
PATER50N

This subject is pretty painful! In

view of the dripping and slushing

that has been going on it's a won-

der that we're all still so optimis-

tic. ( !) However — when we an-

nounce a ski bus for this Sunday

to go through the, manoeuvres of

leaving the Union at 10 a.m. and

proceeding in Gananoque (steaming

along under the strain of all us man-

mouutainsl it is on the condition

that we be allowed to retract the

statement and have it immediately

forgotten, in case of more (if pos-

sible) heavenly tears. This is to

help to conteract all the wailing

and gnashing of teeth! See you

then ! ,

Hope — I hope — I hone!

„And don't forget to bring along

your lunch. Tickets must he ob-

tained in advance and Bob Ham-

mond and John Baker will be at

th,: Union From 4-6 on Saturday

afternoon. Money wilt be refunded

in case it doesn't snow!

-Why do >nu call them the Ton-

=ii I Sisters?"

"Oh, everybody's had them out."

SENATOR POWELL

who with his aide-de-camp "Rosey"
Hueston piloted the Senior hockeyists
to a surprise win over Belleville for
the Van Home Championship.

Local Sextet Wins
At Niagara Falls

Kingston Combines turned the

tables on Niagara Falls Moriday

night, registering a 6-2 upset in

a fast action-packed hockey game.

The local icemen completely

dominated the first-period play,

with Murphy and Mel William-

son netting a goal apiece.

The Combines kept forging

ahead in the second stanza with

Hood, and "Artso" Partis dent-

ing the twine. Niagara Falls

fought back and Mason finally

beat McQueston for Niagara's

first counter.

In the third canto Niagara

Falls turned on the heat, but

couldn't produce for their rabid

home-town fans. Lane and Mel

Williamson put the game on ice

picking up one goal apiece while

Niagara Falls could only push

one past the pads of the canny

McQueston.

MEDSMEN DEFEATED
BY SCIENCE FROSH

Sudden-Death Playoff Game
Was Startling Upset
On Monday Night

An avalanche of goals snowed

under Meds '44 as Science '45

whitewashed the Docs 10-0 in

Wednesday Intramural hockey

game. The power-packed Science

Frosh proved too good for Med
with Carter and Childerhose

making a shooting gallery out of

their rivals' cage.

Carter, with three, Childer

hose, with four, and McVean,

Hughes and Craig tallied for

Science while Pete Playiair, Mc
Cienahan and Patterson were the

pick of the Meds team.

Meds "44—Goal, E. Paul; de

fence, Vouughusband, Play fair

forwards, McKerchcr. Patterson

McClenahan ; subs. Doyle, G
Paul, Kindrachuk. Leach, Robin-

sou ; Broadwell.

Science '44—Goal, M. Cragg

defence, Carter, Childerhose; for-

wards, Cote, Alexander, D. Craig

subs, Pritchard, McVean. Mel-

vile, Nelson, Hughes.

O.H.A. Senior

St. Catharines.

Hamilton . . .

Marlboros . .

Niagara Falls.

Kingston . . .

Port Colborne

LT F R P
6 J 86 60 33

5 4 83 63 29

. 3 2 64 59 22

9 5 66 54 20

9 2 63 81 19

13 2 51 91 10

\ supposedly weak fjuuen's hock-

ey team threw just one more sur-

prise into the Van Home Hockey
Series by walloping Belleville Re-

liance 5-3 to win the Championship
on Monday night.

The Belleville Sr. "B" O.HA
team did not stand a chance after

the first period as the Tricolor

crew virtually skated them into the

ice. White scored both Belleville,

goals in the initial frame when he

gave Rivington little chance to save

Queen's Scores

Martin scored on Redmundl, .

newcomer in the Belleville cage, for

Queen's only goal of the period on

a double pass from Van Camp and

Grant.

Rivington settled down in the

middle 20 minutes and Grant scored

from Jamieson to tie the game
Belleville got their last goal a miu

ute later and from then on it was

all Queen's.

Jamieson scored the winning

from Pardy and added another

when lie knotted his second goal

unassisted. Captain Grisdale ended

the scoring parade on a pass from

Martin,

Major took over [he net-minding

duties during the third period and

although both teams kept the small

crowd on their feet neither were

able to flash the red light.

Standouts

Martin was a standout for

Queen's as he was the backbone of

the team on defence and offence

Jamieson, with two goals and an

assist. Grant with a goal and an

assist, Rivington in goal, Routley

and McCaffrey played standout

games in the victory.

Tobe White was the only visitor

who looked of Senior "B" calibre

and potted two goals. The Belle

vile board of strategy backfired by

leaving Major out of the game until

ll-e third period when all the dam
age had been done.

Belleville — Goal, Redmund and

Major; defence, Jcnnett and Wil

liamson; centre, Donihee; wings, T.

White and Hastie; alternates. Bow
en, B. White, Williams, St. Louis

and Goyer.

Queen's — Goal. Rivington; de-

fence, Martin and McCaffrey; cen-

tre, Grisdale; wings, Jamieson and

Pardy; alternates. Rutledge, Rout-

ly. Allen, Childerhose, Grant and

Van Camp.

Referees — W. Steen and W.
Watts of Kingston.

Summary :

First Period

1—Belleville, T. White (Has-

tie) 9.10

2—Queen's, Martin (Van

Camp. GranO 17.35

3—Belleville, T. White (Has-

tie, Donihee) 19.10

Penalties : None.

Second Period

4—Queen's, Grant (Jamieson

5—Belleville, Donihecn (Has-

tie)

6—Queen's. Jamieson (Par-

dy) .,

7—Queen's, Jainieson

8—Queen's, Grisdale ( Mar-

tin)

Penalties: None.

Third Period

No score.

Penalties : None.

3.0:

4 11

4.51

9.30

DBTSOOLE

'Pottsy" has been playing heads-up
tall for the Combines to date and will

be on tap Saturday night when they
oppose the Ottawa Sailors at the gym.

EASY VICTORY WON
BY SCIENCE SOPHS

Science '44 won its second

game in the Intramural Hockey
League by beating Arts '45. 7-2.

Craven scored twice for the

Science Sophs before Blakey re

taliated. Craven again counter-

ed and Richards added two and

Rush one before Hart scored the

Arts Frosh second goal. Abra

ham completed the rout.

Craven, Richards, Rush, and

Gallagher were the pick of

Science while Hart, Blakey and

Gittleson tried hard for Arts.

Arts '45—Tinims, Shent, Ras-

kin, Gittleson. Hudson, Hart

Amsel, Esfort. Blakey. Shine

Pcrcival, Acton.

Science '44—Gallagher, Holme,

Rush, DeLuca, McCann^ Sharpe

Abraham, Richards, Craven, Mac-

key. Campling, Charlesworth.

ARTS '44 WINNERS
IN LEAGUE FIXTURE

Arts '44 just about ran into a

snag in their Intramural basket-

ball championship bid as Arts '43

held them to a 20-13 score in a

close game.

Using a packed team of former

high school players the Sophs

showed lack of practice and were

woefully weak in their shooting.

Arts '43 lost out by their poor in-

shooting as the Sophs' defence

was quite weak.

Coach Benny Newman ordered

a shooting practice immediately

after the game and was quite dis-

gusted with his problem children

on their initial performance.

Lineups:

Arts '44—McCallum (4). Alex-

ander (2), Rlliot, Varteniuk (2),

Bannister, Webb (2). Martin,

Clare (2), Forrester (2). Total 20.

Arts '43—Hoffman (2), Rabin-

owitz (2). Steinberg (2|, Wigle

(3). Wheelton (2). Matheson (2).

Total 13.

Referee—Fred Miller.

Ottawa Hoopsters

To Play Saturday

Combines To Tackle Sailors

In Return Match

BY CLARK GRAHAM

0*0 complete the Formal week-

end there will be a basketball

game and dance in the gym on

Saturday night at 8.15, when Ot-

tawa Sailor? meet Kingston Com-
bines. After the game there will

be dancing to the strains of a
nickelodeon.

Ottawa Sailors

The contest promises to be

a fitting sequel to the game play-

ed here between these two teams

before Christmas. After that

rough and ready game, even the

crowd adjourned to the showers

to cool off. The game was ex-

citing. In fact it was one of the

most exciting games here since

Ralph Jack kneed all opposition.

Prior to sending out his Com-
bines against Ottawa, Jake Ed-

wards will pit his able Juniors

against the boys from R.M.C.

Dancing

The main feature is at 8.15,

dancing beginning an hour later,

with the ridiculously low sum of

25 cents being asked for the

ladies, 35 cents for the men.

Ottawa — Coombs, Schapiro,

Chipper, Douglas, Estaugh.

Wiseman, Irvine, Wall, Usher,

Mortimer.

Combines — Drysdale, Simon,

McLellan, Hitsman, Graham,

Newman. Coburn, Rosentzveig.

Intramural Bowling

A_l. Arts '43; 2. Sc. '45 No. I;

3. Meds '44 No. 2 : 4. Sc. '44 No. 3.

B— 1. Sc. '44 No. 1 : 2. Meds '44

No. 3 : 3. Arts '44 No. 1 ; 4. Sc.

'45 No. 2.

C— 1. Sc. '45 No. 3: 2. Meds
'44 No. 1 ; 3. Sc. '44 No. 2 ; 4. Arts

'44 No. 3.

D— 1. Sc. '45 No. 4; 2. Meds

'46: 3. Meds '44 No. 5; 4. Arts

'44 No. 2 ; 5. Sc. '43 No. 2.

E— 1. Meds '44 No. 6; 2. Sc. '45

No. 5 ; 3. Arts '45
;
4. 'Sc. '44 No. 4;

5. Sc. '44 No. 7.

F—1. Sc. '42; 2. Sc. '45 No. 6;

3. Meds '44 No. 4:4. Sc. '44 No. 5.

G—1. Sc. '43 No. I ; 2. Sc. '45

No. 7: 3. Sc. '44 No. 6: 4. Sc. '45

No. 8.

NOTICE

The ne-.t Queen's Water

Follies practice will be Sat-

urday. January 24.

Girls—2 p.m.

Boys—1.30 p.m.

At the pool.

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Mokers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN K. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Cor^'itutionfl

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description
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in the

MUSIC BOON

'Car-

Saturday, Jan. 2ft—3 p.m.

The Metropolitan Opera

men."

Sunday, Jan. 21—4 p-m.

Philharmonic Symphony Or-

, chestra under the direction of

Bruno Walter.

Mahler—Symphony No. 2 in

"C" Minor for Orchestra and

Voices.

E.O.B.A. Scores

Junior

FG FS Pts.

McDonell, Queen's 11 1 23

Mackey, Queen's 7 ' 3 1/

Lawlor. Y.M.C.A. .... 7 2 16

Bill, Y.M.C.A 7 1 15

Foss, Y.M.C.A 6 1 13

Richie, R-A:F. 5 0 10

Provan, K.C.V.1 2 4 8

Gynn, R.A.F. 3 1 7

Omett. Queen's 3 0 '>

Armstrong, K.C.V.I. . . 3 0 6

Intermediate

FG FS Pts.

McLellan, Combines ..10 4 24

Winslow, R.M.C. ..... 6 2 14

Sweet, Queen's 5 2 12

Munroc, Queen's 5 0 10

Fraser, Garrison 4 4 10

Woods, Queen's 3 2 8

McCann, Garrison .... 3 2 8

Sinclair, R.M.C 2 2 6

Fox, Garrison 3 0 6

Rosentzveig, Combines. 3 0 6

Bowling Schedule

Arts '44 No. 2—Meds '44 No. 5,

Sc. '44 No. 2—Arts '45.

Meds '44 No. 4—Sc. '44 No. 5.

Sc. '44 No. 6—Sc. '44 No. 8.

Arts '43—Sc. '44 No. 3.

Sc. '44No. 1—Sc. '45 No. 2.

Sc. '45 No. 3—Arts '44 No. 3.

Arts '44 No. 2—Sc: '45 No. 4.

Sc. "44 No. 4—Meds "44 No. 6

Sc. '42—Sc. '44 No. 5.

Eight To The Bar
BY STU ROBERTSON

FORMAL NOTES: Neil Davis

can consider himself fortunate in-

deed in having Mart Kenney do

the christening job on his new

song. There is no other Can-

adian band we can think of that

could do a better chore, and if

Neil has the required stuff on the

ball, his effort should get a good

start towards a top spot. Here's

luck, to you with your tune,

Nejl, and we hope it clicks . . .

Changing to a completely differ-

ent instrument in the middle of

a number is one of the novelty

features of the Kenney organiza-

tion. Don't be surprised if, in

the middle of the second or third

chorus, a sax man leaves his

chair and takes a seat beside the

pianist. The pianist may then

get up and saunter to the drums,

and without breaking the rhythm

take over the beau Meanwhile

one of the trumpeters has taken

over the vacant reed seat, and

the drummer has taken bis chair

with the brass section. The
most remarkable thing about this

"musical chairs" scramble is that

it is all done without a missed

beat, a sour note, or a broken

leg . . . the Science Formal Com-
mittee who are shrouding their

orchestra in a halo of secrecy,

would appear to be doing this

for one of two reasons. Either the

band is just fair, or it is very,

very good, and, on the date of its

announcement its reputation will

cause an avalanche of coinage to

flow into the. engineer's* pockets.

Which of these reasons is the

true conception of the issue we

are not prepared to state at this

point, but one thing we do know,

and that is that neither the

Science faculty nor any other

can afford to hire a top-flight

American hand at this time. Even

when on tour, these outfits run

into four figures, and for the dur-

ation, the idea of featuring these

U.S. orchestras on the Queen's

campus will have to be shelved.

There are, however, several first-

class Canadian bands, and if the

Engineers have contracted one

of these, they will have no further

worries.
* *

Those in charge of the Red

Cross ball are making no mistake

in luring Jimmy "Mose" Yokom

for their chanty affair this Fri-

day. Olc Man Mose has been rid-

ing the groove for the past two

or three seasons at the local Lib-

eral Hall jive joint, and in our

opinion, has assembled the best

aggregation to be seen in local

circles for some time. The band

plays mostly stocks, but their ace

tenor man (whose name escapes

us at the moment) has turned

out some solid arrangements.

Francis Cramer, female chirper

who got her start with the band

last year, can now be heard on

the Colgate Program. And since

then, Art Waineman has upheld

the standard set in this depart-

ment. It seems to us that this

band is on a par with the campus

organization, and if it lives up to

this impression, there -should be

no complaints along musical lines

at the Red Cross Hop.

Democracy
In Action

(Editor's Note — We reprint this

for its timely significance. No other

comments are necessary.)

Make Democracy Work

The Mop and Pail today gives its

dear readers another UNBIASED
survey of public opinion on con-

scription in Canada. Of 100 county

editors interviewed on the subject,

it was obvious that at least 97 per

cent were OVERWHELMINGLY
in favour of immediate conscription

for overseas service.

The question put was :
"Would

you go to Ottawa and attempt to

bomb every member of the cabinet

in broad daylight if conscription

Yes"

A true story is being told of a

certain Ontario minister who is

getting along in years and whose

memory is not as good as it

might be. He buried a woman
member of his congregation and

some time later when he met her

daughter on the street he forgot

about the funeral and asked

:

"And how is your mother stand-

ing the heat?"

Principal's Lecture

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Meters, Tanks, Filters

Tripods, Etc

You' ovi camera tancn i

on new equipmen

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Lockett

AT LOCKETT'S LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

Parliament

REGRETS

^RIVI IN AN INSOiTtD
TAXI

'MEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

(Continued from page 1)

loyalties and joins new groups dur-

ing school and college life. Through-

out life, the ties of the church and

state hold the individual, Because

of the influence of the group spirit

man does things he would not have

done as an individual. The student

of sociology applies himself to the

tudy of these reactions.

In the field of industry and eco-

nomics, group relationships are im-

portant because all work done is

carried out in groups. In earlier

times, the craftsman worked as an

individual, but with the invention

of machinery private enterprise be-

came outmoded and the aggregate

number of workers grew. Out of

the need for funds to finance in-

dustry grew the limited liability

companies. Competitive industries

have been forced to get together in

order to regulate their own market

and prevent over-production, which

would result in a drop in prices.

Capitalism and Socialism

Dr. Wallace showed that there

are at least two different policies in

this field. Firstly there are the capi-

talists who believe in private initia-

tive and its resulting profit. Sec-

ondly there are the socialists who
believe in the production of the

goods necessary to life without pro-

fit. The Principal discussed the

various organizations which have

attempted to bring capital and labor

together, referring to the trade un-

ions, the C.I.O., non-unionist or-

ganizations and company unions,

Governmental control, said Dr. Wal-
lace, could solve many of labor's

problems such as unemployment.

In discussing government , Dr.

\\ allace emphasised the responsibil-

ity of the individual in the demo-
cratic state. In closing, he pointed

out that the great problem of our

time is to find out whether we can

(Continued from page 1)

find out just what the Govern-

ment thinks about sports in war-

time.

If sports-minded students in

Canadian Universities hoped this

week for restoration of some of

their normal athletic privileges,

Burridge and the four others on

the committee, must have inspir-

ed that wishful thinking.

Medical Students

This department has run into

nothing but grief in its attempts

to obtain official reactions on the

proposal by the Medical Society

of the University of Toronto that

medical students in the last three

years of their courses be permit-

ted to enlist in medical units of

the three fighting services.

Calls to the National Defence

Department and the National

War Services Department pro-

duced only the comment that the

proposition is being studied by
the Government.

And an interview with Brig.

R. M. Gorssline, Chief of the

Defence Department's Medical

Services, brought the rejoinder:

"There's absolutely nothing I can
say for publication on this thing

were introduced.'' Answer,

or "No." (Failure to do this will

automatically register you as in

favor of conscription, a bitter en-

emy of trade unionism and a life-

long friend of the Mop and Pail.)

Our life-long friends always receive

free subscriptions to the Mop and

Pail and our fervent support if your

employees ever strike for decent

working conditions,"

Here is proof of the overwhelm-

ing support which Canadians give

this, our biggest pet project since

the Leadership League (Remem-

ber—). It comes from the Oskx-

tonk Monthly Chronicle (circula-

tion 232) :

"No, I must answer your ques-

tion in the negative, as it is too

dangerous in broad daylight."

From the Copy Boy on the Tnvm-

pclftlle Gazette "No I wouldn't

bomb the cabinet. It's too messy

. . . perhaps shooting .*
. .

From the Editor-in-chief of the

Zitchlown Weekly Times "It's trea-

son to answer 'Yes,' but in the in-

terests of Canada and Canadian

unity, I'll take that chance."

The society editor of the Walla-

woo Examiner: "No." (The Mop
and Pail takes this opportunity to

announce their purchase of the

Wallawoo Examiner.)

So, gentle readers, that proves it,

and if you're fascist enough* to sug-

gest anything as undemocratic as a

vote on the subject, you're very,

very unpatriotic, and WE'LL see

that you're interned.

The End.

Zilchtown, Jan. 13: It was an-

nounced late last night that the

Editor-in-Chief of the Zilchtown

Times had been arrested for trea-

son.

—The Varsity.

Levana Prepares

(Continued from page 1)

Needless to say, the lighting

for the "Winter Wonderland"

will be very subdued, and de-

signed to bring out the high-

lights of the whole decoration

theme. In keeping with tr*e

winter motif will be the use of

artificial snow to give that spark-

ling winter look to the whole

scene.

The use of flowers at the For-

mal has been curtailed entirely,

as the girls are following the ex-

ample of other Formals, and are

not supplying their escorts with

boutonnieres.

Prof. "Can any of you girls tell

me what a mandate is?"

Co-ed: "It is an appointment

with a boy friend."

SORRY

SOLD

OUT
...ARTS FORMAL

Grant Hall Clock

(Continued from page 1)

Grant Hall was completed and

personally attended to the clock.

Although several minor changes

have been made since then,, it is

still essentially the same as it

was in 1903. The original hands

were so built that they froze in

winter very easily — yes, even

more than now—and Professor

Dupuis soon replaced them with

the hands that now stretch across

the clock face.

Good Time
Considering the weather to

which the clock is continually ex-

posed, it keeps excellent time, its

15-foot pendulum contributing to

the accuracy. Contrary to general

opinion, the bells in the univer-

sity are not controlled by Grant

Hall clock but by another clock

in the Physics Department in On-

tario Hall.

Since Professor Dupuis' death

in 1917, any necessary repair

work to bis clock has been done

in the Queen's machine shop With

the advice of a Kingston jeweller.

In the entire 39 years of the

clock's life, however, it has served

well and faithfully, necessitating

few repairs.

Airmen Say

(Continued from page 1)

they were given leave. But those

who went were very much in favor

of having more of these informal

get-togethers.

All expressed the hope that the

relations between the students and

the Air Force men might remain

very cordial and again stated that

they hoped the girls were not afraid

of the men of the R.C.A.F.

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street <fo»m«u.y swaf«u*>'*) Phone 1941

OOH, LA, LA!

A Frenchman was relating his

experience in studying the English

language. He said: "When I first

discovered that if I was quick I

was fast; that if I was tied I was

fast ; if I spent too freely I was

fast, and that not to eat was to

fast, I was discouraged. But when

1 came across the sentence, "The
first one won one one-dollar prize,"

I gave up trying."

OVERCOAT SALE
$25.95

Regular to $35.00

103 Princess Street

ACENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES

S*1

Phone 3542

McGALL'S RESTAURANT
'The Better Place to Eat"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

From the official silence it

would be safe to surmise the boys
in Meds have stirred up a lot of

thought. A hopeful sign is that,

every Government Spokesman
seems to have heard all about it.

LINE UP, GENTLEMEN
"Laundry Offers Small Studcr

Refund."

—The Plainsman,

give the government more, power

and still retain absolute democracy.

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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Re Tuberculin Tests

All students' who have
previously given negative or
doubtful tuberculin tests or
those who have as yet not
been tested may have the
test carried out by report-

ing to the Richardson La-
boratory on Monday be-
tween four and five p.m.

J- T. Tweddell, M.D.

Lady Byng

(Continued from page 1)

"Better a frank sinner than a com-
placent Pharisee," the speaker in-

sisted. In world politics, she con-

tinued, complacency is worst of all.

After the last war, the victorious

countries ill Europe were complete-

ly self-satisfied. France was happy,

if self-deceived behind the Magjnot,

which failed in the crisis. "There
are," Lady Byng warned, "many
Maginot Lines in life, which we
must avoid."

In Canada our political compla-

cency is liable to lead us into the

same pitfalls that have wrought
havoc in Europe. We therefore

should guard against it in every-

thing we do, she said.

Husband's Career

Lord Byng traced the career of

her late husband, who commanded
the Canadian Corps during the last

war. He was, she said, very fond

of the Canadians under him and
termed his promotion to the com-

mand of the Third Army as "the

dreaded blow," since it took him
away from the Canadian Corps.

After the war, Lord Byng was
'Governor-General in Canada for five

years, and when his term of office

expired, took over the command of

the Metropolitan Police- Force- in

London, England.

Ruth Langford conducted the

meeting in the absence of Lorna
Breckon, and introduced the speak-

er. The business meeting was short

and after the meeting refreshments

were served.
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And it did come to pass that
on the day two suns previous to
that devoted to Thor the god of
war this scribe was informed
that this addition to the record
of the men of Scienz in the land
of Queenz in the city of Kin
must be in its place by the
hour of eight and already it is

the hour of five.

Much have the men of Scienz
lone in the scant few days since
last our secretaries didst carve
out the living rock io inscribe this

rtcord thereon.

For the work on_the Scienz
For Mai goes on apace and daily
do the plans of the Comi Tee of
the Scienz For Mai materialize,
from the clear air a_. do souci
gels of silicic acid from clear
concentrated solutions — yea and
form concrete and lasting proof
of the myslery of Scienz.

And it has come to pass that
there has been built a Mini Ature
—yea and this Ature is such that
it follows the Laws of Direct
Proportion. And this Mini Ature
represents in scale the cavernous
catacombs of the halls of Grant
—yea even and of Kingston.

Not so does it represent iheir

pitiful bareness as now they stand
—not so, quoth Fen the Kry (a

barren void fit only for the men
of Erts), but. transformed into

something rich and strange as
they shall appear to the favored
multitudes on the Ides of Pisces.

Yea and each cave and cavern
is dimensioned on this graphic

panorama of loveliness and each
chair, divan and sofa, and on the

day there will be no questions
asked as to what goes where or
why, no slide-rule calculations

need be made as the Laws of

Direct Proportion shall be in-

Jented on shafts of steel and the

.ignres shall be read therefrom.

And this Mini Ature do.h de-

pict in breath-taking Deauty all

that will be unfolded on the Ides
of Pisces for Maid Marion's ap-
proval.

And to all the tribes of Queenz
is extended invitation thereto

(subject to priorities and ration-

ing), and the Ides of Pisces shall

display a spectacle of stupendous
magnitude, the like of which the

hall of Grant has never, never

Mr. Tom Moore

(Continued from page t)

Tom Moore opened his address
by stating that he did not agree
with the use of the term "de-
mands" of labor, since his policy
as far as labor is concerned is

to refrain from demanding and
the inspiring of such dogmatic
attitudes as arise from the use of
such terms. Proceeding, he point-
ed out that one of the main
problems of labor is insecurity

caused by illness and old age.
A major step towards the solv-
ing of this problem was taken by
the recent amendment to the Un-
employment Insurance scheme.
With this exception, however,
very little has been done to erase
.he feeling of insecurity and de-
struction caused by old age and
illness.

Mr. Moore emphatically de-
clared that, if this problem is to
be dealt with at all adequately,
provision for both classes must
be made by the government.

.
Turning to the question of war,

Tom Moore discussed organized
labor and the International Labor
Organization. He reiterated the
pledges of loyalty to the war
effort given by representatives of
the trade unions and emphasized
Jie fact that' these pledges have
been adhered to,

VENEREAL DISEASES
IS TOPIC OF LECTURE

Queen's Engineering Society met
.fast Friday in Miller Halloo hear

an address by Dr. N. E. Berry of

the Surgery Department of the

Faculty of Medicine. The speaker's

address concerned the subject of

venereal diseases^

Norm Graudfield. President of

r
]ie Engineering Society, introduced

Dr. Berry, who opened his address

by naming the two most commonly
known types of venereal disease,

syhpilis and gomiorrhoea, and dealt

ivilh each in turn.

CAMSI TO ESTABLISH
NATIONAL JOURNAL

Montreal (C.U.P.) — The first

national students' journal in Can-
ada is being published by the Cana-
dian Association of Medical Stu-

dents and Internes, and will be

entitled the CAMSI National Jour-

nal. It will be an important addi-

tion to periodical literature of

Canadian medicine, in that original

papers by leading authorities w
be published in each issue.

The editorial board will consist

of one member from each Medical

-school iir Canada, and the publica-

tion offices are housed permanent-
ly at McGill, Ralph D. Rabin-

oviteh of McGill is the Managing
Editor.

The CAMSI National Journal
will contain articles on medical

^indents' and internes' problems

* he policy of the journal will be

based on the maximum effort that
th

e. students will be able to put
forth in the National War Effort.

Nudents' health will be discussed,
,v 'ule interne- maintenance will also
J| t' a subject of discussion.

The subject of scholarships also

be prominently featured in the
Prions articles, and the operation
°f a Book Co-operative, that is, the
buy»ig and selling of text books

be discussed.

MORNING CHECK
Heard a fellow telling the other

"7 about the little red corpuscles
*bo all went to church in a body.

Gonnorrhoea

Dr. Berry said that gonnorrhoea

is an acute infection similar to the

organism causing meningitis. This

type of disease is caused by a germ
which infects the genital region,

the infection not extending beyond

the peritoneum. It may result in

serious chronic infections such as

gonococcal rheumatism and may
lead to sterility.

Gonnnrrhoea is contracted only

by personal contact and is never

herited. The eyes of children

sometime* become affected at birth

if the parent carries the disease, but

prophylactic treatment is employe!

in hospitals as a preventative. Con-

trary to general opinion, thts disease

is quite widely spread. The sul-

phonamiiles, such as sulphanilamidc,

sulphathyazol and dagenan have

been useful, effecting cures within

ten days or two weeks.

Up until a few years ago. cures

effected for gonnorrhoea were ex-

tremely painful and even to-day th

patient fails in most cases to realize

the seriousness of his predicament.

Prophylactic drugs, because of their

poisonous properties if mishandled,

<an not be bought without prescrip-

tion.

Syphilis

Svphilis is the far more dangerous

disease of the two. It is essentially

systemic and may be inherited

or contracted by personal contact,

beginning as a local irritation in

the latter case. The disease goes

through Ihree stages. The first

stage takes the form of local sores

which will always clear, even with-

out treatment. Following this clear-

ance the patient is oflen deceived

into believing that there is no cause

for alarm, The second stage ap-

pears after a few weeks and is

manifested by local sores which are

often accompanied by a hoarseness

similar to laryngitis. As in the first

stage, the sores will clear without

treatment.

With the second stage the danger
point is reached, for the disease

becomes local in various parts of

the system. However, it may lie

dormant for months or even years.

When the third stage is reached,

the attack may be concentrated iti

one or more of three regions; the

central nervous system, the heart

and blood vessels or the bones,

joints and skin. Syphilis is inter-

esting in that it may simulate any

known disease, and is therefore

often hard to detect.

Cure

The treatment for this disease is

systemic, not local. The most ac

cepted method of cute consists of

one arsenical venous injection per

week for a year, and perhaps for

as long as two years. The drug for-

merly used was 606, but now a de-

rivative of it is employed. This

method is preferable to that of local

treatment, because once the dosage

is concluded a complete cure is in-

dicaled rather than a mere disap-

pearance of external evidence.

Dr. Berry mentioned that cure is

sometimes effected by massive dos-

ages, in which the disease may be

defeated within a week. This me-

thod is very risky, however, and

cannot always be undertaken. King-

ston has the only Canadian clinic

practising the mass dosage system,

which was originally devised at

Mount Sinai Hospital.

The speaker concluded his ad-

dress with the showing of a few

lantern slides taken from color

photographs. President Graudfield

lhanked Dr. Berry for his interest

ing talk, and the meeting was ad

journed.

lving positive

proof of the loyalty of the unions.

Co-operation

The speaker said that labor
realized that sacrifices of men in

the fighting forces would be in

vain unless they have the sup-
port of the workers on the home
front and unless essential war
materials are supplied. He con-
tinued by making a number of

suggestions as to how labor's

effectiveness could be increased
if only the co-operation' and full

support of the government could,
be obtained. One of these points
was the establishment of uniform
conditions and wages, thus elim-
inating wasteful competition. Mr.
Moore also stated that labor
should have equal recognition
with employers by having repre-
sentation on the National and
Regional Labor Boards. Thereby-
labor would have an opportunity
to share responsibility, and the
rights of labor would secure more
adequate protection.

In closing, Tom Moore made
a brief reference to the outlook'
of the labor youth of today. He
claimed that youthful workers
are in blind-alley occupations. He
also showed that the methods
used in war industries today will

not be continued after the war
because of the lack of demand for

shells and other war materials.
Closing, Mr. Moore pointed out
that co-ordinated effort is re-
quired -for the establishment of
training schools in order to pro-
vide labor youth with supple-
mentary training.

Page Z

Arts Formal

Two women were discussing a

mutual acquaintance.

"She has a very magnetic person-

ality," said one.

"She ought to have," commented
the other, "everything she has on
is charged."

(Continued from page 1)

will be added to the student war
fund.

Receiving Line

The receiving line will include

Dr. and Mrs. Wallace, Dean and
Mrs. Mathcson, Jean Marshall.

Isabel Race, Arts President Ross
Preston and Convener John Ham-
ilton.

The committee has put forth

every effort in order to ensure
a first-class Formal for those
who attend. "We expect," said

Convener Hamilton, "that this

will be one of the most success-

ful Arts Formals ever held."

QUEEN'S MEN GIVEN
WINGS AT UPLANDS

It was a big day for Arts '41

at Uplands Airport, Ottawa,
when several of its alumni re-

ceived their Wings under the
British Commonwealth Air Train-
ing Scheme.

When asked how it felt to get
his wings, Ave Dunning, son of
the Hon. C. A. Dunning, Chan-
cellor of Queen's, smiled and ad-
mitted that it was "kind of a
thrill after all." Ave received his

\

elementary education at Ashbury
College, where he took part in

all athletics. When he came to

Queen's, Ave played intermediate

rugby, holding down a half back

position on the teatm

Leading the graduates at No.

2 Service Flying Training School

at Uplands was Frank Jemmet.
Other Queen's men to receive

their wings were: Gord Clark,

Bill Howe, Pete Stevenson, Cece

Brown, Tommie Stonehouse and

Bud Johnston.

You'll Be "RIGHT'' IN-

FORMAL CLOTHES
from TWEDDELL'S

METROPOLITAN

CORRECTNESS

Plus Casual Ease

You'll feel thoroughly at

home in a better quality

DRESS SUIT if it bears the

Tweddell label. For you will

know that it conforms strict-

ly to the dictate of good

taste, is authentically cor-

rect in style, in fabric and

in trim, and is exquisitely

tailored in the best custom

manner by Society Brand

Clothes and other leading

Canadian Manufacturers.

MODERATELY

PRICED

ACCESSORIES for Formal Wear
Everything to complete your "DRESS" SUIT in accessories

such as vests, ties, gloves, scarves, hose, jewelry, etc. All

are Tweddell's better quality at our usual MODERATE
PRICES.

OUR ANNUAL

JANUARY CLEARANCE
NOW IN FULL SWING!

Students!—here's Kingston's greatest annual sale

event, and there isn't a sale anywhere to touch the

values of Tweddell's January Clearance. They're

truly stupendous and you owe it to yourself to attend.

ACT QUICKLY, take advantage of our January

Clearance values and save as never before.

BETTER QUALITY

OVERCOATS SUITS
AND FURNISHINGS

at-

DRASTICALLY REDUCED PRICES

See Our Special Window Displays

TWEDDELL'S
Hotel La Salle Bldg.

137 - 139 Princess St. Phone 3706
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Positively no Formal tickets

will be sold at the door to-

night.

lanie was returned from the

Home for the Feeble Minded lo

Orphans' Home, as the doctor's

examination had proved her

merely "subnormal." Said Mamie

to Anna in a burst of confidence

and gossip:

"Janie was sent away to be an

idiot but she couldn't pass and

had to come back."

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in'

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-

wear — Satins. Silver

or Gold Kid, High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

Delivery Service

Your Best Protection

HALIBUT

LIVER

CAPSULES

59c and 98c

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

Dr. Goodwin Tells

Of New Explosives

On Tuesday night in a broadcast

of the series sponsored by Queen's

University. Dr. Goodwin spoke on

Chemical Engineering in War
Time.

Dr. Goodwin opened his address

b) defining chemical engineering,

which, he said is taking information

from known data made by scien-

tific experiment, and translating it

to large scale manufacturing.

Chemical Plants

TW fust thing that is necessary

lo this profession is n plant for the

production of chemical materials.

II, said that, in both war and peace

time it involves a great deal of

ground 'work to establish one. The

cost of raw materials and their

transportation must be surveyed,

and a suitable site must be discov-

ered. Next, man power must be

found.

Dr. Goodwin said that since the

1aM war the manufacture of ex-

plosives has undergone a great

change. The basis of all explosives

was nitric acid. The Germans dis-

covered synthetic ammonia which

took the place of this. In the last

war Canada made all her explosives

out of nitric acid, and erected fac-

tories for this purpose. For this

war the picture has changed. Ex-

plosives are now made by oxidation

of ammonia, so it was necessary

to erect plants ioj ammonia pro-

duction. Two years before the war

the government set up a committee

to make a survey of all essential

materials needed in the manufac

turc of explosives. This committee

decided that factories for the pro-

duction of nitric acid and T.N.T

should be erected. This was ir

1940-1941. It was then decided

thai the cost of transportation would

be less if ammonia was shipped in

a liquid form and it could be

oxidized where it was needed.

War Services Board

An allied war services board was

set up, on which two Queen's gra-

duates serve, to decide the policies

of the government in the manufac-

ture of explosives and its contracts,

added Dr. Goodwin. One problem

with which they were faced was

the use of the tar sands in Alberta.

Valuable bitumen could be separat-

ed from it but the cost of trans-

porting the crude oils also separated

from it proved to be too high. He
maintained that these sands are an

enormous source for fuel which

would be of great use to the navy

and so it should be developed.

In concluding, Dr. Goodwin told

of the great increase in the output

of chemicals in Canada since the

outbreak of war. He said that it

would continue to increase steadily

as time went on.

LEVANA
NOTE/

Red Cross Room

Any girls who wish to knit

seamen's stockings, arrow caps,

or turtle-neck sweaters may ob-

tain wool for these articles in

the Red Cross Room, where then-

is a fresh supply.

Levana Formal

The Committee for the Formal

has asked that no girl send a

bouionniere or carnation or any

other kind of floral decoration

to the man she is taking to the

Formal. Incidentally, tickets are

selling fast, so get yours early!

Levana Journal

All potential reporters, jour-

nalists and authors, who are now

included in the ranks of Levana

are reminded that the Levana

issue of the Journal will appear

on Thursday, January 29. The

deadline for contributions is 8

o'clock on Tuesday. Any of you

who have literary leanings are

requested not to hide your light

under a bushel, but rather devote

ypur talents to the success of

this issue. Literary contributions

especially are welcome. You may

give them to Dorrie Tupper or

Kay O'Neill.

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BY KATHERINE McRUER

The Levana interyear basket-

ball schedule opened with a 24-2

triumph for the Freshettes in a

brush with '44.

Beryl Kelly, the scoring threat

of '45, was ably assisted by team-

mates Peggy Thompson, Betty

Wellington, Alma YVhittier and

Shirley Whitmore. Mary Pater

son was the scorer for '44.

How A Reporter
Slowly Goes Mad

My name is Ed Urfeat. I work

on the Journal. The other day

the News Editor came up to me

and said "I have an assignment

for you. You are to interview

the Grant Hall Clock. We feel

that beneath its stone exterior

the clock tower harbors hidden

depths of passion. You might

write a story on "The Verve of

the Belfry." If this assignment

doesn't suit you, you can do a

feature on the Union kitchen. 1

expect you to have it finished by

Tuesday."

I left the News Editor and

wandered home to ponder the

difficulties of interviewing a clock

or a kitchen. It was too much

for me. When 1 began to con-

template the immensity of the

task, I became afraid. Imagine

climbing to the top of the tower,

looking the clock straight in the

face and saying "Sir. what is your

opinion of the Queen's co-eds?

Do you like Kingston?" I felt

even worse when I realized that

the clock wasx a four-faced affair

and there never was a time when

any two of its faces agTeed

Which face should I quote? The

whole thing was impossible.

I decided, after much agoniz

ing torture to shirk the clock

story and consider the Union

Kitchen. Would a kitchen be

easier to interview than a clock?

I could walk in and say "Hi

Kitch! What's cooking?" No, I

couldn't do that. It would start

an awful controversy.

After lying awake all night

counting my toes and grinning

at thyself in the mirror,- I ran

out of the house in my pyjamas

and headed east on King Street.

1 would satisfy them. I would

interview "The first gas lamp

post erected in Kingston."

MR. ADENEY TO GIVE

LAST TWO LECTURES

The final lectures in a series

presented by Mr. David Adeney.

Chinese missionary, will take

place today and tomorrow. He is

touring universities of this con-

tinent for the Inter-Varsity Chris-

tian Fellowship.

But a short while out of Cam-

bridge. Mr. Adeney is anxious

to meet Queen's men and wo-

men who are interested in sound

and practical Christian faith.

These final addresses, all of which

are open for discussion, will take

place Unlay at 4 p.m. in the Reel

Room, New Arts Building, and

tomorrow at 7 p.m. in the Board

Room, 221 Douglas Library. R.C.

A.F. men are cordially invited.

Commerce Club

Professor J. L. McDougall

will speak to Commerce Club

members at a luncheon to be

held at 12 noon, Wednesday,

January 28 in Grant Hall.

His subject will be "The
Economic Aspects of

the St. Lawrenae Waterway
Project," Such leading news-

papers as the New York
Times have written editorials

on Professor McDougall's

ideas on this subject. See the

executive for reservations.

No necking, no petting,

No women, no wine.

No smoking, no drinking.

No studies, no time,

November.

Any old cat can be the cat's

whiskers, but it takes a tomcat to

be a cat's paw.

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Today

:

8.00 p.

10.00 p.m.

-Basketball game

Y.M.C.A. vs

Queen's Jrs.

Gymnasium
-Arts Formal

Grant Hall

Friday

:

7.00-8.30 p.m.— Basketball games

Gymnasium

8.15 p.m.—Senior O.H.A.

Hockey Game
Jock Harty Arena

9.00 p.m.—Red Cross Ball

Grant Hall

Saturday

:

2.00 p.m. -Follies Rehearsal

Girls only

Pool

4.30 p.m.—Follies Rehearsal

Boys only

Pool

7.00 p.m.—Queen's Jrs. vs

,
' R.M.C.

Gymnasium
8.15 p.m.—Combines vs

Ottawa Saliors

Gymnasium
Sunday

:

10.30 a.m.—Ski Bus leaves

Unipn.

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

STUDENTS—
Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

The A.M.S. Presents A

RED CROSS BALL
With JIMMY YOKOM AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Friday, Jan. 23 Grant Hall
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Fi.
ec

Speech

rTopic—V y-pe of play should
a collegeVhat l

I a group present?

j
drsuf

Reportj .or this issue: Ann
Shaw, Mjers Paterson, Kate Mac-

Dr. Wallace:

My
j
own opinion is that light

and pjleasant plays are more suc-

cessful than serious, psycholog-
ical /or morbid ones, in these
times.

Students are well suited to

cteftWrt contemporary life and are,

oft) bourse, especially suited to

pd

Rt-f^-ation. In this connection
th( I-'rama Guild's choice of plays

l e past two years has been

Syftva

"Tik

conce

life a

Rowley

:

hink that a play such as

Male Animal" would be
very ^successful at Queen's. It is

rned with modern college

/id many of its characters
are i nilar to ones we meet here.

'Hodern plays with ramiliar

chaiai ters, requiring ability in

actitSj naturally should be at-

temft'^d, rather than stilted old-

plays or serious drama
lhakespeare.

FREE SPEECH
((Continued on page 2)

Science Divulges

Formal Plans Are
Well In Progress

Stan Patton Is Contracted

For Annual At Home
On February 13

fash"Jnu( |

like -
s

Ink,

Murray Lyne Wins
Photographic Prize
C
Tlhis week's Tricolor contest for

Canjiipus life pictures brought forth

larger number of photographs,

lost of the pictures submitted this

^eek were clear and sharp ami pos-

tssed real interest. The first prize

'as won by Murray Lyne, Sc. *42,

| with a picture of the freshmen pa-

jVama parade at the time of the

A. ji.S. < lections. Consolation prizes

Wf
|Jj

W< n ^ D°u8 Wilson, Jack

l .v, S mart Clark, Howard Steele

'inL, Diai la Wheeler.

'his week's contest will be the

The* editor of the "Tricolor"

Ufrges sludfents to co-operate in sub-

mitting pit btures of campus life. En-

tries shouy'd be submitted to the

Editor ofjvfhfi Tricolor, Queen's Post

l£ice,„! Saturday of this week.

,,1EN

The Science Formal committee

to-day annnounced Friday, Febru-

ary 13th, as the date of their annual

At-Home. According to custom,

the Engineers will introduce a For-

mal band which is new to the

Queen's Campus. This year, the

spotlight will focus on Stan Pat-

ton, whose eleven-piece orchestra

made many friends during its four-

months' stand at the popular Brant

Inn, Burlington. As an added fea-

ture, the vocal assignments will be

handled by honey-voiced Pat Bai

ley, sfhp will be remembered for

her performances with Percy Faith's

orchestra over the C.B.C.

Decorations

Convener Ken Fry. when inter

viewed by the Journal, stated that,

due to excellent co-operation with

SCIENCE FORMAL

(Continued on page 2)

Students, Airmen
Eat Hearty Meals

That Queen's men eat heartily

and well, was the impression of

this reporter, after a personally con-

ducted tour of the kitchen and

facilities of the Students' Union

Cafeteria. In the subsequent inter

view, the authorities gave some

statistics concerning the operation

of these sizeable feeding operations.

Quantities

Queen's men are hearty eaters.

In the school year 1940-41, the

Union purchased over four tons of

butter, six tons of beef, and about

four tons each of chicken, ham and

lamh. Also, the men of Queen's

consumed 4,260 dozen eggs. In one

day, the boys devour 50 pounds of

butter, 35 loaves of white bread and

15 loaves of brown bread. The

purchase of bread and milk is done

on a contract basis. To serve this

food, the Union has two cooks, 17

waitresses and six part-time help-

UNION CAFETERIA

(Continued on page 6)

/
—7b>EN

'

GfY *«te In Theology Of Year 1913

\Ri
adl

ters Times Before Last War

REV. J. F. L, MACTONALU

ARTS '10, TIIEOL, *13

(Ed. Note—This article was

written at the request of the

Editor. The author is also

the artist of the two sketches

that appeared in the Journal

recently, the one depicting

' the spirit of Queen's in 1914,

reprinted from a Journal of

that date, the other depict-

ing that same spirit in 1941).

The Great War of 1914 broke

ike a bolt from the blue on that

*al Augii6t day. The writer had

Queen's the previous spring.

^ vl V, for- some years there had

vague dread, that the .Tin-

race among the nations,

would result in war. At the Uni-

versity already certain military

training had been undertaken.

Cartoon

The staff artist of the Journal,

apprehensive of this intrusion of

Mars upon the academic and

cloistered life of the students, had

submitted a car/oon to the staff,

stressing the ideals of "Sapienta

et doctrina stabilitas" as a better

policy for the University. In the

drawing, the line appeared in

Greek. "They that take the sword

shall perish by the sword." It

was promptly returned by Dr.

William Kennedy with the in-

GRAD REMEMBERS
(Continued on page 6)

Levana Issue

The Levana issue of the

Journal will come out on
Thursday. January 29, in-

stead of Friday. All copy

must be in by Tuesday
night.

Operetta Tickets

Are Now On Sale

Cast Rehearsing Every Day
For Major Production

Tickets for the operetta, "Pirates

of Penzance," scheduled to open

a week from to-night in K.C.V.I.

Auditorium, are now on sale at

Technical Supplies, at Spearn's

Book Shop, or from any member
of the Glee Club. Caire Bergeron

has prepared a badge for each mem-
ber, who is wearing it as a token

to remind those who have not yet

secured their tickets.

Seats Reserved

Tickets purchased from a Glee

Club member should be taken to

Technical Supplies or Spearn's

Book Shop as soon as possible, and

exchanged for reserved seat ticket

This arrangement has been made

that each may choose his own seats

Over one thousand cards have been

mailed to prominent Kingston citi

zens. Already many of the best

blocks of seats have been complete

ly checked off on the master plans

of the Auditorium.

By daily rehearsals on the stat;e

the cast is making a real effort to

perfect the intricate choruses, solos,

and tricky stage entries. Action and

speaking parts are being co-ordi

nated with the musical score. Mr
Andre Bieler and bis corps of ama

teur paint-daubers have prepared a

sett'ng of rocks, caves, a ruined

chapel and the grimmest death's

head ever seen on the campus. The

OPERETTA
(Continued on page 6)

War Savings Raffle

Is Profitable Idea

Prof. J. McDougall

Will Give Aspects

Of Seaways Plan

Commerce Club Luncheon
Will Be Wednesday
At Twelve Noon

On Wednesday. January 28, Prof.

John L. McDougall will he the

speaker at the Commerce Club

luncheon to be held in Grant Hall

at noon. A member of the Queen's

Commerce Faculty, Prof. McDou-
gall will discuss the "Economic As-

pects of the St. Lawrence Water-

ways Project."

A few months ago, Prof. McDou-

gall published his views on this

subject in a Canadian magazine.

Its effects were so widespread that

the New York "Times" repeated

his opinions. The Kingston "Whig

Standard'' also followed the lead

editorially.

New Ideas

Prof. McDougall will put forth

several new aspects on the subject

hitherto not considered. He feels

that because of various economic

reasons Canada should postpone

this undertaking.

The present war effort is of such

extent that Prof. McDougall be

lieves the project should be de

ferred.

Prof. McDougall will give his

-pmicns fully ;n Wrlnesday, ana

lead an open discussion afterwards.

Last week, according to reports

received Sunday, Science '43 raised

a total of $26.50, of which §24.00

was used to buy Government War

Savings Certificates, 50 cents to be

carried over to the next campaign,

Raffle

This was done by the raffle me-

thod. One member of each section

of the year went among his class-

mates, selling hand-made tickets at

25 cents each. The proceeds bought

six $4 Certificates and left a sur-

plus of $2.50.

On Thursday Miss Betty Carty,

honorary member of Science '43,

drew the six winning tickets from

a silver trophy cup in the Science

Club room. The holder of the first-

prize stub received one certificate,

plus two dollars in cash. The oiher

five winners received one certificate

each.

Of the 127 members of the year,

106, or SS%, supported the cam-

paign. Figuring on thj- basis of

S20 |>er week, the Science Juniors

say they expect to havi\ raised a

total of $270 by the end of this

Dr. Clarke Reviews
Elizabethan Society

BY BROCK MOKDY

Last Friday night, Dr. G. H.

Clarke, head of the Department of

English gave a talk over CFRC on

some of the social prohlems of the

Elizabethan Age, as reflected in the

drama of the time.

Problems

He stated that, like every other

age, the Elizabethan period bad its

social, political, economic, and moral

problems. These problems had a

great influence on the literature of

the times, and formed the subjects

of many of the best-known works

of Shakespeare. Jonson. and Mar-

lowe. Social and economic condi-

tions were then far from Utopian,

and the avarice, usury, and ostenta-

tion of the times were shaqily cri-

ticized and satirized in such plays

as Marlowe's Jew of Malta and

Jonson's Alchemist and I'olpone

The plotting, counter-plotting, and

self-seeking ambition that went on

behind the scenes in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries were sub-

ject to ruthless criticism, exempli-

fied by Shakespeare's MacBeth and

Jonson's historical tragedy. Sejanus.

Elizabethan political or semi- po-

litical plays sometimes got their

authors into considerable trouble,

and Jonson. Chapman, and Marston

all spent time in prison.

MacBcth and Marlowe's Doctor

Fauslus depicted the" faith in super-

stitions and demonology which kept

the common people of the tune in

a state of fear and apprehension.

Racial antipathy was stressed in

The Jew of Malta and The Mer-

chant of Venice, while Shakespeare

laughed at the humorless Puritan

DR. CLARK

(Continued on page 6)

Levana Is Lavishly Preparing

For Winter Wonderland Formal

NOTICE

On Tuesday evening at 9

p.m. in the Senate Room of

the Old Arts Building. Dr.

R. G. Trotter will address

the International Relations

Club on "The L
r
nited States

and the War." All members

are urged to attend with this

term's fees in hand.

McGill Professor

Will Speak Friday

Guest Will Address Miners
At Annual Banquet

Berkley Kidd's Orchestra
Will Provide Music

For Dancers

Flowers Barred

This Friday evening. January 30,

Professor W. G. McBride will ad-

dress the Mining and Metallurgical

Society at their Annual Banquet

and Smoker in Grant Hall. The

subject of his address has not yet

been announced.

The Speaker

Well-known in mining circles,

Mr. McBride has travelled widely,

and his varied experiences are ex-

pected to provide a very interesting

address. A graduate of McGill

Lrniversity in VX}2, he spent part of

his early life in Arizona. Quick-

advancement brought him to the

position of General Superintendent

of the Sierra de Cobrea Mines in

Mexico. Having spent some time

there, he worked at the Detroit Cop-

per Mines before accepting the posi-

tion of General Manager of the Old

Dominion Co. in Arizona.

In 1927, as an expert in fine

grinding and flotation of ores, he

went back to McGill University to

the position of Professor of Min-

ing in which capacity he is known

to-day. As President of the C.I.

M.M. and member of the A.l.M.E.

and Institute of Mining and Metal-

lurgy of Great Britain, he is per-

haps more widely known. Just re-

cently Mr. McBride has completed

a 6,000 mile journey to Vancouver,

during which he stopped off at some

of the more important mining cen-

tres.

M.GIL!.. PROFESSOR

(Continued from page 6)

Ban Righ Hall will he the scene

of the annual Levana Formats,

which will be held on Thursday

and Friday nights of this week.

Berkley Kidd. well known Ottawa

musician, will lead his orchestra in

numbers arranged to tempt all terp-

sichorean tastes.

Winter Wonderland

.V'Winter Wonderland" will be

the theme of the decorations, and

this idea wdl be carried out in a

color scheme of silver, white and

midnight blue. Evergreen branches

will be used in place of the usual

flowers, and silver stars and snow

will also be used to add to the idea

of a "Winter Wonderland." Sub-

dued lighting will subtly accentu-

ate the highlights of the decora-

tions.

In the receiving line at the For-

mals will be Dr. Douglas, Mrs.

Matheson, Mrs. R, C. Wallace,

Peggy Garke, Vice-President of

Levana. Jean Carmicbael, Convener

of the Formals, and Jean Nesbitt,

President of the Ban Righ House

Council.

Supper

Supper will be served in the

dining room, and the following

ladies have consented to pour cof-

LEVANA FORMAL
(Continued on page 7)

Arts Constitution

Upheld At Meeting

At a general meeting of the

Arts Society last Wednesday a

proposed amendment to the con-

stitution was defeated by a vote

of 25 to 22.

Amendment

When Ross Preston, President

of the Arts Society, had read a

letter from Arts '42 to the Society-

requesting that this meeting be

Called, Keith Campbell made the

following motion : "That there

ARTS SOCIETY

(ContintieH on page 2)

Eight To The Bar
STU ROBERTSON

Who is this Science Formal

Band? Stan Patton? Who is he?

These are the questions which have

assailed us for the past fortnight

or so. In fewer words or less we

, try and clear up a few of the

foregoing points.

Stan Patton first organized a

band in Vancouver al>out five years

ago. and played in several good

pots including the Hotel Van-

couver.

About eighteen months ago Pat-

ton joined Mart Kenney as tenor

saxaphonist and arranger. Since

that time he did most of the ar-

ranging for the Kenney organiza-

tion and played with the band dur-

ing its sojourn at Banff and the

Brant Inn. In the early part of

1941 he left Kenney and started his

own band. His best job to date has

been the summer engagement at the

Brant Inn. one of Canada's most

popular dance spots.

His engagement there met with

unusual success and at its conclu-

sion lie set up headquarters at Lon-

don and played quite a few jobs in

Western Ontario this fall and win-

ter. Incidentally, your correspond-

ent has it from a reliable source

that Patton has also been booked

for this year's Arts Ball at Varsity.

The result of all this would seem

10 indicate that the genial Science

EIGHT TO THE BAR

(Continued on page 7)
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She: Do you want to see where

I was operated on?«

He: Oh. sure—or. ,

She: Well, we're just two

blocks from the hospital now.

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A.

TWEED
Greens

Browns

SUITS
Creys

22.50 24.50
•

Herringbones - Stripes

Donegal effects

SPORT COATS

$14.75 up

•

BIBBY'S
Where you buy with confidence

78-80-82-84 Princess St.

TAILS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princess St.

THE
HABIT-DASHER

BY POPS VOLLMEK

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 1772-W

OPEN ALLEYS

EVERY AFTERNOON
AT POPULAR

MATINEE PRICES

Dr.Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St

ALWAYS
IN SEASON

The delicious true nature flavors

of Iresh fruits are never out of

season at our fountains, Enjoy

them in smooth ice cream, in

taste tingling sodas and sundaes,

and in refreshing "ades" to

health — Nothing else so good

costB so little.

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

(Ed. Note—T/his column is es-

pecially dedicated to freshcUes

and residence dwellers although

anyone may read it).

Some very cynical person re-

marked the only lime all the co-

eds are wearing their own clothes

is the night of the Levana For-

mal and even that's dotihtful.

You may not agree with this

but one thing is sure that for

about three days Ban High is

closer to bedlam than any other

time of the year. To avoid this

what about co-ordinating *ttA

lending a sisterly hand?

The first step is to draw up

a bath list and bear in mind that

around eight o'clock the hot

water supply usually runs out.

This saves strain on the plumb-

ing when about four people try

to get into the bath at once.

Try and get your dress pressed

a day or so early. Methinks a

kitchenette can only successfully

accommodate one gal and one

dress at the same time although

I have witnessed a good imitation

of "Typhoon in Mrs. Murphy's

Laundry" when about six gals all

fight for the iron at the sa ne

lime—only two were electrocuted,

fortunately. Pertinent question

—

are your evening gloves Lhtir

usual pristine whiteness'

Third point—decide who is go-

ing to sew-what into which to

avoid last rriinute frantic grab-

bing*. Lay in a necessary supply

of pins, thread, and patience.

Some friends may be persuaded

to unsew you about 3 a.m. and

prevent the faculty from being

startled by the appearanee of

evening: dresses at classes. .

Now having been warned about

it (and the same things apply to

large boarding-houses) be sure

to go and have fun. Just to prove

that you were able to successfully

battle the mob and appear vic-

.oriously radiant, "Bonnie" Bon-

ham is going to be at Ban Iiigh

Thursday night before the for

mat to take pictures, Bonnie

has a candid knack with her littl

birdie machine so why not get

in touch with her? Her photos

make pleasant souvenirs.

Tut, tut, the orchid bad not

been appearing but now I've seen

something worth one. A very

short, very gay plaid skating

-kirt which decorates the fresh-

et t e from Tort Arthur. Cuts a

line figure one might say.

Special note to those of you
who take Bib. .Lit. Where are

you at 2 p.m. three days a week?
Good, now you can try for the

64 dollar question and you won't

be sorry. Where is the Red
Cross Room? Both in the same
building — ain't that a coinci-

dence? Not a hint by any chance.

This is that biweekly stampede that we see in the Arts Building when
the Journal comes out.

(As many will be glad to see, I've given up my poetry. Mr. French

professor even said it was no good. Was my face red! Some lay allusions

to the fact that class was what my poems lacked have made me change

from my pretense at poetry, in self defense).

—John Straiton.

Science Formal

I Conl iimed from page 1)

L r.tvsrsity authorities Grant Hail,

the scene of this year's Science At

Home, will he decorated according

lo the usual custom.

Beginning with ait idea, the Sci-

ence Formal first takes shape as a

plan in engineering design. Draft-

ing pencils are sharpened, tec-

squares work overtime, and finally,

blueprints, in true engineering style,

are distributed to waiting bands.

Heads are scratched, pencils scribe

lines, saws are guided by experi-

enced hands, still callous from

"summer jobs," and hammers are

made to strike mighty blows.

Scale Model

Of course, all this construction

centres around a theme. The Engi-

neers again have a theme, and pro-

mise to divulge the full secret in a

fev^ days. This reporter was shown

an exact scale model of the struc-

ture which is being erected. Every

nail, screw, bolt and brace is ac-

counted for, sn that the workers go

right ahead without having to ask

questions.

Ticket sales for the Science For-

mal will be limited to 275. and are

available to Science only until Feb-

ruary 2nd. The committee requests

that Sciencemen purchase or reserve

their tickets by that date, as Fi-

nance Convener Ken Rutledgc can

not promise to restrict sales after

February 2nd. Members of other

faculties may apply for tickets by

signing the list on the notice-board

in the Students' Union. First come,

first served.

Tickets may be purchased from

any of the following: Lome Elder,

lack Ciage, Dave Duncan. Bud
l 'eii k, Art Liddle, Doug Smith, R
Butiston, George Schuett. Ken F _

.

Ken Rutledge, Art Holloway. Gord

Winder, anil Bill Fritz. After Feb-

ruary 2, those who signed the list

in the Union may purchase their

tickets at the Technical Supplies.

College Men In West
Seek Debating Trophy

Edmonton (C.U.P.) — Inter

jollegiate debating loomed into

prominence during this last week

when simultaneous!} 1 in Friday

night .earns from the western uni-

versities of British Columbia, Al-

berta, Saskatchewan and Mani-

loba locked horns in the debate,

"Resolved that Canada does

adopt a policy of extensive im-

migration after the war." Each

university was represented by

two teams, one debating on the

homo grounds, the other fightin

the battle on foreign soil. Thus

four debates took place on the

same resolution in four different

universities.

Trophy

The object of this debatin

scheme is the .McGoun Trophy,

the award of the Western Debat

ing League. This trophy is at

present held by the University

of Saskatchewan. The McGoun
Trophy debates were inaugurat-

ed some years ago and have since

been an annual event. The rules

are that each speaker has twenty

minutes in which to advance his

arguments and five minutes' re-

buttal.

This year a number of topics

were presented to the four Uni-

versities concerned, and the most

popular was chosen. The two

teams at each university upheld

respectively the affirmative and

Jli'e negative sides of the argu-

ment, making home practice pos-

sible. Total points were to de-

icle the winning team,

Free Soeech

(Continued from [age 1)

Kay O'Neill:

I like the plays which have

been put on at Queen's recently,

for example, "Charley's Aunt."

and "The Torchbearers." 1 do

not think that college students

should attempt Noel Coward's

plays, or plays of a more serious

trend.

Stu Webster,

Drama Guild:

I think tlu

wi inderful.

President of the

1 )ramo Guild

C.O.T.C.

DIVINE SERMCE
Regimental Part I Vdcr No.

16 of 1942 is re-publi:
C J for in-

formation :

The Contingent .1 -attend

Divine Service. Sun 1 Feb.,

1942 as indicated h.
;tla-vider

:

ereui

Detachments

:

L Marv's

of,D S maud
com

Roman Catholic ,

1 athedral, unde

2/Lt. D. J. C. i_
r

Hebrew: to Ul
a * l

'

y iKigogue,

under command" "^ S.M. G.

Cleman. '

f
of C

to Grant

Lt-
( Uhcr dcnouuir

11. ,H, und.

Professor Tracy:

It has been proved in the past

that there are enough actors and

actresses at Queen's with the

technical ability to take part 'in

serious plays. Plays of this kind

have been well received by the

s.udcnts and should I think be

continued.

Neil Davis. Arts '42;

The Drama Guild should pro-

duce a musical show of some

kind. There is plenty of local

talent to make this possible ami

it would go over well with tin 1

students.

Dorothy Tupper:

As far as college productions

are concerned. 1 think actor

should not be too ambitious, but

choose some play which they can

cope with adequately. This neces-

sitates choosing one which is

within their own experience

which likely is not very exten-

sive. Comedy is best; tragedy is

too elevated. I do not mean in

any way to discourage college

acting in this statement but a

limit should be placed on ambi-

tion. While the Orson Wells

idea of no props would be too

difficult, it i> not suitable to have

lavish productions.

Dave Watson, Sc. '43

:

Modern comedies are the most

acceptable and suitable type ol

play for student presentation.

Students have little time for re-

hearsals; hence plays depending

011 subject matter rather than on

acting perfection are best. Also

plays representing recent thought

rather than historical drama al-

ways prove more readily popular.

Modern comedies fulfil all these

requirements.

J. M. Melvin:

nmand
Offic-

er Com-

,mjn,

.isittn

Col. R. O. Ear\'

mandirig.

Assembly Areas

Roman Catholic achidfcu

will fall in on Union e
^t, fa>

North opposite the Gy.nnas

at 1030 hrs.

Hebrew Detachment will fall

in on Union St. opposite Miller

Hall, facing North at 101.- his.

Other denominations will, fall

in on Lower Campus, falcing

Kingston Hall at 0910 hrs. Cffy.

Commanders will detail Cr^y

Markers to report to the

the Lower Campii- at

Dress

:

Officers: Service Dress

greatcoats or trench coat.

Other Ranks*: Battk-

with greatcoats and anklek

Attendance: Two hours

will be given.

Don Eats to Live and Vice

0*05

ith

lr

y

:red it

New York—Radio sound men
go wacky when working with the

producer of tltf "Inner Sanctum"
mysteries,

When a heart-beat recently

iigured in one of the horror

stories, the sound men thought
he would stop at nothing less

than a genuine one. A human
heart wasn't versatile enough,

ever, as it couldn't be aceel-

Arts Society

'The Knights of the Road"
Pennsylvania Dutchmen

hoi

erated or slowed up as the script

required.

So he obtained the effect by
having the sound man hold a
hand microphone against one side

of his chest while thumping the

other side with a fell-covered

hammer.

(Continued from page 1)

will he a transfer of money from

the treasury of the Junior year to

the treasury of the Senior year

in proportion to the number of

members passing from their

penultimate to their ultimate

year at that thne." Norm Rogers

I hen vpokc opposing the motion

and was succeeded by Earl

Baxter who supported the motion.

After Jim Richardson had spok-

en against the amendment the

meeting was thrown open for

discussion. Finally, after a long

debate, the motion was put to a

vote and defeated.

Hartford, Conn.—Hank Law-
sou and his Knights of the Road,

who are piped into theNBC-Red
Network once weekly from Radio

Station WTIC in this city,

achieves the difficult feat of

streamlining hillbilly music with-

out sacrificing its hillbilly quali-

ties.

Hank and the boys do all their

own arranging. The result is

toe-tapping melody that won
them next to highest ranking in

the "novel'.y baud" classification

in a Radio Guide Magazine na-

tional talent poll.

Between them, Hank and his

boys play, everything from a

"sweet potato" to an electric

organ. Three of the five sing in

iiood modern harmony. They do

comedy dialogue in several dia-

lects. They're all Pennsylvania

Du.ch. and got into radio in 1935.

For college consumption, com-

|

edy and satire are definitely in

I

the first rank. We should avoid

^ re
I

absolutely psychological analysis
'

of motives and emotion in our

choice of a play, and thereby the

torment of the soul. Let's stay

away at Queen's from the modern

trend of farce and outworn jokes.

Lei's exclude plays which are in

the limelight at present either in

the movies or on the legitimate

s.age because the finished pro-

duct would make a very unfavor-

able comparison for our presenta^

tion. In general, we ought to

leave heavy dramatics to pro-

fessionals.

Hollywood — Don Wilso the

bell-voiced announcer on thef jack

Benny program, has two subs ,3,ml

claims to fame — his heft a: his

chortle.

The chortle is welfcknown '< mil-

lions of listeners to the Benn \ pro-

gram. It starts out as a sr >rt of

chuckle and then cascades into .1

full-blown, wholesome guffaw • from

well beneath the diaphragm.

Heftiness has been a curse

many but not to Wilson. It's tl

his bread and butter. In his earl

days, Wilson was a salesman,

size (he was 215 pounds then) anl

his height (6 feet 3 inches) oftet

helped to intimidate many a wavei

ing customer. The Wilson heft il

now 240 and it's one of Don's great !

est assets because of his utter w-
scusitivencss to cracks abouM

1 "

waist. And so it is when Ja ck 1

1

another laugh-getter to fill out

half-hour he has only to raise

eyes and thoughts to the level i '

the Wilson belt-line; Wbiat cor

dian would ever dispense £vnth seij'

a valuable announcer?—N 4BC News

Ken Parrish. Sc. "45:

The occasional tragedy would

undoubtedly prove popular. How-
ever historical tragedies should

be avoided since they require too

much work for competent pres-

entation by a student cast. Com-
edies, however, should not be

abandoned and in this connection

Bernard Shaw's works might be

seriously considered.

Epitaph

His cross unsee J
His coffin ban n

Here lies the

Who wasn'' "Jan
' ftere

them.

Annette Fryer:

1 think any type of play

peals to students, yet perhaps

pe most

really t-

subtletit

We are

"Charley s Aunt tj

all.
' Shakespeare is

difficult, with all it

for students to act.

terested in college life and

mance, in our own little every

day problems, and plays such

"What a Life" with Henry Aid

rich are very popular. It dea'

with matters within our ken, '

people of our own age. F

that involve much char.-u til

tion should not be conside:
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"Where the Service Pleoses"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

TYPING
Essays, Theses, and Pathology Cases.
Eight cents per double-spaced page,

12 cents per single-spaced page.
Mimeographing: prices on application.

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson Street

THEATRE
LINE-UP

CAPITOL
Showing until Thursday is Hon-

ky Tonk, a "gay-nineties mix-up"
with Clark Gable. Una Turner
and Frank Morgan as the leads.

This time Rhett Butler is a card-
shark who with his stooge becomes
boss of the lawless village of Yel-

low Creek. He opens a honky-tonk
(saloon to the temperates). marries

lovely Lana and tries to please her

drunken father, Frank Morgan, who
though decaying with drink, wants

his daughter respectable. The plot,

stuffed with witty remarks and
kisses, though old is interesting.

News and a funny cartoon complete

the bill. B

Gary Cooper arrives at the Capi-

tol Thursday as Sergeant York.

—L.R.S.

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. ft. C. DOBBS & CO.
C B, S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY

for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

McGALL S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

Most modern in Kingston
Excellent Service

i'H Princess St Opp. Roy York Cafe

GRAND

OURDIERS
rues

[8 Brock St. Phone 700

Ibert smith
BARBER SHOP

[hone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

iSTUDENTS WELCOME TO

rincess Beauty Salon

Princess St.

Intent
rbe Modern Eugene Shop

Maude Wagai

To-day, Tuesday and Wednes-
day, a double bill will be shown:
Joan Bennett and Don Anieche in

the story of a war-correspondent.

Confirm or Deny; and Four Jacks

and a Jill with Ray Bolger and
Anne Shirley. Ameche, as "Yank,"

an ace news hawk of a large Am-
erican news syndicate, establishes a

news room in the wine cellar of a

London hotel. When a time bomb
smashes through the hotel, the

guestion arises as to whether the

reporters should scoop or scram.

Amid great bombing scenes, the

suspense-packed film winds to a

pleasant ending. Miss Bennett and

the camera work are really out-

standing.

The second show deals with a

happy band and two luscious

blondes, Anne Shirley and a new-

comer, June Havoc, who does wreak

havoc. The plot concerns the dif-

ferent jobs and heart-breaks of the

gay company. The songs are well

presented and contagious

double bill. B
a good

-I.M.T.

T I V O L I

Do you remember Hollywood Re-
vue. Broadway Rabies, and Show
Girl, Mr any nf that long list of

Hollywood musicals that heralded

the birth of the talkies back about

1930? They all had the same plot

more ur less — the harrassed pro-

ducer trying to put on the big revue

with hardly a nickel to his name,
constantly being pursued by credi-

tors and process servers, and in

general up to the ears in trouble.

Finally in the last reel his troubles

were miraculously and inexplicably

solved and the film concluded with

a burst of music and technicolor,

and a good two acres of good-look-

ers parading about in a sea of os-

trich feathers and beautiful legs.

Well, here we go again. Substi-

tute gangsters for creditors and it's

the same old story. This new musi-

cal with the worn-out formula is

A Night at Earl Carroll's, now at

the Tivoli. Fortunately the plot

collapses completely after the first

half hour, so that the remainder of

the film is given over to half a dozen

production numbers, staged in the

inimitable, and old-fashioned way.

Ken Murray is the M.C., and Lillian

Cornell leads the parade of pulchri-

tude. Ignoring the plot which is

irrelevant and immaterial, we tho-

roughly enjoyed the lavish musical

numbers. Here is the type of Holly-

wood musical that went out when
the depression, and Will Hays,

came in. If you're looking for

something to look at, take a look

at this.

The added feature is / 'Wanted

Wings with Veronica Lake. B

O D E O N

Like the famous stage show,

Helhapoppin is one of those enter-

tainments where anything can hap-

pen and usually does. The comedy

is based principally on incongruity

and hysteria with the stars, Olsen

and Johnson, doing anything and

everything for a laugh, and a line

of gags that have all been lifted

from burlesque, and vintage vaude-

ville. In and around the inconse-

quential plot wander such ace com-

ics as Mischa Auer, Hugh Herbert,

and Martha Rave. The hit of the

show is Martha howling Waiting

for the Robert E, Lee, and a couple

of new numbers, Watch the Birdie.

and What Kind of Love Is This.

In quieter moments, Jane Frazee

and Robert Paige warble nicely

Heaven for Two and You Were
There.

With its half dozen songs, sev-

eral chorus routines and wide open
comedy all the way, you'll enjoy

Hellzapoppin. B
—M.W.E.

BILTMORE
Joan Blondell, Roland Young

and Eillic Burke are back with an-

other Topper picture. This time it's

a murder mystery story. Topper

Returns, which takes place in a

haunted mansion. All the old thrill

devices are introduced, plus many
new ones. Jack Benny's Rochester

provides excitement for the audi-

ence with his adventures in the

castle dungeon and an argument

with a seal.

Marlene Detrich is in fine form

in Seven Sinners as the usual night

club singer. Wherever she goes she

is deported for starting riots — af-

ter the damage has been done. In

this picture she has an affair with

John Wayne, a handsome American

naval officer on shore leave in the

China Seas. The night club, Seven

Shiners is wrecked during a fight

between the navy and Marlene's

local admirers. The navy wins, but

she is deported.

The pictures are both very inter-

esting, with new angles to old plots.

Plenty of excitement is provided

for the audience. B
Coming Thursday, Kit Karson,

with Jon Hall, and Paris Honey-

moon, with Bing Crosby.

—H.M.J.

They're Smart - New For Early Spring

Men's Tweed Suits
125 to choose from. Smartly styled in the new popular Dover

Drape—the modified Lane Model and the more conservative

suit for the man. Three button single breasted styles. All

made up in rich shades of Browns, Greys, Greens and Blues.

Sizes in the lot 34 to 46.

$28.50 $29*50 $32.00

123 Princess St. Phone 5020

rEC/H CUE PILES

ill?! JMiliTITf"!™ ift^m

us reproduction shows the Queen's campus as it appeared to the students of days gone by. The reader will note the absence of Douglas Library md several Science buildings.
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Examination Time-Table

Faculty of Arts

The attention of students in the

Faculty of Arts is called to the first

draft "f the April examination time-

table. Errors or onvssions should

be reported at once t<i the Regis-

trar.

Letter to the Editor

TUESDAY, JANUARY 27, 1942

No Joke
% About five weeks ago. the Toronto Varsity put out what it

termed a "Black Issue," which we believe stands as one of the

best efforts put forth by any college paper this year. Except for

the editorial columns and the words "A Grim Hypothesis," at the

top of page 1, the entire issue is based on the idea that practically

all of Eastern Canada has been conquered in a surprise attack by

thc Nazis, and that the mopping-up process is proceeding with

dispatch in the West.

To a few people, all this was probably screamingly funny.

There are,such people. But to the Varsity staff, who we happen to

know, had to practically move Heaven and earth to get it printed,

and to the majority of its thinking readers, this issue was any-

thing but humorous. On the contrary it was deadly serious. Its

purpose, as the editorials indicated, was to impress upon the

minds of the students, the fact that a Nazi invasion and conquest

of Oris country is anything but a pipe-dream.

The Varsity version of the attack is that it started throughout

Canada at a zero-hour (over the week-end. as usual) when trained

and equipped fifth-columnists systematically took over all im-

portant radio stations, transport centres, and utilities plants. A
strong unit of the German Luftwaffe, based on secret fields in

Northern Ontario and Quebec, bombed Toronto and Montreal,

refueling en route at an Eastern Ontario airfield which had been

taken over at the appointed hour. Naval units opened a con-

certed attack on the Eastern ports, at the same time that troop

transports were landing their loads along the St. Lawrence. The

elements of utter surprise and complete unpreparedness for air

attack made the task of the Nazis a simple one, and what little

resistance there was, was broken practically overnight.

Special attention was paid to the universities—they were

closed. Students were penned within the grounds by barbed

wire and machine-gun units, until they should have faced an ex-

amining board which would determine whether or not their

sympathies were with the "New Order." The extreme in realism

is reached in the Varsity notice that "any students demonstrating

at the funeral of the former President of this University this after-

noon, will be shot,"

At first reading, all of this will seem slightly unbelievable.

But we sincerely urge you to think it over, and try to realize just

how easily it might come true. We Canadians have been far too

prone to forget that a few thuusand miles of sea is no longer an

insuperable barrier. And our armies have been constantly on the

defensive simply because Hitler has continually done things we
didn't believe he could do.

We have in Canada, at present, a maximum of around 400,-

000 men, of all the armed forces. Almost half of these arc militia

reserves, half-trained and ill-equipped. Probably less than 25,000

have ever been under fire. We have plenty of pilots, true, but
many of them lack combat training, and we cannot help wond
ering how many first-line, decently armored combat planes there

would be available in any case.

It would be well for us to remember that Canada would be
rich prize for Hitler. He needs our resources and will need them
worse as time goes on. Even more important, would be the
military and psychological importance of such a move. It would
be a perfect base for attack on the United States, and even if he
contemplated no such operation, it would serve to divert the
attention of the Americans from Europe and Asia, where their

troops might be vitally needed.

At the present time, the world situation makes any attempt
on Canada unlikely. But when the Americans begin sending ap-
preciable units oi men to foreign fields, when the situation in

Germany grows more precarious, as it undoubtedly will within
two years, it might be well for Canadians to keep in mind that
France thought the Maginot Line would hold forever.

Nice Going!

We note that the members of one year on the campus managed
last week to raise the sum of $26,50, of which $24 was devoted
to the purchase of War Savings Certificates.

This seems like a very commendable contribution, and in-

dicates initiative and enthusiasm on the part of the particular
group responsible. In their projected program for making this a
regular weekly happening, we hope to see them often equalling
this first mark.

The method used in this dti ire was that of the raffle. And
here would appear to lie the sccrtlt of its success; for most people

Faculty of Arts

RggulafiotU governing Attendance

and Exercises

Students are expected to hand in

all essays and class exercises when

due, and to be present at all lec-

tures and laboratory periods.

Students who fail to attend seven-

eighths of the lectures and labora-

tory periods of any course num-

bered under 10 will not be allowed

to write the final examination. They

may, however, write the supplemen-

tal examination in the following

fall on payment of the regular sup*

plemental fees.

A record of absences based on

monthly reports from Instructors is

kept at the Dean's Office.

Ofrical Notice

Scholarships

in Public

Speaking

Dear Mr. Editor:

May I add my feeble voice to

the general clamor about student

war effort. As a member of Le-

vana expecting to graduate this

year, I feel it will soon be time

for me to do something more for

the war effort than knitting and

making quilts. The three courses

open to a girl who wants to par-

ticipate in direct war work—join-

ing the women's army, taking

employment in a war industry,

or taking business training and

entering the civil service,—could

be adopted by a girl with only

a couple of years of high school.

What can the university grad

do?

I would suggest that one of

the most valuable pieces of war

work that the Queen's student

body could do, would be an in-

vestigation of the places (and

there must be many) where the

Arts graduate can use his train-

ing, coupled with an agitation for

the more effective use of Science

and Medical graduates. 1

To this end I would urge that

every student who can possibly

do so attend the forum on "Stu-

dent- in Wartime" tonight, and

not only attend but he ready to

submit his or her ideas to the

meeting as well as absorbing the

contributions of others.

"Submarine officers frequently

have transverse ridges on their fin-

gernails and toenails. Women who

llave babies get them too. They are

caused by nothing other than men-

tal strain. Each separate ridge i-

produced by a separate period of

mental strain, and they take ninety

days to grow out." — (Talk by

Charles Graves.)

Margaret Cutten.

The Andrina McCuiloch Scholar-

ships for Public Speaking

This year the awards total

$400.00 and are available to all

ntramural undergraduate students.

In order to provide equal oppor-

tunity to all faculties and as wide a

distribution as possible among the

tudents, the committee plans to

base the awards upon a series of

public speaking contests, the times

and places of these to be announced

later. It is hoped that there may be

four preliminary contests in which

preference may be given respective-

to Arts, Levana, Medicine, and

Applied Science. Students in these

contests will be selected by the

committee, to compete in a final

contest at a later date. In that final

contest each speaker may submit

the same title as had been previous-

ly accepted. The speakers in the

final contest will be adjudicated by

different group of adjudicators.

The contestants will be selected by

the faculty-student committee, ap-

pointed by the Principal.

The awards in the final contest

will be $80.00, $70.00, and $50.00.

For each of the four preliminary

contests there will be a first award

of $30.00. Four further awards of

$20.00 each will be made at the dis-

cretion of the committee.

Any such student wishing to be

considered by this committee must

submit his choice of subject to Dr.

William Angus, Queen's Post Of-

fice, not later than Monday. Febru-

ary 2.

Each candidate will have com-

plete freedom of choice but each

choice of subject submitted must

contain the following information:

(1) Title of the speech,

(2) Central idea or purpose,

(3) Tentative outline or plan

As Edmnnd Burke put it : "When
bad men combine, the good must

associate; else they will fall one by

one, an unpitied sacrifice in a con-

temptible struggle—1 Or, as some-

one puts it up-to-date — "It is the

banana that falls out of the bunch

that always gets skinned." — (W.
Tudor Davies in the series "Britain

Speaks".)

"I remember a dear old lady,

nearly eighty years old who told me

with a twinkle in her eye "There's

not much I can do at my age, but I

can still help a bit,' and she pro-

duced a small sponge and a pen-

knife from her handbag, and S3id,

'this is for rubbing out their nasty

posters.'" — (Christine Chilver —
just arrived from France.)

"I estimated once that in order

to he able to spend now what I used

to spend every year before the war,

I should have to earn about seventy

thousand pounds a year. I am now

working two-thirds of every day to

pa_\ my direct taxation to the gov-

ernment . . . We're not grumbling

— we can take it
!" — (J. B. Priest-

ly in the series "Britain Speaks." I

PLAN FORUM TONIGHT
ON STUDENTS IN WAR

Tonight at 7..10 in the Richard-

son Laboratory the Student

Christian Movement will hold a

fi >rLnn , the subject being "Stu-

dents in War." The meeting will

consist of presentations by two

students, Jack Houck, Editor of

tlie Journal, and Milton Little,

A. M.S. member for Theology, on

What they consider the Univer-

sity > an contribute to the war

effort. Thi;* will be followed by

a general discussion with Dr.

Gregory Ylastus as chairman.

The Journal has recently re-

ceived many letters showing that

there is a considerable divergence

of opinion on this and similar sub-

jects, and so the S.C.M. urges

students to attend this forum to

help clarify this question.

"That's a hot number," said

ihe steer, as the glowing brand-

ing iron was pressed against her

tender flank.

Little Boy Blue

Come blow your horn

W e're ready to jive

'Cause we're drunk on corn.

Not long ago a German Field

Post Office (Number 301 ) was cap-

tured by the Red Army. In it were

found many letters from Germany.

Several of these were stamped by

the censor "Not to be delivered to

Addressee — to be destroyed." On
one or two the censor had stamped

an even more sinister order, "Hand
over to the court — there is quite

sufficient evidence." — ("Letters

found on German soldiers," by An-

thony Weymouth.)

"Why ctm't you decide between those two boyi?'

"Became ihey both imoke Sweet Capsl

"

SWEET CAPORAL CIGARETTES
"Tie purttfjorm in which tobacco can b* tmoktJ."

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

(4) The speaker's reasons for

wishing to speak on that subject,

(5) The reasons why an audi-

ence should hear the speaker speak

on that subject,

(6) What preparation or quali-

fications — by experience, research,

etc. — the speaker has for this

speech, and

(7) What further preparation

the speaker intends to make for this

speech.

Each speaker will be limited to

a maximum of 10 minutes; will be

allowed to speak from notes, if ne-

cessary, but will not be permitted to

read from the manuscript of his

speech; and, obviously, preference

will be given to those subjects which

are worthy of consideration by ma-

ture_and intelligent men and women.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for, All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Slide

Rules. Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used Book

Exchange is at your Disposal,

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

STUDENTS
Welvne ifHartin's Beauty &>altm

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHCR

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 21

are easily persuaded to pay a small sum for a fair chance of

winning a larger one.

It seems, too, that the idea might bear further consideration

by other and possibly larger groups on the campus. After all,

such efforts have the effect of doing credit not only to the organiza-

tion behind them, but to Queen's, by swelling the total student

contribution. Simple mathematics show that if 127 students in

one week can raise $26.50, a campus-wide drive or series of drives

ought to work something close to wonders. We earnestly commend
these striking results to the consideration of the undergraduate
body at large.

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE

RIGHT PRICES
"

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printins a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MACCISCN STUDlC
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

We supply everything — Make your appointment now

92 Princess St.

for portraits and groups

Evenings by Appointment Phones : 676 - 6Z
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SPORTS

ONCE CVEC LIGHTLY
with Jack Houck (Pinch-hirring for Bill Lemmon)

Old Man Mose Lemmon having been laid low (with lumbago of all things)we «m to be stuck with the job. However, bear with us neighbors fndwell try to make lt as pa,nleas as possibie . (incidental i Vi though
B
he docf™know it yet, the Sports Ed. will be glad &"= '- >

errors we commit).
to take full responsibility for any

Viewed in retrospect, this would seem to have been a fairly "sporting"

T£~ wfth V, C
Llm"t0"e ?'y -

H°C^y and bask«ball shared the spot-
light, with the Combine six trimming Toronto Marlboros at the local ice
palace, and the Combine five losing to Ottawa Sailors at basketbali (so
far as we know, there is no connection except the name between thehoopsters and the puck-chasers). The hockey victory was especially im-
portant, as it represented virtually Custer's Last Stand tor the Kingston
outfit and a loss would have meant almost certain elimination from an
O.H.A. playoff spot. As it stands now, the boys still have an even chance.Rumor hath it that they were plenty lucky to take the Torontonians, but
even at that, they ought to still have a little good fortune coming to them
this week, to make up for an accumulation of earlier bad breaks.

The basketballers dropped a tough one to the Capitol City Gobs on
Saturday night. It was a see-saw battle all the way, but the more seasoned
Ottawa team, led by the ever-dangerous Wiseman, had a little more
finishing kick and pulled into a decisive lead in the last three or four
minutes of play. Orchids to Al McLellan, Newt Coburn, and Leo Rosent-
xveig who led the Combine attack.

Actually, when you come to figure it all out, and though it be treason
to say so, there is still a powerful lot of sport on this campus, C.I.A.U. or
no C.I.A.U. In addition to Combine hockey and basketball, there are
several other University outfits which are conducting themselves in a most
creditable fashion. Intramural softball is over, but hockey, bowling and
basketball are still in full swing and commanding the attention of in-
creasing numbers of students—not to mention the newly-formed inter-
faculty pinball league.

The Ski Club sponsored its first trip on Sunday, but with not too
much success. Whether the advertising was inadequate or the Formal
hangovers over-adequate we don't know, but apparently less than twenty
of the suicide squadron (purely our own terminology) turned out. Condi-
tions were fairly good, according to the reports of those few ambitious
souls who did make it.

For lovers of the great indoors (like the writer), we herewith announce
that the entry list for the Union ping-pong and bridge tournaments will

be posted shortly. Bridge players who have not yet done so, are advised
to start road-work immediately, as it is understood that this will be the
toughest tournament in many years, and if you can't run around the table
at least forty-five times, you might just as well not enter at all.

Rumors filtering out of the Journal training-headquarters at Lazonga's
Pinball and Athletic Association indicate that the Scoreless Wonders are
not getting along too well in the absence of Coach Jim Neilson. In fact it

has been whispered in well-informed quarters that the Scribes are con-
templating a change from the cold and painful atmosphere of Jock Harty
Arena to the much better-heated gymnasium. With a foundation of one
and a half men who have ever seen a game, they are working on a basket-
ball team, which it is said, will make James Naismith's ghost join the
Foreign Legion.

Combines Edge Marlboros 4-3

And Climb To Third Place Tie

Queen's Water Follies

Girls' Water Routine will

practise Tuesday night at

9 p.m. All girls are request-

ed to be at the pool ready

to swim at this time.

Boys will practise at U
p.m. Tuesday.

N. Rivington Given

Sen. Powell Award

Declared Most Valued Man
On Senior Six

SKI SLANTS
BY MARY PATEPSON

Front all reports, the Sunday

ski trip decided upon at the last

moment, though small, was quite

a success. Even though the Ski

Club had posted no advertise-

ments, and despite the inevitable

event of people getting wise to

this Kingston one-lialf-of-the-

day-one-weather and the-other-

half-another (breath), seventeen

hopefuls managed to appear at

the Union by 11 a.m. The group

included three members of ihe

Levana outdoor type who enjoy-

ed themselves very much. And
so the bus was on its way in

characteristic style—but not for

long. There was a short inter-

mission while everyone was sit-

ting in the ditch—hut nothing

serious—in fact—strictly excit-

ing. The skiing was crusty and

fast—perhaps a little too fast

for one freshman. (Second hand

information).

Several good skiers really

allowed the others a thing or two

•>n those Gananoque lulls—which,

incidentally, have been likened

to Shangri-La! (This, it is felt,

will arouse curiosity).

In any case, curiosity or no,

with lots of nice fluffy snow,

which seems to be rapidly be-

Oming a pure myth, next Sun-

day, we hope to have a good trip

with a regular old gang.

\ draftee from the Amazon
Put nighties of his gramazon

;

The reason's that

He was too fat

To get his own pyjamazon.

—Gateway.

"Washa time?"

"Ish 2 o'clock."

"How ya know?"
"Looked at the shnndial with

'"' flashlight."

Combines Downed
By Ottawa Sailors

Kingston Combines again bow-

ed to the Ottawa Sailors 48-38

in a close high-scoring game in

the Queen's gym on Saturday

night.

Both learns fought all-out for

the entire struggle with length

of the floor rushes bringing the

crowd to their feet time and

time again. The heavier and

taller Ottawa boys had the ad-

vantage around the basket but

it was not until the final five

minutes of the second half that

this became apparent when the

visitor* surged ahead towards

their final ten point lead.

Stars

Wiseman was the Sailors' big

gun around the hoop with 21

points, and showed himself to he

the classiot player on the floor.

Leo Rosentzveig turned in his

best effort of the year and in-

dicated flashes of His old Junior

days by netting a dozen points.

Pottsy Drysdale did a fine job at

guard and set up most of the

scoring plays. Coburn showing

no traces of a hard week-end

romped up "and down the floor

with his usual vim and vigor.

In the preliminary go the

Queen's Juniors Look the measure

of a less experienced R.M.C.

squad by a 43-17 margin. Mac-

donald and Mackie again led the

Tricolor youngsters with Gray

setting up the plays. The score

was not indicative of the play and

the contest was a crowd-pleaser

throughout,

The girl stood on the running

hoard

Very deeply did she think

To get off meant a threadbare

coat

To get in meant a mink.

I ;<>.; Wednesday Nev Rivirig-

ton was presented the Senator

Powell Trophy given each year

to the most valuable player on

the Tricolor Senior pucksters.

Professor Edgett, one of Queen's

hockey greats, made the presen-

tation and congratulated "Riv"

for his remarkable display. He
also praised the team for its

team spirit and pluck which fin-

ally brought them the Van Home
trophy.

In his four years at Queen's

"Riv" has been a loyal stipporte

or' both the Junior and Senior

hockey teams. Last year he

brought the Kingston Juniors the

city championship practically

singlehanded.

Sensational Performance

This year "Riv" not only equal

led his past performances but ex-

ceeded them—especially in the

series against Kingston and the

game against Belleville. The
story of last Thursday's game
all Rivington. He was under

steady hail of rubber throughout

but only two shots managed t<

elude him. His work was sen

sational in kicking out the puck

from all angles.

In addition to Rivington or

chids are due "Roste" Huestor

and "Senator" Powell. Without

their patience and diligent work

the Van Home trophy might noi

be resting in the Queen's tropin

room.

Teams Set Furious Pace;
McQueston Is Standout

In Kingston Nets

In a fast, bruising, sixty minutes

of hockey, the Kingston Combines
lifted themselves into a third place

tie with Toronto Marlboros by
handing them a 4-3 defeat. From
the opening whirl the pace was
blistering, despite heavy checking

)n both sides.

For the first frame the play was
evenly divided, each side working

n close on goal only to be thwarted

by tight defensive work and smart

?oa1 tendiii-;. Rut from there on

'e ! ig difference in the teams was
tt!e Harm McQueston. During
the whole game McQueston was
int;taiidini;, batting, kicking, catch-

ing, and blocking shots from evcrv

possible angle.

Wide Open Hockey
The first period was lightning

fast, with rink-wide passes, and
brilliant end-to-end rushes. Botl

sides were setting up beauti ful

ilavs, but could not click when they

^ot in close. With twelve minutes

if the period gone Marlboros came

through, paying off in the first break

of the game. During a scramble in

front of ihe goal the Comhines' de-

fense picked the wrong time to

relax and Stewart charged in, pick-

ed up Ferraut's rebound and pump-

ed it past McQueston.

The groans had but subsided

when Len Lane broke from the

Student Group Forms
To Circulate Petition

BOB NEILSON

who played his usual aggressive game
against Marlboros.

$8M

Cannon Fodder of Both Sexes

"Why does Hitler give mar-

riage allowances or prizes for big

families ? . , . He wants more

babies, so that Germany may
be strong enough to dominate

the world. In a most literal sense

it is not the "defence of the

home," but cannon fodder, Hitler

is after ... If the sole purpose of

the family is to raise little soldiers

fur Hitter, the sole purpose of

women is to bring them into the

world. Women automatically lose

their independent dignity and

status. Don't think this is an

exaggeration. Only recently one

of the German leaders said: "Ger-

many has little use for women
over childbearing age." ('Inside

Nasi Europe,' by Barbara Ward)

__\

'T came across a characteristic

example of the war joke (rait, when

I went into a London tavern for

lunch the other day. On one wall

was a big printed sign which said

—'In the event of a raid, this house

will remain open, — in the event

of a direct hit, it will close imme-

diately." — {"Some People," by

Arthur Mann.)

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

LLN LANE

One of the big guns of the Combine

attack.

face off, drew flic defense then

dropped a perfect pass on "Spud"

Murphy's stick, who sifted in on

Basticn, waited fur him to make

his move, then pushed it in the

t wine.

From then on the pace was even

faster, but was uneventful until

"Pug" Young earned himself a

penalty for high-sticking as the per-

iod ended.

Combines Rally

With Young in the penalty box

Marlboros put on a series of power

plays, but were unable to beat Mr.

McQueston. With the teams on

even terms Roach broke up a To-

ronto ntsh. and broke away quickly.

Knocked off balance at the defence,

be shot a backhand pass to Lane,

who quickly relayed it into the

Marlboro goal.

During a ganging attack around

the Kingston net Radley was gated

for two minutes. The penalty was

a cheap one though, for while short-

handed the Combines scored twice

on breakaways. With one minute

of (he penalty served Murphy inter-

cepted a Marlboro pass, skated in

on Bastien and heat htm cleanly.

Just three seconds later Roach dup-

licated the play in the prettiest solo

effort of the same. This put King-

ston three up, and it stood that way

when the period ended:

Marlboro Power

With the beginning of play Marl-

boros were fighting to tie the score.

Led by I-lv.-vn Morns, : crappv little

defence man, they carried the play

all through the period and were

still fighting when the bell rang.

In the first three minutes the

Duke-' Grigor banged in a loose

puck. A few minutes later Farrant

scored on a power play, taking a

pass from O'Brien. For the rest

of the game it was a duel hetween

McQueston and the Marlboro sharp-

shooters and McQueston won.

Summary

Marlboros : Goal, Bastien : de-

fense. Copp and Morris; centre.

Grigor; wings, Stewart and Far-

rant ; subs. Primeau, Henderson,

O'Brien. Atcbeson, Shamlock, Tis-

delL

Combines: Goal, McQueston; de-

fense. Young and Roach; centre,

M. Williamson ; wings, Neilson and

N. Williamson; subs. Murphy, Par-

tis. Lane, Hood, Radley, Carr-

Harris.

First Period

1. Stewart (Farrant), 12.00. 2.

Murphy, 12.05. Penalties: Young.

Second Period

3. Lane (Roach). 8.00; 4. Mur-

phy (M. Williamson), 10,30. 5.

Roach. 11.00. Penalties: Radley.

O'Brien,

Third Period

6. Grigor, 2.30. 7. Farrant (O'-

Brien), 13.30. Penalties: Lane.

Word has reached the Journal

that a group of students on this

campus has been formed in con-

nection with a proposed Province-

wide campaign for Government

Scholarships, This committee,

consisting of one member repre-

senting each faculty, hopes to ob-

tain the co-operation of the stu-

dent body through a petition to

be signed and presented to the

Provincial legislature. Attempts

will also be made to secure the

approval and assistance of prom-

inent local men and women.

It is understood that similar

effort.- are being carried on at

Varsity, and probably also at

Western, McMaster and Ottawa.

The drives are to be timed so

that pressure will- be applied

throughout Ontario at the same

time.

Evidence of particularly strong

support for this campaign comes

from the University of Toronto,

where the shortening of the Medi-

cal course and the consequent

financial troubles of the students

have created "an acute problem."

The Toronto "Varsity" has dis-

cussed the matter at some length

in an editorial entitled "Medical

Aid in our Own Back Yard,'*

dated Dec. 1, 1941. In this article

is expressed the hope that some-

thing may be done to relieve

what have been termed "the

serious difficulties of the medical

students."

According to the committee

here, the move is not to initiate

something new, but to secure the

extension of a program provided

by the Dominion Government in

1939. At this time a sum of

money was set aside for the in-

struction of students who were

deemed deserving of, but incap-

able of paying for. special or ad-

vanced training. This was to be

allocated in each province on a
basis of student population, on

condition that the provincial gov-

ernments would share the cost.

To date, all hut Ontario. Nova
Scotia and New Bruswick have

participated in the plan.

The object of the forthcoming

campaign will be to induce the

Toronto government to extend

these opportunities to citizens of

this Province. Said the Chair-

man of the local committee: "Wc
hope shortly to bring our pro-

gram more fully to the attention

of Queen's students, and to be

able to enlist their wholehearted

support."

Mary had a little mule

ft followed her lo school

The teacher, like a fool,

Went up behind the mule

And hit him with a rule

And then there wasn't anv school.

"Sir, may I have your daughter

for my wife?"

"Bring your wife around and

we'll see."

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN K. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters ond Sweater Coots

213 Princess Street Phone 362

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Cor" itutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St.

Printing ol

Every

Description
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Grad Remembers

{Continued from page 1)

structions to change the quota-

tion to "Let him that hath no

sword sell his garment and buy

one."

Pacifism had little foothold in

Student thought then, not even

in Divinity Hall. Four of our

leading Theological graduates of

the year '13, who happened to

be in Germany pursuing post-

graduate work at that August

crisis, managed to reach Britain

before the frontiers Of Europe

were closed, and at once enlisted

in the forces there. They served

to the end of the war and one of

them, a gallant youth, died tragic-

ally ol influenza in England. He
had been prominent on the Jour-

nal staff, in the A.M.S. and all

the activities of the College, a

fine student and debater.

journal

It was shortly before these stir-

ring times thai the Journal chang-

ed its dress from a magazine

form to that of the twice-a-week

newspaper style, which it still re-

tains, slightly larger in size, but

otherwise, much as the old copy

of 1912 before us. Reading both

over, student life seems little alt-

ered. The underlying principles

are much the same. The wit,

humor and protests against the 8
a.m. class are much as it then

was. Student years are always

a testing time. Like Gideon's

men, those undergraduates are

brought down to the brook of life,

there to be sifted and some set

aside. Those, who sip temper-

ately the waters of pleasure, ever

alert to the soul's high quest, are

separated from those, who aban-

doning restraint, stoop to drink

to the full. It is witli the small

minority that victory is won.
Perhaps. 4bcre was more plain

living and high thinking in our
day than now, at least, we flatter

our generation to think so. There
was less luxury, more hard work
than seems evident today. We
had no Sunday sports nor ski

trains. The Sabbath had some
of the ancient sanctity and dis-

cipline that our parents knew.
The lazy or unwise student, who
studied on that day, consoled
himself with the quotation, "that

it was lawful to lift an ass out of

a pit on the Sabbath day." Our
students for the most part knew
and reverenced the English Bible.

Men like the late Prof. W. G.
Jordan, D.D., and Prof. E. F.

Chemistry Club

D. J. Lcroy, of the Na-

tional Research Council. Ot-

tawa, will address the mem-

bers of the C.I.C., Queen's

Branch, on Thursday after-

noon at 4 o'clock in Room

310, I .ordon Hall. The sub-

ject of his address will be

"The Importance of Free

Radicals in Chemistry."

All students interested a're

invited to attend. Refresh-

ment-, will be served at the

meeting. "B.Y.O.B."—bring

your own beaker.

Operetta

STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

REGRETS

IN AN IMSuTTcO
TAXI

fMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

Scott, D.D., by their lectures in

Arts, kept that appreciation alive.

Philosophy

Possibly. Philosophy and the

Classics played a more vital part

.han they do at present, being

crowded out by the more prac-

tical and materialistic subjects of

the modern world. "Philosophy

baked no bread," may be, but we

learned to think, and to look on

life "sub specie acternatatis" saw

it steadily, and saw i; whole. We
did not lose sight of the fixed

stars of our moral world, nor

the Pole Star of humanity's faith,

the Christ of. the Eternal God.

There were lights in the firma-

ment of our heaven to give light

upon the earth.

The fall .of 1907 saw the last

interfaculty scrap, so far as we

know. Then it was, that we

Arts men, invaded in our own
class rooms by the combined

hordes of Science and Medicine,

had to form rank and dash out

to meet the foe on the tennis

courts. The assault lasted from

9 a.m. till twelve noon—a con-

fused melee of embattled shout-

ing men locked in rivalry. We
were caught by surprise in class.

They came dressed in overalls

and hob nailed boots worn at the

mining camps during the sum-

mer months at work. Forms were

thrown from the second storey

of the Arts building ; the fire

hose was turned on the invaders,

and much property damage was

done.

Damage
There was blood shed, noses

poked, into the broken limestone

of the road ways, heads bumped
The Vice - Principal, protesting

with his cane, was thrown on his

back on the side walk, until

rescued by a group of seniors.

Every Arts prisoner taken by the

enemy had his boots taken off

ami hurled sky wards. Clothes

were torn to tatters, and one
student at least, sent to the hos-

pital with the breast muscles

torn irom his ribs over the heart,

helping to cripple him for life.

Arts men. who had not come to

the help of their faculty, were

ducked beneath the tap, and sent

across the city to their rooms in

frosty weather, wet to the skin,

to suffer from rheumatics for the

rest of the term ; others were
captured and treated similarily

by the foe. It is just as well that

such paganism has died out. It

was (mo senseless and brutal to

survive.

"The Concursus Iniqutatis et

Virtntis" was powerless to indict

a crowd like that, though the A.
M.S. did exercise its governing
function creditably in those days.
But we have exceeded our space

and niu^t cease. God bless the
present generation of students
and make them better men and
women than those who lived their

golden years within the classic

walls before them! Dominus
vobiscum.

(Continued from page I)

operetta is rilled with color and gay

aciion, from the opening scenes of

garishly costumed pirates taking

their ease in drink and song, to the

grand finale of fifty voices.

Daughters

Major-General Stanley's bevy of

beauteous daughters, as played by

brunette Mary Carmichael, and ti-

tian-haired Mary McLeod, are the

leads ;
these arc supported by Claire

Bergeron, Hetty Ck-ndinnen, Doro-

thy Dow, Helen Ewers, Betty Gar-

butt, Hilda Knsitsky. Mavis Leach,

Betty MacDnnald. Jean McGaug-

Iwy, fean Parker, Berna Sheridan,

Jean Telford, Elizabeth Wright, as

sopranos; and Naomi Bristol, Irene

C.irss Ruth Eraser, Bcrnice Gra:

ham, Jean Hodge, Laura Miller,

Muriel Piatt and Rosahelle Share,

as altos.

Newt Williamson, who needs no

introduction on the Queen's Cam-

pus, plays the pirate king. Doug

Gray, tenor, plays the unfortunate

orphan who becomes apprenticed to

a pirate instead of a pilot, and com-

bines with Marion Trott, a pirate

maid, in some fine acting. Other

pirates are Clem Cassidy, Colin

Blyth. Gerald Mendel. Lyle Sher-

win, William Sproule, and Gordon

Tracy, all of whom are tenors.

Police Chorus

Ed Somppi, experienced bass

singer from the head of the lakes,

plays the police sergeant at the head

of the stalwart band who fear noth-

g more than pirates. Bass singers

comprising the police chorus are:

Edgar Hunter, George Vortenuik,

Rod MacLennan. Arthur Pye, Gor-

don Richardson, Doug Scott.'Wal-

ter Smith. George White, and Ro-

bert Simms.

Despite the difficulties with such

a large cast and with C.O.T.C. and

other campus activities causing full

rehearsals to be rare, Dr. Harrison,

Dr. Angus and Mrs. Reid are com-

bining to produce an excellent show.

Dr. Clark

London Letter

(Continued from page 1)

in his Twelfth Night. However,

Shakespeare could be depended up-

on to treat the objects of his scorn

in a much kindlier light than his

contemporaries could.

War
War also was a constant interest

in Elizabethan and Jacobean drama,

according to Dr. Clarke, who point-

ed out that seven of Shakespeare's

plays centred on this topic. Mar-

lowe first wrote Tantberlwn, but

soon asked himself whether objec-

tive conquest could compare as a

means of power with subjective

knowledge and imagination, so in

1589 he produced Doctor> Fausttts.

Because of this play, Marlowe
gained some criticism for his so-

called atheism, which would onlv

amount to-day to rational liberal-

ism.

Ben Jonsnn lacked the sympathy

and humanity of William Shake-

speare. A satirist, his comedy was,

on the whole, severe and scornful

— superior, not sympathetic.

In closing, Dr. Clarke joined the

millions who have paid their tri

butes to the Bard of Avon. He
said that although Shakespeare, the

man, was limited by the normal

social and political concepts of the

time, Shakespeare, the artist, could

rise above all such limitations and.

like Nature herself, look with kind-

line^ upon the common herd. He
could be called a sincere democrat,

although Coleridge aptly said that

he should be regarded as a philo-

sophical aristocrat.

Don't Believe All You (Mis)Hear

From the Canadian Broadcasting

Corporation comes another story of

things "mis-heard".

Ray Mackness, of the CBC, was

surprised when his West Vancou-

ver neighbor propped the rake

against the fence, and, starting to

talk about the news from Britain,

said he was puzzled by some as-

sets of the incorrigible cheerful-

ness of the British.

"Now here's this fellow giving

the News from the BBC. He talks

ahout blitzes, crashes, death and

destruction, and yet starts off by

saying that he likes reading it."

•'Well," said Mackness, hurriedly

thinking back on all the BBC News

Bulletins he had beard, "it's news

tome. What does he say ?"

"This is the BBC News, and its

very pleasant reading it."

The formula with which the

News to Canada opens is: "This is

the BBC News, and this is Derek

Prentiss reading it."

But in West Vancouver, on the

other side of Burrard Inlet — the

other side of the Empire — the an-

nouncer's name had sounded like

"very pleasant".

Toscanini's Love For London

Some of the most heartening

sights in London recently have

been the posters announcing con-

certs with world-famous conduc-

tors, artists, and orchestras for dates

far into the spring of 1942, many

of which are to be broadcast.

The making of such plans is not

the outcome of undue optimism or

of complacency. It is part of the

war-effort — to keep alive as much

as possible add democracy is fight-

ing for.

When Toscanini, now in the

United States, received a copy of

the BBC's Symphony Concert pro-

gramme for 1941-42, he sent the

following cable to the BBC Music

Controller, Sir Adrian Boult :

—

Thanks for program. Your

greetings and love which I re-

ciprocate moved me to tears.

I remember everyone of you

dear friends. I follow you with

love, sympathy, admiration. I

would like to be with you to

work and share everything with

you. I embrace you all. Sur-

sum corda and we will win.

Sir Adrian sent the following

reply :

—

We loved getting your cable

and are thrilled to think that

you would wish to be with us,

We long to make music with

you again.

Union Cafeteria

(Continued from page 1)

ers.

To purchase large amounts of

food requires planned buying and

distribution. The problem is in-

creased at present because certain

goods are not immediately available

and delivery is less efficient. The

dietitian trie's to plan the meals for

at least a week ahead. Large

amounts of canned foods are kept

on band, but storage space is lim-

ited,

Cooking

The Cooking is done on an Aga

Cooker, installed two years ago.

This stove burns Welsh coal, and

is so efficiently constructed that

the coal is reduced to only a few

handfuIS "f ashes a day. There are

three ovens — one for simmering,

one for roasting and one for bak-

ing. This stove burns continuously,

but is *o efficiently insulated on its

sides and with the special top that

is lowered when it is not in use,

that its fuel consumption is very

low. The volume of cooking is so

great the gas stoves formerly used

are still in use.

Because of the increased demand

nn facilities, the Union has ceased

to cater to outside banquets. To
illustrate, during the Centenary

celebrations, it was necessary to

close the Cafeteria during the noon

hour to provide for the Centenary

banquet.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

McGill Professor

(Continued from page I)

The Banquet

The convener has gone to great

trouble in securing the services of

the best caterers in Kingston.

Those who fancy, themselves as

Carusos will also have a chance to

blossom. Therefore, the Convener

suggests that all those who wish to

combine a good meal with an in-

teresting speaker should contact one

of the following ticket-sellers at

once and come to Grant Hall this

Friday at 6,45 p.m. Fourth year;

Bob Hammond, Don Fraser, Doug

Sullivan; Third year: Vic Bechaz.

Ken Clarke, Bruce Hamilton; Sec-

ond year: Ron Haflidson, Ken

Young; First year: Art Under-

wood.

Radio Programs

Tuesday. January 27—Metals

and the War. Professor A. O.

Carson.

Wednesday. January 28—Alco-

hol. By a member of the Medical

Faculty.

Thursday, January 29 — Ex-

cerpts from "The Pirates of Pen-

zance". Queen's University Glee

Club.

Friday. January 30—18th Cen-

tury England. Professor J. A.

Roy.

These programs are from 715.-

7.30 p.m.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS

CAMERA SUPPLIES

Cor. Johnson & Division Sts.

COSMETICS

LUNCHES

Telephone 188

You meet her - (Beware)
You greet her (Don't stare)

She likes you - - (You'Ve hooked)
You phone her - - (She's booked)
You date her - - (You're broke)

You walk home -(No joke)

If I go out with another

It will be my own dear mother:

—St. Pats Patrician.

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street „oB h««.v Phone 1941

OVERCOAT SALE
$25.95

Regular to $35.00

103 Princess Street Phone 3542

ACENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES

McGALL'S CESTAUKANT
"The Better Place to Eat"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

"Your girl is spoiled, isn't she?'

"Xii. it's just the perfume she';

wearing."

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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Commerce Club

Professor J. L. McDougall
will speak to Commerce
Club members al ;i luncheon

to Ik- held at 12 noon, Wed-
nesday, January 28. in ( Irani

Hall on "The Economic
Aspects of the St. Lawrence
Waterway Project." Such
leading newspapers as the

New York Times have writ-

ten editorials on Professor

McDougall's ideas on this

subject. See the executive

for reservations.

THEOLOGIAN OF YALE
SPEAKS AT AURORA

One of the highlights of the

S.C.M. Christinas conference at

Aurora was the address given

by Dr. Listen Pope of Yale

Divinity School on "The Nature

of the Crisis."

Conflict of States

The fundamental difference be-

tween states, said Dr. Pope, is

not the ends to which they are

aiming or the means they use to

establish those ends. Both of

these, ends and means, are sub-

jecl to human limitations in in-

terpretation and execution. The
ultimate judgment of a state must
he passed on the idealogical

values it holds as most import-

ant.

He went on to analyse some
popular conceptions of the forc-

es in conflict today. We are told

that thic to an ideological war

against fascism. The Marxists

would have us believe that it is

•a last ditch struggle of an out-

moded Capitalism. It may also

he thought of as a nationalistic

war, each nation seeking to bet-

cr its position at the expense of

another.

Synthesis

Dr. Pope showed wherein each

of these views was partly true

and partly false; the correct pic-

ture being obtained by a syn-
thesis of these and many other

interpretations.

We are faced, he concluded,

with the prospect of acting in an I

imperfect situation. We must
therefore support the forces be-

ll in d those values which seem
most important at the moment,

Give 7 ill It Hurts

AMERICA, THE LAND
FOR ADVANCEMENT

Oley, the Swede, bad come to

America seeking golden oppor-

tunity and freedom from the class

yoke which his type wore.

Landing p job witn the street

department in a large eastern

^ity, Oley soon gained the re-

spect of his co-workers for his in-

dustry and initiative, and soon
*as called Mr. Oley.

The boys initiated him into a

'odge and it became Brother

Oley, This was beyond bis wild-

est dream of success. When he

"as made an officer in the lodge

" was the Honorable Brother

^''ey, and Oley's swelling ego

Kepared itself for greater things.

Wondering what advancement
came next, Oley strolled into

church one Sunday a few min-

xes late, As the usher took

hiin down the aisle, his fondest

''reams came true — for Oley

beard the congregation standing
a"d singing "Oley, Oley, Oley

—

turd God Almighty."

Our advertisers want YOUR
USiness—patronize them.

I'BOM Tilt. I/NIVEKSITY 01 BRITISH

COLUMBIA "UBYSSKY"

I had always thought gf the
Library as a sort of sanctuary, a
place to win friend- and infuriate

librarians. If you were in a whim-
sical mood, you could even try
lo study there.

The .other day, however, it was
the scene for the first of a series

of ugly episodes that reduced me
to slinking ftiritivcly about the
campus like a refugee from a
Vancouver Liberal Committee.

I was no sooner through the

revolving doors than I had a

.celing that all was not right,

1'hcn, peering
,
into the semi-

gloom, I made out a figure stand-

ing grimly at the bottom of the

elt stair-case. It was a woman.
She had a tin-can in her hand
and a belligerent glint in her

eye. Instinctively 1 felt that he
was an enemy.

So, bumming quietly as I ad-

mired my fingernails, I sidled

over towards the other stairs.

For a moment 1 thought 1 wa
going to make it. but then 1

heard that deadly rattle behind

me, and the next instant she was
blocking my path, with her chin

stuck out about an inch from my
eyes (she was bigger than I)

r

"Self-denial !" she barked, shov

ing the can into my stomach.

"I've already denied myself in

four different buildings," I pro-

tested, backing away.

"Well, deny yourself here," sh

snapped sarcastically, "and make
it a nickel even."

I didn't like the way her right

hand bulged in her coat pocket

and I had a quick vision of sink-

ing to the floor, riddled with lead.

I fumbled nervously with my
purse, mentally judging my
chances of making a dash for it.

"Take your time, playboy,"

snarled the fiend. "We wouldn't

want you to do anything you
might regret."

Taking a deep breath. I bab-

bled:

"I have some tokens here if you
would care to take them down to

the Foreign Exchange Board .
."

She shook her head slowly,

from side to side, at the same

time rattling the tin. to give the

effect of a copperhead about to

strike.

"If you've got any Roman
money in there, you can forget

about that, too." she said.

I finally found a coin and drop-

ped it into ..he can with a cheap

clink.

"You'd better go and rest

somewhere now," advised the ex-

tortionist, and, catching me by

the arm, added in a hoarse whisp-

er: "Promise you won't write

llsley about this?"

I was still fuming when E went
down to the Caf for lunch, only

to be stopped at the door by an-

other female, every bit as rugged
and uninhibited as the first

"I want your blood." she stat-

ed quite simply.

"You must be thinking of three

other chaps." I laughed. "I've

never even seen you before."

"( ih there's nothing personal

in it," she retorted.

"There's nothing personal in

YOU wanting MY blood?" I de-

manded incredulously. "Sister.

I'd hate to see you get intimate!
'

I tried to get through the door

again, but a beefy arm shot out
to catch me just under the

Adam's apple.

"The Red Cross needs your
blood—now." insisted this vam-
pire in ankle sox.

"Shall I pull into a pit. or will

you drain me here?" I roared

furiously.

"What's your name, please?"

she enquired calmly. "I'll put

you down for a pint"

"A pint!" I screeched. "Why
I've got red corpuscles that have
never even seen other corpuscles!

I've got veins I've never even

used. I have to give two weeks'

notice before 1 can blush! My
haemoglobin ..."
"Name, please?"

"Look, sister." I pleaded soft-

ly. "I don't want to set the

world on fire, all I want is a

piece of pie and a cup of coffee,

surely that's not too much to

ask?"

There was a low. ominous mur-

mur behind me, and I realized

that a Crowd had gathered. There

were cries of "Gwan, give her

your blood!", and I thought I

heard somebody mention lynch-

ing, or it might have been leech-

ing.

Faced with the prospect of los-

ing my blood the bard way, I

was now obliged to beat a hasty

retreat, pushing out through a

hostile mob, and even in the

quad I had a feeling people were

pointing at me and whispering:

"He's the guy who wouldn't give

his blood. Let's hiss!"

I've been eating my lunch in

the U.B.C. Forest lately. Me
and the other rats.— labez

Year-old Feud Ends At
Manitoba University

Levana Formal

(Continued from page 1)

fee : Mrs. Frederick Etherington,

Mrs. Clarke, Mrs. Kent. Mrs. D.

Chown, Miss May Macdonnell. Dr.

Hilda Laird, Miss May Chown, and

Miss Jean Royce.

Tickets are still being sold for

the Formal, and may be obtained

for three dollars from Dorothy

N'esbiit. Dorothy Reid, or Cathy

Matbeson,

The Committee for the Formal

is under the convencrship of Jean

Carmichacl. and it has requested

that no bontoiMiieres be worn, in

keeping with the "no corsage" pre-

cedent established at the other For-

nials.

Evangelist: Hell is filled with

vice, gamblers, drunkards and

naughtv chorus girls.

Sinner : O Death—Where is

thy sting? —Athenaeum.

Eight To The Bar

(Continued from page 1)

Maestro may have something on

the ball, in which case he could be

one of Canada's up and coming

leaders. However, at the present

time we have not had the pleasure,

or misfortune, of hearing the com-

bo. Hence all we know- is what we

read in the papers. Let us hope fur

the best.

Much as we hate the post mor-

tem angle, we cannot help hut con-

gratulate Johnny Hamilton and his

committee on putting over a good

formal with a good band. From

what we saw the kiddies seemed to

be enjoying themselves without the

aid of too much artificial stimu-

lant. Neil Davis' "Love Is Here

T<> Stay" appeared to be a erowd-

plcascr and would seem worthy of

publication. How about taking a

crack at a Queen's song. Neil? We
have too few of them.

Winnipeg (C.U.P.) — Break-

ing their year-old fetid with the

most startling intcrfaculty an-

nouncement of this session, Home
Economics and Engineering have
called a truce, here.

This feud, which was started

January 10. 1 940, whet! Himi e

Ecccrs invited the R.C.A.F. lo

a party instead of the Engineers,

wlm bad been invited in former

years, was fanned into the open
when Dorothie Neil. Home Ec
vice stick, wrote a derogatory

article in The Manitoban entitled,

"Home Ecccrs Ditch Engineers

in J
ravor of Air Force."

Retaliation

1 n retaliation the Engineers

boycotted the Home Wreckers

las they called them) when the

annual Engineers' Dance came
around,

Fuel was thus added to the fire

and the fight has continued re-

lentlessly ever since—even show-

ing evidence of being very much
alive in the special Engineering

issue of The Manitoban late last

term.

However, within the past few

days startling events have taken

place, climaxing in the drawing
up of a formal peace declaration.

As far as is known at present,

he high council of Home Econ-

omics decided on this direct re-

versal of policy when it was dis-

covered that only a small min-

ority actually favored the feud.

According to Elinor Hopper,

lady stick of Home Ec. Engineer-

ing has so far agreed to the ten-

tative treaty. Formal signature

ofuhe pact is to be earned out

at a grand state ceremony early

next month when the Engineers

will get together with the Home
Ecccrs. Senior Stick John F.

Pink is expected to sign the docu-

ment (or Engineering.

Meanwhile hostilities have
ceased.

Treaty

The proposed treaty is printed

below in its entirety

:

THIS AGREEMENT made in

duplicate this I4th day cl Janu
ary in the Year of Our Lord

One Thousand. Nine Hundred

and Forty-two between

The Faculty of Home Economics

(hereinafter called the parly

of the first part)

—and—
The Faculty of Engineering

(hereinafter called the part)

of the second part J

WITNESSETH that in consid-

eration of the sum of one dollar

and other good and valuable con-

siderations paid by the party of

the first part to the party of the

second part (receipt of which

sum and other good and valu-

able considerations is hereby ac-

knowledged) it is hereby agreed

between the aforesaid parties,

their heirs, administrators, suc-

cessors and assigns, which shall

he binding upon the same for-

ever, as follows:

1. That the party of the first

part shall now. henceforth, and

forever refrain from making op-

probrious remarks, slanderous

comment, revolting epithets, and

all manner of libellous and un-

kind comment upon the name,

reputation, standing and corpor-

ate person of the said party of

the second part.

2. That paragraph one hereof

shall be equally binding upon the

parly of the second part in re-

spect of the party of the first

pari.

3. That a certain periodical

And i: didst come to pass in

the land of Queenz that the men
of Erts (long have they ever

imitated the illustrious men tl

Scienz) didst hold revels in the

ball of Grant and didst vainly at-

tempt to duplicate the grandeur

that is the For Mai of the Fac

of Scienz.

Arid in true Scientific manner
didst the lowly men of Erts make
a budget following a procedure

copied from the men of Scienz

only a year ago. yea and this

doth account for the fact that the

men of Erts do now stand above

the ground as is not their usual

custom.

Anil on the stage they didst

stick a group of noiscmakcrs

which didst cost the men of Erts

four and half bags of shekels,

each bag containing five score.

And the poor patrons of the pro-

ceedings didst pay through the

probosis thesefor.

But the main floor of the hall

of Grant and the four walls there-

of and the ceiling thereover—yea

00 and even the caverns below

didst look as bleak and barren

as in the Ides of April when we
make our annual struggle with

the Fac therein.

And in their futile efforts to

emulate their betters they didst

serve meat and drink but in the

hallow ami minute way that is

the way of all Ert such was in-

sufficient, insignificant and total-

ly inadequa.e. All that each man
received—yea, even add to that

all that his fair companion re-

ceived and the sum total was

such that even a Frosh in our

known as "The Manitoban".

-onictiincs referred to as "Can-

ada's Other Great Newspaper,"

shall in no wise be used by

either party lo this agreement in

respect of the other for any li-

bellous or slanderous purpose.

4. That a truce between the

afore-aid party of the first part

and the aforesaid party of the

second part be now and hence-

forward in force.

land of Scienz couldst consume it

at a gulp.

Bitter indeed were the accusa-

tions thrown at all and sundry
for this sin of insufficiency—yea

and there were tcarings of hair

and gnashing of teeth for more
than this alone.

For it didst come to pass iu

the course- of the evening that

thrice did the minute-men at-

tending (yea, quoth one Peetee

Bar Num, "they arc horn every

minute,") didst retire to the

lower levels in a vain effort to

satisfy the pangs of hunger and
thrice the whilst there were ab-

sentee- from the main cavern the

band didst refuse to play and
solemn subdued racket didst

reign in the hall of Grant whilst

una inused customers didst sit in

boredom.

Room for cooch there was
little nor was a cavern ol" Pluto

the god of Darkness in evidence.

Yea, and to one familiar with the

For Mai of the Fac of Scienz the

entire session didsl appear only

as a glorified yeardanz and noth-

ing more.

And when Patt En of Yawrk
the Nova doth come to the land

of Queenz fresh from the inn of

Brant where be has spent the

summer (at the inn one has re-

moved from his person at the en-

trance the sum of two shekels

ami a half) not so shall the pro-

ceedings come to pass.

For at the For Mai of the Fac

of Scienz in the land of Queenz

in the city of Kin there shall ar-

rive such events as will mark an

epoch for all to sec and wonder

at.

And as it shall come to pass,

so it shall be written on the lime-

stone the city of Kin doth abound

inwhich. , .

Doctor (to pretty nurse)—May
I kiss you?

Nurse—Certainly not! I'd hate

to have a doctor's I ill thrust in

my face.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Buy some
today
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It Doesn't Make the New York

Central Mad and Besides it's so

Pleasing to the Ears

New York — "We know it's

wrong, but, it sounds swell."

That's the answer Radio Director

Ira Ashley has for fans who write

in to inquire why a steam locomo-

tive is use on the sound montage

background lo introduce tlie weekly

"Grand Central Station" programs

on the NEC-Red Network,

As a matter of fact, of course,

electric engines pull the trains which

daily roll into and out of the real

Giand Central Station, Manhattan

vortex which daily disgorges and

then swallows up millions of tra-

velers.

The use of the sound of chuffing

steam locomotive; was decided upon

hack in 1937 when "Grand Central

Station" first went on the air. Psy-

chological tests made at that time,

Ashley explains, disclosed that few

other sounds were so pleasing to

the human ear as that of a steam

locomotive racing along at high

speed. And so steam locomotive it

was for "Grand Central Station."

—N.B.C. News.

LEVANA
NCTC/

Mary had a little lamp.

It was well trained, no doubt,

For every time her sweety came
The little lamp went out.

Our advertisers want YOUR I

business—patronize them.

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-

wear — Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid, High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKET'S LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone, 24

Delivery Service

Levana Formal

This Thursday or Friday night

will find you at the Levana Formal,

we hope, and - judging from the

nature of the band, food, and de-

corations, this year's Formals are

bound to be very successful. By

the way, don't forget that tickets

are still being sold, and you may

get yours for three dollars from

any member of the ticket commit-

tee — Dorothy Reid. Cathy Mathe-

son, Dorothy Nesbitt.

War Work

.As regards any form of work,

January always seems to be a slack

month, what with post -holiday re-

lation, Formals and flu; however,

now most of us are trying to settle

down, and if you haven't already

been to the Red Cross Room, (or

hospital visiting, or busy at the war

work you have picked), now is the

time to start. Every hour you spend

in the Red Cross Room will ulti-

mately help the bombed victims —
and many others in the front hue.

If you haven't been there this term,

start NOW. Remember, all that is

required is one hour a week, but

there is always plenty of work to

do for those who are willing to

stay longer.

Air Force Entertainment

Plans are being made for Levana

to entertain the airmen who are

now here at Queen's, and details

of the plans will be announced

soon. A committee has been set

up to consider the best means of

doing this. Kay McRuer is the

convener, and Mary Elliott and

Betty Carty are on the committee.

You'll be hearing more about this

later.

Levana Journal

This Tuesday {tonight in fact) is

Ladies' Night at the Journal Of-

fice, and anybody who drops round

will find us all feverishly working

over the Levana issue, which will

appear on Thursday. Incidentally,

the deadline for contributions is

eight o'clock, but we'll all be round

for a while after that.

Best Wishes

For a speed)- recovery to Lorna

Breckon, who has been ill for some

time. It is uncertain when Lorna

will be up and around, but we all

hope it will be very soon.

Your Best Protection

HALIBUT

LIVER

CAPSULES

59c and 98c

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

MR. DAVID ADENEY
GIVES LAST LECTURE

Chem. Engineers
Hear V. Harrison

"The Compounding of Rubber"

Was the subject of a talk given

by Mr. V. F. Harrison of third

year to the Chemical Engineers'

Club at their regular meeting last

Tuesday.

The speaker described how the

latex is collected from the rubber

trees and, after a preliminary

purification at the plantation, is

shipped either as liquid latex or

in a coagulated form as smoked

sheet. The liquid latex is used

chiefly for foamed latex or

"sponge rubber," but by far the

largest amount is in the smoked

sheet form for general use in the

industry.

Processing

At the factory the raw rubber

goes through several processes,

chief of which is vulcanizing, in

which the rubber is heated with

sulphur to transform it to its

familiar form. This sulphur is

added in a special mixing mill to-

gether with small amounts of

accelerators (to speed up the vul-

canizing reaction) and varying

quantities of fillers and dyes. The

mix is then placed in a special

heating cabinet where the re-

action is completed.

Mr. Harrison also spoke of

some of the research problems

in the rubber industry, mention-

ing particularly the development

of electrically conductive rubber

through -the incorporation of

acetylene black and the develop-

ment of special rubber cements

to glue rubber to steel to meet

the needs of the automobile in-

dustry.

"Life in China" was the topic

of a talk by Mr. David Adenev
to the I.V.C.F. last Wednesdav.
The speaker told about his ex-

periences as a missionary in

China, illustrating his lecture

with colorful slides.

Living in a remote province,

he escaped the worst of the Jap-

anese bombing. A group of mis-

sionaries from many lands were
studying the Chinese language
there together. To become better

acquainted with it, they after-

wards lived in Chinese homes.

He demonstrated, with the aid

of his photographs, the many
different types of people with

whom he worked. There were
soldiers, prisoners, young girls,

young boys, the very poor, and
above all, children. Teaching is

done in modern schools, in sum-
mer camps, in boy scout organ-
izations and in Bible classes;

they are taught at the fairs, in

the Churches, and in the villages.

Giristians build their own churches

without financial aid. Mr. Adeney
said it was amazing how much
Christianity transformed their

lives, and what a change a Chris-

tion death was from the ritual

and wailing of a 'heathen one.

In the same way he compared a

picture of one of China's beauti-

ful mountain-sides with that of

a heathen temple.

Travelling, he said, was by
bicycle, donkey or chair, boats

being impossible in the floods.

He told of the Christian con-

ferences and baptisms that took
place, and of the converts made
in villages where previously there

had been none. Bright post-cards

and posters to attract attention

were used a great deal. He
stressed the tremendous need of

China's millions, need of many
things, but, above all, of Spiritual

unity through Christianity.

Camera Club

The Camera Club will

hold its next meeting Wed-
nesday evening, January 28,

at 9 o'clock in the Biology

Lecture Room, Old Arts
Building. Mr. C. H. Curtis

of the Economic Depart-

ment will show some of his

Kodachrome slides of West-
ern Canada. Everyone is

cordially invited to attend.

The Queen's Glee Club presents the Gilbert and

Sullivan Operetta,

The Pirates of Penzance
to be Staged in K.C.V.f. Auditorium on

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, FEB. 3 AND 4

Admission 50c and 35c

Reserved tickets are on sale at the Technical

Supplies and the Spearn Book Shop

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

News About Badminton

Dora Tottenham of '42 is once

ai^ain the undisputed winner of the

girls' singles tournament, after de-

feating Mary Connor of '45 with

the scores of 11-4 and 11-5. Mary-

put up very good opposition hut

was foiled by Dora's more experi-

enced game. Congratulations to the

nner, and a bouquet to Mary, a

freshette, for reaching the finals.

Watch her next year.

Because of the basketball matches

the badminton hours have been

changed to the following:

Monday, 1-2; Tuesday, 1-2;

We<lnesday, 1 - 3 ;
Thursday, 1 - 2

;

Friday, 1-3.

The draw for the doubles tour-

nament has been made, which means

the games should be started now.

News About Basketball

Arts '42 defaulted to Arts '43 . . .

Queen's has been challenged by

K.C.V.I. Results of the game will

be in next week's "Journal" . . .

we're keeping our fingers crossed

. . . Inter-year basketball games

will take place all next week.

News About Hockey

Inter-year games are beginning

this week . . . Athletic sticks gath-

er your teams together.

Finally

The Water Follies' first practice

Saturday showed all sorts of possi-

bilities . . . next practice is Tues-

day night at 9.00 — everyone out.

Said the little cow to the

mother cow—-"Run around, maw,

I want a milk shake."

A man sat underneath a tree

He felt a raindrop fall

He mopped his bald spot tend

erly

It wasn't rain at all.

SASKATCHEWAN EDITS
LITERARY SUPPLEMENT

Saskatoon (C.U.P.)—At Uni-

versity of Sackatchewan their

second Literary Supplement will

be published this year. The first

issue brought flattering rewards,

in that it was chosen by the De-

partment of Education of Saskat-

chewan to be part of an English

Correspondence course.

The proceeds from this issue

will be turned over to the "War
Charities Fund" of this Univer-

sity, which has a goal of fifteen

hundred dollars for the '41-'42

term. <

The Literary Supplement gives

every student a chance to show

his literary talents. Prizes are

offered for the best in each sec-

tion. The sections are short

stories, one-act plays, serious

poetry, humorous poetry, serious

articles, and humorous articles.

Each section is judged by mem-
bers of the faculty. An applicant

may enter as many sections as

he desires.

Natural color photography

made by leading Canadian pho-

tographers and cuts of various

Canadian artists will also be part

ol the issue.

Lady Passenger—Where's the

Captain?

First Ma te — He's forward.

Ma'am.

Lady Passenger — I'm old

enough to take care of myself.

I like jokes if they're not over

my head—that's the way I feel

about pigeons.

Drunken student (in street):

'Does the Dean live here?"

Dean's wife: "Yes, drag him

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

"I just shot a dog."

"Was he mad?"
"Well, he wasn't any too pleased."

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Today

:

7.30 p.m.—S.C.M. Forum
Richardson Lab.

9.00 p.m.— International Rela-

tions Club

Senate Room
—Water Follies Prac-

tice (girls)—Pool.

11.00 p.m.—Water Follies Prac-

tice (boys)—Pool

Wednesday

:

12.05 p.m.—Commerce Club

Luncheon

Grant Hall

9.00 p.m.—Camera Club

Biology Lecture Rm.

STUDENTS

—

Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033 (
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LEVANA FORMAL TONIGHT
OPERETTA WILL OPEN TUESDAY

Left-Over

Hangover. . .

It is rumored that besides co-eds

men go to Queen's, so let's take a

look at the specimens that grace ( :)

our campus, that is those things

lliat refuse to get off the sidewalks

and let the gals struggle through

the snow to classes. (Second rumor,

these classes.) We consulted Maid

Marion, Ophelia the Oracle, Wil-

helmina the Weary Senior, and this

is what they ti.ld us. All men, like

all other animals, are divided into

species, so forthwith did we list

theni,

1. The strong silent type (homo

sapiens hush) usually found in

the wilds of the land of Science.

Method of capture — swoon and

sigh. Makes an unobtrusive house-

hold pet, although often too big for

the modern apartment and will not

entertain your friends.

2. The let's walk 'em type (homo

sapiens flatfoot), a common variety

LEFT-OVER
(Continued on page 7)

Glee Club Plans

All -Out Campaign
To Increase Sales

"Pirates of Penzance" Set
For Two-Night Stand

At Auditorium

Levana President
Recovering Health

Lorna Breckon, President of

the Levana Society, who has been

confined to bed for some weeks,

is now reported to be on her

way to recovery. In poor health

since before Christinas, Lorna

entered the Kingston General

Hospital a few days after the be-

ginning; of the present term. She

expects to remain there for an-

other month.

On account of this prolonged

illness, there is some doubt as to

whether the President will be

able to resume her studies and

her other duties this academic

year.

Now only twenty years old,

LORNA BRECKON
(Continued on page 6)

With the Queen's Glee Club's

presentation of the Pirates of Pen-
zance billed for Tuesday night at

the K.C.V.I. Auditorium, rehear-

sals, publicity, and ticket sales are

now in full swing. Entire rows and
blocks of rows have been reserved

for hoth Tuesday and Wednesday,
but it is reported that many good

seats are still to be had.

Broadcast

To-night at 7.15 o'clock a special

quarter-hour program of solos and
choruses from the Operetta will be

broadcast over CFRC. Dr. F. L.

Harrison, the, musical director, will

accompany the singers on the piano.

A tableau from the Operetta has

been set in miniature in the front

window of Cooke's Grocery Store

on Brock Street. Stew Callaghan

a Kingston window-dressing expert

has assisted in the reproduction of

a sea scene, complete with a sandy

-bore and a pirate ship.

Further advertising will be seen

in the form of a brightly decorated

coupe cruising about the city. In

the coupe a kilted bag-piper will

blow lustily.

Mrs. Bieler has been busy fitting

rainbow-hued costumes for the cast

of police, pirates and pirat esses.

While Bill Sproule proudly fronts

his bay-window, Wyatt MacLean

has acquired an old-fashioned flag-

on from which he gulps with gusto.

John Straiton, Mr. Bieler and

other painters have finished two

stage backgrounds. One depicts the

sea-worn coves and rocks of the

Cornish cliffs; the other is a quiet

chapel scene.

Reserved tickets can still be

bought at Spearn's Book Shop, at

the Technical Supplier, and from

any member of the Glee Club,

GREETINGS FROM THE DEAN
•

.,
T

.

h,s L <~'a >'a 'Me of the Journal turns our thoughts to the con-
tribution that women can tnakc in helping to mould public opinion,
ttvery University woman and every woman who lias gained her sense
of responsibility by entering directly into the postgraduate school of
experience can play a fart in establishing a healthy, honest public
opinion,

'

Vulgarity, superficiality and emphasis on false
values arc insidious evils in our day. Solemnity
may be a disease and the sepulchral voice never
raises a people's morale, but there are other extremes
equally undesirable and one thinks of Carlylc's

phrase "the noisy insanity of the world". We should
use our voices and zee should use our petis to protest

against what is cheapest and commonest in journal-
ism and what is unclean in literature, and against
the sentimental drivel that features the poorest
broadcast programmes.

The day is now past when, as Lady Tzvceds-
muir said in the preface of one of her biographical
books, it was considered that a woman who aspired

to express her thoughts in print ivas drowning her femininity in an ink

pot! Today the world expects women to play their part as citizens

and voters. The printed page, yes, even a campus newspaper, is a
potent vehicle of influence. Think about things, things of social and
national import, things of fantasy, beautiful things as well as grim
things — put your thoughts on paper and send them to our Levana
Editor. She and some of her associates have high ideals. May thc-

best of success attend their efforts!

(Continued on page 7)

DEAN DOUGLAS

1942 Is 15th Year

Of Formats Held

In Ban Righ Hall

Queen's Man Killed

As Plane Crashes

Levanite From Acadia Admires

Initiative Of Co-Eds At Queen's

BY BARBARA PIUNNKY

Give a comparison of the girls

of Queen's and the girls of

Acadia, I'm told. So here 1 am
•n tbc clutches of two sets of fem-
'nmity where a misplaced word
0,1 one side or the other would
Jv pounced upon and completely
0s'raciie me for life by one or other
°f my Alma Maters. A dangerous
""aiion at first glance since

ytfs wonderful publication (plug)
rcad (we hope) at both col-

ges. And yet not so dangerous
* a comparison in the real sense

'he word being unnecessary),
'"vf\the females of the species

possess all those wonder-

ful and beguiling attitudes no

matter where you find them

—

and \ on find them most any-

where—so I'm told.

From a college with an over-

abundance of girls 1 come to a

college where the species is actu-

ally scarce. However, may I say

emphatically that here there is

quality if not quantity. This can

be seen by any chump at first

glance, although it doesn't seem

to be adequately appreciated by

the men of the campus — yet.

However, the close and careful

observer may on a clear and

LEVANITE ADMIRERS

(Continued on page 6)

The first Levana Formals were

held in January, 1927—the year

after Ban Righ was opened.

Those first formats were "jolly

parties" according to the Journal

of that date.

Lecorations in the early days

were many and varied. The Com-
mon Room, where Levanites

carelessly sip their coffee every

evening, has been at various

times in its career, a snow scene,

a Japanese Garden, a Chinese

Palace, and an Egyptian bazaar.

The dining room was transform-

ed in the first few years by what

the Journal describes as "Modern

Decorations" and later by the

chubby hearts and scarlet ribbotis

of St. Valentine.

The Board Room, apparently

undecoratcd, was used as a "sit-

ting-out room" in t°27 but 1928
1

found bridge tables set up there-

in. That year some over-enthusi-

astic reporter began his (or

15th YEAR OF FORMALS
(Continued on page 2j

On Monday afternoon, LAC.

Gordon Clark lost his life in a plane

crash just outside the city of King-

ston. A former student at Queen's,

Gordon had joined the R.C.A.F. in

the spring of 1941. and at the time

of his death was stationed at LTp-

lands airport at Ottawa.

The late Gordon Francis Clark-

was born in Kingston in 1918, and

lived here all his life. He attended

the city public schools, and the K.

C.V.I., and then entered Queen's.

He had completed his third year in

the Faculty of Commerce when he

joined the Air Force. Here at the

University he was an outstanding

figure in athletics, and played foot-

ball and hockey both for the Arts

Faculty and the Queen's Juniot

QUEEN'S MAN
(Continued from page 6)

Levana Formals Will Present

Berkley Kidd's Smooth Rhythms

In Sparkling Winter Atmosphere

MORE NEWS TUESDAY
ON SCIENCE FORMAL

The Science Formal Committee

had plenty of good news to re-

lease regarding the annual At-

Honie to be held on February

13. In co-operation with the fair

Amazons, who are taking full

charge of this issue of the Journal,

ihe Committee decided to waive

its sacred privilege of deliver-

ing any extended propaganda,

and will instead withhold same

until the next issue. Our deep-

est respects, girls.

Queen's Aquacade
Set For Feb. 20-21

The Queen's Water Follies

opening February 20 and 21 for

two days of superb entertain-

ment, has for its main theme the

lovely ladies of Levana.

The credit for suggesting this

type of entertainment goes to

Mary Alice Archibald who nurs-

ed this brain child into the pres-

ent full-sized production. And
so, Levana is not only the main-

stay of the extravaganza, but

also the originator.

Stars

Doreen Jeffs does double duty,

appearing in a specialty act with

Ada Roberts and assisting Helen

Waller in the directing. Ruth

Cooper, former student and Le-

WATER FOLLIES

(Continued on page 2)

Co-Eds Playing

Prominent Part

In Campus Life

BY MARION TROTT

Who are the women behind the

news? Every head-line evokes in

sinuations of hidden female influ

ence. At Queen's, however, women
are not only behind the news, the}

are making news. Despite the over-

whelming majority of men student?

they have proved themselves cap-

able of responsible positions in

campus organizations.

Dorothy Wardle, first woman
president of the A. M.S.. is probabl

the most outstanding example. Her

platform, which received great stu-

dent approval when first presented

has already been to a great extent

carried out. The dance ticket taxa

tion plan, open-houses, and the

swimming carnival now under way

were planks in that platform. Sylva

Rowley, first woman secretary for

the A.M.S., works with Dorothy in

making student government worthy

of student support-

Well represented in every asso-

ciation, Levana helps its members

probably more than any other so-

ciety to adjust themselves to uni-

versity life. Lorna Breckon holds

the positiun of President — with

suitable dignity, helping further stu-

dent interest as a member of the

A.M.S.

Ban Righ Hall, which is the

centre of most womens* activities

on the campus, is governed by a

house council which is itself indi-

cative of female efficiency. Jean

Nesbitt is president of the house

council. Its rules, lenient enough

in nature but stringently enforced,

make it possible for 200 girls to

live and eat comfortably together.

In sports, Levanites also prove

their abilities. In this connection

the L.A.B. of C. is functioning with

CO-EDS' PART
(Continued on page 6)

Dean Douglas Will Receive

Guests on Both Nights;

Other Notables Are Also

On Reception Committee

Flowers Banned

To-night Ban Righ Hall will be

transformed for the first night of

the Levana Formals. To the music

of Berkley Kidd's orchestra the

dancers will move through a "win-

ter wonderland." Silver, white and

midnight blue are to be the theme

of the decorations, while evergreen

branches, silver stars and snow will

add to the effect.

Receiving Line

Or. Douglas, Mrs. Matheson,

>Irs. Wallace, Peggy Clarke, vice-

president of Levana, Jean Girmich-

ael, convener, and Jean Nesbitt,

presdent of the House Council, will

receive. a^BWI
Supper will take place in the

dining room and promises to live

up to the standard of those of for-

mer Levana Formals.

The committee for the formal

has requested that no boutonnieres

be worn, in keeping with the "no

corsage" precedent established at

the other formals.

O.T.C. CHURCH PARADE
PLANNED FOR SUNDAY

On Sunday, the Queen's O.T.C.

is holding its annual church pa-

rade. AJajor Clarke, M.C., the regu-

lar chaplain of the Queen's con-

tingent, will conduct a very simple

service in Grant Hall. He will be

assisted by Major Mackenzie-
Naughton, who is chaplain of thet

Prince of Wales Regiment. The

music for the service will be played

by Dr. Harrison.

There will also he special ser-

ices for the Hebrews, in the Syna-

gogue, and for the Roman Catho-

lics, in St. Mary's Cathedral. The

service in Grant Hall is open only

to members of die C.O.T.C.

LEVANA PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
•
We arc grateful that Levana should

again have this opportunity to present to

the student body some picture of its activi-

ties We are especially proud to do so this

year, when, for the first time, a co-ed has

been granted the position of President of

the Ahna Mater Society.

\'ot onh at Queen's but everywhere,

in administration, in industry and in every

field of activity, tvomeh are coming to play

an increasingly important role. We wlto

are here arc do'ma our best to prepare our-

selves to take our places wherever we may
be most needed. F.spccia'ly in war work,

our effort over the period of the past two
years has been consistently stepped up.

Put even so, I feel that much more must and will be done in the days

to come.

I should like to thank the Levana Formal Committee and all tliose

responsible for the production of this issue of the Journal for the

energy and perseverance which have gone into these undertakings.

LORNA SRECKON
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Mary had ;i lilt te lanih.

Some salad and desert.

And then she gave the wrong

address,

The dirty little flirt!

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A..

TWEED SUITS
Blues - Greens - Greys

Browns

22.50 24*50

Herringbones - Stupes

Donegal effects

SPORT COATS

$14.75 up

BIBBY'S
Where you buy with confidence

78-80-82-84 Princess St.

EY K.DD-S ORCHESTRA WHO W.LL PLAY AT THE LEVANA FORMALS

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY EVENINGS

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princess St

Free Speech
CONDUCTED ,NNE SHAW

Topic — If men are conscripted

should women be conscripted also

and if so for what purposes?

Reporter, for this issue: Diana | he conscripted until absolutely ne

Jake MacNeill, Arts '42:

Yes, conscription of single women

for industry. There is no advantage

in having a big conscript army if

we do not or cannot supply it. For

his reason alone the conscription

of women into industry is essential,

however I do not think that per-

sons (male or female) who are

rious about an education should

)r. Curtis Speaks

On Wages, Prices

Wheeler. Biddy McGinnis, Cam,

Campbell. Madeleine McCosh, Elea-

nor Brookes.

cessary.

Donnie Campbell:

Unmarried women should be

conscripted for any job the govern-

ment desires. If they are marired

Mid with tins at home, voluntary

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St Phone 1772-W

Dr. A. V. Douglas:

1 would be in favour of the con

—-jilion of women if the war ef

At the! service. such as Red Cross is suffi

iient. If there are no tics

children, husband overseas — the

•enrvent should place her in

job where she can help her country

most.

163 Alfred Street

No, women should not be con

fort of Canada required it

present moment it does not seem

necessary.

Ross Preston:

Yes, woman-power should be con

scripted. The present system of

voluntary war work causes an tin

satisfactorv situation, in which
some carry more than their fair scripted, because vacant jobs will

share. Under greater regulation on voluntarily be filled by single wo

basis, every woman men or married women with hus

: to pull her weight in bands overseas
a selective

would be al

some work to which she was suited

There is a great need and even now

as yet, the need

our country is not desperate

nough to merit the required

ork. monev and time

OPEN ALLEYS

EVERY AFTERNOON
AT POPULAR

MATINEE PRICES

a great manv openings for women muustrative w
as clerks in' the new units of the involved in such an immense pro

services and as workers in factories, ject.

so releasing more men for oilier ry. m. Keegan, Arts '44

duties. 1 do not think that women slmuld

he conscripted. I believe that we

can relv on the Voluntarv Services
Marg. Davis and

Shirley Whitmore:

Women should be conscripted for "f Canadian women to replace am

«ar service, if they are conscripted who may be_ taken by c"

intO work which would release men| s

for active service.

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St.

A PLEASANT

SOURCE OF
PEP

Tired? Cold? Hungry? — Our

rich, chocolaty hot chocolate will

refresh you, warm you and bit

the spot on winter days. Served

with whipped cream and crisp

wafers, il's a pleasant source

of pep — satisfying refreshment

in a big cup.

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

ption in vital industries

Jean Cote. Arts '43:

I am definitely against conscrip

Although it is an insult to our tion for women until this step is

war effort that we should he con- flllintl necessary « win the war.

scripted, if the present lackadaisical
| A Woman-Hater

whole sphere of men's activities.

Water Follies

attitude is continued it will prove No, there is no need for con-

necessary. Women cannot afford to scription of women. They are al

remain merely decorative when
\
ready too inclined to invade the

there is a war on. Only on thi

basis can proper co-ordination be
f

obtained in our war effort.

Lois Lester:

Yes, for the purpose of filling

'

the men's places in the important

industries, and taking suitable posi-

tions in the forces.

Marjorie Ellison:

I don't think women should be

On Mondaj afternoon in Convo

cation Hall, Dr. C. A. Curtis spoke

'Wage and Price Control." He

divided his subject into two part

by comparing the control of wages

aiid prices in peace time and in the

present national crisis.

The greatest economic prohleni

arising from a war is the scarcity

of goods for consumption. Re

otirces are cut off and prices rise

Canada's answer to these problems

was the organizaton of a monetary

control board which operates

conjunction with the Department of

Labour.

Dr. Curtis continued by quoting

estimate of Canada's yearly in

come, about G billion dollars, of

which amount the government need

one-half for war productions. Con

sen,ucntly, new taxes have to he im

posed. Now natural resources must

be conserved by the direct control

of wages and prices.

This direct control. Dr. Curtis

said, involves the stabilization of a

ceiling determined by previous re-

cords of prices and wages and di-

rect!) applies to both manufacturers

and retailers. Thus, inflation can be

eliminated to a large extent.

Dr. Curtis proceeded to discuss

corporation and increased income

xes which distribute the burden

f the war. However, standards of

wing must necessarily be towered.

In conclusion, Dr. Curtis dis-

cussed briefly a supply control board

o deal with rationing, should the

eed arise. He intimated that if

Canada co-operates, the plan of war

ceding will be successful.

Does Levana Ever,

Ever, Change?

When Levana was young at

Queen's, how did her adherents

beguile their lime? When Latin

2 was considered a snap course

and voluminous skirts swept the

library tennis courts, what were

the local landmarks of the year?

low fared the girls of the Uni-

versity?

Tea Dance

The main social event for Le

vana was the Spring Tea Dance

held in 1 irant Hall. \11 the girls

would save their best bib and

tucker—not to mention their best

young man—for this gala event

and mi the great day would sally

forth all in their spring finery to

dine and dance en masse. An-

other festivity was the Y.W.C.A.

and Y.M.C.A. sale. Up to 1920.

every year booths lined the walls

of Cirant Hall—booths laden with

banners, penants, photographs ol

staff and buildings. During the

;t war, the proceeds from both

ents were devoted to the war

effort.

Up until 1915, many Queen's

students taught in the West in

he summer since. there were no

Normals, and hence no teachers

there. About one hundred Levan-

ites went annually—to specially

nspected schools. All west-

lotind students left Kingston in

one train—and there was always

gay send-off at the outer sta-

tion, the platform of which would

he lined with shouting, handker-

chief-waving well-wishers.

THROUGH THE
LOOKING GLASS

BY GLADYS MCGUIRE

Dramatics

Then as nqw, there was a very

active Drama Guild, in which

members of Levana took a prom

uicnl part. This body put on one

play yearly in the Opera House

—now the Grand Theatre. For

several years there was a prize

for the best original play. Thi

was won one year by a Levanite

who is now Mrs. Cora Watts-

Casselman, the first Liberal wo-

man' member of parliament.

Mrs. McNeill, the dean, used

to offer a prize for the best aca-

demic cap and gown since the

girls made their own. To win

this prize was a great achieve-

ment—a feather for the af rcmcu-

BY i.LAOYS MACUIRE

If you are going to the For-

mal you must look your best.

Thi> schedule will help you do

so. Please do not be one of those

last minute people. Press your

dress riRht after lunch and then

sham] your hair. Set it while

it is still very wet, making tiny

pin curls. For a Formal, a simple

st>le is prettier and more effec-

tive than an upsweep or stiff

rolls.

Facial

If y on feel a Facial in order use

mir special little "oat meal" num-

ber. This is made simply of oat-

meal and water (H E0, to you).

Remove the mask after half an

hour and apply cold cream. In

he meantime you can do your

nails. Next massage your hands,

arms, and elbows with a good

hand lotion.

After you have made sure that

your clothes are in good repair,

you may have the beauty sleep

that is going to give you plenty

of pep for tonight.

When you awaken, if your

hair is dry, remove the pins,

brush and set the curls loosely.

Then go down to dinner (if it's

ready).

Discreet Make-up

After dinner have a bath. This

is the time to use that specially

nice dusting powder that you re-

ceived from Auntie at Chri-t-

mas. Then dress, leaving plenty

of time to apply your make-up

Brush the powder from your eye-

brows. Remember for tonight

your make-up is discreet and

lovely to blend with your pretty

pastel blue, and don't forget—

stand up straight

!

(Continued from page 1)

ana basketball star, is booked

for a diving exhibition.

The main act of the program

revolves around sixteen bits

;antalizine talent culled from the

conscripted for the armed services, corridt of liigh. The*

Undoubtedly selective service

factories will be needed.

lovelies arc being put through

their paces in private so that

After the war men will have a
thcy w\\\ finally stun the student

difficult enough time settling down

:o civilian li fe. If women have
ith their stellar style. Hawaian

hula girls in swinging skirts mov
been in the same position, post-

; njr jn rhythm to the soft music
war rehabilitation will be very dif-

ficult indeed.

the island;

ground of

against the back

semi-tropical para

In war, too, "woman's place is in di-.e. will capture the hearts and

the home.' imagination of the audience.

Father—My son is broad-mind-

ed.

Ditto—That's all my son thinks

about, too. —The Gateway.

for this reason.

Probably, however, the same

hearts beat beneath those starch-

ed shirtwaists that palpitate under

the more modern sweater. And

the same— But oh, how did

they ever get those pompaddurs

tioned cap, forsooth—and tbeiejup in time for an eight o'clock

was great rivalry in needlework class?

Co-eds At McGill Learn

Aid Raid Precautions

Try^one
FOR SHEtR SMSFWHG iMOYMCHf

CRISP FLAKES OF TOASTED

COCONUT IN RICH

MILK CHOCOLATE

Co-eds at McGtll have been

following a strenuous routine

with regard to their war effort.

They devote four hours each

week to the various training

ourses.

At present, the co-eds attend

\.R.P. lectures to "learn the

method*, of running an orderly

shelter. Black-out precautions arc

taught so that they can be ap-

plied efficiently. In advance

courses, coping with incendiary

bombs is explained.

Another civilian danger is the

rapid, spread of contagious
diseases. Extensive courses are

offered to teach both the pre-

vention and care of these.
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"Where the Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

TYPING
Essays, Theses, and Pathology Cases
Eight cents per a on hie- spaced page,

12 cents per single-spaced page.

Mimeographing: prices on application.

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson Street

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St.

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY

for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston. Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

Princess St Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOiURDIERS
rues

'8 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

phone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon

27,1
Princess St. Phone 819

The Modem Eugene Shop
Id

* Van Clie*J Maude WagaJ
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TtiCATDE
LINE-UP

CAPITOL
Sergeant York, a Warner Bro-

thers' four star favorite, starrng
Gary Cooper, Walter Erennan and
Joan Leslie will be on for the rest
of the week.

The story concerns a Tennessee
farmer who with his family is lead-

ing a home-spun life, religiously

and domestically, when suddenly

the i [real W ar hursts on their simple

existence. York faces a dilemma;

to kill or not to kill? Deciding to

fight the Huns this mountain marks-

man hecomes the greatest individual

hero of the war.

The camera shots of the sunsets

back of the terra and the fierce

trench-fighting in No Man's Land
are superb in contrast and tech-

nique. As for the actors, their work
is some of the best seen in many
a movie. Recommended. A.

20c Til 6 P.M.
25c AFTER (PLUS tax»

BILTMORE
'WHERE THE CROWD GOES 1

TODAY— FRIDAY and SATURDAY

B1NG CROSBY in "PARIS HONEYMOON"
with SHIRLEY ROSS - EDW. EVERETT HORTON also

JON HALL in "KIT CARSON" with LYNN BARI

MONDAY — TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

D U STfi E MACMURRAY R^G^ES
in "INVITATION TO HAPPINESS"

also! CHAS. STARRETT in "OUTPOST OF THE MOUNT1ES'

CAPITOL
TODAY - FRI. - SAT. - MON.

GARY COOPER

6 tSERGEANT
YORK"

"Betting is that Cooper will win the Academy
Award"—Eddie Sullivan, N.Y. New*.

"One ot the greatest entertainments of all times"
—Walter Winclicll, New York Mirror.

"Will add something to movie history"

TUES. - WED. - THURS. - FRI.

SPENCER TRACY - LANA TURNER
INGRID BERGMAN

"DR. JEKYLL and

MR. HYDE"

A fAM OUS PLAVEB5 THEfllflt

CONTINUOUS
SHOW

DAILY FROM
1 P.M.

STARTS TODAY

"BLUES IN THE NIGHT"
PRISCILLA LANE - BETTY FIELD

ALSO

ZANE GREY'S
RIDERS of the PURPLE SAGE"

WITH

GEORGE MONTGOMERY

BARGAIN MATINEE DAILY
25c 'Til 6 P.M.

ODEON

The

ODEON
KINGSTON'S MOST

BEAUTIFUL THEATRE
Presenting Continuous Shows

Daily From I P.M.

Only three more days — Today - Friday - Saturday

842 LAUGHS LEFT FOR EVERY CUSTOMER

"HELLZAPOPPIN"
Storring OLSEN ond JOHNSON

MARTHA RAYE - HUGH HERBERT - MISCHA AUER

Nest MONDAY - TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY

The most down-to-earth, heart-to-heart love story the screen

has ever told I

IRENE .

DUNNE «

, N "UNFINISHED BUSINESS" with

PRESTON FOSTER JUNE CLYDE - EUGENE PALLETTE

Olsen and Johnson's great Am-
erican entertainment, Heihapoppin,

still holds forth at the Odeon.

Though little remains of the orig-

inal stage version but the title, we
think you'll get a kick out of the

movie edition. There is a plot but

don't let that bother you; its only

used to give the boys a breathing

spell in between an almost continu-

ous string of old and new gags.

Mischa Auer, Hugh Herbert, and

Martha Raye, aid in the fun, while

Jane Frazee and Robert Paige

handle the romantic goings-on, tak-

ing time out to sing "You Were
There" and "Heaven for Two." If

you're in the mood for wacky come-

dy this ought to satisfy you. R

—

BILTMORE
The old west lives again. This

time it's the Edward Small produc-

tion of Kit Carson, starring Jon

Hall and Lynn Bari. With some
excellent photography, and literally

a cast of thousands, the film rises

above the usual Saturday matinee

western. Jon Hall acquits himself

acceptably in the leading role,

though we had a hard time recog-

nizing him with his pants on, after

Ins two native roles in Aloma and

Hurricane. C. Henry Gordon is

properly villainous as the desper-

ado, and the supporting cast in-

cludes Indians and war — whoops

to satisfy the most rabid fan.

Bing Crosby runs through the

hit parade of 1938 in Paris Honey-

moon, the added feature. The plot

doesn't measure up to much but it

does give the genial Mr. Crosby a

chance to sing some memorable

numbers, popular in pre fthis) war

days, B—
—M.W.E.
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H THE QUALITY SHOP FOUNDED 1847 S

I LIVINGSTON'S
|

1 WINTER SALE of SUITS and OVERCOATS §
J DRAWING TO A CLOSE 1
~ All regular stock in Ready-to-Wear Clothing at a

20% Discount W

Custom Tailored Suits |= MADE FROM THE FINEST CLOTHS =E

GRAND
Blues in the Night, and Riders

of lite Purple Sage will be shown

ihrough Saturday night. Priscilla

Lane and Betty Field combine their

looks and talents with the water-

front hhies of Jimmy Lunceford,

Will Osborne and bands. Miss Lane

as a vocalist, joins the Lunceford

line-up in their cross-country barn-

storming. They sign a contract with

the boss of The Jungle night club,

and Willi blues in the background

the action begins. One of the boys

falls in love with the boss's ex-girl

friend, and on the trend of lovi

versus business, the story unwinds

to a clever ending.

Zane Grey's famous western no-

vel Riders of the Purple Sage, has

been revised with a new cast, head-

ed by George Montgomery.

Good entertainment. B

—

I *39-75 1
= Reg. $45.00 - $50.00 - $55.00 =

I LIVINGSTON'S I
= 7S-79 BROCK STREET ==

^ CIVIL AND MILITARY TAILORS =
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii

T I V O L 1

Last time to-day, E. G. Robinson,

Ida Lupino and John Garfield in

the exciting saga The Sea Wolf,

and on the same program, a "crime

dues not pay" piece called My Son

Is a Criminal.

Coming to-morrow and SaUi(da>

,

more westerns. Tim Holt in Ruling

the Wind, and Kongo, the Wild

Stallion.

FRESHETTES ENJOY
PHYSICAL TRAINING?

Out of all the joys of a freshette

year at Queen's, one is outstand-

ing. She has the precious oppor-

tunity of taking physical training

—usually muttered with a pale face

and ghastly grin. Twice a week she

gaily trots over to the gymnasium

shrieking brave "Hello's" at her

friends to quiet her pounding heart.

Why should it beat with such fer-

vor ? Well, let me tell you.

As our freshette enters the door,

having given the "Welcome" mat

a healthy kick, site is greeted by

several hefty classmates who scream

something about working on the

horse. "Ob, dear," our little ath-

lete murmurs, "I do hate eating off

the mantle. It's so obvious." By

this time she has donned wrinkled

shorts, and a shirt which has dusted

the gym Hoor to a brilliant gloss.

With dread written in her eyes,

she reluctantly plods up the spiral

stairs.

She sees, as the door creaks open,

that everyone is wildly racing

around swinging their arms. Their

motive is quite apparent — that of

self-preservation. Finally, thorough-

ly numbed by the cold, she lines

up with her panting classmates, The

instructress enters, a smile of hap-

py anticipation in her eyes. At the

terse command "Quick March," our

little frozen figure makes one feeble

attempt to follow the others. She

fails and is trampled into pulp.

However, staggering to her feet af-

ter the onslaught, she manages to

get back into line. After a gruel-

ling 5 miles, the instructress booms

out "Halt." Any freshette will tell

you the lilting beauty of that word.

Then, nine of these aspiring ath-

letes push and pull out the afore-

mentioned horse. Although minus

a head and tail, it is capable of

instilling horror in our little fresh-

ette. She blanches at the thought

of vaulting over its hard leather

back. Rut that's not all, Six more

innocent victims trundle out a men-

acing springboard and one linn nar-

row mat.

When everything is placed pro-

perly, the cheerful instructress de-

monstrates her "horse" technique.

Everyone seems to understand and

is eager to follnw, that is, except

our little friend whose knees are

knocking so furiously that she ap-

pears to be doing the "Samba."

Now it's her turn. Cautiously

she steps on the spring board and

with clammy hands grasps the

handles of the horse. She gives a

feeble jump and is astonished to

find her feet on an equal level with

her bead. With a thud she bounces

down on the board. Her last mem-

ory was one of hurtling through

space in the vague direction of the

thin mat. After making a perfect

3 point landing, she listened to- the

act he rial strains of Mendelssohn's

immortal "Spring Song."

Titter And Yawn

NOTICE

Saturday Night — Arts '42 Year

Party, Buses leaving Union at 8.00

and 8.30 p.m.

Life in Ban Righ Hall at the

time of the Levana Formals.

Scene: T.he Dining Room.

Time : 829% a.m.

Two haggard figures stumble

in—brushing aside the maid who
is attempting to shut the door.

They feel their way to a table.

Reach for the fruit juice. Glum
silence. 8.45. Two figures plod

wearily from the dining room.

Breakfast conversation has

reached a new low.

Scene: The same.

Time: 12.10 noon. .

Two doors tremble and burst

open, girls are spewed forth. The
first ranks bow to the superior

force of those behind them and

are trampled on as the rear rank

rushed like a tidal wave for the

buffet. Loud scream as one poor

soul is scalded by the soup. "The

animal instinct that food brings

out in people !" exclaims a

haughty Soph, as she slowly

draws her trusty crow-bar from

behind her back and hits the girl

in front neatly over the bead. As

the figure falls she calmly reaches

over and extracts the bun which

is clasped in the lifeless hand.

She makes a mad dash for the

mustard which she nonchalantly

spreads on the head of an unsus-

pecting freshette. She claps the

same into a bun, "somewhat

gritty, but tasty!" she remarks,

crunching happily.

A grim game of musical chairs

ensues with no holds barred. One
girl, as her chair disappears from

beneath her: "I wanted to sit

on the floor any wayt"

Scene: Dining Room.

Time: 9.30 p.m.

Two girls of first scene wearily

dragging escorts through the re-

ceiving line. One slowly sinks

to the floor in a faint, remember-

ing to cast a coy glance at her

escort before subsiding in a heap.

She groans and murmurs: "My
constitution can't stand it

!"

Soph: "These freshettes I She was

only knocked down on the way in

to dinner— I was mistaken for the

roast and look at me!" Escort

sighs as he gazes into her two

black eyes. Freshette breathes

her last. "At least I made the

Levana Formal!"

Marj. and Tup.
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Looking it Over

In the hue and cry that has been raised regarding the Uni-

versity war effort, we in Levana have not been the most active

participants; in fact most of us have been content to sit back and

let the storm pass over our heads—which it has very conveniently

done.

There are two reasons for this apparent lack of interest. The

first is that a large number of girls are successfully accomplishing

a lot of war work—quietly and efficiently. The second is a certain

attitude of complacency on the part of a second group—an attitude

which is purely passive in its action and negative in its results.

Most of Levana is in between these two groups.

' It is true that most girls do some form of war work. Some

of us take the Home Nursing Course; some of us visit the soldiers

in hospital; some of us work in the Red Cross Room for one hour

a week, but how many of us really put forth a whole hearted,

"Total War" effort? The answer is, very few.

We believe that the reason tor this is a certain lack of co-

ordination and perspective among the rank and file of Levana. The

spirit is willing, fundamentally—but it needs to be wakened, and,

if necessary, forced. The boys are compelled to spend a certain

number of hours a week at military training—why should some

of us be entirely exempt from compulsory war work? Several

hours a week would certainly do us no harm, and would help the

University war effort immensely. Certainly the most effective form

of Levana war work (as regards numbers) is that which is com-
pulsory—the St. John Ambulance course.

In this issue youjnay read an account of what has been done

in the Red Cross Room this year. The work is excellent, but when
one considers what could be accomplished if everyone turned out

and helped, the results become positively remarkable.

What can be done to encourage a more wholehearted Levana

war effort? We believe the answer lies in a Levana War Aid

Committee, which would work in conjunction with the Q.W.A.C.,

co-ordinate activity in Levana, and stimulate interest in war work
among all girls at the University. Such a committee would plan

entertainments which would provide a contribution from Levana to

the Q.W.A.C., and would also consider new forms of war work.

At the end of the season it could present to the Levana Executive

a report of all that had been done during the year, and could

advocate any changes which would ultimately help the contribution

of Levana to the University war effort.

Some of us may be weary of discussing this question, and
some others may even try to forget about it for awhile. But
it is a problem that increases, not every week, but every day, even
every hour. And the most effective solution is found in facing it

fairly and squarely.

Thank You
The editor would like to thank all those who have worked so

hard to produce this Levana issue of the Journal—and a special

word of thanks to the Managing Editors, without whose help it

could not have appeared.

Levana War Effort

Red Cross

BY KAY O NFJLL

The Queen's Red Cross Room

has been the scene of much activity

during the year so far. Every after-

noon it is full of busy needle-wo-

men, one and all members of Le-

vana.

lean Calvert is the convener of

this very active organization and

supervises activities for an hour

and a half every day. Ten helpers

look after the rooms for the re-

maining afternoons, while the girls

make quilts, sweaters, socks and

property bags. In the first term the

Queen's Red Cross turned out 20

grey flannel padded quilts — this

term so far eleven quilts have been

completed.

Distribution

Some of the Red Cross Work

goes to the convalescent Home of

Toe H at Kirkwall in the Orkney

Islands. A great deal goes to needy

areas in Great Britain. The pro-

perry bags \\ill go to the soldiers

at the Military Hospital in King-

ston.

This year the Red Cross has pur

chased wool for lurtle-neck sweat-

ers and socks which will go to the

men on niine-swceiu'i-s in the North

Atlantic off Great Britain and Scot-

land. One group at the Work Room
will continue its valuable clerical

work, sending out pamphlets for

Ihe Blood Clinic. Dr. Douglas

hopes that even more girls will

come to the Work Room's this term

and that the year will he a splendid

success for the Queen's Red Cross.

is brLD£ gi 'cn lectures by Miss

Crawford, Superintendent of

Nurses at the Ontario Hospital, the

latter by Miss Acton. Head of the

Training School for Nurses at the

General Hospital.

An equally favourable result is

hoped fnr this term.

U.W.D.T.

Hospital Visiting

In Memoriam—Gordon Clarke
It is with deep regret that we learned of the death of LAC

Gordon Clarke in a plane crash. Here at Queen's he was a well-
known and well-liked student — outstanding in athletics, and
popular with all who knew him, To his family we extend our
sincerest sympathy, and regrets.

BY MARJ JONES

Nearly even,- afternoon a group

of coed 1; set out for the Military

Hospital or Kingston General Hos-

pital. They are going to distribute

conversation, gay smiles, cigarets,

chewing gum and magazines to the

many soldiers lying ill in these in-

stitutions.

To the soldiers they are welcome

visitors, for many of them are far

from home, and except for these

girls, would have ho one in to see

them. The girls write letters for

them if they wish it. nr if not they

just sit and chat. The work is en-

joyed by the visitors, as well, for

they feel that they are doing some-

thing concrete towards the war ef-

fort; they can see the fruit of their

work.

Hospital visiting was started at

the beginning of last term under the

leadership of Madeline McCosh and

has proved a successful venture

since its outset. This work, of

course, is purely voluntary and is

considered pan of the war work

of the women of Queen's Univer-

sity;

BY NAOMI BRISTOL

An important part of the women's

war work at Queen's is the Uni-

versity Women's Training Detach-

ment. The U.W.T.D. has about

thirty members whom we see in

their smart grey uniforms with ties

of Queen's colours.

Military Laws

Last term the girls were given

military drill, and this term the)

learn military law. A course in

Motor Mechanics was conducted at

Vimy Barracks, hut was discon-

tinued because the instructor lacked

the time. An A.R.P. course, how-

ever, will soon be offered.

The Canadian Red Cross super-

vises the U.W.T.D. The corps is

divided into four services, namely:

Transport Cursing, Auxiharv Of-

lice Administration, and Food Ad-

ministration. Each has specialized

training and a distinctive uniform.

The U.W.T.D. is separate from

these, but it offers basic training so

that members can enter them later.

Other Centres

Toronto. McGill. McMaster and

Queen's offer this training. The de-

tachments themselves requested llit-

Red Cross to sponsor them but each

university looks after their disci-

pline and training.

Because of First Aid and Home
Nursing at Queen's, the LT.W.T.D.

seemed unnecessary. However, it

was soon felt that such an organiza-

tion would be both useful and bene-

ficial. The detachments wear plain

grey uniforms and hats with the

tie and crest of their respective

universities.

THE
PARTY LINE

Official Notices

Examination Time-Table

Faculty of Arts

The attention of students in the

Faculty of Arts is called to the first

draft of the April examination time-

table. Errors or omissions should

be reported at once to the Regis-

trar.

to write the final examination. They
may, however, write the supplemen-

tal examination in the following

fall on payment of the regular sup-

plemental fees.

A record of absences based on

monthly reports from Instructors is

kept at the Dean's Office.

First Aid

Faculty of Arts

Reyulations govtrtling Attendance

ami F.xcreises

Students are expected to hand in

all essays and cbss exercises when
due, and to be present at all lec-

tures and laboratory periods.

Students who fail to attend seven-

eighths of the lectures and labora-

tory periods of any course num-
bered under 10 will not be allowed

S.C.M. Fireside

The S.C.M. will hold a

Fireside, Sunday evening at

8.30 p.m. in the home of

Dr. Wallace. Dr. S. M. Gil-

mour, the guest speaker,

will have for his subject

"What About the Church?"
and will touch on the reta-

in nis between church and
student.

BY DONNA YOUNC
The Senate requires all first year

women to take First Aid before

Christmas and Home Nursing af-

terwards. Students of senior years

comprised nearly one-quarter of the

total class of 124 however.

Dr. Viola Rose of the Ontario

Hospital gave the lectures in First

Aid in Grant Hall and various mem-
bers of the Queen's Medical Staff

conducted the examinations. The
results were extremely favourable,

over 100 certificates, vouchers and

medallions being awarded.

Those now receiving instructions

in the Home Nursing Course are

divided into two groups, one going

to the Ontario Hospital, the other

to the K.G.H., where they can get

practical experience in the nurses'

training ward. The former group

The stork is a busy bird — night

or day he waits for nothing — not

even for Tommy to enjoy a formal.

Here's hoping he doesn't interfere

with next Friday's plans at Ban

Righ.

And that reminds me of the

freshette who, in all innocence,

wanted to know why a dark room

was considered necessary at a for-

mal. Well, ducky, towards the end

of the evening when your feet

start hurting you, you may be glad

of a place to take your shoes off.

Double trouble for Dr. Jekyll

and M r. Hyde ( you know me
Science '42-final year). This makes

twice he has swallowed the engaged

girl story. And they tell us it's the

women who are supposed to be

gullible

!

Some year party the lads in Sci

ence '44 threw the other night

Boyoboy ! You should have seei

the way the gals were wolfing

"Steck" away from The Moron.

Orchids to a certain noble stu

dent who gave the desired co-o]«ra

tion to the faculty last Friday by

showing up for classes. Orchid

also to the professor who said he

didn't mind "W'orkie" sleeping at

all because he didn't.

Speaking of formals — the pre

war versions weren't had either

Way hack when, there was even

one lad who used to send his girl

a dozen roses to carry because he

wanted her to feel like a bride.

CtntiS coveted no nymbfi's embraces:

He could smoke Picobac in both his faces!

• The God of Commencements could contem-

plate both past and future with equanimity.

And why not? Picobac is such a mild, cooL

sweet smoke, so low in price, so completely

satisfying that everyone who has discovered it

looks both backward and forward to endless

delightful hours in its fragrant company.

HANDY SEAL-nGHT POUCH 15e

H-LB. "LOK-TOP" TIN - 05c

^^—^ alio packed in Pocket Tina

Picobac
"It DOES taste good in a pipe I"

lr^r^r^r^r=^r=^r=^r^r=Jr=J^jr=^r=Jr=Jr=Jr=;

Everything that's New
and Smart
At LAIDLAW'S!

Dresses — Coats

New Accessories —
Men's Furnishings

—

House Furnishings

—

Sports Clothes —
Smart Fabrics.

When You Rux at Lnidlazv's — You're Sure of the Quality.

JOHN LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS ST.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Slide

Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used Book

Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

STUDENTS
Helens Martin's Scanty Anient

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

A. B.TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

ISO WELLINGTON ST. PHONE Ma

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE

RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specially

THE MAEEISCN STUDlC
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS /

We supply everything — Make your appointment noj

for portraits and groups

92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones: 676
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Co-Eds Play Outstanding Part
In Various Sports On Campus
Swimming—Life-Saving Taught; Meet Held in Fall
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Track—Levana Enters Cinder Meet for Second Year

BY KATSERINE MCKUER

Swimming so far is a most suc-

cessful Levana sport. Before
Christmas there were life saving
classes for both bronze and silver

medals, led by girls trying for

their instructor's certificate. The
results of their efforts have been
most successful and more classes

will be held again this term.

The ialt meet, despite the lack

of entrants, was a record-break-

ing event. Both Peggy Clark

Hid I), reen Jeff* were most out-
tanding. the former in the 50
yard free style and the latter in

Ilie SO yard back stroke. Levana
"43 won the meet with '44 a close
second. jDoreen Jeffs was the
highest point winner, Peggy
Clarke placed second and Gwen
Slinn third.

Now with the water follies well
under way the rest of the uni
versity will be able to see th<

results of a year's bard work.

Archery—Levana '45 Carries Tournament Laurels

BY NAN DAVIE5

The freshettes showed their

new college enthusiasm last fall

by turning out to archery in full

force. Daily at the Richardson
Stadium they could be seen get-

ting in form for the interyear

tournament which was held the

last week in October and the first

week of November. The ac-

curate shooting and enthusiastic

attendance of Levana '45 won
the meet for them.

Intercollegiate

The eight girls with the high-

est scores then competed in the

intercollegiate telegraphic meet,

held the second week in Novem-
ber. Among the Universities

competing in this meet were the

University of Western Ontario,

Ottawa Ladies' College and On-
tario Ladies' College. Queen'-
placed fourth this year. The high-

est score for our team was hand-

ed in by Dot Shields. Levana '45.

Interest has lagged since the

shooting range is indoors, but

now that there is news of an in-

door meet to be held at the end
of February, we expect to see

archers out in collosal numbers.

The weather was just as cold Be.ty
,
Wellington set a new

and much wetter than last year, record for the hurdles, 9.7 see-
but Levana participated for its unds. bettering last year's 10.2
second year in the annual Queen's seconds, and Kay Penny equalled
track meet, with great enthus- the 12.6 record for the 100 yard
asm. dash. The winners of the large

In a meeting of the LAB of
A 5 are Bl*u

-v Wellington. Anne

C an amendment was made 10jS*"'
Jea" Mar>' Me,vin -

.. ~ , I J he tre?hette year carried off
the Constitute to the effect that

|

|r. laure|s „ f l|)e Jav ^ ^
awards, large A's would be given

j

greatest number of points and
to the three highest individual i will prove excellent material for

point winners in the meet. next year's meet.

Hockey—Levanites Practise; Interyear Games Begin

by jean ransom la strong team to defend their

Hockey for Levana is now in title and the freshettes will have
full swing. Every Monday and
Tuesday from 1 to 2 at the Arena
the old-timers can be seen getting

into shape and the new-comers
practising fundamentals.

Interyear games are just be-

ginning and the champion team
is yet to be determined. Levana
'44 is scheduled to play Levana
'45, on February 2. The Sophs,
with Bunny Irwin, Jean Mary
Melvjn and Audrey Zealand, have

to smarten up to make a fair

showing. On Tuesday, February

3, Levana '42 plays Levana '43 if

the seniors have a icam. Levana
"43 is showing quite an interest

with Marg Burns. Joan Ether-

illgton, Jean Random. Eileen

Zadow, and several others turn-

ing oui.

Let's see more pep and energy

from the freshettes. They are

going to need it.

Basketball—K.C.V.I. Seniors Defeat Freshettes, 15-10

BY DOROTHY PATTERSON

On Monday, January 26. Arts
'45 basketball team played the

K.C.V.I. senior team at the col-

legiate. Although K.C.V.I. won
by a score of 15-10, the game was
hard-fought by both teams. The
freshette team showed lack of

practice as a team. However,
with a little more effort shown by
all members, they would soon

class as an A-l squad.

The passing and shooting of

the Queen's girls could be greatly

improved with practice. Betty

Wellington deserves credit for

her offensive playing throughout

the game and Kate Macdonnell

and Alma Whittier put up strong

defence against the K.C.V.I. for-

wards :

Queen's '45 team : Forwards,

Betty Wellington, Beryl Kelly.

Helen .McLaughlin; guards. Kate

Macdonnell, Marg Davis, Alma
Whittier, Sheila Noakes.

"It is an ill wind that hlows
no one good." Now you take last

week's gale for instance — al-

though all traces of snow were
blown from Kingston and vicin-

ity, it soon became obvious to

the en.hnsiastic ski-fiends who
headed for Gananoque last Sun-
day just where it had blown to-
just ask them. A timely lesson

was learned from this trip, for

despite the forlorn appearance
of the streets in town, a wonder-
ful day's sport was had by the

twenty odd who made the trip.

Coming Trip

Several bus loads of enthusi-

asts will leave the Union at 11.15

this Sunday bound for "Gan", so

pack up a lunch and join the

gang—we'll bring you back in

.hue for supper at 5.30. Tickets

may be bought anytime at Ban
High from the ladies* executive

—

Kay McRuer. Dorecn Jeffs, and
Mary Palerson. while the lads

may get theirs from Keith Perci-

val, John Baker and Bob H
mond. For late comers, tickets

will also be on sale in the Com-
mon Room at the Union from 5-6

Saturday and last minute snow
conditions will be announced.

In the Gym

Basketball Hours

Monday—2-3 p.m.

Wednesday— p.m.

Thursday—2-3 p.m.

Badminton Hours

Monday—1-2 p.m.

Tuesday—1^3 p.m.

Wednesday—1-2 p.m.

Thursday—1-2 and 3-4 p.

Friday—1-3 p.m.

L.A.B. of C. Functions
Under War Restrictions

The L.A.H. of C„ under the

presidency of Elizabeth Bonham,
plays a very important part in

campus life, despite the fact that

the lack of out of town games
has greatly cunailcd the society's

activities. Intercollegiate sports

were started in 1921, and only

since the war have they stopped.

Accommodation for playing

hockey and tennis was very in-

adequate in the first days of the

L.A.B. of C. Field hockey is one
very popular sport which has died

out. due to the fact that there was
only a short time when the

ground was suitable. But gradu-
ally, conditions have improved,

and the place of girls in sport

is well established at Queen's.

CO-ED
SPOHTSREEL

KATHERINE MCHU ER

Softball—Sophomores Victorious in Interyear Round

Hang-hail
Sketches

BY PAULINE JEW ETT
The softball season started off

with a bang (from a pea-shooter),

last fall and ended with a glorious

triumph fur Levana '44. No one

wanted to study in September

and October but all had some

suppressed desire to play the

good old game of softball. Every
day (well, once a week), throngs

°f giddy girls milled around on
the lower campus just awaiting

l'ieir chance to swing the hat

and hit (at least attempt to hit),

the ball. Good practices soon got

tinder way and before long it

was announced that games would

start. Great excitement. Then

it rained for about two weeks

steadily. However the sport was

resumed and al! the years played

very goad games with one an-

other. One bitter day in Oc-

tober, the girls of '43 were finally

conquered by the aces of '44. The

struggle for supremacy had fin-

ally been brought to an end by:

Don's Baiuion. Audrey Zealand.

Bunny Irwin, Pat Johnson, Anne

Shaw, Jean Mary Melvin. Mary

Patersoni Peggy Thompson, and

Pauline Jewett.

Bonnie Bonham, Levana '42:

Bonnie is this year's president

of the Levana Athletic Board of

Control and is one of the best-

liked girls on the campus. She

takes part in many college ac

ttvities besides playing on various

teams for Levana '42. In her

freshette year, Bonnie made the

intercollegiate tennis team and

last year won the girls* singles

tournament. Despite a bad leg

die has played interyear hockey

and basketball, and has been on

the intercollegiate archery team

as well.

Janet Williamson. Levana '45:

One of the best skaters in Le-

vana can be seen at the arena

several afternoons a week. Before

coining to Queen's, Janet skated

at the Alinto Club iu Ottawa.

There she received her silver

medal for figure skating and

several years ago was the inter-

mediate champion of the club.

Besides these awards she lias won
numerous other contests, and has

travelled with the Mint© Club

to skate in ice carnivals of various

cities in Canada and the United

States. Studies come first how-

ever, and Janet has had to for-

sake a skating career with a

travelling ice troupe, for college!

Peggy Clark, Levana '43:

Peggy began to swim at the

tender age of five but not until

the last three years did she take

it up seriously. Under the guid-

ance of Ruth Cooper, a former

swimming instructress at Queen's,

she became the best girl diver

in the college. She was on the

intercollegiate swimming team in

'40, on the intercollegiate tele-

graphic meet in '41, and in the

fall meet piled up points for '43.

besides clipping one second off

the previous free style record by

swimming the distance in 32 2/5

seconds.

Dora Tottenham, Levana '42:

For the fourth consecutive

year Dora has won the Queen'.-

badminton tournament. She be-

gan playing at the age of fifteen

at the Kingston Badminton Club.

On coming to Queen's she was

placed on the intercollegiate team

in her first year and travelled to

McGill, whence she returned in

a blaze of glory. The Western
trip the following year was not

successful. Besides playing

badminton, Dora was on the

intercollegiate swimming and

basketball teams. She plays tennis,

Notice — Water Follies

The next girls' practice for the
water follies is Saturday after

noon at 2 p.m. These practices

are arranged for times that are

convenient for everyone to at-

tend. The follies' success is go-
ing to depend on the full sup-

port of all those who volunteered

to swim. Therefore, everyone is

expected out on Saturday.

C.O.T.C.

Amendment to Part I Orders as

follows: Parade shown for Auxil-

iary Battalion as from 1700-1800

hours on Friday, will he held on
Thursday from 1700-1SO0 hours, in

Convocation Hall.

Table Tennis

All entries for men's intra-

mural table tennis close Sat-

urday, January 31, at 6 p.m.

Until this last year physical

fitness for women has been a rela-

tively unimportant matter, but

now that they are replacing men
in increasing numbers and in

positions important for national

defense, it has assumed a new
significance.

The university students have

had more than their share ot

early advantage.-, and by the

law of averages they should be

in the best physical condition.

But in many cases this is not

true and it is not from lack of

nourishment hut of exercise.

In a recent examination at a

Canadian university two-thirds of

the men students were found to

be physically unfit. Girls take

even less exercise and are more
apt to be physically unable to

scree their country if some emer-
gency should call them to service.

Many of the "farmerettes" of last

summer were forced to return to

the city after a few days of un-

accustomed exertion. It was hard,

work but if they had taken even

bi-weekly exercise they would
have been prepared.

With all our opportunities we
don't want to become a weak,

round-shouldered race such as

William Shircr in "Berlin Diary"

states the English were, in con-

trast to the healthy sturdy Ger-

man soldiers. Hitler had made
it a policy long before the war
began to build a race of strong

men and women, and he suc-

ceeded. In our own university

we have all the advantages

—

swimming, skating, badminton,

etc., and we should plan to fit

into our timetable at least two

hours a week to be devoted to

athletics.

Levana '45 is still ahead in

the interyear standing. The points

run as follows :

Levana '45 1575

Levana '44 1210

Levana '43 880

Levana '42 550

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN K. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Cor**'itutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St

Printing at

Every

Description
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in the

MUSIC ROOM

Levanite Admires

Thursday

:

Tchaikowski—Symphony No. 6

Gricg—Suite No. 1.

Tchaikowski—Nutcracker

Suite.

Friday

:

Beethoven—Symphony No. 3.

Tchaikowski—Violin Concerto.

Wagner—Tannliauser Over-

ture.

Saturday

:

Metropolitan Opera Co.

—

Rigoletto.

Sunday

:

Mozart-Busoni—Overture to

"Die Entfuhrung aos dem

Serail."

Brahms—Symphony No. 1.

Schubert—Symphony No. 8.

Monday

:

Beethoven—Symphony No. 4.

Mkiloi—Overture to "Merry

Wives of Windsor."

Suppe—Poet and Peasant

Overture.

Gounod— Ballet Music from

"Faust,"

Man : Do you know, honey, if

1 had it to do all over again,

who I'd marry?

Wifey: No. who?
Man : Yotr.

Wifey: Oh, no, you wouldn't.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

TIME
in

rev

TUESDAYS

Buckingham
CIGARETTE PROGRAM

(Continued from page 1)

beautiful evening discern the male

of the species dangling from the

arm of any Queen's co-ed bear-

ing upon his countenance the

contented and benign expression

of the celebrated bovine tribe.

This is also found to be true at

my other Alma Mater—the males

at Acadia, though also verbally

depreciatory of the "home stock."

also collapse at the first glimmer

of a smile from an Axette. That

word designates a co-ed in the

Acadian dialect.

Seriously, the active and ad-

mirable participation of Queen's

co-eds in all college activities is

really something to write home

about. In this respect Queen's

appears to be far superior to all

its sister universities—even Var-

sity Co-eds .-hare equal honors

with the so-called "superior-sex"

in debating, journalism. the

drama, sports, student govern-

ment and academics to say noth-

ing of the social world at Queen's.

In fact, you find them playing a

vital part in every campus ac-

tivity, that is in everything but

the Engineering and Medical So-

cieties—and, it must be remem-

bered, one of our number has

even crashed the membership

gate of the cloistered (?) Science

faculty. All of these thing

chalk up a high and enviable

score on Queen's Levana slate, a

score of which any university

would be proud to boast.

So, to the girls of Queen's' I

take off my hat—proudly and

sincerely. To live with they are

tops, to talk with they are charm

ing, possessing that rare and dual

capacity for a flavor of intel

lectualism and a bushel of fun. to

look at they are satisfaction-plus,

and to leave at the close of only

a term, well—they are hard to

leave! So boys, appreciate these

gals of yours—you've really got

something here

!

Co-eds' Part

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Meters. Tanks, Filter*

Tripods. Etc.

'ou* old camera takcri in

on new equipmen

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Loekett

AT LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St

Phone 24

REGRETS

^>R<VE IN AN INSU^D
TAXImm taxi

Phone 266

(Continued from page 1)

Bonnie Bonham as chairman.

In war work, Queens women arc

all "in the front line." Their abili-

ties in this connection include ev

ervthing from knitting socks ii

classes to studying military train

ing in a uniformed unit whose

members are familiar figures

the campus. Miss Ross and Ruth
Locke an- Lieutenants in the corps

which will fit the girls to join the

national forces. Prerequisite to

admittance are First Aid and Home
Nursing Certificates.

In the social world Levanites

prrive capable conveners. Jean Car
miehacl is convener this year

what promises to he a fine Levana

Formal.

In mixed societies women arc-

filling responsible positions on ex

ecutives. beside their male compan
ions. Alice Armstrong, president o

the Q.S.A., also well known as the

only woman Theolog, is one

ample.

The fact that almost half of the

Journal's reporters are women
also indicative of the Queen's

eds.

Lorna Breckon

(Continued from page 1)

Lorna holds the degree of
Bachelor of Arts, which she
eeived here last year. She is now
enrolled in Commerce '42.

Hit absence is felt in many
campus organizations and ac
tivitics, and her many friend

join in wishing her a speedy re

covery.

Joking Astride;

Or Why Grow Old?

BY PAULINE JEWETT

In the first place, before you

attempt to mount the wretched

nimal. you should approach him

with a stern expression on your

countenance. If he glares at you,

Irop your expression and run.

If, on the other hand, he looks

shyly out of the corner of his

eye, drop your left foot a foot

loser and hold out your hand

If he bites it off, swear at him

and- leave. If, on the other hand,

he puis his hoof into yours, shake

t gcntlv. From then on you are

friends.

\ccording to most horsey

authorities, your next move

hould be a spring—yes. indeed,

a light spring into the saddle

(which is incidentally that menac-

ing chunk of leather placed on

the horse's back, somewhere be-

ween the withers and the tail).

It is a perplexing problem, de-

ciding how lo make this s ] >ri 11

The best way is to persuade the

palding or whatever make he

be, to lie down as for sleep. Then,

quickly bindfolding him and

trapping him unawares, heave

your frame on his back. Well

now, you're up - - - unless

you heaved too far and have

lauded in a water trough on the

further side. Be not dismayed.

With might and mane remount

but, remember, always re-

member, that if you see before

you, long strands of hair trail-

ng off dcclivitoiisly towards the

ground, you are the wrong way

up."

There are many things which

you. the beginner, need for rid-

g, besides a hard head and a

good knowledge of profanity. The

ost vital requirements are good

hands and a good seat. It is too

bad that you have only two

hands when the horse has fifteen

or sixteen. But of course the

horse has to have fifteen or six-

teen hands because it has fore

juartcrs. Well, anyway, you

ihould place the reins (whether

it be two, four, or a dozen, the

latter being for horses consis-

ently throwing themselves into

new and different gaits)—in the

slots or separations between your

fingers, especially designed foe

this purpose. Just hold them the

way it's most comfortable, be-

cause— what the heck— you're

going to fall off anyway.

Little can be said (that is, with

propriety), about the seat, so let's

say nothing.

The horse has a variety of

paces to which you must accus-

tom yourself. Different types,

for example—hunters, hackneys,

harriers, and harabians — have

different gaits, but all horses can

walk (except when required),

-top (especially when tired) and
gallop (only towards stable).

Some horses can jump, most rid-

ers can too, but for some reason

they neglect to contact the horse

on the downward beat. The For-

ward Seal should be assumed
(just can't forget the seat). It

is. however, most commonly
assumed when the animal ne-

glects to raise the fore legs on
Hearing the obstacle. Instead,

they are suddenly propped on
the ground, the .centre of de-

pravity of the brute being simul-

taneously thrown backwards on
to the haunches and the rider for-

wards on to the horse's cere-

bellum. But. take courage!
Tighten your lips and your girths

again and you're off - - - and we
do mean off.

The fundamentals of riding

have now been covered, but a

HOUCK, LITTLE, SPEAK

AT STUDENT FORUM

"The University Student in the

War" was the topic under dis-

cussion at the Student Forum

held in the Richardson Labora-

tory lecture room Tuesday even-

ing. Dr. Chipjnan. substituting

as chairman for Dr. Vlastos, in-

troduced the two speakers and

guided the ensuing discussion.

Milton Little set forth his as-

sumption that universities exist

because they do make a contribu-

tion to society. They can make

demands upon society and vice

versa. The ability of a university

lo adjust itself to social changes

determines the quality of its ser-

vices. Mr. Little then stated that

there are three problems which

confront universities in wartime.

First, how far will they yield to

the tendency to emphasize cours-

es of technical value to the detri-

ment of culture? Secondly, how

far should universities permit the

shortening of courses? The third

problem deals with enrollment.

Suggestion might be taken from

the University of Birmingham

and Walter Lippman, that there

should be some sort of university

conscription to maintain and in-

crease- the number of students.

Jack Houck discussed the posi-

tion of the student as an indi-

vidual, who. Mr. Houck claimed,

must remember that he is a mem-

ber of his community with no

rights of conduct granted merely

because he is a university stu-

dent. Tlit university student is

supposed to be able to think with

clarity and judgment, to be able

i.. see the logical conclusions aris-

ing from thought and courses of

action.

The meeting was then opened

for discussion and the introduc-

tion of new ideas. A motion was

passed to the effect that a dele-

gation should be sent to the

A.M.S. to suggest the appoint-

ment of a representative com-

mittee to discuss the student war

effort.

Queen's Man

(Continued from page 1)

Intercollegiate teams.

The crash in which Gordon and

his companion died took place at

the head of Earl Street on Monday

afternoon, and is believed to have

been caused by the fact that they

lost control of the plane.

LOST

Miss Ross has lent a book on

swimming to some member of

Levana ; would she please return

it at once. Miss Ross' name is

inside.

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3,95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones. Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTE(

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street Phone 1941

few extra points might be added.

Remember—all riding is a ques-

tion of balance. Keep well bal-

anced. 110 matter what part of the

horse you are riding upon, and al-

ays ride straight—whether it'-

straight for a haystack or straight

for a limestone quarry. If you

are thrown, cuff the brute with

a ten-foot pole. Never let him

get the upper hand. And most

important of all—if you want to

live to a ripe old age, don't go

riding in the first place.

OVERCOAT SALE
$25.95

Regular to $35.00

103 Princess Street Phone 3542

AGENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES

"The Better Place to Eat"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

Raise a frosty bottle of "Coca-Cola" lo your lips and drink.

Instantly its clean, exciting taste brings you refreshment

plus. And quality—(he quality of genuine goodness . . . the

quality of "Coca-Cola"— the reof thing.

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
KINGSTON, ONTARIO You trust its quality

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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Dean's Message

(Continued from page 1)

And may sutcess attend the ef-

forts >•{ you who may venture forth

into serious literary work. There

is. need for good vigorous writing

in journalism. There is need for

accurate and honest reporting.

There is scope Eor dis< erning liter-

ary criticism. There are adventure

stories not yet attempted, and un-

written historical novels i" challenge

those with a patient research in-

stinct and the creative fancy to

make dead hones live again. There

arc live issues in the national and

international fields that must he

made vividly clear to people of

parochial vision.

Unless im memory of guide hook

lore is playing me false, the first

hook written by a woman to he

published in England was entitled

Ijjyshynge. The author was the

The Noble Arl of Hunivnne o\ul

Reverend Prioress of an ahhey near

St. Albans aboul twenty miles north

of London. I have never seen the

book hut my thoughts go back to a

rainy morning in early August 1918

when I rode those miles on the top

of a bus with three days holiday

before me in which to explore the

ancient site of Verulamium and the

less ancient but very old town of

St. Albans whose large cathedral

is. in part the Abbey Church of ihe

King of Mercia. founded in 795

Shades of ancient days! — of Boa-

<licea (there was a woman with

dualities of leadership!), of Francis

Bacon, Baron Varulum (the man
yvho told us that history makes men
wise, yet how many of the lessons

of history mankind has failed to

learn!). On the outskirts of the

town is the site of the old abbey

where had dwelt the Prioress who

found relaxation from her domestic

-duties and from her religious medi-

ations by writing a book on huntir.£

and fishing!

Perhaps some of you, for whnm
these lines are written, and upon

whom so soon will fall the tasks "f

life in home or school, in business

or in other spheres — perhaps you

may he encouraged by the example

of this historic Prioress to do some

literary work as your relaxation and

your hobby. Not that writing is

likely to prove a lazy relaxation;

it can be an intensely exacting dis-

cipline, yet relaxation nevertheless.

Perhaps some day, like the Prioress,

you may have the satisfaction of

giving to the world a hook

!

And what about tin.- titles of these

books and articles and review s that

you will write? Students are trained

to fish in many a vast sea of words

whence peradventure with skill and

1 'alienee they may pull forth a

sparkling idea; they hunt for truth

in the social sciences, they search

Nature for her hidden secrets,

they seek the significance of

facts, they grope for* solutions of

the problems of mankind, they look

for beauty everywhere. If what

you will write reflects this training,

you may, in a metaphorical sense

if not in a literal one, adopt the

same title ns did the Prioress. Seek

Truth and pursue it in your think-

ing and in your writing and then

you may honourably borrow the

title: The Noble Arl of Hunting

Fishing.

Left-Over

Doctor: It's a girl

!

Father of eight: What! An-

other mouth to huv cigarettes

for?

"I see that they are going to

have umbrellas made square."

"What for—?"

"Because they're not safe to

leave 'round."

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patrsnize them.

(Continued from page 1)

unfortunately. Habitat, the Ports

mouth road. Spends evenings anil

Sunday afternoons beguiling inno-

cent females (usually frcshettes) to

tramp for about 15 leagues and

rewards them with half a stick of

gum. Method of capture — roller

skates or route marches. Not re-

commended as good game. May he

exterminated as pests (game law

7563B).

3. The Big Man on the Campus
(homo sapiens ain't I a Killer),

very rare, many imitations. Suffers

from the delusion that he is being

pursued by the heartless females.

Method of capture — a mixture of

soft soap and oil. carefully applied.

Rather wary (he thinks). Trillc

difficult to train, the noise of blow-

ing horns slightly disturbing to the

sensitive. Please consult his mother.

4. The Great Lover (homo sa-

iling step into the officcl, studies

techneckalities. N o t difficult to

snare, but may prove slightly ex-

hausting. Naturally makes a good

pet. Warning, this specimen is

sensitive to light. Do not expose

to blondes.

5. The sitting tribe (homo, sa-

piens B.A.I, once found in the re-

gion of WAV. May be caught by a

draft or by clinking glasses. How-

ever needs frequent airing. Is often

dehydrated in the morning. Sug-

gested fond, tomato juice.

6. Determined (homo sapiens 1

won't take a hint). Class vulture,

should be avoided at all costs. Some-

times has been known to fade af-

ter hearing the 'phone slammed

down for the 49th time. Needs

brushing frequently.

7. The Blind Date (homo sapiens

bov was you fooled). This is not

considered as legitimate game, and

may be counted as just pot luck if

captured.

S. The shop talk (homo sapiens

I think that). Many found in the

land of Meds. sometimes in Science

Method of capture an enthralled

expression, suggested tackle a pair

of ear plugs. Makes an excellent

pet that may he shown to all your

friends that yon want to lose. A

muzzle is often necessary, though.

9. Common or campus variety

(homo sapiens there's too many

around), may be found anywhere,

many hi Artsland. Known by the

way l>e doesn't do. say or think any-

thing worth saying while in the

presence of females. Was taught

how to dance by his sister ("tee hee

cdg.de isn't thai funny — oh. did I

step on vour foot again — I just

love Guy Lombnrdo — gosh you

remind me of my mother, etc.

etc."). F.asily captured, hut no Big

Game Hunter ever bothers. A trifle

difficult to dispose of due to laws

„, supply and demand. May be

kept as rain-check.

10. Dream Man. Sorr) girls,

Levana In Last War
Had Military Hospital

Much has been written in these

pages of the war work being

done by Levana. Few of ns have

stopped to think of what must

have been done in World War
Number One. How did the Le

vauitcs of the last generation re

act to a national crisis, exactly

such as we are facing today?

In the Arts Building and in

Grant Hall there was a Queen

Military Hospital, classes being

moved into Carruthers Hall for

the duration. Since there was

shortage of Nursing Sisters many

of the girls took up V.A.D. worV

serving as uniformed nurses on

the days they had no cktsse

Those girls who had insufficicn

.raining to do any of the actua

nursing, studied St. John's Am
bulance and Red Cross courses

and were ahle to perform many

useful tasks in connection wit!

the hospital. «.

Red Cross

Then, as now, there was

Queen's Red Cross. Then, how-

ever, it functioned in the Red

Room, where they had installed

among oilier things, a bandag

rolling machine. Most of th

members oi Levana look part ii

the activities of this organization

since there was a very pressing

need for dressings and other

articles of that kind, before their

eyes.

The proceeds of all Levana

social functions, such as the

Spring Tea Dance, and Annual

Levana Sale were devoted en-

tirely to the maintenance of the

hospital. The proceeds of the

Spring. Tea Dance, at least twice

during the war years totalled

SI 50.00. The girls of Levana

Save many entertainments and

concerts too, in aid of the Queen's

Hospital Unit Overseas.

When asked to compare the

Levana war effort then and now.

Mrs. McNeill, then Dean of Wo-

men, said: "ft is very difficult

to compare the girls' war efforts

in the two wars since both ac-

complished a great deal. Now

vou have so many kinds of war

work going on, and then we con-

centrated on one or two things."

THE
HABIT-DASHER

VOLLMtR

Confession, chums, melhought

[ would wri'.e a column on the

man's idea of a dream co-ed. Per-

haps I asked the wrong people

but their dreams arc rather hazy.

All in all 1 gathered they like tall,

hort. blonde, brunette, redhead,

wect sophisticated, freshct.es,

eniors, in fact women in general.

Rather sweet of them, don't you

think?

However I did get one com-

daint, they don't like mousy

people. If your hair is (oh well

—say i.). a trifle drab, arrange it

imply and don't call attention

j it. Then cheer up, you usually

.'.in wear most shades of make-

ip although clear (screaming)

eua are
1

best. Of course there arc

laiitllcss rinses for the topknot

mt .hey must he handled with

.are. Ii you'd rather not dye for

t, turn all your attention to your

'ace and try and get a glo viog

look. Once more may I mention

Max Factor pancake inake-up.

Only one in a million can stand

by the beauty they were born with

(lucky dogs) and the rest of us

poor devils have to work to get

by. Overcoming mousin
(crawl back into the woodwork

type) takes little effort.

You hear a lot about disguis

ing your worst (pardon me. your

not-so-good ) features, but this

tends to lead to a hopeless feel-

ing. If your nose looks as if the

angels dropped you on the wa\

down from heaven, or the gods

were a little over-generous with

your mouth, forge", it. Short of

plastic surgery you can't do much
about it. Don't worry, you prob-

ably have a lovely skin or a blue-

ribbon crop of hair. Dramatize

your good features and slide by

on your general average. If we

all looked like Helen of Troy

the oceans would he awful crowd-

ed by this time (let's see, world

population, divided by two, multi-

plied by a 1000, ye god:-! what a

navy !).

Bored with movies? Whining
there "ain't notion' ever eookin'

in Kingston." Well good news!

One of the very best G &. E
shows. "The Pirates of Pen-

zance" is coming to the campus
next week. (I've seen it five times

and still like it). Nobody in CO.
T.C. should miss the song oi the

modern major - general who
"Knows more" of military tactics

than a novice in a nunnery." And
all of us who cherish a passion

for the boys in blue will be deep-

ly touched by "A Policeman's life

is not a happy one"—a real tear-

jerker. Don't miss it.

The orchid this week goes to

all gals who helped the Levana

Formal Committee put the decor-

ations together. See you there

and watch out for Popandlu. a

very frozen gent that can be

found near the fireplace in the

Common Room.

sure we detect a feminine band

.n this one ) proclaims on the

front page with all th» subtlety

oi a coal-heaver—and we quote:

"Among those who will have

to pay the price for their good

time at the Levana Formal, with

an invitation to the Arts Formal

are . .
." and there follows a list

of Artsmen present at the Levana

Formal. No punches pulled there.

This year, 1942. will see bigger

and better Levana Formals than

ever (plug) . , . And in a few

short hours the festivities of to-

pight and tomorrow night will

join the pages of history.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

jue
— My brother's got a new

job — he's got 5,000 people under

him.

Mm — What docs he do?

[oe — He mows lawns in a ceme-

tery.

that's my restricted hunting ground

—very rare speciman not as yet

sighted.

Well, good hunting to you all,

and bKng him hack alive!

15th Year of Formals

(Continued from page 1

)

could it have bren her?) report

with the quotation:

"Pale hands, pink-tipped like

lotus buds that float." In spite

of suspicions that may enter the

reader's mind at this point, the

report continues with a glowing

account of the liquid refreshment

which was nothing stronger than

coffee . - . and indeed what could

be stronger than Ban Righ

coffee?

Another reporter (and we're

OUR GREATEST
JANUARY SAI F

Come on — join the HUNDREDS and HUNDREDS of

bargain-wise people from far and near who have attended

TWEDDELL'S January Clearance. All have exclaimed:

—

"THE GREATEST VALUES EVER." Act quickly - - -

take advantage of the exceptional values in this SALE of

SALES. A- in former years this great annual event went

over with A BANG! People have attended in enormous

numbers, and in most cases they bought two and three

garments. And why not, as where else can you get such

QUALITY. VALUE and SELECTION as at Twcddell's?

Come to Tweddell's tomorrow and and stock up for months

ahead as you can be sure that under present conditions you'll

never get such clothing and furnishing values again.

75 only

OVERCOATS
The Entire Balance of Our Entire Stock

— and Every One Must Be Cleared by

Saturday Night!

The rush is on for these Tweddell overcoat values. 75 only

overcoats, all that is left of our large stock have been

slashed to rock-bottom for QUICK ACTION. OUT THEY
MUST GO - - - regardless of cost, every overcoat must be

cleared before stock taking. Here's your chance to buy a

really BETTER QUALITY OVERCOAT a: a TREMEN-
DOUS SAVING, but you'll have to hurry a., the RUSH
IS ON for these below-cost values. IN THREE SPECIAL
PRICE GROUPS—

Group 1—January

Clearance Price . ,

.

Group 2—January

Clearance Price . .

.

Group 3—January

Clearance Price . .

.

$19.45

$32.45

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

BETTER
QUALITY SUITS

at

LOW JANUARY SALE PRICES

YOU'LL SEE THE DIFFERENCE!

The difference is this: during Tweddell's clear-

ance of Suits, you will not be buying inexpen-

sive made-down-to-a-price Suits at low prices

- - - you will find that every suit is a Tweddell

better quality one at low January Clearance

Sale Prfce, so that we can clear out our stock

in season. It's true logical, then, that now and

here is the place I" buy your new suit.

$
23

45

$2745

$
32

45

OTHER ITEMS

We haven't sufficient space to LIST ALL ITEMS or

QUOTE PRICES, but our entire stock of nationally adver-

tised furnishings, including shirts, ties, socks, pyjamas,

underwear, better kind of odd trousers, etc., at low January-

Sale Prices.

See Our Special Window Displays

TWEDDELL'S
Hotel La Salle Bldg.

137-139 Princess Street Phone 3706
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ORIGIN OF LEVANA

BY SHIRLEY WHITUORE

To the freshctte newly arrived at

Queen's many things arc puzzling.

Outstanding is the word Levana.

The first answer to her queries

is not very illuminating. It i? the

women's faculty. Since at this lime

faculty usually means one of two

things — a mental capacity, or a

physical capacity. Even when the

word acquired another meaning,

that of being "the members collec-

tively of any of the learned pro

fessions" one more question remains

from when the designation ;

Roman Goddess

After some research the freshettc

discovers that Levana was a Roman
goddess who conducted the first

ceremony in the life of a new-born

child. When it had first breathed

the troubled air of our chaotic

planet, it was placed for a few

moments on the hearth. Then the

father, or some near kinsman as

proxy for Levana, raised it and

bade it observe the world which

it was to conquer. The name itself

is derived from the latin verb "le-

vare" — to raise aloft.

All mysteries surrounding the

word "Levana" should now be

solved for the freshette.

She was pensive when I met her

Sadness was on her brow,
But my checkbook' made her happy
And she's ex-pensive now.

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-
wear — Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid. High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00
•

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St

Phone 24

Delivery Service

Your Best Protection

HALIBUT

LIVER

CAPSULES

59c and 98c

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

BY ALI CF ARMSTRONG

( Ed. Note : The opinions ex-

pressed here are those of the

writer and not necessarily those

Of the editors.)

Plans to circulate a petition urg-

ing the Ontario government to par-

ticipate in the Federal Youth Train-

ing Plan for National Scholarships

are going ahead on the Queen's

campus. Levana will be expected

to co-oprrale. But questions and

obligations arise

—

Do women need more scholar-

ships? Are more well-educated,

well-trained women a worthwhile

national investment ?

The population of Canada is di-

vided between men and women,

jet women form only a small per-

centage of the registration in our

college.

Difficulties

What difficulties face women who
wish to take advanced training'' It

is obvious that the answer may lie

partly in the fact that marriage and

career are not easily combined in

our society — for women. Of
course, from a purely mercenary

point of view cultured homes are

certainly a valuable national invest-

ment.

It is scarcely fair to suppose,

however, that this is the one and

only problem. Other facts point to

the economic factor as the rout of

much of the dfficulty. 77.5% of

Levana, last year, indicated that

their families were financing the

costs of their College education

without expecting repayment. Con-

sider this with the fact that the

reported average earnings' for a

summer were $101 for Levana and

$201 for Arts. That is, the earning

power of women is, by this report,

onlj half that of men.

Tasks Ahead

War alters many things, among

others women's place in the world.

Unprecedented demands may be

made upon them to carry on the

tasks of the men called up for

actve service. They will have op-

portunity to prove their energy,

resourcefulness and stamina both

now and in the difficult post-war

limes.

More Scholarships fur women

now may meet an urgent need.

1 Queen's Questionnaire, 1941.

The Queen's Glee Club presents the Gilbert and

Sullivan Operetta,

The Pirates of Penzance
to be Staged in K.C.V.I. Auditorium on

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, FEB. 3 AND 4

Admission 50c and 35c

Reserved tickets are on sale at the Technical

Supplies and the Spearn Book Shop

Professions

For Women

BV DR. HILDA LAIRD

Students in the Faculties of

Medicine and Science have chosen

their life work before entering

the university; students in Arts,

women as well as men, have that

choice to make. I have been

asked to write briefly on the

subject of professions which are

open to, and arc likely to be of

interest to, university women.

High school teaching is still

one of the best professions for a

woman. As more and more men
join the armed forces, the need
for well-trained women teachers

is increasing and will increase.

Those wishing to teach should noj

fail to take an Honours Course
in some combination of subjects

leading to a non-professional

specialist's certificate recognized

by the Ontario Department of

Education. Public school and
kindergarten teaching are attrac-

tive fields for women who are

especially fond of younger child-

ren.

University, government, and
public libraries now prefer to em-
ploy women who have university

degrees. Library work is highly

diversified. The small town lib-

rary is a community centre in

which the librarian is hostess and
friend, as well as consultant on
all manner of subjects. The cat-

aloguer or reference worker in a
government or university library

may do purely clerical work, or

may require highly specialized

knowledge in one field. There
have been numerous openings in

government libraries recently.

Women who make psychology
their major subject of study can
secure posts as psychiatrists in

mental health clinics, where their

work consists chiefly in giving
mental tests and keeping records^
or as supervisors of classic for

sub-normal children in the schools

of our larger cities. Psycholog-
ists are employed also in nurs-
ing schools and in juvenile court
work.

Women biologists and chemists
readily find employment in gov-
ernment, hospital or public health
laboratories, or in the experi-
mental laboratories of large in-

dustrial and commercial concerns.

There is too a small number of

openings for women in natural

history museums.

In some professions Canadian

women are still pioneering. We
have, as yet, few women lawyers

and few women medical doctors.

There are, however, in each of

these fields two or three out-

standing women who have climb-

ed to the top of their particular

professional ladder in spite of

public prejudice. The churches

have been slow to admit women
to the study of theology; most of

those who have theological train-

ing are missionaries, social work-

ers, or deaconnesses.

There are numerous other oc-

cupations in which university wo-

men are competing favourably

with those who have only pro-

fessional or technical training.

Chief among these are household

science, social work, nursing, oc-

cupational therapy, and, of

course, business. Journalism and
advertising too offer good op-

portunities to the graduate with

an interest in people and affairs,

keen powers of observation, and
a racy style.

At this critical time women are

needed in all of these occupations.

It is important to choose the field

in which one can render the best

service, and then to work with a

will.

METALS AND THE WAR
IS TOPIC OF SPEECH

BY FRANCES MACDONELL
In a radio address on Tuesday

evening Professor O. A. Carson,

of the department of Metallurgy,

discussed the subject, "Metals and
the War." This was one of a ser-

ies of talks given over CFRC by
professors of Queen's University.

Dean Matheson Speaks
Over Radio On Monday

On Monday night, over CFRC,
Dean Matheson spoke in the

series of broadcasts sponsored by

Queen's University. His subject

was "Research."

Dean Matheson opened his ad-

dress by defining research as any

systematic investigation to dis-

cover something not known be-

fore. He divided research into

two classes—pure research, and

industrial research.

Pure Research

Before the 19th century, r>-

search was for the most part

the former. That is, the dis-

covery of what lies behind ob-

served phenomenon, with the re-

ward being the experimenter's

own satisfaction. Rest-arch should

consist of a striving to find the

truth. This, however, is not al-

ways so, as in the case of astro-

logy. In 1860 Mendel experi-

mented in heredity through cross-

ing garden peas. His discoveries

led to the improvement of types

of grain. This in turn led up to

the idea of industrial research.

Industrial research is that

which furthers research for its

own good. Germany first realized

this need and set up colleges for

it. Britain soon followed suit.

Psychology

The last war gave a tremend-

ous impulse to research. This

war has also both in industry and

psychology.

It is now realized that investi-

gations in education can be car-

ried on in a scientific manner^.

However, these enquiries into

people's minds are difficult as

no two are alike. Also changes

that ensue in education methods
arc often met with disfavor as

people resent discoveries that

run counter to tradition.

Dean Matheson concluded by

saying that every child possesses

a spark for discovery and

if encouraged, he will carry it

on in ways appropriate to his

years. Education should see that

the child does not lose this spark.

Tricolor

All grad pictures for the

Tricolor must be in by Feb-

ruary 1, Place your orders

early in order to get one.

Professor Carson compared past

wars to the present war, saying

that, while formerly the stomach

of an army was all-important, now
it was secondary to the importance

of war equipment. Naturally the

importance of war equipment leads

to the great necessity for metals.

Alloys

But Professor Carson made it

clear that it is not the metals

themselves that are of such great

importance in the fabrication of

war materials, but rather the al-

loys of metals. Indeed, Professor

Carson reminded his listeners that

such was also the case in our ev-

eryday lives. Alloys are infinitely

more useful in war materials be-

cause of their additional strength

and the capability of filling the

exact specifications of the designer.

The importance of attention to

detail was also stressed. It was
important that all alloys used in

war materials be made to definite

specifications. To determine accur-

acy, chemical analysis is essential.

The strength and pliancy of the

alloy must be tested in every wav.
The alloy must also be submitted

to visual examination to ascertain

the absence of surface defects.

Above all, it must fit perfectly the

specifications of the designer. Pro-

fessor Carson concluded by saying

that this process in precision and
accuracy must be gone through in

order to make our war machines

a little better than those of the

enemy.

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Tonight : Sunday:

8.30 p.m.—Levana Formal 11.15 a.m.—Ski Bus

Ban Righ 8.30 p.m.—S.C.M. Fireside

Friday

:

Principal's Residence
Monday

:

8.30 p.m.—Levana Formal 5.00 p.m.—Lecture — Religion
Ban Righ and Morals

Saturday

:

Rev. Dr. J. R. P
Sclater of Old St

8.00, 8.30 p.m.—Arts '42 Year Andrew's Church
Party—Buses Toronto.

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

STUDENTS-
Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033
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"PIRATES" OPENS TONIGHT;
A.M.S. SPEAKER HERE TOMORROW
Queen's Glee Club

Will Be Conducted

By Dr. F. Harrison

Operetta Will Be Staged
In K. C. V. I. Auditorium
Tonight and Tomorrow
Evening at 8.15 p.m.

Still Some Tickets

Ticket sales for the operetta,

the Pirates of Penzance, to be
produced by the Queen's Glee

Club tonight and tomorrow night

in K.C.V.I.. soared well over the

1200 mark by Saturday night, it

was announced yesterday. AH
seats are reserved and there are

'still many good seats available.

Production

The Gilbert and Sullivan oper-

etta, resplendent with flashing

costumes, rollicking pirate voic-

es and beautiful maidens, will be

performed under the baton of

Dr. F. L. Harrison. Dr. William

Angus is the producer and Mrs.

Elsie Reid is the director.

Act one opens with the scene

of the rocky coasts of Cornwall

where frolic the Pirates of Pen-

"PIRATES"

(Continued on page 6)

MAURICE PARK

President of the Queen's Glee Club
which tonight presents the operetta
"The Pirates of Penzance."

Varsity Debaters

To Oppose Levana

Discussion Will Take Place
Tonight At Ban Righ

DR. EVANS TO PREACH
AT CHURCH SERVICE

Dr. K. C. Evans is to be the

speaker at a University Church

Service to be held in Convocation

Hall next Sunday at 11 a.m. Dr.

Evans, who is Dean of Divinity

at Trinity College, University of

Toronto, will speak on "The
Knowledge of God." Music for

the Service will be provided by
Dr. Harrison at the organ and

'he Chapel Choir.

Education

The speaker was born in China,

CHURCH SERVICE

(Continued on page 7)

"Resolved: that this house ap-

proves of propaganda as a tool of

government" is the topic of the

debate which will be held by the

Intercollegiate Debating Society, to-

night in Ban Righ Hall at 7.30.

Visiting Team
The visiting team from Varsity

consists of Mary Skeeles and Mar-

garet Dillon, who will oppose Aud-

rey Hollis and Joan Rayner of

Queen's. The Toronto team will

argue for the negative side while

the Queen's girls will uphold the

affirmative point of view.

The Intercollegiate Debating So-

ciety is composed of representatives

from Varsity, McMaster and
Queen's. Ruth L a n g f o r d of

Queen's is the President. Once a

year a team from each university

visits one of the others for the

annual debate. This plan works

LEVANA—VARSITY
(Continued on page 61

Faculty To Join

With Drama Guild

In Producing Play

"Love From A Stranger" Is

Based On Story By
Agatha Christie

The Faculty Players and the

Queen's Drama Guild will coin-

bine their talents and efforts in

the next theatrical production,

"Love from a Stranger," by
Frank Vosper, which is to be

presented toward the end of Feb-

ruary.

To Co-operate

Under the direction of Pro-

fessor Alexander, of the English

Department, the Faculty Players

Will handle approximately halt

of the production work. The
Drama Guild will provide play-

ers for four of the nine parts,

scheme was adopted becauseThi

of the shortness of the term and

DRAMA GUILD
(Continued on page 6)

Free Speech
CONDUCTED 6V ANNE SHAW

What do you think of the idea

of Ontario participating in the

Dominion Government's scheme

for providing scholarships for

needy students?

A.M.S. COLOR NIGHT
WILL BE HELD MAR. 6

PARLIAMENT ON PARADE

(Ed. Note: Following is the

"urd in a series of weekly arti-

cles written for the Canadian

University Press from the-Ca-

nadian capital by Alan Harvey,

Sports Editor in 1939--10 of

'he Varsity, University of To-
r°"to undergraduate newspa-

per, and now attached to the

Ottawa bureau of the Cana-

dian Press.)

BV ALAN HARVEY
°ttawa, Jan. (C.U.P.)—A couple

°f Canadian university men are

rawing a new blueprint for radio

roadcast in Canada and the United
States.

One of them is Dr. James S.

Thomson, President of the Univer-

sity of Saskatchewan and a mem-

ber ot die Canadian Broadcasting

Corporation's board of governors.

The other is Maj. Gladstone Mur-

ray, Rhodes scholar, founder of the

M. i
. ill Daily and First Great War

ace with 2,000 Hying hours to his

credit.

Good Taste

Dr. Thomson is formulating cri-

teria of a basic code of good taste

to he adopted and applied by all

Norlh American radio chains, which

PARLIAMENT

(Continued on page 7)

The A.M.S. Formal will be held

on Friday, March 6, the A.M.S.

de-ded on Wednesday night. The
price of the dance and the orchestra

were tabled until Convener Roy

Bunston has been consulted.

Arts Banquet

Permission was given to the Arts

Society to hold its annual banquet

on Saturday, March 7. The I.R.C.

also obtained permission to hold its

annual banquet in Grant Hall this

year in view of the fact that the

speaker will he J. M. Macdonnell.

It was also decided to allow the

Medical House to hold iheir formal

on February 6.

A report from the Red Cross

Hall was read and it was found that

at least $113.00 will be donated to

the Red Cross. A final report will

he drawn up later.

Reporters for this issue:—Mary
Paterson. Anne Shaw.

Joan Dilworth:

If the Provincial Governments

pitched in with the Dominion, there

would doubtless be more scholar

ships available. This would be a

very fine thing because not onl

would many more really worthy ap

plicants have the opportunity of

winning, but also it would greatly

increase interprovincial exchange of

students. 1 think the cooperation

would help ton, to publicize the

scholarships offered, about which

many know nothing. Perhap

would stimulate 'much more study

in the end

!

Sheila Noakes:

I think that the Provincial Gov

eminent definitely should co-oper-

ate in the matter of scholarships

with the Dominion Government,

This move, uniting the two in at

least this aspect of education would

be very sensible.

Interested Co-ed:

If this step would promote closer

relations between provincial educa

tional systems under (lie Dominion

Government, it definitely should be

made. The differences now exist

ing betw£fn the Canadian Pro-

vinces' respective set-ups are most

confusing and do not lead toward

national unity.

Helen Ewers:

It is a good idea, and will pro-

vide more scholarships, especially

at Queen's, which hasn't many large

ones. These scholarships will be

FREE SPEECH
(Continued from page 6)

OR. WATSON KIHKCONNILl.

Head of the English Department al

McMaster University and a noted
poet and linguist, who is to give the

annual A.M.S. Lecture in Grant Hall
tomorrow.

A.M.S. Executive

Meets Wednesday

To Aid Men Burned Out Of
Mt. Allison Residence

BY KAY O M I I

Queen's will be asked to contri-

bute to the fund in aid of the stu-

dents of Mount Allison University,

who lost their money and belongings

when their men's residence was de-

stroyed by fire, it was decided last

week. At (he regular meeting of

the Alma Mater Society Fxecutive

on Wednesday night plans were dis-

cussed for raising money for the

fund. Universities all over Canada,

led by the University of New
Brunswick and Acadia, are expect-

ed to rush to the assistance of fel-

low students.

Council

\ delegation from the 5.CM.
asked the A.M.S. to set up a stu-

dent-staff council to consolidate

tudent contribution to the war. The

A.M.S. MEETING
(Continued on page 6) I

Dr. W. Kirkconnell

Will Give Address

In Lecture Series

Lectures Called Wednesday
For University at 11 a.m.;

"So This Is Canada" Is

Topic of Lecture

Is Queen's Graduate

Dr. Watson Kirkconnell, Arts

'16. head of the English depart-

ment at McMaster University,

will be the speaker at the annual

A.M.S. lecture on Wednesday
morning at 11 o'clock, in Grant

Hall.

Lecture Fund

In 1939, under the presidency

of John Johnson, the A.M.S. in-

stituted a lecture program. A
fund of $1,700 was set aside and

it was agreed that the income

was to be used to bring a dis-

tinguished lecturer to the cam"

pus each year. This is a project

arranged by the students for thd

students. For this reason classed

in all faculties will be called bt>

DR. KIRKCONNELL
(Conlinued on page 3)

Students To Pick

Queen Of Queen's

Friday's Dance To Feature
Mel HamuTs Band

In Grant Hall this Friday even-

ing. Arts '43 will present to the

campus two distinct and feature

attractions: the Queen jf Queen's

and Mel Hamill's orchestra.

Beauty

The most popular palpitating

beauty of Queen's University will

be introduced lo the students at the

dance. Blended with this beauty

will be some very fine and dance-

QUEEN OF QUEEN'S

(Continued on page 7)
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Engineers Say. All Under Control;

Prepare Decorations For Formal

DR. FRANK L. HARRISON

who conducts the Gilbert and Sullivan

.
operetta, "The Pirates of Penzance,"

Club production, which opens at K.CJ which begins its two-night run in

V.I. Auditorium tonight, K.C.V.I. Auditorium this evening.

OR. niLLliM INCUS

who is Producer of the Queen's Glee

Decorations for the Science

Formal are rapidly taking form.

Anyone who should let his curi-

osity carry him into the Science

Building of an evening would at

once lie impressed by the industry

which is in evidence. It is not

uncommon to see as many as

25 stalwarts of '42 hard at work

or supervising the efforts of their

less experienced though none-the-

less enthusiastic understudies of

43. '44, and "45.

Theme
In accordance with the prac-

tice of former years, the Engin-

eers will provide a Formal with a

theme. Those who remember past

Science Formals will not be dis-

appointed in the gigantic display

which will occupy the stage of

Grant Hall, Details will be an-

nounced shortly. Suffice it to

say that real waterfalls will be in

evidence, and the lighting effects

will be impressive.

In the main corridor guests will

see the panoramic display being

SCIENCE FORMAL
(Continued on page 6)
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begin to-

thc room
Professor : I won t

day's lecture until

settles down. „ f

Voice from the rear: Go home

and sleep it off. old man.

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from V.M.C.A.

TWEED
Blues - Greens

Browns

SUITS
Greys

22*50 24-50
•

Herringbones - Stripes

Donegal effects

SPORT COATS

$14.75 up

•

BIBBY'S
Where you buy with confidence

76-80-82-84 Princess St

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothcsShop

79 Princess St

THEATRE
LINE-UP

CAPITOL
To-da>

and Mr.

ipencer

Friday, Dr. Jehyll

will be showing.

Tracy, Ingrid Bergrnan,

until

Hyde

and Una Turner do the horrors in

the latest version of this R. L. Ste-

venson thriller, which is built on

ihe theory that man has two per-

sonalities, the good and the evil. Dr.

lekyll seeks a drug which will allow

him to know the remotest corner>

of man's mind, its sensations and

images a la Freud. The women in-

volved are lovely to look at, but

ihe fantastic elements in the movie

fail to cum in.. C. Aubrey Smith,

Donald Crisp and Ian Hunter help

•o support the female leads in this

fair feature. B
—R.R.M.

T I V O L

To-day only The Shepherd of

Ihe HUh with John Wayne, Harry

Carey and Betty Field, and Dick

Powell's Christmas in July with El-

len Drew, will be shown at the

Tivoli.

Wednesday and Thursday an air-

plane double One Night in Lisbon

with Fred MacMurray and Made-

leine Carroll, and Power Dive with

Richard Arlen, Jean Parker and

Roger Prior. These two plane pic-

tures add up to a good choice. B

—

O D E O N

And so it came to pass m the

land of Qticenz ...

But we are abandoning this

ponderous style to correct an er-

roneous impression instilled b)

our last writings in this column

concerning the Arts Formal.

First, we should like to state

Ui.it this column dues not attempt

;o express the premeditated

opinions of the Engineering So-

ciety nor does it attempt to

express the consensus of opinion

.f the Science students of this

university.

It has been brought to our at-

tention that some of our read-

ers have been taking our writ-

ings seriously and our remarks

about the Arts Formal have been

assumed to be justifiable criti-

cisms. This has resulted in the

formation of extremely inaccur-

ite opinions of the Arts Formal

which was very g'>od as we men-

tioned to the convener both be-

fore and after our last column

was written.

i Kir own personal opinion (and

we were present to see the entire

affair) was such that we were

Impelled to write up the proceed-

ings for publication under an-

other column-head only to have

it refused bv virtue of the "nc

post-mortcins on formal*'' policy

of the Journal.

We can, however, sre now how

our remarks were taken serious-

ly a- there was no other cover-

age of the Arts Formal in the

Journal to give the true picture

Of (he affair and thus the error

in taking our blatant obvious

deridhigs as serious was not ap-

parent.

We admit our lack of foresight

in. not seeing this result and

apologize to Mr. John Hamilton,

the convener, for creating the

wrong impression about his very

splendid formal.

We sincerely hope that this

will correct all wrong ideas we

may have stimulated in our last

column and take this opportunity

of complimenting the committee

in print on its very successful

formal.

The Steamshovelier.

. . . and when next these chisel-

lings shall record that which

hath come to pass among the

men of Scienz in the land of

Queenz in the city of Kin. much

shall be said of revels held in

the cavern of Pitt on the road

to Gan to the east by the men of

four three and four four.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St Phone 1772-W

OPEN ALLEYS

EVERY AFTERNOON
AT POPULAR

MATINEE PRICES

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St

Irene Dunne and Robert Mont-

gomery co-star in Universale new

version of the old triangle — Un-

finished Business. The story pre-

sents Miss Dunne as a small town

music teacher who comes to New
York in quest of an operatic career.

Enroute she meets and falls in love

with Preston Foster who is amused

but not enamored. However, she

does land a husband, and out of

the total population of greater New
York, it's Foster's younger bro-

ther. Robert Montgomery. You can

easily guess the rest.

In less capable hands wc shudder

m think of the result, but with three

ace performances by such top-flight

stars as these, the outcome is really

a fir-l rate film. No matter if the

plot has beeri hashed over half i

dozen times before, you won't mind

this is the best rehash yet, in fact

it's almost as good as new. Irene

Dunne gives a fine performance as

the small town girl who is swept

off her feet by the big city lights.

Tvnd establishes herself for a, cer-

taint) as one of Hollywood's best

actresses. Handsomely mounted,

and capably directed by Gregory

La Cava (Stage Door), Unfinished

Business is a good evening's enter-

tainment, B
—M.W.E.

The Bookshelf
CONDUCTED BV JOHN PAR KH ILL

Can You

FACE !

Can you face your mirror with

complete assurance that you will

be satisfied with what it tells

about your skin and complexion?

If not, pay a visit to our stores

and let us assist in the selection

of the preparations best suited

to your needs. Cold winds - - -

snow - - - sleet - - - steam

heated rooms all raise havoc

with your skin unless you defend

it against them.

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

BILTMORE
In /irritation to Happiness Irene

Dunne and Fred MacMurray de-

pict the life of a prize fighter and

his family. During his climb to

fame MacMurray becomes a Strang

er to his son, as he is separated

from Irene Dunne. He then tries

lo regain his son's confidence b

making a desperate bid for the

championship. He doesn't win the

fight, bul he does win his son's re-

spect. The family is finally re-

united.

Outpott of the \founties is an-

other very interesting story of the

Canadian north. Charles Starrett,

as a sergeant mountie, routs the

promoters of a fake trading com-

pany, and frees a framed man from

a murder charge.

BAROMETER RISING
BY HUGH MACLENNAN

Barometer Rising is a story of

the Halifax explosion of 1*317, ra-

her than a novel of Halifax in war

ime. as ihe jacket blurb declares.

This famous disaster is both the

pivot and the catastrophe of the

hook. Before it occurs, the plot

seems to lack unity, although there

is plenty of action, After the ex-

plosion, the book springs to life,

events move rapidly, Ihe characters

appear as they really are, and the

reader gets the impression of being

in several places at once.

The beginning of the book has

an air of mystery about it. We find

a man who has returned to Halifax

under a cloud of suspicion, and

seems to have no orthodox occupa-

tion. It soon becomes evident that

he is Neil Macrae, cousin of the

heroine, Penelope Wain, who is an

outstanding ship designer — and

in love win Neil. His attempts to

gain proof of his innocence and to

settle a score with Co'onei Wain

form the substance of the book till

the time of the explosion.

As far as the story of Barometer

Rising is concerned, the main effect

of the explosion is on Neil Mac-|

rae's character. When lie lias sur-'

vived this last, tremendous shock,

he finds himself, and manages to

pick up the broken pieces and try

to mend ihcm. As is so often the

case, this calamity proves a bless-

ing in disguise to the characters of

the story — Neil regains his self-

respect, and Penelope; Colonel
Wain, who appears as a disagree-

able hjpucrite throughout the hook,

is very conveniently killed.

The characters in the book are

skilfully drawn. The author seems

to be a student of human nature,

since these people all have very hu-

man weaknesses and virtues, and

although they are aTI quite indi-

vidual, one feels that the author is

looking at them too objectively. We
can admire most of them, but it is

very difficult to like any of them.

One seems to play the part of an

observer on the sidelines,

Penelope Wain, the heroine, is a

strange mixture of cold self-suffic

iency and overwhelming feeling

She seems far superior to Neil

Macrae, who commands our respect

only at the end of the book. One

character who stands out very

clearly is Angus Murray, the alco

holic doctor, who, despite his short

comings, wins our Tcspect and

sympathy, and at times seems

more desirable hero than Neil.

The description of the explosion

is the best feature of tbe book, and

is so well written that it oversha-

dows the characters. Afterwards,

the tempo of tbe book increases and

sweeps on to a satisfactory climax.

At no time in Barometer Rising

docs one find the book boring. If

the action seems to drag a little

in one or two spots, before the ex-

plosion, the reader feels that some-

thing will happen soon, and it in-

variably does. The book is worth-

while reading for the description of

the explosion alone, and It Is one

that should appeal to most readers.

Hugh Maclennan is a Nova Sco-

tian who went to Oxford, and then

Princeton. At present he is teach-

ing at Lower Canada College in

Montreal.

ATTENTION

QUEEN'S

STUDENTS

BbTNOW

YOUR

'WINTER

OVERCOAT
Buy it from

DOVER'S

where you are

assured of value

for the money you

spend. Overcoats

in Tweeds,
Fleeces and Wor-

steds and the ever

popular "Dover-

coat" elysians. In

Smart Raglans,

fitted dresscoats

and the new lester

model wing sleeve

—Sizes 34 to 46.

25-00

29-50

3S.OO

39.50

123 Princess St

Blood Donors

Students who have volun-

teered to act as blood don-

ors, and who have not yet

been called, are requested to

gc-t in touch with the Blood

Bank as soon as possible.

The telephone number is

5000.

This is because there has

been some difficulty in con-

tacting volunteers.

Billy's Been Through the Mills

Both pictures provide gripping

entertainment and intense interest

throughout. B
Coming Thursday, A Chump at

Oxfortl, with Stan Laurel and

Oliver Hardy, also Spawn of the

North, with George Raft, Henry

Fonda, and Dorothv Lamour.

—H.M.J.

He—I made an awful mistake

just how. 1 told a man I thought

the host was a stingy old bloke,

and it happened to be the host I

spoke to.

She—Oh. you mean my hus-

band.

Josephine, the Campus Queen,

says her boy friend must have

been doing a lot of hitch hiking

lately—he's all thumbs.

Hollywood—Bill Milts, genial

music director of tlie "Fibber

McGce and Molly" program on

the NBC-Red Network has given

tbe downbeat for more than 10,-

000 radio programs since he first

took the air in Chicago way back

in 1923. He has a record of four

years of musical directing on

"Fibber McGee and Molly" alone.

Since starting with the Fibber

and bis spouse, Billy has con-

fined his work chiefly to that

series.

There was a time in Chicago

not so long ago when Billy con-

ducted and supervised more than

25 programs a week. He made

his first broadcast from tbe o|d

Marigold Gardens in Chicago

when the radio was still called

the wireless. Bill still remem-

bers how, after that program was

over, his friends kept telephoning

him to report that they bad ac-

DR WALTER DAMROSCH
REACHES 80th YEAR

New York — Dr. Walter Dam-

rosch, dean of American conduct-

ors, who will observe his eightieth

birthday the end of this month, ob-

jects to any fuss or ceremony con-

nected with the day. He's too full

of life and vigor to think eighty is

worth celebrating.

However, the Doctor's opinions

to the contrary, the world of music

which he has so generously en-

riched over a span of more than

two generations believes differently

and will salute the man whose life

symbolizes a musical era in itself

with a special gala one-hour binh-

day broadcast over the Blue Net-

work.

"Justice Holmes didn't retire un-

til he was ninety," Dr. Damrosch

points out. "And let me tell yen,

I don't think much of this

business. I'm as young as I fed;

and that's very, very youthful."

In spite of his great contributions

to music, the conductor is eager to

do more. He wants to live to be 1

hundred, "just to see what America

is going to do with our music

"The world is such an ektitittf

place," he says, "1 wish I were only

50. I'd really like to have anott"' r

20 years, at least, to observe the

astounding changes now uiwer

way."
—N.B.C. News-

a pianist in the town theatre,

tti ally heard him.

Billy earned his way through

the University of Michigan ^
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7.5.5. TO HOLD CAMPUS TAG DAY
WAR

COMMENT
BY JIM LINDSAY fi

LUNA TARLO

Cheering news for all Canadians
came from Ottawa last week, at the

opening of the debate on the Speech
from the Thmne. Underlying Mr.
h tog s speech and those of the

Messrs. Hanson and Coldwell, Con-
servative and C.C.F. leaders re-

spectively, there was an agreement

on the main issues which the coun-

try now faces: an expanded war
effort tn meet (Ik- needs of the Far
Eastern, Russian, Libyan and Ca-
nadian (routs. The Prime Minister

stated that a free-will gift of one
billion dollars was to go to Britain

for the purchase of food and indus-

trial materials, and that the budget
for the coming year would take

$3,000,000,000 out of (lie national

income to accom plish (his purpose.

More strikiug, however, than the

question of budget was the an-

nouncement of the plebiscite to be

conducted on the "simple and
straight -forward question"

:

"Are you in favor of releasing

the Government from any obligation

arising out of any past commit-
ments restricting the methods of
raising men for the military ser-

vice?" I

The Government has rejected

the policy of calling another gen-
eral election, which could take place

only on the question of conscription,

and which would immobilize the

country and leave it without a Par
liament during the campaign and
voting period.. -The only other

course of action, the Prime Minis-

ter said, would have been to break

his previous pledges outright with-

out consulting the electorate: "To
proceed in any such arbitrary man-
ner, completely disregarding the

will of the people as expressed in

the past, or as it might be expressed

in the present" would meet with in-

tense opposition in Parliament, he

said.

Committee
While the Government has pro-

vided an effective solution to a dif-

ficult problem, it is meeting with

ome noisy opposition from the self-

styled Committee for Total War.
organized about three weeks ago

at the Royal York Hotel in To-
ronto. Paralleling the Right Hon.
Arthur Meighen's announcement
'hat he will stand for election to the

House of Commons in the South
Vork by-election on Feb. 9, the

' ommitlee recalls to mind a very

similar organization founded in To-
ronto by George McCulla'gb. editor

if the Globe and Mail, in 1939,

prior lo the outbreak of war, in

anticipation of a Federal election.

This was the Leadership League

'"if you'll be a good horse, I'll be

good jockey."). While few can

disagree with the demand of the
( tanmittee, in calling upon the

Government <° take the brakes off

'lie war effort, leadership, consist-

inE of long-standing political mal-
l "ntents, gives rise to tlie feeling

'hat it is not quite as disinterested

as it claims to be and that it is

merely being used for selfish poli-

tical ends.

Labor
Mr. Coldwell, C.C.F. leader in

"'e House, pointed to a number of

Pistiona wfciclt the Fnhn Minister

had not even touched upon. Me
ra'led for "real conscription of our

"^'erial and financial resources,"
a"d a ceiling on profits. He argued

WAR COMMENT
' (Continued on page 6)

Dr. Trotter Says

Disaster In Hawaii
Caused By Apathy

History Department Head
Speaks At Meeting

Of I.R.C.

"The disaster of Pearl Harbour
was the result of a national atti-

tude, of national assumptions of
invincibility which ran even deeper
than tlie French assumptions of the

impregnability of the Maginot
Line." declared Dr. R. G. Trotter,

head of the History Department
and widely-known authority in Ca-

nadian-American and British-Am-
erican affairs to a meeting of the

International Relations Club on
Tuesday evening.

Blow to Americans

The elements comprising such an
attitude included American inabil-

ity to conceive of the element of

surprise used by the Axis powers
and false security offered bv the

Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. A
further element was the gross un-

derestimation of Japanese audacity,

power and reserves.

The implications are that Pearl

Harbour is a greater disaster than

at first believed. The phrase "con-

siderable other damage" looms as

a portentous item in the Knox re-

port. As a result Japan has now
command of the Pacific Ocean and
China Seas.

Isolationist Attitude

Dr. Trotter dealt at some length

with the isolationist elements in the

United States. Such elements, along

with clever German propaganda

gave to Americans a feeling of false

security. Later isolation sentiment

acquiesced in the "defend America

by aiding the Allies" policy as it

was a policy of keeping America

out of war. Even today there is

an insistence that the American

landing at Ulster is the establish-

ment of awnher American outpost;

DR. TROTTER
(Continued on page 7)

Medical Freshman
Wins Photo Contest

DOROTHY WARDLE

President of the Alma Mater Society,
whp will introduce Dr. Watson Kirk-
connell to the student body at the
Alma Mater Society Lecture to be
held in Grant Hall tomorrow.

Dr. Kirkconnell

(Continued from page I)

tween II o'clock and 12 o'clock

Wednesday morning.

Dr. Kirkconnell. widely travel-

led in Europe, has studied all

Centra! European languages, cus-

toms and politics, and has a

knowledge of 34 different lang-

uages. He has translated poetry
from several European languages

into English. The University of

Debrecen in Hungary and The
Pen Club of Hungary have hon-
ored Dr. Kirkconnell for his con-

tribution to Hungarian literature.

In addition to being a translator,

he is a poet in his own right, hav-

ing written 15 volumes of poetry.

The subject of Dr. Kirkcon-

nell's lecture is *'So This Is Can-
ada." It is felt that the speaker,

because of his s.udy of the prob-

lems of the various racial groups

in Canada, will give an address

which should be of vital interest

to all students.

CHET MCLEAN

Vice-President of the A M. S. and
senior Meds representative, who will
move the vote of thanks to Dr. Wat-
son Kirkconnell at the Alma Mater
Society Lecture to be held in Grant
Hall tomorrow.

Speaker Surveys

St. Lawrence Plan

Stresses Power As Being
Major Factor

The final and most "successful

Campus Life Photo Contest is over.

Almost twenty-five hopeful camera

(tends entered the contest, and ac-

cording to the Editor of-the Tri-

color, the task of choosing a winner

was very difficult..

Winners

The grand prize this week went

to Cliff Bracken of Meds '47 who
entered a campus picture of the

Meds Freshman year. Consolation

prizes went to Barbara MacMur-
ra>, Marjorie Ellison, Elizabeth

Ronham, Doug Wilson and T. B.

Crawley.

All the photo contests have been

successful and the Tricolor editor

wishes to thank the students who

have cooperated in making this sec-

tion of *Jie Tricolor bigger and

better.

Medical Formal

The editor is very anxious to pro-

cure pictures of the Medical At

Home, showing, if possible, groups

of medical students.

It is hoped that the Tricolor witi

be ready to go to press before the

end -of the month. Therefore, it is

necessary that all orders for the

magazine be in by the middle of the

month so that the hook will be

available to the students in March.

Europe's Heart Still Beats

Czechoslovakia is the heart of

Europe, and ope of Hitler's

worthy predecessors, Bismarck,

said that, without holding Bo-

hemia, no one can be master of

Europe. Today the heart of

Europe is held by Hitler ; ami

it is up to us to take it away from

him. It will be done. I have al-

ways tried to be a citizen of

Europe, and today I am that

'more than ever before. The suf-

fering of all the occupied coun-

tries is as close to me as that

of my own people. The terrible

idea of hostages; the unspeak-

able reintroduction of Ghettos

the indiscriminate killing of mil

lions of innocent people—all that

makes a terrible kalcidescope.

(Jan Masaryk, in "Radio

Ncwsreel")

BY SI. W. FARKLLL

"Inside the next six months you

will see some kind of modified

scheme under which you will de-

velop power and shelve, until after

the war, the navigation scheme,"

was the belief expressed by Profes-

sor J. L. McDougall in his address

to the Commerce Club on the St.

Lawrence Waterways Project, last

Wednesday.

Power

The speaker had made a careful

study of the economic aspects of

the proposal and set forth his views

on the effects of the plan as re-

gards Great Lakes navigation and

electrical power. Professor McDon-
gall emphasized the imprtance of

power rather than navigation and

*aid the advantages to the country

would lie in that direction.

He said that the advantages to

trade, in deepening the Upper St.

Lawrence Canal to 25 feet from

the present 14-foot channel, were

somewhat doubtful. While the traf-

fic on tlie Upper Great Lakes

iron ore and wheat has been quite

heavy, there has never been a great

volume of shipping on Lake On-

tario and the Upper St. Lawrence

ST. LAWRENCE PLAN
(Continued on page 6)

Arts Concursus

The second court of the

Arts Concursus will be held

on Thursday at 7.15 p.m.

All Ereshmen must attend.

Summonses will be in the

mail on Tuesday or Wed-
nesday. All names will be

called both between 7-9 and
9-11, so that those who have

C.O.T.C. will come either

before or after their drill.

McGill Professor

Addresses Miners

Dr. W. G. McBride Speaks
At Banquet

Last Friday evening. Prof. W.
G. McBride of McGill University

addressed the Mining and Metal-

lurgical Society at their Annual
Banquet, held in Grant Hall. His

address dealt with the problems

that face the undergraduate in

this war.

C.O.T.C. Parades
To Church Service

Bruce Scholarships

The Senate o.f the Uni-

versity has awarded Robert

Bruce Scholarships, of the

value of $25 each, on the

basis of December examin-

ations as follows:

Faculty of Arts—Heloise

Goodwin.

Faculty of Applied

Science—Donald Craig.

Faculty of Medicine- -A.

P. Brown.

dy w. S. u \CnONAM)

The Queen's University Contin-

gent of the Canadian Officers'

Training Corps attended morning

services on Sunday, iFebruary 1.

The Protestant members of the

regiment paraded to G"-ant Hall

under Lt.-Col. R. O. Ear. the Ca-

tholic men attended St, M: rv's Ca-

thedral under command c
'

2, Lt.

D. J. C. Casey, and those of the

Hebrew faith paraded to .Israel

Synagogue under command of

CS.M. G. Clemau.

Fornp'ng up on the south caMpus

sharp at 9.10 a.m., the largest 'sec-

tion filed into Grant Hall, fillirg it

to near capacity. Major the 'Aev.

Harry B. Clarke. M.C., D.D.. R.-gi-

menrd Chaplain, and Major the fc'ev.

L D. Mackenzie-Naugbton. MIA.,

D.D.. Chaplain of ilie P.W.OJR..

officiated. Dr. F. L. Harrisun, 1
>i-

C.O.T.C. PARADE
(Continued on page 7)

McGill and Queen's

Prof. McBride opened his ad-

dress hy emphasizing the many
ties which existed between Mc-
Gill University and Queen's

—

the parallel growth of the Science

Faculties in the two universities,

the advantages of a -mall faculty,

the rivalry in sports hi which

Queen's proved its superiority tn

rugby and McGill in hockey and
the fact that graduates from both

universities served on each

other's staff.

As president of the C.I.M.M

he drew the attention of the grad

uaiing year to the proposed

amendments in the C.I.M.M, by.

laws. Formerly the members of

Queen's M. & M. Society who
are classed as Affiliated Student

Members, upon graduation had

to make a formal application to

enroll in the C.I.M.M. again, thi

time as Student Members. In the

proposed amendment an Affiliat-

ed Student Member, upon gradu-

ation will be automatically en-

rolled as a Junior Member for a

period of three years, thus elimin-

ating the formal application

which a few neglect to make.

Prof. McBride stressed the value

of membership in the C.I.M.M.

—

not only from the "Bulletin" but

from the pleasant and invaluable

contacts with members at the

periodic meetings of the many
branches.

Students and War
Turning towards the problems

facing the student in war time he

pointed out how bard it was for

the student, with the armed

forces and industry both saying

they needed men. to decide where

he would be of most service to

his country. Prof. McBride
strongly recommended the under-

graduate to finish hi: studies be-

fiire considering any other plan.

The specialized training that the

student acquires through his

course should be put to its full

advantage he said, and that the

Wartime Bureau of Technical

Personnel now in formation

would help to rectify the problem

so that no effort in this war

would be wasted.

Proceeds Will Go
j

Toward Education

Of War Prisoners

To Procure Books, Tuition
For Ex-Students

In Camps

Prof. McBride continued by

-aying that there is a large field

of work in both mining and metal-

lurgy. The varied training which

is provided within the field oi

On Wednesday, February 11, the

International Student Service will

hold a tag day on the campus. The
proceeds from the day's sales will

go to provide students now in pri-

son camps with hooks and tuition.

Prisoners of War
The I.S.S., an international or-

ganization, is providing the means

whereby many British and Cana-

dian students in German prisoner-

of-war camps may continue their

studies. There are many German
refugees now in camps in Canada,

who were interned in England dur-

ing the fifth-column scare. For the

most part, these men are anti-Nazis

who had fled Germany shortly be-

fore the war began. These men are

being given an opportunity, through

the work of the I. S. S., to take

courses extramurallv from Queens'

and McGill.

In China, where educated leaders

are scarce, students work under

severe hardships. The I.S.S. has

helped to feed and clothe these stu-,

dents, enabling them to take advan-

tage of the free tuition offered by

the government.

In a statement to the Journal,

the local executive of the I.S.S.

stated that Queen's students recog-

nise the value of higher education,

and should readily accept the re-

sponsibility of helping fellow stu-

dents who are in less fortunate

circumstances.

Weep for the Italians

T am not one of those who
think that the Italians should be

laughed at. On the contrary, I

think tHey are a subject for tears

rather than ridicule. For here are

an intelligent, humane, and kind-

ly people being butchered to make
a German holiday. You may con-

sider that it serves them right

for having accepted Mussolini.

But they are not so much to

blame. Italy was very sick in

1922. She then took a dose of

Mussolini, because he seemed to

be a necessary tonic. Unfor-

tunately she took an overdose.

\n overdose of a tonic is poison.

-(Colin Coote, "Pity the Poor

Italians").

Sc. '43 Raffle

The Science Juniors rais-

ed $22 last week for War
Savings Certificates. " The
winners of the draw for cer-

tificates were : V. Sirois,

A. Berlin, A. Sobering, V.

Becbaz, E. Arnott.

the miner or metallurgist equips

him to be more adaptable and

versatile, ready to incut any un-

expected situation arising in life.

In closing, be mentioned the

pleasure he had had through his

contacts with both the graduate

and the undergraduate. Prof. E.

L. Bruce thanked the speaker for

his fine address. This was echoed

by Doug Sullivan who in bring-

ing the banquet to a close com-
mented upon the fine quality of

both the meal and the speaker's

address and thanked the convener

for his trouble.
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Thoughts on Conscription

Wc have always deemed it a vital part of the duty of the

Journal to help direct the thinking of the student body. With this

in view, we have tried to discuss fairly and without malice, a great

many questions of local and national interest. Some problems

merit more consideration than other-., and this, too, we have tried

to take into account.

The one big question with which we have not yet grappled,

except in part, is that of conscription. The reason, in all sin-

cerity has been not so much lack of courage as lack of con-

viction. Even now, we say quite frankly, that we are not sure

where we stand. But we feel that particularly at this time, some

discussion of the issues involved may be worthwhile, even though

no definite conclusions be reached.

It has been a source of regret to us, over the period of the

past two weeks, that some newspapers and some politicians who

Official Notices

Examination Time-Table

Faculty of Arts

The attention of students in the

Faculty of Arts is called to the first

draft ot" the April examination time-

table. Errors or omissions should

be reported at once to the Regis-

trar.

'/"/!,

should know better, have seen fit to indulge in a most undignified

name-calling campaign directed against the Prime Minister of

Canada, the Right Honorable W. L. Mackenzie King. We believe

it is a credit to the students of Queen's that, even in private dis-

cussion, they have not joined in that campaign. If the university

can do nothing more than teach its students to disagree con-

scientiously and rationally but without personal rancor, then it

does not exist in vain.

That is not to say that this paper agrees with all of the actions

of the Prime Minister _or his government. We do not. But we

do feel that Mr. King has done a better job than most people give

him credit for, and that calling bis actions "dastardly" or "coward-

ly" can serve no useful purpose. It is quite true that he lacks fire

and glamor and that great quality of inspiring men, which is

possessed by Mr. Churchill and Mr. Roosevelt, but even so, we

fail at the moment to see any better man for his job.

A great furore has been raised by the decision of the govern-

ment to take a plebiscite on the issue of conscription for over-

seas service. Many persons say that this is a political dodge on

Mr. King's part, that it is a way for him to get out from under.

It is contended that the government should lead without fear or

favor, that Canada will lose face in the eyes of the world.

All of this is highly controversial matter. But the mere fact

that controversy exists would seem to indicate that there are some

points on both sides. We cannot help remembering that many of

those who scream the loudest for "Total War," only too re-

cently jumped off the King bandwagon to do so ; nor can we
forget that the government—in a wartime election—swept to

power on a platform of "no conscription for overseas service." We
cannot see that it is violating its own integrity if it comes before

the people to ask them— the true sovereigns— either to confirm

it in that pledge or to free its hands for further action. Certainly

it will be a fairer decision than would be the accession to certain

articulate well-organized groups which may or may not repre-

sent the majority of the people. Such groups do not seem to realize

that, by their stirring up of public controversy and political

hatred, they may have had more than a little to do with the gov

ernment's decision to take this matter to the people.

No one for one moment questions the wisdom of selective

service in some form. Our laws already provide for it, in every

thing except conscription for overseas, and it is already in force

in a modified way in this country. But, as to that latter point, we
honestly do not know what to think.

It must never be forgotten that, for better or for worse
conscription is, and has been for over twenty years, a political

issue in Canada. It came perilously close—closer than most people

realize—to splitting the Dominion during the last war. Since

then, the very word has brought nightmares to many a Canadian
statesman\

tlexander MacLachlan Peace

Prise, 930

The Alexander MacLachlan

Peace Prize has been established

by the MacLachlan family in mcm-

of Alexander MacLachlan. for-

mer President of International Col-

lege, Smyrna, who throughout his

life worked for better understand-

ing among nations.

Conditions of Award

1. The Alexander MacLachlan

Peace Prize of the value of $30,

is offered annually for the best es-

say, of 3.000 words, on the subject

•'Promotion of Enduring World
peace." The Prize is open to all

undergraduates of Queen's Univer-

sity, both intramural and extra-

mural.

2. The essay must be clearly writ-

ten or typewritten ; and must be

sent in to the Registrar's Office not

ater than March 31st, accompanied

by a statement signed by the candi-

date that the essay is the result of

his own reading, thinking and dis-

cussion, and that he has not been

ssisted by other persons in writ-

ing it.

PEACE PfiIZE
So Near And Yet-

The Alexander MacLachlan

Peace Prize, the conditions of

which are announced in this issue

of the Journal, deserves special

comment. Dr. Alexander Mac-

Lachlan. a graduate in Arts and

an honorary graduate in Divinity

of Queen's University, had an un-

usually rich record of service in

the.Near East. The International

College at Smyrna is a monu-

ment to his enthusiasm and ad-

ministrative ability. Through it

he established relationships with

the Government and people of

Turkey which stand in good

stead today, when the ties be-

.ween Turkey and the English

peaking peoples arc vital factors

in the present campaign. No

more fitting memorial to Dr.

MacLachlan could have been es-

tablished than that which his

widow and family gave to Queen's

in his honor. Year after year

students will give thought to the

way in which that form of peace

may ultimately be achieved in

the world which will not carry

with it the seeds of later conflict.

It is not enough to say that the

way has not been found in the

past, and that therefore it can-

not be found in the days to come.

It will not be found unless men

and women of good will give

their best thought to the difficul-

I have just spent a few hours

w ith ;\ Belgian who was associat-

ed with the secret organization

which distributed the free news-

papers. Many a time Nazi

soldiers, without their knowledge,

served as distributing agents. He

handed parcels containing copies

of "La Libre Belgique" to a Ger-

man officer who lived near him,

who, ignoring the contents of the

packages, passed them on. An-

other lime two Gestapo agents

broke into his house to search

it. One hundred copies^ of "La

Libre Belgique" were under a

cushion in a chair he invited one

of them to sit in.— (Arthur Waut-

ers on "Free Press of Belgium*"!.

National Research Council Fellow-

ships, Studentships, Bursaries and

Special Scholarships, 1042

Bursaries of the value of $250

will he open to award to applicants

who have graduated with high dis-

tinction in scientific study.

Studentships of the value of $650

will be open to award to applicants

who have bad experience in re-

search work in science for at least

one year following graduation.

Fellowships of the value of $750

11 be open to award to applicants

who have given distinct evidence of

capacity to conduct independent re-

search in science.

Special Scholarships tenable at

the Laboratories of the National

Research Council in Ottawa, in cer-

tain fields in which these labora-

tories possess special equipment for

research work which is not avail-

able at Canadian Universities, may
be awarded as follows

:

Four Post-Graduate Scholarships

of the value of $750, tenable for

twelve months will be open to

award to applicants who have to

their credit at least one year of

post-graduate wo/k leading to a

Master's degree or equivalent, and

whose applications are app-.oved by

a Canadian university. Although

other departments of science are

not excluded, applications in the

field of Engineering will receive

preferred consideration.

He: What would you do if I

kissed you?

She: I never meet an emer-

gency before it arises.

He: And what if one arises?

She: I'd meet it face to face.

ties that have to be met and

solved. It is hoped that many of

our students will present essays

in this competition.

(Signed) R. C. Wallace.

C.O.T.C.
MEMORANDA

(a) The following memoran-

dum from the Appendix to Pt. I

Orders for the week 20-25 Oct.

1941 is re-published- for informa-

tion :

"The University requires mem-

bers of the Contingent who are

qualified for commissions to take

annual training to a minimum of

64 hrs. This training consists of

the weekly practical training

.

periods, annual inspection and

such lectures as may be arrang-

ed." I

The lectures above referred to

do not include the course in Sylla-

bus "A".

(b) A fountain pen has been

found at the rifle range. Owner

may recover same by identifying

property at the Orderly Room.

Bob—Were you ever bent on a

certain girl?

Harry—No, but I've been broke

on lots of them.

Our

business

idvertisers want YOUR
—patronize them.

The Post-Doctorate Scholarships

of the value of $1,000, tenable for

twelve months, will be open to

award to applicants who, having

completed their work for the Ph.D

degree, desire to profit from the

experience to be gained in the la

boratories of the National Research

Council, before going into industrial

or other work.

Travelling Allowance— Grantees

who have to travel 300 miles or

more may, at the discretion of the

Council, be granted an allowance

toward travelling expenses. Such

travel grants shall be based on the

distance between the point where

the award is tenable and the point

where a grantee was located during

the preceding year.

Qualifications required are de-

tailed in the regulations governing

awards. Applications should be

strictly confined to candidates with

outstanding records, buiti in their

undergraduate and post-graduate

courses.

Mart-h First is the final date on

wKai applications may be mailed.

Application Forms and copies of

the regulations governing Bursaries,

Studentships and Fellowships, and

separate regulations governing the

Special Scholarships, may be ob-

tained from the Registrar of your

University. Mail applications direct

to "The Secretary-Treasurer, Na-

tional Research Council, Ottawa."

(

Don't Miss Them
In these days, students are well-nigh overwhelmed with

extra-curricular activities of varying quality and appeal. But we
feel that this week two events are taking place which no one

can afford to miss—the A.M.S. Lecture to be given in Grant Hall
There are obviously, both advantages and disadvantages to tomorrow morning by Doctor Watson Kirkconnell of McMaster

such a measure. But, often as it has been said, and often as it

has been denied, we cannot but feel that the crucial point in the
whole situation is still the reaction of Canada's French-Canadian
population, and this, the plebiscite should reveal.

If there were no opposition, it seems scarely likely that the
government would be going to all this trouble. If the opposition
is very small, then the government will be free to go on in what-
ever way it deems wisest. But, if the enactment of conscription
for overseas service is likely to cause a really serious rupture inside
this country, then the game is not worth the candle.

What the answer is, we arc not sufficiently well-informed
to know. But we do feel that it is important that every student
think about the question and try to reach some intelligent con-
clusion. And, above all, let us be rational and refrain from useless
mud -slinging.

University, and the Queen's Glee Club presentation of the

Gilbert and Sullivan operetta The Pirates of Penzance.

Doctor Kirkconnell is one of the finest scholars and lecturers

in Canada. He is particularly well-informed in the ways and

customs of the numerous European groups within the country, and

his lecture promises to be both interesting and entertaining. This

fupction is sponsored by the students for the students, and

all classes will be called at eleven o'clock in order that no one

need miss it.

The other event of the week is the operetta to be presented in

K. C.Y.I, auditorium tonight and tomorrow night. This is the

first time in many years that the students have undertaken such a

pretentious musical production, and all indications point to an

outstanding success. We trust it may receive the support it de-

serves from the student body.

W THE DISCUS rWtOWM COULD TAUt—

*Tb flohs lo ftrow thk thing away and have a Sw**t Cap5

SWEET CAPORAL CIGARETTES fl

"Tbt purest form in which tobacco earn bt tmoked* W

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Slide

Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used Book

Exchange is at your Disposal.

*

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
Kingston Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

STUDENTS
Helens jQarttn's Scanty S-alon

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly ot Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHCR

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portrait* and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 2tl«

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE

RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE HACCISCN STUDIC
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

We supply everything — Make your appointment no*

for portraits and groups

92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones: 676 - 620
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Combines Earn Hard Victory
In Senior Series On Saturday

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

Overcome Hamilton Majors
To Near Entrance

To Playoffs

Count Is 6-5

BY DUKC DAVIDSON
A hard-fighting, never-say-die

Combines hockey team defeated
the classy Hamilton Majors 6-5
in a Senior O.H.A. game on Sat-
urday night ;it the local ice-

palace.

The locals needed the win to
near entrance to a playoff spot,
but they had to fight all the way
to get it. Two goals down in the
first period, they fought back
savagely to bring home the bacon.

Shillington and Brady each
punched home an early tally for
the visitors. Carr-Harris- tallied

for Kingston two minutes later,

but this was nullified by Runnion,
who scored a few minutes after.

Starting the second period at

long odds, the locals came out
battling. They set a torrid pace
that broke up every Hamilton
play before it got started, and in-

to the bargain, rang up four goals
for themselves.

Doing the seemingly impos-
sible, they kept up the same
blazing tempo in the final frame.
In this chapter Hamilton rallied

strongly to outscore the Lime-
stoners two to one, leaving the
final score 6-5 for the Combines.
The game was fast and furious

throughout, with Brady and Shil-

lington starring, and getting two
goals apiece, and Runnion also
shining for the visitors. Por
Kingston Norv Williamson and
Lano* were outstanding, each
denting the twine twice. Bob
Neilson and Carr-Harris rang up
the other two counters. Ail the
Combines team shone, but "Pug"
Young, Murphy, and the two
Williamsons were sensational.

NOHV WILLIAMSON
who accounted for two Combine goats
in their win againtt Hamilton.

RINGSIDE
REFEREE
BY HOLY BARNSLEY

The number of entries in last

year's B. & W. Intramurals

might well be exceeded by those

expected this year, The deadline

is February 14. with the elimina-

tions to follow immediately after

the entry list is closed.

It should again be emphasized

that these bouts are truly for the

novice and the inexperienced

man. Perhaps more so than

any other year the newcomer
stands an excellent chance of

picking up a title. This is due

to the absence of such headlincrs

as Neil Bell, Dave Tuppcr, Jim

Hume, Russ Kenned) and many
others who have since graduated

or enlisted with the armed forces.

With such an open field many
new champions should be crown-
ed before the end of the month
arrives.

Any timid beginners art- urged

*o contact the senior members of

'he B. & W. if they desire any
advice or assistance. Just

around to the gym most
evening about 5 o'clock.

Intermediates Win
At R.M.C.,32-29

Combines Clinch First Place
In Close Victory

The Combines Basketball team
firmly entrenched themselves in

first place in the Intermediate City

League, whipping the R.M.C. Red-
men on their own floor by a 32-29

score.

The highly favored locals had to

depend on their accurate foul-shoot-

ing to return the victor as the

clumsier Redmeu committed 14

fouls. Again it was a case of keep-

ing Winslow, the hjgh scoring Ca-

det forward, under control, but he

was top man on the Red and While

attack with 12 points.

"Shorty" McLcllan again led the

Combines, with 10 points, while

Newman, with 9, and Rosentzveig,
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SPORTS

CNCE OVER LIGHTLY
ILL LEMMON

Dear Mom:

troupe that invades the K.G.H. for a week-end vacation. It all begin bymy spying a discarded king^ized joy-weed reposing on the sidewalk.
Naturally with no one about, I seiaed upon the opportunity to partake inCanada b salvage campaign. Heading earthward I heard an unmistakable
rip and tt> cover my embarrassment, I returned vertically in a hurry. At
least I tried until nature intervened in the form of Guy Lumbago playingon my back and not my slack.

,„,\t
Ped m? WSy ta*° *e G"asy Spoon hoDin E that a Bromo would

straighten me up but to no avail. Thus I found myself between the sheets
blonde nurse on one hand and a brunette on the other and a doc

.-ith

on my chest poring some of Lazonga's hot chocolate down the hatch •

JT* "J*"?
lMiS ra

f ,'V
he Bad Ulc 0( a medico "amed Tommy

nWkJj - X a 'd ?' 3
r
mt

?
f fabncatl°n tried to slip through the night

h£ untfn,?! ^ °{ *
-L
OUrnaI co,laborati°n- The^ sad tale ends with

wfDi™ a ti u
my

.

dooT-*° «« niKl" ™™ later informed mewiping the blood off her scissors.

D ] i.v
S
h!M

,,

lrf.h
BCt in,V^ l

f
re m

!
abo"t Playing ball with her and she wouldplay ball with rat Thinking that ebe wasn't too bad a sport after all Igot out my catcher s mitt and started to oil it up waiting for her to bring

a ball and her glove. My, these girls can give you the nicest smiles in asarcastic sort of way.
Moments later the assistant supervisor entered, started a double ornothing quiz on my visitors and ended up by saying I wasn't playine thegame. I told her about me having my mitt all ready to play with thenurse but she got mad and walked out—so did the supervisor. Gee Mom.what did I do wrong?
Of course I had a little difficulty with the iron boUer they placed overmy back to drive the miseries out of my bones. It juat wouldn't stay putand kept toppling over on me. The nice sympathetic nurse would then

h*",Wnd
.

"y wVmB a
c
hot time of " 1 see " 1 beBan to sputter

beneath the burning inferno. She then muttered, "Well you don't have tobum up about it. So I just turned over and told her to toast me on theother side.

Then came the day of my departure and when I told one of the 95pounders that I was going she said "Goodbye" but I didn't like the way
she put the accent on the first half of the word. But IT1 have to tell the
Sports Editor to give the gals the Hats Off of the Week for being able

ewen al Bix ta 1116 morning.

.i-.l^u
1 8UeM 1 had be,ter dost! now

-
Mom

- as I have to go down street
with the boys and try out the new B,-ued Root Beer.

s PHILPOTT.
The Jock Harty Arena has been a plague to all visiting teams this

season, except St. Catharines, as Hamilton was the latest to feel the Com-
bines vengeance on Saturday night.

The locals need one more win from the lowly Port Colbome five to
place them in the playoffs. The third and fourth playoff spots are still very
much vied for by Niagara Falls, Toronto and Kingston. Another four-point
victory would settle all difficulties as far as the Limestoners are con-
cerned.

Although it would hardly be fair to throw out orchids prematurely we
think it only right to toss a few at "Pug" Young and "Guy" Roche for
their strengthening of the weak Kingston defence. At the beginning of the
year the rearguard division looked like a punctured sieve but since the
arrival of these two members of the Armed Forces the team has started
to click in all departments. These are probably the defencemen WaUy Elmer
pulled out of his Christmas stocking.

SKI SLANTS

also went well.

Combines: Hitsman, 1 ; Newman,
9; Coburn, 0; Simon, 0; McXollan,

10; Drysdale, 4; Rosentzveig, 5;

Graham, 0; Edwards, 3; total, 32.

R.M.C: Hughson, 5; Sills, 0:

Frost, 2; Boyd, 4 ; Hassard. 2; Ed-

ward, 0; Rourke, 0; Sinclair, 2;

Kirk, 2; Winslow. 12; total, 29.

Half-time — 19-13.

pop

any

Hockey Schedule

Tuesday—Meds '42 vs Arts '43

2-3 p.m.

Thursday—Arts '45 vs Sc. '45

2-3 p.m.

Friday—Arts '44 vs Meds '44

"-4-5 p.m.

Intramural Basketball

Arts and Science split even

in their Intramural games last

week as the schedule entered its

final round.

Sc. '45 took final yar Science

into camp by a 22-16 score while

Sc. '43 were trimming Sc. '44,

34-10.

Art- entered the picture in the

middle of the week as the Arts

Frosh defeated Meds '44 by a

25-17 count ; Arts '44 under a new

manager, topped Meds '46 in the

closest game of the week 17-14

and Arts '42 walloped Sc. '45,

38-27.

Sc. '44 completed the Engin-

eers' wins by whitewashing Arts

'43 with a 9-0 victory.

Basketball Practice

The Intermediates will play a

practice game with K.C.V.I. to-

day from 5-6 p.m.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

As if pitiful weather was not

discouraging enough this past

month, along comes the news
that no buses can be chartered

hereafter for pleasure—positively.

The crushing blow really hit

when Sunday dawned soft and

snowy and cold — no ski trip.

Skiers went off on their own
steam nevertheless, and apparent-

ly had a great day—coming in

with purplish faces and aching

backs. The snow was satiny and

the air crisp, and so begins Feb-

ruary—just right, after the I-

smell-spring weather of January.

One thing that is certain is

that the St. Adele trip is from

February 27 to March 2nd. leav-

ing and returning under cover of

night ! This will tie well publi-

cized in the near future. ""It is

certainly to be hoped that every-

one intending to come along in-

to the Laurnetians, has signed

up. If not, nothing can be done

now unfortunately; The poor

left-overs will have to sit home
and knit, and 'then get all the

gossip and details later.

Ways and means of having

ski excursions are being looked

into. Any inspired suggestions

would be appreciated. Shangri-

la must be reached somehow

—

and not by walking. Ask Bob
1

1
num. hi.

I about the St. Adele

trip particulars and keep an eye

glued to news about your favorite

sport. There is bound to be

something "cooking," even if it

hasn't reached the boiling stage.

Sailor Pucksters
Play Here Friday

Arrangements have been com-

pleted by the Kingston Hockey
Club to bring the Port Colbome . cause

Garrison Quintet Takes Gaels

In 42-39 Victory Saturday Night

PAUL AUBREY
who has turned out for the Inter

mediate basketball team and will be
seen in action Wednesday night
against A.CO.C. at 9.1S.

JUNIORS STILL HOT;
DOWN Y.M.C.A. 66-30

team here for their final encount-

er on Friday night.

The game was previously

scheduled as a Port Colhorne

home game, but due to the in-

terest Ideally in the game it was
decided by the Port Colhorne

management that they would do
better financially by switching

the game to Kingston.

By winning this game Kings

ton is assured a fourth and pos

sibly a third spot in the playoffs

and should play to a sell - out

crowd.

Coach Edwards' Junior squad
continued on their merry way in

the Junior City Basketball League
by rolling over the Y.M.C.A. by a

top-heavy 66-30 score.

As in previous encounters, the

Tricolor lost little time in setting

the pace and continued to rack up
the points in a systematic manner.

The "Y" presented a better than

average quintet but they were no

match for the speedier, sharp-shoot-

ing Gaels. Queen's led 34-9 at half-

time.

McDonell kept up his blistering

point-gathering pace with 20 points,

followed closely by Mackay with

15 and Griffin with 10 for the

Gaels. Gray and Berezin also stood

out.

Herby Lawlor was the big gun
for the "Y," with 16 counters, but

lacked a scoring mate to aid the

-1. Foss, Burns and Percy

Tricolor Fails To Click

Shooting, Passing
Near Basket

Drysdale Shines

In

The Queen's Intermediates ran

into a snag in their bid for the

F..O.B.A. Championship when they

bowed to a fighting Garrison squad

on Saturday night by a 42-39 score.

The Garrison was forced to play

without any substitutions and richly

deserved the win on the night's

play. The Tricolor could not seem

to click under the basket and lost

the game through poor shooting

and foul tossing. Drysdale, a for-

mer McGill star, led the Garrison

to victory with 13 points, while

Sharpe, ex-K.C.V.I. hoopster, tack-

ed up ten counters.

High Scorers

Woods matched Drysdale in the

scoring department with 13 for

Queen's, while Munroe was the

only other Tricolor scorer to reach

the two-figure bracket, with 1

1

points.

Scores

Garrison FG FS PF T
Dunn 2

Sharpe 4
Drysdale 6

Harrington 2

Crunim 4

Queen's

Woods 6 1

Sweet 2 0
Munroe 5 I

42

FG FS PF T

Basketball Schedule

Tuesday—Sc. "42 vs Arts '45

6-7 p.m.

Wednesday, Arts

43—6-7 p.m.

Thursday—Meds '44

42—6-7 p.m.

Friday—Meds '46 vs

—5-6 p.m.

'44 vs Sc.

Arts

Arts '43

went well for the Kingston squad

Queen's: Mackay, 15; Cornett,

5; Berezin. 6; Griffin. 10; Heaps.

4; Cove, 2; McDonell, 20; Gray,

4; Betcherman. 0; Pataran. *;

total, 66.

Y.M.C.A.: Lawler, 1 ; Gelly, 2;

Percy. 1; Bill, 0; Burns. 4; Foss,

H., 7 ;
Foss, C, 0 ; Warmington, 0

;

total. 30.

Half-lime score — 34-9.

Follies Practices

Girls—Thursday. 9.00 p.m.

Girls—Saturday, 2.00 p.m.

Boys—Every night at 11.00

p.m.

Bowling Schedule

Fehruary 2—7:

Sc. '45 No. 3 vs Sc. '-*4 No. 2.

Meds '44 No. 5 vs. Sc. '43 No. 2

Arts '45 vs Sc. '44 No. 7.

Sc. '42 vs Meds '44 No. 4.

Sc. "43 No. 1 vs. Sc. '44 No. 6.

Meds '46 vs Sec. '45 No. 4.

Sc. *45 No. 5 vs Meds '44 No. 6.

Sc. '45 No. 1 vs Sc. '44 No. 3.

Meds '44 No. 3 vs Sc. '45 No. 2.

Meds "44 vs Arts '44 No. 2.

I wish I had a kangaroo,

I wouldn't mind his prances:

I'd have some place to put the

things

My girl friend brings to dances.

Intramural Hockey

It was all Science in the In-

tramural hockey league last week
as they won every one of their

games.

Sc. '43 whipped Meds '42

an upset victory while Sc. '42

scored six counters to two for

Arts '43. Sc. '44 continued their

winning ways with a 5-2 over

Meds '44

Sc. '44 won their second game
of the week when they over-

whelmed their luckless Frosh 3-1.

Sc. '42 also won their second

game when they outfought Arts
'42 in a thrilling 4-3 win.

Whillans 2

Roth .2
McLellan 0

Aubrey I

,

Beswick 0

A.CO.C. BASKETEERS
WILL PLAY GAEL FIVE

The Queen's Intermediates re-

turn to the basketball wars to-

morrow night at 9 p.m. when

they tackle the Aluminum Plant

quintet at the gym.

The Tricolor are still smarting

from their poor display last Sat-

urday night against the Garrison

and are out for a much-needed

victory.

Winless

The Aluminum Plant have yet

to enter the win column but have

been improving on each outing.

The Gaels feel that they were

way off the beam last game and

should be fighting from the first

toss up.

She (sarcastically, to stranger

at same restaurant table): I hope

you won't mina my eating while

you smoke-

College Joe : Certainty not,

lady, so long ai I can hear the

orchestra.

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN K. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Cor— icutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Ev«ry

Description
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in the

MUSIC ROOM

Tuesday, February 3:

Beethoven—Symphony No. 5.

Grieg—Concerto for Piano.

Wednesday, February 4:

Mozart—Concerto for Bassoon

and orchestra.

Beethoven—Trio for piano,

violin and violincelio.

Thursday, February 5:

Stravinsky—The Fire Bird.

Strauss—Wal Izes

.

Tchaikowski— Waltz of the

Flowers,

Friday, February 6:

Beethoven—Symphony No. 6.

Chopin— Ballade in A Major.

Chopin—Sonata in B Minor,

Debussy—Afternoon of a

Fawn. *$
I >ebu$sy—The Engulfed

Cathedral.

War Comment

(Continued from page 3)

that the ".representatives of farmers

and of labor" should be given ade-

quate control in the direction of the

war effort. It is important to note,

that on the production side labor

ha* in a number of cases already

taken upon itself the task of ex-

panding output and helping to train

new personnel for industry. The
Aircraft Lodge in Montreal (one

of whose members spoke at Queen's

last term) has presented plans to

the Government and emplovers for

increased output of planes and
these have been accepted in prin-

ciple. The Canadian Seamen's Un-
ion is calling for the training of

thousands of new men for lake and
coastal shipping to meet the short-

age imposed by the war, Thev
claim that the Government's train-

ing schools at Kingston, Brockville

and Prescott arc a forward step

but that many more men will be

needed in the sprint; than are pre

sently learning the ropes.

This problem of production, the

allied one of bringing more women
inio the factories to take the place

of men joining up (being solved in

England now), and generally the

question of selective service — as-

signing manpower to the armed
forces, industry or management, ac-

cording to where it is best suited-
lie at the root of our war effort

When adequately worked out, our
country's contribution to the Allied

cause will have increased ten-fold.

It is to he hoped that a broad,

nation-wide affirmative vote to the

plebiscite will !„ the first step in

unleashing our resconrces to the
utmost.

Free Speech

(Continued from page 1)

available to really needy students,

who have the recognized ability to

go on to College.

Bonnie Bonham:

( Intario should participate in the

1 lominion Government scholarship

scheme. If College courses are to

be shortened, e.g. medical courses,

scholarships "ill be necessary to

help defer the needy students' ex-

penses. In peace time, the student

was able to earn enough money to

carrj himself through one college

vear. Now, with no summer vaca-

tion, he has no opportunity to earn

money.

Art Holloway:

The more scholarships the better.

However, it is doubtful if too great

an agitation For them would he

wise since it might antagonize peo-

ple who feel that every penny must

«o into the war. A petition should

ertainh he circulated hut the final

decision rests with the Ontario Le-

gislature.

Stan Beacock:

If the best young men and wo-

men are to be educated, more schol-

arships are necessary. By the unit-

ed effort of Ontario universities

Mr. Hepburn might be persuaded

to cooperate with the Dominion
i lovenunent for once. To hold

back now is to shelve the whole

idea for many years. I think wc
should act now.

Dr. Sargent:

A united petition from all On-
tario universities might indeed have

a good effect. Certainly we cannot

have too many scholarships; and
all means towards getting them

should be employed.

Dr. Halperin:

Scholarships. must be encouraged

and a petition might have very-

good effect. The public, too, must
be educated to the fact that uni-

versities are a necessity, and that

money spent in sending brilliant

men to them is just as much a de-

fence measure as the erection of a

factory. Then people will not feel

that money so used might have been
spent to greater advantage.

Sludc—Ever taste my surgical
home brew?

Still More Slude — Surgical
home brew?

Stude — Yeah, forceps and
your scalpel stand on end.

REGRETS

^RIVE IN AN INSUT^O
TAXI

fMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

St. Lawrence Plan

"Pirates"

(Continued from page 3)
except in such products as petro-

leum and pulp and paper. Outward
freight rates from Montreal have
always been high because of the

light inward traffic carrying prin-

cipally ballast. This light traffic

lo the L'pper Lake ports would ne-

cessitate almost as high outward
rates for gram as exist at the pre-

sent time.

Grain Traffic

On the other hand, the speaker
went on, Canadian grain exports
by way of New York have con-
tinued to grow in spite of high
freight rates and high costs of ship
loading. The heavy inward freight

traffic makes for low outward rates

because of grain that is used for
ballast. The many tramp ships call-

ing at New York can provide faci-

lities for handling this grain. He
doubted that a sufficient volume
of bulky inward freight could be
found to make possible cheap out-
ward shipping by the St. Lawrenc-:
system.

On the other hand, he pointed
out, the St.- Lawrence could pro-
vide about 2,200.000 horsepower of
electricity to be shared equally for

Use in Canada and American war
industry. That this is urgently
needed as is evidenced by such mea-
sures as the inauguration of day-
light saving. Unless more power

(

is forthcoming other power-conser-

vation measures will have to be

(Continued from page 1)

zance. Frederic, who, through the

stupidity of Ruth, his nurse, had

been apprenticed as a pirate in-

stead of a pilot, is taking leave

of the band, sorrowfully saying

it is his duty to exterminate them

iis soon as possible. Ruth, the

only woman Frederic has ever

seen, almost inveigles him

into marrying her. when he sees

several pretty maidens in the dis-

tance. The Pirates return and

sejze the maids, but Major-Gen-

eral Stanley, posing as an orphan,

preys on the conscience of the

pirates who repent and release

the girls, who depart with ,he

Major-Genera I.

Act II

The setting of Act Two is be-

fore a ruined chapel, where Fred-

eric learns that be was born on

February 2° in leap year, and so

lias not fully served bis appren-

ticeship with the pirate band.

Frederic then reveals the duplic-

ity of Major-Genernl Stanley, hut

before the Pirates can recapture

him the police appear. In the en-

suing battle, the police are over-

come but their sergeant appeals

to the Pirates' allegiance to the

throne and the gang is taken into

custody. Ruth saves the band
from imprisonment by revealing

that they were former members
of the English nobility, resulting

in a happy ending for all.

Edward Somppi and his staff

of arrists have aided the sale of

tickets by their posters and dis-

plays. Also, on Saturday even-

ing, a roadster carrying a full

length banner and two pipers of

the Queen's Pipe Band. Colin

Blyth and Frank MacKenzie,
cruised Princess St. drawing at-

tention to the Glee Club per-

formance.

The production staff, pianist

and cast have been working hard

with daily rehearsals, a full dress

rehearsal being held last night.

The principal roles are played
by Newt Williamson, Wyatt
MacLean, Doug Gray, Mo Park,

Ed Soinppi, Marjorie Peebles,

Mary MacLeod, Mary Car-
michael. Naomi Bristol and
Marion Trott. The choruses con-

sist of 37 male and female mem-
bers.

Science Formal

Levana—Varsity

, (Continued from page 1)

on the round robin principle, and
the topic is the same for all three

debates. This time, Varsity has

a team at Queen's, Queen's is visit-

ing McMaster. and McMaster is

sending representatives to Varsitv.

Queen's Visiting Team
The Queen's team which will de-

bate at McMaster is made up of

Eleanor Houck and Dorothv Mills,

who will have the same topic but

will take the negative point of

view.

The Levana Debating Society

hopes that all members of Levana
will turn out fur this event, both

to support the Queen's representa-

tives and welcome the Varsity team,
and to show the visitors that Le-
vana is interested in the work of
the Society.

(Continycd from page 1)

constructed by final year Mech-

anicals under the direction of

Jack Gage and Harry Meanwell.

Tin- display will depict an in-

dustrial plant binder full war
production over a 24-hour day.

Mr. Gage promises some realistic

lighting and sound effects-

Clear Floor

The ballroom floor will be kept

entirely free of chesterfields, in

order that the maximum of danc-

ing space may be provided. A
huge cocoa-mat will extend the

entire length of the main cor-

ridor which will be transformed

into a rotunda, amply furnished

with chesterfields and chairs.

Through the co-operation of the

Levana Society, arrangements

have been made to replace the

tables in the Red Room with ad-

ditional seating facilities. In the

rear of the balcony of Grant Hall,

a block of seats will he taken up,

flooring laid, and chesterfields

provided for the convenience of

patrons. Other guests will have

free access to the side portions

of the balcony: It is hoped to

have an amplifier iji the Red
Room to carry the baud music

io sitters-out.

In bringing Stan Patton's Or-

chestra, the Science Formal Com-
mittee feels that it offers the besl

in Formal music. Patton's style

follows no particular pattern, but

his versatility is undisputed, his

music exceptionally danceable.

Stan himself performs alternately

with tenor saxaphone and clar-

inet. Hand - picked from bis

associates of a dozen years, the

make-up of the Patton combina-

tion includes a four sax section

of Ed Culley, Pat Rayburn, Bus
Thackeray and Stan Patton ; a

brass section of three trumpets,

Denis Farnon, Morris Isenbaum
and Harry Freedman, with a

rhythm section consisting of

Merve Johnston, guitar ; Frank
Lynn, bass; Russ Farr, drums,

and Tory Jack, piano. Besides

the songs of pretty Pat Bailey,

the vocals will include several

songs by Frank Lynn, who hails

from Vancouver, where he was
featured on several radio pro-

grams.

Supper

Food Convener Gage promises

something a little different in

the line of refreshment this year,

designed to satisfy the most fas-

tidious. A luncheon will be serv-

ed continuously from 11.30 to

1.00 o'clock, in the dining room
at the north end of Grant Hall.

Freshmen are expected to turn

out immediately to Miller or

Nicol Hall, to assist with the

decorations.

Tickets are available to Science-

men from any member of the

committee, and from Bill Fritz

and the presidents of first and
second years. Those who signed

the reserved list should pick up
their tickets at the Tech Supplies

by Friday of this week.

A.M.S. Meeting

(Continued from page 1)

plan for this council, which would

attempt to find a plan to further

utilize students' university training

for the country's war effort, was

evolved at a student forum held by

the S.C.M. on Tuesday night. Some

of the A.M.S. members felt that

i he Government would consider this

a draffedodging device. Others con-

sidered that on the contrary this

would show a sincere attempt on

the part of the University to take

part in national affairs. The plan,

however, was tabled until after the

national plebiscite.

Co-Ops

A committee from the existing

co-operative houses asked A.M.S.

co-operation in forming a commit-

tee to investigate possibilities for

establishing a new co-op. The mem-
bers felt that this was a worthy

cause hut expressed the opinion that

financial help would he difficult Lo

procure. It was eventually decided

to form a committee composed of

three c,o-op. representatives and one

representative from each faculty to

he ajipojnted by the facidty presi-

dents.

The Tricolor Plaque designs were

displayed and the new designs, ap-

proved. The president expressed a

hope that the candidates for this

award — the greatest non-academic,

non-athletic honor awarded by the

-Indents — would be determined

this week.

Color Night speakers were dis-

cussed but no decision was reached.

Drama Guild

(Continued from page 1)

the pressure of other university

events. It was felt that there

Formal Tickets

Those who signed the list

in the Union may procure

their Formal tickets at the

Technical Supplies store,

Wednesday. Thursday and

Friday of this week. Tickets

not called for by 5 p.m. Fri-

day will be sold to the first

applicants.

STUBS should be placed

in the metal box near .the

notice board in Douglas Lib-

rary, before February 7. Af-

ter that date, the committee

assumes no responsibility

with regard to the mailing

of invitations.

were too many activities to allow

productions by both organiza-

tions.

"Love from a Stranger" is

based on a story by Agatha

Christie. It has been produced

as a movie with Ann Harding and

Basil Rathbone in the leading

roles.

The Story

The story concerns an engaged

girl who wins a lottery and, seek-

ing excitement, breaks her en-

gagement and marries an excit-

ing and mysterious stranger. With

her husband she moves to a

lonely house in a secluded neigh-

borhood where the girl becomes

obsessed with the fear that she

will shortly die by her husband's

hand.

The play, based on a strong

build-up tension, reaches an ex-

citing and unexpected climax,

providing throughout worthwhile

entertainment.

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS
Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street Phone 1941

Freshette — Should evening
dress be worn to bridge parties?

- Adviser—No. in playing cards
yon need only show your hand.

lakm, he believed.

The speaker was introduced by
Professor Walker and thanked on
behalf of the club, by Dave Price.

President Newt Coburn was in the

chair.

See

OVERCOAT SALE
$25.95

Regular to $35.00

103 Princess Street Phone 3542

AGENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES

McGALL'S RESTAURANT
"The Better Place to Eat"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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"Where the Service Pleoses"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Clean Heated Cobs

PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

TYPING
Essays, Theses, and Pathology Cases.
Eight cents per double-spaced page,

12 cents per single-spaced page.

Mimeographing: prices on application.

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson Street

Underwood Typewriters

See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY

for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone 34fl

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

274 Princess St Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOiUfiDIERS
PLCS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Phone 3354-R 346 Princess St

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

Princess Beauty Salon
274 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop

Ida Van Clienf Maude Wagai
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Fear not, gentle reader This is not a case of suicide. It is merely some
tightwad in the Union using the great out-of.doors for a phone-booth to
confer privately with 2921.

(Apologies for lack of perspective, it's the Egyptian in me).

John Straiton.

Dr. Trotter

Letter to the Editor

The Ediior,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

On January 27 some fifty stu-

dents met in Richardson Labora-

tory and agreed to ask the A.M.S.

to set up a Student-Staff Council.

The resolution, as prepared by a

committee, contained the following

points

:

Constitution : T w o professors

from each of the faculties of Arts,

Science and Medicine; one person

from the Administration, and two

students from each of Arts. Science.

Lcvana, and Medicine. The profes-

sors to he appointed by [he Deans,

the faculty societies to appoint the

(tudents, and the A.M.S. to appoint

a person from the Administration.

Function:" The Council would

consider the advisability of speed

ing up technical courses, and me

thods of financial aid for student:

if the idea were a'dopted. The Arts

courses might be changed to pro

vide a background from which the

Students can make an effective con-

tribution to society in general and

(he war effort in particular. The

Council could point out new oppor-

tunities f'»r students to use what

they have learned in college. The

Council might discover a better

plan to utilise the training of uni-

versity students in general — there

is no systematic use of their train-

ing now.

The A.M.S. rejected the resolu-

tion on the grounds that there is no

shortage of trained personnel, that

anything the students said was in-

effectual : that the government is

running the war effort and that no

criticism or suggestion would be

of value.

We think the resolution should

' e put before the whole student

body, and take this opportunity to

do so. JVi also wish to criticise the

A.M.S. for their attitude. Students

are thinking individuals and should

be as vocal as any minority group.

Our failures in the past are part-

ly due to a lack of planned colla-

boration. We are of the opinion

thai any proposal that might lead to

a more organised effort should be

given thorough consideration, and

should not be rejected before both

Students and staff have thought it

over carefully-

John Harding, Science '43.

jolin Pollak, Mcds '42.

Parliament

Waiter — Will you have pie,

r?

Herbie— Is it customary?

Waiter—No. sir. it's apple.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronue them.

(Continued from page 1)

will substantially affect the type

and quality of radio programs and

the standards of oral advertising.

Preliminary conversations are in

progress fcetw< en Canadian and

L'nited States broadcasting authori-

ties and with advertising concerns

whose goodwill is vital to radio.

"The C.B.C. is taking the lead in

establishing the new code because

we fed we can convince the adver-

tisers that the general character and

trend Of broadcasting can be chang-

ed advantageously," said Maj. Mur-

ray, the C.R.C.'s genera! manager.

"Radio is a peculiar medium and

demands a particular set 'of stand-

ards which can only be classified

as a code of good taste.

"We feel there should be a more

definite consciousness of what the

public wants ln« the public likes

to be treated. Obviously, some pro-

grams can be changed to the public

advantage."

McGill Daily

Maj. Murray, a native of Maple

(lidire, B.C.. founded the McGill

Daily in 1011 — a period when un

'lei-graduate activities were first

emerging a definite pan °^ c"'~

lege life. He gives most of the

credit for founding the newspaper

td Stephen. Leacock, noted Cana-

dian humorist, who was then Me-

nu's Professor of Political Eco-

nomy.

"All we had to start with was a

tiny cuhby-hrjle of an office and a

tit tie Oil printing press," Maj. Mur-

ray recalls.

The infant daily had no profes-

sional staff. Maj. Murray's cohorts

had to work long hours, often to

3 a.m., with lectures the next day.

"More than once I turned up for

classes red-eyed and sleepy," he

n'know ledges.

Rot despite the extra-curricular

activity. Maj. Murray got his de-

gree in Arts in 1912 nnd went to

Oxford, where he edited The Var-

ilv. Oxford's fortnightly under-

graduate newspaper. After the war

he worked for a time as special cor-

respondent of the London Daily

Express and during the general

strike emergency period of 1925

was in charge of emergency news

s- rvice replacing all newspapers for

the United Kingdom.

Graduates for Radio

He believes the C.B.C. offers an

attractive field for university gra-

duates, says it has been the C-B.C.'s

settled policy from the outset to

create a profession "which, though

limited in scope, did attract univer-

sity graduates to creative jobs."

"We have been trying to recruit

university graduates to the C.B.C.

for all kinds of jobs in our organi-

zation," be said. "But it's not al-

wavs so easv in wartime."

(Continued from page 3)

it is not an expeditionary force.

The "America First" attitude is

a dangerous one in that it combats

cooperation and collaboration with

the allied powers Even today,

there is a strong feeling among iso-

lationist elements that it is very

definitely an America First war.

There is still isolationist sentiment

and,' it follows, a certain lack of

unity. Dr. Trotter stated that there

is not as much unity in the United

States as in Canada.

American Co-operation

He declared that the United

States is not so aloof from Allied

Councils as in the last war. The
phrase "united nations" is quite pal-

atabli now to the American nation.

Dr. Trotter concluded by saying

'iat Pearl Harbour may prove to

a "salutarv disaster" in the long

run as the national income allocated

to war purposes has been increased

from twenty to sixty per cent.

A general discussion followed.

Students' Life

In Prance

Student (in car. to sweet young

thing): "Pardon me — er — but'

Sweet Young Thing: "No
you've never met me at Crystal

Beach, Waskesiu or Emma Lake

1 wasn't in the Pullman car on

the way to Edmonton for the

Husky-Ciolden Bear game. I

know I'm good looking and I'm

not bashful. I'm not going your

way, and I wouldn't ride with you

on a bet. I didn't ever go to

school'with you; I'm not waiting

for a street car; I don't want a

lift, and I know plenty of Var-

sity boys. Furthermore, I'm

waiting for a 220 pound fiance

Now. were you going to say

something?"

Student (in car): Yes, darn it

you're losing your underskirt."

"I .don't know what I'm going to

to. My husband simply cannot

bear children," said the newlywed.

"My dear girl," remarked a kind

old lady, "yon cant' expect the hus-

band in do everything1."

—Gateway

As the general manager of Ca-

uad i j national radio organisation

Maj. Murray gets some "fanmaiP

which he says is "calculated to en-

courage modesty and self-efface-

ment if not downright humiliation."

Here are some samples:

—

From Saskatchewan : "Cut the

cackle and let's get down to bus!

ness. All war talks and propaganda

should stop at once. These morale

builders insult our intelligence and

our loyalty. What we want is Ca-

nadian news plus Charlie McCar-

thy* pick Esr.ny, Fibber AfcGse

aucb Molly, and w hile you're at it.

can those dreadful B.B.C. news

bulletins and the awful Ontario

accent."

From British Columbia: "Our

family is shocked at the disgusting

levity of the C.B.C. In these ter-

rible times you should give a strong

lead in prayer and worship but no

Catholic or Anglican Services. Also

all people with foreign names should

be deported."

From Alberta: "As I am a Cana-

dian by birth, of Scotch and Irish

parents, and having served in the

last war for two years and carry

the scars of battle yet (and am

proud of thcml. I think it a dis-

grace to every man, woman and

child in Canada to allow music by

Schubert and other Germans to

come over the air."

From New Brunswick: "The C.

B.C. is the most dangerous and sin-

ister instrument of Upper Canada

intrigue ..."

BY JAtyUEUNF I.ARL.

Most people think of student

life in France as something past

and dead, but to those who have

known and loved it, it will live

forever, just as they knew it be-

fore the war.- It is fot that rea-

son that I shall speak of it in

the present tense now.

At the University of Bes-.

neon, France, there are two

ypes of students: the French

tudents, who take courses in

Lettrcs (which corresponds

roughly to our Arts course).

Droit (Law), Sciences, and Mcd-

scine—and who work very hard,

and the foreigners, who arc there

to learn French and are only lot

eager to take the professors' ad

vice when they say -that it i

better to go out and speak with

the French people and to go to

the cinema, than to read books

which they can do in their own
country. Of course there are for

eigners who take the courses for

the French people, and for them

the task is obviously even harder

.ban it is for the French. There

are generally some fifty foreign

ers taking the Cours pour les

Etrangers— from Great Britain,

Holland, Hungary. Poland, the

United States—from nearly every

country in the world, even from

Canada. . ...

Residences

Most of the foreign students

live in the Cite Universitaire

which is a large residence for

both men and women. On the

ground floor of the residence

there is a library, dining-room, and

reception room, the second floor

is reserved for girls and the third

ltd fourth floors for men. When
liej first arrive most foreigners,

particularly the girls, make the

mistake of going up the men s

staircase, translating the sign

"Cet escalier est reserve aux

jeunes gens" to mean "This stair

case is reserved (Or young people"

instead of "for young men."

On the door of every room is

a long list of things which arc

forbidden. It is quite terrifying

until you've been there for about

a » eek and you realize that none

of these rules is enforced. The

result is chaos — with no silence

hours, people cooking in their

rooms, people skiing down the

staircase (actually ) and fire-

crackers going off at all hours

Then you begin to realize why

most of the French students

don't live in residence hut pre-

fer to live instead in quieter sur-

roundings.

The most lamentable condition

(and one which contrast; sharp

ly with our Canadian univer

sities) is the lack of social life

among the students. The French

students hardly know one an-

other outside the classroom

There are no organized sports

and no intercollegiate organiza-

tions. There is one yearly dance

the Bal des Etudiants. Most of

the girls go to this dance with

their mothers and each boy must

irst ask for her mother's per-

rtissiorj before dancing with a

girl.

For the foreigner it is a care-

free, happy existence and yet one

does learn a certain amount of

French, chiefly through the in-

fluence of environment; for the

French student, and for the for-

eigner who takes the regular

courses for French people, it' is

hard work—and that has its own

reward.

S.C.M. Service

The regular S.C.M. week-

ly chapel service will be

held Wednesday at 12.40

p.m. sharp, in the Morgan

Memorial Chapel. Old Arts

Building. AH s'.udents are

welcome.

Church Service

(Continued from page 1)

where .his parents were mission-

aries, and he received his educa-

tion there. For a time he worked

in an accountant's office in

Shanghai. He graduated from

the University of Toronto with

an honors degree in Greek and

Hebrew. Later be graduated in

Theology from Trinity College

and became Fellow in Oriental

Languages there. He has also

studied at the American School

of Oriental Research in Jerusa-

lem.

C.O.T.C. Parade

(Continued from page 3)

rector of Music, accompanied the

singing at the organ

Major Clarke

The Order of Divine Worship

was followed as outlined in leaf-

lets distributed among the men. The

address was given by Major Rev.

Clarke, who chose "What the Bible

means to Me" as bis text. He sa,id

that from early childhood, when

family worship was a daily routine,

the Bible has influenced his life.

Through the wars he has found

that the Bible stories retained their

fascination.

Major Clarke claimed that the

Bible was the greatest classic of our

language, and is the source of many

of our idioms. The Bible is a lib-

rary of 66 books by different auth-

ors, written in different ages in

different localities, yet it is strongly

knit together bj its progressive

tnith. Bernard Shaw has said that

a great deal of the Bible is more

alive than the average daily news-

paper. It appeals to every age and

mood of the human soul, said the

Chaplain, and brings confidence to

one in despair, and comfort in time

of death.

At the close of the sermon Major

Clarke recommended that the men

of the contingent use the Bible as

a daily companion arid guide.

Queen of Queen's

(Continued from page I)

able music from Mel Hamill. hi;

Genial Gentlemen and their loveiy

vocalist, Miss Aileen Stevens.

This baud has appeared for sev-

eral seasons past at year dances and

is known to present specialty num-

bers and solo features in abundance.

This Friday marks bis first and

probably only appearance at Queen's

this year. The orchestra arrange-

ments will he in true "Formal" style

by a band which is one of Canada's

finest.

Election at Dance

The Queen will be elected this

year bv the males at the dance. The

three Faculty Executives of Science,

Mcds and Art- have chnsen a facul-

ty representative, Miss Science,

Miss Medicine and Miss Arts re-

spectively, from whom the awe-

struck swains may cln>ose. For psy-

chological reaons. which are appar-

ent, the names of these luscious

beauties are withheld until a future

date. However, this event, coupled

with some of fairest heaven's music

will provide a truly iniormal for-

mal.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.
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in the

MUSIC ROOM

Tuesday, February 3:

Beethoven—Symphony No. 5.

Grieg—Concerto for Piano.

Wednesday, February A

:

Mozart—Concerto for Bassoon

and orchestra.

Beethoven—Trio for piano,

violin and violincello.

Thursday, February 5:

Stravinsky—The Fire Bird.

Strauss—Waltzes.

Tchaikowski—Waltz of the

Flowers.

Friday, February 6:

Beethoven—Symphony No. 6.

Chopin—Ballade in A Major.

Chopin—Sopaia in B Minor.

Debussy—Afternoon of a

Fawn.
Debussy—The Engulfed

Cathedral.

War Comment

(Continued from page 3)

that the "representatives of fanner

and of labor" should he given ade

quate emitml in ilie directum of th

war effort. It is important to note

that on the production side labor

has in a number of cases alrcad;

taken upon itself the task of ex

panding output and helping to train

new personnel for industry. The
Aircraft Lodge in Montreal (one

of whose members spoke at Queen'

last term) has presented plans to

the' Government ami employers for

increased output of planes and

these have been accepted in prin-

ciple. The Canadian Seamen's Un-
ion is calling for the training of

thousands of new men for lake and

coastal shipping to meet the short-

age imposed by the war. They
claim that the Government's train-

ing schools ai Kingston, Brockville

and Prescott are a forward step,

but that many more men will be

needed in the spring than are pre-

sently learning the Topes.

This problem of production, the

allied one of bringing more women
into the factories to take the place

nf men joining up (being solved in

England now), and generally the

question of selective service — as-

signing manpower to the armed
forces, industry- or management, ac-

cording to where it is best suited

—

lie at the root of our war effort

When adequately worked out, our

country 's contribution to the Allied

cause will have increased ten-fold.

It is to be hoped that a broad,

nation-wide affirmative vote to the

plebiscite will he the first step in

ing our rescources to the

Free Speech

(Continued from page 1)

ailable to really needy students,

who have the recognized ability to

go on to College.

Bonnie Bonham

:

Ontario should participate in the

Dominion Government scholarship

chemc. If College courses are to

be shortened, e.g. medical courses

scholarships will be necessary to

help defer the needy students' ex

penses. In peace time, the student

was able to earn enough money to

carry himself through one college

year. Now, with no summer vaca-

tion, he has no opportunity to earn

money.

Art Holloway:

The more scholarships the better.

However, ii is doubtful ii" too great

an agitation for them would he

wise since it might antagonize peo-

ple who feel that every penny must

50 into the war. A petition should

certainly he circulated but the final

dec: i:ni re--ts with the Cntiriu Le-

'^islature.

Stan Beacock:

If the best young men and wo-

men arc to be educated, more schol-

arships are necessary. By the unit-

ed effort of Ontario universities

Mr. Hepburn might he persuaded

to cooperate with the Dominion

Government fur once. To hold

back now is to shelve the whole

idea for many years. I think we
should act now.

"Pirates"

Dr. Sargent:

A united petition from all On-
tario universities might indeed have

a good effect. Certainly we cannot

have too many scholarships; and

all means towards getting them

should be employed.

Dr. Halperin:

Scholarships. must he encouraged

and a petition might have verj

good effect. The public, too, must

he educated to the fact that un

versities are a necessity, and that

money spent in sending brilliant

men to them is just as much a de-

fence measure as the erection of a

factory. Then people will not feel

that money so used might have been

spent to greater advantage.

Science Formal

St. Lawrence Plan

ilcasl

Stude—Ever taste my surgical

home brew?

Still More Stude — Surgical

home brew?

Stude — Yeah, forceps and
your scalpel stand on end.

REGRETS

•>RIVE in an insuT.
TAXI

J MEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

(Continued from page 3)

except in such products as petro-

leum and pulp and paper. Outward
freight rates from Montreal have
always been high because of the

light inward traffic carrying prin-

cipally ballast. This light traffic

to the Upper Lake ports would ne-

cessitate almost as high outward
rates for grain as exist at the pre-

sent time.

Grain Traffic

On the other hand, the speaker

went on, Canadian grain exports

by way of New York have con-

tinued to grow in spite of high

freight rates and high costs of ship

loading. The heavy inward freight

traffic makes for low outward rates

because of grain that is used for

ballast. The many tramp ships call-

ing at New York can provide faci-

lities for handling this grain. He
doubted that a sufficient volume
of bulky inward freight could be
found to make possible cheap out-

ward shipping by the St. Lawrenje
system.

On the other hand, he pointed

out. the St.- Lawrence could pro-

vide about 2,200,000 horsepower of

electricity to be shared equally for

use in Canada and American war
industry. That this is urgently

needed as is evidenced by such mea
sures as the inauguration of day
light saving. Unless more power
is forthcoming other power-conser

vation measures will have to be

(Continued from page 1)

zance. Frederic, who. through the

stupidity of Ruth, his nurse, had

been apprenticed as a pirate in-

stead of a pilot, is taking leave

of the band, sorrowfully saying

it is his duty to exterminate them

as soon as possible. Ruth, the

only woman Frederic has ever

seen, almost inveigles him

into marrying her, when he sees

several pretty maidens in the dis-

nefc The Pirates return and

,1 . the maids, but Major-Gen-

ral Stanley, posing as an orphan,

preys on the conscience of the

pirates who repent and release

the girls, who depart with the

Major-General,

Act II

The setting of Act Two is be

fore a ruined chapel, where Fred-

eric learns that he was born on

February 2" in leap year, and so

has not fully served his appren-

ticeship with the pirate band.

Frederic then reveals the duplir-

itv of Major-General Stanley, but

before the Pirates can recapture

him the police appear. In the en-

suing battle, the police are over-

come, lull their sergeant appeal.*

to the Pirates' allegiance to the

throne and the gang is taken into

custody. Ruth saves the band

from imprisonment by revealing

that they were former members
of the English nobility, resulting

in a happy ending for all.

Edward Somppi and his staff

of artists have aided the sale of

tickets by their posters and dis-

plays. Also, on Saturday even-

ing, a roadster carrying a full

length banner and two pipers of

the Queen's Pipe Band, Colin

Blyth and Frank MacKenzie,

cruised Princess St. drawing at-

tention to the Glee Club per-

formance.

The production staff, pianist

and cast have been working hard

w ith daily rehearsals, a full dress

rehearsal being held last night.

The principal roles are played

by Newt Williamson, W y a 1

1

MacLean, Doug Gray, Mo Park,

Ed Somppi, Marjoric Peebles,

Mary MacLeod, Mary Car-

michael, Naomi Bristol and
Marion Trott. The choruses con-

sist of 37 male and female mem-
bers.

Levana—Varsity

(Continued from page 1)

on the round robin principle, and

the topic is the same for all three

rlebatcs. This time, Varsity has

a team at Queen's. Queen's is visit-

ing McMaster, and McMaster is

sending representatives to Varsity.

Queen's Visiting Team
The Queen's team which will de-

bate at McMaster is made up of

Eleanor Houck and Dorothy Mills,

who will have the same topic but

will take the negative point of

view,

The Levana Debating Society

hoped that all members of Levana

will turn out for this event, both

to support the Queen's representa-

tives and welcome the Varsity team,

and to show the visitors that Le-

vana is interested in the work of

ithe Society.

(Continued from page 1)

constructed by final year Mech-

anicals under the direction of

Jack Gage and Harry Meanwell.

This display will depict an in-

dustrial plant tender full war

production over a 24-hour day.

Mr. Gage promises some realistic

lighting and sound effects.

Clear Floor

The ballroom floor will be kept

entirely free of chesterfields, in

order that the maximum of danc-

ing space may be provided, A

huge encoa-rnat will extend the

entire length of the main cor-

ridor which will be transformed

into a rotunda, amply furnished

with chesterfields ami chairs.

Through the co-operation of the

Levana Society, arrangements

have been made to replace the

table- 111 the Red Room with ad-

Sitisnd seating faiilitiac. In th;

rear of the balcony of (.rant I bill,

a blot k of -'.tiis will be taken "p.

flooring laidj and chesterfields

provided tor the convenience of

patrons. Other guests will have

free access to the side portions

of I he balcony. It is hoped to

have an amplifier in the Red

Room to carry the baud music

to sitters-out.

In bringing Stan Patton's Or-

chestra, the Science Formal Com-

mittee feels that it offers tin best

in Formal music. Patton's style

follows no particular pattern, but

his versatility is undisputed, his

music exceptionally danceable.

Stan himself perforins alternately

with tenor saxaphone and clar-

inet. Hand - picked from his

associates of a dozen years, the

make-up of the Patton combina-

tion includes a four sax section

of Ed Culley, Pat Rayburn. Bus

Thackeray and Stan Patton ; a

brass section of three trumpets,

Denis Farnon, Morris Isenbauni

and Harry Freedman, with a

rhythm section consisting of

Merve Johnston, guitar ; Frank

Lynn, bass; Russ Farr, drums,

and Tory Jack, piano. Besides

the songs of pretty Pat Bailey,

the vocals will include several

songs by Frank Lynn, who hails

from Vancouver, where he was

featured on several radio pro-

grams.

Supper

Food Convener Gage promises

something a little different in

the line of refreshment this year,

designed to satisfy the most fas-

tidious. A luncheon will be serv-

ed continuously from 11.30 to

1.00 o'clock, in the dining room
at the north end of Grant Hall.

Freshmen are expected to turn

out immediately to Miller or

Nicol Hall, to assist with the

decorations."

Tickets are available 10 Science-

men from any member of the

committee, and from Bill Fritz

and the presidents of first and

second years. Those who signed

the reserved list should pick up

their tickets at the Tech Supplies

by Friday of this week.

A.M.S. Meeting

(Continued from page 1)

plan for this council, which would

attempt to find a plan to further

utilize students' university training

for the country's war efiort, was

evolved at a student forum held by

the S.C.M. on Tuesday night. Some

of the A.M.S. members felt that

the Government would consider this

a draft-dodqiiiL: device. Others con-

sidered that 011 the contrary this

would show a sincere attempt on

the part of the University to take

part in national affairs. The plan,

however, was tabled until after the

national plebiscite.

Co-Ops

A committee from the existing

co-operative houses asked A.M.S.

co-operation in forming a commit-

tee to investigate possibilities for

establishing a new CO-Op. The mem-

bers felt that this was a worthy

cause hot expressed the opinion that

financial help would be difficult

procure. It was eventually decided

in form a committee composed of

three co-op. representatives and one

representative from each faculty to

m aj)po(nted by the faculty presi-

dents.

The Tricolor Plaque designs were

displayed and the new designs, ap-

proved. The president expressed a

hope that the candidates for this

award — the greatest non-academic,

non-athletic honor awarded by the

students' — would he determined

this week.

Color Night speakers were dis-

cussed but no decision was reached.

Formal Tickets

Those who signed the list

in the Union may procure

their Formal tickets at the

Technical Supplies store,

Wednesday, Thursday and

Friday of this week. Tickets

not called for by 5 p.m. Fri-

day will be sold to the first

applicants.

STUBS should be placed

in the metal box near .the

notice board in Douglas Lib-

rary, before February 7. Af-

ter that date, the committee

assumes no responsibility

with regard to the mailing

of invitations.

Drama Guild

(Continued from page 1)

the pressure of other university

events. It was felt that there

were too many activities to allow

productions by both organiza-

tions.

"Love from a Stranger" is

based on a story by Agatha

Christie. It has been produced

as a movie with Ann Harding and

Basil Rathbbne in the leading

role>.

The Story
*

The story concerns an engaged

girl who wins a lottery and, seek-

ing excitement, breaks her en-

gagement and marries an excit-

ing and mysterious stranger. With

her husband she moves to a

lonely house in a secluded neigh-

borhood where the girl becomes

obsessed with the fear that she

will shortly die by her husband's

hand.

The play, based on a strong

build-up tension, reaches an ex-

citing and unexpected climax,

providing throughout worthwhile

entertainment.

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $t4.SO Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street SW»FFIELD-S1 Phone 1941

Frcshette — Should evening

dress be worn to bridge parties?

- Adviser—No, in playing cards

yon need only show your hand.

OVERCOAT SALE
$25.95

Regular to $35.00

103 Princess Street

AGENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES

Phone 3542

"The Better Place to Eat"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

taken, he believed,

The speaker was introduced by
Professor Walker and thanked on
behalf of the club, by Dave Price.

President Newi Coburn was in the

chair.

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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"Whsre the Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

TYPING
Essays, Theses, and Pathology Cases.
Eight cents per rlouMc-spaced page,

12 cents per single-spaced page.
Mimeographing: prices on application

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson Street

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY
for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

McGALL S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

J2 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

SparksDr. Ernest B
' DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone 346

1 STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

274 Princess St Opp. Roy York Cafe-

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

u.
F
"l not-eent}e, reader. This is not a case of suicide. It is merely some

tightwad in the Union using the great out-of-doors for a phone-booth to
confer privately with 2921.

(Apologies for lack of perspective, it's the Egyptian in me).

John Straiton.

Letter to the Editor

The Editor.

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

GOORDIERS
FLES

78 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Phone 3354-R 346 Princess St

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon

3?4 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop
Id» Van Ctie*l Maude Wagw

On January 27 some fifty stu

dents met in Richardson Labora

lory and agreed to ask the A.M.S.
tn set up a Student- Staff Council.

The resolution, as prepared by

committee, contained the following

points:

Constitution: T wo professors

from each of the faculties of Arts,

Science and Medicine; one person

from the Administration, and two
students from each of Arts. Science.

Lcvana. and Medicine. The profes-

sors to 1".' appointed 1>> the Deans,

the faculty societies to appoint the

itudents, and the A.M.S. to appoint

a person from the Administration.

Function : The Council would
consider the advisability of speed-

ing up technical courses, and me-

thods of financial aid for students

f the idea were adopted, The Arts

courses might he changed to pro-

ide a background from which the

students can make an effective con-

ributton to society in general and

he war effort iri particular. The
Council could point qui new oppor-

tunities for students to use what

they have learned in college. The
Council might discover a better

plan to utilise the training of uni-

versity students in general — there

s no systematic use of their train

tig now.

The A.M.S. rejected the resolu

ion on the grounds that there is no

shortage of trained personnel, that

nything the students said was in-

ffeclual; that the government is

running the war effort and that no

criticism or suggestion would bp

of value,

We think the resolution should

e put before the whole student

body, and take this opportunity to

do so. We also wish to criticise the

\.M.S. for their attitude. Students

arc thinking individuals and should

be as vocal as any minority group.

Our failures in the past arc part-

ly due to a lack of planned colla-

boration. We are of the opinion

that any proposal that might lead tn

a more organised effort should he

given thorough consideration, and

should not be rejected before both

students and staff have thought it

over carefullv.

Parliament

John Harding. Science '43,

John Pdllak. Mcds '42.

Waiter — Will you have pie.

r?

Herbie— Is it customary?

Waiter—No. sir, it's apple.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

(Continued from page I)

will substantially affect the type

and quality of radio programs and
the standards of nral advertising.

Preliminary conversations are in

progress between Canadian and
t'nited States broadcasting authori-

ties and with advertising concerns

whose goodwill is vital to radio.

"The C.B.C. is taking the lead in

establishing the new code because

we fe?l we can convince the adver-

tisers that the general character and

trend of broadcasting can be chang-

ed advantageously," said Maj. Mur-
rn, tin- C.B.C's general manager.

"Radio is a peculiar medium and

demands a particular set 'of stand-

ards which can only be classified

as a code of good taste.

"We feel there should be a more

definite consciousness of what the

public wr.nis. how the public likes

to he treated. Obviously, some pro-

grams can be changed to the public

advantage."

McGill Daily

Mat. Murray, a native of Maple

Ridge, B.C. founded the McGill

Dally in 191 1 — a p-riod when tin -

lergraduate activities were fust

emerging as a definite part of col-

lege life. Me gives most of the

redit for founding the newspa|>er

) Stephen Lcacock, noted Cana-

dian humorist, who was then Me-

nu's Professor of Political Eco-

nomy.

"All we had to start with w
liny cubby-hole of an office anil a

little oil printing press." Maj. Mur-

ray recalls.

The infant dailj had no profes-

sional staff. Maj. Murray's cohorts

bad to work long hours, often to

3 a.m., with lectures the next day.

"More than once I turned up for

lasses red-eyed and sleepy," he

-ickuowledges.
,

Rut despite the extra-curricular

activity. Maj. Murray got his de-

cree in Arts in- 1912 and went lo

Oxford, where he edited The Var-

ily, Oxford's fortnightly under-

graduate newspaper. After the war

he worked for a time as special cor-

respondent of the London Daily

Express and during the general

slrike emergency period of 1925

was in charge of emergency news

s-rvice replacing all newspapers for

the United Kingdom.
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Dr. Trotter

{Continued from page 3)

it is not an expeditionary force.

The "America First" attitude is

a dangerous one in that it combats

cooperation and col labora tiou with

the allied powers Even today,

there is a strong feeling among iso-

lationist elements that it is very

definitely an America First war.

There is still isolationist sentiment

and," it follows, a certain lack of

unity. Dr. Trotter stated that there

is not as much unity in the United

States as in Canada.

American Co-operation

He declared that the United
States is not so aloof from Allied

Councils as m the last war. The
i!.rn<e "united nations" is quite pal-

atable now to the American nation.

Dr. Trotter concluded by saying

iat Pear] Harbour may prove to

he a "salutary disaster" in the long

run as the national income allocated

to war purposes has been increased

from twenty to sixty per cent.

A general discussion followed.

Student (in ear. to sweet young
thing) : "Pardon me — er — but"

Sweet Young Thing: "No,
you've never met me at Crystal

Beach, Waskesiu or Emma Lake.

I wasn't in the Pullman car on
the way to Edmonton tor the

Husky-Golden Bear game. I

know I'm good looking and I'm

not bashful. I'm not going your

way, and I wouldn't ride with you

on a bet. I didn't ever go to

school-with you ; I'm not waiting

for a street car; I don't want a

lift, and I know plenty of Var-

sity boys. Furthermore. I'm

waiting for a 220 pound fiance.

Now, were you going to say

something?"

Student (in car): Yes, darn it:

vou're losing vour underskirt."

'I xlou't know what I'm going to

to. My husband simply cannot

liear children," said the newlywed.

"My dear girl," remarked a kind

old lady, "yon cant' expect the hus-

band to do everything,"

—Gateway,

Students' Life

In France

Graduates for Radio

He believes the C.B.C. offers an

attractive field for university gra-

duates, says it has been the C.B.C.'s

settled policy from the outset to

create a profession "which, though

limited in scope, did attract univer-

sity graduates to creative jobs."

"We have been trying to recruit

university graduates to the C.B.C.

for all kinds of jobs in our organi-

zation," he said. "But it's not al-

ways so easv in wartime."

As the general manager of Ca

nada's national radio organization

Maj". Murray gets some "fanmail'

which he sriyd :-, calculated to en-

courage modesty and self-efface-

ment if not downright humiliation.'

Here are some samples:

—

From Saskatchewan : "Cut the

cackle and let's get down to busi-

ness. AH war talks and propaganda

should stop at once. These morale

builders insult our intelligence and

our loyalty. What we want is Ca-

nadian news plus Charlie McCar-

Ihey, Jack Benny. Fibber McGce
and, Molly, and while you're at it,

can those dreadful B.B.C. news

bulletins' and the awful Ontario

accent."

From British Columbia : "Our
family is shocked at the disgusting

levity of the C.B.C. In these ter-

rible times you should give a strong

lead iu prayer and worship but no

Catholic or Anglican Services. Also

all people with foreign names should

be deported."

From Alberta : "As I am a Cana-

dian by birth, of Scotch and Irish

parents, and having served in the

last war for two years and carry

the scars of battle yet (and am
proud of them), I think it a dis-

grace to every man. woman and

child in Canada to allow music by

Schubert and other Germans to

come over the air."

From New Brunswick: "The C.

B.C. is the most dangerous and sin-

ister instrument of Upper Canada

intrigue ..."

BY JACQUELINE EARL

Most people think of student

life in France as something past

and dead, hut to those who have

known and loved it, it will live

forever, just as they knew it be-

fore the war. It is tot that rea-

son that I shall speak of it in

the present tense now.

At the University of Bes-.

ancori, France, there are two
-ypes of students : the French

students, -who take courses in

L e 1 1 r e s (which corresponds

roughly to our Arts course).

Droit (Law), Sciences, and Med-
ecine—and who work very hard,

and the foreigners, who arc there

to learn French and are only loo

eager to take the professors' ad-

vice when they say -that it

better to go out and speak with

the French people and to go to

the cinema, than to read books
which they can do in their own
country. Of course there are for

eigners who take the courses for

the French people, and for them
the task is obviously even harder

.ban it is for the French. There

are generally some fifty foreign

ers taking the Cours pour les

Strangers — from Great Britain

Holland. Hungary, Poland, the

United States—from nearly every

country in the world, even from

Canada.

Residences

Most of the foreign students

live in the Cite Universitaire

which is a large residence for

both men and women. On the

ground floor of the residence

there is a library, dining-room, and

reception room, the second floor

i? reserved for girls and the third

ml fourth floors for men. When
hey first arrive most foreigners

particularly the girls, make the

mistake of going up the men's

staircase, translating the sign

"Cet escalicr est reserve aux

jeun.es gens" to mean "This stair-

case is reserved for young people'

instead of "for young men."

On the door of every room U

a long list ot things which are

forbidden. It is quite terrifying,

until you've been there for about

a week and you realize that none

of these rules is enforced. The
result is chaos — with no silence

hours, people cooking in their

rooms, people skiing down the

staircase (actually), and fire-

crackers going off at all hours.

Then you begin to realize why
most of the French students

don't live in residence but pre-

fer to live instead in quieter sur-

roundings.

The most lamentable condition

(and one which contrasts sharp

ly with our Canadian univer-

sities) is the lack of social lite

among the students. The French

students hardly know one an

other outside the classroom.

There are no organized sports

and no intercollegiate organiza-

tions. There is one yearly dance,

the Bal des Etudiants. Mont of

the girls go to this dance with

their mothers and each boy must

first ask for her mother's per-

mission before dancing with a

girl.

For the foreigner it is a care-

free, happy existence and yet one

does learn a certain amount of

French, chiefly through the in-

fluence of environment : tor the

French student, and for the for-

eigner who lakes the regular

courses for French people, it* is

hard work—and that has its own
reward.

S.C.M. Service

The regular S.C.M. week-

ly chapel service will be

held Wednesday at 12.40

p.m. sharp,
1

in the Morgan
Memorial Chapel, Old Arts

Building. AH sludents are

welcome.

Church Service

(Continued from page I)

where .his parents were mission-

aries, and he received his educa-

tion there. For a time he worked

in an accountant's office in

Shanghai. He graduated from

the University of Toronto with

an honors degree in Greek and

Hebrew. Later he graduated in

Theology from Trinity College

and became Fellow in Oriental

Languages there. He has also

studied at the American School

of Oriental Research in Jerusa-

lem.

C.O.T.C. Parade

(Continued from page 3)

rector of Music, accompanied the

singing at the organ

Major Clarke

The Order of Divine Worship

was followed as outlined in leaf-

lets distributed among the men. The
address was given by Major Rev.

Clarke, who chose "What the Bible

means to Me" as bis text. He said

that from early childhood, when

family worship was a daily routine,

the Bihle has influenced his life.

Through the years he has found

that the Bible stories retained their

fascination.

Major Clarke claimed that the

Bible was the greatest classic of our

language, and is the source of many
of our idioms. The Bibk- is a lib-

rary of 06 books by different auth-

ors, written in different ages in

different localities, yet it is strongly

knit together b) i's progressive

truth. Bernard Shaw has said that

a great ileal of ihc Bible is more

alive than the average daily news-

paper. It appeals to every age and

mood of the human soul, said the

Chaplain, and brines confidence to

one in despair, and comfort in time

of death.

At the close of the sermon Major

Clarke recommended that the men
of the contingent use the Bible as

a daily companion a*nd guide.

Queen of Queen's

(Continued from page I)

able musk from Mel Harnill, his

Genial Gentlemen and their lovciy

vocalist, Miss Aileen Stevens.

This band has appeared for sev-

eral seasons past at year dances and

is known to present specialty num-

bers and solo features in abundance.

This Friday marks his first and

probably only appearance at Queen's

this year. The orchestra arrange-

ments will be in true "Formal" style

by a band which is one of Canada's

finest.

Election at Dance

The Queen will l>e elected this

year by the males at the dance. The

three Faculty Executives of Science,

Medsand Arts haye chosen a facul-

ty representative, Miss Science,

Miss Medicine and Miss Arts re-

spectively, from whom the awe-

struck swains may chooitv For psy-

chological reaons. which are appar-

ent, the nanies of these luscious

beauties are withheld until a future

date, However, this event, coupled

with some of fairest heaven's music

will provide a truly informal for-

mat.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.
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Early to bed

Early to rise*

Then your gal steps out

With other guys.

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-

wear — Satins. Silver

or Gold Kid. High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

Delivery Service

Your Best Protection

HALIBUT

LIVER

CAPSULES

59c and 98c

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

"WORLD CITIZEN*.

IS TOPIC OF LECTURE

BY BILL MACDONALD

At a recent meeting held under

the auspices of the Kingston

Home and School Council. Pro-

fessor A. E. Prince spoke on

"World Citizenship." The speak-

er was introduced by Mr. Smith,

Inspector of the Home and School

Councils.

Reconstruction

Professor Prince opened his

address by stating that though

world citizenship may sound in-

congruous in these times, it is

an essential part of proper post-

war reconstruction. Because the

world is growing smaller, a wider

outlook is necessary and the co-

ordination and collaboration of

nations is fast becoming the

watchword of the people. The

present war has fostered an in-

creasing iu<eindependence of na-

tions which will help to promote

the idea of world citizenship after

chaos is ended.

The second Great War is a.

matter of two factions fighting

for supremacy, the one standing

for world unity and the other for

race supremacy. The speaker

said that the peace aims of the

free nations fighting for world

unity were important in that they

inspired the people in occupied

countries. Also, by the great and

noble effort being put forth by

the democracies Russia has been

shown that the bourgeois nations

are not as much her enemies as

she formerly believed. Similar-

ly, the democracies have ceased

to fear the Communistic State.

This mutual understanding be-

tween nations has improved the

prospects for a better world set-

tlement when the war is ended.

Atlantic Charter

The speaker went on to say

that the Church is playing an
extremely important part in put-

ting forward the ideal of world-

mindedness. However, the most
dramatic symbol of world citi-

zenship was the Atlantic Charter

in its statement that "All men
in all lands shall live lives free

from want and fear." Professor

Prince claimed that the points

of the Atlantic Charter, though
similar to Wilson's 14 points,

were in reality more realistic, and
concerned the nations of the

Radio Programs

Tuesday, February 3
—"Mech-

anical Engineering and the War."

Mr. W. A. Wolfe.

Wednesday. February 4— "Men-

tal Health." By C. H. McCuaig.

Thursday, February 5—To be

announced.

Friday. February 6—"Drama

—

Ibsen." Mr. E. C Kyte.

These programs are from 7-15-

7.30 p.m. I

Judge — What brought you

here, young man?
Engineer — Two policemen

brought me, sir.

Judge—Drunk, I suppose.

Engineer — Yes, sir, both of

them.

TALK
I wish people, when you sit near

them

wouldn't think it necessary to

make conversation

and send thin thin draughts of

words

Mowing down your neck and

ears and giving you a cold in

vour inside*.—D. H. Lawrence.

NCTC/

world rather than the United

States alone. Men of vision and

foresight such as Churchill and

Roosevelt will bring about a

world of new ideals. There will

be collaboration between nations

in trade and commerce, improved

labor standards and social sec-

urity throughout the universe.

Professor Prince emphasized

that the old order of the pre-

war period was gone forever and

greater equality is the byword of

the age to come. Whether this

new order of world freedom

would be brought about by an

improved League of Nations or

a realization of H. G. Wella*

dream of a world federation re-

mained to be seen.

Congratulations

To Jean Carmichael and her

committee for an unsurpassed

Formal. Everything — supper,

music — was outstandingly suc-

cessful on both nights. And a

very special bouquet to Audrey

Hollis and all the girls who help-

ed with the decorations. They

couldn't have been better, and

formed a perfect background foi

a first-class Formal.

Intercollegiate Debating

Society

Don't forget to come to the

Debate tonight at 7-30 in the Btin

Righ Coinmon*Room. A team of

two, from Varsity, will oppose

the Queen's girls on the subject

of propaganda as a tool of gov-

ernment. The debate should be

a very interest]rig one, and we

hope Levana will show their sup-

port, and give the visitors a warm
welcome. After the debate, the

discussion will be thrown open

to members of the house. Lome
on, everybody, and express your

Red Cross Room
Amid the excitement of the

Queen of Queen's, and practices

for the Water Follies, don't tar-

get that there is a room at the

t< >p of the Old Arts Building,

where you may see a small but

hard-working group of co-eds

any afternoon between two and

five. Here you may find lots of

work to be done, and never

enough hands to do it. You will

also discover a ready supply of

wool, with which you can make
many much-needed articles for

COMING ON THE CAM PUS

Tonight:

8.15 p.m.
—

"Pirates of Penzance"

K.C.V.I. Auditorium

Wednesday

:

11.00 a.m.—A.M.S. Lecture

Dr. Watson Kirk-

connell

Grant Hall

8.15 p.m.
—

"Pirates of Penzance"

K.C.V.I. Auditorum

12.40 p.m.—S.C.M. Chapel

Service—Morgan

Memorial Chapel

Old Arts Bldg.

9.00 p.m.—Basketball game
Gymnasium

Thursday

:

7.15 p.m.—Arts Concursus

our soldiers and sailors. There is

always something for you to do

at the Red Cross Room. Why not

come and help?

Sask. Hall Dope — What's a

military objective. Helen?

Second Ditto—Just walk past

those O.T.C. boys on the corner.

You'll find out!

Ann—Bill is an awful pest. He
never knows when to stop.

Betty—That's strange. I was

out riding with him last night

and he found a dandy place.

Under the spreading mistletoe

The homely maiden stood,

And stood and stood and stood,

And stood and stood and stood

and stood.

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

STUDENTS—
Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

SAVE MONEY' BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA BOOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

THIS FRIDA Y EVENING - Arts '43 Presents

THE

QUEEN of QUEEN S
with the Music of

MEL HAMILL
And His Orchestra

Come out and Vote for your Dream Girl and Listen to the finest in Dance Music

In GRANT HALL Tickets $1.25
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Amid proper consternation th

government announced yesterday

that there is an acute shortage
of professors in Canadian uni

vcrsities. Much professorial ma
terial has been taken by them
to be used in war work and the

material remaining on campuses
must be treated with care, the

government warned. If studen

do not handle professors with
delicacy the government may
have to enforce a system of ra-

tioning. Regardless of what the

government does in lieu of th

unprecedented shortage if is

rumored that the Toronto "Mop
and Pail" soon will instigate ;

campaign for rationing profss

sors, regardless of political affilia

tions.

In a chummy interview with
the writer of this column an of-

ficial of the university said that

the Board has taken matters into

its own hands and shortly will

issue a notice to all students re

garding the shortage. This notice

will point out how best the stu-

dent may help keep professors in

good mental and physical shape.

Above all students will be told

that such valuable material must
be handled with utmost care.

After much beating about the

bush I was able to get a general

idea of what will be in the pam-
phlet. I present it for your in-

formation.

LEFT HAND CORNER
(Continued on page 6)

Mrs. Nielsen, M.P.,
To Address S.P.C.

The Social Problems Club
learned this week that Mrs,

Dorise W. Nielsen, M.P., has ac-

cpted their invitation to address

the dub at Queen's on Wednes-
day, February 1 1 in the after-

noon.

Mrs. Nielsen will discuss the

most important aspects of the

Canadian scene. It is expected

'hat the issue of conscription will

be [he focal point of interest.

Independent

Mrs. Nielsen is the parliamen-

MRS. NIELSEN
(Continued on page 2)
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Dr. W.Kirkconnell

Discusses Canada
At Address Here

Says Canadian Immigrants
Playing Full Part
In War Effort

BY DILL MEREDITH
Canada's two and a half million

.itizens of recenl Furopcan origin

are playing their full pan in Can
ada's war effort, and making their

full contribution to Canada's na-

tional character, Dr. Watson Kifk-

conncll told Queen's students at

(he A.M.S. Lecture on Wednesday
morning, in his address. "So This

Is Canada."

Dr. Kirkconnell

Dr. Kirkconnell, a Queen's gra-

duate of '16, now the head of the

English Department at McMaster
University, an expert on the cus-

toms, politics and languages of Cen-

tral Europe, told his audience that

we should judge the diverse ele-

ments of Canada's population, not

by racial origin, but by idealism.

DR. KIRKCONNELL
(Continued on page 3)

Students Organize;

Will Draft Petition

Principal Speaks Favorably
Of Scholarship Plan

Principal Wallace has endorsed

the carrying on at Queen's of a

campaign for National Scholarships,

it was announced to the Journal

on Monday. Interviewed by a

member of the campus Committee

Dr. Wallace issued this statement

"Any plan that will make pos

sible the selecting of those who have

special abilities needed in our war

effort is of paramount importance

at the present time. Some of the

fields of training can only be ijiven

by our universities, Many students

with the requisite ability and en-

thusiasm have not the means to

take this training. It would he of

real value in Ontario, as elsewhere,

if a plan can he developed to this

end. There is no doubt that rural

standards would benefit by such

plan. The universities would, I

feel sure, be willing to take the

STUDENT PETITION

(Continued on page 7)

Self-denial Night Is Planned;

Will Take Place On Saturday

Dean Of Science

Grants Interview

On Summer Jobs

PARLIAMENT ON PARADE

BY ALAN IIARVIiV

Ottawa, (C.U.P.) — Cuffnotes
lr, >m the Canadian capital:

1'his was wheat week on Par-

'''inient Hill. Into Ottawa's Union
Nation at the week-end rolled

'
v " special trains bringing more

"'an 400 representatives of west-
<Tr

i farmers armed with a peti-

l|oii of rights for western agri-
' 'dturc. Their main plank was

request for an increase in the

I'nctt of wheat from 70 "cents to
51 a bushel, basis No. I Northern
'' Fori \\ iiii;:m and V incQUver.

Schooling Big Worry
'lie of the major concerns is

education. Farm income on the

Editob's Note: the war situa-

tion is at present critical, What
action should we take:' Should we.

as students, continue in our studies,

or could we he of more immediate

use in a war industry, or in a branch

of His Majesty's Seri'iecs/ In the

belief that these and other ques-

tions have caused great concern to

many of us, the Journal's Science

Editor has been seeking advice from
those who, by virtue of their age.

experience and position, con be

considered qualified to give counsel

on this vital matter In ihc hope

that such information may be use-

ful to others, we submit in this

article a condensation of advice ob-

tained this week from Dr. A. L.

Clark, Dean of our Facility of

Science. *

Students in engineering and the

sciences, to whom the National War
Service Regulations, Section 17,

apply, may have the summer camp

portion of their training postponed,

provided they secure vacation em-

ployment in one or other of the

war industries.

The final approval of this pro-

posal was given by The Honour-

able. J. T. Thorson, Minister of

National War Services, on January

20, 1942.

The Wartime Bureau of Tech-

nical Personnel initiated this pro-

DEAN OF SCIENCE

(Continued on page 4)

Co-eds Requested To Invite

Escorts To Ban Righ
For Evening

Donations Expected

Arrangements have been com
pleted for Queen's first "self

denial night," to be held this Sat

urday, it was announced this

week. If successful, it is thought

that this innovation may become
a weekly feature of campus life

lor the duration.

Dancing

This Saturday night, there will

be an informal entertainment

Ban Righ Hall, with hridge

dancing and ping-pong from eight

until eleven. Girls are requested

to issue the invitations, and

should any girl already have

date, it is hoped she will suggest

the entertainment at Ban Rigl

instead of whatever the boy has

planned. At Ban Righ the boys

will be expected to make a dona

tion to the war effort in a box

placed there for that express pur

pose . . . possibly the amount

he would have spent at a movie

SELF-DENIAL DAY
(Continued on page 2)

Close Debate Won
By Varsity Ladies

Critic Praises Both Teams
In His Review

Queen's Debaters
Humbled By Loyola

prairies, they contend, is NOT
high enough to enable the west-

ern provinces to provide adequate

schooling, especially in the lower

grades.

Besides the problem of financ-

ing the schools, the prairie farm-

er has difficulty raising enough

money to send his sons and

daughters to university.

"How do you suppose," one

delegate asked, "we can afford to

send our children U< college when

farm conditions are at their pre-

sent level?"

J. G. Diefenbaker. Conservative

PARLIAMENT
(Continued on page 2)

Over the past week-end, two

Queen's debaters, Don Webb and

Jack Wheelton, went to Montreal

to debate with the men of Loyola

College. The subject was "Resolved

the Rowell Sirois Report should

be adopted." Queen's upheld the

negative side of the dehate, and

went down to defeat only after a

gallant effort. .

Social Services

Robert Boyce, the first speaker

for the affirmative, opened his re-

marks by proving that prosperity in

one section of the country is de-

pendent on prosperity of the nation

as a whole. Distressed provinces

in Canada must be aided by those

provinces in better circumstances,

Provinces in financial distress find

it necessary to tax heavily to pay

for social services. The National

Adjustment Grants, as recommend-

ed by the Commission, are needed

in Canada.

The Commission's plan to abolish

sales and corporation taxes in the

Dominion was defended. Many of

these taxes affect the poor in the

same measure as the rich and theie-

fore are unjust. Mr. Wheelton,

first speaker for the negative, ob-

QUEEN'S DEBATERS
(Continued on page 3)

On Tuesday night in Ban Righ

Common Room a team from To
ronto University defeated a Le-

vana team in the annual inter

collegiate debate.

The resolution stated that the

house approved of propaganda

as a tool of government, tl/e af-

firmative being upheld by Audrey

Hollis and Joan Rayner of the

Levana Debating Society, and

the negative by Mary Skeelers

and Margaret Dillon, represent-

ing the Varsity Debating Union.

Affirmative

The speakers for the affirma-

tive emphasized that since propa-

ganda is inescapable in our mod-

ern world it sjiould be used by

government rather than by sub-

VARSITY LADIES

(Continued on page 2)

TRICOLOR FOR 1941

WILL BE OUT SOON

DR. K. C. EVANS
Dean of Divinity at Trinity College,
University of Toronto, who will be
the preacher at the University Service
to be held in Convocation Hall on
Sunday.

Doctor K.C. Evans

To Preach Sunday

"The Knowledge Of God" Is

Topic Of Sermon

There is to be a University

Church Service in Convocation Hall

next Sunday at 11 a.m. Dr. K. C.

Evans, Dean of Divinity at Trinity

College, University of Toronto, is

to be the speaker. Music is to be

supplied by Dr. Harrison at the

organ and the Chapel Choir.

The Speaker

Dr. F.vans, who holds the de

grees of M.A., Ph.D., and B.D.,

will speak on "The Knowledge of

God." The speaker was born in

China, where his parents were mis-

sionaries, and he received his educa-

tion there. Later he worked for a

time with an accountant's office

in Shanghai.

DR. EVANS

(Continued on page 6)

Queen's Will Help

Students In Need

At Mount Allison

Fire In Men's Residence
Left Boys Destitute

Last December

BY BERNAHD WAN[>

The Alma Mater Society an-

nounces a special campaign to

raise necessary funds for the

many Mount Allison students

who were left destitute and

bereft of all their personal be-

longings with the destruction by

fire of the men's residence there.

Beginning on Monday. February

9, Queen's University will be-

come a unit in a nation-wide cam-

paign which will be undertaken

by all Canadian universities. Box-

es for donations to the Mount
Allison Belief Fund will be placed

in Ban Righ, Students' Memorial

Union and in the Technical Sup-

plies. It is to be emphasized that

the donations received will be

used only to aid the students in

replacing the loss of their per-

sonal belongings.

DR. J. SC LATER SPEAKS
ON RELIGION, MORALS

On Monday afternoon in Con-

vocation Hall the Rev. Dr. J. R. P.

Sclater delivered a lecture on "Re-

ligion and Morals." Although a

minister in the United Church, he

chose to speak as a layman, usinc

bis experience for a background.

His lecture was the third m a ser-

ies of five on "Modern Canadian

Problems" sponsored by the Uui-

ersity and being given every Mon-

REV. J. R. P. SCLATER

(Continued on page 6)

Men Vote Tonight

For College Queen

Aileen Stevens Is Vocalist

With Mel Hamill

For 'the first anil probably the

last time this year, Mel Hamill's

Orchestra will play for dancers in

Grant Hall this evening. This

band, well known from previous

engagements at Queen's, will

again present its usual wide range

of danceable tunes and specialty

numbers. Miss Ailceu Stevens,

the vocalist, will please listeners

with her renditions of popular

songs,

Queen of Queen's

No less an important feature

of the dance will be the balloting

for the Queen of Queen's,. The
Faculty Executives of Science,

Mcds and Arts have announced

their respective representatives.

Barbara Craig, Gwen Pearson

and Audrey Hold's are Miss

Science, Miss Meds and Miss

Arts respectively. One of these

COLLEGE QUEEN
(Continued on page 7)

Ingenious Engineers To Create

Never-Never Land In Grant Hall

The 3Sth edition of the Queen's

Tricolor promises to be the best

in its history. Editor Hugh Black

told the Journal in a recent inter-

view. Students positively must

have their deposits in by Feb-

rurary 10 he asserted, since the

Stiff hopes to have the year book

out in record time this year.

Contest

The recent photography contest

has ensured an excellent Campus

Life Section, representative of all

phases of undergraduate activity.

Many new features have been

TRICOLOR
(Continued on page 6)

Maid Mari.ni will vacate her

sanctuary next Friday to accommo-

date eleven men ami a gtrl, who

will come to Queen's February 13

to entertain the boys and erirls in

their terpsfchorcan revelries in

Grant Hall.

Cave on Stage

The great stage of Grant Hall

will be decked after the fashion of

the Oracle's cave, a solid housing

for a solid formal liand. Forty-

seven feet in length, the huge struc-

ture, around which will be centred

the theme of this year's Science

Formal decorations, will tower high

above the dancers, imparting color

and atmosphere to a festive Occa-

sion.

Upon entering the ballroom,

guests will behold a huge cave o£

"solid rock," Occupying the central

portion of the stage, and flanked

b> a smaller cavern on cither side.

Attention will, perhaps, first be

drawn to the central portion, where

the band holds forth. After gaiing

at Stan Patton and his musicians

for a few minutes, the spectator

will perhaps note that a spiral of

flagstone steps ascends from either

side of the cavern, and terminates

SCIENCE FORMAL
(Continued on page 7)
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Lost

Ticket to opening of Club Mor-

occo. Finder please return to

general office.

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
556 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A.

TWEED SUITS
Blues - Greens - Greys

Browns

22.50 24.50

Herringbones - Stripes

Donegal effects

SPORT COATS

$14.75 up

•

BIBBY'S
Where you buy with confidence

78-80-82-84 Princess St

Parliament

(Continued from page 1)

member of the House of Com-

mons for Lake Centre, told the

commons the delegates were com-

ing to protest against conditions

of "economic slavery.

Big Business

Launched April 7. 1940, to ad-

minister what has become Can-

ada's "biggest big business," the

Munitions and Supply Depart-

ment ruled over by Clarence De-

catur Howe now employs more

than 2,000 compared with its

original staff of 300 .. .
only

faster growing branch of the gov-

ernment service is the Wartime

Prices and Trade Board . .
even

its publicity won't estimate how

many are drawing salaries from

the board now, so fast has it ex-

panded.

The Munitions Department

handles more than 500 cables and

telegrams every day, sends out

and receives more than 5.000 let-

ters . . . Number of new files', ex-

clusive of secret and confidential

dockets, increased by nearly 25,-

000 between July and September

last year.

Ottawa Oddities

The Deputy Minister of Fish-

eries in the federal cabinet is—

no fooling—Dr. D. B. Finn . - .

They're rationing sugar in Can-

ada now and yet the best author-

ities say there hasn't "been a

ripple on the surface as far as

The Pirates of Penzance
Rl VIEWED L1Y BILL MACDONALD

The Queen's Glee Club pro-

duction of the Gilbert and Sicili-

an operetta, the Pirates of Pen-

zance, was well received at K.C.

V I auditorium this week. The

entire cast tried hard and the

full house on both occasions

proved that an evening of Gil-

bert and Sullivan is not amiss.

Main Roles

Varsity Ladies

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princess St

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chiir ahop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 1772-W

OPEN ALLEYS

EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

Dr.Vfncent A. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St

Fountain of

VITAMINS

Canada is concerned . .
." th

picture is a lot different in the

United States . . . Ottawa corres-

pondents get some requests . .

the British Library of Informa-

tion, for instance, wanted to know

what size hat Winston Leonard

Spencer Churchill usually wears

. . . The Press Gallery had the

answer . . . it's 7^ . . . now all

the correspondents, wowed by

the pm's charm, claim the same

hat size.

Figure Men
Finance Minister James Lori-

ler Ilsley gets a bang out of

;ilking shop with Walter Gor

don and Dr. R. P. Bryce, keen

young members of his department

. . The trio spend hours talking

over obscure economic points.

"It's as interesting and profit

able as a university extension

course," Mr. Ilsley sa>

Mr. Gordon, graduate of Royal

Military College and Dr. Bryce,

who did his studying at the Uni

versify of Toronto, Cambridge

and Harvard, attend most of the

minister's press conferences and

have earned the admiration of

correspondents for the way they

reel off figures.

Potent Paragraph

The rubber shortage was never

more sharply underscored than

this.
.

"How long the motorists of

Canada will be able to stay on

the road will depend entirely on

themselves and on tire dealers

and service stations . .
-" So says

Supplies Controller Alan H. Wil-

liamson of the Munitions Depart-

ment.

The opening chorus of rollick-

ing IMrales in their lair on the

rocky coast of Cornwall was well

done. Led by an excellent

Samuel, played by Wyatt Mc-

Lean, the pirates presented a

bloodthirsty appearance in their

gaudy costumes. Ruth's song

was fair, but Marion Trott, the

actress, tended to overact some-

what. Newt Williamson as the

pirate King, sang well. The

recitative with Ruth and Frederic

was well done and Doug Gray

kept up his good work through-

out the rest of the operetta. The

leaders of the girls' chorus, Kate,

Edith and Isabel, portrayed by

Mary McLcod. Mary Cannichacl

and Naomi Bristol, played their

parts with good spirit.

The role of Mabel, taken by

Marjorie Peebles, was well done.

This is a difficult part for a non-

professional voice and Miss Peebles

showed great promise. Full ad

vantage was not taken of the

comedy part of Major-Gencral

Stanley, played by Mo Park,

though the part improved as the

play proceeded. In the second

act the policemen's chorus, led

,y the sergeant, Ed Somppi. was

excellent. Mr. Somppi has bad

considerable voice training and

t stood him in good stead.

On the whole, the operetta was

well done and should be a source

f encouragement to all who par-

icipated. Probably the brightest

,pot<
of the first act were the

opening chorus, the work of Miss

Peebles and Mr. Gray, and the

whole company in the singing of

the beautiful "Hail Poetry." The

bright lights of the second act

were the opening chorus by the

girls, (who were generally better

than the boys' chorus), the Police-

men's chorus and Mr. Somppi.

Miss Peebles and Mr. Gray in the

recitative and duct. Samuel with

the pirate chorus, and the finale.

Direction

The main criticism to be made

of the operetta was that it was

under-directed rather badly. The

choruses were not given suf-

ficient to do while on the stage

and as a result tended to slow

down what is usually a fas;-mov-

jng presentation. Principals near-

ly all made the mistake of talking

and singing lines upstage rather

than downstage so that lines were

sometimes not heard. The lack of

costumes for the girls and subse-

quent semi-modernization of the

operetta reduced the illusion in-

tended by Messrs. Gilbert and

Sullivan. The first act started

out well but faded towards the

end. The first half of the second

act was too slow moving but

after the entrance of the police-

men more pep was engendered

and the operetta drew to a good

conclusion.

It should be remembered that

the lack of sufficient direction

and probable lack of time for re-

hearsals contributed most to the

bare spots in the performance.

The undertaking of a Gilbert and

Sullivan operetta is a big one and

necessitates much time and labor

on the part of all connected with

it. The Glee Club should cer-

tainly be encouraged to continue

with Gilbert and Sullivan in the

future.

(Continued from page I)

versive private interests. Propa-

ganada, which they asserted to

be harmless if accompanied by

free speech, elucidates govern-

mental policy, thus bringing the

governing body closer to the

people, and making it impossible

for the governing body to enact

legislation without the approval

of the voters. They added that

.irate education was a desirable

form of propaganda. The affirm-

ative further stated that cultural

propaganda brought capital into

the country.

Negative

The speakers for the negative

„jserted that propaganda is usu-

ally biased and misleading if not

actually false, and tltat it goes

against free thinking. The nega-

tive insisted that the use of

propaganda, which influences the

thinking of the citizen, assumes

the voter 10 be a moron, without

the intelligence to make up his

own mind. They further stated

that propaganda in the last war

led to the hatred for the Germans

expressed in the Treaty of Ver-

sailles which finally led to the

formation of the Nazi Party.

In this war, the Toronto de-

baters contended, the morale of

the German people is certainly

being built up by propaganda

... but after the inevitable de-

feat that awaits them, a sort of

national nervous break-down will

set In, which will hopelessly com-

plicate post-war reconstruction.

In a short criticism of the de-

bate. the Rev. Dr. Clarke praised

b<iih sides and stated that the

decision was extremely close.

Mrs. Nielsen

(Continued from page I)

lary representative of North Bat-

tkford. a small farming com-

munity in Saskatchewan. A
ia-mer's wife, and the mother of

three children, she ran for the

Federal House on an independent

ticket and was elected in March,

1<J40. Prior to her election, the

woman M.P. had worked for the

C.C.F. party. She is well-known

amongst fanners and trade union-

ists because of the many efforts

she has exerted on their behalf.

We are giving the Queen's

War Aid Commission 20%

of our gross sales on any cor-

sage, hair band or button-

niere purchased at our shop

for the Science Formal. To
be able to do this we must

eliminate any possibility of

waste by over-buying on cer-

tain lines, because the cost

of flowers is up in compari-

son to last year, due to the

fact that the wholesale flor-

ists have no price ceiling. I

would sincerely appreciate if

all our customers and friends

will try and place their ord-

ers early in the week of the

14th, thereby assuring them-

selves of the desired corsage

and helping us give better

service.

Sincerely,

Bill Weller.
—Advt.

Self-Denial Day

TECHNI-

COLUMN

Get your vitamins this taste-

thrilling way — begin your

breakfast at our fountains

with a brimming glass of

fresh, sweet orange juice

rich in vitamins A, B„ B_„

and C. It's as refreshing as

it is delicious and healthful.

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

"Hello Mary Louise, watcha do

ing Saturday night?"

"I gotta date."

"And the Saturday after that.'"

"I gotla date."

"Anna next Saturday?"

"Gotta date."

"Good gawd, woman, don't you

ever take a bath?"

—Manitoban.

Imagine the expression on the

salesman's face, far away from

home, when he received a telegram

from home: "Mary gave birth to

two boys this morning. Litter fol-

lowing."

The following memorandum

was submitted by Mr. George

Newman, City Electrician,

Winnipeg, Manitoba, and is

printed for information.

Electric Shocks

The University of California

recently made some rather inter-

esting tests to find the current

at which a subject, receiving an

electric shock, could "let go" or

release himself from the live con-

ductor; the assumption being

that the danger point was that at

which the person could not let

go. The general statement was

made that when loss of muscular

control occurred the subject

would be injured for the simple

reason that the degree of mus-

cular control would be progres-

sively lessened until respiration

was so affected that the subject

might die simply from asphyxia-

tion.

The original article which ap-

peared in various trade maga-

zines showed the let go cur-

rents as having a range of 10 to

22 milliamperea at 60 cycles, with

an average of 15 milliamperes,

and I thought it might be in-

teresting to find out what volt-

age was necessary to get these

let go currents under the condi-

tion of tests. 1 am now informed

by Prof. C. F. Dalzicl, who made

the above tests on approximately

200 subjects, that the voltage

range was from 20 to 75 volts. AH

the AC results, on cycles varying

from 5 to 10.000, were in the

range of 18 to 82 volts.

I thought perhaps these volt-

gc figures might be interesting

ince many who are in the in-

dustry, and certainly a large

number of the general public, be-

lieve that quite high voltages arc

necessary to cause death, and

tests such as these might serve

to remind us. who are in the in-

dustry, that the ordinary low

voltages which we so commonly

use are well in the danger zone.

1 note in the September issue

of the News-Bulletin of the LA

E.I., a regrettably long list of

electrocutions which includes two

fatalities from portable drills, two

from welders and two from electric

fences. And it is probable that

familiarity with these common

devices has not been followed bj

a realization of the necessity of

the best possible design, nor of

the need for the most careful

maintenance.

(Continued from page 1)

or one of the more usual diver

sions. In this connection girls

contributions too will be grate

fully received.

The War Aid Commission feels

that with co-operation, this plan

should be very successful. This

week, the success of the new

scheme rests with the members

of Levana. The Q.W.A.C. ask

every co-ed to remember the

worthy cause to which her do

nations will be devoted, and to

do her part in promoting this

new plan.

Two women were discussing a

mutual acquaintance.

"She has a very magnetic per-

sonality," said one.

"She ought to have," comment-

ed the other, "everything she has

on is charged."

Then there was the Freshette

who tried to work her way

through college by selling Satur-

day Evening Posts, but — all

the boys wanted to take Liberties.

Give a chorus girl and inch and

she has a costume.

Overheard last Friday.

"Why darling, what a stunning

gown. Too bad they didn't have

it in your size!"

"So you worked your way

through college? Your father must

he proud of you."

"Not much! He's( the man I

worked."

By the time you swear you're

bis

Shivering and sighing.

Ami be vows his passion is

Infinite, undying

—

Lady, make a note of this:

One of you is lying.

- -Dorothy Parker

Covered with

Neilson's smooth

French-style Chocolate
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"Where the Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

TYPING
Essays, Theses, and Pathology Cases.
Eight ccnti per iluulik-spaced page,

12 cents per single-spaced page.
Mimeographing: prices on application.

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson Street

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. ft. C. DOBBS & CO.
C B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St.

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY.

for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

McGALL S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St Phone 346

THEATRE
LINE-UP

CAPITOL

For a keen analysis of the philo-
sophy of individualism and a clear
insight of Victorian morality, Dp.
Jckyll and Mr. Hyde should cer-
tainly be seen. It is a picture where
the individual struggles to change

himself regardless of his environ-

ment — and, of course, can do it

only by magic. Dr. Jekyll is shown

hecoming an evil being — the devil

himself — within a Victorian set-

ting. Eventually it leads him to

murder but the basic evil is decid-

edly the sex motive. Why this

should be so and not the lust for

power or greedy acquisitiveness as

would appear more logical in the

20th century can well be seen under

the Victorian influence at the time

of its writing. The picture tries to

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
^Excellent Service

"4 Princess St. Opp. Boy York Cafe

GOURDIERS
FUES

78 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

phone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon

2?4 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop
Jda Van Clieal Maude Wagai

The

ODEON
KINGSTON'S MOST

BEAUTIFUL THEATRE
Presenting Continuous

Performances Daily

TODAY and SATURDAY

Around Her Swirls a World of Adventure

GEORGE
BRENT

- Romance!

ILONA BASIL
MASSEY RATH BONE

INTERNATIONAL LADY"

Next MONDAY - TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY
TWO SMART FEATURES

The life and loves of an exciting

womanl

LORETTA YOUNG in

"THE MEN IN HER LIFE"

WITH COMRIO VEIOT, DEAN JOGGER

The rowdiest rookie comedy of

them all!

'TANKS A MILLION"

WILLIAM JAMES CLARE
TRACY GLEASON KNOX

F0T0-NITE
That Sensational New Presentation

is Coming to the

GRAND and TIV0LI THEATRES
NEXT WEDNESDAY NICHT

$200.00
oppeR

All you have to do is make sure you are registered and
be at either theatre on FOTO-NITE, IT'S FREEH

Register in the lobby or telephone your registration

STARTS TOMORROW!

The show that ran 58 weeks on Broadway - - - With

the original cast - - - Original music - - - In Techni-

color - - - All this and Bob Hope, too!

"LOUISIANA
PURCHASE"

in technicolor

with

BOB HOPE VERA ZORINA
VICTOR MOORE DONA DRAKE

TODAY ONLY

DR. JEKYLL & MR. HYDE'

CAPITOL

20c 'Til 6 P.M.
25C AFTER (PLUS TAXiBILTMORE

•ALWAYS A GOOD SHOW" 1' — _J

TODAY and SATURDAY

George RAFT — Dorothy LAMOUR — Henry FONDA

IN "SPAWN OF THE NORTH" also
LAUREL ond HARDY in "CHUMP AT OXFORD''

WEDNESDAY

EDW. G. ROBINSON in "I AM THE LAW"
end JAMES STEWART, PAULETTE CODDARD in "POT O' COLD"

STARTS THURS.! "COAST GUARD" & "SOME LIKE IT HOT"

moralize against man's inquisitive-

ness into the workings of the soul

but it is that mquisitivehess which

makes man a human and not an

animal. A.

Starting tomorrow the Capitol is

presenting Louisiana Purchase for

your enjoyment. Records have been

broken in almost every theatre that

this picture has played.

Starring Bob Hope, Victor Moore
and Vera Zorina the picture deals

with a Senate investigation of the

scandalous political scene of the

"mythical state of Louisiana." Vic-

tor Moore as Senator Loganberry

is a riot and Hope as a crooked

political boss is wittier than usual.

There are bevies of beautiful belle.-;,

including Franchot Tone's 18-year-

old wife, and such outstanding beau-

ties as Zorina. Carol Bruce and

newcomer Dona Drake. Photo-

graphed in technicolor many of the

lavish scenes will leave the average

theatre-goer breathless, if he has

not already died laughing at the

antics of Hope and Moore. AA

TIVOLI

Today and Saturday. The Devil

Hat, with Bela Lugosi, and Fron-

tiers of Forty-nine, with Bill El-

liott, a pretty girl, and a long list

of cowboys.

BILTMORE
Showing to-day and to-morrow,

Spawn of the A'or//i and A Chump
at Oxford, George Raft and Henry

Fonda fight each other and love

Dottie Lamonr in Spawn of the

North which has been released for

another tour. Raft, Fonda and

their crews have some rough ad-

ventures midst icebergs and poach-

ers, as well as some hectic times

with Dottie and her pet seal.

Laurel and Hardy have consider-

able success with their usual rou-

tines in A Chump at Oxford. If

you like them you'll like this. Two
old pictures add up to a fair bill

C+.

= TAILORS FOR 94 YEARS =

1 LIVINGSTON'S (
= Unequalled Opportunity to Replenish Your Wardrobe ~
_ During Our Annual =

20% DISCOUNT
SALE

Sale Ends This Week

HURRY! HURRY! HURRY!

| Suits and Overcoats |
=: Regular $25.00 NOW $20.00 =

Regular $27.50 NOW $22.00 =
= Regular $29 50 NOW $23.50 =
— Regular $35.00 NOW $28.00 -j

Regular $45.00 NOW $36.00 ==

= A 20% Discount Off All Ready-to-Wear Clothes J

1 LIVINGSTON'S 1
75 -79 BROCK STREET

CIVIL AND MILITARY TAILORS
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Dr. Kirkconnell

ODEON
Ilona Massey, Basil Rathbone

and George Brent join forces to

make International Lady one of

(he best of the current group of

spy films now going the rounds.

Produced by Edward Small, the

film is an exciting story of an al-

luring lady, suspected of selling

information to the enemy, and of

t lie F.B.I., and Scotland Yard gen-

tlemen who seek to trap her. As

the mysterious lady, Ilona Massey

is something to look at — and in

this case it's a pleasure. The plot

gives her an opportunity to sing

i couple of numbers which should

please the many movie-goers who
sill remember her performance in

Balalaika, of some seasons ago.

Against the fascinating background

of war-time London, and New
York, the film swiftly unfolds, and

with just the right blending of song

and suspense, holds your interest

to the end. B.

Next attraction : Conrad Veidt

and Loretta Young in The Men
in Her Life.

GRAND
You're in the . 'nny A'ore, with

Jimmy Durante, is a movie sonic

company probably whipped off on

a sjiare afternoon. Its redeeming

qualities coiisist of one and one-

ijiiarter minutes of leg show. Jim-

my Durante and his wacky side-

kick sid Silvers, get into the arntv

by accident. Thence forward, they

try to imitate Abbott apd Costello

in army drill and a tank chase se-

quence. There are occasional funny

lines. They cause a smile — all

three of them. There are numerous

(Continued from page 1 j

Using the criterion of idealism,

Dr. Kirkconnell said, the New Ca-

nadians from Central Europe show

that they make good citizens of

Canada. They have been quick to

rally to the colors, now that our

idealism and theirs is at stake. The

speaker said that they have proved

their intellectual worth, and cited

a case where ten of twelve Univer-

sity of Manitoba scholarships went

to New Canadians.

Dr. Kirkconnell interjected a word

of warning, that while we should

look on those of European origin

as brother-Canadians, we should be

careful not to let down our barriers

to certain doctrines emanating from

Europe, inimical with our ideals.

The speaker said that shortly be-

fnre the v*ar there was a well-

organized Fascist movement in Ca-

nada, which aimed at establishing

"a Mexico on the lianks of the St.

Lawrence" and there are still some

in our midst who would bring about

a proletariat revolution.

Queen's Not Canada

"Queen's campus is not Canada,"

Dr. Kirkcotiuel said ; "it Is far

from being typical of the variety

and complexity of Canada.'" The

recent census showed, he said, that

we have five and a half Canadians

of Anglo-Saxon origin, three and

a half million whose
,
origin is

French, and two and a half million

who come from or trace their an-

cestry to Central Europe.

A fact which Canadians do not

sufficiently realize is the higher

birth-rate among non-Anglo-Sax-

ons, saiil the speaker, and this

should be kept in mind when con-

sidering the great political problems

facing us at this moment. Of the

children born in Canada in 193".

only 38% were of Anglo-Saxon

parentage, Dr. Kirkconnell said,

and of Canadians under the age of

10, 6Sfr an- riot Anglo-Saxon. It

is therefore a mathematical prob-

ability that a hundred years from

now, the Anglo-Saxons will only

represent 20% of our population,

and two hundred years from now,

he said, only 10%.

- Modern Chaucer

Dr. Kirkconnell read three of his

poems comprising part of a sort

1
Queen's Debaters

(Continued from page 1)

jected to the recommendation be-

cause they encouraged excessive

state intervention and centralization.

After War
The affirmative retaliated by re-

ferring to the chaos and waste in

the years following 1919 and 1930.

This should not be allowed to hap-

pen after the present war is over.

To avoid it, a streamlining of the

Canadian Constitution in light of

modern needs is necessary. Cana-

dian credit abroad has been weak-

ened by. provincial debts and there-

fore provincial finances must be

strengthened. If the provinces were

released from the responsibility of

rectifying unemployment, and Na-
tional Adjustment was instigated,

this end would be served.

Mr. Webb stated if Federal aid

was retracted, the provinces would

have to depend on such sources of

revenue as liquor sales. He ob-

jected also to adjustment grants

being fixed by a commission, be-

cause the commission might be in-

fluenced by politics.

The victor.- won by Loyola was

well deserved, said the Queen's de-

baters, on the grounds that the Loy-

ola men were fine debaters. Every

effort was made to put the contest-

ants on equal footing, and to make

the defeat of the Queen's men not

too hard to take.

short subjects — a Warner Bros.

Cartoon, Sports, News, and a mur-

der mystery. Coming is Swamp
Water, which sounds as if it will be

pleasantly gruesome. And after
that is a Tarzan picture. CI

-J.S.

Little Miss Muffct

Sat on a tuffet,

Eating some curds and whey.

Along came a spider

And sat down beside her,

And she grabbed the poor beast

and took it up to the hugs lab,

And dissected the spider away.

of modern "Canterbury Talcs." In

Chaucerian style, the modern
"Tales" has its beginning, not in

the Inn of Southwark but in a vil-

lage hotel in Manitoba, where a

party of snowbound travelers ex-

change their best stories. Grant

Hall shook with laughter as the

speaker read of how Providence

tamed a deacon's unruly bull in

answer to that good mans suppli-

cations, by giving the ferocious

beast a ride in a "twister." Then
in a serious vein he read a poem
depicting the pathos of railway

construction in the West. Once

more laughter rang out as Dr. Kirk-

connell read his "Man of Law's

Tale," a ghost story of a deserted

house on the prairie, inhabited for

part of a night by a lawyer, a mys-

terious traveler and a ghost.
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Today vs. Tomorrow

Much controversy has been waged as to the place of the

university stndent in a nation at war. The question has eyen

been raised, whether there should be any students in such a time

of strife. . ,

Throughout, the Journal has emphatically maintained that the

college men have a definite function, in war as well as in peace.

We have stressed the need for doctors and engineers. We have

submitted, too. that purely cultural instruction is hot without its

Many
purpose.

This latter point lias been at times severely questioned

-laim that all but purely scientific training, such as is essential in

irrelevant to the conduct of war. In this argu-

goes, there is a great deal of truth. But in the

still regard this as a rather narrow, short-run

shall attempt to point out its fallacy. And to

claim

actual lighting, is

mcnt, so far as it

last analysis, we

view. Herein, we

the student who sometimes pauses in despair to wonder, What a

Official Notices

Examination Time-Table

Faculty of Arts

The attention of students in the

Faculty of Arts is called to the first

draft of the April esamination time-

table. Errors or omissions should

he reported at once to the Regis-

trar.

T la-

the use?" we humbly dedicate this editorial.

There are, first of all, the armed forces. Certainly no stu-

dent or graduate should feel himself exempt from the obligation of

joining these. We do hold, however, that in most cases an able

and conscientious student, regardless of his field of study, will

probably be doing a greater service by completing his course

before joining up, than by rushing into uniform before be has

been given the training that his abilities merit.

For we must remember that after the war, there will be a

peace. The war, we have set out to win. And in order that all

our efforts may not have been in vain y we must win the peace.

In fact, the war might he said to be only a means to an end-

that of building a better world. This is'an end that must not be

submerged in a feverish pursuit of the means.

The new world will have to be built out of chaos—political,

economic and moral. Us builders, and its leaders for years to

come, will need to be strong men. They will need to know the

past, with its mistakes and its inspirations. They will need to know

the ways, the customs, the economies of their fellow-creatures. To

maintain their vast new world society in its delicate equilibrium,

they will have to be highly-trained and wise leaders

This class must come from somewhere. Rarely is there found

a man whose instincts give him a detailed knowledge of economic!

or law or politics or psychology, or of other specialized fields

These things must be learned through intensive study. And these

things are vital.

It is all very well for us to look back and condemn Ver

sailles with its high idealism and now-apparent weakness, or

the League of Nations and the isolationism of the United States

or the lack of foresight shown at Munich. But can our genera

tion do any better? Surely its best hope lies in men who have

been trained to appreciate these things, and to interpet their

deficiencies.

Up to the present, it would seem that comparatively littl

constructive and organized thought has been devoted to this verj

real problem of how to erect a post-war world. This is not as it

should be. Right now, there is open a vast new field in social

engineering—one which will accommodate everyone whose ability

and training qualify him to enter it.

This we submit as a rational, long-run outlook. Now, we
must equip ourselves by all the means at our disposal, not only to

win the war, but to win the peace: else in the end we may achieve

only a new truce and gain no lasting or real victory.

Alexander MacLachhm Peace

Prise, t30

The Alexander MacLacblan

Peace Prize has been established

by the MacLacblan family in mem

»ry hi Alexander MacLacblan, for

mer President of International Col

lege, Smyrna, who throughout his

life worked for better understand

ing among nations.

Conditions of Award

1. The Alexander MacLacblan

Peace Prize of the value of $30.

is offered annually for the best es-

say, of 3,000 words, on the subject

Promotion of Enduring World

Peace." The Prize is open to all

undergraduates of Queen's Univer-

sity, both intramural and extra-

mural.

2. The essay must be clearly writ-

ten or typewritten : and must he

sent in to the Registrar's Office not

later than March 31st. accompanied

by a statement signed by the candi

date that the essay is" the result of

Ins own readmgi thinking and di

cussion, and that he has not been

assisted by other persons in writ-

ing it.

Dean of Science

(Continued from page 1)

posal, in the belief that engineering

and .science students could find em-

ployment that would advance their

professional training and thereby

hasten the process of acquiring en-

gineering or practical experience.

This Bureau has written to all com-

panies to whom contracts have been

issued by the Department of Muni-

tions and Supply, and to companies

concerned with the production 6f

essential raw materials. The re-

iponse receiv ed indicates that.

great many in stances at least, stu

Need We Say More?

Beginning ntxt Monday, boxes will be placed at various

points about the campus, to collect contributions for the Mount
Allison Relief Fund. We art: not going to launch an impassioned

appeal on behalf of this fund, because we do not believe it is

necessary; we hope nevertheless that every student will be able

to give something. *

The Mount Allison University Men's Residence was totally

destroyed by fire in mid-December. Four men were killed, and
a number injured in the blaze, and most of those who escaped

lost all of their personal possessions and books. The money
collected here will all go to their personal relief, not to a general

University fund.

Surely we could find no worthier objective!

Self-Denial

A new and different idea is being placed before the student

body on Saturday of this week, when the first "self-denial night"

Motional Research Council Fellow-

ships, Studentships, Bursaries and

Special Scholarships, 1942

flursaries of the value of $250

will be open to award to applicants

who have graduated with high dis-

tinction in scientific study.

Studentships of the value of $650

will be open to award to applicants

have had experience in res-

earch work in science for at least

e year following graduation.

Fellowships of the value of $750

will be open to award to applicants

ho have given distinct evidence of

capacity to conduct independent re-

search in science.

Special Scholarships tenable at

the Laboratories of the National

Research Council in Ottawa, in cer-

tain fields in which these labora-

tories possess special equipment for

research work which is not avail-

able at Canadian Universities, may

be awarded as follows:

Four Post-Graduate Scholarships

of the value of $750, tenable for

twelve months will be open to

award to applicants who have to

their credit at least one year of

post-graduate work leading to a

Master's degree or equivalent, and

whose applications art approved by-

Canadian university. Although

other departments of science are

not excluded, applications in the

field of Engineering will receive

preferred consideration.

Two Posl- Doctorate Scholarships

of the value of §1,000, tenable for

twelve months, will be open to

award lo applicants who, having

completed their work for the Ph.D.

degree, desire to profit from the

experience to be gained; in the la-

boratories of the National Research

Council, before going into industrial

or other work.

Travelling Allowance— Grantees

who have to travel 300 miles or

dents will be employed and wil

have more care given lo their tram

Ing than has been the case in the

past.

Probably the majority of the

students concerned will elect to

have summer camp training post-

poned, as in past years very few

were able to undertake employment

during the period between their

final examinations and their camp

training. To facilitate the place-

ment of students, the Bureau asked

all the universities to register those

in attendance on its special forms,

which will be returned to it for the

Bureau's records. Those nniversi

tics with established placement fa

cilities should carry on, and com

panies that normally employ stu

dents after consulting with snch

placement offices should proceed as

usual, since the majority of them

->re engaged in wet materials pro-

duction.

This Bureau will undertake to

supplement placement work, and

deal with the problems of particular

universities by direct consultation.

What constitutes employment in a

war industry while not definitely

stated will be considered in the

meantime as employment that a-

pears to be satisfactory to the Min-

ister of Labor, on the advice .of

the Director of this Bureau.

This decision, coming as it does

from the Department of National

Defence, may be accepted for the

time being as a measure of authori-

tative guidance lo undergraduate

students in engineering and the

sciences. Nothing associated with

this action detracts from the imme-

diate and increasing needs of the

armed forces for the services of

experienced engineers in all estab-

lishments. This Bureau is actively

engaged in the location and trans-

fer of engineering personnel as re-

quired by the thvee services, thus

supplementing their own recruit-

ing activities.

As to fourth year students n"

guidance has yet been given. Of

course, as soon as a student gradu-

ates his career at the university is

over and he is subject to the ordi-

nary military requirements. How-

ever it is to be supposed that the

policy of the Government with re-

gard to engineers will be consist-

ent and that the needs of wartime

industry will be recognized. Guns,

trucks, tanks and planes have to be

built before they can be used and

it may wet be that an engineer cai

serve best by helping in the layout

and building of this equipment. E:

plosive and some chemical indu

tries are in the same category. This

does unt mean that the needs of the

armed services should be forgotten

but each man at the moment must

decide for himself where he can be

of greatest service.

Final year men who expect l«>

Eo into the essential industries

should proceed with the negotia

tiona with such firms, probably best

through our Employment Service

At the same time it will be well

lo keep one's eyes open for the

announcement of the policy of the

government regarding engineeriu

graduates. It is inconceivable, how

ever, that the government wdl nut

appreciate the needs of the essen-

tial industries. We may expect some

guidance from the Wartime Bureau

of Technical Personnel. The fact

that this Bureau has asked the

fourth year men to fill out forms

for classification purposes is an in-

dication that the needs of the war

industries are understood.

Science Formal

Corsages . . . .

The subject of corsages at for-

mal dances has given rise to great

diversity of opinion on the cam-

pus. During both this year and

,,-t several plans have been tried

and all have their advantages and

disadvantages. This year the

Science Formal Committee has

decided to leave the question of

corsages optional, and an ar-

rangement has been made with

tin following florists in Kingston

—The Emily Craw ford Flower

Shop. Stone's, Wait's, and Wel-

le r's whereby each will donate

20$ of the gross receipts netted

from the sale of corsages for the

Science Formal, to the Queen's

War Aid. Nothing will be sold

inside Grant Hall the night of

the dance. The florists have also

agreed to not allow agents to

solicit orders for them.

In summary the situation brief-

ly is this—the wearing of cor-

sages will be optional. If you

wish to get a corsage and do so

from one of the above-mentioned

florists. 20% of the value of the

corsage will be turned over lo

the Queen's War Aid. Nothing

will be sold in Grant Hall.

1942 Science Formal

Committee.

"I'm not the happiest person

in the world, but I'm next to the

happiest," murmured the supreme

egotist as he took the sweet

young thing into his arms.

You're missing a lot if you

haven't tried Philip Morris

Mixture, today's greatest

value in pipe tobacco.

In pouches, pack-

ages and M lb. tins.

more may. at the discretion of the

Council, be granted an allowance

toward travelling expenses. Such

travel grants shall be based on the

distance between the point where

the award is tenable and the point

where a grantee was located during

the preceding year.

Qualifications required are de-

tailed in the regulations governing

awards. Applications should be

strictly confined to candidates with

outstanding records, both in their

undergraduate and post-graduate-

courses.

March First is the final date on

which applications may be mailed.

Application Forms and copies of

the regulations governing Bursaries,

Studentships and Fellowships, and

separate regulations governing the

Special Scholarships, may be ob-

tained from the Registrar of your

University. Mail applications direct

to "The Secretary-Treasurer, Na-

tional Research Council, Ottawa."

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Slide

Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used Book

Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

STUDENTS
Belem? martin's ©eauty Salon

288 PRINCESS STREET (UpBtairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Helehe Martin Assistant Clara Watland

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 2U°

is staged on the Queen's campus. The genera! idea is that, instead

of taking the co-eds to the movies that night, the men should be

invited to spend the evening at Ban Righ. at the same time con-

tributing the money that they otherwise would have spent, to the

war fund. Girls may issue invitations to men, whether they have

previous engagements with them or not.

Actually, we are not sure that there is very much self-

denial involved in this particular case, but even so* the plan seems

a good one. We hope that both men and women will co-operate

to make it a success.

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE

RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MAECISCN STLDIC
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

We supply everything — Make your appointment now

for portraits and groups

92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones: 676 - 6
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Intramural Records At Stake

At Swimming Meet On Monday

4 '#

GEORGE HOOD
who has played a big part in the Com-
bines' rise to the top and will be seen
in action against Port Colborne here
tonight.

RINGSIDE
REFEREE
BY BOLY BARNSLEY

Last year Science '43 took the

lion's share of the boxing and
wrestling honors. Science '41 and

Arts '44 were the only other

years to cop more than one

championship. The men of Meds
failed to carry a single title. Per-

haps they will make amends this

year. For those interested here

are the complete results.

Boxing Champions
125 lbs—D. MacKenzie, Arts '43.

135 lbs.—N. A. Bell. Arts '44.

145 Ibsr—G. Schuett, Sc. "43.

155 lbs.—D. Bonnell, Sc. '43.

165 lbs.—C. Carlson. Sc. '41.

175 lbs.—G. Tyndale, Sc. '43.

Heavyweight—Y. Bechaz. Sc. '43.

Wrestling Champions
125 lbs.—C. Cameron, Sc. '43.

135 lbs.—N. .Holmes. Theology.

145 lbs.—R. Baizana, Sc. '44.

155 lbs.—R. Kennedy, Sc. "41.

165 lbs.—J. Bie, Sc. '41.

175 lbs.—J. Brown, Sc. '43.

Heavyweight—j. McNeill, Arts
'44.

No contestants entered in the

118 lbs. division of cither event.

A good many of the above are

not with us at the present and

others have signified their in-

tention of not entering this year.

So new blood, there is lots oi

room for you, Knock off those

extra pounds and sign up for your
event.

Bumper Crop of Navigators
Coached by W. Berry

In Fine Shape

The Annual Intramural swim-
ming meet will be splashed off on
Monday night at the pool begin-
ning at 8 p.m.

According to the list of entries

a bumper crop of navigators will

brave the whitecaps to boost their

year's standing for the Bews Tro-
phy.

Swimming Coach Wally Berry
has been working night and day de-

voting his time to getting the swim-
mers in shape and improving their

styles.

Two new Intramural marks were
hung up last year as Sc. '43's 150

yard Medley Relay team composed
of Dave Watson, H. Barton and H.

Hamilton bettered the existing re-

cord. R. Gamble, W. Howe. G.

Wright and J. Grant formed the

other record-.breaking foursome as

they flashed to victory in the 200

yard Frosh free relay for Science.

Sc. '43 copped the team champion-

ship last year and have again as-

sembled a formidable aggregation

to defend their crown.

Intramural Swimming Records

50 yds. Free. L. Cliff, Artfc '43,

26.4. 1940: 100 yds. Free, J. Dow-
ler, Arts '39, 62.0. 1938; 200 yds.

Free, N. Edgar. Sc. '39, 2.24.8,

1935; 440 yds. Free, H. Anglin.

Meds, 1934; 50 yds. Back, J. Dow-
ler, Arts *39, 32.0, 1938 ; 50 yds.

Breast. K. Johnson, Arts '39, 34.3.

1938; 200 yds. Breast, C. Almo-
nuist, Sc. '35, 3.15.0, 1933; 150

Medley Breast, Sc. '43. D. Watson.

H Barton, B.Tlamilton. 1.42.0.

1941 ; 200 Free Relay. 'Science,

1.55.0, 1938; 200 Free Relay, Frosh

Science '44, R. Gamble. YV. Howe,

G. Wright, J. Grant. 2.04.7. 1941.

SPORTS

CNCE CVCC LIGHTLY
ITH BILL LEMMON

^ r 7^f !"-
er ^'S name "'fce*8 have los* l'«tle time in putting the new

C.I.A.U. ruling into effect. MeGill already has a team in the Montreal City
Basketball League and have played an exhibition hockey game with Loyola
another Montreal college. In Hogtown, a rumor started in the official school
newspaper has been taken up by the local daily papers to the effect that
Varsity may seek entry in the Eastern Rugby Football Union, the stipula-
tion being that they play all their games at Varsity Stadium. It is not likely

iVrV-. V WO
,

uld be
.

refuaea admission in the league for the Blue andWhite have always been a good drawing card on the road and especially
at home, m Intercollegiate circles, and would probably repeat in the upper
bracket with a solid student body itching for some type of sport where
they could "shout and fight for the Blue and White"

n^ t^
lt^U

.
eh
.u
n° °^cUl noti" has yet s"Ped out of Western it is ex-

peetcd that they will again look south of the border for their opposition
next iau as they have been doing in their current basketball billing TheLondoners seemed to enjoy the American type of football played up on

M?,.. u
m

xA
3 fT of the d°wnHeM Mocking under their belt the

uf!?V^
0u make thmgfi 3 lot hotter for their American adversaries.™ h,

£j» J"5* abort brings us to the last university in the Intercollegiate
circuit. To date the powers that be have done little or nothing to advance
the cause of producing suitable opponents for a Queen's team except fora chance to nde roughshod over a vastly lighter Collegiate twelve, swampingan inexperienced R.M.C. squad (who will have left by next season), whippingan under-conditioned Garrison team who are never sure when their players
will be available from one contest to the next.

t.mti! "J"?
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^
P
J
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a tcam of such hi*h calibre as season's
juniors disband for lack of suitable opposition locally when they couldadd a few Interfaculty stalwarts and really give some of these supposedlyB e Four teams a run for their money. If Varsity think they have
sufficient natenal to seriously consider having a Senior entry next season
it miRht be a good time for the local officials to inquire if it were
feasible to invite outs.de name teams in to play exhibition games with thebest Queen s could produce instead of waiting until next fall and forming
the same unbalanced league.

t«m
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maiuma* «i the hips of the Port Colborne hockeySJ

T

y
,

aS
.'
Iy ,he di"*""" between the playoff birth or being

Ch?ii tbe
L
cruel

-
cruel

-
*™W *°r ^e Kingston Combines. Un-doubtedly it was the best move the local management has made this season

~?u vt ? ?16
Y
L
OUng and Roach

-
As Eor the P°™ '"is extra guarantee

will likely take them out of the red financially for they have not had agood season due to their low position in the standing. The sporting (?)crowd w.U not follow a losing team, even in Port Colborne
the peninsula sports writers have not been any too kind to the Com.

,il J3 j
open c"t,cl8m of die woodchopping method of play. Of course

nnl •

"P?v ° f <rau*llin« to the Limestone City has had more thanone secretary biting his finger nails. But to think of them entering the
playoffs. Oh heaven forbid such a catastrophe! These same scribes seem
to lorget that these same Combines have to travel twice as much as theirteams and more or less on a shoestring for they certainly haven't thesound financial backing ol some of the other pampered babies

The whole idea of the schemers is to oust the locals by the well-known squeeze play and place Niagara Falls in the playdowns. The Roar
City s win oyer St. Catherines had many of the local supporters hollering
Fake, Fake after the pitiful manner in which the Falls have been playinl

lately. Anyway a win tonight will solve the entire situation.

i m
T
r°

Intramura
' ^orts hit the bulletin board this week with thetabic tennis tournament schedule being posted and the Interfaculty swim-ming meet being splashed off in the pool on Monday evening.

The largest entry in history, 539 to be exact, have entered the miniature
tennis tournament with "Butr" Rosentzveig again on hand to defend his
title, the game has gained rapid strides in the New World in the lastdecade and is now placed high in the list of indoor entertainment. Thegame has long passed the pitter-pat stage and now it is not uncommon foropponents to stand thirty paces back of the table and parry stroke forB&SS^fi of I3

'
M0 in Madison Saua" « *•

The swimming meet is of an unknown quality to this writer but from
all reports the Water Follies and Wally Berry's coaching has added impetus
to the number of entries.

P.T. FOR FRESHETTES

ARTS '44 ELIMINATES
LAST YEAR'S CHAMPS

INTERMEDIATE CAGERS
WILL PLAY COMBINES

Tonight the Intermediate hoop-

siers clash with the Comhines

basketballers at the gym. For
l he Gaels this is a game they

must win or else.

The Combines have wins over

R.M.C., Garrison, and A.C.O.C.
to date and have only to whip
'he Tricolor to make it a clean

slate.

Full Strength

Forbes Munroe will likely re-

turn, to the court this evening to

guard "Shorty" McLellan, after

missing Wednesday night's easy

win over the Aluminum Plant.

Hie Combines are at full strength

with Drysdale, Senior and Kirk
retnrning to the fold.

The Junior Gaels seek to keep

"P their high scoring record at

lite expense of the local Col-

gym, upon some

egiate in the opener while Gord
'^cDone'll will be snooting tc>

keep his 20 points a game aver-

se, H'i wlii.-.t .,,

Towards- the

gloomy day

You may have seen sad damsels

wend their way;

For twice a week, to keep them-

selves in trim,

Freshe'tte'fi are forced to take an

hour's gym.

In haste they change to clothing

spare,

In haste they climb the clanking

stair

;

Then march around the room in

style

While idling airmen stand and
smile.

They jump, llfcy stretch, they

bend and touch their toes.

(What agony some suffer, no one

knows).

They hoist themselves on bars

and through the air

They hurtle, o'er the horse, white

airmen stand and stare

Perhaps you think I do not truly

tell

The case of those who do not do

so well.

I leave out ones who cannot touch

their feet

And ones who halt before the

horse they meet.

*

But after doing duty, faces brave,

They once again get dressed, and

quickly leave,

And when they are at home, I've

heard it said

•they one and all collapse upon

the bed.

Turning every foul shot into a

valuable point the Arts '44 basket-

ball team eliminated last year's

Intramural champs, Sc. '43, from

further competition on Wednes-
day night by a 19-18 score.

The game itself was by far the

best played contest of the season

as both teams went all out for

the privilege of jousting with

Meds '46 for the section playoff

in a sudden death game.

Half Time
Srts led 6-5 at the half way

mark scoring all their points via

foul pots but reverted to the two
point method in the second frame

to keep ahead of the Sciencemen

after they took a short-lived lead.

McCallum. Alexander' and
"Buttercup" Elliott, last year

Junior stalwarts, stood out for

Arts while Arnott, Read, Jones

and Clarke were the pick of Sc.

'43.

Sc. '43 — Arnott (2), Barton

(2), Stuart. Clarke (2), Brown.

Robertson (1). Young (1), Read

(5), Jones (4).

Arts '44—Alexander (4), Mc-
Callum (5), Elliott (I). Claire

(1), Forrester, Webb (5). Halli-

well (2), Cooke, Bannister, Mar-

tin, Percival.

Port Colborne Six
Plays Here Tonight

The Port Colborne Sailors will

play the Kingston Combines at

the Jock Harty Arena on Fridav

night. The game will he the last

scheduled league game of the cur-

rent season. It was originallv

•dated to be played on the Tars'

home ice, but was switched tt

Kingston to secure a larger gate.

The Ncls Stewart-coached visi-

tors' are in last place, but they

have occasionally risen to peaks.

In fact they have beaten St,

Kitts and the best the league

has In offer. Hence the game is

not to he taken lightly.

A win for the locals would en-

sure a playoff spot, with a loss

possibly blasting them out of the

"money-series." The Limestoners
feel confident of a win, after last

Saturday's smashing victory, but

it will be no push-jver.

Gael Basketeers

Trounce A.C.O.C.

By Score Of 33-15

Intermediates Regain Place
In E.O.B.A. Picture

Wednesday

The Intermediates jumped back

into the E.O.B.A. picture on
Wednesday night by virtue of a

33-15 win over the Aluminum
Plant.

Any similarity between the

Queen's team that played against

the Garrison on Saturday night

and this tcam was merely coin-

cidental as they romped to an
easy victory.

Standouts

Paul Aubrey stood out in the

victory with 9 points and was
right at home under boih baskets.

Taite Roth also turned in a

stellar performance from his

Varsity Women

Doing War Work

(Ed. Note—This article was

written by a co-ed at the Uni-

versity of Toronto and should

run in the Levana issue. We
print it how because of its gen-

eral interest!.

MARY LOUISE MCRUER

As at every other Canadian Uni-

versity, Varsity women are knee-

deep in war work. liveryone is en-

thusiastically sewing, knitting and

quilting for the troops and refugees.

The alumnae help the undergra-

duates and the results of their com-

bined efforts are remarkable.

Sewing

The wives of the members of

the faculty run the Red Cross work

rooms where they do large quan-

tities of sewing on garments. Not

many of the students are proficient

,'uard position, potting four field *n°UBh sewing to go to this room

goals.

George Kinnear, on loan to the

Plant was top scorer for the visi-

tors while Jimmy Peters of Sc.

"43, netted five points.

Queen's—Roth (8), Sweet (3),

Whillans "(3). McLellan (2),

Woods (1), Argue (2), Aubrey
(9), Beswick (6).

Aluminum — McLaughlin (2),

Edwards, Forrester (2), Kinnear

(6). Conn, Vivian, Peters (5).

Intermediate B. B.

Kch.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

11—Garrison at Queen's.

R.M.C, at A.C.O.C.

13—Combines at Garrison.

18—Queen's at R.M.C.

A.C.O.C. at Combines
20—Garrison at A.C.O.C.

Queen's at Combines
Feb. 25—Combines at R.M.C.
Feb. 27—A.C.O.C. at Queen's.

R.M.C. at Garrison.

"Quinte Flyers'' a bye to play

winner of above group.

Swimming Meet

All entries for the men's

Intramural Swimming Meet

to be held on Monday. Feb-

ruary 9. at 8,00 p.m. close

with the Physical Director

on Saturday, February 7.

No post entries or subslitu-

litJiis allowed.

c.o.r.c.

NOTICE

Will the person who removed
the water from the swimming
pool please return same to gym
in its original condition, if you
please.

Table Tennis

All first round matches in

the men's Intramural Table

Tennis tournament mUst In-

completed by Saturday, Feb-

ruary 7. No. extensions,

Memorandum

Contingent pictures \

taken as indicated below.

ill be

Tuesday. 10 Feb.—2100 hrs—
Gymnasium. Auxiliary Battalion

Officers, C.O.T.C. and Auxiliary

Battalion Warrant Officers.

Dress: Officers—Service dress

with Sam Brown belts. Those
concerned will govern theui^eko
accordingly.

W. H. Agnew,

Capt. & Adjt.,

Q.U.C., C.O.T.C.

F.ugtish Teacher—What's the

difference between a vision and
a sight?

Jcrkfinkle—When a girl goes

cut IT. the ev.nmg she ; a vision

When he gets up next morning

she's a sight.

but that doesn't mean they are idle.

Some of the workers keep quilts

set up in the basement which the

girls, of University College quilt in

their spare hours. It's a handy t>pe

of work because it is so easy to

pick up where someone else has left

off. About a hundred go each week

and about two quilts are completed.

Whitney Hall

In Whitney Hall, the U.C. girls*

residence, they all contribute to a

fund for knitting, and lasl year

turned out an average of two arti?.

cles per girl for the year. On each

floor of the building they have

large hampers for old clothes, and

boxes for tooth paste tubes, tin foil,

bottles and stamps ( for their dye).

The airmen aren't forgotten. St.

Hilda's girls' residence has airmen

over for tea quile often, and en-

tertains them at dances on Saturday

night. Dates for thirty of them

were found for the Whitney Hall

Formal.

War Courses *

The W.S.T.D. (Women's Ser-

vice Training Detachment) has
about ISO members and is fairly

active. However, it could be mote

so The memfiers take drill and

then choose .two of the following

optinns — stretcher drill, St. John's

Ambulance, telephone operating,

motor mechanics, food administra-

tion, ami -VR.F. In involves three

hours a week nffbgettie]

fan Hellenic raised SS50 on the

Victory Ball. Tt also has private

charities which it is supporting in

spite of the war.

Then there was the March of

Dimes which the girls helped to

support and by nightfall they reach-

ed their objective of ten thousand

one hundred and twenty-six dimes.

Through the whole campus the

feeling that Canada is at war is

felt, and everyone helps to share

the responsibility.

'Is there any mail for me:"

'What's your name?"

'It's on the letter."

— Manitohaii.

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official 8'azers

WARREN K. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Cop"'itutiom

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St

Printing ot

Every

Description
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in the

MUSIC ROOM

Saturday, Feb. 7:

The Metropolitan Opera Co.

presents "Tosca" by Puccini

Sunday, Feb. 8:

The New York Philharmonic

Symphony Orchestra.

Mendelssohn — Overture ti

"Zum Marchen von der

schonen Melusine."

Beethoven — Concerto for

Violin and orchestra.

Menotti — Overture to "The

Old Maid and the Thief.

Smetana — Symphonic Poem

"Blanik."

Monday, Feb. 9:

Beethoven—Symphony No. 8

Wagner—Prelude to

gnn.

Mendelssohn

Lohen

Violin Con

QUEEN'S FRENCH CLUB
WILL PRESENT FILM

The Queen's French Club will

present a French film, Knof'k on

Le Triomphe dc hi Mcdccbi, at the

Tivoli Theatre on Tuesday, Feb-

ruary 10, This play, which is being

studied by French 2 in Arts, is

written by Jules Remains, a well-

known Parisian playwright, and

presents an interesting treatment of

the doctrine of unanimism. The main

character, Knock, is a wily scoun-

drel, a lovable rogue, and a char-

acter so deftly drawn that he lives

long in the minds of students.

The French Club hopes that there

will be a large attendance at the

film.

I like co-eds silly clothes

When it shines — but when it

blows . . . ?

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Meters. Tanks, Filters

Tripods. Etc,

You* oW camera taxrn in

on new equipment

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Loekett

AT LOCKETT'S LTD.

I7S Wellington St,

Phone 24

Queen's Will Enter

Intervarsit} Debate

BY NORM ROGERS

Last December the Queen's

Debating Union was invited to

join the Inter-University Debat-

ing League, an organization form-

ed several years ago, with Loyola,

Ottawa. Bishops" and McMaster

as its charter members.

For several years, these uni-

versities as a league have de-

bated among themselves on topics

of national and international in-

terest. Considerable intercourse

of ideas has flowed between the

colleges as a result.

League Enlarged

This year the League has en-

larged its western section to in-

clude Western and Queen's. The

executive of the league, based on

a rotation system, has as its

president this year Kevin Mc-

Kenna of Loyola. The members

of the western section, being

junior members, arc recognized

as councillors but all have a

vote in the decjding Of policies

of the organization.

Annual meetings arc held in

November where the policy for

the coming year, titles for debates

and schedules are decided upon.

It is hoped by the Queen's Union

that year by year more of the

University Debating Societies of

Ontario and Quebec can be added

so that a League like that of the

four western universities can be

realized. It will aid greatly in

fostering spirit and good will

and an exchange of ideas between

universities.

Atlantic Charter

It was decided that this year

the resolution should be worded

"Resolved that the Atlantic

Charter should be the basis for

international post-war reconstruc

tion." Teams from the Western

Section are meeting in a triangle-

debate, with affirmative teams

travelling from McMaster to

Queen's, from Queen's to West-

ern and from Western to Mc-

Master. The winning team, ad-

judged by points by three judges

unaffiliated .with any university,

will meet the winner from the

Eastern Section at the end of

February.

This year's teams from Queen's

consist of Earl Baxter and George

Tucker, who take the affirmative

lo Western, and of Vern Maloch

and San ly Marshall, who will up-

hold .he negative against Mc-
Master at Queen's on February

10.
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Co-operative Residence

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1942

Tomorrow is the first anniver-

sary of the founding of Science

'44 Co-operative, the first residence

of this kind at Queen's. A birth-

day party is being held by all mem-

bers of the co-op to celebrate the

occasion,

Looking hack on the past year,

the members of the co-operative

have many memories. The first or-

ganization meeting was held in the

face of general skepticism on Feb.

7, 1941. Out of this meeting came

the successful operation of the first

unit, Collins House, at 329 Earl

St. The most recent memory is

the formation of a standing com-

mittee on cn-operatives by the A.

M. S.

Financial Report

The first financial report of the

co-operative has just been submit-

ted by the auditor. Despite deduc-

tions for general and special re-

serves and high " organizing ex-

penses, the members' dividend
amounts to 15 per cent on business

done with the co-operative. Room

and board for the first term has

Dr. Evans

cost the members exactly $6.80

per week.

The members feel that their fin-

ancial savings have been but one

of many benefits derived from their

venture. Out of their daily work

together and their monthly general

meetings has come a spirit of com-

panionship and a valuable familiar-

ity with business practice.

Second House

The motto of the co-operative is

"a house a year," and another house

has been located and inspected. The

members are now working hard to

raise the money to purchase this

second unit and furnish it.

Anyone interested in becoming

a member in the new unit is urged to

contact the committee either through

one of the present co-operative

members, Clyde Lcmlrum, K e n

Rush and Harry Daggett, or

through one of the A.M.S. ap-

pointees. Information on the co-

operative movement may also be

had at any time by phoning Col-

lins House.

(Continued from page 1)

He came to Canada for his higher

education, taking an honors degree

in Greek and Hebrew from the

University of Toronto. Following

this he graduated in Theology from

Trinity College in the University

of Toronto. Following his gradua-

tion, he became Fellow in Oriental

Languages at Trinity. He has also

done research work in the field of

his specialty, having studied at tin

American School of Oriental Re

search in Jerusalem,

Left Hand Corner

(Continued from page 1)

(1) Students are cordially re-

quested not to go to sleep until

the roll has been called. Many-

outstanding professors have com-

pletely ruined their voices wak-

ing students up during roll call.

(2) Essays should be handed

in at the required date. One of

the prime reasons for professorial

shortage is that many have worn

themselves out going around to

students' houses collecting essays.

And think of the shoe leather that

will be saved.

(3) Do not use your professor

too often, unless absolutely ncces

sary. Leave him indoors several

days a week. The rest Will do

you both good.

(4) Do not overwork your pro-

fessor by making him think he

should give a good lecture. Stay

away in large numbers. One or

two students, drawn by lot, can

take notes for the whole class.

(The attention of students is

drawn to article 732 in the 1S34

j

edition of college rules and.regu-

lations: "All students in courses

Rev. J. R. P. Sclater

Found

Girl's ring was found in Ban

Righ after the first Levana For-

mal. Owner may have it by

identifying it at the Ban Righ

office.

Union Tournaments

"What did one bulla say to the

other?"

"We're going to have a B.B."

Male students are reminded that

entry lists are now posted at the

Union in the bridge, chess, ping-

pong and snooker tournaments.

Life is a jest

;

And all things show it.

I thought so once,

And now 1 know it.

TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS COSMETICS

CAMERA SUPPLIES LUNCHES

Cor. Johnson & Division Sts. Telephone 188

Tricolor

STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

REGRETS

IN AN IWatTTcD
TAXI

fMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

(Continued from page 1

)

added to this year's Tricolor, in-

cluding pictures of the Cenlen-

ial and the story of Queen's by
Dr. McNeill. The rest of the

contents are more or less tra-

ditional.

The editorial staff feels that

this book is invaluable, not only

now but in future years when
the graduate likes to recall his

student days.

Mr. Black terminated the in-

terview by quoting the immortal
words of the poet Virgil. "Haa
olim roemintsse juvabit."

The newcomer knocked on the

pearly gates and St. Peter's voice

called. "Who's there?"

"It i- 1." answered the pros-

pective member.

"Well, get out. We don't want
anymore school teachers."

—Daily Athenaeum.

marked under 10 who miss more

than three-twenty fourths of their

lectures will get a very dirty look

from the Dean and will not be

allowed to write the April exam-

inations. Any student who wishes

to argue his case will please see

the treasurer.")

(5) Under no circumstances

ask the professor questions. You
may disturb his train of thought

and overtax his brain. Remember
he is not as young as you.

(6) If be is a good boy, offer

him a cigarette and take him out

for coffee.

(7) Keep him in good physical

trim. Starting March 2, snow-

ball throwing (in season) and

chalk throwing will be allowed at

a minimum distance of forty-

three feet. No fair two people

throwing at the same time.

(8) Please walk out of lec-

tures if your professor seems un-

duly tired.

I was assured that we might

still be able to keep professors if

the above rules were followed.

The official also said that as far

as she knows there is still a

plentiful supply of tutors, ping-

pong balls, overheated class-

rooms, and red ink. Unlike pro-

fessors these articles are not

luxuries and there is no danger

of their being rationed. Only
articles which will aid the gov-

(Continued from page 1)

day afternoon at 5 o'clock. The

next lecture will be by E. K. Sand-

well, editor of the Toronto "Satur-

day Night."

At the'start of his lecture Dr.

Sclater lauded Queen's because it

did not minimize the importance of

both religion and morals in the lives

of its students. He also laid spe-

cial emphasis upon the lessons and

problems with which this genera-

tion must cope. The speaker went

on lo define his conception of re-

ligion and morals but said that

their practical implications matter

most in these crucial times.

Christianity Weakened

Dr. Sclater pointed out the dif-

ferences between personal religion

and theology. Enlarging this state-

ment, he discussed the intellectual

element concerned in both. He be-

lieved that during the past 40 years

Christianity has been weakened

since people tend to emphasize it

in the wrong way.

Then the speaker proceeded to

discuss his views concerning mor-

als. "Morals spring from a true

conception of God, and this is im-

possible if our present defeats seem

to us to he vital," he said. Much
of the world's sorrow is due to the

failure of moral law.

Dr. Sclater concluded his lecture

by emphasizing the humility of

man. A great wave of humanism

has risen in the past years which

is tending to degrade mankind. "A
new and great future is in store,"

be said, "but hardships and self-

denial lead the way."

Everything that's New
and Smart
At LAIDLAW'S!

•

Dresses — Coats — Sports Clothes —
New Accessories — Smart Fabrics.

Men's Furnishings

—

House Furnishings

—

When You Buv ai Laidlavfs — You're Sure of the Quality.

John LAIDLAW & son

170

LIMITED

172 PRINCESS ST.

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones. 5r. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street tmmnn mm™***) Phone 1941

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

eminent in providing the' troops

with such valuable weapons as

guns, tanks and poison gas will

be rationed.

OVERCOAT SALE
$25.95

Regular to $35.00

103 Princess Street Phone 3542

AGENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES

"The Better Place to Eat" \

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

SUPERIOR
GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH

RESTAURANT
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DR. LEROY ADDRESSES
CHEMISTRY STUDENTS

On Thursday, January 29tli, Dr.

D. J. LeRoy, of the National Re-
search Council, addressed the meet-

ing of the Queen's Council of the

Canadian Institute of Chemistry.

His topic was, "The Applications

of Free Radicals in Chemistry."

Gaseous Radicals

Dr. LeRoy restricted himself to

the field of gaseous free radicals.

Giving a brief historical background

of the subject, he explained that

the first attempt to study free radi-

cals was begun about 1860. Rice

took up the study in 1929. His

research was by thermal means.

The present trend is to use photo-

chemical means, following the Law
of Ootus and Draper which states

"that only light which is absorbed

can react." Following this he

-elaborated on Einstein's Law gov-

erning energy levels in a gaseous

reaction.

In conclusion Dr. LeRoy ex
plained photosensitization by differ

ent metals in a quantitative way.
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Science Formal

(Continued from page 1)

in level dais about three feet above

the main level. Burning torches

illuminate the ascent. Overhead, al-

most 1 above the drummer, hangs a

•crest, symbolic of the hosts of the

evening. A frequent change in the

color and intensity of the lighting

will give a feeling of "alivencss"

to the spectacle.

Sparkling Spring

The lesser caverns at either side

will be quite simple. From a fis-

sure in the rock, a sparkling spring

will ).nish forth, reflecting the col-

ors of light which play upon it.

.The construction of the band
shell lias not been without its prob-

lems. The structure has to be self-

supporting, and must be clear of

nil the walls. Under the watchful

eyes of Dave Duncan, "Rosy" Hue-
ston, and George Grant, a false

flooring is being built, to protect

the stage and to provide an anchor-

age for the superstructure. To pro-

vide adequate, yet invisible, cross

bracing, hours of planning have

been necessary. The waterfalls re-

quired the installation of a pump
reservoir and sump, in order to

comply with the ruling that the

same water must be used continual-

ly. Motor: 1

; lighting and >;\v;tch-bo.\

t-'quipment are keeping busy Doug
Smith and Roy Bunaton, Art Lid-

die, who designed the Parthenon

and other decorations for last year's

Formal, is again in charge of the

hand stand. Mr. Liddle's former

experience as a commercial artist

is standing him in good stead.

Music Stands

Nine new music stands have been

•"ade for tin's year's At Home. De-

signed by Lome Elder, they are

made entirely of plywood, stained

and varnished to show the full beau-

ty of the grain. Besides a shielded

light for the musicians, each stand

has a shadow-box flront equipped

with six lights. The shadow-boxes

will he furnished with a Science

resl in three colors of cellophane.

Resides being adjustable in height

for the convenience of musicians,

these music stands are very sturdy,

a"d should give service for several

years,

Customers are requested to place

uieir ticket stubs in the box near

notice board in Douglas Library.

(Put the larger of the two por-

'ons in the box. with information

And in the land of Queenz ere
the powers that be didst deprive
us of our means of transportation
to the dens and dives beyond the
City of Kin both the men of Joon
and those of Soph didst call to-

gether their clan for revels and
roistering in the Pubbury Clitts on
the road to Anan Oquag to our
east.

Many succumbed to the fast pace
set by their fellow revellers and
Ihos; who didst revel under the

inspiration of Terpsichore didst

Stay on their feet longer while

those who didst tilt their glasses to

Bacchus were found prone and
prostrate, alone and insensate, —
yea, even fatigued

far from home ere the evening was
done.

And it came to pass that at least

one fair companion didst curse

volubly and vivaciously upon the

lack of stamina with which her

erstwhile partner was inflicted. That
he shouldst die under the table so

soon and leave her all alone was
the unforgivable sin that didst merit

vigorous and' vindictive vitupera-

tion — yea, even if that vitupera-

tion didst contain profanities not

included in the chaste writings of

Webster.

And among those who didst en-

joy themselves were Tate the

Rawth (until the hour of ten). Bev
Chaz the Victor (ere one hour had

passed did he succumh) realizing,

no doubt, that practice even under

the sign of two nations does not

make perfect, and Rowt the Earl

whose endurance on the glacial field

with the Com Bines of the city of

Kin i- not equalled by his endur-

ance with the bottle of Bacchus.

But as the panics became more
reduced in number even did they

become more high spirited and the

floor of the cavern of Pitt didst

tremble and pulsate in torsion and
in shear and in tension under the

tripping toes of ten to the second

tentative Terpischoreans.

Scoop Two the Cann didst do a
Cann Cann continuously and didst

i rpnse his ideas of Lebensraum on
the encircling couples who learned

to keep their distance.

And one Sisadie didst drink her

man of Soph under the table on

i
the night devoted to worship of the

I Moon but on the night devoted to
dissipated and ,., . w . . .

. I the god Woden her man of Joon
didst show stamina surpassing that

of even the ancient Atlas who also

didst carry a load that all didst won-
der at,

And the men of Soph (whose
increasing potentialities of powers
of organization indicate that thev

are acquiring the secrets of Scienz)

didst for their night of union set

up an office of appointments to

provide every Soph a companion.

But the organization of the men
of four four is indicated by the

fact that not none, not one but two
dates were provided for one Ros
the Bobcoe and the Pittclub he es-

corted them both thereto.

Nor shall anything he said about

proceedings held by the lowly

Frosh (and others) under the sign

of an early French explorer.

But much is yet to be said of

preparations for Maid Marion's re-

turn — yea and the Ides of Pisce*

.ire hut a week awnv.
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some eyebrow-

s one of your

sneezy job

Student Petition

mailing invitations, and keep
t ' ,e smaller sectons as a receipt.)

Saturday is a positive dead-line for

"'ailing invitations, according to
1

'nance Convener Rutledge.

(Continued from page 1)

responsibility of selecting the stu-

dents with the greatest care with

this end in view."

Petition for Students

Plans are now being drafted for

the circulation of a petition ad-

dressed to the Ontario legislature.

Students will be asked to sign this

on Wednesday. Thursday and Fri-

day, February 11, 12 and 13. Co-

operation in the campaign is being

sought from prominent local per-

sons and groups, as well as from

members of Parliament. It is ex-

pected that the Committee will con-

duct a 15-minute broadcast over

CFRC on Tuesday next at 7.15

p.m. Mure details are to be an-

nounced later.

This drive, which will be carried

on at the same time in several other

Ontario colleges, is lo secure legis-

lation providing for financial aid

to needy students of proven ability.

The Dominion government has en-

acted a measure for the furnishing

of such aid in each province, with

the co-operation of the provinces

themselves. Ontario remains among

those which have so far refused to

lake part in the scheme. The im-

mediate object of the present cam

College Queen

(Continued from page 1)

budding beauties will blossom

out as Queen of Queen's of 1942

tonight.

Voting i- simplified this year

by the fact that ballots are at-

tached to tickets and may be de-

posited at- the Voting Booth just

inside the entrance to Grant Hall.

The time for the dances is 91

p.m., the host is Arts '43. and

the Orchestra is MEL HAM1LL.

Let's get on to

raising topics. I

pet hates that sneezy job of

plucking away at those hairy
ridges above your deep and lim-

pid pools? Best method of Jteep-
ing everything under control is

.o snag a couple out once a day
when you are putting your
pan on. This prevents a Tengthy
job when ^-ou have slipped and
let the eyebrows get bushy. A
few other tips concerning keep-
ing everything shipshape.

(1) Very thin eyebrows ain't

in style chums. Dept. of Hints
(suhtle like a steam roller). (2)
Plucking your eyehrows back
from your nose makes your eyes
look farther apart. (3) Having
two pairs of tweezers, one with
a broad tip for general clean-up

job, one with a narrow tip t..

pick up those s.ray single hairs

that insist on being isolationists,

speeds up the weeding.

Take a look .at your grubby
little paws; pardon me, your lily-

like flippers. Troubled with
splitting nails? Then cast away
your nail file (stick it into some-
body's back—as effective as a

knife). Kingston water can be

blamed for this condition but

the use of emory board s# in stead

of nail-files will cure it. By the

by do you use your nail brush

for shining shoes or do you use

the nail technique ? Put a thin

layer of cold cream on your hands
then with plenty of good old

S & W (soap and water) scrub

them well (and 1 mean scrub j

for about five or ten minutes.

Embarrassing amount of grime
can be removed in this way.
Then reach for the hand lotion.

Elbows respond to the same
treatment and lose that house-

maid's-knee look from too much
leaning on tables—ahem—studv-

Math-Phvsics Club

Diana Hunts the Barrymore

paign, then, ill he to induce the

government in Toronto to extend

the possibility of this financial help

to Ontario students.

Moscow radio has broadcast a

story told among German prisoners.

Hitler was inspecting troops. He

asked a soldier, "What would be

your last wish if a Russian bomb

fell near vou?"

The soldier replied: "I would

wish that my beloved Fuehrer could

be at my side."

Hollywood — With his ribald

bluster. John Barrymore has had

far the best of it on the Rudy Val-

lee programs these many months.

But the Profile may blanch when

he encounters his daughter, Diana,

on Thursday, Jan. 29. It will be

the first time the two have met at

the microphones.

Diana is known as a determined

young woman who has made her

way in the theatre and on the radio

despite the handicap of having such

an illustrious progenitor. Of course,

the Barrymore hide can absorb a

great many arrows as John himself

amply demonstrated in his stage

vehicle, "My Dear Children." But

(he bets are that daughter Diana

will have little trouble discovering

whatever weak spots there may be

in the Barrymore armor. Daugh-

ters, you know, have certain in-

stincts along those lines.

—N.B.C. News.

Arc you a Barbara Gould cos-

metic fan? Their representative.

Miss Ellen Perry, is going to be

at Austin's from February 9-14

and—what do you know— free

facials! Call the store for an
I appointment. At the same time

there is a twenty per cent dis-

|

count on the complete line.

I
Prize catty remark of the week.

"Hello—oh hello! (Miss Blank).

My you look nice. I didn't recog-

nize you." which just goes to

prove that Einstein can't be
wrong or something.

Now to sling out a few orchids.

Scarves we have seen and been

caused to feel kleptonianic about.

The "Wings for Britain" scarves

twisted around the heads of the

sisters from Westmount (the eld-

er is secretary on the A.M.S.) and

a yellow stock printed with fox-

masks around the lily-white neck

uf the Queen of Arts (no I dun't

drop my haitches).

"He was kicked out of school for

cheating."

"How come?"

"He was caught counting his

ribs in a physiology exam!"

What kind of a dress did Betty

wear to the party?

I don't know, I think It was
checked.

Boy. what a party

!

I can tell a lady by the way
he dresses, can't you?

Dunno, never watched one.

—Rensselaer Pup,

Hotel Guest: Say. are you the

night clerk?

Crabby Night Clerk : Yeah.

What's biting you now?

Guest: Thai's what I'd like to

know. —Daily Athenaeum.

Mr. Jack Staple- will speak to

the Mathematics and Physics
Club at four p.m. on Friday in

Room 202 of the Physics Build-
ing.

Mr, Staples' subject is to be
"The Neglected" "H" Field." As
usual, refreshments will be serv-

ed, and both members and non-
members are invited

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Heaven save me from
The beardless boy
Who engineers most anything
That's done,

Who bridges every gap
Beneath the sun,

But finds that moonlight

Leaves him feeling old,

And sits alone

Because his heart is cold,

And sits alone

On winter's icy ridges

And thinks of all

His lost and broken bridges.

TWEDDELL'S SWING
into their annual

FEBRUARY

A genuine clear-out of all Winter merchandise, at really

worthwhile price reductions to get QUICK ACTION, a?

TwcddcU'a stock must be cleared in season. Never in our
entire business history have we carried over a single over-

coat from one season to the next and we won't this year*

either :is we've slashed our regular moderate prices to ROCK
BOTTOM.

ACT QUICKLY!
—take your choice

of the best selling

clothing and furn-

ishings
I BIG

PRICE REDUC-
TIONS. It's the

saving opportunity

of a lifetime - - -

DONT MISS ITt

FINAL

CLEARANCE

of

O'COATS

THE GREATEST OVERCOAT
VALUE IN HISTORY!

WHY? - - - because Tweddell's better quality overcoats
are selling ai new low February Sale Prices and when
you consider that such high quality is being sacrificed at
RIDICULOUSLY LOW PRICES, it definitely makes value
news. Smash, bang, no all value standards—there's nothing
to touch it in Kingston, or anywhere for that matter. Hurry,
hurry, hurry—come in at once as these overcoats will sell
fasti

OUR ENTIRE STOCK IN THREE SPECIAL

PRICE CROUPS OF

$23.45 $27-45 $32.45

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

QUALITY SUITS
at

LOW FEBRUARY SALE PRICES

Other Items
We haven't sufficient space to mention ALL ITEMS and
QUOTE PRICES, but everything at drastically reduced
prices—neckwear, hosiery, dressing gowns, pyjamas, sweaters,
gloves, etc. All are Tweddell's REGULAR STOCK
QUALITY, nationally advertised merchandise.

See Our Special Window Displays

TWEDDELL'S
Hotel La Salle Bldg.

137-139 Princess Street Phone 3706
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Charity Tag Day
ComingWednesday

Next Wednesday the Interna-

tional Student "Service will hold a

rag day on the Queen's Campus to

raise funds for those students

whose studies have been cut short

by the war. In a statement to the

"Journal," the executive of the

Queen's branch said that ibis cam-

pus had raised $142.24 las! year,

and that it was hoped to increase

the amount this year.

Three Helps

The I.S.S. has three main chan-

nels for its activities. It helps uni-

versity people among the 45,000

British and Canadian prisoners of

war in Germany. To supervise this

activity, and tu ensure that the

funds reach their proper destina-

tion, the Service employs a staff

at Geneva, which has access to all

prison camps. In a communication

from a branch secretary, it was

stated that 650 British and Cana-

dian prisoners in Germany and It-

aly were being assisted.

; The I.S.S. also aids the students

>f China, who are the future Chi-

nese leaders. Their universities

have been destroyed bv hombing

and demolition, and many of the

sjudents have lost all their posses-

sions in their -flight from lapanese-

ntcupied " areas.

Internees

The third channel, which has a

connection with Queen"?, is in help-

ing anti-Nazi students interned in

Canada. These are people who fled

from Hitler, and were picked_up in.

England during the Fifth-column

scare. Some have been released,

and some arc taking correspondence

courses from Queen's.

The Executive informed the

"Journal" that difficulties have in-

creased since last year, and that they

ho]>ed that Queen's student? would

recognize that fact on the tag-day.

LEVANA
NCTEJ

WANTED — Young man to

write sonnets for revised edition

of Leider and Lovett's English

Poetry and Prose.

—Prof. O'Toolc.

FOUND—Checker Board, im-

mediately after English 2 Lec-

ture. Will the owner of this article

please pay for ad and' collect

hoard from any member of Eng-
lish Dept.

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men—
Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-

wear — Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid, High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00

•

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St

Phone 24

Delivery Service

Well Done! Debaters

Although the Queen's learn did

not win the debate sponsored by

the Intercollegiate Debating So-

ciety, they put up an excellent

fight, and were defeated only by

a very narrow margin. In addi-

tion, they conducted themselves

;u a very sportsmanlike manner,

and in a way in which the best

type of debate should be carried

cm.

Hospital Visiting

This term the hospital visiting

is going very well, but more

volunteers for this work would

be very welcome. Visits arc made

to soldier's in the General Hos-

pilal three times a week, and to

those in the Military Hospital

twice a week. This type of war

work is very popular, both with

the soldiers and the girls who

visit them, i
! iris who arc interest-

ed should get in touch with Mad-

eline McCosh, who is in charge of

the group.

Proofreaders

Any co-eds who would be will-

ing to do proofreading for the

Journal on Monday and Thurs-

day afternoons would be gladly

welcomed by the Levana Editor.

If you are interested, please

phone 12I4-J.

Congratulations

To all those -girls who took

part in "The Pirates of Pen-

Eance," and took them so well.

You all brought great credit to

yourselves. Let's hope next year

will see another Gilbert and Sulli-

van operetta.

Levana President

Her many friends on the cam-

pus will be very glad to know-

that Lorna Breekon is getting

on very well, although we do not

know when she will he up.

Model Wanted
Any girl who wears a size 34

bathing suit and would be in-

terested in getting a Jantzen for

modelling it in the Water Follies,

please contact Pops Vollmer. All

enquiries treated as strictly con-

fidential—so it's safe.

Open House for Airmen
The Open House for Airmen,

sponsored by the Levana Society,

has been arranged to take place

on Tuesday; February 10, in

Grant Hall. Further details will

be announced later.

London Letter

They Said It—Before Hand

Comic argument heard over a cup

of tea in a BBC studio prior to

America's "e n try." Participants

were two United States citizens,

"Red" 'from Texas and "Crackers"

from Florida, both now Sergeanl-

Pilots in the Royal Air Force, and

Alick Hayes, BBC Overseas Pro-

ducer of "Home-Town" fame, and

other membeis of the BBC staff.

Alick Hayes, by the way, is one of

the few men to wear the ex-service

man's badge of this war — having

been invalided out of the Army

after a bad motorcycle smash on

duty.

The argument arose when Atick

said this was the first time be bad

ever seen Cow-punchers — as those

two sturdy boys were — at a tea-

party. They had only just arrived

in England, via the Empire Air

Training Scheme in Canada, and

he was wanting to bring them to

the microphone. That was the one

tiling that scared them, and Alick

had to do his best to break down

their shyness.

"Red" and "Crackers" said the

complaint they had against Britain

was that people would be grateful

to them for being over here fighting

with us. Alick and several others

promptly replied "But we arc grate-

ful," to which they riposted "But

our fight as much as yours."

Jimmy Dyrenforth's Return to

"This Little Island . .
."

Jimmy Dyrenforth, BBC Variety

Producer, is one of the many Am-
ericans to whom we British owe

gratitude for staying over here, to

help cheer us through the dark-

days. Last July, Jimmy, who hadn't

had a holiday for four years, left

England to spend three months in

the States. The story of his holi-

day can best be told in his own

words — the words he used to lis-

li'iiLTs all over the country when he

broadcast his "most beautiful me-

mory" in a recent edition of "The

Old Town Hall."

"And then at last the time came

to return. It was good to get back

to my colleagues and my job. You
all gave me a welcome I'll never

forget. But the memory I want to

tell is more abstract than that. It's

the mejnory of my first view of

these islands from the mighty Am-
erican bomber that brought me over

here when it came to add its

strength to the R.A.F. We were

flying over thick white clouds at

first. And then suddenly they part-

ed, and there, far below us, was

Britain, lush and green in the morn-
ing sunshine, with little patches of

woodland and a crazy-quilt pattern

of any-shaped fields. I caught my
breath when 1 saw it again. All

last autumn and winter and spring

l he enemy had given this country a

terrible battering. Yet there it was,

seemingly untouched, proud and se-

rene and smiling, a garden of human
decency, on the fringe of the tragic

wilderness of Hitler's Europe."
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Germany—Land of "Promise"

Filled with the hope of saving

their families from misery and

want at home, Italian workers vol-

unteer for work in Germany, where

thev expect at least a living wage,

regular employment, and belter

food than they can get in their pov-

erty-stricken homeland. Although

it means going for away in a for-

eign country, they will at lea>t be

getting an insight into the life of

their new allies.

In a recent BBC Italian pro-

gram there was produced " I

Work in Germany,' a feature based

on particularly interesting material.

It showed how the dreams of the

Italian worker are never realised,

and described the actual conditions

under which he works in Germany,

side by side with prisoners and

conscript labor from tfae occupied

countries.

Heartfelt

The following letter has been

received by the BBC from Portu-

guese Africa:

"Whilst having dinner the other

evening, I was so anxious to hear

the latest news that I simply' had

to listen in to Berlin in Portuguese

at 5.45 p.m. My native boy, who

understands Portuguese, looked
very1 stern and shook his head as

he listened to the lying propaganda

inst the British. But when I

tuned in to the BBC he smiled

broadly and gave a sigh of relief.

So I asked him: 'Why do you smile

if you don't understand a word of

English ?' 'Yes, boss," he answered

promptly, "I don't understand, but

my heart tells me that the English

white man is the one that is speak-

ing the truth.'

"

Does his heart beat "three shoits

and a long?"

(our technique for people with

cute ears).

A- Mm know, you don't want

the fellow to think you are run-

ning after him so:

(1) ^Be patronizing— stroll in-

to the classroom a few minutes

late: walk up to the professor

and tweak one of those cute ears.

Say something flippant like, "My,

what big cars you have!"

(2) Show he means nothing to

von—Walk nonchalantly to your

place in the front row. After you

sit down, take some time to get

settled. You maf even drop

something. Lean over and hiss to

the person next to you, "Say, 1

was at the show last night—and

is Tyrone Power ever cute."

Long-sighted or not he will not

fail to notice you.

Show off your good points

- -Take up some question after

class. Lean over the desk with

him and make your mane of

gorgeous blonde hair flop over

his face. You might even chew

one of those chestnuts of which

you are so fond.

(4) Argue to show you have

a mind. When he makes a point,

raise your hand and say, "I do

not agree." When he asks why

say, "Because I don't!"

(5) Show him that you have

other men. In the middle of

the lecture glance coyly at the

man beside you and coo, "Jimsy

wimsy ah just loves your neck-

tie." If he doesn't tie it around

your neck you are a lucky girl.

—Dorothy, but not Dix.

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

How to be Lovelorn

A little while ago a letter was
received by the editor from a cer-

tain little number called Jose-

phine (Josie to you ). She want-

ed some advice about a certain

professor whom she loves mad-
ly. Here it comes.

Dear Josephine:

I fear my dear that you aren't

using your head in your attempt

to ensare the professor with the

cute big ears. It is obvious that

you have never heard of A 1004

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

Today

:

4.00 p.m.—Mr. Jack Staples

Math & Physics Club

Jioom 202

Physics Bldg.

7.00 p.m.—2 basketball games
Gymnasium

— Christian Fellowship

Douglas Library

8.30 p.m.—Hockey Game
Jock Harty Arena

Saturday

:

9.00 p.m.—Self-Denial Night

Ban Righ

Sunday

:

11.00 a.m.—Church Service

Grant Hall.

Monday

:

5.00 p.m.—Lecture

B. K. Sandwell

Convocation Hall

STUDENTS--
Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033
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Free Speech
CONDUCTED

Reporters for this issue : Gord
Wright and Mary Paterson.

Jce Stokes, Sc. '44:

I am against year dances oil Sat-

urday night. They would undoubt-

edly cause fellows to sleep in nn

Sunday morning instead of attend-

ing church. That would be awful!

Besides, fellows have other things

to do downtown on Saturday night.

Don Spencer, Sc. '44:

Dancing would have to cease

12 p.m. if year dances were held on
Saturday night. This, 1 believe,

more than counteracts the advari

tages gained from being able to

sleep in.

Bill Stinson, Sc. "44:

Sleeping m on Sunday morning

has definite possibilities. In this

respect Saturday night is much bet-

ter than Friday. However, the chief

objection is that dancing would have

to cease at midnight. But mosl fel-

lows do little dancing after 12 p.m.

anyway, being otherwise engaged

;

so why not have year dances chang-

FREE SPEECH
(Continued on page 2)

Follies to Feature
Color and Comedy

BY MOE POLOW1K

Queen's Water Follies — the

final masterpiece of a brilliant en-

tertainment season — winds up the

current social whirl in a blaze of

comedy, color, and rhythm on Feb-

ruary 20th and 21st. This mam-
moth production, which is in its last

two weeks of rehearsal, leaves little

to be desired in the way of novelty

and thrills,

Parade

The first act opens with a grand

parade of the entire water cast,

moves through comedy acts, spec-

ialty numbers and precision group

movements to a grand finale by

members of the C.O.T.C.

Two outstanding performers are

Included in this act. Jim Sherman,

a member of the R.C.A.F. stationed

nn the campus, and formerly with

the Stanford University swimming

WATER FOLLIES

(Continued on page 2)

Finance Convener

Says Formal Has
Complete Sell-Out

Decorations Taking Shape
Usual "Free Cokes"

To Be Served

The Science Formal has had a

complete sell-out of tickets, accord-

ing to Finance Convener Ken Rut-

ledge. Said Mr. Rutledge: "This

ensures yet another successful At
Home for the Engineers."

The Formal Committee has also

announced that decorations are tak-

ing shape according to the best of

expectations. These are to be as

semhled in Grant Hall, beginning

tomorrow morning.

Coke Stands

Convener Ken Fry has disclosed

that the coke stand will be remov

from its usual spot, and that in its

place there will be a booth at the

head of each stairway leading to

the balcony. According to custom

the cokes will be free.

A buffet luncheon will be served

continuously from 1 1 .30 p.m. to

1.30 a.m. in the dining room dir

ectly below the stage.

Science Issue

The Science issue of the

Journal will go to press on

Wednesday night. Regular

staff members are not ex-

pected to be in attendance

Unless invited.

REV. K. C. EVANS SPEAKS
TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

BY BROCK MORDV

The church service in Convo-

cation Hall on Sunday morning

was taken by the Rev. K. E.

Evans, M.A., Ph.D., Dean of Di-

vinity at Trinity College, To-

ronto. The choir was under the

direction of Dr. F. L. Harrison.

Resident Musician.

Text From St. Paul

For his text. Dr. Evans chose

St. Paul's words in the second

epistle to the Corinthians: "For

God, who commanded ihc light

to shine out of darkness, hath

shone in our hearts, to give the

REV. K. C. EVANS
(Continued on page 7)

J. M. MACDONNELL.

Chairman of the Board of Trustees
of Queen's University, who will speak
at the International Relations Club
banquet to be held in Grant Hall on
February 16.

J. M. Macdonnell

Will Speak Here

I.R.C. Will Hold Banquet
On Feb. 16

The International Relations

Club will hold its annual banquet

in Grant Hall on February 16,

when J. M. Macdonnell, Presi-

dent of the National Trust Com-
pany and Chairman of the Board

oi Trustees at Queen's Unwer
sity, will deliver an address con

cerning post-war reconstruction

Mr. Macdonnell

Mr. Macdonnell is a graduate

of Queen's University and

Rhodes Scholar. At the centen-

nial celebrations in October, he

was the recipient of an honorary

LL.D., and bis Alma Mater has

further honored him by dedicat-

ing this year's edition of the Tri-

color to him. He is well-known

J. M. MACDONNELL
(Continued on page 6)

28 Orators Enter
McCulloch Contest

Fifteen Couples Deny Themselves;
PP

-Haec Olim Meminisse Juvqbit!"

BY SIXF-DENIAL BOLTON

Queen's first self-denial night

held last Saturday evening in

Han Rjgh Hall has taken its place

"i history. Nearly fifteen couples

will live to tell their grand-

children about it— fifteen couples
a 'ul two local gendarmes (no

arrests were made).

Tlie guests entertained them-

selves by playing bridge and pins
I and dancing to the record-

,ngs of popular songs and a

Strauss Waltz. At eleven o'clock,

after a slight tussle, the party

dispersed.

Among those present were
A-M.S. President Dorothy Wardle

and Cuthbert R. Qarkson, Of To-

ronto; Lt. R. C. Eddy of Brbcfc-

ville. and Miss Isabel Race, of

Kingston; Editor of the Journal,

J. H, Houck, and Miss Eleanor

Houck (no relation), an unknown

guest whom nobody knew, and

many others.

The amount to which the men

denied themselves totalled $7.60.

(Ed. Note—the pikers !) The

sum has been turned over to the

Queen's War Aid Commission.

One of the guests at the con-

clusion of the evening was heard

to quote the immortal words of

the poet Virgil

meminisse juvabit.

— "Haec oh

BY Htl.t. MACDONALD
\ total of 28 entries has been

received for the McCulloch Pub-

lic Speaking Contests, which arc

to take place late this month.

Levaria will have three repre-

sentatives, Arts eighteen. Science

six and Meds one. All contest-

ants will be pleased to know
that a special reserve shelf has

been established in the Douglas

Library for their edification. Sev-

eral books on public speaking

n HI be available.

Preliminary Contests

There arc to be four prelimin-

ary contests to take place in the

latter part of February or early

March. Seven contestants will

speak in each contest, and the

winner of each section will re-

ceive a prize of S30. Besides the

winners four more contestants

will be selecled as rimners-up.

and they will each receive a $20

prize The same three judges will

presjde over all four sections of

speakers.

The final prizes of $80. $70

and $50 will be competed for by

the four winners of preliminary

contests, with a new set of judges

McCULLOCH CONTEST
(Continued on page 7)

Airmen Will Be

Guests Of Levana

At Social Evening

Open House Will Be Held
For Fliers Tonight

In Grant HaU

Tonight from nine to eleven-thir-

ty Grant Hall will he the scene of

an Open House, sponsored by the

Levana Society for the Airmen who
are here at the University.

The music for dancing will be

supplied" by records, and there w ill

be hostesses present to introduce

the members of Levana and the

Airmen to each other, and to pre-

vent the formation of a large stag

line or bunches of wallflowers.

Throughout the evening, cokes' will

he sold.

This plan for entertaining the

Air Force has been considered for

some time, but due to the pressure

of other campus activities, it has

been impossible to hold it until now.

The convener of this Open House
is Katherine McRuer. and she is

being assisted by a committee of

two — Betty Carty and Mary El-

liott.

It is expected that there will be

about a hundred Airmen present

tojiighi, and so it is hoped that a

large number of girls will come too.

National Scholarships Petition

Will Circulate Here This Week

MRS. OORtSE NIELSEN

Member of Parliament for North
Battleford, Saskatchewan, who will

address the Social Problems Club ir

Convocation Hall at four o'clock to

morrow.

M.P. Will Discuss

National Problems

S.P.C. Meeting Is Set For
Wednesday At 4 p.m.

WAR
COMMENT

At the time of writing, the

fighting in the Far East seems

about to pass from the lull to

the storm.

While Singapore has been un-

der aerial fire and minor land

bombardment for over a week,

Japanese parachutists and water-

landed troops are expected mom-
entarily. Last week, a number

if fishing-boats, put to use by

be enemy as troop transports

to the islands near Singapore

were sunk in the Strait of Johoie.

ueneral Waveli, speaking fur the

Supreme Allied Command in a

special order ol the day last

eek, said that the defenders of

Singapore have toe job of gain-

ing time until British and

American reinforcements can

reach the beleaguered position.

While the Japanese advances are

not to be minimized, ;t must be

noted that a series of battles i"

the Netherlands East Indies and

in the surrounding waters are

holding up The advance, and are

providing time for said reinforce-

ments to reach Singapore Island

by air and >ea.

Phillipines

General MacArthur's small

band of men is still holding out

on Luzon I sland and has in-

flicted heavy losses on the enemy

in his attempts to take the Bataan

Peninsula by flanking attacks.

The American defenders are now
preparing for a new and fiercer

attack by the Japanese troops

which have occupied the rest of

WAR COMMENT
(Continued on page 2)

by jovce chah; and joiin pollak

Mrs. Dorise \V. Nielsen, woman

Parliamentarian and Farm Leader,

will address the Social Problems

Club on the topic "Canadian Prob-

lems" in Convocation Hall, Wed-

nesday, Feb. 11, at four p.m. The

executive of the cluh invites all

interested students to attend.

Her Career

School-teacher, hotnestea dcr,

housewife, political leader and mem-

MRS. D. W. NIELSEN

(Continued on page 7)

Actor In Operetta

Receives Fan Letter

Eddie Somppi, constable extra-

ordinary in the Glee Club's "Pirates

of Penzance," received the following

self-explanatory letter. Mr. Somp-

pi showed the letter with its large

deliberate words to a number of

his friends. It read as follows:

"Dear Mr. Somppi

:

OPERETTA ACTOR
(Continued on page 6)

Signatures To Be Solicited

Tomorrow, Thursday
And Friday-

Co-operation Asked

Queen's will be among the sev-

eral Ontario universities at which

a petition for National Scholar-

ships will be circulated on Wed-
nesday. Thursday and Friday of

this week. Designed to help se-

cure the co-operation of the Pro-

vincial Government in the al-

ready-instituted Dominion - wide

plan of giving financial aid to

able students in poor circum-

stances, the petition is worded

as follows:

WHEREAS: The Dominion

Government has already recog-

nized the need for granting fin-

ancial assistance to University

students of proven academic

merit who would otherwise be

unable to continue their studies,

WHEREAS: The problem of

training an increasing number of

skilled specialists is an important

factor in winning the War.

WHEREAS: Rural students

are not adequately represented at

our Universities,

WE. THE STUDENTS OF
THE UNIVERSITIES OF THE
PROVINCE OF ONTARIO
HEREBY PETITION:

1. That the Government of the

NATIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS
(Continued on page 8)

A.MS. Court Hears
Damage Settlement

At the A,M.S. court on Friday

night, the Arts and Science Facul-

ties presented the settlement of the

damages incurred in the pre-elec-

tion fights on October 9. The re-

presentatives asserted that their re-

spective faculties would each pay

SOJo of the damages amounting to

S52.97. Chief Justice Black de-

creed that the two faculties would

also split the costs of court.

Vigilantes Arraigned

At the Thursday night session

of the court, the chief vigilantes of

die three male faculties were ar-

A.M.S. COURT
(Continued on page 2)

Eight To The Bar
;TU BOBERTSCM

While tombing Kingston frantic-

ally but vainly for the "Musician's

Bible' 1 (Down Beat), we came

across an issue of Variety, national

newspaper of s-tage. screen and ra-

dio. During the perusal of said

publication we came across the fol-

lowing bits of musical information

which we think would bs of inter-

est in our few but faithful follow-

ers. . . .

It appears that American musical

publications have for the past few

weeks been riding top swing bands

for not exploiting the new war

songs, and for this reason these

"pubs" feel that with the exception

of a few of the "melodv" bands,

leaders are living in a world of

their own and are more interested

in maintaining their own styles and

keeping hep to the tastes of the

more fanatical jump addicts, than

in fostering what they call corny

war songs. - - . Mctro-Goldwyn-

Mayet is seriously considering
branching out into the record busi-

ness, with T. Horsey cut in on the

venture. . . . Mort Lawrence, pilot

of the all-night request, program

"Dawn* Patrol" lias developed a

scheme for foiling the fifth colum-

nists, who, it is reported use these

request programs to send coded

EIGHT TO THE BAR

(Continued from page 4)
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"Do you serve women at this

bar?"

"Naw-

own."

-you gotta bring your

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 21

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across trom Y.M.CA.

ALL Wool

DONEGAL TWEED

TROUSERS

$4*95

Here's a popular weave, a sturdy

long wearing trouser at a price

that's unusually reasonable. All-

together there are several thous-

and pairs of odd trousers to

choose from, at prices sure to

suit any purse,

•

BIBBY'S
Where you buy with confidence

78-80-82-84 Princess St

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothcsShop

79 Princess St.

Free Speech

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop In

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 1772-W

(Continued from page 1)

rd in ilie above evening?

Kingston Sophomore:

I think having dances on Satur-

day nights would cut down the

amount of going-out at Queen's,

and would make a shorter week-end.

After the usual Friday night dance,

people arc inclined to go somewhere

mi Saturday ntglil as well. Per-

haps Saturday for year dances

would seem a better day. Many

other activities, however, have to be

considered including concerts, bas-

ketball and hockey games, and Open

Houses. What would happen to

therh?

Catherine Matheson:

1 think changing the night for

vear dances would be a mistake, be-

cause everyone is used to and likes

the Friday to Sunday week-end,

which would be shortened if the

change took place.

Audrey Hollis:

Is there any particular aim in

changing the campus dance-night

to Saturday? At present, Friday

•a our one big all-faculty night, even

though we cannot properly say that

it starts the week-end because we

have classes the next day. It is

merely a hangover from school to

consider Friday to Sunday "the

week-end." A great deal of opposi-

tion would arise to the plan of Sat-

urday night dances, however, be-

cause other important activities go

011 over the week-end. which would

then be crowded. If the point is

to end the dances earlier, why not

begin them (on Fridays) at 8.30,

ending at 12.30?

William MacKenzie, Arts '43:

There are six reasons why the

Saturday night dance plan is

sound. jjfcjm
(1) Better attendance and at-

tention at Saturday lectures, be-

cause of less Friday night dating.

(2-) Something to do Saturday

night..

(3) More dates Sunday. In-

creased attendance at Church and

at Lazonga's, etc.

(4) Black sheep could study

Friday night.

(5) Start dances at 8 instead

of 9. Everyone would get home
earlier.

(6) Sport fixtures, movies, etc.,

could be held Friday night, in-

stead of Saturday.

War Comment

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St

A.M.S. Court

First in

FLAVOR
- - - first in goodnesB - - -

first in the minds of people

who want satisfying re-

freshment — that's our ice

cream soda. Big I Delicious 1

A real taste thrill in any one

of the true - to - nature

flavors.

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

(Continued Irom page 1)

raigned for their laxness towards

the freshmen all year. The Court

recommended discipline for the re-

calcitrant first-year students who do

not wear their tarns and suggested

rhecking them up regularly.

Arts '45 was brought up 011 a

double charge — holding a year-

party before Christmas and not in

C.rant Hall. The court fined them

$5. The Freshman Years in Meds
and Science were also brought up,

since their year parties, although

after Christmas were not held in

Grant Hall.

Year Parties 1

The court was inclined to len-

iency and recommended that in fu-

ture the freshman years apply to

the A.M.S. in writing for permis-

sion to hold such year parties. The
court also recommended that all

Freshmen be issued A.M.S. Consti-

tutions so that such mistakes might

not be made in future.

Meds '45 and Science '42 were

fined for oversize and off the cam-

pus advertising. In this connection

the formal committees of both Arts

and Science were fined, since it was

discovered that their posters were

a few inches over the prescribed

quarter sheet.

(Continued from page 1)

the island. The U.S. and Dutch

fleets have come into action on

an increasing scale and are tak-

ing a favorable toll of enemy

Shipping.

Wa veil's order that "we must

yield no strip of ground without

fighting hard, and must leave

nothing bttfiind uudestroyed thai

would be of least service to the

enemy," can be construed only

as a decision on the part of the

Command, to follow a thorough

"scorched earth" policy in future.

The failure to destroy the har-

bor, docks and communications

at Manila left a vital base intact

in the enemy's hands. Or again,

when the troops were withdrawn

from the Malayan Peninusla to

concentrate on the defence of

Singapore, rubber and tin stock-

piles were left behind undamag-

ed; now they serve to replenish

the enemy's supplies. This, ap-

parently, is not to be repeated.

China

As a result of the Japanese ad-

vance in Malaya and as far as

the Salwcen River across the

Burmese border, concern for the

future has given rise to peace

talk in some Chinese circles. The

argument is that should Japan

start full-scale bombing of the

Burma Road, or Singapore fall,

supplies will be largely cut off.

However, an alternative north-

ern route inio China (Calcutta-

Shanio-Chungking) has been de-

veloped to meet the situation. It

seems incredible that the Chinese

will surrender after all these

years, especially now that they

have the British and Americans

fighting at their side. Chiang-

Kai-Shek says "We will fight for

ten years if, necessary;" and it's

a good guess that the Chinese

people echo their leader with one

voice, Perhaps more significant

than the peace talk itself was the

cry, "Send the American fleet

into action
!"

General McNaughton's return

to Canada for a visit has given

the public some leads on prob-

able future Allied strategy in

Europe. Pointing to the need for

more men and for advanced train-

ing, the Canadian Corps Com-
mander stated that "we must

develop our dagger pointed at the

heart of Berlin. The right time

will come for an expeditionary

force to go over to the continent

and buttle the Germans in their

own country," he said in discus-

sing the role of the Canadian

Army in Europe. The wisdom

of opening a second front on the

continent was recently lauded in

the "New Republic" .by Max
Wcrncr, the noted military
authority. Parodying the song

about Old Macdonald's Farm, he

states that an immediate stra-

tegic necessity is "a second front

here, a second front there, second

fronts everywhere."

Sc. '43 Raffle

The total amount collect-

last week from

was $24.25. making
cd Sc. "43

a lotal

of $74.75 for the three weeks.

Last ' week'? war savings

certificate winners were: C.

Warren. P. Collier. Zender

G. Carter, E. Diamond. J.

M. Lendrum.

MISS BARBARA CRAIG

NEW CAMPUS QUEEN

On Friday night at the Arts '43

year dance Barbara Craig was

crowned Queen of Queen's. Those

who counted the votes say that the

race was a close one.

Norman Rogers, President of

Arts '43, presented the new Miss

Queen's with a corsage of red roses.

With considerable fumbling and

heckling, he managed to get the

large ribhon bearing the winner's

title safely secured to her. Miss

Craig thanked every one with a

short speech and the winning smile.

Water Follies

(Continued from page 1)

team, will give an interpretation of

the evolution of swimming. This is

a solo act which has been developed

personally by the American-born

airman, and should prove instruc-

tive and entertaining.

The second solo star is Harry

Closs, Canadian Diving Giampion.

who has held this title, unchalleng-

ed, for many years. He will pre-

sent many of his spectacular dives,

and is sure to thrill and delight the

audience.

Water Belles

The second act affords the "piece

de resistance," opening with sixteen

beauteous water belles who will fro

lie about in the water, while a hula

girl chorus, swinging their grass i

skirts with a true Hawaiian touch,

tantalize and entice many an atten-

tive tar.

With submarine lights throwing

into relief every intricate move-

ment, twenty-four mermaids and

mermen take over the pool in a

display of rhythmical routines co-

ordinated to a waltz tempo.

The show comes to a close with

a mock Japanese air-raid, touching

off a naval battle. A realistic at-

mosphere is created for the whole

scene by sound effects of an aerial

dog- fight.

Tickets are now on sale at A.B.

of C, Office, United Cigar Store,

Tech Supplies. The Post Office and

from all members of the Q.W.A.C.

as well as Freddie Haynes, Ticket

Convener. Admission is 50c and

no seats reserved.

CORSAGE
CREATIONS for the . . .

SCIENCE

FORMAL
Add to the enjoyment of the occasion

by ordering the corsage for your lady

friend at Weller's - - - and be assured

of the utmost in clever floral design.

ORDER EARLY 471ft „ 471 Q
, . just PHONE ^/ 10 " **/ 1«7

334. pRIKCESS ST.

KINGSTON. ONTARIO

Levanite — "The Scicnccmen are

a bunch of rats."

Scienceman — "That's all right.

There are enough of you to take-

care of us."

Divert Hitler

Commando raids, air bomb-
ings, and actual troop landings

would serve to divert Hitler from

the Eastern front, where he can

still muster plenty of strength

in spite of his Napoleonic re-

treats, and would furthermore re-

lease the Far Eastern Army of

the Soviet Union for an emer-

gency. That the northwestern

Pacific area is liable to explode

at any 'moment is not carefully

concealed by the Japanese, for

their cartographers include large

sections of Siberia in their pic-

tures of the "East Asia Co-pros-

perity Sphere."

To what extent Canada will be

a

NOT HERE
Traditional All Male Band

Will Now Have Women

warfare is still a matter of con-

jecture. However there is no

doubt that Japan is interested in

any weak spots in the coastal de-

fences where she might establish

bases for attacks on Canadian

and American shipping to the Far

Eastern arena. The recently-an-

nounced exchange of Soviet and

Canadian consuls which is to lake

place will mean a step forward

in co-ordination of Pacific de

fences of tire Allies. The B.C.

Yukon coastline, 5.000 miles long.

200 Students Barred from the Universities

of Ontario

It happened in 1939 when Ontario refused to cooperate with the

Dominion in the Notional Scholarships Plan.

It happened in 1940.

It happened in 1941.

For three years Ontario has turned a deaf ear to the repeated

urgings of Hie Dominion to administer Notional Scholarships for

students of superior ability who need financial aid in order to con-

tinue their training.

Will it happen in 1942?

In 1939 the Dominion granted $225,000 for such scholarships on

the condition that the provinces meet their allocation with an equal

sum.

Six Canodian provinces are giving their youth the benefits of Notional

Scholarships.

The wealthiest province ignores the needs of its most brilliant youth.

ONTARIO REMAINS OUTSIDE!

Are More Scholarships Needed?

Are we producing enough skilled specialists in all fields now? The

Dominion encourages the training of the best brains of youth as an

effective means of meeting the notional crisis.

Should deserving students enjoy the benefits of higher education

regardless of their finoncial resources? The Dominion soys yes,

thereby supporting democracy in education.

But in Ontario?

200 of our best students are annually denied advanced training-

Ontario onnuolly deprives the notion of the services of 200 trained

men and women.

What Can Students Do?

Sign the Queen's Scholarships Petition. Write your Members of

Parliament urging their support.

The Queen's Scholarships Committee, set up by the Alma Mater

Society, together with other universities, will circulate a petition,

Feb. 11, 12, 13, asking the Ontario Government to participate in

the National Scholarships Plan.

EVERY STUDENT A SIGNATURE!

The Scholarship Campaign is endorsed by:

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY,

PRINCIPAL WALLACE,

DEAN DOUGLAS, " '

DEAN MATHESON,

and many other Faculty members.

may become an active front be

participant in northern Pacific
1

fore very long.
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"Where the Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Clean Heated Cobs

PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

THE4TDE
LINE-UP

TYPING
Essays, Theses, and Pathology Cases;
Eight cents per double-spaced page.

12 cent* per single-spaced page.
Mimeographing: prices on application

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson Street

Underwood Typewriters
See oyr new Leader Portable
Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. ft. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St

B I L T M O R E

This theatre presents a surpris-
ingly good double bill this Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday, featuring
Edward G. Robinson in J Am the
Law, and Paulette Goddard, James
Stewart and Horace Hcidt and his
orchestra in Pol of Gold,

I Am the Law is a typical Rob-
inson vehicle in which he portrays
a fighting prosecutor who wipes
out gambling, robbery and corrupt
politics in the allotted hour and a
half in a convincing manner. Otto
Krugcr is thebadman while Wendy
Barrie adds the feminine charm.

In Pol of Gold the old rags-to-
nches plot is transplanted to the
band world with the commercial
feature. Pot of Gold, added as a
sort oS anti-climax. James Stewart
has beet) better, but perhaps glor-
ious Goddnrd makes him mumble
more than usual. But who would-
n't? B+.

W.R.L.

GRAND

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY

for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Or. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

'S9 Wellington St. Phone 346

To-day and Wednesday a double
feature Swamp Water and Mexican
Spitfire's Baby is being shown.

Walter Huston, star of All That
Money Can Buy. and Walter Bren-

nan who has been doing niuch char-

acter work of late, are the leads

tn this eerie saga of the swamp-
lands. Walter Brcnnan, as an es-

caped murderer who has taken re-

fuge in a Georgian snake and alli-

gator country, clubs a hunter who
has paddled into his shadowy
haunts. The murderer turns out t"

be- innocent. The usual hero and
heroine are happily married. Jean
Renoir, famous director of the

(•rand Illusion, directed Swamp
Water, which first appeared in Am-
erica as a Saturday Evening Post

serial.

Leon Errol, Lupe Velez, Zasu
Pitts and Charles Buddy Rogers are

the line-up in the second attraction.

A fair bill. B.

Coming Thursday — Tar:an's

Secret Treasure with Johnny Weiss-

muller and Maureen O'Sullivan.

Staff-Student Cast
Rehearses Thriller

It was recently announced that

the Queen's Faculty Players and
the Drama Guild will combine their

talents to produce "Love From a
Stranger." It is a three-act thriller

and was successfully made into a
movie several years ago.

Rehearsals have already begun
under the director, Prof. Henry
Alexander. The play will be pre
rented three nights in Convocation
Hall, the first week in March.

Leading Roles

Those members of the Facult

Players who have roles in the play

are Mr. and Mrs. Kyte, Miss Viol;

Miller, and Mr. Wade. Wyatt Mac
Lean, Mike Keeegan, Bea Grant
and Jo Throopc of the Drama
1 iuild complete the cast.

Agatha Christie

The play itself was chosen by
the Faculty Players and approved
by the Drama Guild Executive. The
original story was by Agatha Chris
tie. The story concerns a young
lady who has two lovers, one of
whom is a cool murderer. Its sus-

pense and intense drama has won
much praise from the critics who
witnessed it on Broadway.

Several students are now bus.

selling ads for the play's program.
When these programs, are primed,
many of them will be sent out to

persons interested in (he college

plays and clubs. They will serve

the double purpose of invitations

and programs. Ticket sales and
seating arrangements are now being

decided upon.
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BIOLOGY CLUB HEARS
SPEECH BY DR. EARL

"I had a beard like yours once,

but when I realized how it made
me look I cut it off."

"I bad a face like you'm once.

And when 7 realized that I couldn't

cut it off I grew this beard to cover

St."

T I V O L 1

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

-4 Princess St. Opp. Roy York Cafe

To-day, Mein Kainpf and Crime

Takes a Holiday. Wednesday and

Thursday will find two famous hits

of former years re-showing. Charles

Laughton in The Hunchback of

Notre Dame and on the same pro-

gram King Kong. The S200 foto-

tiite begins Wedneesdav, ami that

all.

ballerina who gives up her whole

life (and the men in it) for the

theatre.

As the prima-ballerina, Loretta

Young's portrayal should satisfy-

and, of course, Conrad Veidt can

always be depended 011 to turn in

a first-rate performance. If you like

these period pieces, here is one that

contains all the nostalgic charm of

the gas-lit era. B.

M.W.E.
Coining Thursday till Saturday

Gene Amrv in Sierra Sue.

On February 3 Dr. Earl spoke
informally to the Biology Cub, out-

lining the development of the Bio-

logy Department at Queen's.

Dr. Earl said that little was known
concerning the teaching of biology

prior to 1860. In that year Profes-

sor Lawson. eminent botanist and
F.R.S., was appointed to the Medi-
cal School. He attempted to start

a Botanical Garden at Queen's, the

remnants of which can be seen in

front of the Principal's residence.

Professor Lawson was the founder
of a Botanical Society in Canada.

Professor Taylor
In 1880 Professor Taylor was

appointed to lecture in Botany, Zoo-
logy and Geology, later teaching
only Botany, his favorite subject.

The some 48,000 specimens in the

Queen's Herbarium represent the

life work of Professor Taylor.

The field of animal biology was
placed under the supervision of

Professor Knight in 1892, who was
later appointed to the biology board

of the Dominion Government. His
investigations proved to be of great

practical value to the Canadian
[

Fishing Industry.

Additions

My this time. Dr. MacClement
had taken charge of the Botanical

Department. Dr. MacClement was
highly esteemed by his colleagues

and very popular with his students.

In the early part of this centurv,

A. B. Kleig, clever technician and
photographer, was added to the de-

partment.

During the passing of years, em-
phasis has shifted from one aspect

of biology to another, hut Dr. Earl

was of the opinion that the subject

was much more thoroughly covered

by the students now than ever l>e-

fore. At present, openings for gra-

duates in biology are rather limited.

However, it was predicted that in

the near future more practical as*

pects of this science will create

many and varied opportunities for

the trained expert.

CAPITOL

O D E O N

GOiURDIERS
rues

78 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

pHone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon
Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eogene Shop-
ld» Van ChW Maude Wigu

Loretta Young and Conrad Veidt

head a. very competent cast in Co-

lumbia's new costume drama The

Men in Her Life. Set in the early

[lays of the ballet tradition, it tap-

lures a great deal of that tradition

n its leisurely story of a beautiful

Louisiana Purchase, currently at

the Capitol is a good illustration of

how far Hollywnoud can go when
it sets out to produce a real musical

extravaganza. Bob Hope, and Vic-

tor Moore supply the comedy, Zor-

ina and about a thousand lovely

Southern belles the beauty, and
Louisiana the setting and storv.

Filmed in technicolor, the cast, (and

we don't mean Bob Hope and Victor

Moore) appear to best advantage!

Starting Thursday — Design for

Scandal, with Rosalind Russell and

Walter Pidgeon,

And Even The Least Shall Serve

The seas do still roll, and the

winds do still waft

And now even Percy is caught

in the draft.

Yes Percy's a soldier, the pride

of the king

And he gives not a damn for any
"Id thing-.

ATTENTION

QUEEN'S

STUDENTS

BUY NOW

YOUR

WINTER

OVERCOAT
Buy it from

DOVER'S

where you are

assured of value

for the money you

spend. Overcoats

in Tweeds,
Fleeces and Wor-
steds and the ever

popular "Dover-

coat" elysians. In

Smart Raglans,

fitted dresscoats

and the new lester

model wing sleeve

—Sizes 34 to 46.

25.00

29.50

35.00

39.50

123 Princess St. Phone 5020

THROUGH THE
LOOKING GLASS

BY GLADYS MCGUIRE

F0T0-NITE
That Sensational New Presentation

STARTS TOMORROW NIGHT

GRAND and TIV0LI THEATRES

$200. 00

All you have to do is make sure you are registered and

be at either theatre on FOTO-NITE. IT'S FREEH

Register the lobby or telephone your registration

One day Perc was flitting about

111 the air

When he suddenly lit in th

General's hair;

So. now he's a soldier so brave

and so true

He's shouldered his arms for the

red, white and blue.

A private! not Percy! why stop

at that?

He takes his ease in the General's

hat .

He scorns all the more unt'ortun

ate fleas

W ho with the rank and the file

have their teas.

Perc is off to the wars with a yo
and a ho.

Resplendent itt khaki he's ready
to go;

I'm doing my fluty said Percy,

quoth he

I'm the General's pet personal.

very own /lea,

—Marj.

As the flag said,

again."

Curses, furled

THE ECHO

The otilyuhing that can deprive

a woman of the last word.

This week we waive custom,
that of never mentioning names
in the column, and bow to Miss
Bobbie Craig who has been
chosen Queen of Queen's. All

of which shows that friendliness

and natural prettiness is what the

men around here like.

In glancing through some Tri-

colors of former years, we were
reminded that college fashions

change. Eight years ago girls

tripped over tu class in opera

pumps or flimsy sandals with

high heels. The more conserva

live wore brogues. They all wore
very sheer stockings, tailored

suits with immaculate blouses,

good" jewelery if they 'had it,

bats and rouge. Their hair lay in

waves close to their head. Evcn-
ng gowns were very formal with

slim straight skirts. Co-eds in

1934 were sophisticated and in-

telligent. They smoked with a

libred altitude and wore dinner

Iresses' to the weekly dances.

Now what about us, in 1942?

For the most part the modern
college girl is healthy, sensible,

treless, and ingenious. S b e

wears (isle stocking-, strings nuts

ml dyed macaroni around, her

eck, forgets, to brush her hair,

and takes cod liver, oil _ca.ps.ules.

She covers her hands with mitts,

her head with a gaudy kcrcbie'i

Dubious - colored saddle shoe:

don't abash her nor do the rybb.i.]

boots that look like foot-gear c

the men from Mars. She hides

her ankles with thick hand-knit

socks, and her waistline with a

pretty shapeless sweater. She
advertises her spectacles to the

world, by painting the rims of

'em red. Professors are amazed
at her ability to chew gum, take

notes, knit for the Red Cross and
appear interested in lectures all

at the same time.

She knows what's tops on the

I lit l'_iradc and listens to the

opera every Saturday afternoon.

No one ever calls her intellectual,

although' she generally niajtcs the

i;ra<le in the Spring. She is

friendly, loves perfume and
doesn't call children brats. She
thinks her parents are the best,

,i\ the same lime spending a good
deal of father's -money-,

Her nail-pblish is often chipr

bed, but for special occasions she

can look lovely and well-groomed.

She lives on chocolate "bars and
cokes. Change her? You couldn't

even if you didu't want to. Only
tniie, fads, and fashion can do

(hat.-

THE SHADOW KNOWS
' A woman and ' ier son boarded a

Street car. I'pon approaching the

fare box, sue deposited ten cents.

Said the conductor, ^Another fare

please!"

She: "My son's name is Crime,

find 'Crime does'not Pay'!"

.

( v—Maroon Bee.

Say. wb«re can. 1 get hold of

Vou? v95j CsvlJrS
1 I don't know — I'm awfully

ticklish.
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Official Notices

Examination Titnc-Table

Faculty of Arts

The attention of students in the

Faeult) Of Arts is tailed to the 2nd

draft of the April examination time-

table. Errors or om'SStriiis should

be reported at once tr> the Regis-

trar.

Faculty of Applied Science

The mid-term holiday in the Fac-

ulty of Applied Sconce will be held

Friday, February 1 3th. and Satur-

day, February 14th. Classes will

meet as usual on Monday, Febru-

ary 16th.

University Services

Ever since its beginnings. Queen's has been in some measure,

a place of strife. Students, even now, are not above quarreling

vigorously among themselves. But, there has always, up to the

present, been a tradition of presenting a united front to the out-

hide world. That tradition was most assuredly not in evidence

last Sunday morning when a miserably small group of approxi-

mately 125 students straggled into Convocation Hall for the

University Church Service.

It was one of the few times within our memory," that students

were honestly humiliated before an outsider, by their connection

with Queen's. For the rows of empty seats at the front of the

hall were mute evidence that at least one project on this campus

is a failure.

The speaker was Doctor K. C. Evans, Dean of Divinity at

Trinity College, University of Toronto, and one of Canada's out-

standing theologians. He delivered a masterly address, despite

the uninspiring gathering, but we could not help wondering how

many persons winced—as we did—at his observation that "many

students have found the atmosphere of the modern university un-

congenial to the practice of religion."

In that. Doctor Evans was unquestionably correct. Probably

more tban (fifo of the students at Queen's do not attend church at

all—except when they go home for week-ends. Though we feel

that this is regrettable, it is not our present purpose to discuss

here the spiritual or moral issues involved. We simply wish to

consider the ultimate fate of the University Church Services.

These services have been regular monthly affairs for several

years. They are entirely non-denominational, and the attempt is

made to give the student body a cbance to hear great religious

leaders of every creed. These men have to be engaged months

in advance, and their expenses are paid to come here. Is it

worth it?

Even last spring, consideration was given to the scrapping

of this whole project. But it was hoped that the shift from Grant

Hall to Convocation Hall and the implementing of certain other

measures would correct a rapidlv-worsening situation. Obviously
it has not.

It is our belief tjiat these services have real value, and we
would be sorry to see them discontinued. But there seems no
other alternative, if the student body—or even one-quarter of the

student body—will not support them. Certainly. 25 representa-

tives from each faculty are scarcely enough to justify the term
"university service."

We know that the Services Commission has made an honest
effort to make these monthly gatherings worthwhile. Apparently
they have failed. If no one can present any new ideas, then let

us cease this sorry pretence and either give up the services entirely,

or substitute some sort of simple worship service in Morgan
Memorial Chapel. Surclv out of 1600 students, we might hope to

fill that

!

Scholarship Petition

On Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of this week there will

be circulated on the Queen's campus, a petition. Addressed to the

Ontario Government, this document will be among several which
will seek to convince that Government of the wisdom of taking
part in a national scheme of granting scholarships to needy" but
able students. A joint Dominion-Provincial plan of this nature
is now in effect in six Canadian provinces. All that is necessary
to extend it to Ontario, is the co-operation of the Toronto
authorities.

This seems a thoroughly worth-while objective. In all con-
sistency with the principles of democracy for which we are now
fighting, education is a thing which should be administered not
merely to those who can a/ford it, but to those who are fitted for
it, regardless of means or status.

Another point, too, might bear consideration in this connec-
tion. In war as well as in peace, there is an ever-growing demand
for able and educated leaders. In order that the highest quality
of such leadership may be assured, it would seem to be in the
interest of society that the necessary training should be given to
the men and women who are best qualified to receive it.

We do not mean to imply that those who are at present
attending university are not worthy of the privilege. Indeed, the
mere fact that they have gone so far with their education, signifies
that they have more-than-average ability. However, all available
data indicate that there are others of comparable potentialities
who through lack of means are prevented from going on wijh
their education. Then, too, there are now undergraduates in

National Research Council Fellow-

ships, Studentships, Bursaries and

Special Scholarships, 1942

Bursaries of the value of $250

will be open to award to applicants

who have graduated with high dis-

tinction in scientific study.

Studentships of the value of $650

will be open to award to applicants

who have had exi>erience in re-

search work in science for at least

one year following graduation.

Fellowships of the value of $750

will be open to award to applicants

who have given distinct evidence nf

capacity to conduct independent re-

search in science.

Special Scholarships tenable at

[he Laboratories of the National

Research Council in Ottawa, in cer-

tain fields in which these labora-

tories possess special equipment for

research work which is not avail-

able at Canadian Universities, may

be awarded as follows

:

Four Post-Graduate Scholarships

of the value of $750, tenable for

twelve months will be open to

award to applicants who have to

their credit at least one year of

post-graduate work leading to a

Master's degree or equivalent, and

whose applications are approved by

Canadian university. Although

other departments of science are

not excluded, applications in the

field of Engineering will receive

preferred consideration.

Two Post-Doctorate Scholarships

of the value of $1,000. tenable for

twelve months, will be open to

award to applicants who, having

completed their work for the Ph.D.

degree, desire to profit from the

experience to be gained in the la-

boratories of the National Research

Council berate goin^ ictt industrial

or other work.

Travelling Allowance — Grantees

who have to travel 300 miles or

more may, at the discretion of the

Council, be granted an allowance

toward travelling expenses. Such

travel grants shall he based on the

distance between the point where

the award is tenable and the point

where a grantee was located during

the preceding year.

Qualifications required are de-

tailed in the regulations governing

awards. Applications should he

strictly confined to candidates with

outstanding records, both in their

undergraduate a n d post-graduate

courses.

March First is the final date on

which applications may be mailed.

Application Forms and copies of

the regulations governing Bursaries,

Studentships and Fellowships, and

separate regulations governing the

Special Scholarships, may be ob-

tained from the Registrar of your

University. Mail applications direct

to "The Secretary-Treasurer, Na-

tional Research Council, Ottawa."

Eight to the Bar

(Continued from page 1

)

messages. He sends out a list of

the top 32 numbers and the listen-

er returns the list with a check

mark after his choice. Lawrence

nir.v play the request the next night,

the next week, or never. . . . Cootie

Williams, of late with Goodman as

trumpet soloist, opens with his new

seven-piece band this weeek in a

night spot in Chicago. . . . The

I >oi scy Brothers are teaming up for

joint appearance on a benefit tour

to raise $100,000 for U.S.O. . . .

Best Record release of the week is

Lunceford's "Blues in the Night"

(two sides!. . . . JrfteVbugs are

now collecting arrangements. Jive

hounds stole music from J. Dorsey's

stands on his opening night in Chi-

cago. . . . Band leaders who do

Tricolor Deposits

All deposits for copies of

the 1942 Tricolor must be in

not later than February 14.

other colleges, whose means have been seriously reduced by the

shortening of courses and the consequent reduction of the time

in which they could earn their expenses.

All in all. then, National Scholarships would appear to be

a democratic step in the right direction—a step which any society

might well benefit by taking.

It has been said, in these columns and elsewhere, that the

methods employed in this present campaign may not be the

best or the most effective. The petition technique is neither new
nor politically the most valid possible. However, it does repre-

sent the best available form of effort for a large and mostly non-

voting body. If well supported, it should at least serve to bring

the attention of the Government to the matter of these scholar-

ships, and thereby accomplish something.

Therefore we hope that all students will support the drive,

and that their total efforts will be instrumental in the extension

of this democratic principle,

The International Student Service

Tomorrow the International Student Service will hold a tag-

day on this campus. The proceeds will go toward providing books
and tuition fees for students in Canadian internment camps. These
are for the most part German anti-Nazis who fled to Canada at

the beginning of the war.

The I.S.S. is an organization, formed in 1919, for the benefit

of students throughout the world. Much of the work of the Can-
adian branch has consisted in providing aid for internees in this

country. Similar work is being done fof British and Canadian
ttudent prisoners in Germany.

This seems to us a thoroughly deserving cause. It implies

'.hat education must not be denied to those who seek it, even
though they have fallen into unfortunate circumstances through
agencies beyond their control. We feel that those who themselves

have the privilege of continuing their studies virtually unin-

terrupted, should do all within their power to help their less

fortunate fellows.

We urge that Queen's students support this drive according
to the best of their means, by each buying a tag and giving the

most he can spare.

dialogue on the air are being round-

ed up by the American Federation

of Radio Artists. To continue to

read lines the leaders have agreed

to join the Union.

Several orchestra fiends have in-

quired as to where the top flight

bands are playing now. For their

benefit and others interested we

print tfie following list

:

Bands on Tour — Bunny Ben-

gali, Gene Krupa, Frankie Masters,

Woody Herman, "Lionel Hampton,

Eddie Duchin, Alvino Rey, Mitch-

ell Ayres.

New York — Harry James (Ho-

tel Lincoln). Freddie Martin (Wal-

dorf Hotel), Benny Goodman
I
H"-

tel New Yorker), Charlie Spivak

(Hotel Pennsylvania). Vaughn
Monroe (Hotel Commodore).

Chicago — Del Courtney (Con-

tinental Room), Johnny "Scat" Da-

vis (Hotel Blackhawk), Xavier Cu-

gat (Palmer House). Fats Waller

( Stagebar) , Jan S a v i 1 1 ( Hotel

Sherman), Art Kassel (Hotel Bis-

mark).

Los Angeles — Ray Noblei( Ho-

tel Ambassador), Phil Harris (Ho-

tel liilrmorc), Tommy Dorset (Pal-

ladium), Bob Crosby (Trianon),

Horace Heidt (Casa Manana). Paul

VVhiteman (Florentine Gardens).

Formal Tickets

Tickets may be picked up

on Wednesday and Thurs-

day at the Post Office, iiT

exchange for receipts.

C.O.T.C.

I. INSTRUCTORS' PAR-
ADES—All instructors will con-

sult the O.R. bulletin board.

II. MUSKETRY—Details are

posted on the O.R. bulletin board.

HI. MEMORANDUM — (a)

A pair of gloves have been turned

in. Owner may recover same by

proving property at the O.R.

Jive Hounds will congregate to-

night in the Music Room in the

Douglas Library when the entire

evening will be devoted to records

by Artie Shaw, Glenn Miller, and

Count Basic. This will be a grand

chance for you swing fans to get

your fill of these famous exponents

of "in the groove" music. As a mat-

ter of fact we'll probably see you

there.

W THf DISCUS THSOWEB COULD TAUT—

*Tm sotng lo throw tbb thing away and hav« a Sweat Cap.-

SWEET CAPORAL CIGARETTES
"The purestform in wbieb tobacco can be smoked.*

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Slide

Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used Book
Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

STUDENTS
Hrlrnp Ittarttn's Beauty &alan

268 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment
Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

A. R. TI/nOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 21'0

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE
RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MACCISCN STUDIC
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

We supply everything — Make your appointment now

for portraits and groups
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones: 676-62°
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Intermediates Upset Combines
In Exhibition Basketball Game
Queen's Entry Ekes Win
By One Point Margin

;

Munroe Tops Scorers

In the most exciting game seen

in basketball circles at Queen's
for many a day. the Intermediates
upset the Kingston Combines on
Friday by a one-point margin.
At no time during the fracas did

the advantage lie with one team
or the other, and the throng of

spectators was on its feet most
of the time.

Combines Outplayed

The Queen's entry played
beads-up ball throughout and out-

played their more experienced
"cousins." They scored baskets

by the simple expedient of firing

a barrage of shots at the hoop.

Johnny Edwards' charges did not
play the same brand of ball they

showed in their two meetings
with the Ottawa Sailors'. Each
player tried his best to put the

team over the top.

For the winners Roth, Woods,
Whillans and Munroe were the

standout performers. Shorty Mc-
Lellan again led the Combines'
entry with Drysdale and Rosent-
zveig ably aiding the cause.

Queen's—Sweet (3), Roth (6),

Woods (5), McLellan, Aubrey.
Whillans (5). Argue, Mtmroc
(10), Keswick (2). Robertson.

Combines — McLellan (9),

Drysdale (8), Newman, Kirk (1),

Graham ( 1 ), Rosentzveig (6),

Hitsman (1 ), Coburn (4).

RINGSIDE
REFEREE
BY ROLY BARKSLEY

During the past months your

writer has endeavored to obtain

from the more prominent boxers

and wrestlers a transcript of their

accomplishments to date. Ap-

parently these gentlemen are very

modest about their abilities for

as yet only one or two articles

have been received. So it is pro-

posed fo go ahead and give you

the odd thumb-nail sketch from

the meagre information at hand.

First and rightly so I believe,

here is the low-down on one

Peter Cain of Science '43. Yes

f'hilpott, this is the lad that es-

corted the Queen of Queen's to

last Friday's Ball. Handsome
isn't he? Pete is president of

the B. & W. this year, and to

lliiu should go most of the credit

for keeping the club together

under the present trying con-

ditions. Pete learned to handle

his dukes up in the great North

Country. How well he learned

most any one can tell yon. Pete

i- tlu- holder of the 165 lb. Inter-

collegiate title—won in the last

assault before the abolition of

intercollegiate sports. His style

is marked by his clever foot-

work, a cool head and a speedy

list. Since the loss of all coaches

and trainers Pete has performed

a great share of these duties and

lie can always he counted on to

lend a helpful hand to the promis-

ing beginner.

Next week — Jack McNeill.

Canadian Champ.

SPORTS

CNCE OVER LIGHTLY
BILL LEMMON

Stop Press

At a special meeting of the

Combines' basketball club on Sat-

urday it was announced that

Clark (Gable) Graham will be

given a twenty minutes leave of

absence in which to coach the

newly formed Journal Jerks bas-

ketball "team.

Graham, an ex-Intercollegiate

star in his own right, when in-

terviewed said "I predict that

my team will have a season of

unparalleled mediocrity and that

a new low should be reached this

season in this the 50th year of

basketball by my charges."

The hockey Combines weren't the only local team to suffer an upset
on Friday night as the Queen's Intermediates performed the same operation
on the basketball court with a 31-30 verdict.

But for their poor showing against the Garrison the Tricolor would
be reposing on the top of the heap. As it is they are sharing the lime-
light with the Combines. On their play last Friday the Gaels should cop
the bunting for they kept the Combines back on their heels until Munroe
and Sweet were banished. Even then their substitutes held the block-
playing locals in check until the last minutes of play when their con-
ditioning began to tell.

As for the hockey game it seems that the brilliant McQueston >and his
cohorts had an off-night. And what a time to have it! Many arguments
have raged over the merits of the present netminder compared with "Buck"
Burrows, last year's keeper of the cage, but after his mediocre exhibition
on Friday our nod goes unanimously to Burrows for in all his games last
season not once did "Buck" weaken under the cruelest fire.

It is a well-known fact about the circuit that Harry McQueston has a
weakness for long shots and also a blind spot on his left side. Port Col-
borne lost little time in showing that they had also heard of his short-
coming and worked his blind side for three goals.

,

Tnus tne locals bow out for another year with their first year in SeniorA a decided success for not only did they do well financially but they
maae many new friends with their fiery brand of hockey.

-II

Roach
' Your»S and Neilson it may be the last time that they

will be in Kingston uniform for the duration. Norv Williamson will be
a full fledged M.D. and Yip Radley will likely announce his retirement
again. But to all those gallants we give a rousing Hats Off for their valliant
cfiort during the present season.

The new gas rationing scheme which will be put into practice in the
near future will likely have a greater effect on sports than even the
shortage in rubber sports equipment. Most of the games influenced by the
rubber ban have synthetic substances or well-stocked sporting-goods stores
to fall back on. In the case of gas it is a different matter for synthetic
gas is too expensive to make and the elusive liquid itself is too bulky
to store up.

Only the Ski Club has felt this latest blow among college sports as
they were refused a bus last week-end to travel to Gananoquc. None of
the football, basketball or hockey teams are affected due to the no
travelling regulations set up by. the C.I.A.U. The college in fact is very
fortunate, especially in basketball, to have a city league in which to find
local competition.

It is the smaller towns and villages that will have to bear the full
weight of the blow for they are forced to travel to compete in exhibition,
scheduled and tournament games. Very few of these teams have sponsors
that can afford to send the team by rail.

At present^ Kingston has two hockey teams, the Kingston Intermediates
and Junior "B". that expect to participate in the Ontario playdowns. Unless
they play their games before the new ruling they may be forced to
default.

Sports Shorts . . . The Tricolor would be glad to receive any sports
shots of athletic activities on the campus. Just drop them in the post office
at the library . . . Two of the champion Van Home Series players have
been going great guns for Belleville in the Senior "B" series . . . Several
others expect to play with the local Intermediate team ... A Ski Train of
thirteen coaches stopped briefly in Kingston Friday night. There were
skiers from Hamilton, Toronto, Belleville and Kingston bound for the
Laurentians , . . The Combines baskctballers tangle with Ottawa U. at
next Saturday night's double header. The Juniors entertain Doug Waugh's
Oshawa Collegiate team In the opener.

Port Colborne Edges Kingston

In Exciting Struggle On Friday

Defeat Eliminates Combines
From Play-offs;

Score is 5-4

The deepest sympathy of all sports fans are extended to Dutch Dougall,
the popular manager of the Arena, on the sudden loss of his mother.

CAGEY SC1ENCEMEN
DEFEAT ARTS FROSH

ARTS '42 HOOPSTERS
TRIUMPH OVER MEDS

Table Tennis

All second-round matches

in the men's Intramural

Table Tennis Tournament
must be completed by Satur-

day, February 14.

Arts '42 reached the basketball

section finals by virtue of an

easy 42-17 victory over Metis '44

on Thursday night.

Showing themselves to he the

pick of their group the Artsmen

led 20-1 1 at half-time and put

on a strong spurt in the last half

that had the ratlhirds fainting.

Ace Burman

Led by that ambitious ace.

Phil Bunnan, who accounted for

15 points, Fred Miller. John

Halliday and Brophy, the Arts-

men showed marked superiority

in the -.hooting department.

Godfrey Paul with 8 points was

top man for Meds while Doug

Broadwell and McDougal also

went well.

Meds '44 — Broadwell (1),

Cockhurn. Younghusband (2 ),

Playfair, Paul (8). McDougal

(2). MeKerchcr, Leach.

Arts '42—Miller (9). Halliday

(4). Burman (15), Brophy (S).

Davis, Workman. Campbell (4),

Robinson (3).

Intramural Bowling

February 9-14:

Sc. '45 No. 5 vs Sc. '45 No. 4.

Meds '44 No. 1 vs Arts '44 No. 3.

Sc. '45 No. 4 vs Sc. '43 No. 2.

Meds '44 No, 6 vs Sc. '44 No. 7.

Sc. '45 No. 6 vs Sc. '44 No. 4.

Sc. '45 No. 7 vs Sc. '45 No. S.

Sc. '45 No. 4 vs Meds '4-f No, 5.

Meds '44 No. 6 vs Arts '45.

Sc. '43 No. 2

Sc. '44 No

Arts '44 No. 2.

Sc. "44 No. 4.
sc. +t «>/. ' —
Semi-Finals, February 16-21.

Sc. '42 proved too experienced a

squad for the Arts Frosh in an

Intramural basketball fixture on

Tuesday afternoon as they came

from behind to take a 21-Si win.

After going well in the first half

the lowlv Frosh faded badly in the

last frame and were kepi off the

score sheet by an aggressive Science

quintet. The Artsmen lacked the

smooth combination of their rival-

who distributed the scoring evenly

throughout their midst.

Shine Shines

Emmett Sntne, who learned his

basketball in Brooklyn, was the lop

man for Aits, with four points

while Am-;el and Morden collected

the other two baskets. Carmichaci,

Dunn, Mullins and Motherwell led

the Science parade,

SCIENCE FROSH DOWN
ARTS SOPHOMORES

Sc. '45 at last bit the jackpot

in their hockey schedule by

knocking off Arts '44 5-2 in an

Intramural game on Monday af-

ternoon.

The Science Frosh had a run

of hard luck being beaten by a

single goal on several occasions

but they went wild against an

equally unlucky squad in Arts

'44.

Cote with two, Melville. Chitd-

erhose and McVean were Science

scorers while Dick Stewart was

the only Artsnian to solve the

net-minding of Craig.

Sc. '45—Craig, Pritcbard. Mc-

Vean, Cote, Melville, Childer-

hose, Craig, Underwood, Carter,

Richardson, Hughes. Hanna, Du-

mont.

Arts '44—Patterson. Stewart,

Fulton, Webb. Mahood, Percival,

Bradley, Forrester, Nash.

Junior Gael Quintet
Swamps K. C.V.I.

The Junior Gaels are within

one game of winning the Junior

F.O.B.A. Championship for the

second straight year as a result

of their decisive 63-17 victory

over K.CA'.l. on Friday night.

The Gaels can tie up the league

bunting tonight with a viclory

ovcr the "V" on their home court.

On the ;-lreiiglh of previous con-

tests they should have little dilfi-

eulty in hurdling ihcir last ob-

stacle.

The Juniors showed they were

no flash in the pan by whipping

a determined Collegiate quintet

as a curtain-riser to the Queen's-

(_ bines game.

They played their elusive, fast-

breaking game which kept then

far out in front of the Blue and

White. Gord Mackey took over

the scoring leadership with 15

points beating out Gord Mc-
Donnell by one point on the

night's play.

Bill Gray continued his starry

play on the Tricolor rearguard

and proved the hest playmaker

on the court. Bill Cornett also

iinwound himself for 8 points.

Armstrong was top man for

K.C.V.I. with six points while

the rest of the team added the

remaining points. Yeats Provau

and McGregor were the pick of

the losers.

Queen's—Cornett (8), Griffin

(4). Mackey (15), Berezin (6).

McDonnell (14). Gove (2), Gray

(10), Betcherman (2), Paratan

(2), Laniont.

.K.C.V.I. — Yeates (3), Dennis

(2). Provan (2), Armstrong (6).

McGregor 1 2). Fardell, Wetherall

(2).

BY TOMMY t.EADM AN
In a hard fought hockey gam;

last Friday night the Kingston

Combines bowed reluctantly from

senior hockey for another year to

the strains of a 5-4 setback at the

hands of Port Colborne.

Out-Lucked

Out-lucked and out-fought by a

revamped Sailor lineup that didn't

know when to quit, the Combine
were -haded despite the Fact thai

they were forcing the pace through-

out most of the game.

The first period was wide open,

with bolh teams coming close.

Kingston opened the scoring on a

pretty triple relay. Roach t" Neil-

son to Norv Williamson, who scor-

ed from in close. The Sailors came

right back to tie up when Minor

picked up a loose puck passed to

McKelvie who shot and then Young
slapped the rebound home. For the

remainder of the period play was

ragged with the Combines having

a slight edge.

The second period opened slowly

with hoth teams playing cautiously.

As the teams warmed up it was

again the Combine.-, who were forc-

ing the play and the Sailors wait-

ing fur the breaks. This strategy

was rewarded with two quick goals

wh'ii Johnson, and two minutes

later McKelvie. got the disc past

McQueston. Then the Combines

turned on the power and when the

snuike had cleared they had racked

up three counters by Roach, Lane

and Murphy.

Third Period

The third period was a heart-

breaker for Kingston. The Com-
bines did all the work, and the Sail-

ors had all the luck. With the Com-
bines fighting to hold their lead Mc-

Kelvie broke away and passed to

Minor who sailed in on McQueston

and backhanded the puck past him

into the net, *

From then on the pace was fur-

ious with the locals making five

more rushes and the Sailors hang-

ing on to their checks like shadows.

With five minutes of the game

remaining Shuttleworth let go a

low drive from a faceoff deep in

Kingston territory that travelled

through a ma-. >! leg- and trickled

into the cage.

With playoff hopes sinking the

Combines worked like demons but

luck and grim checking blanked

them.

GARRISON WILL PLAY
QUEEN'S TOMORROW

The Queen's Intermediates are

out for revenge tomorrow night

when they tangle with the Gar-

rison at the gym.

This same team upset the Gaels

with a three point victory in their

last meeting and kept the Tri-

color from taking undisputed pos-

session- of first place.

The Gaels need a win to stay

in the running and are taking

on a tough assignment. The game
is slated for 9.15 and a fair-sized

crowd is anticipated for this im-

portant feature.

Patronize the Journal advertis-

ers.

In the spring a young man's

fancy. It he can afford the clothes.

Two Tricolor men who bow out of local hockey with Norv Williamson

graduating in Medieuio and Bobby Neilson going on active service as a.

sub-lieutenant in the Navy.

George VanHorne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Cowns Queen's Officiol Blazers

WARREN K. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coots

213 Princess Street Phone 362

Hanson & Edgar
Dance
Programmes

Cop*'itutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St.

Printing o*

Every

Description
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in the

MUSIC ROOM

Tuesday

—

^fecial Swing Program, de-

voted to:

|

Artie Shaw,

Glenn Miller,

j Count Basic,

! ,.. .

Wednesday

—

Beethoven—Symphony No. 9.

Sibdius — The Storm music

|irom "The Tejppesf,!' ..

Thursday— '

Dvorak—Symphony No. 5.

Smetana — Tone Poem, "The
' SMoldau." i^fjv n*y$!**w V
Saim-Sai-ns—Rondo Capric-

ijjcioso.

Kor^Jfoy^Jv^bpberpz-;

J. M. Macdpnneil-.

^(Continued *trom page 1 )

thttughout Cal'!fe#aSfi9jfftiWn*1

CnjP -Conservative and a financial

authority,

ired Gihso, President of the

lnfiniatioual Relations l lull- told

thS Journal thai the Club con-

.sidjirs itself citrenltly* " foV-filha't^

toaobtain the ^Scr^icei oi Mr
MScdonncll foe the iHjrfQi'Sl tlu>

year. He w,
JW*Glb3ilr

i>neof the most influential figures

in' contemporary Canadian Af-

iarr>, and hence. is exceptionally

well informed on matters con-

cerning post-war reconstruction.
PA KKO.f iltfj*

Tickets
,

,

jckets will, 4^ coots each

may he obtained frotn any
of ' the I.R.C. Secmivt! — Fred
Gibson, Kay RuwlRmle. ' Hubert
Vailery, and Kay O'Neill.

S. C. M. Fireside

The next S.C.M. Fireside will

l>e held Sun b:v 2yei;in£ |,t the

home of Prof.-^ormari Miller

2^Kensington Ave., at 8.30 p.m.

Tfe speaker will be Dr. "Bob

CHpman. All students are wel

come.

I would like to buy some alli-

Stor shoes."
;

What >jze dues votir alliirator

HfflKffiLYll

And when nexi the men of

Queenz shall celebrate tfie day de-

voted to Woden, the god of war,

the men of Scieuz shall invade in

force, in number and en masse the

|, hjajeffi? in the Studenzunion to

prepare the, Scienzjernal therein —
yea therein they shall prepare that

issue of the Jernal that shall herald

Maid Marion's vtHim lo the Land

of Onc'cnz;wiuY a band
flf

merry-

makers' led by Stanhon Fatt and

h\i'versatile syncophants fresh from

the inn of Brant in the land of

Ham; **
.

:

, And Keith the Caffrey Mac shall

lead the invaders in their onslaught

unythcj fstudeiupfiuer aud iususjd of

one or two ) eflow-clad men of

tt'elrt8*Biy"'Jerftri«Tiz shall vibrate

the, ^cfiudjuig of 4H. ofci and

I pi ncils, w ielded by the men of the

md"Keitl>rflierOaffrfly Slac<shrtW

havetlw^iJile assistuice, of Lardpol^

the Frank Yplug) whilst the cagy

Brown shall write of epic battles

on the floor of gym therein.

And . Arch the ^Ktnbald fjesll

from fulfilling a similar position at

Lhii.HaUs.-of Pa^uusie to our raj

h^s volunteered It i ^ services for the

Scienzjernal and diall-rearj-all tliat

shall be recorded therein.

Yea — and with us we shall have

Stu the son of Roberts of A-to-thc-

B. fame but as yet we have not re-

ceived all the assurances of help

that we should like to have ere we

take over the Studenzpaper the

advancement of the aims of Scienz

therewith.

For ere the Scienzjernal doth go

in press much must he done and

all men of Scienz who can wield

pen with half the dexterity they dis-

play with the slide-rule are hereby

requested to present themselves al

the lernaloffiz on the night devoted

to worship of Woden prepared to

sling the ink thereat on subjects to

be assigned.

And all who woillust wish an

early start for their contribution

I.-, flat SclenSjerrictl are requested to

^contact, Keith. the. Caffrey Mac ere

the sun doih set even once that

rhcir early efforts may be suitably

directed.

And when next this scribe doth

continue this record' On the lime-

stone of the caverns of the Halls

of- Scienz there shall be not 'out

voice alone but many, to sow the

-n.l of knowledge of the proceed-

ings of Scienz in the land of

Queenz.

s eminently fair. It was not

our reviewer's intention to be un-

kind or to deprecate the Glee

Club's fine accomplishment, as a

reading of the story in ques-

tion will indicate. Incidentally,

Mr. Macdonald has had four

years of Gilbert and Sullivan ex-

perience, three of them with the

Pickering College Glee Club, rec-

ognized as one of the finest or-

ganizations of its kind in Canada.

Letters to The Editor

1 Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies

| Meters, T^nks. Filters

Tripods. Etc

\Yow oid Tfrneja taKe-n in

on new 'equipment

Edgar M. Loekett

AT LOCKETT'S LTD.

178 Wellington St.
.ii)n' •

Phone 2,4.

REGRETS

>RIVI IN AN IPJSU...D
TAXI

mm TAXI
Phone 266

Dear Sir; :

1 hope that this will be a vin-

a^edtfon of the Queen's Glee'

Club's "The Fira«s of Pen-

/.;im< ." 'Owtftinb" the d&raalr 'feel-

ing provoked by the' review in

last Friday's
'

'
j ourhal was en-

tirelv out of harmony with the

sentiments of most of the oper-

eitaV audience.
1

The failure of the Journal re-

viewer, let me say at the begin-

ning, was, it seems to me, two-

fold in jit*, cause. It was the

failure of one who misunderstood,

firs,t of all, what the Glee Club

was attempting, and, secondly.

What Gilbert and Sullivan must

have desired the whole effect of

their operetta to be.

I admit I was as startled as the

next person at the first instance

of semi-modernization of the uni-

versity version. "The exercise of

a little artistic tolerance, how-

ever, made it possible for any-

one, no matter how often they

had -cen the "Pirates'* done in

conventional garbj to sit' back

after the first few minutes and

enjoy the performance.: The "il-

lusion intended by Messrs. Gil-

bert and Srdlivan exists almost

joTffy in the ivviLWtrs" mmJ—
there is no illusion of realism in

t ",iH>Vn and Sullivan ; if there

were, ami lit- it. wc^erJr^'-all com-

1'h te as it_

;

wcad*!
.
.need to be

to be irtisticiih :k:,ir:djle, operetta

would' lose ks "bathetic appeal

—

and Tt in ojLTeov.or, ;au diusicn

engendered, by slick pcrfonuances
of the operettas, especially on the

-Sfreio; . ; i

Gilbert and Sullivan is no. a

rapid-fire .production .at any lime

—the dialogue,- is. ample, evidence
of that—and the atmosphere of

Victor iaivii7mock-h.erpie,;dignity

about it is its^yery .ojsence.

Therefore, to talk aboitl lull ad-

•tpntage1 1'i't ili^Kg" Jtaken of- the

• i Majpr-Geivjraj Stanley is to fail

completely in an unrferstatiding

the l-art—and of all simi

LOST

Mottled grey Waterman's foun-

tain pen, between the University

and Silver Grill, Finder please

return to Roy Bunston. - *

Mother—After all, he's only a

boy, and boys will sow their wild

oats.

Father—Yes, but I wouldn't

mind if he didn't mix in so much

rye.

m in Gilbert and SnUn;,,,. The
Major-General is not meant to

buffoon, and, in my opinion,

the role sat exceedingly well on

Mr. Park's very capable should'1

;

ers. Further, to accuse Miss Trott

of overacting, even "soitiewhat,"

is to demand far more in the

way of realism from the part than

\Vi.-S. Gilbert evtf conceived bf

putting into it.

Restated, then, my principal

criticism of Mr. Macdonald's re-

view is that it contained no long

view of the operetta, nor of the

i ileje C [lib's performance and pur-

pose. Taken piecemeal, each criti-

cism may be acute enough, but

each is, at the same time, rather

paltry a'nd not too well expressed.

Seven well's, four good's, and

four well-done's, nearly all- in the

first half-column, culminate most

lamely, as criticism.

Mr. Macdonald's main criti-

cism of the operetta, "that it was

under-directed rather badly," wa;s

not only, grammatically, a bit

puzzling, but, sentimentally, jus.

a little unjust. With no Gilbert

and Sullivan tradition, with an

almost. complete absence of pro-

fessional, even of trained, singers,

criticism of the performance,

however sincere, must be modi-

fied considerably. Little but an

illusion, indeed, was destroyed

semi-modernization ; in-

ith restricted facilities,

obey showed great wis-

I foresight, and, in the

face of apparent opposition, not

a little courage.

Finally, if topical allusions and
value are to be retained in the

Gilbert and Sullivan repertory—

and surely they were one of Gil-

bert's chief attractions — sorpie

courageous innovation must be

introduced, and not decried too

hastily, even '

if "Pinafore" must
be quietly dropped "for the dura-

tion ' anr even if the JapanftM

dislike of "Mikado."

John Parkhill.

feci. Note—Every college paper

eneuu.nters difficulties with re-

view.-, of campus productions, ti

i- our feeling that fair criticiijji

is ..I more value than mere SUgat-

ed commendation, and we believe

that, in this case the criticism

To the Editor,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

In regard to the raffle of War

Savings Cer.ificatcs, concerning

which reports have been printed

in late issues of the Journal, 1

wish to point out to you lint

il is by nO means a new idea at

this untvsrsry Such raffles have

been carried on hy the fourth

year students of Mining and

Metallurgy since the fall of 1940.

The raffles were started by

Professor Lord in the class of '41,

one four dollar ceriift.ate tiirlg

raffled each week throughout the

year. Books containing 16 print-

ed tickets which sold at twenty-

five Cents apiece were procured

from the Kingston War Savings

Committee.

This year, among the 35 mem-
bers of Mining and Metallurgy

"42, two books, or 32 tickets are

sold each Friday morning and

two winners are drawn. To date,

26 certificates have been raffled,

having a value of $104. This will

continue to the end of the year,

and with eight weeks more to

go, $168 will have been contribut-

ed by the 35 students for the

whole year. This is a very com-

mendable effort and I think it

should receive recognition on the

campus.

There has l;e:n r.z diffuul v m
selling all the tickets each week.

The winners are responsible for

the next week's sales, and thus

the work is spread around and

not all done by one or two per-

sons,
,

Since this method of selling

certificates has been so success-

ful in two instances, should not

an effort be made to make it be-

come general in all classes at

this university? There are very

few students who would miss 25c

a week, and if it were carried

on in all classes with the same

success it has been afforded in

Nicol Hall, the $4,000 figure set

by the Q.W.A.C. would be sur-

passed easily in the course of a

year.

Yours truly,

K. Thomson,

Mining '42.

at the

deed,

dim

Operetta Actor

(Continued from page 1)

"I am in Grade 3. Mummy took

me to see "The Pirates of Pen-

zance." 1 laughed at you, I thought

you were very good. I want to go

to Queen's when I grow up. 1 hope

you are there when I am,

"Yours truly,

TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS COSMETICS

CAMERA SUPPLIES LUNCHES

Cor. Johnson & Division Sts. Telephone 188

!_

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTER INO

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street awn™ELD-»» Phone 1941

OVERCOAT SALE
$25.95

Regular to $35.00

103 Princess Street Phone 3542

ACENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES

*4cGALL*$ CC$TALC4NT
"The Better Place to Eat"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

SUPERIOR
GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT

I
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McCuIloch Contest

(Continued from page 1)
presiding. The finalists are per-
mitted to speak on their original
topics in the finals.

The competitors and their
.topics :

Levana—1

Louise Burka — Students are
Also L itixi.'iiv.

Eleanor HoUcfe—Education of
Tomorrow's Youth.

Ca.herine Ormsby — Fruit
Growing in B.C.

.Arts-

Earl Baxter—Canada and Neo-
Capitalism.

James Connell—Reconstruction
through Education.

Leo J. Heaps — Dilemma of

Conscription.

Al Hollmgworth — Wartime
Labor Policy of the Govern-
ment.

Leonard Ireland — What are
We Fighting For?

A. S. Marshal—Atlantic
Charter,

1 G. Smith Macdonald—Justice
and the Poor.

W. L., Morden—Youth, Past,
Present, and Future.

Abe Rabinowitz—Palestine Re-
born.

Bernard Rauch—Canada's War
Effort.

Jim Richardson—Rowell-Sirois
Report.

Norm Rogers—Some Aspects
of Post-War Reconstruction.

M. W. Steinberg—Solution of
the Palestine Problem.

F. G. Tucker—The Efficiency

of Canadian Railways,

Bernard Wand—A New Birth
of Freedom.

Page %

(Continued from page 1) I
(Continued from page 1)

ber of parliament — this, in brief, flight of the knowledge of the

glory of God in the face of Jesus
is the scope of Mrs. DorUi: W
Neilsen's career. Well-known to

Western farmers for her efforts on
their behalf, and especially to her

constituents of North Battleford.

Saskatchewan, Mrs. Nielsen has ac-

Chriat."

Elaborating on this theme, Dr.

Evans asserted that there was a

natural connection between re

ligion and learning, due to the
complished much in bringing an very character of the Christian
understanding of Prairie problems religion, and spoke of the great
to the industrial East. Following

j

universities which have risen all

election on a Unity ticket in 19-10. over the world trough the faith
she has striven during her parlia-

mentary career of two years' stand-

ing to weld a broader unity of the

common people throughout the Do-

ol their founders.

When criticism has tended ;o

expose the inadequacy of rational

methods of thought, faith comes

forward to fill the breach. This

is only a comparatively recent

idea, he said, speaking of So-

crates and Galileo, who were

put to death because their criti-

cisms of the then current phil-

minion.

As Dorise Webber, she took her

i

early schooling in England, experi
Stew Webster — Examinations encing the black-outs and air-raid-.

1

in the Educational System,
j
of the first World War. After

Jack Wheelton — Trends and teaching in London for three years.

Needs in Social Services. |she came to Canada to continue her! OSOphies were too painfully true
-Kuey Wong—After the War— profession in Saskatoon. Not long,for tneir contemporaries to Face.

What?
J
afterwards she was married to'

Science

—

Doug Browning—Canad
the Phillipines.

John W. Harding—Let's Use '
During this period she first 'began

. the Arctic.

Frank Lee—Problems of Chin-

- ese Canadians.

Frank Pollard—Transportation
for Defense.

Murray Taylor — Movie Cen-
sorship.

Dave Watson — Prevention of

Future War.
Meds—
Claude Vipond—Cultural Em-

phasis in Medical Curricula.

Nature of God
I
Peter Nielsen, a veteran of the last

I »We assert confidently," he

and war. and took up housekeeping on
saitl «that God is such a bd|)g

la 320 acre farm in the province. as can make Himself known to
I tv._: .1.:- !_J * I

man, and we feel that he desires

to do so. The most perfect ex-to take an interest in the farmers'

and cooperative movements, an in-

terest which Mas a few years later

to develop into political leadership.

ample yet of this desire was His

incarnation of Jesus Christ, and

we feel that God created Man
During the lean years of the He- capable of interpreting His word,

pression, the Nielsen family watch-
Hfi concIuded jlis sermon Dy

«1 drought and rust and
<

-hoppers" L
itiilg t|)( . cas£ of the ann(jal

despoil their land ; like thousands
f|ood Qf thc ^ wMch sw

,

of others u. the West, they carried ^ a„ the old debris and ,eaves
= lack of proper

; behjnd u a ,ayer of ?m ;„ whkh
the new seeds can germinate am!

Radio Programs

Tuesday. February 10
—"What

Price Education." Queen's Schol

food, clothing, educational facili-

ties and amusements. Mrs. Nielsen

held a staunch belief in the indivi-

dual's right to live like a human

grow. He compared this with the

university course, which destroys

all the old shams and ideas, and
being, and gradually came to the**

.

h
- i prepares the ground lor the ac-

conc usjon that this right would .... e . . , .

4 , i . ,. . Jquisitiou of true knowledge
I have lo be guaranteed by political

action. In 1930 she made her pn-
arslup Committee. .^^ on thf ^tform of Dr
Wednesday, February 11 -

Rose> a Farmer.Ubor candidatc
"Nutrition." By a member of the

Almmigll Rose was defeated, she
Medical Faculty. continued her work, and joined the

Thursday. February 12 — CCR wHcn U was formed in 1932.

"Piano Recital." Miss Lenorc

Black.

Friday, February 13—"Feder-
ation of Agriculture." Mr.VJ. R
Henderson.

These programs are from 7.15-

7.30 p.m.

Thanks

The Queen's Glee Club

takes this opportunity of ex-

tending its sincere apprecia-

tion to the many who con-

tributed so willingly to the

production of "The Pirates

of Penzance." It was a tre-

menduous undertaking and

without their co-operation it

would have been quite im-

possible. Many thanks!

Maurice W. Park,

President.

By 1939, she had been vice-presi

dent of 'the Meadow Lake constitu

ency organisation, organiser of wo

men's C.C.F. clubs, and finally ;

member of the provincial council

of the party.

Unity Program

When the Federal election \

called in the summer before war

began, Mrs. Nielsen declared for a

platform to unite dissatisfied Con-

servatives, Liberals, with C.C.F. 'ers,

Social Credit voters and Independ-

ents. Although she was expelled

from the C.C.F. for this stand, she

Was supported at the nominating

convention and elected as the op-

position candidatc for the area.

The candidate was faced with the

problem of appealing to 25,000 con-

stiti&nts incIudW FjenchKana-

diarjs. Ukrainians. Hungarians.

Mcimnnites. Poles and Russians, as

well as those of Anglo-Saxon de-

LOST

Ticket to opening night of the

Morocco Club. Finder PLEASE
return to General Office.

She was ' only the optician's

daughter—two glasses and she

made a spectacle of herself.

scent. Many of these could not be

reached except by airplane, and the

election budget could not afford it.

Nevertheless the campaign went on,

and supporters for the Unity pro-

gram grew daily ; on a total cost of

$7-11.68, it resulted in the election

of Mrs. Nielsen to Parliament.

In the few months preceding the

present session of Parliament, she

has spent much time in speaking to

groups and discussing with them

the needs of the nation's war effort,

so that she can carry their experi-

ence to the House. She felt her

job was not done with the election

campaign, but continues from day

to day, iu urging that Canada take

its place in the victory front against

Hitlerism and its allies.

(3tj? Snyal (Enlbgp nf pigHtriatis

Examinations- 1 942

The Examination for the Fellowship is divided

into two parts viz., the first examination or Primary,

and the second examination or Pinal.

The subjects of the Primary Examination are:

Anatomy, including Histology and Embryology.

Physiology, including Biochemistry.

The Primary Examination is partly written and
partly oral and must be passed as a whole.

The Primary Examination may be taken at any
time after the candidate has completed a course of

study and passed the examinations, in Anatomy, His-

tology, Embryology, Physiology, and Biochemistry, in

a Medical School or University approved by Council.

The candidate must submit a certificate thereof with

his application.

LANGUAGES OF EXAMINATION

Candidates at the time of making application for

either the Primary or the Final Examination shall in-

dicate whether they desire to be examined in the French
or English language.

STANDARDS OF QUALIFICATION

No particular list of text books or syllabus is

recommended to cover any subject. All candidates are

expected to demonstrate a thorough knowledge of the

subjects in which they are to be examined and to be

familiar with the current literature relating thereto.

In their answers, written or oral, candidates

in the Final Examination must show evidence of

critical judgment

PLACES AND DATES OF EXAMINATIONS—1942

The Centres selected for the Written Examina-

tions are Vancouver, Edmonton, Saskatoon, Winnipeg,

London, Kingston, Toronto, Montreal, Quebec, and

Halifax, on the following dates:

Monday, September 28; Tuesday, September 29th;

Wednesday, September 30th.

Oral Examinations in the Primary subjects, and

Oral and Clinical Examinations in the Final subjects

will be held at MONTREAL on the following dates:

MONTREAL—Tuesday, October 20th; Wednes-
day, October 21st; and if neces-

sary on Thursday, October 22nd.

Candidates who are graduates of 1930 or prior

thereto of a Medical School or University approved by

Council shall not be required to take the Primary Ex-

amination, but shall in the Final Examination demon-

strate a general and practical knowledge of the clinical

application of Anatomy and Physiology.

This special examination shall be conducted by

Clinicians.

Address all communications to:

Warren S. Lyman, M.D., F.R.C.P.(C),

Honorary Secretary,

Room 3018, National Research Laboratories,

Sussex Street, Ottawa, Ontario.
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Notice

Only those students actu-

ally engaged in some form

o£ work on the Science For-

mal decorations will be per-

mitted to enter Grant Hall

on Wednesday, Thursday

and Friday of this week.

This step has, been taken

to prevent hindrance of

those at work.

I.S.S. TAG DAY OPENS
WEDNESDAY MORNING

Tomorrow the International

Student Service will hold its tag

day, the proceed- of which will

be for tjie relief of students in

Canadian Internment Camps.

Besides its work in internment

camps the I.S.S. provides stu-

dents who are prisoners of war

With materials which enable them

to continue their studies. It has

also helped Chinese students.

In this tag day, the Queen's

I.S.S. hopes to come near the goal

which the Toronto branch reach-

id with its VMareh of Dimes."

U "Sorry madam, but licenses are

issued only 'when your form is

filled out properly."

>- "Why, I like your nerve, sir.

jWe can get married no matter

what I look like." —Gateway.

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-

wear — Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid, High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St

Phone 24

Delivery Service

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

NOTE/
Valentine Dance

This Saturday night, February

14. there will be a Valentine

Dance in Ban Righ Hall. The

music will be recorded, and the

tickets are sixty-fiVe cents. Please

watch the Ban Righ notice board

for further information.

Open House

Tonight the Open House for

the Air Force will be held in

Grant Hall from 9-11.30. It will

be sponsored by the Levana So-

ciety, and so it is hoped that a

large number of co-eds will be

present.

Home Nursing

The section which does its

practical work at the Kingston

General Hospital will go on

Tuesday night at 7.30. Both

at 7.30 to the Richardson La-

boratory Theatre for the lecture

sections will go. on Wednesday

by Dr. Orr,

McMASTER DEBATERS
TO BE HERE TONIGHT

The first contest of the Intercol-

legiate Debating Competition will

be held tonight in the Board Room

in the Douglas Library at eight

p.m. Representatives of McMaster

University arc to be Queen's op-

ponents on this occasion.

The Atlantic Charter is to be the

subject of tonight's contest. Queen's

upholds the negative on the resolu-

tion that the Atlantic Charter should

be used as a basis for post-war re-

construction. Following the debate

there will be a discussion period at

which all opinions will be received.

Three prominent and well-in-

formed men of the city of Kingston

will act as judges for this debate.

If the Queen's team wins. Queen's

will send a team against the winner

of the Eastern Division contest for

the championship.

National Scholarships

MEDICOS WIN EASILY

IN INTRAMURAL GAME

Meds '46 clinched a playoff

spot in their section by beating

Sc. '43 in a regularly scheduled

Intramural basketball contest, by

a 21-14 victory.

Led by six foot two Menzies

the future docs had little trouble

in whipping the rough and foul-

some Sciencemen. The last year

champs could not seem to come

anywhere near their 1941 sea-

son's form as they lost their

touch early in the game.

Menzies was top scorer of the

gllhe with eight points followed

by his teammate Lynn with five.

"Stir" Robertson and Keegan

were tops for Science with four

each.

Sc. '43 — Brown, Read (1),

Arnott (2). Clarke (1), Barton,

Keegan (4), Young (1), Percival,

Robertson (4), Stewart, Jones

(!)
Meds '46— Simpson, Menzies

(8), Munroe, Woods (1), John-

son (4), Clow, Lynn (5), Sack-

aroff (3).

Hockey Play-offs

Tuesday, Feb. 10—Section B
final (single game) 2-3 p.m.

Monday 16—First game finals,

4-5 p.m.

Tuesday 17 — Second game

finals, 2-3 p.m.

Friday 20—Interfaculty Series,

Sc. vs. Arts, 4-5 p.m.

Monday 23 — Interfaculty
'

Series, Meds vs Winner. 4-5 p.m.

Bews Trophy Standings

Sc. '44 8520 /

Meds '44 7410

Sc. '45 .... . 5765

St 543. •tjfa%rfrfa%*
385

Meds '46 3310

Arts '44 2670

Meds '45 2530

Meds '47 2255

Sc. '42 2120

Arts' '42 2030

Arts '43 1565

Arts '45 . . 1265

Theol 1240

Meds '42-'43 ... 795

(Continued from page 1)

Province of Ontario should par-

ticipate in the Federal Youth
Training Ait of 1939 with regard

to University Scholarships, to

secure for the students of On
tario the advantages now enjoyed

by the students in six other Can
adian provinces in this respect.

2. That emphasis be given to

the faculties where skilled stu

dents' are trained to take part

in the War effort.

3. That administration of the

funds so provided give due con-

sideration to rural students.

Though plans for the circula-

tion of this petition have not yet

been completed, it is expected

that every student at Queen's
will be given an.opporuuity to

sign it during the three days
when it will be going about on
the campus. The several copies

used here will then be taken to

Toronto and presented to the

Government along with similar

documents from other Ontario
colleges.

The Committee in charge of

this drive at Queen's has ex-

pressed the hope that the stu-
dent body will extend its fullest

support and co-operation.

Intramural Basketball

The cat is in the violets

The awning is down

;

The cat should not be there

The awning is too brown
Emphatically.

—McGill Daily.

Tuesday 10—Section A final

(single game) 6-7 p.m.

Wednesday 11—Section B final

(single game) 6-7 p.m. Arts '44

vs Meds '46.

Thursday 12—First game of

finals, 5 p.m.

Monday 16—Second game of

finals 5 p.m.

Wednesday 18 — Interfaculty,

Meds vs Sc., 5 p.m.

Friday 20—Interfaculty, Arts

vs. Winner, 5 p.m.

Professor Stanley

Enters Air Force

Professor Stanley of the Biology

Department of Queen's has been

given a leave of absence by the

University to join the Royal Cana-

dian Air Force. He will receive

the rank of Pilot Officer and will

act in an administrative capacity.

Education

Professor Stanley was born in

London, England, and came to Ca-

nada in 1913. He attended the Uni-

versity of British Columbia and

received a B.A. there in 1927, ma-

joring in zoology and minor'mg in

entomology. Leaving British Co-

lumbia he went to the University of

Minnesota in the fall of 1927. tak-

ing hts M.A. there in 1929 and his

Ph.D. in 1931. Professor Stanley's

minor for his Ph.D. was mathe-

matics.

In 1930, Mr. Stanley was mar-

ried to Miss Dorothy Mayne of

Vancouver. In the same year he

went to Hawaii where he stayed

for about 15 months, studying in-

fect parasites that prey on the pine-

apple plant.

Work at Queen's

Following six months of work-

on the National Research Council

in 1932, Dr. Stanley came to

Queen's to take the position of As-

sistant Professor in Biology. Since

then he has written seventeen scien-

tific publications. His special field

of study at Queen's has been bio-

mathematics, the study of the popu-

lation increase of insects.

Dr. Stanley joined the Queen's

University Contingent Of the C. O.

T. C. in the fall of 1940 and was

commissioned a lieutenant in the

Reserve Force in the fall of 1941.

Early in November of the same

year, he applied for admission to

the Royal Canadian Air Force, and

was accepted.

S.C.M. WILL OBSERVE
WORLD DAY OF PRAYER

B. & W. Tournament

All entries for the men's
Intramural Boxing and
Wrestling Tournament, to

be held during the week of

February 16-21, must be in

by Saturday. Febntarv 14.

The annual World Day of Prayer

of the World's Student Christian

Federation is next Sunday, Febru-

ary 14. In observance of this day

Queen's S.C.M. is holding a chapel

service and conducting regular ser-

vices in several city churches. The

chapel service, to be held Sunday

morning at 10 o'clock, in the Mor-

gan Memorial Chapel, and to which

all students are invited, will be con-

ducted by Doris Bannon and Greer

Boyce.

S.C.M. Preachers

In the United Churches of the

city, one morning service and two

evening services will be in charge

of S.C.M. members. The eleven

o'clock service at Queen St. United

Church will be conducted by Milton

Little and Margaret Cutten. At

Sydenham St. United Church,
Glynn Firth assisted by Pauline

Jewett will have charge of the seven

o'clock service, while the evening

service at Chalmers' United Church

will be in 'charge of Alice -Arm-

strong and Donald Daly.

WARNING!

Queen's Faculty Players

and Drama Guild

Presents

LOVE FROM A STRANGER

1

A Three Act Thriller

Convocation Hall March 2, 3, 4

Q.S.A. Meeting

The regular meeting of

the Q.S.A. will be held to-

night at 8 p.m. in Room 221

of the Douglas Library. At!

organizations are asked to

be officially represented,

and all students are invited

to attend. /

"We are all sent into this world

to develop our character and form

a personality, and nothing can de-

prive us of this. Those who spend

their lives eating and sleeping in

peace are not much better than ani-

mals." (Letters left by a Polish

airman.)

French Film Featured
At Tivoli Theatre Today

This afternoon at 2.30 a French

Him, "Knock oil le Triomphe

de la Medecine," will be shown

at the Ti\;oli Theatre.

"Knock" is a comedy by Jules

Romains and concerns the life of

a doctor in a small town in

France. He aspires to greater

things than are his lot, and the

ways iq which he tries to attain

bis end prove to be very amus-

ing. The star of the production is

Louis Jouet who is one of the

great French comedians.

The production is sponsored

by the French Club who expect

it to be of interest to all students

—especially those in French 2.

Question Dept.

Why does a horse hold his head

down on Monday?
(Answer to this neck's weak).

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Today

:

2.30 p.m.—French Film.

"Knock ou le

Triomphe de la

Medecine,"

Tivoli theatre.

8.00 p.m.—Debate with ft

Master,

Board Room,
Library.

9T00 p.m.—Airmen's Open
House,

Grant Hall.

Wednesday

:

4.00 p.m.—Social Problems Club

Mrs. Dorise Nielsen,

M.P.,

Convocation Hall.

Friday

:

10.00 p.m.—Science Formal,

Grant Hall.

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

STUDENTS—
Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033
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SCIENCE, PREPARES FORMAL
While combine: the stacks in the

Douglas Library for a spark of en-
lightenment on Dr. Pipsnood's The-
ory of Aggregate Absences ige
stumbled (painfully) on an inter-

esting but perturbing treatise label-

led "The Social Side of Engineer-
ing" or "Who called the Science-

man a Wallflower." It seems that

this literary effort is credited to a
Miss Esmeralda Q. Droopsnoot,
English Professor Emeritus of
Quagmire Technical Institute, who
has coaxed, coddled and coerced
embryo slide-rule twisters into an
appreciation of the finer things of
life for the past quarter of a cen-
tury.

The preface goes into a detailed

explanation concerning Miss Droop-
snoot's downfall, ft seems that at

the conclusion of an unusually bor-
ing and uninteresting lecture, one
of her oldest and moit intellectual

browners stood up with a wild cry,

unscrewed his collapsible gla

kicked the seat with his wooden leg
and shouted hysterically. Quote
"Haec Olim Meminisse, Juvabii ."

End of Quote. The reaction to

this unfortunate incident has Ie.fi

our literary genius in a state of
nervous collap {hell, I used that
before) prostration.

Our schoolmarm friend goes into
great length in her definition of
today's topic, the scienceman. A
Scienceman. she says here, consists
mainly of six feet of slide rule

supported by a dull grey sweatshirt
and smoothly flowing ( ?) beard.
When there are females present
he can be recognized in one of two
ways (a) by a loud noise, (b) by
that furtive,, gawd-get-me-out-of-
here expression sometimes attribut-

ed to the unfortunate who has just
severely rent his trousers at the
Levana Formal. (And who didn't

rent his trousers . . . Isn't that

<-orny? Buchanan will love that.)

In one of her classifications Miss
Droopsnoot has denoted the Dr.
fekyll and Mr. Hyde category. The
main function of this type <>f in-

LEFT HANDER
(Continued on page 3)

MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN

Another year about to enter the

final quarter! Another message
which so fctu will read! Science
Week, with the Formal as a climax,
serves notice that time is passing
and that there is a hurdle almost
m sight, This session, as was last,

has been one of anxiety and grow-
ing determination to do all in one's

power to "see this thing through."

A brief halt in lite work for recre-

ation will do no harm and will give
real pleasure to many. In later

years, memories of the Formal will

be among the pleasantest of the

years at Queen's. When it is over
we can all Htm again to the busi-
ness in hand which, for all, is the

war.

1 saw a statement a few days
ago that for good government there

should be more engineers and fewer
lawyers in high places. Needless to say this remark was made by an
mgineer. While I would not care to say just what class of men should
be displaced by more engineers, I firmly believe that when a consider-
able number have some of the responsibility for. government there will
be a better state of affairs.

To-day the engineer has a tremendous responsibility thrust upon
This war, which he did not make and which he did not desire

demands his services, not only for the design and construction of war
equipment and materials, but for the operation and maitttemmce of
equipment wlurre it is in use. The competition fon his services among
the branches of the armed forces and industry, indicate the important
place he occupies in the world to-day. His services are of tremendous
importance, ituleed are vital.

DEAN CLARK

Co-Eds Entertain

Men Of R.C A.F.

Tuesday Evening

On Tuesday evening in Grant

Hall the girls of Levana acted as

hostesses for the blue-clad me
bers of the R.C.A.F. Since the

men were sadly out-numbered by
the hordes of uniform-loving , . .

or patriotic, whichever way you
look at it . . . Levanites, the girls

did the cutting in, and swarmed
around the tall, dark and terrific

airmen who, it was revealed were

ordered by their commanding of-

ficer to appear, or else I

However, the young saviours

of democracy enjoyed themselves

CO-EDS ENTERTAIN
(Continued from page 4)

Two Publications

ToUnitefo'42-'43

Directory to Join Handbook,
Is A.M.S. Decision

Freer Speech
CONDUCTED HV IAN PATTERSON

3.141592653589793??? or

Up Through The Chickeu Wire
BY OLE MOON AND OLE MAC

BY KAY O NEILL

The directory and the hand-
book will be combined next year,

it was decided on Monday even-

ing at the regular meeting of the
Alma Mater Sooiety Executive.

The decision was reached after

considering the reports of this

year's editors of the two publica-

tions, each of which pointed out
the advantages to be gained from
combining them.

The executive also discussed

speakers for color night to be
held as usual before the A.M.S

A.M.S. MEETING
(Continued on page SJ

Topic—Should cooching be in

creased during wartime to cut
down on expenses and reduce war
jitters?

Reporters—"Stinky" and "Gord

Cuthbert Hipplewaite, Arts '42

In these strenuous times I am
inclined to believe that a moder
ate increase in cooching would
serve admirably as a partial re

placement for Intercollegiate

sports. However, and mark my
words, one must bear in mind
that cooching will inevitably dis

tract one's mind from the higher
and nobler things in life such a

music and art and for this rea-

son must be carefully and
lentlessly watched.

Me, Science '43:

Hell, yes!

Doc Zilch, Meds '44:

The question presents too
many physiological, psychologic-
al, biological and pzypgilogical

aspects for a definite answer. In
moderate degree this form of

relaxation only makes the pa-
tient impatient. And if allowed
to continue to a more advanced
stage the pair concerned might
develop into a couple of nuts

known as lovers. This is not
good

!

Science Frosh D. Gunn

:

Cooching ???!—Oh, do you
mean kissing and holding hands
and that! Well I just tried it last

fall for the first time and it beats

cieckers or tiddy-winks all hol-

low. Yessir.

FREE SPEECH
(Continued on page 3)

Rock Caves Of Maid Marion

To Be Theme of Decorations;

Stan Patton To Provide Music

Replica Of War Industries

Plant In Full 24 -Hour
Production Will Feature
Special Lighting Effects

P.A. In Red Room

KEN FRY

Convener of the 1342 Science Formal
and a senior student in Mining Engin-
eering.

J. M. Macdonnell

To Address I.R.C

Executive Invites Students
To Banquet

The annual banquet of the In

ternational Relations Club is to

be held in Grant Hall at seven

o'clock on Monday evening, Feb-

ruary 16. J. M_ Macdonnell.

President of the National Trust
Company and Chairman of the

Board of Trustees of Queen's
University, will be the speaker.

"Mr. Macdonnell is among the

best-informed men in the Do
minion on contemporary affairs

and is considered an expert on

J. M. MACDONNELL
(Continued on page 4)

Jnder the auspices of the, En-

gineering Society, the 1942 edi-

tion of the Science Formal will

take place tonight at 9.30 under

the stately portals of Grant Hall.

Picturesque decorations centred

around a mythological theme,

made possible by many man-
weeks of careful preparation, and

a Formal band new to Queen's

patrons blend together as feature

attractions.

The ingenious scenic effects

created by the senior engineers

arc designed to denote Maid
Marion's natural habitat. Her
cave in solid rock will form the

bandshell. while the limestone

caverns of the land of SCIENZ
will be simulated throughout the

hall.

Several rows of seats have been
removed from the balcony and

SCIENCE FORMAL
(Continued from page 4)

Lane, Hood Tie

ForO.H.A. Award

Engineer - Hockeyists Split

$80 Scholarship

AND FROM THE PRESIDENT

A little knowledge is a dang
etOus thing" and after four vears
spent in diligent and everlasting

1'wrsuit of that elusive quantity.

e feel

Hi

we can pronounce our-

'ves truly dangerous. In the

'"'lowing we are going to set

'orth our potential potentialities

ind the history of our acquire-
ment of such. Our growing
dangerousness follows

—

We begin as freshmen because
things worth doing begin as

freshmen (if you're the right kind

of a freshman!!/!)

We came hare straight from

our mother's Arms, and learned

that F = tip. summer pay =
\SKA. you/ can't push a rope

and there are tighter arms than

your mother's*. But through all

this we remembered that the most

wonderful girl in the world is

the girl back home named Ermin-

trude.

Now' we come to our second

. CHICKEN WIRE

(Continued on page 7)

Mrs. Dorise Nielsen
Speaks At Meeting

BY DON MACLEAN
On Wednesday at 4 o'clock in

Convocation Hall, Mrs. Dorise

Nielsen, M.P., addressed a large

meeting of the Social Problems
Club. The president of the club,

John Pollak. opened the meet-
ing. The speaker was introduced

by Dr. Glen Shortctiffe.

Position of Youth
Mrs. Nielsen emphasized the

favorable position of the youth of

the country compared with that

of the older generation. Young

MRS. NIELSEN
(Continued from page 4)

The arrival of the Science Formal each year brings the rude
awakening that another term is fast drawing to a close. To those of
us in the filial year there looms up ahead an event to be viewed with

varyihg degrees of pride and regret.

The 1939 crop of Scet'nce Fresh-

men, with their peacetime ambi-

tions, is a thing of the past. In

their place we find mature, deter-

mined men. whosit singular honour

it is to graduate at a time when
there is such a desperate need for
technically trained personnel. Ours
is a big task; ours is a difficult

choice. The armed services need

men, need trained men; war-time

industry needs men. Suffice it to

say that each individual must 6ns-

^

wer to his own conscience, regard

less of where it may lead him.

We step out into a new way of

..-. ;(.* responsibility for

living. ! am sure we shall not fall

short of the mark.

To our undergrads I wish the courage and perseverance required

to complete thcin courses; to those in the graduating year J vrish a

continuance of good friendships, a cheerful acceptance of responsi-

bility, and lots of luck in the future.

Two students in the Faculty of

Science, Len Lane and George

Hood, have tied for the Ontario

Hockey Association Scholarship

for Queen's University, it was
announced recently. Both are

members of the Kingston Com-
bines hockey squad.

The O. H. A. Scholarship is

limited to .egular undergradu-

ates, and is valued at eighty dol-

lars in cash. This is to be divided

evenly between the two winners.

Both men are promiment in the

academic field as well as in that

of sport. Len has played with

the Sudbury Cub-Wolves and

with the Creighton Mines senior

pucksttrs. In his first year at

Queer's he enrolled in the Tri-

color senior sextet : and for the

psst two seasons has been with

[he Combines as a stellar player.

Len is now Junior A.M.S. Repre-

sentative for Science.

Comparable are the exploits of

George "Yahoodie" Hood during

the three years when he has

brandished the shillelagh both

for the Gael Intercollegiate six

and for the Kingstonians. Last
year he was Athletic Stick for

Science '43. Now he remains on
the Juniors' executive as Presi-

dent.
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Tricolor Deposits

All deposits on the 1942

Tricolor must be in by Sat-

urday, February 14. Sales-

men please make returns to

Doug Temple, Business
Manager.

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.MC.A.

ALL Wool

DONEGAL TWEED

TROUSERS

$4-95

Here's a popular weave, a sturdy

long wearing troueer at a price

that's unusually reasonable. All-

together there are several thous-

and palrB of odd trousers to

choose from, at prices sure to

suit an; purse.

BIBBY'S
Where you buy with confidence

78-80-82-84 Princess St

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

LENT

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princess St

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop Id
the city

Beauty Parlor In Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St Phono 1772-W

E.I.C. Assembles

For 26th Session

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St

PROTECTION
INSIDE

TOO
Overshoes, heavy coats, um-

brellas, are only half of the pro-

tection you need against winter's

cold and damp. You need pro-

tection inside, tool You need

vitamins, to fortify your health

and build resistance against
coughs and colds. Take them

daily. Buy them from reputable

manufacturers nationally known:

from

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

On Thursday and Friday of

last week the Engineering Insti-

tute of Canada held its fifty-sixth

annual meeting at the Windsor

Hotel in Montreal. A year ago

there was some doubt whether in

war time a meeting should be

hehi lint the biggest registration

ever secured at such a meeting,

about 1200, confirmed the .deci-

sion that Mich a meeting be held.

After a short business meeting

the technical sessions were held

at which some seven papers were

presented. Three of these on the

technical side of the munitions

problem were—"Research Indus-

tries Ltd.," "Manufacture of 25-

Ponnder Guns," and "The Oil-

draulic Press." Professor van den

Brock of the University of Michi-

gan gave a paper on the "Analysis

of Columns" which was very ably

discussed by Dr. Lash of the

Department of Civil Engineering,

Queen's. Mr. Maclachlan spoke

on "Accident Prevention." Mr. E.

M. Little. General Manager of

Anglo-Canadian Paper Co,, and

Chairman of the Wartime Bureau

of Technical Personnel presented

vigorous and inspiring paper

on the "Challenge of the Engin-

eer," dealing with the attitude

the engineer must take, not only

now, but in the work of rehabili-

tation which must follow the

war. Commissioner Binger of

New York city spoke on "Prob-

lems Related to Civilian De-

fence."

The papers were all well at-

tended, and even more wonder-

ful, they finished in approximate-

ly the time alloted to them.

At lunch on Thursday an in-

formal and most interesting ad-

dress was given by the Hon. C.

D. Howe, himself an honorary

member of the Institute, on 'the

production of munitions in Can-

ada. It was a heartening recital

of progress with the promise of

better things this year now that

the "tooling process" is nearing

completion.

On Friday the luncheon gath-

ering was addressed by the Presi-

dent of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers on the re-

lation of the engineer to labor

and its problems.

On Friday evening was held

the annual dinner and dance.

Looking round the great hall that

night, it was hard to realize that

in the days of the forerunner of

the Institute, the Canadian So-

ciety, there were dire predictions

I some hard shell members that

ine day the society would have

women at its meetings and would
he holding a ball.

In opening the program after

l lie dinner the President pointed

out that the International Boun-
dary line was the line which the

presidents of the American engin-

eering societies crossed when
they wished to meet one another.

For at this dinner were the chief

officers of the following societies,

the seven principal engineering

societies m the United States:

A.S.C.E.. A.S.M.E., A.I.E.E., A.S.

Chem. Eng., S.P.E.E., Assoc.
Prof. Engrs., and Soc. Prof. De-
velopment. The presidents of

each of these bodies spoke wittily

and briefly.

The highlight Of the evening
was unquestionably the atten-

dance of one of the most dis-

tinguished members of the In-

stitute, Lt.-Gen. A. G. Mac-
Naughton, Commander of the

Canadian Corps. The reception

accorded General and Mrs. Mac-

The tender passion in the Land of Scienz is surrendered to with a certain

delicacy and finesse. This Is easily seen from this reproduction of a carving

on a limestone wall in one of the caverns of Sciem.

—John Straiton.

Chicken Wire

(Continued from page 1)

year, hie! It is measured in min-

ute quantities. We were just a

little bit hie!!* We did learn

however, that you can't lose if

you bet on "the dark hoss with

the yellow capped jockey" named

Dow.
At class (when we went, which

was when we had nothing else

to do) we found out. all sorts of

mysteries about our "guess rods."

We saw MacDonald Park through

the "peek in" end of a telescope,

and also we saw on the steps of

Ban Righ a lot of beautiful

"something or others" (being

second year men we didn't know
what they were—yet!) We also

remembered there was a girl back

norae named Ermintrude.

We now come to third year

and have at long last gained the

dignity befitting our position,

namely: "high water pants" and

eous exhibition of esteem and af-

fection. Obviously he was deep-

ly touched by it.

After giving out the prizes and

awards to the winners. General

MacNaughton spoke briefly on

j
our need to press forward with

our war effort and never to be-

come complacent. To conserve

the lives of our fighting men.

we must provide them with all

the munitions they can possibly

demand, and devise new and

more efficient ways of combat
ting the enemy.

Following General MacNaugh
ton's address, the retiring Presi

dent Dr. C. J. Mackenzie, Chair

man of the National Research

Council inducted his successor

nto office, Dean C. R. Young
of the Faculty of Applied Science

at the University of Toronto. The
Toronto men, who couldn't let

.he opportunity pass, broke into

the School of Science yell.

Later the guests were "receiv

ed" by the distinguished guests

and the new and past presi

dents and their wives, after which
the dance was held.

The chief pleasure of attend

ing such meetings is that of see

ing so many old friends and there

seemed to be an especially large

number in attendance who were
former Queen's students and

graduates all the way./rom th

late nineties till last year's crop

Those attending from th

Kingston branch of the Institut

were: Winslow D. Jack, S. D
Lash, A. Jackson and D. S. Ell)

This meeting' was probably effle

of ihe most successful ever held

by the Institute and its success

is due in a large measure to th

care and hospitality of the Mont
real Branch whose members ha

the Joe College frivolities that

with them. If possible we at-

tend lectures (?) even less than

in other years (we repeat, "if pos-

ble"). We have to stop a minute

to think what we did learn in

third year; and then we found

we knew everything (practically),

n third year we found out that

those "something-or-others" were

rls! actually and truly — But

t was a hard fight) in spite of

II '.his we remembered that

rmie was a girl back home.

And now we come to the final

ear full of hope and glory and

hat have you (we'll drink any-

thing). We have now decided

that the world depends on three

things—steam, an indeterminate

uantity known as "lectricity",

nd the third is evenly divided

between wine (battlin' Catawba)

and "wimmin" (bless 'em all

-)
All of which brings us tear-

fully to this "sodden" end.

If we had the guts we'd sign

his. But. we've learned that profs

are as smart as us—almost!!

Ole Moon & Ole Mac.

P.S.—Ermie is a girl's name.

Levana is where .trie girls stay

and stay and stay and—

?

Naughton a most spontan; charge of the arrangements.

*Dewars done itl!!

'Did she kiss you?"

'She wasn't "that kind.'

'She was to me."

'After this when you enter

my room please knock, I might

be dressing."

I don't need to knock. I al :

ways look in through the key-

hole first."

Science Enjoying
Successful Year

BY D. A. FKASER

Under the guidance of its Hon-

orary President, Prof. Jackson,

and its President, Norm Grand-

field, the Engineering Society is

enjoying anothersucccssful year.

In this, the Science issue of the

loumal, in which the Science

iaculty passes ' in review, it is

only fitting that the activities of

tilts Society be recorded.

Prominent Speakers

At its general meeting the En-

gineering Society has h e a r A

prominent speakers or has seen

technical films. Mr. K. S, Twit-

chett gave an enlightening and

teresting illustrated talk of his

many experiences tn Saudi
Arabia. A review of the Radium

Industry in Canada was present-

ed by Mr. Gilbert Labine during

which he discussed with illustra-

ions the mining, refining and

•oi:ie of the uses of radium. Dr.

Berry gave an instructive talk to

the Engineers on venereal diseas-

es, and Wing Commander Keddie

discussed some of the difficulties

encountered in aircraft design.

Films of The Making of Alloy

Steel and The Building of the

Golden Gate Bridge were receiv-

ed from the Bethlehem Steel Co.,

and earlier in the term other

technical films of aircraft design-

ing were shown.

Employment Service

The Service Control Committee

which i? a sub rnmmn - .

Engineering Society is sucet

fully carrying on. This year tn,.

committee lost an important

faculty member due to the re-

tirement of Prof. A. MacPhail

and his position .is being taken

over by Prof. Ellis. The centen-

ary edition of the Proceedings

of the Engineering Society was

published with Mr. H. J. Hamil-

ton as editor. Last Fall the com-

mittee lost the services of Mr.

Hamilton as manager of the Em-
ployment Service when he was

drafted to serve on the Wartime

Bureau of Technical Personnel

where his experiences as manager

of the Employment Service were

required. The great demand for

Engineers has placed greater em-

phasis on the Employment Ser-

vice and Mr. Gordon Smith, who

was manager of the Service be-

fore he assumed the position of

Secretary of University Council

Offices, consented to again take

over the duties of manager in

the absence of Mr. Hamilton, as

well as to continue in his former

capacity.

This year as the graduates

leave to serve Canada either in

war industries or in the armed

forces the Engineering Society

extends to each its hope for com-

plete success in the future.

Heard in the Halls

Senior: Do you want "An In-

troduction' to Advanced Heat?"

Frosh (enthusiastically): "You

bet, where is she?"

A Warning
The seating capacity at

THE QUEEN'S WATER FOLLIES

is limited. The sale of tickets is restricted to the

exact number of seats available. All tickets will be

withdrawn from the campus

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18,

and sold to the Kingston Public. Get your tickets

now for the most extravagant show of the year.

Remember the dates:

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

FEBRUARY 20th and 21st

8.15 p.m.

Fifty Cents

Tickets are available at the A.B. of C. Office, Tech

Supplies, University Post Office and United Cigar Stores;

also from members of the Q.W.A.C.

You trust its quality

You sense in foe-cold "Coca-Cola" a thing that is

good—a pure, wholesome drink with the quality of

genuine goodness. "Coca-Cola" delights your taste,

gratifies your thirs- and leaves you happily refreshed.

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY OP CANADA, LIMITED
KINGSTON, ONTARIO H
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"Where the Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

TYPING
Essays, Theses, and Pathology Cases.
Eight cents per derail It -spaced page,

12 cents per siriKle-spaced page.
Mimeographing: prices on application.

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson Street

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Beat low-priced typewriter ever
placed on market

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY

for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

McGALLS
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl. Ekti

292 Princess St.

Kingston, Ontario

Prop.

Phone 64]

Or. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

IOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

: <H Princess St Opp. Roy York Cafe

iOiURDIERS
FURS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

8ERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

phone 3354-R 346 Princess St

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon

274 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop „

Id* Van Clle*! Maude Wagai

THEATRE
LINE-UP

CAPITOL
Design for Scandal, with Rosa-

lind R llsSell and Waller Pidgeon
Miss Russell portrays a prettv and
charming lady judge. Her romance
with Walter Pidgeon develops many
unusual situations about this motif
™clung a climax in his proposal
'" a crowded court-room.
The picture 1S well directed and

the motion does not lag. E.
Suspicion, with Cary Grant and

Fontaine, will be shown Sat-
urday, Monday and Tuesday.

—F.G.P.

GRAND
Saturday, johnny Weissmuller

and Maureen O'Sullivan in M. G
M.'s Town's*Secret Treasure. I„
his newest adventure, Tarzan comes
•nto conflict with a safari of ex-
plorers in search of gold. Although
he narrowly misses death at the
hands of one of their members, and

BILTMORE

although his wife and son are ab-

ducted, Tarzan, with the help of
his faithful ape, Cheeta, rout-- the

enemy and returns to his jungle
I»radise. Clivc De Vinna's camera
work is superb.

Coming Monday and Tuesday,
Mr. and Mrs. North and Obliging
Young Lady.

Tl VOL
Friday and Saturday, Jungle

Man, with Buster Crabhe, Rio
Grande, with Charles Starrett; also
a Canada Carries On film entitled

Wings of A Continent.

O D E O N

Gene Autry — fifth ranking star
in last year's popularitv poll and
Republic Pictures' chief money-
maker — is back again in Sietra
Sue. This is the usual Autry film,
with the genial Gene warbling half
a dozen songs of the lone prairie,
and incidentally overcoming the vil-

lain and his schemes, in true West-
ern -ivle.

If VOU think of Hollywood snlrK
m terms of Garbo, Gable, and M.
G. M., you're behind

Page 3

Here's the star who gets more fan

mail tlian Robert Taylor, and who
has a greater popularity rating than

Bette Davis. You're missing some-
thing if you've never seen an Autrv
film.

The added feature is Mob Town,
snowing the Dead End Kids. B.

Coming, Monday, Raymond Mas-
sey and Leslie Howard in the 49th

Parallel.

BILTMORE
Today and Saturday, Great Am-

erican Broadcast, with Jack Oakie,

Alice Faye, and John Wayne.
Monday and Tuesday, Spencer

Tracy in Sky Dcfils. along with
Paul Muni in Scarface.

the times

WHERE THE

SATURDAY

20c Til
25c AFTER

CROWD GOES

MONDAY—TUESDAY
SPENCER TRACY

6 P.M.
I PLUS TAX)

'SKY DEVILS'

PAUL MUNI

in

- ALSO —
in "SCARFACE'

WEDNESDAY—THURSDAY—FRIDAY
George RAFT

NOTE:

• ^M»,'1V; nV? l-DEN
" Humphrey BOGART

in INVISIBLE STRIPES" also

is „ "HE STAYED FOR BREAKFAST" W1TH ^-J™
Programs Now Change Every Saturday and Wednesday

STARTS SATURDAY

Cary Grant - Joan Fontaine

4t

SUSPICION"

NEXT WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

The most talked about film of a decade!

ORSON WELLES as

"CITIZEN KANE"
WITH THE MERCURY ACTORS

CAPITOL

On Parade!

||
THE QUALITY SHOP FOUNDED 1847 ==

= CUSTOM TAILORS FOR 95 YEARS M

j SUIT SALE
I

= Hand Tailored to Your Individual Measure =

39-75

The

ODEON TWO MORE DAYS
TODAY & SATURDAY

Gene Autry

SMILEY SURNETTE

'SIERRA SUE'

TWO SMART ACTION HITS

DEAD END KIDS

AND

LITTLE TOUCH GUYS

"MOB TOWN"

ALL NEXT WEEK

THE PICTURE CANADIANS HAVE WAITED TWO YEARS TO SEE!

"49th PARALLEL"
A startling drama that throbs with the perils that beset our own

country — a thrill-packed story with magnificent setting

STARRING

RAYMOND MASSEYLAWRENCE OLIVIER

LESLIE HOWARD ANTON WALBROOK

FROM UBYSSEY

The C.O.T.C., once described

as the only sick parade ever or-

ganized as a unit, stood sagging

expectantly, waiting for the order

to fall in.

Several enthusiasts fell in be-

fore the command was given,

and had to be carried off to the

showers, victims of anticipation.

But it was a beautiful sight.

The cold brilliance of the sun-

shine brought out to the full the

patriotic colors of the men: red

noses, white jowls, and blue lips.

N.C.O.'s were running about
nimbly or as nimbly as their

tight trousers permitted. Then,
suddenly, the order rang out

:

"C.O.T.C.—ON PARADE!"
We shuffled into what we

laughingly called line, and wait-

ed breathlessly for the command,
"Stand Easy." Standing easy is

probably the one drill movement
that we can be said to have

mastered, with the possible ex-

ception of the dismiss, or its

little brother, the break off.

"Take up your dressing, take

up your dressing." snapped the

Sergeant testily.

1 looked to see if my pants had

fallen down again.

I was pleasantly surprised that

gravity had not set in.

"Squaw, squaw, HUP," harked

the Sergeant.

Then he fastened me with a

steady glare.

Didn't you hear me say
"HUP?" he demanded.

"Yes, Sergeant." I replied aimi-

ably "Have you ever thought of

trying 'Tunis'? They say they're

wonderful for acid indigestion:

burps to you."

"And nuts to you!" he snarled,

his eyes gleaming evilly as they

searched me for unhuttoned
pockets.

Then his face lit up with a

grisly glow.

"Who told you that you could

wear a corsage today?" he hissed.

I blushed awkwardly.

"A lady friend of mine gave it

to me," I admitted in a low voice.

"1 thought, seeing this was a

ceremonial parade ..."
"I don't care if it grew there,

roared the Sergeant. "TAKE
OFF THE CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS !"

"And stand at attention!" he
added.

"I am standing at attention!

It's just this converted barrage

balloon I'm wearing that makes
me look droopy."

"Brother, you would look

droopy in a sarong!" he gritted.

"Only from the back, only from

the back," I countered.

"OFFICERS — FALL IN,"

The Sergeant was obliged to.

retire from action as the officers

stalked ;o their posts.

= Our entire stock of British Woollens to select from. =
=S Nothing reserved. EE

== Regular S45.00 to $65.00 Suitings S

I LIVINGSTON'S 1
= 75 - 79 BROCK STREET EE

= CIVIL AND MILITARY TAILORS =5

It is always important to note

when your company is taken

over by an officer. For, whereas

the sergeant-major may yell, in

a high falsetto:

"Company, stund, ut hiss,

Stund, hissy!

An officer may creep in un-

seen, and bellow throatily:

"Company, stind hat haze

!

Stind hazey."

When you are expecting to be

told to "stund hissy," and some-

body comes along to tell you to

"s.ind hazey," there is manifested

that tendency toward both men-

tal and physical frustration which

causes cadets to pluck at the

coverlets for days after a parade.

Soon we were marching down
to the stadium. Marching with

the C.O.T.C. is always a thrill-

ing novel experience, as we have

more different steps than Frc"3

Astaire and Eleanor Powell com-

bined. Last week we featured a

special khaki conga line, with

the primitive beat: one, two,

three—skip, one, two three

—

skip. one. two, three—puddle, etc.

With us. you either have rhythm

or you get trampled to death.

In the stadium we watched

about ten minutes of rugby, and

about forty - five minutes of

bleacher blondes. Indeed, the

men of the Corps seemed to be

more interested in making plays

than in watching them.

This brings up the question of

the acquisition of a drum major-

ette for the C.O.T.C. Once we
have the majorette, we can start

thinking about the drum. This

would not only boost army mor-

ale, but also protect civilian wo-

men from offensive action.

Somebody should approach

Colonel Shrum on this matter.

But don't approach too close.

Left Hander

(Continued from page 1)

dividual is to live a twofold exist-

ence. In the evening he is the

suave sophisticate, gay and debon-

air, but as the cold gray first-light

of the new- born day creeps mourn-

fully over the Kingston roof-tops,

the transition takes place. The
scarcely perceptible shadow becomes

a full-fledged hirsute appendage,

and the immaculate dress falls into

the ever-creaseless slacks and the

all-powerful and all-wholly sweater.

This dual-personality role has one

disadvantage. What to do when
Mr. Hyde meets on the street the

f.iir wench he slew as Dr. Jekyll?

The author suggests three possibili-

ties, (a) Walk past whistling jaun-

tily "Remember Pearl Harbour."

(b) Pull up your parka and stride

determinedly onward with an icy

slare. (c) Pick up the nearest ash-

can and heave it onto the truck

with a loud and significant grunt.

All in all, this cloth bound thriller

should be in Everyman'? Library,

on every bookshelf, in every red-

blooded child's nursery, a sequel to

"How to Win Friends With In-

fluence ..."

With this thought in mind let

us leave this preamble and return

to the workaday world, still won-

dering how the regular guy writes

this column . . . and why.

Co-ed: You simply

hand it to George.

Ditto: Why?
Co-ed: Oh. he's so

backward.

have to

shy and

"Oh, Doctor," cooed the sweet

young co-ed to the promising

young psychiatrist, "I lost my in-

telligence test. Will I have to

be examined all over again?"

"No," responded the good doc-

tor, gallantly, "only your mind.'*

Free Speech

Scholarships Petition

The petition has been cir-

culated as widely as pos-

sible, but a few names are

still missing. If you have

not been contacted, be sure

to sign one of the sheets in

the Science Clubroom or the

Union before Friday night.

Let's have 10056 support

from Science.

(Continued from page 1)

A Lcvanite

:

Sir—how dare you ask me such

a dreadful question. I am sure

you are one of those terrible

Science men. I hope I never see

you again. But it is fun isn't

it? 1
! Especially if it isn't ehap-

peruined.

Science Soph

Being a Science man naturaljy

I am in favor of it, but one must
remember that the facilities for

this pastime are extremely limit-

ed. I would like to offer a few
suggestions, for example a black-

out night at Ban .Righ. Also

some of the members of Levana
could stand some - educating in

this line.
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What Shall We Do?

In this Science Issue of the Journol, we have followed the

custom of including messages from the Dean of the Faculty

Of Science, the President and Honorary President of the Engin-

eering Society. Representing the thoughts of both student and

teacher leaders, their messages merit consideration.

In each message readers cannot fail to recognize one salient

feature,—that the writer's foremost thoughts are of the world

situation which confronts us. and the part each of us is expected

to play.

The professional engineer is becoming the man of the hour.

His services are the object of competitive bidding by the three

branches of the armed services and the war industries. With his

necessarily limited knowledge of the whole picture in perspective,

the young engineer is at a loss as to the best manner in which he

serve. Certainly no sweeping statement can be made which

apply to every case ; the decision rests with the individual

himself. Perhaps the undecided may derive some assistance from

a statement made in a letter of January 21, 1942, to Principal R. C.

Wallace, from the Hon. Humphrey Mitchell, Minister of Labor,

from which we quote, in part:

"I think the university authorities should advise all graduates

and undergraduates that they can best serve the national interests

by practising their professions, whether in war industries or the

armed forces."

With such present heavy demand for technical personnel, in-

dications arc that a fully graduated engineer is far more useful

than one who has not completed the full years of his academic

course. In substantiation of this statement, we quote again from

the above-named source:

"During the past six months, university relationships with

the Bureau (Wartime Bureau of Technical Personnel) have dealt

with . . . the adoption of a plan for joint Dominion-Provincial

financial aid to students in engineering and science. Certain de-

fined regulations cover these grants."

When the Government is prepared to invest public funds in

the producing of engineers, surely this is sufficient encouragement

to the undergraduate to do his part, as well as an indication that

the need for technical personnel is vital.

Dealing with the matter of subsidy, we note that the

scheme calls for Dominion-Provincial co-operation. At the same
time, it comes to mind that as yet, the Ontario Government has

not taken steps to co-operate in a similar plan for national

scholarships. It is to be hoped that in both of these projects, our

Provincial authorities will see fit to encourage the universities,

and particularly those facilities engaged in the training in courses

in engineering and applied science. At the moment, at least, this

matter assumes proportions of national significance.

A Plea

The December fire which destroyed the men's residence at

Mount Allison University resulted in the death of four students,

and a complete loss of personal effects by the survivors. In the

matter of clothing and books, their need is urgent.

The Alma Mater Society is making a direct plea to every
Queen's man and woman for financial aid to the Mount Allison

students. (See today's Journal, page 8). Surely no money could
be better spent. A personal sacrifice in this direction will give
more exhilaration to the donor than the odd movie he may have
to miss to do his part.

An Appreciation

Our thanks are extended to all who contributed to the production

of this issue. The patience and able guidance of the managing editors,

without which our efforts would have fallen far below the mark, are

particularly appreciated. As reporters, printer's devils, and editors for

a day, we have enjoyed our lask, and hope that the prestige of the
Journal is in no way sullied. Certainly our respect for the regular

staff has increased many fold.

Official Notices

Eratninalion Time-Table

Faculty of Arts

The attention of students in the

Faculty of Arts is called to the

final draft of the April examina-

tion time-table. Errors or omis

sions should be reported at once

to the Registrar.

Faculty of Applied Science

The midterm holiday in the Fac

ulty of Applied Science will be held

Friday, February 13th, and Satur

day, February 14th. Classes will

meet as usual on Monday, Febru

ary 16th.

Jean I. Royce,

Registrar

NOTICE
The work of taking down the

decorations of the Science For-

mal will begin at 8 o'clock Sat-

urday morning. This is the Junior

year's job and all help from that

source will be appreciated.

Freshmen who are in town will

be expected to be on hand, and

those not in attendance will be

prosecuted in the Science Court.

J. M. Macdonnell

(Continued from page 1)

financial matters," said Fred Gib-,

son, President of the I.R.C-!

stressing the good fortune of the

Club in obtaining a speaker of

uch calibre.

Mr. Gibson emphasized the fact

chat the banquet is not confined

lo Club members, and extended

an open invitation to all students.

Tickets ^re available at 75 cents

each from any member of the

I.R.C. executive — Fred Gibson,

Kay Rowland?. Hubert Vall^ry,

nd Kay O'Neill.

Co-eds Entertain

NOTICE

I wish to extend my sin-

cere thanks and appreciation

to all those Science students

who by their long hours of

work made this year's

Science Formal possible.

Ken Fry,

Convener.

Science Formal

(Continued from page 1)

have been replaced by Chester

fields and chairs, well within

sight and sound of the orchestra.

For those relaxing in the Red

Room, a P.A. system will trans-

mit the music.

A replica of a complete war in-

dustries plant has been built on

the main floor, between the stair-

way and- the entrance to the Red

Room. A 24-hour factory shift

panorama will be represented by

special lighting effects.

Stan Patton, this year's
maestro, was formerly the ar-

ranger for Mart Kenney. and has

just completed a successful four

month's" engagement at the Brant

Inn, one of Ontario's best known

dance spots. As well as his

regular eleven-piece band, Pat-

ton will feature Pat Bailey, popu-

lar C.B.C. soloist.

Despite the fact that decorating

Grant Hall has presented more

engineering difficulties than had

been encountered in past years,

when the At-Home was held in

the gym, ingenuity has tri-

umphed.

Every department has had a

share in providing the technical

skill and practical application re-

quired to assure the traditional

Science Formal.

Mrs. Nielsen

QUEEN'S MAN KILLED
OVER MEDITERRANEAN

Sgt. Observer Perry McLean,
Arts '41, has been reported kill-

ed in action. Joining the R.C.
A.F. in the fall of 1940, he served

at Malta, where he was reported

missing December 13. Last Satur-
day, in a telegram to his brother,

the International Red Cross veri-

fied his death. The body was
found at sea, and was buried at

Argostolia. on the Island of Ce
phalonia near the West coast of

Greece.

An Excellent Record
While Perry stayed only one

year at Queen's, he established

a good record. He played Junior
football, represented the Univer
sity in Intercollegiate welter

(Continued from page 1)

thoroughly, they asserted, one

and all. After all who wouldn't

enjoy being surrounded by the

ower of Levana . . . especially

in this land of 4-1 ? At intermis-

sion the airmen were requested

. . . in a nice way of course . . .

to purchase cokes for the dam-

sels of their choice ... or vice

versa but the grammar of that

particular problem is beyond this

poor Science man , . . When the

cokes had gone the way of all

flesh ... or rather cokes . . . the

girls joined in singing Oil Thigh

, . . Several airmen seemed to be

laboring under the impression

that this was faintly subversive,

Gaelic being a furrin' language

and all that but after due explana-

tions, they joined in a rafter-

ringing rendition of the Airmen's

Song. After a short sing-song

dancing was resumed until

eleven-thirty . . . the curfew hour.

Throughout the evening Kay
McRuer acted as a very efficient

hostess-in-chief with the aid of a

very inefficient mike . . . Her
chief lieutenants were Mary
Elliott and Betty Carry. Their

efforts were rewarded by the ap

precition of the Airmen at the

conclusion of the evening when
one of them was heard to quote

in resounding tones the immortal

words of the poet Virgil "Haec
Olim MeminJsse Juvabit."

(Continued from pJrge 1)

people have time to read widely

and to view conditions rationally,

with an open mind. Regretting

-the tendency of many persons -to

base their beliefs on conditions

long since out-dated, the speaker

quoted Mr. Churchill's words:

"There is no time for the present

to argue with the past ; else there

be no future."

Conscription

She asserted that the people of

Canada must be made to realize

that we are fighting, not for the

United States, not for China, not

for Russia, but to save our own
country from destruction. In this

connection Mrs. Nielsen declared

that she was in favor of a pleb

iscite but suggested, that since

the word conscription aroused

prejudices from the last war
it be replaced by a term such a:

"democratic mobilization."

Control of Industry

Reviewing all phases of Can
ada's war effort, she discussed

the control of industry by private

interests, the labor situation and
the farm problem. She asserted

there should be more direct co-

operation between the employer

and the employee, and that the

government should give recogni-

tion to the workers' unions.

Mrs. Nielsen concluded with a

few words of advice addressed

directly to University students.

Definition of a

-a wench with

lady mechanic

a wrench 1

weight boxing in 1939. With Ken
Carty, Ted Edwards, and Joe
Turner, he established the present

track record in the Freshman Re-
lay.

Saturday nite at sea on a war-

ship is recognized as a special

occasion. The food is a little bet-

ter, the toasts more numerous
and there is always some one

who will propose a toast to wives

and sweethearts (God bless 'em)

and may they never meet.

ygmdUan's Picobac spread such a charm above him,

That even stone must come alive to love him.

• She is wise who plays her "Galatea" to a man
who smokes Picobac. He is sure to be contented.

For the pick of Canada's Burley crop is always

a mild, cool, sweet smoke. And economical!

In fact, to amend R, L Stevenson, "No woman
should marry a man who does not smoke
Picobac"

HAnDY SEAL-TIGHT POUCH • 15c

%-LB. "LOK-TOP" TIN - 65c

^^^^ alio packed in Pocket Tim

Picobac
"It DOES taste good in a pipe I"
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Everything that's New
and Smart
At LAIDLAW'S!

Dresses — Coats — Sports Clothes —
New Accessories — Smart Fabrics.

Men's Furnishings

—

House Furnishings

—

•

When You Buy at Laidlavfs — You're Sure of the Quality.

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS ST.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you
with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Slide

Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used Book
j

Exchange is at your Disposal.

ITECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

j

STUDENTS
lldcnc ifttartin's beauty g-alon

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment
Helene Martin Assistant Clara W aHand

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOCRAPHCR

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 2U<>

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE
RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street *

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE UAI I IM N STUDI©
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

We supply everything — Make your appointment now

for portraits and groups
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones: 676 - 620
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Intramural Skiing

All entries for the Intra-

mural Ski Championships
close on Tuesday, February

17 at 6.00 p.m. The cross-

country race will be held at

the golf club on Wednesday,
February 18 at 4.00 p.m.

The downhill and slalom

will be held on February 22
at Gananoque.

Mermen of Sc. 45
Win Annual Meet

The Mermen of Sc. '45 won
the annual Intramural Swimming
Meet in the pool Monday night

They were ten points ahead of

Sc. '43, last year's winners, who
were second.

Hugh Barton of Sc. '43 won
both the 50 and 100 yds. free

style sprints for the best indi

vidual effort of the night.

The Arts Frosh clipped almost

a second off the record for the

200 yd. free style Freshman re

lay, setting the new mark of

2.03.8.

The feature of the meet was
the diving of Bannard, a Science

f*reshman, who won easily over

an unusually large field.

Team Standings

1. Sc. '45 ... . . . 28 points

2. Sc. '43 .... . 18 points

3. Meds '45

4. Arts '45 ... .

s. Arts '44 6 points

6. Sc. "44 "...
.

7, Meds '46 3 points

8. M,eds '44
. . 1 point

Individual Results

50 yd. Free Style— 1. Barton,

Sc. '43; 2. Roberts. Sc. '45; 3.

< ampbell, Meds '45; 4. Bamford,
Arts '45.

100 yd. Free Style— I. Barton.
SC '43; 2. Bamford, Arts '45; 3.

Brown, Sc.-'43;4. Wright, Sc. '44.

50 yd. Breast Stroke— I. Chong,
Sc. '45; 2. Roberts, Sc. '45; 3.

K <-nevides, Arts '44; 4. Moriarty,
Meds '44.

50 yd. Back Stroke— 1. Mont-
gomery. Meds '45; 2. Kirk, Sc.

Gael Junior Five
Cinches Top Spot

Queen's Jrs. made certain of

first place in the E.O.B.A. Tuesday
night be defeating the Y.M.C.A.
team 79-38.

Gray of Queen's was the highest

scorer on the floor, setting up most
of the baskets in the second half.

This is the fifth win against no
losses for the Juniors.

Y.M.C.A. — Lawlor 8, Bill 14,

Bercy, Foss 13, Warmington 1,

Gelly 2, Burns, Parker.

Queen's — Berezin 10. Mackey
21. Heaps 8, Griffin 6, McDonell

17, Gove 6, Lamont 2, Betcherman,

Gray 9.

Referee: Broadwell.

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

Aquacade Planned

One Week Tonight

In Swimming Pool

Queen's Water Follies Will
Feature Spectacular

Performances

LEN LANE

Hard-working centre and play-maker
of the Kingston Senior O.H.A. Com
bines, Len is a third year Civil student.

SC. '42 CAGE SQUAD
TAKES ARTSMEN 14-13

The Sc. '42 Baskcieers came
from behind and in a thrilling last

minute rally nosed out Arts '42 by

a score of 14-13 to win the semi-

final of the Intramural Basketball

League. The game was rough and

fast with both teams missing many
chances to score close in. Parker

and Motherwell were best for the

Engineers, Robinson and Miller for

the losers. Sc. '42 (14) Dunn, Par-

ker 6, Carmichael 1 , Anderson,

Mullins, McKinnon, McCaffrey I,

Motherwell 4, Hammond 2. Arts

42 (13) Berman 2, Halliday, Bro-

phy, Scott, Davis,- Workman, Gos-

sack, Campbell, Miller 5, Robin-

son 6.

Dance To Follow

Basketball Fixture

Ottawa U. Will Play Here
Tomorrow Night

The Ottawa University basket-

bailers will be the guests of the

Combines in the main basketball

fixture Saturday night at the gym-
nasium. The game is to be follow-

ed by dancing. The Bytown lads

should provide tough opposition

for Jake Fdwards' charges for the

Ottawa team were Dominion Inter-

mediate champions two years ago.

The locals will count on Shorty

McLellan, leading scorer in the city

league, to furnish that additional

scoring punch to carry them over

the top.

In the prelim those capable Jun-

iors will face a strong Oshawa con-

tingent. The youngsters are really

fast and basket hungry.

Dancing will begin at 9.30, at 35

cents for the men and 25 cents for

the ladies.

The entertainment bombshell of
the season bursts on Queen's nex*

Friday evening in a combination of

gorgeous gals, rhythmical routines,

Hawaiian grass-skirts, laughs, lights

and arjua pura. The Queen's Water
Follies has entered its last week
of preparation and nest Friday and
Saturday evenings the show is on.

There will be thrills aplenty in

the specialty acts. Bernie Wittig

to dive in a wreath of flame fro

a tiny platform high in the rafters.

Another solo star will be Harry
Closs, unchallenged Canadian div-

ing champion, whose performances

are sensational and spectacular.

Then there is Jim Sherman, for-

merly of the Stanford University

Swimming team and now with the

R.C.A.F. at Queen's.

The mermaid choruses, coached

by the former Dolphinette, Mrs
Waller, live up to the revue tradi

tions. Hula dances, shadow swim
ifiing and precision swimming, wa
ter choruses and more water chop
nsfs are all something different foi

this campus. .

The stage settings and decorations

are in charge of K. G. Brown, Mac
MacKinnon and Vic Bechaz, while

Roy Bunston will install the elec-

trical equipment, Don Thompson,

who gave a blow by blow descrip-

tion of last year's Science-Arts

brawl over the P.A. system in Flem-

ing Hall, will act as announcer

and master of ceremonies.

Page $

SEMI-FINALS OPENER
RESULTS IN 2-2 TIE

GEORGE HOOD

One of the bright lights of the Kings-
ton Senior hockey sextet, and in his

Junior year in Science.

PUCKSTERS OF SC. '42

TOP LEAGUE SECTION

McCaffrey's men of '42 won
their section of the Intramural

Hockey League by defeating George

Hood's "43 team 3-2 in the first

ga-ne of the all-Science Semi-finals.

The losers seemed to have the

best of the play but the sensational

work of "Smokey Joe" Grant in

the nets kept them off the score

sheet. Campbell and Nelligan, ex-

Queen's stars, stood out for the

Meds '46 blocked, pushed and
wim,ers

"
Arno,t

'
Hal1

-
Martinson

MEDICAL SOPHS TAKE
QUINTET OF ARTS '44

44; 3. Roberts, Sc. '45; 4. Barton,

Sc. '43.

Diving— 1. Bannard, Sc. '45

;

Harvey, Sc. '45; 3. Chinnick,

Sc. '43 ; 4. Creighton, Sc. '44.

200 yd. Freshman Free Style

Re ] ay— l. Arts '45 No. 2, Shine,

MacKenzie, Warner, Downer;

2. Arts "45 No. 1 : 3. Sc. '45 No. 2.

150 yd. Medley Relay— 1. Meds

'45. Montgomery, Keats, Camp-

bell ; 2. Sc. '43, Watson, Barton,

Brown; 3. Sc. '45 No. 1, Chong.

Roberts, Goodeve; 4. Sc. '45 No.

Beckett, Harvey.

200 yd. Free Style Relay— 1.

Meds '45, Montgomery, Campbell,

Flood. Keats; 2. Meds '46; 3. Sc.

45 No. 2.

scrambled their way to a win over

^rts '44 in the first semi-final Bas-

ketball game Monday night. Lynn
and Sacharoff were top scorers

the winners, Elliott for the losers

Meds '46 (24) : Johnston 2, Ly
9, Munroe 2, Sacharoff 8, Simpson,

Menzies 3, Woods, Clow. Walker.

Arts "44 (14) : Alexander 2, Mc
Callum 2, Elliott 8, Webb 1. Lem
mon 1, Segal, Vartenuick, Claire,

Halliwell, Percival, Martin', For

rester.

and Jones shone for the losers, the

tatter two playing the whole game.

Scorers; Young, Campbell, Han

forl
na

"
^a"- Mean welt.

Sc. '42: Grant, Nelligan, Mother-

well, Acres, Campbell. H a n n a,

Meanwell, Coleman, Smith, Carmi-

chael.

Sc. '43: Brown, Martinson, Jones,

Arnott, Crothers, Young, Hall, Bar-

ron, Reid.

The Noble Art

Of Bowlynge

J. Bews Reported 111

At time of going to press Mr.

J. G. Bews, our Superintendent

of Buildings and Grounds and

well known as the former Phys-

ical Director, is confined to his

home with a slight heart attack.

We know Jimniie's many friends

on the campus join in wishing

him a safe and speedy recovery.

And then there was the cow
who got caught in a barbed wire

fence. She was udderly ruined.

Boxing and Wrestling

All entries for the Intra-

mural Boxing and Wrest-
ling Assault close on Satur-

day, February 14.

SOPHS, FROSH REACH
SECOND STALEMATE

Science Sophs and Frosh played

their second tie game in the semi-

finals of the Intramural Hockey

League, Tuesday afternoon, when

they fought and scrambled to a 1-1

score. The Sophs srarted strong

but the youthful Frosh had them

hemmed into their own end for the

most of the second and third per-

iods. Underwood, Melville and

Richardson starred for the Frosh

while Craven and DeLucca shone

for the Sophs.

Scorers: McDonough, Under-
wood.

BY ROC BEAL'DRY

If somebody should come up tc

you and say out of a clear sky

"How is your triple?" or "Havt
you had any splits lately?", would
you dig out that shocked expres

sion and say "Sir!" Or would you
puff out your chest and knowingly

say: "I was up today and, had a

750, and not a split among the whole

damned lot."

Such lingo belongs strictly to

those who indulge in one of the

fastest growing sports in the coun-
try — bowling. A few years ago,

bowling was considered a pastime

for the aged, but today the younger
generation has taken over bowling

as a "must" on the sports list. If

you doubt my word, just go up to

the Bowladrome some fine after-

noon and try to get hold of an alley.

If you manage to monopolize one

the minute you step inside then

there are quite a few people who
would tike to know your secret.

However, to those who realty have

the bowling bug tugging at their

heels, a couple of hours waiting

serve only as an aperitif for that

"300" dream.

'Joe," the well-known campus
bowling fiend, was up for a game
the other day feeling confident of

the usual 275. (Little did he know
that . . . but then we mustn't get

too anxious).

With a smite on his face big

enough to shove a howling ball in,

he strutted up to the alley, gave the

towel a flick as only an expert and
past master can, and picked up one

of those balls which have nearly as

much destructive effect on the mind
as women have. With a triumph

ant air, Joe stepped back, drew
back that 300 arm of bis, tnok threi

quick steps and let go one of those

impossible strike balls (the ones

that yours truly is still looking for)

and stood back to watch the pins

go down. When the smoke finally

cleared away and the dust had set-

tled, Joe stood there,- completely

helpless, the victim of one of bowl-

ing's most tmgic set-backs. A cor-

ner pin was still standing. Even
after chalking up a mere 10 for the

first frame our hero was still as

The Science Sophs and Frosh
battled to a 2-2 tie in the first game
of the semi-finals of the Intramural

Hockey League. The Frosh had
the edge all the way but "Wee Wil-
lie" t. raven's men made use of their

breaffR to stay even. DeLucca, Cra-
ven and Rush starred for the Sophs,

Cote and Childerhose for the Frosh.

Scorers: Cote, Wittig, Childer-

hose, DeLucca.

Sc. '44: Gallagher, Rush, Holmes,
DeLucca, Sharpe, McCann, McDo-
nough, Edwards, Campling, Wit-
tig, Charlesworth.

Sc. '45
: Cragg, Underwood, Prit-

chard, Cote, Melville, Childerhose,

McVean, Hughes, Craig, Carter,

Richardson, Hanna, Robson.

Poet's Corner

To keep our ships on even*ke*l

Britain must have all the steef

The laws are made, the lines

are written

Women now must bulge for

Britain.

Not going to do it for a dime
no more

I did it last night 'till my back

was sore.

Fifteen cents is now my price

For twenty-five I'll do it

twice

—

Shoe shine mister?

3. How?
Did I say how??
I meant when.

I know how.

Let's drink by heck

To the girt that will neck

Let's drink to the girl that

won't,

We all get a thrill

From the girl that will

And we get a slap

From the girl that won't

So let's drink to them all

For making us fall

And doing the things we
shouldn't,

Remembering still

That the girls who will

Were once the girls who
wouldn't.

confident as ever. But the next

time, double tragedy, a lovely split,

as clean as was ever seen was the

embryo that started Joe's downfall;

for in each and every frame after

that there still remained one of

those %?@x! . - . .pins standing

up. If you ever have that ttrouble,

don't get discouraged as Joe did,

and tear out your hair by the roots,

for there is still that dream of the

perfect "450" waiting for you to

conquer.

So the next time someone asks

you: "How's your Average?" just

wink wisely and say: "Oh, I'd say

around 290," and, if the inquirer

is a green-horn, he'll just stand

diere and gaze upon you as though

you were a god, but if he should

happen to be an expert, don't be

too surprised to see him die laugh-

ing.

Jack and Jill went up the hill.

They both had a buck and a

quarter;

Jill came down with two and a

half—

Now, do you think they went

up for water?

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN K. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

Hanson & Edgar
Dance
Programmes

Cor^'itutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St

Printing of

Every

Description
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THE
MASHER-HABIT

FOPS TALLDRAWER

Boysies, did you know we were

liwng in an age of changes? Well

what do you know! Shorter ?uit

coats and no cuffs on the pants!

Suppose this trend continues for

several years more! Think of

running around in a vest and

shorts

!

This of course brings us to the

point of considering garters. Real-

ly they arc awfully drab, don't

you think? Why not have them

in Queen's colors or with in-

scriptions on them, thusly. —
"Remember Pearl Harbor" or

"Crowded, isn't it."

Now for a few hints on re-

pairs :

1. .When one of your suspend-

er buttons comes off. a nail shov-

ed through a bunch .>i" -cloth that

you push through the suspender

will fix (.-very thing.

2. A button off your shirt col

lar will go unnoticed if ypu put

a paper clip in its place.

3. And when that shirt gets

too small around the neck

loop of thread through .he button

pole can be used to ji>in this side

to the button side again.

4. A rip in tlie Mat of your

pants need cause you no embar

rassment if only you carry a small

tube of patching- cement. Apply

this cement to the portions of you

directly under the rip. Then

press the cloth down firmly in

the po-ilion it was before the rip

occurred. NOTE — Remember
(his when you go to Teniove yout

pants, or .else

—

5. If you wear boots a hole in

the heel of your sock is a mere

nothing. Merely turn the sock

around slightly and all is well

again. In time the foot will fall

completely off. Then few up the

hole and yon have a brand new
sock, nearly.

And it didst come to pass m
the land of Queenz that on the

Ides of Pisces all is in readi-

ss for Maid Marion's return.

As per the instructions left in

the nine metal boxes, in the hall,

of I iranl the men of Scienz have

duplicated the cave of Maid

Marion, her sancta sanctorum,

complete with the lithographic

mestonc of the caverns of

Queenz.

Fool Maid" Marion didst in-

struct Ken ihe Kry thusly: "Re-

produce,—my brave warriors,

—

reproduce my dwelling here in

the land of Scienz for all the

peoples of the. land of Kin to

marvel at in awe at the feast of

the Fac."

Yea.—and now the scene is

laid and Maid Marion's return

wi.h Slannon Patt to the hall of

('.rant will find the water flow-

ing in the fountains, the torches

flaming on the walls, the fluores-

cent minerals in their cage, and

the /air Maid's eager warriors

anxiously awaiting her return to

her men of Scienz.

And in the hall of Grant the

cave of Maid Marion has risen

from the cold bare floor to a

massive construction of solid

rock even as her boudoir in the

land of Scienz.

For in the halls of Nic and

Flem and Mill those men of

Scienz who have but less than

three months to spend in our

midst ere they leave the land of

Queen's, new fields to conquer,

have jlWWriously plied' all the

tools of Scienz that the For Mai

shall be such that history shall

be made in the land of Scienz

for future generations to see and

wonder at.

'And it didst come to pass that

on the night of the day de-

voted to worship of Woden the

men of Scienz didst converge on

the Jernaloffiz to unravel their

annual issue of tissue therein.

And momentarily abandoning

siide-ntle and 4H pencil for type-

writer and copy paper the men

of Scienz didst pound out in

prini all that which didst occur

since last the men of Scienz didst

shovel the ink under Mean Harry

the Well.

And thereat didst transpire

much that shall not be said as

many were the jokes that did

not get to print.

Yea—and as the men of Scienz

didst prepare their yearly record

those in our midst who have

hung their heads in shame as

they didst gaze at their stand-

ings in the race for the trophy

of Bews have at last been en-

abled to look their seniors in

face as they have now surpassed

the men of Mudds by almost as

many points as there are inhabi-

tants in the land of Queenz.

Yea—and as the sun shall go

down today and the stars shall

emerge from their blanket of the

dark the men of Scienz shall say

"AH—all is prepared for our dear

Maid's return, all that we have,

worked for will culminate this

night and in each hrave warrior's

heart will enter the proud beat

of the accomplishment of the men

of Scienz.

DR. J. M. MACDONNELL
TO LECTURE MONDAY

"Reconstruction" will be the

topic of an address by Dr. J. M.
Macdonnell, in Convoeati&n Hall

on Monday. February 16, at 5

p.m. The address will be the last

in the "Modern Canadian Prob-

lems" scries, Dr. Macdonnell is

President of the National Trust

Company, Toronto.

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Meters, Tanks. Filter*

Tripods. Etc

you* aid eamera tatteri i

on new equipmeit

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Lockett

AT LOCKETT S LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

Nod, Noel!

REGRETS

3RIVI IN AN IN8U..*iD
TAXI

fMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

For many years I did my Christ-

mas 'shopping riding up and down

elevators biting my finger-nails,

and Imping it wasn't true what they

said atiout Santa Claus.

It' became increasingly apparent,

however, that when people gave

me bilious purple ties suffering

from acute spotted fever, they ex-

pected something more in return

than a dirty look. Last year, there-

fore, I bought all my friends gladi-

oli bulbs, the gladioli bulb store

being the only one I could enter

with any appreciable degree of

safety to life and limb. The recep

tion of the bulbs was so impressive

that this year 1 decided I had bet-

ter buy something else, even though

it meant breaking a bill.

Fortified by an extra amount of

Mosby's Tonic, I flung myself into

the revolving door of a downtown

department store. Then 1 flung

myself into it again, and that time

I made it, swlngng in behind a

burly housewife to run interfer-

ence for me, and fighting a fine

dirty fight until I reached the per-

fume counter.

"Have you got any perfume?"

1 asked the girl behind the counter.

"What about 'My Sin'?" she ask-

ed belligerently.

"Have we met someplace ?" 1

queried, trying to remember her

face.

" 'My Sin' js a scent," she ex-

plained testily. '"It's two dollars a

dram."
' I winced. She sprayed some of

her sin in the air and I snuffed up
about five cents worth.

"Haven't you got an old smell

hanging around called 'My Slight

Misdemeanor' or something?" I

asked, "at about a buck a pint?"

"The garden sprays are on the

third floor!" she snapped, walking

away.

1 shrugged Aunt Martha off my

list, and steeled myself for the real

test of the day. I approached the

counter cautiously to leeward, sid

ling up to where the sales-girl

stood.

"I'd like to see your lines

ladies' underwear," I muttered, out

of the corner of tmy mouth.

She misinterpreted my manner

"Don't get personal, bub!" she

snarled.

"Yes, ma'am," 1 croaked, scut

tling away into the crowd.

I gulped down a drink of pine

apple juice to calm my nerves, pull

ed myself together, and hurled back

into the fray. I came up on the

other side of the stall.

"What do you sell here?" I asked

warily,

"Why, ladies' underwear!'' re

plied ibis girl, somewhat surprised

"Show me some!" I whispered

peering around, on the alert for ap

proacliing boy. friends.

"What kind would you like?

"It's not for nie, it's for my
sister," I said impatiently.

"Well, what kind would you
sister like?" she laughed, "A
slip?"

"Show me a slip!" I nodded
desperately.

"What size?"

I wiped the perspiration from
my brow.

"You mean they come in siz-

e's?" I mumbled hoarsely.

"Yes," she said.

"Just a minute." 1 groaned,

hurrying off for another slug ol

pineapple juice,

"What have you got that don't

come in sizes?" I asked weakly.

"How about some Snuggies?"

she suggested.

"What are they for?" I par-

ried suspiciously.

She gave me a sickly smile.

"Why. you wear them, of

course. Theyr'e like Huggies,

only longer."

1 loosened my collar.

"Like Huggies, only longer,

eh?" I nodded. "Something like

Starifield's Red Label longs, may-

be?"

She sighed wearily.

"How about a combination

set?"

I shook my head nervously.

"This girl's too dumb to figure

out a combination," I muttered.

"Look. Wrap up some Snuggies,

throw in a couple of Huggies.

and then show me where I can

get a cheap prayer rug."

She went away to bundle up

something or other to get rid

of me. But when she came back

her nose started to twitch queer-

"Say." she said, leaning over

the counter, "what perfume are

you using?"

1 drew myself up.

"1 am not using any perfume,"

I stated crisply. "I was just over

there . .
."

"Hey. Mabel! Come and smeli

this guy's perfume! It's cute!"

"My dear young lady!" I pro-

tested. "What you smell is mere-

ly a demonstration of 'My Sin.

I . .
." 1

But Mabel and several eager

cohorts were bearing down from

the east, so that retreat seemed

the wisest move. I stalked away,

only to hear a stentorian bellow

ehind me:

Hey! You forgot your pan-

ties !"

At least three hundred people

topped dead in their flight, star-

g to discover who had forgot

his panties. There was no going

back, now ; no return, ever. I

trode out into the rain, with head

high and firm step. I knew where

was going.

Now, friends, here's the way
to get the best results with those

gladioli bulbs . . .

—Ubyssey.

Do you smoke?

No, I don't smoke.

Do you drink?

No, I don't drink.

Do you neck?

No, I don't neck.

Well, what do you do?

I tell lies.

The three Chinese

aren't married:

Tu-Yung-Tu
Tu-Dumb-Tu
No-Yen-To.

isters who

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

You're missing a lot if you

haven't tried Philip Morris

Mixture, today's greatest

value in pipe tobacco.

In pouches, pack-

ages and Vi lb. tins.

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE _
TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. i!ie $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street owmmLy *lV»» Phone 1941

OFFICERS' UNIFORMS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

FOR ARMY - AIR FORCE Cr NAVY

103 Princess Street

AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES

Phone 3542

McGALL'S RESTAURANT
"The 'Better Place to Eat"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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"Thanksgiving Bird"

Reading Time: 2 minutes, 6.301

seconds (S.R.A.)*

An Englishman, a Scotsman,

.and an American were travelling

in an Eastern country. At night-

fall, they found themselves in the

vicinity of the Sultan's palace.

The Sultan offered them lodg-

ing, on the condition that they

keep away from his harem.

Death would be the penalty for

breaking this rule.

Being quite pleased with his

.guests' deportment, the Sultan

jicxt morning invited them to re-

main for as long as they wished

—but under the same stipula-

tions.

It was about three weeks later

that the Sultan, in his mid-morn-

ing walk, dropped in at his harem,

where, to his surprise, he found

his three traveller-guests. Cloak-

ing his anger behind a smile, the

Sultan explained that he must
exact the death penalty. "But,"

he added, "I am willing to free

any who can solve the problem

I propose to set before you."

Forthwith, the monarch led his

three prisoner-guests to his ela-

borate swimming pool, which he

had ordered filled with oil, and

in which floated his fattest wife,

"He who brings her out in

thirty seconds may go free," he

said.

The first to try his luck was

the Englishman, who failed mis-

erably. The Scotsman, as second

contestant, was more fortunate,

and dragged the fat wife over to

the edge of the pool, and just

when he thought he had her. his

slippery fingers lost their hold,

lie, too, was led away and shot.

The American succeeded.

I 'lunging into the oily pool, he

swam swiftly up to the wench.

With a little "Oh!" she suddenly

found herself high and dry.

The Sultan "was charmed.
"How did you do it?" he asked.

Surprisingly enough, the Am-
erican was modest. Finally he

confessed:

"Oh, I used to bowl ten-pins."

'Slide Rule Accuracy.

TECHNI -

COLUMN

NOTICE

Admission to the Science

Formal will be by ticket

only. The attendance has

been limited to 275 and since

all tickets have been sold

there will be absolutely none

available at the door.

K. L. Rutledge,

Finance Convener.

WOOD PULP
MANUFACTURE

BY HARRY HABGOOD

Pulp and paper is one of Cana

da's largest industries, particular!;

important in wartime because of

the foreign exchange it provides

Exports in 1910 were valued at

$2-10,000 of which $168,000 went

to the United States. Next to gold

and rubber, pulp and paper pro

ducts yielded more United States

dollars than any other commodity

in the British Empire.

The structure and chemical con

stitution of wood and its constitu

ents is not definitely known. It is

about 50% cellulose in the form of

long fibres, 30% lignin which binds

the fibres together and the remain

der chiefly wood sugars with some

fats and resins. It is the cellulose

fibres which are wanted in paper

and any of the other materials are

undesirable.

Gfoundwood Process

There are two main processes for

preparing wood pulp — mechanical

and chemical, with the chemical be

ing divided again into three:—soda,

sulphite, and sulphate or "Kraft"

processes. *

In the mechanical or "ground-

wood" process the wood is torn

apart hy the abrasive action of huge

grindstones, four to six feet in dia-

meter. Logs with the bark removed

are pressed against the face of a

slowly revolving stone and are soon

reduced to pulp. This pulp is di

luted with water until it flows

easily and passes through a serii"

of screens to remove *any knots

slivers, or unusually large bundles

of fibres.

No attempt is made in ground

wood pulp to separate the cellulose

fibres from the non-cellulose mater-

ial which continues into the fin-

ished paper. This paper is neither

strong nor durable but can be made

easil) :itid cheaply and thus is well

suited for its chief use in news-

print.

Chemical Process

In the chemical processes the

lignin is dissolved out of the wood

through the action of different

chemical solutions.

The treatment is similar in all

cases. The wood is first cut into

chips about three-quarters of an

inch in length which are charged

into the digesters — vertical steel

cylinders up to 50 feet high and 15

feet in diameter. The cooking or

digesting liquor is poured over the'

chip mass and the digestor is sealed.

High pressure steam is then admit-

ted, raising the temperature to pro-

lixin- (he dissolving reactions.

At the conclusion of the cook —
am time from four to twelve hours

— the digestor is blown. A valve

at the bottom is opened and the

pressure inside forces the contents

>ut in a powerful stream into large

tanks, where the steam separates in

vast clouds from the pulp and spent

liquors which arc drained off.

After being washed, the pulp is

passed through a series of screens

similar to those in the groundwood

process. Particularly pure soda and

sulphite pulps are produced by

bl aching with chlorine. Kraft pulp

s seldom bleached.

Soda and Kraft Processes

In both the soda and kraft pro-

cesses an alkaline cooking liquor is

rsed, the active constituent in the

soda liquor being sodium hydroxide

and in the kraft sodium hydroxide

and sodium sulphide. The expense

of these chemicals necessitates a

recovery system for the waste li

quors. In each process, these li

qunrs, black in color, containing

much organic matter, are concen-

trated and burned in a furnace

where the sodium compounds are

converted to the carbonate. The ash

is then causticized with lime to give

the hydroxide. In the kraft or sul-

phate process the sodium sulphide

comes from the reduction in the

furnace of sodium sulphate added

with the liquors.

Soda and kraft pulps differ con-

siderably. Soda pulp is composed

of short fibres giving little strength

hut an excellent finish and is thus

suitable for book and magazine

paper while kraft pulp has unus-

ually long fibres giving great

strength but inferior surface thus,

since it is relatively cheap, suiting

it for wrapping and packaging

papers.

Sulphite Process

In the sulphite process an acid

solution is used of calcium bisul-

phite containing dissolved sulphur

dioxide gas. Sulphur or pyrite is

burned to obtain the SO. which

reacts with limestone or limewater

giving calcium bisulphite. No at-

tempt is made in most mills to re-

cover spent sulphite liquors.

Both the sulphite and kraft pro-

cesses are best suited to coniferous

wood while the soda process works

well with deciduous trees.

Sulphite pulp is both pure and

strong and has many uses, It is

used to the extent of about 15%
in newsprint and has displaced soda

pulp in numerous other fields.

The backbone of the Canadian

industry is the groundwood process

together with the necessary sulphide

pulp for newsprint. The kraft pro-

cess has made remarkable strides

in recent years due to increased

uses and improved technical con-

trol.

MESSAGE FROM THE
HONORARY PRESIDENT

huge Concentration Camp.

"Heydrich once wrote: 'We must
be hard with our opponents to the

point of physical cruelty, even if

that means that we are called brutes

and savages.' That is the man
whom Hitler has sent to Czecho-

slovakia as official representative

of the German people." ("Descrip-

tion of Heydrich" by Lindley Fra-

ser.)

He Learnt the Painful Way
"f question whether there's a

lamp-post in London with which 1

haven't had personal contact, or a

heap of sand-bags with which, at

one time or another, I haven't had

a knocking acquaintance. Now that

so many nf you are experiencing

the black-out for the first time, I

can think of nobody better qualified

to tell you what not to do." (Mac-

donald Hastings, speaking to Am-
erica on the "Blackout.")

Is Mary good for much?

No, but she's bad for very

little.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

PROF. A. JACKSON

This is a good opportunity tr,

express my appreciation of the able

zvay in which the Engineering So-

ciety has carried out those projects

which if has undertaken at various

times. The leaders are well chosen

and those assisting do their part.

In other words you show good

judgment, and if ever good judg

meni was needed in this world, it

is now.

In view of the inadequate supply

'of engineers for both civil and Milt

tary purposes, each member of tfie

Engineering Society can show his

good judgment by working at his

Course and satisfactorily complet

ing it. In this I wish all of you

success.

A certain professor in the Science

tour of America was being enter-

tained one night at a large dinner

given for him. The time for the

toasts had come. An American had

proposed a toast to the women of

France and one of the general's

subordinates had stolen his thun

der by proposing a toast to the wo

men of America, leaving him quite

undecided as to what he would

toast. But a friend near him rea

lizing his predicament suggested

"A toast to the women of both

Hemispheres!" So the general did

thereupon arise and proposed "A

toast, to the both hemispheres of

women."

Freshman's Tale of Woe

They prate to us of college years

When all the world is young and

gay;

They never tell the hopes and

fears

Of an examination day :

They never think of aching t

brows,

Of tragedies, perhaps, that dwell

In a forgotten formula

Or inability to spell

A simple word, a word, perchance

We should have known quite

well.

I feel, sometimes, that I should

like to settle down, forgetting

quite

That I am young; that songbirds

sing;
(

That after winter follows spring

Or any other pleasant thing;

Remembering only, chief of pests,

Those awful tests; those awful

tests. —Gateway.

A certain professor the Science

Faculty, on handing a class assign-

ment to the tutor for marking, in-

cluded also a sample exercise of

his own, so that the tutor might

know what was expected of the

exercise. When the papers had

been marked -and returned, his also

had been graded — eight out of

ten.

SHORTS FROM THE TALKS

Extracts from talks and com-

mentaries in the BBC's short-wave

overseas transmissions:

Human Race Degraded

"From encouraging early mar-

riages to secure a maximum of

children, the Germans have moved

to encouraging the production of

children in or outside marriage.

The unmarried mother is applauded

for doing her duty to the State; the

S.S. (The Black Guard) have been

officially encouraged to 'keep the

birthrate high' and the young people

in the youth camps are freely en-

couraged to mix. For many par-

ents, it has become a nightmare to

let their* daughters go off to these

centres where patriotism and ado-

lescent eroticism are played on by

the camp leaders." ("Inside Nazi

Europe" by Barbara Ward.)

Candid

He's called their 'Protector' but

under him the country of the

Czechs has been converted into one

You'll Be "RIGHT" In -

FORMAL CLOTHES
from TWEDDELL'S

METROPOLITAN

CORRECTNESS

Plus Casual Ease

You'll feel thoroughly at

home in a better quality

DRESS SUIT if it bears the

Tweddell label. For you will

know that it conforms strict-

ly to the dictate of good

taste, is authentically cor-

rect in style, in fabric and

in trim, and is exquisitely

tailored in the best custom

manner by Society Brand

Clothes and oth.^r. leading

Canadian Manufacturers.

MODERATELY

PRICED

ACCESSORIES for Formal Wear
Everything to complete your "DRESS" SUIT tit accessories

such as vests, ties, gloves, scarves, hose, jewelry, etc. All

are Tweddell's better quality at our usual MODERATE
PRICES.

MADE-TO-MEASURE

SUIT SALE
175 IMPORTED MILL-ENDS

in four special price groups

28.50 31-50 37.50 39.50
The only sale of its kind in Kingston I It will pay you

to look into this great "MILL-END" SALE aff the

values are easily WORTH DOUBLE THE MONEY.

This large selection of mill-ends are far superior to

ordinary run of the inilKahrics as they were purchased

direct from an English mills' manufacturers' agent.

All are of the finest quality and the newest patterns

for Spring 1942. Come in, choose at least two of these

mill-ends, and get the best suit value you've ever had

or will have in the future.

V

See Our Special Window Displays

TWEDDELL'S
Hotel La Salle Bldg.

137 -139 Princess St. Phone 3706
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He: Hello.

She:

He: Oh, well.

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-

wear — Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid, High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St

Phone 24

Delivery Service

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

Mr. B. K. Sandwell

Speaks At Qneen's

Claims Modern Literature

Shows Pessimism

A.M.S. Meeting

On Monday afternoon in Con-

vocation Hall, the fourth in a

series of lectures by eminent Can-

ians was given by Mr. B. K.

Sandwell, Editor of "Saturday

Night" and for many years a pro-

fessor at the University of To-

ronto. "Trends in Canadian Lit-

erature" was Mr. Sandwell's

Eopic.

The speaker first dwelt jest-

ingly upon a tendency of Can-

adians to follow about twenty

years in the wake of American

writings. This led to the sug-

gestion of a slight amendment of

the title of the talk.

Pessimism

Mr. Sandwell pointed out a

present "trend toward the pessi-

mistic view of the world as pre-

dominantly evil. This, he said,

affords a contrast with the optim-

ism ui the Nineteenth Century.

The modern keynote is one of

despair : portrayals are of the

authors themselves, their frustra-

tions and defeats.

Marriage, claimed the speaker,

provides the basic theme for these

novels of pessimism. When matri-

mony is the end of nothing but

a high income tax, writers are

revolting against the old moral

codes. In all this there is an

underlying feeling of futility. The
only note of. relief is found in

faith in what the common man
may become if given the proper

environment.

ConEtructive Part

In closing, Mr. Sandwell made
a plea that the books of the

modern novelists be not banned

from young readers. The prob-

lems they express, he maintained,

are for youth to examine. One
of the obligations of the univer-

sities and of all students, is to

convince people that contemp-

orary literature is not merely for

amusement. On the contrary, it

has a constructive part to play in

the moulding of society.

{Continued from page 1)

Formal. General McNaughton

who is now in Canada, Foster

Hewitt, Toronto Sports Commen-

tator, and Lew Hayman, coach

of the Toronfo Argonauts were

possibilities discussed. It was de-

cided to try to obtain one of these

speakers, in the order of prefer-

ence named. In the event of ob-

taining General McNaugh
ton, it was felt that the larger at-

tendance would warrant engag-

ing a better orchestra than in

previous years. It was further

decided that the corsage system

would be the same as at the Arts

Formal.

It was announced that the

I.S.S. refused to co-operate in any

way in their tag-day with the

Fund in aid of the burned-out

students of Mount Allison. It

is hoped however that students

will co-operate in the drive for

funds for the Mount Allison stu-

dents . . . and contribute liberally

to the^ little white boxes now

placed in all the main buildings.

Members expressed regret at

this refusal. The A.M.S. co-ops

commiUee was ratified. Norm

Rogers reported that the Arts '43

dance realized a deficit of some

$80 or $90. In consideration of

this, the A.M.S. rebated their

tax of $28.

There were three men in a boat

with four cigarettes but no matches.

What did they do ? They threw out

one cigarette and made the boat a

cigarette lighter.

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

WHY NOT MARRY
AN.ENGINEER

Verily, I say unto ye, marry not

an engineer;

For an engineer is a strange be-

ing and possessed of many evils.

Yea, he speaketh always in para-

bles which he calleth formulae,

He wieldeth a big stick, which

he calleth a slide rule,

And he hath only one bible, a

hand book.

He thinketh only of strains and

stresses, and without end of ther-

modynamics.

Hp showeth always a serious as-

pect and seemeth not to know how

to smile.

He picketh his seat in a car by

the springs thereof and not by the

damsels.

Neither does he know a waterfall

except by its horse power, nor a

sunset except that he must turn on

the light, nor a damsel except by

her weight.

Always he carrieth his books with

him, and he entertaineth his sweet-

heart with steam tables.

Verilv, though his damsel ex-

pecteth chocolates when he calleth,

she openeth the package to discover

samples of iron ores.

Yea, he holdeth her hand hut to

measure the friction thereof, and

kisseth her only to test the viscos-

ity of her lips, for in his eyes there

shineth a far away look that is

neither love nor a longing look —
rather a vain attempt to recall for-

mulae.

Even as a boy he pulleth a girl's

hair but to test its elasticity;

.
But-as a man he deviseth differ-

ent devices.

For he countetll the vibrations of

her heartstrings.

And seeketii ever to pursue his

scientific investigations.

Even his own heart fliitterings he

counteth as a measure of fluctua-

tion,

And enscribeth his passion as a

formula,

And his marriage is a simultane-

ous equation involving two un-

knowns

And yielding diverse results.

Verily, I say unto ye, marry not

an engineer.

—Sfiakeloose (NorthwesternNews)

Psalm to an Engineer's Sweetheart.

HELLZAPOPPIN

Friday, February 13

:

2 p.m. — Special classes in

draughting — Draughting

Room, B.A.

9.30 p.m.—The Science For-

mal (and what have you)

—

Grant Hall (and elsewhere).

Saturday 14:

5 p.m. — I. Q. Kill, Arts '45,

gives up all hope of receiv-

ing any valentines this year.

7 p.m.—Ten boys try to throw

a ball through a net with a

hole in it, basketball double-

header, Queen's Gym. Ter-

psichory follows from 9.30

tin—

.

8 p.m.—Ban Righ babes drag

in their vanquished victims

for Valentine Victory Valtz.

(V for Victory).

Monday 16:

8 a.m. — Darkness again de-

scends upon the campus as

Science buildings resume

their buzz of activity. —

'

CLASSES.
5 p.m. — University lecture,

Convocation Hall. Speaker,

J. M. Macdonnell. Topic,

"Reconstruction."

7 p.m.—In Grant Hall the I.

R.C. puts on the feedbag for

its annual banquet. J. M.

Macdonnell is the guest

speaker.

9 p.m.—I. Q. Nill receives be-

lated comic Valentine.

Tuesday 17:

Journal office returns to com-

parative peace and sanity;

Haec Olim—Oh, heck, not

that again.

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

STUDENTS—
Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA BOOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

STUDENTS
HAVE YOU CONTRIBUTED TO THE

I AUJSON REUEF FUND?
The A.M.S. urges that everyone give as much as he can

to help those who lost much personal property in the
Mount Allison residence fire.

Donations may be placed in boxes located at

BAN RIGH HALL -TECH SUPPLIES - STUDENTS' UNION
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WAR
COMMENT

BY JIM LINDSAY AND
LUNA TARLO

With the deteriorating situa
tion for the Allies at Singapore
and in the South Seas last week
came the sharp words of Donald
M. Nelson, American war produc-
tion chief in Washington. Call-
ing 1942 the critical year in the
existence of the United States.
Nelson pointed out that the na-
tion's attention must be turned to
production immediately for war
needs, rather than to the amass-
ing of raw materials for produc-
tion in 1943. Increased produc-
tion in the present war industries,

conversion of peace-time industry
to a war-footing, enlistment of
the services of the small manu-
facturers—these, he declared, are
the roads to maximum produc-
tion.

Sir Stafford Cripps

Earlier last week, Sir Staf-
ford Cripps, former ambassador
to the Soviet Union, made simi-
lar statements. In referring to the
Russian front, he said that "there
is every chance of Germany be-
ing defeated by this time next
year," and appealed for increased
British production to assist and
strengthen that front. His resig-

nation from the Moscow post de-
pended partly upon his desire to
bring to the British people the
"urgent need" for closer under-
standing with Russia, not only
on immediate questions but also

on the reconstruction of post-

war Europe. His return home has
brought? him into the political

limelight, and it is not unlikely

that he is seeking some position
in the Government, giving him
leeway to act upon the urgency
of the situation. The formation
of a Ministry of Production un-
der Lord Beaverbrook and of the

Pacific War Council has been
reckoned as the first response

to those Government critics who
have been calling for an ex-

panded war effort. It is to be ex-

pected, however, that these critics

—from all the Parliamentary par-

ties—will continue in view oi

the threat which Japan offers to

the East Indies and Australia,

let alone China and India, in spite

WAR COMMENT
(Continued on page 2)
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Prof. Alexander
Is Directing Cast

Of New Production

'Love From A Stranger'

Scheduled To Run
March 2, 3, 4

Is

BY KATE UACDONNELL
The next dramatic production or

the campus, Love FromA Stranger
is well under way. Professor Alex-
ander, as president of the Faculty
Players, is directing the production
With the assistance of Bill Mac-
kenzie, Dr. Alexander is holding
frequent rehearsals, and in two
weeks it is expected that the play
will be a polished production.

Prof. Halperin

Professor J. Halperin is the
Business Manager, and with the
help of Eddie Somppi is looking
after the seating plan, tickets, and
budgeting expenses. Somppi was
one of the production chiefs in the

Glee Club's Pirates of Penzance.

Last year the Drama Guild's im-

portant spring production was
Charley's Aunt, For three nights

Convocation Hall was thronged

with playgoers interested in seeing

this famous farce. Though Love
From A Stranger cannot boast com-
edy, the producer assures us that

it^ spine-tingling thrills will more
than compensate for lack of slap-

stick.

Q.S.A. Meeting

There will be a general

meeting of the Q.S.A. on
Tuesday night at 8 p.m. in

Room 221 of the Library.

All campus clubs are asked
to be sur.e to be officially

represented and students are
invited to attend.

Queen's University-

Uses Crest Based
On Scots Emblem

Tricolor Campaign
Will Close Feb. 18

Owing to increased interest in

this year's Tricolor, the editorial

s;aff has decided to extend the

sales campaign until midnight,

February 18. This will be the stu-

dents' last chance to reserve a

copy of the 1942 edition of the

Queen's Tricolor. It is absolute-

ly necessary that the dollar de-

posit accompany the order now.

The sales staff in each Faculty

is ready to accept orders. The
names of these salesmen are on
the posters on the bulletin boards.

It has been arranged that a copy

of the 1941 Tricolor will be placed

in the Common Room "of the Stu-

dents' Union. The 1942 edition

will be somewhat similar, but

with improvejnents in several

sections designed to increase the

appeal to undergraduates.

BY KEN ARCHIBALD
The Queen's crest isn't something

that just happened; there's a his-

tory behind it. The blue field and
white cross of the Scottish nation
have developed, through the tradi-

tions of heraldry, to the present
Queen's crest.

An old institution or family al-

ways has a simple shield. As a
branch of the family adopts an
arms of its own a "difference" is

added to indicate juniority, borders
being an special mark of a youthful
scion. To one familiar with the

laws of heraldry, the Queen's crest

would be easily understood; for

every part of every crest has its

meaning.

Description

Our arms are an adaptation of
those of Edinburgh University —
our parent university — with a
change in tincture and an important

"difference" added to show our jun-

iority- The field is golden with a
blue St. Andrew's cross and with a

golden book at the intersection of

the arms to denote learning. At
least that's why it's there, applic-

able or not The thistle of the Edin-

Sea Isle Setting

To Form Theme
For Water Follies

Friday And Saturday Are
Dates Set For
Production

Over 1200 Queen's Students

Sign Petition For Scholarships

QUEEN'S CREST
(Continued on page 4)

Newsman To Be

Guest At Banquet

Percy J. Philip Will Speak
To Artsmen

A South Sea Island setting will

feature the Queen's Water Follies

on the 20th and 21st of this month.
This peaceful scene will he as rea-

listic as human hands can make it

- . . replete with palm-trees, sandy
beaches, gentle sea-breezes, and last

but definitely not least, so many
bathing beauties that the audience

will not even miss the usual feature

of a South Sea scene — Dorothy
Lamour and her sarong. Incident-

ally, to replace the wetl-known
sarong there will be scores of smart

new bathing suits in a fashion pa-

rade of 1942's latest models in

feminine water-wear.

Events

Special submarine lighting will

feature every underwater event,

etching each movement indelibly on
a brilliantly lighted back-ground.

Special attractions will be group
swimming, every movement perfect;

spectacular high dives, one of which
will be a "forty foot flamer"; spe-

cial exhibitions of swimming by such

stars as Ruth Cooper, Ada Roberts,

and Doreen Jeffs ; comic relief in

the shape of jesters and clowns ;

and eye-relief, in the shape — and
we do mean shapes — of choruses

of hula-hula girls *ho will be the

WATER FOLLIES
(Continued on page 8)

Red Cross

The Kingston Red Cross

requests all students who
have not been contacted in

connection with their Blood

Donations, to telephone 5000

for an appointment for a

medical examination, a s

there has been much diffi-

culty in reaching mariy vol-

unteers. The Blood Bank
also wishes to thank all

students who have so far

donated blood.

Other Colleges In Ontario
Report Enthusiastic

Response

Delegation Planned

Endless War Rages
Between Landladies

And Paying Guests

McCulloch Contest
Preliminaries Set

BY ALAN HARVEY
Ottawa, Feb. 12—(C.U.P.)—Stu-
dents at Canadian universities who

nu-mbers of the Canadian Offi-

cers' Training Corps or Auxiliary

' ''lining Battalions recognized by
l 'le National Defence Department
Probably will be allowed to carry
0,1 as usual despite new reserve

army regulations, it is learned auth-

oritatively here.

One significant clause in the De-
fence Department's statement last

Friday night announcing the new
r«erve army set-up reads:

—

Service in reserve units will no
°nger exempt from compulsory
Military service men who are liable

to call under the National Resources

Mobilization Act."

As the CO.T.C. and other com-

pulsory military training units or-

ganized by colleges and universities

are considered broadly as part of

the reserve army, this announce-

ment immediately raised the ques-

tion whether university students

would now be liable to call under

the National Resources Mobiliza-

tion Act.

Matter of Policy

The query was directed to De-

fence Headquarters, where it was

learned that the status of university

PARLIAMENT

(Continued on page 2)

Percy J. Philip, noted Ottawa
correspondent for the New York
Times, will speak at the Arts So-
ciety Banquet to be held In Grant

Hall on Saturday, March 2S. Mr.

Philip's experiences as foreign cor-

respondent in London and Paris,

in the opinion of the Society, par-

ticularly qualify him to speak with

authority on current affairs.

Annual Affair

The Arts Society Banquets are

annual affairs, where all Arts men
gather to receive athletic awards,

where executives are praised for

their work, where toasts are made
by undergraduates and many old

songs are sung. The Society con-

siders itself very fortunate in ob-

taining Mr. Philip as speaker for

the evening.

Mr. Philip, whose topic is "You
Can't Get Anything Without! a

Fight." is a Scotsman b> birth, edu-

cation, and temperament. His life

at Oxford during the gay years be-

fore 1914, his experience during

the First Great War, and his work

ARTS' BANQUET
(Continued from page 4)

Four preliminary contests of the

Andrina McCulloch Public Speak-

ing Contest will be held on the

afternoons of March 2, 3, 4, and 5.

They will be held in the Biology

lecture room and Dr. Douglas, Dr.

EstatI and Dr. Angus will be the

judges.

Grouping

The four groups of speakers will

consist of six Science men and one

Arts man, the three Levana can-

didates and four Arts men, six Arts

men and the single Meds candidate,

and seven Arts men.

Quite a number of books on pub-

lic speaking have been placed on

the reserve shelf in the Douglas

Library with several of them spe-

cially recommended by Dr. Angus.

"PIRATES" PERFORMED
FOR MEN IN FORCES

On Thursday evening the Glee

Club presented its operetta "The
Pirates of Penzance," to the men
oi His Majesty's Forces at the

Barriefield and Vimy Camps. The
operetta was played on the stage

of the drill-hall which is com-
pletely equipped with micro-

phones for the public address

system.

Playing the part of Kate

Stanley, Rosabclle Shore replaced

Mary McLeod, in the absence of

"PIRATES'* PERFORMED
(Continued on page 2)

A constant war that has been

waged for years and has never

reached the headlines, (unless it

ends in murder), is the battle of

nerves (or nerve?) between those

whose rooms are rented and those

who rent rooms.

In tlie interests of "Peacemakers

Cooperated," otherwise known as

"Live Longer and Love It or Why
Not Sleep in Snowbanks," the Jour-

nal interviewed a landlady and

roomer in Kingston.

Fifth Columnist

The roomer, who when be con-

ferred with the -reporter, averred

that he preferred to be referred to

as a paying guest, claimed he sus-

pected his landlady of fiftli-colunin

activities. His basis for this scath-

ing remark was that on the sole

occasion on which she dusted his

room, she used his CO.T.C. uni-

form.

Hot water is nothing but a ru-

mor to this roomer. His room is

a space between two walls and he

can close the door but not the key-

hole. Privacy is an unknown word,

just like heat in this rooming house.

In tears, our roomer claimed it

was warm in his room when not

more than an inch of ice was on

the floor. He said his landlord

must be a member of Hitler's S.S.

troops, because every time they met

he sneered and aimed a kick at the

PAYING GUESTS
(Continued on page 2)

The Queen's petition for National

Scholarships had obtained 1054

signatures by last Thursday. The

signatures on Friday, the last day

of the campaign, have not yet been

counted, but are expected to add

about 200 names to the total. The
.results as of Thursday night indi-

cate that 446 students in Arts, 235

Meds and 373 Sciencemen have'

signed the petition. The Commit-

tee estimates that approximately 75

Arts students signed on Friday, and

that the number of Meds signing

is almost the number registered.

Queen's Delegation

There is some possibility that the

campaign might be extended so as

to allow for Friday being a holiday

for the Science faculty. It had
been planned, however, to have the

petition completed so that the dele-

gation from Queen's might take

the signatures to Toronto at the

end of this week in order to pre-

sent them to Premier Hepburn at

the same time as students from
other universities.

1200 SIGN

(Continued from page 6)

Campus Is Setting

For Club Morocco

Night Spot To Open Friday

In Grant Hall

The dance committee for Arts

'44 reported, with il'.-concealed en-

thusiasm, to the Journal yesterday

that their annual year dance is go-

ing to be entirely different from any

other dance held on the campus this

year. As this reporter held his

breath in anticipation, Mr. Eric

Forde, convener for the dance,

blurted forth that the theme of the

year dance will be built around a

modern night club. In fact posters

for the dance will announce the

grand opening of the Club Moroc-

co, this Friday in Grant Hall.

CLUB MOROCCO
(Continued from page 6)

Campus Sketches

The University of New Bruns-

wick, commonly referred to as

U.N.B.. is situated on a hill over-

looking Fredericton, the provin-

cial capital. It has only 350 stu-

dents, but its reputation is re-

markable.

Its Forestry course ranks

second or third on the continent.

It has the first Forest Entom-
ology department in Canada. Its

Science and Engineering students

command the highest respect

everywhere. . Its Arts department

is now very good. The Seniors

are continually being offered

scholarships and jobs. U. N. B.

men arc found all over the world.

Its campus is set above the

city of Fredericton on a sloping

hill which won for it the name
"Up the Hill." Its campus is

studded with trees and paths.

Around a general rectangle are

nine buildings of which one is

a residence. They are all made of

brick except the Arts Building

which is made of granite. Fred-

ericton reminds one more of a big

town than a city. All the streets

are lined with huge trees and
bounding the city is the beautiful

mile-wide St. John River wind-

ing down to the sea. There are no

CAMPUS SKETCHES
(Continued from page 6)
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Notice

! There will be a University Gioir

and String Orchestra practise to-

night in the Biology Lecture Room
!at 7.15.

, ,. ^A, _

Our a9yertfsers (van! YOUR
business—patronize them!

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A.

STUDENT
SPECIALS

in

Tweed Sport Coats

Tweed Suits

YotiU not lirid a finer Selection

of the new patterns, colore and

styles — yet all are moderately

priced. You owe it to yourself

to look them over.

BIBBY'S
Where you buy with confidence

78-80-82-84 Princess St.

TAILS
u

FOR RENT
AND

TUXEDOSALDUS if

ClothesShop Hf
79 Princess St. | I \\

Parliament

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-cbair shop In

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 1772-

W

OPEN ALLEYS

EVERY AFTERNOON
AT POPULAR

MATINEE PRICES

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St

w

RIGHT
IN SCALE

I T H YOU
When filling a prescription we
cannot tilt the scale in your

favor. The ingredients were

specified by your physician in

quantities which his experience

indicated as Correct for your

condition and they must be

RIGHT to the Nth degree of

accuracy. We make sure that

they are through the use of pre-

cision instruments and by pains-

taking care in every measure-
ment.

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

(.Contfcvued from page 1)

students under the new regulations

is a "matter of policy" how being

worked out by the government and

that an announcement clarifying the

situation may he expected shortly.

But in .other informed quarters

it was said there is little likelihood

of any change in existing arrange-

ments between the universities and

the Defence Department.

"I do not believe any change is

contemplated in the present set-

up," one military spokesman said.

"We are getting good officer ma-

terial from the universities and it

would hardly seem logical to do

anything that might interfere with

this."

Another official belief was that

univTrsitiej would be drained of

their best men if students now ful-

filling allotted military training quo-

tas as members of the C.O.T.C. or

equivalent units were made liable

for four months' compulsory mili-

tary training and subsequently for

service in uniform within Canada

or its territorial waters as long as

the war may last.

Older Men Wanted

New rules laid down for the re-

^efve
rarmV imply at least two things

respecting enlistments — that the

reserve itself will he constituted in-

creasingly from older age brackets

and that more men may be subject

to call for, service under the Re-

sources Mobilization Act.

Voluntary enlistments in the Re-

serve now are restricted to men

under 19 and over 35, except for

men unfit for service overseas or

exempt from Active Service be-

cause they are key men in war in-

dustry.

Thus, as things now stand, the

only way a. man between 26 and

35 can obtain a uniform is b\ epi

listing for Active Service. The Re :

serve won't take him and he's too

old to be called under the Resources

^I-biLtz£ti;ri Act as it is applied

now.
,

The Army has made it plain that

it will welcome men in these age

groups for Active Service. There

have been hints, too, that the call-

up age for compulsory service in

Canada must be extended to include

these age categories.

Reserve Revitalized

Under Brigadier Ralph Burgess

Gibson, Assistant Chief of the Gen-

eral Staff who received a degree in

nbscntia from the University of

Toronto .25 years ago, Defence

Headquarters contemplates a more

active role for the Reserve, hopes

to shape it into an effective fight-

ing force- with specific defence du-

ties in Canada.

Since the war began the Reserve

has been a stragglirig last at the

Army's equipment counter, crowd-

ed out by more pretentious custoin-t

ers because of the general equip-

ment shortage. Now, it is under-

stood, the shortage is gradually bp-:

ing overcome and the' Army pro

[fuses "modern weapons" will be

provided to give the Reserve the

fighting power it needs,

This guy has iust realized that his studies* have kept him from

writing home for several weeks. A sudden interest in his parents

health, and pecuniary matters, have inspired him to answer that

pile of letters. , .—John Straiton.

Paying Guests "Pirates" Performed

Eight To The Bar
BY STU ROBERTSON

Leaving the news desk to those

who know something: about it, we

return to print in our own de-

partment. Sic semper tyrannis

!

Uncle Sam has taken a number

of outstanding: musicians under

his wing. Tommy Dorsey's band

has been most severely hit. Joey

Bushkin, pianist, and one of Dor-

sey's outstanding side-men, has

been inducted into the ranks,

while Ziggy Elman and Buddy

Rich, trumpeter and drummer

extraordinary in the organization,

are reported doe for the colors

soon. Jack Leonard, ex-songster

of the Dorsey band, is back in the

army as a' sergeant after Jtwo

months' leave. Howard Pulany.

ex-Krupa vocalist is now one of

Uncle Sam's nephews. It seems

that in order to get a job nowa-

days, a muskrian's prime requisite

is marriage. One or two children

and the job's a pipe.

According to "Down Beat"

Fats Waller's Carnegie Hall de-

but laid an egg. Apparently Fats

was over-awed by the hall and its

traditions, and suffered from

stage-fright. Even the addition

of Gene Krupa, Pee-Wee Russell,

Bud Freeman and John Kirby,

who ran onto the stage for the

last number, failed to produce

the desired results. Some of the

boys didn't even know the Star

Spangled Banner.

Another good band team

breaks up this week when Ray
McKinley, ace drummer, singer

.nd co-leader, leaves Will Brad-

ley to form his own organization.

Each seems optimistic at this

point but we can't help thinking

of other top side-men whose

careers passed their zenith when

they joined the ranks of the lead-

ers.

Tommy Dorsey has signed a

recording contract with Victor

at $1250 a side. This is said to

be the highest price ever paid,

exceeding that paid to Jimmy

Dorsey. Glenn Miller, and Artie

Shaw.

Glenn Miller's "Chattanooga

Choo-Choo" has sold over a

million copies, the largest sales

of any record since Gene Austin's

"My Blue Heaven." All 'royalties

from -the disc go to the Presi :

dent's Infantile Paralysis Fund.

Last Tuesday's meeting of the

Queen's Swing Club was the

most successful to date, as far

as your columnist (who arrived

late, as usual), could ascertain

They were sitting on chairs, di

vans, boards, and on the floor

Some brought their knitting

o.hers their books, and other;

just the inclination. It seems the

majority were not amazed by

Count Basie, but went more for

the better known platters of Mil

let, Shaw, Goodman and Gray

Those responsible plan another

of these popular swing sessions

as soon as possible. Let's make it

Standing Room Only.

(Continued from page 1)

nearest part, of our .friend's ana-

tomy. (He showed the welts and

scars to prove this statement.) All

in all, the, life of a roomer was one

of pain and sorrow, loneliness an<J

grief, godlessness and goodlessness.

Hurrah!

But there is another side to this

sad story. Always trying to be

fair, the Journal reporter left 'Un-

broken-hearted roomer and timidly

ventured to interview a landlady.

Approaching and encroaching up-

on sacred property the reporter

finally managed to crawl up a set

of limestone steps. He rang the

doorbell, and was met with growls,

curses, a double-barrelled shot gun

and a broom, in the hands of a land-

lady and landlord. Informed of his

purpose, the room-renting couple

smiled and asked him in, saying

they,had mistaken him for the man

collecting the gas bill Having plied

the reporter with tea and crumpets,

both landlady and landlord gave

the true facts, punctuated with

uch kicking of shins under the

table.

Liars!

Their rooms, they claimed, were

of the highest standard, all being

the third floor. Heat was plen-

tifully supplied by a huge stove in

the kitchen, and the kitchen door

was always kept open (an inch or

two). There was always lots of

hot water, all in the kettle on the

stove, of course. Bedding was

changed regularly (from one bed

to another). The rooms were all

dusted every day by the wind blow-

ng in the open windows. (There

was no glass in them,) Many and

complete were the reasons why this

landlady and landlord were re-

nowned for their fine rooms, ac-

ovding to themselves. What could

the reporter do* but believe them,

with the shot gun aimed at his

head, the boiling hot tea pot hung

on a string over his neck and the

ferocious watchdog gloating over

the prospect of a fresh pair of

trousers.

Tough!

Promising to print the truth, the

reporter was finally escorted to the

door and ejected forcibly. He was

delivered to the Journal offices in

an ambulance, and before he died

he gave us this stirring story of

the love lost between roomers and

their tormentors.

(Contiriued from page 1)

[the latter. Owing to the a£sen|c

of two members, two new re-

cruits were 1 pressed into service

to Uphold i lie traditions of the

chorus of the police. Dr. Angus,

producer, gf the operetta, and

Stew Webster, president of the

Drama Guild, made their oper-

atic debut, filling the breach with

a new touch of comedy.

The entire cast, production

staff and make-up artists were

entertained in the officers' mess

with a sing-song and refresh-

ments, as guests of the officers

of the Signals and Ordnance

Corps.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

If**?

Imagine a pencil line

thirty-five milee long!
Well, the lead in every
MIKADO pencil will

make a distinct black
line over '35 miles long

by actual test. MIKADO
is miles,ahead of other

pencils in durability,

also in Strength and
smoothness it leaves
them far behind.

Sc each — 60c per dev.

MADE IN CANADA

Intramural B. & W. Draw

Two rookie, pilots were on their

first cross-country flight:

"Everything O.K.?" asked num-
ber one, with a note of concern in

his voice.

"Certainly," said number
1

two,

"Why"?"

"Oh nothing, except I see' land

overhead."

-BOX

All those producing Fri-

day night ticket stubs to the
Water Follies, may attend

the C lub Mprocco at Grant
Hall for $ LOO per couple.'

Today

:

Boxing Semi-Finals:

4.30 p.m.-

son, Sc. '44

"46.

4.45 p.m.—155 lbs.

Sc. '43, vs B. Cronk,

5.00 p.m.—155 lbs.

Sc. '43. vs A. Follow

5.15 p.m.— 165 lbs.

155 lbs.— R. Haflid-

vs R. Smylic, Meds

r, Schuett,

rds '47.

I. Bonne!!,

5c '44.
'

S. Halme

Sc. '44, vs H. Aims, Arts '45.

•S.30 p.m.— 145 lbs— F. DeLuc-

M. Baldwin, Meds '44.

Hi lbs.— D. Watson.

ca, Sc. '44s

5.45 p.m

Sc'43, vs J. Farrell, Sc. '44.

6:00 p.m.—135 'lbs.—A. Moore
Meds '46, vs D. MacKenzie, Art:

•43. ;
'

'

; 6.15 p.m.— 155 lbs.—Winner Ha
flidsoti-Srny'ie vs B, McCaffrey, Sc.

'45:

&3G p.rri. _ 15 li. -

Schuett-Cronk vs Winner Bonnell-

Follows.

The boxing and wrestling finals

will be run off tomorrow night

Note: All contestants must report

at the ringside and weigh in im-

mediately before each bout right

. through the: tournament; and if

d at

the time specified above, he will

forfeit his bout. There will

absolutely no extensions
changes.

Bird in Tree: Here comes that

farmer who chased us out of his

garden yesterday. I wonder if he

will, recognize us?.

Second Bird: I don't know. 'I'll

see if I can ea'tch his eye.

Go-ed: "No we mustn't—Didn't

you know the dean has stopped

necking ?"

Freshman : "First thing you know
he will be asking the students to

stop." 4-15
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"Where the Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Clean Heated Cobs

PHONE

112
We Meet AH Trains

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

THEATRE
LINE-Lt>

TYPING
Essays, Theses, and Pathology Cases.
Eight cents per double-spaced page,

12 cents per single-spaced page.
Mimeographing: prices on application.

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson Street

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY

for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

i- -<•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

BILTMORE
Paul Muni returns to the local

screen in a revival of one of his
earliest films — Scarface. Though
made in 1931, when the movies still

had much to learn technically about
the making of talking pictures, this
him nevertheless must be ranked
as one of the best of the last de-
cade, and is certainly worth seeing
whether for the first or second time.

The picture is dominated by Muni's
virile and vehement acting; as Tony
Camonte, who rises to the top of
Chicago's underworld, he is as men-
acing a murderer as the screen

ever saw.

At the outset Tony is second
in command to the big boss, Lovo,
played by Osgood Perkins, but he
not only has his eye on becoming
number one, hut he also reveals a
liking for Lovo's girl — Karen
Morley. Taking a tourist adver-

tisement that reads, "The World
is Yours," for his motto, he decides

to humble the boss by disobeying

orders. From here on the bullets

fly, and bodies fall with amazing

rapidity. Limited space prevents

any complete discussion of the plot,

but sufficient to say it holds your

interest to the finish. Scarface is

a stirring picture, effectively di-

rected and capably acted, but as

was once said of The Covered Wa-
gon, that it was all very well if you
liked wagons, so this is an excellent

diversion for those who like to take

time off to study the activities of

Chicago gangsters.

Muni is at his best. Osgood Per-

kins is thoroughly forbidding as

Lovo, and in the supporting cast

you'll find George Raft, Boris Kar-

loff— and Ann Dvorak as the jazz

baby (1931 style), who knew what

she wanted, and got it.

The added feature is Sky Devils,

one of Spencer Tracy's first film

— a rather primitive version of the

recent Keep Them Flying. In all

two hundred minutes of solid en-

tertainment. B+
—M.W.E.
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And it didst come to pass that

on Maid Marion's return for the

feast of the Fac on the Ides of

Pisces all was readiness, and
setting simulating Maid Marion':

home didst her warriors disport

themselves as is their custom on
tin's annual great occasion.

And the fair Maid didst call her

engineers to her, the Rut, the Strong
Arm, the Tun of Buns, the accur

ate Gage and the Liddle Art say

"My merry warriors, thou hast

done indeed as I didst order thee

in the instructions left in the nine

metal boxes — yea and your re

ward is not far-distant. For ere

two moons more, at a ceremony
that shall be marked with much
sweet sorrow — yea, ,even at the

Ceremony of the Iron Ring -
thee, my mighty men of four two
in the land of Queenz in the city

of Kin shall come the greatest re

ward that the land of Queenz has

to offer its most deserving inhabit

ants."

And the mighty men didst pon
der with mixed feelings over these

utterances and didst recall to mind
with deep regret that soon they are

to leave the land of Queenz to dis

classic cinema device of the chase

is excellent. Here is the best film

to come from the British studios

in many a day. A—

GRAND

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

1» Wellington St. Phoar 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

'74 Princess St Opp. Roy York Caf«

GOiURDIERS
rues

78 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

phone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon

274 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop
,d* Van Cheat Maude Wigai

TIVOLI
Today only, Ida Lupino and John

Garfield in Out of the Fog, and

Rita Hayworth in Homicide Bu-

reau.

Wednesday and Thursday, /

Want a Divorce, with Joan Blon-

dell and Dick Powell, and a cow-

boy picture, Cherokee Strip.

O D E O N

Tuesday and Wednesday, M. G
Mi's version of the mystery-comedy

play Mr. and Mrs. North. Grade
Allen plays Mrs. North whose in

ane chatter causes the police to sus

pect Mr. North of murder when
a corpse is found in their apart

ment. A second death adds fur

ther suspicion and fun to the film

which has a happy ending.

George Burns, Gracie's off-stage

husband is not with her in this

movie. Another interesting fact

concerns Miss Allen's clothes which

make the five-foot comedienne look

taller and almost charming, Oblig

ing Young Lady, with Joan Car

roll, Edmond O'Brien and Rutl

Warrick, is the added attraction

C-h

Coming: Wild Bill Htcock Rides

Again.

CAPITOL

It was the summer before last

that Michael Powell, 'one of Eng

land's top film directors, his pro

duclion staff, and a handful of

actors arrived here to make 49th

Parallel, with the benediction of

the British Government. He had

an idea for a film showing the at

tempted escape of six Nazis from

a U-boat sunk in northern waters,

down through Canada to the safety

of the LTnited States. Since then

circumstances have altered so that

his Nazis would find little refuge

below the 49th parallel, but the

real theme, the conflict of the Nazi

idea with the Canadian way of

thinking remains unchanged. Out

of this* material Mr. Powell has

made a thoughtful and exciting

motion picture, starring some of

England's best players, Lawrence

Olivier Ravmond Massey. Leslie

Howard and Anton Walbrook.

Riioni these four, the Naz learn

of life.
about the democratic way

The acting of Hie entire cast is

first rate; the plot, based on the

Suspicion, now playing at the

Capitol, is a film well worth seeing,

not only for the renowned Hitch-

cock touch, but also for excellent

performances by Joan Fontaine and

Cary Grant. The story concerns a

wealthy young girl, who marries

a charming and ingratiating young

man of whom she knows very little.

Piece by piece, little incidents pile

up, that make her believe he has

married her for her money, and

later cause her to suspect that he

is going to murder her. She finds

herself wondering about such things

as whether a drink he brings to

her is poisoned, and in many other

ways, suspicion of him springs up

in her mind. Yet she is never sure

enough to take any action ; and he

always has an explanation.

Hitchcock's direction is excellent

—the suspense builds up to a ter-

rific tension. The only criticism is

that the film reaches rather an un-

satisfactory, wishy - washy finish.

The film wquld be much stronger

if it did not attempt to compromise

I v having a happy ending. A—
—D.S.W

semmate the doctrines of Scienz in

lands far-flung from the city of

Kin — yea from pitchblende mines
in the Artie circle to refineries

in the land of Road Easia.

And it has come to pass that

sabotage has broken out in the

land of Queenz and the record of

this scribe of Scienz on the walls

o£ our caves has been altered and
mutilated.

Yea — and the saboteur is not

yet found though the crooks and
crannies in the Jernal Offiz have

been investigated. For on a day
prior to the for mal of the men of

Scienz there was made mention of

those men of Scienz who wouldst

invade the Jernal Offiz on the day

of Woden.

And as it was chiselled into the

living rock in the halls of Scienz

so did it not appear for the inhabit-

ants of Queenz to marvel at — the

word plug didst appear in the midst

of that which didst mention the

names of the invaders.

For this record is not written to

plug anything and Maid Marion

would wax wroth should it degen-

erate to the expression of such self-

ish desires.

And at the for mal it was over

heard: "Verily, verily, as I see be

fore me the fountoin of Maid Mar
ion has stopped its flow."

"Yea, verily," was the spontan

pus reply, "supernatural though

Maid Marion may be, she cannot

hold out forever."

And the significance of such con

versation didst escape this scribe

who didst wonder and wonder .

Bui the men of Scienz are warned

to watch the remarks that doth ap

pear under this head ere evil-wish

ers do attempt to, pull the wool

their eyes thereover.

THE ASTRONOMER

Not all the day, the endless

night, not all

—

It is not all, this world to which

we cling

Our hearts grope out beyond

imagining

Whispering, and hoping, that it

is not all.

Beyond the stars, that in their

measured course

Swing in a blackness like a poiar

tide

there but space, or is there else

beside,

Or has that infinite sea no other

shores?"

Restlessly watching, as the slow

earth turns .

Seeking in its movement, some
deep-hidden art

could not see, deep in a wo-

man's eyes,

(So like the dark, cool space

where starlight burns)

High heaven, a peace to heal an

aimless heart

r\nd love, star bright, and in-

finitely wise.

—Barrie Jack.

The New Dover Men's Suits
You will feel well dressed in this new range of up-to-the-

minute Men's Suits, Fancy and Plain English Worsteds, in

double and single-breasted styles. The ever popular all wool

tweeds in the new single breasted three-button style. See

this smart array of the finest suits DOVER'S have ever

shown.

123 Princess St. Phone 5020

McGALL'S RESTAURANT
"The Better Place to Eat"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

RETREAT TO BE HELD

BY S.C.M. ON SUNDAY

Science Issue

The Science Editor

i acknowledge an

rishes

error

which occurred in last Fri-

day's edition, in the column

entitled "Free Speech." This

column was not written by

Mr, Ian Patterson, but mere-

ly brought into the office

by him, for publication.

The S.C.M. will hold a one-

day retreat next Sunday, at Pro-

fessor Miller's farm beyond Ports-

mouth. This will take the place

of the proposed week-end camp

hich was found impossible. Dr.

Gregory Vlastos will be the

speaker at both sessions; hi

theme will be "The Message of

Jesus."

It is planned to leave Kings-

ton in the morning so as to ar-

rive by 11.30. Two meals will

be eaten there, and the total

cost per person is estimated at

between 50 and 75 cents, Mem-
bers will go out on foot or by

car, and return by bus about

10.30 p.m. Those who have skis

bould bring them if the weather

is suitable, as some free time will

he available in the afternoon.

All those who plan to attend

should contact some member of

the executive by Thursday even-

ing.

He—Which do you like hest;

the sentimental type of college

hoys who want to neck, or the

other kind?
. .j— J. . ... ~-*arr'•v

'

She—What'other kind'r

Dear Ed: ' 1

"Advice to Lovelorn" seems to

grace

A good deal of your column space.

A certain prof., a lady killer,

Is subject of a lot of filler.

It seems to me a lot of co-eda

(If you ask rrn, a bunch of dough-

heads)

Consider love like mathematics,

A hunch of figuring fanatics,

And think that men are really pie

To be entrapped by formulae.

It's not like tliat, my gentle doves.

They should be handled with kid

gloves.

Now first of all your faces dear

Should always have complexion

clear,

And always have their coats of

paint

To make you look like what you

ain't.

Then love will come as sure as

taxes

And shivering thrills will cool your

backses.

Then you'll marry, get your wishes.

And pass your life in doing dishes.

—One Who Knows.

"And speaking of roads," said

Gus, as he drove down the side

road ,

'

'Here's a good p I acc to

stop-

Said she; "You mean here's a

good place to start I"
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Disunion Now!

In an editorial dated last month, the Toronto Globe and Mail

cried: "It is time for those who talk of disunity in Canada to

SW up."—This, in the heat of the campaign for con-
put up or

scription.

Oddly enough, that same campaign

Official Notices

Cowan Foundation No. I

A prize of $20 in cash will be

awarded to the student who sub-

mits the best essay under examina-

tion conditions on one of a list of

topics within the field of Political

and Economic Science.

Each candidate may select one

from a list of topics submitted to

him at die time of the competition.

The list will be a comprehensive

one, including topics of both theo-

retical and practical interest, such

that a well-read student should find

several topics suited to his know-

ledge ;md interests.

The competition will be held on

Saturday, February 28, from 2 p.

m. to 5 p.m. in Room 100 of the

New Arts Building.

has since served to do a

great deal of putting up. While one group championed what it

claimed to be the cause of all Canada, others fell into bitter op-

position. Stresses and strains within the Dominion were revealed

with startling clarity. And now, no Canadian can truthfully claim

that his nation is completely at one.

This points to an astonishing lack of perception on the part

of those who so vigorously pushed the selective service issue to

the foreground. In their rather ungentle handling of a question

vital to all Canada, it was inevitable that they should antagonize

factions not in perfect harmony with their own. Regardless of

whether conscription is a good thing, it is an extremely touchy

subject—a sort of dynamite which might well blow Canada into

political fragments. Such explosives should be set off only by

someone who knows where everyone else stands . . . Alone

qualified to see at a glance the whole political landscape, are

those who stand on Parliament Hill in Ottawa. It might have

been better if they had been left to detonate the dynamite at their

discretion; or at least if pressure had been applied without all the

fanfare that was raised.

Canada is far from being naturally a nation. Various economic

and social forces are represented by the Maritimes, French Canada,

Ontario, the Prairie Provinces and British Columbia. These war-

ring forces meet in Ottawa; and a sort of compromise is there

effected.

The very fact that this compromise has been maintained,

would Stem to indicate that the Government deserves more credit

than it is getting. Few people realize how great is the task of

maintaining what they consider, all too lightly, the normal state

of affairs. Moreover, most people are too prone to regard any

given action of the Government as weak and incomplete ;
whereas

in fact the ultimate course must be such as to take into account

the differing interests of all concerned—again, the compromise.

Obviously, in such a situation no single party can expect complete

satisfaction.

It is in this last connection that some Ontarians in particular

seem to show a great lack of insight. There seems to have grown

up a group, intimately connected with the government of this

province, that expects the Dominion to be run to suit Ontario,

refuses to recognize the opinions or even the existence of other

groups, and perpetually Vails at the King Government. As has

been admirably demonstrated in connection with the conscription

issue, this attitude is bound to lead to ill-feeling, particularly on

the pan of such a large and eminently different section as Quebec.

The reaction of other provinces to such Ontario-bred issues, will

depend upon the nature of the issues themselves . . . This, more

than a mere question of political ethics, may well lie at the root

of the coming plebiscite.

The sharp division of opinion which justifies this plebiscite

is illustrated by the contrast between the opinions expressed in

the Toronto papers and those set forth in various French-

Canadian journals. For example, we have at hand an editorial

from the Montreal University's Le Quarticr Latin, from which ex-

cerpts follow in translation: "Despite the protestations of a few
ultra-loyalists who clamor very noisily to make us believe wrongly
that they represent the opinion of the whole Anglo-Saxon ele-

ment in the country, persons of good faith know that the Pro-
vince of Quebec has so far responded very generously to the de-
mands of our government, since 1939 ... on condition that we be"

not conscripted for overseas . . . We want to stay here to be
in a position to defend our country . , . We will not free the Gov-
ernment from its promises . . ." Above the editorial is the caption

:

"Au Plebiscite—Vne Settle Rlponse ~ NON." Right or wrong, this

certainly betrays strong feeling.

It is extremely regrettable, particularly when the nation's
life may well depend upon a concerted effort, that this deep-
seated division is not more generally and more carefully con-
sidered. Rather than treading upon the toes of his neighbors,
every Canadian should now, if never before, be co-operating with
them, Blatant criticism of the Government for none other than
political reasons, and the stirring up of issues that may make
the danger of disunion a real and iinmiment one, are not co-
operative measures. Tact and judgment Should be most minutely

Examination Time-Table

Faculty of Appled Science

The attention of students in the

Faculty of Applied Science is call-

ed to the first draft of the April

examination time-table posted on

the official bulletin board in the

Douglas Library- Conflicts or

omissions must be reported at once

lo the Registrar.

Examination Time-Table

Faculty of Arts

The attention of students in the

Faculty of Arts is called to the

April examination time-table.

Letters to The Editor

Editor:

The Queen's Journal,

Dear Sir

:

While the worthwhile plan of

National Scholarships has been
meeting with approval on our cam-

pus, and the principles involved

are fresh in our minds, let us look

a little beyond.

While it is admitted that there

are students who will otherwise

find it impossible to continue their

education, one big problem has re-

mained untouched, and unmention-

ed. That problem is Parent Educa-

tion. Think of the numbers of bril-

liant minds strangled not only upon

graduation from High School, but

back in the Public Schools as well,

simply because of the attitude of

the parents and the failure of these

parents to prepare, and sacrifice if

need be, for their children's higher

education. Parent Education is

needed particularly in rural areas

—and I have seen several gradu-

ates of Queen's who would not en-

courage their children to go to Uni-

versity, or who would pass it off

:

"we really can't afford to send him

you know . . . (there is a new car

to buy — and he really would be

belter off working)."

Then "Let us start at home," and

.as the parents of to-morrow, let us

do all we can personally to assure

our children of a University edu

cotion . . . and at least attempt to

reason with some reluctant parent,

whose child might have a chance

to go on. It will also mean that

the National Scholarship plan will

get cooperation, and will have its

roots deeply set.

Yours sincerely,

G. D. DIES.

Chemistry Club

Dr. Merchant, of the

Chemistry stajf of Queen's,

will address the members of

the C.I.C., Queen's Branch,

on Thursday afternoon at 4

o'clock in Room 310, Gordon

Hall. The subject of his ad-

dress will be " 'Bios' Growth

Factors For Yeast:"

All students interested are

invited to attend. Refresh-

ment* will he served at the

meeting. B.Y.O.B. — bring

your own beaker.

Queen's Crest

(Continued from page 1)

burgh crest remains but the rock

and castle of the City of Edinburgh

disappear and in their stead are

a rose, a shamrock, and to give that

Canadian touch, a pine tree.

Around die whole shield is a

border of red garnished with

crowns. The line of descent is

clear — the blue field and white

cross of the Scottish nation; the

silver field and blue cross of the

University of Edinburgh ; the gold-

en field and blue cross with the

red border of Queen's.

It is interesting to note that the

colors of the University are adapted

from the crest — the gold, the blue,

and the red.

Arts Banquet

(Continued from page 1)

as a correspondent in Europe until

1940 have all combined to give him

an exceptional insight into foreign

affairs.

Now in the Press Gallery at Ot-

tawa, Mr. Philip is fast becoming

acquainted with Canadian problems

and ambitions. It is the speaker's

personal conviction that life should

be enjoyed to the full, and that per-

sonal happiness is more important

to the individual than affairs of

state. Because Hitler has put gov-

ernment and state above the indi-

vidual, Mr. Philip feels that the

present war is justified.

Tickets

Tickets for the banquet, priced at

fifty cents, will soon be on sale.

Artsmen are reminded that part of

the cost of the banquet is included

in their annual dues. The committe

in charge consists of Bud Bolton,

Ross Preston, Jim Richardson,

Stew Webster and Norm Rogers

(convener).

exercised.

Let it be emphasized again, that e do not attempt to discuss

Radio Programs

Tuesday, February 17
—"Fron

tenac County War Program. Mr
A. W. Sirrett.

Wednesday, February 18 —
"Our Job." Mrs. Geo. D. Galway.

Thursday, February 19 —
Vocai Recital. Mr. Harold Wil-

liamson.

Friday, February 20—Mr. E. C.

Kyte.

These programs are on CFRC
from 7.15-7.30 p.m.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Teacher: Jimmie, what's a penin-

sula?

Jimmie—A rubber neck.

Teacher—No it's a neck running

out to sea.

Jimmie—Well, that's a rubber

neck, isn't it?

the merits of conscription as such. We hold it up merely as an
example. The manner in which the recent campaign for it was
conducted, we consider a prime example of how to create a

serious split in Canada. Probably the most desirable attitude

would be one neither of violence nor of undue submissivencss

;

but it would certainly involve readiness to make sacrifices not

only toward the war effort, but toward consideration of fellow-

Canadians.

IP THE DISCUS THKOWER COUID TA1K—

•fto going to throw ttib thlnn owoy ond bav« a Sw««t Oiv*

SWEET CAPORAL CIGARETTES
••The purest Jorm m which tehacco can fif tmoknL*

OFFICERS' UNIFORMS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

FOR ARMY - AIR FORCE & NAVY

103 Princess Street Phone 3542

AGENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES

TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS COSMETICS

CAMERA SUPPLIES LUNCHES

Cor. Johnson & Division Sts. Telephone 188

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street ipohmmu sw«Ffnm»i Phone 1941

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Slide

Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used Book

Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL. SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

STUDENTS
Hclcnr d/Baitm's beauty 9alou

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHCR

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE Z"0

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE

RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printine a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MADKISCN STUDIO
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

We supply everything — Make your appointment now

for portraits and groups

92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones: 676 -620
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Annual B&W Assault-At-Arms
Being Fought Here This Week
Club Has Been Hampered

By Lack Of Facilities

For Training

Entries Sought

The annual Intramural Assault-

at-Arms began yesterday. The
remaining preliminaries will be
fought out this afternoon and
the finals will come off tomorrow.

The Boxing and Wrestling

Club is regretful that it could

not keep the nearly fifty stu-

dent 1
- who turned out for

first few meetings. But

SKI SLANTS
IAHY PATERSON

AH aboard for St. Adele — at
least — hold it everyone — after
.that $14.00 balance is handed in

—By tonight (please). After that
total calamity—just a week and
a half—in which time no one of
the lucky 55 or so, is supposed
to be seen — that is (hastily)

you're expected to be studying.
It is rcpor.ed that any text-books

the [seen on the trip will be given a

;n large and joyful funeral — and

Page $

SPORTS

CNCC OVER LIGHTLY
KEN BROWN

>u ?
h
* ba

L
Bketba11

,
schedule headed down the home stretch last week asthe teams began the second and final tour of the local circuit.

In the Junior series the Tricolor kids have already sewed np thechampionship for the second straight year. They are now shooting for anew scoring record to top the scoring spree of last year's team.
The Intermediate group is far from settled at this junc«tfS~with only

the Aluminum Plant definitely out of the running. The Queen's quintetand the Combines are reposing or the top rung with four wins and a
defeat apiece, while the Garrison and R.M.C. are still
distance.

within striking

face

caps

of

due

the decided

to restricted

handi-
(

that doesn't mean that this is

training invitation for everyone to bring

facilities and interference caused '

armil, ' s °' hooks

".by C.O.T.C. training, academic
activities and general lack of in-

terest, the club has done very
well. On December 5 an exhibi-

tion of boxing and wrestling was
held in the gym before a packed
house and the fans went away
well satisfied with the show. As
a result of this card the club was
able to turn over the entire pro-

ceeds amounting to 140 dollars

lo the Q.W.A.C.

Executive

,

The activities of the organiza-

tion are in the hands of a capable,

executive. Guided by the Honor-
ary President, Jack Day, the club

has always managed to steer

through discouragements and es-

pecially the difficulty caused by
lack of training facilities. Con-
cerning Pete Cain, the President,

we will only remind you of the

efforts lie has put forth in the in-

4kl

The trip will leave Kingston
on Friday night and return about
two a.m. on Monday—just in time
to make Phil. 1. at 9j.m.
See Bob Hammond for par

ticulars.

Stop Press—The "kids" had a
wonderful time at Gananoque
Sunday! Stray skiers were seen
going in various directions, but
most people found the weather
— again — inappropriate (gentle

grinding of teeth)

!

Instructors

The regular training quarters

which were available in former
years are now being used for

other purposes, and this per-

haps, is partly the cause of poor
turnouts for training. Competent
instructors are on hand, however,
every afternoon, to help the

novices, with Ira Brown and
Johnny MacNeil in charge of the
wrestling', and Pete Cain, Ron
Haflidson and Leo McDonald as

boxing coaches. There is no per-

manent ring, which is sadly

missed, but a corner of the gym
is reserved for an hour every af-

ternoon and there is every op-

portunity afforded for a gooc
workout.

T
*?
e bat'le

- however, seems to simmer down to the present leaders.The Combines have found little difficulty in erasing every squad except
the Gaels while Queen's bowed to (he Garrison in one of their weaker
moments.

Peterborough will provide the first round opposition for the Inter,
mediate champions with the total round games to be played on March 4and 7 with the first game in Quakertown.

u .J'n"
n0

E
kn0wn if a Junior team will play in the Ontario Playdowns as

both Queens Juniors and Intermediates would not be allowed to advance
past the city groups. •

The Combines were forced to cancel their basketball dance on Satur-
day night as five of the Ottawa University squad were down with the flu
The local management tried to secure Peterborough as a substitute but
unfortunately they were booked for two weeks in advance.

The Queen's Juniors put on a classy show for the gallery in their
exhibition match when they trimmed a game but Inexperienced Oshawa.
Collegiate team. An interesting sidelight of the struggle was the appearance
of three missionaries sons born in India, Japan and China, in the Motor

y lineup. Another dark-haired guard haila from Poland, There was even
a Canadian on the lanky squad.

The Water Follies has been creating more than a little interest about
Uie campus in the last couple of weeks. The product to be presented
fnday and Saturday evenings (plug) has all the earmarks of a Billy Rose
extravaganza. Rose's Aquacade which was the biggest single attraction at
the New York World's Fair averaged over 300.000 attendances per day
during Us two year stand.

He presented a galaxy of mermaids and navigators weaving intricate
patterns in the huge pool, with the aid of a myriad of colored under-
water lights, fireworks at night, gushing fountains and such Hollywood
luminaries as Johnny "Tarzan" Weismuller and Elanor Holm Jarrett Rose.

The local Billy Rose.'Wally Berry, sans stogie and hard skimmer won't
be able to squeeze in any 300,000 payees, present fireworks (except for the
burning hoop) or specially imported flicker folk but he does have the comely
curves and male menaces to grace the bathing suits. Naturally the subsurface
glimmers, in technicolor, slapstick comedy, a Dotphinette touch in orna-
mental swimming, hula dancing and—well, I even think I'll take it in I
should keep my big fat mouth shut,

The Kingston Combines were dealt one more dirty deal before packing
away the equipment for the year last week when Hamilton did not appear
at Port Colbonie for a scheduled game. Under a league constitution such
an act should disbar the offending team from future games. This would have
meant that the locals would move up into a playoff spot.

However with the aid of $800 and the honeyed-tongue of the Mountain
City monguls a special clause which gave the sub-committee authority to
change the constitution was presented. Hamilton was forgiven and Port
Colbome pocketed the money for having to refund the 1,700 people who
turned out to the last game.

The Intramural Boxing and Wrestling matches were billed for yester-
day, today and tomorrow. A large entry list has been posted and every
event will be contested with some events having as many as six entries.

The wrestling preliminaries were played off yesterday and the boxing
comes off today from 4 to 7 p.m. Wednesday night will sec the finals in
both boxing and wrestling in the specially constructed ring.

Journal Jerks Fling Challenge

In Teeth Of Ban Righ Blimps

RINGSIDE
REFEREE

BY ROLY BARNSLEY

Not only is

opportunity for

this event an

individual per-

formance, but it offers everyone

a chance to win as much as 200
points for his year in the race for

the Bews Trophy. As entrance

is-' restricted to novices, all the

bouts are fairly and evenly

matched. Last year a good show-
ing was made with 40 entries

and, considering the pressure of

other activities, there has been

a good response this year.

Junior Cage Team Combines Quintet

RON HAFLIDSON

terests of the members, and as a

regular boxing coach is lacking,

he has capably filled the role of

instructor.

The Vice-President, Ron
1 taflidson, is to be commend-
cd for the effort and time spent

in developing some of the young-
er members. In the December
»iatch Ron proved his worth as

a first class boxer by fighting

to a draw with Frankie Smith,

^'ho is reputedly the top-ranking

amateur of the district. Roly

Barnsley, Secretary, has made a

stellar job of keeping its activities

' n print. Ernie Miron, in spite

°f his pressing activities as a

f'Jiirth-year student, has proven
*ii invaluaible Manager, as shown
V his organization of the De-
Cl-'nber match.

B. 6. Standings

E.O.B.A. Intermediate

Combines . .

Queen's . . .

Garrison . .

R.M.C. . . .

Aluminum Co.

L F A
1 225 148

1 199 155

3 211 219

3 131 134

4 95 190

Dunks Motor City

Oshawa Collegiate Loses By
73-10 Tally

E.O.B.A. Junior

W L F A Pts

Queen's .... 5 0 350 163 10

Y.M.C.A. ... 3 2 209 237 6

K.C.V.1 2 3 149 153 4

R.A.F 0 5 151 259 0

He: "Do you know the secret

of popularity?"

She: "Yes, but Mother said

mustn't."—M.I.T. Voo Doo.

Table Tennis

All third round matches

in the men's Intramural

table tennis tournament

must be completed by

Thursday, February 19. No

extensions.

The Oshawa Collegiate took

an awful licking on Saturday

night at the hands of the Queen's

Juniors 73-10 in an exhibition

game.

Gord McDonell had a field

night with twenty-five points

and easily was the best man on

the court, sinking set shots and

layups from all angles. .

Queen's Too Good

The locals proved just a bit

too good for their Motor City

rivals as they flashed some
spectacular bail handling and

shooting. Oshawa showed their

lack" of experience as this was
thetr first game this year. They
presented a well balanced team

and with a little more accuracy

in their shooting should go far

in their group.

Gord Mackey with 14 and

Beregin with i2 also stood out

on the Tricolor first line as did

Sam Pataran with 8 points at

guard.

Scott Slrdjiewiski and Simons
were the pick of the losers under

Doug Waugh's expert tutelage.

Queen's—Griffin (6), Cornctt

(6), Mackey (14), Beregin (12),

McDonald (25), Pataran (8),

Gray (1).

Oshawa—Chute, Skinner, Scott

(2), Reed, Measer, Simons (2),

McKenzie (2), Sledjiewski (4).

Trounces Soldiers

42 24 Is Count In Game
With Garrison

The Combines basketball team
kept in step with the Queen's

Intermediates by beating the

Garrison by a 42-24 score. Earlier

in the week the Tricolor assum-

ed a temporary league leader-

ship by coining from behind to

sneak a 44-40 victory over the

Army team.

Coburn Stars

Newsy Coburn led the Com-
bines to victory, as he over-

whelmed the Army five with his

aggressive play and scored 12

points with his deadly break-

aways. "Shorty" M c L e 1 1 a n

added nine points to his impres-

sive record while Gordie Mc-
Donell, brought up1 from the

Juniors for the game, scored five

points.

The Garrison team could not

solve the clever passing plays

of the Combines and were not

as impressive as in their last out-

ing. Fox and Harris shared the

team's scoring leadership with 8

points apiece while Sharpe
Cramm and Drysdale played well.

Combines— Hitsman (2), Co-

burn (12), Newman (7). Mc-
Lellan (9). McDonell (5), Kirk,

Rosentzvieg (7).

Garrison—Cramm (3), Fox (8),

Drysdale, Harrington, Harris (8),

Berdcave (1), Sharpe (4), Fraser.

Dunne.

Each year the outstanding

member of the Queen's B. & W.
is" awarded the Jack Day Trophy
for his efforts on behalf of the

club. Last year the winner was
Jack McNeil of Arts "44.

Jack's wrestling career started

in Montreal in 1936. under Frank
Saxon, Canadian Olympic Coach.

Taking the game quite seriously

Jack moved rapidly ahead. In

1937 he became Quebec light-

heavyweigh: champion and one

year later he acqifired the Do-

minion Championship in that

division. He successfully de-

fended his titles on several oc-

casions and as the Dominion
wrestling championships were

discontinued in 1940. Jack still

held the crowns. Last year as a

freshman in Arts he experienced

but little difficulty in taking the

Queen's heavyweight wrestling

championship.

Perhaps the highlight of his'

career was a match held in Mont-
real in February 1939. With a

weight handicap of 60 pounds

Jack met and defeated Obe Ven-
etsky, then Canadian Heavy-
weight wrestling champion in a

catchweight bout

Since coming to Queen's it

has been impossible to provide

him with any real opposition. His
abilities, however, are well known
to those fans who have seen his

clever and comical exhibitions

during the last two years.

Jack served as president of the

club last year and every after-

noon found him tirelessly coach-

ing the beginners in the boxing

and wrestling gymnasium. So it

is not without reason that Jack
-McNeil was the recipient of last

year's Jack Day Award.

Hoop-Happy' Wilson's Mob
Would Stake All On

Single Fling

Will Cuties Consent?

PUCKSTERS OF SC. '45

TAKE '44 IN 5-2 WIN

Science '45 entered the Intra

mural hockey finals with a clear-

cut z-2 victory over Sc. '44 in the

section finals.

Previously these two teams

1 played to a draw in the

playoff and this game was neces-

ary to break the deadlock.

Stars

Childerhose led the Frosh to

victory with two counters while

Underwood. Hughes and Rich-

ardson also countered for ihe

winners.

Holme and Richardson each

scored for the Sophs in the dying

moments of the game but were

unable to solve the realiable

Cragg for any more goals.

Science '45—Cragg, McVean,

A new low in basketball circles

was reached this week with the

surprise announcement that the

world-famed Journal Jerks had

challenged the Ban Righ Blimps

to a sudden-death game to de-

cide the championship of the

Class "AA" Jerkwater League.

It is not yet known whether the

buxom bruisers will accept, bat

an early decision is expected.

Jerks' History

The Jerks, one of the most

outstanding organizations in the

history of the game, were first

assembled in the year 1066, and

all that, when they trimmed the

Nasty Normans by the score of

454-2. Since then, fhey have had

a long and distinguished career,

in spite of the fact that they

have won no games since that

time.

This year's aggregation is cap>

tained by that Demon shot-maker

"Hoop - happy Scoop" Wilson,

chiefly famed as the holder, for

the past 12 years, of the National

Open Pinball Championship. It

is expected that his deadly "body

English" will prove a source of

great trouble to the Lcvanites.

Other stars on the Jerks include

"Hari-kari" Houck, "Mickey"

Phin, "Limberlip" L e m m o n ,

"Masher" Macdonald, "Drunken-

Duncan" Davidson, "Basher"
Barnsley, "Bambino" Buchanan,

Bud "B-I-Bi" Bolton, "R\iby-lips"

Robertson, "Poopsie" Pollard,

"Madman" McCaffrey, "Romeo"
Rabiuowitz, "Pushover" Polowin,

"Wishing" Wand. "Cuddles" Cor-

bett, "Moonglnw" MacKenzie,

"Swivelhips" S t r a i t o n , and

"Hopeless" Hoare. Several very

dark dark horses are also ex-

pected to appear.

Coach is Confident

As it has been for the past

900 years, the battle cry of the

Jerks will be "Haec olim mem-
iuisse juvabit" which being

translated means "We'll muider

da bums!"

Underwood. Cote\ Childerhose,

Melville, Craig, Pritchard, Rich-

ardson. Hughes, Hanna.

Science '44—Gallagher, Rush,

Holme, McDonottgli, Abraham,

Campbell, McCann, Sharpe, Rich-

ards. Iiwin, Campling, Charles-

worth, Edwards.

Ski Race

All contestants in the In-

tramural cross-country ski

race must report at the Golf

Club not later than 4.15 p.m.,

Wednesday," February 18.

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Officio) Blazers

WARREN K. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Swearer Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Cop* 'it utioris

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description
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in the

MUSIC ROOM

Tuesday, Feb. 17

:

Ravel—Daphnis and Chioe.

filoch—Violin Concerto.

Debussy—An Clair de Lime.

Tartini—Sonata for Violin and

Piano.

Wednesday, Feb. 18:

Kalinnikov—Symphony No. 1.

Vaughn Williams
—

"Fantasia."

Sibelius—"The Bard."

Thursday, Feb. 19:

Hindemith—"Mathts der

Mahler."

Debussj
—

"Reflects dans

L'eau."

"La Soiree dans Grande."

Prokofieff
—

"Peter and the

Wolf."

Friday. Feb. 20:

Tchaikovsky—Romeo and

Juliet Overture.

Tchaikovsky—Piano Concerto.

Strauss—Tales from Vienna

Woods.

Club Morocco

(Continued from page 1)

Dervishes

Mr. Forde then ' said that the

motif of the night £!ttb' is suggested

1>y its name, If^lorocco suggests

whirling dervishes, ihen, assured

Mr. Foide^rJiere will be whirling

dervishes^ I fact, lit s.iid that ev-

erything suggested by the name
Morocco wiH.be at the datic*. Un-
fortunately he had been- fivurn to

seo-ecy and could not 'divulge any-

thing more' about the night 4htb.

However, he aid say tli.it. the cover

charge will be SI .25 and- that die

doors will he opened at nine o'clock

by an Aral) attendant, Music- Will

"be supplied by^arkk-y Kidd and
his orchestra. A vucali-t will ac-

company the orchestra anS Mr.
Kidd \viy_ .confine his entire even-

ing to directing the_4>and, a new
member having b$m adeyrcd to take

his place a! the, pi.ino._p

Our acrVertisers- want YOUR
business—patronize them.

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS*
156 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

REGRETS

DniVt IN AN IN8U
TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

Campus Sketches

(Continued from page I)

smoky factories in the vicinity.

An ideal setting, a city with a

small towrr's environment.

Lady Beaverbrook

As to the buildings on the cam-

pus. The Lady Beaverbrook

Residence holds fifty-five boys,

but the luxuriousness of its quar-

ters equals any residence in Can-

ada. A beautiful sixty foot swim-

ming pool is attached which is

open to all students.

The Library is a beautitui

building with stack accommoda-

tion tor 100,000 volumes. Read-

ing and study rooms are avail-

able.

The Forestry and Geology IJuild-

ing is one of the most up-to-ilate

buildings on Ehe campus. It i^.

given over primarily lo those

departments.

T>hc "historic Arts building is

the oldest university building in

Canada. It is today the centre for

all students 10 gaiher between

lectures.

Memorial Hall

Memorial Hall holds the Phy-

sics and Chemistry departments.

It also has a beautiful auditor-

ium with stained glass windows

where the Encoania or gradua-

tion exercises are held as well

as many other sociEtf functions.

In addition there is the En-
gineering building, the new
Forest Entomology building and

the remodeled old gym now used

by the R.C.A.F.. hut which will

be turned over to the engineer-

ing department after the war.

. The pride and joy ot the cam-

pus is the new, massive Lady

Beaverbrook Gymnasium. It is

a complete athletic plant with no

superior in Canada. It has com-

plete accommodation for all typ"es

b{ sport. Two thousand people at

a time have witnessed events in

it. Both sides of the building

are made up largely of glass

brick. The C.O.T.C. has quarters

in the basement as well as a

shooting range. U.N.B- has the

largest C.O.T.C. unit in the Mari-

Jmes.

A few hundred yards from the

campus is College -Field. Two
large grandstands flank the foot-

ball field. In winter the college

has its own skating rinkv

Sports

U. N. J3. has nine organized

sports. Football, tennis, badmin-
ton, basketball, hockey, swim-
ming, skiing, boxing and track.

U.N.B. Is pioneering in badmin-
ton and skiing in the Maritimes.

Our sporting record has been
very good; in fact, exceptionally

good in the last few years when
we've b'een able to collect cham-
pionships in football, basketball,

hockey, boxing and skiing. With
the new gymnasium and an a.h-

Ictic director" for the first time,

the future in sports looks very
bright for U.N.B.
The Championship of the Mari-

times in debating has gone two
years in a row to U.N.B. ""The
Brunswickan," weekly publication

of U.N.B. is considered a fine
college paper for its size. It is

regional, president of the C.U.P.
tliTs year.

Government
U.N.B. is governed by the Stu-

dent Representative Council.
They have sole jurisdiction over
social events, sports and student
activities in general.

U:tf:B. was founded in 17eo.
but it did not become known as
the University of New Brunswick
until eighty-three' years ago in

1859. ... .

.

One of the most striking fea-

tures of U.N.B. is its informal] v

Announcing the

GRAND OPENING
of

^€/ub Tftcrocco
Sponsored by Arts

944

GRANT HALL
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 20, AT 9.00

Music By Berkley Kidd Cover Charge $L25

NOTICE

The regular S.C.M. Lhapel

Service will be held to-

morrow from 12.40 till 1.00

p.m. in Morgan Memorial

Chapel. Dr. Gregory Vlastos

will be the speaker. All stu-

dents are welcome.

COMMERCE STUDENTS
PLAN MONTREAL TRIP

The first of a series of thesis

talks by final year Commerce
students will take place between

one and two o'clock Friday, Feb-

ruary 20, in Room 101 of Kings-

ton Hall. Bill McDonnell and, Al

Hollingworth will be the speak-

ers this Friday. All Commerce
Juniors and any other interested

members are urged to attend.

Montreal Trip

The Commerce Club is plan-

ning a trip to Montreal on the

week-end of February 27. The
executive, has obtained permis-

sion from Sir Edward Beatty to

inspect the Angus Shops at Mont-

real. These are the largest shops

of the C.P.R. and are now sup-

posed to be building tanks. This

will be the main item on the

itinerary and the executive is now
securing permission to visit other

factories and shops.

Plans For Trip

The plan at present is to leave

Kingston Friday afternoon and

leave Montreal on the return trip

late Sunday night. Thus there

wMj he three nights free for those

members who wish to roam'

streets, etc. The railroad has con-

ceded a special return fare of

$5.35. provided the necessary

quota is obtained, and the hotel

in Montreal will be $3.00 ($1.50

per nigh-), meals, etc., are left

strictly up to the members.

At least thirty members arc

required tor this trip and al-

though more are expected, mem-
bers are urged to make reserva-

tions at once by depositing one
dollar with any member ot the

executive. As the railroad must
he informed soon, reservations

|

should be made immediately.

No social set exists, everyone is

ni a par with each other.

So there il is. Its reputation,

oca', ion, campus, sport record

n. If, tiny ; :e -'in: crjotlgh to

u - ilcn . and graduates

Don't Delay ! !

Get Your Tickets NOW For The

Queen's Water Follies
SEE: The Clowns . . . The Special Lighting Effects . . . The South-

Sea Island Beach . . . The Tumbling Sailors . . . The Native Hula

Hula Girls . . . The Canadian Champion Divers . . . The Mass For-

mations of Precision Swimming . . . The 40-foot Fire Dive . . The

Swimmers with Phosphorescent Paint . . .

A PANTOMIME SET TO MUSIC

THE BIGGEST SPLASH OF ENTERTAINMENT IN QUEEN'S HISTORY

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20th AND 21st, 8.15 P.M.

Tickets 50c at A.B. of C. Office, Tech Supplies, Post Office, Q. W. A. C. Members,

United Cigar Store.

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
1200 Sign

(Continued from page 1)

'1 he campaign has been progress-

ng at other Ontario universities

and colleges. On Sunday night Mc-

Master reported that 100% of the

student body had signed, while 90%
of Ontario Agricultural College

students had signed the petition.

\t Varsity, 4,7/0. students hail ap-

proved the petition by Sunday, with

the College of Pharmacy, Engineer-

rv. and the Ontario College of

Education still to le heard from.

T!it.Committee it Varsity is confi-

dent that the 'signatures will reach

the 6,030 quota. At Western, where
i

,:,e campaign started last Friday. I

20
'r names bad been signed by Sat-

urday noon.

The Committee in charge of the

petition at Queen's is confident that

these signatures will prove that On-

tario students desire the extension

of the National Scholarships scheme

to Ontario, one of the few pro-

vinces where it is not in force. In

a statement tn the Journal, the

Committee said' that in war-time,

more and more trained minds are

required, at a time when financial

difficulties are becoming greater.

I'n splve this problem, they said,

National Scholarships are vitally

ne dcd.

TO THE FLAPPER

(Now rapidly becoming extinct)

Blessings on thee, little dame.

Barebacked girl, with knees the

same,

With scads of powder on thy nose

And thy rolled down Luxfte hose

(advt.),

With thy empty page-boy head

And thy lips and cheeks so red

As along the street you flirt

In your short transparent skirt,

In my heart it gives me joy

To thank the Lord that I'm a boy-

Apologies to F. Greenleaf

Whittier.

Patronize our advertisers.
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War Comment

(Continued from page 1)

of Premier Churchill's appeal in-

his Sunday speech for unity,

.around his government.

Japanese Strategy

With the fall of Singapore, the

Japanes* arc in a position to en-

velop the East Indies and to

threaten Australia directly as

well as along her lines of com-
munication. Japanese strategy

stems intent on building up a

full-scale offensive directed from
Thailand to cut the Burma lioad,

and in tins wiv to -j-nn ultimate

superiority and victory over
China. In view of the situation

China and India seem to have
thrust upon them now the "task

of defending Allied interests in

the Far East, with Britain and
America, and Russia (as long as

she remains outside the Pacific

fighting zone) supplying the ma-
terials. Generalissimo Chiang
Kai-Shek's visit lo India last

week assumes tremendous im-

portance in this light.

> Britain's invitation offering In-

dia a seat in the War Cabinet

and the Pacific War Council is

a shadow of possible and likely

future developments. The Chinese

leader held conferences with

many of India's leaders, as well

a- lour meetings with Pandit

Jmvaharlal Nehru, one of the

most influential leaders in the

Indian National Congress move-
ment. The Congress whole-heart-

edly supports Britain's war ef-

fort and is determined to fight

against Japanese ambitions in the

-Far East.

Japan is conducting air-raids

From her bases in the Paan-
Moulmein area in southeas.

Burma, and is massing troops at

"chiengmai* in ThaiTKfia
1

' f6Y" an

attack on the northern section of

the Burma Road. She employs
Thai troops in the van, goading
them on with the irredentist

Eppes of winning Burmese tcrri

ton for their country (under

Japanese control, of course).

Chinese Troops

Ranged against the enemy are

tfie British troops, and increas-

ing thousands of Chinese who
art- marching over a thousand*

MS'Ie route to reach their battle

positions in the rugged moun-
' tains of northwest Burma, The
"'Central Daily News" at Chung-
king recently stated that in "the

-Itattle of Burma Chinese troops

will fight side by side with the

British forces there, and in the

'event of a general Allied offen-

sive in the entire southwest Pa-

cific they will be willing to con-

tinue the fight on any front the

Allies may designate."

. On the other band, only one

million Indian troops have been

mobilized out of tlic millions

! possible, and ihe job of increas-

ing the Indian army and air

force-, -and - also -developing the

country's resources on a power-

ful war footing are questions of

immediate importance. Singa-

pore's fall dates the statement of

Sir Archibald Clark Kerr (new

British' ambassador to Russia t

that the Japanese "will be held

Burma," and that they will

not "gd as far 'as India." Upon
he fighting in Burma will de-

feifd i| lL. future o'f India, and

Way well decide, fdr the near

flltOK! in any case, the fortunes

"' China'.

McGILL CONSIDERING
SHORTENING COURSES

Mcuftetf; (^".Uir*T-*The-3peed-
ing up of- university coursfes

'

bv
the Shortening of summer vacations!

which is now being seriously con-
sidered by the authorities ai .\U-

Gill, may, if approved, be that uni-
versity's greatest contribution to the
war effort thus far.

Principal James announced last

Thursday that the university deans
and a committee of the Senate of
McGill were studying the matter.
The acceleration of courses would
be accomplished either by the con-

tinuous operation of the Univers ty

TllrOugWut the" •summer m nt is or

by a drastic short ninfc of the usual

five months,, vacation. Sirch an at-

tif.ii would irjean that stutfenS

could obtain their degrees in a

shorlcr period of time and would

release a large number of trained

men for war work.

U S.A. Inspiration

J
The avtntion of McGill was

drawn to the advisability of such

a move by the resolutions of nearly

1,000 college and university presi-

dents from Canada, the United

States and Puerto Rico at a recent

conference in Baltimore. This

WATCHER

.1 .
:

U.S. Office of E'ucat.;:i hrourhtji

together the 'arrest number of 1 ad-

ers of higher education ever to'

assemble.

Many of the Amcntm caVegta

have already adopt d acme of the

resolutions.

Collitsh Joe: Why do you pall

them the 'Tonsil Sisters':

Second Dope: Oh, everybody's

had them out. ,

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

lite Wives of the R.C.A.F.

mi the' eastern stage, the
.'

;
wfly dawn

11. s the lorfg-awai'.ed daV;
.;fiu star ]a*3

j

i^uuuj,-- pale and lonely,

t-r.wi withdrawn. . . „

cforc th/t greater Light Apollojs

w t.hcd another dawn long

" vks agOj < v- '

Joy in my heart, for perfect love

was mine;

He stood beside me with no
shadowed woe

—

£>f -parvigg and . of death thcxe

;
was 110 sign ' v ft.

Alone among the fright erit<t of

I ftVjhVMi break :
Tort1i in

glorious Light.

The day has come—what can it

hold hut this? .

.

Sad tears amid the gloominess

of right.

Armed by remembered joy the

wnrl.l I'd greet

In company with sorrow not

defeat.

Definition of a bustle—deceitful

seatful.

She— What do YOU mean by tell-

me that the dates you have with

'<-• are like a string of pearls,

He—Neeklcss, deary, neckless.

w w/fih'*^ mil,

«• wiS^ *hete *TveS

vt5TtRu7* ill T^"" t^
• XOPf *

*

' w .£

Come

i
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English Prof.: Give me a sen-

tence using "bewitches."

Jerkfinkle: You go on ahead, I'll

be witches in a minute.

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-

wear — Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid, High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00

•

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St

Phone 24

Delivery Service

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

LEVANA
NOTE/

Spring Tea Dance

Plans arc now being made for

the Levana Spring Tea Dance,

which will be held in Ban Righ

Hall on the Saturday afternoon

following the A. M. S. Formal.

The tea dance will be convened

by Anne Shaw, and the other

members of the committee are

Lois Graham and Barbara Phin-

ney. Watch this column for more

new - abi ml this event.

Levana Meeting

There will be a Levana meet-

iii l,' in the Ban Rigii Ci unmon

Room on Tuesday evening at

7.30. The speaker will be Mrs.

H. F. Hertzberg. After the
meeting refreshments will be

served, and don't forget that

Freshet tc attendance is compul-

sory. There will not be many
more Levana meetings this year,

so all girls are urged to be pre-

sent

Do You Knit?

It has been rumored that wool

will be scarce in the not-too-

distant future, so don't forget

to do your share for the troops

while you still have the chance.

The Red Cross can furnish you
with wool for many different

types of woolleu garments

—

sweaters, socks, scarves, etc. By
the way, those of you who are

not expert are advised to stick

to the simpler things, as it is

frequently necessary for the Red
Cross to do large repair jobs on
socks, etc., which are not up to

the required standards.

ARTSMEN NOMINATE
MEN FOR EXECUTIVE

At a meeting of the Arts So-

ciety last Friday the following

were nominated for positions on

the 1942 Executive:

Hon. President—Prof. J. A.

Cony.
President—Norman McL. Rog-

ers, Stew Webster.

Vice-President—John Baker (by-

acclamation).

Secretary — John Black, Gerry

Mendel, Al Percival, Frank

Rutherford.

Treasurer — Jerry Cook, Vera

Malach. Bruce Matheson.

Athletic Stick—Walt Halliwell,

Garth Webb.
Senior A.M.S. Representative

—

Jim McCallum, Jim Richard-

son.

Junior A.M.S. Representative

—

Hugh Buchanan, Keith Perci-

val. Don Webb.
The election will take place to-

morrow. Balloting will be in the

New Arts Building from 9 a.m.

to 12 a.m.

Caravan Driving

A request has been received

from the Director of the Cara-

vans, doing religious education

among the children, particularly

foreign children in the isolated

rural parts of Western Canada,

for women students who. will

volunteer to drive caravans or

otherwise help in this work. The
work is amongst all denomina-

tions though sponsored by the

Anglican Church. Last summer
three McGill women went as

motor mechanics and drivers.

Any Queen's students interested

can obtain further details from

the office of the Dean of Women.

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Today

:

7.15 p.m.—University Choir

Biology Lecture Rm.
Old Arts Bldg.

7.30 p.m.—Levana Meeting,

Ban Righ Hall.

8.00 p.m.—Queen's Student

Assembly,

General Meeting,

Room 221,

Library.

9.30 p.m.—Journal Masthead

Meeting,

Journal Office.

Wednesday

:

12.40 p.m.—S.C.M. Chapel Ser-

vice—Dr. Vlastos,

Morgan Memorial

Chapel,

Old Arts Bldg.

4.15 p.m.—Ski Club Competition

Golf Club.

Thursday

:

4.00 p.m.—Chemistry Club,

Room 310,

Gordon Hall.

Levanites To Hear
Mrs. H. Hertzberg

On Tuesday evening, at 7.30

in Ban Righ Hall, Mrs. H. F.

Hertzberg will speak to the Le-

vana Society. Mrs. Hertzberg is

the wife of Major-General H. F.

H. Hertzberg, who is the Com-

mandant of the Royal Military

College.

Girl Guides

Active in many women's or-

ganizations, and especially the

Kingston War Services, Mrs.

Hertzberg is perhaps more prom-

inent in the Girl Guide movement

than in anything else. She has

been associated with it for many

years, and has done a great deal

of Guide work in many different

cities in Canada. At present, she

holds the position of Provincial

Commissioner for Ontario.

It has not been announced

what Mrs. Hertzberg will speak

on, but it is believed *hat she

will devote part of her speech to

"Guiding."

All members of Levana arc

urged to come to this meeting,

which the Society expects to be

a very interesting one. As usual

Freshette attendance is compul-

sory.

C.O.T.C.

I. INSTRUCTORS' PAR-
ADES—All instructors will con-

sult the O.R. bulletin board.

II. MEMORANDUM — An

Army Train, carrying a complete

exhibit of the latest military

weapons, equipment and supplies,

will visit Kingston as indicated

below

:

Arrive Kingston, 6.30. p.m.

—

22 Feb. 1942.

Open for inspection by public

—7 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Leave Kingston 10 p.m.

—

11

Feb.

All ranks are requested lo pub-

licize the above visit as widely

as possible.

Masthead Meeting

There will be a meeting

of all Masthead members in

the Journal office at 9.30

tonight. All members are

urged to be there, and on

time.

Water Follies

(Continued from page 1)

main attractions of this mammoth
water event.

At intermission a detachment of

the C.O.T.C. will build a bridge

over the pool. As a grand finale a

Japanese airman will leap from a

Haming plane into the pool, utter-

ing as he descends ihe famous words

DEFINITION OF THE WEEK

A tomahawk is what, if you go

to sleep suddenly and wake without

hair, there is an Indian with.

Our advertisers want YOUR,
business—patronize them.

of the poet Virgil, "Haec Olim

Meminisse Juvabit."

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

STUDENTS—
Overshoes, y Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

STUDENTS
HAVE YOU CONTRIBUTED TO THE

IMl ALLISON BE FUND?
The A.M.S. urges that everyone give as much as he can

to help those who lost much personal property in the
Mount Allison residence fire.

Donations may be placed in boxes located at
BAN RIGH HALL -TECH SUPPLIES - STUDENTS' UNION
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WATER FOLLIES OPENS TONIGHT

From the amount of unsavory
language emanating from the

Union Common Room it is ob-

vious that a bridge tournament
is in progress and that Science

has more than its share of entries

(Stu Robertson will love that).

It is also obvious that the calibre

I of the players is as low as usual.

Because of that my partner (the

lucky fellow) and I, who are en-

tered, expect to have no trouble

(at all) in copping the meal
tickets. However, as we always
like a bit of competition, I am
offering a set of bridge rules for

less fortunate students to follow

so that they, too, may have a

chance. I might add that an up-

and-coming bridge shark called

Culbertson has tried to bribe me
not to publish my rules. Dislik-

ing cowards, I refused his offer,

and as an expression of further

contempt am herewith offering

these rules to all people who love

the game and who want to be-

come good players, too.

(1) Never allow your oppon-
ent to shuffle the cards. Tell

them you are afraid they may
cheat.

(2) If you get a poor hand, say

so with appropriate language anrl

gestures. It will save your part-

ner the trouble of finding out

and will encourage the other team
to bid high and make fools of

themselves.

(3) Double all of your oppon-

ents' bids. They gradually will

become frightened and eventu-

ally stop bidding.

(4) Keep them guessing by not

following suit. This is a free

country and you are entitled to

do what you wish with your own
cards.

(5) Your partner may become
conceited if he does all the bid-

ding. So constantly overbid him
and never let him play a hand.

He will admire your* will-power.

LEFT HAND CORNER
(Continued on page 2)

$100. Savings Bond
To Be Top Prize

In War Loan Raffle

Q.W.A.C. Sponsoring Drive
In Conjunction With

Local Groups

The Queen's War Aid Com-
mittee will hold a Victory Loan
Raffle, with a first prize of a

$100 War Savings Bond, the

Journal learned yesterday. If

total sales amount to more than

$100, War Savings Certificates

of lesser value will also be raffled,

The raffle is being held in con-

junction with the Kingston War
Services and the Victory Loan
Committee. The drawing is ten-

tatively scheduled for some time
early in March.

Tickets will sell for twenty-five

cents each, and the sale will start

next Monday. Purchases may be

made from members of the War
Aid Committee or at the Post

Office. Tech Supplies, Ban Righ
Hall, and the Union Tuck Shop.

Year executives are also being
approached to co-operate in the

campaign.

Free Speech
CONDUCTED BY BAR

Q.S.A. To Operate
Used-Book Center

Plans for establishing a hook-

exchange on the campus again next

year were discussed by the Q.S.A.

at a general meeting Tuesday night.

This service will provide a medium
through which students can buy

and sell second-hand books during

the first week of next winter's ses-

sion.

Jobs Open
A convener and three assistants

will be needed to operate the ex-

change. These positions are re-

munerative; and they may he ob-

tained by applying to Q.S.A. Sec-

retary Ruth Marcuse.

The Assembly also drew up a

tentative elate for the election of

an executive and of a commilee

for establishing a Students' Infor-

mation Bureau during the '42-'43

session.

Formal, Color jNight On March 6

To Feature Maurice Aliens Music

The final formal dance of the

»son, sponsored by the A.M.S.,

'U be held in Grant Hall on
J

'

r 'day, March 6, in conjunction

"'ill the annual A. M.S. Dinner
a, '<l Color Night. This year the

M.S. has secured the services

(,f Maurice Allen ami his or-

chestra. The dance committee,

'Messing the fact that Color

Night is an all Queen's night,

were confident that their selec-

E a band consisting mainly
" [ Queen's boys would meet with
l"e approval of the students.

History

Hie Formal and
Might was iii>iiiuifil

Color

years

ago as an all-campus formal for

the presentation of awards won

by -tudents outstanding in sports

and extra-curricular activities.

The A.M.S. feels that it should

be made possible for most stu-

dents to attend, and so the cost

has been kept at the lowest pos-

sible level consistent with the

standards set by the faculty for-

mals. They feel that the four

dollar per couple price for the

combined dinner and dance will

t-nable those students who could

not afford to attend .faculty for-

mals to attend this, the final for-

A.M.S. FORMAL
(Continued on page 2)

Question — What is your favor-

ite movie of the year and who is

your favorite actor or actress?

Reporters for this issue: Charlie

Hoar; Marj Jones, Mary Pater-

son; Anne Shaw.

Dorothy Reid:

The currently playing Suspicion

is my favorite movie this year. Al-

fred Hitchcock always seems

get the right blend of suspense,

comedy and romance. It is the type

of movie that leaves you somewhat
in doubt as to the validity of the

outcome and makes you want to see

it again for the purpose of ana

lysing it. My favorite star is Law
rence Olivier.

Eleanor Houck;

My favorite movie of the year is

All That Money Can Buy. I liked

it because it was different than any-

thing I have ever seen. The photo-

graphy was excellent and it was

very well cast. The fact that it

left one with a good deal to Ihink

over is the most important reason

for my choice. My favorite star

is Spencer Tracy.

Helen Lake:

Arise My Lore is my favorite

of the year. It had' a good plot

built around newspaper headlines

since the war. Another reason for

making it my choice is because it

was brilliantly acted.

My favorite star is David Niven.

Helen McLaughlin:

I think that Here Comes Mr
Jordan is the best movie I have seen

this year. It was very well acted

atid photographed. The story had

an original twist and had much

moral value.

My favorite star is Cary Grant.

FREE SPEECH
(Continued on page 2)

J. M. Macdonnell

Is Guest Speaker

At I.R.C. Banquet

Claims Heavy Responsibility
Rests With Students

In Wartime

BY CARLISLE WOODSIDE

"It is fatal to any nation if cer-

tain people in that nation feel they

are too precious to risk their lives

to defend it," was the reminder

Dr. J. M. Macdonnell presented at

the Eighth Annual Banquet of the

International Relations Cub last

Monday night. Dr. Macdonnell de-

livered a challenging address out-

lining the heavy responsibilities

which the university sludent is pri-

vileged to bear in serving the state

in war time.

Students in War
Dr. Macdonnell, one of Queen's

most brilliant graduates and a

Rhodes scholar, serves his univer-

sity as Chairman of the Board of

Trustees as well as being President

of the National Trust Company.

Prominent in Conservative circles

his name has been proposed for

Ihe leadership of that party on

J. M. MACDONNELL
(Continued on page 3)

Combined Stage, Water Show
Is New Type Of Entertainment

A.M.S. Meeting

The Alma Mater Society

will hold its next open meet-

ing Monday night at 7.30

in the Committee Room of

the gym.

S.C.M. Conference
Planned OnSunday
The Student Christian Move-

ment is holding a one day con-

ference at "The Sheiling," Ports-

mouth, on Sunday. February 22,

from 12 noon till 10 p.m. Dr.

Gregory Vlastos will speak on

"The Message of Jesus."

Registration

The committee urges all those

who have not registered to do

so at once. Names will be re-

ceived by any member of the

executive or at the S.C.M. office.

On Sunday morning those go-

ing to the conference can take

a Portsmouth bus on Union St.

at 10.30, 10.50 or U.I0 a.m. Since

the bus stops at Ontario Hos-

pital, a car will be at the dis-

posal of those who do not wish,

to walk the remaining block

The last buses leave for the eit

at 10.00 p.m. and 11.00 p.m. o

Sunday night.

Mrs. H, Hertzberg
Addresses Levana

On Tuesday evening a meeting

of the Levana Society was held

with the \iice-President. Peggy
Clark, in the chair. After a short

business meeting, Mrs.'H. F. H.

Hertzberg, the speaker of the

evening, was introduced.

Mrs. Hertzberg chose as the

topic of her address. "Guiding."

She first outlined the aims of

(he movement, and stressed the

amazing success it has had
everywhere in the country and

the city, and in foreign sections

as well as in the better districts.

War Work
The speaker then described a

plan which she has developed for

iris from 15 to 18. This plan

concerns war work and the girls

who will participate in it are

ones who want to do something

constructive but lack the neces-

sary leadership. Mrs. Hertzberg

stated that she had been able to

ohtain a large grant from Mr.

MRS. HERTZBERG
(Continued on page 6)

Post-War Scheme

Claimed Necessary

Board Chairman Speaks In
Convocation Hall
On Monday

BY ELEANOR HOUCK

"Post War Reconstruction" was

the topic of a leclure delivered by

Dr. J. M. Macdonnell, Chairman

of the Board of Governors of

Queen's University. This lecture,

given in Convocation Hall last

Monday, concluded a series of

talks by distinguished Canadians on

subjects of modem interest.

Planning Vital

Dr. Macdonnell began his ad-

dress by pointing out that many

people think it wrong to plan for

after the war, before it is won

This attitude, said the speaker, is

absolutely wrong.

None of us wants to live in a

world where vices are considered

virtues, and while our fighting men

are insuring the continuance of our

type of existence, it it vital that we

plan how it will be carried on, and

the speaker further pointed out that

the peace, when it comes, will be

unexpected. Men will not act the

same when the war is over and

they are released from its strain,

and it is important that the toler-

ance and self-sacrifice of the pre-

sent be incorporated into the plan's

for the future.

He mentioned the large part that

Russia would expect to play in the

peace and the necessity for her con-

tinued support. In this connection

POST-WAR
(Continued on page 7)

Profits To Go To War Aid;
A.M.S. Sponsoring

Production

Begins At 8.15

BY MOE POLOWIN

The curtain rises tonight at 8.15

for the premiere of the Queen's

Water Follies. This combined stage

and water show sponsored by the

Alma Mater Society for the bene-

fit of the Q.W.A.C, will also be

presented Saturday at the same

time.

The Water Follies offers an en-

tirely new type of entertainment

and thus has attracted wide student

and city interest. This is concretely

demonstrated by the heavy advance

sale of tickets and indicates a full

house for both nights of the per-

formance.

Grand March
The program opens with a grand

march of the entire water cast, and

immediately gets into high gear with

an excellent comedy-diving act per-

formed by Bob Bannard, Jack Har-

WATER FOLLIES

(Continued on page 5)

'Ali' Kidd Booked

For Club Morocco

Grant Hall To Be Scene Of
City's First Night Club

Friday night, if the stu-

willing to take the word
Thh

dent i

of Arts '44, is going to be the

most unusual and interesting

evening of the school year. For

in Grant Hall Arts '44 is spon-

soring Kingston's first night club

in the Club Morocco, Accord-

ing to Mr. Eric Forde, publicity-

hungry convener, those who do

not go to the dance should have

their heads examined and those

who do not enjoy the novel en-

tertainment in store for them

should be shot.

CLUB MOROCCO
(Continued on page 7)

STUDENT GUINEA PIGS

ORGANIZE AT McGILL

Government Issues Statement

On C.O.T.C. Summer Camp

Montreal (C.U.P.)—It was an-

ii< ced last Monday at McGill

University that the "Guinea Pig

Club" had come into being as a

full-Hedged campus organization

with the approval of the War
Council. Plans have been made

to give every member of the

club insignia of membership

GUINEA PIGS

(Continued on page 7)

The following has been seiu out

by National Defence Headquarters

to all Military Districts:

1. It has been brought to atten-

tion that on account of two weeks'

camp training ordinarily given to

personnel of C.O.T.C. Contingents

and of compulsory training classes

at Universities and Colleges, many

students may be precluded from

obtaining positions in summer em-

ployment in essential occupations

and war industry that would be of

importance to and that would fur

ther the war effort in the national

interest.

2. It is considered desirable,

therefore, that where students can

be pfaced in. and have found such

employment, that they should be

m'ven credit on their annual train-

ing of 30 days for the two weeks'

camp training which they would

have undergone except . for such

employment.

3, I am directed to state, there-

fore, that students who are mem-

bers of C.O.T.C. contingents (and

of the compulsory training classes

of Universities and Colleges, as far

this Department may have juris-

diction) regularly taking a omrse

C.O.T.C. CAMP
(Continued on page 7)
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LOST

Black briel case containing

notebook and several texts. Phone

W. D. Sproule at 4042. Contents

are urgently needed by owner.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from V.M.C.A.

STUDENT
SPECIALS

in

Tweed Sport Coats

Tweed Suits

You'll not. find a finer selection

of "the new patterns, colors and

styles — yet all are .moderately

priced. You owe it to yourself

to look them over.

BIBBY'S
Where you buy with confidence

78-80-82-84 Princess St.

Free Speech

TAILS =f
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothcsShop

79 Princess St.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 1772-W

OPEN ALLEYS

EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR

MATINEE PRICES

(Continued from pa.

Hilda Kositsky:

I liked Citis'en Kane because it

was new and different. The photo-

graphy was especially striking,

black background and dramatic

shadows. Orson Welles did a great

job, in his dual role as director

and actor and his fellow players,

members of the Mercury Theatre,

were good.

The Interpretation of Wendy
HilleKs Major Barbara was also

excellent.

Helen Blair:

Dumbo

!

Annette Fryer:

1 liked Hanky Tank, because of

Clark Gable, and 1 like Clark. Gable,

because of his big ears.

Al Villella, Arts '42:

Gary Cooper for his performance

in Sergeant KflnS: I liked Sergeant

York because it is a picture drawn

from life. Rita Haywbrth is my

favorite actress. The reasons Sre

obvious.

Paul Fisher, Arts '43:

Give me more National Film

Board releases, like Blits Warfare.

which almost approaches The

March of Time shorts. I prefer

fames Stewart's naturalness and

Gene Tierney's .

Wynn Morgan, Arts '43:

In my opinion it's a loss-up be-

tween Tteltc Davis' performance in

The Letter and Joan Fontaine

performance in Suspicion. Much of

the success of these movies can be

attributed to the terrific suspense

built up in Hitchcock-directed pic

lures. Spencer Tracy is without

•l doubt tops tn anything he ap-

pears in.

Marion Trott and

Elizabeth Musson:

In the last year there have not

been any movies which have been

su fficiently impressive to be in-

stantly recalled to mind. Mostly,

they were stereotyped, where as

realism is preferable. Such sordid

plays as Tobacco Road, however,

cannot he included among realistic

films. For his emotional strength

and fine "huinaness" Spencer Tra-

cy stands out among actors. In his

face is far more than handsome-

ness — which it does not have —
there is sincerity and character.

Rclte Davis, as the screen's finest

actress, should get die academy

award.

Catholic Students

Convene In London
Wilkins Is Elected

Medical President

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St

TASTING IS

BELIEVING

Let your taste tell you how

deliciously good are the big

sundaes served at our fountains.

There's proof that's far more

convincing than any words we

could write to describe the extra

rich ice cream, the truc-to-nature

flavorings, and the tempting top-

pings which are the crowning

glory to this taste delight

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

Donalda Campbell and

Marion Mayhew:

hi recent movies, the influence

of the war is very noticeable. It is

almost impossible to pick out one

individual movie from all the oth

ers, which can be said to be entirely

superior, for there are so many

types, Our choice of types are (1)

the movie which has substance and

is there fore worthwhile and memor

an example. (2) Movies with a cen

inl figure around which Ihe action

revolves, This type provides a great

deal more concentrated interest to

(he audience. Madeleine Carroll for

her combination of beauty and in-

telligence, and Myrna Loy for her

poise and naturalness, are our choice

of favorite players in this second

type of movie.

Enthusiastic movie-goer of

Levana : ,

Everyone to his own taste, I al-

ways say. My favorite players are

Errol Flynn and Bene Davis, who
are superb together. Spencer Tracy

was very fine in Dr. Jekytt and Mr.

Hyde and Bob Hope was a scream

in Louisiana Purchase. It is evident

that these movies are far from be-

ing in the same class, yet they were

both good, each in its own way.

The annual meeting of the

Canadian Province of Newman

Clubs was held at the University

of Western Ontario, London, Sat-

urday and Sunday, February 7

and 8. Delegates were in atten-

dance from the Clubs at the Uni-

versity of Toronto, the U. of T.

Alumni, Queen's, McGill. and the

Ontario Agricultural College.

Queen's Newman Club was rep-

resented by Rev. J. G. Hanley.

B.A., the Chaplain ; Frank Du-

brule and Julie O'Grady.

The Newman Club is an or-

ganization for Catholic students

attending non-sectarian Univer-

sities, to further their spiritual,

intellectual, and social interests.

All such clubs in the universities

of Canada and the United States

re united in an international fed-

ration. The clubs in Canadian

universities form the Canadian

Province; the executive of this

Province endeavors to hold a

general meeting each year.

The Newman Club of the Uni

versity of Western Ontario was

host to the delegates from other

institutions of learning. The

general headquarters was Brescia

Hall, the Catholic Women's Col

lege of the University.

Features

In accord with the general aim:

of the Newman Club, the meet-

ing was spiritual, intellectual,

and social. The spiritual features

of the convention consisted in

Mass and Communion Break-

fast each morning; Saturday at

the House of Providence, Rich-

mond Street north, and Sunday

at Brescia'Hall. On Saturday the

celebrant of the Mass was the

Reverend Eminett Carter, Chap-

lain of Newman Club at Mc-

Gill: on Sunday His Excellency

the Most Reverend John T. Kidd,

Bishop of London. At the end of

his Mass, Bishop Kidd address-

ed the delegates on the position

they occupy in the world by rea-

son of their education, and their

consequent obligations. He urged

them to take advantage of every

opportunity to fit themselves for

the work they have ahead after

graduating. Especially he exhort-

ed them to read and study the

Sacred Scriptures, and to par

tjcipate actively in the crusade

for good reading. At breakfast

Bishop Kidd spoke again, this

time stressing the duty of Cath

olic university students to be well

informed regarding sound teach

ing on social problems. Mr. John

Swift of London gave an address

on St. Thomas More as a model

for Catholic laymen in public

life.

Two sessions on Saturday were

devoted to the intellectual fea

tures of Newman Club work. At

the morning meeting, Miss Mary
Roach of McGill read a paper on

the subject of Human Personality

and Rights. She showed how
these have their foundation in

the very nature of man, and how
they arc violated by extreme li

eralism on the one hand, and

totalitarianism on the other, She

went on to point out the obliga

tion of Catholic university stu

dents to lead the thought

others along sound lines, that

In the Aesculapian Society elec-

ions held recently, W. W. Wilkins

was elected President, and Irwin

Bean and Fred Howatt were elect-

ed as Senior and Junior A.M.S.

Representatives. Claude Vipond

was chosen as Vice-President, J. E.

Brown was made the new Secre-

tary, while Al Menzies is his assist-

ant, and ,Bob Elliott was elected

Treasurer.

The new Aesculapian Society

Court is made up of Bill Baker as

Chief Justice, Pete Playfair as

Senior Judge, and Larry Wilson as

Junior Judge. Clare Robinson be-

comes Senior Prosecuting Attorney

and O. U. Younghusband was chos-

en as the Junior Pfosecutor. Jack

Walker is the new Clerk of Court

Emile Badre becomes Chief of Po

lice, and Howie Bareuds was made

Sheriff.

Bill Leslie was chosen as the

Queen's representative to the Ca

nadian Association of Medical Stu

dents and Internes, and Rod Ding

wall was selected as Medical Athle

tic Stick.

Left Hand Corner

A.M.S. Formal

(Continued from page 1)

mal function of the season.

Those students wishing to at-

tend only the dinner will be able

to purchase tickets at 75 cents

apiece. Tickets for the dance will

be sold for three dollars a couple.

Program

The committee has announced

that the dinner will commence

at 7.00 p.m. The presentation of

university awards and an ad-

dress by a guest speaker will

follow immediately after the din-

ner. Last year the guest speaker

was Syl Apps, star centre-

player for the Toronto Maple

Leafs. Though the committee has

not^annpuncei] die name of this

y-i&r s speaker it is undent 1

that he will be one of Canada's

outstanding athletic figures.

Tickets are selling fast so thti

committee urges all students to

no: wait until the last moment

to make Hip their minds.

SOMETHING TO CHEER
ABOUT

(Continued from page 1)

(6) Constantly criticize the

other team. Accuse them of cheat-

ing, demand re-deals, and quibble

over every play they make. Grad-

ually they will begin to suspect

each other of dishonesty and in-

competence.

(7) Whenever one of your op-

ponents makes a blunder slap him

on the back and say "nigc going,

partner." Sympathize with his

partner for having to play against

three people.

(8) When you are dummy, do

not be lazy and not help your

partner. Play the hand for him.

Remember that two pair of eyes

are better than one.

If anyone follows these rules it

" going to be a hell of a lot of

fun when they play my partner

and I. We use them all the time.

The click of knitting needles, the

creak of the rocker and the ticking

of grandfather's clock were all that

disturbed the silence of the room.

With childish curiosity, little Ellen

sat watching the purls and stitches.

"Why do you knit, Grandma?" 1

"Oh, just for the hell of it," th*

old lady replied.

Hollywood — Kay Kyser, the

effervescent prexy of the N B C-

Red Network's "College of Musi-

cal Knowledge" always looks back

to his college days when he's asked

the secret for his success as a quiz

maestro.

Kay says the experience he gain-

ed as cheer leader at the Univer-

sity of North Carolina gave him

the knowledge of crowd psycholo-

gy wbich he puts to work each week

on his musical quiz.

It was while a student that Kay

learned there was money in music

as so many participants in the "Col-

lege of Musical Knowledge" pro-

gram have since discovered. Kay

organized a campus band that fin-

ally paid off to the tune 'of $2,000

for a single prom engagement al

Georgia Tech.-

Kay Organized his quiz session

at the Blackhawk Cafe in Chicago

where his orchestra was playing.

It went on the air as part of Kay's

nightly half-hour period from the

Cafe. It soon became a big-time

commercial after radio executives

got wind of it.

—N.B.C, News.

Our advertisers want YOL*R
business—patronize thejil.

Teacher—James, give the a sen-

tence using the word "diadem"?

James—People who start' across

railroad tracks without looking

diadem sight quicker than those

who stop, look and listen.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

TONIGHT AT 9.00

IN GRANT HALL

COVER CHARGE $1.25

Because of on unprecedented de-

mand for tickets the committee

in charge of the CLUB MOR-

OCCO regrets to announce that

enly a few tickets can be sold

today. All holders of stubs for

Friday night's Water Follies may

purchase tickets at the door for

$1.00.

en may have proper respect

these fundamental rights. The

general discussion which follow-

ed was led by Mr. Frank Du-

brulc of Queen's.

Peace Points

At the afternoon session, Miss

Kay McLean of Toronto pre-

sented a paper on the Pope's Five

Peace Points as a basis on which

Catholic students can fit them-

elves and others for the new

order which must follow the pre-

sent war. The discussion was

led by Mr. Edward U tiger of

Western.

The social element was not

neglected, thanks to the hospital-

ity of the Western Club. Friday

evening preceding the meeting,

there was an informal reception

of delegates at Brescia Hall. At

noon on Saturday a luncheon

was served at the University Tea

Room. Saturday evening there

was a reception and tea dance

at the London Hunt Club.

There were also business ses-

sions, at which reports of the ac-

tivities of the various clubs were

presented ; many questions of in-

terest to the individual clubs were

Artsman: discussed, and ideas exchanged.

For the best movie of the year TllL> following officers were elect-

1 nominate Citizen Kane, for its ed to guide the destiny of the

story, direction, and excellent pho- Canadian Province for the year

tograpby. Walter Huston for his 1942-43 : Chaplain, Reverend Em-

performance in Ml That Money mett Carter, B.A.. of McGill;

Can Buy was the best actor and! President, C|em Fatlst of West

Joan Fontaine for her performance Urn; Secretary, Miss May Mc
in Suspicion was the best actress. ' Lean of Toronto.
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"Where the Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

TYPING
Essays, Theses, and Pathology Cases.
Eight cents per double-spaced page,

12 cents per single-spaced page.
Mimeographing: prices on application

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson Street

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J- R. C. DOBBS & CO.
C, B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY

for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

most modern in Kingston
Excellent Service

274 Princess St Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOlURDIERS
FUES

78 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Hone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

Princess Beauty Salon
27/[

Princess St. Phone 849

Th ( - Modern Eugene Shop

Id, Van Ctleai Maudo Wagai
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THEATRE
LINE-UP

CAPITOL
Cirwtfn Kane, the most talked

about pieture in many a moon, ends
a three-day run today at the Capi-
tol. Directed and produced by 26-
year-old Orson Welles, who also
acts the part of Kane, the picture
is a "must" for all students who
are interested in the movies other
than as a means of pure entertain-
ment. For everything about Citizen

Kane is revolutionary. There are

actors whose faces you never see.

scenes played in near-darkness,

stretches of three and four minutes

with nary a bit of dialogue, un
earthly music, under and over

focused scenes, and many other in

teresting and novel devices to make
the average movie-goer sit up and
take notice.

The story is rather baffling if

one is not acquainted with the car

eer of a certain prominent Ameri-
can newspaper tycoon. This alleged

gentleman is a heel and Welles

not spared the whip in telling the

story of his life. We shall not TM
ture to divulge it in case we spoil

The

ODEON TODAY AND
SATURDAY ONLY!

A PICTURE EVERY CANADIAN SHOULD SEEI

"49th PARALLEL"
WITH A SUPERB CAST INCLUDING

LAURENCE
OLIVIER LESLIE

HOWARD
Next MONDAY - TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

Reunited in a modern romance 1

Charles . Margaret
Boyer * Sullovan

"APPOINTMENT FOR LOVE"

TWO ACE HITS!

jane F razee

Leon Errol - Mischa

Alter in

"MOONLIGHT

N HAWAII"Continuous Daily

From 1 p.m.

€*S&&ffiD
c™us

?f!^^STHfSfr da,ly fr°m
I P.M.

NOW SHOWING

BRUCE CABOT in

"WILD BILL HICKOCK RIDES"

STARTS MONDAY
ROBERT PRESTON IN

"PACIFIC BLACKOUT"
— ADDED HIT

LUPE VELEZ in HONOLULU LU'

BILTMORE
GOOD SHOW'

20c Til 6 P.M.
25c AFTER (PLUS taxi

SATURDAY—MONDAY—TUESDAY
GENE TIERNEY - HENRY FONDA

in "THE RETURN OF FRANK JAMES" in technicolor

olso BOB HOPE in "SOME LIKE IT HOT"
with GENE KRUPA AND HIS ORCHESTRA ,

WEDNESDAY—THURSDAY—FRIDAY

lamour - "HURRICANE" - Hal
n
l

RAYMOND MASSEY
— ALSO —

DAVID NIVEN in "RAFFLES" with OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND

STARTS SATURDAY

ALEXANDER DUMAS*

THE

"C0RSICAN BRtiTHERS"
STARR INC

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS JR.

NEXT WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

FREDRIC

MARCH
MARTHA
SCOTT

ONE FOOT IN HEAVEN"
with

BEULAH BONDI - GENE LOCKHART

a perfect afternoon's entertainment

for those students who have not

yet seen the picture. Rather we
would urge everyone who is really

interested in the morion pictures as

an "art" to see Citizen Kane. On
the other hand, students who are

restless souls and admirers only of

Abhoit and Costello, Gene Autry,

Lana Turner, and Rita Hayworth
will be terribly bored and, in all

probability, will stagger from the

Capitol shaking their heads in ut-

ter bewilderment, wondering what
has happened to the movies. A

ODEON
Wth Parallel, the new British

film, continues its current run at

the Odeon. With a cast that reads

like a "Who's Who of Hollywood,"

this picture is one of the best to

come out of the English studios in

a long time. Laurence Olivier.

Raymond Massey, and Leslie Ho-
ward are the chief players in this

first rate action drama. A

—

BILTMORE
At the Biltmore until Saturday-

are Melvyn Douglas and Lorelta

Young in a humorous concoction

entitled He Stayed for Breakfast,

and a welcome thriller labelled In-

visible Stripes.

Comrade Melvyn (real name is

Hesselburg) wins plaudits as he

almost succeeds in withstanding the

womanly wiles of lovely Loretta.

After she has secreted him from

police interested in his Communist

activities they both discover hidden

passions and run off to America

(to vote for F.D.R.).

The second vehicle offers the

usual glimpse into a fast and fur-

ious underworld, highlighted by

noisy operatioa,of a flame-spitting

M.G. from an open-roofed squad

car. George Raft gives his stereo-

typed performance as the rock-hard

gangster, forced to revert to his

criminal activities in order to help

his kid brother. As the kid, "Gold-

en Hoy" Holdeu tries to appear

juvenile, but like the other support-

ing players suffers from lack of

direction. Needless to say, Humph-
rey Bogart gives his little portion

= THE QUALITY SHOP FOUNDED 1847 =

LIVINGSTON'S
QUALITY S™ 0UR

SUIT SALE
$ 39-75 3 PIECE SUIT =

MADE - TO - ORDER

Keg. $50.00 — (55,00 — $65.00

We do not expect to be able to repeat these sale values. By nest

autumn there wQl be a noticeable scarcity of variety of both

patterns and trimmings. Already there is a scarcity of skilled

craftsmen. We therefore suggest ordering your suits t(OW,
although delivery need not be taken until later if desired.

I LIVINGSTON'S I
75-79 BROCK STREET
CUSTOM TAILORS 95 YEARS

J. M. Macdonnell

(Continued from page 1)

various occasions. He discussed the

part that university men have to

play in this war in the services and

in war industry. Superior brains

are urgently required to provide

leadership in this highly technical

modern warfare just as they are

needed to guide the nation through

this crisis and the troubled period

which inevitably will follow.

The speaker supposed that stu

dents on looking back on the last

twenty years regarded them with

much bitterness and disappoint-

ment just as the student in the last

war felt rueful about the nine-

teenth century. He satd he could

remember joining the militia in

VJ12 and being seriously remon-

strated for such action by a patrio-

tic citizen who felt that he should

not risk his talents in the army.

Such thinking is fatalistic for any

organized society and the speaker

felt quite gratified that such was

that fascinating "Bad-bo> Bogart" not the prevalent attitude m Can

ap|>eal that was such a great box-

office benefit a while back (re-

member High Sierra?).

Both hep-cats and ickies will wel-

come Saturday's opening of Some
Like It Hot featuring that madman
of the drums, Gene Krupa. Gene

scores heavily in this fast-moving

jump-session, and our own favor-

ite, Bob Hope, is happily present.

Itself a standout attraction, the

other feature will be The Return

of Frank James

—M.G.M.

GRAND
Wild Bill Hickoek Rides and Pa-

cific Blackout make up the show

at the Grand this week. As for the

first mentioned, it is a conventional

cowboy feature, with dust, horses

break-neck chases and everything

else that makes up a wild-west horse

opera. If you like this sort of

thing, it's your meat. Personally,

it bored us.

Pacific Blackout, the second fea-

ture, takes place in a California

metropolis, where a practice black-

out is under way. A military secret

hat spies are trying to capture

provides the excitement. The in-

nocent inventor is framed so that

a foreign |>ower may get auitru]

of his invention. L'nder cover of

the blackout, the inventor escapes

from the police, and with the help

of a girl he met in his escape, foils

the nasty spies and proves his in-

nocence to the police. C
—Scoop.

ada if the numbers of university

graduates who are enlisting is any

indication.

Turning to the current plebiscite

and conscription issue, Dr. Mac-

donnell felt that the older Cana-

dians were not doing a good job.

Basically the present problem is a

racial question. The past history

of conscription is filled with every

evil' misfortune. During the last

war it was not so clear that our

liberties were threatened as it is

now. Today the ugly bitterness is

again provoked between Ontario

and Quebec. To Quebec this whole

issue is a symbol of the desire of

i he Anglo-Saxons for domination

in Canada. Ontario ought to exer-

cise a moderating influence by

showing that conscription is_ only a

dire necessity and not a device to

acquire domination over the French

as Quebec considers it. This, the

speaker stressed, was no easy task.

Co-operation

To the graduate joining the

army Dr. Macdonnell pointed out

that in the services in England

many differences would be found

with the British in their manner-

isms and customs of speech which

if they are accentuated can and do

create much ill 'feeling between our

troops and the British. "It is your

duty," the speaker stated, "nut to

allow these characteristics to cause

ill feeling but to concentrate on the

-terling qualities of the Britisher."

With the rest of the Empire troops

no such difficulties would arise al-

though the cockney accent of the

]||[l!ll!llllllllllll!lll!!lllllll[|tll!llll!IHP

Executives Named
By Arts Students

By a fairly wide margin, Stew

Webster was chosen President of

the Arts Society in that faculty's

annual elections on Wednesday.

Jim Richardson, this year's Junior

A. M.S. representative, defeated Jim

McCallum in a close race for Arts

Senior Representative and Hugh
Buchanan was winner by a substan-

tial margin for the post of Junior

A, M.S. representative.

Baker by Acclamation

John ILikcr, secretary of the Arts

SocTely 1aM year, won the post oE

vJce-presiiffent by acclamation.

Frank Rutherford was elected Sec-

retary, and in an exceptionally close

vote Vern Malach was elected

Treasurer of the Society, Walt

Halliwell was elected Arts Athletic

Stick with quite a la.-ge majority.

Australians might appear a little

irregular at first,

A further responsibility of the

Canadian is to act as an interpreter

between the American and the Bri-

tisher, who are most unlikely to

understand one another. The simi-

larity in language is not always

such a boon as is commonly hcliev-

ed because "if a man speaks in a

foreign language you, then at least,

can't laugh at the way he talks it!"

Post-War Reconstruction

After the war it will be the duty

uf every citizen to be ready to serve

the state beyond anything that he

has done before. "There will be

less excuse for you to fail than we
had," stated the speaker, "because

it seemed to us that our institutions,

winch we had inherited from Stuart

limes, had existed so long that no

one could question them in our

time and that we would never have

to revise them. You know," he

continued, "what has happened with

freedom gone and all that we be-

lieved in called in question." If

free institutions and democracy are

to continue citizens must be readier

to serve the state. In peace lime the

popular conception of government

is that of "an unpleasant tax col-

lector and giver of handouts." Ot-

tawa is cluttered with people all

wanting something tor nothing. Un-

der war time conditions, however,

Ottawa is cluttered with people

anting to know what they can do

to help the government. To pre-

serve this attitude -under i>e.vce time

condition? ''is on? 'problem which

the democracies must solve if they

wish to survive.
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Official Notices

Gowan Foundation No. I

A prize of $20 in cash will be

awarded to the student who sub-

mits the best essay under examina-

tion conditions on one of a list of

topics within the field of Political

and Economic Science.

Each candidate may select one

from a list of topics submitted to

him at the time of the competition.

The list will he a comprehensive

one, including topics of both theo-

retical and practical interest, such

that a well-read student should find

several topics suited to his know-

ledge and interests.

The competition will be held on

Saturday, February 28, from 2 p.

to 5 p.m. Room 100 of the

New Arts Building.

Cold Feet

One of the distinguishing features of the democratic way

of life is that, presumably at least, the government cannot lie

to the people. We believe that is as it should be. But, there

would seem to be occasions when the people are not worthy ol

the sincerity of their leaders, and the present is one of those

times.

Because they have been told the truth, men and women every-

where know that our present military situation in the Far East

is extremely serious. There can be no question but that the fall

of Singapore was a terrible disaster which may well prolong the

war by some years. The general picture in the East Indies and

in Burma is very black, and likely to become blacker. And the

crowning touch, though it was relatively unimportant from a

larger point of view, was the escape of the German ships from

Brest.

Because' these things are so, the weak sisters and the calamity

howlers and the fifth columnists and all those who wish us ill

emerge from their shelters to cry "Uncle," and to scream to the

four winds that we may as well give up and hang garlands for

the benefit of the -victorious Fuhrer.

Some of these people arc consciously mischievous, and they

do gTcat harm. But much, much worse and infinitely more

dangerous arc the sincere and highly suggestible spirits who be-

lieve everything they hear and pass on the tidings of evil to their

friends. It is these latter who are the real saboteurs, and they

do more damage because they do it unconsciously.

No thinking person ever seriously believed that we could

win this war without years of toil and sacrifice and heartbreaking

loss. Certainly no one believes that now. But, by the same token,

no thinking person has the slightest doubt that, ultimately, God

helping us, we will win.

We have said before, and we say again, that it is the height

of foolishness to let one isolated event or series of events blind

us to the rest of what must be, in the last analysis, a world

picture. A few months ago it was Russia we were worried about.

Now it is Burma and the East Indies. But let us, in our musings

never forget these salient facts: that Germany is losing steadily

in Russia, and that her margin of air power is being cut clown to

parity ; that Japan can never be master of the Far East till she

conquers China—and so far, she has not done too well at that;

that the might of the United States, in men and material will

swell from a mere ripple to a veritable tidal wave within the next

three years; and that, if we prove ourselves worthy to win this

war, we will win it as inevitably as day follows night.

Especially in bad times, the thing that is most difficult for

the non-combatant to bear is the agonizing sense of futility, the

feeling that we must stand idly by while our whole world crumbles

about our ears.

We all cannot fight in the front lines, true. But, there are

things everyone can do—and the first of these is to maintain

some semblance of stability in thought and action. Let us learn

to do some independent thinking about the rumors we hear; let

us learn not to gullibly circulate wild stories; and above all, let

us not throw in the sponge, before the first round is over.

Versatile

Applications for Degrees

Applications for degrees in the

Faculties of Arts. Applied Science

and Medicine must be received at

the Registrar's Office on or before

March 15tK.

Candidates for the Bachelor of

Arts degree will pay a fee of $10;

candidates for Master of Arts de-

gree will pay a fee of $20. Anyone

applying after March 15th will have

to pay a late fee of $3.

Examination Timc-Table. Faculties

of Arts and Applied Science

The attention of students is call-

ed to the final draft of the exam-

ination time-tables for the Faculties

of Arts and Applied Science. Since

the time-tables will be sent to the

printer almost immediately, errors

or omissions must be reported at

once.

ALBERTANS CAMPAIGN
FOR AMBULANCE FUND

PROFESSOR A. BIELER

LECTURES AT ACADIA

Ever since the first university was established, educators and

psychologists and sociologists have been studying the tastes and

habits of the genus college student. About the only concrete thing

they seem, to have discovered is that these tastes and habits

change from generation to generation, generally reflecting to a

greater or lesser extent, the geniTal characteristics of the age.

Universities, like all other institutions have seen the coming
and going of the Gay Nineties, the Flapper Twenties, and all the

rest of the glibly and inaccurately named social periods. They
will probably see a great many more. But, for general balance
and a healthy versatility, it seems to us the present generation

ranks fairly high. We say tins in the full knowledge that many
persons will not agree with us, and that we may even be accused
of being prejudiced.

What actually brought this to mind was the recently-held

"-wing-session" in the Music Room of the Douglas Library. The
jive-lovers filled every available inch of chair space and still a

great many more (including the writer) had to sit on the floor.

Glenn Miller and Count Basic and Artie Shaw and Benny Good-
man "gave out," and a good time was had by all.

The really interesting point—and it illustrates our general
thesis.—was that a goodly percentage of those same foot-tapping
swing fiends may be found on any Saturday afternoon absorbing

Edmonton (C.U.P.)—Ten days

after the Ambulance Fund drive

got under way, the huge score-

board on the University of Alberta

campus was chalked up to a Sl,-

600.00 total, just $900.00 short of

the objective. No other university

across Canada has shown such

lightning progress in a war fund

campaign, No other university can

claim that a sum of $1,000 was

raised in three days from the stu-

dents by the students, and $1,000.00

the approximate total collected

during the Med-Engineer race.

Nor has Alberta University's

"school spirit" died, as so many

had feared; nor is it even sick, as

so many of us had assumed. Under

pressure of the Meds and Engi-

neers, said spirit was revived sud-

denly and noisily. As witness the

dollar-burton-sellers on the corner

of Varsity Tuck. -who stopped stu-

dent';, civilians, soldiers, professors,

airmen,! cars, and even bread wag-

ons, and who begged, borrowed and

hullied pennies, nickles, dimes and

tcn-dollar-bills from the poor peo-

ple.

The Engineers' "Band," the bi-

cycle-riding Meds, the noisy wheel

harrow campaign through the Arts

rotunda, and oh! everything, added

to the excitement of the race. When
one of the co-eds was informed on

Monday (just after her wrist had

been yanked out/of joint) that the

high pressure in vthe campaign

would not begin until Wednesday

(the really high pressure), she

went home to bed until Thursday.

Wolfville (C.U.P.)—The first

Fine Arts program Of the second

term was presented at Acadia

University Hall recently when

Professor Andre Bieler. resident

artist and Professor of Fine Arts at

Queen's University, delivered a

lecture on American Art.

Three Influences

Professor Bieler outlined the

growth of American Art, discus-

sing the three main influences

on modern American painting.

Tlie first >tep was the realization

by such men as Grant Wood,

Thomas Benton and Stuart

Curry, after returning from Paris,

of the possibilities in painting

scenes familiar to them ;
that is,

the American West.

The depression had a marked

effect on American art; during

this era there was a sudden pre-

dominance of powerful greys and

blacks. Professor Bieler pointed

out the difference between Am-

erican and Canadian art during

this period. The depression ap-

parently had little or no effect

on Canadian artists who con-

tinued to paint gay and colorful

pictures.

Government Aid

The third great aid to Ameri-

can Art was the intervention of

the Federal government which

ordered that one per cent of the

allotment for the building of a

post office or public building

be used for the painting of fres-

cos within the building.

He emphasized the remark of a

contemporary American painter,

that there can be no growth in

Art until the subject becomes

more important than the tech-

nique. The subject cannot become

real while too much attention is

placed on lights and shadows.

Visitor: I suppose you've been

in the navy so long that you're

used to sea legs.

|Sailor: Lady, I wasn't even

looking.

Jane: Dick called the house

four times before I finally gave

him a date.

Helen : Whom did he ask for

the first three times?

BING THE OMNIPOTENT

Hollywood — Bing Crosby, gen-

ial maestro of the "Kraft Music

Hall" on the NBC-Red Network,

is a man of contradictions.

Bing studied to be a drummer

but became famous as a singer.

Yet he's never taken a singing les-

son in his life.

Most of his female audience finds

a great romantic appeal in Bing's

MOke. Yet he's happily married

and the father of a large family.

Bing is continually kidded about

his nonchalance and his more or

less slow movement but he's really

a busy man, what with radio, mo-

tion pictures, records, horse-racing

stables and other enterprises.

He's hardly ever in his own busi-

ness offices and yet he was honored

by the National Junior Chamber of

Commerce as one of the country's

"most outstanding young business

men." •

Bing's life ambition is far re-

moved from all this. .He wants to

be an author — author of the Great

American novel.

—NBC News.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

FOUND

Found in the Library, a man's

wrisl-watfjh, and a pair of girl's

white-gold rimmed glasses. Own-
ers may have the articles on

identifying them at the Reserve

Desk. Douglas Library.

the operatic works of Verdi or Wagner with equal enjoyment.

And if that isn't a breadth of taste then Glenn Miller should take

up Gregorian Chants!

Sympathy
On behalf of the student body, the Journal wishes to express

sympathy to Jack O'Dctte, Science '44, on the death of his father.

Everything that's New
and Smart
At LAIDLAW'S!

Dresses — Coats — Sports Clothes —
New Accessories — Smart Fabrics.

Men's Furnishings

—

v House Furnishings

—

•

When You ,Buy at Laidlaitfs — You're Sure of the Quality.

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS ST.

OFFICERS' UNIFORMS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

FOR ARMY - AIR FORCE & NAVY

103 Princess Street Phone 3542

AGENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock partem $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags. zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street .fc^ly aw*™ «..>»> Phone 1941

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Slide

Rules. Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used Book

Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

STUDENTS
Helenc iWarttn'a iBcauty Salon

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Helene Martin Assistant Claca Watland

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHCR

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 21

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE

RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MACCISCN STUDl©
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

JWe supply everything — Make your appointment now

for portraits and groups i

92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones: 676

I

620
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Science Junior Year Winners
OfiBoxing, Wrestling Matches
Heavyweight Mat Contest

Ends In Decision For
Jack McNeil

In Wednesday night's assault
the men of Science '43 slugged,

grappled and socked their way
to the B. and W. team champion-
ship for the second consecutive
_year. The assault attracted more
interest and entries than ever be-
fore. /

Many Preliminaries

The many preliminaries of

Monday and Tuesday whittled
the 60-odd entries down so that
only competitors of the highest
calibre stepped into the ring for

the finals. Among many thrill-

ing bouts the heavyweight wrest-
ling tussle between McNeil and
Sobering was a standout. A
dogged, determined Sobering
clamped a quick fall on the stu-

dious Amman in the opening
moments. From this point on a

weakened McNeil plied every
trick of the trade in an attempt
to outwit the stubborn Science
grapplcr. Only as the timer's
hand was raised to strike the
final grong did he succeed in

pinning the Scienceman. The
elongated McNeil was awarded
the match, which was the tough-
est of his career, on the judges'
decision.

In the 125 lb. boxing final two
blender "paper-weights" merci-
lessly lambasted each other in

the Henry Armstrong manner for

three solid rounds with hardly
a breath between the countless
"haymakers" and "uppercuts."
The wide open styles of Arts
Frosh Warner must be seen to

be believed. His opponent. Rich-
ardson, however, managed to gain
the close decision.

Crank of Meds '47 performed
well but the experience and rug-
gedness of Haflidson was a little

too much for him. The "battling

Icelander" repeated his 155 lb.

victory by taking the champion-
ship in the 145 lb. class from hi

team mate, "Red" DeLuca
Kindrachuk was the other double
winner, taking both the 155 and
165 lb. wrestling championships
in grand style.

Don MacKenzie

MacKenzie of Arts '43 fought a

cool, clean fight to retire an out-

classed Watson during the second
round of the 135 lb. boxing fix-

ture. Hunt made quick work of

Reiche applying 2 quick falls to

gather in the 175 lb. wrestling

championship.

Stu Hitsman of Meds '44 put

up quite a tussle before conced-
ing the 145 lb. wrestling Crown
to a more experienced Meds "46

Kinsman. Cameron of Sc. '43

slapped two falls on Evans of

Meds '46 to win the 125 lb. class

while fivaus was the winner of

•he 135 lb. class as the only entry.

'1

SPORTS

CNCE CVEC LIGHTLY
ITH BILL LEMMON

JACK MCNEIL

Science '43

Meds '46
.

Science '44

Meds '44
.

Arts '44 . .

Arts '43 . .

Arts '45
. .

Weds '47 .

17 points

12 points

11 points

8 points

3 points

3 points

1 point

1 point

Water Follies

(Continued from page 1)

Ve>'. and Jim Seymour. The show
rc, ils on with various ornamei tal

a"d precision routines culminating

the diving exhibitions by Hafrry

Cass, Dominion Champion, and

Ruth Cooper, former Queen's sm-

Skiing Race Won
By Arts Freshman

Don Acton of Arts "45 took the

Intramural Cross - Country Ski

race on Wednesday afternoon as

Meds '45 won the' team cham-
pionship over Meds '44 by eight

minutes.

Individual

1. D. Acton, Arts "45 . . .26.04

2. D. Montgomery,

Meds '45 27.21

3. D. Mclntyre, Sc. '44

No. 1 ...... . .29.15

4. Elliott, Meds '45 . . . .30.17

5. D. McLeod, Sc. *44

No. 1 32.07

6. S. Patterson. Meds '45 .33.00

7. Payne, Sc. '44 No. 1 . . .33.44

8. C. Robinson, Metis '44 .33.48

9. S. Hitsman, Meds '44
. .34.18

10. J. McDougall. Meds '44 .34.35

Three more Intramural championships were pinned on the board on
Wednesoay as (1) Science "45 defeated the favorite Science '« team 5-0, S-l
in the hockey playoffs, (2) Meds '45 won the team cross-country ski cham-
pionship, (3) Science "43 hung up the boxing and wrestling meet.

Two more championships will be declared before another Sabbath rolls
around as the Interiaculty basketball finals between Arts and Meds will
be played tomorrow and Meds '46 and Sc. '42 decide the Intramural pennant
tonight. r

The question before a special committee of the Athletic Board at present
concerns the giving of a suitable award to those athletes who have won
more than one Q I I'a.

At present only a Q II may be given to a winning team in city leagues
or individual winners of college championships. Due to the postponing of
Intercollegiate sports no large Q's can be issued for the duration under
the present ruling of the A.M.S.

It was thought by the Board that it is hardly fair that players who
would undoubtedly win the large crest, especially a large majority of the
Junior squad, should go entirely unrewarded for their efforts.

Although no official announcement has been forthcoming several good
suggesuons have been placed before the committee for their consideration.
Gold watch-fob footballs or stars on the Q II much the same as presented
to the large Q holders were proposals emanating from the cracker-barrel
session.

But. whichever is chosen, it shows that the Athletic Board is not alto-
gether forgetting the gridiron stars who have performed so valiantly for
the Red. Blue and Gold the last two years,

The Water Follies held its final dress rehearsal last night behind closed
doors as the performers were put through their paces in preparation for
tonight and tomorrow nights' performances.

The ornamcn,al swimming presented by Ada Roberts and Doreen
Jeffs is as nice a bit of aqua-churning as witnessed in the pool since its
creation. These two nifties go together in the water like ham and eggs
and are worth the price of admission alone. But the big finale of Bemie
Wittig clinches the deal for Philpott's money.

Queen's Intermediates are like the landlady's water in the morning
hot and cold. Take Wednesday eve for example—it was a cold night
the R.TO.C. cadets took them aside on their floor and gave the Gaels their
worst beating of the season 4S-16. Yet they took Garrison and the Com-
bines into camp on a hot water night by playing heads-up balL

This surprise defeat placed the Intermediates in the hot water for they
must win from the Combines and Aluminum Plant to at least tie for the
championship, unless the Cadets play the same brand of ball they displayed
against the Tricolor when they tangle with the Combines.

Team Title

1. Meds '45—2 hrs. 12 mins. 24

sees.

2. Meds *44—2 hrs, 20 mins, 24

sees.

3. Sc. '44 No. 2—2 hrs. 22 mins.

23 sees.

Cagers To Lock

In Mortal Combat

Ban Righ Blimps Toss Back
Challenge Of Jerks

Patronize Journal advertisers

For quality merchandise.

dent. Just before intermission a

detachment of tiie C.O.T.C. will put

on a demonstration of bridge build-

ing-

The theme'nf the stage presenta-

tion rotates around tumbling >ailnr<

and hula girls in a south sea island

setting. The time is late afternoon

and at dusk, the wilcr-belles go

through a swimming routine hold-

ing lighted candles.

Jap Air-Raid

This peaceful scene is sudden!}

shattered by a mode Japanese air-

raid. Motors mar, bombs whistle

down to deafening explosions, ami

Bernie Wittig, imitating a plane in

its last fiery plunge, sets himself

on fire and dives forty feet in

flames. This dive is one of the most

spectacular feats ever seen on the

campus.

The Water Follies offers the

most varied program of any social

function this season and should not

he missed,

The management of Club Moroc-

co is offering a special reduced

cover charge to all holders of a

Water Follies stub to-night.

On Saturday evening, March 14,

the strangest and probably the

greatest basketball game of its kind

ever to be played on this or any

other campus will take place in the

University gym. Last week the

famous and renowned "Journal

Jerks" threw a challenge in the

teeth of the Levanites. With a ven

jeance the Ban Righ Blimps have

thrown the challenge back into the

teeth of the scribes' team, and the

date has been set for the extraord-

inary conflict.

Coach is Confident

Imagine the cries of joy and

amazement in the Journal Office

when the glad news came over the

yrapevine! It was heyond the be-

lief of the scribes' coach, Clark

Graham, that the Levanites would

risk their prestige in such a game

with such an amazing team as the

Jerks will field. "Victory will cer-

tainh rest with the pen-pushers,"

screamed the coach as he tore his

hair while trying to develop new
plays. (The last set of plays used

by the Jerks was devised by Shake-

speare, who said "A pass is a pass,

and that's all there is to it.")

There is slid an air of tuvsierv

in the air, however, in that the

girls have so far refused to release

any information as to their ream.

It is expected that such a galaxy

of beauties and cuties will never

have been seen on the campus be-

fore as will be seen when the Ban

Righ Blimps take the floor. How-
ever, this must remain to be seen,

and the sooner we see it the better,

seeing that seeing is believing, and

all that stuff. ( Stuff and non-

sense.—Ed.)

Journal's Motto

Be they beauties or be they cu-

ties, cone as they will and fall as

they may. the Journal Jerks have

promised on their sacred oath* that

they will not rest till th-:;: have

either won the laurels of victory

or have gone to defeat as men
should, with their boots on. (Hea-

ven forbid they should ever take

them off during the game!)

Training schedules, devised with

MEDICAL CAGE TEAM
OUTLASTS ENGINEERS

Meds rallied around Bennie

Lewis as standard bearer to over-

come a nine point half-time lead

to outlast Science in the Inter-

faculty semi-finals.

Lewis went hog wild in the

second half as he rang in twelve

points before the amazed Science

team could devise a defence to

cope with this veritable super-

man.

Early Science Lead

Science took an early lead with

Carmichael putting Maid Marion

four baskets up ere the first

twenty minutes drew to a close.

But then came the revolution

as the Scienccmen faded in the

closing half to allow the Docs
to pour forth their vengeance in-

to points and enter the finals

against Arts.

Mcnzies, Lynn and Johnson
also stood out for the victors

while "Stu" Rnhertsou, Dunn and
Parker upheld the glory of the

Engineers with Carmichael tak-

ing the honors with ten points.

Science—Dunn (4), Clarke (2).

Hammond, Carmichael (10),
Ralnrt-on (6), Campbell, Mills,

Tait] Parker (3).

Meds — Johnson (1 ). Lewis

(13). Lynn (4j, Sacharoff. Mun-
roe. Loynes (2), Broadwell (2),

Metutigs (6). Simpson (2).

Powerful Frosh Hockey Team
Wins Intramural Championship

RINGSIDE
REFEREE

BV ROLY BARNSLEY

Notice

All final year Arts men
who have qualified for a

Chenille "A" are ^requested

to hand in applications to

Athletic Stick Newt Cobum.

The Intramural Boxing and

Wrestling preliminaries were held

on Monday and Tuesday after-

noon at the gym. A record entry

list was posted by the various

year Athletic Sticks.

AH of the best fighters were

not confined to the finals. In

Tuesday's boxing preliminaries

there were several fine bouts.

By far the most keenly contested

was the 135 lb. match between

MacKenzie and Al Moore. After

each fighter had fought brilliant-

ly for three rounds a very close

decision was awarded to the per-

sistent hard hitting pugilist of

Arts '43. Haflidson, Holme and

Watson all won via the T.K.O.

route.

The Intramural wrestling pre-

liminaries got under way on Mon-
day evening with an entry list

that sounded like the Meds '44

roll call. Clow started the ball

rolling with 2 quick falls in the

first bout. The "ball" in this case

heing one bemustached Oram
Xerxes Yoiinghusliand whose
valiant attempts were lauded in

vain by the '44 cheering contin-

gent. The remainder of the pre-

liminaries were rattled off in

quick style—none of the matches

going to full time.

"Old .man rule book" gave the

hest individual performance of

the evening, throwing no less

than an even dozen porcine con-

stants by the "weight default

route."

Baizana Overweight

Another highlight was Baiz-

ana's removal of 2y2 lbs. excess

baggage in something less than

29 minutes by a series of amaz-
ing gyrations about the gym-
nasium designed to produce a

mananimous perspiratory effect.

Unfortunately his efforts still

First Time In Ice History
Freshmen Have Won

Hockey Series

BY BILL MEREDITH

History was made on Tuesday
when Science '45 nosed out Science

42 5-1, to win the Intramural

Hockey Championship. Never be-

fore has a first year team taken

the Intramural honors in Queen's

hockey history.

Science '42, with their years of
experience behind thein were in

fine trim, and frequently dive-

bombed the Frosh goal, hut the

deadly accuracy of Childerhose,

Melville and Hughes, those fighting

men of Tarns, placed three telling

shots in Forty-Tooze net before

the men of experience managed to

score. Haacke, for Science '42^

made a heroic rush, the theoretical

red light flashed on, and for a mo-
ment the Frosh cheers were damp-
ened. Once more the men of '44

took the offensive, with Cote and

Underwood bringing the final score

up to 5-1.

In the first encounter "Blimp"
Cragg rose to new heights as he
put the S.R.O. sign on his goal.

In the meanwhile the amazing^

Frosh looked with scorn on their

elder brothers and hooked " five

goals for themselves,

In the final encounter the first

line of Cote, Gtilderhose and Mel-

ville were the leading point getters.

However, the scoring was equally

divided with Cote. Melville. Hughes,

Childerhose and Underwood dent-

ing the twine with Haacke saving a

second shut-out by scoring in the

closing minutes for '42.

left him with the odd additional

ounce outside of his class at

weighing in time.

By Tuesday's semi - final the

"dross" had been removed and
several bouts of good description

were to be seen. In the 155 lb.

wrestling, competition! was verv
keen. Greenidge and Barnsley

were eliminated from the finals

by Kirdraclutk and Kinsman re-

spectively in very close bouts.

BOXING
Champion

118— B. Craven, Sc. '44

125—R. Richardson, Sc. '43

135—D. MacKenzie, Arts "43

145— It. Haflidson, Sc. '44

155—R. Haflidson. Sc. '44

165—G. Tindale. Sc. '43

175—G. Tindale. Sc. *43

Heavv—V. Bechax. Sc. '43

Runner-up

Uncontested

F. Warner. Arts '45

D. Watson. Sc. 43

R. DeLuca, Sc. '44

B. Cronk, Meds '47

S. Holme. Sc. '44

Uncontested

U i.contested

WRESTLING

the intention of softening the

Blimps through courtesy and such

like things, there being the odd year

dance between now and the game,

have been posted, by the Scribes'

coach. Each of the furious dozen-

or-su-members of the scribes' ag-

gregation has been assigned his

private duty, and when "The Date"

finally rolls around all team mem-
bers should be "in the pink"

* Haec Oihii Mnniniss,- Juvtibit

Patronize Journal advertisers

for quality merchandise.

125—G. Cameron, Sc. '43

135—J. Evans. Meds '46

145—G. Kinsman, Meds '46

155—W. Kindrachuk. Meds '44

165—W. Kindrachuk. Meds '44

175—D. Hunt. Sleds '46

Heavy—J. McNeil, Arts '44

'46
J. Evans Meds
only entry

S. Hitsman, Meds '44

G. Kinsman. Meds '46

H. Greenidge. Med- '46

C. Reiche. Meds '44

A. Sobering. Sc. '43

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN K. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Corw iiutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St

Printing of

Every

Descnptioa
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Iowa U. Provides

Rehabilitation Plan

Saturday: 2.00 p.m.:

Metropolitan Opera Company

Aida—Verdi.

Sunday

:

New York PhllWmonic Or-

Wfcstfei •f'JjWnwIwo

Corelli—Suite for" Stiiug Or-

chestra. ,
i.t.

Ij Ravet—Daphnis—amf Chloe

—

Suite Nq. 2. .

Sho^kc^ieh—%yrnphonj No-

Monday: — - y jf
' Beethovttf-^feJwplorfy No> 3.

jj
Bach—Three Compositions for

•I
Or,

I Cesair̂ *inck—Choree No; i

, For tljose who wonder we pre

sent the following life history of

k joke:

' Birth—A Freshman. th,rnks it

op and
,

laughs aloud, waking

up two Juniors in the hack row.

Age Five Minutes — Freshman

tells it to a Senior, .\vrtd\3nswer><,

"It's funny, hut I've he»rd it be-

fore." / i^ST

Age One Day—Senior turns it

anto college paper as his own.

,

Age Two Days—Editor think*

fit's terrible (filthy).

Age t*n Days-Editor is -des-

perate for copy, so the joke is

printed.
,

Age One Month — Thirteen

other college papefsVrjrrnt it (ac

knowledging the Journal as its

source). .
'

Age Three Years—Non -col lege

papers print the joke in "Lighter

i Vein."
j

Age Bive Years — Seventy-six

radio inirudians dtscoyer it siin-

ultanconsl y, tell it,"" accompanied

by howis or mirth from the boy

in the orcln vlrn (S5 a howl).
11 Age Twenty Years—Professors

start tcltigg it in class;

He: I hear you advertised for

wife. Any repli&s?

Him: Yes, hundreds. _

Me: AVliat did they say?

Him: You can have mine.

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Meters. Tanks, Filter*

Tripods, Etc,

You* oW camera tatcn i

on new equipment

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Loekett

AT LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St.

'

Phone 24

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

REGRETS

DRIVE IN AN
TAXI

NSUntD

JMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

'Will the* return to gradu-

ate ?" is the question college au-

thorities throughout the nation

are asking as students leave their

campuses to become soldiers.

The challenge of this question

—answered too often negatively

following the last war—is being

„,, , positively by the University

6i Iowa with a far reaching plan

for financial assistance to former

sttlderits wilt) will return 10 study

after war-service.

Iowa Plan

Enthusiastically applauding the

Iowa plan and urging its adop-

tion • throughout the country,

James Ward, Co-ordinator of Col-

lege activities of_-tbe Division of

Youth Activities of the Office;

0( Civilian Defense, declared:

"The Iowa plan goes a long way

towards solution of one of the

Knotrte^t student problems aris-

ing from the current war situa-:

tion. It is hoped that other col-

leges and universities will con-

sider their plan thoughtfully."

"If similar plans are adopted

, „> i ither campuses, thousands

will be brought back, and the

shock (of rehabilitation) will be

cushioned." commented Loren

Hickerson, columnist for the

"Daily Iowan," college paper.

The program calls for gifts of

not over $200 to each returning

student in need of assistance. The

money is to come from a fund

made up of voluntary contribu

tions of 10c a week from each

student still on campus. About

$10,000 is expected to be collected

in this manner this semester. Ad-

ministered by the Committee on

Student Aid and audited by the

university treasurer's office, the

fund will be invested in U.S. De-

fense Bonds.

Origin

Originator of the plan to help

post-war University of Iowa stu

dents is Francis Weaver, 22-yeai

old law student from Mason City.

Iowa. Mr. Weaver believes that

his plan has already gone far in

raising morale of those students

now in school who are likely to

he called into the armed forcete.

"Jt offers those who remain on

the campus the opportunity to aid

in a concrete manner the de-

velopment of a post-war rehabili-

tation pmgram for the men who
are fighting our war for us," said

the "Daily Iowan" editorially on
the plan. "It will give us a chance

to do something for them in re-

turn for what they are doing and
will do for us until complete vic-

tory is achieved."

Requirements for the $200 gifts

to returning students include at

least *ix months' service in a

U.S. armed force, attendance at

the University of Iowa from Oc-
tober 15, 1940, to the time of in-

duction or enlistment, and main-
tenancy of graduating grades dur-
ing this time.

Collection of the fund is being
carried out on a group basis.

Presidents of sororities and fra-

ternities, leaders of dormitories
and such groups are responsible
for collecting their quotas.

Mrs. Hertzberg

And on a day just went, ere

the sun's bright light was spent

to the warriors of Scienz was

sent a message from Maid

Marion from her sanctum deep

the limestone caverns in the

ball of Nic. in the land of Queenz,

n the city of Kin.

And she didst call her war-

riors to her presence and all

didst wonder what the summons

didst forebode.

Yea—and each and every man

of Scienz, from the, humblest

frosh to her mightiest warrior

didst muse and ponder, some

with ecstatic expectation whilst

others didst suffer from grave

forebodings.

And into the massive cavern

didst the men of Scienz congre-

gate to hear* that which their

niding light and oracle should

thrust upon them.
|

And as the thronging multitude

didst quiet down in expectation

there was heard an angry bang-

ing of shoveluffs and voluminous

jets of amorphic carboniferous

smoke infiltrating the cavern

didst herald the presence.

And swinging her latticed

boom in passionate fury, Maid

Marion didst wax wrath and

didst harangue her warriors thus:

"Yea—where are the men of

Scienz? Must I tolerate a race

of old men or where is the spirit

of Scienz that has brought honor

to our halls since the days when

we were confined to the cavern

of Carr. the works of Scienz to

investigate therein ?"

And each man didst measure

his own individual shortcomings

as he didst await the accusation

following.

"What," quoth the Maid, "hast

happened to our athletes in the

land of Scienz that they dost not

maintain that tradition that hast

been laid down for them by their

predecessors?" "For on a day

just past," she cried, "ere the for

Mai had but passed away didst

the combined strength of the

entire Fac of Scienz prove un

availing against the men of

Mudds in battle with the ball and

the hoop and the basket.

Yea—and this doth make twice

ere the summer rain fell that the

men of Scienz hath bovfed to the

men of Mudds in battle. For on

the Field of the Son of Richard

with the pigskin ellipsoid my
warriors didst fail me—yea and

the men of Mudds didst revel in

their victory."

And the assembly didst grow

pale for their ineffectualities

were indeed exposed.

"For shame," quoth Marion as

she didst depart with much

banging of her shoveluffs, "it

must not happen again my war-

riors."

(Continued from page 1)

Hepburn for this work, and that

she hopes to be' able to organize

trainers and trainees soon.

The speaker concluded her ad-

dress by outlining the work of

Lord Baden-Powell, the origin-

ator of the Scout and Guide

movements, and remarking that

he felt that it was her duty and

our duty to carry on his great

work.

Isobel : Is my face dirty, or is

it my imagination?

Bill : Your face is clean ; I don't

know about your imagination.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

C.O.T.C.

MEMORANDUM
ORDERLY ROOM

Queen's University Contingent,

C.O.T.C.

Photographs of Officers and

N.C.O.'s may be seen in the O.R.

Orders will be taken at the

Orderly Room at a cost of 75c

each.

Notice to All Officers

An officers' dinner will be held

in the basement of Grant Hall,

Friday, 20 Feb. 42 at 1830 hrs.

All Officers are requested to

attend. Service dress will be

One, two, button your shoe,

Three, four, do it once more.

Gee, that's tiresome!

McGALL'S 12ESTALICANT
"The Better Place to Eat"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

c„b«
$

^ f|dV0
r$

J. WARD EMPHASIZES
STUDENT LEADERSHIP

"V" With French Cross

Here lies the ""body of Sara
Chowder
- Who died, from taking

i'lz powder
* If *he hnd waited till

vejcpd

She wouldn't have gone to her
heavenly rest. .

•

Snd-

it effer

Patronize our advertisers.

To insure understanding of

current, college situations aris-

ing from the war program, James

Ward of Flano, III., a collegian

fresh from the campus, has been

appointed co-ordinator of college

activities for the Division of

Youth Activities of the Office of

Civilian Defense, the co-directors,

announced yesterday. Mr. Ward,

now working out of the Wash-

ington headquarters of OCD, is

former editor of "Northwestern

Daily" at Northwestern Univer-

sity, Evanston, III.

Emphasizing the college stu-

dents' leadership-responsibility in

Civilian Defense, Ward and John

Langdon, Youth Representative

in Region VI. addressed a meet-

ing of student and faculty repre-

sentative? of 13 Chicago area col-

leges January 16.

Stay at College

It was the consensus of the

delegates that students should

continue their college courses un-

til called for government ser-

vice. Major Raymond J. Kelly,

Regional Director of the OCD in

the Sixth Region, said, "The war

is furnishing a tremendously in-

creased demand for ' trained

people. Often, it is better for

students to continue what they

are doing instead of going into

military service."

Mrs. Mary Jeanne Byrd, repre-

sentative of the Consumers' Di-

vision of the Office of Price Ad-

ministration, called upon college

women to enroll in .consumer

courses to develop economical

buying habits.

Health Vital

Emphasizing the importance of

OCD health, nutrition and physical

fitness programs, Roger Holder

manager of Chicago Chapter of t' c

American Red Cross, pointed on.

During the "V" campaign

everyone followed your sugges-

tions. Patrols were sent from door

to door rubbing out the signs,

and many inhabitants were fined

fifty francs. But as there were

so many Vs everywhere, the

Germans finally started putting

them up themselves, even on

their cars. There was even a

gigantic V on the Eiffel Tower,

Paris. To counter this, the popu-

lation started drawing the Lor-

raine Cross inside the "V".

Dentist's Epitaph

View this grave with gravity

He's filling his last cavity.

that Britain actually had fewer

deaths in 1941 than in the year

preceding the war because

heightened health - consciousness.

"By similar health and safety pro-

grams here," lie said, "I hope we
can -save more lives than our

enemies will be able to take."

Represented at the conference

were the University of Chicago,

Loyola, Northwestern, De Pauw,
Lake Forest, St. Xavier, Rosary,

Barat, North Park, Mundelein,

National College "of Education,

Illinois Institute of Technology,

and Central Y.M.C.A. College.

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

21 Meals $5.50—14 Meals $4.50 $5.50 Value for $5.00

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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Club Morocco

(Continued from page 1)

Tickets Reserved

Tickets, are going rapidly, says
Mr. Forde, and interest is at a
Jiigh pitch. In fact, he claimed
with noticeable pride that 2,204
requests for tickets have been re-
ceived from places outside of
Kingston. Entertainment-seeking
people from Alaska, San Fran-
cisco, Lethbridge, Fort William,
Lethbridge, North Bay, and Leth-
bridge have all been seeking en-
trance to the dance. But (and
here Mr. Fordi was most em-
phatic) the committee for the
Club Morocco, being a true
Queen's group, is not interested

in filthy lucre and is turning
down all outside offers so that
the hundreds of Queen's students
who wish to go to the dance may
not be disappointed.

Decorations

Before he Jeft the office Mr.
Forde reminded us to mention
that John Straiton and L. S. Van
Blaricom are in charge of decor-
ations. Hastily getting in touch
with one of those gentlemen we
discovered that they have con-
structed a miniature Morocco
with everything that goes with
it. That includes dancing girls,

harems, beautiful women, song-
stresses, Sultans' daughters, and
whirling (tervishes. Music, by the
way, will be provided by Ali
Berkley Ki'dd antf ' his 'New
Khythm Orchestra.

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

THE
HABIT-DASHER

FOPS TALLDRAWEH

Guinea Pigs

(Continued from page 1)
winch he or she can wear on
their coat lapel.

The first of its kind to he or-
fianjzed in Canada^ Its ineinlier

are""s7u(ients "who" have volun-
teered as subjects of medical re-

search. It has long been felt that
an organization should be de-
veloped in which students could
take a more active personal part
in the War Effort. The general
belief is that those students who
have volunteered for research
work realise the seriousness of
the international situation and
wi|| be glad of .the opportunity to

talk over current issues and ways
«f contributing to the War Ef-
fort.

It has been suggested that bi-

weekly forums might be held dur-
ing which students could ex
change views, and that, if well
supported they could mobilize
and correlate the student opinion
«>f the University towards taking
direct action where required.

Scotsman: I wish to rent a

iorse.

Groom : How, long?

Scotsman : The longest one
ou've got. There'
:°ing.

be five of us

Commerce Notice

Al Hollingworth and Bill

McDonnell will give talks

on their theses at a meeting

today at one o'clock in

Room 101 of the Arts Build-

hig. Mr. Hollingworth will

speak on "The Govern-
ment's Labor Policy;" Mr.

McDonnell will deal with

'Seasonal Variations in

Stock Prices." All Junior

Commerce students and any
Other interested members
are urged to attend.

Deposit one dollar f<fr

Montreal trip! Deadline -j-

"oon Saturday!

Splash, snore, dash, one two
kick won't it ever end? If there
wasn't a journalist's pride to con
sider such as the fact "one must
never miss a deadline must one?
or "H.O.M.J." (the immortal
words of the Egyptian poet
Vergehell) there would not be
this blurb appearing. What's
cookin'?" you murmur. The
Water Follies of course. What
Water Follies, why the wettest
show on earth that's pooling its

resources tonight.

One thing in the show that is

of special interest to the fashion

conscious is the display of 1942

Jantzen models. Its the first time
the rt-tair buyer has had a 'chance

o look at them in Canada. The
new colors are charming and un-

usual. Perhaps you saw~in Look
(the Jantzen man showed us)

the bathing suit that was chosen
as the swim suit of 1942. This
suit will be modelled so you can
see it in (pardon me, on) the

flesh. -

Seeing these gals will inspire

you to help the war effort bv

getting rid of that rubber tire

around the midriff. Take a deep

breath, and get a friend to stand

by with smelling salts. Now, try

to touch your toes without dem-
onstrating knee action in that

half-mast position ! This gruell-

ing test will reveal. -no doubt,

that you ain't quite in the same
it form you once were. Might be

a good idea to go in for a iiule

organized setting—up—exercises,

you know. Get two or three of

your best and frankest friend*

^oge'.her—und-fignrr out when.

y In re and how. you can get in

at least three hours of real ex-

ercise a week. Freshettes exempt
—yes I too took P.T. Spring

exams are a terrific mental strain

but if you are not strong enough

to hold your books up—sister,

you're lost. Who threw that

brick? *
The orchid this week goes to

half a dozen members of Com-
merce '42. To show their business

icumen and good Scottish an-

cestry they all appeared in an-

cestral, plaid, shirts. When I ask-

ed the president of the Commerce
Club if that was the Buchanan

(cf. the Left-Hand Corner) plaid,

he was wearing, Newt's face lit

lip with a bcautific expression and

he replied "No, it's repulsive.
-
'

Ah wilderness! and Keats claim-

ed truth is beauty. This time truth

fooled us.

SUMMER JOBS OPEN
WITH HOME MISSIONS

The Mission Boards of several

Canadian churches have issued

an appeal through the Student

Christian Movement National

Missionary Secretary, Miss Edna
Durrant. Because of the large

numbers of men being called to

active service and essential war
industries, many Home Mission
fields, especially in western Can-
ada, may have to be vacant this

summer. These are usually filled

by theological students, but there

are indications that there will not

be enough of these to fill the

need. Third and fourth year stu-

dents, both men and women, are

asked to consider seriously the

possibility of their taking charge
of such fields this summer. The
Presbyterian, Baptist and United
Churches, and the Church of

England all have openings for

such students.

Women are asked particularly

to consider the situation. The
qualifications demanded by the

.lifferent denominations vary, but
are not too rigid; in the opinion
Of, the churches inexperience is

not a serious handicap, as long
as the student has conviction, and
particularly for one with tr.ii g
in Sunday School or Young
People's work. Plenty of guid-
ance and advice are available and
he remuneration is better than
that available in most summer
jobs. Any student interested

should contact the S.C.M. sec-

retary, Glynn Firth, as soqn as

possible, for details.

C.O.T.C. Camp

Post-War

THIS

This is not very interesting

But if

You have read this far already

You will

Probably

Read as far as this

;

And still

Not really accomplishing

Anything at all

You might

Even read on

As far as this,

Which brings you to

The line you are reading now.

And after all that you are still

Probably curious enough lo keep

Right on making

Yours el f

A bit gullible

By reading

As far down

The page

As

Tj,^ —Princeton Tiger.

(Continued from page 1)
(lie speaker cited the Atlantic

Charter with its provision of raw
materials to both victors and van-

quished. He quoted an English
writer as saying that the peoples

of Europe should he told now what
lo expect after the war.

Capitalism vs. Socialism

In the world of to-morrow. Or.

Macdonncll stated, we do not want
the kind of world which we had

from 1919-1039. We have a great

challenge in that Germany has

found jobs for her men. What we
do want, said the speaker, is peace,

security, and freedom. In the con-

struction of our post war world

there are those who believe that

capitalism must play an importanl

part and those who believe that it

must not. The speaker then said

that he wished to commend to Ins

listeners last October's issue of

"Fortune" from which he wished

to quote the theories of outstand?

in» ececniomists. The first of these

brought forth the idea that our

country can be made prosperous

quite soon after the war by gov-

ernment control of reconstruction.

The author of the article stated

that much of the difficulty comes

from over-production and thus it

can be eliminated.

Compromise

The second theory involved a

combination of the left and right

in economics, It said that the ab-

sence of loss motive instead of the

profit motive should be stressed.

It stated that the left and right

should accept a balance of order

and freedom. The necessity for

compromise was stressed.

In conclusion, Dr. Macdonnell

spoke optimistically of the possi-

bilities of our trade with the Unit-

ed States, who will be under the

capable leadership of Cordell Hull.

He said that we must not under-

estimate our own responsibilities in

this respect.

(Continued from page 1

leading to a degree or diploma of

their University or College, may
be given leave of absence during

the period of annual camp training

for 1942, by Commanding Officers

of such contingents or classes, on
the conditions following, viz:

(a) Students granted such leave

of absence wilt, for purposes of

their annual training of 30 days,

be credited with the two weeks
military training which would ordi-

narily lie given to them at a train-

ing centre or camp as though they

had, in fact, attended the training

centre or camp for the full period

of two weeks thereof.

(b) Such students will receive

no pay or allowances for the perind

of leave of absence so granted.

(c) Students arc required to

produce satisfactory proof in writ-

ing to their Commanding Officer

that they are, in fact, engaged in

or for summer empl< lymenl a

aforesaid, hefore the granting of

leave will be considered or dealt

with.

(d) Students will apply in writ-

ing to their Commanding Officers

for such leave at least fourteen

days before the commencement of

die period of camp training, and

furnish written proof as required

in the preceding paragraph.

(e) On the completion of such

summer employment, and hefore

30th September. 1942, a student

granted leave will produce to his

Commanding Officer, a certificate

from his employer showing the per-

iod of time of actual employment,

and the nature of the work done

by the student. Failure to produce

such certificates in satisfactory

form, will result in cancellation of

Hie student's being credited with

his period of training ceijtre or

camp training, as provided in sub-

paragraph (a) above.

(f) The Commanding Officer will

be responsible for the granting of

leave in all cases, and if necessary,

will make such investigations a-

may be required. Where leave has

been granted to students whose em-

ployment later is fpund not to be

bona fide, no credit for training

centre or camp training will he

given to this student.

(g) Commanding Officers, be-

fore the completion of the period

of camp training, will supply Dis-

trict Officers Commandric; with ;i

certified nominal roll in duplicate

of all such students granted leave.

This roll will show the name of

employer, and time and nature of

employment, A copy of such roll

will be sent to the Divisional Re-

gistrar.

(h) The Commanding Officer

will by September 30. W2. for-

ward to the District Officer Com-

manding a certified nominal roll in

duplicate of all students who have

been refused credit under sub-

paragraph fa) above, and a copy

of this roll will be sent to the Di-

visional Registrar for such action

as he may sec fit to take.

(i) Leave may bfc granted in

pursuance of these instructions and

of similar conditions to students in

Engineering and Applied Science.

Medical and Dental Students, and

Students in the Pure Sciences, whn
iluring the summer mouths secure

or have secured employment in, or

are engaged in, courses of profes-

sional training or study with a view

to earlier graduation, or the ad-

vancement of their professional

status in their particular course of

study. They will be dealt with, as

similarly as. may be possible, in the

same manner as students in employ-

ment in e-sential occupations and

war industry.

4. 1 am further to advise that

the provisions of Section 27 of

R.A.S.R. 1941 will be made ap-
plicable for the scholastic year*

1941-1942 as for 1940-1941. t/\

5. I am further to ask that per-

sonnel of the C.O.T.C. contingents

and members of compulsory classes

of universities and colleges who
may be affected, be advised forth-

with.

She: Don't you love driving on
a night like this?

He: Yes, but I thought I'd

wait until we got further out in

the country.

FOUND

Gentleman's wrist watch in

wa^h room of Douglas Library.

Owtfe'r please see Mrs. Jamieson
at ViceTPrincipal's Office, . .

A clumsy young fellow, named
Babbit,

Had a girl, a timid young rabbit,

But he kirAe^.her so rough

She exclaimed: Quit tliat stuff.

You should take a kiss nice, not

grahbit.

TWEDDELL'S GREAT ANNUAL

February Sale
Is Fast Drawing To A Close
All good 1 things rWufef come to an end—and-the best

in Sales, Tweddell's Annual February Sale must of

necessities end on Saturday, February 28th. Only a

few more days left to take advantage of these history

making clothing values. So, act quickly and cret your'"
1 '

, share.

OVERCOATS
Every Overcoat in our stock

(only 45 of them) is being

sacrificed at tremendous reduc-

tion in price.

Men of Queen's - - - we suggest

(hat you come early as these

overcoats can't possibly hold out

until the end of the sale at such

Unbelievable Low Prices.

There's nothing in Kingston to

touch these overcoat values!

They're Tweddell's regular bet-

ter quality u'n some cases there's

only one or two of a line, but

every size is included in the lot J

at big price reductions. Buy

one now, use for the balance of

this winter and still have a new*

coat next winter, as with world

conditions as they are today, it

wilt be impossible to buy such

quality anywhere near this year's

regular prices, so you »ee by

BUYING NOW, you're saving

money galore I

GROUP 1

To Clear at.

GROUP 2

To Clear at.

GROUP 3

To Clear at

19-45

27.45

32.45

OUR ENTIRE STOCK
OF

s y 1 t s
AT DRASTICALLY
REDUCED PRICES'

SENSATIONAL SALE OF

MADE-TO-MEASURE SUITS
Imported ENGLISH MILL-ENDS in FOUR Special Price Groups

28.50 32.50 37.5O 39-50
Only once En a blue moon do you get value like this - - - ami there's

only a short time left to take advantage, so ACT QUICKL YI " Your

choice of only the finest of BRITISH MILL^MTJS. mil^ej; fr> your

individual measurements for .1 perfect fitting, suit ctmU W,ORTH
DOUBLE THE MONEY. And thai'*' "why scores of men^rMh'e
last two weeks have purchased TWO and /THREE pf 1 he af.--•jails.

DONT MISS this value of values—come in-at oncel .

-

OTHER ITEMS
L'11 fortunately the space is too limited to LIST ALL ITEMS - -

and quo(e prices but no matter what youTTtnin' in turnf>riipg>, we
have itt NECKWEAR. SOCKS, GLOVES, SCARVES; SWEATERS.
DRESSING GOWNS. ODD TROUSERS, etc, slashed to the LOW-
EST PRICES in history.

t 5
•

See Our Special U'mjov Displays

TWEDDELL'S
Hotel La Salle Bldg.

137 - 139 Princess St. Phone 3706
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"What a splendid fit," said the

tailor as he carried the epileptic

out of the shop.

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-

wear — Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid, High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St

Phone 24

Delivery Service

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

LEVANA III

NCTEJ I

Home Nursing

It has been announced that the

oral and practical examination for

Home Nursing will be held next

Wednesday, February twenty-fifth,

at 7.30 p.m. The girls will take

their examinations at the hospital

where they took their practice work.

Every girl who is registered for

the course is expected to take the

examination, no matter what her

attendance at the Lectures has been.

Red Cross Room
After the plea we made for more

knitting last week, we have 'been

informed by the Red Cross Room
authorities that not only is there

no more wool to knit with, (except

turtle neck sweaters and seamen's

stockings) but the local Red Cross

has its quota of socks for the next

two months, so you will have to

devote yourselves to other worth-

while activities.

Ping-Pong Tournament

The first round of the Ping-pong

tournament will have to be played

off by Wednesday, or the players

Will be disqualified.

Levana is Challenged

Rumor has it that the Journal

Jerks (a purely masculine organ-

ization) will soon engage the ladies

of Levana in fair and friendly com-

bat — i.e., a basketball game. At

this point, arrangements are not yet

complete, but if the struggle is up

to the standards of former years,

it should be a very lively one.

Prof: What do you mean that

Benedict Arnold was a janitor?

Student : Well, it says here that

he spent the rest of his life in

abasement.

Today:

8.15 p.m.—Water Follies

Gymnasium

9.00 p.m.—Club Morocco

Grant Hall

Beat Gangsterism,

Says Jan Masrryk

Czech Foreign Minister Is

Speaker At Varsity

Toronto, Ont, Feb. 19 (C.U.P.)

—A warning against undue empha-

sis on postwar planning while the

war is yet to be won was the mes-

sage of Doctor Jan Masaryk, for-

eign\ minister of the Czecho-Slo-

vakian govemment-in-exile, in an

address to students at Varsity.

He warned against exercising mor-

al and religious principles which are

democracy's background because

"They will make us do things whidi

may be detrimental to our struggle.

We must beat gangsterism with its

own weapons," the speaker affirm-

ed. Admitting the evil of war, he

claimed there was no more Christ-

ian way of dealing with desperate

people.

By being as well equipped as

they, and having a moral back-

ground of which we are not asham-

ed, we will win this war, he con-

tinued. He warned that 1942 would

be a bad year, but we should not

be discouraged by the reverses

which we have foreseen. We have

been lamentably unprepared. Some

people claim we can't use the en-

emy's methods but we will show

that we jolly well can.

He asked for vagueness in the

plans for the future — "We can-

not federate while the Japanese are

taking Singapore. Nobody knows

when peace will come and we can-

not have preconceived ideas." When
you are told to march, he advised

his audience, either for exercise or

for the real thing, forget the peace

aim. The job is here, the house is

afire, but first we must put out the

fire then rebuild the house.

She was a good girl

As good girls go;

And as good girls go
She went.

Saturday

:

8.15 p.nr.—Water Follies

Gymnasium
Monday

:

7.30 p.m.—A.M.S. Meeting

Committee Room
Gymnasium

TEN-PIANO ENSEMBLE
WILL PERFORM HERE

The Canadian Concert Associa-

tion announced to the Journal

today that it is presenting a Ten

Piano Ensemble in Grant Hall on

Wednesday evening, February

25. The ensemble is made up enT

tirely of prominent Canadian

pianists and is directed by Mona

Bates, well - known Canadian

musician and teacher.

Tickets

A special section of seats will

be reserved for the holders of

season tickets for the regular

concert season sponsored by the

Concert Association. Students

may purchase seats for 75 cents.

ROSS ABBOTT SPEAKS
TO CHEM ENGINEERS

On Tuesday afternoon the

Chemical Engineers' Club heard

a paper by Mr. Ross Abbott, Sc.

'43, on "Calcium Carbide Manu-

facture."

The speaker pointed out the

great importance of the carbide

industry as the source of acety-

lene from which can be made

acetic acid—a chemical with most

diversified and important uses in

organic synthesis both in peace

and in war.

Raw Materials

The raw materials for calcium

carbide are limestone, coal and

electric power. The limestone and

coal are charged into a combina-

tion lime kiln and cooking oven

from which they emerge as lime

and coke. These two are mixed

together and heated in an electric

furnace to produce calcium car-

bide which is tapped off in a

molten stream.

After the carbide has been cool-

ed and crushed, water is added

producing acetylene gas which

is mostly converted into acetalde-

hyde from which many other pro-

ducts are made.

After the speech Mr. Abbott

answered numerous questions

from the members.

"What big eyes you have,

grandmother?"

"And that, my dear, is how I

caught your grandfather."

He: I'm sick.

She: I don't believe you.

He: Well, I have inside in-

formation.

I'm the girl of the C.O.T.C.

I'm inclined to think that they

like me
In a very brotherly sort of way

—

Platoonic friendship, one might

say.

Anatomy Professor: What are-

the names of the bones in your
hand Mr. Blunt?

Mr. Blunt: Dice.

P.T. Instructor: Take a deep

breath.

Recruit : I'll see you inhale

first.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

STUDENTS

—

Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN S TEA ROOM
- Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

STUDENTS
HAVE YOU CONTRIBUTED TO THE

MOUNT ALUSON RELIEF FUND?
The A.M.S. urges that everyone give as much as he can

to help those who lost much personal property in the
Mount Allison residence fire.

Donations may be placed in boxes located at
BAN RIGH HALL -TECH SUPPLIES - STUDENTS' UNION
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WAR
COMMENT

BY JIM LINDSAY AND
LUNA TARLO

Events this week have brought
to light the evidence of a basic

unity among the Canadian people.

This has been positively demon-
strated by their whole-hearted sup-
port of the current victory loan
campaign. The support of the gov-
ernment's policies by vote of 144
to 61 would seem to indicate that

there is a growing realization

amongst all political parties that

co-operation is the essence of vic-

tory. What was the most signifi-

cant in tha results of the vote was
the stand of the Quebec Liberals.

Out of the sixty-four in the house
only ten voted against the Govern-
ment's program. All of which points

to a partial change of French Can-
ada towards the prosecution of the

war.

Sir Stafford Cripps

In Britain too, a near-crisis has
been averted and for the time be-

ing it would appear that the poli-

tical stability of the country has

been re-established. The appoint-

ment of Sir Stafford Cripps to the

War Cabinet as Lord Privy Seal

and Leader of the House of Com-
mons is indicative of the general

tenor of British politics. Ever since

Cripps returned from his Moscow
post he has enjoyed a popularity

amongst the British people second

only to that of Winston Churchill.

Cripps has always represented the

tendency toward? an alliance with

the Soviet Union. It is to the cre-

dit of the Prime Minister that he

has responded to the popular pulse

and has once more salvaged the

unity of the British nation.

In the Far East the tidal wave of

Japanese aggression has lapped up-

on the shores of Australia. The
bombing of Darwin has emphasized
the seriousness of the situation.

Singapore's fall has placed the spot-

light on the serious plight of the
1 nited Nations in the struggle with

Japan. To quote Hanson W. Bald-

win of the Nnv York Times "The
[Treat island base at Singapore was
not only the principal strongpoint

in the Malaya Barrier but also the

only springboard in that area from

which offensive operations against

Japan might at some time have

WAR COMMENT
(Continued on page 4)
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Loyola Debaters

To Visit Queen's

For Final Contest

Rowell-Sirois Report to be
Topic of Discussion
Tomorrow Night

The Queen's Debating Union will

hold its final debate of the year

against a team from Loyola Col

lege, on Wednesday at 7.30 p.m.

in Room 221 of the Douglas Lib

rary.

Rowell-Sirois Report
The subject of the debate is "Re

solved that the Recommendations
of the Rowell-Sirois Commission be

adopted in Canada."

The Queen's team of A I Hoi
Hngworth and James Connell will

uphold the affirmative, giving spe-

cial attention to the financial, con

stitutional and social service as

pects.

Kevin McKenna, President of the

Loyola Debating Society, will lead

the opposition.

This question has had wide at-

tention, and in the opinion of the

Debating Union all four debaters

have done a great deal of investi-

gation and know their subject tho-

roughly.

Free Speech
CONDUCTED BY B

NUPTIALS PERFORMED
IN MEMORIAL CHAPEL

DV OWEN" MORTON
The Morgan Chapel in the Old

Arts Building was the scene of an

undergraduate wedding on Friday

afternoon, when the Rev. Dr. Mc-

Leod of Broikville officiated at the

marriage of Elizabeth Bonham,

Arts "42, and Harry Meanwell,

Science '42.

Professor Gives Bride Away
The bride was given in marriage

by Prof. D. S. Ellis of the Science

Faculty, and attended by her sister,

Miss Anne Bonham of Windsor.

Mr. Robert Meanwell. brother of

the groom, was best man.

A dress of beige wool and a

brown fur-trimmed hat were chos-

en by the bride, who wore a cor\

sage of roses. Miss Anne Bonham

had on a tri-color wool dress and

her hat was a deep brown trimmed

model.

Reception

After the ceremony a reception

NUPTIALS PERFORMED
(Continued on page 6)

Topic—Should Formals Be

abolished for the duration?

Reporters for this Issuer—Ann
Shaw, Mary Paterson, Gord

Wright, Charlie Hoar.

Member of Sc. '42:

The objection to formals in

war-time is that the money could

be better invested in our war
effort. But this money would not

conceivably be put to such a use

if formals were cut out. Students

could never be induced to hand
20 or 30 dollars over for war
purposes. Therefore what reason

is there for eliminating formals

for the duration?

Member of Sc. '43:

All students plan to attend at

least one formal during their col

lege days, Students save in order

that they may go to this formal

It seems hardly fair to the stU'

dent body to eliminate this in-

tegral part of Queen's life.

Prof. Vlastos:

I am in favor of continuing to

hold formals even during war

time, but 1 do think thai the cost

should he considerably reduced

to enable more students to at

tend, and to leave more money
to go to war needs.

Elinor Schell:

Formals abolished? Oh heavens.

No!

Betty Carty

:

Formals should be kept on, but

the proceeds should go entirely

to the war effort. Instead of hav-

ing corsages, novelties, perhaps

FREE SPEECH
(Continued on page 6)

The Queen's Water Follies
AS HEVIEWEp BY STU ROBERTSON

Artsmen To Hold

Banquet Saturday

Mystery Thriller

WI1 Be Presented

Beginning Monday

Adapted by Frank Vosper
From Story Written
By Agatha Christie

BY KATE MACDONNELL
Next Monday, March 2, in Con

vocation Hall, the curtain will

rise on the mystery thriller of

the year, "Love from a Stranger,'

by Frank Vosper. The play i

produced as the result of the com
bined effort of the Drama Guild

and the Faculty Players.

Agatha Christie

This modern melodrama
adapted from a story by Agatha
Christie, famous English mystery
story writer. With her usual

skill Miss Christie combines
comedy, romance and excitement,

working up to a thrilling and
expected conclusion. The play

was made into a movie with Basil

Rathbone and Ann Harding, and
all who saw it will vouch for its

tense excitement.

The cast of the play is hard

at work. The parts are divided

between players of the Drama
uild and of the Faculty Play-

ers, including from the faculty

Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Kyte. Mr. C.

B. Wade and Miss Violet Miller.

. MYSTERY THRILLER
(Continued on page 2)

Mr. Percy J. Philip to

Guest Speaker

be

The Water Follies, first show of

"s type to be presented at Queen's,

flashed through with a sensational

Lliccess on Friday and Saturday of

last week.

So successful was the show on
these two nights that it was pre-

sented on a third night, Monday.

Highlights

The show was a fast, moving

'''-'amlined Aquacade, which would
have done credit to Billy Rose hi'm-

Se'f- Distinctly professional were
''v specialty ;:-t the pre:isi;n :wtm-
n,
'ngi the tumbling; and the South

'
' a Island setting, all moulded skil-

'u"j into one spectacular produc-
tion.

Producer Wally Berry and his

associates did a capable and effi-

cient job of handling the mammoth

cast, one of the largest ever to be

assembled for one night's entertain-

ment at Queens. The acts blended

smoothly, aided by an appropriate

musical background and M. C.

Thomson's easy patter.

Diving

Especially outstanding were the

precision swimming acts presented

by Ada Roberts and Doreen Jeffs,

and the diving exhibition given by

Harry Class and Ruth Cooper.

Class, five times holder of tile Ca-

WATEK FOLLIES

(Continued on page 2)

BY NORMAN MCLEOD ROGERS

The annual Arts Society Ban-

quet, final get-together and smok-

er will be held in Grant Hall on

Saturday, February 28.

The speaker will be Percy J.

Philip, Ottawa correspondent for

the New York Times, who has

spent much time in London and

Paris news circles. Mr. Philip

was in Paris at the fall of France

anil was suspected of being a spy

by the enemy. During Winston

Churchill's visit to Ottawa, Mr.

Philip, who is head of the par-

liamentary press gallery, present-

ed the Prime Minister with a

beaver hat. His experience in

Europe and North America dur-

ing the past twenty years quali-

fies him, in the opinion of the

committee, to give a talk which

will be of great interest to all

members of the faculty.

Dinner Cost

The Arts Society will pay for

one-third of the dinner juice. F'or

ARTSMEN TO HOLD
(Continued on page 6)

Scholarship Drive

Gets 76% Support

Medicine Hits Top as 90"A

Sign Petition

The recently completed scholar-

ship campaign on the Queen's cam-

pus has been tallied, and the rc-

stulls show that 1,165 students, or

76% of those registered, agreed on

the principle of national scholar-

ships.

Meds Lead

The Medical faculty showed the

most support for the campaign,

with 231 signatures, or 90% of the

registration. Arts was next, with

532, or 78% of the total, while

Science was slightly tower with

70% or 405 names. Such response

reveals widespread interest among

SCHOLARSHIP DRIVE
(Continued on page 6)

64% Of Medical Students Here

Favor 11-Month Academic Year

Drama Guild

Tonight, at seven-thirty

the Drama Guild will hold

a general meeting in the

Players' Lounge. A program

will be presented.

McCulloch Contest

Begins Next Week

Winners of Preliminaries to

Speak in Finals

The preliminaries in the McCul-

loch public speaking contest will

be held on March 2, 3, 4 and 5, at

4 p.m. in the Biology lecture room.

Seven speakers will be heard at

each contest and the judges will be

Dr. Douglas, Dr. Estall, and Dr.

Angus. The winner of each con-

test and four others chosen from

the preliminaries will speak at the

final on Monday, March 9.

Finals on March 9

At Ute final, which will probably

be held in Convocation Hall, Dr.

Wallace will preside and the judges

will be Mrs. H. F. H. Hertzberg,

Mr. George McCracken of the edi-

torial staff of the Whig-Standard,

and Mr. J. M. Farrell, K.C., of

Kingston. The first prize will he

$80, the second ?70, and the third

$60. A prize of $30 will be award-

ed to the winner of each preliminary

contest and $20 will be awarded to

die four others Xvho are chosen to

speak at die final.

In the preliminary contest on

Monday, March 2, the speakers

will be Claude Vipond, Jim Con-

nell, Len Ireland, M, W. Steinberg.

George Tucker, Earl Baxter, and

Jim Richardson. The next after-

noon the orators will be Eleanor

Houck. Catherine Ormsby, Louise

Burka, Stewart Webster. Abe Ra-

hiuowitz, Bernard Raudi, and Ber-

nard Wand. On Wednesday Leo

J. Heaps, Alan Hollingworth, A.

S. Marshall, Pat MacDonald, Jack

Wheelton, Kuey Wong, and Norm

Rogers will be heard. On Thurs-

McCULLOCH CONTEST

(Continued on page 6)

Questionnaire is Circulated

By Aesculapian
Society

Would Need Money

A recent Aesculapian Society

questionnaire revealed that 64% of

the medical students are in favor

of cutting down the summer vaca-

tion to one month, 9% being oppos-

ed to this move, and 27% being

undecided. This speed-up has al-

ready been carried out at many
Canadian and American Universi-

ties.

Amount Needed
A similar plan has been prepared

for Queen's, but due to a 50% in-

crease in living and tuition <cost

that this plan would entail, the

questionnaire was also an attempt

to find out the amount of financial

aid necessary for the medical stu-

dents.

The results showed that 42%
required financial assistance, 31%
could finance themselves, and 27%
were undecided.

Estimated Total Needed

Of the students requiring aid

73% were certain of their needs,

which totalled 44,120 dollars. As-

M% FAVOR
(Continued on page 8)

Bonesetters' Ball

Coming Via Stork

Vern Duncan Coming Here

For First Time

Joe Stork has consented to de-

liver the "Bonesetters' Ball" to

Grant Hall on Friday evening at

nine p.m. Thus the Committee

thinks it a good idea to have the

band there to greet him.

New Band

Meds '46 has arranged this pain-

less delivery of its new dance and

offers also a new band — Vera

Duncan. In answer to numerous

questions about these music-makers

all diat can be .-aid is— isn't it time

a new band hit the campus, espe-

cially a good one? One more note

BONESETTERS' BALL
(Continued on page 6)

ED. SOMPPI TO SING
OVER CFRC THURSDAY

A.M.S. Formal And Color Night

To Climax Campus Social Season

On Thursday at 7.15 p.m. Eddie

Somppi, one of the stars of the Glee

Club's production of The Firatcs

of Penzance, will give a song re-

cital over radio station CFRC.
Mr. Somppi has had considerable

vocal training, as was proved in his

handling of the role of the ser-

geant of police in the operetta,

which was, in the opinion of many,

one of the be^t performances in the

production. At the time of going

to press the Journal was unable to

obtain exact details of Mr. Somppi's

program. It is expected, however,

that his rccitnl will feature several

of the airs from The Pirates of

Penzance.

Arrangements for the A.M.S.

Color Night and Formal Dance

are rapidly taking shape and every-

thing points to a very successful

evening, Convener Roy Bunston

told the Journal today. The ticket

sale for both functions has been

very .encouraging and a large crowd

is expected. Though a gnest speak-

er for the Color. Night has yet to

be secured the committee is hope-

ful of getting cither Foster Hew-

itt, prominent hockey broadcaster,

or Lew Hayman, coach of the To-

ronto Argonauts, to address the

banquet.

Presentations

Everything al Color Night has

been planned with a view to making

it a fitting climax to campus social

affairs. Presentations of athletic

awards and university awards will

take place at that time. The din-

ner will begin at 7 p.m., on Friday,

March 6, in Grant Hall. The din-

ner program will be over in time

for the dance ti> begin at 10 p.m.

Music will be provided by Maurice

Allen and his orchestra and danc-

ing will continue until three o'clock.

Dress for the dinner is optional,

while dress for the dance is formal.

Tickets may be bought from the

following members of the Dance

A.M.S. FORMAL
(Continued on page 6)
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After the Levana-Journal basketball

game - - - all is forgiven!

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A.

SEE THE NEW
ARRIVALS

in

REVERSIBLE
TOPCOATS

DonegaJs, Herringbones,

Tweeds,

in

Balmacaan Style

with

Fine Poplin Shower Proof

Lining

MODERATELY PRICED

BIBBY'S
Where you buy with confidence

78-80-82-84 PrincesB St

Ex -Queen's Man
Addresses Science

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princess St

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most ;!.! r. 3-cbair ihop In
, fhe city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp, Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 177Z-W

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St

BY D. A. FKASER

Al its general meeting, Friday

lite Engineering Society heard an

address by Mr. W. C. Miller

President of the Association of

Professional Engineers of the

Province of Ontario. Mr. Miller,

who is a Queen's graduate of

Livils '17, spoke on the subject

"Engineering and Engineers'

;ind presented to the students a

picture of the engineer's position

in public life,

Straight Engineering

Mr. Miller discussed the case

of the short-sighted engineering

graduate who stuck to "Straight

Engineering." He pointed out

how these men, considering them-

selves only as technicians, went

Out into industry believing that

their job was merely to put into

operation the ideas of executive

men. Such men will in general

stay at their self-appointed sta-

tion in life and will help to con-

tribute to the fiction that lawy-

ers, financiers and "business men"
are the only ones from whose

numbers the executives are select

ed. Engineers should have a

larger vision so that through

their professional attainments

they may make some contribution

toward the improvement of the

Canadian way of life.

"The speaker defined Engineer-

ing as "A system of logical

reasoning based on established

facts with a definitely practical

application to the effective pro-

duction and distribution of ma-
terials, machines and structures."

To this end an engineer must
have a thorough knowledge of

the fundamentals but he must
also keep in mind that he is en-

gaged always in the solution ol

prbWcms that involve human
judgment. The engineer must
realize, if he has a conception of

the very fundamentals of his pro-

fession, that he is first, last' and
always a practical economist. He
has an obligation to society- which
demands that he study the econ-
omics of a project before he ex-

ecute it Coupled with this he is

indebted to society for that great

part of the expense of his educa-
tion which his fees do not cover.

Obligations

Mr. Miller continued by show-
ing the engineer's debt to be a
'our fold obligation that is due to

himself, his professional col-

leagues, bis clients and to so-
-icty generally. He has an obli-

gation to prepare himself by ob-
servation, application and con-
•iuual study for his life's work.
He owes it his colleagues to prac-
tise his profession in accordance
with the golden rules as explained
in the Code of Ethics and he is

further obliged to exchange ideas
which would benefit his profes-

And since last our fifty secre

taries didst inscribe this record into

the walls of our caves great things

have come to pass among the men

of Scienz in the laud of CJueenz

in the city of Kin.

For the men of finalyear (upon

whom rests many a monumental

burden) have lost in their battle for

the championship with the spheroid

and the basket on the floor of the

gym to the lowliest men of Mudds
— yea, —i even to them who last

year were Frosh, even as our own

infants lately brought hither by the

great pterodactyl Stawrk.

But the entire Fac of Scienz

didst lately combine to win an epic

battle on the glacial striated sur-

face of the arena of Jock and

therein with ashen club and trun-

cated latex cylinder didst vanquish

all comers.

And Maid Marion was greatly

pleased and didst fondle her war-

riors lovingly as they didst relate

lhat which didsi come to pass in

the mighty struggle.

And the fair Maid didst praise

the men of four five that they

should so soon assume responsibili-

ties in our annual battles with the

other tribes "t Queen z. On the ice-

heet they haye proved themselves

'

great warriors and their contribu

lion to the interfac team of hoc

was well worthy of its place among

the mightier men of Scienz.

And the year grows short and

the annual battle with the fac doth

impend — yea, even, the fields of

battle have already been made

known to all concerned and the

scabs do already ply slide-rule

nightly in preparation therefor.

But many of the men of Scienz,

weak from dissipating their ener-

gies against the presumptuous tribes

of Queenz adjacent to the caverns

of Scienz are as yet in no condition

for such a battle and much pre-

paration has yet to be done there-

for — yea, much burning of oil as

the one day doth grow into the next,

much plying of the T-square and

triangles that the work of the last

few weeks be not too crowded

therein, and much memorization,of

facts and formulae that, the strug-

gle rjfeed not be impeded by hasty

recollections.

And with much good intentions

to begin this preparation on the

morrow this insignificant scribe of

the men of Scienz doth dismiss

his stone-cbisellers and doth retire

to spend the next ten hours drunk

— in the arms of Lethe.

Mystery Thriller

(Continued from page 1

)

The students in the play are Bea

Grant. Jo Throop, Wyatt Mac-

Lean, and Mike Keegan,

Production Staff

Dr. Win. Angus is stage-man-

aging the production, assisted by

Ernie Lyncs. Dr. Angus has dir-

ected many of the Drama Guild's

most successful plays including

"Charley's Aunt," "The Torch-

Bearers" and "The Happy
Journey." Lighting arrangements

for the play aro under the man-

agement of Mr. H. M. Cave of

the Faculty Players. Madeleine

Wat -on is looking after the prop-

erties and Mrs. Angus is handling

all the make-up.

'I he stage crew consists of John

Straiton, Van Blaricom and Co.,

Terry French, Ned Toole and

Alex MacKenzie.
i In Saturday night the audience

of the Wvt'.T E'zlIlSC were high-

ly amused with Bob Cain's ad-

vance on "Love From a Strang-

er." Some comely stranger of the

fairer sex (after making advances

to the Masked Marvel), gave him

;i hand bill which he read to the

wondering crowd.

Water Follies

TASTING IS

BELIEVING
•

Let your taste tell you how
deliriously good are the big

sundaes served at our fountains,

There's proof that's far more
convincing than any words we
could write to describe the extra

rich ice cream, the true-to-nature

flavorings, and the tempting top-

pings which arc the crowning

glory to this taste delight.

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

Scribes To Meet
On Thursday Night

The Journal staff, Press Club

and reporters will hold a Gen-

eral Meeting in Ban Righ Com-
mon Room, Thursday night from

7.30 until 11.

Only Journalists Admitted

Because of the many meetings

and activities being held on the

campus, the Press Club has de-

cided -that only one social even-

ing would be in order this term.

Only those who have worked on

.he Journal will be admitted to

this special gathering. Holders of

by-lines will be given special at-

tention. The mast-head is ex-

pected to be present in toto.

Jack Houck. Editor of the

Journal and Bill MacKenzie.

President of the Press Club will

be on the receiving line, while

Miss Kay O'Neill will be in

charge of the refreshments.

ion. Further. an engineer 13

obliged to use his best skill and
endeavor for the benefit of his
client or employer. Finally, the
engineer has a duty to his
country which he shares with all

citizens. His country is entitled
to the benefit of that reasoned
and orderly consideration of her
problems that can so well be
given by the trained and orderly
mind of the experienced engin-
eer. He has a duty therefote to

Unselfishly offer himself for ser-
vice in elective public office so
far as his daily work does not
seriously conflict

Association Views
Mr. Mirier stated that it is the

individual problem of each tn
gineer to decide how best he can
serve his country and empire

Here 1 be with my two daughters

We died from drinking mineral

waters

If we had stuck to Epsom salts

\\\- wouldn't he filling these here

vaults.

The Association of Professional

Engineers of Ontario feels that

the man who graduates in war
time should have as good and as

complete instruction and prepar-

ation as is given during peace,

time. It does not favor the a-

bridgemetit of courses or the

granting of degrees not fully

earned or not representative of

academic proficiency.

Mr. Miller, in conclusion, point-

ed out the new policy of the

-Association in sending its repre-

sentative to the Universities to

present the Professional En
gineer's Scholarship to the win
iter in the hope of bringing about
a closer contact between engin

eering undergraduates and the

Association- In his capacity a

representative of the Association
Mr. Miller presented last year's

scholarship to the winner. Harry
H.-ibgood. Science '43.

C.O.T.C.

[. INSTRUCTORS' PARADES
—All instructors will consult O.

R. bulletin board.

II. MEMORANDA

—

(a) C.A.T.M. No. II is now
available to all officers at the

O.R.

(b) A fountain pen has been

found at the rifle range. Owner
may claim the same by proving

property at the O.R.

Geese is a Idw, heavy bird which

most meat and feathers; geese

can't sing much on account, of the

dampness of the water. He ain't

got no between-his-too and he's got

a liltle balloon in his stummick to

keep him from sinking. Some geese

when they are big has ( urls on their

tails and is called ganders. Ganders

don't have to sit and hatch, but

just eat and loaf around and go

swimming. If I was a goose I'd

rather be a gander.

"Darling, your waist is the small-

est I've ever seen."

"Of corset is."

A pretty young woman was driv-

ing her car when something went

wrong with the engine. The traf-

fic light changed from green to

red and back to green, and stili

she could not get the car to budge.

The traffic policeman strolled up.

"What's the matter, miss?" he

inquired gently. "Ain't we got col-

ors you like?"

POME OF THE WEEK
I was charmed by the look in her

eye,

By her nightingale voice I was smit-

ten, v .
,

And her beautiful figure — Oil my!
By her glorious hair I was bitten.

She is really the charmingest girl,

sir,

In her arms any man would find

bliss, sir

;

But what struck me mostly about

her

vVas her band, when I started to

kiss her.

1 Every raffle baffles Hitler!

(Continued from page 1)

nadian 1 h*\ ing Championship, up-

held his reputation very capably.

In spite of technical difficulties or

Saiurday night, Bcrnie Wittig's Fire

Dive was a fitting climax for thi

evening's performance.

The hope generally expressed b;.

those in- attendance at this year's

Follies, was that this kind of enter-

tainment be made a regular part o:

the year's social activities.

A clever girl is one who make?

you think she is taking dinnei

with you and not from you.

He: What if Tom does makt

seventy-five dollars a week. Ht

can't hold a candle to what I

make.

She: What do you make?

He : Gunpowder.

Husband : Anything

tea tonight, dear?

Wife: Oh, yes, sponge cake. 1

sponged the eggs from Mr-
Smith, the flour from Mrs. Jones
and the milk from Mrs. Duncan

Pictured here is one of the dark-

horse stars of the Ban Righ Blimps,

training for the forthcoming game
with the Journal Jerks, which will

take place on March 4.

Definition — College bred is

composed of a wad of dough,

pleilt) of crust, and a bunch nf

crumbs gathered around for a

good loaf.

Buy a share in Victory! Sub-

scribe to the Victory Bond.

THIS FffiglE
INSOLUBLf IfcEAD

solves your

colored
|

pencil

problems

SHARPENS
PERFECTLY

The flexible
leads end alt

cracking and
crumbling in the

sharpener. No
waste lead from
broken points in

daily use.

HOLDS ITS POINT
By actual test one Verithin

point makes over 4,000 brilliant

check marks.

PROTECTS YOUR RECORDS
Notations made with its insol-

uble lead will not smear under

moist hands nor run from acci-

dental wetting. Buy Verithin.

24 colors to choose from

—

10c each—lot* In quanltll(£

TryMom
FOR SRUR SATiSfWM MJWMW

\

CRISP FIAKES OF TOASTED
COCONUT iN RICH

MILK CHOCOLATE
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"Where the Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

THEATRE
LINE-LP

TYPING
Essays, Theses, and Pathology Casea
Eight cents per double-spaced page,

12 cents per single-spaced page.
Mimeographing

W. J
Phone 3720

prices on application.

WISKIN
32 Nelson Street

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever
placed on market

J. ft. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S, Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY

for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

the

CAPITOL
Another of Alexander Duma

romantic adventures is drafted
provide the escapist type of movie
that is flooding the screen this Mon
day and Tuesday.

In the Corsican Brothers
producers have spared little expens.
to create the past world of make
believe around the fine, acting

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. ' Fairbanks
seems quite at home in this tale

two brothers loving and hating to

gether.- The love is produced by
new damsel in distress, Ruth War-
rick, and the hate is provided by
Akim Tamiroff,

The picture drags a bit in spots

but the magnificent dueling scenes
are a new high in (his type of blood
and ilamder action. A—

BILTMORE

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

McGALLS
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Efclin

292 Princess St.

Prop.

Phone 641

Kingston. Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

iS9 Wellington St. Phone 3«

To-night is your last chance
see The Return of Frank Jamc
with Henry Fonda, Gene Tiemev
and Jackie Cooper. The story

about the brother of Jesse James
who avenges the treacherous mur
der of the* famous outlaw. Gene
I ierney, as a female reporter, is so

pretty that your reviewer is off co
eds for a month. Our only regre

is that she doesn't get a kiss from
Henry Fonda at the end of the

picture. Jackie Cooper is a cute

little kid.

Bob Hope in Some Like It Hot
an also-ran. Apparently the pic

lure was made before Hope got

gag-writers. He won't make you
roll in the aisles, but Gene Krupa
will hring out the animal in you
with iiis drumming. The picture,

cspite its title, is not so hot, but

Itogether the hill is entertaining.

-j.s.

O D E O N

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

C R O N K ' S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

274 Princess St Opp. Roy York Cafe

GGURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

phone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

Princess Beauty Salon
4 Princess St. Phone 8»9

The Modern Eugene Shop
id

' Van Clieaf Maude Wflgaj

Charles Boyer and Margaret Stll

lavan co-star on the Odeon screen

today in
,
Universale new romantic

comedy Appointment for Love.

Broadway and Manhattan's skyline

are the modem background for

this bright piece, tailored precisely

to exploit the stellar talents of its

two stars. Mr. Boyer is seen as a

successful Broadway playwright;

Miss Sullivan is an equally success-

ful doctor. When these two meet

the resulting complications provide

many a laugh.

If you liked Charles Boyer in

Hold Duck the Dawn you won't

miss this one.
*

Johnny Downs and Jane Frazee

handle the leads in the second fca

ture, Moonlight in Hawaii. Mis!

Frazee certainly knows how to pui

over 8 song — in this field she give-

Alice Fnye (our favorite film song-

stress) some strong competition.

With the help of "The Merry

Macs," four new songs are intro-

duced, and in between numbers

Leon Errol supplies a good .measure

of comedy in his inimitable style.

In all, a well balanced double bill

of romance and rhythm. B.

—M.W.E.

Pifie 3

McGILL WILL ASSIGN
CREDIT FOR TRAINING

Montreal (C.U.P.) — Members
of the Faculty of Arts and Science
taking the regular C.O.T.C. course
or the Air Force Training course
at McGill University will be grant-
ed a pass in * single course in

their academic work should they
comply with certain qualifications,

the Registrar's Office announced
last night. Engineers will' have
similar concessions made, but in

this instance, the concession will

apply only to students taking the
Air Force Training.

Applicants for the academic pass
in the Arts faculty must have qua-
lified in the military course which
they are undergoing, and must have
attained a satisfactory standard of

work in the estimation of their in-

structors.

Plumbers' Concessions
In the Faculty of Engineering,

the concession will only be made
to the members of the University
Air Training Plan who have defin-

itely announced their intention of
joining the R.C.A.F. before the be-

ginning of the next session.

Actual concessions to be made ii

Engineering are relief from fur
ther attendance in some drafting
or laboratory subjects in which the
student has Second Class standing,

and exemption from the final ex-

amination in the best subject of
their academic course as determin-
ed by the Committee on Standing
and Promotion, upon the results of
the regular test examinations.

Victory bond View
BY VIC LOAN

When President Roosevelt

made his historic statement

1938 on the Queen's campus that

"the United States would not

stand idly by if domination of

Canadian soil were ever threat-

ened by an aggressor" no one-

could predict the circumstances

in which his words would become
action. But a little more than
week ago, the President was able

:o compare his "peace-year."

pledge with the present situation.

Speaking from Washington, he
declared that the U.S.A. and Can-
ada "together are engaged to re-

sist attack on any front where
our strength can best be brought
to bear."

$600,000,000 Loan

Sweethearts get great kicks out
of horror pictures because they
love each shudder.

Bind Hitler and his allies with
the Victory Bond!

perb in the principal role and in the

end he foils the spies, who are try-

ing to chisel a military secret from
responsible authorities. Ever; one
will be very intrigued.

Honolulu Lu, the second feature

>n the program, is a comedy star

ring Lupe Velez, Tarzan Weiss
muller's temperamental mate. There
are plenty of laughs derived from

large quantity of slapstick. I'd

ke to take Miss Velez out on a
date. B

—G.D.M.

Tl VOLI
To-day and Wednesday: Dracula

and Frankenstein.

Thursday and Friday: The Trail

of the Lonesome Pine.

That same evening. Premier
King in a radio speech opened
the new. Victory Loan Drive for

$600,000,000. At this time, "when
the fate of mankind hangs in the

balance" . . . every battle front

calls for "more planes, tanks,

munitions, ships, food and men."
These resources are urgently re-

quired if \he presently uncertain

issue is to be decided in favor

of the existence of a fr.ee world,

and the survival of free men.

The Prime Minister pointed

out that the loan is essential not

only to the prosecution of the

war, but also to the achievement

of a new world order in which

Canada would play her part. The
basis for such a new world order

had been laid in the Twenty-Six
Nations' Agreement, the answer

of the democracies to the com-
bined threat of Nazism, Fascism
and Japanese imperialism.

There is still another aspect

to the campaign. Mr. King point-

ed out: "It is a call to every in-

1

dividual to make the utmost per-

sonal contribution in that form 01

service for which he or she is

best fitted." Thus, the Victory

Loan Campaign is to be the green

light in mobilizing our people for

the war effort. It has made deal

what is needed. Now i: means
that every man and woman must
serve in that post—in industry,

on the farm, in the armed forces

—which will give us strategic-

superiority over the enemy.

So she's going to be a good girl

from now on?"

"Yeah, she says she's buried the

hotcha."

Every raffle baffles Hitler!

When you buy a DOVER SUIT
You not only buy QUALITY that is the best Canadian makers know
how to build, but you buy STYLING that is the world's finest. You
buy perfect fit and workmanship in every detail—you buy designs
and cloths that are the choice of England's finest designers and
makers—you buy a suit ihat is built to your own particular figure,
without the garment being cut down to fit you.
For at DOVER'S we carry a model to fit every build on man—
whether you are tall, short, stout, natural, regular—or want a drape
or semi-drape—in single or double breasted—one or two-pant suits—
we have them alL

This Spring — Wear a Dover Suit

BUY

123 Princess St.

VICTORY BONDS

Phone 5020

STUDENTS
Hricnc Martin's beauty Salmi

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

Wxxt\\ Gkrttfirctte

This is to certify that the birth of the year dance

The BONESETTER'S BALL"

GRAND
Pacific Blackout, a fairly excit-

ing spy drama, is showing at the

Grand today and tomorrow, Star-

ring Robert Preston, the picture

takes place in a California metro-

polis where a blackout is underway.

There are all sorts of m an old spies

and brave G-Men. Preston is su-

will occur at 9 P.M. Wartime hRIDAY FEB. 27th in GRANT HALL

and being the Lawful child of

MEDS '46

will be duly recorded and registered

Given under my hand and seal

litis 2-lth day of February, 19-12.
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Official Notices

GoTvan Foundation No. I

A prize of $20 in cash will be

warded to the student who sub-

mits the best essay under examina-

tion conditions on one of a list of

topii 3 within the field of Political

nd Economic Science.

Each candidate may select one

from a list of topics submitted to

him at the time of the competition.

The list will be a comprehensive

one, including topics of both theo-

ctical and practical interest, such

that a well-read sludent should find

several topics suited to his know-

ledge and interests.

The competition will he held on

Saturday. February 28, from 2 p.

New Arts Building.

Human Guinea Pigs

Almost every Canadian campus boasts a war effort of some

sort Students throughout the Dominion have on various occas-

ions given tlieir money or their time or even their blood, to the

general cause.

The favorite form for such college war drives has been that

in which the undererad has been asked to give whatever cash he

can spare toward a war loan fund or toward the purchase of

actual fighting material. There have also been salvage campaigns.

Then, too, students have been prominent among those who have

answered the call for blood donors.

Throughout, a great deal of initiative and enthusiasm has

been displayed by McGill University. The extent and the versa-

tility of the Montrealers* war effort have been a noble example,

more than once pointing the way for other groups and at the

same time setting a mark difficult to excel.

Last week another forward step was taken when over 350 men

and women oil that campus demonstrated their will to help by

joining what they cailed the "Guinea Pig Club."

These guinea pigs are to act as subjects in important medical

research which is being carried on at the Montreal Neurological

Institute—research which may vitally concern the national war

effort, and ot which the nature has not "been disclosed. As they

volunteer, all they know is that they will undergo no surgery,

and that they will not be subjected to undue pain.

The very fact that so many showed enough interest and

enough courage to support this new service, even without the

hope of a definite reward, is a tribute to the morale of the McGill

students. However, underlying the whole thing, there is a broader

and more heartening spirit. It is a fine and intangible something

something we must all possess if we are to win the war. It takes

the form of a calm and clear recognition of truths—that we must

in all ways be better than the enemy; that we must gain over him

in knowledge and in strength; that we must move unhindered

toward our final goal; that in this, individual fears and prejudices

must be subordinated and forgotten.

A people fighting only to preserve what it sees as right, moved

surely and proudly forward by these principles,—such a people

is certain to triumph over another that has been starved and

beaten and bullied into subjection, and that follows because it

afraid 'to run away. Far better than the frenzied fanaticism of

a Hitler or the empty assurances of a Mussolini, is this calm

determination of a true democrat, who holds to his beliefs because

they are his own and not because they have been poured into

him by a high-powered propaganda machine.

So, to McGill and to its guinea pigs, go our warmest praises

Here is a new form of student war effort; and more important

here is something beneath which lies the true spirit of Democracy

Applications for Degrees

Applications for degrees in the

Faculties of Arts, Applied Science

and Medicine must be received at

the Registrar's Office on or before

March 15th.

Candidates for the Bachelor of

\rts degree will pay a fee of $10;

candidates for Master of Arts de-

gree will pay a fee of $20. Anyone

applying after March 15th will have

to pay a late fee of $3.
'

to 5 p.m. in Room 100 of the

Examination Time-Table, Faculties

of Arts and Applied Science

The attention of students is call-

ed to the final draft of the exam-

nation time-tables for the Faculties

[ Arts and Applied Science. Since

the time-tables will be sent to the

printer almost immediately, errors

or omissions must be reported at

once.

War Comment

Shorter Meds Courses?

Recently the Aescutapian Society circulated a questionnaire

to determine the Medical students' ideas as to the possibility

shortening their course by introducing a plan for an eleven-month

academic year. Results indicated that 64 per cent were in favor,

but 42 per cent would require an average of $427 per calendar year

to finance them until they completed their studies.

This is of course to be expected. The longer session mean
not only a much higher cost per calendar year, but also a period

of only one mouth in which to earn the money that is necessary

to so many, to attend college at all. In oilier words, if a student

were to agree to study under the new plan, without outside assis-

tance, he would need to have a source of income capable of taking

over all his present expenses and at least fifty per cent more.

Most such students arc dependent upon their families. And
especially at such a time as the present, most families cannot

stand the added financial strain . . . These facts are right now
being demonstrated at Varsity and at Western.

Yet there seems to have arisen a very immediate and very

pressing need for more doctors.

Shortening the Medical courses will certainly enable many
students to respond to the call sooner than they otherwise could.

But it will also create financial problems that will prevent many
others from graduating at all . . . And we need more doctors, not
fewer.

Allowing Medical colleges to continue on the present basis
will ensure a steady supply of graduates at the old rate . . . But
we need more doctors, as soon as possible. *

The only obvious way of satisfactorily meeting the demand
is by compelling the shortening of the courses and making loans
or grants to students who would otherwise be forced to drop out.

(Continued from page 1)

been conducted." Its loss greatly

enhances the striking power of the

apanese for they can now use it

base for their operations in-

stead of Formosa. The facilities

that Singapore had in the way of

airfields, oil storage, supplies were

superior to those of any other naval

base in that part of the world.

Java

Surabaya in Java is a secondary

naval and air base. It has been

reinforced by an expeditionary

force from the United Nations.

This should prove very heartening

to the doughty Dutch who are fight-

ing so valiantly. At the time of

writing the Japs were launching a

heavy attack on it from Sumatra at

one end and the island of Bali at

the other end. The outcome is still

in doubt.

From Burma comes the report

that the British line has been brok-

en. A bridgehead has been formed

over the Bilin river. This would
place the Japanese in a position

menacing Rangoon. With Rangoon
in peril the preseu! Burma supplv

route to China is practically use-

less. It may be that the battle for

Burma is coming to a climax.

Chiang Kai-Shek

The cheering aspect of this pic-

ture comes from the results of

Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek's

visit to India. The importance of

this trip cannot be exaggerated al-

though one cannot expect miracles

to come from it. If it leads to

Vloscr cooperation between the In-

dian peoples under Nehru and the

other exponents of a free India, it

may yet save the day for the Bri-

tish. India and China have one-

third the available manpower of the

world. If we take New Zealand as

a basis of comparison (One out of

five is on active service in N.Z.),

India, with a population of 325,-

000.000 should be able to field an

enormous army. It is too late to

get an army of at least 40,000.000

nn the l>attlcfield to meet the Japs

but excellent use of ibis manpower

can be made in the same way as

China and the Soviet Union are

utilizing a portion of their own

people. The value of guerilla war-

fare is unquestioned.

The Chinese picture is the must

reassuring. They are completing

another road to link Chungking

with Calcutta to take the place of

the Burma road. Tracks on their

return journey to Rangoon are

loaded with Chinese soldiers to de-

fend India. These troops are now

in the firing line and are reported

to have routed Thai troops.

Russia

On the near-eastern European

front the position of the Soviet

army continues to improve. The

most important of the Soviet drives

seems to he that to the north-west

of Smolensk which is reported by

Radio Moscow to have gone as far

as Latvia. This deep wedge in the

German lines provides the Soviet

with the possibility of encircling

and isolating the Germans around

both Smolensk and Leningrad. Cer-

tainly the work of the Red Army

and the guerillas behind the prin-

cipal German defense lines will do

much to disrupt the enemy lines

of communication and supply and

thereby generally weaken the posi-

tion of the Nazi armies. But the

most serious repercussion of the

recent successes will probably be

felt by the Germans in the spring

when they find that their plans for

a spring offensive have been dis-

rupted.

The picture on the Ukrainian

front is equally reassuring. The

Germans are reported to be with-

drawing towards Dnepropetrovsk

on the Dnieper. If the Russians can

consolidate their position in thai

region and if they can clear the

Kharkov area there is a chance that

within about a month they will

have the Germans pushed back be-

yond the Dnieper.

However encouraging the Rus-

sian Front may look at present, one

should remember that this is pri-

marily a war of production. It must

not be forgotten that German-own-

ed or German-controlled factories

are probably producing on a twen

tv-four hour schedule in Alsace

He—Along in tlie

parlv waxed merry.

She—Poor Mary!

evening the

Buy a share in Victory

!

scribe to the Victory Bond.

Sub-

Lorraine, Germany itself, Austria,

Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Ru-

mania where the Reich has access

to the world's sixth most produc-

tive oil region.

Notice

Applications are invited

for the positions of orches;

Ira agent and editor of the

Directory for 1942-43. Ap-

plications must be submit-

ted in writing lo Mr. J.

Charles Hicks. Queen's

Gymnasium by March 1.

If THI DISCUS THROWER COUIO TAuT—

•ft fofeg to throw thb thlno owoy end bo-r* a S«l Ca*.*

SWEET CAPORAL CIGARETTES

"Tbt purestform in which tobacco can b» tmoitJ."

OFFICERS' UNIFORMS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

FOR ARMY - AIR FORCE b NAVY

103 Princess Street

AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES

Phone 3542

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

Brock Street86 I
FOFlMtOLY Phone 1941

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for AH Faculties

and Departments, Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Slide

Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used Book

Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

And since it is in the interest of the country at large that there

be more medical men available, a sort oi inevitable logic would

seem to indicate that the country- ft large should adopt this solu-

tion. If tly; Government is.anxious that the supply of doctors be

stepped up, it should be prepared lo meet the financial problems

involved.

We arc given to understand that at Queen's, plans have long

been ready for such a step, but that no action has been taken

because the Government has refused to promise its assistance.

This restraint is indeed wise. However, we hope that in the future

the new plan will be made feasible by the assurance of such outside

aid.

Congratulations

The Journal wishes to extend heartiest congratulations to

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mcanwell on the occasion of their marriage

last Friday. Mrs. Mcanwell is the former Miss Elizabeth (Bonnie)

Bouham, of Windsor. Both bride and groom are students at

Queen's.

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 211°

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE

RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printine a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MACCISON STUDI©
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

We supply everything — Make your appointment now

for portraits and groups
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones: 676 - 620
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Arts '45 Ski Team
Noses Out Sc. '44

For Championship

Conditions Reported Ideal
For Downhill And

Slalom Events

The Arts '45 ski team captured

the Team Championship last week-

end as they nosed out Sc. '44 in a

thrilling finish.

The skiing conditions were ideal

for the Slalom and Downhill events

with a record entry participating

in both. "Bud" Keenan of Meds
'47 captured the Slalom Race with

Science '4-1 inking the team crown.

Baderski of Sc. '45 won the Down-
hill event as Arts '45 emerged the

team winner.

Slalom race results: 1 Keenan,

Meds '47.. 2 Coburn, Arts '42;

3 Morris, Arts '44.

Team results : 1 Sc. '44, 2 Arts
'45. Meds '44.

Downhill results: Baderski', Sc.

'45; 2 Hamilton, Arts '42; 3 Co-
burn, Arts '42.

Team results: 1 Arts '45, 2 Sc.

'44, 3 Arts '42.

Team Championship in Skiing

Arts "45 29
Sc. '44 v

'. 26
Meds '45 15

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL
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NOTICE
To AH Jerks

SPORTS

CNCE CVEC LIGHTLy
WITH SILL LEMMON

Arts '42 .

Meds '47

Sc. '45
.

.

Meds '44

Arts '44 .

Bowling Schedules

1. Arts '43 vs Sc. 544 No. 1

2. Arts '44 No. 3 vs Sc. "43 No. 2.

,3. Sc. '45 tyo. 5 vs Sc. '42.

4. Sc. "43 No. 1 vs Winners of

No, 1.

5. Winners of No. 2 vs winner
of No. 3,

All games must be completed

by February 28. Single matches
with total points to count in the

semi-finals. The finals will con-

sist of two games, total pins to

count.

Bowling Results

Singles

—

Oldfield, Ars '44 .

Keegan. Sc. '43
. .

McMahon, Arts '44

Benetcau, Sc. '44 .

Triples

—

Oldfield. Arts '44 .

Henderson, Sc. 45
Ewart, Meds '44 .

Team Totals

—

Arts '43

Meds '44

Sc. '43

330

324

317

317

747

735

701

3134

3105

3059

Of all the sad surprises

There's nothing to compare

With treading in the darkness

On a step that wasn't there.

The dear vicar's wife had just

died, and in consequence be wished

to be relieved of his duties for the

week-end, so be sent the following

message to bis bishop:

"I regret to inform you that my
wife has just died, and I should

he obliged if you could send me a

substitute for the week-end."

Drive towards Victory—on the

Victory Bond

!

ORDER YOUR QUEEN'S
RING NOW

To insure delivery before the

holidays place your order for

Queen's Rings and Pins now.
•

Birks-Ellis-Ryrie Limited
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE '

TED SMITH 2210W

Journal Jerks will turn out (or

the following preliminary exer
cises in preparation for their

basketball game with the Ban
Righ Blimps.

Today at 5.55—gouging prac-

tise under the direction of "Cud-
dles" Corbett.

Wednesday at midnight —
"Hari-Kari" Houck will de -

stratc his technique in referee-

baiting.

Thursday in the showers— All

members of the Jerks will have
a bath. This includes "Masher''

Macdi maid. Bring your own
curry combs.

Friday at 6—Wrestling prac-

tise under the incapable direction

of "Ruby-Lips" Robertson. As an

added
1

at'raction "Hoop-Happy"
3coop Wilson will wrestle Mickey

Phin.

Saturday—The Jerks will have

a brisk walk around the Union.

N'o fair, ducking in a side door.

In conclusion 1 want all mem-
bers of my team to go through

the following rigid exercises.

("Moon-Glow" MacKenzie is ex-

cused because of the valuable

under-cover work he is doing in

demoralizing the dirty blimps ).

(1) Touch your toes twice. If

Corbett can touch his knees he's

a remarkable fellow.

(2) One pushup before going

to bed.

(3) Everyone nuist walk to

lectures. If "Luscious" Lemmon
is caught, riding piggy-back any-

more 1 will personally punch him

on the nose.

(4) Every morning open your

window, hold on to something

solid, and take one deep breath

before going back to bed.

I regret to announce that the

following naughty Jerks will

have to go through with the fol-

lowing punishments for- flagrant-

ly breaking rules:

"Hoop- Happy" Scoop Wilson

(for drinking my milk-shake

when 1 wasn't looking)—Climb

the wall of the gym and jump

off.

"Hopeless" Hoar (for allowing

a Ban Righ Blimp spy to get

some of our swell plays from

him)—Run around Muir House

where 'Ik- spy lives, two hundred

times yelling "Remember Fearl

Harbor."

"Hari Kari Houck (for not

shouting our team motto "Haec

Olim Meminisjse Juvabit" loud

enough)—Go over to the Science

Buildings, find Vic Bechaz or

Pete Cain, and slap one of them

resoundingly in the teeth. You
may then do what you think

best.

"Pushover" Polowin (for drink-

ing more than ten cups of Laz-

onga's coffee at one sitting)—As

punishment you will not be al-

lowed to go to "Love From a

Stranger."

"Swivel Hips" Straitpii (for

the indecent decorations he is

doing for the Journal dance)—Do
a life-size linoelum cut of Bob

Kane.

You had better follow these

rules or I will cheer for the

Blimps in our coming game.

CLARK GRAHAM.
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Considering the relative number of students at the three colleees we
t

U
)L7

h
n .

QUeCn S HhOUld "ke a back seat t0 ei»her of these colleges

oool ,L
Q
eTn^ comPares « favorably with Toronto having ZT ownpool (considered one of the finest in Canada), an artificial ice arena a

I .rDol^: A"h-gh the new gym Jiant at McfSu " t^To'est

For^.^TtrthSeui
1 ^ * ~ a"d f°r«d l° ^ at

last w«k £telT» ,'
hr°UEh with

,

the
.

Intramural basketball championshiplast week, taking a two-game total-point series over Sc. *42 It is Sc '42'ssecond year in the finals and their second loss

Art, Jfi'V/
50

^",,'he P^Spy basketball championship nosing outArts 26-24 in a thrilling fmish, The Interfaculty finals between Meds andScience were completed yesterday.
eas ana

Medicals' Quintet Chalks Up
Interfaculty Cage Championship

Stop Press

RINGSIDE
REFEREE
BY ROLV DABNSLEY

We don't know what Emily

Post is going to think of the

woman who told the doctor that

her husband never snored before

they were married.

In the bustle of last week's intra-

murals mnuv of you may not have

heard that Pete Cain was elected to

receive the Jack Day Trophy for

this year. The unassuming mem-
ber of Science M3 welt deserves

this honor which is awarded an-

nually to the outstanding member

of the Boxing and Wrestling. So

congratulations, Peter"!

At this point a band should also

he extended to Johnny Evans of

.Meds '-J6. Johnny was awarded the

135 lb. wrestling championship and

fought doggedly in the 125 lb. class

to finish as runner-up to Cameron

for the championship. All this in

addition to being a former 11S lb

intramural boxing champion and

bolder of the Intercollegiate Ban-

lamweight crown is quite some re-

cord in our opinion.

Don MacKenzie did well by him-

self in adding the 135 lb. boxing

championship to the 125 lb. crown

that be picked up last year. Other

double championships are also the

property of Haflidson in boxing

and Kindrachuk in wrestling. To
gain more than one crown in a

single assault shows something like

real ability.

Undoubtedly the intraniurals last

week were a real success. It is

somewhat regrettable that so manj

of the contestants waited till this

late date to show their wares. It

would have been much better for

them and for the club if they bad

turned up occasionally during the

year to work out with t' e re *u ars

/

Meds Sophomores

Annex B.B. Title

Take Final-Year Sciencemen
In Closing Game

Meds 'AG annexed, the Intramural

basketball championship last Friday

as they whipped Sc. '42 26-16 in

the final game to win the round

50-29. Earlier in the week they

won 2-1-13 in the first of a two-

game series.

.\ two-man attack by Lynn and
Menkes proved too great an ob-

stacle for the Sciencemen as the}

accounted for 25 of the 26 points

between them.

Science only rallied briefly in the

last contest but the Docs again ap-

plied the pressure and went on to

an easy victory. Lynn and Menzics

were the heroes of the encounter

but Clow, Johnson and SacharolT

turned in a steady game for the

winners. Dunne, Anderson and

Carmichacl were the pick of the

losers.

Meds '46 — Lynn (13), Menzies

(12), Cow (1), Johnson, Sachar-

off, Munroe, Simpson. Walker.

Sc.
J42 — Dunne (3). Mullens

(2), Anderson |4>, Parker (3),

Carmichacl <4), McKinnon (2).

26-24 Win Over Artsmen
Climaxes Doctors'
Victory March

LEW HAYMAN

The Journal learned early to

day that the A.M.S. has secured

Lew Hayraan, famed Coach of

the Toronto Argonaut Football

team as guest speaker for the

A.M.S. Color Night to be held i

Grant Hall, Friday, March 6, at

7 p.m.

Bews Trophy Standings

Meds '44
.

Sc. '44
. .

.

Sc. '45
. .

.

Sc. "43 . .

.

Meds '46
.

Arts '44 .

Meds '45
.

Sc. '42 ...

Arts '45
.

.

Meds '47
.

11.830

10,990

8,070

6,680

5,835

3,600

; . . 3,485

3,245

2,795

! 2,715

\rts '42 2,435

Arts '43 ...

.

TReoT

Meds '42-'43

1,935

1.225

84

An ermine coat,

A foreign car,

A pcrsian rug,

A built-in bar,

A ten-room flat,

And I'll tell you, sir.

She does it all on

Thirty per.

And five years bavk

Some leaching hick

Plunked this gal

In Yithnietie.

— Galewai

Meds continued their triumphant

Interfaculty march on Saturday as

they tacked another championship

on the walls of Aesculapian Hall.

This time it was Arts that felt

the Medical Men's vengeance as

they eked out a 26-24 victory in

the final minutes.

The Artsmen did not untangle

themselves until the second half as

they organized their strongest team

but it was too late to stem the tide

— namely Menzies and Lewis who
tossed in most of the Meds' points.

Fred Milter led the Arts attack

with 8 points but could not match

Menzies' eleven counters. Lewis

also scored eight points.

McCallum, Alexander and El-

liott carried most of the Artsmen's

play while Lynn, Broad well and

Simpson added greatly to the

strength of the Meds five.

Meds — Johnson. Lewis (8),

Simpson, Broadwell (2), Cockburn,

Loynes (2), Lynn (1), Sacbaroff,

Munroe, Menzies (11). McDougall.

Arts—Rabinowitz, Robinson (2),

Hoffman, Elliott (1). Alexander

(4), McCallum (6), Miller (8),

Halliday (2) ,
Eerman, Davies,

Clare.

The click-click-click of a nit-wit

knitting,

And the ticktickabulation of

needles hitting

Is enough to set any body's teeth

a-gritting

If it rattles on incessantly where

he's sitting.

They're knitting sox for soldiers

so they say

So they sit and snick their needles

every day.

But I'm really rather curious to

see the fellow

Who wears sox with sleeves on

of blatant yellow.

It raises a suspicion in my in-

troverted mind

That our darling little co-eds^

—

oh, no they're surely not that

kind.

More planes, tanks, food, men!

Support the Victory Bond!

Pictured here is Coach Clark Graham of the Journal jerks, and friend

Graham is the one on the left.

Table Tennis

All fifth round matches in

the Men's Intramnral Table

Tennis tournament must be

completed by Thursday.

Feb. 26. No extension will

be allowed.

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN K. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Cor** itutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St

Printing of

Every

Description
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This artist's impression is dedicated to those carefree days of January when the library

was uninhabited and life was simple.

in the

MUSIC ROOM

Today

:

Beethoven—Symphony No, 1.

Gliere—Symphony No. 3.

Wednesday, Feb. 25:

Roussel—"Le Festin de

1'Araignee."

Mozart—Symphonic Concert-

ante.

Hayward—"The Royal Black-

bird."

Borodin
—

"Steppes of Central

Asia."

Thursday, Feb. 26:

Chopin—Berceuse..

Chopin—Three Mazurkas in

/"B," "C" and "A."

Chopin—Three Waltzes Nos.

7-8-11.

Brahms—Symphony No. 4.

Friday. Feb. 27:

Borodin—Symphony No. 2.

Sibelius—Storm Music from

"The Tempest."

Scriabin
—"Prometheus."

Bonesetters' Ball

(Continued from page 1)

about the, hand — Vern has pro-

mised that ihe tempo will not he of

the kind to make feci drag by ten

o'clock.

Novel decorations are well on

their way to completion under the

supervision of two we]] known
architects — Nick and Bev— and

it might be added the decorations

hinge about a well known character

"The Boney Bag," angle-iron shoul-

ders, piano legs and all.

Pennant Programs
For the gals whose hobby it is to

pin their victories on the wall, 'at-

tractive pennant programs are rea-

dy and waiting.

Tickets are available from any
member of Meds '-16. who invite

all to celebrate the grand arrival of

"The Bonesetters Ball."

A student says the four periods

of women are: 1. Safety pins; 2.

Hairpins: 3. Fraternity pins; 4.

Rolling pins.

STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

REGRETS

TAXI

MEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

Free Speech

(Continued from page 1

)

little decorations as souvenirs,

should be sold at a moderate

price and the whole profit of their

sale should be given into war

drives.

Kate Macdonnell and

Rona Barry:

For the duration of the war,

students should not have the

money at their disposal, to go

to formals, therefore we ought

not to have them.

Pauline Jewett:

Hell, no!

Hec Tetu, Sc. *42:

Definitely no. If they were cut

out the students would, in all

probably, not spend their money
for the benefit of the war effort

anyway.

Marie Lambert:

No. If these were abolished,

social life on the campus would

come to a standstill.

Jealous

:

As none of the co-eds will ever

go out with me (the rats) I

think all formals ihould be done

away with.

S. Clark. C. Campling,

B. Burgess, Sc. '44:

Money saved by ending for-

mals would never be turned over

to the war effort but would be

otherwise spent on less profit-

able forms of entertainment. Be-

sides, formals are an important

part of college life. Society has

not abolished its formals — so

why should we?

Conscientious Student:

No one wants to abolish for-

mals, but there are many things

we don't want to part with which

must go, if we are to prosecute

the war with energy. We hear

too much talk about our mag-'

nificent war effort and about do-

ing our part in the war, but we
see all too little self-sacrifice

when it is called for.

What can the man in uniform

think of the privileged students

who are spending thousands of

dollars on formals, when that

money is needed for the war?
Why should students abolish

formals if others are not? This,

"After you Alphonse," attitude is

responsible for much laxity in

our war effort. University stu-

dents should show an example
to others by leading the way. We
must remember that these are

serious times and this is but a
small sacrifice which we can
make. Let us have more action

and fewer fine words,

M. A. Archibald:

If the reason for abolishing for-

mals is on account of the ex-

pense, then I don't think they
should be cut out because the
boys would spend their money
elsewhere.

79 L. Alfred St:

The University is noted for its

few formals—it is better to look
forward to and save for a few
very good dances than fritter the
same amount of money on
smaller ones. Those boys whose
expenses are exceptionally high
are those who import girls and
buy more than one crock. It they
could omit the former (hint!) the
expenses would be reduced.

(Emmy does not agree).

Dean
: Young man, there is no

place for drinking in this college.

McFadden
: What an oversight.

I shall find a place at once.

Your chance to help—take a
chance on the Bond I

OVER 350 ENROLLED
IN GUINEA PIG CLUB

Montreal (C.U.P.)—The total

number of members registered

for the Guinea Pig Club has ex-

ceeded the 350 mark, it was an-

nounced at McGiil University.

The students will be called

upon in alphabetical order, and

once they have donated their ser-

vices, they will not be contacted

again this. year. "Contrary to a"

rumor that has spread in the past

few weeks, there are many calls

for 'guinea pigs' and as many as

15 have been asked to appear

at the Hospital in one week,"

stated Charles Harris, founder of

the Guinea Pig Club.

War Secrecy

Because of war secrecy, the

exact nature of work cannot be

disclosed, but Dr. Morton of the

Montreal Neurological Institute

where the research is being car-

ried on, emphasized that no sur-

gical wo>k will be involved, and
that no one will be submitted to

any undue physical unpleasant-

ness.

It has been suggested that in

connection with the Club, week-
ly forums could be held where
students could exchange views on
the international situation. If

well supported, they could cor-

relate student opinion toward ac-

tion where most required. This,

it was stated, could be carried out
by presenting their views to the
Student Society.

Nuptials Performed

(Continued from page 1)
was held at the Kingston residence

of the bride, 163 Alfred street.

The young couple then left for Ot-
tawa. On their return they will

resume their college activities.

Mrs. Walton, grandmother of the

bride, came from Connecticut to

attend the wedding. Several other

members of the two families were
also present, as were some of the

couple's more intimate college
friends. \

A.M.S. Formal

(Continued from page 1)

Committee: Roy Bunston, Jean
Carmichael, Clark Graham, Pete
Playfair. Hugh Buchanan, Roly
Barnsley, or Charlie Hicks in the

A.B, of C. office in the gymnasium.
Tickets for the combined dance
and dinner are $4.00 a couple, for

the dinner 75c a plate, fur the (lance

$3.00 a couple.

Will Enact Plays
At Drama Guild

To-night at seven-thirty the Dra-

in,! Guild will hold a General Meet-

ing in the Players' Lounge.

Two One-act comedies Sparkiri

and He Ain't Done Right by Nell

will be presented, under direction

of Dr. William Angus. These two

play's will be shown at the soldier

camps on Thursday night of this

week.

Come Early

Because of the Airmen's dance,

which begins at nine o'clock, the

executive asks all members to be

on time. The girls will be free to

go at nine o'clock, but are asked

to come one and all to the meeting.

Refreshments will be served ; the

minutes will be read, and such busi-

ness as Love Front a Stranger, the

two one-act plays and the final

meeting will be discussed.

Scholarship Drive

(Continued from page 1)

the student body, the Committee

informed the Journal.

Toronto, McMaster, and West-
ern Universities, and Ontario Ag-
ricultural College also held a schol-

arship campaign at the same time.

At Toronto, the Committee in

charge was confident of getting

6,000 Signatures. The petitions
from these institutions will be pre-

sented to Premier Hepburn at the

same time. It was revealed to the

Journal that one or possibly two
delegates from Queen's would tra-

vel to Toronto to present the

Queen's petition to the Premier.

The campaign was supported hv
the A. M.S., and was carried out by
a sub-committee of that body, the

National Scholarships Committee.

Baby-Ear-of-Cdrn: Mama, where
did I come from?

Mama-Ear-of-Corn : Hush, baby,

the stalk brought you.

STUDENT NEWSPAPER
STICKS ITS NECK OUT

Toronto (C.U.P.)—Sticking Us

neck out with a vengeance this

week, The Varsity, University

of Toronto's undergraduate news-

paper in a questionnaire pub-

lished two weeks ago invites all

those students with a grouch to

vent their spleen on this campus

journal.

Not content 'with merely lay-

ing itself open to criticism, asking

the students to tell what an-

noys them most about the Var-

sity, they want to know if the

-tandard of journalism has im-

proved or deteriorated in the past

few years, if they find the distri-

bution satisfactory, and, to crown

the quiz, any suggestions or com-

ments which would improve the

Varsity in any way.

Those who have an irrepres-

sible urge to condemn or approve,

those who can't keep awake in

lectures by reading it, those who
disagree violently with editorial

opinion and those who believe

campus coverage is inadequate;

in other words, anybody with a

peeve is asked to air it.

Radio Programs

Tuesday, Feb. 24 — "Queen's

War Aid Commission. Mr. Earl

Baxter.

Wednesday, Feb. 25—"Dental
Health." Dr. C. C. Nash.

'

Thursday. Feb. 26—"Vocal Re-

cital." Mr. Edward Somppi.

Friday, Feb. 27—W. E. A. Dis-

cussion Group.

McCulloch Contest

(Continued from page 1)

da) sinkers will be j. W. Harding.

Frank Lee, Fr;mk Pollard, Murray

Taylor. David Watson, Douglas

Browning, and W. L. Morden.

Rules

Dr. Angus has been helping the

entrants by recommending various

books on public speaking. Each

speaker will be limited to a maxi-

mum of 10 minutes; will be allow-

ed to speak from notes, if neces-

sary, but will nnt lie permitted to

speak from the manuscript of his

speech. By the rules of the con-

test the topics must be those that

will appeal to "intelligent men and

women."

Artsmen to Hold

(Continued from page 1)

although the price per plate or-

dinarily would be 85 cents the

zickets will be only 50 cents. The
committee thought that the low-

ered price would enable a great

many students, who could not

ordinarily attend, to go to this

final function of their- faculty.

Dean Matheson will present

awards to the retiring executive

and Newt Coburn, Arts Athletic

Stick, will present the athletic

awards. Maurice Park, genial

Maj.-General Stanley of the re-

cent "Pirates of Penzance," will

lead a sing-song.

Ticket sales are under the per-

sonal supervision of Stew Web-
ster and may be obtained from

Arts Society executive members

and Senior Advisers.

"That remains to be seen;" said

the elephant, as he walked in the

fresh cement.

More planes, tanks, food, men!

Support the Victory Bond!

J©yNEE 9S
TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS COSMETICS

CAMERA SUPPLIES LUNCHES

Cor. Johnson & Division Sts. Telephone 188

McGALL'S RESTAURANT
"The Better Place to Eat"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

21 Meals $5.50—14 Meals $4.50 $5.50 Value for $5.00

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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London Letter

They Work to Music

A more recent example of the

tonic effect of music is ihe success

of the B.B.C.'s "Music While You
Work" programs. These broad-

casts, begun on June 23, 1940, were

intended as an experiment to help

to keep up the spirits of those do-

ing routine and often monotonous
tasks in factories and workshops.

Perhaps the best token of the ap-

preciation the programs have met
with, from managers and workers

alike, is that one factory alone has

installed two hundred loudspeakers.

Il is known that the music is not

only helping to relieve fatigue due
to flagging interest, but actually

stimulates drooping spirits to great-

er response. In some cases, produc-

tion has increased spontaneously by
as much as thirty per cent.

But a great deal of understand-

ing and forethought have gone into

the preparation of these programs.

Il has been found that the workers
-definitely prefer tunes with which
they are familiar, and which enable

them to join in by humming or

whistling. The numbers played
must have a clearly denned melody,

otherwise the only effect is a mean-
ingless, blurred musical sound,
mingled with the noise of machin-
ery. Music of . the "hot" variety is

never included, because it does not

answer the call for familiar melody.
The most suitable rhythms from
dance bands or theatre organs are

found to be a jig or quick step

tempo, very slow or very fast tunes
are alike unsuited. And the rhythm
must not be too strongly accented.

With light orchestras and military

hands, the rhythmic ideal is that

of tunes which have a bright and
lilting air.

Waltzes with Viennese lilt are

popular, but the ordinary waltz is

too slow to hold the attention amid
the hustle and heterogeneous noises

of a factory.

Naturally changes in tempo need
to he frequent or the best-liked

tunes would be "done to death."

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL Pagel

velt summons the total union of

free men
! Against the Hitler wea-

pon of "one by one,* at last there is

opposed the strategy of All To-
gether! Strange, fathomless folly

of men, that it has taken us ten

years of Axis treachery and terror

to grasp this simple, daggering,

obvious fact that if Hitler wanted
to separate his neighbors — or his

victims (they're the same thing)—
it was their supreme interest to

stand together." (Talk by Frank
Owen.)

Blitz Back Scratcher

"Here's a -.lory from a vdlage
though it's a little out of date. Dur
ing a night raid, a large bomb fell

dn some farm land, but it didn't g>

off and it wasn't discovered. Thei

someone noticed that all the cow.
in the field had gathered around
one spot. Investigation showed that

the bomb had half stuck in the

ground. The cows were using the

exposed portion as a scratching

post, and seemed very pleased with

the result." ("Newsletter for

Forces Overseas.")

Axis Differences

"These people that we are now
fighting aren't linked together as

you and we are linked" together.

There is between them no great

common bond of sympathy . . . The
Germans consider the Japanese a

lower race, hardly better than mon-
eys. The Italians hate the Cer
mans, who despise them. The Ja
panese dislike everybody but them
selves, and have always repaid the

instruction they have had from the

white races by ingratitude and trea-

chery. Their contribution, in mod
em times, to world civilization has

been almost nil, and their greatest

activity was stealing other people's

ideas." ("J. B. Priestley in 'Britain

Speaks'.")

SHORTS FROM THE TALKS
Extracts from talks and com-

mentaries in the B.B.C.'s overseas

short-wave transmissions:

Out of the Mouths
" 'There can't be any Japanese

spies, can there? Not good ones,

because everyone would know they

were Japanese." "Japs aren't real-

ly like people, they're more like

things," had been said to me earlier,

by a very small girl. She was voic-

ing the feelings, I believe, of about

half the adults in this country."

(E. Arnot Robertson on "Child-

ren Listening to the News.")

United at Last

"Against Total Slavery Roose-

Freedom and the Law
"It is scarcely to be doubted that

in the days to come, the effect of

the present war will be to sharpen

the minds of men. to bring to them

a greater vigilance, not only to see

that liberty is preserved and main

tained : hut that the legal system

which is concerned jvith it should

he made as sound and as efficient

for its purpose as it is possible to

make it," (Sir Norman Birkett, on

"The Impact of the War on the

Legal System.")

Germans' Amazing Clothing

"The Germans appear unable to

cope with the cold. These men I

met, confirmed that German prison-

ers are captured wearing all sorts

of, even women's, clothes, wrapped

round their heads, necks, bodies in

an unavailing effort to keep warm.

The members of this mission were

deeply impressed also by the un-

faltering level of Russian morale."

( J. L. Hudson pn "Encouraging

Facts.")

I didn t have much time this week, so I chose as simple* a subject
as possible—a co-ed. She is straightening the seam in her stocking.

.Id „ lhe l-or,ler lfi a revere copy of Mike Angelos
Hound Slave,

•Note play on words. —John Straiton.

DARTMOUTH BOASTS
BROADCAST NETWORK

Hanover, N.H. — The Dart-

mouth Broadcasting System, that

much heard-of but little-seen or-

ganization which has been circl-

ing around in the vapor above
Hanover for a year now has
Finally emerged as a concrete

substance. When the man on
the street now asks, "What is

this DBS anyway?" he will mere-
ly be ;old to go to the third floor

of Robinson Hall, where his

astonished eyes will see shining

new sound-proof studios, piles of

impressive looking radio equip-

ment, and a small, harried, but

energetic group of undergradu-

ates making final preparations

tor the official beginning of

broadcasting to all dormitories

within the next two weeks.

With the major portion of its

material body such as equipment,

installed and ready for operation,

unly the human element of DBS
needs to t»c completed.

Program by Wire
By a process called ''controlled

wire broadcasting," DBS will

carry its programs by telephone

wire from its studios into every

dormitory on campus. From this

point small transmitters, limited

TECHNI-

COLUMN

Everything that's

and Smart
At LAIDLAW'S!

•

Dresses — Coats —
New Accessories —
Men's Furnishings-

House Furnish'ings-

•

When You Buy at Laidlaz&s —

New

Sports Clothes —
Smart Fabrics.

You're Sure of Hie Quality.

JOHN LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS ST.

in range to 80 feet, will put the

ignais on a specifi: wave-length

readily accessible on the stand-

ard radio band.

During the past two weeks, a

small group of student broad-

rasters have been putting the

inching touches on studio equip-

ment, and have already started

to make up the initial programs.

DBS will take to ;hc air on a

hree hour per day, five days a.

week schedule, starting from 5

to 6, and continuing Irom 9 until

11.

Also from these surveys ha:

:omte. the picture of Dartmouth'
radio interests, and plans are go
ing ahead for programs especially

designed to fulfil these tastes

which run strongly for "good
music," And while a skeleton

programming staff lias been de-

voting its efforts along this line,

another field of work in the DBS
organization is already well de-

veloped. For the past two days
and continuing this week audi-

tions are being held for all pros-

pective announcers.

Station Manager Mitchell has

revealed that already program
auditions have been held for pros-

pective clients among the Han-
over merchants. It is by the

revenue received from such local

Ed. Note—The following is

reprinted from the January

1
(,42 issue of "Mechanical

Engineeriing."

"Standardization is going for-

ward in this country at a rate

never reached before,'* said K.

E. Zimmerman, president of the

American Standards Association

at its annual luncheon meeting

on December 10, 1941. Three

hundred representatives of trade,

technical, and governmental

groups who hold membership in

the American Standards Associa-

tion gathered at the Hotel Astor,

New York, N.Y., to hear Mr.

Ziinme'inan and Lessing J. Ros-

cnwald, head of the new Bureau

of Industrial Conservation of the

0.P.M., and R. P. Anderson,

chairman of the Standards Coun-

cil of the American Standards

Association,

All three speakers dwell on the

part that the Association is play-

ing and can play in the country's

lefeusc program. "This entire de-

fense effort," said .Mr. Zimmer-

man, "has been seriously hamp-

ered by tl".- diversity of specifi-

ations and requirements for pro-

ducts— acutely so in the case

of strategic materials."

Speed in framing standards es-

sential for increased defense pro-

duction in the current transition

from a defense to a "victory

ecrinonty" was urged by Lessing

1, Rosenwald. chief ot" the Bureau

Indus rial Conservation of the

Office of Production Manager.

Mr. Rosenwald. who is chair-

nail 'if the board of Sears, Roe-

buck & Co.. declared the econ-

omic changes which will be re-

nitrcd are so vast that "their

full scope cannot be comprehend-

ed at tin's time." This country,

he asserted, will approach many
phases of the English economy. I

Warning a.^ain>. hoarding as

"unfair to the armed forces," Mr.

Rosenwald touched on the dif-

1

Terences between simplification

and standardization. The former

by reducing varieties, sizes,

olors. etc.. can increase produc-

tion and cut inventory of slow-

and national advertising that the

operating expenses will be met
nd the loan from the College, to

linance ihe initial expenses, will

be repaid.

moving items, and no mechanical

changes may be required. Wilt}

respect to standardization, he
said, new standards will undoubt-

edly be required, but of necessity

they must be weighed carefully

to determine their effect upon
production.

Jesuit: Some day I hope to be-

come a Cardinal.

Engineer: I didn't know you
played baseball.

Every raffle baffles Hitler!

Why is it professors can wear pur-
* pie "fie*.

fc^a"
~

Haphazard hair-cuts, and coats the

wrong size;

Trousers too short and the color

scheme vile,

Yet flunk me in English because of

American agent (trying to sel!

house to Englishman): Now this

house has no flaws.

Englishman : But, say old

chappie, what do I walk on?

Every raffle baffles Hitler!

TWEDDELL'S GREAT ANNUAL

February Sale
Is Fast Drawing To A Close
All good things must come to an end—and the best

in Sales, Tweddell's Annual February Sale must of

necessities end on Saturday, February 28th. Only a

few more days left to take advantage of these history

making clothing values. So, act quickly and get your

J share.

OVERCOATS
Every Overcoat in our slock

i only 45 of them) Is being

sacrificed at tremendous reduc-

tion in price.

Men of Queen's we suggest

that you come early as these

overcoats can't possibly hold out

until the end of the sale at such

Unbelievable Low Prices.
There's nothing in Kingston to

touch these overcoat values!

They're Tweddell's regular bet-

ter quality (in some case? there's

only one or two of a line, but

every size is included in the lot)

a! big price reductions. Buy

one now, use for die balance of

this winter and still have a new

coat next winter, as with world

conditions as they are today, it

will be impossible to buy such

quality anywhere near this year's

regular prices, so you sec by

BUYING NOW. youVc saving

money galore!

GROUP 1 « A A C
To Clear at 3
GROUP 2 *%m A m
To Clear at ** i

GROUP 3 4<* A
To Clear at ... J*«43

OUR ENTIRE STOCK
OF

SUITS
AT DRASTICALLY

REDUCED PRICES

SENSATIONAL SALE OF

MADE TO-MEASUfiE SUITS
Imported ENGLISH MILL-ENDS in FOUR Speciol Price Croups

28.50 32.50 37-50 39.50
Only once in a blue moon do you get value like this - - - and (here's

only a short time left to take advantage, =o ACT QUICKLY! Your
choice of only the finest of BRITISH MILL-ENDS, tailored to your

individual measurements tor a perfect fitting suit easily WORTH
DOUBLE THE MONEY. Ami (bat's why scores of men in the

last two weeks have purchased TWO and THREE of these suits.

DON'T MISS this value of values—come in at ert«I'<

OTHER ITEMS
Unfortunately the space is too limited to LIST ALL ITEMS - - -

and quote prices but no ma(tcr what you require in furnishings, we
have it! NECKWEAR, SOCKS, GLOVES. SCARVES. SWEATERS,
DRESSING GOWNS. ODD TROUSERS, etc., slashed to (he LOW-
EST PRICES in history.

See Our Special Window Displays

TWEDDELL'S
Hotel La Salle

137 - 139 Princess St. Phone 3706
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"If we don't win, I'll ]eave town
quoth one Levanite, in speaking of the
Levana -Scribes basketball battle. Here
Is our artist's impression of her de-

parture.

Then there was the dumb Fresh-

ette who thought that the four sea-

sons were salt, pepper, mustard

and vinegar.

She: Do you think a cannon
can bring on rain? ,

Scienceman : No, but I have
seen a shotgun bring on a shower.

64% Favor

WhatCannibal King
having for lunch.

Cook : Two oid maids.

King: Ugh! Left-overs againl

Your chance to help—take a
chance on the Bond!

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or' Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-

wear — Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid, High or
Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St

Phone 24

Delivery Service

FOR

SPRINGTIME
FRESHNESS

•

DUBARRY
DOUBLE FEATURE

•

Foundation lotion free with

each face powder for the

regular price of

$2.00

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

(Continued from page 1)

suming that the undecided 27

would require aid at the same rate

die total amount per calendar/year

was $61,000.

The average amount for each stu

dem requiring aid was $427. The

extension of the medical course

would thus require the establish

ment of a Loan Fund from which

the students would borrow money

at a low rate of interest.

C.A.M.S.I. Questionnaire

Another questionnaire, dealin;

With the same problems, was cir-

culated by the Canadian Association

of Medical Students and Internes.

The purpose was to obtain su

cient concrete evidence to induce

the government to subsidize the

Loan Plan.

In order to meet the increased

war demand for doctors, medical

students feel that some speed-up of

the medical course will be neces-

sary, and thus some plan for finan-

cial assistance will have to be de-

vised.

The complete text of the ques-

tionnaire follows:

Questionnaire On
Medical Courses

Several Canadian medical schools

have shortened their medical course,

to meet the expected war demands

for more doctors, but cutting the

summer vacation period to one

month. A number of American

schools are doing likewise. Here

at Queen's similar plans have been

prepared for many months but have

not been put into effect because

it has been felt that most medical

students would require outside fin-

ancial support to compensate for

lost summer earnings and for the

additional fees, board, room, books,

etc. (estimated at 50% above the

present yearly costs if the summer

vacation were cut to one month).

Financial difficulties have been en-

countered by numerous medical stu-

dents at Toronto and London, Ont,

where the medical course is now
speeded up.

•This questionnaire is being cir-

culated by the Aesculapian Society

in order to get information on the

points specified below. Please ans-

wer carefully. If you do not wish

to sign your name for personal rea-

sons, you need not, but all informa-

tion will be considered confidential.

Question 1 : Are you in favor, of

speeding up the medical course at

Queen's by shortening the summer
vacation to one month as long as

the war need of doctors persists?

(answer yes or no)

Question 2: If the medical course

were thus speeded up and you were

faced with a yearly expenditure

approximately 50% more than at

present, could you meet these ad-

ditional costs through your own
effort (from parents, guardians, re-

ativeSj loans, etc.)

(yes or no)

Questions 3: If you could not

meet all or if you could meet only

a part of the increased costs of a

speeded up medical course, answer
this question after careful consider-

ation. It has been suggested that

if the medical course were speeded
up, a Loan Fund be established

from which students might borrow
up to a certain maximum each year
or session, at a low rate of interest

and after giving sufficient colla-

teral. Carefully estimate how much
you would have to borrow from
such a Loan Fund, if it were avail-

able, and indicate this yearly
amount here

LEVANT
NOTEX

Drive towards Victory—on the
Victory Bond!

Red Cross Room

It has been announced that the

Red Cross work room will close

for the season on March 13, so

lake heed any Levanites who al-

ways had good intentions of

going but just never got round

to it. A lot of work has been ac-

complished this year, both in the

line of quilts for bombed victims,

and knitted articles for the Army.

Navy and Air Force. A report

of all the work that has been

done by Levana in the Red Cross

Room will soon be published in

this column.

Congratulations

Are in order for the girls who
did so well in the Water Follies.

This event has certainly been

one of the most popular of the

year, and all those who worked

so hard for it deserve a lot of

credit.

Open House

It is the Air Force that is do-

ng the entertaining now, for its

members are holding an Open
House in Grant Hall tonight at

nine o'clock in return for the

one given by Levana. The earlier

one was very successful, and

there is every reason be believe

that this will go off as well.

These lads are very busy, and are

taking a lot of time and trouble

to see that the affair is a success.

All co-eds are cordially welcome.

Home Nursing

The examination in Home
Nursing which was to be held

on Wednesday evening has been

postponed on account of the con-

cert in Grant Hall. The girls who
are in Kingston General Hospital

Group will have their examina-

tion on Thursday, February 26.

and the girls in the Ontario Hos-
pital group will have theirs od
Wednesday, March 4.

Oft Parade!

She: What do you think I'd

do if you tried to neck with me?
He: I haven't the slightest idea.

Aren't you curious?Sh(

Some girls are like paint-
once you get them stirred up vou
can't get them off your hands.

A girl's face may be her for-

tune, but it's her legs that draw
the interest.

Definition of an optician's

daughter . . . one who has two
glasses and makes a spectacle of

herself.

Gal: Where did you learn to

kiss like that?

Guy: I eat Lazonga's spaghetti.

Bind Hitler and his allies with
the Victory Bond.

BY JARKZ

Feature Writer, The Ubyssey

Refugees From a Physique

What has gone before: We
have been in camp one day, and

those that know how to pray,

have prayed.

AT THE SOUND of reveille

the mui of the C.O.T.C. treacled

out of their blankets, bitterly

realizing what it means to be in

a vital industry. Harried by the

call to P.T., I jumped into my
underwear. Then I jumped out

again to remove a shaving brush

which had somehow managed to

make its way into a crucial work-

ing part.

One of my tent-mates was gaz-

ing at me intently while 1 re-

donned the Stanfield's Red Label

Seat-Happy Special. His fixed at-

tention rapidly became unbear-

able.

"Does this model do something

to you?" I snarled. "Or don't

they indulge where you come

from ?"

He shrugged his shoulders.

"Those longs are going to look

awful funny with your gym
shorts," he said.

"They would look even fun-

nier without my gym shorts," 1

pointed out. "And I'm dressing

for warmth, brother, not ro-

mance."

We stumbled outside where the

rest of the C.O.T.C. was shiver-

ing into line, their eyes puffed

up like angry adders from the

long war of movement with their

palliasses.

It was the first time 1 had ever

seen a hangover1 organized into

platoons.

Stripped of their trousers, our

men presented an array of legs

that wouldn't have looked good

on anything but a flock of blue

heron. It was evident that, as far

as blood, sweat and tears were

concerned, we only had to worry-

about the last two. It was a night-

mare at Earl Carroll's.*

We followed our goose-pimples

down to the parade ground,

where some burly physical in-

structors were noisily flexing

their biceps, and the biceps on

their biceps, pawing the ground,

and snorting clouds of steam

into the cold night air. Our pla-

toon was assigned to one of the

accumulations of Ironized Yeast.

For a moment he just sneered

his superiority at us. Then he

drew in his stomach muscles, and
we all shrank back with fright-

ened gasps.

"I'm supposed to handle the

physical jerks!" he barked finally.

"But you're the most UNphysical
bunch of jerks I ever saw!"
We shuffled our feet around

nervously.

The first thing he told us to do
was to reach down and touch our

toes without bending our knees.

Some tried to carry out this mad
scheme, and had to be rolled off

the field, like hoops. Then he
made us run round and round
in a circle. I soon realized that

it was a lie about gym not bring-

ing pretty flowers. Another lap

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Today

:

7.30 p.m.—Drama Guild

Players' Lounge
Old Arts Bldg.

9.00 p.m.—R. C. A. F. Open
House
Grant Hall

Wednesday:
7.30 p.m.—Debating Union

Room 221

pouglas Library

Thursday

:

7.30 p,m,—Journal Meeting

^Common Room
Ban Righ.

and it would bring me whole

wreaths of them. I tottered out

of the ring.

Gargantua stamped over to me.

"What's the idea of stopping?'

he belloweS.

"I know the route," I roared

back between pants. "When do I

start delivering the papers?"

He stared at me unpleasantly.

"What's that hanging out of

your trunks?" he demanded sud

denly.

"Those are my legs," I replied

in a low voice.

He bowed his head and spoke

gruffly.

"Sorry old man. I didn't know
"Wha'dya mean, you didn't

know?" I flared furiously. "What
you see is my underwear. The

legs are inside
!"

"D'ya wanna bet?" he asked

eagerly.

At that moment a medical of-

ficer beetled up to see wdiat was

wrong, applying his rubber wish-

bone to my chest.

His eyebrows shot up. Hdput
two fingers in his mouth and

whistled up a couple of his order-

lies. They took turns listening,

and their jyebrows joined his.

There was a nerve-wracking

silence.

'Maybe there's something

wrong with the stethoscope," one

of them" suggested at last.

They blew through it, listened

again, and again shook their

heads. I wiped a bead of perspira-

tion from my forehead.

"If it's statfc that's worrying

you," I offered hopefully, "my
stomach rumbles a lot."

"Take a deep breath son!" ord-

ered the M.O.

I breathed deep, relatively

speaking. There was another

pause. Then he spoke again,

somewhat testily.

"Take a deep breath, pieajsc.

Bring the air up through the nose

and down into the . .
."

"I know how to do it !" I

cried. "And I just did it!"

Tliey all looked at one another.

Then they bent forward as the

M.O. asked, very slowly:

"You already TOOK a deep

breath ?"

I nodded unhappily.

"Have this man's next of kin

informed at once!" whispered the

M.O. to his aides. "And tell the

strcti'lier-bearers to start warm-

ing up in the bull-pen!"

I staggered back to my platoon,

which was making its way back

to the tent-lines, dragging its

dead and wounded behind it. It

was time for breakfast.

(Ed. Note: More of this can be

avoided by bigger advertise-

ments).

Buy a share in Victory! Sub-

scribe to the Victory Bond.

This is one of the revolutionary shoot-

ing positions used by the Ban Righ

Blimps basketball team. It is expected

to be especially effective in their forth-

coming game with the Screwy Scribes.

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

STUDENTS-
Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033
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"LOVE FROM A STRANGER" TO OPEN MONDAY
Students Buy Raffle Tickets;

Results Reported Encouraging

NOTICE

Students are requested to
read the official notices for

a change in the date of the

Gowan Foundation examin-
ation.

Campaign Closes March 6;
$100 Victory Bond

Is First Prize

Other Awards

Students' Petition

Taken To Toronto

McArthur Hears Delegates
From Universities

Six Ontario University students

of whom Doug Temple represented

Queen's, armed with over 6.600
signatures, conferred with the Hon.
Duncan McArthur, L.L.D., Minis-

ter of Education, and Dr. L. ], Ro-
gers, Deputy- Minister, at the Le-

gislative buildings in Toronto on
Monday afternoon. The delegation

whom Dr. McArthur had agreed

to meet represented the student

body of all the Universities in On-
tario and were petitioning the Pro-

vincial Government to participate

in the Federal Youth Training Act
with regard to University Scholar-

ships.

Delegates

The spokesman appointed by the

delegates was Murray Acker, U.
of T. He was accompanied by
Goldwin French, U. of T., Maurice
Lacasse, and Herbert Dancause of

the U. of Ottawa, John Small, O.

A.C, and the Queen's representa-

tive.

During the interview the Minis-

ter, a former Professor of History

at Queen's, told the students that

he was genuinely interested in, and

well acquainted with their case.

All delegates presented Dr. Mc-
Arthur with their petitions which

contained a total of 6,689 signa-

tures. These were obtained in a

three day campaign held on all the
1 diversity Campuses in Ontario.

U. of T. reported 4,000, Ottawa

333, O.A.C. 324, Western 441,

STUDENTS' PETITION
(Continued on page 7)

Reports to date on the Victory
Bond Raffle indicate that the cam-
paign is meeting with rapid and
widespread success on the campus.

Members of the Q.W.A.C. stated

that all faculties are taking part in

buying raffles "to baffle Hitler,"

with special mention of Levana,

where canvassers are being asked

for as many tickets as they can
supply* The campaign is part of
the Kingston Victory Loan Drive
and will run on the campus until

Friday, March 6.

Prizes Offered

The chief prize, it was pointed

out to the Journal, h a $100 Vic-

tory Bond which will be awarded
at the end of the campaign. It was
added, however, that the sale of

tickets will be continued beyond the

first hundred dollars, ,-irid that funds

collected over and above this sum
will also be offered as consolation

prizes in the form of War Savings

VICTORY RAFFLE
^Continued on page 8)

Arts Society Banquet

Arts studenls will please

nntc that if they wish to at-

tend the Arts Society Ban-
quet on Saturday of this

week they should immedi-
ately purchase tickets from
cither Norm Rogers, Stew
Webster, Jim Richardson,

Hugh Buchanan, John Ham-
ilton, Ross Preston, or prac-

tically any member of Arts
'42. No tickets will be sold

at the door!

TWO PLAYS ENACTED
AT DRAMA MEETING

Rabbi B. Steindel

Will Give Sermon

At Sunday Service

Religion As Strongest Link
Of Democracy

Is Topic

A.M.S. Plans Ball

To Add To Fund

For Mount Allison

On Tuesday night at 7.30 p.m.

the Queen's Drama Guild assem
bled in the Arts Studio of the

Old Arts Building to see two one

act plays, "Sparkin' " and "He
Ain't Done Right by Nell," dir-

ected by Dr. William Angus and
soon to be presented at Barrie-

field.

Melodrama

"He Ain't Done Right by Nell"

is a typical melodrama with vil-

lain, hero, beautiful heroine, in-

vention and the old mill. Annette

Fryer as the heroine and derelict

amused the club members a good
ileal, Eddie Somppi and Archie

Foley made a convincing hero

and villain respectively. Helen

DRAMA GUILD
(Continued on page 3)

Rabbi Ben Zion Steindel will

discuss "Religion— Democracy's

Strongest Link" at a University

Church Service to be held in Con-
vocation Hall on Sunday at 11.00

a.m. The service will be con-

ducted by Glynn Firth, and B.

H. Scott of the Hillel Foundation

Student Group will be the read-

er. Dr. F. L. Harrison will play

the organ, and the Chapel Choir

will sing Blake's "Jerusalem."

Rabbi Steindel

Rabbi Steindel, who was born

in Poland, came to Winnipeg
when still quite young. He re-

ceived his Bachelor of Arts de-

gree from the L'niversity of Mani-

toba in 1931. and then studied at

the Jewish Institute of Religion

in New York City. He was or-

dained in 1939 and was for a

SUNDAY SERVICE
Continued on page 8)

Regular Executive Meeting
Held Monday

Evening

BY KAY O'NEILL

At the regular meeting of th

Alma Mater Society executive on
Monday night it was decided that

a Mount Allison Relief Dance
be held on Saturday, March 7,

after the A.M.S. Formal. The
price, it was decided, would be

25c a person. The members ex-

pressed the hope that students

would give their full support to

a dance in aid of these Canadian

students, so direly in need of their

help.

Lew Hayman

It was announced that Lew
Hayman, coach of the Toronto

Argonauts had been procured as

a speaker for the Color Night

Banquet. The executive decided

to present Mr. Hayman with

some small memento of the oc-

casion, the selection to be left to

the chairman of the Formal Com

Mystery Thriller By Vosper

Billed For Three-Night Stand

#

PROFESSOR HENRY ALEXANDER

The director of_ "Love From a
Stranger," which opens in Convoca-
tion Hall on Monday night.

Concert Features
10-Piano Ensemble

Left MancI Ccrner
The other afternoon, while whirl-

ing my perfectly-developed body (

I

was once a 97-pound weakling)

over the high bar for the 97th

lime, I was punched in the solar-

plexus by a large pugnacious-look-

ng dame who hails from Ban Righ.

Without mincing words and with
an accent, stinking slightly of on-
lons, she ordered nie out of the

Kym "so dat cle Ban Rye Blimps

can practuss harskathall, Si-i-
!" (or

words to that effect). Hastily put-

hug on my mink-lined dressing

Kown, I picked up my feet and

" l»inced out of the gym in an aw-

"l state.

Biting my finger-nails in the cor-

ridor I was suddenly interrupted in

my reverie by a horrible sound

coming from the girl's" entrance to

the gym floor. Suddenly (I was

flung flat on my face) a barrage

of female flesh hurtled through the

corridor and bounced onto the floor.

-Vow I know where Zane Grey got

the plot for his "Thundering Herd."

Realizing that Hoop-Happy Wil-

son, tfie captain of the Journal

Jerks, would be very pleased if I

managed to get the lineup of the

Blimps. I crawled upstairs to the

LEFT HAND CORNER
(Continued on page 7)

DY DOROTHY Tl'PPER

On Wednesday night the Cana-

dian Concert Association presented

the second of its series of concerts

Grant Hall. A ten piano en-

semble performed under the direc-

tion of Mona Bates. Their pro-

gram included selections from Mo-
nart, Beethoven, Bach, Brahms, Si-

belius, Liszt and Tchaikowsky.

Throughout the concert the tech

nique of the pianists was flawless.

The selections of Mozart and Bach

showed this off to good advantage.

These were not, however, nearly, as

effective as the playing of such

selections as "The Cradle Song" by

Brahms and "Etude" by Chopin.

Les Preludes

"Les Preludes," by Liszt, and

"Marche Slave," of Tchaikowsky,

overshadowed the rest of the pro-

gram. The former displayed the

great varieties in the abilities of the

pianists, h is based on a poein by

10-PIANO

(Continued on page 4)

A.M.S. PLANS
(Continued on page 2)

War Effort Here
Is Broadcast Topic

The story of Queens' War Aid

Activities was presented over radio

station CFRC last Tuesday even

ing by Earl Baxter, chairman of

the War Aid Committee. Discuss-

ing the origin of the War Aid Com-
mittee whose two-fold purpose was

to arouse student awareness of our

Dominion's war problems and to

co-ordinate all war effort activities

on the campus. Mr. Baxter review-

ed the activities of this group cre-

ated by the Alma Mater Society.

History

During the '-40-'4I session, under

the chairmanship of Gordon

Smythe, Arts '42, this organization

was able to present to the Dominion

Government an ambulance pur-

chased with funds voluntarily do-

nated from the campus. A Red

Cross Room was also set up and

financed by this body. The numcr

ous blankets, bandages and other

essential clothing apparel which

came from this room was a clear

indication of ihe energy of the co-

eds of this campus.

WAR EFFORT
(Continued on page 6)

Queen's Debaters

Lose Close Battle

McGill Speakers Say War
Cannot Be Abolished

Staff Players. Drama Guild
Will Combine Talents

For Production

BY PAT MACDONALD
The McGill debating team of

Donald Delvin and Steward
Bross won a close decision from

the Queen's team of Bernard

Wand and Abe Rabinowitz on
Monday evening in the Douglas

Library. The resolution was
"That War Can Be Eliminated

In Our Present State Of Civil-

ization."

Mr. Wand speaking first for

the affirmative side, divided the

issue into two main parts—the

causes of war and the plan for

eliminating the causes.

Causes of War
He believed that superficially

the causes of war came from

economic and national differences

but that the basic causes were

psychological. The superficial

causes could be altered and regu-

lated and the psychological caus-

QUEEN-S DEBATERS
(Continued on page 8)

Alexander Directing

BV KATE MACDONNELL
On Monday evening, in Convo-

cation Hall, the curtain will rise

on the first performance of "Love
From a Stranger," Frank Vos-
per's three-act mystery comedy.
Under the direction of Professor

Alexander, the Faculty members
and students of the two Univer-

sity dramatic clubs have been
working together to produce this

final play of the season.

Story

"Love From a Stranger" is the

story of a young girl who marries

an attractive stranger and be-

comes involved in a murder plot

The play which was staged in

London, and on Broadway, with
great success, has been widely

acclaimed for its entertaining dia-

logue and exciting plot.

MYSTERY THRILLER
(Continued on page 8)

Meds '46 Presents

'Bonesetters' Ball'

Vern Duncan Makes Debut
On Campus Tonight

Sharp at 9.00 p.m. tonight, Meds
"46 will present its first Year

Dance, and expectations are that

it will live up to the high standards

set by Medicine in all campus ac-

tivities. |

New Band

At considerable expense, the

Committee has contracted Vern
Duncan and his orchestra — well

known to all dance-goers of Tor-

onto and district. The Medicals

promise that none will be disap-

pointed with the mellow jive of

this up-and-coming young man and

BONESETTERS* BALL
(Continued on page 6)

REGISTRAR DELIVERS
ADDRESS OVER RADIO

Lew Hayman Will Be Speaker

At A.M.S. Color Night Next Week

On Monday evening over CFRC
Miss Jean Royce delivered a lec-

ture on "Rival Canadian Crafts-

men." The careers of two master large turnout of student

Lew Hayman is to be the guest

speaker at the A.M.S. Color Night

banquet in Grant Hall on Fridaj

March 6. Confirmation of Mr.

Hayman's acceptance came from

Mr. Charles Hicks, permanent sec-

retary -treasurer of the A.M.S., at

the last meeting of that society.

The banquet committee was very

pleased with the announcement and

feel that there will be an unusually

to hear

silversmiths,

and Laurens

by the speaker.

MISS ROYCE
(Continued on page 7)

Francois Ronvoyze Mr. Hayman's address.

\miot, were outlined Football Coach

As coach of the Toronto Argo-

naut football team for many years,

j Lew Hayman has been considered

Canada's outstanding figure in that

autumn sjiort. An American by

birth. Hayman played college foot-

ball in the United States and often

was ranked high in the annual list

of top-ranking college stars in that

game. During the winter he

coaches basketball and hockey at

the University of Toronto Schools.

He has had considerable experi-

ence in puhlic speaking and is said

to be one of the most capable and

interesting after-dinner speakers

available among Canadian athletic

luminaries.

COLOR NIGHT
Continued on page 8) •
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LOST

A pair of rimless glasses with

gold frame, in black ease, some-

where on the University grounds.

Finder please notify Shirk y

Sterne. 2336-W.

Drive towards Victory-

Victory Bond I

)li tile

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.CA.

SEE THE NEW
ARRIVALS

in

REVERSIBLE
TOPCOATS

Donegals, Herringbones,

Tweeds,

in

Balmacaan Style

with

Fine Poplin Shower Proof

Lining

MODERATELY PRICED

BIBBY'S
Where you buy with confidence

78-80-82-84 Princess St

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princess St

\nd it has come to pass among

the men of Scienz in the land ol

Queenz that at last the fruits of

the researchs of the senior men of

Scienz has been put into effect by

the men of Soph.

Long have the men of four two

and four three gambled their week-

ly surplus of one quarter shekel for

the larger investment in Warsav-

ngscertificatcs that each raffle shall

raffle hitler — yea, as each man

loth hope to snaffle the raffle.

Yea — part of the stream of

argent ifemus alloy that has ever

flowed under the sign of two na-

tions (as the wagonwheel doth roll

iver the prostrate) has been di-

verted that the men of Scienz may

help win by proxy magnitudinous

encounters across the pond.

Late though it be in the season,

and little though may be collected

ere the men of Soph do scatter far-

off after the ides of April, their

leaders didst demand the institu-

tion of the idea saying:

"Yea — every dollar will help

victory foliar. Indeed, it shall be

svstematized and organized ere the

scattering of the class and when

next we return to the land of

Queenz the massive mountains of

Mnzuma shall flow into the Victory

loancampaign as do the waters from

the Zentrifuge."

And all didst agree that so it

wouldst come to pass.

"Yea — quoth a' warrior from

a front seat," we have been very

tardy in this matter; so should it

have come to pass ere the winter

snow had settled. The wrath of

Maid Marion we have exposed our-

selves thereto."

And the assembled men of Soph

didsl admit their guilt in silence.

And when all that was to be de-

cided upon was said the warriors

of Scienz didst depart unto their

caves to computate their contribu-

tion on their slipsticks.

Yea — and even this day just

ere the last class doth start, in the

mighty cavern of the Hydlab, 'neath

the beams, channels, trusses and

gusset plates of the stalactitic roof,

a fair proxy of Maid Marion from

the tribe of Lephanta will draw the

name of the winner of the twenty-

five shekel prize.

And the mighty cavern of the

Hydlab shall be crowded unto the

rafters as the warriors of Soph shall

gather to feast their eyes on her

whom Maid Marion doth delegate

to represent her at this most ausu

picious occasion.

And knowing well that Maid

Marion doth supply always the best

to her deserving warriors the men

of Soph do await the hour with

eager anticipation — yea even and

with confident expectation that the

culmination of their efforts shall

be in keeping with the stature of

their ambitious and their noble de-

sires.

Yea — and ere tin's record will

have been read by the tardier in-

dividuals will a new chapter have

been written into that which doth

record the contributions of the men

of Scienz to the Wareffort.
*

A.M.S. Plans

(Continued from page 1)

tnittee. The draw for the Victory

Bond Rafile will also be made

at the Formal.

Mice Armstrong, representing

ihe Q.S.A.. petitioned the A.M.S.

for the usual grant to this organi-

zation of $35. to cover the ex-

penses incurred in the National

Scholarship campaign. The ex-

ecutive decided to grant i lie exact

amount of the expense incurred,

which amounted to approximate-

ly $25.

Red Cross

A letter from the National Red

Cross Society was received, ac-

knowledging the receipt of

$131.31 from the Red Cross Ball

held on January 22. A letter

from the Levana Red Cross So-

ciety, soliciting funds, was also

received, but in view of the fact

that the Q.W.A.C. and several

other organizations have dnnated

enough for the Red Cross rooms

to be carried on for the rest of

the year, it was decided that the

A.M.S. would donate money next

year when the financial situation

may be more favorable.

During the meeting the perm-

anent secretary-treasurer^ Charlie

Hicks, donated cokes to all the

members and the press represen-

tatives, and a very hearty vote

of thanks was moved to Mr.

Hicks.

It was their first date . . .

"Cigarette."

"No thanks, I don't smoke."

"Let's go down to sip -a few."

"I'd rather nut. I "ever touch

liquor."

"Well, lets go out on the heights

for a while."

"No, please don't. I want to go

out and do something exiting,

something new."

"O.K. (sigh). Let's go out to the

,lnirv building and milk hell out of

a couple o' cows."

"How much wHl you charg<

gel me a divorce?"

"Two hundred dollars."

"Hell. I can get him shot

fifty."

for

"What foah dat doctah comin'

out to you're house.'"

"Ah dunno, but I thinks ah's got

an inkling."

AFTER THE OPERA

Down the stone stairs

Girls with their large eyes wide

with tragedy

Lift looks of shocked and momen-

tous emotion up at me.

And I smile.

Ladies

Stepping like birds with their bright

and pointed feet

Peer anxiously forth, as if for a

boat to carry them out of the

wreckage

;

And among the wreck of the theatre

crowd

I stand and smile.

They take tragedy so becomingly;

Which pleases me.

But when 1 meet the weary' eyes

The reddened, aching eyes of the

bar-man with thin arms

I am glad to go back where I came

from.

—D. H. Lawrence.

Front Line

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone I772-W

OPEN ALLEYS

EVERY AFTERNOON
AT POPULAR

MATINEE PRICES

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St

KODAK
SUPER XX

FILM
PHOTO FLOOD LAMPS

rax
SNAPSHOTS AT NIGHT

Stop today for the film and
lamps and get those indoor snap-
shots you've been meaning to

take. Beet combinations are
Super XX Film and a couple
of photo flood lamps for regular
cameras—Verichrome Film and
photo flash lamps with flash

cameras. For either method we
have the supplies.

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

Ed. Note—The following is

an excerpt from a nublica-

ion received by the Journal

from the Czechoslavakian

National Council for America,

Chicago.

So badly has German morale

slumped that everybody is played

off against everybody else, for

example, the front line against

the people at home and vice

versa. The Voelkischer Beobach

ter now writes: "Be thankful

that you are not at Smolensk,

Minsk, or Vyasma," while the

men at the front are consoled by

the news that their families have

been stripped of their last re

maining warm garments in order

to repair some of the omissions of

the Nazi government.

In these circumstances it is no

wonder that suddenly, in mid

winter, all home leave has been

stopped, hoth for officers and

men. Tamilies in Germany, for

whose "happiness" the army is

fighting, must not learn of de-

spondency at the front, while the

men in the line must continue to

play "happy" families.

they -aw these victims of Hitler-

ism. They saw spectral-looking

igures

j uc]ge
_ What is the charge

against this man, officer?

Ofiicer — Bigotry, ycr honor.

He's got three wives.

Judge—I'm surprised at your

ignorance, officer. That's trigon-

ometry, not bigotry.

ludge—Do you challenge any

of the jury?

Coke-pusher preboy—Well, I

think 1 can lick that little guy on

the end.

Drive towards Victory-

Victory Bond!

m the

"There are some ungodly

young men over in that corner

having fun with the girls," said

the preacher, solemnly, as he

paused in the middle of his ser-

mon and pointed accusingly in

the direction of the graceless

youths. "When they get done,"

he continued, ponderously, "per-

haps they will give me a chance."

And he was at a loss to know

why the congregation smiled.

Leaves Stopped

Rudolph Zaba, a reporter of

tli*? European Correspondents, re-

ports :

"When a trainload of wounded
arrived recently at the Silesian

railway station in Berlin, all ar-

rangements for concealing the

truth broke down. A big crowd

had collected ; and, when the ill-

fated victims
,
of Hitler's war

were carried out on stretchers,

police brutality was powerless

against the outburst of public

fury. A police cordon was rush

ed, and the indignant mob poured

into the station shouting curses

at Hitler. With their own eyes

figures who but very recently

tad been healthy, happy men.

They also realized that the talk

they had heard about the wonder-

ful care given to the wounded

was untrue, because they saw

serious wounds bandaged only

with paper.

Leaflets

And the all-powerful police,

who proved helpless against the

railway crowd, are equally un-

able to cope with the flood of

leaflets which are now circulat-

ing in Germany, bearing the title

Down with Hitler! Down with

the war 1"

As was to be expected, only

under the staggering blows de

livercd at the German armies on

the Eastern front are the Ger

mans discovering the rebelliou

spirit growing among them. But

nothing will come of this until

the Russians arc much nearer to

the German frontiers and the

American long range bombers fly

over Berlin, dropping bombs in-

steads of leaflets, which serve

their purpose well in France, but

not in Germany, as the Germans

understand bombs better than

they do propaganda.

TOAST OF THE WEEK
'Here's to the land we love,

. . . and vice versa."

Then there was the sculptor

ho fell in the mud puddle

—

the dirty chiseller.

Confucius say: "Boy who take

;irl up on hill not on level."

"I like mathematics when it's not

over my head."

"That's the way I feel about

pigeons."

The real trouble with' our youth

today is that they were all out

last night.

Is there no hope, doctor?

Well, 1 don't know. What are

you hoping for?

Maw — Did you give your

penny for Sunday School collec-

tion?

Sonny—Naw. I lost it.

Maw—But this is the third

week that you've lost it.

Sonny — Gee, a guy's luck

doesn't last forever.

The taste-good, feel-good refreshment of ice-

cold "Coca-Cola" is everything your thirst

could ask for. It's all you want and you want

It all. Nothing ever equals the quality and

goodness of the real thing,

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
KINGSTON

You trust its quality
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"Where the Service Pleoses"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

THEATRE
LINE-UP

BILTMORE

TYPING
Essays, Theses, and Pathology Cases
Eight cents per double-spaced page,

12 cents per single-spaced page.

Mimeographing: prices on application,

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson Street

Hurricane, one of the finest out-

door epics of former years, is show -

ing.at the Biltinore today and to-

morrow. The movie was developed

from a hest-seller novel by Charles

Nordhoff and James Norman Hall

authors of the famous Bounty Tri

logy and the currently popular Bo
tany Bay. It stars Dorothy La
mour, Jon Hall, Mary Astor and
Raymond Massey. Full of intrigue,

murder, and passion, the Hurricane

should appeal to nearly everyone

The photography is excellent, es

pecially in those scenes depicting

the tropical tornado, hurricane, or

what have you. It might also in

teres! students and history-lovers to

know that this is the first picture

in which Dorothy Lamotir wort her

sarong. Unfortunately, it was not

the last. B+

Underwood Typewriters

See our new Leader Portable

BeBt low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St.

CAPITOL

honest church in one of many towns

in which they settle. Such events

as the Great War, the silent movies

and first motor cars are apparent

in this story of the early 1900's.

Minister March has to adjust the

church disciplines to the modern

social trends.

Mrs. and Rev. March turn in

uperh performances ; their family

is as good as Judge Hardy's, while

the supporting cast appears most

convincing.

The hymns and musical score to

gether with the camera shots add

polish to an intense story. Though

tending to be melodramatic in parts,

One Foot in Heaven is very in-

spiring and not particular but uni-

versal.

GRAND

appeared on the screen. Engineer-

ing students will love it.

\s an added attraction the Grand

presenting Tivo Lathis From

Manhattan in the persons of Jinx

Falkenburg and Joan Woodbury.

The real star of the picture is Joan

Davis who dances another step to-

ward the coveted Academy Award.

The story is about two South Am-
erican dancers in New York who

are kidnapped. It is obvious that

the Misses Falkenburg and Wood
bury take their place, win fame and

fortune, and live happily ever af

ter. B—
—B.T.M.

TAILORS FOR OVER 95 YEARS 1942 =

O D E O N

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY
for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone 346

To-day, One Foot in Heaven.

truly great motion picture with

Fredric March and Martha Scott

Tlie story concerns an American

Methodist minister who with his

family battles society to erect an

Showing at the" Grand today and

tomorrow is Gene Autry in Cowboy
Serenade. If the student likes Gene

Autry he will be thrilled with thi

picture for it is truly one of the

better Autry epics. The student

who likes Autry, will be enraptured

with his hand-to-hand fight on the

top of a fast-moving train, or his

daring jump onto a moving auto

—

with a pretty babe sitting inside

—

saving it from destruction, and her

for some more cooching. Noticed

in the theatre was an excess of

school children who howled and

hooted whenever "Galloping" Gene

A- FAMOUS PLATERS- THEAIBI

CONTINUOUS
SHOW

DAILY FROM
1 P.M.

TODAY and SATURDAY

GENE AUTRY

"COWBOY SERENADE"

"TWO LATINS FROM MANHATTAN'
JOAN DAVIS — JINX FALKENBURG

STARTING MONDAY

"REMARKABLE ANDREW"
WILLIAM HOLDEN — BRIAN DONLEVY

also "A DATE WITH THE FALCON" George Sanders

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

274 Princess St, Opp. Roy York Cafe

dOURDIERS
rues

78 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Phone 3354-R 346 Princess St

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

Princess Beauty Salon
2?4 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugine Shop

I(U Van CIie*f Maude Wagai

4 DAYS — STARTING SATURDAY

YOUTH! ROMANCE! LAUGHTER! SPECTACLE!

It's headed your way — the fastest musical show on earth!

MICKEY

ROONEY
JUDY

GARLAND

"BASICS ON
BROADWAY"

FAY BAINTER

RAY MACDONALD

WITH
VIRGINIA WEIDLER

ALEXANDER WOOLCOTT

LAST TIMES TODAY

-ONE FOOT IN HEAVEN"
FREDERIC MARCH MARTHA SCOTT

CAPITOL

BILTMORE
-WHERE THE CROWD OOEi

20c 'Til 6 P.M.

25c AFTER CP1.US TAX)

Last Day HURRICANE" and "RAFFLES"

SATURDAY—MONDAY—TUESDAY

GRAOE~fTeLDS in "THE SHOW GOES ON'

PLUS! William BOYD in

WEDNESDAY—THURSDAY-

"THE LAW OF THE PAMPAS"

,SS£Hs in "OUR WIFE" WTH hEKTe'

Also! JOHN PAYNE in "KID NIGHTINGALE"

Elizabeth Bergner's dreamy emo-

tionalism has not been applied to

the screen since Stolen Life (1939).

Now from that impassioned drama

she turns to the melodramatic di-

verti<ement of the present war.

Paris Calling is the title of this

timely piece, an excellent and excit-

ing story of life in occupied Paris

under" the eyes of the Gestapo- Miss

Bergner is seen as a cafe enter-

tainer who risks her life to help

some stranded R.A.F. flyers escape

the Nazi net. Randolph Scott as

one of the airmen, and May Rob-

son as the British secret agent, head

the supporting cast. Elizabeth
Bergner has long been a favorite

with European audiences but very

few of her many excellent films

both French and English, have been

shown on this side.

It is a pleasure to see, at last,

this really top-flight star on the

American screen. If you've had

enough of the glamorous girls here's

an actress who really can act.

The added feature is Tuxedo

Junction. B+
Starting Monday : Loretta Young

and Frederic March in Bedtime

Story.

—M.VV.E.

IT'S TIME TO CHOOSE YOUR

OVERCOAT

LIVINGSTON'S
TWEEDS FLEECES VELOURS MELTONS

DOUBLE BREASTED SINGLE BREASTED

DRAPES RAGLANS TOWNCOATS

Sizes 33 to 46 — Models to fit all men

DISCOUNT =
I 20;
| SALE NOW ON

|

1 LIVINGSTON'S |
= 75 - 79 BROCK STREET =
= CIVIL AND MILITARY OUTFITTERS S
IlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilliH

Biology For Beginners Drama Guild

TIVOLI

Showing at the Tivoli today and

tomorrow are Adventure in Sahara,

a picture built about a desert, and

Trail of the Lonesome Fine, star-

ring Sylvia Sydney and Henry Fon-

CHEMISTS WOULD PUT
KICK INTO GASOLINE

Austin, Tex. (A.C.P.) — To

cram war - important aviation

gasoline with greater power and

"kick," elaborate chemical engin

eering experiments are under way

at the University of Texas.

The research has as its ulti

mate end finding better ways to

design gasoline cracking plants,

and every day Dr. W. A. Felsing,

chemistry department head, and

his assistants are literally wedg-

ing apart the various components

of airplane fuel.

As a result of the research,

FelSing and his workers will soon

know the behavior of aviation

gasoline and its components un-

der all sorts of conditions.

Purpose of the investigation of

pressure and volume relation-

ships of the fuels at high temper-

atures is to get data to correlate

the physical properties of the

hydrocarbons with their struc-

ture. The data may prove help-

ful in designing new distillation

and fractionation plants to turn

out better gasoline for Uncle

Sam's defense aircraft.

Samples of hydrocarbons for

testing are supplied the Univer-

sity by the American Petroleum

Institute, now spending some

$80,000 a year to synthesize hard-

to-separatc gasoline components

in pure enough form to study

their physical qualities.

FROM THE "UBVSSEY

THE UBYSSEY, in the inter

est of science, reprints the fol-

lowing which was solemnly pre-

sented to us as "An Aggie's First

Essay." Thus encouraging the

author, we trust that it may be

his last.

The BIRD I am going to write

bout is the owl. The owl cannot

see at all in the daytime, and at

night is as blind as a bat. T don't

know much about the owl, so 1

will go on to the beast which I

am to choose. It is the cow.

The cow is a mammal and it is

tame. It has six sides: right, left,

fore, back, and upper and a be-

low. It has a tail on which hangs

a brush. With this it sends flies

away, so that they will not fell

into the milk.

THE HEAD is for the pur-

pose of growing horns, and so

that the mouth can be some-

where. The horns are to butt

with. The mouth is to moo with.

Under the Cow hangs the milk.

It is arranged for milking. When

people milk, the milk comes, and

there is never an end to the sup-

ply. How the cow does it, I have

not yet realized, but it makes

more and more.

The Cow has a fine sense of

smell. One can smell it far away.

This is the reason for the fresh

air of the country.

The Cow does not eat much,

but what it eats it eats twice so

that it gets enough. When it is

hungry it moos aud when it says

nothing it is because all its inside

is full up of grass.

The Man Cow is called the Ox.

it is not a mammal. That is

enough about the ox.

(Continued from page 1)

McLaughlin as Grannie, Bubs

Graham as the town gossip, Marg

Harkness as the rich girl and

Harry Timmins as her rich father

were all well cast. The audience

had a most enjoyable time regis-

tering the conventional cheers,

sighs and hisses.

Barbara Phinney, Muffy Hib-

bert, Mae Polowin and Ethel

Campbell showed talent and

teani-work in the second play

"Sparkin'." The bubble gum also

did well.

WINNIPEG WAR DRIVE

TO BUY AMBULANCE

Teacher — William, what are

the two gender??

William—Masculine and fem-

inine. The feminities are divided

into frigid and torrid and the

masculines into temperate

intemperate.

and

Your chance to help—lake a

chance on the Bond

!

WANTED

Applications for convener

and four assistants for Q.

S.A. Book Exchange. Re-

muneration paid. Apply Ruth

Marcuse. Secretary, Q.S.A.

Winnipeg (C.U.P.)—This year

the object of the War Auxiliary

Council of the University of

Manitoba spring drive is to be

two thousand dollars for the pur-

pose of purchasing a full equipped

ambulance for the Canadian Red

Cross.

The ambulance, when purchas-

ed, will bear a plaque str.ting that

it is the contribution of the stu-

dents and staff of the University

of Manitoba,

Minimum Contribution

It is hoped that the $2,000 ob-

jective will be readily obtained

as this is very little more than

the $1,723.74 contributed at this

time last year here when the

money was used for war ser-

vices. In order to meet the stu-

dents' proportion of this the War
Auxiliary- Council of Manitoba

University has announced that it

will require an absolute minimum

contribution of 35 cents per stu-

dent.

Progress of the campaign will

be marked on a chart represent-

ing the ambulance that the stu-

dents are going to contribute.

As certain amounts are reached,

part will be added to the ambul-

ance, until the structure is com-

plete.

After a temperance lecture in

Scotland one of the audience tar-

ried and greeted the anaemic

speaker as follows:

"Did I understand ye tac say

ye never took a drink in your

life?"

"Yes. sir; liquor has never

passed my lips."

"Weel. sir, my old man, now

died, was a bit 'o a drinker a'

his. life, an' three days after he

died was a heakhier looking man

than you are now."
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years,

"SLCWLy DYING"
"Rinn out i slowly dying cause.

And ancient forms of party strife;

Ring in the nobler modes of life,

With sweeter manners, purer laws."

—Tennyson (In Mcmoriam).

The policy of the Journal ever since the beginning of this

second term has been to try to maintain a semblance of unity and

good government on the Queen's campus. In pursuance of that

policy, we have left unsaid a great deal that we might have said

and we have refrained from protesting a great deal that we might

have decried. But there must be a limit somewhere, and we have

reached it. If the things we are about to say merely stir up re-

sentment, then we shall have failed. If they rouse even a few

persons to action, then we shall not have written in vain.

We recognize how easy it is to sit back and criticize the

actions of others, and we would be the first to admit that the

Journal has been wrong perhaps more than its share of times.

But we cannot remain mute while the system of student ad-

ministration that lias been built up here over a long period of

slowly dies"of dry rot. And it is doing so.

The A.M.S. Executive, theoretically the supreme governing

body on this campus, has come to the point where it no longer

commands either confidence or prestige from the students. It has

virtually no real power or ability to lead, and the mere mention

of the word "referendum" makes the members quail in their

chairs. Their weakness is intensified by the fact that they do not

know where they stand, and they are afraid to find out. This

js not in any sense a personal attack upon them, but it most

certainly is an attack upon the system that places them in such

a sorry state.

An outstanding example of what we are considering has

arisen already this term. One of the pre-Christmas year dances

submitted to the A.M.S.. through the War Aid Committee, a

financial statement to indicate what tax it should pay (under

the old system of taxation on a total profit basis). Part of the

statement baldly confessed a direct violation of previous A.M.S.

edicts, and the rest was the most barefaced piece of knavery tiiat

it has ever been our bad luck to see. After the matter had been

discussed at three successive meetings, it was dropped for the

simple reason that the Executive actually feared to make an issue

of it. When matters come to such a pass, something must be

done.

The reasons for the present situation are numerous and

varied. It has arisen over a period of years, and we are not

foolish enough to think it can be corrected overnight. But some
analysis may be worthwhile. First of all, as we have pointed out

before, the students' repudiation of the A.M.S. action in the

matter of year dance control robbed that body of whatever
confidence it ever did have. This, we believe, is mainly and
basically a constitutional problem. Our present Constitution gives

no real clarification of the all-important point of whether the

A.M.S. Executive is to lead the students, or follow the crowd.

Many other questions are left unclear, and there is no indication

of exactly how far the Executive may go. And finally, so long
as the present referendum clause remains unchanged, there is

bound to be trouble,

But that is only one factor. It has been truly said that

almost anything can be made to work if enough people support
it actively. And there's the rub—in fact, two of them. Ever since
the first of the year, there has been in the faculties of Medicine
and Science, organized and powerful opposition to the A.M.S. by
persons who would like to see more power in the hands of their
faculty societies. They have made repeated attempts to under-
mine A.M.S. power and more particularly to force the resignation
of the present Executive which would inevitably necessitate a
new election. This group does not include the members of the
Executive from these faculties, though we cannot but feel that
they have in some cases, pursued the interests of their own or-
ganizations to the detriment of the undergraduate body as a
whole.

But equally bad—and more vicious by its very nature,
is the deadening apathy and lack of interest in undergraduate
affairs displayed by about 75% of the students in Arts and
Levaua. They sit back smugly and look on, without even interest
enough to vote once a year, and still expect to have everything
exactly as they desire it.

The whole picture is an ugly one. Unless it is remedied
actively, it will grow steadily worse until the A.M.S. elections will
become a mere matter of form, and the faculty elections the t

Official Notices

Applications for Degrees

Candidates for the Bachelor of

Arts degree will pay a fee of $10;

candidates for Master of Alts de-

gree will pay a fee of $20. Anyone

applying after March 15th will have

to pay a late fee of $X
Applications for degrees in the

Faculties of Arts. Applied Science

and Medicine must be received, at

the Registrar's Office on or before

March 15th.

Examination Time-Table, Faculties

of Arts and Applied Science /

The attention of students is call-

ed to the final draft of the exam-

ination time-tables for the Faculties

of Arts and Applied Science. Since

the time-tables will be sent to the

printer almost immediately, errors

or omissions must be reported at

once.

Cowan Foundation No. I

The attention of students is call-

ed to the fact that it will be im-

possible to hold the Gowan Foun-

Jation No. 1 essay contest on Sat-

urday, February 28th, because of

conflict with C.O.T.C. parades. The

ontcst has been scheduled for

Tuesday, March 3rd, from 2 p.m.

to 5 p.m. in Room 100 of the Who
irts Building.

A prize of §20 in cash will be

awarded to the student who sub-

ts the best essay under examina-

tion conditions on One of a list of

topics within the field of Political

and Economic Science.

Each candidate may select one

from a list of topics submitted to

him at the time of competition. The

list will be a comprehensive one,

including topics of both theoretical

anil practical interest, such that a

well-read student should find sev-

eral topics suited to his knowledge

and interests.

Welch Scholarship

Applications are invited for the

Welch Scholarship of the value of

$100. This Scholarship is awarded

in the Faculty of Arts and is open

for competition .only* to the sons

and daughters of non-commissioned

officers and of mechanics and la-

lorers. The students must he bona

fide residents of the city of King-

ston. Preference will be given to

the sons and daughters of soldiers

who served in the Great War.

Applications must be submitted

to the Registrar not later than

March 15th and must give evidence

of eligibility in accordance with the

terms of the will. The Scholarship

will he awarded on the basis of the

i\pril examinations. It will be len-

Victory Bond Raffle

Get your tickets for the

Victory Bond Raffle from

any of the following stu-

dents: Marj Emery, A'udrey

Hollis, Earl Baxter, Lyle

Woodside, John Pratlen,

Dave Seymoun Peggy
Clarke. Erla Richards, Marj

Ellison, Frank Palanek. Ted

Sourkes, Don Sly, Jean
Munro, Lillian Wallingford.

Tickets are also available

at the Tuck Shop and Tech

Supplies.

10-Piano

(Continued from page 1)

Lamartine which deals with the

subject that life is just a series of

preludes to death. It opens as a

prelude — and here the effects

achieved by the almost caressing

touch of the pianists were especial-

ly beautiful. This moves on to a

cantabile which expresses the fact

that all life is based on love. This

gradually grows more and more

tempestuous in feeling and symbol-

izes the dangers one encounters in

ife. The pastoral effect which fol-

lowed was once again extremely

moving.

The program closed with the

playing of Tchaikowsky's "Marche

Slave." Its oppressive jet triumph-

ant atmosphere was accomplished.

In the first part of the program

one could not help but notice a

certain mechanical touch. One was

always conscious of the fact that

there were ten pianos sounding like

one. This was, however, entirely

overcome in the latter part — one

reason hcing that the selections

were suited to the instrument.

able only by a student registered

intramurally in the session follow-

ing the award.

Sir Wilfrid Laurier Memorial

Scholarship

Value $80. Founded by the On-

tario Women's Liberal Association

to perpetuate the memory of Sir

Wilfrid Laurier. Awarded for pro-

ficiency in French conversation.

Canadidates must be Canadian-

born English-speaking students,

sons pr daughters of a British sub-

ject by birth or naturalization, not

of French parentage. Tenable only

by a student who will be in at-

tendance during the following ses-

sion.

The examination will be held

in March. Applications will be re-

ceived by the Registrar up to March

15th.

test of power. But, we think it can be remedied, if that is

honestly desired by the majority of students. If it is not so

desired, then we have wasted space and time.

We advocate the setting up of two Commissions as follows:

1. A Commission of representative students to make a

thorough study of the present Constitution and overhaul it as

much as they deem necessary. They should consider especially

the place of the A.M.S. in student affairs. If it is to lead, then

it should be given the power to do so adequately. We advocate

the lifting of some of the limitations now imposed on its authority

and complete power of the A.M.S. over all other undergraduate
organizations. This would include the levying of whatever taxes

should be deemed necessary, and if feasible, the lifting of financial

strain by the collection of slightly larger student fees. This idea

is not original with us. It has been widely discussed, especially

among the Executive members themselves.

2. A second Commission to study faculty relations, and to

try to change interfaculty feeling from its present unhealthy dis-

like, to a balanced rivalry and respect. This could he done partly

by the standardization of freshmen regulations for all faculties, and
partly by an improvement of the present freshman educational

system. Some constructive effort should be made to help the

freshman and see that he does not simply pick up the bad traditions

with the good.

These measures arc good ones. We think that, with honest
effort, they will do much to transform the undergraduate situation.

But, a Commission can only investigate and recommend. Of
itself, it cannot act, as the Dominion government has discovered
to its sorrow. And if YOU want to see any improvements then
YOU must help make them.

ygmalion's Picobac spread such a charm above him,

That even stone must come alive to 'ovc him.

• She is wise who plays her "Galatea" to a man
who smokes Picobac. He is sure to be contented.

For the pick of Canada's Burley crop is always

a mild, cool, sweet smoke. And economical!

In fact, to amend R. L. Stevenson, "No woman
should marry a man who does not smoke
Picobac"

HAnDV SEAL-TIGHT POUCH

"LOK-TOP" TIN
15c

65c

alto packed In Pocket Tim

Picobac
"It DOES taste good in a pipe I

'
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OFFICERS' UNIFORMS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

FOR ARMY - AIR FORCE & NAVY

103 Princess Street Phone 3542

ACENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS
Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23,50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street Phone 1941

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you
with all your requirements in Text Books for Ail Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Slide

Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used Book
Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOCRAPHCR

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 211°

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE
RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf. Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MACCiSCN STUDIC
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

We supply everything — Make your appointment now

for portraits and groups
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones: 676 - 620
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RINGSIDE
REFEREE

IV I'ETE CAIN

Fight! Fight!

Spring training! That is the

order of the day for the members
of the B.W. & F. on the Queen's

Campus. The next assault sched-

uled appears to be with the Fac-

ulty, all decision fights, no ex-

hibitions. A big reputation the

faculty has,—an impressive string

of K.O.'s make its record. This

should be a good card.

So it appears that farewells,

handshakes and tears are in order

before the girding of loins. Tak-
ing advantage of tins opportunity

I would like to thank our sup-

porters on the campus. Your en-

thusiasm has always made the

efforts of our fighters a success.

Of the active co-operation and
good will of the A.B. of C,
Johnny Edwards, Jack Day, and
individual members of the club,

enough could never be said.

Our press agent, "Lover"
Barnsley whose tireless efforts

have kept our activities in print,

has modestly refrained from
mentioning the feats of the same
Barnsley. A powerful wrestlei,

ROLV BARNSLEY

he has been an aggressive par

ticipant in all our activities. In

his spare time it appears lie writes

poetry. His main ambition

to write good poetry and become

a great lover.

Turning to the serious again, a

final farewell must be said to

two of our oldest and classiest

wrestlers, Ira Brown and Ernie

Miron. It has been unfortunate

that during the past two years

there has been no competition in

this district in the top class with

these two boys. Many of our

friends have never seen them in

action, pitted against a foe of

worthy steel. Those who were

present at the Intercollegiate

AssauIt-at-Arms held in Mont-

real in the spring of 1940 will

never forget the thrilling per-

formance put on by Ernie Mtron

and the highly touted Schwenger
of Varsity.

Ernie is a Mining Engineer

whose fancy may lead him to the

ends of the earth. Ira, who writes

for his degree of M.Se. this spring

seems to be headed towards a

commission with the Engineers.

Wherever they go, the same spirit

that made them our heroes in the

ring will mark then efforts. May
their luck always be the very

best!

Combines Quintet

Beats R.M.C. Five

Redmen Downed To Tune
Of 38-31

The Kingston Combines forged
further out in front of the Inter-

mediate E.O.B.A. on Wednesday
night as they entered the R.M.C
cage and came out with a 38-31
victory.

Continuing their three-game win-
ning streak the Kingston club did
not encounter much difficulty in

solving the Cadet area defence as

they outmanoeuvred their younger
rivals with their superior height.

McLellan, "Blitz" Rosentzveig.

and Gordie McDonell led the snip-

ing parade for the Combines as

they snared their rebounds with

amazing regularity.

R.M.C.'s Winslow again proved
the thorn in the Combines' side

and with any sort of scoring sup-

port from his teammates would
have made the score much closer.

Line-up:

R.M.C: Winslow (17), Troop
(2), Bourke. Kirk. Edward, Haz-
zard (5), Sinclair (5)

f
Hughson,

Sills, Frost (4).

Combines: Nre\\man (3), Coburn

(5), Hitsman (2), McDonell (8).

McLellan (9), Simon, Rosentzveig

(9), Graham (I).

SPORTS

CNCE OVER LIGHTLY
ILL LEMMON

Combines Attain
Top Spot In Loop

The Kingston Combines took

over the exclusive leadership of

the Intermediate league on Mon-
day night as they swept through
the Aluminum Plant by a 72-20

tcore. Returning to the form that

characterized their early season
form the locals scored at will

over a weakened A.C.O.C. five.

All the Combines found the hoop

for substantial scores although

"Shorty" McClellan was stopped

with 9 points while his team-

mate Benny Newman led the way
with a neat 15 counters.

Young Jake Edwards Jr.- top-

ped the visitors with seven but

the lack of substitutes led to

their downfall. This group has

been forced to play witb make-

shift teams due to the shiftwork

of several of their keymen at the

Plant.

L o'mbi ncs: McLellan (9), New
man (15), Coburn ( 10), Rosen-

tzveig (12), Kirk (6), Hitsman
(ID i, Graham (10).

A.C.O.C: Edwards (7). Comn
(4). Kinnear (4). Peters (3), Mc
Laughlin (2).

Referee—Tail Roth.
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SKI SLANTS
SV MARY PATERSON

TABLE TENNIS WAR
ENTERS SIXTH WEEK

The Intramural table tennis

tournament entered the sixth

round this week as Lee whipped

"Bimbo" Milliken in the feature

match of the week. Lee appears

to be a dark horse in the tourna-

ment as he conquered the mast-

erly Milliken, 21-10: 21-9.

In other matches Dave Wat-

son, another favorite, won from

Morcton 21-17, 21-5, and Bene-

teau was extended to win "E"

[light and a place in the sixth

round by Berry, 21-14, 21-15, 16-

21, 21-18.

Laidlaw, Harvey and Randell

found the going very easy as they

won by default over the Ychoodis

who lose points for their years.

Your chance to help—take a

chance on the Bond!

I can't think of a lead sentence

(With apologies to Scoop) BUT

—

today is February 27 and that does

all right for itself. SO — Here's

the lowdown. (And no possibility

of anyone alien to the champ chis-

elling in)

:

Make the inner-station by R.15

p.m. with all goods and chattels

and dressed to start skiing there

and then. But — I fooled you

!

You don't start skiing then. It's

inadvisable to be late because ski-

joring is mighty tough on the rail-

road tracks, McGee. The train

leaves at S.30. Everyone is request-

ed — pretty please — to stick

around with the mob in the same
car (even if this necessitates des-

cending to feeble attempts at play-

ing bridge— !— ) because — and I

quote — in the "wee small" hours,

there is going to be a snappy shuf-

fle at Montreal — an OH HAPPY
DAY — (it being Saturday morn-

ing by this time) breakfast at Shan-

gri-La (pardon me) St. Adele.

P.S. : The inner-station is situat-

ed on Ontario Street directly atross

from the front of the City Hall —
and bring your own skis, if any.

Blackout

!

(So you see you HAVE to come,

to find out.)

And it will come to i>a^—prob-
ably — that the trip will trail back-

to Kingston about 2.30 a.m. on

Monday, March 2. (P.S. No brass

hand willjie expected. 1

MEMBERS — The ski pins are

available now. The season is get-

ting short so if pins are to be

flaunted about — they ought to be

snapped up right away.

In conclusion — condolences and

happy skiing — Kingston-lubbers.

R.C.A.F. Quintet
Loses 1 o Juniors

Gordie McDonell was up in

the ceiling again the other night

as he bombed the R.C.A.F. citadel

for 33 points and led his junior

teammates to a 68-43 victory.

Last Quarter

The Airmen stationed at the

gym held the local prides and
joys well in check until their con-

ditioning; began to show in the

last quarter. Then came the

avalanche as the anti-aircraft

guns were silenced and the

Juniors wheeled out the big guns.

Britton was high man for the

Flyers with 17 points while Ward
with 14 and Sharpe with 12 ac-

counted for the remaining total.

Besides the sensational scor-

ing feat of McDonell. Mackey
contributed eight and Bcrezin 13

while Sam Pataran and Gray
paired up nicely on defence.

Engineers Whip Meds Sextet

For Interfaculty Ice Laurels

NOTICE !

All Journal Jerks from
now until their game with

a certain team will subsist

entirely on dog biscuits.

And I don't want any back-

talk. So there!

Clarkie Graham.

Coach.

Final 3-0 Victory Monday
Features Furious

Competition

ARTS SOPHS DEFEAT
MEDS '44 PUCKSTERS

Juniors Outclass
R.M.C. Basketeers

On Tuesday at Jock Harty

Arena the mighty stalwarts of

Meds '44 went down to glorious

defeat at the hands of the fast-

stepping bombers of Arts '44.

Led by Stewart and Percival

the Artsmcn stormed the Medical

bulwarks time and time again

but failed to break through for

more than a dozen shots, of which

six tallied.

Sub Goalies

With their regular goaltender

out of the game, the Medico's

substituted McKercher, Young-
husband, and "Shirtsleeves" Hits

man in order to stem the tide.

Many times the Mad Meds, led

by Kindracbuk, Paul, and Reach

rallied around the Arts goal but

Patter.-on held the rubber out,

in all 31 times.

Outstanding for Meds was the

stellar defence duo of Patterson

and Playfair.

Pepper Martin handled the ref-

creeing duties ably—and remark-

ed that it was the hardest game
of his career.

Arts '4<J—Patterson, Webb (1),

Stewart (2), Percival (2), Ful-

tOn (I). Mahood, Nash, Martin.

Meds '44—Paul (I), McKcr-
cher (1). Kindrachuk (1), Leach,

Hitsman, Younghusband. Patter-

son, Playfair.

TODD'S TERRORS TAKE
RIVAL SEXTET, 5-3

Parson—Do you know the par-

ables, my child ?

Johnny—Yes, sir.

Parson—And which of the par-

ables do you like best?

Johnny— I like the one where

somebody loafs and fishes.

do likeJack—And how
your radio, Mack?
Mac—Mon, it's grand, but the

wee light's hard to read by.

The Queen's Juniors accomplish-

ed what the Intermediates failed

tn do on Monday night as they

successfully invaded the R. M. C.

stronghold and returned unscathed

with a 40-27 victory pinned to their

belts.

Queen's Early Lead
Finding the torrid R.M.C. zone

defence much to their liking the

Gaels went out to an early lead and

kept in front for the whole game,

using a fast-passing, straight-shoot-

ing attack that had the Cadets baf-

fled.

Winslow, the main Red and

White threat, managed to manoeu-

vre for nine points but the remain-

ing forwards were kept well in

hand.

Stars For Queen's

In the meanwhile McDonell ac-

counted for seventeen points for

the Tricolor and set up many more

plays from a bucket position. "Wild

Willy" Gray continued his starry

form at guard, retrieving the elu-

sive pumpkin at his own basket.

Mackey and Berezin tied for sec-

ond place in the team scoring with

seven points apiece.

The Boarding House Hockey
Championship was left in abey-

ance last Tuesday night as Mrs.
Todd's "Terrors" trounced Mrs.

Emery's "Lonely Hearts" in the

fifth game of the Boarding House
series by a score of 5-3.

Protests

Manager White of the "Lonely
Hear:s" has filed protest alleg-

ing the use of imports. He is

quoted as saying "We wuz
robbed ! Two of them bums don't

eat there!"

The "Lonely Hearts" opened

up with a ganging attack early in

the first few minutes and cashed

in for an early score.

The "Terrors" fought back

furiously in the second period.

As the poorly-conditioned "Lone-

ly Hearts" wilted the "Terrors"

ran in five goals.

"Cooc"

* Science regained the Interfaculty

Hockey Championship from Arts

last year's winners, as they white-

washed Meds 3-0 at the Arena on
Monday afternoon.

A fter a scoreless first frame
which saw a mixture of good blood

and thunder and smart net-mind-

ing, the Sciencemen found their

mark half way through the second

frame. Childerhose solved the

strong Meds defence and found the

twine on a pass from Cote.

A minute later Campbell put the

Engineers two up as be flashed

the light on a smart pass from Nel-

ligan. The Medsmen kept pressing

but Grant in goal proved unbeat-

able.

In a furious third period when
all four penalties were handed out

by Referee Dougall, Nelligan made
sure of the victory as he scored on

a pass from Craven.

"Woodchopper" Clow and "Doc"
Wilkins were the mainstay of the

Meds team as they fought back

time after time with the wolf at

the door. Dailey in the cage; Bean

and Richardson also went well.

Nelligan, Campbell and Childer-

hose were outstanding with the last

mentioned playing exceptionally

well for his first year in this

league. Cote, Grant, Deluca and

Rush also earned plaudits for their

efforts.

Science : goal, Grant ; defence,

Martinson, McDonough; centre,
Nelligan ; wings. Campbell, Delu-

ca; subs, Hughes, Cote, Childer-

hose, Underwood. Rush, Craven,

Jones, Arnott.

Meds: goal, Bailey; defence,
Bean, Wilkins ; centre, Mulvihill

;

wings, Kindraclutck, Kinnear; subs,

Richardson, Clow, Crunk, Melvin,

O'Brien.

1 bad to change my seat sev-

eral times at the movies.

Gracious, did a man get fresh?

Well, finallv

Stan: We're going for a nic(

automobile ride.

Pat : No fooling?

Stan: It all depends on you.

—Ubyssey.

Bind Hitler and his allies with

the Victory Bond

!

diera," and "Deluca the Palooka"

were best for the winners while

"Machine-Gun Mac" (3 goals).

Boogie Beaudry. and Diddle

Davis were best for the losers.

The score of the "Wildcats"

>ame on Wednesday night was
not available for press.

The two players accused of be-

ng imports are being investi-

Campbell." "BB Ban-| gated.

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN K. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 3W

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Cop* jtutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St

Printing ot

Evarp

Description
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in the

MUSIC ROOM

Saturday

:

The Metropolitan Opera So-

ciety—The Masqued Ball.

Sunday, March 1:

The New York rtiilharmonic

Symphony.

Foote—Fugue from Suite for

String Orchestra.

DeBussy — La Mer — Three

Symphonic Sketches.

Tchaikowsky—Symphony No.

5.

Monday, March 2:

Mozart—Overture to the Magic

Flute;

Mozart—Mass in C Minor.

Brahms—Symphony No. 4.

Mozart—Symphony No. 39.

BBC to Europe

Following are examples of re-

cent broadcasts in the BBC for-

eign programs.

A Greek soldier who broadcast

a few days ago in the BBC Euro-

pean programs gave a talk to his

compatriots comparing the suf-

ferings of Greece after the Per-

sian invasion with those his

country is enduring today. He
finished by reminding them of

what a Gulden Age sprang up
after that earlier ordeal, born

of the glorious battles of Mara-

thon and Thermopylae.

Czechs were told a. stirring

tale of how one of their pilots

fighting with the Allies had risk-

ed his life to save an Australian

brother pilot.

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Meters, Tanks. Filters

Tripods, Etc,

Your old camera tanen in

on new equipment

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Lockett

AT LOCKETT'S LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

ELLIOTTS
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

The Bookshelf
CONDUCTED BY JOHN PARKHILL

REGRETS

SRIVI IN AN IniSUheD
TAXI

fMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

DRAGON SEED

By Pearl S. Buck

Reviewed by John Harding

Pearl Buck's most recent novel,

"Dragon Seed," is not a great

work like "The Good Earth" but

it is very timely and adds to the

understanding of the Chinese

part of the war.

"Dragon Seed" is a story of a

Chinese peasant family in the

present war, starting about the

time of the Japanese invasion of

China proper and continuing to

just after the Atlantic Confer-

ence. It tells of the peasants'

smug attitude to rumors of war

in the north and of their bored

apathy toward the student who

came to tell them of war; of their

childish preparations to meet the

enemy when he was at one day's

march and their complete bewild-

erment when he came with tanks

and cannon ; and of their program

of civil disobedience and co-op-

eration with the guerillas when

they realize what it means to be

conquered. It is the now familiar

tale of all conquered peoples told

against the Chinese background

Miss Buck knows so well.

Ling Tan and his wife, Ling

Cac, his sons, Lac La, Lac Er,

and Lac San, and his two daught-

ers lived peaceably in a village

near "the great city." They grew

their rice, raised their pigs, mar-

ried, begat their children and fol-

lowed the old traditions, and

settled their problems by famine,

decease and the ancient customs,

not by war.

But when war comes Ling

Tan becomes a leader in civil

disobedience, threshes his rice

at night and hides half from

the enemy. The oldest son, will-

ing and ineffectual, becomes

guerilla. The second son and his

beautiful wife walk to central

China with a party of students

but soon return to occupy the

land against the enemy and act

as spies, and the gentle and timid

wife poisons an enemy banquet,

hating herself all the while for

doing it. The youngest son, a

handsome dreamer, becomes a

forceful and brilliant leader of

guerillas and comes to love war.

Ling Tan and his family are

almost too ideal to be realistic.

Only twice do
1

they react other

than as we would consider ideal.

Although an ignorant peasant.

Ling Tan could exclaim, even in

anger, such epigrams as "By
peace men live and by war they

die, and when men live the na-

tion lives and when men die the

nation dies."

The language of the book is

simple and objective and in

places almost poetic. Massacre,

torture, rape, sodomy, disease,

drug addiction, evils of enemy
occupation, alt those things we
know of only as jokes to spoil

another's appetite, are reported

with almost Old Testament dig-

nity and stark directness.

The last hundred pages tell a

rather unsatisfactory and improh-

CANADIAN SCIENTIST
HONORED IN MEMORY

War Effort

Toronto (C.U.P.) — The life

and accomplishments of the late

Sir Frederick Banting, famed

through his work in connection

with the discovery of insulin as

one of Canada's greatest resarch

scientists, were commemorated in

a special ceremony at the univer-

sity of Toronto last week.

Highlighted by the presenta-

tion of Sir Frederick's medals to

tin.' University by Lady Banting,

the ceremony was featured by an

address by Dr. C. J. MacKenzic,

acting president of National Re-

search Council, and former Dean

of the Faculty of Science in the

University of Saskatchewan.

Banting Lecture

Beginning a series of annual

lectures on scientific research to

be hejd in memory of the great

scientist, Dr. MacKcnzie spoke of

Sir Frederick's life, tracing his

career through his military career

in the first World War, his early

days as a doctor in London, Ont.,

his conception of the idea of in-

sulin to control diabetes, and his

work at the University of To-

ronto which resulted in the in-

crease in life-expectancy and use-

fulness of sufferers from that dis-

ease.

Dr. MacKenzie addressed his

remarks, he said, chiefly to young

medical students who now found

themselves in a position similar

to that of Dr. Banting when he

was completing his studies at the

University of Toronto during the

last war. He held up Dr. Bant-

ing's work as an inspiration to

men about to enter research

fields.

Impetus to Research

He related how Dr. Banting,

although disliking administrative

work, accepted the position of

chairman of the National Re-

search Council at the request of

Lt.-Gen. A. G. L. McNaughton.

when urged that it was his duty

to do so.

He said that in his opinion Sir

Frederick's success in research

has given medical research

throughout the entire Dominion

an impetus, and had placed Can-

adian laboratories in the fore-

front of world scientific enter-

prise. "It may well be," he said,

"that future generations will

reckon his contribution in this

regard as greater even than h

contribution of insulin."

Customer—This coat isn't a

very good fit.

Abie, the tailor—Veil, vat do
you expect for ?5—an attack of

epilepsy?

(Continued from page 1)

Completely reorganized during

the present session the War Aid

Committee composed of two repre-

sentatives from each faculty adopt-

ed as its objective the task of rais-

ing funds to be invested in War
Bonds and Certificates which bonds

and certificates are to be turned

upon redemption into the A.M.S.

residence fund. The funds are

raised by two methods: voluntary

donations from campus organiza-

tions and a direct tax on dance pro-

fits. By these means most excess

funds on the campus find their way

into increasing Canada's war ef-

fort.

Journal Praised

In presenting the various war

issues to the students, said Mr.

Baxter, the Journal, with its edi-

torials, war columns and parlia-

mentary recordings, proved to be

the best medium. The University

presented outstanding Canadians in

a lecture scries discussing problems

of most vital significance.

Our present aim is to aid the

Kingston Victory Loan Committee

in its present drive. The returns

from the Queen's Water Follies,

dance taxes, profits and current the-

atrical productions, and Victory

Bond Raffle are all being spent for

Victory Bonds.

The contributions of Queen's

students to the Kingston Blood

Bank, Mr. Baxter said, gives the

personal touch to student war ef-

fort. In conclusion the speaker ex-

pressed the duty of the student to

do all within our resources to aid

Canada's war effort from the cam-

pus in return for the privilege of

completing our training in order

that we may take our place in war

time and post-war Canada.

Bonesetters* Ball

(Continued from page 1)

his melodious music-makers.

Decorations for the dance are at

ast competed after some weeks'

work. They centre about the "Bo
ney-Bag," feature attraction of the

Sophomore doctors.

Souvenir Programs

An added attraction will be novel

pennant programs — "a swell sou-

venir of a swell dance."

Tickets may be obtained from
any member of Meds '46 at the

usual cost.

They Never Tell

There was an excellent feature

entitled "There are no informers

in Europe." An atmosphere of

mysterious silence and of in-

definable fear was created. The
scene is Paris. A German officer

has been found murdered on a

deserted boulevard. Despite des-

perate efforts by Stuelpnagel ancj

appeals by Petain—there are no

informers. Hostages are executed

in Bordeaux, in Contrai, in Oslo,

Warsaw, Prague, Belgrade, Sal-

onika—but there are no inform-

ers. There is flash news of sabo-

tage from all corners of occupied

Europe, but no word is spoken

to help identify the person re-

sponsible. A vivid, dramatic fea-

ture ending with the sinister

phrase : "And every German in

occupied Europe is afraid even

of his own shadow."

Your chance to help—take a

:hance on the Bond

!

Four Jobs Open
In Book Exchange

Four remunerative positions

—

convener and three assistants

—

for the Q.S.A. Book Exchange to

be conducted next fall are now
open for application. These jobs

will entail the tabulation and

storing of used books sent in this

spring and the establishment and

management of the service for

the first week of the next winter

session. Representatives from Le-

vana, Arts, Science and Meds are

desired to fill these four posi-

tions. Applications should be

made to Ruth Marcuse, secretary,

Q.S.A.

Doctor (to husband of patient)

—There's no need to worry about

your wife, sir. You'll have a dif-

ferent woman when she gets out

of the sanatorium.

Engineer — But what if she

finds it out?

Everything that's New
and Smart
At LAIDLAW'S!

Dresses — Coats —

New Accessories -

Men's Furnishings-

House Furnishings

Sports Clothes —
Smart Fabrics.

When You Buy at Lnidlav/s — You're Sure of the Quality.

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS
'iMvne USartin's Scanty &atati

28S PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

Lorgnette : French name for a

dirty look you can hold in your

hand.

"The Better Place to Eat"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

21 Meals $5.50—14 Meals $4.50 $5.50 Value for $5.00

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

able love story, in which, as in

"The Patriot," an educated and
sensitive girl falls in love with a

man she has never seen through
reading a biographic letter of him.

Although in some ways a beauti-

ful tale, it adds little to the

book.

"Dragon Seed" ends with a

radio report of the Atlantic Con-
ference and its note of hope to

.«ll conquered peoples. In a dry

land it was a promise of rain.

"Only a promise," Lac Er said.

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT

YOU CAN WIN!
- - In The $100 Victory Bond Raffle

Tickets 25 cents
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Students* Petition

(Continued from page 1)

McMaster 402, and Queen's 1,189

Accompanying the petitions the

Minister was also given a brief

prepared by the Scholarships Com
mittee containing the case for

Scholarships in Ontario.

Minister's Statement
Dr. McArthur stated that he was

sorry if he seemed to disappoint the

students by not being able to pro
mise immediate action. He felt

however, that it would be more de-

sirable to leave the matter in his

hands and he would go into the sub
jcLt when be deemed conditions to

be most opportune. When queried

b) the Queen's delegate as to why
the Provincial Government bad re

fused to take part in this plan at

the outset in 1939, the Minister re

plied that at that time a satisfactory

and steady flow of trained men ex-
isted and that the government fin

ances were very restricted wit!

regard to new expenditures such as
would be entailed in the plan.

Dr. McArthur Dr. Rogers and
the six students discussed many
aspects of the problem and the

discussion emphasized the need

war time for such a program.

Concluding the cordial interview

the Minister made the following

statement to the delegates and the

press: "I am not in a position to

encourage or discourage the stu-

dents regarding Provincial Scholar-

ships. However, at a time such as
this, I can see at least three ele-

ments of uncertainty that exist.

Reasons for Doubt
"1- The financial 'position of the

Provincial Government for the year
1942-43 will not allow any addi-'

tiona] subsidy for new expenditures

such as this.

"2, It is probable that the pre-

sent act providing scholarships will

he amended during the present
Dominion Session. These changes
are as yet unknown.

'3. There is a possibility that

the Dominion Government may in-

troduce some form of Selective

Service that would alter entirely

Will Dicuss Role
Of Labor In War

Following the success of King-
ston's first Labor Institue last

November a second Institute has
been arranged for Sunday, March
I, at the Sons of England Hall,
Montreal Street at Princess, un-
der the joint sponsorship of the
Extension Department of Queen's
and the Worker's Educational
Association. This Institute will
give the working people of Kings-
ton District, organized and unor-
ganized, from factories, shops
and offices, an opportunity to
learn the facts about labor's role

in the war effort, and to discuss
thoroughly their own convictions

as to the best methods of carry-
ing on an all-out democratic war
Students are cordially invited to

attend as observers.

Dr. Vlastos

The general topic for the two
sessions takes the form of a reso

lution—RESOLVED; Canadian
Workers Must Unite to Win the

War to Win the Peace. The
speakers at the afternoon session

which begins at 2 p.m. will be
Harold J. Beveridge of the Fed
eral Department of Labor and
Mr. George Burl, Regional Dir-

ector for Canada of the United
Automobile Workers of America.
At the evening session, beginning
at 7.30. Dr. Gregory Vlastos of

Queen's will continue the dis-

ussion. Mr. Beveridge. who is

Liaison Officer between the War-
time Prices and Trade Board and
the National War Labor Board
will deal with the need for an
ucrcased war effort and will

present the government policies

which affect workers on our in-

dustrial front in Canada.

Mr. Burt is expected not only
to explain lahor's view of those

policies, but also to present con-

crete proposals for greater labor

participation in the conduct of

the war. His union, which has

just doubled its membership by

WINSTON CHURCHILL

Whosg force and determination is por-

trayed in this lino-cut by the staff

artist of the Journal.

—By John Straiton.

ihe position and status of Univer- the successfu, org3niz;ition of th
sity students. Students 18, 19. and
20 may be told how they can be of
the greatest value to the state.

"I assure the delegation repre

renting the students of the Uni
versities of Ontario that I shall

watch the situation very closely

and if conditions this autumn seem
to warrant a recommendation to

the Ontario Council in favor of

Scholarships, such recommendation

will he made,"

Two slightly inebriated men
met on the street.

Said the first—"Do you know
what time it is?"

Said the second—"Yes."

"Thanks," said the first as he
staggered away.

For Throat Easy

Mildness— Smoke

Buckingham

arettesCig

Ford plant at Windsor and whose
members are among the workers
hardest hit by the new restric-

tions on civilian goods, has taken

an active part in proposals for

union - management - government
co-operation to increase produc-

tion of war supplies.

Dr. Vlastos* Topic

Dr. Vlastos will deal with the

basic principles of democracy for

which Canadians* along with the

peoples of the United Nations

throughout the world, are now
fighting. There is ample time al-

lotted for discussion, and the

Kingston workers in the past

have sho^vn themselves eager to

take part. The major issues which

are certain to come up for dis-

cussion include the possibility of

fighting an all-out war by demo-

cratic means, the danger of ac-

cepting totalitarianism while de-

crying it in our opponents, and

the relative advantages or disad-

vantages of arbitrary melhods as

ompared with co-operation with

labor in securing essential in-

creases in production.

MOUNT ALLISON FUND
NOW TOTALS $13,000

Sackville, N.B. — (C.U.P.) —
The Mount Allison Students' As
sistance Fund now contains $13,000,

and still is going up as universities

across Canada continue to swell the

fund.

Old students and interested
friend have sent contributions from
all over the continent, amounting to

some $7,000. The Board of Re
gents of Memorial College, St

Johns, gave $500.

Universities Help '

The students of University of

New Brunswick stepped into action,

and sent a plea to all the universi

ties of Canada, asking for financial

assistance for the boys. Nearly all

have responded most generously

with both cash and promises. U,
N.B. has set an objective of $200

to be raised by student activities.

The Alma Mater Society of Uni-

versity of British Columbia has

followed this example, and has al

ready sent a cheque for $100. The
students of the Nova Scotia Tech-

nical Colleue have contributed $25.

The student body of St. Francis

Xavier voted $150 to he taken from

funds already on hand. A tag dav

is being held on every campus in

the Dominion,

Much publicity is being given in

the problem in all campus papers,

with the attitude that, quoting tin

"Manitoban," "Although not a war
service drive, the need is definite,

and as those in charge say, 'presents

an opportunity for students to lend

a helping hand to their fellow

time of distress'."

Left Hand Corner

(Continued from page 1)

gallery where I peeked over the

edge. What 1 saw was the most
awful sight imaginable. For on
the floor were a group of seven

girls bending spikes with their bare

hands and kicking medicine balls

around at the same time. In one

corner "Peachie" Whittier was
sharpening her teeth with an em-
ory wheel, and Beryl Kelly was
leaping headlong into a wall. No-
where was a basketball in sight.

However, after listening to coaches

McRuer, Johnson, and Mary Pat-

erson snarling orders to the as-

sembled gang I realized, with my
bean throbbing in my mouth, that

a basketball would prove pretty

futile against the long finger nails

that were sprouting from the gnarl-

ed and grubby fingers of the Blimps.

From what 1 could gather, Miss

Johnson, "The Hales-Corners Holo-

caust," is coaching the fundament-

als of elbow-smashing and biting

Miss McRuer, "the Toronto Tor
nado," will demonstrate the valu

of a good kick in the teeth; while

Miss Paterson, "the Ottawa Os
teopath," will lecture the cave-wo

men on the body-slam and the good

old fashioned type. Margaret "Ver

min" Vollmer, "The St. Catharines

Sadist," wanted to coach the girls

but when she couldn't push her

store teeth through a dog biscuit,

she was unceremoniously flung out

of the Ban Righ Opium Den, where

the Mlimps hold all their teeth-

gnashing sessions. With this data

in my mind I staggered back to

the Journal office where I com-
municated the news to Coach Gra-

ham, who was playing "jacks" with

Hari-Kari Houck. Hoop-H a p p y
Wilson was sobbing in the corner

because the other fellows cheated

him, and flew into an awful tan-

trum when he heard the news.

Next week, if I am allowed to

live, T will probably give a biogra-

phical sketch of each member of

the Blimps,

Miss Royce

"Why, Bridget! How did you

make such beautiful scallops in

the edge of that mince pie?"

"Twas aisy to do, mum. 1

jusl run me false tippers around

it."

$15,000 Expected

The fund has reached the $13,000

mark now, and will remain open as

long as possible. More contributions

have been promised, which will

probably make up $15,000. The
University has given $5,000 for the

express purpose of replacing books.

Some students are becoming rather

impatient for the distributions of

the fund, hut they will readily real-

ize that it is definitely to their ad-

vantage to keep it open as long as

possible.

This seems a fitting time to ex

press the deep appneiation and the

extreme gratitude that the students

and other members of Mount Alli-

son University hold for all the ex-

pressions of sympathy and contri-

butions which have so thoroughly

been given us.

"Frequent water-drinking." said

the professor, "prevents you from

becoming stiff in the joints."

"Yes," says the co-ed, "but some

of the joints don't serve water."

The demure young bride, a triuV

pale, her lips set in a tremulous

smile, slowly stepped down the long

church aisle, clinging to the arm of

her father. As she reached the low

platform before the altar, her slip-

pered foot brushed a potted plant,

upsetting it. She looked at the

spilled diet gravely, and then raised

her child-like eyes to the sedate face

of the old minister. "That's a hell

of a place to put a lily," she said.

Advice to co-eds: Never slap

man who's chewing tobacco.

(Continued from page 1)

In the late eighteenth century

there lived in Quebec the most cele-

brated and brilliant silversmith of

the new world, Francois Ronvoyze.

The Church commissioned him to

make all its sacred vessels, and

these exquisite pieces are still in

its possession. Numhered among
them are graceful chalices and ba-

sins usually embossed with delicate

flowers and fruit,

Ronvoyze's career in Quebec was

ntinglcd with poverty and prosper

ity. However, after the arrival of

the British, the demand for silver

articles increased, and soon the

work of Ronvoyze was acclaimed

far and wide. With his new pros

perity, he became a prominent citi

zen of his city.

Miss Royce continued by descrih

ing the personality of the great

master. He was tremendously jeal-

ous of any rival and regularlv dis-

missed an apprentice who displayed

remarkable talent. Among the prior

unfortunates who endured Ron-

voyze's temperament was Amiot,

After his ultimate dismissal, Amiot

completed his apprenticeship in

Paris.

New Trends

When the >oung silversmith re-

turned to Quebec, he brought with

him the new trends of his art. Un-
der the influence of this master the

silver craft enjoyed renewed popu-

larity.

Thus, for many years, Ronvoyze

and Amiot worked together in the

same city and always remained the

bitterest of rivals. But, Miss Royce

pointed out, Amiot did nut truly

outshine his former master for each
was influenced by a different per-

iod of art.

The speaker concluded her lec-

ture by saying that as early as the

eighteenth century Canada had two
great craftsmen of whom she may-
well be proud.

More planes, tanks, food, men!
Support the Victory Bond!

LOST

A pair of black suede pumps
in gym Monday night after the

Water Follies. Finder please re-

turn to Kate Macdonnell, Ban
Righ.

Some Varsity co-eds pursue
learning; others learn pursuing.

LAST CALL
FOR GREATER SAVINGS!

TWEDDELL'S
FEBRUARY CLEARANCE

DEFINITELY ENDS SATURDAY
NIGHT, FEBRUARY 28th AT MIDNIGHT

OVERCOAT

Values!
Now is the time to buy an over-

coat but QUICK ACTION on

your part is most necessary as

there's only a few overcoats left.

All are Tweddell's better quality,

and in some cases there's only

one or two of a line left, yet

every sue is represented in the

lot. Every overcoat sharply re-

duced ior final clearance and

we're most emphatic when we
say: "never again will you buy

such good quality at these low

prices." So, be on hand early

tomorrow for yours.

IN THREE FINAL

CLEARANCE PRICE

CROUPS OF —

$19.45

$27.45

$32.45

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF
BETTER QUALITY SUITS

AT
EXTRA SPECIAL PRICES
FOR THE FINAL DAY OF

OUR SALE.

MADE-TO-MEASURE

SUIT SALE
Finest Quality Imported British Mill-Ends

Only at Tweddell's do you get the opportunity to buy genuine English

mill ends, iailored to your own measurements for a suit that will fit

perfectly — at prices (hat have made, and will make you liuy TWO
or THREE of these mill ends. Every one of the*e mill ends is far

superior to ordinary run of the mill falirics and that's why they're

easily worth almost DOUBLE THE MONEY. Newest 1942 Spring

patterns and colors to choose from. For the best selection, act

quickly and be here early to order yours. It definitely is the best

"suit buy" you'll ever have the privilege to purchase. Be on hand

early tomorrow for yours.

FOUR EXTRA SPECIAL PRICE CROUPS OF

28.50 32-50 37.50 39-50

OTHER ITEMS

Our space is too limited to mention all items and quote prices, but

our entire stock of TIES, SOCKS. PYJAMAS, SWEATERS, ODD
TROUSERS. GLOVES, etc.. al drastically reduced February Clear-

ance Sale Prices.

See 0\tr Special Window Displays

TWEDDELL'S
Hotel La Salle Bldg.

137 - 139 Princess St. Phone 3706
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Science '44 Raffle

Today at 3.\10 p.m.. in the

old gym. Gwcn Pearson will

draw the winning names in

the first of a series of week-

ly raffles for War Certifi-

cates.

ARTSMAN RULED OUT;
SKI RESULTS REVISED

Due to the disqualification of

an Arts '45 man in the downhill

ski event the Arts '45 team is

disqualified in that event for

failure to navigate the course in

the required manner. The second

team, Sc. '44. was declared the

winner of this event and the ulti-

mate winner of the meet itself.

Final Standing

Sc. '44 29

Arts '45 21

Meds '45 15

Arts '42 14

Meds '47 10

Sc. '45 10

Meds '47 8

Arts '44 3

Everv raffle baffles Hitler!

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-

wear — Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid, High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St

Phone 24

Delivery Service

FOR

SPRINGTIME
FRESHNESS

DUBARRY
DOUBLE FEATURE

Foundation lotion free with

each face powder for the

regular price of

$2.00

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

Queen's Debaters

(Continued from page 1)

es, of which love of power, com-

petition and envy were part,

would have to he controlled.

» Negative

Mr. Delvin rose for the nega-

tive side to object to Mr. Wand's

interpretation of "Our Present

State of Civilization." He did not

see how it was possible to ex-

tend it into the future as an

entity. He outlined briefly the

causes of the present war and

concurred with Mr. Wand's state-

ments in this respect. However

these causes were so much a part

of our present \tate of civiliza-

tion that we could not eliminate

the causes of war without com-

pletely changing that state of

civilization,

Plan Offered

.Mr. Abe Rabinowitz put forth

a plan fir eliminating war. The

fault, as he saw it, lay in the con-

flict arising from nationalistic

feeling. He proposed and elabor-

ately set forth his scheme for a

sovereignty of nations under an

international power. There would

be a community of interests

among nations, that of preserv-

ing law and order throughout the

world.

Mr. Stewart Bross from Mc-

Gill asked the audience if they

had ever heard of Lewis Carroll.

In listening to the government

outline its plan for world peace

he was reminded of that fantasy

"Alice In Wonderland." Such a

plan was idealogical and unprac-

tical in our present civilization.

As long as human nature pre-

vailed at all he could see no last-

ing world peace. Yes, perhaps

for sometime, even a few gener-

ations but then that pugnacious

instinct would again arise and

there would be war. He em-

phasized racial and cultural dif-

ferences in the world.

Eliminating War
Three possible ways to elimin-

ate these causes are (1) by in-

termarriage, (2) by segregation

and (3) by suppression of the

weaker powers. He gave

amplcs of how the first two
would fail in the mulattoes of the

south and the caste system of

India. The only solution remain-

ing then, would be (3) and

such it would be our kind of

peace imposed on the conquered

nations and could not last as long

as they refused to accept it

After this war we would have

to co-operate with the Russian

the Chinese and the Indians in

setting up and maintaining world

peace. Such co-operation would
depend upon mutual acceptance

of these opposing cultures and

an entirely new state of civiliza-

tion.

After hearing the speakers, the

judges decided in favor of the

McGtil team.

LEVANA
NOTE/

Thank You

To the boys in the Air Force,

from Levana, for a most enjoy-

able Open House. All the girls

had a very good time, and ap-

preciated the time and trouble

that was taken to make the af-

fair the success it was. May we

say the cokes and hot dogs prov-

ed very popular loo !
Thanks

again.

Levana Society Elections

The Levana executive has an-

nounced that the annual election

lor officers will take place on

Friday, March 6. The slate of

officers and other details of the

election will be announced short-

ly.

Archery Tournament

\n archery tournament will be

held from March 1-7. All girls

ho enter will gain points for

their year, and may practise any

afternoon from 1-3. Will all en-

trants please sign up on the Ban

Righ notice board? This will be

one of the last athletic events of

the year, so all those of you

who are so inclined should not

miss this opportunity.

Tea Dance

The Levana spring tea dance

ill be held one week from to-

morrow, March 6. There has

been a slight change in the com-

mittee, and it is now as follows:

Anne Shaw, Convener; Barbara

Phinney, Lois Graham, and

Dorothy Mills.

Levana Court

Levana Court will be held next

Tuesday evening in the Ban Righ

Common Room, after dinner, but

fines may be paid to Donnie

Campbell any time on Tuesday.

If you do not pay your fine

promptly, you will be charged

an additional twenty-five cents.

Victory Raffle

R.C.A.F. Entertains

Levana At Dance

On Tuesday evening the R.C.

A.F. on the campus entertained

the members of Levana at a

dance in Grant Hall.

The blue-clad hosts were pres-

ent to meet the guests, replete

with name-tags and Queen's or

R. CA.lv ribbons. Attractive blue

and white programs with the air-

force crest on the front were pre-

sented to the girls on their ar-

rival and an excellent selection of

records on the nickelodeon pro-

vided music for dancing.

At supper, hot dogs and cokes

were served . . . refreshment

which was greatly appreciated by

both guests and hosts. Through-

out the evening, an efficient

master of ceremonies, presided at

the microphone, and it was large-

ly due to his efforts that the danc-

ing was such a success.

During the dance, a quartet

of airforce men sang several pop-

ular ballads. After this the danc-

ing continued unabated until

11.45 when the guests regretfully

departed . . . one and all voting

a private vote of thanks to the

hosts of the evening . . . Every

girl in her ardent appreciation

was murmuring to herself the

immortal words of the poet Virgil

"H.tXMJ."

Fashion Plate

Mystery Thriller

(Continued from page 1)

Miss Violet Miller as Cecily

Harrington, has the feminine

lead. Mr. C. B. Wade as Bruce

Lovell plays opposite Miss Miller.

Bea Gram plays the part of

Cecily's friend Mavis, and Mike

Keegan is cast as Nigel Law-

rence, Cecily's fiance. Mr. E. C.

Kyle plays the part of the gard-

ener, Hodgson, and Jo Throopc,

the part of Ethel, the - maid.

Wvatt -Mac Lean is cast as Dr.

Gribble.

The difficult task of building

two stage sets has been in the

hands of Dr. Angus who is act-

ing as stage manager. Assisting

him is a stage crew including

John Straiton, Van Blaricom &
Co.. Terry French, Ned Toole,

nd Alex MacKenzie.

Mrs. R. C. Wallace as president

of the? Faculty Women's Club

has been in charge of the sale

of four hundred tickets. On the

opening night, the traditional

dress circle has beeti1 arranged.

"I don't know what I'm going

to go. My husband simply cannot

bear children," said the newly-

wed.

"My dear girl," remarked a

kind old lady, "you can't expect

the husband to do everything."

—The Gateway.

Bind Hitler and his allies with

the Victory Bond

!

Juniors Whitewash
Cagers Of R.A.F.

As a fitting climax to their high-

ly successful season the Queen's

Tumors chalked up a record score

of 105-8 against the R.A.F. on

Wednesday night in their final

E.O.B.A. contest.

Coach Edwards used his sup-

posed alternates most of the game

but they exceeded his greatest ex-

pectations as they played like vet-

erans throughout. "Hairy" Gove,

last year's regular centre, led his

teammates with 33 points and per-

formed his best game of the season.

Bill Cornell, with 21, Sam Patar-

an and Don Lament added strength

to the Gaels' offensive.

Ritchie was outstanding for the

R.A.F. but the team as a whole

could not combat the whirlwind at-

tack of the Tricolor.

Queen's: Griffen (8), Cornett

(21), Berezin (2), Mackey (9),

Gore (33), Lamont (14), Pataran

(16), Gray (2), Retcherman (2).

R.A.F.: Ling (1), F. Brown, C.

Brown (1). Ritchie (6), Hawkins,

Kendall, Widdrington.

Sunday Service

(Continued from page 1)

time at Saranac Lake, N.Y. Last

year he came to Kingston and

in his capacity of Director of the

Hillel Foundation he is directly

connected with the Jewish stu-

dents of the University.

(Continued from page 1)

Certificates of graded value.

War Aid Committee officials

stated that the Victory Loan sub-

scriptions throughout Canada have

already passed well over the half-

way mark, and that the campus

Bond raffle brings Queen's stu-

dents into the Victory drive along-

side their fellow-Canadians.

Tickets are available at the Tuck
Shop and Tech Supplies, as well

as from members of the Q.W.A.C.
and other students. A list of can-

vassers appears on the editorial

page.

Color Night

{Continued from page 1)

Formal Dance
At the last meeting of the A. M.

S. Formal Dance committee, Con-

vener Roy Bunston announced that

tickets are going fast for both ill

dinner and dance and that students

must put in their orders early if

they expect to attend cither of

these functions. It was also an-

nounced that John Straiton has

been contracted to handle decora-

tions for the dance.

A very affected young rr

who had been holding forth at

great length, remarked, "I simply

can't bear fools!"

"How odd," exclaimed Dorothy.

"Apparently your mother could."

Hollywood.— Charlie McCarthy

is only a blockhead but no other

piece of wood in the world has

ever been wrapped in so much vel-

vet

The heartless imp who has long

been a splinter in the epidermis of

his creator, Edgar Bergen, and the

countless victims of his drollery, is

more pampered than a millionaire's

child.

Charlie has 35 suits, each one of

which cost more than the best on

Bergen's back. He has 20 hats and

10 pairs of shoes.

Bergen wears ready-made suits

that cost about S65. Charlie's run

around $125. Bergen can walk

into a store and pick up a "Kelly"

for $8. McCarthy's have to be

hand-made to fit his specially carv-

ed head and they cost about $25.

Bergen spends $10 for a pair of

shoes. Charlie's are lots smaller

but the .cobbler charges $15 a pair

for them.

Bergen gets a hair-cut on the fly

between rehearsals. Charlie has his

own barber. Charlie's hair is real

human hair, a special shade of. red

which until the war was imported

from Europe. The wigs, costing

$75.00 each, come with extra long

hair. Charlie's barber cut the hair

to suit the imp's lifelike personal-

ity.

You can't say Bergen isn't grate-

ful for Charlie's help in making a

fortune for them both. Bergen re-

cently presented Charlie with a

shiny new ball-bearing. It was

placed in Charlie's neck to give it

greater mobility. Now the dummy
can spout his insults in all direc-

tions.—N.E.C. News.

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Saturday

:

6.30 p.m.

Sunday

:

11.00 a.m.

-Arts Society Banquet

Grant Hall.

-University Church

Service

Convocation Hall

2.00 p.m.-

Monday

:

8.30 p.m.

-Labor Institute

Sons of England Hail

-"Love From a

Stranger"

Convocation Hall

STUDENTS---
Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

Remember The Bonesetters' Ball Tonight
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Victory Bond Raffle Campaign
Goes Over Top In First Week

WAR
COMMENT

BY JIM LINDSAY AND
LUNA TARLO

In a recent column; written be-

fore last week's shake-up in the Bri-

tish cabinet, it was suggested that

Sir Stafford Cripps, former Am-
bassador at Moscow, might con-

sider a position in the Government
on condition that he be given some
leeway in effecting changes in In-

dia's political control. The actual

governmental changes which were
made surpass in significance, from
the point of view of the future

prosecution of the war, any change
occurring since Chamberlain's

"sitzkrieg" policy was discarded.

Munich-Men
In swift succession, Sir Stafford,

left-wing politician, was made sec-

ond to Churchill in the Cabinet,

and a few days later, Capt. Mar-
gesson and Moore-Brabazon, rem-
nants of Munichism, were dropped.

The last two have long been the

subject of popular criticism, par-

ticularly Moore-Brabazon, since his

"extemporaneous" speech in which

he expressed the hope that Germany
and the Soviet Union would "e^
terminate each other" leaving Bri.

tain dominant in Europe.

Then came the hint that Premier
Churchill is considering granting

additional powers of self-govern-

ment to India. This coincided with

Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek's

farewell address in New Delhi in

which he said that "the vast ma-
jority of the world's opinion is in

full sympathy with India's aspira-

tion for freedom." He stated that

he hopes and believes "that Britain,

without waiting for any demand on
the part of the Indian people, -will

as speedily as possible give them a

real political power . . . (This pol-

icy) will redound to the credit of

the British Empire."

Indian Resources

While the Indian .National Con-

gress, representing many Hindu as

well as Moslem communities, has

WAR COMMENT
(Continutd on page 7)

War Aid Committee States
Draw To Take Place

At Color Night

Other Awards

Officials of the Q.W.A.C. re-

ported this week-end that the hun-
dred dollar Victory Bond being

offered by raffle has been over-

subscribed in the first week of the

campaign. The winning ticket in

the drive is to be drawn on Friday,

March 6, at the A. M. S. Color

Night.

Re-Subscriptions

The raffle is being sponsored by

the War Aid Committee in conjunc-

tion with the Kingston and District

Victory Loan Committee. Campus
canvassers state that the sale of

tickets has been meeting with mark-
ed success in all faculties, especially

in Levana and Science. Many of

last week's subscribers have indi-

cated that they will buy a second

raffle this week, and at least one

student has planned to purchase a

ticket every day of the campaign.

While the first prize of a hundred

dollar Bond has already been at-

tained, it was pointed out that all

additional returns this week above

that sum will be offered to lucky

ticket-holders in the form of War
Savings Certificates. The draw for

VICTORY RAFFLE
(Continued on page 5)

NOTICE

Principal Wallace will

give his third lecture to

Freshmen and Freshettes, in

Grant Hall, Thursday morn-
ing, March 5, from 9-10

o'clock.

Rabbi B. Steindel

Preaches Sermon

McGILL MEN STRIKE

AGAINST POOR FOOD

Montreal (C.U.P.) — The resi-

dents of the Presbyterian College

of McGill L'niversity in Montreal

have gone on strike. At the dinner

hour, they established a boycott of

the residence dimity-ninni as a pro-

test against a long series of unsuit-

able meals, culminating in a dinner

of rotten fish that day.

The complaints are directed
against the present Lady Superin-

tendent of the College. The leader

stated that, "Though the main mo
tive for the strike was the condi

tions in the dining-room and espe-

cially the attitude of the Lady

Superintendent; it was also design-

STUDENTS STRIKE

(Continued on page 7)

Journal Artist Divulges Secrets

Carving Pictures In Linoleumof

Head Of Hillel Foundation

Heard On Sunday

Democracy, not Fascism, is the

Wave of the Future, for only in a

democracy can the differences that

make up a great civilization exist.

Unity is essential, but this does

not imply uniformity. This was
the message of Rabbi Ben Zion

Steindel at the University Church

Service held in Convocation Hall

on Sunday.

Freedom

The speaker pointed out that the

first chapters of the Bible deal not

with the Jewish people, but with

all men. He mentioned that the

Jewish prophets again and again

in their writings longed for the

day when all men were one in unity,

the true brotherhood of man. The
Creator placed in each man a spark

of the Divine, and a desire to be

free. The right of freedom implies

the right io be different. The pro-

phets knew, he said, that no people

control' the exclusive way to God
The speaker went on to show the

hope and promise of the new world

The old world did not see that dif-

ferences in faith and customs can

enrich the civilization that contains

them. This is the task and the jus-

tification of the new world. But

for this new-world civilization to

develop, tolerance is necessary. Yet

more than this is required — tole

ance is not an end in itself — it is

merely a step on the way to uni-

versal brotherhood.

Rabbi Steindel then pointed out

if men are to see themselves in this

brotherhood, then religion must be

i force to draw men together, and

not a dividing force. Democracy,

the speaker showed, was merely the

religious view of the brotherhood

CHURCH SERVICE

(Continued on page 6)

Prominent Writer

Talks To Artsmen

At Annual Banquet

International Affairs Topic
Of Discussion By
Percy J. Philip

BY DOUG WILSON

NEWS EDITOR

Percy J. Philip. Ottawa corres-

pondent of the New York Times,

gave a very informal and witty

commentary on foreign affairs at

the Arts Dinner on Saturday night

In his introduction, he stated that

he had been a reporter for thirty

years, and in consequence, be had

taken as a motto a proverb of Ci-

cero — "the true and the false are

so mixed that it is impossible to tell

them apart."

Peace Settlement

His message was that after the

last war, insufficient thought was
given to the peace settlement, which

was not and could not be designed

to build a permanent peace. He
spoke of the way the Czechoslovak-

ian frontiers were determined —
Poincare would not take the time

to discuss them with his experts,

and merely said "Leave it to the

Czechs — they know what they

want."

ARTS BANQUET
(Continued on page 7)

Mystery Thriller Opens Here;

Will Continue Until Wednesday

Science '42

All final year men eligible

for a chenille "S", please

submit a list showing points

earned, to Bill Grisdalc, Sc.

Athletic Stick.

A.M.S. Sponsoring

Mt. A. Relief Ball

Proceeds To Help Repair

Losses In Fire

BY JOHN STRAITON

The phlegmatic Mr. Wilson in-

formed me the other night, since

1111 other reporter would stoop to

'he task, I must write a feature

Article about my linoleum cuts.

'\'ow scores of people tell me that

he quality of my "drawings" in

'he Journal is of unparalleled atro-

c>ty, and that my rhyming squibs

"avc a metric scheme reminiscent

°f an inebriated centipede (e.g.

daggering feet). I admit that my
doggerel does have some slight im-

perfections but I wish to inform

'he uninformed world that those!

'drawings" are what the informed
v«rld calls linoleum cuts. These'

crimes in black-and-white are the

products of my cloistered Sunday

afternoons when I cpneoct my cuts

instead of indulging in such week

end evils as promenading co-eds

or attending Sunday school.

The process of making these cuts

is rather simple. First, I think of a

subject and sketch it on paper, then

throw it in the wastepnper basket.

\T
e.\t I fish it out again and go to

work, I take a hunk of battleship

linoleum and draw on in reverse,

(an easy job if yon are cross-

eyed.). Then I cut out all the

linoleum that isn't drawn on. The

JOURNAL ARTIST

Continued on page 8)

Executives Named
By Newman Club

G. W. Cullen will be the next

president of the Newman Club, it

was announced to the Journal on

Sunday. The Honorary President

will be Rev. Father T. E. Mooney.

B.A., and the Honorary Vice-Presi-

dent Julie O'Grady, Arts '42.

The slate of officers elected by

the members of the club on Sun-

day include Claire Bergeron, Arts

'45, as Vice-President, and J. E.

Movie, Science '43, as Secretary-

Treasurer. The Social Convener

will be E. J. Moriarity, Meds '44,

and his assistant will be Yolande

Beueteau. Arts "43. The faculty re-

presentatives will be as follows:

Meds, L. NT
. O'Connor, '43; Sci-

ence, j*. E. Jarrell, '44; Arts, A. G.

Keeley. "45; Levana, H. A. Smvthe.

45.

Senator Pepper
Speaks At Varsity

Toronto (C.U.P.) — "The hope

of the democratic nations lies

the rejuvenation of democracy, in

the revitalizing of the democratic

spirit," stated Senator Claude Pep

per of Florida, last night in the

first of the 1942 Marfleet Lectures

given at Varsity on the subject

"The World War and the Post

War World."

Senator Pepper stressed the point

that there are still too many people

with too little concern for their fel-

low man. "We have all too man)

cases that smack of the spirit of

totalitarian states, especially in some

elements of labour and some ele-

ments of the press. What we all

need to do is to 'get religion' in

democracy. No other people have-

ever faced so deadly a system and

so dynamic a state. If we don't

go through a complete emotional

revival in our attitude towards de-

mocracy we will lose this war."

SENATOR PEPPER
(Continued on page 2)

McCULLOCH CONTEST
PRELIMINARIES BEGIN

BY BEA GRANT

This Saturday night the A.M.S.

is sponsoring a Benefit Dance for

the Mount Allison Relief Fund,

This dance will be held in place of

an Open House, and the admission

will be twenty-five cents for men.

Women will be admitted free of

charge.

Other efforts have been made on

the campus to raise money for the

Mount Allison students whose pos-

sessions were recently destroyed by

fire, and it is hoped that the pro-

ceeds of this affair will make a

u b s t a n 1 1 3 I contribution to the

Fund.

The dance is being convened by-

Roy Bunston, and Jean Carmichael

and Roly Barnsley are on the com-

mittee. The musk will be supplied

by records (a choice selection, we

are told), and the usual cokes will

be sold until the rations give out.

The committee suggests (nay -

even proclaims loudly) that this i

an excellent way (a) to follow up

the A.M.S. Formal the night be-

fore, (b) to pay back an invitation

for the Levana Tea Dance that

afternoon, (c) to spend your sur-

plus money on a good cause.

The price scale was set up on

this basis in general conformity

with the "more for your money"

policy of the Open House. The

thought in mind is that no studeut

will object to paying such a small

sum for an evening's entertainment.

The affair will begin at eight o'-

clock, and as usual will continue

until eleven-thirty.

'Love From A Stranger" Is

Suspense-Filled

Drama

Once Filmed

"Love From A Stranger,"

which opened last night at Con-

vocation Hall, completes its run

tonight and tomorrw evening1

.

This three-act suspense thriller,

written by Agatha Christie and

Frank Vosper, is a joint produc-

tion of the Queen's Drama Guild

and the Faculty Players.

Suspensful Plot

The play concents a young girl

who is swept off her feet by a

handsome, mysterious stranger.

She has just won a sweepstake

prize, and immediately after, he

begins courting her. After a sud-

den marriage, they go to live in

a small country cottage. The sus-

pense begins to pile up as small

peculiarities in the stranger's be-

haviour appear. It comes to a
strong climax when the heroine

manages to escape the dangers

that threaten her.

Four students appear in the

play. Bea Grant plays the hero-

ine's sister, who cautions her

against the stranger. Mike Kee-

gan takes the part of the heroine's

fiance, whom she deserts to

marry the handsome stranger.

DRAMA GUILD
(Continued on page 6)

VARSITY INTERVIEWS
NOTED BAND LEADER

Toronto (C.l'.P.) — College au-

diences can be counted upon to give

a fairly reliable indication of the

trends in dance music which will

be popular in the immediate future.

At least that was what "Duke" El-

lington, famous NegTO band lead-

er, told the Varsity recently. This

was the "Dike's" first visit to To-

ronto since his band played for the

Meds' At-Home
f
four years ago.

The co-eds and eds of the Am-
erican universities have had an op-

portunity of dancing to the strains

of the Ellington band, the Univer-

sities of Oregon, Washington and

DUKE ELLINGTON
(Continued on page 2)

Eight To The Bar

Preliminary contests for the

Andrina McCulloch Public Speak-

ing Awards continue today, to-

morrow, and Thursday in the

Biology Lecture Room of the

Old Art* Building. The first pre-

liminary contest was held yester-

day afternoon- All contests begin

at 4 o'clock sharp.

Judges for the contests are

Dean Douglas, Dr. Estall, and

[Jr. Angus. The finalists will be

^elected from these preliminaries

ind will speak again later this

month.

There can be no doubt but that

the present world situation has in-

fluenced greatly America's "choice"

of dance music. Whether the war

has had a good or bad effect is de-

batable. Much as we'd prefer to

take the former side of the ques-

tion, there are several reasons why

we can't.

Just as a child will hate even

Castoria if it is forced upon him,

so we hate to have the same type

of "on the cob" war songs foisted

upon us night after night over the

networks, and blared out from every

juke box in the country. These

songs have gained their "popular-

ity" simply by being plugged on

every program which has a large

listening audience. Hence people

either like the number or they get

sick of it. Most people don't like

being sick.

Orchestra leaders and music cri-

tics alike have their hands tied be-

fore they start when attempting to

put the finger on the current crop

of war-time swing-ditties. Lack of

Patriotism. Supreme Egoism. Sabo-

tage, and other catcalls greet their

everv criticism. It seems that ano-

ther small item in our self-denial

and aid to the war effort will be

to patiently sit through "You're a

EIGHT TO THE BAR
(Continued on page 6)
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LOST

Light hom-rimmed glasses not

in case, Friday night, February

27, at Bonsetters' Ball. Please

call G. Robinson, 1340.

Absence may make the heart

grow fonder, but presents bring

better results.—Gateway.

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A.

BALMACAAN
FLY FRONT

SWAGGER STYLE

RAINCOATS

in

Double Thickness

Fawn Cravenette

$10.45
Here is a real buy. It's an extra

quality coat that must be seen

to be appreciated.

COME IN TODAY

BIBBY'S
Where you buy with confidence

78-80-82-84 Princess St.

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princess St

MECHANICALS GROUP
SEES MOTION FILMS

The Queen's University Stu-

dent Branch of the American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers,

which has recently been organ-

ized to further the interest of

prospective mechanical engineers

in technical developments, held

,in aflernoon meeting on Febru-

ary 26. After reports on the ac-

tivities and progress of the com-

mittees were given, the meeting

adjourned to witness motion pic-

tures.

Motion Pictures

The first of these pictures,

"Hydraulics," dealt with the ap-

plication of the hydraulic trans-

mission of power to automobile

brakes and to the movements of

bomb-racks, landing gear and

ailerons of aeroplanes. T h e

Sexond, "Airscrew," showed the

manufacture and testing of aero-

plane propellers and also the con-

struction and operation of vari-

able-pitch propellers. Finally.

"Power for Defense," illustrated

the new electrical power develop-

ments and their application to

war production in textile mills,

aluminum, sheet rolling mills and

the electrolytic production of es-

sential metals.

Invited to this meeting were

several members of the teaching

staff and also the sophomore

Mechanical Engineering students.

It is hoped that through their in-

terest, this club will continue to

develop so that the future mem-
bers may obtain the full advant-

age offered by the A.S.M.E.

Senator Pepper

A.M.S. FORMAL
and COLOR NITE

FRIDAY, MARCH 6

Lew Hoymon, coach of Toronto

Argonauts football team, who will

speak at the A.M.S. Color Night on

Friday, March 6, at 7.00 p.m. in

Grant Hall.

DANCE 10-3

Music by

MAURICE ALLEN

And His Orchestra

Tickets

$3.00 per Couple

Dinner

Dress Optional
GRANT HALL

DINNER 7.00 p.m.

Guest Speaker

LEW HAYMAN

Presentation of

Athletic Awards

Tickets

75c apiece

$4.00

Tickets for Both. Functions

THE
HABIT-DASHER

POPS VOLLMER

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop to

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

US Alfred St Phone 1772-W

OPEN ALLEYS

EVERY AFTERNOON
AT POPULAR

MATINEE PRICES

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St.

(Continued from page 1)

"The tide of battle now runs

agluist ns," he said. "By their

strategic location the Axis powers

have succeeded in spreading the

battlefield over the whole world.

We arc fighting for our lands, our

loves and our lives. If we lose this

war we lose even-thing."

The Senator mentioned the gra-

dual awakening of the United

States to the fact that no expanse

of water or length of distance can

keep the enemy from us. "But we

are not afraid," he said. "We know

how great is our strength, how
righteous is our cause, and that

(iod is with us. We have nothing

to fear except that sometime we

may not do enough or do it in

time."

"War has become universal," he

reminded, "therefore the peace, too,

must have universality. The prob-

lem we face today cannot be ade-

quately coped with without some

form of centralized control,"

Duke Ellington

WHEN YOU'RE
A LITTLE
NOSEY

Come to your friendly neighbor-
hood druggist and get those
much needed supplies of Nation-
ally advertised manufacturers.

WAMPOLE-S

NOSE DROPS
*5c

MEN'S SIZE

KLEENEX

25c
NYAL

LAXACOLD TABLETS
25c

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

Chemical Warfare

Chemical warfare is a nice, gris-

ly subject, what with everyone

going about looking very grotes-

que in respirators and imagining

how they'd feel if they didn't

have them on and if there were
gas around, which there isn't . . .

But one unhappy fellow wanted
to know what to do about his

glasses . . . Blind as a. bat with-

out them, you know . . . The
officer in charge explained that

they had been taken care of .

A special type of respirator had

been designed for bespectacled

people, with a very close-fitting

check- piece which prevented any
gas from getting in . . . "Of
course," he chortled, '-"the fact

that it also takes your ear off

has absolutely nothing to do with

the case."—Varsity.

Your
1

chance to help—take a

chance on the Bond!

Spring is definitely oozing in.

sidewalks dripping, noses dripping,

rubber boots sloshing, who can fail

to recognize such definite Kingston

signs? According to all feminine

cults now is the time fo buy a new

hat. But who has ever seen a co-ed

wearing a hat? (Dept. of Silly

Questions.) So let's take a look at

Spring dresses and suits. Nothing

is more elevating than to get some-

thing new, strange and different to

greet you when you open the cup-

board door. (This does not refer

to family skeletons, visitors pass-

ing through, landladies lying-in-

wait, but to clothes.)

The dress problem is fairly

simple. The logical things are

prints, mad, gay, silks. These are

guaranteed to cheer the most de-

pressed co-ed who discovers now

is the time to be a student. There

is no great change from other years.

Variation on the shirt-waist cut

are still tops. Despite rumors, full

skirts are still obtainable, but watch

for the peg-top style. As the short

age of material increases, this is

likely to become more popular.

Printed silk jerseys are very suave

but remember their tendency to bag,

or to droop when cleaned. And
please remove the atrocities that

manufacturers insist on pinning on

dresses in the too-true name of

junk jewelry.

Suits can be divided into three

or four classes. If you are gradu-

ating and going into business your

wisist bet is a tillered pin-stripe

suit. Even better if you are short

of lucre (who isn't?) is a braid

or velvet-trimmed black whipcord

suit. This will carry you through

office and (aha) after-office hours.

Coming back next year? Then do

invest in a Harris or Munro Tweed
suit. Who knows, this may be the

last spring you can get one for

some time to come. They run at

about $35.00 but last indefinitely.

Steacy's carries an excellent stock

and will arrange custom tailoring

If (oh Lohengrin!) yon are think-

ing of joining the good old insti-

tution of marriage, — seems popu-

lar these days -1— a soft pastel dress-

maker suit will be the thing to

satisfy vaur flutt:r> fer:ini:ie feel-

ings. Even if you are not altar-

bound, these are amazingly useful

(Continued from page 1)

California being the most recent.

He explained that last year his col-

lege engagements were somewhat

curtailed as his '7ump for Joy

Hour" was in full swing at the

same time as most of the college

proms.

For the past 10 or 12 years, the

"Duke" has been working on a stage

presentation based on the authentic

history of the American Negro,

from the Civil War to the present.

At last it is nearly completed. He

hopes that it may be produced on

a grand scale, but "down to earth

enough" to travel. He believes that

it will succeed in bringing out var-

ious points in the development of

the country, as well as facts which

few know, concerning the history

of the Negro.

The famous band leader explain-

ed that in his opinion, while swing

still has an enthusiastic audience,

that its followers may be decreasing

somewhat in number. Jazz music

is being influenced by the classical

form, that is, people are writing

good jazz, and less dependence is

placed on ad lib solos, lie said, but

added that there is little real ad lib-

bing anyway, as much which passes

for ad libbing is actually arranging.

"I've stood about enough," said

the humorist, as they amputated

his legs.

as you can switch jacket and skirt

with your other clothes.

Hash on Tuesday. Three unre-

lated facts. ( 1 ) Smartest gadget of

the week. A little comb-cleaner

costing the magnificent sum of a

dime at Woolwnrth's emporium.

They work quickly — no excuse

for off-color combs. (2) Send your

clothes to the cleaners, press, re-

pair, shorten them ; in fact, over-

haul your wardrobe now — then

you won't have to worry about it

till exams are over. (3) Statement

to the Left-hand Corner: I do not

know Margaret "Vermin" Vollmer,

claim no relationship to her, and

ancer'ily hope her actions will ir. no

way be confused with mine.

The orchid this week goes to the

gal from Missouri for her very

smart beige suit, It is made from

(yeah she's from Missouri) butter-

milk, yes buttermilk, and closely re-

sembles men's palm-beach suiting.

A tremendously useful basic cos-

tume, yet very unusual.

And it didst come to pass that on

the last evening devoted to the god

Thor that all those warriors of

the land of Queenz who doth labor

mightily for the Studentzpaper were

called together for revelling in the

largest of the caverns of the tribe*

of Lephanta.

Four score there are who hast

contributed to the Queenzjernal.

that issue of tissue that both bring

gladness into the boarding houses

of many.

And of the four score active

warriors of the Queenzjernal —
yea, half of them are of the tribe

of Lephanta.

But v>-hen came the meeting of

the tribes in the Ban of Righ where

were the Ladies of Lephanta?

Yea — where are the songs of

Spring? Think not of them, they

tnr, are just as transient.

But ere this fiasco had endured

long into the night to the two brave-

men of Scienz present (alone in the

hall of Righ) was put the question :

"Do you write the Steam Shuffle?"

Fearing not the wrath of injured

Artsmen and Lephanites, and beat-

ing not about the hush didst come

the reply.

"Nay, the Steam Shuffle is not

a thing that is written, rather it is

something to write about for all

the tribes of Queenz to read and

understand the glory that is Sci

enz."

"For on a day just one moon

after the famous feast of the Fac

yea, even on the Ides of March

which falleth on a Friday the Thir-

teenth there shalt come to pass that

which doth leave the men of Scienz

in breathless awe — yea, even the

last of Scienz revels to be held in

the hall of Grant ere the scattering

of the clans.

"Indeed, my fellow Jernalists, on

the Ides of March (Beware the

Id>, of March!) the men of Soph

in the land of Scienz shalt exhibit

the Steam Shuffle for all the tribes

of Queenz to marvel at."

And as the speaker's tone didst

assume sinister shades of meaning,

in voice as if from far-off, inspired

by the spirit of Maid Marion was

the continuation:

"Beware, — yea, lest that befall

to thee what didst befalleth unto

Caesar—beware the Ides of March

!

"For on that day, small wilt be

thy chances of the fulfilment of

thy just desires as Calamity doth

Canter the Campus on Friday the

Thirteenth."

And as the timid didst groan in

anguish, and many didst tremble

in tears rose a tremulous voice

from the vicinity of the under sur-

face of the sofa:

"What — what then shall we do

to save ourselves on the Ides of

March? Where shall we find re-

fuge from all the evils that shall

lie in wait for us on the Thir-

teenth? 1'

And this twenty-dollar a year

question, a question worthy of post-

graduate study among the men 01

Erts we shall answer in our next

chapter.

Remember Pearl Harbor!

Remember the Steam Shuffle!

But
Beware the Ides of March

!

WHY DON'T'THEY DO

THIS MORE OFTEN DEPART-

MENT:

Down in Michigan State College.

Spanish classes are disturbed in the

most disturbing ways. It happen 1-*!

one day that trouble began when

a co-ed broke a string of pearh

The students spent twenty minutes

collecting these. Then, when the

professor had just gotten under

way again the door of the classroom

opened. Amidst hushed silence a

young man stepped in. Calmly l'L
'

surveyed the situation and unerr-

ingly he spied the co-ed he sought-

Dexterously lie tossed her a choco-

late bar. Calmly he withdrew.

Mac's never-fail delivery sety>^,

maybe . .

—Varsity.

First Co-ed — What did the

artist say when you asked for a

job to pose?

Second ditto—He said, "I can't

afford a model just now but

bare you in mind."

I'll
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"Where the Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

TYPING
Essays, Theses, and Pathology Cases
tight cents per double-spaced page,

12 cents per single-spaced page.
Mimeographing; prices on application

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson Street

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

THEATRE
LINE-UP

BILTMORE
Grac

one of

Fields back again in

her British films — The
Shew Goes On - singing again
some of the songs that have made
her famous. If you're an avid
Fields fan you'll forget all about
ihe -dull plot when Gracie sings
"bmile When You Say Goodbye,"
"I Never Cried So Much," and
some others. Though not her best
picture by any means, her songs
help to make up for the drawbacks
of the very hackneyed story.

Law of Ihe Pampas, with William
Boyd, is the usual week-end west-
ern. C

TIVOLI

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable
Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. U. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY

for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

Here's the best double bill we've
.seen in a long time. First feature
is Bette Davis in The Great Lie.
Though the plot is the familiar tri-

angle theme it is so well handled
by the excellent cast, that you won't
be disappointed. George Brent is

seen as Miss Davis's somewhat
flighty fiance who awakens, in the
first reel, after a wild party, to find
himself married to Mary Astor, a
famous concert pianist. Sober, they
find their marriage is invalid, and
when his would-be wife refuses to
give up her career, Brent leaves and
properly weds Bette Davis. The
great lie is that she permits her
husband to believe, upon his slight-

ly delayed return from what was
thought a certain death, that the
child she presents to him is her

whereas it really is his by her
The inevitable happens, and

Page 3

Queen's Employment Service

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

)2 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

rival.

in the final scene the concert artist

returns to fight for the child — and
the man.— she had given up.

In short, the acting is irrlpres-

e, the direction of Edmund
Gouldiug makes for class, and the
story gives Bette Davis a great

opportunity to display her fine tal-

ent for distress. She conducts her-
self handsomely. And Mary Astor
as the "other woman" provides a
beautiful contrast — this role won
her an Academy Award. A first-

rate drama.

The second feature is also an
Academy Award winner — the best

British film of last year — Target

for Tonight. A

—

—M.W.E

B¥ JOHN PARKH ILL

ASSISTANT MANAGER OF EMPLOY-
MENT OFFICE

Secreted away in the north-
west corner of the Douglas Lib-
rary is a trio of small but im-
portant offices, about

,
which on

the whole, the student body is

lamentably ill-informed. Since
shortly after each student be-
comes an alumnus, he will be
rudely awakened to the needs
and demands of two of them, this

space will be reserved for infor-

mation about the third, the Em-
ployment Service of Queen's Uni-
versity.

Beginnings

Perhaps unique among similar

university offices in the complete-
ness and efficiency of its service
to graduates and undergraduates,
its beginnings date back to 1908.
when Professor 'G. J, MacKay
edited and issued the first number
of the "Directory of the Gradu-
ates and Students of the School
of Mining," now the "Proceed-
ings of the Engineering Society."
With the organization of the Ser-
vice Control Committee of the
Engineering Society and the ap-
pointment of a full-time man-
ager of its services in 1921, the
employment office began to take
its present form. Its object then,

as now, was a threefold one: to

place graduates in permanent

positions, to assist undergradu-
ates in obtaining summer employ-
ment, and to keep an up-to-date

file of graduates and alumni
and, where possible, to find them
more suitable employment. This
third function, by the way, is one
not generally well known to the

students; as a 1 u nj n i, they will

be more aware of its importance

With its activities closely link

ed, as they must be, to those o
the world of business and finance

the Employment Service has hail

its ups and downs ; the latter

particularly following 1930: grad
uates of some years lost their

positions, immediate graduates
found it utterly impossible to ob
tain professional work, summer
work was absolutely non-existent.

But the Service kept up its con-

tacts, even extended them, and
by 1935 began to reap its re-

wards. In that year, in science

at least, civil and electrical en-

almost the only

find employment

gmeers were

categories to

scarce.

At present,

CAPITOL

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

274 Princess St Opp. Roy York Cafo

ODEON

GOURDIERS
rues

78 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Phone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

Princess Beauty Salon
2?4 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop
Id* Van Clieaf Maude Wagai

Fredric March and Loretta
Young are teamed for the first time

in Bed Time Story, the new so-

phisticated comedy directed br
Alexander Hall for Columbia.
March appears as a playwright,

Miss Young as his actress-wife.

Shcdecides to retire from the thea-

tre, but her efforts to escape into

domesticity are constantly- being
thwarted by her husband, who has

no desire to say good-bye to the

bright lights of Broadway. Finally

she embarks for Reno and remar-

riage. Their legal formalities over,

she discovers her "ex" is carrying

his creative tendencies a little too

far — he even writes and stages a

honeymoon for her, so that her new
romance ends in a rift. With a

plot like that any picture would be a

sure-fire hit! Fredric March is

excellent in the type of role that

brought him fame in Nothing Sac-

red, and in the supporting cast

Ally t» Joslyn is a standout as the

would-be second husband. B.

Mickey Rooney, who is alleged

to have received a ham from the
Academy Award Committee, mugs
his way through another Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer musical opus at

the Capitol. The, picture is called

appropriately Babes on Broadway
and terminates its ran tomorrow.

The plot of the picture revolve

about Mr. Rooney who is a down
and-out youngster with just loads

of talent. He has a hard struggle

for the first few minutes of the

picture but soon gets help from the

most dazzling array of musical and
dancing talent obtainable in the

world, who aid him in forming a
musreal show on Broadway. Red-
hot musical numbers, dazzling

dancing sequences, adolescent pup-

py-love scenes, corny imitations,

and buckets of tear-jerking by-play

contribute to making Babes on

Broadway the loudest, jazziest,

mushiest, Rooneyiest picture ever

produced. And by the way, hidden

behind the effervescent Mr. Rooney
the sharp-eyed moviegoer perhaps
will notice Judy Garland (who sings

with her usual zest), Ray Macdon-
ald

r
and Alexander (the Man Who

Came To Dinner) Wooicott. B—

GRAND

Drive towards Victory

Victory Bond

!

Showing at the Grand to-day and
to-morrow is Among the Lh>ing.

The picture will definitely make
your spinal cord vibrate for a great

deal of the scenes take place in a
haunted house. This haunted house

was the home of a lunatic who, af-

ter twenty-five years' imprisonment

in it, escaped and roamed about

the city. Included in the plot are

a housekeeper's daughter a twin

brother, a nite-club golddigger and
a wicked doctor. The final scene

which takes place in a graveyard

has one of the most stirring cli-

maxes since the eera of Charlie

Chaplin.

The second movie is Right to the

Heart, with Joe Allan Jr. and
Brenda Fayre. As soon as one sees

their appearance together on the

screen it is obvious how the story

will end. It does, B.

—B.T.M.

the Employment
Service is experiencing difficulties

of a diametrically opposite na-

ture. The Federal Government,
having set up a Wartime Bureau
of Technical Personnel last year,

sent requests to every concern
in the Dominion which was likely

to need students for summer em
ployment. Unfortunately, the
Bureau, in its circular letter

neglected to ask that, where a

firm had been doing business

with an employment agency, such

as that at Queen's, it continue its

practice.

Consequently, the office here

lias received many replies to its

circular request to firms, stating

that, to avoid duplication, instruc-

tions are being awaited from

Ottawa. And. in the meantime,

word has come that the Wartime
Bureau considers it has done its

duty in urging war industries to

absorb as many students as pos-

sible for the summer—a very

laudable purpose, but somewhat
confusing. It will take some time

for Wartime Bureau, employment
office, employer, and student to

work in harmony.

There is one plea that the Em-
ployment Service would like to

make to Queen's students. The
plea is that, if you are a final

year Commerce or Science stu-

dent, or one with an employ-

ment form on file, inform the

office immediately upon finding

yourself placed in industry or

in the forces. The Employment
Service will help, not guarantee,

a position. If a student wants

istance, the time to seek it is

LOOKOUT
"Tweeds"

will get you!

men admire an

attractive Tweed
suit. This Spring we

have the new color-

ings in Tweed Suits

and Sport Coats. Cut

on Single Breasted

Drope and Conserva-

tive models.

Take advantage of

this Spring's fashions

and wear the suit

you have a (ways

wa n ted
—

"Tweeds,"

28.50

29.50

32.50

BUY VICTORY

123 Princess St. Phone 5020

ASK MEDS' OPINIONS
ON SHORTER COURSE

THESE CLEVER WOMEN
Close your eyes, my love, let me

make you blind

!

They have taught you to see

Only problems written on the

face of things.

And algebra in the eyes of de-

sirous men,

And God like geometry

Tangling his circles, to baffle you
and me.

I would kis's you over the eyes

till I kissed you blind ;

If I could—if anyone could!

Then perhaps in the dark you'd

find

The solution that ever is much
to get what you want to

find: deep for the mind:

Dissolved in the blood . . .

That I am the heart and you are

the gentle hind.

—D. H. Lawrence.

BY IAN MCNEILL

Recently a questionnaire' was

made up by the Queen's branch

of die Canadian Association of

Medical Students and Internes to

be circulated among the medical

students of Canada. The facts

found from this on the financial

status of medical students and on

plans for speeding the course are

being tabulated. A delegation from

the Cams! headquarters is to go to

Ottawa to discuss the findings with

the government. It is hoped that

through tliis some means of speed-

ing the course with government

help may be gained. lu this wa>

the great need of doctors in these

times may be better satisfied.

In Queen's the financial position

of medical students is known

through a questionnaire circulated

last year. The following facts were

ascertained through the Cam si

questionnaire of two weeks ago.

(1) Under the present system

25% of the students must borrow

to complete their course. The
amount they must borrow is $48,-

045.

12) If the cuurse is accelerated

71% will need aid. The amount

they will need to borrow is $198,-

025. This averages from $180

for the first year man to $325 for

the fifth year man.

( 3 ) This was concerned with

the type of assistance to be asked

of the government. 58% want low

interest loans, 27% want bursaries

given for need and ability, 12%
want conscription into the army

with the students in uniform, and

3% want a government subsidy. A
striking fact here is that nearly all

the students wish to give service

for the money or to pay it back.

Very few wish to lean on the

government.

(4) 45% thought that students

should promise lo join the armed

forces 011 graduation if given gov-

ernment assistance. 50%. realizing

that doctors are also needed in civil

life, thought that the assistance

from the government should be

given without the condition that

the man join the armed forces.

5% were undecided.

80% d':cided that if aid was of-

fered on the terms that the man
must joint the armed forces on
graduation, they were in full agree-

ment. 8% were undecided. 12%
would not accept aid on this basis.

This is Churchill

I was struck by the pro-British

feeling which I met among near-

ly all sections of the population.

In Barcelona it is now the custom

to say if something is really good,

"This is Churchill"—(Talk by a

Neutral Observer).

In_The Soup

There are about sixty thous-

and black aboriginals in North
Australia ... A friend of mine
on a .sheep station heard that

one of his native stockboys had

joined in a cannibal feast. So he

tavkle^i the boy, and after many
denials the native said, "No, Boss

no eat man. Only maken soupl"

— (Lt. Commander A. D. S. Mur-
ray talking on North Australia).
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Official Notices

luco Scholarship

Tile International Nickel Com-

pany of Canada has established a

Scholarship of the value of $500

for graduaie work in Chemistry,

Chemical Engineering, Mining,

Metallurgy, Geology- and Mineralo-

gy, to be awarded to a student

holding the Bachelor of Science

degree, who has made consistently

high standing throughout the four

years of his undergraduate Course.

Applications must be submitted

by April 1st.

Formals in Wartime

In the issue of the Journal dated Tuesday, February 24, the

"Free Speech" column published the opinions of fourteen Queen's

students upon the subject of the abolition of Formals in war-

time. Eleven of these students were against the measure.

However, there has been much argument about the campus,

on one side and the other, about that very same thing; and it

seems to us that it might very well bear further consideration

and discussion.

The case for the abolition of Formals is briefly as follows:

"Formals involve the expenditure of a great deal of money

that might better be invested in the war effort. Furthermore, it

does not look well for the students, an allegedly privileged class,

to conduct such lavish affairs. Many others are in uniform, and

still more are otherwise unable so to enjoy themselves in these

dire times."

These arguments wc cannot wholly support. Therefore, we

shall present the case for the negative, with our own expansions

and modifications, as what we consider a rational and generally

preferable view of the matter.

In the first place, the abolition of formals rather smacks of

the old attitude of hand-wringing and moaning over the lot of

many who have actually felt the physical sting of war. This is a

commendable sympathy in moderation, but actually it can do

no good to those for whom we mount; and in extremes, it is very

bad for us,

In the second place, the point regarding the unnecessary ex-

penditure, though in some ways well taken, remains yet a debat-

able one. True, it would be a noble and worthwhile sacrifice if

all the money now put into Formals could be diverted to the war

effort. However, as many students have rightly pointed out in

the "Free Speech" column, it would be extremely difficult to

accomplish this. If the dances were cut out, the money so "saved"

would inevitably be absorbed at least in part into other expenses,

many less noble than the original. However, when there is de-

vised some system for diverting to the war effort all the funds

that would have gone into Formals, we shall be the first to support

it. In the meantime, there is no apparent way of levying the

money so as not to do injustice to those who would not in any

case have attended the Formals.

We do feel, however, that a wise move might be to cut down
to a bare minimum the costs and admission prices of these affairs.

This would serve, not so much to aid the war effort as such,

but rather to make the Formals accessible to as many as possible;

since some might be in reduced circumstances on account of higher
taxes and higher cost of living.

Another good plan, now in effect, is to decree that all profits

in excess of the bare expenses must be invested in the war
effort. These suggestions seem indeed sound ones, and from a
financial point of view, probably represent the nearest practicable
approach to the Utopian solution.

However, wc should be loath to see an old college tradition
die in vain, anil the students denied a great source of pleasure to
no purpose. If the abolition of Formals can be made a definitely

constructive war measure, then let it be enacted. But otherwise—and such would appear to be the present case—let these Formal
be continued.

What Others Say

We reprint the following from the Varsity of February 4, for
its general interest:

The "Free Speech" (student opinion) column of the Queen's
University Journal has been putting the question, "If men are con-
scripted, should women be conscripted also, and if so for what
purposes?" Though probably the replies are hardly expected to
give an accurate cross-section, they do bring out several points
of view which are fairly widespread.

One matter frequently referred to in the answers is the
matter of necessity; one answerer, for example, is against con
script ion "until the step is found necessary to win the war.'
Sometimes these answers seem to imply that we are aiming at
something less than victory as soon as possible, which surely re
quires the utmost effort of everyone. They suggest that w_
proceed reluctantly, acting only in desperation. It is true that war
is to be undertaken only as a last resort, but once resolved upon
it should be prosecuted whole-heartedly.

Another aspect of necessity is the question of the adequacy
of voluntary women's services, voluntary enrolment in war in
dustrics and activities. Some said they were sufficient, sorite said
they were not, and this probably reflects the attitude, not only

Applications for Degrees

Candidates for the Bachelor of

Arts degree will pay a fee of $10;

candidates for Master of Arts de-

gree will pay a fee of $20. Anyone

applying after March 15th will have

to pay a late fee of $3.

Applications for degrees in the

Faculties of Arts, Applied Science

and Medicine must be received «i

Registrar's Office on or before

March 15th. 1

Fxamhiation Timc-Tnhlc, Faculties

of Arts and Applied Science

The attention of students is call-

ed to the final draft of the exam-

nation time-tables for the Faculties

f Arts and Applied Science. Since

the time-tables will be sent to the

printer almost immediately, errors

or omissions must be reported at

once.

Welch Scholarship

Applications are invited for the

Welch Scholarship of the value of

$100. This Scholarship is awarded

the Faculty of Arts and is open

for competition only to the sons

and daughters of non-commissioned

officers and of mechanics and la-

borers. The students must be bona

fide residents of the city of King-

ston. Preference will be given to

the sons and daughters of soldiers

who served in the Great War.

Applications must be submitted

the Registrar not later than

March 15th and must give evidence

of eligibility in accordance with the

terms of the will. The Scholarship

will be awarded on the basis of the

April examinations. It will be ten-

only by a student registered

intramurally in the session follow-

ing the award.

The Bookshelf
CONDUCTED BY JOHN PARKHILL

Sir Wilfrid Laurier Memorial

Scholarship

Value $80. -Founded by the On-

tario Women's Liberal Association

to perpetuate the memory of Sir

Wilfrid Laurier. Awarded for pro-

ficiency in French conversation.

Canadidates must be Canadian'

born English-speaking students

sons or daughters of a British sub

ject by birth or naturalization, not

of French parentage. Tenable onlj

by a student who will be in at-

tendance during the following ses

sion,

The examination will be held

in March. Applications will be re

ccived by the Registrar up to March

15th.

MEN AND POLITICS

i by Louis Fischer

Reviewed by Glynn Firth

The latest book by the author of

The Soviets in World Affairs is

Men 0"<i J'olitics. It is subtilled

'An Autobiography," but doesn't

tell one much about the author.

However, one learns that Louis

Fischer is a Jew, born in the

slums of Philadelphia. A short

time after World War I had sup-

posedly ended he became corres-

pondent in Russia for "The Na-

tion," but spent some time in the

rest of Europe as well. His out-

look is representative of the best

in American Liberalism, and de-

spite a good deal of pressure from

both Left and Right he has at-

tempted to remain an objective

person in the .midst of a world

lliat has spumed objectivity.

Since the author claims to be

interested in the truth one must

judge only on the basis of his-

torical validity. Because much of

the book is devoted to a discus-

sion of the U-S.S.R. it is extreme-

ly difficult not to be guided by

one's own prejudices. For in-

stance: he says the purges in

Russia were conducted to streng-

then S'.alin's personal power. I

think one must look to the ver-

dict of history on that question.

Perhaps the answer has already

been given, Ambassador Davies

has said that as a result of the

purges there is no Fifth Column

in Russia.

Fischer's most important con-

tribution on Russia is his discus-

sion of personalities. He met and

became familiar with more high

Soviet officials than have most

foreigners, and I found his de-

criptions of the leaders of the

revolutional state most interest-

ing. They don't eat babies!

On the general scene of world

politics he proves himself an

astute observer. Moreover he did

not always feel satisfied merely

with observing. To prove that

his faith in democracy as against

Fascism was not only theoretical

but practical, he enlisted in the

Internationa] Brigade in Spain,

The chapters dealing with this

are the best in the book.

Books by foreign correspond-

ents always aie compared with

Vincent Sheean's "Personal His-

tory." This book falls far short

of the standard set by Sheean.

Fischer has not succeeded in por-

traying either himself or what

was happening in the world. In

trying to understand the forces

at work in society he has. sought

a synthesis of Freudian, Liberal

and Marxist analyses. Nobody-

has yet done that satisfactorily.

The style of the book is about

as heavy and dull as anything I

have read. The one really lively

- 1 iot i s a story about Shaw i n

Moscow. To an admiring crowd

of comrades G.B.S. said: "This

Russian black bread is wonder-

ful, I never evacuated so well in

all my life."

But what makes you think your

husband is delirious?

The way he says "Cheerio" and

blows the top off his medicine.

University Choir

The University Choir and

Orchestra will meet tonight at

7.15 in the Music Studio, Old

Arts Building.

Definition

Girdle—A drape for

whh a droop.

drip

of onlookers, but of members of these organizations. Many con-

flicting demands are made on the individual in wartime as to

his or her choice of activity, so long as this is voluntary. Con-

scription relieves this pressure, and also ensures that everyone

is actually doing his share. Certainly it would be a very satis-

factory state of affairs if every man and woman could grasp the

exact war situation and his or her own proper place in it ; but

the complexity of modern war is such that this is often im-

possible, both for women and men.

As to the purpose for which women should be conscripted,

almost all the "Free Speech" replies' stress the less dangerous,

but essential, supply of- munitions, rather than presence in the

firing line.

Perhaps the most important argument in favor of the con-
scription of women, if men are conscripted, is the lift to morale
which is given when all groups in a warring nation are treated

alike, when they are expected to work together. That is, there

may be a great deal to be said for and against conscription itself,

but if it is introduced, it ought to be shared by all.

IF THE VfNUS OE MHO COULD TALK-

/ r mv Rie« r
ARM

"ft**""'

SWEET CAPORAL CIGARETTES
"Tilt fxnaijorm in uhldi tobacco tanitunokfJ"

9&

OFFICERS' UNIFORMS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

FOR ARMY - AIR FORCE (j NAVY

103 Princess Street Phone 3542

AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS
Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street ,ron HC»^ swwn«u)«» Phone 1941

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Slide

Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used Book
Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

ISO WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 2110

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE
RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE STUDIO
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

We supply everything — Make your appointment now

for portraits and groups
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones: 676-620
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Tetu Is Second-Time Winner
Of Intramural Gymnastic Meet
Repeats 1940 Performance

J. Harvey Of Arts '45

Places Second

Doug Tetu captured the Gym-
nastic Meet for the second time
on Thursday afternoon at the

gym. The meet was not held last

year but the Science '42 man
again showed that he had lost

little of the prowess that carried

him to the individual champion-
ship in 1940" by taking first in

the Horizontal Bar, Horse, and
Mats. Harvey of Sc. '45 won the
Parallel Bar championship.

Only on the mats was Tetu's
supremacy threatened as Harvey
lost out by three points. Bud
Keenan took third place in the

individual standing as he placed

third to Harvey and Tetu.

Mats
D. Tetu, Sc. '42, 90; J. Harvey

Arts '45, 87 ; Keenan, Meds '45,

75; Crichton, Sc. "44, 67; Martin,

Arts '45, 62.

Horizontal Bars

1. D. Tetu, Sc. '42
; 2, L. Brcitb-

aupt. Arts '44; 3. W. McClena-
faan, Meds '44; 4, D. Crichton,

Sc. '44; 5". J. Harvey, Sc. '45.

Parallel Bars

1. J. Harvey, Sc. '45; 2, D.
Tetu, Sc. '42; 3. D. Toole, Arts
*45; 4, P. Martin, Arts '45; 5,

Keenan, Meds '47.

Horse

1, D. Tetu, Sc. '42; 2, Harvey.
Arts '45; 3, Keenan, Meds '47;

4„Crichton, Sc. '44; 5, McDougall,
Meds '44.

Individual Standing

D. Tetu, Sc. '42 339.6

J. Harvey, Sc. '45 ... . 300.

Keenan, Meds '47 ... . 252.6

P. Martin, Arts '45 ... . 227.

Crichton, Sc. "44 217.

McClenahan, Meds "44
. . 191.

McDougall, Meds '44
. . . 186.

Nicholl, Sc. '44 156.

D. Toole, Arts '45 ... . 139.

C.O.T.C.

I. MEMORANDUM.
Personnel of the C.O.T.C. who

have not signed Acquittance

Rolls will report at the Orderly

Room immediately. Members of

the Auxiliary Battalion are not

included in the above.

II. GENERAL NOTICE TO
ALL RANKS'.

1. The period of Camp train-

ing will be 12-26 September in-

clusive.

2. The approximate number to

attend Camp MUST be obtained.

3. Attendance at Camp is re-

quired of the following members
of the C.O.T.C. and Auxiliary

Battalion:

(a) Those who attain the age of

21 years prior to the 12 Sept.

1942 and who were not 25 years

of age on 1st July 1940.

(b) Those who have not ob-

tained Leave of Absence to un-

dertake employment in an es-

sential or war industry or in the

advancement of their profession-

id status. Such Leave of Absence

cannot be granted when the em-

ployment period does not conflict

with the Camp period indicated

above.

4. Members of the C.O.T.C.

and Auxiliary Battalion who ex-

pect to attend Camp will report

to the Orderly Room before 1

April 1942.

W. H. AGNEW,
Capt. & Adjt,

C.O.T.C.

RINGSIDE
REFEREE

BY ROLY BARKSLEY

SPORTS

ONCE OVER LIGHELy
WITH BILL L EM MOM

Haec Olim Memtnisse Juvablt
—which freely translated means
(among other things). "Never
trust a guest columnist — the

louse
!"

A very important block of the

B. & W. is constituted of the

stalwarts of Meds '46, of whom
'mt little mention has been made.
As individuals and as a team
they made a very fine showing
in the recent intramurals. Leader
of the contingent is the wiry Glen
Kinsman known to some of us as

the "Western Grasshopper." Glen
took the 145 lb. wrestling crown
and was runner-up for the 155

lb. championship. Herb Green-

idge "Succeeded in reaching the

semi-finals in the 155 lb. division

and the finals in the 165 lb. class

only to meet up with the ex-

perienced Kindrachuk in both

cases. Their husky protege "Don"
Hunt fought clean and clever

to take the 175 lb. championship.

Completing their wrestling line-

up is Johnny Evans who rates

as champion and runner-up in

the 135 lb. and 125 lb. classes

respectively.

On the pugilistic side is Al

Moore,—the young 135 pounder

who made such a good showing

ui lasl fall's assault. Last year it

will be remembered that Al lost

a close decision to the smooth
blond battler Neil Bell in the

iutramurals. Again in this year's

iilramurals he had the mis for-

tune of getting the short end of

a very close decision in a bout

with MacKenzie that was quite

easily the highlight of the boxing

intramurals.

Boxers and Wrestlers

Let's see you all out for the

A.M.S. Color Night on Friday.

There will be the presentation of

the Jack Day trophy to Pete

Cain among many other events.

A special table is being arranged

so that you can all sit together.

Intramural Bowling

Science '43 rolled itself into the

finals of the five-pin bowl in

league as they defeated Arts "43

in the semi-finals 3126 to 2850

pins. Arts '43 had previously

eliminated the Sc. '44 No. 1 team

2721-2705.

In the other bracket Sc. "45 No.

5 knocked off Sc. "42. 26*20-2505

but have to await their ultimate

rivals in the semi-finals.

The expected basketball protest was presented last weekend against
Meds and unless the A.M.S. suddenly springs from its lethargy and makes
some changes in the A.B. of C. Constitution a replay will be commanded
according to the present ruling. «

Although every Interfaculty football team overlooked the fact that

they were using ex-Intercollegiate players last season and continued to

break the ruling in one or more cases in other Interfaculty sports, the
Athletic Sticks were either unaware of the A.M.S. ruling or they did not
bother to stress the point of law.

The ruling which was made before the dissolution of Intercollegiate
sports forbade any player that played on a Queen's first team to participate
in that Interfaculty sport for two years.

Needless to say when Intercollegiate sports were discontinued Queen's
was without a first team and although a team was entered in the Inter-
mediate basketball league, a player playing on the second Intermediate team
would still be eligible for Interfaculty basketball the next season while the
players on the first Intermediate team would be forced to drop out of
Interfaculty sports for a year.

Thus, unless the A.M.S. revises the constitution to suit the present war-
time conditions on the campus such silly rules will eventually lead to the
ultimate breakdown of Interfaculty sports. As it is, the Intramural policy
of allowing the players to compete the very next year seems the only logical
solution.

Doug Tetu added more laurels to his gymnastic crown as he again
triumphed at the gymnasuc meet on Thursday afternoon.

The meet was discontinued last year after many members of the crack
team of the previous season had passed out of school. A revival of this

ancient and honorable sport was undertaken this season and proved a
very popular means of conditioning for a record number of entries.

Not having much more sports reporting to do and feeling the general
lack of school spirit on the campus we decided to return to our public and
high school days and revive many fond memories of former greats.

Although our memory is not the best in the world we, with the
aid of the Journal morgue would like to return to 1929 fondly known as
"the year we knew the man on the gate."

It was also the year of Coach "Harry" Batstonc who returned to
Queen's to lead the Tricolor.

1929, and the press agents were building the Gael machine up into
another supper team of the '22- '23 -'2

4

-2S calibre. "Ike" Sutton was still

around at quarterback, "Howie" Carter was lofting the pigskin high and far

over the top of the Richardson Stadium.

The Tricolor machine smashed aside all opposition until their last

game when they invaded the Varsity Stadium. There they lost a last-

minute 7-6 struggle to "Long Jawn" Sinclair and his cohorts forcing a

playoff.

The following Saturday the two teams returned to Kingston and there
"Bubs" Britton, "Armour" Munroe and "Red" Cilmore, the ace place-

ment kicker, overwhelmed the Blue and White 15-5 to capture the champion-
ship.

The next week "Pep" Leadley and his Jungle tribe from Hamilton took
Pep's former teammates over the coals with the aid of "Huck" Welsh and
the "Old Man of the Mountain" Brian Timmis, by a 14-3 score.

Leafing the pages to the following year we find Batstone back as
coach with Bob Elliott, Carter, Gilmour, and Gib McKelvey on the
Tricolor backfield.

With the aid of a powerful line featuring "Ga" Mungovan, "Blub"
Stuart and Bill Glass the Tricolor swept through the Intercollegiate Union
stopping only long enough to defeat Varsity in Toronto and establish a
new record for packing 'em in the Varsity Stadium.

Queen's again found Hamilton too tough to conquer as Dave Sprague
broke away in the last quarter to give Hamilton and the great "Beano"
Wright the eastern championship with an 8-3 victory.

SC. '45 RAFFLE

In the Science '45 weekly

raffle held last Friday, Professor

Dorrance drew the name of D. A.

Bauniann as the winner of the

two dollar and the five dollar

certificates. Other prizes of five

dollar certificates were won by

P. Berry, J. Bennet, W. Kinlin.

D. Burwash, D. Browning, L.

Secord, and H. Little. A total of

$35 was raised.

NOTICE

Winners in each bracket

must be posted by Wednes-

day, March 4. in the Intra-

mural Table Tennis Tourna-

ment.

Iwo Jerks Cheat
By Killing Selves

Late today it was officially

confirmed by the coach of the

Journal Jerks that two members

of his team had committed sui-

cide in the Cafeteria of the Stu-

dents' Union at 12 noon, Monday.

The coach, whose name shall go

un mentioned, stated (with his

deep bass voice), that the two

members, Mr. Scoop Wilson and

Mr. William "Luscious" Lem-

mon, had appeared despondent

over the selection of Peter "Gar-

gantna" Playfair as referee for

the coming game between the

Jerks and the notorious Ban High

Blimps and had talked of holding

a suicide tryst together. "Actu*

ally." said the coach, "it was a

rotten trick of the two fellows,

especially when Wilson was our

regular centre. However, as they

have proved themselves to be

pqor sports, it is probably for the

better that they won't be play-

ing."

Kouck Hiilucidates

In a statement to himself, Mr.

Jack Mouck, editor of the Jour-

nal, announced that "Cuddles"

Corbett has gratefully accepted

the position of acting-captain of

the Jerks. "Wilson's cowardly

act has necessitated the selection

of Mr. Corbett as his successor,"

murmured Mr. Houck. "1 could

think of no other person to fill

his shoes. I am sure Mr. Corbett

will be as useless as Mr. Wilson."

Lazy Old Corbett

At the time of going to press

Mr. Corbett was flat on his back

asleep, but his landlady assured

us that he would probably be able

to accept his appointment in time

for the next issue. "But you must
remember," said his landlady,

"that Mr. Corbett is a very heavy

sleeper."

Pete Playfair. the alleged cause

of the double-suicide, is a Medi-
cal student who, in the words of

the late Mr. Wilson, "is a lousy

referee." Last year he refereed

the hockey game between the

Blimps and the Jerks. He is still

being hunted by a vigilance com-
mittee composed of members of

both teams. It is understood that

Mr. Playfair is being paid by the

Blimps to referee the coming
basketball tilt and that he has

accepted on the condition that

Omar Younghusband, bashful

Medical freshman, can be his

assistant. If Younghusband is al-

lowed to referee several more
members of the Jerks are con-

templating suicide. Including

your reporter.

Gaels Bolster League Hopes

With Triumph Over A.C.0.C

•PETE" CAIN

popular President of the Boxing and
WreBtling Club who will receive the

Jack Day Trophy at the A.M.S.

banquet.

Table Tennis Meet
Now Nears Finals

Robinson of Meds '44 and Davis

of Sc. '45 pulled the two upsets

in the Intramural Table Tennis as

they eliminated Dave Watson, Sc.

'43. and Lee of Sc. '45.

In the first struggle, Robinson

was forced to go four sets before

Watson conceded — 21-1.1, 29-18,

16-21. 21-16. Davis found the go-

ing a little easier as he won in

straight sets, 21-18, 21-15, 21-15.

Geo. Hood put up a surprisingly

good game before losing to Mor-

ton, a Science Frosh, 23-21, 21-18,

19-21, 21-16. In the other seventh

round contest Latdlaw of Arts '45

took the measure of Harvey, Sc.

'45, 21-19, 21-16.

In sixth round matches, Abra-

ham, Sc. '44, beat Baizana, Sc. '45,

21-19 21-17. McLeod, Sc. '44,

ousted Dougie Woods, Sc. '43, 21-

18, 21-17. Rosentzveig continued

in the playdowns with a victory

over Stevenson, Sc. '44, 21-15, 21-

18, and Randall won the only de-

fault match. Maguire, Sc. *45, was

forced to come from behind to elim-

inate Berry of Arts '44 19-21, 21-

12. 21-18.

It is a sad world men, when

they have to disguise their voices

if they want to ask tor two differ-

ent girls in the >ame residence. But

apparently it is necessary. Down at

Purdue a hopeful man phones a so-

rority house and asks for a co-ed

by the name of Barbara Hyman.

She isn't in, so he hangs up. A few

minutes later he calls back and

asks for another co-ed by the name

of Lois Vaughn. Then over the

telephone be hears the latter being

hailed — "Hey, Vaughn, Keene

.wants you. But don't get excited.

He wanted Hyman a few moments

ago."

DARNED SPOIL-SPORT!
—Varsity.

Intermediate Cagers Down
E.O.B.A. Rivals

By 54-40

A 54-40 triumph over the Al-

uminum Plant kept Queen's in

the Intermediate E.O.B.A. league

running.

The A.C.O.C. showed a sur-

prising wide-open attack in the

first half and led the Tricolor for

the first fifteen minutes as Ed-

wards and Kinnear pierced the

Gaels' defence. The Red, Blue

and Gold settled down in the last

five minutes and drew even just

as the half ended.

The Tricolor woke up in the

second half as the visitors faded

under the constant pressure of

the locals' sharpshooters. Sweet

and "Hot Trumpet" Woods com-

bined to lead the Gaels to the

front although the scoring was
scattered throughout the whole

team.

"Crash Dive" McLellan with

eleven points tied with rival

George Kinnear for individual

scoring honors. Edwards with

eight and McLaughlan with six

were the pick of the losers.

Roth. Woods, Aubrey and

Sweet played good ball for the

winners, A victory over the Com-
bines will give them a tie in the

final standing.

Aluminum FG FS PF T
Conn 1 I 1 3

Edwards ... 4 0 I 8
Kinnear ... 5 1 1 11

McLaughlin . . 3 0 0 6

Peters .... 2 1 3 S

Stockton ... 1 0 0 2

Forrester ... 2 1 I 5

40

Queen's FG FS PF T
Aubrey . . . . 2 2 0 6
Argue . . . 2 1 0 5

Whillans . . 3 0 0 6
McLellan . 1 3 11

Sweet . . 2 1 0 5

Woods . . . 3 1 7

Beswick . . . 3 0 3 6

Roth . . . 4 0 0 &

54

Victory Raffle

(Continued from page I)

these prizes will also take place on

Friday night.

Tickets are available at the Tuck

Shop and Tech Supplies, as well as

from a committee of about 25 stu-

dents. A partial list of canvassers

appears on page 6.

The order issued by a British

army command, referring to the

various colors of pass tickets

issued to the military- forces,

doesn't mean literally what it

says. The order reads : "Mem-
ber- of the Women's Auxiliary

Territorial Service will show

their pink forms whenever called

upon to do so."

Prof.—What"s As2 03?
Student—Eh— I have it on the

tip of my tongue.

Prpf.—Spit it out, it's arsenic.

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Cowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN K. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Corw'itution*

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St

Printing of

Every

Description
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Tuesday

:

Tchaikowsky—Symphony No.

J
6-

Tchaikowsky—1812 Overture.

Beethoven—Symphony No. 7.

Gabriel Faure—Au Cimitiere

;

en Sourdine ; Les Roses d'ls

Pahan; Clair de Lune; Dans

Lt ? Ruines d'une Abbaye.

Wednesday

:

Mou'ssorgsky—Night on the

Bald Mountain.

Rossini—William Tell Over-

ture.

Prokofieff—Concerto for Piano.

Thursday

:

Brahms—Three Waltzes.

Liszt—Hungarian Rhapsody.

Strauss
—"Der Rosenkavalier,"

Finale of Act II.

Tuhaikowsky—Waltz of the.

Flowers.

Friday:

Grieg—Piano Concerto.

Sibelius—Symphony No. 2.

Bloch—Schelomo.

Enesco—Romanian Rhapsody.

Judge—Rastus, do you realize

that by leaving your wife, you

are a deserter,?

Rastus—Jedge, if you know'd

that woman like ah docs, you

wouldn't call me a deserter, ah's

a refugee.

Things weren't breaking right

for the_"florist. His daughter was
a budding genius, but his son

was a blooming idiot.—Silhouett

STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

(REGRETS

ORIVE IN AN IIMSb..^D
TAXI

mr% taxi
Phone 266

BY THE PROFESSOR

And this, gentle readers, marks

the spot where the Professor used

to hold forth on medical and

allied subjects in an endeavor to

acquaint the lay reader with ^ome

of the more obscure and mys-

terious phenomena which accrue

in those fields. Owing to several

contributing factors(l) it has

been impossible in the recent past

to fill this column either person-

ally or by invoking the aid(2)

of my colleagues. This also is

the last Campuscope to be writ-

ten by the Professor.

This month is March. A quick

glance at a calendar kindly sup-

plied by the Molson Brewing

Co. (advt.) assures me that the

month before last was January.

The same publication informs me

that January is the first month

of any year except the fiscal(3)

year.

On the 28th day of that month

was held the Final Year Banquet

of the Medical Faculty. The Bad-

minton Club(4) was invaded for

this purpose by a rare collection

of medical specimens which, for

purposes of easy reference has

been classified as follows:

(a) A remarkable attendance(5)

of members of Meds '42.

(b) Professors

1. Those we have had.

2. Those we now have.

3. Some we have never seen

before.

4. Some who have never seen

some of us before.(6)

(c) One doctor from Hamilton.

(d) Three members of Meds '43.

(e) Anybody else we could think

p of/'

Before the affair started, the

steward of the club arrayed a

table at the west end with a

geometric pattern of small bottles

of ginger ale and soda water, with

concentric rings of shiny glasses.

The horrified committee held

hasty consultation, the steward

was quietly spoken to, and the

small bottles of ginger ale and

soda water were replaced with

large bottles. These fluids were

diluted with large quantities of

presumably innocuous liquid from

fifteen small forties before con-

sumption.

The meal was interrupted fre-

quently by ribald remarks from

the master of ceremonies, the

secretary of the permanent ex-

ecutive, others, and the three

members of Meds '43 saying re-

peatedly "Did you say ginger ale

or soda?"

At the conclusion of the repast,

a piano selection entitled "The
King" was played beautifully by

the Professor, accompanied in

several keys by the assembled
guests.

This was followed by Hud
Cimpbell lauding the Faculty

and Dean Etherington laudirtf

the final year. Then Bob Mc
Intyre praised the University and
Dr. MacGregor praised the final

year. Finally Dr. Austin acclaim

cd the final year, and Keith Still-

well said something which i have

forgotten.

Dr. Austin, in his address, took

the attendan'ce(8) in a somewhat

novel fashion. By way of a

change, he read off a list of girls"

names and the final year stu-

dent most recently associated

with the young ladies stood up,

to the vociferous acclaim of his

colleagues.

Somewhere during these inter-

esting proceedings, Dr. Austin.

Dr. MacGregor, Dr. Robertson

and Dr. Melvin raced through

i lie consumption of two ounces of

pasteurized cow's milk from an

infant's sterile feeding bottle.

Uppn learning the prize, Dr.

Austin immediately attempted to

disqualify the other three con-

testants on these grounds:

(a) DY MacGregor is a pedia-

, trician.

(b)' Dr. Robertson is an obset-

rician.

(e) Dr. Melvin has been drink-

ing the stuff for years.

However, upon being assured

that it would not hurt him, and

in spite of slightly underhand

methods by one of the other con-

testants, our good surgeon was

easily able to defeat his oppon

ents and proudly bore home the

trophy — a vitreous container of

distilled heather dew.

It was just after this that Dr.

Boucher took advantage of a

funnel protruding from Hud
Campbell's waistband to empty

his glass which had been bother-

ing him for some time as it was

fuli of water.

Finally, a process known as

the Exodus(9) was performed

The factors which instigated the

mass movement were these:

(a) There was nothing to eat

(b) There was nothing more to

drink.

(c) The steward closed the club

Drama Guild

(Continued from page 1)

Wyafct MacLenu appears as the

[lage doctor interested in crim-

inology, whom the stranger fears

and dislikes. Jo Throop plays the

country girl whom the married

couple hire as their maid.

Four members of the Faculty

Players complete the cast. Miss

Vi:>let Miller IS the hcrcme wh:k

Mr. C. B. Wade plays the strang-

er. Mr. E. C. Kyte, the Librarian,

appears as the gardener, and Mrs.

Kyte plays the heroine's aunt.

Production Staff

The play is directed by Pro-

fessor Henry Alexander of the

English Department. Bill Mac-

Kenzie of the Drama Guild is his

assistant. Dr. Angus is acting

as stage manager, and under his

supervision the two elaborate

settings have been constructed

Assisting him as stage crew arc

|ohn Straiton. Terry French, Van
Blaricom & Co., Ned Toole and

Alex MacKenzie.

This play was originally pro

duced in London, and was later

brought to New York, where it

had great success.

Later, it was made into a

movie, starring Ann Harding and

Basil Rathbone. It was chosen

by the Faculty Players as their

production for this season. Later

because of the shortness of the

term, and the competition of

many other events, the Drama
Guild decided not to produce

play of their own for the spring

term, but- rather to co-operate

with the Faculty Players. It was
thus that the first joint produc

tion of these two campus dra

matic organizations came into be

ing.

Eight to the Bar

(Continued from page 1)

Sap Mister Jap" and "Remember

Pearl. Harbor" on the off chance

that we might even hear some

music.

While we're running things down,

let us predict that if "the year dance

talent runs down hill at die rate it

has beeen we will soon be clogging

to Farmer Jones and his Hustling

Hiil-Billies. Certainly, from all re-

ports, Vern Duncan and his Wood-

choppers established an all time

record for a bumper crop of the

golden bantam. From time to time

we have beard criticism, founded

and unfounded, of local talent, but

when the melody is carried by an

accordion and two violins — need

we continue.

Incidentally, we think the A.M.S.

showed good judgment in hiring

Maurice Allen & Go. for the for-

mal. This dance has always been

run as inexpensively as possible,

and to this end band expenses, a

large item, have to be kept down.

Undoubtedly the Washburn-Mac-

Dougall outfit has turned out bet-

ter music than any hand under the

two-fifty mark, and on top of this,

Color Night is a Queen's night;

and a Queen's band for the dance

is the obvious and intelligent solu-

tion. Those who would complain

about using a local band for the

A. M. S. At Home should think

about current band prices, past per-

formances, and the idea of this

dance before airing their views too

publicly.

Church Service

(Continued from page I)

of men crystallized" into political

values.

Foundations of Democracy

"The Bible," said Rabbi Steindel,

"contains the two truths which are

the very foundations of democracy.

The first is the value of the indi-

vidual, and the second is the bro-

therhood of man." The new world,

the speaker pointed out, is where

these truths have been given the

most thorough recognition. The

new
1

world he described as a sym-

phony orchestra, in which each in-

strument becomes part of the whole

yet retains its own identity. It is

possible, be pointed out, tHat we

are witnessing the labor pains of a

new era, He concluded by quoting.'

the Hebrew poet — "Behold how
pleasant it is for brethren to dwell

in unity."

The service was conducted by

Glynn Firth, with B. H. Scott, of

the Hillel Foundation Student
Group as Reader. Dr. F. L. Har-

rison presided at the organ, and

the Chapel Choir sang Blake's an-

them "Jerusalem," set to music by

Parry.

Bind Hitler and his allies with

the Victory Bond

!

A local schoolmaster was try-

ing to explain the word "widow-

er" to his class. "What would you

call a man who had just lost his

wife?" he asked. "Damn care^

less," was the reply from a bright

boy.

Why do they call this "Fiddle

Hotel?"

Because it's such a vile inn.

"Well, darling, I made five

hundred dollars today."

"Honestly ?"

Now why bring that up?"

1. The same factors that miti

gate against getting an essay

in on time.

2. This should read "by applying

pressure to." For methods, see

"Mein Kampf."

3. From one fishing season to

the next.

4. Do not confuse with Racquet.

5. A truly remarkable attendance.

See also under Dr. L. J

.

Austin.

6. Is this possible?

7. Probably the most popular

gentleman present. See text

later.

8. As stated before, the atten-

dance was good.
\

9. Compare the evacuation of

Dunkirk.

Mary bad a little dress

Dainty, chic, and airy,

It didn't show the dirt a bit

But my how it showed Mary'

Country Gal-—Dad's the best

shot in the country.

City Slicker—What does that

make me?
Country Gal—My fiance.

Victory Raffle

Get your tickets for the

Victory Bond Raffle from
any of the following stu-

dents: Marj Emery. Audrey
Hollis, Earl Baxter. Lyle

Woodside, John Pratten,

Dave Seymour. Peggy
Clarke, Erla Richards, Marj
Ellison, Frank Palanek, Ted
Sourkes, Don Sly, Jean
Munro, Lillian Wallingford.

Tickets are also available

at the Tuck Shop and Tech
Supplies.

TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS COSMETICS

CAMERA SUPPLIES LUNCHES

Cor. Johnson & Division Sts. Telephone 188

STUDENTS
'Hclcne iSflartin's Seaitty &afan

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

McGALT'S RESTAURANT
"The Better Place to Eat"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS
21 Meals $5.50—14 Meals $4.50 $5.50 Value for $5.00

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT

YOU CAN WIN!
- - In The $100 Victory Bond Raffle

Tickets 25 cents
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War Comment

(Continued from page 1)

declared for support of the war,
there is no doubt but that measures
giving popular representatives a say
in the government of the country
would be received with tremendous
enthusiasm, and would spotlight the
main issue — the defeat of Japanese
imperialist arms. But even aside
From the political question there is

the matter of mobilizing the wealth
and man-power and resources of
India on the side of the 26 Nations.
A population of almost -100,000,000

— an army of 1,000,000. Four-
fifths the watcrpower resources' of
the United States — only one-sixth
as much developed. Billions of
tons of coal and iron underground
—a comparatively undeveloped in-

dustry.

At the end of last week the news
arrived that the Andaman Islands,

lying southwest of Rangoon, bad
been attacked. Axis policy is try-
ing to lay down sea-lanes which
will reach from Japan, through the
South Sea Archipelago and across
the Indian Ocean to Africa, there
to meet with German and Italian

troops attempting to break through
across North Africa. The latter

strategy has been held up on the
Libyan front; India can now decide
whether they will be held up and
destroyed in the Far East. The
expansion of the Indian army to
several times its present strength,
development of native industry on
a large-scale, training of guerilla
fighters (as in China, Russia and
Serbia)

(Continued from page I

)

Again, the form of government,
monarchy, which in the speaker's

opinion was the right one for Ger-
many, was destroyed. This form
of government, which had been

built up over centuries, was elimin-

ated,, and nothing was left in its

place. In the speaker's opinion —
"Nature abhors a vacuum, and that

vacuum was filled by Adolf Hitler."

He gave as his opinion that it was
possible for a republic to be main-

these are steps which tained when the economy is ex-

™!J I
bC disc,lssed in theipanding, but when that economy is

static it is practically impossible.

Saw Hitler

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL Page!

The deplorable roalproportion that ie manifest in many of my efforts 2s
the result of hasty execution and dubious talent.
I thank my partner-in-crime, Dutch Van Blaricom, for sketching my
sombre physiognomy for the above cut. Writing this bit of boasting has
kept me from going to church again, but then one doesn't go to church
every decade.

-John Straiton.

Arts Banquet

defence of India.

The outcome of events in India
is just as much in our interest as
is the strengthening of our west
coast defences or the expansion of
our army. For in this war. the fight
on any front, no matter how dis-

tant, is the battle of ours and the
other United Nations.

Students Strike

(Continued from page 1)
ed to provide a more effective means

Mr. Philip mentioned that he
had seen Hitler when the future

Fuehrer was still an obscure poli-

tician. The speaker related when
lie was a correspondent in Paris,

how lie had travelled into Germany
at the time of the French occupa-

tion of the Ruhr, in order to ob-

serve conditions. He went as far

j
inland as Munich, and there at-

I tended a meeting of the party that
'

Phil-of bringing the students' attitude
-^o t,come the Nazis Mr

to the attention of the House Com >P that he th°U((ht h

mittee.

95 per cent of the student resi

<lents boycotted the dining-room
Some few of them were reluctant
to enter upon the strike because of

their financial condition, but they
were reassured by a notice which
was circulated amongst them that

all strikers would be supplied with
meals.

A committee was appointed to

present the grievances of the group
to the House Committee. Among
the different points mooted for in-

troduction and discussion was the

following: "That the House Com-
mittee immediately serve notice of

dismissal on the Lady Superintend-

ent or there will he repercussions

to follow." Tin's was passed unani-

mously by a vote which included

«ven the non-strikers.

Sir, the enemy are before us

as thick as peas I

All right, shell them!

She (coyly) — You bad boy,

don't you kiss me again.

1 k— I won't. I'm trying to find

«nt who has the gin at this

party.

The census taker was inquir-

ing of the mountaineer how many
children he had.

"Four," was the answer, "and
l'y gosh, that's all I'm going to

have."

"Why?" asked the census taker.

"I've just read in this here al-

manac that every fifth child born
in the world is a Chinaman!"

lunatic, and gave this opinion to a

German friend. The friend replied

— "Yes, but I am afraid of a luna-

tic who speaks so well to empty

stomachs!" ,

As for the League .the only ones

who were strong for it were the

French, who had lost two million

men, and who knew they could not

fight the Germans again and win.

The French felt that the winners

had to get together to gain in

strength, or there would he disaster.

The speaker pointed out as one of

the greatest ironies of history, the

fact that the United States, which

had destroyed the League, has now
of sheer necessity formed the

"Twenty-six Nations Agreement."

Mr. Philip gave as his opinion

that at the beginning of the war

the Allies did not have a ciear un-

derstanding of what they were

fighting for. With divided faiths,

they were not united. Rut: now, he

believed, due to the effect of the

magnificent effort that Russia has

made, the Russian political philoso-

phy was coming more and more to

the fore. As a dramatic example

of this, he pointed to the entrance

of Sir Stafford Cripps into the

British Government. This concep-

tion has affected England — it is

going to touch Europe.

Reconstruction

The speaker touched on post-

war reconstruction. In his opinion,

it is impossible to plan for recon-

struction,; bficause post-war condi-

tions are not known, and therefore

the problems are not known.

In his view, the trouble with

Europe was nationalism. Patriot-

ism led to economic nationalism,

to armaments, to war. Patriotism

led to pride of race, and this led

to a further confusion — that of

confusion between loyalty to coun-

try and loyalty to its government.

Mr. Philip then turned from
current events to give a personal

message to the audience. He said

that his thirty years of journalistic

work in Europe has given him an
abiding faith in the people.

"It is they for whom we are

fighting — fighting 'for the right to

joy, to happiness, and the right Lo

boo. But if we are to win, we
must fight an all- out battle, and
except for our navy and air force,

that is not as yet the fight we have

fought. We must fight as the Chi-

nese and the Russians have fought

— with reckless devotion and great

sacrifice. We can not get others to

do this job For us — we mtisf'c/o

it ourselves. Unless we go in with

the devotion and the determination

to win — we shall lose. Wars are

not won by governments or by the

timid, but only by those wlio have

faith — faith in themselves, faith

in the people — all people." He
quoted Churchill, "If we fail, all

fail; if we fall, all fall."

The speaker concluded, "I am
not a nationalist or a patriot — 1

have seen the world, and my faith

is in the people, but with Alice

Duer Miller, I can say

"In a world where England is fin-

ished and dead

I do not care to live."

Ross Preston. President of the

Arts Society, acted as Chairman.

Dr. Wallace spoke briefly on the

value of an Arts education in war-

time. The Princi[»l pointed out

that while technical men are in

great demand, men with a general

education are still needed to plan

and to keep out civilization alive.

John Hamilton presented the

toast to the faculty. He discussed

the various and differing elements

that make up the Arts faculty, and

of the value and importance that

all have for the whole. Before the

speaker of the evening. Mo Park

snd Farl Baxter led the gathering

in a hearty sing-song. As the con-

cluding feature of the banquet.

Norm Rogers presented the athletic

awards for the vear.

Victory bond View

The Second Victory Loan Cam-
paign, undertaken at a critical

time when "the fate of mankind
hangs in the balance," has pro-
voked thousands of people across
the country into discussion on the
scope and efficiency of our war
effort. The abstract "dollars and
cents" borrowed by the govern-
ment are transformed into the
i-ssentials of war — munitions,
auks, corvettes, aircraft, food,

etc.—in hundreds of factories and
arms, thence to make their way
o the front lines.

That Canada's contribution to

'he sum total of the strength of
he Twenty-Six Allied Nations
ias thus far been great is clearly

-et forth in numerous govern-
ment pamphlets, such as "Canada
it War," issued monthly by the
Department of National War
Services. That it can be even
greater is hardly a matter for

public controversy either, for all

sections of the population are
concerned with achieving the
greatest possible war effort in

this country; only the maximum
is consonant with the aim of vic-

tory over Httlerism. It has often
been urged that the totalitarian

war of the Axis must be answer-
ed by the total warfare of those
nations fighting' for democracy.

Serve by Saving

Some time ago. when the War
Savings Certificates drive was

launched, the Government issued

the slogan, "Serve by Saving!'
This catch-phrase, however, in-

volves more than merely supply-
ing the government^ with suf-

ficient credits to carry on the
needs of war. A bomber flying

from London to Berlin and bach-

requires as much gasoline as a

dozen passenger cars travelling

from Halifax to Vancouver and
back. While gasoline rationing

comes into effect on April 1, the
civilian population can actually

make more gasoline available to

the armed forces by doing awav
unnecessary pleasure-driv-ith

tng, etc., and this is just as effec-

tive a means>of serving by saving.

Paper, rubber, sugar, metals in

various forms, wool and so on
fall into the same category. Fur-
thermore, restricted use of such
civilian articles permits the more
rapid transfer of industry to war
production.

Thus the requirements of the

war effort present a few simple

ways in which each one of us can

take up our part of the battie.

Proof of Love

Req'd. to prove: You love me.
Given: I love you.

Proof: I love you (hyp.)

Therefore I am a lover

All the world loves a lover

You are all the world to me
Therefore you love me.

—Q. E. D.

Corsages

Corsages for the A. M. S.

Formal will be sold at the

dance by the Q.W.A.C. Pat-

rons arc requested not to make

other commitments unless
they already have.

HE'LL DIE LAUGHING

More planes, tanks, food, men'

Support the Victory Bond!

New York—Eddie Cantor has

always managed to turn his lia-

bilities into assets.

He was born with a" pair of

bulging, run-away eyes and made
them his trademark.

The stork delivered five girls

to his wife, Ida, while he prayed

for boys and Eddie has con-

cocted some 5,000,000 gags out of

that situation.

He went broke in the Wall

Street crash and wrote a best-

seller about his misfortune.

Eddie was fired from his first

job as a Wall Street runner be-

cause he couldn't resist doing imi-

tations during working hours.

That otherwise unlucky break

sent him into the theatre where

he found his fortune.

If you want to learn how he

balances the rest of his personal

budget, you have only to listerT

when it's "Time to Smile" on
the NBC-Red Network.

—NBC NEWS.

Buy a share in Victory! Sub-

scribe to the Victorv Bond.

WHAT LL IT BE MEN?

TWEEDS? GABARDINES?

WORSTEDS? COVERTS?
SHETLANDS?

THEY'RE ALL HERE!

And prices are the same as they

were last year — not a penny

more!

Priced at

OQ 50
LiOm and Up

The newest arrivals in a hos-

pital nursery eyed each other with

new-born curiosity. "What are

you, a boy or a girl?"

"['in a little girl. I think. What
are you?"

"Oh, I'm a bov," he said proud-

(JS
;

"How do you know?"
The proud one lifted his

nightie. "See," he said. "Bine
booties,"

fn view of uncertain conditions

in the woolen market and style

restrictions, we suggest you order

your Spring suit now. A small

deposit will hold your order until

later.

214 PRINCESS ST.
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Dont Forget the

Benefit Dance Saturday Night
- - There Will Be an Admission Fee of 25 cents for men, Girls Admitted Free

Proceeds Will Go to the

Mount Allison Relief Fund

GWEN PEARSON PICKS
WAR SAVINGS WINNERS

Friday afternoon Gwen Pear-

son conducted a single-handed

invasion of the drafting room in

the hydraulics lab, so Rarely grac-

ed by the presence of a member
of Levana, and, while the shirt

sleeved, ink-stained engineers of

'44 gathered, Gwen drew the six

winners in the first of a series of

weekly War Savings raffles.

Weekly Raffle

Tickets are sold among the

members of the year and the

total proceeds go into the pur-

chase of war savings certificates.

An eighty percent response to

sales indicated the enthusiasm

with which the drive was met.

Any surplus is transferred to the

following week, and to add to the

scheme's merits, there are no ex-

penses involved.

Winners for the first week
were: Clyde Kendall, Professor

Rut ledge, Don Spencer, C. L.

Stephens, Sc. '29, Ernie Hyde,

Murray Payne.

This week's campaign has al-

ready swung into its stride and
the draw will again be made this

Friday by a member of Levana.

Journal Artist

(Continued from page 1)

cut-away sections do not print.

Therefore the raised portion left

does so.

Making a cut takes an hour or

so. (It used to take an afternoon.).

Cuttings from the work litter my
desk and room. Cracker crumbs

have nothing on linoleum chips be-

tween the bed sheets. I use V-
shaped chisels to scoop out my atro-

cities. These tools are very sharp

and play hell with my pockets.

And so, in spite of Scoop's plead-

ings to write more, I reach the end.

St. Peter was interviewing the

fair damsel at the pearly gates.

"Did you, while on earth, in-

dulge in necking, petting, smok-
ing or dancing?"

"Never," she retorted em-
phatically.

"Then why haven't you re-

ported sooner," said St. Peter.

"You've been dead a long time."

Buy a share in Victory ! Sub-
scribe to the Victory Bond.

LEVANA
NOTE/

Levana Court

Tonight after supper recalci-

trant Levanites will pay fines at

Levana Court for faijing to wear

tarns or gowns. Don't forget that

you will be charged an extra

quarter if you don't pay up on

time. Donnie Campbell will re-

ceive the fines any time today,

or at Jhc Court tonight.

Tea Dance

Have you got your ticket for

the Levana Tea Dance on Satur-

day? You may get one for seventy-

live cents from Anne Shaw, Bar-

bara Phinney, Lois Graham, or

Dorothy Mills.

Levana Elections

The annual elections of the Le-

vana Society will be held on Fri-

day. March 6. Voting will take

place in the Red Room. Here

are the nominations

—

President—Wilda Baker, Jacque-

line Earl.

Vice-President—Florence Camp-
bell, Isobel Race.

Secretary—Barbara Woodcock,

Joan Rayner.

Treasurer—Dorothy Nesbitt,

Elizabeth Sheldon.

President of the Levana Council

—Mary Stock, Jean Mary
Melvin.

Senior A.M.S. Representative

—

Sylva Rowley (by acclama-

tion).

Junior A.M.S. Representative

—

Mary Paterson, Beatrice

Grant.

President of the Debating So-

ciety—Ruth Langford,

Eleanor Houck.

Senior Representative—Marjorie

Ellison, Audrey Hollis, Ruth
Locke.

Junior Representative — Biddy

McGinnis, Brenda Wallace.

Sophomore Representative—Kate

Macdonnell, Louise Parkin-

son, Muffy Hibbert.

Senior Curator—Gwen Pearson,

Janet Williamson, Lois Gra-

ham.

Refreshment Convener—Eleanor

Rowley, Dorothy Mills, Nan
Davies.

President of the L.A.B. of C.

—

Anne Shaw, Peggy Thomp-
son.

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men-
Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal
Type Evening Foot-
wear — Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid, High or
Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00
•

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

Delivery Service

She—How's my new gown? I

got it for a ridiculous price.

He—You mean for an absurd

figure.

FOR

SPRINGTIME
FRESHNESS

•

DUBARRY
DOUBLE FEATURE

•

Foundation lotion free with

each face powder for the

regular price of

$2.00

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

'Crime Rears

Its Ugly Head!

Word lias reached the Journal

of the monstrous theft of thirteen

and one-half highly-prized cokes

from a stand located in the lobby

of Ban Righ Hall during a Press

Club meeting late Thursday

evening. A special correspondent

was rushed to the scene of the

crime, and has remained in close

touch with the editors ever since.

Following is a Grapevine Cable-

gram rushed to the office at the

moment of going to press.

Ban Righ Hall, March 3 — A
fleet of Ban Righ

,
house detec-

tives is now operating three

eight-hour shifts investigating

what is reported to be the most

heinous crime since the attempt-

ed tarring-and-feattiering of the

Head of the Department of Aus-

tralian History in 1764. Captain

Horace G, "Hotfoot" McTwiddle-

blister, leader of the gendarmes,

struck a note of hope when in

an interview with your corres-

pondent, he said: quote, "Got a

match?" Unquote. He added that

startling developments are to be

expected within the next few

years.

Inside Job

Evidence that has come to light

so far indicates that it was an

inside job. Three windows were

forced, and a section of the north

wall was torn away; but police

have concluded that this was due

to the action of mice, and had no

connection with the crime. Other

facts are as follows:

(1) The Press Club was hav-

ing a party in the Ban Righ Com-
mon Room.

(2) There were not enough
women. This leads to a suspicion

of sabotage.

(3) Owing to a wartime short-

age of milk and biscuits, cokes

were being served. These were
located in a stand in the lobby,

to the right of the main entrance.

(4) Because of an unfortunate

condition of §0 in the treasury,

the Executive was sticking cus-

tomers for 5c per coke. This is

irrevelant.

(5) Somebody swiped some of

the cokes. According to the lat-

est reports from headquarters,

thirteen and one-half are miss-

ing, bottles and all.

Witness

A vital witness is an ex-resi-

dent of Portsmouth who gives his

names as 7635816. While sprint-

AIRMAN MAKES PROF.

REGRET BAD TEMPER
V "

(

Down at the Physics Building,

where men are in uniform and

women are scarce these days, there

lives a professor much given, we

fear, to saying nasty, nasty things

to his classes. And the .fledglings

of the Royal Canadian Air Force

have taken a good deal of his vitu-

peration sans comeback of late.

But the other day, when he took

occasion to admonish one of their

number in this wise: "Jones! (his

name wasn't Jones, of course, but

lhat is a Military Secret) Jones!

Why don't you go outside and

bang your head against the wall,

and then perhaps you'd be able to

think better," the pigeons deemed it

high time that steps were taken.

So, came the ten-minute break

between lectures and the class pew-

tered out for a quick weed. The

break ended ; their sergeant shep-

herded them back to the intellectual-

amphitheatre ; the offending peda-

gogue returned to the dais ; a v

breathless hush fell over the

scene . . .

And suddenly, gloriously, from

the depths of the corridor, came

the grandfather of all hollow groans

as of a strong man in mortal agony

. . . The prof looked puzzled, his

class interested . . . There followed

another heart-rending groan, a little

nearer this time . . . and another

ing briskly along University

Avenue, this gentleman happened

to step behind a tree near Ban

Righ, to shade his eyes from the

headlights of a passing squad

car. At this point, his attention

was caught by the sound of what

he took to be the piping of an

Oriental snake-charmer. Attract-

ed, he peered in the window and

saw several cokes forming a slow,

twisting procession across the

lobby floor toward the stairway.

7635816 was prevented from mak-

ing further investigation by the

arrival of a vehicle to which he

cryptically refers as "Black

Maria."

On the basis of these data,

further investigation is now be-

ing conducted with unparalleled

genius by Captain McTwiddle-
blister and his able minions.

The only other statement on
the matter was issued after care-

ful deliberation by J. Homcjt.

Assistant Office Boy to the Press

Club, who spoke as follows:

"Hacc Olim Mcminisse Juvabit!"

Interpreted for the benefit of any

lesser scholars than Mr. Houck,
ihis means, "We been had!"

. . . and another . . . each louder

and more horrible than its prede-

cessor . . .

The erudite gentleman at the

blackboard was all set to fly into

one of his renowned temper-tan-

trums when the door opened and in

staggered the Airman whose name

was not Jones . . . His head was

swathed in a bandage from which

slowly dripped the luridly-tinted

liquid which is immediately recog-

nizable as arterial blood by the first-

aid experts and red ink by the

bankers . . .

His face was pale, his knees

could scarcely support him .*
. -

Solicitous comrades eased him gent-

ly into his seat, while he groaned

in a manner reminiscent of George

Zaharias at his very best. . . .

Slumped down in the back row, he

made a manly effort to prepare to

take notes, but the pen slipped from

his nerveless fingers, and his self-

appointed aides scrambled to re-

trieve it . . .

Our man who suggested that

Radio Programs

•Tuesday, March 3—Discussion

on Insurance.

Wednesday, March A—"Sani-

tary Engineering and the War."

Professory Baty*

Thursday, March 5— M usical

Program.

Friday, March 6—"Shaw and

Galsworthy." Professor H. Alex-

ander.

He—Do you like beef?

She—Yes. .

He—I wondered why you car-

ried that mug around.

Jones would be wise to place his

head in forcible juxtaposition with

a brick wall, opened and closed his

august mouth a great many times,

somewhat at a loss as to how to

deal w
(

ith the situation. . . and fin-

ally decided not to say a word . . .

And we are informed that he was

polite ever after, or at least for

nearly 10 minutes, anyway . . .

—Varsity.

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Today

:

7.00 p.m.—Levana Court

Ban Righ

8.15 p.m.—Love From a

Stranger

Convocation Hall

Wednesday

:

8.15 p.m.—Love From a

Stranger

Convocation Hall

Thursday

:

9.00 a.m.—Principal Wallace
Freshman Lecture

Grant Hall

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY *MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

STUDENTS—
Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA BOOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033
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A.M.S. FORMAL COMING TONIGHT
RAFFLE CAMPAIGN NEARS CLOSE

With c.\am inalions drawing nigh

I made my annual visit to the lib-

rary to steal the first drafts of

examination papers. Last year the

office staff must have known 1 was
coming, for any similarity between

the examination papers I stole and
the ones I saw on examination day

was .purely coincidental. However,
as I was very smart this year and
disguised myself as the librarian

I was able to walk off with a copy

of every examination paper so far

prepared. In fact 1 also was able

to snaffle a copy of the 1950 paper

in Biology 1. I expect I shall

need it.

A crap game between Editor

Houck and Harold Kennedy is

proving very disturbing and I am
finding it hard to concentrate, so,

without further ado, I shall print

a copy of this year's General Ex
amination for all final year Arts
students.

GENERAL EXAMINATION
FOR FINAL YEAR ARTS
(Students are encouraged to

cheat)

(Students will do six questions

under A and are not allowed to do
any under B.)

A
I. The Library- is (1) full of oh-

scene literature (2) a good place

for cooching (oh yeah!) (3) a

home for lonesome Science students

(4) the Theology Club Room.
II. Lazonga's is (1) the best eat-

ing place in town (2) an oversized

dish washing machine (3) a retreat

for the W.C.T.U. (4) a home for

retired pin-ball players,

III. Ban Righ is (I) a bowling

alley (2) a gambling den (3) a

Monastery (4) the last half of the

Theology yell,

IV. An eight o'clock lecture is

U) a good thing to steer clear of

(2) a stop off between bed and

LEFT HAND CORNER
(Continued on page 2)

Mrs. R. C.Wallace

Will Pick Winner

In War Loan Raffle

War Savings Certificates
Also To Be Distributed;
Ticket Sales Continue

Mrs. R. C. Wallace. Honorary

President of the 'Alma Mater So-

ciety, will draw the winning ticket

in the Victory Bond Raffle recently

conducted by the Queen's War Aid
Committee, the Journal learned
yesterday. The drawing will take

place at the A.M.S. Formal and

Color Night to be held in Grant

Hall to-night.

Inasmuch as the campaign has

been considerably over-subscribed,

a second prize of a twenty-dollar

War Savings Certificate will also

be offered, and further certificates

according to the total volume of

sales.

The drive lias been conducted by

thft Q.W.A.C. in conjunction with

the Kingston and District Victory

Loan Committee, with the object of

WAR LOAN RAFFLE
{Continued on page 6)

FINAL FIGURES GIVEN
ON STUDENT PETITION

Extramural Courses
Are Made Available
To Interned Students

The final figures issued by the

University Scholarship Commit-

tee re the number of signatures

on the Scholarship Petition cir

culated through the Ontario uni-

versities are listed below, giving

approximate percentage of total

enrolment. A quota of 10.000

signatures was expected.

Per

Signatures Cent

U. of T. . (approx.) 4.000 55

Queen's 1,189 75

Western 441 70

McMaster ...... 402 70

Ottawa 331 75

O.A.C ...... 324

The University of Toronto was

given a prospective quota of 6,000

gnatures.

C.U.P. CONFERENCE

BY K. C. B. CORBIUTT

Co-operation between the auth

oritics in charge of Internment

camps in Canada and the Exten

sion Department of Queen's L"ni

versity has resulted in the latter

making certain extramural courses

available to some interned European

scholars.

Sponsors

Last year the University received

a request from the European Stu

dent Relief Fund (which is spon

sored by the International Student

Service, the World's Student Chris-

tian Federation, and Pax Romana)

that the University make some of

their Extramural courses available

to European scholars who are at

present in Canadian internment

camps. This organization agreed to

make what financial contributions

it could, although part of the cost

is borne by the students themselve;

with the money they are able to

make working in the camps.

Most of the internees taking

courses from Queen's are Europeans

who were at universities in the

British Isles when war broke out.

They were sent from England to

Canada shortly afterwards.

Courses Studied

There are in all 18 students in

internment camps in Canada who

are benefitting from Queen's
courses. They are taking a variety

of 30 different courses. Economics,

Politics, and Commerce seem to be

the most popular courses although

STUDENT INTERNEES
(Continued on page 2)

Minister Of Labor

Will Speak Here

Commerce Club To Hear

Hon. H. Mitchell

Party To Be Held

Saturday Evening

For Mount Allison

A.M.S. To Sponsor Dance;

Proceeds To Increase

Relief Fund

Tomorrow night the A.M.S. is

sponsoring an Open House in aid

of the Mount Allison Relief Fund.

The committee in charge announced

that the price for boys will be 25

cents while girls will be admitted

free of charge. They promised that

most of the latest available dance

records will be played on the Grant

Hall P.A. system and that cokes

will be sold for the usual price.

All the proceeds of the Open
House will go to Mount Allison

University in aid of the students

who lost most of their belongings

in a fire which recently destroyed

one of the university dormitories.

So far more than $13,000 has been

collected by the various universities

participating in the campaign and

the committee hopes that the pro-

ceeds from Saturday night's dance

will put Queen's contribution on a

par with that of the other univer-

sities. The funds will help the stu-

dents to replace their lost belong-

ings.

Awards Of Tricolor Society

Will Be Presented At Banquet

Formal Corsages

Corsages will he sold at

the A.M.S, Formal on Fri-

day night by the Q.W.A.C.

according to the usual pro-

cedure.

Levana To Hold
Annual Tea Dance

(Editor's Note: Because we
feel it is important for stu-

dents to appreciate some-

thing of the functioning of

the Canadian University

Press, we print herewith ex-

cerpts from the report of the

Conference held at Christ-

mas at McGill University).

A group of editors, Messrs.

Ush and Segal (McGill).;

-Messrs O'Mara and Hodgson
1 Toronto Varsity) ; Messrs.
""nek and Wand (Queen's Jour-

"alj'j and Mr. Kerner and Miss

Peterson (The Georgian), feei-

ng that at the present time re-

organization of the Canadian

University Press was essential

to its well-being took steps to

organize anew the entire work-

ings of this Press and to re-

align its structure at a conference

held at the Students' Union of

McGill University on December

21. 1941. Although many uni-

versities were unable to send

representatives to the conference,

the delegates attending were un-

animous in their views and it was

felt that all decisions which have

been made have been done so

without any prejudice against

any particular paper and with

C.U.P. CONFERENCE

(Continued on page 2) ,

The Honorable Humphrey Mit

hell. Dominion Minister of

Labor, will address the Com
incrce Club at a luncheon to be

held at 12.15 p.m. Wednesday
March 11, in Grant Hall. After

his address Mr. Mitchell will be

pleased to answer any questions.

Tickets may be obtained from

Newt Coburn, Vem Malach or

Jack Durfey.

The executive also urges all

members to attend the "Theses

Talks" to he given by Sandy

Marshall and George Tucker to-

day from 1 to 2 o'clock in room

100 of Kingston Hall. Mr. Mar-

shall will speak on the "Iron

and Steel Industry in Canada"

and Mr. Tucker will compare the

efficiency of the C.N.R. and the

C.P.R. As they are two experi-

enced public speakers, the executive

urges no one to miss this meeting.

On Saturday afternoon from
four-thirty to seven, the Levana So-

ciety will hold it annual tea dance

in Ran Righ Hall. In addition to

being a sociaj event, the tea dance

also held for the purpose of

introducing the new officers of the

Levana Society. The guests will he

received by Dr. Douglas, Dean of

Women, Peggy Clarke, Vice-Presi-

dent and Acting President of Le-

vana in the absence of Lorna Breck-

on, and by the new President of

Levana.

Music for dancing will be sup-

plied by a nickelodeon, and the

committee has announced that there

is a good selection of records. Dr

Douglas and Mrs. Cantello will

preside at the tea table which will

be decorated with spring flowers

TEA DANCE
(Continued on page 2)

McCulloch Contest

Preliminaries End

Final Competition Planned

Monday Evening

Jim Richardson, Louise Burka

and Jack Wheelton were the win

ners of the first three preliminary

contests in the McCulloch Public

Speaking Contest. At the moment

of going to press the other first

prize-winner and the four other

finalists are not known but their

names may be found in the Stop

Press Box on page 3. These four

other contestants were selected
from all speakers competing as the

runners-up.

These speakers will compete in

the final, which is to he held in

Convocation Hall on Monday even

inq at 8 o'clock. The judges arc

to be Mrs. H. F. H. Hertzberg

Mr. J. M. Farrell, K.C.. and Mr,

George McCracken of the Whig-

Standard. Dr. Wallace will pre-

side.

The first prize will be $80, the

second $70, and the third is to be

The four winners of the pre

liminaries will receive prizes of

$30 each, and $20 will be awarded

to the four other finalists. Speakers

may talk on the same topic as their

preliminary speech if they so de-

sire, or may prepare a different one.

The same regulations apply to the

finals — contestants are permitted

to speak from notes, but not to read

their speeches, and the speech
should not exceed ten minutes in

length. They may take any topic,

but by the conditions of the schol-

arship must submit one that "will

appeal to intelligent men and wo-

men."

Lew Hayman, Argo Coach,

To Be Guest Speaker
At Banquet

Begins At 7 p.m.

Tonight in Grant Hall the A.M.S.

is holding its annual Color Night

and Formal Dance. AH Queeti's

tricolor and other university awards

will be presented at the banquet

which commences at seven o'clock.

It is understood that several pro-

minent university officials, as well

as guest-speaker Lew Hayman, will

present the awards.

The Tricolor Society award is

the greatest ext ra-curricular and

non-athletic honor the student can

win. It is granted to final-year stu-

dents who have made outstanding

comribntions to the L'niversity dur-

ing their under-graduate years in

student government, journalistic

work, debating, dramatics, or other

campus organizations. Admission to

the Tricolor Society is determined

by a committee composed of the

President and the Junior Repre-

sentatives of the A.M.S.. the Prin-

cipal and the Deans of the Faculty.

The Formal Dance will begin at

ten o'clock and dancing will con-

tinue until three. Maurice Allen

and his orchestra, composed mostly

of Queen's men, will supply music

A.M.S. FORMAL
(Continued on page 6)

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS

HEAR TALK BY PERRY

The Chemical Engineers' Club

held a meeting on Tuesday after-

noon to hear Mr. F. L. Perry of

Science '42 present a scientific

paper on "Brass Shell case Manu-

facture."

The speaker described the manu-

facturing process where the brass,

starting in the form of a fairly

thick circular disc goes through

several punching, drawing, indent-

ing, heading and tapering opera-

tions which cold-work the metal

into its final shape as a shell case.

CHEM. ENGINEERS
(Continued on page 41

WAR AID COMMITTEE
WILL COMPILE REPORT

M a meeting on Wednesday

i'\ miug. the Oueen's War Aid Com-
mittee decided to attempt the com-

pilation of a report on the total

contributions made to date by vari-

ous organizations, The committee

requests the cooperation of all exe-

cutive and officials in making up

this report, and hopes that it will

he ready for release in the near

future.

LOVE FROM A STRANGER

JOHN PAPhAS REVIEWED B

Thrice this week packed houses

in Convocation Hall testified en-

thusiastically to an agreement with

Bea Grant's program statement

:

"I like this idea of a joint enter-

prise carried out by staff and stu-

dents." Not necessarily the best

"play" ever attempted by the

Queen's Faculty Players or by the

Drama Guild, "Love From a

Stranger," was one of the smooth-

est and most equal "performances"

that the campus has seen in a long

time. It was as well a novel and

welcome departure from the more

usual sophisticated comedy or farce

repertory.

Featuring two Faculty Players in

the leading roles and a faculty

member and student to take care

of the producing, "Love From a

Stranger" was very successful in

thrilling three audiences, professors

and students alike. Starring for the

women and Faculty Players was

an experienced actress, Miss Violet

Miller. The portrayal of Cecily

was admirably done: her role, per-

haps the most difficult, as it was

certainly the most varied and emo-

tional, was developed with consid-

PLAY REVIEWED
(Continued on page 7)
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LOST

In a snow-ball fight, a man's

wrist-watch, where the Library

sidewalk meets Union Street.

Finder please return the watch
to the Tuck Shop. Reward.

Classification; There are two
types of women — chased and
chaste.

C.UJP. Conference

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A.

BALMACAAN
FLY FRONT

SWAGGER STYLE

RAINCOATS

in

Double Thickness

Fawn Crovenette

$10.45
Here is a real buy. It's an extra

quality coat that must be seen

to be appreciated.

COME IN TODAY

BIBBY'S
Where you buy with confidence

78-80-82-B4 Princess St

TAILS =
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princess St

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Student! Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop (
the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone I772-W

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

Dr.VfncentA. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St

SAVE YOUR
VISION

There's no need to strain your

eyes in search of economy. It's

right here ... in every display

in our pharmacies. Come in and

sec for yourself—see how easily

you save when you get your

favorite nationally advertised

brands at the lowest prices,

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

(Continued from page 1)

.he realization of the various

points of view held by the uni

versity papers of Canada.

C.U.P. Publication
y

One of the foremost difficul-

ties of the C.U.P. has been the

problem of continuity. This was

calused chiefly by the annual

changing of the editors of the

university papers and with this

their inability to immediately

grasp the functions and the gen-

eral organization of the C.U.P.

In order that they might have at

hand a knowledge of the Can-

adian University Press, it was

considered by the conferees that

the best way to do this would be

to have a publication which would

provide editors with a detailed

account of the C.U.P. Within

ihis publication there will be out-

lined the purpose of the Press,

the service which it offers to

member papers and the various

undertakings which it hopes to

have realized. Furthermore, the

publication will include the con-

stitution of the Canadian Uni-

versity Press. This publication

is to be released in the near future

to all members of the C.U.P.

and is under the supervision of

the President. It is to be limited

to five hundred copies.

Parliamentary Column

Realizing the desire of Uni-

versity students to keep in touch

with the goings on at the Capital

which are of particular interest to

university students, the C.U.P.

through Mr. Hodgson (Toronto),

has contacted Mr. Alan Harvey
who is to issue a weekly column

from Ottawa. Mr. Harvey will

assure responsibility for keeping

C.U.P. in touch with the war-

time status of universities and

university men and women.
Moreover, Mr. Harvey will

handle any new developments

occurring at the Capital where
and when necessary.

Telegraph Service

To simplify the entire system

of telegraph queries a series of

charts to be devised by Messrs.*

Lash and Segal (McGill) upon
which each University will place

the necessary data concerning

whether a story is to be tele-

graphed, air-mailed, or mailed.

Furthermore, on this same chart

shall be placed the deadlines of

all universities of the C.U.P.

Public and Universities

In order that a better under-

1

standing should be reached be-

1

tween the Canadian public and
the Canadian Universities, a ques-

tionnaire concerning student
opinion and war activities of the

Universities during the war shall

be sent to the universities of

Canada, to be answered and later

submitted to The Canadian Press

in n series of articles.

Election of Officers

All elections of Officers shall

he held during the month of

February. On the resolution of

Hie members at the conference,

this year's elections shall be con-
ducted by mail through the Sec-

retary by February 10.

Regional President

The duties of the regional pre-

^i'h'iits were clearly defined: the
re;,i;mal prsciiict :c to or^'iniz;.

his own region and keep in touch
with the nafional president. He
is to make a monthly report of

regional activities to the national

president and to his own region.

The national president is to make
a national report to all members.

Referee

Kidnapped!

Last night, when all good little

,'irls were in bed, a group of

husky hussies from Ban Righ

Hall and Muir House, invaded

the palatial one room residence

of Peter Playfair, one of the

worst cheats who ever refereed

any sort of game, and carried him

off into the gloom. It is under-

stood that Mr. Playfair fought

like a tiger before collapsing in

a dead faint at the foot of the

stairs. One of the kidnappers is

supposed to have lost one of her

artificial eyebrows during the

struggle and is now being treated

for hysteria at the hospital.

In a statement to the press

Mr. Omar Younghusband laugh-

ed heartily and walked away.

Mary Paterson, coach of the Ban

Righ Blimps, snortingly denied

any knowledge of the "ridiculous

but damned amusing" affair,

though this reporter noticed that

one of her eyebrows was missing.

When questioned. Cuddles Mac-

larland picked up a chair, so wc
hurried away.

In the Journal Otfice, Casey

Corbett, who has succeeded the

late Scoop Wilson as leader of

the Jerks, refused to be quoted

until he had consulted his

Thesaurus. We told him to go

to hell, and began questioning

the ghost of Scoop Wilson. After

borrowing a cigarette, the ghost

picked up Jack Houck's Bren

Gun and shot himself through

the head. At this moment Stew

Webster rushed into the room
and rushed out again. What a

strange affair!

In the meantime a squad car,

manned by Hari-Kari Houck,
skidded up to Ban Righ and
crashed into Pauline Jewett, who
was throwing snowballs at an

imaginary target. It is under-

stood that Mr. Honck will sue

as soon as he gets out from un-

derneath the car.

Several minutes later a hor-

rible scream fluttered out of

Gordon House. Leaping onto

our electric scooter we hastened

over to investigate. The screams
were growing louder and louder
and louder

. . . (continued next
week ).

I.V.C.F. Meeting

Inter - Varsity Christian

Fellowship will hold its

;kly meeting tonight at

7.00 p.m. in room 221, Doug-

las Library.

I smell a rat.

Don't get personal.

National Advertising

Realizing that at least 35,000

people read university papers
across Canada, it was resolved
that the C.U.P. should embark
on a scheme to release througl
all its papers the advertisements
of national products. In order
that fuller information may be
obtained concerning the poten-
tialities of this scheme Messrs.
Lash and Segal (MqGill) were
delegated to prepare a question-

naire to be submitted to the uni-

versities and then to a national

advertising agency.

French Canadian University

Newspapers

In accordance with C.U.P.
policy to bring all university

papers within the C.U.P. the Sec-
retary was delegated to contact
wi;h a view to their inclusion
the French Canadian Universities

of Ottawa, Laval and Montreal,
and inform the President of their

reaction to his letter.

Constitution

Finally, a constitution was
drawn up which will be submitted
to the members for ratification.

Arts Sophomores
Beat Frosh Sextet

BY U BY O

Paced by "Slater" Martin and

•'Jumpin' Jive" Jamieson who

only scored four of the six goals,

the Arts Sophs once more van-

quished their Frosh 6-4 in the

annual "Blood and Thunder"

hockey-stick fiasco.

Sickly Seven

The "Sickly Seven" unearthed

an early power attack that left

the Frosh hanging on the topes

until they discovered that "Still

Available" Lemmon was between

the opposing pipes. They then

scored four goals on three shots

led by "Van Dyke" Van Camp
and twenty-six assort^ds. Al

"Panther Puss" Perctval was the

only Frosh who shot and didn't

score due to his weak dribble-

shot that couldn't get past his

shin.

Martin and Jamieson, the two

Queen's Senior farmhands, out-

did any hip action that "Grunt-

less" Grant and his cohorts could

swing. Garth "I'm on the Wagon
Again" Webb and Don "Watch

me Waltz Fellows" Fulton also

managed to flash the red.

Offsides

The vital statistics show the

offsides as follows: Frosh 14—
Sophs 0, When approached Ref-

eree Alexander explained "Not

enough of the Sophs were off-

side and besides I'm in Arts '44."

Dick "I Dood It" Stewart and
Keith "Dat's Me Brodder" Per-

cival made many daring sallies

into enemy territories to rescue

Webb who was often trapped in

the refreshment room.

This reporter bumped into

Senator Powell who was on a
scouting tour and when asked
if he saw any promising material

-aid "And you can quote me

—

In all the years that I have
watched this affair this is the

first time that I haven't been
able to^pick out a decent water-

boy for the Senior team" and
then he quoted the immortal line

of the poet Virgil. "Haec Olim
Meminisse Juvabit." which being
translated means "This is the
first time that the windows have
had to be opened before the game
was finished."

Left Hand Corner

(Continued from page 1)

breakfast (3) an awful bore (4)

censored.

V. The Journal Dance is (1)

risque (2) March 20 (3) better

than the Science Formal (4) the

first dance for which Clyde McCoy

has played.

VI. Scoop Wilson is (1) dead

(2) nearly dead (3) buried (4) a

living argument for birth control.

B
VII. Discuss in Jess than 10

words the benefit a student derives

from reading Ski Slants.

VIII. "Haec Olim Meminisse

Juvabit." Write an essay on the

importance of this famous quota-

tion bv Adolf Hitler on the current

situation in the Craine Building.

IX. Draw a comprehensive plan

of Muir House. Measurements in

inches of all rooms are required (in

order to net you expelled).

X. Whv is the Left Hand Cor-

ner the best column in the Journal?

XI. Who of the following |«.-r-

sons is coach of the Journal Jerks?

Clark Graham, Cuddles McFarland,

Clark Graham. Johnny Edwards,

Clark Graham.

XII. "I am the best all-round

man at Queen's." Explain and com-

ment on this statement by Oiarlit-

Hoar.

It seems Second Year Music

invited all the little freshies to

tea. Hungry upper school musi-

cians, and profs equally hungry,

were permitted to come. The mo-

mentous day arrived. Quite a

few assorted guests did too. Time
passed, while they hungrily eyed

the refreshments, and awaited

the appearance of a friendy host-

ess. Not one came by. Finally

the ravenous horde pressed a

third year artiste into service.

She poured tea, and the afternoon

wore cozily on. Edibles disap-

peared. So eventually did the

guests. And yet not a single

second year woman had shown

up . . . /

The committee had gone skiing.

—Varsity.

A cow lias got two legs in front

And two more in addition,

They help support her chassis,

Her rear end and transmission.

It ain't elegant, but it pretty near-

ly scans . . .

To see Susie Shovel do her 'stuff.

Student Internees

(Continued from page 1)

the range of subjects being studied

in this fashion is wide. The scho-

lastic records as seen in the exer-

cises and essays handed in by the

interned students have been very

good.

The courses which are being

made available under this scheme

can be counted towards a degree.

It is quite possible that next year

the practice instituted -last fall will

be continued, and that Queen's will

continue to help these young Euro-

peans to educate themselves in Ca-

nadian internment camps.

Hospitality

We sat down to a slap-up^ped,

six-course dinner, and wine and

liqueurs and a fresh-killed chicken

as the big dish ... We had an

absolutely grand time on board.

They treated us like honored

guests—the Captain even insisted

that we should have our meals

before he or any of his officers

sat down. The First Mate taught

us to navigate in Portuguese

—

and we ended up by taking a

watch for them; it helped to re-

pay their kindness.—(Talk by a

Flying Officer, whose crew were

picked up by a Portuguese Cargo

Ship).

Tea Dance

(Continued from page 1)

Tickets for the tea dance are be-

ing sold for seventy-five cents, and

may be purchased from any mem-
ber of the committee, which is as

follows : Anne Shaw, Convener

;

Lois Graham, Barbara Phinney,

and Dorothy Mills.

Japanese Gestapo

I do not know Japan as T do
China but I have had many visits

there, and I've Japanese friends

there who have stoutly resisted

this regime. Some have been
killed. Others were still living in

prisons when last I had word.
And I know many unhappy Jap-
anese women who keep quiet be-

cause they must—(Nora Wain
speaking in "American Night").

Trymmone
for $m* sATtspmc tMomw

crisp flakes of toasted
coconut in rich

Milk chocolate

And then there's the termite's

nightmare, "I Dreamt I Dwelt in

Marble Halls."

—Athenaeum.

Senior: Did you take a bath thi

innrning?

Frosh
: Why, is one missing?

—College Record.

'I love you terribly."

'You certainly do."

Sheaf. 413
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"Where the Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Cleon Heated Cabs

PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

TYPING
Essays, Theses, and Pathology Cases.
Eight cents per double-spaced page,

12 cents per single-spaced page.
Mimeographing; prices on application.

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson Street

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. B. C. OOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellin£ton St

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY

for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

,
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

274 PrincesB St Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOiURDIERS

7j8 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Phone 3354-R 346 Princess St

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

Princess Beauty Salon
2?4 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop

Ida Van Cum! Maude Wagai

THEATRE
J

LINE-UP

GRAND
Showing at the Grand today and

tomorrow is A Yank on the Burma
Road, M-G-M's latest glorification
of the Vank wlto reacted so nobly
at Oxford and in the R.A.F In-

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

stead of Robert Taylor, or Tyrone
fthe terrible) Power, a newcomer
to the screen, Barry Nelson, en-

acts the Yank, and he lives up to

the old tradition. With him in the

picture is beauteous Laraine Day.
late of the Dr. Kildare series, and
is she ever (censored ed). To
get dnwn to brass tacks, the picture

tells of Nelson's attempt to drive

supplies along the Burma Road,
Britain's Far Eastern lifeline. Miss
Day, who has (censored ed),

20c Til 6 P.M.
2Sc AFTER l PLUS TAX J

BILTMORE
-WHERE THE CROWD GOES'

jroDAY: "QUR WIFE" & "KID NIGHTINGALE
• • •

SATURDAY—MONDAY—TUESDAY
GARY COOPER in "THE WESTERNER"

i ti.ii acAoiHY awhho winhir)

Added Treot! LAUREL and HARDY in "OLIVER THE 8th"

• • •
STARTS WEDNESDAY

chTpu^ . "THE GREAT DICTATOR",,,,.-™ D
Plus! THE JONES FAMILY in "ON THEIR OWN"

TODAY and SATURDAY

ERROL OLIVIA

FLYNN DeHAVILLAND

"THEY DIED WITH
THEIR BOOTS ON"

MON - TUES - WED - THURS

BETTE DAVIS
in

"THE LITTLE FOXES"
WITH

HERBERT MARSHALL TERESA WRIGHT
RICHARD CARLSON RUSSELL HICKS

• 'THE LITTLE FOXES" voted one of the "Best Ten" of 1941 •

CAPITOL

A.- FAMOUS PLAYEB5 TH EATRf

CONTINUOUS
SHOW

DAILY FROM
1 P.M.

TODAY and SATURDAY

"A YANK ON THE BURMA ROAD"
BARRY NELSON LARAINE DAY

"RIDERS OF THE TIMBERLINE"
WILLIAM BOYD os "HOPALONC CASSIDY"

STARTING MONDAY
"CALL OUT THE MARINES"

VICTOR McLAGLEN EDMUND LOWE

"STEEL ACAINST THE SKY"
ALEXIS SMITH — LLOYD NOLAN

The

ODEQN
KINGSTON'S MOST

BEAUTIFUL THEATRE

Presenting Continuous

Performances Daily

Today and Saturday

The Film Sensation of All Time!

"SHIP WITH WINGS"
— STARRING —

JOHN CLEMENTS - LESLIE BANKS - JANE BAXTER
Featuring H.M.S. Ark Royal in Action!

All Next Week
It's a Round-up Roar!

—thor ropes and brands more fun than all their howling hits in one!

BUD
ABBOTT AND

— IN—

LOU
COSTELLO

"Hide Em Cowboy"
WITH—

DICK FORAN - ANNE CWYNNE - JOHNNY MACK BROWN
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is the daughter of a prominent Eng-
lishman, falls in love with Nelson,

though not until they have had

many quarrels. In many spots the

picture is very exciting.

Making up the other half of the

double bill is another "Hopalong"

Cassidy epic. Riders of the Timber-

land. This is one of the best of

the series and the photography, es-

pecially, is excellent. William Boyd
in the title role, gets through the

usual western scrapes in a brilliant

fashion, and gets his man in the

end. B
—B.T.M.

CAPITOL
They Died With Their Boots On,

an extravaganza huilt around the

life of General Custer, America's

famous frontier hero, is showing

at the Capitol today and tomorrow.

Starring Erro] Flynn and Olivia

deHavilland, this picture should

prove very entertaining to all stu-

dents in need of a bit of "escape."

Flynn plays the part of Custer

from his youthful days at a Mili-

tary Academy, through the trials of

his early and hectic army days, to

his famous last stand at Bull R
against the Indians led by Chief

Sitting Bull. If Custer, could see

They Died With TheirBoots On he

would be proud of the way he died.

As a matter of fact, Flynn's death

scene ranks with that of Garbo in

Caniille. He was wonderful. (And
some of the audience were audibly

pleased to see him go.) Members
of Levana would be wise to bring

along a liberal supply of handker-

chiefs.

Some of the action scenes, and

there are plenty of them, are the

best yet seen on the screen, in that

no device to get complete realism

has been spared. The acting- is bet

ter than usual for one of Flynn's

pictures, and he, himself, is not so

wooden. Olivia deHavilland, who,

in this reviewer's opinion, is the

most beautiful woman in the world,

lives up to every expectation. A
stock Warner Brothers' cast play

the other principal roles. B+

= 1847 THE QUALITY SHOP 1942 =
MILITARY TAILORS FOR OVER 95 YEARS =

1 LIVINGSTON'S
|

L;_- Importers British Materials for ||

| OFFICERS' UNIFORMS
|= AND ALL ACCESSORIES =

1 FOR ARMY - AIR FORCE & NAVY =

Tailored-to-Measure to Approved Pattern for Officers

of His Majesty's Services

I LIVINGSTON'S 1
= 75 - 79 BROCK STREET =
= CIVIL AND MILITARY OUTFITTERS =

O D E O N

The Ark Royal lives again. Not

in reality, but on the motion picture

screen, in the film Ships With

Wings now at the Odeon. This

new British picture is essential!)

a record of the heroism, the sacri

fice, and the determination of the

men of the Fleet Air Arm. A
photographer spent months aboard

the vessel, filming thousands of feet

of film on Fleet Air Arm activities.

As any story of men in a world of

war includes the hopes and fears

of the women who are left behind,

love story has been woven into

the picture.

Leslie Banks, Ann Todd and John

Clements head the British cast but

the real stars of this film are the

Ark Royal, and ihe men who served

aboard her. We recommend this

fine documentary production. B+
—M.W.E

T I V O L I

STOP PRESS
The winner of yesterday's

semi-final in the McCulIoch

Public Speaking Contest

was J. VV. Harding. Due to

difficulty in choosing run-

ners-up, the Judges selected

five instead of four to go

into the finals—Earl Baxter,

Al Hollingworth. Frank

Lee, Abe Rabinowitz, and

Claude Vipond.

TRANSITION: Blackboard sign

in the lecture theatre at the General

Hospital : "The following eight

students have not yet handed

their surgery cards . . . Joe Dunk

John Doe . . . etc." ... a week

later, "The following students

foe Dunk, John Doe" . . . still

later, "The following student . .

Joe Dunk . .
.," finally, in despera

lion, "Joe Dunk is requested to

hand in his surgery card."

Aw, come on, Joe, be a sport.

—Varsity

C.O.T.C

I. MEMORANDUM.
Personnel of the C.O.T.C. who

have not signed Acquittance

Rolls will report at the Orderly

Room immediately. Members of

the Auxiliary Battalion are not

i in; lirded in the above.

"So you managed to escape from

college?"

"Yes, I'm a fugitive from a brain

gang."

Murgatroyd

Was a cow more athletic than

Mudderly

She hopped a picket fence and

was
Destroyed,

Uddcrl'y. —The Log.

Friday and Saturday, First Of-

fenders, and a cowboy picture,

fforth From the Lone Star.

Monday and Tuesday, .Worth Sen

Patrol and Little Miss Molly.

BILTMORE
Starting tomorrow the Biltmore

is showing The Westerner, Sam
Goldwyn's onlj picture for 19-10.

Starring Gary Cooper, this year's

Academy Award winner for his

work in Sergeant York, this west-

ern epic in excellent film fare. Ac-

tually, the leading character is the

historic Judge Roy Bean, ably por-

traved by Walter Brennan. thrice

winner of the Academy Award,

and recently seen as the preacher

in Sergeant York. This Judge Bean

was an amaiing fellow. It seems

that he was the self-styled "Boss-"

of Langtry. Texas, named in honor

of the famous beauty, Lily Lang-

try. He had absolutely no morals,

and certainly no compunctions

about shooting people. However,

like all great men, he had one weak-

ness, and that weakness was the

aforementioned Lily Langtry. In

his bedroom he had hundreds of

her pictures, and in a very moving

scene, lie is carried, having been

shot by Mr. Cooper, to a theatre

where the glamorous Lily is play-

ing. This scene could have been

very corny in less capable hands,

but Brennan plays it for all it is

worth.

_\> ,ni added attraction, Laurel

and Hardj are appearing in Oliver

the Eighth. Though the slapstick

is rather forced, this picture will

undoubtedly be enjoyed by all ad-

mirers of these great buffoons.

Three smart young men, and

three nice young girls,

All lovers true as steel.

Decided in a friendly way,

Tor-apendr-the-^lay a-wheel,
.

They started in the early morn,

And nothing seemed amiss.

And when they reached the leafy

lanes,

They in like

rode twos this.

They wandered by the verdarif

dale,

Beside the rippling rill.

The sun shone brightly all the

while

They heard the song bird's trill.

They sped. thru' many a wood-
land glade,

The world was full of bliss.

And when they rested in the

shade.

They sat in twos like this.

The sun went down and evening

came,

A lot too soon, they said.

Too long they tarried on the

fray,

The clouds grew black o'er head.

Down dashed the rain, they

homeward flew

Till one unlucky miss

Slipped sideways—crash!

Great Scott

The iot

Wercallmixeduplikethis!

— College Record.

Away up in the icy wastes of

northern Canada a Royal Can-

adian Mounted Policeman is en-

deavoring to instill in an Eskimo
a belief in the commandment,
"Thou shalt not kill." (The Es-

kimo had killed his brother bej

cause he had proved to be a
nuisance to the village in gen-

eral). But the white man didn't

get very far. For the Eskimo had
recently visited a trading post

where he had heard all about the

last Great War. Which all goes
to show you that you have to

practise what you preach to get

anywhere with anyone as in-

telligent as an Eskimo,—Varsity.
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Where the Money Comes From
Last week, we obtained from Dr. W. E. McNeill, Vice-

Principal and Treasurer of Queen's University, a general state-

ment of the financial position in which the University finds itself

at present. We feel that it is important for every student to

read this statement with some degree of care, firstly because it is

of real interest, and secondly because it will serve to correct some

gross misconceptions that exist in the minds of many.

Queen's has three main sources of income—income from

investments, income from fees, and government grants. We shall

consider them briefly in that order.

. The most striking fact of this whole statement is that although

total investments have increased over a million dollars since 1930,

the income from those investments has declined about $3,000.

This is simply explained, by the drastic fall in interest rates, which

means that investments now maturing at 6% have to be re-

invested at around 3%. Since the outbreak of war, all maturing

investments have been put into war loans—a total which has now

reached about $820,000,

Income from fees has also dropped sharply since the war

began. This, of course, is mainly due to the falling off of regis-

tration. In 1938-39, thfc last pre-war year, the total registration

including extramural students, summer school and Banking and

Accounting was 4,714. This year, though complete figures cannot

yet be given, estimates are placed at around 3,800, a decrease of

900 from the maximum. Income from fees this year will be down
about $52,000 from 1939-40, and this drop will be at least $80,000

by next year. Students will be interested to note that what they

pay in fees covers approximately 46% of their cost to the

University.

The government grants have fluctuated from year to year,

reaching a peak of $350,000 in 1931 and dropping as low as

?250,000 during depression years.' This year, the grant is $275,000;

what the future will bring, no one can say.

Despite all of these drastic cuts in income, expenses cannot

be much pared, though every effort is being made to keep them at

a minimum. Maintenance, heating, and salaries must go on at

almost the same level and obviously a course cannot be taken off

the curriculum because onlv ten students register for it, instead

of 30.

That is the picture at present. The University, as it did

during the last war, will make every effort to carry on and main-
tain its standards. But the task will not be an easy one, and it

will need the help of everyone, graduate and undergrad alike.

To those students who are graduating, Queen's will issue

periodic appeals for financial aid. The investment will not pay
any monetary interest, but there will be other dividends much
more worthwhile.

.Abusing Privileges

Over the period of time that they spend at'Quecn's, students
come to realize in some measure, just how much organization

and "behind-the-scenes'' effort is required in the functioning of a

great university. We have cited one example of that in the above
editorial.

But, it seems to us ihat there is another phase of college life

that is far too little appreciated, even by those who have enjoyed
its beneiits—that phase is the University hospitalization plan.

The scheme works by the payment of a fixed sum from
every student, for health insurance. Should he become ill, the
student receives medical care at no cost, and if necessary,
hospital care at fifty cents per day. There is nothing particularly
unique about the system except for the fact that it works ad-
mirably in providing the undergraduates with excellent medical
service at an extremely low cost,

The unfortunate part of the whole thing is that as in so many
other instances, there are persons who cannot resist the tempta-
tion to take advantage of their privileges. Some go to the
hospital for rest instead of treatment and chafe under the re-
strictions on visiting hours, smoking, "cokes," and general horse-
play. They violate all the rules and make things extremely
difficult not only for the hospital staff but also for all their fellow-
students. The worst offenders are probably not those who are
ill, but their much healthier and noisier visitors who use divers
methods in their attempts to cheer up the invalids.

With patients who are naturally restless and not too sick,
the hospital authorities expect certain transgressions and make
allowances for them. But if such things are carried too far, then
stronger measures such as the imposition of bans on visitors
have to be taken.

Official Notices

.Implications for Degrees

Candidates for the Bachelor of

Arts degree will pay a fee of $10;

candidates for Master of Arts de

gree will pay a fee of $20. Anyone

applying after March 15th will have

to pay a late fee of $3.

Applications for degrees in the

Faculties of Arts, Applied Science

and Medicine must be received at

the Registrar's Office on or before

March 15th.

Welch Scholarship

Applications are invited for the

Welch Scholarship of the value of

$100. This Scholarship is awarded

in the Faculty of Arts and is open

for competition only to the sons

and daughters of non-commissioned

officers and of mechanics and la-

borers. The students must be bona

fide residents of the city of King-

ston. Preference will be given to

the sons and daughters of soldiers

who served in the Great War.

Applications must be submitted

to the Registrar not later than

March 15th and must give evidence

of eligibility in accordance with the

terms of the will. The Scholarship

will he awarded on the basis of the

April examinations. It will be ten-

able only \iy a student registered

intramurally in the session follow-

ing the award.

Sir Wilfrid Laurirr Memorial

Scholarship

Value $80. Founded by the On-

tario Women's Liberal Association

to perpetuate the memory of Sir

Wilfrid Laurier. Awarded for pro-

ficiency in French conversation.

Canadidates must be Canadian-

born English-speaking students,

sons or daughters of a British sub-

ject by birth or naturalization, not

of French parentage. Tenable only

by a student who will be in at-

tendance during the following ses-

sion.

The examination will be held

in March. Applications will be re-

ceived by the Registrar up to March

15th.

The O. M. Montgomery

Memorial Fund

The Aluminum Company of Ca-

nada has established a fund in

memory of Mr. O. M. Montgomery

who graduated from Queen's Uni-

versity in 1905. This fund will be

used to provide bursaries on a loan

or service basis for worthy students

in need of financial help.

Applications for the loan must be

sent in to the Registrar not later

than April 1st. In applying a stu-

dent must give evidence of his need.

Latin A
An examination in Latin A will

be offered in April for students

with entrance conditions in Latin.

Students wishing to^ke advantage

of thi.s paper should notify the Re-

gistrar's Office at once.

It should be noted that there will

also be a paper in this course in

September.

Letters to The Editor

Dear Sir:

Knowingly or unknowingly to

many, there is a situation de-

veloping at the Union which

needs immediate attention. It

is not only the lack of coat-racks

and book shelves, but primarily

the increase in the number of

"Chiselers" who think that they

have special privileges to horn

in at the beginning of the line-up,

which is always of some length,

both for the noon and evening

meals.

There are times when one or

two chaps will truly be in a

hurry in order to catch the noon

train, and I'm sure that no one

will object to their slipping in

at the front of the line in such a

case; but these habitual "Chisel-

led" should be ganged-up upon.

It is often heard in the line "The

service is slow today." Is it the

service? Is it not more likely to

be the ten or more fellows who

have slowed you up by slipping

in the line before you? A very

easy thing to do when the line

turns and twists the way it does

during the rush period.

How to stop this might be some

problem, since some of these stu-

dents are very sly and manage

to sneak into line in front of

their friends or fellow culprits

without more than one or two

people noticing it. These few not,

knowing who the chisellers are,

let the incident pass. Well the

incident should not pass, and it

is up to those who eat at the

Union to put a stop to it.

It seems completely unfair to

those who stand in line, for this

sort of thing to go on. What are

we going to do about it?

—Fair Play.

Most Illustrious and

Inedible Editor;

Since my photographic memory
not only needs an incredibly long

exposure but often gives fogged

plates or double exposures, I can

no longer say "haec olim meminisse

juvabit." Instead, I must quote the

words spoken by the gladiators as

they stood before Caesar, "Nos
morituri te salutamus."

Your obedient and obsessed ser-

vant,

PETER PESSIMIST.

Admission to Honours Courses

The attention of students is called

to the regulation regarding admis-

sion to courses for honours. At
the end of the second year (from
Pass Matriculation) each candidate

for an Honours Course should ap-

ply through the Registrar to the

Departments concerned for permis-

sion to proceed in his Major and
Minor subjects. The Departments
shall not accept him unless in his

An Ancient History Professor,

describing the strong-arm tactics

used on a hapless Roman consul

by a plebian tribune whom the

sanctity of the law protected from

retaliation, strode up to an equal-

ly hapless frosh. Grasping riis

victim firmly by the collar, the

mentor continued ."He grabbed
him by force, marched him to a

nearby cliff, and threatened to

toss him over it unless he signed

the bill." . . . We are firmly con-

vinced that only the lack of a

handy cliff saved the fiosh.

Profs are so impulsive.

—Varsity.

work during the first two years he

has shown promise of ability to

qualify for Honours by obtaining

at least 62 per cent, in each special

subject and by reaching a satisfac-

tory standard in his other work.

Applications must reach the Re
gistrar some time during the month
of March.

Chem. Engineers

(Continued from page 1)

Between succeeding operations an

annealing period is necessary to re-

move any resulting stresses. The

final steps are machining and fin-

ishing followed by a rigorous in-

spection.

Mr. Perry emphasized particu-

larly the importance of efficient

plant operation as a means of ob-

taining increased production from

existing equipment. In illustration

he cited numerous examples, in his

summer experience, of small

changes in procedure and equq>-

ment which had resulted in much

greater production.

'She strikes me as being a very

good girl."

'Yes she strikes me, too."

Contest Finals

The finals in the Andrina

McCulloch Scholarship Con^

test will be held on Monday
night at 8 o'clock in Con-

vocation Hall. Dr. Wallace

will preside at the meeting

at which eight contestants,

picked from the four pre-

liminary contests will speak.

A certain professor of geog-

raphy (no name), speaking on

social development in Canada,

said, "Changes in methods of

production bring with them great

increases in population."

Winnie—How old would a per-

son be who was bom in 1890?

Marian A.—Man or woman?

For your information, we- are printing, elsewhere on this

page, the visiting hours at the hospital. Students may use those
hours, but in the interests of everyone concerned, we beg that they
use ONLY those hours, and conduct themselves with a reasonable
amount of decorum. Otherwise, they will eventually lose these
privileges entirely.

You're missing a lot if you
haven't tried Philip Morris

Mixture, today's greatest

value in pipe tobacco.

In pouches, pack-
ages and Vi lb. tins.

OFFICERS' UNIFORMS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

FOR ARMY - AIR FORCE & NAVY

103 Princess Street Phone 3542

ACENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS
SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gem's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones. Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street hormnlt swaffiilosi Phone 1941

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you
with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Slide

Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used Book
Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOCRAPHCR

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now (or Portraits and Groups

WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 2U«

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE
RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MACCISCN STUDIC
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

We supply everything — Make your appointment now

for portraits and groups
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones: 676 - 620
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BEWS TROPHY WON BY MEDS '44
Combines Defeat Intermediates

For Title In E.O.B.A. League

Teams Set Terrific Pace
Throughout Entire

Game

An unexpected lapse in the last

five minutes of the first half

•caused the downfall of the

Queen's Intermediate basketball

team as the Combines racked up
fourteen consecutive points to

capture the E. O. B. A. Inter-

mediate championship by a 48-

37 count.

Except for the five minutes

the two teams played wide-open

basketball as each of them rallied

under fire to keep on the other's

heels. It was undoubtedly the

.best game of the season as the

Combines relied on "Blitz" Ros-

entzveig's set shots to oppose

Tait Roth's running one-hand

layups.

Injury

The Intermediates trotted out

"Fish" Munroe to cover "Shorty"

McLellan and kept him score-

less while he was on the court.

McLellan was forced out in

the second half with a knee in-

jury.

The Combines led by three points

going into the fateful last five min-

utes of the first half after "Dougie"

Woods electrified the gallery

with a backhand flip into the

hemp. Coburn and Rosey then

started their scoring act and be

fore the Tricolor were able to

draw halftime breath they were

on the short end of a 37-16 count
"Bitter" Sweet and Woods

raised the Gaels' hopes at th<

start of the second half as thei

shot v six points before the Com
bines, with McDonell, in the

bucket position, began to click

again. Bill Gray clicked on de

fence for the Tricolor but the

forwards had hard luck on their

breakaways and set shots.

Meanwhile the Combines kept

pace and were down only three

points on the half with their first

half splurge good enough to carry

them over the hump.

Queen's

SKI SLANTS
BY MARY PATEPSON

SPORTS

ONCE CVCC LIGHTLY
IITH BILL LEMMON

F.G, F.S. P.F. T.

2 5 1 9

Woods . . . . 2 0 2 4

McLellan . . . 1 0 1 2

Aubrey . , . . r 0 1 2

Gray , , . , . 0 0 1 0

lieswick . . . 0 0 0 0

Roth . . . . 6 0 0 12

Whillans . . \ 2 0 0 4

Munroe . . . 2 0 1 4

f 37

Combines

F.G. F.S. P.F. T.

Newman . . . 3 0 0 6

Coburn . . . . 4 ,p 0 8

McLellan . . . 0 0 0 0

Rosentzveig. . 8 •
1 0 17

Graham . . . . 2 2 0 6

1
1 itsman . - . 1 0 3 2

McDonell . . 4 'l 0 9

48

Seen in a New York paper just

before Valentine's Day . .
.candy

. . . two-fifty a box . . . two-dollar

value
. . . Well, a local shop once

advertised . . . Gloves . . . color

positively will run.

CANDOUR, EH WOT?
—Varsity.

BY KAT AND MOUSY
SHADES OF ST. ADELE, or

YES, WE DID TAKE OUR SKIS
In spite of anticipated "condi-

tions, " de mob really took dai

famous train last Friday night —
(It's much more famous now!) —
that is everyone except Bermuda

Bomber Benevides, who finally

caught up with us some -40 miles

outside of Kingston (mystery —
just another case for McTwiddle-

blister).

The boys were appropriately tog-

ged but the girls were all dressed

up in their best clothes and make-

up. It was whispered that there

was a contest in progress to see

who could nab the most men. Mathe-

matically it should have worked out

to four and a quarter, but all's fair

in love and ski-trips.

Well, everybody rushed for seats.

One enthusiast was rudely awak-

ened to the fact that he was sitting

on a light just as it broke. Our

friends from Gargantua then pro-

ceeded to distribute the "Evening

Paper," a sheet each — wartime

you know. "One Slug" Thomas

was left high on the baggage rack

as all the floor space was taken up

by would-be sleepers. Phlapper

Phinney and Moose-call Montgom-

ery were caught doing setting-up

exercises to the strains of "Drink

chug-a-lug." Then the conductor

roared "Twitcliville" which was

merely his naive way of saying

"Fresh Air." Instantly Stinky Ba-

ker replaced his incisors thereby

stopping his singing of "Wizard

of Oz." Lonesomeheart Brcithaupt

gracefully slipped his pedal digits

out of our faces, too, so that we

could see what was cookm'.

After an interesting three hours

the Hogtown Express drizzled in.

Queen's, led by Twinkletoes Flem-

ing marched down 94 1-3 coaches

to our own. We were lulled to sleep

in true Queen's tradition hy Fal-

setto Fryer's renditions of "One

Fish Ball" and "I'm tired of living

alone."

Came the dawn. Re-enter Fryer's

croak this time on "Methuselah."

She was unanimously voted a mis-

erable afternoon. When the Pines

was finally invaded, breakfast was

75 cents plus tax (what a pro-

vince!). ,
•

M. A. Balderdash wasted every-

body's time and money by falling

on the ski tow her first time lip.

She said she felt so ashamed that

.she wanted to hide her head, which

she promptly did on the way down

— in a snowbank. We couldn't

haul her out so we pushed her

through to t'other side. Fortunate-

ly her mouth was so full of snow

that she couldn't say what she was

thinking. Bud (Madame Muscle)

Keenan sans almost everything, was

seen haunting the hills. The girls

gasped in admiration at the hairy

little goon.

A lame luncheon scene was Emic

(the Wolf) Lining up Yehoodi

Tsavovitchski. "Pa" Buckley in-

sisted in flipping butter about so

that we couldn't see or taste the

food, but we were assured by the

management that it was quite good.

Even Winsome Wilmer Percival's

French couldn't put us in good with

the waiter after that.

That night after Queen's had de-

The Kingston Combines emerged victorious over the Queen's Inter,
mediate Basketbailers on Wednesday afternoon as they took advantage of
a sudden weakening in the Tricolor defence. Thus the E.O.B.A. league
has gone over the boards for another year with a record number of entries
competing in the City League.

This popular win over the Gaels gave the Combines undisputed
possession of first place in the final standing and gave them the right to
enter the Ontario playdowns with Peterborough as their first opponents.
The first game is scheduled for this Saturday in Quaker town with the
return game slated tor the neit Saturday in Kingston.

The Kingston Junior "B" team has been ordered to play a two-game
to tal-goals-to-count series with Oshawa in the Ontario playdowns with the
first game carded for the local Ice Gardens this Friday night. The teams
had previously each won a home game but the inability of either team to
select a suitable pitch for the final contest forced the O.H.A. to step in and
order a two-game series.

The local Lions gave Queen's quite a scare in the Van Home Series
semi-finals before bowing out to superior weight and experience. Jim Cook,
son of the famous ex-Ranger star, has been drafted by the locals and the
Arts Frosh should fit in well with the fast-skating Limestoners.

After the smoke of the Athletic Board of Control Meeting had cleared
and the last motion finally passed after an hour of furious debate, the
members finally decided to replay the Interfaculty basketball final. The
Meds team was forced to drop their ineligible player, Bernie Lewis.

This is the first case of its kind to come up before the Board in recent
years, for all other protests usually have been settled by the Physical
Instructor and the A.B. of C. Secretary. However for some reason or other
it was brought before the Board. Nothing was materially gained by this

process for the decision could not be altered unless the constitution was
revised. The only point brought out in the meeting was the fact that the
protest was not handed in until four days after the game had been played.
If it had been an Intramural protest it would have been automatically
thrown out for any such protest must be handed in within forty-eight
hours. The big catch, however, lies in the fact that there is no time limit

set in the Interfaculty rules. Perhaps football playoffs of last year will yet

be protested, unless the Constitution is revised to include a time limit

and other clauses which will eliminate other loopholes that might crop up.
* • B *

1933.

The "Old Moaner," "Teddy" Reeve, enters Queen's . . . Abe Zvonkin
and wife also arrive at the Tricolor school ... A youngster named Bill

Fritz wins the 220 and 440 yard dashes in the Intercollegiate Track Meet,
whirling in ahead of the Great Phil Edwards of McGill in the latter

event.

Harry Sonshine, "Killer" Weir, Johnny Wing, and "Curly" Krug help

to fill up the Gael first team which was riddled by graduation the

previous spring . . . Jack Kostuick, Gorman, Hamlin and Glass formed a

nucleus from last year's squad . . . Queen's loses to Western and McGill

but beats Varsity as Johnny Wing outbooted Sinclair in the rain . . . Varsity

and Queen's are forced to playoff for championship . . . Toronto wins

championship by 10-3 score as Sinclair comes into his own, hoofing the

pigskin far and wide in the Bloor Street arena.

Meds '44 Takes Bews Trophy

Science Loses For First Time

Cage Playdowns

Owing to the fact that the

Interfaculty basketball play-

downs were ordered replay-

ed, Arts will play the win-

ner of Science and Meds
in the finals on Saturday

at 5 p.m.

Presentation To Be Made
At A.M.S. Banquet;

Sc. '44 Is Second

Intramural Bowling

Sc. '42 No. 1 team opposes Sc.

'45 in the Intramural Bowling

Championship as Arts '44 were

eliminated in the semi-final round.

A record number of teams was

entered this season and it proved

one of the most popular of the

new Intramural Sports.

feated McGill '02 at Pingpong, one

whale of a jam-session was held in

the Red Room. (1-2-3-4 Deep in

the HEART of Texas.) Queen's

traditions were again upheld !

On Sunday (after Falsetto and

that fresh Soph, had been enter-

tainingly awakened by a bull-session

in the next room) Muscles and

Hambones came third and fourth in

the skiing competitions. (Junior.)

In the senior that afternoon they

placed fifth and eleventh respecta-

ahly. We were all very annoyed

when a magazine photographer was

taking our picture because the

freshmen persisted in sticking out

their tongues in case anyone they

didn't like saw the thing.

-There was another wild scramble

to catch the train. Everyone lost

everything . . . and then found it

again under their noses. And so

we were on our way back. Shortly

we were told that there was another

whole night on the train ahead of

us. Such goings on — For instance

there was the time when — CEN-
SORED.

Twitcliville hove in view again

and after another interesting three

hours (by the way. who kept yell-

ing timber?), we. made connection

with the Freight Special, which

dumped us in Kingston grimier

than ever at 8.30.

All the browners ap|>eared at

class promptly at nine. HO-Hl M
Hacc olim meminisse juvabit . . .

AND HOW!

Another Anqle

On The Ski Trip

BY J. P. SCHUSS

St. Adele, Que.— (B.O.I.P.)—
Following up a report of a plan-

ned invasion here last week your

roving War Correspondent, re-

plete with all tin' necessary equip-

ment of his profession: bullet-

proof flask, uphill skis and an

evil sneer, accompanied a force

of (Jneen's ski troops in their ad-

vance. Great headway was made

at all points in spite of attempts

by the officials of the R.P.C. to

delay our armored train. Much
of the enemy material was de-

stroyed in the struggle.

Set-Back

The first serious set-back re-

ceived by our forces was at the

town of Twitch-in-the-Marsh.

Here the courageous and cunning

ruses of a certain Lieutenant

Thomas were instrumental in

treeing our forces. He is report-

ed to have sniped on the enemy

first from a baggage-rack and

later from beneath a tur-coat in

the middle of the station plat-

form, where he remained thus

camouflaged for two hours. The

objective was reached, with the

help of reinforcements front Tar-

ana, on Saturday morning.

The enemy was then joined by

the forces of Gravity and the

battle raged all day long. Queen's

rushed Hill 80 again and again

only to retire after having suffer-

ed >evcre blows ;n the rear. That

evening, the enemy's fifth

columnists, clad in deceptive

white coats, plied our warriors

v.'ith poison and won a decisive

victory in the Red Room. They
charged repeatedly, howling their

fearsome war-cry "Inter Pocula",

and completely demoralized our

bar - room athletes, compelling

them to retreat in utter con-

fusion. Not the least of our

casualties w as General Blair who

was obliged to entrench in the

main lounge. Although surround-

ed fur several hours, he was able

to hold off all enemy attempts

to dislodge him from his position.

Next morning he was joined by

the rest of our battalions who
quickly beat off the hurlers of

the "Gimlets" (see Red Room).

Retreat

The invasion having been coin,-

1
lifted defensive positions were

assumed and Queen's retreated in

the armored train. Delaying ac-

Bowling Scores

High Single

Oldfield. Arts '44 330

Keegan, Sc. '43 324

McMahon, Arts '44 317

Bencteau, Sc. '44 317

Henderson, Sc. '45 302

High Triple

Oldfield, Arts '44 747

Henderson, Sc. '45 735

Ewart, Meds '44 701

High Team Score

Sc. '43 No. 1 3136

Arts '43 3134

Meds '44 No. 3 3105

Meds '44 No. 3 3098

Sc. '43 No. 1 3059

tion was fought every inch of

the way by the sadistic minions

of the RPC and such was their

success that it took us 13 hours

to reach our headquarters 230

miles behind the lines. It was

most amazing to watch the futile

attempts of our warriors to elude

encircling movements and em-

bracing advances on the way

home. It is reported that Pri-

vates Breithaupt and Percival

will be court - marshaled next

week for behaviour unbecoming

to ski-troops; Breithaupt for

associating in an under cover

manner with a member of the

Toronto contingent and Percival

for eating two hundred pretzels

each night before retiring. The

resourcefulness of Buckley and

Xolman in singing many unusual

hymns, did much to keep the

morale of our troops on a singul

arly low level. Field Marshal

Hammond of our "Commpoto
troops also kept the men happy

with imitations and amusing

ta!es. Thus it was with gladness,

relict, happy memories and bag

under our eyes that we reported

to headquarters late Monday
morning.

It was officially announced on

Wednesday afternoon that Meds
'44 had captured the Bews

Trophy, symbolic of Intramural

supremacy, for the 1941-42 sea-

son.

Although the Cup, which was

presented by the Queen's Alumni

in honor of Jimmy Bews, has

been in competition since 1939-

40, Meds '44 is the first team to

capture the Trophy from the

Halls of Science. The presenta-

tion will be made at the A.M.S.

banquet tonight.

Much credit is due to this year,

under the leadership of "Stu"

Hit5inan, as they have only 46

members to compete in the var-

ious Intramural events. Sc. "44

finished in second slot.

Bews Cup Standings

Meds '44 12,050

Sc. '44 11,485

Sc. '45 8,520

Sc. "43 6,925

Meds '46 . , . . . . 5,850

Arts *44 3,875

Sc. '42 3,605

Meds '45 . . . - . . 3,415

Meds '47 2,760

Arts '45 2,515

Arts '42 .... . 2,450

Arts '43 2,045

Theol 1.205

Meds '42-43 .... 850

SCIENCE FRESHMAN
ENTERS SEMI-FINALS

Lee, the Science Frosh, continued

merrily on his way in the Intra-

mural Table Tennis tournament as

he easily eliminated Laidlaw, Arts

'45, in straight sets 21-14; 21-13;

21-0; to enter the semifinal round-

Robinson of Meds '44 tacked up

more valuable points for his year

putting Moreton into discard 21-15 ;

21-18; 23-21. In the meanwhile

Cameron won from Walter 21-17;

21-16; and 21-19.

Rosentzveig Extended

In "D" flight, Rosentzveig was

forced to go four sets against Black

and was extended for the first 'time

in the tournament.

Tab'? Tennis Tournament

1. Winner of Flight "A" vs Flight

"B." f

2. Winner of Flight "C" vs Flight

"D."

3. Winner of Flight "E" vs Win-

ner of 1.

4. Winner of 2 vs Winner of 3.

Matches in 1, 2, 3 must be com-

pleted by March 7.

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Mokers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN K. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters ond Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Cor-'itutions

PRINTERS
Phone 1510

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description
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in the

MUSIC ROOM

Saturday

:

Metropolitan Opera Co.—Don
Giovanni by Mozart.

Sunday

:

Vaughan-Williams — Overture

to the Comedy, "The Wasps"

of Aristophanes.

• Tchaikowsky — Concerto for

Piano and Orch. No. 1.

Goossens — Fantasy for

-irings in one movement-

Bernard Rogers
—"The Dance

of Salome".

Monday

:

Lizst—Hungarian Rhapsody

No. 2.

Gershwin—Rhapsody in Blue.

Berg—Violin Concerto.

Chopin—Two Waltzes.

A.M.S. Formal

(Continued from page 1)

for the dancers. Today. Roy Bun-

ston, convener of the dance, told

the Journal that the few tickets re-

maining for the dance and dinner

will be sold at the door tonight.

The ticket sale has been most en-

couraging, said Mr. Btinston, and

one of the largest crowds in the

history of the FormaHs expected.

Lew Hayman

Lew Hayman, principal speaker

at the Color Banquet, is coach of

the Toronto Argonaut football team

and one of the most prominent ath-

letic figures in Canada. In his col-

lege days Mr. Hayman was an out-

standing star in American football

and basketball. This is his first of-

ficial visit to Queen's, and the A.
M. S, is delighted that so many
people have signified their intention

of attending the dinner.

|

Tickets for the dinner may be
obtained at the dow to Grant Hall

at seventy-five cents apiece. Tickets

for the dance are three dollars a
couple, and for the two functions,

four dollars a couple. The dinner

wil begin at seven o'clock, and dress

for it is optional.

END ISOLATIONISM,
URGES SEN. PEPPER

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Mertrs, Tanks, Filter*

Tripods, Etc.

Your oM camera taHeti i

on new equipment

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Loekett

AT LOCKETT'S LTD.
178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

Toronto (C.U.P.)—A continu-

ation of the collaboration of the

United Nations, in the post-war

world which is being developed

during the war, was urged by

Senator Claude Pepper, when he

delivered the second in the Mar-

fleet Lecture series in Convoca-

tion Hall, Friday night.

At the conclusion of the last

war, the United States, believ-

ing it to be "a war to make the

world safe for democracy," fell

into their "impregnable oceanic

isolation." Then we sowed the

wind; now we are reaping the

whirl-wind, he said.

Speaking of the post-war situ-

ation, Senator Pepper pointed

out that all peace will do is to

release the mighty energies of

men, for building up. rather than

for striking down. He added that

he hopes there will not be an im-

mediate peace after the war. that

is, one supposed to end war.

When the wounds of war are still

open and running and it is too

soon to see clearly what is ahead,

We must first see that the

enemy is guarded so that he will

not .strike us when our backs are

turned, the Senator said. Then

in drawing up the peace terms

we must make sure' that there is

no possible chance that any such

disturber of the world peace will

have the power to run amuck
again, he continued.

The Senator stressed that mem-
bership in any international as-

sociation which may arise after

the war, must not be compulsory

or binding.*We don't drag traders

to the market place. They come
of their own accord, believing

that they have a chance to gain

something, seeing that each has

a fair chance, he said.

The speaker pointed out that

much cohesion has already been

attained in drawing together the

peoples of the world, referring

to such nations as Canada, the

United States, Russia and China,

all of which are finding a new
unity.

If the world is to be saved it

is to be saved all together. If it

sinks, it will not be in parts but
as a whole, the Senator con-
tinued, advocating the collabora-

tion of all nations in reconstruc-

tion. He pointed out that rather

than make any blueprint of what
should be done after the war that
it would be preferable to rely on
the American people's habit of

"plodding along by trial and
error," which has proved suc-

cessful in the past.

The Bookshelf
CONDUCTED BY JOHN PARKH ILL

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

A bright young lad ambled into

the Union Cafeteria (advt.) the
other day, and gave his order: "I'll

have mashed potatoes and gravy,

green peas and a couple of pork
chops — and make 'em lean, will

you ?"

"Yes, sir," came the ripping re-

ply. "Backwards or forwards?"

AMERICA'S ECONOMIC
STRENGTH
by C. J- Hitch

A remarkably interesting, valu-

able, and timely book, "America's

Economic Strength" should be

read by every student who is

a layman in the field of econ-

omics, and yet who has the de-

sire, not at all unnatural, to

argue about what the addition

of our great ally means to us in

the war.

Everybody has in the back of

hie i::ind some idea of what Am-

erica's economic strength means.

Crcat sprawling factories, vast

furnaces and refineries — these

symbolize to most of us the

strength of America. Moreover,

we have at our finger tips, just

at our finger tips, a good many

facts, most unrelated, which we

invaluably bring forward in time

of need—the Ford plants, the

Chrysler Corporation, the Beth-

lehem Steel works, a few air-

craft factories (probably large),

all in all a sufficiently huge pro-

duction to win the war for us

—

in ttine.

The problem, ot course, lies in

the time necessary to convert the

potential economic strength to

the ends of war. As Hitch re-

marks, the Tact that the United

States possesses 95% of the world's

bathtubs is not likely to frighten

Hitler. But what "is" causing

him worry is that vast war "po-

tential," now, or at least a short

while ago, devoted to luxuries

Especially interesting, to the

layman, again, at least, are the

comparisons between British and
American resources, efficiency,

and methods. The tables and
graphs are singularly interestin

perhaps exclusively so, when
Canada is included, as it now
and again is, in comparison with
the other Dominions. One might
reasonably expect that the con
linuous presence of figures,

ratios and estimates would prove
tiresome. They are not; and,

the hands of a scholar, they are

more sanely and thoughtfully

evaluated than in the hands of

a casual writer.

Finally, the book is an in-

valuable little volume for those
readers of "Time" magazine who
are bewildered week after week
by the ever recurring acts and
organizations, named by initials.

Most of the important ones are
here accurately stated and suc-
cintily summed up. Powdered
over from the distance of Oxford,
they are more apt to find an
biased treatment in Mr. Hitch
than in the editors of any Am-
erican publication. One should
perhaps add, with the exception
of "Fortune" on the surveys in

ivhich, indeed, Mr. Hitch admits
to have drawn freely.

—J. Parkhill.

McGill Guinea Pigs

Given Instructions

At the second meeting of the

newly formed Guinea Pig Club of

McGill University held Tuesday,

Dr. Donald McEachran of the

Montreal Neurological Institute and

Dr. Ross of the Department of En-

docrinology at McGill spoke brief-

ly to a gathering of over a hundred

students on the duties which will

be required of the volunteers for

War Research.

Half Day Needed

Dr. McEachran stated that vol-

unteers for his type of research

will probably he called upon only

once during the remainder -of the

year. Students should come pre-

pared to spend a half day on the

experiment, however, because, al-

though it is probable that they will

be needed only for an hour, the

nature of the experiments is such

that they may extend over a longer

period of time.

The neurologist expressed his ap-

preciation to those volunteers who

have already been working with

him and pointed out that the group

nf McGill students who are doing

this work is the only organized

group of its kind in Canada.

Dr. Ross took the opportunity to

thank the students who have been

faithful in showing up weekly for

[heir experiments in his department

and added that about twelve more

volunteers are necessary. This work

differs from that of the other group

in that students will be needed for

half an hour at a time once or twice

a week for the remainder of the

term.

Attendance

The speaker requested that only

those students should sign up whe
are sure that they will be able to

continue the experiments and whe
will be able to appear at the time

for which they have signed, since

each experiment involves the time

of twelve people besides the stu-

dent himself.

After the addresses were con-
cluded, a discussion was held among
the students present and it was de-

cided to organize the volunteers

into a definite club and a temporary
executive committee of seven mem-
bers was chosen by nomination

from the floor.

HART HOUSE LIBRARY

CLAIMS BOOKS LOST

Toronto (C.U.P.) — The dis-

appearance of a considerable

number of books from the Hart

House Library was announced

yesterday by the Library Com-

mittee. Fifteen widely known
works were removed from the

sheWes during the fall term. In

the past few weeks since the be-

ginning of the second term four

very popular books were taken

from the new book shelf and not

returned.

"Some members should bear in

mind," stated the Warden of

Hart House, J. R. Gilley, "that

the books in the library are the

common property of every mem-
ber of the House, and under no

circumstances are to be remov-

ed from the room. It seems most

unfortunate that some people are

thoughtless enough to jeopardise

the use of the library to all the

other members."

"The library was closed to all

readers due to similar circum

stances on a previous occasion,'

Mr. Gilley recalled. "No drastic

action has been taken so far, and

it is hoped that the books in ques

tion will be returned to the Hall

Porter immediately."

"This year the library is being

used more than any other year,'

stated Mr. Gilley, "and it would

be highly unjust and unfair to

deny the privilege of using the

library to so many through the

thoughtlessness of so few. Since

To see Susie the hep little Shovel'

with a boogie boom.

War Loan Raffle

(Continued from page 1)

swelling the total contribution of

this district to the current War
Loan. It has been markedly suc-

cessful on the campus, with Le-

vana and Science leading in num-

bers of tickets bought.

The committee wishes to empha-

size that sales are still continuing,

and tickets are available from the

student canvassers, in each faculty,

and at the Tuck Shop and the Tech

Supplies.

And now for a statement from

one of the dear old ladies in Ward

IX:
Nurse — Now, granny dear,

you're not to worry ; the doctor

says it's not appendicitis.

Deary me! Was that the doc-

tor? I thought he was very fa-

miliar for a clergyman.

this matter concerns vitally all

the members of this institution,

their honest co-operation is re-

quested urgently."

REGRETS

ORIVl IN AN IMBUED
TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

There is an old fellow named
Burges

Who longs to write epics or dirges,

But whenever be chooses

To call on the muses,

It's piffle like this which upsurges.

—Concord iensis.

Oh. Thou who dids't with Pitfall

and with Gin

And Scotch beset the path I wan-
der in,

I thank Thee that I'm not an en-

gineer

For swilling Beer is their especial

Sin.

Rubaiyat (not by Omar) ir

Gateway.

Often the Drill-hall we perforce

frequent,

And march, while Sergeants to

their Spleen give vent,

About it and about, but evermore
Come out a darn sight faster than
we went.

Rubaiyat (not by Omar) in

Gateway.

Everything that's New
and Smart
At LAIDLAW'S!

•

Dresses — Coats — Sports Clothes —
. New Accessories — Smart Fabrics.

Men's Furnishings

—

House Furnishings—
•

When You Buy at Latdlavfs — You're Sure of the Quality.

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS
Mclene jUfctrtin's beauty &alon

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

*" Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

Small Boy—Do they have sky-
scrapers in heaven, mama?
Mama—No. dear, it takes scien-

tists to build skyscrapers.

Hospital Hours

The -visiting hours for

students at the Kingston
General Hospital are from
10-11 a.m., and from 4-5

p.m. Students are requested
to visit during those hours

and unless spec ial penr.:s-

sion is granted, at no other

time.

There was a Door to which I found
no key.

There was a Veil past which I

could not see,

But my Examiners believed I

should,

And so they gave their marks to

Thee — not Me.

Rubaiyat (not by Omar) in

Gateway.

McGALL'S RESTAURANT
"The Better Place to Eat"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

21 Meals $5.50—14 Meals $4.50 $5.50 Value for $5.00

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

SUPERIOR
GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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MAY EXTEND HOURS
AT U. OF T. LIBRARY

Toronto (C.U.P.)—An investi-

gation will be conducted through-
out this week as to the advisa-
bility o/ keeping the University
Library open until midnight, Mr.
W. S. Wallace. Chief Librarian
of the University of Toronto an-

11 lias come to pass in the

nounced yesterday land of Queenz certain battles with

The action was taken as a re- ?* ™- ° f^ and E"S Wi"

suit of a suggestion that the 10
* " ^

o'clock limit might be extended i .

'

to 12 as an added convenience fori
Maid Marion dotl1 to°k to victon

students.
I

m m^se encounters. Yea, ere this

"We are here to give service" f™"
1 Shalt appcar for a11 t0 see

he said, "and we will do even- 1

,

mCn °f Sdenz wilt have had
opportunity to defeat the menthing possible to conform to the

needs of the students, provided
that it does not add dispropor-
tionately to the operating ex-
penses of the Library. There are,
however, practical disadvantages'
to be considered in this particular
case."

Mr. Wallace went on to point
out that the present time-table
of the Library staff is such that
it will be almost impossibly to
increase the number of working
hours without making additions
to the staff. In particular this ap-
plies to the cleaner and janitor,
who at present are working the
maximum time possible.

The present count of students
remaining until closing time will
be held throughout the week, so
that an average of students stay-
mg may be determined.

This is not the first time that
this particular truest ion has
arisen. Several years ago they
conducted a count similar to the
one now being held, and found
that only a half dozen or so stu-
dents were staying until closing
time.

The Library used to be closed
at 6 p.m., up until 10 years ago
but it was ex-tended to the pre-
sent limit to facilitate study for
students who were in the labs
until 5, and also so that students
could obtain books at night.

The Library attendance is on
the upswing, and will reach its

peak in the latter part of March
and the early part of April. From
then on it drops as students de-
vote the major portion of their
time to the study of notes.

of Mudd

And the men of Scienz who
didst bow must in^loriouslv to the
men of Mudds on the field of the
son of Richard shall be avenged
on the floor of gym in the Interfac

brawl with the hoop and basket.

And the tribes of Queenz are in

great anxiety and fear appears on
many faces. For the fdes of March
dr. occur on the Thirteenth - yea.

even on a Friday — and on this

day no one is safe from the evil

spirits that do plague the inhabit-
ants of Queenz on such occasions.

And the question was asked when
last we didst inscribe this record
into the rock faces of our caves:
"What — what then shall we do

i to save ourselves on the* fdes of
[March? Where shall we find re-
fuge from the evils that shall lie in

wait for us on the Thirteenth?"

And this we are now prepared to

answer thusly:

"Seek ye safety under the bene-
volence of the spirit that is Scienz,

— yea. seek it not in the halls of

Carr or that of NVor of Mill —
nay, on the fdes of March seek it

in the ball of Grant where the men
of Scienz shall make merry with

the maids of Lephanta under the

chaperonage of Terpsichore and
Maid Marion."

Yea — Maid Marion has indeed
solved the problem, With clanking

of shovcluffs and much belching of

smoke didst she direct her warriors
in these words

"Seek safety at the Steam-Shuf-
fle. Remember the Ides of March !"

And the inscription of the word
LephAita doth recall that famous
tribe to our west shall tattle the

fernaljerks on the day after the

Ides. And the fair females of Le-
phanta this scribe picks to beat the

Journaljerks in a furious encounter
which shall probably reduce the al-

ready dissipated Jerks to a nerve-
less frazzle.

Yea — 'tis well that not much
more will be expected from the

ascetic pen-pushers as we prophesy
that after the Amazons of Lephan-
ta have met them in battle on the

halls of gym the pen-pushers and
key-pounders of the Jernal shall be
fit only for pushing a broom and
pounding the pillow.

And thus we shall leave the hap-
penings in the land of Queenz to

ply slipstick and 4H in preparation

for that which is to come.

Play Reviewed

up

COMMITTEE OFFERS
ADVICE TO STUDENTS

ODE TO A YOUNG LADY
FRIGHTENED BY A

PASSING TUG

Ah
!

full, red flower, why blanch
ye so?

"Why dutch ye rail when whistles
blow?

"Why buy ye eyes when tug
swims buy?

"Why roil ye socks in late July?
Hmmnnn? *

Why wave ye arms when sea-
gulls glide?

Ye surely know ye cannot hide,

™ hy toss ye on the waters bread ?

When all returns on ye own
head ?

Jfmmnnn?
Sweet mistress of the castbound

scow,

Why light ye with that deck-
chair now?

aft

Explains away our heavy
draught?

Hmmnnn?
That's nil.

—Jabez in the Ubyssey

There once uxts a man from Japan,
Whose poetry no one could scan,
ft? said 'lis a trait

Which 1 think is great
For I always try to get as many
words in the last line as I possibly
can.

Montreal (C.U.P.) — A board
for advising students who are
contemplating enlistment in His
Majesty's Armed Forces has been
set up at McGill. The official

designation of this body is the
"Active Service and Employ-
ment Committee."

The particular function of the
committee will be to give stu-

dents advice as to which branch
of the service they would be fitted

for. and in which they could
serve their country best. It will

obtain all latest information

bout the three services.

This committee is not in any
vay connected with any former
board established for a same or

imilar purpose. The name "Ac-
tive Service and Employment
Committee" has been chosen ex-

pressly to obviate any such con-

fusion. ' -** hi
Duration of Board

This board, which is now in

operation, will continue so until

all University examinations arc
well over.

The committee has been insti-

tuted this time for the henefit

of those students who are leav-

ing College at the end of this

term and who desire competent
advisors from whom they may
obtain such advice as they need
along these lines.

UNCLE WALTER BARKS UP
THE RIGHT TREE

ODE TO A -PROFESSOR

Curses, grunts, and boredom too.

To h with any more lectures

from you.

—Gateway

ODE TO BROWNING
I have the nicest professor,

I think that he's just great,

And if I had my way, you bet,

I'd never graduate.

—Gateway.

Chicago — Practically every
man and woman in the country
can find a common denominator
in "Uncle Walter's Dog House"
on the NBC-Red Network.

There is hardly a male in the
country who, at some time or
another, hasn't found refuge and
solace in a kennel retreat.

On the other hand, what cun-
ning female (and what female
isn't cunning?) hasn't spent a

profitable few minutes contriv-

ing new methods of driving the

unintuitive male, be he brother,

husband or sweetheart, into the

doghouse?

And thus we find .Tom Wal-
lace, in his role of Uncle Walter,
presenting dramatizations of dole-
ful doghouse dramas on succes-
sive Fridays.

Uncle Walter himself, however,
manages to remain more or less

cheerful despite the sad sagas
of male suffering which he intro-

duces. But he does have some
ideas of his own on the subject ol

marital harmony.

He recommends that husbands
take their wives into confidence

inancial worries that may im-
peril the marital ship. A compli-
ment now and then, he say >,

doesn't hurt. If husbands expect
their wives to listen to office

gossip they should lend a ben-
evolent ear when wifie reports

on the back fence conversation

feast

For wives, Uncle Waller
recommends a ban on gooev
salads and a swing towards red-

hloodcd meals, All wives should
laugh at their husband's jokes if

they expect vice versa.

Uncle Walter' should know. He
gets hundreds of letters each
week from past, present and
future tenants of Ye Olde Cosy
Dogge-Housc. —NBC News.

(Continued from page 1

)

erable adroitness.

Starring for the men and the

Faculty Players. Mr. C. B. Wade
provided another extremely satis

factory performance. Acting the

suave and smooth-tongued villain

with sophistication and skill. Mr.
Wade should be heartily commend
ed for resisting the temptation to

overact and melodramatize his role

His suppressed villainy was emin
ently in keeping with the general

tenor of the play.

The reviewer is undoubtedl
strongly prejudiced in favor of
Mrs. E. C. Kyte's portrayal of

Auntie Lulu; this because of her

remarkably close approximation to

the "character" in real life which
some dozen girls on the campus
may have recognized — with
little pleasure, as these things hap
pen Auntie Lulu possessed jusi

about the requisite amount of un
consciousness.

Very satis factory, too. was Bea
Grant as Mavis. Although appea
ing for the first time in a dramat
production at Queen's. Bea was not

only fortunate in being very well

cast, but surprisingly good in he
role of the calm self-sufficient an'

beautiful young woman. Furthe

;xperierrce should make her an ex
cellcnt actress, indeed.

Mike Keegan, as Nigel, was so

phisticated enough, though perhaps
bit too reserved and self-consciou

for the role to sit with perfect ea

on his shoulders. More animation
throughout would have added to

the effect gained in his living

to the more emotional scenes.

Mr. E. C. Kyte, as Hodgson
was an excellent gardener; his sk...

and experience in playing character

parts stood by him well; Jo Throop
played the comedy role of Ethel
with a like suitability. To Wyatt
MacLean went the distinction

playing a character much older than
the actor. He carried the role ver>

convincingly, and we were ven
glad to see that no moustache
beard was appended to Dr. Gribble
student audiences have an unfor
tunate predilection for hearty Iaugl_

ter at bewhiskered student players

Properties were very good and
excellently handled, especially in tl

cottage scenes. For them, Mrs. I

E. Watson and Mrs. N. W. Buer
ger are to be congratulated. Fo
the sets, and for the smooth man
agement of stage crew, Professor
Angus receives great credit

The last scene contained the most
effective use of lights this writer
has ever witnessed in a Queen
production and Dr. H. M. Cave can
well be proud of his work. Mo
finished actors might have taki

trreater advantage of the lighting

in this final scene; however,

chills and thrills of the audience
during the scene were ample ev

dence of the success of the effet

May such experimenrs continue.

Final bouquets g<. to Professi

Alexander for very coui|ictent d.

recting; and to Bill MncKenzie for

a job of co-ordinating which musi
have proved very exacting at times

In reviewing an "atmosphere"

play of this kind, one is tempted

to make an unreasonable comparison
with professional I v acted versnns
of, say, "Rebecca," "Suspicion," or

"Night Must Fall." One might
wonder fairh enough, I think, if

the possibility of using music as a

continuous background (as in

"Night Must Fall." for instance),

was sufficiently considered. The
pipe organ in the balcony, just as a

suggestion, might very well have

been tried, to increase the tension

in the audience.

On the whole, however, the pro-

1

duction was marked by a very wise

restraint. In the first two acts, this

perhaps resulted in an almost com-
plete lack of suitable atmosphere

for anything but mild comedy; but,

ai the same time, there was an al-

most complete absence of melo-

dramatic elements, and a polish and

confidence not often found in uni-

versity productions.

ODDS and ENDS

SALE-
Last Saturday we closed the MOST SUCCESSFUL
FEBRUARY SALE in our history - - - all sales

records were shattered. But we have some ODDS
and ENDS left (yet a good assortment to choose

from) that MUST BE CLEARED as Tweddell's

policy to clear stocks and NOT TO CARRY OVER
A SINGLE GARMENT to the next season MUST
BE CARRIED OUT to a "T" regardless of cost

- - - SO HURRY DOWN and snap up these values.

25-0'COATS -25
ENTIRE BALANCE OF STOCK

AT DRASTIC PRICE REDUCTIONS

SMASH. BANG, go all value standards on these

high quality overcoats at these low ODDS and ENDS
SALE sacrifice prices. Yes there's an overcoat in the

lot for you if you act quickly, but you'll have to

ACT RIGHT SMARTLY as fine quality woollen,

well-tailored overcoats as advertised here will be

SNAPPED UP MOST HURRIEDLY because the

buying public knows that they're TOP RANKING
VALUES.

In Three Special Price Groups

17.
95 23.

45
26. 95

125 Only SUITS

They're the very CREAM OF OUR STOCK —
English worsteds and Scotch tweeds in only one or

two of a line. BUT THERE'S STILL A GOOD
ASSORTMENT of patterns and colors, including

EVERY SIZE. Exceptional value that demands your

immediate attention, so ACT QUICKLY and be on

hand early for yours.

In Three Special Price Groups

24K 2T 3245

OTHER ITEMS
There is also a good selection of furnishings^

—

SHIRTS, TIES. SOCKS, PYJAMAS, UNDER-
WEAR. DRESSING GOWNS, SWEATERS, etc.,

at below cost ODDS and ENDS SALE PRICES.

Stock up now for the present - - - as well as for

many months ahead.

See Our Special Window Displays

TWEDDELL'S

It

Hotel La Salle

37 - 139 Princess St. Phone 3706
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The Bookshelf
CONDUCTED BY JOHN PARKHILL

STRICTLY PERSONAL
BY W. SOMERSET MAUCHAM

Reviewed by W. S. Macdonald

"Strictly Personal," by W. Som-

erset Maugham, is one of the better

short books to result from the pre-

sent war. The author's scientific

etvle plus his unusual method of

combining autobiography, advice,

wisdom and personal thoughts make

his latest book thoroughly enjoy-

able reading.

Maugham, an Englishman and a

fervent patriot, resided at Cap Fer-

rat on the French Riviera for some

years prior to the outbreak of the

present war. There he bought a

house "so ugly that no one else

would have it," and transformed it

into a dwelling to meet his own

personal requirements. His life-

time wish to "putter about in a

garden^ was realized to a greater

flegre* than he had every hoped it

would be. The spacious grounds

that surrounded the house had a

frontage on the sea, and a small

45 .ton sailing yacht, which he used

to take visitors on picnics, added

to his enjoyment.

Came the war, and the long stale-

mate between France and Germany.

During this interval, Mr. Maug-

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-

wear — ''Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid, High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00

•

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St

Phone 24

Delivery Service

FOR

SPRINGTIME
FRESHNESS

•

DUBARRY
DOUBLE FEATURE

•

Foundation lotion free with

each face powder for the

regular price of

$2.00

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

ham did some work for the British

Ministry of Information, writing

articles on the French, their aspects

towards the situation, their work,

and the morale of the men in the

army.

German Invasion

After the German invasion he,

with several hundred other English

residents in southern France, was

advi sed to return to England.

Transportation out of the country

was finally arranged, and with

500 other refugees Mr. Maugham

hoarded a dirty coal steamer. They

did not ktiow where they were go-

ing when the ship left France, and

none had brought sufficient provi-

sions to last the trip. Water was

scarce and. as a result, the pas-

sengers, crowded into the smallest

space possible on board, resigned

themselves to the constant dirt and

filth that accumulated on their per-

sons and whatever belongings they

had with them.

When they reached the harbor

of Oran, the general opinion of all

aboard was that the end of the

journey had been reached. It was

little short of heart-breaking when

they were refused permission to

land there, but. with typical Eng-

lish stoicism, they turned the prow

of the boat towards Gibraltar.

There they were allowed to go

ashore, and everyone had the lux-

ury of a hot bath.

Reaches England

Eventually, Mr. Maugham reach-

ed the shores of England once more.

Once settled, he offered his services

to the British Ministry of Informa-

tion again, and was put to work-

writing more articles and pamph-

lets. The eminent author states in

'Strictly Personal" that he is a very

poor journalist and experienced

great difficulty in the writing of

these articles.

Thinking that his period of use

fulness in England had come to an

end. Mr. Maugham finally waded

through the red tape between that

country' and the United States and

came to reside on this side of the

Atlantic. He arrived at La Guardia

Field in New York with six dol-

lars in his pockets, and, in his own

words, "ordered an old-fashioned."

At various points throughout the

book the author points out reasons

for the downfall of France and

issues warnings to America not to

be complacent about a situation that

is deathly serious. His little tales

of the activities of Fifth Colum-

nists in Britain are humorous and

yet frightening. He fully under-

stands the issues at stake in the

present conflict, and minces no

words in pointing them out to those

whose minds are not clear on the

subject. This book is one that all

might well read, and once having

read it, read it again. There is

much that cannot be assimilated by

one reading, possibly because the

author's style is so perfect that one

is drawn on to the end without

pending time to consider the pro-

posals he puts forth and the ideas

his words' foster in the mind.

Dont forget the

Benefit Dance Saturday Night
- - There Will Be an Admission Fee of 25 cents for men, Girls Admitted Free

Proceeds Will Go to the

Mount Allison Relief Fund

LEVANT
NCTEX

Letters to The Editor

Have You Voted?.

If you have not already cast

your ballot for the Levana elec-

tions when you read this, now

is the time to do so. Voting is in

the Red Room all morning, and

in Ban Righ from one to two

this afternoon.

Red Cross Room

The Red Cross Room will close

for the season on Friday, March

13, the end of next week. If you

have knitting that is finished it

may be turned in either at the

Work Room or at Dr. Douglas'

office in Ban Righ Hall.

Levana Meeting

The next meeting of the Le-

vana Society will be held on

Wednesday, March 11, at 7.30 in

the Ban Righ Common Room.

The speaker will be Wing
Officer L. W. Crowthcr of the

Women's Division of the R.C.

A.F., who will deliver an address

that will certainly be of interest

to all members of Levana, and

Especially to those who are con-

sidering taking up war work

when they leave Queen's. In

addition to this, the meeting is

an important one for two other

reasons. It is the last one of the

season, and also, the new officers

of the Levana Society for the

coming year will be installed. All

girls are strongly urged not to

miss this meeting.

Tea Dance

To those of you who have not

decided to go to the Levana tea

dance tomorrow — don't forget

that it is one of the last social

events of the season, and a good
opportunity to pay back an in-

vitation to the A.M.S. Formal
of the night before, and to all

of you who do go, don't forget

that the Mount Allison Benefit

Dance is an excellent way of

rounding out the day's activities.

One of the boys in Pass Arts

certainly doesn't know which end

is up, no. He takes out a book

for a week and wants to renew

it—which is a perfectly natural

procedure. Conversation at the

main desk goes like this: "And
what is the name of the hook?'

asks the librarian sweetly. "Gee
I dunno," he replies. "Who is the

author?" she continues more
sweetly still. "Gee. I dunno," he

returns- Brother, have you paid

your fees yet? —Varsity

A fraternity in Los Angeles

posts the following notice: "You
think we're worried? You should

see our Tokyo Chapter!"

—Varsity

A California householder had two

Japanese servants, Togo and Kuru.
One day last week he said to Togo

:

"Togo, you have been with me for

10 years. You wouldn't really stab

me in the back in case of an emer-

gency, would you?"

"Oh, no, sir," replied Togo.

"Kuru do that, I set house afire

To the Editor

of the Journal

:

1 have seen several reports in

your excellent periodical that 1

have committed suicide. Let me

assure you, sir, that I am very-

much alive, that I have not com-

mitted suicide, and have no in-

tention of doing so. But what is

more, you have, sir, placed me

in a very grievous situation by

publishing these ill-founded re-

ports, and I am consulting with

my lawyers as to whether I

should sue you and your paper

for gross libel, slander and de-

famation of character. You have

been foully taken-advantage of

by that Muir House spy, the

Hales' Corners' Holocaust, who

has been seeking to demoralize

the invincible Journal Jerks.

Knowing that they could not

win by fair means, the Ban Righ

Blimps have resorted to the dark-

est of underhand methods to de-

stroy the morale of the mighty

Jerks.

Permit me to enumerate all the

difficulties that have beset me
since you published this mistaken

report of my demise. To cope

with all the letters of sympathy

and consolation that have been

sent to my home and the Journal

Office, I have had to engage two

secretaries, who have been work-

ing every day since the report

was first published. To leave

some room in my house, I have

to date kad to hire two truck;

to haul away the flowers. I seri-

ously thought of asking the Q.W
A.C. for the contract to supph
flowers for the corsages at the

A.M.S. Formal. M(y essential

nobility of character, however

came to my rescue, and I now
decline to raise filty lucre by

selling these tributes that my
many friends have paid me.

But if my friends have thus

paid me tribute, you, sir, have

not. Having committed your
self to publishing this foul slan

der, you did not carry it to its

fullest conclusion. Did you pub
lish any expression of sympathy
or regret in your editorial

column? Did you grace your
pages with a cut of my manly
features? Did you publish

black-lined box on your front

page? The answer sir, and you
cannot deny it, is NO. For thi

I demand that you publish

front page editorial apology. (If

you feel like it, you can run a

"Births" column and give me a

new start. I have always thought

that the one thing the Journal

lacked was a births column. After

all, you publish death and mar-

riage notices!)

If I do not see this front-page

apology in your next issue, sir,

1 will immediately file suit

against you for one million dol-

lars and two cents. (The two*

ents, sir, represents my opinion

E you).

I am sir,

Your ultra-indigent and very

much-alive detractor,

SCOOP WILSON.

Sir:

I am
anyway.

If she looks young, she's old; if

she looks old, she's young; if she

looks back, follow her.

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

7.00 p.m.

7.00 p.m.

10.00 p.m.

-Inter-Varsity Chris-

tian Fellowship meet-

ing, Room 221.

Douglas Library.

-A.M.S. Banquet,

Grant Hall.

-A.M.S. Formal,

Grant Hall.

Saturday

:

4.30 p.m.—Levana Tea Dance,

Ban Righ Hall.

8.00 p.m.—Mount Allison

Benefit Dance.

Monday

:

8.00 p.m.—Public Speaking

Contest,

Convocation Hall

alive, too. Darn you

WILLIAM LEMMON

Chattanooga became famous in

a song. Now, we. find that there

really is such a place. Utilizing

the colors of their flag, and a few

ribbons, the girls in the high

school there have come out with

a sort of signal system. For ex-

ample, a red ribbon worn in the

young lady's \hair means some-

thing like "S.O.S. — I wanna

date!" A white ribbon . . .

"Never mind—I got one." And
two blue — true blue — ribbons

shout to all, "Scram, scum! Me

. . . I'm in love!"—Varsity.

The curfew tolls the knell of part-

ing day,

A line of cars winds slowly o'er the

lea.

A pedestrian ptods his absent-

minded way,

And leaves the world unexpectedly.

Satan (to new arrival)—You act

as if you owned the place.

Newcomer—Yes— my wife gave

it to me.

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MlLK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

STUDENTS—
Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033
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WAR
COMMENT

JIM LINDSAY AND
LUNA TARLO

Ed. Note— The opinions ex-

pressed herein are not neces-

sarily those of the editorial

board.)

Behind the Cripps-Churchill con-

troversy in England lies a series of

issues more serious than the ques-

tions of "ability in administration,"

"fickleness of public opinion," etc,

as some sections of the press in

Canada are trying to make out,

Events in the Far East becloud ev-

ery other issue in the Governmental

crisis, for at the bottom of it lies

the problem of India and the prob-

lem of the Western Front in Eu-

rope.

India

While Downing Street is work-
ing out "formulas" which will win

the support of the Indian people,

Nehru, influential Indian National

leader, states that only a govern-

ment which is responsible to the

Indian people and to them alone

will he able to rally the masses for

the coming battles against the East-

ern pole of the Axis. Cripps is un-

doubtedly the most popular man in

England now because of his role in

closing the Anglo-Soviet Pact and
because of his consistent stand in

this regard in the pre-war years.

If he can promise a growing cres-

cendo of "Brunevals" as a prelude

to continental invasion, if he can

provide India with responsible gov-

ernment against the opposition of

certain Tories (led by Secretary for

India Amery), then he will be in

step with a growing body of public

and newspaper opinion,, and may
well reach the height of his political

career.

In our own country, to the many
criticisms of lack of governmental

policy in regard to industrial mobi-

lization, the Cabinet has given an

answer in annnouncing the coming

appointment of a director of Na-
tional Selective Service to handle

the personnel in factory and farm.

This, however, is only one of many

aspects of Canada's war problems

and by no means presents a com-

plete solution.

Premier King has called upon

WAR COMMENT

(Continued on page 6)

Sir C. Hardwicke

Talks To Students

On Friday Morning

Actor Answers Questions
About Screen And

Stage

On Friday morning Sir Cedric

Hardwicke spoke to the students

and staff of Queen's University.

The address took the form of

a "quiz program." Since Sir Ced-
ric is an actor of some renown on
both the stage and screen, most

people asked him questions which
would give comparison of different

aspects of the theatre and films.

Comparisons

He said that in theatre it is the

the actor's first duty to include the

audience in the play. A play has

been rehearsed for weeks, so that

the actors know their lines to per-

fection and can therefore, at the

actual performance, devote them-

selves to sensing the feelings of the

audience. On the other hand, mo-
tion pictures are acted in bits and

pieces without any rehearsal of the

play as a whole beforehand, the

"actor" is completely dominated by

the director and it is even possble

for him to act the part without

reading the play.

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE
(Continued on page 2)

Donna Young Wins
$100. Victory Bond

Donna Young was the winner of

the $100 Victory Bond in tile di

conducted at the A.M.S. Color

Night last Friday. Helen Brown and

Lloyd Bowers, Meds *43, were the

winners of the consolation prizes

of four five-dollar war savings cer

tificates. Both Levana winners were

present to share the surprise and

collect their prizes.

Draw
Dr. McNeill, Vice-Principal of

the University, drew the slips from

a bowl held by Earl Baxter, Chair-

man of the Queen's War Aid Com-

mission. Before drawing the slips,

Dr. McNeill jestingly mentioned

that he had consulted legal authori-

ties to discover if it was within the

law to hold such an affair of chance.

VICTORY BOND
(Continued on page 6)

Free Speech
CONDUCTED

Jewish Students Organize Branch

OfContinent-Wide I oundationHere

BY ABE RABINOWITZ

The Hillel Student Foundation,

which assisted in the recent Uni-

'i-rsity Church Service at which

Uabbi Ben Zion Steindel was
the preacher, is an organization

for serving the religious, social

a"d cultural needs of Jewish stu-

cll-'iits in the University. It was
organized only last spring, being

Welcomed to the campus by Dr.

Wallace, and is the first branch
°' this American organization to

founded in a Canadian uni-

Vl-'rsity. Carl Abner is President,
ai>d Rabbi Steindel is Director.

Organization

At present there are over 27

full-fledged Foundations and over

.55 Counsellorships. The Founda-

tion is patterned closely after

Mich organizations as the New-

man CHtb. Student Christian

Movement and the Wesleyan

Foundations in the U.S.A. Foun-

dations employ a full-time Direc-

tor, usually a rabbi, and in most

cases, occupy rented quarters

which serve as a student meeting

centre. The Director co-operates

With elected student leaders, with

the aim of bringing a knowledge

of their religious and cultural

heritage to the Jewish students.

HILLEL FOUNDATION

(Continued on page 2}

What do you think of a Common
Dining Room at Queen's?

Reporters for this issue : Ann
Shaw, Gord Wright. Mary Pat-

erson.

Rona Barry

:

I think that it would be fun.

Joan Rayner:

I think a joint Common Room
for boys and girls would be a

much better idea than a joint din-

ing room.

Ken Brown:

I think it's a good idea.

Louise Parkinson:

Wonderful! If the plan was
carried out, a mixed group would

be a great stimulus to conversa-

tion. Also the plan would be

practical here on the Ban Righ

system, where there are tables

assigned for a certain period

;

but I think it would not work
well if run on the cafeteria sys-

tem where the boys would wait

till the girls had heen served.

There's no time for that around

here.

Jean Nesbitt:

I think the idea is fine. Very
often when boys and girls meet

socially at the dances, etc., con-

versation is light but over a

dinner table serious discussions

would develop which would bene-

fit both the boys and the co-eds.

Doreen Jeffs:

To have meals together would

enable the girls and boys to know
each other and their ideas far

better. I think a more construc-

tive type of conversation would

ensue than that carried on by

either the girls or the boys scp

arately.

FREE SPEECH
(Continued on page 2)

Principal Wallace

Gives Third Talk

To Class Of 1945

Comments On Philosophy
In Final Lecture
In Grant Hall

Dr. Wallace gave the final of

his three annual talks to fresh-

men and freshcttes in Grant Hall

last Thursday morning. He dis-

cussed philosophy and psych-

ology — the world of the mind,

and the forms of beauty as creat-

ed by man.

The power to think, said Dr.

Wallace, is the thing that separ-

ates human beings from the ani-

mals. A language may be need-

ed to think. A new language may
prove very valuable in knowing
one's own language. Usually the

person who possesses fluency in

another language uses his own
well.

Psychology

Behind thinking are the men
tal processes and emotions—the

fields of psychology. These are

being used in this war in testing

men for the fields in which they

will be most efficient. They are

used in teaching, because we are

PRINCIPAL WALLACE
(Continued on page 2)

Federal Minister Of Labor

To Speak To Commerce Club

Executive For '43

Chosen By Levana

In the levana Elections on Fri-

day, Wilda Baker was elected pre-

sident of the Society. According

to tradition. Miss Baker received

in Ban Righ with the retiring pre-

sident and the Dean at the Levana

Spring Tea Dance on Saturday af-

ternoon.

Engineering Society

To Pick Executive

The elections for the Engineer

ng Society Executive wtii be

ield on Thursday, March 12. The
polling booth in the Science Club

ooms, will be open from 9 a.m

to 3 p.m.

The candidates for President

are P. A. Cain and K, M. Clarke.

For senior A.M.S. representative

Len Lane was chosen by accla-

mation, and for junior A.M.S.

representative, J. K. Fee and

A. L. Holloway. L. D. Cunning-

ham, N. B. Dean and M. E.

Young are running for First

Vice-President. J. W. Kirk and

C: Leiirum are competing for the

Second Vice-Presidency. K. Cam-
eron. D. L. Manchester and W.
L. Read are running for Secre-

tary. Candidates for Assistant

Secretary are B. Burgess and D.

J. M duty re. for Treasurer C.

Campling and W. Runge, foi

ENGINEERING SOCIETY
(Continued on page 3)

A.M.S. Representatives

The A.M.S. representatives, it

was announced to the Journal, will

he Sylva Rowley (by acclamation)

and Bea Grant. Florence Campbell

was chosen as vice-president of the

Society while the secretary will be

Betty Sheldon.

The President of the Levana

Council next year is to be Mary
Stock while Audrey Hollis will be

Senior Representative and Biddy

McGinnis Junior Representative.

Ruth Langford has been chosen

as the new president of the Le

vana Debating Society while Anne
Shaw will take over the presidency

of the Levana Atllk-tic Board. The

Refreshment Convener wil be Elea-

nor Rowley and the Senior Curator

of the Red Room Lois Graham.

THE HON. HUMPHREY MITCHCL

Minister of Labor, who will speak at

the Commerce Club Luncheon
Grant Hall tomorrow at 12.15 p

RELIEF FUND DANCE
DRAWS LARGE CROWD

The A.M.S. wishes to report to

the student body that the open

house held in Grant Hall on Satur-

day night was successful beyond

expectations. The low cover charge

vas taken advantage of by many

Indents and the total receipts,

which will be added to the fund

being raised across Canada to aid

distressed Mt. Allison College, run

over $60.

RELIEF FUND DANCE
(Continued on page 2)

L. Hayman Speaks

At A.M, S. Banquet

Awards Made For Special

Services During Year

BY DOUG. WILSON

NEWS EDITOR

Only by going all-out, all-out and

still all-out can the game of life be

won. This was the message of Lew

Hayman, Coach of the Toronto Ar-

gonaut football team and guest of

honor at the A.M.S. Color Night

held last Friday.

Queen's Spirit

Mr. Hayman said that for many

years he had admired the Queen's

spirit, not only as he had seen it

sports, but also in the alumni,

Queen's alumni, he felt, were very

close to [hear Alma Mater, and

possessed a terrific loyalty to it.

Never, he said, had he seen such

enthusiasm as when Queen's teams

and their supporters came down to

Toronto to compete, and he had

tried to analyze the reasons for it.

Possibly it was because Queen's

was not situated in a big city, or

because it was a relatively small

university. It was also possibly due

to the absence of great disparity in

wealth.

"This loyalty," the speaker said,

COLOR NIGHT
(Continued on page 21

Hon. Humphrey Mitchell To
Speak At Queen's

Tomorrow

In Grant Hall

The Honorable Humphrey Mit-

chell, Canada's new Minister of

Labor, will address the Com-
merce Club at a luncheon to be

held in Grant Hall tomorrow at

12.15 p.m. Recently appointed,

Mr. Mitchell has for many years

been an upholder of the cause

of labor.

Career

Born in England, son of an

ardent trade unionist, Mr. Mit-

chell came to Canada before the

last war; then returned to serve

tor four years with the Royal

Navy. After this he came again

to Canada and has been active

on the labor front ever since. In

the city of Hamilton, he has been

Mdcrman, Labor Member, Sec-

retary of the National Labor

Supply Council, and Secretary of

the Labor Co-ordination Com-
mittee. In 1941 he became Chair-

man of the Industrial Disputes

Inquiry Commission of the Na-

tional War Labor Board, and in

LABOR MINISTER

(Continued on page 7)

Thursday Is Date

For Steam Shuffle

Susie Shovel Gives Portrait

For Decoration

The last Year Dance of the aca-

demic Year of '41-'42 will be held

on Thursday of this week and will

be in the hands of Science '44,

Although this is the first year

dance the Science Sophs have han-

dled, their members assured the

Journal that they have already ac-

quired an enviable reputation 3s

hosts in the social whirl of their

own faculty and as proof of this,

have engaged Maurice Allen who
played at the A.M.S. Formal to

handle the music.

The budding Scientists explained

STEAM SHUFFLE

Continued on page 8)

Eight To The Bar
5TU ROBERTsON

After a good deal of uncertainty,

deliberation, suspense, etc., Artie

Shaw has again decided fo form a

band. His last 32 piece' organiza-

tion folded up last month 3nd most

of his musicians have migrated to

other orks, Georgie Auld, saxist,

has decided to take the step again

with a band and Shaw will have

plenty of trouble replacing this

tenor soloist.

Charlie Baruet has reorganized,

and opens a road tour this month.

It is reported that he tried a full

string section in his new combo but

dropped it after a few rehearsals.

Harry James reached a new high

his success cycle when he fol-

lowed Sonny Dunham at Frank

Dailey's Meadowbrook. Those of

our readers who heard the Meadow-

brook program Saturday, especially

the Carnival of Venice number, no

doubt realize why the lanky virtu-

oso is labelled "the King of the

Trumpet." . . .

"Muggsy" Spanier is waxing sev-

eral numbers for Decca and they

should be released sometime this

month. . . . rumors still persist

that T. Dorsey is considering a size-

able "dabble" in the record busiuess

in conjunction with a major picture

concern. Rumors also of a gigantic

EIGHT TO THE BAR
Continued on page 8)
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I think that I shall never see

A girl refuse a meal that's free

A girl whose hungry eves aren't

fixed

Upon the drink that's being mixed;

A girl who doesn't like to wear

A lot of junk to match her hair.

Girls like this are loved by me
For who in hell would kiss a tree?

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A.

TROUSERS?
OVER 3000 PAIR!

SPORT COATS
A large selection of

all that's new

SUITS

TOPCOATS

FURNISHINGS

HATS

See the New Spring selections,

they're here now

BIBBY'S
Where you buy with confidence

78-80-82-84 Princess St

TAILS =
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS 1

SIMMONS
ClotfcesShop

79 Princess St

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop, fa
the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp, Collegiate

115 Alfred St Phont 1772-W

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

Dr.VincentA. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St

Principal Wallace

WHO
NEEDS

VITAMINS?
Everyone needs vitamins. They
are essential to maintain health

and sustain life. The perfect diet

supplies all the required vita-

mins, but how many of us live

accordingly to that rigid rule?

Therefore, frequently it becomes
necessary to supplement the diet

with vitamins in concentrated
form. When such a need is in-

dicated, be sure to get the vit-

amin preparations of reputable
manufacturers nationally known
for the dependability of their

products.

•

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

(Continued from page 1)

creatures of habit, where it is the

subconscious mind that is work-

ing, and part of the training for

life is acquiring habits, saving

our minds for other things. Also

emotions can be trained.

The study of the process of

thinking, leads, said Dr. Wallace,

to the field of philosophy, which

tries to find the meaning of life,

of everything. Philosophy holds

the roots of everything we are,

everything we do.
,

Through all the ages that men
have created philosophies, two

basic types have always been pre-

sent and competing. There is the

Stoic, the Puritan, the Realist

type, and there is the more sen-

suous type that shows more un-

restraint, the idealists. More or

less unconsciously, the Principal

said, we fit ourselves into one

or other of these types. Under

the stress of the war the first

type may be gaining the ascend-

ancy.

Dr. Wallace mentioned the ef-

fect of recent scientific develop-

ments in philosophy. In the

study of atomic physics, it was
found that electrons were free

to move several ways, with no

external forces acting upon them.

This seemed to prove the exis-

tence of free will. This is not yet

proven, but it proved a tremen-

dous influence in philosophy. It

is a new idea for the philosophers

to work with.

Modern philosophy has as one

of its tenets the idea that time

and space are related. The phil-

osopher asks — "What are we
here for—what is the aim and
object of it all?" Dr. Wallace said

he thought every student should

take philosophy, because it is the

.study of the mind, the mainspring
of what life is and what life

means.

Beauty

The Principal then turned to

the field of emotional life—that

of beauty, and he discussed the

beauty of literature, painting,

architecture, drama, and music.
Beauty, he said, has always
meant a very great deal to all

civilized peoples. The Greeks be-
lieved that virtue and beauty
were mixed. Never since their

time has beauty had such an im-
portant position in a people's
life. To them, beauty was a sense
Of the inner fitness of things

—

they could not separate the beau-
tiful from the good,

Dr. Wallace began his discus-
sion of beauty by mentioning lit-

erature. Literature, he said, is

not only great thoughts, but great
thoughts well expressed. It can-
not be great if these elements are
not present. "A person is poor
indeed who has in his memory
no words or phrases that appeal
to him," the Principal said. "We
cannot live long without beauty
—if one generation loses it the
next will seek it," he continued.

Dr. Wallace then turned to the
field of ethics, the study of the
Tightness of conduct. Conduct
is based on experience, those
things found necessary for com
mon life, based on experience but
codified by .religion. Conscience
is the sense of right and wrong
and is by its very nature, abso-
lutely personal. The sanctity of
family life demands a sound re-
lation between the sexes. That
breaks down if the experience of
the past is thoughtlessly defied
The Principal concluded his

survey with a discussion of* re-
ligion. Religion, he said, is ar
rived at through the mind. It

represents the attempt of the

REHEARSAL

The University Choir and

Orchestra will hold a re-

hearsal in Convocation Hall

tonight at 7 o'clock.

OFFICIAL OF AIRPORT
TO ADDRESS I.V.C.F.

Pilot-Officer D. G. Skegg, Ath-

letic Director at the Norman

Rogers Airport, will address the

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellow-

hip in Convocation Hall on Fri-

day. This is the first of three lec-

ures on the topic "Per Ardua

\d Astra" to be delivered each! Theodore R°<»evelt

Friday throughout March by of-

ficers of the Royal Canadian Air

Force.

Pilot-Officer Skegg is a noted

thlete, and has studied physical

training in Germany, Denmark

and Sweden. Speakers for the

ensuing weeks will be Squadron-

Leader Bcrgin, Medical Officer

at Picton Station, and Filot-Of-

icer Flint, R.A.F. Padre for

Kingston. The series will be

concluded by a church service to

be held in Convocation Hall early

in April by Wing-Coinmander

Gregson, Senior R.A.F. Chaplain

for America. Two of these men
ire very shortly being posted

overseas, and the executive thus

emphasizes that this is one of the

last opportunities of hearing

them. Further details will appear

in Friday's Journal as to time.

Relief Fund Dance

(Continued from page 1)

Many lovers of music, sweet and

hot, gathered to dance and listen

to recordings by famous bands.

There were platters played to suit

every taste in music.

The Convener reported several

instances of unusual generosity.

There was the young man who paid

his two-bits entry fee when he came

and then added another quarter-

to the cash in the till. He said it

was "a fine reason to get rid of an-

other quarter, a worthy cause."

Then there was the case of one of

the A.M.S. constables who very

graciously contributed his wages for

the evening to the fund.

The A.M.S. wishes to thank all

who came and enjoyed themselves

and at the same time gave freely

of their quarters to bolster the Mt.

Allison Fund.

SCIENCE '45 RAFFLE
WON BY N. DALZIEL

On Friday morning Prof. Dor-

rance, honorary president of

Science '45, made the weekly
raffle draw. Norman Dalziel

won the first prize of two dollars

cash and a five dollar war saving

certificate. The other winners of

five dollar certificates are: A.

Campbell, R. Dynes. R. Yeo, A.

Moore. H. Gagnon and W. Kin-
lin. The amount raised during

last week was $30.25. The balance

will be carried over till next

week.

Color Night

mind to codify varying individual

beliefs, because religion is to a

large extent communal. It holds

its place because one must satisfy

one's mind in religion, apd each
person's approach varies.

The second aspect of the prob-

lem is a moral one—the desire to

obey the laws of God. There is

no single way by which one en-

ters the city of God, and to each
must be his own way. "For ages
men have suffered pain and sor-

row and death, and ever have
they been thrown back to re-

ligion" the Principal concluded.

(Continued from page 1)

seem to flow undiminished into

year and interfaculty athletics. It

makes the players do more than

their best — it is true team spirit.

A team must go all-out in order to

have the feeling of doing its best.

Only then can the players feel right

in their hearts. If they win, only

then can they feel that they de-

served to win, and if they lose,

only then can they feel that they

have done their best and the better

team won."

Play to Win

Mr. Hayman quoted President

A team

should play to win. Anything else

is inconsistent, and I should he

heartily ashamed of it." "Most of

us," the speaker said, "are lazy. It

is only because some have more

energy and 'stuff' that great things

in the game of life are done. Your

motto should he "Play to win, play

it hard, but always fairly, and never

double-cross.'

"

Mr. Hayman was introduced by

Dorothy Wardle, President of the

A.M.S. and Chairman of the Ban-

quet. Before he spoke, Mr. Hay-

man presented two athletic awards

— the Todd Trophy to W. H. Mar-

tin, and the Senator Powell Tro-

phy to N. Rivington.

Johnny Hdwards presented the

Bews Trophy to Metis '44. Dr.

Austin also presented the Van

Home Cup, emblematic of Eastern

Ontario Hockey supremacy, to the

captain of the Queen's Hockey

Team. Dean Matheson presented a

general "Q" with two stars to

Norv Williamson and then distri-

buted the QII's to those who had

won them. Jack Day awarded the

Jack Day Trophy, for the most out-

standing member of the Boxing,

Wrestling and Fencing Club, to

Pete Cain,

New Trophy Donated

Wing-Commander K e d d i c, me
officer commanding the Norman
Rogers Airport, presented a new
trophy to the University, to be

awarded annually to the most out-

standing basketballer in the Univer-

sity. This trophy, the donor said,

was presented by the men of the

Airport in recognition of the hearty

cooperation between the Airport and

the University, and as a graduate

of Queen's it gave him very much
pleasure to present it at Color

Night.

In f 1 y i n g, Wing-Commander
Keddie said, coordination and con-

dition, which only sports can bring,

are very important in training and

maintaining a pilot in full efficiency.

As sports facilities at the Airport

were rather limited, he had asked

the University for the use of some
of its athletic facilities, Everything

that was asked was gladly given.

In recognition of this cooperation,

he was presenting this trophy to

the University. He then presented

it to the first winner, Gord Mc-
Donell.

Tricolor Plaques

Dr. McNeill then presented the

Tricolor plaques. These, emblema-

tic of membership in the Tricolor

Society, the highest non-athletic

award that can be given a student,

are awarded by a committee of the

Deans of the faculties and the A.
M. S. junior representatives. The
recipients were Ross Preston, Norm
Grandfield, Hud Campbell, Peggy
Clark. Dot Wardle. Chet McLean,
Bob Motherwell and Jack Houck.

Mrs. Wallace, the Honorary Pre-

sident of the Alma Mater Society,

thanked the executive for the honor

of being chosen to fill that position.

She then presented the A.M.S. Ex-

ecutive Awards to the members of

the executive.

The Chairman then thanked the

Convener. Roy Bunston, for the

ALTA. SURVEY GROUP
PROPOSES PROGRAM

Edmonton (C.tJ.P. ) - Recom-

mendation that the University

of Alberta plant be expanded

over a ten-year period in a million

dollar building program, that the

president of the Students' Union

be a member of the Senate, that

the College of Education be or-

ganized as a Faculty, that con-

sideration be given to a quarterly

system in the academic year, and

the extension of the authority of

the Board of Governors and the

General Faculty Council, were

conti ined in a specie! snr\ yj

committee report.

The committee's report was

tabled in the Alberta Legisla-

ture by Hon. Solon Low, pro-

vincial treasurer, in the absence

of Premier Aberhart, who has

been ill for several days and un-

able to attend the house sittings.

Building Program

One major recommendation is

that the Board of Governors

should be the controlling body in

all university affair?. The com-

mittee also recommends that the

general faculty council take over

most of the academic functions.

But- foremost in the committee re-

port is the recommendation which

puts forward a million dollar

building program to be spread

over ten years.

Proposed for 1942-43 is an esti-

mated capital cost of a hundred

thousand dollars for completing

the Medical building here, and

also to house the provincial la-

boratory, dental clinic, school of

nursing, and the school of phar-

macy.

Sir Cedric Hardwicke

(Continued from page 1)

Sir Cedric stated that it 13 a de-

finite mistake to film Shakespeare's

plays. He said moving pictures are

really a matter of vision (more

than hearing), and that it is difficult

to give a visual interpretation of

the beautiful descriptive passages

from Shakespeare — such as that

of Macbeth's castle, or of Juliet.

Dr. Wallace, in thanking Sir Ced-

ric, commented that he agreed with

the actor's views and expressed the

feelings of those present when he

said that it was, indeed, a great

privilege to hear so famous an actor

of the legitimate stage.

Sir Cedric was introduced by

Dr. Angus, who remarked upon
surveying the 400 people assembled

in the Hall that the speaker was
invited to speak only to the students

of English 3 and 4. The large turn-

out, he said was very gratifying

and showed the interest that Col-

lege students have in the art of the

stage and screen.

MALE TRESPASSERS
ON SACRED PREMISES

Listed in the directory as a

resident of a woman's dormitory

at the University of Minnesota is,

of all things, a man. And it isn't

a typographical error. He's a

Medical junior, eats, studies, and
sleeps in the dorm basement. As
well as being recipient of a num-
ber of queer looks, the lad is re-

quired to be on hand as night

janitor, and in that capacity re-

places fuses, regulates the heat,

changes bedding for guests, locks

up the residence at night, and
cares for trunks and baggage.

It is a man's job . . ,

—Varsity.

successful arrangement of the af-

fair, and thanked the guests for

coining. The dinner was then ad-

journed.

Free Speech

(Continued from page 1)

Bashful, Sc. "43:

A swell idea but very"imprac-

tical.

Lome Shibley, Sc. '44:

Mixed eating places have my
full support. Think how pleas-

ant it would be to have girls

around while 'we were eating!

Possibly we wouldn't eat so

much and would pay more atten-

tion to our table manners. But

the idea is impracticable unless

an addition to the Union be built,

Hugh Wilson, Sc. '45:

Socially the idea is very good;

practically it is rather weak. To
build the necessary eating place

would be rather difficult in war

time: and, after all, if it were

built no essential purpose would

be served.

Hillel Foundation

(Continued from page 1)

The Foundations are named

after Hillel. a sage of the first

century B.C.E., who was one of

the greatest scholars and teachers

in J ewish history. They are

sponsored by B'nai B'rith, the

oldest and largest Jewish fra-

ternal lodge. The aim of the

Foundations is not to segregate,

not to be a substitute for Univer-

sity life or for extra-curricular

activity, but rather to act as a

supplement to university life,

operating on the principle that

the patterns of Jewish life are

an important ingredient in so-

ciety, and that the particular uni-

versity is enriched by supple-

menting its resources by adding

that which is best in the Jewish

tradition.

ALBERTA CONSIDERS
SHORT MEDS COURSE

Edmonton (C.U.P.) — It has

been announced at the University

of Alberta that a proposal has

been made to speed up the medi-

cal course there in order to meet

the growing demand for doctors

during wartime.

If the proposal is ratified by

the faculty medical students will

return on June 1, instead of ne.u

fall. Since this would necessitate

a shortening of the summer term

during which students could earn

money, medical authorities here

have written to the government

urging financial aid for "medi-

cally-fit medical students."

The medical course at Alberta

is as at Queen's a six year one,

but since the first two of these

are spent in prc-prcparation, the

speed-up arrangement, if adopted,

would affect only third, fourth,

fifth and sixth year students.

FLAGELLATION

That's the corner for my soul.

I take it out in the cold, bright air

And stand it up in the corner

there

And laugh and laugh and laugh.

Whi n ni) Upa begin the curl and

grin

The poor white thing goes crowd-

ing in.

Trembling, and shrinks against

the wall.

It cannot bear my laugh at all.

—Osmo.

He—Looks like.you were poured

into your dress.

She—Thanks.

He—But you shouldn't have run

over.
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"Where the Service Pleases'

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Cleorr Heated Cabs

PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

TYPING
Essaya, Theses, and Pathology Cases
Itiglit cents per double-spaced page,

12 cents per single-spaced page.
Mimeographing: prices on application

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson Street

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable
Best low-priced typewriter ever

placed on market

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
Harvey. Mgr.C

Phone 819 171 Wellineton St

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY

for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

THEATPE
LINE-UP

GRAND

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

Attention. Engineering Students!
The Grand is presenting to-day and
to-morrow Steel Against five Sky,
a stirring drama dedicated to the
engineers of America. This fast-
moving picture presents the saga
of bridge-building. The story is

based around a retired engineer
I Edward I' ll,-

1 who brings up his

three boys (Lloyd Nolan, Craig
Stevens, and Edward Bropliy).
Nolan and Brophy enter into their

father's occupation. The last and
most handsome son, Craig Stevens,
is enticed into the business by the
up-and-coming Alexis Smith, who
accuses him of being a no-good.
Roy

! does he show her. Both Lloyd
Nolan and Craig Stevens are madly
in love with alluring Alexis and
some very interesting consequences
result. It is an exciting picture in

parts and your heart will be in your
throat when a blizzard hits the
bridge near the finish.

As an added attraction the Grand
presents Call out the Marines, with
Victor McLaglen and Edmund
Lowe. It is the story of two ram-
bustin' marines who get themselves

mixed into a plot to steal some
vitally important defence papers.

Incidentally, if you remember the

"Keystone Cops" in Holly.vood Ca-
valcade you will be equally amused
with the performance put on by
McLaglen and Lowe in two army
jeeps." B+

—B.T.M.

ODEON

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

SparksDr. Ernest B
DENTIST

1S9 Wellington St. Phone 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO1

C R O N K 9 S
BARBER SHOP

most modern in Kingston

That zany pair, Abbott and Cos-

tello are back again in their newest

comedy for Universal — Ride 'Em
Cowboy. Stumbling around in
checked shirts and ten-gallon hats,

the boys run through some hilarious

scenes, but as in their previous ad-

venture, the footage is padded with

an inconsequential plot. However,

when Cosiello. as an unwilling

bridegroom, is pursued by a wed-

ding party of whooping redskins,

the film is worth twice the price of

admission. . With Abbott as a per-

fect straight man. the pair are still

as dizzy and daffy as they were in

their first film Buck Privates.

With Ella Fitzgerald to sing "A
Tisket A Tasket," and "The Merry

Macs" to warble some western dit-

ties in between gags, Ride 'Em

Cowboy is as good a picture as the

wacky team have marie.. B.

—M.W.E.

MAGISTRATE UPHOLDS
RIGHT OF KIBITZER

An interesting news item ap-

pears in the Jan. 1 edition of the

New York Times. It concerns a

78 year-old man. Nathan Lef-

kowitz. who was assaulted while
kibitzing a pinochle game in

Brooklyn. The maltreated oldster

put the facts thus:

"I was kibitzing and I saw Joe
get a jack of diamonds in the
kitty which just filled up his

hand so that he could make good
his contract. I innocently said.

'You're certainly lucky. Joe." He
got enraged, pushed me hard,
and then picked up the whole
deck of cards and threw them in

my face. I've been kibitzing for

years, and that's no way for a
player to act."

Now let us return to Mr. Lef-
kowitz. Taking the matter to court,

he obtained a summons on his

attacker, while Magistrate
Charles Solomon significantly re-

marked. "It appears to be a mat-
ter of some moment finally to
have a judicial ruling as to the
rights of players and kibitzers."

The great implications of this

stagger the imagination. Imagine
police protection for kibitzers-
imagine standing behind a player
and calmly observing, "You
shoulda played the ace," while
two burly members of the force

stand with night-sttcks upraised
ready to quell any disturbance.

One thing bothers me—the mag-
strate mentions "players' rights"

—is such a thing existing, could
there be such a situation? Ob-
viously not. It's unconstitutional.
It's inhuman,—Gateway

THE
HABIT-DASHER

fOPS VOLL

Radio Programs

Tuesday, March 10—Talk on
Insurance.

Wednesday, March H—"Pub
lie Health Laboratory." Dr
James Miller,

Thursday, March 12 — Clul
mers Church Choir.

Friday, March 13 — Dr. G
Shurtliffe.

CAPITOL
The Little Foxes, a fine and dis-

tinguished drama nf the American

south, is showing today and to-

morrow at the Capitol. Adapted

from Lillian Hellman's successful

play which ran for three years on

Broadwav and on the road. this.

GOiURDIERS
rues

78 Brock St. Phone 700

Excellent Service

274 Princess St Opp. Roy York Cafe) picture is recommended unhesitat-

ingly to students who admire su-

perb acting, admirable photography,

and an intensely interesting, though

slow-moving story, rather than pure

and common entertainment of the

Boom Tenvn or Hanky Tank type.

However, and this is unfortunate,

there are many people who cannot

stomach morbid and thought-pro-

voking stories which offer little

comedy relief and exciting action

shots. To them, we can only say

that their best plan would be to

steer clear of The Little Foxes

For it is a picture of slowly-mount-

ing horror, full of hate and spite

and with a cast of the most cruel

brutal, and unsympathetic charac-

ters yet seen on the screen.

The story is of a wealthy south-

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

phone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

Princess Beauty Salon
2?4 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop
l^ Van Clie*f Maude Wagai

ern family who, though they own
cotton mills, plantations, and banks,

endlessly strive to increase their

fortunes, by fair means or foul.

They employ slave labor, cheat the

surrounding townspeople, and, in

general, make life miserable for any

person who does not see eye-to-

eye with them. One member of the

family, however, is a normal human
being who cannot stand the vile

dealings of the others. He controls

the bank, and when the others need

money to swing a gigantic business

deal refuses to advance them the

necessary cash. The bulk of the

picture tells of the attempt of his

wife and her two brothers to force

him to change his mind.

Bette Davis, Herbert Marshall,

and Richard Carlson of Hollywood

fame, and beautiful Teresa Wright.

Patricia Collinge, and Dan Duryea

of the original New York cast en-

act the principal roles. The picture

was produced by Sam Goldwyn
who has brought These Three,

Dead End, Dodsworth, and The

Westerner to the screen.

Hi ho here we go again. Thai
is a lead sentence that ought to

thrill every journalist from the

ghost of Scoop Wilson up. And
what is it to be this time my
Cherubs? Methinks it will he
a choice hodgepodge, an Irish

stew of items connected with
priorities—horrible thought.

First a bit of good news for

those who haven't quite attained

that skin-bone and hank of hair

look, in fact a heavy subject. The
good oIcT United States has al-

lowed rubber for girdles for the

ladies fair (fat and forty). So-ho
you can still have a foundation

for a while. However, most col-

lege students should be able to

get along without one—if you
can't, less chocolate peanut floats

young lady and a bit of exercise.

Substitutes will soon be appear-
ing no doubt.

Have you seen the new plastic

curlers? Tricky little jobs in six

delicious — pardon me, several

colors. Actually they are easier

on your hair than metal ones as

they don't tend to break your
hair so much. Bobby pins will

be getting scarcer and scarcer.

Did you know in England that

the females play backgammon,
bridge and other weird forms of

gambling for hairpins rather

than money? Vive le sport! Prob-
ably utility motives will step in

and the long Brenda Frazier

inops we so carefully cherish

will be shorn. I hope the last

war's fad for shingling won't be
revived. Liz Arden is forecast-

ing a three-inch baby cut to

I wear under the army caps so

many of us will be donning.

Make-up will be harder to get.

Already the druggists are having
difficulty in carrying complete

lines of slapsticks, etc. However
I don't think the government
would so completely lower the

morale of the country to allow

its daughters to run around sans

paint. Such disillusionment ! But.

and again but,—rather gun powd-
er than face powder. So I guess
we'll just have to face it as best

we can—and I do mean face.

Completely depressed by now?
Cheer up, it would be worse if

you had jaundice, I always say.

Flattering to think you've read

this far—or have you?
The orchid is tossed to the

gals of "79" L,A. for making each

other Christmas presents of

hand-made Tricolor toques —
rather resembling fez (in the

plural no can spell!) Nothing
like being seasonal.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
SEE OUR

SPORTS

JACKETS

We have a selection

of sports Jackets that

can't be beat for com-

fort and versatility,

tweeds in popular

herringbones, stripes,

plaids and nub

effects. Beautifully

tailored, easy fitting.

Wear them in the

office, in college, or

country— everywhere.

Sizes 35 to 46 in the

lot.

14*50
TO

24.50

BUY VICTORY BONDS

123 Princess St Phone 5020

A Urrel ,<

At the Steam Shuffle.

NOT SO. D.H.L.

I loved hot eyes, that stared and

probed

But when they looked. I turned

away.

God knows why I yearned and

shunned

—

I fear I'd do the same today.

(And all the while the restless

sea

Beats and beats and beats the

sand

And scores of restless birds fly

out

And :>cores come restless back to

land).

Those limbs so strong and

straight and tall

1 longed to press upon, and yet—
I shrugged them by. (O sea be

still!

Be still, please, birds! O please,

forget !)

—Algeotrite.

TOBACCOS CONFECTIONS COSMETICS

CAMERA SUPPLIES/ LUNCHES

Cor. Johnson & Division Sts. Telephone 188

RAFFLE DRAW MADE
BY BRENDA WALLACE

On Friday, March 6, Brenda

Wallace was the second Levanite

in recent history to be allowed

through the snow-ball battered

doors of Science Hall. While the

men of '44 forgot tor the moment

their test-tubes, slide-rules, and

drafting boards, and assembled

with mingled suspense and awe.

Brenda drew the winners for the

week. Bob Merrill, Stu Clark.

Ken Fee, Doug Smeathers, and
j

Bill Pardy were the fortunate

five.

This week the draw will be

made by the Queen of Queen's

Barbara Craig, at the "Steam

Shuffle" on Thursday night. To
give .ill at the dance an oppor-

tunity to win and at the same

time do a bit towards war aid,

raffle tickets will be sold while

at the dance.

Engineering Society

Drunk< "What's the matter with

(hat match?"

Second Ditto: "I dunno. It

worked all right a minute ago."

Cynic — Professor: "Give me a

definition of jealousy."

Wiseguy: "It's a friendship be-

tween two girls."

(Continued from page I)

Director of Athletics, K. G.

Brown and L. C. MacDonald,

and for Assistant Director of

Athletics j. Cassidy, R. Irwin

and W. Pardy

In tile Science Court, candi-

dates ^for Senior Prosecuting At-

torney are P. Barton and G. Tin-

dale /and for Junior Prosecuting

Attorney, O. Sharpe and D.

Cricnton. For Chief of Police

therje are G. G. Cameron, J. Reid

and K. Knox, for Sheriff, A.

Anott and A. Wise, for Clerk

of Jourt, P. Bourgeois and R.

Ha fidson and for Court Crier

B. .uce, J.
McKelvic and R. Van

Pafcr.

IAEA doesn't owe you a college

education. And that's a court de-

down in Pennslyvania ! That

's superior tribunal reversed

a liwer cuurt order and thereby

set a precedent. Now, Mister Mor-

gan T, Binney. of Glendolen, Pa.,

doesn't have to pay his son $1,500

a year for "campus" support.

Si> . let that be a lesson to yuh!

—Varsity.

Co-ed—Playing goli?

Ditto—No. why?
Co-ed—Then stop being caddy;.
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Official Notices

The Home Stretch

At the moment of the writing of this article, we are having

onr first taste of real spring weather. Throughout the hemisphere

there are taking place changes that have been going on every

year since the beginning of time,

Yet this spring of 1942 has for the world a special meaning

—such a one, perhaps, as the new season has never held before.

During the warm months that follow, on the battlefields of

Russia, of China and the Far East, the very fate of mankind may

well be decided before the snows fall again. Virtually the whole

world is tensing itself for what is almost certain to be the

crisis in its gigantic war.

Here at Queen's, we are more than a little touched by the

significance of all this. As we turn into the home stretch before

the final examinations, wc realize that before long another year

will be over, another class will have graduated, and that soon

many of us—perhaps even all— will be more directly involved in

the conflict that is raging about us. We may even feel a shadow

of uncertainty as to whether we. still students of Queen's, shall

see another spring here. To be sure, these are not comforting

reflections.

So, it is in a way a tribute to the men and women of this

University that they are going about their regular affairs with

calmness and competence.

These affairs are rather narrowly defined in nature; yet they

represent a genuine task, a duty which must be performed. For

the student has a job to do, just as has the soldier, the business

man or the statesman! The student's job is to learn. If he suc-

ceeds, he has made a contribution, or at least done something to

equip himself to make a contribution to society. If he fails, he

has not done so, and has merely wasted time and money that

might better have been spent elsewhere. These things are more

than doubly true in such times as the present.

However, there must be some measuring-stick or criterion

"Liy which to determine exactly how much useful knowledge the

student has absorbed, how profitably he has spent his time at

college. aM how well he has utilized the extraordinary facilities

at his disposal.

Apart from general consideration of bis activities in the fields

of dramatics, journalism, debating and a host of other things,

which are indefinite and incapable of quantitative measurement,
examinations offer the only available such measuring-stick. Right-
ly or wrongly, it is by these^hat we as students are judged, as to

how well we have done our job, how worthy we are of the privilege

of studying in such times jof stress, and how well we in our
present roles fit into the scheme of things. §o, it is up to us to
prove wc arc deserving by preparing ourselves, as best we can for

the coming examinations. I

This is why we commend the capable calmness at present in

evidence on the campus. Already, as social and other activities
begin to drop off, we see kinger study hours, and hear more of
the rather wistful words, *JNo4 I've got to go\home and work."
Queen's is rolling up its sleeves.

This is an encouraging sign; and it is to 1
, be hoped that it

foreshadows a higher percentage of success^ in the coming
exams. We have to prove. that we are building, and not merely
wasting.

"None So Blind . .
."

A university is, or should be, a place to acquire knowledge
A student is by definition a person who desires to learn, om
who will take advantage pi the opportunities offered him to
learn something of the fields of knowledge outside those of his
own field of study. The lUniversity recognizes the value of
general knowledge by providing a few lectures for freshmen to
give a broad survey of the fields of human culture.

Last Thursday the Principal delivered his third lecture,
the topic being the world of the mind and the spirit. As usual,
all freshmen were excused from attending their regular lectures.
Yet the attendance was so Email and scattered as to be shocking.
Strangely, the bulk of the freshmen attending were of the Science
faculty. Arts and Levana were conspicuous by their absence.

Various excuses may lie offered by those who did not attend
—the lateness of the term.W the pressure of work. But what it
would seem to boil down to is apathy-that same apathy that
has been so prevalent and noticeable on this campus all yearWe are fighting a war in wr,ich one of the things at stake is the
right of the human mind to be free and untrammeled in its search
for truth. In every country conquered by the Nazis the uni-

Applications for Degrees

Candidates for the Bachelor of

Arts degree will pay a fee of $10;

candidates for Master of Arts de-

gree will pay a fee of $20. Anyone

applying after March 15th will have

to pay a late fee of $3.

Applications for degrees in the

Faculties of Arts. Applied Science

and Medicine wiiwl be received at

the Registrar's Office on or before

March 15th.

Welch Scholarship

Applications are invited for the

Welch Scholarship of the value of

§100. This Scholarship is awarded

in the Faculty of Arts and is open

for competition only to the sons

and daughters of non-commissioned

officers and of mechanics and la-

lmrers. The students must be bona

fide residents of the city of King-

ston. Preference will be given to

the sons and daughters of soldiers

who served in the Great War.

Applications must be submitted

to the Registrar not later than

March 15th and must give evidence

of eligibility in accordance with the

terms of the will, The Scholarship

will be awarded on the basis of the

April examinations. It will be ten-

able only by a student registered

intramurally in the session follow-

ing the award.

Sir Wilfrid Laurkr Memorial

Scholarship

Value $80. Founded by the On-

tario Women's Liberal Association

to perpetuate the memory of Sir

Wilfrid Laurier. Awarded for pro-

ficiency in French conversation.

Canadidates must be Canadian-

born English-speaking students,

sons or daughters of a British sub-

ject by birth or naturalization, not

of French parentage. Tenable only

by a student who will be in at-

tendance during the following ses-

sion.

The examination will be held

March. Applications will be re-

ceived by the Registrar up to March

15th.

The O. M. Montgomery

Memorial Fund

The Aluminum Company of Ca-

nada has established a fund in

memory of Mr. O. M. Montgomery

who graduated from Queen's Uni-

versity in 1905. This fund will be

used to provide bursaries on a loan

or service basis for worthy students

in need of financial help.

Applications for the loan must be

sent in to the Registrar not later

than April 1st. In applying a stu-

dent must give evidence of his need.

Journal Policy

The Journal is at all times

pleased to receive criticisms,

commcnl- and opinions from

its subscribers in the form

of letters to the Editor. This

material, if it appears in

print, need not bear the sig-

nature of the contributor.

However, unless the editors

are aware of the identity of

the writer, we are unable to

print such letters.

LEE REACHES FINALS
IN PING PONG ROUND

Frank Lee, a Chinese student

in Sc. '45 advanced into the final

round of the Table Tennis
Tournament last week-end as he

eliminated Robinson of Meds '44

in six sets. Robinson fought back

after dropping the first set 21-10

to take the second in overtime 21-

23 and continued his powerful at-

tack to sweep within a game of

upsetting the Science Frosh. Lee

came back in the fourth set with

a 21-6 game and after Robinson

again rallied to 19-all in the fifth

set Lee captured the next two

points and went on to win the

next game and match 21-3.

In the other flights. Abraham

opposes Rosentzveig while Bene-

leau will play the winner of this

round for the right to oppose

Lee in the finals. Plans have

been completed to stage the final

match in the gym on Saturday

night in between games so that

the five hundred-odd candidates

who were in the tournament may
?ee just what the two best play-

ers had, to get into the final

round.

Sing a song of Singapore,

A jungle full of Japs;

Sing a song of yellowbacks,

They're just a bunch of saps.

We hope.

tory standard in his other work.

Applications must reach the Re-

gistrar some time during the month

of March.

Admission to Honouri Courses

The attention of students is called

to the regulation regarding admis-

sion to courses for honours. At
the end of the second year (from

Pass Matriculation) each candidate

for an Honours Course should ap-

ply through the Registrar to the

Departments concerned for permis-

sion to proceed in his Major and

Minor subjects. The Departments

shall not accept him unless in his

work during the first two years he

has shown promise of ability to

qualify for Honours by obtaining

at least 62 per cent, in each special

subject and by reaching a satisfac-

Back Classes

Students eligible to take back

classes under Regulation 14, page

81, of the Calendar of the Faculty

of Arts, must complete registration

by April 10. In the event of failure

in April, regulations will be cancel-

led and fees refunded.

By a special ruling of the Faculty

of Arts, candidates who lack only

two courses for degree in April,

will be permitted to take these

courses during the summer provided

that they are offered.

Young Professor f?): "Are you

doing anything tonight. Miss

Jones ?"

Miss Jones (hopefully) : "No, not

a thing!"

Professor: "Then try to get to

class on time tomorrow morning."

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them,

A.M.S. Notice

There will be no meeting

of the A.M.S. today, Tues-
day, March 10.

THE ANSWER
Nell : Have you had much ex-

perience with sailors,

Bell: Yes, gobs and gobs.

Inco Scholarship

The International Nickel Com-
pany of Canada has established a

Scholarship of the value of $500

for graduate work in Chemistry,

Chemical Engineering, Mining, Me-
tallurgy, Geology and Mineralogy,

to be awarded to a student holding

the Bachelor of Science degree,

who has made consistently high

standing throughout the four years

of his undergraduate Course.

Applications must be submitted

by April 1st.

versitics were one of the first things to be suppressed. It is a
tragic thing that our enemies know the value of what a university
has to offer, and we do not,

Sympathy

It was with a sense of shock and of very real personal loss

that we learned over the weekend of the death of Virginia Race,
former Queen's student, and one of the best-liked co-eds on the
campus. "Ginny" had a quiet charm of manner that is rarely
found, and will be greatly missed. To her family we tender the
heartfelt sympathy of the entire student body.

IV THE VENUS Of MftO COULD TALKF THE VtHVi 01 Ml.-

SWEET CAPORAL CIGARETTES
"Tin pamtfotm bi uhltA (ofacco can h invitd"

OFFICERS' UNIFORMS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

FOR ARMY - AIR FORCE & NAVY

103 Princess Street Phone 3542

AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS
SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS

Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Genfs Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREK LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street ,fo Phone 1941

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you
with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Slide

Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used Book
Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL. SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHCR

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
(WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 2U"

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE
RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MAE5RISCN STLDIC
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

We supply everything — Make your appointment now

for portraits and groups
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones: 676-620
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Grudge-Fed Teams To Clash

In Pitched Battle On Saturday
Journal Jerks Take Vow To

Wreak Havoc On
Blimp Team

It was announced today that the

basketball game between the Jour-

nal Jerks, champions of the Journal,

and the Ban Righ Blimps will take

place in the gymnasium this Satur-

day night. A playoff game between

Peterborough and the Kingston

Combines will be played in conjunc-

tion with the Jerk-Blimp fracas.

Other events of the evening will,

it is hoped, be the finals in the In-

tramural ping pong tournament and

a dance, whidi will immediately

follow the final basketball game.

Training

Training for the highly-anticipat-

ed match between the Blimps and
the Jerks is at a standstill, due to

lack of condition. However, the

coaches of the respective teams as-

sured the Journal that their ath-

letes (Haw!) will be in "perfect

and unparalleled trim for the danc-

ing that follows the game." Coach
Graham of the Jerks said he was
hopeful that Ruby-lips Robertson,

who swallowed a basketball at the

last practice, will be ready for the

game. Both Hoop-Happy Wilson

and Luscious Lemmon have been

resurrected and, Satan permitting,

will be allowed to play. Because of

this unprecedented happening, book-

ies at Theology Hall have installed

the Blimps as top-heavy favorites.

Mary Paterson. talented coach of

the Blimps, is confident that "my
little charges" will win hands down.

That is, of course, if "Referee

'Skunk' Playfair doesn't live up to

his reputation and cheat."

Unbiased Rules Devised

The Rules Committee, unappro-

priately consisting of Hari-Kari

Houck, Hopeless Hoar, and Peter

Playfair, has finally arrived at a

set of rules to be used in this Sat-

urday's game between the blushing

Blimps from Ban Righ and (he

Journal Jerks. Following' are the

rules

:

(1) Any member of the Ban
Righ Blimps who fouls an oppon-

ent will be thrown out of the game
and soundly spanked by Assistant

Referee Omar Younghusband.

(2) Slar-forward Hari-Kari
Houck will be allowed to run with

the ball.

(3) Cuddles Corbett will not be

allowed to bite an opponent more

than once. (Anti-tetanus serum will

be available in the locker room.)

(4) Masher Macdonald must try

and pretend he is a gentleman, and

not just another Northerner.

(5) The Blimps will not be al-

lowed to field more than six of

their babes at one lime,

(6) The referee, who is tlishon-

vst, must at all times, he in favor

of the Jerks or else they will take

back the money they are paying

him.

(7) The Coaches of the Ban

Ri'gh Blimps will he chained to their

bench throughout the game, just in

case.

(8) The Blimps will not be al-

lowed to pass the hall, or dribble.

(9) A special basket will be avail-

able for the snapshooting Jerks.

The diameter of this basket will be

*ix feet, two and a half inches.

(10) There will be a rest period

of two minutes after every minute

of play.

(11) Each basket scored by the

Jerks will count four points.

(12) If a Blimp so much
(ouches a Jerk, Referee

PEPPER MARTIN

"W. H." was voted the most valuable
player on the Junior rugby team by
his teammates and was presented with
the Royal Todd Trophy.

RINGSIDE
REFEREE

ROLY CARNSLl:V

Last Friday's A. M. S. Formal

was a colorful finale to the year's

activities. Especially with Jack Mc-
Neil (no! the one with the curly

hair) taking the Athletic Stick and

Pete Cain receiving the Jack Day
Award.

Now that the club's social and

athletic activities have terminated it

is only fitting that this column be

brought to a close for the present

year.

Before saying good-bye we would

like to thank all of the B.W. & F.

who have made it a positive plea-

sure and privilege. to edit the "Ring-

side Referee."

So good luck, lads — keep punch-

ing, we need you all back next year.

So-long for now.

C.O.T.C.

GENERAL NOTICES
1. The period of camp train-

ing is now set for 5-19 Sep. in-

stead of 12-26 Sep. in order to

avoid a conflict with university

registration.

2. All Officers, Warrant Of-

ficers and N.C.O-'s are invited

to attend the annual Regimental

Dinner to be held in Grant Hall.

Friday, 13 March at 7 p.m. There

is no charge. The guest speaker

will be Col. R. G. Whitelaw,

Commandant. Officers' Training

Centre, Brockville, Out.
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SPORTS

CNCE OVER LIGHTLY
WITH BILL LEMMON

I ve practised my shooting and dribbling too,
For the Ban Righ Blimps and Levana Stu.
But I hope to hoop me a man, fore I retire
With a car, a radio and (our new tires.

Annabelle JerkfinkJe.
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Q \ and Q II Awards

Hockej

stars).

Q I Awards

— N. Williamson

Q II Awards

(2

FOUND

Levana '42 Pin and Year

.Guard. Would the loser please

contact. Ed Dauphin. 333 Earl

St., Phone 10I2-R.

Rugby — Aubrey, Munroe. Par

ry, Barron, Benevides, Dalziel. Kee
nan, Kinnear, Mclntyre. MilHkcn

McVean, Paterson, Shine, Young
Bandiera, Crolhers. Findlay, Halli

well, Irwin, LoyncJ. Martin, Pardy

Patterson, Roe, Rush, Sliarpe.

Basketball — McDonnell, Griffin",

Cornet t, Mackey, Heaps, Berezin

Betcherman, Gray. Lamont, Patar

an, Gove.

Hockey—Allen, Grant, G., Grant

R., Grisdale, Jamieson, Martin, Mc-

Caffrey, McLean, Pardy, Riving-

Ion. Iioutley, Rutledge, Van Camp

will, if he is in condition, blow his

whistle and accuse her of fouling.

(Note Rule I.)

(13) The Jerks will not be al-

lowed to substitute , for a player

more than twenty limes during the

game.

(14) Any Blimp who is in the

Jerks' half of the floor for more

than live seconds at a time will be

ordered out of the game and her

learn will forfeit four points.

(15) Each member of the Blimp

team will he allowed only one shot

at the basket during the entire game.

(16) This game is to be played

fairly and cleanly with no partiality

shown to either team.

Any objections to the rules must

he taken up with either Mr. Houck

and Mr. Hoar of the Journal Jerks, I

Plavfair or Peter Playfair. referee.

KINGSTON COMBINES
LOSE TO PETERBORO

The Kingston Combines drop

ped the first game of the Inter

mediate playdowns 47-34 to

Peterborough on Saturday night

on the Petes home floor and thus

are down 14 points at the start

of the return fixture here next

Saturday eve.

The locals were only able to

gather five players for the game
and with "AT' McLellan forced

to play guard most of the even-

ing, due to a recent injury, the

( ombincs had to be content with

a defensive game.

The Petes only led 23-19 at

half time but increased their lead

when the tireless five tired in the

home stretch.

Gord McDonnell put in his usual

steller performance along with

Newman, Hitsman, Coburn and

the injured McLellan.

MAY ALLOW FRESHMEN
TO ENTER IN SPORTS

New York. March 6 (AP).—The
move to permit freshmen to par-

ticipate in varsity sports i* rapidly

spreading over the United States,

with several major conferences due

to settle the problem at spring

meetings.

Athletic officials said today that

the lifting of the bars against first-

year men is in line with the step-

ped-up academic programs insti-

gated by many of the country's

leading schools, and also will go a

long way toward filling the ranks

of varsity players depleted by the

war.

Generally speaking, the smaller

schools were the first to approve

the playing of freshmen on varsity

teams;, hut four members of the Iv>

League—Dartmouth, Harvard, Yale

and Princeton — rescinded their

rules shortly after the t'nited States

entered the war. Since then they

have been joined by another of the

circuit's members, Cornell, and

such ranking eastern universities as

Georgetown, Boston College. Holy

Cross, Brown, Rhode Island State,

Wesleyan, Carnegie Tech. Lafayette

and Fordham.

The Western Conference has the

suhject up for discussion this week.

The Pacific Coast Conference will

take action at its spring meeting

in Portland. March 23. with the

major independent west coast

schools due to adhere to whatever

rule is passed by the circuit. Cali-

fornia Conference will consider it

shortly.

Science Cagers Defeat Arts

To Take Interfaculty Laurels

Much Protested Series Is
Ended With Fast

Game

who was presented with the only large

Q at the A.M.S. banquet on Friday
night.

Tall Ones

I come from the North where
the men are men and the women
chew too. In the course of my
illustrious career, I had the op-

portunity to indulge in the deli-

cate profession of bushwhacking,

at which I was appreciably pro-

ficient. This fact aroused the

envy of my sylvan colleagues who
had a dreadful antipathy for ef-

ficiency. In the course of their

jealous criticisms, they wagered

a crock of goof that I was in

capable of performing a certain

feat. I had often remarked that

I could chop down one hundred

trees in a forenoon, and it was
concerning this ability that their

slanderous bet was directed. I

heatedly accepted, and in the

frost of the morning (which is

as cold as any co-ed's shoulder),

I went forth to perpetrate the

deed. With unparalled frenzy I

rushed to the task. By noon, one
hundred and ten trees lay gasp-

ing their last. I was about to

test the edge of my trusty blade

when I discovered thai the head
was gone. In searching for it I

was surprised to find it lodged

in the first tree. I had chopped
down one hundred and nine trees

with my axe-handle!

—John Straiton.

(Ed. Note—Liar).

EASY COME

VW
Woses is wed,

Viowets are bwue,

The wain on the woof

Weminds me of you-

Dwip, Dwip, Dwip.

Judge: "What is the source of

your income."

Rastus: "Ah ain't got but two,

yo' honoh."

Judge: "Well, what are they'"

Rastus: "Seben and 'lehen."

Last minute baskets by Car*

mkhael and Robertson broke up
an evenly matched Arts-Science

final as Science copped the bunt-

ing for the second year by a 30-

23 score.

Meds had won the title last

week from Arts but the game was
protested and the series ordered

replayed. Mens then defaulted to>

Science in the semi-finals in pro-

test of the ruling handed down by
the Athletic Board of Control,

claiming that the protest had

not been handed in to the proper

authorities within 48 hours.

Fighting Artsmen

Science led the Artsmen
throughout the final contest as

their superior shooting kept down
any revolt on the part of Aci-

demia. The Arts five led by Fred

Miller and "Fray" Elliot gave the

Engineers a few scarey moments,

as they did not know when to

quit.

Carmichacl with 12 was the

top scorer of the afternoon while

teammate "Stu" Robertson nick-

ed the Artsmen for nine points.

Miller was high scorer for Arts

with eight points while Alex-

ander, Halliday and Elliot were

also good for the losers.

Science — Bandiera, Clarke.

Carmichaej (12). Dunn (2), Mills,

Young (4), Campbell (3), Park-

er, Robertson (9), Barton.

Arts — Berman, Halliday (2).

Miller (8), Alexander (5), Davis,

Robinson (2). McCallum (2),

Clare, Steinberg, Hoffman, Elliot

GARY COOPER must be hav-

ing himself quite a chuckle these

days. When he was an undergrad

at Grinnell College, Iowa, he was

denied membership in the dramatic

society — because he couldn't act.

Birds of a feather . . . but not

Gary! Iowa . . . isn't that iviicrc

they raise so much camt
—Varsity.

How many wars were waged
;rainst Spain?

Six.

Enumerate them.

One, two. three, four, five, sLc

Townie's Father — Are the

young man's intentions honor-

able?

Townie— I don't know. He
keeps me pretty much in the

dark.

"I give up," said the music

master, "I keep playing on the

whites and playing on the blacks

and you keep singing in the

cracks."

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

George Van Horne
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Cold Blood?

TOUGH is the word for a pro-

fessor they tell of down at the Uni-

versity of Minnesota . . . Seems

that a student hroke a pencil dur-

ing an examination at which this

mentally-muscular pedagogue was

presiding ... He asked permission

to go out and sharpen it; the long

arm of the academic law refused

this privilege with some acerbity

. . . "Well." reasoned the oppressed

student, "how am I gonna write the

e.\am ? I ain't got no ink" . , .

"You might," returned our prota-

gonist sombrely, "cut your finger

open and write it in blood.

—Varsity.

War Comment

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

MILEAGE!
Imagine a pencil line
thirty-Eve miles long!
Well, the lead in every
MIKADO pencil will
make a distinct black
lino over 35 miles long
fcy actual test. MIKADO
is miles ahead of othor
pencils in durability,
also in strength and
smoothness it leaveH
them far behind.

5c each— 60c per doc.

MADE IN CANADA

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

REGRETS

W1V1 Iff AN ,N8^
TAXI

'KEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

(Continued from page 1)

Parliament to explain the issuer of

plebiscite to ihc electorate, but

ha> designated the issue as merely

relieving the Government ol moral

obligations imposed upon it by il

19-10 election promises. He says

that conscription will not ncces

sadly follow a majority affirmative

vote. The Hon. Mr. Ralston an-

nounce? that only 90,000 men will

be recruited into the army in the

coming year; about 75% of them

will serve only to replace present

losses. We may be training as many

men as can be handled at present,

but then that implies thai we could

train more if industry were com-

pletely shifted to a war basis.

liehind this foreground of policy,

what is the strategic score for Ca-

nada?

Conscription

In three months time, the Japa-

nese have subjugated almost all the

South Sea Islands; they stand at

the gateway to India; they have

attacked Australia. Let it be re

membered that Vancouver is closer

to Japan than is Darwin. Estimates

are that fully 85% of Hitler's forces

arc on the Eastern Front receiving

a beating from the Soviet armies,

while the Atlantic seaboard, from

Norway to Spain is manned by

thiuned-otit troops. The advisabil-

ity of opening a second front some-

where along this coast, which was

pooh-poohed last summer by British

Government sources, is now receiv-

ing much more alert consideration
;

for with Nazi preparations for a

final spring offensive in Russia, it

has become not only possible, but

strategically necessary, to finish off

the Fascist armies by forcing them

to fight on two fronts (against Hit-

ler's stated desires). For such a

drive Canada's "dagger pointed at

the heart of Berlin" must be sharp-

ened and welded into a far more
powerful striking force than we
have at present. Compulsory selec-

tive service is the only democratic

method of raising a large army, for

it applies equality of sacrifice to

every section of the population.

The opposition to conscription in

Quebec is often exaggerated beyond
its true proportions. While many
of them have grievances concerning

standard of living, wages, educa-

tion, against the "trustards," etc.,

the French-Canadian people are

overwhelmingly anti-Fascist, except

for the dangerous handful of Ar-
candites and Corporatists. The best

defence of French-Canadian nat-

ional interests can be made by fight-

ing the enemy on his own territory,

in Europe, rather than waiting for

him to invade Britain and then send
his Panzers rolling through the

countryside and the streets of Que-
bec and Montreal.

In the coming wide discussion on
the plebiscite (likely date is May
11), it is to be expected that these

basic issues will be clarified so that

in voting YES the Canadian peo-
ple will realize that they are de-

manding action of the Government
to gird this country for total war
against the Axis enemy. At the

same time the Government, relieved
of its old promises, must recognize
its ' moral obligation" to institute

conscription for overseas service,

mobilization of industry for pro-
duction of essential war needs, ex-
pansion of the war Emergency
Training Plan to draw upon woman
power and young people, increased
training of specialized personnel in

the Universities. In January, the 26
Nations agreement called for maxi-
mum mobilization of material and
human resources. When these mea-
sures are taken and only then, will

Canada be able to point to its signa-
ture on the agreement, and say.

"We have followed it out to the
letter!"

Sir Cedric: "Nor do I quite represent the glamor of Hollywood." (Your

obedient artist has herewith bitten off more than he could masticate in

attempting to reproduce the featuies of this eminent actor, Sir Cedric

Hardwicke, The cut is presented with apologies and the remark that the

autograph is reproduced from an original now in the possession of Dr.

Angus. —John Straiton.

The Bookshelf
CONDUCTED BY JOHN PARKH1LL

U.B.C. HEARS LECTURE
ON "NATURE OF WAR'

Vancouver (C.U.P.) — "We
must counter the Fascist New
Order with a New Order of our

own—one that is more soundly

and justly conceived. To counter

it our ideal must be the democratic

community and not the demo-

cratic individual." This was the

keynote of Dr. M. Rader's ad-

dress to the University of British

Columbia students in a speech

entitled "The Nature of the Pre-

sent War."

Keeping to the fore this ideal

of a post-war world soundly

united for the good of all peoples.

Dr. Rader traced the origins of

the Fascist movement and of

World War II and applied the

lessons learned to a plan for a

better post war world.

Fascist Origins

Tracing those origins back all

through the past two centuries,

the visitor from the University

i 'A ::-hu:gton stressed the im-

portant role of economic disrup-

tion caused by man's inability to

match his social advances to his

scientific progress. He also point-

ed out the militaristic aspect of

Fascism and showed how dis-

unity and appeasement among
the Democratic powers had led

up to the present conflict.

He went on to note that the

totalitarian values of loyalty,

planning, unity, and power are

"distortions of our own basic-

ideals."

"But we must," he said, "carry

out our ideas to a better purpose.

We must have an organizing
centre of our own. To me it is

the democratic community. To be
genuine it must mean that we
advance to a social and economic
policy of welfare, greater com-
munity ownership of wealth and
productive factors."

Power

"But we must not have good-
will without power. We need
strong states that are people's states

democratic through and through."

"For future years," he went on
in answer to a question, "I favor
some sort of international police

force. We must forget unlimited
national sovereignty. Because we
failed once with a League of Na-
tion;., it does not mean that the
task is impossible."

Rader emphasized that we
must remember these principles

in our conduct of the war, both
in the struggle's objectives and
methods. "Private interests must
be sternly suppressed before pub-

/

THE PHlLOSt THY PR( >l

encountered his class at the usual

time, and when the hour was over

he queried, "Now, when was it I

said you should have that essay

in Will right awjj up quick

like, everybody started to shout

things like, "A week from Friday,"

and things like that.

"No . . . no . . . no," insisted the

savant, "I said Monday . . . and I

meant Monday. If you don't have

that essa\r in by Monday — yon-

can take it to the archives
!"

As the rest of the students filed

from the room, one Trinity scholar

meekly approached the pundit and

explained, "Sir . . . I'm going home
over the week-end and can't be here

Monday . . . where are Ihc ar-

chives?"

—Varsity.

Victory Bond

(Continued from page 1)

He reassured the audience that the

concensus of legal opinion was that

it was "probably safe."

This campaign was conducted by
the War Aid Commission, in con-

junction with the Kingston and
District Victory Loan Committee.

The object was to increase the total

subscription from the district and
in that way to help the nation's

war effort. In a statement to the

Journal, Chairman Earl Baxter said

that Levana had contributed a very
high percentage of the subsenp-

tions
j
with the result that two of

three prizes went to Levana. All

proceeds above expenses were con-

verted into prizes. Mr. Baxter then

concluded with the immortal words
of the poet Virgil — "Haec olim

meminisse juvabit."

lie interests. And we should work
to secure the support of the sub-
jugated peoples.

,
including the

races of the Axis' itself."

Only if we carry on in this

manner, both during and after the

war, can we "win the war \vell"

and not lose the peace as we did
in the 1920's.

BY OOUG. WILSON

Over the past few months, the

Douglas Librarj has added aboul

thirty new hooks to the stacks. All

classes of writing are represented

-- novels, poetry, current affairs,

biography, etc. Twp books concern-

ing Queen's have been acquired'—
"Daniel M. Gordon" and "Some

Great Men of Queen's," ledited by

the Principal.

In the field of current events,

many books have been added. "Rus-

sia on the March" describes the

war effort of the Soviet, and shows

how life in the Soviet has been

changed by the war. "Ambassador

Dodd's Diary," describes the fate-

ful days when Nationalist Socialist

Germany was building up its

strength to attack its neighbors.

William L. Shirer's "Berlin Diary,"

the record of>he Columbia Broad-

casting System's news analyst, gives

the intimate details that he was nut

able to transmit to his listeners out-

side Germany. "England Is My
Village" is a series of impressions

by a young pilot of the R.A.F. who

was later killed in action. In a

very smooth prose he describes his

impressions of flight. As he flew

high above England's green and

pleasant land, England truly was

his village. "Two Survived," is a

record of the horrors of an open

lifeboat after a ship had been tor-

pedoed. The author, now listed as

missing, was one of two who sur-

vived the exposure. "Ireland — At-

lantic Gateway" is a description of

the importance of Eire to Britain

in the present war and a picture of

life within this neutral neighbor.

"Women of Britain" is a compila-

tion of articles on how women are-

helping Britain to win the war, and

"Their Finest Hour" is another

picture of war-time Britain. "Strict-

ly Personal," recently reviewed in

the "Journal,"" is Somerset Maug-
ham's record of his escape from
France.

In the sphere of the novel, the

Library has received several of the

recent best-sellers. "The Keys of

the Kingdom." by Dr. A. J. Cronin.

is a moving description of a Catho-

lic priest in China, a man who had

grown old in the service of his

pig hurry to the Steam Shuffle.

Church, received little recognition,

and yet was a great man. "Sap-

phira and the Slave Girl," exhibits

all the perfectionism of Willa Ca-

ther's style — life in the tropics,

dest ribed in slow-moving prose that

perfect!) fits the lush surroundings.

"The Sun Is My Undoing" is a

long novel in the "Anthony Ad-

verse," "Gone with the Wind" tra-

dition. It is lusty, young and ener-

getic in style. "H.M. Pulham,

Esq.," recently made into a movie,

is a picture of the decay of Boston

"Brahmin" Society.

In the realm of poetry, the young

English poet, VV. H. Auden is re-

presented by two volumes, "The

Double Man" and "Another Time."

Auden is one of the few poets who
has a message for these times, and

while his message tends somewhat

toward Communism, in his later

years he has retreated somewhat

from his original position. In these

works he is searching for a faith

to carry him into the future.

"God Is My Fuehrer/.', by Pastor

Niemoller, is a trenchant statement

of his position by this German Pro-

testant minister. For hjg opinions,

and for his refusal to acknowledge

the supremacy of Hitler in spiritual

matters, he was placed in a concen-

tration camp. "The Doctors Mayo"
describes the amazing growth of

the Mayo Ginic in Rochester, Min-

nesota, which' is now the town's

main industry.

Other recent hooks include
"Thames Portrait," "No Other
Road to Freedom," "Convert to

Freedom," "Escape from Free-

dom," "War in the Air," "Total

Victory," "Arctic Pilot" and sev-

eral others.

Lady—I want a box of powder,

plgase.

Fresh Clerk—You mean the

kind that goes off with a bang?
Lady—No, clever one, the kind

that goes on with a puff.

STUDENTS
Mvlene iJWartin's ?8eauty dalnn

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland.

McGALL*§ I I M tl I AN I

"The Better Place to Eat"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

SAVE MONEY BY BUYINQ, MEAL TICKETS
21 Meals $5.50—14 Meals $4.50 $5.50 Value for $5.00

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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In Campus News This Week

Left to Right:

Dot Wardle presided at A.M.S. Color Night; won Tricolor Award . , . Principal Wallace addressed Freshmen and Freshettes last

Thursday ... Sir Cedric Hardwicke spoke in Convocation Hall Friday . . . Sylva Rowley chosen Levana's standard-bearer for

A.M.S. next year . . Chet McLean, Medical Senior Representative, received Plaque at Color Night . . . Len Lane is Engineers'

new hope for Presidency . . . Bill Macdonnell, retiring Arts rep., honored at Banquet . . . Dr. Watson Kirkconnell of McMaster
wrote ^booklet, "Canadians All," to be distributed on campus Friday . . . Argo Coach Lew Hayman presented Todd Trophy, was

guest speaker at A.M.S. Color Night . . . Jim Richardson elected new senior statesman for Arts . . Hudson Campbell, retiring

Medical President, was among Tricolor winners Friday . . . Norm Grandfield, nearing end of term as head of Sciencemen, was
also admitted to Tricolor Society,

Labor Minister

(Continued from page 1)

December of that year was ap-

pointed Minister of Labor.

Hoping for a record attendance,

the Commerce Club urges that

students buy tickets early from

any member of the Executive.

The price is 50 cents for members

and 75 cents for non-members.

Arrangements are being made
to secure a choice of fish or meat

"-•nurses.

FREE BOOKLETS

The A.M.S. has received a

large number of booklets entitled

"Canadians All," by Professor

Watson Kirkconnell. These will

l>e distributed along with the

Journals on Friday of this week.

Every student is urged to take

one.

NEUROLOGIST URGES
GREATER WAR EFFORT

Montreal (C.U.F.) — "It is

later than you think," Dr. Wilder

(i. Pen field declared in a recent

speech in Montreal. The noted

head of the Montreal Neuro-

logical Institute, and Chairman

of the Department . of Neuro-

surgery in the Mcrlical Faculty

at McGill, was referring to the

failure of the national war effort

to reach its maximum.

Not Our Best

Dr. Pen field warned thai far

too many heads were still in the

sand, and that while encourag-

ing figures were everywhere

available as far as enlistments in

the service, taxation levels, war

industries, and war loans were

concerned, yet compared with the

German and Japanese effort;, an.

I

even with our allies in Bri:ain

we were far from doing our best

In the rest of his speech the

neurologist referred to impres

sions gained from his recent visit

to the British Isles to study the

effects of the war on the mental

state of the public. He said,

"under the harrowing conditions

. . there has been no increase

in hysteria, psychoneurosis or in-

sanity among the civilian popula-

tion of Britain. On the contrary

. . . there has been less psycho-

neurosis than during peacetime,"

He told of over two ;housand

beds originally set aside for an

expected rise in case of mental

disturbances having pr,-:ticall>

no civilian occupancy.

Dr. Pen field ascribed this

remarkable mental stability in

wise management of problems of

health and fnoil. on the one hand,

hut more so to the fact that the

Put your faith in the mountain

cat

—

As it lies within its lair,

Trust the fangs of the mother

wolf.

Or the claws of the lead-ripped

bear.

But oh,—the wiles

And the red-lipped smiles

Of the college wench

—

BEWARE!!!

Patriotic citizen during the war

addressing a cowhand:

"See here, young mail, why
aren't you a: the front?"

"Wall I reckon it's .mostly be-

cause this cow ain't any different

from any other cow."

British public has faced the wai

realistically, and hail been pre-

pared by its leaders for a long

period of dark days.

Joy and thanksgiving is mixed

with sadness and bitter recrimin-

ation now among the men of

Scienz in the laud of Qucenz.

Great is the pride among the

warricirs of Maid Marion who
didst but lately win the Interfac

finals on the floor of gym with

the basket and the ball.

Yea,—he who but a year ago

was known as Hope Shot Car

the Mike is now known as Dead-

Eye Dick after his display on

the day of Woden. And all those

who didst uphold the honor of

Scienz, Maid Marion didst call

unto herself and praise them for

their epic deeds in the mighty

battle.

But while all does reign

smoothly in the senior tribes as

their best warriors do carry on

the mighty tradition that is

Scienz, among the men of Soph

there is much weeping and gnash-

ing of teeth.—Yea—great is the

wave of feeling that doth rush

pell-mell through the hearts of

the men of Soph. And at a time

when their heads are bent in

sliame that the trophy of Bews
shall not rest with Maid Marion's

warriors in the coming year, the

Fates and the fickle finger of

Inefficiency do conspire to foil

the enthusiastic aims and ambi-

tion* of the downtrodden sopho-

mores.

For it has come to pass among
the men of Scien2 in the land of

Quecnz that one Yeardanz had

been scheduled for the Ides of

March,—verily, upon Friday the

Thirteenth even as it was writ

ten: And it didst come to pass

that the Komitee didst obtain

permission to hold their Year-

danz on this date but didst truly

neglect to arrange for the use

of the Hall of Grant on the eve

selected.

Yea and when it was discov-

ered that others had acquired the

hall of Grant for the evening the

convener of the men of Sopli

didst forthwith gohomeforthe-

weekend—yea tliough it was even

the day of Thor.

And the revels which will be

held will be held one day early

although the men of Soph have

had to go to the highest authority

to acquire this privilege.

Verily, the Steam Shuffle will

be the first Yeardanz held on a

Thursday since Alfie was a pick

aninny.

Yea—precedent after precedent

.-hall he scattered by the Steam

Shuffle. So it has been written

Confident of success and of the

known worth of this, the second

last Yeardanz of the year, the

men of Soph shall not sell ticket

until the day tins record dptll

appear to all—a scant two days

ere the Terpiscorean triumph

doth take place.

And such has been the tur-

moil amongst the least of

Marion's voting warriors that no

time has been left to the print-

ing of posters to tell all of the

Steam Shuffle. But the ingenuity

of Scienz has triumphed, and in

the cavern of the Hydlab, work-

ing with linen and blueprint ma-

chine, men of Scienz have pro-

hiced two score posters from the

hand-made tracing and the intri-

cacies of OCE.
Verily it is said that the diffi-

lillties faced by the men of Soph

arc insufficient for competition

—yea he must make more for

himself.

Ami ere the aim doth sink

twice after this day the Steam

Shuffle will make its first ap-

pearance in the hall of Grant as

per schedule.

And it is rumored that all the

talent expressed in unique decora-

tions, all the year spirit that is

representative of the Sophomore
and all the ingenuity that is

Scienz will not make a success

nf a Yeardanzonathursday.

Yea—and to this rumor we
shall make no comment at the

present.

On the da>\of Thor it shall

come to pass . .

Remember the Yeardanzona-

thursday

Remember the Steam Shuffle!

PEPSI ADS. FEATURE
STREAMLINED LINGO

PEPSI-COLA is abandoning its

fat little policemen gurgling, "Good,

good, good," and is now flooding

the college journals with little ads

teaching students how to un-speak

English. A recent sample under

the caption "Do you dig it?" pic-

tures one wide-eyed Betty Co-ed

talking to a few other w-e. B.C.'s

along with a couple of brush cuts,

and piping, "Axe the worming,

harpies! The Joe Corns are knif-

ing a bonfire and Pepsi-Cola's doing

a convoy!"

Do you dig it?

They didn't expect you would,

so down in one comer they threw

in a rather free translation, saying,

"This glamour doll is telling her

pals to close their hooks because

theboys are slicing a birthday cake

(with candles on it) and Pepsi-

Cola is being served with it. What
could be better'"

"Good — good — good . . .

plenty — plenty — plenty."

5 ,y —Varsity.

Pittsburg, Pa.— Forty faculty

members of the University School

of Medicine, who organized a

base hospital two years ago, are

planning toward the time when

the hospital's operation will be

ordered.

When the call comes, the physi-

cians will give up their private

practices, which in many cases

have taken years to build, and

take the base hospital into what-

ever war theatre the army assigns

them.

The unit also planned to re-

cruit 120 nurses from the Red

Cross reserve, and permit them

to join the hospital as second

lieutenants.

Dr. Harry Edgar Feather, dir-

ector of the Pitt unit, will be-

come a lieutenantn-'olonel and the

other physicians will assume pro-

portionate rank.

Chapel Service

The regular S.C.M. chapel

service will be held at 12.40

sharp on Wednesday in the

Morgan Memorial Chapel,

Old Arts Building. Rev.

Basil W. Thompson, min-

ister of Queen St. United

Church, will be the speak-

er, and Milton Little will be

in charge of the rest of the

service. All students are

welcome.
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Eight to the Bar

(Continued from page 1)

"pic" featuring both Dorsey bro

tilers . . .

Giarlie Teagarten. after staying

with Dorsey for a week left to join

his brother Jack's orchestra.

Open Houses

While last Saturday's open house

may have been a financial success

socially, tn put it mildly, it was

N.G. The tack of femininity was

amazing. We understand that Ar-

thur Murray is planning a short

course in dancing, particularly the

technique of following, at the Stu-

dents' Union. The well-known

terpskhorean has been engaged so

that a certain number of our most

dainty males can act as partners

for the overflow of same sex at

the open houses.

Furthermore, while the music
wasn't had, the slow numbers were

too slow and too frequent for our

taste, It seems that a dragging

tempo has the effect of putting

quite a few of the dancers in a

semi-somnolent state. However, on

with the dance — let there be more
music, more dances — and more
women.

A peculiar beast is the lynx,

He's spotted and yellow and stynx.

Yet he never has stunk

Like his comrade the skunk;

Tis quite past his powers methynx.

LEVANA
NCTEJ

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies—
A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-
wear — Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid, High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St

Phone 24

Delivery Service

FOR

SPRINGTIME
FRESHNESS

DUBARRY
DOUBLE FEATURE

Foundation lotion free with

each face powder for the

regular price of

$2.00

Austin's Drug Store

100 PrinceBs Street

Phone 230

The New Executive

A word of congratulation to

Wilda Baker, the newly-elected

President of Levana; and to the

other girls who were elected

—

we hope you will have a very

successful year.

And The Tea Dance

Speaking of congratulations

we have been hearing many com-

ments about the successful tea

dance on Saturday, and so here

a bouquet to Anne Shaw and

her committee, who made it such

a success.

Levana Meeting
Kemembcr that the last Le-

vana meeting of the season will

be held on Wednesday evening

at 7.30 in the Ban Righ Common
Room

,

Red Cross Room
Also keep in mind the fact that

this is the last week you can work

at the Red Cross Room, as it

will close for the season on Fri-

day, March 13.

Swimming Meet

Last week, the girls at Varsity,

Queen's and McGill held a Wo-
men's Intercollegiate Telegraphic

Meet. The results from Varsity

have not yet been received, but

the Queen's co-eds have beaten

their opponents from McGill in

everything except the plunge and
the fifty yards dash.

Susie Says Don't Miss The

STEAM SHUFFLE

Steam Shuffle

(Continued from paga 1)

that the change from the usual date

to Thursday was due to the C. O.
T. C. Banquet on Friday. In view

of the advanced date, Susie Shovel,

the Shovel with the Boogie Boom,
will not be able to make a personal

appearance as previously announc-

ed. However, before her departure,

Susie proclaimed with much toot-

ing of her whistle (the only one
that blows on an eight beat) that

she would leave behind her por-

trait around which the hosts have
obediently built their decorations.

This portrait, an original theme for

a year dance, is reported to bear a

marked resemblance to the work of

Rembrandt . . . Other authorities

report that it belongs to a more
modern school of art.

The draw for the Science '44

War Savings Raffle will be made
at the dance. Tickets for the Dance
and Raffle may be obtained from
the usual sources, as well as various

enthusiastic members of the Sopho-
more Year.

with

Maurice Allen and his Band

GRANT HALL THURSDAY, MARCH 12

He Found It

A well known Indiana man.
One dark night last week.

Went to the cellar with a match
In search of a gas leak,

(He found it).

John Welch by curiosity

(Dispatches state) was goaded;
He squinted in his old shotgun
To see if it was loaded.

(It was.)

A man in Macon stopped to watch
A paient cigar clipper;

He wondered if his finger was
Not quicker than the nipper.

(It wasn't.)

A Maine man read that human eyes
Of hypnotism were full;

He went to sec if it would work
Upon an angry bull.

(It wouldn't.)

—San Francisco Bulletin

Officers To Speak
To Levana Society

On Wednesday evening, the

Levana Society will hold its last

meet nig of the season, in the

Ban Righ Hall Common Room.

The speaker will be Wing Officer

L, M. Crowther, of the Women's

Division of the R.C.A.F., and it

is expected that there will be a

number of distinguished visitors,

including an officer from the

Norman Rogers Airdrome.

Wing Officer Crowther has re-

cently arrived from England,

where she was connected with

the Women's Auxiliary Air

Force. She has been sent out

by the British Government to

organize the Women's Division

of the R.C.A.F., and to advise

those who are organizing the

C.W.A.C.

This meeting will be an im-

portant one for another reason,

as the new officers of the Levana

Society will be installed. The
committee expects that there will

be a large attendance and urges

all girls to be present.

—PROFESSORS ARE . . . .

Seems that some time ago

there was a long and glassy slide

down the side of "observatory

hill," and a professor who was
walking sedately towards Hart
House late one afternoon when
the campus was practically de-

erted . , . Oh, a most professorish

professor with grey hair and
glasses and books etc. ... He
saw the slide, stopped, looked

cautiously about him to see if

he was under observation, took

a deep breath and indulged , . .

He made it all right, and hastily

vanished into Hart House, grin-

ning a very guilty and pleased

grin . . .

But there was anotner pro-

fessor, equally as professorish,

who came across at noon hour.

He saw the lineup waiting their

turn for the down-hill plunge,

very nonchalantly got at the end,

slid in an experienced manner,
and calmly walked on as if noth-
ing had happened ...

YOU COULD REALLY GET
TO LIKE A GUY LIKE THAT.

—Varsity.

SAYS FALL OF INDIA
WOULD RUIN ENGLAND

London (C.U.P.).—In explain-

ing that if India falls England will

fall with it Dr. Dhari in a *|*.-cch

on the "Nationally Movement With

Relation to Present Day World

Events" placed India's case before

the students of Western Univer-

sity. Dr. Dhami explained the atti-

tude of the Indian people towards

the English — they don't respect

them, and thus they resent the "gods

of the earth" attitude that so many

of the English in India assume.'

Dr. Dhami clearly pointed out the

narrowness of outlook and often

the sheer stupidity that has charac-

terized England'- imperial policy in

India. He heartily damned vested

economic interests in India which

were merely exploiting national

feeling for their own ends, laying

great blame on the Bombay mer-

chants, who desire Indian independ-

ence for the sole purpose of ex-

ploiting India themselves by keep-

ing out English and foreign goods.

Conflict

Dr. Dhami pointed out the com-

plexity of the Indian question—the

conflict between Hindu and Mos-
lem, between native prince and

peasant, between competing eco-

nomic groups, etc., and for him

the solution of the Indian problem

is in the breakdown of national

feeling and the co-operation among
the various groups. He thinks that

this could be sponsored by the so-

cialist element under the guidance

of a disinterested English group.

Dr. Dhami definitely pointed out

that India needs England, that she

cannot get along without her. but

he also said that England cannot

get along without India. He believes

that if England continues her nar-

row policy of refusing India domin-

ion status that India will fall, and

in falling she will drag England

down with her,

A young man had just con-

cluded making a speech. A lady

rushed up to him and exclaimed

ecstatically, "You don't know
how wonderful that lecture was.

I got so much knitting done . . .

DEPARTMENT OF UN-
CALLED FOR COMMENTS.

—Varsity.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Today

:

7.00 p.m.—University Choir,

Convoi.ati.in Hall.

Wednesday:

12.15 pan,—Commerce Club,

Grant Hall.

12.40 p.m.—S.C.M. Chapel

Service,

Convocation Hall.

7.30 p.m.—Levana Meeting,

Ban Righ Hall.

Thursday

:

9.00 a.m.—Engineering Society

Elections.

Strongly flavored with the old

R.C.M.P. adage, "bring him back

alive" was a small dramatic scene

which was observed at the main

library the other day ... A man
in uniform, gun slung in a busi-

ness-like manner over his should-

iT, strides into the library with

a determined glint in his eye.

Very shortly he comes forth

again, triumphant, WITH A
CO-ED ON HIS ARM.

Oh, give me liberty or give me
death . . , —Varsity.

A triumphant streamer in a

daily newspaper reads—BURMA
DESTROYS 30 JAPS . . . Well,

well, only a million or so more

to go. —Varsity.

I.S.S. Campaign

The I.S.S. committee re-

ports that their mid - Feb-

ruary campaign realized

$122.50 after expenses were

paid. Of this sum over $70,00

was raised in the 'student

tag-day, and the rest came

from the faculty. The com-
mittee wishes to thank

those who helped in the

actual work of the cam-
paign, those who co-oper-

ated, and all those whose
contributions helped make
it a success.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

STUDENTS—
Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033
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CANCEL ALL EXAMS
IN STORMY MEETING

Late yesterday all final ex-

aminations for Queen's Univer-
sity students were cancelled. The
registrar of the university made
thi> momentous announcement
before a wildly-cheering throng
of professors who were gathered

in the Red Room of Kingston
Hall. It was only after a lengthy
debate and several impromptu
displays of fisticuffs that the de-

cision was reached.

It was understood that the

meeting was called originally to

discuss the problem of co-eds

knitting in lectures. Because of

the sudden change many pro-

fessors were annoyed at having
the proverbial wool pulled over
their eyes, but were quite will-

ing to discuss the matter of can-

celling final exams.

Professor Snark

The meeting was brought to

order by Professor Snark of the

English Department, who, after

gulping down a pitcher full of

water, announced amid cheers

that he was going home. The
registrar then took the stand
and with a trembling voice told

the meeting that all final ex-

aminations would have to he can-
celled because Grant Hall had
been leased to a well-known Tor-

LEFT HAND CORNER
(Continued on page 6)

Minister Of Labor

Attends Luncheon

Of Commerce Club

Outlines Relations Of Labor
In Speech Delivered

In Grant Hall

BY DILL MCKENNA
A record number was in at

tendance to hear the Honorable
Humphrey Mitchell, Canada's
cently appointed Minister of

Labor, at the luncheon-meetinj
of the Commerce Club on Tues
day. Present day labor relations

its aspects and the Federal Gov
ernment's policies in this connec
tion constituted the theme of Mr.
Mitchell's address.

Progressive Steps

The Labor Minister outlined

the progressive legislative steps

taken at Ottawa which have cul

minated in an employee-employer
relationship in this country as

found in no other state. The out-

come of these moves, he pointed

out, has been the adoption of the

conciliation hoard to iron out

labor disputes, under the Indus

LABOR MINISTER
(Continued on page 2)

A.M.S. Meeting

The Alma Mater Society

will hold a meeting in the

committee room of the gym,
Monday evening at 7.30

o'clock.

Mechanicals Visit

Industrial Centres

REGIMENTAL DINNER
TO BE HELD TONIGHT

Tonight at 7 o'clock, Officers,

Warrant Officers and N.C.O.'s

are invited to attend the annual

Regimental Dinner of the Queen's

Contingent of the C.O.T.C. in

Grant Hall. Col. R. G. White-
law, Commandant of the Officers'

Training Centre at Brockville,

will he the "guest speaker. As
many Queen's men are to enter

Brockville. in the near future, a

large attendance is expected for

the mess-dinner. It is to be a

"nit-sponsored affair, with no
charge for those present. Uni-

forms must be worn.

Two industrial plants in full

production were visited last

Thursday by a group of twenty-

five mechanical engineering slu-

. dents under the supervision ot

Professor L. T. Rutledge.

Farm Machinery

The party consisted of third

year members of the Mechanicals

Club, and some second year men
in the mechanical engineering

course. Leaving the Union at

8 A.M., the party travelled by

Colonial Coach to Smith's Falls,

where the No. 1 plant ui the Frost

and Wood Co., Limited was

visited. The mechanicals were

shown the various stages in the

production of farm machinery

from the raw material to the

finished product. The plant in-

cludes machine shop, foundry,

blacksmith and carpentry shops,

MECHANICALS VISIT

J
(Continued on page 7)

W.A.A.F. Officer

Addresses Levana

Tells Of Women's Work
In Great Britain

BY BEA GRANT

LEVANA EDITOR

On Wednesday evening, in Ban
Righ Hall, Wing Officer L. W.
Crowther of the Women's Auxiliarj

Air Force addressed the members

of the Levana Society.

Sent out by the British Govern

merit to organize the Women's Di

vision of the R.C.A.F., the speaker

opened her address by stating that

in England efforts had been made
to try and build up a tradition in

the W.A.A.F., and those in charge

here were trying to do the same

She explained that this service is

really part of the R.A.F., and it

the only one whose members wear

the badges and buttons' of the ser-

vice to which they are attached.

Formation

Wing Officer Crowther then out-

lined the formation of the W.A.A.
F. in England. The idea was con-

sidered in 1935, she said, but was

jeered at, and not until the end of

1938 were companies raised, com-

panies which were mobilized the

day after war was declared. The
speaker described how she had been

called to the Air Ministry in Lon-

don where she was till she came

to Canada. She then told how the

business of recruiting had started,

i • I how eleven thousand girls had

W.A.A.F. OFFICER

(Continued on page 7)

Summer School Of Fine Arts

To Be Led By Professor Bieler

BY CASEY CORBETT

FEATURE EDITOR

"Original creation" is to be em-

phasized at the Queen's Sununei

School of Fine Arts, according lo

Andre Bieler, resident artist on the

staff of the University, who will

direct the Art section of the school,

hi an interview to the Journal on

Wednesday, Mr. Bieler outlined the

Plans which have been made for

'he school, to be held concurrently

with the regular Summer School.

*t is planned that courses in music

a>id dramatics will count as credits

toward a degree.

Courses -

The section of music will be un-

der the direction of Dr. F. L. Har

rison, resident musician at Queen's

The drama section will be directed

by Hr. William Angus, Professor

of Dramatic Art. Dr. Angus will

be assisted by Charles Rittenhouse,

well-known Director from Mont-

real. Mr. Bieler will be assisted

by Edward Holgate of Montreal.

Mr. Holgate is a member of the

"group of seven," famous school

of Canadian artists.

Mr. Bieler explained that the

importance of the school rests on

the fact that there is no such school

in Eastern Canada. A summer

ART SCHOOL
(Continued on page 8)

F.O. Donald Skegg
To Speak To-day

F.O. Donald Skegg, sports of

officer for the R.A.F. at the Nor-

man Rogers Airdrome and prom-

inent English athlete will speak-

to Queen's students today at 4.15

P.M. in Convocation Hall. The
subject of his address will be

"The Faith of the Athlete."

Noted Athlete

F.O. Skegg is a noted athlete

in his native Britain and has

studied physical training before

the war in such centres of athletic

prowess as Germany, Denmark
and Sweden. Before the war, F.O.

Skjegg was Director of Physical

Education at a large English

college.

This will be the first in a

series of three addresses follow-

ing the theme "Per Ardua Ad
Astra" to be delivered by Offic-

ers, of the Air Force to Queen's

students. These lectures, which'

will be held in March are under

the auspices of the Inter-Varsity

Christian Fellowship. The series

will be concluded by a Church

SerVice to be held in Convocation

DONALD SKEGG
(Continued on page 6)

Talking Color Film

Will Be Presented

By Art Association

Features Dr. A. Y. Jackson,
Noted Canadian Painter
Of Outdoor Scenes

Richardson Wins First Prize

In McCulloch Oratory Contest

Tonight at 8 o'clock the Kings-

ton Art Association will present

a color talking film, "Canadian

Landscape," in Convocation Hall.

This film features A.Y. Jackson.

LL.D., the noted Canadian art-

ist. Dr. Jackson is an honorary

graduate of Queen's, receiving

his degree at the Centennial cele-

bration. Mr. Andre Bieler,

Queen's resident artist, will ex-

plain and comment on the film.

How Artist Works
The film was produced by the

National Film Board of Canada
and the National Gallery at Ot-

tawa, working in co-operation,

and it was highly recommended
in a recent issue of the Magazine

of Art, published at Washington,

D.C. It shows the whole process

by which a work of art is pro-

duced. The artist is shown select-

ing a landscape and a point of

view, working out the composi-

tion and then making his color

sketch. It gives close-ups of the

artist's palette showing how be

produces his colors. Then the

film shows how the painting it-

self is made in the artist's studio,

the artist working up the final

COLOR FILM

(Continued on page 2)

JIM RICHARDSON

Winner of the McCulloch Scholarship
for Public Speaking, held in Convoca
tion Hall Monday night.

Library Is Closed

At Toronto Varsity

Loss Of Books Prompts
Action Of Committee

Shortliffe Speaks
On French Writers

BY ELEANOK HOUCK
On Monday evening, Dr. Glen

ShorttiiTe discussed French litera-

ture over CFKC. In the discussion

of this field of Art from Dumas
Mirabeau, the speaker began

h a statement of the conflict in

the prevalent ideas of this era.

Collapse of Feudalism

Dr. Shortliffe said that .in 1789

feudal society collapsed under the

impact of the new commercial eco-

nomy. In this change, France both

lost and gained ; she lost the feudal

code of honor, her conception of

classical tragedy, and her own par-

ticular sense of values.

The speaker cited Balzac as the

representative of the first of three

distinct stages which followed. He
refused to accept the new and ten-

aciously clung to tin. old.

Second Phase

Dumas, the man who was exemp-

lary of the second phase was a

perfect protagonist of the new ideas.

He was of illegitimate birth, and

his first writings seemed to be ex-

pressive of a sort of defense psy-

chosis. He himself married and

settled down to live a quiet life.

DR. SHORTLIFFE
(Continued on page 2)

Toronto (C.U.P.) — "Owing to

the loss of books, this library is

now closed until further notice,"

says s sign on the door of the Hart
House Library here. Since there

has been no response to the plea

for the return of the missing books,

the Library Committee has been

forced to take this action, an-

nounced Acting-Warden J. R, Gil-

ley, Saturday.

Fifteen books disappeared during

the fall term, and at least half a

dozen are known to have disappear-

ed so far this term. The books

most missed are the latest best-

sellers from the new-book shelf.

These books are a serious loss

because, according to the rules of

the House, Stolen books may not

be replaced from the fund provided

until three years have passed. The

exact number of books taken since

Christmas is not known, since a

check-up of the 4,200 books in the

Library is ordinarily made only

twice a year — at Christmas and

in June.

"The Library was closed under

similar circumstances three years

LIBRARY CLOSED
(Continued on page 2)

Rowell-Sirois Report Topic
Of Winning Speech;

Vipond Is Second

Close Decision

Jim Richardson won the first

prize in the finals of the McCul-

loch Public Speaking Scholarship

contest held in Convocation Hall

last Monday evening, Claude Vi-

pond was second and Frank Lee

came third. Dr. Wallace acted as

Chairman and introduced the speak-

ers, and the judges were Mrs. H.

F. H. Hertzberg, Mr. J. M. Far-

rell, K.C., and Mr. George Mc-
Cracken of the editorial department

of the Whig-Standard.

Rowell-Sirois Report

Mr. Richardson discussed the

Rowell-Sirois Report. He began by

showing the need for change in the

constitutional relationship between

the Dominion and the provinces

because of changing economic con-

ditions, By reason of Privy Coun-

cil decisions, the provincial powers

were increased, while the Domin-

ion's powers to act in many fields

were decreased. Yet the provinces

did not have the taxiug powers

to build up the social services which

the Privy Council had given them

the power to control. With the

amiug of the depression and the

drought, many provinces were not

able to pay their debts or maintain

their services. To examine the

whole question, Mr. Richardson

said, the Rowell-Sirois Commission

was appointed.

The speaker then led into an

explanation of the recommendations

of the Commission. The Dominion

would assume the provincial debts

and cancel the provincial subsidies.

In return, the Dominion would

grant to each province an "adjust-

ment grant" which would be cal-

culated, on a basis of being that

amount which would be needed to

support the provincial social ser-

vices on the average Canadian

standing.

Mr. Richardson demonstrated

how these changes were necessary

to create a united Canadian nation.

The Fathers of Confederation did

ORATORY CONTEST
(Continued on page 2)

Final Campus Fling lo Be^Held

In Grant Hall By Queen's Journal

Final Issue

There will be no issue of

the Journal on Tuesday. The

final issue will appear on

Friday, March 20.

Kingston was shaken to its very

roots yesterday by the announce-

ment that the Queens' Journal will

hold its fourth annual "Bum's

Rush" on Saturday night, March

28, in Grant Hall.

The flail will be the climax of a

special emergency session of the

Exalted Brotherhood of Panhand-

lers and Rodriders, called by the

Supreme High Potentate and Pleni-

potentiary of the Brotherhood, King

Bob "Cheese-lt-t he-Cops'" Kane.

The main purpose of the session

is to consider the acute shortage of

cigar butts and tin cans, arising

from the war situation. It is not

now known what steps may be tak-

en, but it is rumored that there

may be drastic measures in the mak-

ing.

As usual, the party will Iw strict-

ly an "undress affair" with a valu-

able prize presented to the couple

with the most informal costume.

Prices will be based on the fa-

mous Journal sliding scale, with a

new and different basis this year.

Details of this cannot yet be di-

vulged, but will be announced in the

near future. Music will be pre-

sented by Maurice Allen and his

Mizzuble Mendicants, who prumise

orchestrations appropriate to such

FINAL FLING

(Continued on page 2)
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WANTED

Two students to share a bach

clor apartment from May 1 to

about August 30. Some culinary

experience desirable. Phone 828-J

after 5 p.m.

Labor Minister

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A.

TROUSERS?
OVER 3000 PAIR!

SPORT COATS
A lorge selection of

oil that's new

SUITS

TOPCOATS

FURNISHINGS

HATS

See the New Spring selections,

they're here now

BIBBY'S
Where you buy with confidence

78-80-82-84 Princess St

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop

79 Princess St

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3- chair »hop fa)

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

US Alfred St Phone 1772-W

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

(Continued from page 1)

trial Disputes Investigation Act

Canada has pioneered in this

move.

Every labor dispute begins with

.hi agitation for changes, many

times necessary. After this there

is a period when both sides ot

the dispute are embroiled in the

fever of holding their "rights."

It is not until this fever has

cooled and the parties have had

time to think the matter out

rationally that the time comes

for the conciliation board to sit.

War time activity amplifies labor

problems but in few instances has

the conciliation board system

failed to bring about an under-

standing between the two fac-

tions. Since the war began, he

said, there 1 have been fewer

strikes than at any other period

and this is primarily due to the

setting up of conciliation boards

when one threatened.

Orders-in-Council

Many orders in council have

been met with opposition and

criticism by the man-on-thc-

street, but in the long run he has

been benefited by them. He
strongly emphasized that the

labor legislation had not been

engineered on the behalf of man-
ufacturers, bankers, etc., but by

men with foresight who kept the

threat of inflation in mind. Such

instruments as the cost of living

bonus to forestall wage increases

were devised.

In his opening remarks, Mr.

Mitchell paid high tribute to

Queen's for the high standard of

its graduates, many of whom
are leaders in all branches of

Canadian life. He concluded by

asking his listeners to bear in

mind the desperate position of

the democratic powers. "Unless

you are prepared to defend your
way of life from those who covet

it," he said, "you will lose it."

Dr. Wallace introduced the

speaker and emphasized his qual-

ifications to speak as one who
had risen to the top of Canadian
Labor. "As Mr, Mitchell must be
in Ottawa by 6 P.M., it is indeed

an honor to have him with us,"

said the Principal.

Dr. Shortliffe

Dr.VincentA. Martin
DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St

T I IVTE

TESTS THE

OAK
It takes time, too, for a slore

to. grow a reputation for de-

pendability that merits the com-

plete confidence of the com-

munity. Without the proper

seed from which such a reputa-

tion growl, stores spring up

like weeds, and, like weeds, their

bloom is brief. We planted that

•ecd 16 years ago. and from it

has grown the solid institution

you patronize today.

•

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

THEOLOGICAL GROUP
ELECTS NEW OFFICERS

The annual meeting of the

Queen's Theological Society was

held in the Theological Common
Room on Tuesday afternoon, the

Pope, Milton Little, being in the

chair.

The business and the progress

of the Society during the past

vcar were reviewed. The par-

ticular business of the day, the

election of the new executive,

was completed and the members

of that executive were installed.

New Executive

Dr. W. T. G. Brown was elect-

ed as Patriarch, or Honorary

President. Wilbur Rogers is the

new Pope and Theological Rep-

resentative on the A.M.S. The

other members of the executive

are as follows: Bishop, Basil Ad-

ams; Scribe, Harry Atkinson;

Deacon, Herman Miller; Beadle,

Gordon Smythe
;
Program Con-

vener, Alice Armstrong; Report-

er, Robert McNaught ; Athletic

Stick, Lome Browne; Librarian,

Harold Burgess; Arts-Theology

Representative, Hubert Mac-

Avoy. The retiring Pope, Milton

Little, spoke briefly to the So-

ciety and then summoned the

members to the Morgan Mem-
orial Chapel. At the close of the

Chapel service the new Pope,

Wilbur Rogers* dismissed the

members with his Benediction.

Library Closed

(Continued from page 1)

ago, in the spring of 1939," recalled

Bob Phillips, IV U.C., advisory

curator of the Library Committee.

After about a week it was reop-

ened, and in the following weeks

most of the books filtered back."

A meeting of the Library Com-

mittee will be held early this week

to decide what will be done about

the situation. "Closing the Library

is not a solution to the problem,

but the Committee decided that

something had to be done to draw

the attention of the readers to the

seriousness of the situation," said

Phillips.

The Committee hopes that the

knowledge of the inconvenience to

which they are putting so many

readers will prompt the culprits to

return the missing volumes.

(Continued from page 1)

He was such a success that he

could ignore the shafts from his

jealous contemporaries. This was
mainly because he told the public

what they wanted to hear.

Dumas, in his writings, married

art and life. By 1885 he was en-

caged in the defense of established

institutions such as the family. He
perceived great social disintegra-

tion from the loosening of family

ties. He based his conceptions on
the accepted values of his own age
and did not think that they might
change.

Third Phase
The men of the third phase, of

whom Brilleau was one, tended to

accept things as they were non
commitally and impartially, with i

suggested hope for the future. If

they talked of bad women, they
blamed society for their badness
not them for the degeneracy of
society.

In conclusion Dr. Shortliffe said
that we may hope for a fulure in

literature which reflects a Well-ad-

justed Society devoid of bitterness

Did you make the debating

team?

N-n-n-o. They s-s-said 1 w-w-

sn't t-t-tall enough.

Oratory Contest

(Continued from page I)

a magnificent job, but it is foolish

to expect them to have foreseen all

of tlit: conditions the Dominion has

been called upon to face. The Ro-

well-Sirois Report is, said Mr. Rich-

ardson, the way to keep Canada

a federal state, with healthy pro-

vincial governments, and yet create

a strong central state able to cope

with the difficulties that face it

after the war.

Medical Curricula

Claude Vipoud, the runner-up.

discussed Cultural Innovations in

the .Medical Curricula. As a medi-

cal student, he regretted that while

doctors were called upon to take a

prominent part in the affairs of their

community, as medical students

they received no training that would

fit them for this position. He

pointed out that subjects were

needed that would develop character

in die future doctor. He mentioned

that the character Of the teacher

has a very great deal to do with

the development of character in the

student, and in this regard men-

tioned some famous professors in

the Queen's medical faculty.

But still more, he said is re-

quired. The medical student needs

the contact with the thoughts and

the aspirations of the past, that

make up our civilization, so that

be can understand his fellow man

not onlj as a living body, but as

a living mind.

Mr. Frank Lee, who won third

prize, discussed the problems and

the hopes of the Chinese Canadians.

He contrasted the two influences

upon the second generation Chinese-

Canadian. There is the old. mel-

low, calm and serene philosophy of

the Orient, and there is the bustling,

fficient, driving philosophy of the

Occident. The conflict of these two

attitudes usually results, he said,

in the victory of the Western ideals

the training of the school and

of the society counteracts the in-

fluence of the older generation at

home. The Chinese becomes one of

the best of Canadians, and he show-

ed how the Chinese, with poorly

paying positions, were one of the

largest and earliest purchasers of

Victory Bonds.

Full Citizenship Barred

The tragedy lies, as Mr. Lee ex-

plained it, in the fact that the Chi-

nese-Canadian is not accepted as a

'full Canadian. He can obtain a

menial position, or a minor one,

but he is barred from promotion to

posts of authority unless he is

overwhelmingly superior in capa-

bility to others. Mr. Lec related

how he had worked for several

years in the Civil Service in Otta-

wa, and that time after time men

with less seniority or, lie felt, capa-

bility, were promoted over him. In

fact, the speaker said, he was told

that there was no hope of promo-

tion for him. He pointed out what

sort of ideas that inspired, or what

hopelessness it brought on.

The Chinese in Canada were

saved from this attitude, the speak-

er said, by the magnificent fight

that China had carried on against

the Japanese. The world will never

know. Mr. Lee said, of the horrors

that were inflicted upon the Chi-

nese people. It is a thousand times

worse than anything they have ever

read or could comprehend. The

Chinese pride in themselves was

strengthened by the knowledge of

what their brothers in China were

surviving, and by pride in the abil-

ity and accomplishments of two of

the worlds greatest men and women,

General* and Mme. Chiang Kai-

Shek.

Hope for Future

It was his greatest hope, the

speaker said, that in the horror and

carnage that was raging, which had

already destroyed so many ideas

of the past, these prejudices would

disappear, and that the Chinese in

Canada would be accepted for what

they are and what they want to be

—Canadians.

Mrs. Hertzberg acted as chair-

man of the board of judges and

announced the winners. It was, she

said, a very difficult task to choose

three out of such an excellent group

and the judges were hard put to

decide. The choice was, however,

she said, unanimous.

Dr. Wallace complimented all

the contestants on their ability. Any

one of the nine competing, he said,

could with perfect confidence re-

present Queens in an intervarsity

debate, and Queen's would not be

ashamed of them.

Mr. Richardson thus receives

$80, plus the $30 he received for

w inning his preliminary contest,

Mr. Vipond obtains $70, plus the

$20 be won as being a finalist,

while Mr. Lee receives a prize of

$60 plus §20. Each speaker used

the same topic in the final as in

the preliminary.

The Chiseler

When he pulls the wool over

your eyes it's half cotton.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Color Film

(Continued from page 1)

composition from his sketch.

Dr. Jackson is one of the most

noted of Canadian landscape

painters. He was one of the

founders of the Group of Seven,

who revolutionized Canadian

painting nnd brought it to the

attention of the international art

world. He is noted for his paint-

ings of French-Canadian habi-

tants in winter, and for his pic-

tures of Algotua and Georgian

Bay in autumn. Both of these

districts are shown in the film.

Dr. Jackson is also noted fpr his

work in the Arctic. He was sent

by the Canadian government on

the annual steamer that visits

the isolated posts on Hudson Bay

and Ellesmere Island, where he

made a number of paintings of

Arctic life. He was also sent lo

Great Bear Lake by the radium-

mining interests, to make an ar-

tistic record of the far north.

The artist was a close friend of

the late Sir Frederick Banting,

and visited the Arctic with him.

He is considered an authority on

the Arctic and possesses a large

library on that subject.

Old Masters

Following the talking film, Mr.

Bieler will present some Koda-

chroine slides of the most famous

paintings in the National Gallery

of Art in Washington, D.C. This

collection was presented to the

United States by the late Andrew
Mellon, and is one of the most

famous and complete collections

of Old Masters in the world.

These slides, representative of

the best of the collection, will

feature Rembrandt, the Flemish

and Dutch schools, the Italian

school, including raphael, Titian,

and many others. The slides were

produced by the Princeton Uni-

versity Art Co-operative, of

which Queen's is the only Can-

adian member.

Final Fling

(Continued from page I)

a solemn and stately affair.

The committee wishes to an-

nounce that the dance programs

will be. as in past years, in the

form of a Journal extra. These

masterpieces are now collect! ir

items, and it is expected that tin-

year's effort will maintain the high

standards of the past.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Andy: Doesn't your wife miss
you when you stay out until 3.00
a.m.?

Archie: Usually, but some-
times her aim is very good.

BASKETBALL!
TOMORROW EVENING in the GYM.

in Aid of the Q.W.A.C.

KINGSTON COMBINES vs. PETERBOROUGH
2nd Game Intermediate O.B.A. Playdowns

and

A Display of Superb Basketball Technique and Ball Handling Finesse

by

The BAN RICH BLIMPS and the JOURNAL JERKS
DANCING AFTER THE GAMES

TICKETS 25C FIRST GAME AT 8

COME PREPARED TO DEFEND YOURSELF
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| MILITARY OUTFITTERS |
S For Over 95 Years H
1 1847—1942 S

| LIVINGSTON'S
j

1 BRITAIN STILL DELIVERS THE GOODS 1
M We import British materials for =

| OFFICERS' UNIFORMS
|

1 ARMY : AIR FORCE - NAVY 1
W AND ALL ACCESSORIES =

"Where the Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

TYPING
Essaya, Theses, and Pathology Cases.
Eight cents per double-spaced page,

12 cents per single-spaced page.
Mimeographing: prices on application.

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson Street

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever
placed on market

J. R. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY

for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Phone 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

274 Princess Sl Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOIURDIERS
rues

78 Brock St, Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Phone 3354-R 346 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

Princess Beauty Salon

2 ?4 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop

'da Van Clie*f Maude Wagai

THEATRE
I

LINE-UP

CAPITOL
Walt Disney has done it again!

In fact, Dumbo, In.-, latesl full-lergtli

cartoon, which will show four (hi-
nt the Capitol, starting today, is

just about the best thing he has

ever done. Admittedly it is not as

stupendous an undertaking as Fan-
tasia, or as winsome as Snow While,

hut somehow it manages to com-
hine the fiest parts of all these

niher pictures. Thus Dumbo, the

picture and the elephant, emerges
as the most pleasing little fantasy

to come fmm Hollywood in many
a moon.

The characters alone are worth
the price of admission. Timothy

Q. Mouse is priceless as a tough

circus hanger-on with a heart as

soft as a Journal Jerk, and Casey-

Jones, Old Black Crow, and Dum-
bo, himself, are capnhle of keeping

any audience in stitches. A sur-

realistic pink elephant hang-over

scene, lady elephants gossiping

about Dumbo and his Clark Gable

ears, a stork delivering elephants

to a circus train, ami Dumbo be-

ing pushed off a cliff by the crows

are only a few examples of what

Disney-fans may expect if they

wander into the Capitol during the

weekend. They will not be disap-

pointed.

As an added attraction George
"1 alcon" Sanders will thrill all

mystery-lovers in his latest detec-

tive whodunit, A Dale Willi the

Falcon. A

—

ODE

Queen's students will be inter-

ested to know that Sir Cedric

Hardwicke is appearing in the fea-

ture at the Grand today and to-

morrow. The picture Valley of the

Sun is a story of the early west

and the trouble with the Indians.

The hero of the story is James
Craig who is a friend of the In-

dian Chief. His daring and heroic

efforts save the desert town, on

which the story is based, from de-

struction and its people from being

massacred. It also wins him the

love of Lucille Ball (woo-woo!)

after he twice foiled her marriage

to a villainous character. Sir Cedric

plays the part of an Englishman

who is trying to open up the west

to the white race by a peaceful

settlement with the Indians. And
by the way, if you want to catch

up on the latest jitterbug steps,

there's an Indian war-dance in this

picture.

The added attraction. Marry the

Boss's Dauqhler, with B r en d a

Joyce and George Barhier, is rather

a weak picture. The acting is very

feeble but occasionally Brenda's

good looks and Barbier's humor

add a little rip to keep you diere

to the finish. C+
B.T.M.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business;—patronize them.

Pete Cain Named
Science President

BY KEITH MCCAFFREY

SCIENCE EDITOR

The Engineers yesterday chose

Peter Cain President for the

coming year, in the annual En-

gineering Society elections. Mel

Young gained the post of First

Vice-President, while Wally Read

assumed the secretarial duties.

Chuck Campling is the new

treasurer. Len Lane and Art

Holloway will represent their

faculty on the Alma Mater So-

ciety executive. Lane will thus

be A.M.S. presidential candidate

for the coming year, while Hollo-

way seeks the secretarial spot.

Lane advanced from Junior Rep-

resentative by acclamation.

New President

Genial Pete Cain hails from

Sudbury. A miner, Pete has

worked in several of the Inco

mines around his home town. As

past Second Vice-President of

the Engineering Society, and

President of the Boxing and

Wrestling Club, Mr. Cain has

shown leadership ability. Inter-

collegiate boxing champion at

165 lbs. and a "Q" holder, Mr.

Cain last week received the Jack

Day Trophy, awarded annually

:o the most valuable member of

the B. W. S: F. Club.

Ken Clarke, runner-up (of the

presidential post, 'has held sev-

eral executive posts at Queen's;

he served as .ithletic stick in

his freshman year, and served for

two consecutive years on the

faculty society executive. He also

acted as convener for this year's

Mining and Metallurgy Society

banquet.

Following are the complete

results: Sr. A.M.S. Rep., L,

Lane (accl.) ; Jr. A.M.S. Rep.

Art Holloway.

Engineering Society Executive,

1942-43

President, P. Cain; 1st Vice-

Pres., Mel Young ; 2nd Vice-

Pres., J. Kirk: Secretary, W.
Read; Asst. Secretary, B. Bur-

gess ;
Treasurer, C. Campling

;

Director of Athletics, Leo Mac-

Donald; Asst. Director of Ath-

letics, Bill Pardy.

Science Court Executive

Sr. Pros. Attorney, Gord Tin-

dale
; Jr. Pros. Attorney, Don

Crichton. Sheriff, E. Arnott;

Chief of Police, G. G. Cameron;
Clerk of Court. R. S, Haf lidson

;

Court Crier. J. L. McKelvie.

FRIDAY - SATURDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY

WALT DISNEY'S
FEATURE LENGTH PRODUCTION

46 DUMBO'
= SECOND FEATURE=

GEORGE SANDERS

A DATE WITH
THE FALCON"

WEDNESDAY — THURSDAY — FRIDAY

NELSON
EDDY

RISE

STEVENS

** THE CHOCOLATE SOLDIER

CAPETOL

20c Til 6 P.M.

25c AFTER <PLUS TAX)BILTMORE
'ALWAYS A GOOD SHOW"

Today "The Great Dictator" & "On Their Own"
• • •

SATURDAY—MONDAY—TUESDAY

"sccnT "WHEN THE DALTONS RODE" Donlevy

Sonja Henie — "Everything Happens at Night" — Roy Milland

• • •
STARTS WEDNESDAY '

JACK BENNY in "BUCK BENNY RIDES AGAIN"
with ANDY DEVINE «« "ROCHESTER"

Also! Clive Brook in "CONVOY" with John Clements

* famous play:rs theafbc

CONTINUOUS
SHOW

DAILY FROM
1 P.M.

TODAY and SATURDAY
A Mighty Cavalcade of Courage!!

"VALLEY OF THE SUN "
JAMES CRAIG - LUCILLE BALL

— also —
Why Waste Your Technique on the Typist . . . When You Can

MARRY THE BOSS' DAUGHTER 1

BRENDA JOYCE

STARTING MONDAY
CESAR ROMERO shd CAROLE LANDIS

"A GENTLEMAN AT HEART

CHARLES RUCCLES ~u7° 'THE PERFECT SNOB'

The

ODEDN
ONLY TWO MORE DAYS — TODAY ond SATURDAY

More Rip-Roaring Fun . . . than all their hilarious

KINGSTON'S MOST
BEAUTIFUL THEATRE

Presenting Continuous

Performances Daily

hits in one

BUD
ABBOTT

LOU
COSTELLO

t i RIDE 'EM COWBOY"
4 DAYS STARTINC MONDAY:

The alluring beauty of "SUNDOWN" in another

glittering role—

THE SHANGHAI GESTURE"
— STARRING —

GENE TIERNEY
Walter
HUSTON

Victor

MATURE
Ona

MUNSTON

Ride 'Bin Cowboy, which was re

viewed in the last issue of the

Journal, terminates its week-long

run at the Odeon tomorrow. Many
avid A. & C. fans proclaim that

it is the best A. & C. show yet

and that A. & C. surpass them

selves with better-than-average A
& C. slapstick.

BILTMORE

= The Established Centre for Military Outfitting Since 1847 £S

I LIVINGSTON'S I
75-79 BROCK STREET

I

Oiarlie Chaplin's latest satire re-

turns to the Biltmore this week

under the Great Dictator heading.

Chaplin, who wrote and directed

the picture, acts the title role and

has again scored a triumph, this

time at the expense of the Fascists.

This picture was released long

before the United States entered

the war and was meant more to

mimic the Heel. Hitler, and Napo-

lini, but since that time the picture

has attained a grimmer aspect for

it portrays these two European

States in a very satirical way which

will still leave lots of time for

laughter. The picture brings home
the condition of the countries un-

der this regime in a very realistic

manner.

Chaplin pictures himself as an
insignificant painter whose only

misfortune in life is to look like

the dictator. Jack Oakie does well

by himself as the Italian stooge

and Paulette Goddard (but need w
go any further). Brother, you've

got eyes ! A

—

GRAND

m

You're missing a lot if you

haven't tried Philip Morris

Mixture, today's greatest

value in pipe tobacco.

In pouches, pack-

ages and }i lb. tins.

Everything that's New
and Smart
At LAIDLAW'S!

Dresses — Coats — Sports Clothes —
New Accessories — Smart Fabrics.

Men's Furnishings

—

House Furnishings

—

•

'When You Buy at Uidlavft — You're Sure of the Quality.

John LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS ST.
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Candidates for the Bachelor of
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When Will The Worm Turn?

As we approach the end of another academic year, it is natural

that we should look back over the past seven or eight months, and

review in our minds, the things that we have done, the things

that we should have done, and the things that we did not do.

Mere reminiscence is a bootless sort of business, but if we can

draw from it any guidance for the future, then it is worthwhile.

And it is with that in mind, that we look back over the "joy

and the strife" of this past war year.

Here at Queen's the undergraduate weather has been any-

thing but peaceful. We have fought over elections, over dance

plans, over student government, over our war effort. And over-

shadowing it all, in past issues of the Journal, we find, again and

again, the word "apathy".

It may or may not be a comfort to students to know that

we have not by any means been alone in our harping on this

word. College papers all over this country, all over the United

States, and in England echo the same chorus. Within the past

week we have come across editorials in the Toronto "Varsity." in

the McGilj "Daily", and in the "Northerner" of King's College.

England, all embracing, in various terms (all of them uncompli-

mentary) the same problem. With one accord, and almost without

exception, university journals shout "Wake up students! This

is war!"

That is not to say that there was no apathy in peace time.

There was just as much, if not more. But, in those days it was

not considered important enough to mention. It was the normal

state of affairs, not only in our schools and colleges, but every r

"

where. Which may explain a great deal.

But of necessity and in sheer self-preservation, we have for-

saken the ways of peace. It would serve no purpose for us to

repeat the tale of what will happen to us if we lose this war.

Every student knows that perfectly well. What we do not yet

seem to realize is that one does not have to hold a rifle or dig

trenches to fight. And those famous strategists, Generals Too

Little and Too Late may yet defeat us.

A brief glance at the campus balance sheet for the year will

illustrate this better than anything else. As we have said many

times before, the picture is not a pretty one. but it is certainly

instructive.

First of all, our "war effort" (and we use the quotes $d-

visedly). We set up a War Aid Committee to consolidate and

direct all activities related to this general problem. That Com-

mittee, with the tacit approval of the student body, set an objective

for the year of $4000. By the, exercise of terrific effort, it has

raised a little better than half of that amount. About five per-

cent of the students have actively supported it; about twenty

percent have actively opposed it ; and the remaining 75% have

remained strictly neutral. Every cent raised has had to be pried

out of a reluctant and unenthusiastic student body, which has

not really given its money at all, but only exchanged it for

entertainment or the chance of some material gain. We do not

condemn such methods, but we do say that they are not enough.

If we are to win this war, we—all of us—have to give, not merely

buy. So far we have done little more than salve our own ^con-

sciences, and some of us seem to have precious little to salve.*

Perhaps our methods were wrong. Perhaps our students

would have given willingly of their time and strength where thej

would not aid financially. Perhaps the War Aid Committee h
too much an Arts project, as many Science and Medical men be-

lieve. Perhaps we haven't enough leaders. But, in the last

analysis, the fact remains that no man living can lead a group
that will not be led. And no 25 men and women can do the
job of 1800, and do it properly.

We have said before, and we repeat that until we rid this

campus of the faculty rivalry which is blighting everything we do
we will continue to fail in our war effort, in student government
and in everything else. It is to that, that our efforts must be bent
The freshman and sophomore years can do even more than their
seniors to eradicate this insidious ill-feeling between Arts and
Science and Medicine. We cannot hope to gain absolute un
animity of opinion on all issues. We would not wish it if we
could. But, surely there must be some things on which we all

agree—and surely, one of them is that we must and will figh
this war with every ounce of energy and vigor and intelligence
that we possess.

We have said before that students are a privileged group
We still say it. As one student put it recently "We are priv-
ileged in that we can continue with our peacetime occupations
while other men's lives are torn up and transplanted." We

Welch Scholarship

\pplications are invited for the

Welch Scholarship of the value of

5100. This Scholarship is awarded

n the Faculty of Arts and is open

or competition only to the sons

and daughters of non-commissioned

officers and of mechanics and la-

orers. The students must be bona

fide residents of the city of King-

ston. Preference will be given to

the sons and daughters of soldiers

10 served in the Great War.

Applications must be submitted

the Registrar not later than

March 15th and must give evidence

of eligibility in accordance with Hie

elms of the will. The Scholarship

will be awarded on the basis of the

\pril examinations. It will be ten-

able only by a student registered

ntramurally in the session follow-

ing the award.

Sir Wilfrid Lanricr Memorial

Scholarship

Value $80. Founded by the On-

tario Women's Liberal Association

perpetuate the memory of Sir

Wilfrid Laurier. Awarded for pro-

lit icnev in French conversation.

Canadidates must be Canadian-

born English-speaking students,

sons or daughters of a British sub-

ject by birth or naturalization, not

of French parentage. Tenable only

by a student who will be in at-

tendance during the following ses-

sion.

The examination will be held

in March. Applications will be re-

ceived bv the Registrar up to March

15th.

The O. M. Montgomery

Memorial Fund

The Aluminum Company of Ca-

nada has established a fund in

memory of Mr. O. M. Montgomery

who graduated from Queen's Uni-

versity in 1905. This fund will be

i to provide bursaries on a loan

or service basis for worthy students

in need of financial help.

Applications for the loan must be

sent in to the Registrar not later

than April 1st. In applying a stu-

dent must give evidence of his need.

Admission lo Honours Courses

The attention of students is called

to the regulation regarding admis

sion to courses for honours. At

the end of the second year (from

Pass Matriculation) each. candidate

WAR STAMP IS COST
OF DATES AT DUKE

Durham, N.C. (A.C.P.)—Men

at Duke University will aid

Uncle Sam with the purchase

of a twenty-five cent defence

stamp before they can have their

dates called, if the proposed War

council measure goes through.

The plan would require West

campusites to purchase a de-

fence stamp before their dates

will be paged over the micro-

phone system of East campus

dormitories.

According to the proposed

plans, girls also will be asked

to purchase the stamps before

signing out for the evening, al-

though this last measure will not

lie made compulsory.

At a recent meeting of the war

uncil, the proposed plan was

e of a number of features sug-

gested, all designed to further the

sale of defence bonds and stamps

to students and faculty.

When God gave out noses,

I thought he said roses,

So I said, gimme % great big red

for an Honours Course should ap-

ply through the Registrar to the

Departments concerned for permis-

sion to proceed in his Major and

Minor subjects. The Departments

shall not accept him unless in his

work during the first two years he

has shown promise of ability to

qualif) for Honours by obtaining

at least 62 per cent, in each special

subject and by reaching a satisfac-

tory standard in his other work.

Applications must reach the Re-

gistrar some time during the month

of March.

Back Classes

Students eligible to take back

classes under Regulation 14, page

81, of the Calendar of the Faculty

of Arts, must complete registration

by April 10. In the event of failure

in April, regulations will be cancel-

led and fees refunded.

By a special ruling of the Faculty

of Arts, candidates who lack only

two courses for degree in April,

will be permitted to take these

courses during the summer provided

that they are offered.

Inco Scholarship

The International Nickel Com-
pany of Canada has established a

Scholarship of the value of $500

for graduate work in Chemistry,

Chemical Engineering, Mining. Me-
tallurgy, Geology and Mineralogy,

to be awarded to a student holding

the Bachelor of Science degree,

who has made consistently high

standing throughout the four years

of his undergraduate Course.

Applications must be submitted

by April 1st.

privileged too in that we can learn and study and think without

restraint or bond. But, if we forget the responsibilities that

go along with these things, then we are no longer worthy of

what we have.

The Journal has been frequently accused in the past of "casti-

gating the student body too much." Perhaps that is so. We do
not, in any sense, set ourselves up as final arbiters of right and

wrong. But so long as we feel that castigation is required, and

that its administration will do any good, we will surely continue

to merit that accusation.

Regrets

It is a source of real regret to us of the Journal staff, that we
will be unable to produce a special issue next Friday to wind

up our publishing year. However, technical and financial con-

siderations make it impossible for 'us to do so, and we can only

l>tg your lolfrance for this break with tradition.

There will be no paper on Tuesday but the regular eight-

page- edition will appear one week from today. Students are re-

minded
t that all news events from now till the end of the year

must be in our hands by Wednesday night. Also any brief resumes
of club activities for the past year will be welcome.

.erCUry sped far above fatigues

With Picobac to charm his efidless leagues.

• Students also must cover much ground —

^

academic if not terrestrial. In their arduous

journeys through the realms of learning, they

find tnat Picobac gives them "winged feet of

thought". For the pick of Canada's Burley

crop is always a mild, cool, sweet smoke— a

vaae mecum incomparably satisfying and finan-

cially undemanding.

HANDY SEAL-TIGHT POUCH

JS-LB. "LOK-TOP" TIN

15e

65c

alto packed in Pocket Tin*

Picobac
"It DOES taste good in a pipe!"

^r^r^r^r=^i^r^r^r^r=^i^r^r^r^r==lr==lr=l

OFFICERS' UNIFORMS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

FOR ARMY - AIR FORCE & NAVY

103 Princess Street

AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES

Phone 3542

NOTICE TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

SMART MODERNIZED LUGGAGE TWIN SETS
Tweed's Leather Bound $14.50 Genuine Leather $23.50

Overnight Cases—stock pattern $3.95

Gent's Sport Bags, zipper tops $5.95 Leather Gladstones, Jr. size $11.95

FREE LETTERING

A. W. BIDGOOD
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Street , ro Phone 1941

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties
(

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Slide I

Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used Book
|

Exchange is at your Disposal.

•

TECHNICAL. SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 2110

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE
RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printine a Standout * Dance Printing a Specialty

THE MACCISCN STUCIC
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

We supply everything — Make your appointment now

for portraits and groups
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones: 676 - 620
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Int™mural Bowling Finals to annex the crown which was
as the ttmbertoppers chalked up several new individual and team recordT

ALPIE PIERCE
TRAINER EMERITUS,'

"In all my years of attending this
university never have I given such a
croosnal game so much thought. It ismy prediction that if the Jerks play
as disparaging a game as they turnedm last year at the Ice Gardens they
will undoubtedly find themselves
the short end of a 220-0 score."

Saturday Spotlight Will Be Shared
As Combines -Peterborough Tangle,
Blimps^ Jerks Finally Come To Grips
Combines Seek To Repay

Petes For Late Defeat;
Table Tennis Finalists To
Compete For Title

Dancing Afterward

Sc. '43 Captures

Laurels In Bowling

Juniors' No. 1 Team Beats
Frosh In Finals

The taste of ice-cold

"Coca-Cola" is pleas-

antly exciting . . .with

no after-taste. It

brings a feeling of

complete refresh-

ment ... all you want

and you want It all.

Science '43 No. 1 team fought
their nay to the Intramural
Bowling; League Championship
last week by downing a team of

Science Frosh in the finals. The
final was a two-game series with
total pins to count and the Juniors
had only a lead of 360 pins.

The champs are captained by
Roger Beaudry, one of the stead-

iest bowlers of the league, and are

made up of such alley stars as

Doug Gan ton, Ken Sawry, Bill

Keegan, George Schuett, George fought
GautKier and "Ric" Arnott

These pin-ball hoys have been

undefeated all season and they

were very close to the top last

year when Sc. '42 took the title.

The Kingston Combines face

a fourteen point deficit when they

again face the Peterboro quintet

<m Saturday night as a twin at-

traction with the Journal-Le-
vana game.

The locals were not at full

strength when they faced their

rivals in the first game last week
and feel that they can come from
behind with a full array of sub-

stitutes on hand.

It is not known if Shorty Mc-
Lellan will be able to play due
to his injured leg but from all

accounts he played a stellar game
at guard last week. Bill Drys-
dale may be back in town from
the Brockville Training Centre to

don the uniform while Coach Ed-
wards expects to have Blitz Ros-

entzveig, Jack Kirk, Gord Mac-
key, Gord McDoncil, Doug
Simon and Clark Graham, if he
can be spared from his job as

Coach of the Jerks, back in their

positions.

Frank Lee will oppose the win-

ner of the Beneteau-Rosentzveig

game for the Intramural Table
Tennis Championship and danc-

ing will be held after the Jerks

and Blimps have been swept from
the floor. The total proceeds will

go to the Q.W.A.C. and all per-

sons will he admitted for a small

two-bit stipend.

Meds Frosh Beaten

COACH CLARK GRAHAM
"This game has cost me more sleep

less nights than an insomnia walker
and tonight will be no exception.
Naturally I intend to keep the players
out until 2 a.m. touring the local pin
board machine circuit in order to have
them in condition for tomorrow night
fracas Rumor has it that the Blimps
will display all the unsportsmanlike
conduct that was typical of their play
last season and I have personally
written Dorothy Due to get some in
side information to impart to my
innocent virtuosos, so that they will
be prepared to defend themselves.
Win?—Heavens to Betsy, we'll moidor
de Blimps."

You trust its quality

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY OF CANADA,
KINGSTON

George Van Horne
men's shop

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Officio! Blazers

WARREN K. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

Hanson & Edgar
Dance
Programmes

Cor»'jfutiona

PRINTERS
Phone IS 10

117 Brock St.

Printing at

Ever}

Descnptiof

The company commander had
made the fatal error of distribut-

ing pamphlets advertising the Air
Force before he began the final lec-

ture of the day . . . Scanning the

hall as far as eye could reach, he

saw a well of unfurled pamphlets

and listened to their rustle as his

company displayed a commendable

interest in a sister service . . .

Finally he cleared his throat and

in dulcet tones addressed his audi-

ence ... "I know how you gentle-

men feel. I simply can't bear hav-

ing to listen to people talking while

I'm reading."

—Varsity.

The sanctity of human life was
giving the lecturer considerable

concern . . . "You should take care

of yourselves at all times while in

action," he said, earnestly. "If you

want to commit suicide, do it at

home and save the government the

expense of transporting you to

Libya."

—Varsity.

Bob Wade: I hear the dean is

trying to stop necking.

"Drooly" Cline: Yea, and be-

fore long he'll be trying to get

the students to stop, tool

The Meds Sophs and Froih

their annual ice classic

at the Arena on Wednesday. The
Sophs came out victorious 7-5.

and without the help of the ref-

eree, who, contrary to custom,

was a neutral Engineer.

Jackson and Clow were the

Sophomore -stars while O'Hara
and Kinnear looked good for the

Frosh.

ECONOMY
The Scotchman's friend received

the following telegram

:

"Bruises hurt erased afford erect-

ed analysis hurt too infectious

dead." (10 words.)

He translated it thus:

"Bruce is hurt. He raced a Ford.

He wrecked it. And Alice is hurt,

too. In fact, she's dead." ( 19

words.

)

Interyear Standings

Sport *42 '43 '44 '45

Track .... 0 640 385 950

Softball . . 0 225 350 50

Archery ... 525 270 65 310

Badminton . 520 15 475 575

Swimming . 260 S80 615 200

Basketball . . 0 325 100 550

Hockey ... 0 500 325 50

Total . . .1335 2855 2315 2685

1st—'43 2855

2nd—'45 2685

3rd—'44 2315

4th—'42 1335

Unfortunately the tennis results

have been mislaid and therefore

cannot be added to this list.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

LINEUPS

Greatest Crowd In History
Rushes To Get Tickets
To See Journal Jerks Blast
Ban Righ Blimps

Teams In Shape (?)

Two thousand seats have been
placed in the gymnasium to

handle the largest crowd ever to

see an indoor sporting event at

Queen's. The feature attractfon

of tomorrow evening's great ex-

travaganza will be a game be-

tween the Ban Righ Blimps and
the champion Journal Jerks. It

i* understood that the teams will

use a basketball as their principal

offensive weapon. The game wilt

start promptly at 9.30 and there

is no telling when it will end.

In a startling statement to the

press Mary Paterson, veteran

cooch. said that a new star had
been added to their team in the

person of Annahellc Mackey.
"Miss Mackey," blurted Cooch
Paterson, "will add much-needed
lustre to our already magnificent

team and her scintillating play

will leave you all cock-eyed, you
dirty rat." With these words
Miss Paterson turned on her heel

and walked away. In a moment
she was back. "My team will

blast your insipid Jerks right off

the floor and we are going to

lynch Pete Playfair, too."

Clark Graham, coach of the

jerks, was interviewed while

swilling coffee at Lazonga's. Be-

tween chokes, he claimed that

the Jerks are in top-hole con-

dition and that he even has Hari-

Kari Houck galloping around aie

gym floor (once) without pass-

out cold. "He only collapses,

now," said Mr. Graham.

Moon-Glow Mackenzie, he said,

slowly rounding into shape,

and is the "best cheat" on the

team, barring only Luscious Lem-
mon. Cuddles Corbett, Hoop-
Happy Wilson, Masher Mac-
donaid. and Poopsie Parkhili

have been turning out regularly

for practices and are now able

to throw a basketball twenty feet.

"But you should see Parkhili

throw knives," said the Coach,

is mifch better at that. Ruby-

Lips Robertson has got rid of

the basketball he swallowed at

the last practice-session and will

in one of his ugliest moods for

the game. "In fact." said Coach
Graham, "if those big Blimps

aren't licked by 200 points, Ref-

eree Playfair isn't being paid

enough."

JOURNAL JERKS

Hari-Kari Houck (left outside)

Hoop-Happy Wilson (captain)

Mickey Phin (snap)
Bambino Buchanan (shortstop)

Masher Macdonald (goal)

Luscious Lemmon (quarter)

Ruby-lips Robertson (defense)

Pushover Polowin (second base))

Poopsie Parkhili (inside)

Moonglow Mackenzie (778th)
Cuddles Corbett (co-captain)

Hopeless Hoar (sweep)
Matchless Mordy (bowler)
Punk Pollard (natural)

Drunken Duncan Davidson (goalpost)
Swivel-hips Straiten (a second)
Wishing Wand (catcher)
Referee Playfair (himself)
Master-Mind; Clarke "Coocher" Graham

BAN RIGH BLIMPS

Betty "Duke" Wellington (centre)

Margaret "Heart" Burns (forward)
Beryl "Killer" Kelly (forward)
Dorothy "Porky"Patterson (guard)
Marg. "Dinky" Davis (guard)
Peggy "Toto" Thompson (guard)
Dorothy "Saw" Mills (bouncer)
Lois "Wafer" Graham (left field)

Alma "Witless" Whittier (rover)

AnnabeUe "Slaphappy" Mackey
(point)

Coach Mary "Skiless" Paterson

(Ed. Note—The Blimp lineup is

naturally the shorter as they will

only use six players at one time.

Also it is expected that casualties

on the Jerks' team will be much
heavier.)

Conductor—How old is your lit-

tle boy? '

Fond Mother—Four.

Conductor—How old are you my
little man?

Little boy—Four.

Conductor—Well. I'll let you ride

free this time hut when you grow
up you'll either be a liar or a giant.

Basketball

The Queen's Intermediate

basketball team will play an

exhibition game with the

Queen's R.C.A.F. unit on
Mondav at 5 in the prvm.
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Yea—and all th3t which doth

now occur in the- land of Scienz

is very quiet indeed as the war-

riors of Marion do naught but

trpin for their onslaught with

the Fac.

Long since have the men of

Scienz ceased their battles with

file tribes of Erts and Mudds,

winning three out of the four big

battles.

And but yesterday didst pass

away the last o'f'Scicn* revels in

the hall of Grant and of this

naught shall he said at this early

issue.

And as the men of Scienz do

ply the slipstick in flickering

shadows as the midnight oil dotji

sputter and hiss, the lustreless

Jernaljerks do lay awake at

nights biting their nails as they

ponder what they must go
through on the morrow.

Yea, many schemes have been

devised in the fevered brains of

the fearful Jerks for evading their

ultimate defeat by the Amazons
who livt near the shore. Verily,

their tortuous attempts to win
by subterfuge do resemble the

strivings of the man of Erts to

master the intricacies of the -lide-

rule. —

.

Yea—even it is rumored that

one man of Mudds who shall

referee the contest has accepted
enough money in the way of

bribes to finance his remaining

years in the land of Queenz.
Yea—though his years in the
land of Queenz may be length-

ened by lack of academic prowr

ess to twice the usual comple-
ment. But if so it is doubtful
that he shall live to enjoy them
to the full or shall endure his re-

maining days as a laboratory

specimen illustrating the physical

brutalities that can be inflicted

on the species homo sapientis.

And from what this scribe-hath

seen of the Amazons of Lephanta
(which is little) and from what
we have seen of the Jernaljerks

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Meters, Tanks, Filter*

Tripods, Etc.

Your oid camera taxrn in

on new equipment

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Loekett

AT LOCKETT'S LTD.
178 Wellington St

Phone 24

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7. OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. * PHONE 22

ORIVI IN AN INSUhtiD
TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

(which is much) we do verily

predict that the scrawny scribes

shalt be carried from the field

that's gory, in a condition only

describable as unkempt, dishevel-

led and unhung.

And now in the land of Scienz

as the men of Scienz do hasten

their March assignments many

are the comments hurled hither

and thither as to the merits of

working for the summer in the

various fields erf Scienz.

Yea—and the men of Scienz do

ponder about the caves of Inco

in the north, also and Loco in

the city, of Kin on the highways

of D.H.O. and the labs of C.I.L.

And it is prophesied that all the

men ot Scienz shall explore new
fields and many will not return

to the land of Queenz when Sep-

tember doth roll around.

And it is considered by those

in the know that the Jernaljerks

shall receive their Bumzrush to-

morrow night and will attend the

dance of the same name ere the

waxing of the new moon in sack-

cloth and ashes.

Left Hand Corner

(Continued from page 1)

onto Amusement Concern for the

month of April. This concern

will use the Hall as a dancing

emporium and will feature Glenn
Miller, Benny Goodman, and
several other prominent orches-

tras as their stellar attractions.

Several professors audibly ex-

pressed their disapproval at such

:heme but were shouted down.
Fights broke out in the audience

at this point but the guilty ruf-

fians were soon trampled on by
professors, especially employed for

this purpose, and the meeting
resumed. The registrar- then an-

nounced with a trembling voice

that, as Grant Hall was leased

only for the month of April, all

exam's scheduled for May would
be held as usual. At this point
several more fights broke out
in the audience and a large metro-
nome was throwiL-at the speaker.

The speaker ducked.

A few minutes later the meet-
ing adjourned, amid spontaneous
cheering. The ringleader was
carried out on the shoulders of

admiring professors and was
dropped in the hall. It was truly
a wonderful and inspiring sight
and several professors likened it

to a meeting held several de-

cades ago when an Arts Pro-
fessor was read out of the faculty
for not marking his papers in

the correct manner. He was ac-
cused of standing at the bottom
of a long flight of stairs and
throwing the examination papers
Up in the air. Those papers which
landed at the top were given A
grades, and so on down the stairs
He pleaded guilty.

It was the general opinion o
all present that these meeting
should become an annual affair.

One professor even -suggested
that Grant Hall be sold to th
Toronto Amusement Concern
Negotiations are proceeding

For some time we've been
wondering whether or not stream-
lined figures offer the least re
sistance.

The Bookshelf
CONDUCTED BY JOHN PAHKHILl

Give a chorus girl an inch and
she has a costume.

THE WHIG-STANDARD
BY JOHN PARKIllLL

No editorial writer, 1 suppose,

ever feels liimself safe from attack

or free from contempt. No man,

whether he he genius or nQt, can

expose himself day after day in

writing of a categorical nature and

not expect violent, and expressed,

disagreement on the part of his

readers.

Most unfortunately placed in this

respect is, probably, the editor of

a medium-sized newspaper in a

small university :it\ —and the tdi

tor of the Kingston Whig-Standard

is no exception. Many Queen's

students come from towns and cities

boasting larger populations, news-

papers more citified and, conse-

quently they will argue, more so-

phisticated, more intelligent, and

more worthy of what respect they

have for journalistic writing. And

so one hears on the campus all

kinds of slurs cast at the local paper

and expressions of noble disdain

for its comments and opinions. On
the whole, we probably read the

Globe and Mail, and turn to the

Whig-Standard only to see how Li'l

Abner is warding off Daisy Mae
or conquering the Scragg Bros.,

and once and a while to smile

amusedly at the local notes, all the

while, very probably, reading our

hometown newspapers for that very

purpose.

Editorials

The habit of looking down one's

nose at the "local rag," while cer-

tainly to be expected — some stu-

dents are even said to do it at the

Journal! — is certainly to be de-

plored in the case of Queen's men.

For in the Whig-Standard one finds

"standard" of editorial writing

not to be matched, it is my belief,

by any newspaper approaching its

size which I have come across. Of
course, living Kn Kingston, one

finds it easier to get a fairly good

dea of the leavening of the ll'hig-

Standard, whereas the examples

taken from other newspapers may
have been particularly unfortunate

ones.

Nevertheless, it is the contention

of this column that for consistency,

sanity, balance, absence of prejud-

ice and, yes, careful writing, an

editorial reader will go far before

finding anything superior to the

leading editorials of the Whig-
Standard. Certainly, I should hesi-

tate to bring forward my own home-
town newspaper as an equal. And
I ask those from Toronto and Ot-

tawa if they would do more with

theirs.

Churchill

A particularly appropriate exam-
ple of this superiority was evident

last Saturday, March 7. The le

ing editorial of the Whig-Standard
was labelled, quietly and inoffen-

sively, "The Criticism of Church-
ill," that of the Globe and Mail.
loudly and peremptorily, "No Sub-
stitute for Churchill."

'

One hesi-

tates, of course, to compare the
sane with the ridiculous, for it is

ridiculous for a newspaper, espec-
ially a "colonial" newspaper, no
matter how large or how "national."

to think that it can affect the pre-
miership of Great Britain. How-
ever, it must he admitted that the
editorial in question is not, through-
out, so ridiculous as its title.

Nevertheless, one does take ex-

ception to the typical G. & M.
method of calling all who disagree

with it "base ingrales, unworthy
of their freedom;" worse: by the

end of the paragraph "those who
would throw him to the wolves in

a period of reverses are not only

ingrates and turncoats, but fools

Congratulations to Queen's University

j or the valuable service this historic

educational center has rendered to

Canada during the past difficult year.

Aluminum Company of Canada, Ltd.,

Kingston Works.

NOTICE

Flying Officer D. Skegg,

Director of Athletics at the

Norman Roger Airport, will

speak in Convocation Hall

this afternoon at 4.15. His

topic will he "The Faith of

the Athlete."

also, for they would substitute an

ascetic, fanatical lawyer of high

purpose but no experience for one

of the ablest military minds of the

age."

Now I think any intelligent per-

son, capable of making up his own

mind, rightly objects to purple-

faced passages like these. If an

editor must rant and roar to stick-

by his guns, he cannot be too sure

of himself, or his principles; he

cannot, indeed, be sure even of his

readers.

And how much saner and more

considered runs the argument of

the Whig-Standard. The evidence

is carefully weighed; the facts are

carefully noted — and there is no

earthly use in one's running against

facts and then howling because

one's bead gets hurt. The admirable

and exceptional qualities of Chur-

chill are not forgotten. No one

hopes that it will be necessary to

remove him. "He has truly been a

'man of destiny.' Yet if the per-

iod for the greatest expression of

his genius is falling, it may be time

for the fulfilment of some other

man's destiny."

This is neatly, simply, and truly

put. They who mutter and grumble,

who would put man before cause

in most blind fashion, are "base in-

grates, unworthy of . . . ," — but

this is the Pharisaical Scribe writ-

ing.

McTavish : "Did you protest
against the movie that represents

the Irish as being disorderly?"

Kaminski : "Did we? We wreck-

ed the place."

Donald Skegg

(Continued from page 1)

Hall early in April by Wing-
Commander Gregson, Senior R.

A.F. Chaplain for America. Dur-

ing the series of lectures this

month the I.V.C.F. expects to

present Squadron Leader Bergin,

Medical Officer at Picton Station

and Squadron Leader Flint, R.

A.F. Chaplain for Kingston.

Junkman (calling at residence)

•Old rags, bones, or irons?

Stinky—I'm but a college boy.

Junkman—Sorry, sir, any bottles ?

STUDENTS
Helenr ftlarttn's beauty &aion

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

MceALL'S RESTAURANT
"The Better Place to Eat"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS
21 Meals $5.50—14 Meals $4.50 $5.50 Value for $5.00

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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Letters to The Editor

Dear Editor:

Many limes and oft I have

journeyed up four flights of lib-

rary stairs to the sky roof for

.
the sole purpose of surveying

last year's examination papers.

In former years these books

were available in the late fall

but this year for some reason un-

known to the attendant or my-
self the exams are not to be had.

Hoping that this mild protest

will come before the proper auth-

orities and that I may find solace

in said exams in the near future,

I remain,

Still Perplexed.

Dear Hari-Kari

:

I'm mad at you.

Some dog has been printing in

your paper that 1 am a cheat, and
you have quoted such dishonorable

persons as Clark Graham, Mary
Paterson. and Hoop-Happy Wilson
as saying that I am a "lousy cheat."

I may be a cheat, but I can tell

you, Houck, that I am not a lousy

one. In fact I will bet you that in

this silly game your puerile Jerks

are playing against those females

from Ban Righ that I will prove

myself to be the best cheat that

ever refereed a game in this uni-

versity. Yes, even better than that

(censored) Dirty Lemmon.
By the way, old bean, I have

been offered ten cents more than

your original offer by the Blimps

to be in favor of them. Of course,

I shall accept their money, but shall

favor you anyway.

Re your request: I cannot loan

you my knuckle-dusters for the

game, as I shall be using them my-
self, You might try Mary Pater-

son, as she has a couple of extra

pair.

PETE PLAYFAIR.

Radio Programs
Monday, March 16—Talk on

Insurance.

Tuesday, March 17 — "Public

Health Laboratory." Dr. James
Miller.

Wednesday, March 18—W. E.

A. Discussion Group.

Thjursday, March 19—"Chal-
mers Church Choir. Directed by
Mr. J. A. Craig.

Friday, March 20—Mr. E. C.

Kyte.

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

St. Johns' Passion
To Be Sung Here

On Friday, March 20. the Uni-
versity Choir, with soloists and
a string orchestra, will present

Bach's St. John Passion in Con-
vocation Hall. Dr. F. L. Har-
rison will conduct the choir.

Guest soloists will be Harold
Clark, prominent C.B.C. singer,

and Bernard Hartshorn.

The University Choir is com-
posed of students , and faculty

members of Queen's, and most
of the members of the string or-

chestra are from the campus.
The Choir has enlisted the ser-

vices of John Straiton to make a

back-drop for the stage, showing
a huge baroque organ, complete
with gilt pipes, which Dr.

Harrison has said is very effec-

tive. ^
The choir consists of 2*4 voices

;

the same size as would have
been used by Bach in the original

j

performance of St. John Passion
Student soloists are Berna Sheri-

dan. Mary McLeod and Marjorie
Peebles.
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While I was ...«., . studying in the Library, I noticed a lot of these
sweaters that seem to be shrunk in the sleeves. And even more disconcerting
is that row of buttons down the back. It almost seems as though our co-eds
have saved their little shirtwaists and are now wearing them reversed forwar sacnficc. * -John Straiton.

W.A.A.F. Officer

Reserved seat tickets for the.

performance are on sale at the

Queen's Post Office and Spearn's

Book Store. All tickets will

sell fur fifty cents.

BIOLOGY CLUB HEARS
RA.F, PHOTOGRAPHER

C. Douglas Deane, R.A.F,, was
the guest speaker at the final Bio-

logy Cluh meeting held at the home
of Professor Curran last Tuesday.

Mr. Deane was affiliated with the

Belfast Museum before entering

the services as a photographer. His
topic was based on bird life of

the British Isles and he illustrated

his lecture with his own scries of

pictures.

Many of his pictures were se-

cured only after patient hours of

studying the habits of the birds.

The photos have been copyrighted

for publication, ample evidence of

their excellence.

It was decided to postpone the

election of officers until next fall,

during the business session of the

meeting. Refreshments rounded out

the evening's program.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

(Continued from page 1)

joined up in six weeks — too many
for the small accommodation and
meagre equipment.

The methods of training and the

different trades learned were then

explained. It was pointed out that

at first there were no facilities for

training, but depots were obtained

and Officers' Training Schools wen.

set up where many interesting

trades could be learned. Radio op-

erating, cooking, clerical work and

equipment work are a few of the

trades for Air W omen, while de-

coding, intelligence work, and pho-

tographic work are among those

open for the officers, it was an-

nounced.

Morale

Wing Officer Crowther then told

the meeting that during the Battle

of Britain anxiety was expressed as

to how women would stand up un-

der the strain, but although they

were in the front line, they did

excellent work, and left nothing to

be desired. She went on to say that

there had never been any difficulty

with recruiting for the W.A.A.F.,

and there were now sixty thousand

in the force. An appeal for knit-

ted afghans, sweaters, and bed

jackets was then made.

The speaker then described the

steps that have been made to or-

ganize the Women's Division of the

R.C.A.F., a new service, sayin

that now there are ten trades an

two thousand members of the force

with one hundred and forty new

ones each week. Of the nine bun

dred who had been interviewed

Wing Officer Crowther said that

only one hundred and fifty bad been

chosen. They were then trained for

five weeks, in courses dealing with

office administration, ".welfare and

hygiene. All the candidates had

passed, the speaker said.

Mechanicals Visit

(Continued from page I)

involving a wide variety of oper-

ations. Particular interest was
shown in the turret lathes and

automatic machinery, employed
on special war work.

At luncheon, the party was
guest of the Frost and Wood
Company at the Rideau Hotel.

Mr. George Hood thanked the

hosts on behalf of Mechanicals

Club. Director Cockshutt wel-

comed the Mechanicals Club to

his plant, stating that the firm is

anxious to help in every possible

way to further the experience

of the engineers in training. Mr.

Cockshutt welcomed applications

for summer employment from

third year men interested in jig

and tool design. Professor Rut

ledge expressed to the Frost and

Wood Company the gratitude of

the Faculty for its hospitality

and assistance.

e best

chocolate made

411

Discipline

Privileges and discipline are the

same as those in the R.C.A.F.

though the pay is only two-third

as much, the speaker said. At their

stations, the Air Women live under

the same conditions as the men,

and when at their trades are under

R.C.A.F supervision but when in

their own quarters, their own of-

ficers are in charge of them,

The point was emphasized that

there is a chance of promotion for

all in the ranks, an« that this train-

ing is one of the bc!|t in the world,

as it brings out a senv of pride and

responsibility.

Wing Officer Crowthei concluded

her si>eech by remarking that in

England all women are doing their

jiart to win the war, and ' she is

confident that here in Canada it will

be. the same.

Gun Limbers

After luncheon, the party was
shown the No. 2 plant of the

Frost and Wood Company- Here
was seen the complete and ex-

clusive manufacture of limbers

for 25-pounder field guns.

At 3.20 P.M. the Mechanicals

arrived in Brockville. to visit the

Phillips Electrical Works. This

firm manufacturers copper cable,

insulated conductors, and tele-

phone equipment, as well as some
secret material for naval use. A
feature of the Phillips plant was
in the number of machines tended

by a single operator. Particularly

was this noticeable in the spin-,

ning or braiding of insulated

wire,where each girl was respon-

sible for twenty machines.

Queen's Men Wanted
The Phillips Electrical Works

will welcome applications from

Queen's students in third year of

the mechanical and electrical en-

gineering courses, according to

Mr. J. S. Waddington. Personnel

Director. The work, said Mr.

Waddington, will be concerned

itb the planning of a new line

f production for war contracts,

and would provide excellent en-

gineering experience. Applica-

ions should be made to Mr. J. S.

Waddington, c/o Phillips Electri-

I Works. Ltd.. Brockville. Ont.

Members of the Mechanicals

Club have expressed thanks to

Professor L. T. Rntledgc of the

Mechanical Engineering Depart-

ment for his help and guidance,

to Mr. A. S. Paul o£ the Frost

ind Wood Company, and to Mr.

S. Waddington of the Phillips

Electrical Works, through whose

ndnesses the trip was made
possible.

Then there was the one about What's the trouble, Gertie?

the two draftemen—just a couple Aw, de spbaglietty's too stringy,

of drawers. Why doncher try it wid yer veil off:

TWEDDELL'S

Odds
& Ends SALE

gives you

STARTLING BIG VALUES
on

CLOTHING-FURNISHINGS
But You Must Act Quickly

to Share in These

BIGGER SAVINGS
as this Great Sale

ends Saturday

SUITS
IN 3 SPECIAL

PRICE GROUPS OF 2445

85 Suits, taken from our regular well-

selected stock including English Wor-

steds and Scotch Tweeds in only one

or two of a line. There's still A
GOOD ASSORTMENT of patterns

and colors — and EVERY SIZE in

the lot. They definitely are the very

CREAM of our Stock, giving you the

BEST QUALITY SUITS at new low

prices. NOW is the time to purchase

that new suit as never again will you get such a wonder-

ful opportunity to SAVE. Be here early and get the

pick of the lot.

27"

3245

O'COATS-
• . . IN 3 SPECIAL

PRICE GROUPS OF

Only 15 Overcoats left and EVERY
ONE of them must be cleared by to-

morrow night as Tweddell's never

have carried over a single overcoat

from one season to the next, and

they won't this year either as the

prices have been SLASHED to ROCK
BOTTOM. And with the restriction':

placed on materials due to the war.

it is most evident that these over-

coats are TOP RANKING VALUES. The fifteen

luckiest men in Kingston on Saturday will be the

buyers of these overcoats. Be one of them by being

on hand early.

,7 95

23 45

2695

OTHER ITEMS
There is also a good selection of furnbhmir—SHIRTS,

TIES, SOCKS, PYJAMAS, UNDERWEAR. DRESS-

ING GOWNS. SWEATERS, etc., at below cost ODDS

and ENDS SALE PRICES. Stock up now hi the

present - - - and for many months ahead!

See Our Special Window Displays

TWEDDELL'S
Hotel La Salle Bldg.

"7-139 Princess Rl Phone 3706
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Sweet young thing — "Isn't it

wonderful how you filling station

people know just where to set up

your pumps to get gas."

PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-

wear — Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid, High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

Delivery Service

FOR

SPRINGTIME
FRESHNESS

•

DUBARRY
DOUBLE FEATURE

Foundation lotion free with

each face powder for the

regular price of

$2.00

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230
"

LEVANA
NOTE/

Graduation Dinner

The annual graduation dinner

and dance will be held on Wed-

nesday, March 18, and the com-

mittee is as follows: Convener,

Mary Alice Archibald; Ruth

Langford and Mary Stock.

Hospital Visiting

Madeline McCosll, in charge

of the group for Hospital visiting,

lias announced that this work has

stopped for the year, because of

certain events scheduled to take

place next month.

Bolton Camp
On Sunday, March 15, at 6

P.M., in Ban Righ Hall, Miss

Mildred Calliver of Boiton Camp,

near Toronto, will meet all stu-

dents who are interested in hear-

ing about the work carried on at

this camp for underprivileged

mothers and children. There is

a great need of workers for July

and August, and in the past

this work has proved very popu-

lar with those who have done it.

Many Queen's girls have helped

at Bolton, and have valued the

experience so gained as well as

the opportunity to give useful

service. Don't miss this oppor-

tunity to come and hear Miss

Calliver on Sunday.

L.A.B. of C. Executive

Here is the L.A.B. of C. for

next year:

President—Anne Shaw.

Secretary—Muffy Hibbert.

Treasurer—Margaret Davis.

Basketball—Peggy Thompson.

Swimming—Gwen Slinn.

Badminton—Lois Graham.

Hockey—Jean Mary Melvin.

Archeiy—Nan Davies.

Softball—Pauline Jewett.

Tennis—Dorothy Mills.

Track—Betty Wellington.

Skating—Janet Williamson.

Bowling—Pat Johnson.

The skiing representative has

not yet been chosen.

Clothing for Bombed
Victims

Early next week, the girls of

Levana will participate in a cam-

paign to collect clothing for the

Bombed Victims. There will be

collection boxes in the Red Room
and at Ban Righ. and all girls are

urged to contribute any surplus

articles. Sweaters, skirts, socks,

shoes, underwear — all will be

welcome. This is one of the

most worthwhile and one of the

most appreciated forms of war

work, and one that everybody

should be able to contribute to,

even though the contribution he

small. Helen Lake and - Kate

Macdonnell are in charge of the

Levana Meeting

l )n Wednesday evening the

annual meeting of the Levana

Society took place. The meeting

was very well attended, and was

one of the most successful of the

season, Reports were made by

the Secretary, the Treasurer, the

President of the Levana Council,

and the President of the L.A.B.

of C.

Peggy Clarke, the Vice-Presi-

dent, and Acting President, paid

a very fine tribute to Lorna Brec-

kon, the President, who has been

unable to carry on her duties

due to illness. Peggy then read

a letter from Lorna, in which she

expressed her thanks to the Ex-

ecutive of this year for the work

they had done, and added her

best wishes to the Executive for

the coming year. The new offic-

ers were then installed and

Wilda Baker, the new president,

introduced the speaker, Wing
Officer L. W. Crowther, who gave

a very interesting talk on the

Women's Auxiliary Air Force in

England, and the Women's Di-

vision of the R.C.A.F. So much
did the girls enjoy the address

that afterwards many of them

expressed a desire "to go right

out and join up." The meeting

ended with refreshments and an

informal discussion.

Art School

(Continued from page 1)

school has been run with acknow-

ledged success for a number of

seasons at Banff. Kingston was felt

to he particularly well situated for

the study of art. since it has within

easy reach many and various types

of landscape. Despite this, empha-

sis will he on form. Mr. Bicler said,

in explanation of this policy, that

Canadian art had for a long time

focused its attention on landscape

and hence it is only natural that

reaction should take place.

In riling Kingston as a good loca-

tion, .Mr. Bieler said, "you have

here the scenes of a busy city.

Crowds on Princess Street every

evening after the theatre ... A
crowded market-place. After -ill,

Art should have the emphasis of

our time."

Dr. Harrison, in the music sec-

tion, wishes to emphasize composi-

tion rather than interpretation or

imitation.

Drama

In ihe drama section the

creative theme will be upheld. It

is hoped that students will produce

their own plays, after suitable cri-

ticism and revision have made them

presentable. This means that such

plays must be partially drafted

when the school opens.

That the students of the various

sections may get the most benefit

from the school there will be week-

ly joint meetings of all sections

where discussion will be encourag-

ed. Plans are also under way to

provide dining facilities at Ban
Righ for members of all sections.

These two plans are designed to

build up a sense of comradeship

amongst the students.

"What is a snuff manufacturer?'

"A man who goes around put

ting his business in other people';

COMING ON THE CAMPUS

Today

:

4.15 p.m.—F.O. D. G. Skegg,

Convocation Hall.

8.00 p.m.—Film, "Canadian

Landscape."

Convocation Hall.

Saturday

:

8.00 p.m.—Jerks-Blimps Basket-

ball game,

Gymnasium

Monday

:

5.00 p.m.—Basketball Game,

R.C.A.F. vs. Queen'

Gymnasium.

7.30 p.m.—A.M.S. Meeting,

Committee Room,

Gymnasium.

NOTICE
Men and women students in-

erested in Social Work and dc-

irous of hearing about the train-

ing for this vocation and the op-

portunities fur gaining position

afterwards, are invited to meet

Miss Dorothy King, Director of

the Montreal School for Social

Work, at 6 p.m. in Ban Righ

Hall on Sunday, March 22.

The need in Canadian cities

for professional social workers

is very great and urgent. An in-

tensive course beginning June 1,

1942 will graduate its class in

September 1943. This is a war-

time emergency plan. University

men and women are urged to

consider this life-work.

A. Vibcrt Douglas.

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK-

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

STUDENTS—
Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN S TEA BOOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

- NOTICE-
To All Flotsam and Jetsam

Be Sure to Rush to

THE BUMS' RUSH
Tattered Trousseau To Be Toted

Grant Hall Saturday, March 28
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MEMORABLE YEAR CLOSES
CHOIR PERFORMS TONIGHT
St. John Passion

To Be Presented

In Original Setting

Dr. F. L. Harrison To Lead
Choir, String Orchestra
And Visiting Soloists In
18th Century Style

In Convocation Hall

BY KATE MACDONNKU.
Tonight the Queen's University

Choir and String Quartet are pre-

senting the St. John Passion by

Bach in Convocation Hall. The
performance will be similar to that

of the 18th Century, when Bach
first conducted his masterpiece in

the galleries of St. Thomas' Church,

Leipzig. At that time, Bach con-

ducted from the harpsichord and
the performers were arranged to

his right and left. At the back of

the gallery was the organ.

Dr. Harrison

The University performance will

have as a background, a scene

painted by John Straiton, repre-

senting a baroque organ case. The
choir of 24 and the string orchestra

ST. JOHN PASSION
(Continued on page 6)

R. S. Carey Speaks
To Commerce Club

Mr. R. S. Carey will address

the Commerce Club at a luncheon
to be held in Grant Hall at 12.15

p.m., today.

Mr. Carey is the Personnel

Superintendent of the Hudson's
Bay Company's Winnipeg retail

store. In this position, he is the

senior personnel executive in the

chain.

Wide experience in the selling

and non-selling divisions of the

retail business and a close con-

tact with university life and
problems equip Mr. Carey to deal

with the topic he has chosen

—

"A Career in Merchandising."

DB. F- L. HARRISON
who will conduct the performance of
Bach's St. John Passion to be held in
Convocation Hall tonight.

C.O.T.C. Banquet

Held In Grant Hall

Col. R. G. Whitelaw Speaks

On Brockville Camp

Constitutional Changes Asked
By A.M.S. In Final Meeting;

Mount Allison To Receive $100.

BY W. S. MACDONALD

MANAGING EUITOR

On Friday evening, March 13,

some two hundred officers, war-

rant officers and N.C.Os. of the

Queen's Contingent of the C.O.T.C.

gathered in Grant Hall for the an-

nual regimental dinner. Lt.-Col. L.

J. Austin, M.D., Mess President,

presided and the dinner was pre-

pared and served by the ladies of

St. James' Church.

Col. Earl

After the guests had been piped

to their seats by the Queen's Pipe

Band, the dinner was served. Fol-

lowing the dinner came the toast to

H.M. The King, and then Col. Aus-

tin introduced Lt.-Cot. R. O. Earl,

Commanding Officer of the unit.

Col. Earl said that a part-time sol-

dier's lot "was not a happy one."

and thanked the officers and N. C.

Os. for their work throughout the

year. He pointed out that this was

the last time ho would preside at a

dinner of this type because his ten-

ure of command expires in June.

C.O.T.C. BANQUET
(Continued on page 6)

Freshman Regulations May
Be Cut To Eliminate

Faculty Rivalry

BY KAY O'SEILL

A.M.S. REPORTER

At the last regular meeting of

the Alma Mater Society- Executive

on Monday night it was decided that

Freshmen Regulations next year

would be as uniform as possible for

the three faculties in order to elim-

inate rivalry at its source. To this

end it was determined that a com-

mittee composed of next year's sen-

ior representatives and the respec-

tive sophomore vigilantes should

discuss details. It is hoped that a

CHANGES ASKED
(Continued on page 2)

Money Given By Students

At Open House
March 14

At the, A.M.S. meeting on Mon-
day night, it was decided to send

$100 to the bumed-out students of

Mount Allison. This amount of

money was raised by voluntary

donations and by an Open House
held in Grant Hall on March 7.

Mt. Allison

The Men's Residence at Mount
Allison was completely destroyed

by fire in January. Many of the

students barely escaped with their

lives, while their books and personal

effects were irretrievably lost. The

A.M.S, MEETING
(Continued on page 6)

KEN PHIN

Associate Editor of the Queen's

Journal, who will be Editor-in-Chief

for 1942-43.

Journal Masthead

Chosen For '42- '43

Ken Phin Editor-in-Chief;

Staff Changes Made

A.M.S. Reports Cn year
The past academic year, marking the Centenary of the Uni-

versity, and the eighty-tttird year of the Alma Mater Society, has
witnessed numerous achievements which redound to the credit of

student government.

Levana and Medicine were victorious in the annual fall elec-

tion of officers on the Alma Mater Society executive. For the
first time in the history of the society, a woman was elected

President, with the position of Secretary being won by Levana's
other candidate. The students figured prominently during the
Centenary celebrations in the fall, serving as guides, staging the

(Continued on page 8)
A.M.S. REPORT

Ladies Must Sport Cravats

As Jerks Hold Bum s Rush

PARLIAMENT ON PARADE

(Editor's Note : Following is

the latest in a series of articles

written for the Canadian Uni-

versity Press from the Cana-

dian capital by Alan Harvey,

sports editor in 1939-40 of The

Varsity, University of Toronto

undergraduate newspaper, and

now attached to the Ottawa

bureau of The Canadian
Press.)

BY ALAN 1IARVT.Y

Ottada, March 19— (C.U.P.)—
Increased assistance from the fed-

eral treasury appears in prospect

for Canadian university students

during the 1942-43 scholastic term.

Government officials are putting

their heads together, pondering the

best method of helping college men

pursue their studies under the strain

of additional handicaps and re-

sponsibilities imposed by the war.

"Joe College isn't the 'rah rah'

character of prewar days any more

and the government appreciates the

fact," one government spokesman

said. "Now he has a real bull's-eye

lo shoot at and we're going to do

our best to make sure he hits it."

PARLIAMENT
(Continued on page 7)

The Alma Mater Society held a

meeting yesterday to appoint a size-

able force of special constables t<

cope with the huge influx of dele

gates to the emergency session of

the Exalted Brotherhood of Pan-

handlers and Rod-Riders, which
will be held in Kingston on Satur-

day, March 28.

This session will come to a glor-

ious climax on Saturday night when

the Scribes' Chapter entertains the

visiting delegates at an extremely

informal soiree in Grant Hall. It

is expected that the ball will be

featured by the latest styles in

streamlined, air-conditioned apparel,

keynoted by the Scribes' motto

—

"From Rags to Raggeder."

Ties Featured

To maintain some semblance of

decorum, the Committee announces

that NO COUPLE W ILL BE AD-
MITTED UNLESS THE LADY
( ?) IS WEARING A R O V N D
HER NECK A TIE OF SOME
ACCEPTED TYPE. The price of

admission will be based upon the

type of cravat worn by the lady

There are to be five accepted varie-

ties — four-in-hand, format white,

ascot, formal black, and bow. The

exact price scale will not be dis-

closed until the evening of the

dance, and the decision of the wel-

coming committee will be final. It

is understood that the man will beg,

borrow or steal the required neck-

wear and present it to bis date for

the evening, and that the maximum
charge will be $1.25.

Decorations in keeping with the

theme are being prepared by John

"I ain't et in four days" Straiton

and a crew of assistants. It is un-

derstood that hi addition to several

sensational news releases the pro-

gram will feature a portrayal of an

entirely new type of feminine pul-

chritude. "The Straiton Girl."

The entertainment will begin
promptly at eight o'clock, and will

continue till midnight. Music will

be provided by Maurice Allen and

his Mizzuble Mendicants.

Ken Phin, Arts '44, will assume

the position of Editor-in-chief of

the Queen's Journal next year, it

was announced on Monday night

The A.M.S. ratified his appoint-

ment at its last meeting.

New Editor

Mr. Phin came to the Journal

in 1940 from the T.CS. Record,

where he held the position of Edi-

tor. During his two years on the

Journal, he has served as Reporter.

Managing Editor and during the

last term as Associate Editor. While

serving in the latter capacity, he

received editorial training from the

retiring editor, Jack Houck.

Doug Wilson will continue as

News Editor, with Hugh Buchanan

as his assistant. Brock Mordy has

been appointed Managing Editor,

replacing Bill Macdonald in this

position. Doug Temple will replace

Harold Kennedy as Business Man-

ager.

Kay O'Neill will take over the

duties of Levana Editor in place of

Bea Grant who has held the posi-

tion this year. John Straiton has

been appointed Art and Drama Edi-

tor, an innovation on the Masthead.

JOURNAL MASTHEAD
(Continued on page 5)

Outstanding Events

Of Centenary Year

Pass By In Review

Celebration Of Centenary,

Queen's War Aid Drive,

Dance Plan Discussion,

Especially Noteworthy

Campus Cavalcade

BY CASEY CORBETT

FEATURE EDITOR
*~

The events in a busy year have

given the Journal three big news

stories, the Centennial Celebrations,

the Q.W.A.C. objective of $4000,

and the Referendum on the A.M.S.

Dance Plan. Perhaps the greatest

event, from a national standpoint

was the Centennial.

The busy week-end was filled

with two special Convocations, sev-

eral addresses by well-known schol-

ars and statesmen, the installation

of His Excellency the Earl of Ath-

lone as Rector, the Medical Formal,

the Inspection of the C.O.T.C, 100

Years of Queen's Fashions, a spe-

cial radio broadcast over a National

network, and numerous reunions of

OUTSTANDING EVENTS
(Continued on page 2)

Artsmen To Hold
General Meeting

There will be a general meeting

of the Arts Society on Wednesday,

March 25, at one o'clock in room

201 of the Arts building. It is urged

that all Artsmen attend as there are

several proposed amendments to

the constitution on the agenda.

Amendments
The proposed amendments deal

with the following:

1. Changing the structure of the

Arts Ccurt.

2. The election to offices on the

Arts Court.

3. The appointing of the Con-

vener of the Formal.

4. The election of the A.M.S.

Representatives.

The new Executive will take over

at the end of this meeting. The
executive asks all to attend this

meeting and vote on the above

issues.

FREE SPEECH
Reporters for this issuer—Mary

Paterson, Gord Wright, Ann
Shaw.

Topic—"What Do You Think

of the Journal?"

Prof. G. H. Clarke:

The editorial page and the gen-

eral organization of tne Queen's

Journal show a good journalistic

sense. On the whole, the headlines

are well-chosen, but sometimes ma-

terial is over-emphasized and out

of focus. This is an understand-

able error, since the paper is a com-

munity one and there is a dearth

of material. The standard of jokes

is poor, generally speaking. The

Journal has been very wise this year

in avoiding too much frivolity in

view of the war.

Mary Stock:

I like it fine

!

Rosabel (Mike) Share:

Compared with other college
newspapers, the Journal is good. It

does not represent one clique on the

campus, but represents the college

as a whole. I am very much inter-

FREE SPEECH
(Continued from page 7)
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Outstanding; Events

(Continued from page 1)

Queen's graduates. With the Cen-

tennial spirit of a national service

in mind, the Queen's War Aid

Committee set as its objective this

year the collection of $4000, for

the purchase of War Bonds.

FRANK CREED WINS
SCIENCE '45 RAFFLE

Q.W.A.C.

The Q.W.A.C. brought many dif-

ferent plans into effect in an effort

to raise their cash objective. Among
their schemes were a variety night,

a blacking out of Hitler's face

through the sale of War Savings

Stamps, and a Blackout Dance in

Grant Hall. The largest source of

revenue was the tax on year dances.

At the beginning of the year, these

dances were taxed on a sliding scale

but, this scheme having been cast

out by the A.M.S., a new Dance

Plan was proposed. Under this

new scheme, the A.M.S. proposed

to take over all year dances, turn-

ing all profits over to the Q.W.A.C.

This plan, however, met with such

widespread opposition that a refer-

endum was held to determine whe-

ther the legislation should hold.

The plan was defeated and a new-

scheme was adopted.

A kaleidoscopic picture of the

year's events on the campus would

show a picture similar to the fol-

lowing :

—

The Freshman and Newman
Club receptions let all first year

students know what was in store

for them at Queen's . . . next the

A. M. S. elections made "women's

rights or war" a successful war cry

. . . Queen's then gathered all its

sons and daughters around the fam-

ily birthday cake, on which were

100 candles . . . the C.O.T.C. stood

ankle deep in "Richardson pool"

in honor of His Excellency the

Governor-General of Canada, new-

ly-elected Rector of the university

. . . Bert Niosi played at the Medi-

cal Formal ... the students got

behind the Red Cross, enrolling

wholeheartedly in the drive for

blood ... an attempt was made by

James Richardson to revolutionize

Queen's by having everyone put

their watches ahead an hour — the

school has not yet been able to

catch up with him . . . Hitler had

his face blackened by the sale of

war savings stamps . . . Sadie

Hawkins arrived on time and caus-

ed the usual number of casualties

. . . the A.M.S. announced a new
dance plan winch was subsequently

cancelled by popular vote . . .

"Smiling Stew" Webster fathered

a successful venture in the "Torch-

Bearers" . . . alter Christmas Mart
Kcnney again played to a success-

ful Arts Formal, which dance was
followed the next night by the "Red
Cross Ball" . . . the Levana For-

mals came and went ( for some
lucky dogs) . . . the next big "pro-

duction" was "The Pirates of Pen-

zance" with the M.G.'s daughters

dressed somewhat originally in

sweaters and skirts ... a self-denial

night was attempted but there were
apparently only fifteen people who
had anything to deny themselves

with . . . Stan Patton dispensed

jigs at the Science At Home . . .

"The Water Follies" left Wally
Berry starry-eyed for three weeks

. . . "Love From a Stranger" in-

troduced a new kind of co-opera-

tive dramatic show which was en-

joyed by all . . . the A.M.S. Formal
gave old "Wlute Tie. Top Hat, and
Tails" their last work-out of the
year ... the "Jernal Jerks" man-
aged to beat the Ban Righ Blimps
by a score of 906-1 ... all in all

it has been a good year except for

that "left hand" corny column
which has managed to sneak into

the Journal every week to the de
spair of the News Editor. Good
by for now H.B.

In the third Science '45 raffle

the first name drawn by Prof.

Dorrance was that of Frank

Creed. He received $2 cash and

a $5 War Saving Certificate. A.

Cambell, D. Burwash, A. Hall,

W. Birk. and N. Dalziel received

$5 certificates.

The total for last week was

S24.75, and the total for three

weeks is $90.00. This is the last

week that tickets will be on sale

and the conveners hope that there

will be a complete sell-out. There

are 160 tickets on sale that will

raise $40.00.

Final Standings

Final standings for Bews Trophy.

Meds 44 - - - 12,015

Co 'dd5C. ^Hf .... 1 1 615

5C. -tj .... 9 165

jC. -to . . . • 7 545
xi„J c •AA
lvi cos -to . . 5,785

Arts '44 3.875

Sc '42 3,690

Meds '45 . . . . 3,405

Arts '42 . . . . 2.885

Meds '47
. . . 2,720

Arts '45 . . . 2,555

Arts "43 . . . . 2,050

Theol. .'
. . . 1,225

Meds '42-'43
. 795

Our advertisers want YOUR
business — patronize them.

Changes Asked

(Continued from page 1)

Queen's spirit rather than a faculty

spirit will be inculcated into next

year's Freshmen and that in place

of the usual inter-faculty fracas, a

soph-frosh contest will take place.

Constitutional Changes

A clause in the A.M.S. Constitu-

tion reading "The A.M.S. Execu-

tive shall be the supreme governing

body of Queen's" was tentatively

suggested, in order to make the

position of the student government

body clear, since some of the mem-

bers felt that its powers had been

somewhat ambiguous in the past.

It was also suggested that in view

of the lack of inter-collegiate sports

the Journal Sports Editor's honor-

arium should be reduced to $35.00

for the duration of the war. A
third tentative constitutional change

had to do with the Band Agent's

commission. It was suggested that

the commission would be 10% of

the cost of the band, out of which

will come the agent's expenses, and

$5 for the agent, The remainder

will go to the A.M.S.

A special committee composed of

the Faculty Athletic Sticks, the

A.M.S, Athletic Stick, and Johnny

Edwards will make recommenda-

tions at the Annual meeting on

March 30, regarding s p e c tall y

awarded Q's for the duration of

the war. Suggestions for a change

in the Tricolor Society awards were

also discussed'. All these changes

will be brought up for a final de-

cision at the Annual Meeting on

March 30.

Roy Bunston made a report on

the A.M.S. Formal which showed

the usual deficit, and the Mount
Allison Open House which showed

a profit of $67. Mr. Bunston's hon-

orarium for handling the two events

will be $25.

Mistress : "Now for goodness'

sake, don't spill anything during

the meal tonight."

Maid: "O.K., ma'am. I'll keep

quiet."
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"Where the Service Pleases"

Yellow

Taxi
Fine New Clean Heated Cabs

PHONE

112
We Meet All Trains

TYPING
Essays, Theses, and Pathology Cases.
Eight cents per double-spaced page,

12 cents per single-spaced page.

Mimeographing: prices on application.

W. J. WISKIN
Phone 3720 32 Nelson Street

Underwood Typewriters
See our new Leader Portable

Best low-priced typewriter ever
placed on market

J. B. C. DOBBS & CO.
C. B. S. Harvey, Mgr.

Phone 819 171 Wellington St.

SEE
BEFORE YOU BUY

QUEEN'S

JEWELERY
for

Ladies and Gents

Made to your order

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS
168 Princess Street

CLUB TAXI
744

JACK LAKINS

McGALL S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Phone 641

Kingston, Ontario

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St Phon* 346

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excellent Service

274 Princess St Opp. Roy York Cafe

GOJURDIERS
rues

78 Brock St. Phone 700

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Phone 3354-R 346 Princess St

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
Princess Beauty Salon

274 Princess St. Phone 849

The Modern Eugene Shop

Ida Van Clieal Maude Wagai

THEATRE
LINE-UP

GRAND
Showing at the Grand today and

tomorrow is Remarkable ApdmVi
a fantastic, but interesting story in

which the ghosts of American his-

torical figures reappear. William

Holden, Ellen Drew and Brian

Donlevy play the principal roles,

B.

—G.C.

CAPITOL

Last times today: Nelson Eddy
and Rise Stevens in the film ver-

sion of the very successful musical

comedy The Chocolate Soldier. The

20c 'Til 6 P.M.
25c AFTER (PLUS TAX)

BILTMORE
"WHERE THE CBOWO GOES'

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

GARY COOPER in "The Cowboy and the Lady"
PLUS

LAUREL and HARDY in "FLYING DEUCES"
• • •

MONDAY - TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

"NURSE EDITH CAVELL" also
"Rogers ~ "BACHELOR MOTHER" - N

«™
• • •

STARTS GENE AUTRY in "RIDE, TENDERFOOT RIDE" and
THURS. Abbott and CosteHo in "One Night in the Tropics"

TODAY ONLY
"THE CHOCOLATE

SOLDIER"

STARTING SATURDAY FOR ONE WEEK

JAMES CAGNEY
"CAPTAINS
of the CLOUDS"

BRENDA MARSHALL
DENNIS MORGAN

THE R.C.A.F. FILMED AT

UPLANDS JARVIS TORONTO TRENTON

CAPITOL

GRAND CONTINUOUS
SHOW

DAILY FROM
1 P.M.

A-MMOU5 PIAVERS. THEATRE

STARTS TODAY

"REMARKABLE ANDREW"
With WILLIAM HOLDEN ELLEN DREW

ALSO ON SAM PROGRAM

"KING OF DODGE CITY"
With BILL ELLIOTT TEX RITTER

STARTING MONDAY

"ATLANTIC FERRY"
With MICHAEL REDGRAVE VALERIE HOBSON

"WEEK-END FOR THREE"
with DENNIS O'KEEFE JANE WYATT

The

ODEON
TODAY and SATURDAY

2 — ACE HITS — 2

A joyous reunion of the

stars of "The Lady Eve"

STANWYCK

'YOU BELONG TO ME"

CONTINUOUS
FROM 1 P.M.

Telephone 5942

ADOEP ACTION HIT:

A plane-load

of mystery

and headline history!

'BOMBAY CLIPPER"

ALL NEXT WEEK

THE PICTURE EVERYONE WANTS TO SEE!

Carole Lombard in her last picture — Jack Benny at his best —
a surprisingly different comic!

CAROLE . N _ JACK
LOMBARD AND BENNY

In Ernst Lubitsch's Comedy

"TO BE OR NOT TO BE"

music is sheer delight. If you like

this type of film, and don't mind a

flimsy plot, you'll probably enjoy

The Chocolate Soldier.

Coming soon : Captains of the

Clouds, with James Cagney and

Brenda Marshall; The Man Who
Came to Dinner, Monty Woolley

and Bette Davis; Two-Faced Wo-
man, Greta Garbo returns to the

screen; How Green Was My Val-

ley, last year's Academy Award
winner; H. M. Pulham, Bsq., with

Robert Young and Hcdv Lamarr.

—M.W.E.

According to the annual custom

of the Journal, we present the ten

best pictures of the year. They are

not placed in the order of their dis

tinction.

Citizen Kane
Major Barbara

Sergeant York

Here Comes Mr. Jordan

Target for Tonight

49th Parallel

One Foot in Heaven

The Little Foxes

When Ladies Meet

All That Money Can Buy.

—M.W.E.
W.E.M.

pilllllllfllllllilllllllllllH

I MILITARY OUTFITTERS |
For Over 95 Years

j|
1847— 1942 1

LIVINGSTON'S

Registrar Speaks
At Levana Dinner

Miss Jean Royce, Registrar of

the University, gave the address

at this year's Graduation Dinner

of the Levana Society which was

held in the dining room at Bar

Righ Halt last Wednesday night

Speaking of the tolerant atti

tude toward careers and educa-

tion for women in our day a:

compared with that shown in thi

centuries before our own. Miss

Royce said, "... the privilege

and discipline of higher education

hav*- changed the whole course

of life for women. They have

given her a broad and deep sen

of responsibility and a quickened

realization of citizenship. In

short they have built up a new

aristocracy among women—the

aristocracy of intellect."

Queen's In Lead

Miss Royce stressed the part

Queen's had played in bringing

women in contact with formal

education, saying, "I think we
all feel pride in the fact that

Queen's was one of the first o

the English-speaking universitie

to open degree courses to wo
men."

The speaker, who was reply

ing to a toast to the University

concluded by saying, "It is a

fraternity to which it is a pleas

lire to belong. Its passport i:

the value of work well done, and

its key is intellectual integrity

It is to this conception of the

university that I would pay

tribute."

After the dinner the traditions

toasts and speeches were made
with Peggy Clark, as toast mist-

ress. Jean Nesbitt proposed the

Toast to the university, to which

Miss Jean Royce 'replied. The
toast to the Graduates was pro-

posed by Jacqueline Earle. and

Dorothy Wardle gave the reply.

The final toast, that to the Le-

vana Society, "past, present and

future," was proposed by Dr.

Douglas, and replied to by Wilda

Baker.

Chaplain To Speak

S/L. Maurice Flint, Chap-

lain of the R.A.F. in Kings-

ton, will address the I.V.

C.F. at 4.15 p.m. today in

the Morgan Memorial
Chapel. Old Arts Building

on "The Faith of a Mission-

ary."
i
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Ice-cold "Coca-Cola"

is refreshing . ; ; refresh-

ing as only "Coca-Cola"

can be. In ifs frosfy

bottle dwells the qual-

ity of genuine goodness.

And taste . . .'a taste de-

licious, exciting. Thirst

asks nothing more.

You trust its quality
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*The Moving Finger Writes . .

."

The end of any job, however large or small brings with it a

host of feelings of gratitude and relief, of regret and nostalgia.

And so it is with the Journal.

Though there were times when we never thought it could be

done, we have turned out a full quota of forty issues, some good,

some bad and some just fair. But, good or bad, every one of them

has been the culmination of a great deal of effort by a great many

people, and in that, if in nothing else, they have all been worth-

while.

This final issue is traditionally the time for stock-taking. It

is the time when we view the year in retrospect and try to see

wherein we have failed or succeeded—not only we of the Journal,

but we of the student body at Queen's.

Throughout the year the Journal has crusaded constantly

and sometimes violently for a revitalized war effort here on the

campus. And in this we have undoubtedly failed. Perhaps the

fault was in our approach to the problem, perhaps it was in the

fact that the majority of the students simply do not read the

editorials, or perhaps it was in factors beyond our control. Be

that as it may, the battered ruins of our war platform, are mute

proof that we certainly did not distinguish ourselves in that field

of endeavor.

The other great issue in the general picture of student affairs

has been that of the Alma Mater Society, and its place in our

scheme of things. Faculty jealousies and general unconcern on

the part of the students have made the path of our undergraduate

legislators a rocky one. Their efforts to give real leadership have

almost without exception died an early and untimely death, and

as a result they have lost a good deal of face in the eyes of the

students.

But the present outlook in this instance is better. Members
of every faculty are vitally concerned about the question, and

they are making determined efforts at correcting the situation.

We have lost much ground which will not be easy to recover,

but it can be done if enough people are willing to help.

Above all else, we need a tacit agreement on the part of

everyone as to the real function of the A.M.S. Obviously it will do

no good for the Executive members to think of themselves as

leaders, so long as any well-organized minority can virtually

stall our governmental machinery, On the other hand, we cannot

logically call for leadership from those whom we have elected to

represent our interests, unless they themselves are prepared

and encouraged to accept the responsibilities of such a position.

"What we have now is a contradiction in terms, and it will remain
so until we actively set about changing it.

Besides debating these issues we have tried through the media
of both news features and editorials, to keep the undergraduates

aware of what has been going on in the world at large. Prob-
ably never before have such world-shaking events passed in such
rapid order as during the past twelve months. We have tried

to draw the picture fairly, honestly and objectively and while we
have never attempted to ink in all the detail, nevertheless we
hope the outline has showed in bold relief.

Perhaps because we have had to go out on so many more
limbs than the average person, the Journal has been all too
frequently wrong. We do not apologize for that, neither do we
attempt to justify ourselves. We ask you only to believe that

we have never consciously varied a hair from what we honestly
felt to be right. If we have abused the power we hold, if we have
been cruel or malicious, it was without intention, or desire.

We could not write the last "30" without a few words of
appreciation to the many persons who have helped so greatly in

the production of this paper. Most of all do we owe a debt of
gratitude to the small army of faithful staff-members who receive
so little recognition for so much effort. From the senior mast-
head members down to the lowliest reporter, each one has worked
long heart-breaking hours without complaint or expectation of
reward. Their loyalty, more than anything else makes the Editor's
task a pleasant one. To their number must be added Joe Smith
and "the gang" down at Hanson and Edgar who toil far into
the night and endure untold pestering from impertinent staff
members.

We are debtors to the administrative officials of the Uni-
versity and of the A.M.S., for their wholehearted co-operation and
the patience with which they have stood our heckling. And
finally, we are grateful to you, dear readers, for criticizing us, for
tossing us the occasional bouquet, and in short, for putting ud
with us at all.
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Official Notices

The O. M. Montgomery

Memorial Fund

The Aluminum Company of Ca-

nada has established a fund in

memory of Mr. O. M. Montgomery

who graduated from Queen's Uni-

versity in' 1905. This fund will be

used to provide bursaries on a loan

or service basis for worthy students

in need of financial help.

Applications for the loan must be

sent in to the Registrar not later

than April 1st In applying a stu-

dent must give evidence of his need.

Last Lectures of Session 1941-42

Faculties of Arts and Applied

Science

Classes in the Faculties of Arts

and Applied Science will close on

Thursday, April 2nd, at 5 o'clock.

Candidates for the Master of Arts

Degree

Students who wish permission to

become candidates for the degree

of Master of Arts during Session

1942-43 must make application to

the Registrar at least two weeks

before the opening of the session.

Supplemental Examinations in the

Faculty of Applied Science

Supplemental examinations in the

Faculty of Applied Science will be

held on September 3, 4, and 5.

Students writing these examinations

will be directed to the nearest avail-

able centre. Applications for these

examinations must reach the Rcgis-

trar's Office by July 15th.

The Reuben IVclls Leonard

Fellowships

Four Fellowships of the value of

$500 and a few of lesser value will

be awarded to graduates of Queen's

University "who are willing and
qualified to undertake independent

research work in the interests of

higher culture." These Fellowships

are tenable only by students in at-

tendance at Queen's. Applications

should reach the Registrar by Ap-
ril 1st.

Arts Research Fellowships

The university will award one

Fellowship of the value of §500
and one or two of smaller value.

These will be open to men and wo-
men who have taken an Honours
.A. at Queen's or an equivalent

degree elsewhere. At the discretion

of the Committee on Arts Research

the $500 Fellowship may be award-
ed as a Travelling Fellowship, but

with this exception the appoint-

ments are given only to those under-

taking graduate studies at Queen's.

Applications will he received bv the

Registrar up to April 1st.

Robert Bruce Bursaries

The University has a small sum
in connection with the Robert Bruce
Bursaries to be given in each year
to one or more students of promis-
ing ability but straitened circum-
tances in the third or later year
n any Faculty. Until 1948 the

award is limited to students of Scot-
tish extraction. Applications will

be received up to September 1st.

A. M. S.

The A.M.S. will hold its

annual meeting on Monday,

March 30, in Convocation

Hall.

At this meeting suggested

constitutional changes will

be discussed. These pro-

posed changes are enumer-

ated elsewhere in this issue.

All students are urged to

attend this meeting to vote

on these important altera-

tions.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
HOLD LAST MEETING

The Chemical Engineers' Club

held its final meeting for the

year in Ontario Hall on Sunday

afternoon.

The speaker was Mr. J. A.

Brooks of Science '42 who pre-

sented a paper on "Solvent De-

waxing" in which he dealt with

one of the methods by which un-

desirable wax is removed from

heavier parafins of the motor-

oil type. The process employs a

solvent such as methyl n -butyl

ketone which dissolves the oil

and leaves the wax as a pre-

cipitate which is easily removed.

Successful Year

Under the presidency of Jim

Seldon the club has had a suc-

cess year. The membership was

one of the largest on record and

numerous papers were presented

by the student members, who
usually dealt with their summer
work in chemical industry and

allied fields. Harry Habgood will

be next year's president.

Cramped

The Editor regrets that

advertising commitments and

other factors beyond our

control made it impossible

for us to run a good deal

of the copy submitted for

this issue.

received by the Registrar up to

April 1st.

B'na't B'rith Kingston, Bursary

Applications are invited for the

B'nai B'rith Kingston. Bursary, of

the value of $50. Founded by the

B'nai B'rith Lodge of Kingston.

This Bursary will he awarded

annually to a student of promising

ability but straitened circumstances.

The award will be made on the

basis of the April examinations.

Applications will be received by the

Registrar up until April 1st.

Khaki University atid Y.M.C.A.
Memorial Fund

This fund is part of a sum, left

from the Khaki University after the

war, which was divided among the

Canadian universities.

The interest, amounting to $240,
will be used to award one or more
scholarships open to undergraduate
students in any Faculty. In award-
ing these scholarships, the need as

well as the standing of applicants

will be considered and preference
will be given to returned men, or

sons or daughters of soldiers of the

Great War. Applications will be

Back Classes

^tudents eligible to take back

classes under Regulation 14, page

81, of the Calendar of the Faculty

of Arts, must complete registra-

tion by April 10. In the event of

failure in April, regulations will be

cancelled and fees refunded.

By a special ruling of the Facul-

ty of Arts, candidates who lack only

two courses for degree in April,

will be permitted to take these

courses during the summer provided

that thev are offered.

IF THI VENUS 01 MtLO COULD TALK-

/ r MV RIG**
ARM

SWEET CAPORAL CIGARETTES

THERE ISNT A SUIT IN ANY MAN'S WARDROBE THAT

WILL GIVE YOU AS MUCH WEAR AS A

TWEED SUIT
You may use the coat as a casual jacket all the year round,

as a spring suit it's the thing for it has class and distinction

that no other suit
i
can give you. Full drapes, naturals and

young men's styles.

28.50

KINGSTON'S SMARTEST MEN'S STORE

125 Princess St. Phone 5020

THE MACRISCN STUDIC
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

We supply everything — Make your appointment now
for portraits and groups

92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones: 676 - 620

J. B. Tyrrel Scholarship in

Economic Geology

J. B. Tyrrel Scholarship of the

value of $240. This Scholarship

will be awarded to a graduate stu-

dent who is working in the field

of Economic Geology.

Applications must be submitted

by April 1st.

USE THE JOURNAL ADS, THAT'S WHAT THEY'RE FOR-

ALL TYPES OF PRINTING AT THE
- RIGHT PRICES

Loose Leaf Books and Refills Queen's Stationery

The Jackson Press
173-177 Wellington Street

Year Printing a Standout Dance Printing a Specialty
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SPORTS

ONCE OVER LIGHTLY
WITH, BILL LEMMON

Peterboro Loses Final Game
But Cops Series By 9 Points

Jan. 18—The Gaels win the Van Home Series from BellevUle or Belle-
ville's theme song "The Skater's Waltz."

After overcoming a one goal lead in the semi-final round to eliminate
Kingston 5-2 in the final game the Tricolor upset the dope bucket on
Belleville, the topheavy favorites, to cop the cup. The Gaels played in-
spired hockey after a shaky start to return the senior pennant to the gym
after a year's absence. Nev Rivington was voted the most valuable award,
the Senator Powell Trophy by his teammates.

Feb. 7—Science '45 splashes way to Intramural Swimming Champion-
ship "Water Boy, Swim Danube." The Science Frosh made their presence
felt for the first time on the campus as they won their first title.

Feb. 8—The Queen's Juniors sweep Junior E.O.B.A. league in record
time or "Hoops, she goes again" as they take four straight wins from the
Y.M.C.A., R.A.F. and K.C.V.I. Gord McDonell of Sc. '45 was presented
with the R.A.F. cup as the best player on the campus.

Feb. 17—Sc. '45 scores second championship taking Intramural Hockey
bunting, or "Chop, Chop, Chop. Well All Right". Sc. 42 proved to have
-the hard luck year of the season as once more Sc. '45 scored an upset
to defeat the final year men in two straight games.

Feb. 18—Sc. '43 again cops the Boxing and Wrestling championship, or
"Swing Your Partner with a Right, Right here." A record entry list was
pasted for these two events and three days of grunting and groaning were
consumed before '43 were acclaimed the victors.

Feb. 20—The Waterfollies or "By a Waterfall." This event proved to
.be the sensation of the current year as Wally Berry whipped a troupe of
amateur talent into a hit show.

Feb. 20—Meds '46 annexes Intramural Basketball championship, or
"Why Can't This Happen More Often." Meds "46 made away with one
of the few championships outside of the Science faculty as they cast aside
many a heavy favorite with utter abandon.

Feb. 22—Meds clinches Interfaculty Basketball title, or "Trouble.
Trouble, Double Trouble." Meds eliminated both Science and Arts in the
Interfaculty finals but a protest by both faculties brought about a replay.

Science then beat Arts as Meds declined to re-enter the tournament.

Feb. 23—Sc. '44 glides to Intramural Skiing title or "It Happened in

Snow Valley." Climaxing one of the most successful years on the barrel

staves. Sc. '44 claimed the title after Arts '45 had been disqualified in the

downhill.

Feb. 24—Science whitewashed Meds in Interfaculty Hockey finals 3-0

or "The Woodchoppers' Brawl." Science proved too good for the Docs
in their battle to the death as the two Science Intramural finalists led the

way to victory.

Feb. 28—Doug Tetu swings to victory in the Gymnastic Meet or "He
Floats Through the Air." Tetu upheld the honor which he held in 1940

when he won the first meet and again clinched it for Sc. '42 after a year's

lapse.

March 1—Science '43 outpinncd Arts '44 in the Intramural Bowling

finals as "They Bowled Ten PinB in the Sky." This game has jumped
by leaps and bounds in popularity about the campus and Sc. '43 was forced

to go the limit to return the champs.

March 3—Combines nab the Intermediate E.O.B.A. championship or

"This Can't be Love." The league was undecided until the final game
as the Combines and Queen's Intermediates ran a one-two race during the

league but the Tricolor slipped by the wayside at the hands of R.M.C.

and the Garrison after beating the Combines in the first outing.

March 4—Meds '44 is triumphant in winning the Bews Trophy "We've

Come to the End of a Poifict Day." Thus the Intramural Trophy changed

hands as Science were forced to relinquish the cup for the first time. The
trophy was presented at the A.M.S. banquet to Athletic Stick Stu Hitsman.

March 15—Lee is vanquished by Rosentzveigf who retains his Intramural

Table Tennis Tournament. Over two hundred people witnessed the final

match as an added feature to the Levana-Journal game.

• * * •

It was announced this week-end that the Interfaculty Sports will be

governed by the Intramural Rules Committee headed by the Athletic

Director until after the war when it will again retain its former status. The

Intramural rules are clearly defined and it is unlikely that any faculty

will be able to find any loopholes in the constitution in case of a dispute

such as arose over the Interfaculty basketball series.

The A.M.S. further appointed a committee to look into the possibilities

of presenting a sports award during wartime to worthy applicants.

• • • •

Thus we come to the end of another year, dear children, with but

one comment to make. After a year at this desk countless comments have

arisen concerning the possibility of making use of the sporting facilities

at the University to greater advantage especially in the cause of the War

Aid Commission. More than one has suggested that a special committee

composed of active participants in each sport, instead of the present arm-

chair athletes, be appointed to figure out ways to pour funds into the War

Aid coffers.

In conclusion let us praise Joe Smith. Charley Hicks, and his man

Friday, Dutch Dougall, Johnny Edwards, Roly Bamsley, Duncan B.

Davidson, Tommy Leadman. Stu Robertson, Dave Watson. Moe Polowin,

and various others for bearing with us during the year. Thanks a million.

Lead Gained In Peterboro

Is Too Much For
Combines

The thirtecn-point lead that

the Peterboro Outboard Marines

stacked up in Peterboro proved

too great a handicap for a fight-

ing Combines basketball team on

Saturday night as they were able

only to erase four points off the

total. They won the game 40-36.

The Combines started off with

a rush as McDonell and Mc-

Lellan fired early baskets but the

^Petes fought back with Thor-

burn leading the attack. The

lung-type passing game of the

visitors kept the Combines well

in hand for the remainder of the

half and they were forced to

accept a one point lead at half

time.

Stars

Again Thorburn proved the

thorn in the local's side as he

popped point after point, boring

in after accepting the guard's

long passes. Poor .shooting and

guarding kept the Combines from

cutting the Petes' lead, although

"Annabelle" Mackey got hot in

the last thirty minutes the in-

ability of the others to keep up

the pace led to their elimina-

tion.

Thorburn was tops for the Out-

boards as he chalked up twenty-

one counters while Jakafby, Mc-

Arthur and MacPherson played

well defensively.

The two Junior stars, Mackey

and McDonell. headed the Com-
bine quintet and Graham, and

MeLetlan, until he was injured

late in the game, plaved effective-

ly.

Combines—Hitsman, Newman,

Coburn (3), Mackey (9), Mc-

Lellan (5), McDonell (6). Ros-

eutzveig (6), Graham (8), Kirk

(3), total 40.

Peterboro — Thorburn (21),

MacPherson (2), McArthur (2),

Mclntyre, jakafby (6). Craig (2),

Cogow (2), Stewart (1). total 36.

Instructor Wanted

Applications for the posi-

tion of Men's Swimming
Instructor and Life Guard

for 1942-43 are invited im-

mediately. Apply in writ-

ing only to the Director of

Physical Education, Gym-
nasium.

Magnificent Jerks

Pulverize Blimps

Superlative Scribes Collect

214 Points In Fast Game

ROSENTZVEIG KEEPS

TABLE TENNIS TITLE

Leo Rosentzveig retained his

Intramural Table Tennis title on

Saturday night by whipping

Frank Lee of Sc. '45 three

straight as an added highlight of

the War Aid basketball games

held at the gym.

The match proved a crowd

pleaser as both players dug deep

in their bag of tricks to pull off

cuts, chops and spins that kept

the heads a-nodding.

Scores

"Blitz" showed his wares from

the starting serve and kept his

Chinese opponent on the defen-

He—Where's my wife?

Street Car Conductor — She's

round behind.

He—I know, but where is she?

/
Our advertisers want YOUR

business — patronize them.

The Ban Righ Blimps played

a rough and dirty game last Sat-

urday night against the jovial

Journal Jerks and went down to

a well-deserved 214-4 defeat.

Sparked by Coach Mary Pater-

son, who tripped more Jerks than

any playing member of her team,

the Blimps scored their two lone

baskets while the clean-playing

and sweet-tempered Jerks were

having a consultation with their

coach. Angered by this typical

display of cheating the Jerks rose

to magnificent heights and led

by Cuddles Corbett, who scored

134 points, they flipped in 57

baskets in as many seconds.

Mackey Stunk

Annabelle Mackey, comely

little brunette, played a lousy

game for the Blimps because

(s)he couldn't get any co-opera

tion from her team. When she

did get the ball, the stellar de

fence duo of Macdonald and

Buchanan stopped her cold and

laid her on the floor.

Rcfree Playfair and his unabli

assistant Omar (not so) Young

husband obviously favored the

Blimps, but even their unfair

tactics could do nothing for the

hapless babes from Ban Righ

ANNOUNCE WINNERS
OF UNION CONTESTS

Winners in the Student's Union

bridge, snooker, ping pong and

chess contests were declared last

week-end. Entries in all tourna-

ments were more numerous than

usual and the champions were

extended to stave off obliteration

in the elimination contests.

Jack Houck and Stu Robert-

son, perennial Union habitues

copped the bridge prize after

eliminating the seeded Lidington-

Scott combination and finalists

Pickup and Phin.

Mike Roga, business-like Sci-

ence freshman, had little trouble

Journal Masthead

(Continued from page 1)

Pat Johnson is to take over Peggv

Turnbuirs duties as Exchange Edi

tor, while Abe Rabinowilz will re

place Bernard Wand as C.U.P. Edi-

tor.

in forging through to the snooker

championship. His chief stumbl-

ing blocks were Brazilian stylist

De Barros and Cote. 1941 champ.

Similarly Leo "The Blitz" Ros-

entzveig calmly and efficiently

rode through the ranks in the

ping-pong tourney without ex-

periencing too much difficulty

Eric Sorenson outlasted the men-

tal giants to gather the ticket in

the chess elimination.

sive throughout most of the

match. After losing the first

game 21-19 Lee rallied in the

second game to force his oppon-

ent to go two extra points before

copping the game. 22-20.

Lee again held the advantage

in third game but Rosentzveig

began to cut down the Science

Frosh's lead, overtook him at 19-

all and went on to win the game

21-19.

INTRAMURAL CHAMPIONS 1942

SPORT WINNERS RUNNJER-UP

Hockey Science *4S Science '42

Basketball Meds '46 Science '42

Indoor Baseball Science '42 Science '44

Bowling Science '43 Science '45

Boxing & Wrestling Science '43 u - - Meds "46

Track & Field Science '44 Science '43

Science !4S

Swimming Science '45 Science '43

Skiing Science '44 Arts "45

Table Tennis Arts '42 (Rosentzveig) Science "45 (Lee)

Golf Meds '44 (J. Pidutti) . Arts '45 (Kirkpatrick)

Tennis Arts '42 (F. Miller). . . Arts '43 (D. Webb)

Gymnastics Science '42 (D. Tetu) .. Science '45 (Harvey)

Cross Country Science '43 Meds '45

INTERFACULTY CHAMPIONS
Hockey Science Meds

Football Meds Science

Basketball Science Arts

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN K. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Swearers and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Phone 362

Everything that's New
and Smart
At LAIDLAW'S!

*

Dresses — Coats — Sports Clothes —
New Accessories — Smart Fabrics.

Men's Furnishings

—

House Furnishings—
" 's* -

When You Buy at Laidlaw's — You're Sure of the Quality.

john LAIDLAW 6? son
LIMITED

170-172 PRINCESS ST.

Servinq Canada today...

planninq for tomorrow !
Through $34,000,000 inrested by
The Mutual Life of Canada in

Dominion \Far Loans, plus many
addiiionalmillio ns in other Govern-

ment securities and vital industries,

more than 170,000 Murual Life

policyholders are giving added
support to Canada's war effort.

Their insurance dollars perform

a double task . . ; providing the

sinews of war and safeguarding

the security of Canadian families.

Employees of The Mutual Life

of Canada also are doing their

share. More than ISO enlisted for

active service. Hundreds more are

engaged in war services, assisting

with war savings drives and buy-

ing War Savings Certificate! or
Victory Bonds.

Today we must all spend less

and save more. Together with your
regular war savings, no investment

can be more helpful to you or to

Canada than the purchase of a
Mutual Life of Canada policy.

Policyholder* are the sole owners
of the Company and sole recipients

of its profits;

Your nearest Mutual Life repre-

sentative will gladly help you with

aa individual plan to protect your

family and moke your saviogs work
for Victory. See him today!

THE

UUTUAL IIFE
IfMMOF CANADAMM

Established 1869

HEAD OFFICE • WATERLOO, ONT.

ALL PROFITS FOR POLICYHOLDERS

OFFICERS' UNIF0BMS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

FOR ARMY - AIR FORCE 0 NAVY

103 Princess Street Phone 3542

ACENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Cop»'itutions

PRINTERS
phone 1510

117 Brock St

Printing o<

Description
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SITUATION VACANT
WANTED

Two students to train for degree
of Chartered Accountant — men
or women — ineligible (or mili-
tary service and not engaged in

war production. Duties to start
in May.
Apply in own handwriting only
to England and Leonard, 71
Clarence Street, Kingston.

DO NOT apply in person or
by telephone.

FOR SALE
Model A Ford Cabriolet

Good Engine. Good Tires.

$100.00

Bob Motherwell Phone 4080

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Fruit, Vegetable and Grocery

Merchants

Across from Y.M.C.A.

Free Speech

(Continued from page 1)

ested in the feature columns; the

Women's columns, the Steam Shov-

el and particularly War Comment,

winch 1 consider well done. Per-

haps more stress could he put on

the activities of the Music Room.

CO.T.C. Banquet

Audrey Freeman

:

In the Journal, the campus activi-

ties are well covered, winch is what
is wanted. Some of the jokes are

rather broad, hut there are compen-
sations. For instance, the book re-

view column is very interesting. It

is a good idea in a college paper

to have student opinion, even more
than is at present represented.

TOPCOATS
In every wanted color

— style— pattern

19.75 up

Reversible $16.50

A large selection of our new

Spring Suits are now here.

SEE THE NEW
SELF STRIPE MONOTONE

BIBBY'S
78-80-82-84 Princess St

TAILS = $i
FOR RENT f

AND ^
TUXEDOS <i\,|

SIMMONS
ClothesShop |
79 Princess St T 1 tfj

Cameras and
Photographic

Supplies
Metws, Tanks, Filter*

Tripods, Etc

Your oM camera taKen in

on new equipment

Terms arranged

Edgar M. Loekett
AT LOCKETT'S LTD.
178 Wellington St

Phone 24

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
3S6 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 22

REGRETS

p *IVt IN AN IN«Uh£D
TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266

Peggy Miller:

I'm all in favor of the Journal
It's definitely important to have it

hoth to unify the faculties and to

keep everyone well informed as to

coming events. The editorials are

definitely good, and I Jove the

Left Hand Corner. The jokes add
conversation if nothing else at the

Ban Righ lunch table, and th

Steam Shovel lets the tmenlighten

ed Arts people know what Science

is thinking about.

Doug Offer, Sc. '44:

It seems to me that the Journal
should reflect student opinion ra

ther than attempt to mould, it as

has been the case.

The C.O.T.C., the largest and
probably strongest campus orga^

nization, should certainly have ;

column. There has never been a

C.O.T.C. article — even like the

humorous one from Ubyssey in the

Science Issue.

Humor, too, should be stressed

since many other pleasures have
been condemned. On the whole,
owever, the Journal is excellent

Barb. Phinney:

It is the best University paper I

have seen ,and I think it's marvel-
lous the way everyone on the Cam-
pus co-operates and docs more than
his share without expecting anv
remuneration in the form of an
award.

Betty Carty:

I think the Queen's Journal is

wonderful, I howl every time I

read it.

Florence Campbell:

I like the Queen's Journal, es-

pecially the editorials which are

exceptionally well done. The Left
Hand Corner and the Habit Dasher
are two very original and humor-
ous columns.

Jerry Barton:

I find the Journal quite interest-

ing when I have time to read it. I

like the Left Hand Corner espec-
ially.

Bob Hammond

:

The jokes were good in the

Science Issue. The Left Hand Cor-
ner is the only column which ex-
hibits any originality whatsoever.
Furthermore the topics it deals with
are of more interest to a greater
number of students than any other
column.

(Continued from page I

)

He then proposed a toast to Queens
L'niversity. Dr. Wallace thanked

Col. Earl for his splendid work as

commanding officer. He also drew

to the attention of those present

that one of the main reasons thai

the universities were allowed in

carry on in normal fashion during

war years was that all university

men were taking military training,

Lt.- Col. t>. M. Jemmett pro-

posed a toast to Headquarters Staff

at St. Helen's and Brig. F. L. Arm-
strong replied. Col. Austin then

proposed a toast to R.M.C. which

was replied to by Ma].-Gen. H. F.

H. Hertzberg, Commandant of the

R.M.C. Immediately following this,

Col. Earl was called upon to intro-

duce die speaker of the evening.

Col. R. G. Whitelaw, Commandant
of Brockvitie O.T.C.

Col. Whitelaw spoke of the train

ing of the young officer. He -aid

that the training received at Brock
ville was just a continuation

the training men got in the C.O.T
C. at the LTniversity. He cautioned

all prospective candidates to be

serious minded about their training

Brockville

The Officers' Training Cent
has the responsibility of seeing that

officers get the best training pos-

sible so that enlisted men placed
under them would benefit by their

capabilities. Col. Whitelaw warned
anyone intending to enter the camp
at Brockville to he sure before en
tering just what arm of the service
in which he wishes to serve, be-
cause misfits retard not only their

own progress but that of others.

The speaker stated that testing
of the men at Brockville was done
every day, and only ten percent of
those who failed did so because of
lack of knowledge. The rest failed

mainly because they lacked a sense
of responsibility to the service and
to their command. Col. Whitelaw
closed his address by saying that
'etters received from Brockville
graduates proved to him the
trength, importance and value of
the training given at the Brockville
camp.

Cpl. Jack Houck thanked the
peaker on behalf of the unit.

A.M.S. Meeting

(Continued from page 1)
University of New Brunswick
started a Relief Fund among sister

Canadian universities, which is de-
signed to aid the students who have
lost so much of their personal pro-

perty and in no way touches upon
the restoration of the Residence it-

self.

Keith McCaffrey was appointed
A.M.S. Band Agent for the year
1942-43. Bob Jones was selected
to take over the duties of the editor
of the Combined Hand Book and
Directory for the same period. The
Journal Honoraria were approved
for this year. The Journal Mast-
head was also approved in toto.

Best ivishes to the students of Queens

University for success in the coming

examinations and in the work of the

future.

Aluminum Company of Canada, JLtd.,

Kingston Works.

St John Passion

Jim Wrong, Sc. *44:

I would like to see more reports
of dub activities in the Journal,
particularly with respect to finan-
cial statements. The Journal is the
ideal medium for making these- pub-
lic. Another good feature would he
more frequent polls on student
opinion. Also I think that the
Journal's policy 0f "no post mor-
tems" might be relaxed on certain
occasions. Generally, however, the
Journal is good.

Hal Leitch, Frank Ness, Sc. '45:

An enlarged and more frequent
technicolumn would make the Jour-
nal more interesting for Science
students. These articles (would not

SECOND FRENCH FILM

With the presentation of Tofxizc,
at the Tivoli Theatre this afternoon
at 2.30, the Queen's French Club
brings to the Kingston screen its

second French comedy this season.
A satire on political dishone-ty and
the corrupting influence of money,
this best known play of Marcel
Pagnol is generally considered one
of the finest modern examples of
the "comedie de moeurs,"

need to be too technical but would
serve to keep students abreast of
the developments in their profes-
sion. Write-ups on visiting speak-
ers might sometimes be made more
informative. The Journal, however,
is a very good paper as it stands.

(Continued from page 1)

of 16 wilj be ranged on either side

of the stage, and Dr. F. L. Harri-

son will conduct from a harpsi-

chord-style pianoforte at the front

of the platform.

The Evangelist, who sings the

narrative, and whose part tonight

will be sung by Harold Clark, of

Toronto, will stand in his tradi-

ional place on one side of the con-

ductor. On the other side of the

conductor stands the singer of the

art of Jesus, who tonight will be

Bernard Hartshorn, talented King-
ston baritone. The girls who sing

solo parts include Marjorie Peebles,

Berna Sheridan, and Mary Mac-
Leod.

Hillel Foundation

Dr. D. O. Hebb, of the

Department of Psychology,
will address the Queen's
Hillel Foundation on the

subject, "Psychology and
Education." The meeting
will take place on Sunday,
March 22, at 8.15, at the

Jewish Community Hall,

corner Queen and Montreal
Streets. Election of officers

for the coming year will also

be held.

S.CM. TO CONVENE
IN MID-SEPTEMBER

For the ninth consecutive year

the Central Area Conference of

the Student Christian Movement
will meet at the Y.M.C.A. Park,

Lake Couchiching, September 12-

19. The theme for this year's

conference will be "This Above
All." and the main speaker will

be Dr. Lawrence Sears, Professor

of Philosophy at Ohio Wesleyan
University.

Speakers

In addition to the main series

there will be small discussion

groups on the sources of religious

insight, and evening forums on
the farm and labor situation in

Canada, political and economic
changes since the war began, the

task of the church today, and the

work of the World's Student

I. V. C. F.

There will be a meeting

of the I.V.C.F. at 7.00 p.m.

in Room 221, Douglas Lib-

rary. All students are cor-

dial!)' invited.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business — patronize them.

Christian Federation. C. B. Wade
of the Queen's staff will be one

nl the discussion leaders.

There will be about 75 stu-

dents present from every campus
in Canada, Delegates will be

able to swim, play tennis, go

canoeing, and sing. The S.CM.
Executive has publicity material

which is available to all interested

students.

McGALL'S RESTAURANT
'The Better Place to Eat"

ASK ABOUT OUR MEAL TICKETS

Phone 811

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS
21 Meals $5.50—14 Meals $4.50 $5.50 Value for $5.00

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

SUPERIOR
— GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH —

RESTAURANT
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Mechanicals Form
Branch of Society

OY K. A. MCCAFFREY

A few weeks ago, Queen's Me-

chanical Engineering students

formed a Student Branch of the

American Society of Mechanical

Engineers. The membership in-

cludes students in Mechanical

Engineering in the junior and

final y-sars, with provi2:;n for

representatives from the second

year.

The formation of the club was

due to the efforts of Mr. W. A
Wolfe, M.Sc, of the Mechanical

Engineering Department. As

soon as the specified minimum of

fifteen memberships had been ap

plied for, a charter was obtained

from the parent organization,

authorizing the formation of the

Queen'? Student Branch of the

American Society of Mechanical

Engineers.

In return for a membership

fee of three dollars per person,

the parent Association assists in

the procuring of up-to-date en-

gineering" films, and speakers.

Each member receives an official

lapel pin, and eight issues of the

official monthly publication "Me-

chanical Engineering." He also

has the privilege of purchasing

the remaining four issues at

twenty-five cents apiece, or half

price. Upon graduation, student

members may apply for transfer

to Junior Membership.

The A. S. M. E. offers ample

scope for executive experience.

The executive changes twice

yearly. The Branch receives

counsel and guidance from its

Honorary Chairman, who must

be an engineer.

For the short term since its in-

ception in late January, the

Branch has been under the guid-

ance of an executive consisting

of W. A. Wolfe, Honorary Chair-

man ; G- W. Sherk, Chairman

;

J. H. Brazier, Vice-Chairman; E.

W. Parker. Secretary; G. F. W.
McCaffrey, Treasurer. Commit-

tees — Program : D. Duncan

(chairman), R. Motherwell, J. O.

Gage, K. G. Brown ; Fees—F. A.

Ritchie (chairman), H. D, Acres,

A. C. G. Jarvis, G. B. Carter, A.

S. Johnston; Membership—J. A
Thomas (chairman) , N. B. H
Dean. G. M. Hood. W. R. Coburn

History

In addition to several organiza

tion meelings, two open meet-

ings have been held, At (he first

hi these, three films on "Hydrau-

lics," "Airscrews," and "Power

for Defense." were shown. Yes-

terday Mr. Young, metallurgist

of the Aluminum Company oi

Canada, Limited, gave an address

on the manufacture of aluminum,

which he illustrated with films.

One of the primary aims of

the A.S.M.E. is to promote re-

search and encourage the deliver-

ing of papers on findings by

members. It is intended that

meetings for this purpose shall

be held as often as papers are

available, and that the audience

shall be invited to discuss each

paper.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair gbop ir>

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone J772-W

Co-ed—Stop that man. He
tried to kiss me.

Ed.—Aw shut up. There'll be

another along in a minute.

She waa only a Scottish chief-

tain's daughter, but you should

have seen her go through the

rye.

Well, here's my last effort for this term. It is a picturization of the random

thoughts running throngh my brain during the process oE manufacturing

a concluding cut. Does it cover everything? —john Straiton.

Parliament

Brazier Named Chairman

Dr.Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

Phone 105 105 Princess St.

At a short business .meeting

yesterday, the Queen's student

Branch of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers elected

its executive for next year. Prof.

L. T. Rutledge was appointed

Honorary Chairman, J. H. Bra

zier becomes Chairman, with Al

Sharpe as Vice-Chairman, Keith

McCaffrey was elected Secretary,

while Stan Patzalek was appoint

ed Treasurer.

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointment now for Portraits and Groups

WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 2110

(Continued from page 1)

Just what form any increased

assistance will take has not been

made public but a shrewd guess is

the helping hand will take the form

of larger financial grants to deserv-

ing students of good academic

standing who will have outstanding

talents to offer after graduation.

Chief beneficiaries of such a pro-

gram, it is understood, will be stu-

dents in science, engineering and

medic int.

It is understood the new pro-

gram will fallow the general lines

of the system now operating under

the old Youth Training Program.

Since 1939, under this scheme, the

labor department has been co-oper-

ating with provincial governments

in allotting certain sums for assist-

ance to university students — a

sum the province had to match or

there was no deal.

Up to last year, only the four

western provinces, Quebec and

Prince Edward Island had taken

advantage of the offer. All students

of good standing were eligible un-

der this system and the assistance

came as a straight gift with no

strings attached.

Aid War Effort

Last year the department wrote

to the provinces and offered a sub-

stantial increase in assistance, rang-

ing up to a maximum of $300 a

year for science, engineering and

medicine students. The only pro-

viso was that the student had to

sign an undertaking to assist in the

war effort after graduation to an

extent approved by the govern-

ment.

So far only Quebec and British

Columbia have participated in the

revised set-up, but even at that

more than "300 students represent-

ing a dominion-provincial invest-

ment of $50,000 profited by the

plan in 1941-42.

Recently representatives of the

labor department, the defence de-

partment and medical deans from

several universities conferred on

problems facing university students.

Much of what transpired at that

conference still remains a secret but

(he correspondent did learn this

much on reliable authority: that

the government is giving "very

acti've consideration" to a plan for

increased assistance to students —
and not only medical students.

Hurry

"We're rushing this thing along

as fast as we can," one highly-

Q.S.A. LOOKS BACK
ON ACTIVE SESSION

The Queen's Student Assembly,

representative of all campus or-

ganizations, has had an active

year.

The Q.S.A. began the session

with the establishment ot a

Freshman's Information Bureau

and a Book Exchange. When the

Red Cross Blood Bank was es-

tablished in the city in early No

vember. the Assembly sponsored

a Blood Bank Rally. The films

shown and the lectures given de

picted the methods by which

blood is taken, preserved and

later used in the battle-field,

Speakers' Bureau

The Q.S.A. next established a

Student Speakers' Bureau,

through which potential student

speakers may get in touch with

city organizations.

The Campus Club Calendar

which hangs in the Library i

also the work of the Q.S.A. The

purpose of this calendar is to

announce club activities and help

prevent them from conilictim

National Scholarships

The Assembly rounded out

the year's activities by estab

lisbing a scholarship committee

In conjunction with other Uni

verities also taking part in tin

campaign the committee circulat

ed a petition for National Schol

arships.

placed defence department spokes

man said, "and we expect to havi

something concrete to announce be

fore very long."

Another phase of university ae-

ti vity — placement of students after

graduation ar.d'during the summer

holidays — i; under keen study by

the Wartime Bureau of Technical

Personnel, a labor department
branch crea:cd more than a year

ago to survey the supply of skilled

technicians and scientists in Canada.

L. E. Westman, an assistant di-

rector of the bureau, has just com-

pleted a tour of universities in Bri-

tish Columbia and will report his

finding* shortly on summer empli ij
-

ment of students and their enlist-

ment in the armed forces and in-

dustry.

Now is the time for all good

men to come to the aid of the

party.

LOOK your

BEST

!

A Guide To

SPRING SMARTNESS

SUITS . .

That Set The Pace

For SPRING wear

There's more than ONE
GOOD REASON why

you should make it a

special point to see these

new Spring Suits by So-

ciety Brand and other

leading Canadian manu-

facturers. Not only is it

an opportunity for you

to get a genuine Tweddell

Suit at * MODERATE
PRICE, but it means that

you're in for EXTRA
COMFORT, and above

all EXTRA LONG
WEAR.

TOPCOATS . .

That Mean More STYLE

COMFORT and VALUE
If you're looking for SOMETHING MORE
than just "good looks" in a topcoat, you 11

appreciate TweddeU's large selection of New

Spring Topcoats at MODERATE PRICES.

Every one is tailored, not only with smart

styling, but with extra ruggedncss and wear-

ability to insure vou a maximum of real

service. When you buy a TWEDDELL
topcoat, you buy REAL QUALITY.

Greet SPRING

In A New HAT
HERE IS YOUR HAT
for Spring! It has alt the

season's style and smart-

ness. And what's more

it will keep its original

good looks and smartness,

no matter how tough you

are on hats, Come in to-

day and select the hat

a^ShX-'E* - ST?T<S°>?, BROCK KEN.

SINGTON and LA SALLE hats is the largest in the city,

MODERATELY PRICED.

FURNISHINGS .

Men' Our new selection of fine quality furn-

ishines has iu$t arrived! Superb quality!

T^f SHIRTS. TIES, SOCKS, GLOVES,

etc are just the furnishings to highlight your

new Spring Suit and outfit. You're sure to

find all the colors and styles you want jn

our tremendous assortment. All at MOD-
ERATE PRICES.

See Our Special Window Displays

TWEDDELL'S
Hotel La Salle Btdg.

137 - 139 Princess St.
Phone 3706
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PARTY SHOES
FOR EITHER

SEX
•

For the Men

—

Formal Wear Shoes in

Patent or Dull Calf at

$6.00

•

For the Ladies

—

A variety of new Sandal

Type Evening Foot-

wear — Satins, Silver

or Gold Kid, High or

Low Heels, at

$5.00 to $7.00
•

FOR BETTER SHOES

LOCKETTS LTD.

178 Wellington St.

Phone 24

Delivery Service

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

AT POPULAR
MATINEE PRICES

LEVANA
NCTEJ

THIRST COME

THIRST SERVED

There's satisfying refresh-

ment in the delicious depths

of your favorite soda when

you bring your thirst to our

comfortable fountains. Skil-

fully blended of extra-rich

ice cream, true - to • nature

flavoring, and fizzing car-

bonated water—it's a treat

that can't be beat.

•

WARD & HAMILTON

DRUGS LTD.

FOR

SPRINGTIME
FRESHNESS

•

DUBARRY
DOUBLE FEATURE

Foundation lotion free with

each face powder for the

regular price of

$2.00

Austin's Drug Store

100 Princess Street

Phone 230

Annual Report

At the annual meeting of the

Lcvana Society on March II, a

report of the Society's activities

for the year was read by the sec-

retary, Florence Campbell. For

the benefit of those who were

not there, and for all those who
are interested in what Levana

ha - d( >ne this year, we reprint

this report.

Secretary's Report

In the fall of the 1941-42 ses-

sion at Queen's 1 10 freshettes

were welcomed to Levana. The

regular activities of the Society

opened early in the fall with the

customary wiener roast which

was held in Ban Righ (without

the bonfire) on account of weath-

er conditions. Initiation of

freshettes took its more serious

form at the candle lighting cere-

mony in Grant Hall in October.

The Executive has been fortun-

ate in being able to secure for

each open meeting a speaker

hose subject was of special in-

terest to Levana. These were

without exception well-attended

and interesting.

Activities of the Levana So-

ciety have not been confined to

tself alone. The Red Cross Room
has been open all year, and a

great deal of work has been

turned out. This year for the

first time, a member of Levana
was elected president of the A.

M.S. and as the Levana candi-

date for secretary was also elect-

ed it was a double honor.

Social functions too, have play-

ed an important part in the year's

activities. Both tea dances in the

fall were successfully arranged

and well attended. The Levana
Formals brought the usual co-

operation and interest from the

girls. At the Spring Tea Dance,

March 7, held in the Common
Room, the new president and the

former president received the

guests. The Graduation Dinner
and Dance held on March 17

completed the social calendar for

this session.

Florence Campbell,

Secretary.

Red Cross Room
This year the Red Cross Room

has made a very outstanding con-

tribution to the Levana War
Effort, and to that of the Uni-
versity. Under the convenership
of Jean Calvert, members of Le-
vana have made many useful

articles which have been sent to

the Kingston Red Cross, the Toe
H Home for sailors in Kirkwall,

the Orkney Islands, and the

Bombed Victims in England. To
the convener, and to the girls

who have worked at the Room
tirelessly and faithfully, a word
of praise is certainly due. If next
year's Red Cross Room continues
to live up to the standard set this

year, it will be doing well.

Here is the financial report of
the Red Cross Room

:

Receipts

Ban Righ Summer School
House Council $ 10.00

A.M.S. (Nov.) 50.00
Q.W.A.C. (Jan. & Feb.) 150.00
Red Cross Boxes 7.80
Special Donations 13.50

Levana Society . .. 30.00

L.A.B. of C 20.00

Ban Righ House Council 20.00

$310.30

Expenditures

Wool $ 64.30

Materials for quilts, etc.,

Steacy's 110.00

Laidlaw's 24.03

Kingston Red Cross 39.93

Red Cross Visitors'

hospital Supplies .... 51.00

Express, cartage, repair-

ing, sewing machines,

etc 7.70

296.96

Credit balance at Steacy's

on Feb. 19 9.20

$287.75

Balance $13.55.

Last But Not Least

To conclude this column for

the year, we would like to con-

gratulate the Levana Executive

for the splendid work it has done

during 1941-42. In all its ac-

tivities, and especially those in

c lection with the War Effort,

it has achieved results that are

excellent. To Lorna Breckon,

our President, whose illness forc-

ed her to discontinue her duties

after Christmas, may we say that

your term of office was a very

happy one for all concerned, and

you have been very greatly miss-

ed on the campus. Your recovery

will be very welcome news to all

who know you. To Peggy Clark,

our able and efficient Acting

President — we can only say

"Hate olim meminisse juvabit."

A.M.S. Report

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

Results of the Telegraphic

Swimming Meet are as follows:

50 yds. Free Style—M. Holden
(M) 31 sec; M. McKinney (V)
32.4 sec. ; P. Clarke (Q) 33.5 sec.

50 yds. Breast—B. Mortimer
(V) 41.1 sees.; P. Clarke (Q)
46.4 sees.; S. MacKay (M) 47.4

sec,

100 yds. Free Style—M. Mc-
Kinney (V) 1' 14.2 sees. ; D. Jeffs

(Q) 1' 15.1 sees; M. Holden (M)
1' 18.4 sees.

80 yds. Back—D. Jeffs (Q) 41.9

sees.; J. Stinson (V) 42.2 sees.;

S. MacKay (M) 43 sees.

200 yd. Relay—K. McRuer, C.

Matheson, B. Wellington, M.
Stock (Q) 2' 33.8 sees; S. Baker,

M. Dumphey, B. Wilson, D.
Burgess (V) 2' 43.4 sees.

Plunge—B. Allen (V) 61' 9";

L. Cochrane (M) 56'; C. Hibbert

(Q) 45' 6".

First— (21 points)—Toronto.
Second— (18 points)—Queen's.
Third— (14 points)—McGill.

MEETING WILL CLOSE
DRAMA GUILD SEASON

The Drama Guild will hold its

last meeting next Thursday
night, at nine o'clock in the

Players' Lounge. As next year's

Executive will be chosen, the Ex-
ecutive urges all those interested

in the Drama Guild to be sure to

attend this final social evening.

Resume
The Guild's calendar of events

can be outlined as follows: "The
Happy Journey" was the over-

Fashion show, and most import-

ant of all, installing His Excel-

lency the Earl of Athlone as

Rector of the University.

The second annual A.M.S. Lec-

ture was given on February 4,

by a Queen's graduate, Dr. Wat-

son Kirkconnetl, now Head of

the English Department at Mc-

Master University. Dr. Kirk-

connell's booklet "Canadians All"

has recently been distributed on

tlit- campus.

The Queen's War Aid Com-
mission was re-organized as a

sub-committee of the A.M.S., and

realized over two-thirds" of its

$4000 objective. This was done

by dance taxation, the Qucen'^

Water Follies directed by Wally

Berry, and many other schemes.

Other A.M.S. projects for the

year included the Blood Donor

Campaign, the Red Cross Bene-

fit Dance, aid to Mount Allison

University, and the , National

Scholarship campaign. The Open

Houses in Grant Hall were again

popular. Though no charge was

levied, the Coca-Cola concession

covered expenses and turned over

a profit of $37.83.

The A. B. of C. was active as

always, promoting a variety of

athletic events, including the Big

Four fixture between Toronto

and Montreal, which was such a

feature of the Centenary week-

end.

A financial statement from" the

Journal could not be had in time

for this report, but a deficit is

expected, owing to the decrease

in student registration. To coun-

teract the rising production cost,

the price of the Tricolor was this

year raised to $4.35, and special

efforts are being made to have it

out early.

Color Night was held as usual

this year, with Mr. Lew Hayman
of Toronto as guest speaker. This

was the occasion for the presen-

tation of athletic awards and the

nine Tricolor plaques which were

awarded this year.

There were innumerable other

events which space does not per-

mit mentioning. In closing, the

executive offers its sincere thanks

for the assistance and advice off-

ered by faculty members and stu-

dents on all matters on which

they were consulted.

(Signed),

Dorothy H. Wardle,

President.

ttrcn s IMnlugrafty

George—Ah! First love.

Mary—Yeah, and then what.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business — patronize them.

ture; presented on the Centennial

week-end and on "Variety Night."

This was followed by "The
Torch - Bearers," the three-act

farce on the theatre.

This term, two one-act plays

were presented at Barriefiold,

and the Guild combined with ttie

Faculty Players to produce

"Love From A Stranger."

Meetings, composed of talks,

skits, refreshments, songs and

dancing were inserted through
the months. The Drama Guild

received a Constitution and Dr.

William Angus became the

Guild's Faculty Adviser and
Director.

BACH'S

ST. JOHN PASSION
CONVOCATION HALL

TO-NIGHT, MARCH 20th, 1942

*BY #

UNIVERSITY CHOIR, SOLOISTS AND
STRING ORCHESTRA

DR. FRANK LI. HARRISON, Conductor

HAROLD CLARK (Evangelist)

Principal Soloist C.E.C. Singer

BERNARD HARTSHORN (Christus)

QUEEN'S POST OFFICE
Tickets on sale at and where seats may be reserved

SPEARN'S BOOK STORE

TICKETS — Fifty Cents

STUDENTS
Hrlrnr jftartin's SScnuty &alon

288 PRINCESS STREET (Upstairs) over A & P Store

Formerly of Don and Ivy Kingsbury's

Phone 2431 For an Appointment

Helene Martin Assistant Clara Watland

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

TABLE and WHIPPING CREAM

TOPSY CHOCOLATE MILK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 406

STUDENTS—
Overshoes, Hockey Boots,

Slippers,

Evening Shoes,

Baggage,

etc.

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 PRINCESS STREET

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING MEAL TICKETS

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM
Opposite Miller Hall

Phone 2033

On the 28th -- The BUMS' BUSH















SIGN BOOK CARD
AND i-EAVE AT
CHARGING DESK

IF BOOK IS TO BE USED
OUT OF THE




